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PUBLIC WORKS DEPART.M.ENT REORGANIZATION CO~IMITTEE . 

.NJINUTES OF EVIDENCE 
TAKEN BEFORE THE 

PUBLIC V\7 ORKS DEP ART~IENrr 
REORG ANIZArriON COl\!IlVIIrrTEEl 

At Rangoont Tuesday, 6th March 1917. 

PRESENT. 

F. G. SLY, Esq., c.s.r., r.c.s. (President.) 

SIR NOEL KERSHAW, K.C.B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the follo1dng Co-opted .Member. 

A. T. l\IACKENZIE, EsQ. 

" B . .l\I. t:l.DIUELSON, EsQ., M.r.c.E., M.R.s.r., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department.. 

D. G. HARRis; Esq. (Secretary.)· 

The Ho;:(BLE .i\Ir. C. H. WoLLASTON, Chiei Engineer and Secretary to the Government of Burma, Public Works 
Department. 

Written Statement. 
2,655. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The execution of civil 
works in the province of Btu'ma is carried out by 
the agency of petty contractors under the immediate 
supervision of the Public Works Department. This 
supervision is intensive, in that all projects are designed 
and the cost estimated by the Department which also 
prepares bills of quantitie:; of work done, makes direct 
tash paymentB, and submit~ detailed accounts for 
government audit. 

(a). The petty contractors ~upply the labour and all 
local m_a~eri~ls. Rates for these items are invited by 
compehtlon m the open market. As a general rule, the 
lowest tender is accepted. 

(b). Owing to the want of inctigenouo skillecL labow·, 
a large staff of ~ubordinates has to be employed by 
government ; this staff is further neceesitated by the 
large area of Public '\Yorks Department divisional 
eharges and the poor communicationo. 

\c). In _view of the peculiar circumBtances of the <:a:;e, 
th1s relattvely large staff of subordinate~ cannot very 
well be r_c~uced without impairing etliciency, and l 
am of . optnton that the pre~ent system is economical 
an~ ?2utable for this practically undeveloped province. 

.... ,6o6. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-It is 
P.resumed that, in view of the close supervision exer
ct:oed, the present ~ystcm of work i:> termed '· d·~· 
partmcn!al," and that the propo~al to employ private 
agency uuphes a reduction of the supervising staff. 
. (_2). Gran.ted a good and r'Oliable firm of contractor~, 
1t IS essential th~t. they em ploy a sufficient supervh;ing 
stall to onoure efhcwMy. lt cannot be contended that 
a. 5!-:l.allcr. supervioing ~tall will obtain the like efficiency. 
A tirm of contractors with ~UP..lruary powerd will prob· 
al?ly get m~re work out of a ~ubordinate, but on the 

other hand a bigger returu on capital expended will 
be demanded, over and above what would content the· 
petty contractor. 

(a). I have no doubt that every executive officer of 
the Public Works Department would hail with satis
f~c.tion the advent of. t~e big reliable contractor ; oppo
sitiOn need not be anticipated from them ; it is the subor
clinate who, having to change from his safe tentu'e under 
government to the insectu'e position of a servant under 
a private agency, would raise every objection to t.he 
transfer of service. 

(b). It is extremely doubtful whether the big con
tractor would look at anything but work concentrated · 
in specified areas, where he could ensure efficiency with 
the mini1~1U~ of sup~r.visi?n· ':£'he mast! of petty works 
and repa~s m locabttes far distant from each other, 
coupled wtth the want of communication. would. entail 
departmental or petty-contractor labour necessitating 
a large staff of lower subordinates. 

2,657. (V.) Decentralization, and (VI.) Simplification ot 
procedure.-The executive department of the Public 
Works Depurtment in thi:; proviuce i:;, as in many 
other departments, overworked and undcr~taffecl. Each 
clivision comprises on the average two civil districts. 1f 
the advent of the big contractor with an efficient stafi 

. would re!ieve the Executive Engineer of petty works 
and rep!l.ll's, he could concentrate on the more important 
work,;, but the opposite is likely to be the ca~e, and in 
l'icw of the necesoary tours he would have to maku to 
~upcrv~s? depttrtmeutal or petty-contract work, hie 
ouperVlston would overlap that of the private cOn• 
tractor. · 

(a). '!'he executive oJiiccr in charge of a divi~iou ~hould 
have greater powers than he has at prcocnt tinde1· the 
.following heads t- · 

(i) advances to contractors ; 
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(ii) sanction of allotments under t'e•appropriatiou ; 
(iii) looal purchase of art.ioles of European mauufac· 

ture. 
(b). The present system of audit is susceptible of 

simplifioation. I am of opinion that the oomplioated 
system of Publio Works Department aocounta ia quite 
incommensurate with the ends attained. I would 
suggest a. drastic change, viz., that all Publio Workti 
Department divisional &.<~oounts be audited by private 
firms of chartered accountants once or twice a year as 
deemed advisable:. 

(e). I do not think the restrictions imposed by tho 
Public Works Department Code are harassing, except 
as regards the limits of co~t fixed for residential build
ings. In this province, where rates vary so greatly, it 
is difficult to keep to this 1·estriotion and build suitable 
houses in dear localities. I would suggest a standard 
of accommodation for suoh buildings and not a limit of 
cost. 

2,658. (Vll.) Education.-! gathet: that the intention 
is, after the introduction of the big contractor, to pro
vincialize the Roads and Buildings Branch of the Public 

II 

Work~ Department. If this ourmioc Lr touect then 
I am of opinion that the 5yatf.'lll of teaohin~ and 
the qualifications at pre~ent required in the Indian 
engineering colleges will meet rcquircnwnts. Unless 
the prospects of l?ay and p~nsion for tho prol'inoinl 
serVIces are much tmproved, 1t would st•rye no meful 
purp.ose to bring up the standards of the Indian E>ngi· 
neeru;g colleges to those of colleges in Britain, unless 
recrUitment to the imperial ~cn·ice is open to the 
candidates. 

(a). As long as the1·e are two sf.'rvices extant-the im· 
Jlerial. and the pr~vincial-in the on~J department, it 
1s unlikely that pl'!vate agency will recruit the provin· 
cial man, except in n subordinate poHitiou. 

Provineiali:dug a de}Jartmcnt, or part of u dPpart. 
ment, may make for economy. I cannot think bow the 
same efficiency is to be obtuined if the pro\'incial man 
has the same qualifications as hi~ illlpPrlul brother, and 
gets but n ratio of his pay. It would be ngaimt 
human. nature to expect the same zeal and loyalty 
from htm. A personal grievance, if it have but the 
semblance of justice behind it., nmst render the holder 
less efficient, 

The HoN'BLE Mr. C. H. WoLLASTON called and examined. 

2,659. (PrMident.) The witness stated that he had had 
30 yea.ra' service in the Buildings and Roads Branch of 
the Burma Public Works Department, and that he at 
present held the post of Chief Engineer. 

2,660. There were 28 Buildings and Roads and 5 Irri· 
gation divisions in the province, viz., 23 under imperial 
service officers, 9 under provincial service officers and 
1 ·under a temporary engineer; anq the Irrigation 
divisions also undertook buildings and roads work. In 
view of the fact that it required t-ime for an engineer to 
become acquainted with the working of an Irrigation 

·division, an Executive Engineer who after 10 years' 
service in either of the branches was posted to an irriga· 
tion division usually remained in the Irrigation Branch 
of the Department for the remainder of his service and 
thus specialized in Irrigation. 

2,661. The posts of Sanitary Engineer, Architect and 
Electric Inspector ·Were the main specialist appoint· 
ments in the Buildings and Roads Branch. In addition, 
there was an Inspector of Plumbing who was a 
specialist recruited from England and he was under the 
orders of the Sanitary Engineer. All these officers were 
controlled by the Chief Engineer, Buildings and Road~, 
and did not receive orders from Superintending EngineerM. 

2,662. There were 5 municipalities in Burma, viz., 
those of Rangoon, Akyab, llfoulmeiu, Bassein and 
Mandalay, and these bodies had charge of all publie 
works within their respective areas. The Public Works 
Department had charge of all other roads in the province 
whether metalled or unmetalled and also of all district· 
roads with the exception of two or three village t.rackH 
whioh had recently been constructed by villager~. 

2,663. There were no district councils or boards Qf any 
kind in Burma, outside the municipal towns. With 
the exception of th~ Rangoon 1\Iunicipality, which 
employed a large public works establishment, the 
public works of the other four municipalities wer~ 
oon~tructed and maintained generally by temporary 
engmeers who were late employees of the Public Works 
Department, each with a email staff; the construction 
of 1111y work of magnitude, e.IJ., a water-works, being 
carried out by the Publio Works Department, 

2,664. The collection and consolidation of road metal 
was executed by petty.contract, but ordinary earth· 
work was done departmentally by muster gangs who 
were employed on monthly wages. 

2,665. The construction and maintenance of govern· 
ment buildings was not at pre~eut entrusted to any 
agency or department other than the Public Works 

-.Department. But from 1905 to 1910 the Police Depart· 
ment undertook the erection and maintenance of their 
own buildings in the hope tha.t they might efiect econ
omy. The reeults of the experiment had provttl un· 

satisfactory and consequently all Police buildinp had 
been re-trausferrcd to the Public Works Depart1ueut. 

2,666. The Public Works Department had a central 
stores in Rangoon, but no work~hops, except a Email 
one in t.he Independent Light House Sub·divb•ion. 
Government had possessed two brickficlds at one time, 
but it had closed down one of these and now maintained 
only the one at Kokine which was located about five 
or aL"i: miles from Rangoon. Except for this brickficld 
there was no centre from which a stock of bricks might 
be distributed all over the province, as cartagP in 
Burma was a very-heavy item of expenditure. Hrm·e 
bricks were generally burnt at the site of :worh As 

.the quality of private bricks wa~ inferior it was 
necessary for government to maintain its own brt<·kJidd 
near Rangoon for the construction of its building.•. 
The bricks manufactured at the government bricklield 
were mainly intended for dt>partmental use, but they 
were occasionally sold to the public when there II'<IJ:l an 
accumulation in stock. 1'he public demand for go1wn· 
ment bricks was usually so great that. the annual 
outturn of the goverJm1cnt brkkfield would l1e in· 
sufficient to meet public requirements. He was con· 
vinced tLat privato agencies could, it they de~ired, 
mtmufacture brick~ of the same quality H8 those made 
by government, since the identical agency would be 
employed in both eases, and attributed tho present 
difference in the quality to the fact that the government 
~upervi~ion was superior to that of private agencieE. 
Private bricks wem proLably available at a rupee prr 
thousand cheaper than the rate for go1·ernntent brirk:, 
but their quality was inf<'rior. 

2,667 . .Tho Central Store Depot in Rangoon wn>< 
treated as a oUb·division and was in charge of il 

t~mporary engineer with the rank of A,sistant 
Engineer. It had recently berm found ncce>~<nry, · 
however, to Jlluce an Executive Engine>er temporarily 
in charge, to put the working of tho sub·diYision on 
a proper basi~. Tho Stot·r:B Dep6t oLtained the rc· 
quirement.s of the proYince by indeut on the Director 
General of Stores aud kept them in stot•k, iEming them 
to departmental officerd accordiug to their need~. He 
was opposed tQ the abolltion of the depot and to (•aeh 
division maintaining its o1m Etock, as ExecutiYe Engi· 
neors ·were not allowed to indent for btores in anti· 
oipation of sanction to estimates and it was poosiblo 
that a particular didsion might run out of (·ertain 
articles at a time when they wero mo&t nced<•d. Tht.•ro 
was, be•ido8, tho dra1\·back that the India Oflicc took 
about a year to comply 1\'ith indents. Articles of Euro· 
pean manufacture. e.g., cem~nt, ~orrugntcd Iron. etc., 
were not a~ a. rule pur~b>~d locally as tlw;· had to be 
indented for, und~r rule, unleso they 1\'~re requirt:d 
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mgently, and the main justification for the main~.e
nnnce of a separate stores dep6t was the necessity 
for keeping a certain quantity of particular materia!H 
in stock, in order to obviate delays. 

2,6G8. A charge of 24! per cent. was invariauly levied 
on account of departmental charges, when the Depart· 
ment executed work for district funds and municipali· 
ties, but remissions were sometimes granted in the case 
of sanitary and hospital work and when the finances 
of the district fund did not permit of its meeting the 
charge. A contribution military work was one that 
was executed by the Public Works Department for the 
Army Department for which no provision had been 
made in the imperial military works budget, and he 
added that there was no Military Works Department 
in Burma. All the contribution worb referred to in 
the statement furnished by the local Government had 
been executed by the Buildings and Roads Branch staff. 

2,669. The expenditure on establishment in the Build· 
ings and Roads Branch in Burma varied between 25 
to 28 per cent. He could not, without a reference to 
the establiilhment charges incurred in other provinces, 
say why the charges were as much as 25 per cent., but 
he personally did not consider the percentage a high one 
in view of the peculiar conditions prevailing in the 
province. ~one of these was that no indigenous tech· 
nical labour was available and this led to an increase 
in the supervision charges. He had no knowledge of 
the local conditions in other provinces, but surmised 
that work in Burma required more detailed supervision 
than was probably required in provinces in India. 

2,670. Though a few members of the upper subordinate 
staff of the Burma Public Works Department had been 
recruited from the Insein Engine"ering School, it had 
hitherto been the practice to recruit one man of this 
class yearly from India. An attempt was, however, at 
present being made to restrict recruitment entirely to 
the Insein school, and the lower subordinate staff 
was at present mainly recruited from thiB source, which 
was hence practically the sole field for the recruitment 
of the permanent upper and lower subordinatef! in 
Burma. 

2,671. The Insein Engineering School had passed 
through many vicissitudes, and though it had probably 
existed as a school for about 10 years, recruitment 
from it to the subordinate establishment of the Public 
Works Department had been in force only for the past 
five years. He thought the school had been started in 
1890 but it was only within the past ten years that the 
standard of teaching had been improved. It was pre· 
mature to pronounce an opinion on the products of the 
Insein school, and he anticipated that the next four or 
five years would re>eal a distinct change for the better. 
The Public 'Vorks Department had great hopes of the 
inHtitution and had only last year appointed as head 
of the school one of ih own officers, who had already 
effected considerable improvements. The majority of 
the present students were Burmans, but Indians had 
formerly predominated. The experiment of reserving 
the school ehiefly for Burmans was a promising one and 
held out great possibilities. 

2,672. The experiment under which Deputy Com· 
missioners were supplied with 'local fund overseers ' for 
the execution of public works in districts in Burma 
had been in force for about 8 to 10 years, anrl had 
heen abolished 8 or 10 years previously. Such overseers 
mainly constructed and repaired minor buildings, e.g., 
kmall court houses, bazaars and other structures in the 
district other than residential buildings, the major 
buildings, e.g., court houses at district headquarterH 
and residential buildings being constructed and repaired 
by the Public Works Department. The scheme had been 
abandoned at the instance of the Deputy Commissioners 
~hems~lves, a~ they found that the buildings and roads 
·~ thrn.r e.harge were· fast deteriorating. Some D~puty 
CommiSSIOners besides had complained that thev had 
H?~ the tirne,. incliuation nor knowledge for the SUper· 
VISIOn of pubhc worb entrusted to their care. 

2,673. He explailwd that the per<:tutai!e for touiH awl 
j,lant wa~ aH high a~ 2 per ecmt. a~ petty contractors 

generally had no plant of their own and tho Department 
was obliged to supply the plant required for every work 
of importance as well as tools, even those required for 
manual labour. The supply of tools and plant was not 
regulated by the Central Stores Dcpllt, but plant 
required for a sanctioned work waR purchased and its 
cost debited to the work, the item being brought on 
to the divisional tools and plant list at a valuation after 
the completion of the work provided the plant was in a 
good and serviceable condition. By this means each 
division had a small stock of tools and plant, and this 
was maintained at divisional headquarters. He added 
that such tools and plant were interchangeable between 
circles and divisions. The estimates for contribution 
works contained an allowance for the use of tools and 
plant, but this procedure was not adopted for govern· 
ment works in which case only special items of tools and 
plant required for util,ization on a particular work were 
debited. He was not aware whether an allowance was 
made for tools and plant by accounts officers when 
calculating the establiBhment charges. The statement 
he had furnished showing the cost of building and road!! 
works, however, did not include any charge for tools 
and plant unless they had been specially charged to a 
particular work on which they had been used. It wail 
possible, in his opinion, to furnish figures showing the 
value of tools and plant in stock in :Burma, as the 
Public Works Department had a return showing the 
information. 

2,674. The procedure for the construction of a road 
was, in the first instance, to send out a small staff of 
surveyors to survey and align it, and after the necessary 
data had been collected to frame an estimate in the 
divisional office. The estimate was then submitted for 
sanction to the Superintending Engineer, the Chief 
Engineer or the local Government according to its total 
amount, and public tenders were invited after sanction 
to it had been received. A contractor was then selected 
for the collection of metal and the construction of 
bridges and the work put in hand after funds for it 
were allotted. Formerly, it had been the practice to 
entrust the wood-work in bridges to Chinamen and 
the earthwork to Indians, since Chinamen were 
not able to carry out earthwork, nor Indiana to carry 
out wood-work, and though it was at present permiBsible 
for an Executive Engineer to accept a. tenderc.for an 
entire project including bridges, metal-work, earth· 
work, etc., generally the Eeveral items of work were 
distributed to various contractors whose capabilities 
were known. · 

2,675. Public tenders were also invariably invited for 
entire projects for the construction of buildings, with 
the exception of the sanitary and electrical fittings 
therefor; but the practice was occasionally departed 
from to a limited extent. For instance, for the con· 
struction of the new telegraph office and customs house 
in Rangoon, separate estimates were framed for the 
steel-work in the buildings before calling for tenders, 
as it was necessary to procure the steel from England. 
Another reason for the departure from the general rule 
in the. two cases he had cited was the difficulty that 
had been experienced in securing a single contractor to 
undertake either of the entire projects. 

2,676. There were about four or five large firma of 
building contractors in Rangoon, but as far as he waR 
aware only two of these had tendered for publ:c works, 
and their tenders were generally very high. He did not 
know why the other firms had not tendered, and how 
private firms had erected the large private buildings in 
Rangoon, but he surmised that the architect selecterl 
in each case had recommended a builder to the owner. 
Private buildings were erected by a single contractor 
who tendered for the entire project, with the exception 
of the sanitary and electrical fittinga, which latter wero 
given to contractors who bad specialized in these two 
items. He considered it was posMible for private owners 
to entrust the stcel·work in a building to a separate 
contractor as some of tbe locnl firms dealt onlv in !!tee]. 
work, and could tender at lower rates than I!Otltrl\ctora 
who had not 110 speoie.lizerl. 
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2,677. No regular system was in force in Burma for 
the registration of approved contractors. Only a list of 
contractors was mn.i.ntained in each division and this 
was made over by eaoh Executive Engineer to his 
successor. As it was not circulated in the province, 
Executive Engineers did not know the contractors 
employed in other divisions. A list showing the names 
of those contractors who had proved unsatisfactory 
was maintained and such contractors wore thus pre
cluded from further employment in the Public Works 
Department. 

2,678. He know of no reason why, if tho rates of a 
contractor were reasonable and he was thoroughly 
t·eliablo and had put forward the lowest tender, a partic
nlnr contract ought not to be given to him. It wns, 
ns a matter offact, the general practice of tho Department 
to accept the lowest tender, Hence he could not agree 
with the contention put forward by another witness 
that tho Department did not accept the lowest tender 
in cases where the firms who had tendered happened 
to be thoroughly reliable. . 

2,679. He was unable to agree also with the state· 
mont that the Public Works Department insisted on 
contractors using only government bricks, and cited 
the case of the jail at Insein, a particularly large 
work, where the contractor engaged was allowed to 
supply his own bricks. In his opinion, it was sufficient 
to specify in departmental contracts the quality of 
briok that was to be supplied, and as far as he was 
aware it had never been stipulated that only govern
mont bricks should be utilized in the construct.ion of 
government buildings. AIJ that the Public Works 
Department actually insisted on was tho use of first· 
olass bricks, but it was generally understood, however, 
that the only really first-class bricks available in 
Rangoon were those obtainable from the government 
briokfield. 

2,680. Tho Pnblio Works Department insisted on 
their contractors utilizing all stores of British manu
facture which had been obtained by indent o~t t.he 
Director General of Stores, e.g., cemeU:t. There were no 
cement works in Burma, and British Portland cement 
was mainly used both by the Department and private 
firms. He had had no experience of Indian cement, but 
had used Green Island and Hongkong cement. In his 
_opinio~, private agencies did not use Indian cement 
to any large extent. 

2,681. As he had never been called upoll to adjudi· 
cate on: the rates of a private agency for building work, 
he did not know the rates of private firms and was not 
able to state whether private construction was cheaper, 
dearer or about the same price as that of the [Public 
Works Department. 

2,682. Estimates wore prepared for annual repairs 
to each building or group of buildings, and petty ro· 
pairs, e.g., white-washing, colour-washing, tile-turning, 
etc., were generally carried out after sanction had been 
obtained to estimates which were based on standarit 
measurements; He did not think that such preparation 
involved an undue amount of labour, since tho major 
portion of the time was utilized in taking measurements 
and not in tho a.otual framing of the estimates. Apart 
from this the Department was cognisant of the capital 
cost of each building and knew from actual experience 
what should be .allowed for repairs. Hence after the 
percentage for repairs on the capital cost of the building 
had been fixed it was only necessary for the Executive 
Engineer to prepare a generalestimateforall tho build· 
ings in his charge by allowing a lump sum on account 
of repairs to each of the buildings. In his opinion, it. 
was necessary to lllllasure up repair work as many 
items which were not included in the standard 
measurement books were usually executed. He illns• 
trated his meaning by remarking that though white
washing might be included amongst the standard 
measurements the repairs to a window were not, and 
hence tho latter would have to be measured. l\Ionsure· 
menta had also to be t.aken as tho Accounts Dopartment 
insisted on their being shown in the bills and the mere 
fact that a certain nllol.ment hnd been paRsed for repail·s 

in tho budget was ~ot sufficient for purposes of audit 
Further, it was necessary to keep a r<"cord of the item~ 
not covered by the standard n1easurenwnts, as this was 
the only means of ascertaining what sums were duo 
to contractors. Ho did not considor it feasible to 
introduce a system under which the Executive Engineer 
might be given an allotment for tho annual r<'pnirs 
to each particular btlilding, or group of buildings, with 
full powe1·s as to tho manner in which it was spent so 
long as a formal receipt was furnished for tho am~unt 
actually spent as it was conceivable that the entiro 
am~unt ~ould not always be spent by tho contmctor. 
Besides, 1t was necessary for purposcA of audit thnt. 
oxponditure should be suppot'ted by details showing 
how the money was actually spent. 

2,683, Tho majority of measurements in Burma woro 
made by sub-divisional officers, but such officers as 11 
rule were not entmsted with any powers of financinl 
sanction. He was opposed to tho grent to sub·divi. 
sional officers of powers of technical sanction, cvon o! 
a small amount, as he did not consider they wore 
suitable agents to receive such delegation. 

2,684. Executive Engineers possessed powers of 
technical sanction up to a Jin1it of Rs. 2,500, but the 
limit was not suitable inasmuch as a senior Executive 
Engineer on the verge of promoti11n to the rank of 
Superintending Engineer possessed the same powers 
as the most junior divisional officer. In his opinion 
the limit should be increased to Ra. 15,000 for Execu: 
t.ive Engineers as a whole. 

2,685. Superintending Engineers in Burma could 
accord technical snnction up to a limit of Rs. 30,000, 
but the witness was not prepared to state why this 
limit had been fixed instead of tho permissible limit 
of Rs. 50,000, though, p!lrsonally, he was in favour of 
an increase in tho powcre of these officers to about 
Rs. 1,00,000, 

2,686. Tho powers of re-appropriation wore vested 
in the local Government and Superintendin(,( Engineers, 
and no limit had bot>n fixed within which a Superin
tending Engineer could sanction re-appropriations. 
Once allotments we1·e sanctioned the Superintending 
Engineer was empowered to transfer funds from one 
work to another provided the budget grant for the circle 
ns a whole was not exceeded, a11d the re-appropriation 
was not from one departmental head to another, Tho 
latter and re-appropriation of funds between circles, 
however, required the sanction of the local Government. 

2,687. In )lis opinion the expenditure from distric·t 
funds in Burma was not small in comparison with 
that inonrrod by the Public Works Department, as tho 
oxpenditure incurred by ced.ain funds in tho dolta 
districts, e.g. Pyapou, 1\foulmein, Hcuznda, Bassoin and 
Hanthtnl•addy was equal to about three-quarters of 
tha.t of the Public Works Department in such districts. 
p 2,688. The Sanitary Engineer to tho Government. 
of Burma was as a matter of fact au additional Suporin· 
tending Enginoeer. A considerable number of water. 
works were under construction at present in the province, 
~tnd tlwse and other sanitary works wero generally 
executed by tho Executive Engineer in whose division 
the work was Iocatorl, Rubjoot to the ~npcrvision of the 
Sanitary Engilwor. Tho reason for thiH was that tho 
Sanitary Engineer had not been prodded with an o~ec. 
utive staff nnd that he had only a small terlnucal 
gtaff for tho sinking and boring of wells. One of thn 
disndvnntagcs of th.-. ~.vstcm was that in the erection 
of sanitary works tho Executive Engin.-.er had to scrv11 
two mast.ers, viz., tho Superintending Engineer ol t!H• 
circle and tho Sanitary Engineer, but. in spite of thiH 
drawback the system hnd worked satiHfactorily. 

2,!380. The construction of wat•'r-works wus genera II~· 
given out to pett.y contractors. Thrro WNO two Jarg•• 
sanitary engineering firms ir1 Burma und both wero 
located in Rangoon, but the"e finns only undertook 
plumbing work and did not te!Hier for tho construction 
of water-works such as re>'Ol'\'OJr:<. 

2,690. There wore certain privato firms ill Rango<•n 
which tmdortook "ntir·P projl\rt~ for go''"rnm<'llt ,.f,·r·. 
tricnl instnllntinn•. 
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2,691. The Government Architect was responsible for 
the preparation of designs for buildin~s an~ had no 
exccuttve functions, though he somehmes mspect~d 
the construction of the buildings designed by him. 
Government buildings were usually constructed by 
prtty-coutract subject to departmental supervision. 

2 692. Ranaoon was at present the only large build
ing 'centre in Burma. This city was ordin~rily. d~'?ded 
into two Public Works Department executive diVIsions, 
but owing to the war it had been necessary to combine 
the two. This combined division was a purely buildings 
division, and did not carry out road or other work. He 
wns opposed to its being placed under the executive 
control of the Government Atchitect as he considered 
that that officer would not have the time to attend to 
tho di>ision's executive work as well as to his own 
designing and supervising .work, and he ant~~ipated that 
the Architect would find 1t necessary to utilize the staff 
of an engineer for the executive work. To furnish the 
Architect with a separate and special staff for construc
tion would introduce a difficult problem as there would 
be no openings for the members of such a staff, owing to 
its smallness, unless they formed an integral part of the 
genE'ral provincial staff and were made interchangeable 
with the latter. There would be no objection to recog
nisincr the Rangoon Division as a purely buildings divi-
sion ~nder the control of the Consulting Architect and to 
furnishincr that officer With a staff consisting of clerks 
of works: but it was not possible to create such a 
specialized division without affecting the interests of 
the subordinates, whose number would be reduced to 
the minimum necessary and thus allow for no leave 
reserve on the occurrence of vacancies. He anticipated 
that the Public Works Department would probably 
constitute buildings divisions in other centres, after 
the war, but he could not foresee whether their forma
tion would not lead to duplication of staff. 

2,693. The prl"sent Sanitary Engineer to the Govern
ment of Burma was an officer of the regular Public 
Works Department cadre, and he did not think that re
cruitment for this particular post from the Public Works 
Department was an unsatisfactory arrangenwnt though 
it was open to improvement. The three specialist posts 
of Sanitary Engineer, Electric Inspector and Architect 
could be recruited from specialists in those particular 
subjects, but since the Department in Burma had not 
had the specialist appointments for many years, he was 
unable to state definitely the terms on which specialist 
officers should be recruited in the future. He thought, 
however, that._ the posts might be included in the 
regular cadre and that they might carry the same 
rates of pay. 

2,6!).! (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He did not think it was 
possible, in order to obviate the need for measuring up 
repair work and to meet the requirements of audit, 
for the Executive Engineer to submit to the Accountant
General a statfm1ent certifying that certain repair work 
had been executed and to support such a statement 
by attaching the contractors' ·bills, as petty contractors 
in Burma were generally incapable of preparing bills 
and maintained no system of accounts. He had never 
heard of a contractor claiming double payment for a 
work. 

2,695. He did not think a comparison of the percent
age charges for establishment in Burma with those of 
other provinces in India was worth undertaking, as 
there were special conditions in Burma which were not. 
met with in provinces in India.. In view of these special 
conditions he did not consider the establishment charges 
of 25 to 28 per cent. excessive. 

2,696. It might be desirable for the Public Works 
Department to undertake a comparison of their estab
lishment charges with those of private enterprise, but 
he did not see that it would serve any useful purpose 
if. when dealing with tenders for works, the Depart
ment knew the rates charged to a private owner for 
establishment. 

2,607. With reference to his remark that two large 
contracting firms in Rangoon had never tendered for 
government work, he stated that he did not know the 
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actual reasons for. their ·action in the matter, but he 
was personally convinced that the firms were in reality, 
unable to compete with those who had tendered. In 
other words, he was satisfied that the firms had not 
tendered because they knew they would not succeed. 

2,698. As many years had elapsed since he had held 
divisional charge he was not. quite sure whether it was 
definitely stated in a specification that government 
bricks should be utilized by the contractor, but it was an 
understood thing that if it were possible to obtain first
class bricks.in Rangoon equal in quality to the govern
ment bricks, government would stop manufacturing 
them. It had become the practice for contractors who 
undertook government work to utilize government 
bricks, as the quality of private bricks was inferior. 

2,699. Government bricks were sold to contractors at 
about Rs. 21 per thousand at present, but this rate 
depended on the cost of outturn and varied consider
ably. Bricks sold to the public were under Code 
rules debited with an additional 10 per cent. to cover 
charges for storage, but such percentage was not levied 
when bricks were issued to contractors for government 
work. The Public Works Department maintained a. 
profit and loss account of its brickfield, and the account 
included charges for the purchase of land, coal, stores, 
headquarter-superintendence, etc. 

2,700. During his period of office about 6 or 7 per 
cent. of the Assistant Engineers under him had not 
reached administrative rank, and some had failed even 
to reach executive rank ori account of their failure to 
pass the language examination within the prescribed 
period. Since he had been Chief Engineer there had 
been three or four cases in which Executive Enginl"ers 
had failed to attain the rank of Superintendipg Engineer 
owing to their unsuitablity. Though it was recognized 
that promotions to the rank of Superintending Engineer 
ought to be rl"gulatecl by merit, the question of seniority 
largely influenced those in authority in actual practice, 
with the result that a brilliant officer could not aspire to 
superseding those senior to him. The personal element 
was mainly responsible for this position, and superseded 
men generally memoralized. He had thus to justify his 
action in 8anctioning supersessions. He admitted, 
however, that his view, especially if it were supported 
by that of the Superintending Engineer in charge of 

· the circle concerned, usually prevailed with government, 
and remarked that he personally was in favour of pro
motion by merit since promotion by seniority was preju
dicial to the interests of the service generally. 

2,701. (Mr. Mackenzie). With regard to the purchase 
of stores he stated that, though the rules permitted the 
local purchase of articles which were already in India, 
at the time of ordering them, provided that their 
prices !lnd quality were not unfavourable, such per· 
mission was only availed of in urgent cases because the, 
preamble to the particular rule on the subject stated 
that all stores should as a rule be obtained from the 
Director General of Stores. He thought it expedient 
that the Public Works Department should be allowed 
greater latitude in the matter of the purchase of 
materials from firms approved by the Government of 
India, as the present restrictions for the local purcha~e 
of stores were not conducive to either efficienc:v or 
economy. The tendency in Burma was to re~trict 
indents as far as possible and to efiect local purchaees 
of locally manufactured articles with due regard to . 
economy and the saving of time. 

2,702. He had used steel manufactured by a certain 
firm in India but owing to the war that firm had not. been 
able to meet the requirements of the Department. The 
outturn of the firm was confined to rolled steel beams 
of the smaller sizes and it had not been able to supply 
18" beams to the Department. The cement manufac
tured in Bomba~' was not imported into Burma, but the 
Public Works Department would possibly be willing to 
try it if the manufacturers established an agency in 
Rangoon. The Irrigation Branch ·of the Department 
had, he thought, given Katni cement a trial. There 
was no reason why the manufacture of cement should 

B 
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not be possible in Burma as water powE'r could be used 
in the absence of coal 

2,703. Considerable delays were experienced in ob
taining stores from the India Office. 

2, 704. The temporary engineer attached to the Central 
Stores at Rangoon supervised all departmental indents 
including those forwarded t<:~ tho Secretary of State, 
and every attempt was made to procure either locally or 
in India such locally-manufactured articles as were 
required by Executive Engineers. He considered the 
suggestion for the appointment of a local buyer good 
in principle, but doubted whether such an officer could 
ever/ compete with the Director General of Stores who 
reeeived indents from the whole of India. In hi.s opinion 
the present method was cheaper than that of having a 
separate buyer for each province. Except for delays 
which had been experienced, the Public Works Depart
ment had no complaint to make either in respect to the 
price or quality of stores obtained through the India 
Office, especially as it was empowered to purchase 
articles locally in cases of urgency. The Department 
was quite prepared to utilize indigenous articles avail· 
able in India. and Burma. 

2,705. All imported European stores were tested in 
England prior to their despatch, as Burma did not 
possess a testing laboratory. Stores obtained from India 
were tested by a government inspector in India. 

2,706. In regard to the remarks in his written evi-
dence regarding the standards of education imparted 
in Indian and English engineering colleges, he was 
not prepared to state that Indian colleges were inferior 
to those in England and that the average college was 
invariably good, but he considered the education received 
by English students before they entered college superior 
to that of Indian students. He did not think the B..d.s., 
who alone were admitted to a certain Indian college, 
had received the standard of pre-education which he 
had in mind. Nor did he agree with the contention 
that the Indian colleges were as good as the English 
and remarked that it was invidious to draw such com
parisons particularly when individuals were only 
acquainted with their own colleges. 

2,707. He agreed that the rule "if the Executive 
Engineer takes exception t<:~ the Deputy Commissioner's 
views on any matter regJ~rding works in the district, he 
may refer it to the Superintending Engineer for orders" 
should not be interpreted so as t<:~ leave a reference 
to the Superintending Engineer optional to Executive 
·engineers, and explained that such references were made 
in cases where the Deputy Commissioner insisted on 
a particular course of actio11. when a conclusion was 
generally arrived at between the Superintending 
Engineer and the Commissioner. 

2,708. (Mr. Cobb.) The amount of stock in the Stores 
DepOt in Rangoon was regulated by the purchases 
effected during the preeeding five years. The average 
annual value of the stock taken into the DepOt was 
between Rs. 3 t<:~ Rs. 4 lakhs as compared with about 
Rs. 5 lakhs, the t<Jtal value of the stock maintained for 
the whole province. The latter comprised the value of 
the stores on hand pl!uJ the value of the annual 
indents. '" 

2,709. It was premature to form an opinion as to 
the kind of subordinates Burmans would make, but he 
had great hopes of them. There wete no hereditary 
trades castes in Burma hence no men belonging to the 
mi.stri class were employed.. He did not think that 

H. E. W. M.UlTl!i"DELL, EsQ., M.R.S.L, Chief Engineer 

Written Statem'!-111, 

2,714. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public workJl.-1 am of opinion that the pre'<'nt 
methods of executing civil works are the most suitable 
to Burma in the present ~tate of private ent<-rprbo 
and also owing to the sc1ttered nature of the w,Jrks, 
the lack of materiah and the paucity of skilled labour. 
.:\{oro ooonomy and speedin~·up would re>ult from gh·ing 
Executive Engineers great.lr freedOIU and reducing to a 

Burmans had the same abhorretKe to manual laL(•ur 
as Indians as the Burman subordinat., "'"" Jrawn 
chidl.1· from the agricultural cla>>e>. The stud1·nts who 
nt present entered the lusdn Et•gineNitJg :'dlUul 
usually had bnt a small knowkdgt> of Engli,h and this 
pointed to the desirability of th<.·ir r<·ceil'iug a htkr 
general education b(•fore atlmi";ion to the in-titutiuu, 
They entered the school at pr~st·nt at tht• a.~e of 1::-, 
and he thought it would mett the dit1icnlt\· if tLt'Y wtre 
accorded preparatory in:<truction in En~J[,h nn<I' ot ]1l'!· 

educational subje<:ts from about the age ..Jt 12. Burma !I:< 

had in the past. been very ditlid~nt to ent,•r the "'-·hool 
and an .·\$sistant Engineer had been placed in char!!e 
as headmaster, with a view to increasing the numb~-r 
of admissions. Thii! offic·er had tourtd round the 
province and in different Yillages and explaiJl<'d the 
details of the course and the numbt'r of appoinlmt·nts 
given annually and had been very successful in per>mHI· 
iug Burmans to join the school. The witnes; ad,·ocati'tl 
the augmentation of the school stati in order to proyiJ,• 
for lea,·e vacancies, and was not in fa\·our of the ope11ing 
of the school to Indians until the number of Burmans 
required in the Department had been secured. TJ,e 
affiliation of the school to the rnin:rsity would gh·e it 
a better status. 

2,710. He explained that if the Government Archi
tect were placed in charge of a Eeparate divGion in 
Rangoon, the difficulty in supplying th<>t ofilcer with a 
self-contained subordinate 8taff Jay in the fact that no 
prospects could be held out to Eubo'rdinat('S rmJ,!oyed in 
the division. For instance, if there were four posts hdd 
by A, B, C, and D there would be no chance of A !=Olll(:( 

to a. better appointment in the pro\-iuce and n bt·ing 
promoted to A's place, whereas if the stat[ W(·re induded 
in the provincial cadre B would ha'l'e acce.s.s to .-l:s ap 
pointment since there would be sen'ral Eueh appoint· 
ments.' Another difficulty w·hich he nntkir;::<tt-d, lout 
which was not insurmountable, was that the • .\rchitt·d 
might i.p.~ist on retaining the SE'rrices of C(·rbin men 
in the division after he had trained them and not 
permit them to better themselves 

2, 711. He approvl"d of the arrangemE'nt wh(·r~t·y the 
Chief Engineer was also the St'cretary to the local 
Government, and remarked that it was wry fl(·cessary 
that the head of a department should be in touch wiih 
government. Apart from engineering mattHs. thr·re 
were several questions that required consid.-ration b,· 
the Chief Em;ineer, and he personally had not experi· 
enced any difficulty from the fact that he bad acted in 
a dual capacity. 

2,712. The municipal and port truet rates were the 
same as those of the Public Works Department, Lut 
he did not think municipal work was as economical, 
not because the establishment charges wer<' higher, 
but because the superyision was not adequate. 

2,713. (Jlr. Samucl•on.) 'When he \l"M an Executi>e 
Engineer he usually ~ave a single contractor an entire 
project wh~never he found one capable of und,·rL•kmg 
an entire work, but this depended on his knowled.C'e 
of the contractors, and as often as not it had been 
neceosary to split up contracts. To gin! out entire pro
jects to single contradors was an ea>ier s~-stcm to work. 
but in the absence of competition the ~,·_-f<:·m of 
splitting up contracts w·as a cheaper one. From the 
number of contract9 that wer(' gin·n out to i'lll.tll von· 
tractors, he surmised that the Department prcfvrn.J 
to utilize this class rather than large contractors. 

and Joint' St'crrtary to the_ Go,·ernmr·nt of l~unna. 

minimum the of:;,-p work dt'mandcd fwm th•·m. Tht• 
inelastic ruks of the ('j,·i] .-\ct'Ollllt5 and rt.l,]ic \\'prJ..,; 
Department Cod· 5 and t!.t' con,tant rde"<'m•' on t!h;o) 
points wn.>h'~ ynln.d·lr tim~ m•Jch L-:tt•·r >J~·J,t <'ll Hl·J .. , .• 

tion and supr·n·bi•JO than at a d•:·~. 

2,71.5. (II.) Encouragement of o~her agcccy.-tl,Jt · 
side Ranzoon tbt:re lP"f' no (kXi.,tim! aL.~··r:W~·~ to "it1d, 
eith('r the~con,•rnrtion or upk""P of r••ads and huii.J;,;c< 
could be entru~t<:J. I doubt ii any Crm wuuld < ~t.l'l.' tv 
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maintain district roads. If they undertook such work, 
they would need a similar staff to that emplo?'ed ~y t~e 
Public 'rorks Department. It would b& infenor m 
traininu and trustworthiness and the contracting firm 
would ~eed a large margin of profit to protect itself from 
the delinquencies of its own staff and pay the interest on 
money invested. Any apparent saving in establish· 
ment by government would be more than counter
balanced by the inferior quality of work and the steady 
raising of rates which would result from the disappear
ance of the possibility of doing work by departmental 
acrency. hluch time and money would be lost in legal 
e~penses, etc., contesting contractors' claims or trying to 
enforce contracts in civil courts. I doubt if it is at all 
realized to what a great extent the officers of the Public 
'r orks Department in Burma are their own contractors, 
working without middlemen and dealing direct with 
labour and petty producers of building materials. 

2,716. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The relations with other departments 
are as a rule cordial and satisfactory in Burma. 

2, 717. (V.) Decentralization.-Further decentralization 
iil possible if Superintending Engineers are done away 
with and more freedom and power given to Executive 
Engineers. I attach a proposal for Burma infra, but 
would noint out that the Secretary must be an engineer 
and not a member of the Indian Civil Service ; the 
tendency for members of that service to secure all well
paid posts is notorious. 

2,718. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.- The Public 
Works Department Code should be simplified and more 
power given to Executive Engineers, i.e., select and trust 
your men. Seniority should be done away with unless 
all else is equal. 

2,719. (VII.) Education.-The system of education in 
government colleges is sufficiently broad to compare 
with all but the highest in England. I have had under 
me many young engineers, sent out by the Secretary of 
State for India, and can say from personal knowledge that 
the qualifications of the men sent out have steadily 
deteriorated and some of those last joined have had 
a much poorer knowledge of engineering and mathematics 
than Indian college men. It would be easy for the Indian 
government to raise to any desired extent the training 
in Indian colleges. The chief defects in the provincial 
service class is want of breeding and knowledge of English. 
No improvement can be expected without better prospects. 
So long as the policy of the Government of India. is to 
treat Indian-trained men as inferior, will private firms 
adopt the same attitude. The early Roorkee men, 
whether military or civil, held their own against all 
competitors, vide Wilcocks, Garstiu, Ganga Ram, Bagley, 
James, etc. 

2,720. (VID.) Practical \training.- I do not think 
adequate provision is made nor that even what is avail
able is fully utilized by Indian students. I consider 
that every student should pay a premium and after six 
months be given a small salary, What is obtained for 
nothing is lightly valued and Executive Engineers would 
have no control over unpaid students. Some portion of 

. the premia, not less than 50%, should be given the 
Executive Engineer who has to train the men. 

2,721. (General.) I append below a copy of my note to 
the local Government on Government of India, Public 
Works Department letter No 355-E.A., dated 15th 
Xovcmber 1916. 

" I have read with much interest the proposals, tor 
encouraging private engineering enterprise and attracting 
better class Indians to the profession, made in Govern· 
ment of India letter No. 12, of the 2nd June 1916. The 
reasons for the changes desired and the means for attain
ing them are to be found in paragraphs 7 to 11. 

(2). It appears to me that the real reason why better 
cl.ass Indi~ns do not enter our engineering colleges and 
dtfficulty 1s found in obtaining suitable men for the 
imperial branch of the service is that sufficient emolu
ments and status are not given to men devotin" their lives 
to the engineering and allied profe~sionR. I have had 
under me, during the p:ut 10 years, several men recruited 
by the Secretary of State and have noticed the great 

deterioration in attainments of those more recently 
recruited, so much so that it is frequently stated by 
Executive Engineers that the men trained in Indian 
colleges start with better professional knowledge than 
those sent out from England though socially they are 
inferior. 

(3). I suggest that the true remedy for the ills of the 
Public Works Department and other departments is to 
bring their pay and prospects into line with that of the 
Indian Civil Service. The Indian Civil Service examina·· 
tion could be broadened so as to include subjects that 
wou!d enable doctors, engineers, architects, etc., to com
pete. All the men would belong to one service but do 
work suited to their talents. The Provincial and Sub
ordinate Civil Service would be reconstituted on similar 
lines. Is it likely that better class Indiall1! will compete 
for Public Works Department subordinate posts when 
they can, with less mental efiort, become (using Burmese 
terms) a myoolc on two or three times the pay and with a 
vastly higher social position ? This applies still more 
strongly in Burma where position looms so largely before 
Burmese eyes; so long as an advocate is considered to 
have a more honQ.urable status thai!" a man engaged in 
mechanical work will better class Asiatics gravitate to 
law and kindred vocations. The subordinate position 
accorded by the Government of India to the engineering 
profession is clearly indicated by the plums (Member of 
His Excellency the Viceroy's Council) for the Railway 
Board and Public Works Department being given to the 
Indian C'ivil Service. 

(4). By making the above suggestion I am advocating 
no new thing, i.e.-

(a). In the British Navy, after much controversy, all 
officers receive the same "training and those who finally 
elect to be engineers are higher paid. 

(b). In the British Army doctors and engineers rank 
with combatant officers but are more highly paid. 

(c). In France the engineers of the Fonts et Chaussees 
are the lest paid officials. They are selected for high 
administrative posts, {.e., Prefect, Minister of Public 
Works, Minister of Finance, "''ide M. F. L Carnot who was 
finally elected President of the Republic. 

(5). Private engineers and large firms of contractors, 
after nearly three-quarters of a century of British rule, are 
confined to the prestdency and large towns or to large 
railway enterprises. There are also clllitrict board and 
municipal engiDP'l~s. The private firms depend largely on 
agencies for imported materials and plant or the manu
facture of structural steel-work and the like. The rigid 
Code rules for purchasing all materials for public works in 
England prevent the expaMion of these 1irms and stifle 
the development of the production of building materials 
in the country. No improvement in educational facili
ties can afford relief unless these rigid rules are also 
relaxed. Better class Indians will not be attracted 
unless large fortunes, as at home, can be made in engi
neering enterprise. 

(6). "1ille I readily admit that a great deal of the petty 
work carried out by Public Works Department officers 
could be entrusted to district board and municipal 
engineers, merely efiecting this transfer will not improve 
the class of men employed by these local authorities. 
Nor do I see how making qualifications higher and giving 
more work can attract better men without ofiering more 
alluring prospects. It should be remembered that the 
best return for high salaries is good work. Work done 
on repairs and petty work does not call for much skill 
but they cost in the aggregate a. WJry great deal of money. 
Saving in staff may be dearly balanced by poor or bad 
work. Engineering works afford more than ordinary 
opportunities for graft. Visiting inspectors would not 
be able to prevent this. The experience of local bodies 
in England in this respect should induce caution about 
introducing such agencies in the East. 

(7). Delays in getting work done. These are chiefly 
due to red tape and inelastic Code rules. The Indian 
Accounts Braneh with its formidable Code is master of 
the situation. Instead of the Accounts Branch adjm,ting 
its rules ro suit the needs of the spending departments 
the latter have t6 mould their procedure to suit inela.stio 

n2 
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Codes fmmed originally to suit revenue accounting and 
having little connection with efficient method8 of doing 
work. Roth the Civil Accounts and Public Works 
Department (',odes should be revised and sim plificd or 
spending departments relieved entirely from tho Civil 
Accounts rules and simple Codes framed for them, suit
able to their requirements. I regret that the Government 
of India letter makes no mention of this disability. 

(8). Goverlllllent of India draft resolution, dated 
November 1916. 

Paragraph (-i)-The methods cancertamly be improved 
by modifyillg the Civil Accounts and Public Works 
Departmeat Codes and giving greater freedom to execu
tive officers, i.e., select and trust your men. 

Paragraph (ii)--So long as the Public Works Department 
obtains the bulk of its materials and plant through the 
India Office, private enterprise cannot be encouraged. 
Petty work and repairs could certainly be entrusted to 
district board and municipal engineers. 

Paragraph (iii)-Tbe system of education in Indian 
govel'lllllent colleges is equal to that given in most 

similar institutions in England. If a bt•tter class of man 
is required better prospects must be offered them. 

Paragraph (iv)-A fair proportion, 25 to 33 pl·r cent., 
of the r~cruitment to the imperial service should be giYen 
to I.ndia~ colleges. An. honours degree with higher 
quahficat10ns could easily be arranged, bringing the 
Indian up to any average desired. 

Paragraph (v)-The relations on the whole are good Lut 
much red tape might with advantage be Jone awny 
with. • 

Paragraph {t>i)-Ko improvt'ment is possiLlt>, though it 
is desirable, without granting higher pay and status. 

Paragraph (vii)-Further decentralization is not advis· 
able unless Superintending Engineer.; are uLoli,-hed. 
I give separately a proposal for Burma (paragraph V). 

Paragraph (viii)-"fhe Codes should be simplili!•d. 
Paragraph (ix)-All possible encouragenwnt should be 

given Indians to obtain practical experience on publie 
works, but they should be required to puy premia nJHl 
draw smnll pay after, say, six mouths. \\11at is gin·n 
free is not valued and it would be dilllcult to control a 
host of free lances." 

9. Scheme for furtlLer decentralization of the .Public Work8 Department in Burma. -
Present scale and pay. I Proposed scale and pay. 

~ 

Ra. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Chief Engineers 2 at2,750 = 5,500 1 at 3,500 = 3,500 
ll Deputy Chief Engineers Nil. 3 at 2,750 = 8,2GO 
Superintending Engineers 7 at 1, 750 = 12,250 Nil. 
Under Secretaries • 2 at 1,250 = 2,500 Nil. 

~ Total administrative 20,250 11,750 

Executive Engineers. 7 800+1,250 
37,925 37at 

800+1,500 
=42,550 3 at--2-- 2 

Executive Engineers selected 

TOT.l.L 'COST ._ . 
f 

In addit~on, the whole of the cost of 7 Superintending 
Engineers' offices would be saved with the exception of a 
few draughtsmen transferred to the Secretariat. Execu
tive Engineers would le divided into three classes as 

Nil. 10 at 250 = 2,500 

58,175 li6,800 

regards powers, i.e., junior Rs. 800 to Rs 1,100, Fenior 
Rs. 1,100 toRs. 1,500; selected Rs. 1,500 to Rs. l,i5U. 
They would correspond direct with the Deputy Chief; 
and much time be saved. 

MR. H. E. w. MARTINDELL called and examined. 

2, 722. (President.) The witness stated that he had 
received his trainillg in the Sibpur college, that his 
substantive appointment was Superintending Engineer, 
2nd Grade, that he was Chief Engineer of the Irrigation 
Branch, and that he had had 27! years' service; 15 months 
in addition had been .spent as a student on practical 
training in Chota Nagpur. 

2, 723. His experience was unique in that his service as 
an Assistant Engineer had been spent entirely in the 
Buildings and Roads Branch, while as an Executive 
Engineer he had been attached only to the Irrigation 
Branch and had practically severed all connection with 
buildings and roads~ work. 

2,724. He was of opinion that no agencies existed 
outside _Rangoon to which the coiiBtruction or upkeep 
of buildings and roads could be entrusted. Similar con
ditions applied in the case of irrigation works, and the 
only one contractor who had been engaged for such work 
had proved a failure. Irrigation work was carried out 
by petty-contract and departmentally. Work done by 
the latter agency amounted to not more than 10 per 
cent., as the branch avoided the collection of materinls 
and labour wherever possible. 

2,725. A great deal of the work done at present could 
be entrusted to a less qualilled staff provided honesty 
could be secured, as its execution did not necessitate 

the employment of a. highly qualillcd staff, but he was 
unable to suggest a remedy. The n1ain coMideration 
in the matter was to secure honesty and it was for tbiti 
purpose that goverlllllent must continue to employ 
highly qualified engineers, although they were really not 
required for the class of work undertaken. A large sum 
of money was spent on repairs and the chances of its 
being whittled away were enormous. The rccruitm .. nt 
of men of lesser qualifications for the execution of unim· 
portant work would result in a sll\·ing in estublkhment 
but in a loss in the standard of work. 

2,726. With the exception of the municipaliti,•s, tlwn• 
were no local bodies in Burma other than town 
collllllittees. These latter possessed srr.alll'r jlO\I<·rs 
than the municipalities, and there were uo di'>trict board.,, 
He had had no experience of the syskm formerly in 
vogue under which diEtrict fund works hud been. c1:rrivd 
out by a special staff under tho Dcpu~y Com~m!ilOlll'l\ 
He believed thnt tho system had been lll force m Lo11H 

Burma in which he ha·d, howPnr, not f'erYed. He wa~ 
not in a po:;ition to criticise the work of nmniciJl<ditih. 
Work was done satbfactorily in cases where the Dl'jlll1 y 
Commissioner took au interc:;t in it,; execution, but lw 
considered that the experience of local bodit·s in Enf!hiltd 
should induce caution in connection with the introdnct iun 
of such agencies in the East. He here cikd the c1N' "f 
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one such body in England, the guardians of which had 
been prosecuted in respect to the misappropriation· of· 
money, and added that he had received two years' special 
trainin"' on works in England where he had obtained the 
opin.io; of responsible engineers in this connection. 

2, 727. For economy and expedition in work he sng· 
gested the abolition of Superintending Engineers and 
their substitution by Deputy Chief Engineers, as he 
thought the former were an unnecessary link in the chain 
of procedure. This would admit of the submission for 
sanction direct to the Chief Engineer of estimates, and 
result in a saving of about Rs. I! lakhs a year on office 
establishment. He added that his proposal would not be 
equally met by the delegation of larger powers to 
Superintending Engineers. 

2,728. In his opinion the accounts were capable of 
simplification by an accounts officer specially deputed 
for the purpose, but the question was a large one upon 
which he prefened not to embark by reason of his limited 
knowledge of the subject. He had not seen the Decentra
lization Commission's report in which specific recom
mendations had been made with regard to the accounts 
rules in the Code. 

2,729. Private enterprise was not encouraged by the 
present system of indent on the Director General of 
Stores for materials. Such. materials were obtained at 
cheaper rates from England than by direct purchase in 
India. He thought private enterprise could be encouraged 
in India by government lowering the standard of 
materials in cases where a high standard was not 
essentiaL 

2, 730. He had had experience of the practical training 
of students both in England and in India, and was in 
favour of the accord to Indians of greater facilities for 
gaining practical experience on public works, either free 
of charge or on the payment of premia. In the former 
case, some form of disciplinary control would be necessary 
in the matter of punishments and dismissals, but such 
control would necessarily be ineffectual by reason of 
the fact that no guaranteed appointments would be open 
to the students. A greater hold could be exercised over 
students who had paid premia as they probably could 
not afford to lose the money paid for their training. He 
was in favour of the payment to Executive Engineers of 
honoraria for the practical training of students, as he 
considered their training was not part of an executive 
officer's legitimate duties. H was true that Executive 
Engineers were whole-time servants of government, but 
there were limitations to their work and it was inadvisable 
to burden them ;;'ith additional work without any com~ 

pensation. An ordinary Assistant Commissioner was 
granted a special allowance when engaged on settlement 
work, as such work was treated as spepial duty, and he 
saw no reason why an officer engaged on the training of 
students should not be similarly treated and recompensed 
for his labour. 

2,731. The expanding needs of India afforded great 
future ·possibilities for the cultivation of engineering 
talent. 

2,732. (Mr. Cobb.) The men formerly trained in the 
engineering school in Insein had proved unsatisfactory, 
but there had been a marked improvement since the 
appointment of the present headmaster. 

2, 733. If contracting firms undertook the maintenance 
of district roads, they would require a similar staff to 
that employed by the Public Works Department, but 
such stafi would be inferior in training a-nd trustworthiness 
and the contracting firm would need a large margin of 
profit to protect itself from the delinquencies of its stafi 
and it would suffer" more in this respect -than the Public 
Works Department. This was one of the reasons why 
he was opposed to the freer employment of contractors. 
No work was executed in Burma without the grant of 
advances and even then the men employed by the con· 
tractor sometimes failed him and put him to loss, with 
the result that contractors protected themselves by 
charging higher rates. 

2, 734. One of the cases in which a high standard of 
materials were not essential was the supply of steel for 
minor buildings which were not subjected to any great 
strain, and a cheaper quality of materials was procurable 
for such buildings from private firms. 

2,735. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He explained that under 
his scheme one C'hief Engineer, instead of two, would 
only be necessary and that that officer would be assisted 
by three Deputy Chief Engineers, the bulk of the work 
resulting from the abolition of Superintending Engineers 
being transferred to junior officers. Executive Engip.eers 
could be given a freer hand as they were quite capable 
of assuming larger responsibilities, but their powers 
should be regulated as suggested in his written evidence. 
From his four years' experience as a Superintending 
Engineer he considered that half the inspections at present 
made by officers of the Department were an unnecessary 
waste of time. 

2,736. (Mr. Samuelson.) He considered that the intro
duction of Deputy C'hief Engineers, who would act 
more or less on behalf of the C'hief Engineer, would save 
a great deal of time and unnecessary correspondence. 

J. lll'F. FETTERS, EsQ., :M.R.s.L, :M.LC.E., :M.c.L, F,R.G.s., F.z.s., Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Burma. 

Written Statement. 
2,737. Out of 25 years' service in the Public \Vork3 

Department, I have spent 1! years in the United Provin
ces, 12 years in the frontier districts of Bhamo and 
:\lyitkyina, 2 years in ·Mandalay and 9! years in 
Rangoon. 

2,738. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works, and (ll.) Encouragement of 
other agency.-::\lost of the work I have carried out 
has been done through the agency of native petty con
tractors. During the 14 years I spent in Upper Burma, 
I have never come across a contractor who had the 
r0q.tlisite amount of engineering or technical knowledge 
to carry out the work entrusted to him, without careful 

and constant supervision from the Public Works Depart
ment staff. I am convinced that it would not be to the 
interests of government if the supervision now exercisf;d, 
were relaxed in any way, by abolbhing or reducing the 
cxLting Public Works Department establLshrnent of the 
Buildings and Roads Branch and substituting private 
agency, as foreshadowed in the Government of India 
resolution. 

(2). During the 10 years I have been in Rangoon 
I have had experir"nce of building contractors both good 
ancl barl The General Hospital and Chief Court, Rangoon, 
involving an expenditure of R.;. 60 lD.khs, were built Ly 

me while I was Executive Engineer of the Rangoon 
Construction Division. I am of opinion that it would 
not be to the interests of government, even in large 
highly concentrated works. like these, to reduce the 
Public Works Department executive supervising staff 
to any extent. 

(3). In any large work government engineers must 
be on the spot every day to see that work is carried out 
according to specifications and drawings. :Much work 
gets covered up during construction and cannot be 
inspected again and there are many opportunities for 
dishonest men. Moreover, during the course of construc
tion, modifications have frequently to be introduced, 
for which there must be proper authority. 

(4). In the present state of Burma I do/not see how 
it will be possible to carry out the steadily increasing 
number of public works in this~ountry chiefly by private 
entcrprL~c. as the supply will not mee.t the demand for 
generations to come. In my opinion the Public Works 
Department staff of Burma ill already too small as it is, 
for the area that has to be covered and the poor state of 
its internal communications. Outside of Rangoon only 
native petty contractors are available and it is most 
diflicult to get reliable and suitable men. Most of them 
start as petty traders with practically no capital and at 
the best are only capable of collecting labour and certain 
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locnl materials like bricks, stone, timber, lime, sand, road 
• metal, eto. 

(5). The Public Works Department would hail with 
joy the ndvent of contrnctors with engineering quo.lifica
tions nnd the necessnry cnpitnl, but it is certain that 
none of these would be willing to take up work in the 
wilds, where pioneering conditions prevail, unless rntes 
were fnr higher thnn whnt the Public Works Depnrtment 
pny nt present. 

(6). There nre thousands of smnll works in out-of-the
way places where no engineering firm would be able to 
compete with the small native contractor. With slack 
supervision or collusion on these works the profits would 
be large and the only way for government to get value 
for money expended is, in my opinion, strict supervision 
by officers, sufficiently highly paid to be beyond the 
reach of contractors. 

.'(7). I think the present moment most opportune for 
putting to a practical test the queAtion of whether it 
is possible for the Government of India to do without 
the greater part of the per8onnel of the Public Works 
Department in the Buildings and &ads Branch. I 
understand from a perusal of Government of India, 
Resolution No. 06-E.A., dated 24th November 1916, 
that this is really at the root of the present inquiry. 

(8). Owing to restriction of budget grants, works have 
necessarily been very much curtailed in every province, 
A large proportion of the Public Works Department have 
npplied to be allowed to volunteer for active service 
where engineers are badly wanted. Very few have how
ever been allowed to go. Would it not be a simple 
matter to let most of them go and to retain just the few 
inspecting officers that the Government of India con· 
aider necessary 1 Much harm could not ~orne of this 
experiment, because' original works have been practically 
shut down. All the public works of the province could 
then be run by contract by local bodies, under the dis
trict authorities, who would have an opportunity of 
proving that most laymen 1!-re born engineers ! During 
my experience in Burma, I have been seriously assured by 
the members of a distinguished service that they could 
carry out all public works just as efficiently and fnr 
more economically I 

(9). Ninety-five per cent. of Public Works Department 
work in Burma is done by contract. Work is not carried 
out by departmental agency to any extent, as far as 
I am aware. When this is done, it is from necessity and 
not from choice and is only resorted to either when 
private enterprise is lacking, or when contractors think 
they ·can force high rates from government owing to 
lack of competition. I have had some experience in 
this and have frequently saved government large sums 
of money ·by doing the work departmentally and proving 
to contra"tors that their rates were too high. 

2,739. (V.) Decentralization.-In my opinion Public 
Works Department work would be carried out more 
rapidly, efficiently and economically if the Executive 
Engineer were Jess. trammelled '1\ith red tape. The 
Public Works Department .COde ties him to such an 
extent that he is deprived of much initiative.· The 
aim of this respected publication is to render the Depart-
ment more or less fool-proof. ' 

2,740. (Vl) Simplification of procedure.-The Audit 
Department has increased executive office work and has 
taken up an attitude of destructive criticism with re· 
ference to Public Works Department accounts. Since 
the amalgamation of the Civil with the Public Works 
Department accounts, circular after circular has been 
issued from the Accounts Branch, the effect of which 
has been to reduce the labour in audit, generally at the 
expense of e. coiTesponding increase of responsibility 
and clerical work in executive offices. A notorious 
example of this is the monthly establishment salary 
bills. This amalgamation has reduced the efficiency 
of Public Works Department audit that originally 
obtained a.nd this will be proved later on, when some 
big defalcation takes· place and only comes to light 
when it is too late to remedy matters. It will then be 
found that the audit will be in a. position to throw the 
responsibility of the loss on the executive. The present 

syst<J~ of audit could be carried out just as efl1cicntly 
by private chartered accountants, at a tenth of the 
cost. 

2,741. (VII.) Education.-It seems to have bt>Pil 
assum\d th~oughout thi.s reference that the engineering 
educatiOn g1ven at Ind1un colleges is in some way in
~erior to th~t given ~t home. I do not know how this 
Idea has ansen. If mvcstigated, I am confident it will 
be fo~d. erroneous. A compnrillon of the engineering 
e:x;ammatJon papers set nt the universities at home 
Wlth.tho~e set, say at Ro~rkea and Sibpur, will convince 
the mqUJrer that there IS nothing to choose between 
the standards. of education required for the same diplomas. 
As the practical course is now all done in India there 
is really no differBnce as far as educational qualifi~ations 
count, at, the ti~e o~ appointment: between the Secretary 
of States nommat10n to the 1mperial Publio Works 
Depa_rtment and the ma?- ~ho obtains a guarant<:ed 
appomtment to the provmCJal Public Works Depart
ment from an Indian college, under very severe com
petition. 

(2). I would go further and say that .the latter has prob
ably passed ~ . stiffer engineering examination ov;ing 
ro the compotltJOn, yet he gets only two-thirds of tho 
imperial man's salary and carries through life the stigma 
of belonging to an inferior provinrial service, to which 
deserVing subordinates of long standing, but with hardly 
any college qualifications, are promoted. 

(3). Is it any wonder that there is profound discontent, 
dissatisfaction and disloyalty in the Department 1 How 
can men, having the same educational and professional 
qualifications and doing the same work, pull together 
and have feelings of esteem and good-will t<~wards one 
another, if they are treated as " high caste " and " low 
caste " by government 1 It is natural that the 
" imperial " man should look on himself as the salt 
of the earth and patronize the man appointed to the 
"provincial " or subordinate promoted service, for 
there is nothin~ in the latter to differentiate between 
the subordinate, promoted very rightly for good and 
faithful ·service, and the highly trained college €'ngineer 
whose professional qualifications, on first appointment, 
are in no way inferior to the Secretary of State's selection. 

( 4). It is also natural that the "provincial " college 
appointed engineer should deeply resent the inj usti~e of 
being placed in ~. position which is treated as inferior 
from every point of view-socially, professionally and 
financially. After a few years' service, his eyes arc 
opened to this state of affairs, he sees the unbridgeable 
gulf between the provincial and imperial services, nnd 
realizillg the enormous difference in social status and 
loss of monthly salary, he comes to the conclusion that 
he has )Jeen tricked I It would not be surprising if, 
being treated as an inferior, he turned out inferior work. 

(5). This anomaly was created by the Government of 
India in 1893 in the Public Works and Telegraph Depart
ments-the only branches of the public services in India 
where men with professional qualifications, equal in all 
respects to those of "imperial " men, are nppoint<:d to 
the inferior "provincial " service Until this anomaly 
is removed, I consider it is expecting t()O much of human 
nature to get loyal and efficient service throughout the 
Department and for the reasons given by me, I considt•r 

·that this is the most important modification in the re
organization of the Public Works Department staff 
which should be carried out. 

(6). The Public Works Department' is not a popular 
service in India. now-a-days, as is apparent from the fuct 
that suitable recruits, not11ithstanding vigorous drum· 

· beating at the universities at home, are getting more 
and more difficult to catch from year to yrnr. Why 
is this 7 It is because living in India now is far more 
strenuous and expensive than 15 years ago and the 

. present pay, prospects, peusio~ and social statua of t.hc 
engineer in the Public Works Department witb a va11'1fy 
training, are mueh inicrior to tho Indian ?ivili.nn whom 
he has, as often 43 not, beaten at the Untvers1ty hdore 
coming out. 

(7). A few years after the Public Work~ T~epart~1ent 
engineer arrives in India, he finds that the Ind1an ctnlwn 
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is drawing from 50 to 100 per cent. more salary for the 
same length of service, and that his status in the country 
is as nothing compared t<> !1is. He also finds that ~he 
administrative plums of every department and serviCe, 
both under the Government of India and the local 
Governments, are closely preserved for members of the 
Indian Civil Service, who annex quite 90 per cent. of the 
higher honours and distinctions given to government· 
officials. . 

(8). The recommendations of the Royal Commissron 
have been a great disappointment to the Public Works 

Department as the present unsatisfactory position of 
its engineers has not been improved. It is hopeless for 
the government to expect to get suitable recruits of 
still higher educational and professional qualifications 
without first very materially improving the status and 
prospects of the Department. 

2,742. (vnl) Practical training.-Under the circun-.. 
stances obtaining in this province, I think that ade· 
quate provision is made for the practical training of 
students on works-both those appointed from English 
and Indian {)olleges. 

lli. J. M'F. PETTEBS called and examined. 

2,7-!3. (President.) The "'itness stated that he had 
been Sanitary Engineer to the Gove.rnment. of Burma 
since March 1915, and that prior to this appomtment he 
had spent the whole of his se:vice in the Buildings a~d 
Roads Branch, with the exception of about I! years .m 
the Irrigation Branch in India. He possessed specral 
qualifications for his present appointment in that he 
had devoted a considerable amount of time to the study 
of sanitary engineering, and ~ad been specially de~ute?, 
when on leave, to improve his knowledge of the subJect m 
England, France, Austria and Germany. 

2,7 44. He had been connected with building work 
in the Ranuoon Construction Division for about 9 years 
and stated 

0 

that tenders were called for entire works. 
A.s instances, he cited the cases of the General Hospital 
and the Chief Court, Rangoon, which cost Rs. 45 lakhs 
and Rs. 25 lakhs respectively, for both of which public 
tenders had been invited. There were probably not 
more than two European contractors in Rangoon at the 
time and both of these tendered for the works but were 
unsuccessfuL 

2,745. Both works were given wan Indian contractor. 
This man had practical experience as an engineering 
contractor but no professional training. He completed 
the works satisfactorily with the aid of a European 
master builder, European foreman plumber and a few 
Indians who probably possessed some qua.lifications as 
sub-overseers. He relied entirely on the Department 
in matters of technical detail. 

2,746. The Rangoon Construction Division executed a 
number of petty works which were open to all contract
ors who cared w t-ender, but such works, as a rule, 
were taken up by Indian contractors who generally 
underbid European contractors by 25 per cent. 

2,747. He was not aware of_ the proportions of private 
and government building work in Rangoon, but was 
of opinion that government work formed an important 
factor in private enterprise inasmuch as it afforded suffi. 
cient work for a number of contractors.· He had made a 
comparison between private and government rates and 
had found that the Public Works Department rates 
were lower by 25 to 30 per cent. In the case of a large 
work in Rangoon, which had only recently been completed 
by European contractors from Calcutta, he had compared 
the two rates and found that there were very few cases in 
which the departmental rates had not been 25 per cent. 
lower. He could not explain why Indian contractors 
were prepared to take the Public Works Department 
works so much cheaper than private work, unless it was 
because they had to accept the best rates they could 
obtain in competition. He considere:l that departmental 
work was profitable to contractors, but not to the same 
extent as private work. The smaller contractors did not 
employ a large establishment, and lived on a modest 
scale and were content with small profits. They were 
not master craftsmen generally, but men who had had 
experience of lab:>ur and the economical purcha,se and 
me of materials, and did their work without the aid of a 
highly paid supervising staff. 

2,7-!8. The two large buildings he had referred to were 
constructed ·with government bricks, the utilization of 
which had been specified in the tender. The contractor 
supplied his own lime, but cement was obtained foro the 
government store depot. Such materials as were not 
available in India were purchased in England. The 
contmctor had llcen anxious to obtain English materia~ 

as they were superior in quality and cheaper than those 
obtainable in India and he had not to pay interest to 
government on the supply. The bricks supplied by 
government for the construction of the two buildings 
were superior in quality to those available in the open 
market ; in fact, there was no comparison between the 
two. No private firm in Rangoon had, during the pacSt 
15 years, manufactured bricks of the same quality as 
those manufactured by government. He was con
vinced that there was not a single fum in Rangoon which 
manufactured bricks equal in quality w those turned out 
by government. The justification for the supply of bricks 
by government was not only their better quality but 
also the fact that they were manufactured cheaper than 
private bricks. When the construction of the General 
Hospital and Chief Court was commenced, about 2,000 
lakhs of bricks were required, and when this fact was 
known the private brick manufacturers of Rangoon 
immediately raised their rates. The Public Works 
Department therefore purchased their own brickfield, 
both in order to be independent of the inflation of prices 
and w ensure a steady supply of bricks for the continuous 
progress of the work. The case was not an exceptional 
one, as a rise in prices occUlTed at the time of the con
struction of Government House and the Customs House on 
its becoming kn_own that privat-e bricks were required. 
It would probably h~ve been possible w obtain private 
bricks for the constrnction of the new Telegraph Office 
in Rangoon, but they would not have been of the same 
quality acS government bricks. Even if a superior 
quality of bricks were specified in the contract, he did 
not think they would be manufactured by private brick 
manufacturers, none of whom were building contractors. 

2,749. He had had experience of combinations amongst 
contractors to force up rates, not only in remote districts 
in Burma but also in Rangoon. A recent instance of 
this was the sanitary work (labour) for the new Tele· 
graph Office, Rangoon,' where the work was executed 
departmentally for Rs. 13,000 less than the lowest tender 
on an estimate of Rs. 35,000. He did not know whether 
there was much combination in Rangoon in the ordinary 
building trades. 

2,750. The Sanitary Engineer was subordinate to the 
Chief Engineer and his principal duties were of an advi
sory nature. Sanitary work was at present in an incip
ient stage, the chief works undertaken being water
supply, bazaars and drainage schemes in towns. These 
were designed by him and the work was carried out by 
the local Executive Engineer subject to his supervision. 
Local bodies and municipalities were not debited with 
the entire cost of the. preparation of schemes and were 
only charged 1! per cent. for accounts. 1'he correct 
charge would ordinarily be 24! per cent, but no muni
cipality in Burma could afford to pay these charges with 
the exception perhaps of Rangoon, :Mandalay and 1\Ioul
mein. He had a special staff for the preparation of 
sanitary projects, but had only a small staff for super· 
visory work. He inspected sanitary works under con
struction by Executive Engineers to ensure that they 
were carried out according to his ideas, and was requin:d 
to i.ssue his instructions througH: the· Superintending 
Engmeer to whom the Executive Engineer concerned 
was subordinate. By dealing direct with the latter 
offi~er and asking him to keep the Superintending Engineer 
informed, works were carried out without friction and 
with greater expedition. He was not merely an inspecting 
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officer, but had also executive functions, e.g., all tube 
wl'lls in Burma were sunk by the special staff of the 
Sanitary Engineer ; to ensure the correct laying of pipes 
tho plumbing stall' of the Sanitary Engineer was freely 
indented upon by Executive Engineers for the water. 
supply distribution schemes of towns ; sanitation schemes 
for buildings were prepared in the Sanitary Engineer's 
office and frequently executed by his stall'. The system 
in Burma had been found satisfactory and he was not 
in favour of the formation of a separate Sanitary Branch 
directly under his orders, as it would not be necessary 
for some years to come. He was, however, of opinion 
that such a branch would eventually be found necessary, 
and that it would then perhaps prove economical. ' 

2,751. Executive Engineers called for tenders and 
made the best arrangements that were possible for the 
execution of drainage and water-works. If large con· 
tractors were available the work was given to them, but 
owing to-the dearth of such contractors work had to be 
given out to petty contractors. There were no sanitary 
engineering firms in Burma with experience of large 
water and sanitary works, but there were firms who 
could do plumbing work. Most contractors could carry 
out a drainage scheme as it only involved the making 
of drains. The system followed by the Sanitary Engineer 
of Bengal of entrusting complete sanitary schemes to 
recognised sanitary engineering firms was not practicable, 
as there were no firms of such standing in Burma. It 
would not pay a firm to set up in the province because 
of the insufficiency of sanitary work. 

2,752. The annual sanitary grant in Burma during 
the past two or three years had been Rs. 6 lakhs. This 
embraced the expenditure on bazaars, drainage and 
water. works. 

2,753. He had no change to recommend in connection 
with the orgariization of the Sanitary Branch in Burma. 
This was satisfactory. and met the present needs of 
the province and would do so for probably the next ten 
years. With the present rate of development in the 
province, he believed that a specialist in sanitary engi· 
neering would not be necessary for many years to come. 
He considered that the duties of the Sanitary Engineer 
could be efficiently and satisfactorily performed by any 
experienced Public Works Department engineer who took 
a keen interest in this branch of engineering, just as the 
duties of the Sanitary Commissioner were satisfactorily 
performed by a doctor who was an experienced officer of 
the Indian Medical Service. When the province 
developed more, it would be an !).dvantage to appoint 
an officer with special sanitary qualifications. At present 
this was really not necessary. 

2,754. In his opinion the amalgamation of the civil 
with public works accounts had increased rather than 
diminished the Executive Engineer's work, and he sup· 
ported his view by giving one instance. The monthly 
·establishment salary bills now-a-days involved much 
more work than formerly. In fact the trouble and 
responsibility in connection with the payment of salary 
was entirely out of proportion with that formerly experi· 
enced. 

2,755. The monthly accounts had not undergone any 
appreciable ohange since the amalgamation. He had 
had 2!- years' experience of the new system in the Rangoon, 
Construction Division and had found that it involved 
increased work and responsibility and that audit was 
not as efficacious as formerly. From what he could 

see the amalgamation had only simplifi~d tho work of 
t.he uudit ofllcer. Very few ExeeutiYC• Engin<'ers undt·r
stood accounts, P.rob_n~ly not ono in twenty, 119 thPy 
were full of teclnucahtlcs. A scrutiny of the ol>jPetions 
at pr<'sent ~aised in tho divjsional accountH reveulcd tho 
fact th~t nme-tenth~ of tho objections nc<'d not hnvo 
b.een ra!llcd, as most of them were frivolous. The objec· 
tlons were not so numerous under tho former swtt•m 
as officers with n special knowledge of PuLlio Work: 
procedure . dealt with the audit of accounts. 'fhe 
amalgamatiOn had a prejudicial effect on the executive 
work of tho D~partment. He suggest<Jd that the pn·~rnt 
system of aud1t could be carried out just as ellkientlv bv 
private chartered accountants at very much less ~o>t. 
He had a good deal of experience with the nuditinrr of 
accounts by chartered accountants in connection with

0
tho 

management of clubs and understood the procedure. 
Such accounts were audited once a year, which 
corresponded to the system in vogue in tho Public '" orks 
Department un~er which the Examiner went through tho 
books annually m the office of the Executive Engineer. 
The bulk of the monthly audit could be dispensed with 
as being of no material value. The witness d!'alt with 
no accounts in his present capacity. 

2,756. (Sir Noel Kerslutw.) Contractors generally undrr
took work for the Public Works Department at 25 to 
30 per cent. less than for private people as the Iutter were 
not cognisant of the rates. 1\li:tch depended on whether 
a private individual employed a small contractor who 
would be willing to accept a small profit. Ordinarily, a 
private individual had to pay for the trustworthiness 
of his contractor. 

2,757. An Assistant Engineer and about four or fi\·e 
Indian eubordinates supervised the construction of the 
General- Hospital, Rangoon. The Assistant Engineer 
was a whole-time man. He himself was at tho t-ime in 
charge of all the buildings in the Rangoon Construction 
Division, and approximately one-half of his time was 
spent in connection with the construction of the hospital. 
As far as he could remember, supervision charges nnd 
the Architect's fees were not included)n the comparison 
of rates which he had made between government and 
private work. In his opinion tho Archikct's fees were 
not as high as 5 to 25 per cent. 

2,758. In constructing the two large buildings he had 
previously referred to, the contractor had received prompt 
payments, some of which might have been regarded as 
advances, but, as a matter of fact, advances were rarely 
granted to contractors in Rangoon. 

2,759. An Architect could not effect as much super
vision on the construction of a large work like the General 
Hospital as an Assistant Engineer or clerk of works with 
responsible subordinates, because the Architect's position 
would be analogous to that of the Executive Engincci". 

2,760. (Mr. Cobb.) For the const-ruction of a largo 
work similar to that of the General Hospital, European 
contractors would require largPr profits than Indian 
contractors. One of the reasons for the inaLility of 
European contradors to compete with Indian contradors 
was their much higher standard of living. 

2, 761. In his desire to push government work he had 
frequently contraYen0d orders and made nd,·anr~·~ to 
ICJOntractors in jungle districts outside Rangoon, ns labour 
could not be procured without this facility. Ordinarii,\' 
the interest on money Lorrowed by contractor~ a bsorLrd 
most of the profits. 

B. RAIKES, EsQ., Elcotri9 Jnspeotor to the Government of Burnm. 

Written Statement. 

2,762. Standpoint of writer.-! WM trained chiefly as n 
mechanical engineer and have had eight years' experience 
with private compa.nies, not including seven years' ap. 
prenticeship. 

(2). lily service with government, after appointment by 
the Secretary of State, extends to eleven years and my 
duties in this service are executive and statutory (insprc· 
tors) as well as advisorv to thP loeal Government. 

2,763. Training of of!iccr8.-.'3pccial facility for home 

training does not appear to be gh·en at preRcnt. l\Iany 
officers have had practical expcrit•Jwo at home "efnn• 
they joined the ~orvice. but before joining th<" ~,n-ice 
they know little or nothing of the work thr~· ar~ I<'·· 

quired to do in India and, conFcqurntly, R)wnd their 
time on details of some !urge projt•ct a Aimilar onr• to 
which they would be unlikr-ly to hn\'O charg0 of mnrr 
than onco in thPir ~ervice. The buRine>'R "ide of the work 
they will probably not <'llf~r into nt nil. 

(2). Homo trainin.c: with ~uitnbJ,."tirms"nftrr nhout '1 
o; 5 years' experience in India "·ould nfloru oppor!<IIJ.ify 
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to o!Iicer~ to get into touch with details whic> they 
know would ],e of value to them, as well as w1th the 
uusiness side of the profcs,;ion as practised elsewhere. 
The time spent at home should be at lea:;t one year of 
actual training. 

2,76J. 1'rai11in(] of 8tt1Jordinates.-During early servico 
the suLorclinate is in clo~c touch with work in progress, 
that is to sa,., standing O\'er it and supervising it. His 
theoretical t;aining may' or may not have bern s~und, 
but his knowledge of methotb of work is generally ptckcd 
up from contractors' workmen and i8 held as good by 
him till he sees or hears of better methods. To get 
good work cheaply and quickly done, go~d methods. arc 
cs,;enti;cl and the instruction of suborclmatcs by first
class tradesmen brought out specially for shod periods 
(1my, two years) to Yarious centres. would improve tl~e 
~tandard of work all round. Arttsans and others m 
India arc, I know, ~low to adopt new methods, but I 
helien that is chiefly because thry do not see the direct 
advantaetc of them and there arc few capable of teaching 
them ri;ht through from beginning to encl .. '~'he average 
workman in India is by no means a dull pupilrf he under
~tands his teacher a;1d would readily pick up sound 
methods from subordinates and others supervising him, 
provided those methods were correctly shown to him. 

2,i6.';. Oryanizalion.-?.\Iy experience of the general 
organization of the Public \Yorks Department is some
what limited but certain defects which I do not think 
arc special from any single point of view and which are, 
I know, a continual source of wonder, if not annoyance, 
to private companies and others dealing with the Depart
ment might with advantage be remedied. They arc :-

(1). The delay in. correspondence due to the vari_ous 
channels through which it i~ required to pa~s. The 
remedy for this (which may also be the remedy for other 
defects) a ppcarti to be in the shape of more direct corre· 
~pondcnce betwcon the Executive Engineer or engineer 
in charge of works and the head of the department, 
with wider powerti for the Executive Engineer and more 
special and (lirect assistance for the head of the depart
ment in each province in all the branches. This practi
cally means a fully equipped czntral office with its special
ists and powers to deal directly with the officer in charge 
of works and is a scheme which, I understand, has been 
suggested in detail by others. 

(2). The want of a method of di>tributing the results 
of test:;, triab, designs, etc. Tests and trials are often 
made in different parts of the province, the results of 
which are seldom circulated in such a manner as to be 
mcful to those carrying out works with ";hich they have 
immediate connection. A central office would be useful 
in this direction. 

(:3). The occupation of the time of highly paid executive 
officers in dealing with petty items of returns, accounts, 
etc. It is not denied that many, if not all, of the forms 
of accounts, returns, etc., and con-;erlucnt correspondence 
are neces;;ary for the correct compilation of accounts 
and the information of various offici;cb, but although 
this q uec;tion ha~, I understand, frequently received 
attention, I cannot help remarking that a system which 
calls for such a large number of forms, each to be signed 
by an execul.h·e officer perhaps in more than one place, 
appearH to have been designed for the exprc:>~ purpo~c of 
documentary evidence and that if such evidence i~ ncecn
~ary in any one part of a work, which, after all, b made 
up of many parts, it i~ Hurely necc~~ary in othcrK. To 
carry out a work many things are cH,ential and the 
amount of attention a pcrKon in ehargc of a work will 
devote to any one part of it b u~ually n·gulated by the 
importance of that part for the time heiHg, but although 
di ccrt·tion i.~ left to an executive officer as to the amount 
ot :,upervL.;ion he Hhould per.sonally undertake on actual 
works or the detaib of them, no discretion appears to be 
allowed him in supervi.-;ing the many petty detailll of 

returns and accounts, which after all form part of the 
work and which a trained accountant is as capable of 
looking after as a sub-divi~ional officor or subordinate 
b of his own particular part of the work. A central 
office would also assist here. I can only deal with the 
other leading questions from the point of view of an 
Electrical Engineer to Government. 

2,766. 'l'he supply and erection of electrical machinery 
and material for got'ernrnenl 11se.-Large works in this 
province arc usually carried out by contract. Smaller 
works are ·carried out departmentally with material 
purchased locally and by tender. There appears to 
be little scope for improvement in this direction as the 
leading firms do not, as a rule, care to tender for !!mall 
work!':\ and arc content to supply the material. 

(2). Obtaining material straight from home for gov· 
ermncnt use appears at first sight to be a more economical 
method of dealing with petty works and repairs. Thi& 
has been tried and no particular advantage found, either 
in price or quality, but the storage of large quantities 
of perishable material has been found to be a distinct 
drawback. 

(3). The maintenance and running of electrical installa· 
tions are done by the Department and any other method 
would, I think, prove u~atisfactory for the following 
reasons:-

The annual sanctioned amounts for maintenance are, 
in most cases, small, but they are suffi<;ient to keep the 
plant in proper repair for an indefinite period, if properly 
laid out. In order to accomplish this, repairs, no matter 
how small, have to be undertaken at once on the principle 
of a " stitch in time. " With maintenance in the hands 
of a company this would be seldom carried out, as inspec
tion of plant about which no complaint had been made, 
would not, as a rule, appeal to them and inspection by a 
government servant would not help matters to any 
great extent as a staff would be required for this purpose. 

( 4). Complaints and orders are more easily attended to 
when a staff is provided specially to attend to them. 

2,76i. Electrical Branch, Public Works Department.-· 
Certain inconvmience is now being experienced in this 
branch of the Public Works Department owing to the 
lack of uniformity in the appointments to the various 
provinces, also the differences in the classes of work 
adopted in them ; the latter inconvenience, which is 
chiefly felt by large contractors, is being remedied to 
some extent by intercommunication and standardization 
of specifications, but t,he former ean apparently only be 
remealed by the adoption of a graded scale of pay and 
the provision of men suitable for reliefs. 

(2). Proposals for grade pay, etc., have, I understand, 
already been made and I agree with the following in 
brief outline. 

2,i68. Status and Pay.-(a) Electrical Engineer (or 
Inspector), 3rd class, on Rs. 700-50-\)50, with the 
status of an Executive Engineer. 

(b). Electrical Engineer (or Inspector), 2nd class, 011 
Rs. 1,000-50-1,300, with the status of an Executive 
Engineer. 

(r). Electrical Engineer (or Inspector), 1st class, on 
Rs. 1,350-50-1,600, with the status of a Superintending 
Engineer. 

Officers on a ppointmcnt may be placed in either the 
2nd or 3rcl clas~. 

(2). \\"ith regard to this proposal for a graded scale of 
pay which to some may appear exceptional for men 
who merely "attend to the electric lights in bungalows" 
or "inspcet motors in a dirty corner of a mill," I would 
like to point out tho inconvenience a government might 
suffer by placing for advice proposals for say the electrifica
tion of a mining area, oil field, large hospital or railway 
Hystem before a man who i~ not at least capable, thro11gh 
his own training and general experience, of grasping tho 
requirements and giving sound aclvke as to general 
principles, if not as to actual detail. 

:.lR. B. R.HKES called and examined. 

2, i6G. (Pre.,ident.) The witne,;,; otate:d that he was 
the Electric ln:;plctor to the Go,·ernmcut of Burma 

VOL, m 

and that he had had 11 years' service. He had ariginally 
received a training in mechanical engineering and had 

c 
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not received a spech\l training in electricity, hiB knowledge 
having been acquired in the school of practical experienec. 
He added that he had at one time served with electrical 
firms in England. 

2,770. He was directly subordinate to the ()hicf 
Engineer, and worked in conjunction with Superintend
ing and Executive Engineers, as occa.sion required, but 
ho did not receive orders from the latter otJiccrs. His 
duties were twofold, statutory and advisory, and execu
tive, and the former absorbed a quarter of his time 
while the latter occupied the remainder. The statutory · 
duties were connect.ed with the administration of the 
Indian Electricity Act and consisted of the insp11ction of 
plant owned by electrical firms an~ the framing of ~ules 
and regulations, e.g., the rules which had been specially 
drawn up for the working of the oil fields. There had 
been very few eases of disputes between companies and 
consumers upon which he had been called upon to arbitrate 
and there had been no dispute in which government had 
been a party. Prior to his appointment there had been 
a case in Mandalay, but it came under the old Act. 

2,771. He did not think that there was any funda
mental objection to the principle of the Electric In
spector exercising administrative and. execu~ive funct~ons 
provided that officer performed hiS dutws consclen-
tiously. -

2,772. In his advisory capacity he dealt with electrical 
Bohemes submitted to government; the grant of licenses, 
and generally all electrical cases, e.u., any large hydro
electric scheme which was before the government, but 
work of this nature was at present small though there 
was a likelihood of its expansion. The number of licenses 
granted under the Indian Electricity Act was not large. 

2, 773. As an executive officer he had direct charge 
of the government installations of which there \vere 
altogether about 200, 53 large, and the remainder small. 
The installation in the General Hospital was one of the 
largest and was self~~Jontained. Its generating plant was 
260 horse power. The only other generating station 
with which he was concerned was that at Government 
House1 Maymyo, and this was a small "'ne. The other 
installations were in offices and residences and a great 
deal of his time was absorbed in maintaining them and 
erecting new installations )n such buildings whenever 
they were required. A skilled engineer was employed 
for the supervision of these smaller installations because 
of the tendency to put up inferior work. The standard 
of work in Burma was, however, fairly good on the 
whole. He anticipated there would be three large 
installations in the near future, which would require 
more highly trained men than ordinary wiremen and 
fitters. 

2, 77 4. Iris staff consisted of four permanent non· 
pensionable subordinates on a salary rising up to Rs. 
400 a month, and three temporary men. The first of the 
former was in charge of the power station at the 
hospital, the second had charge of the other buildings 
in Rangoon, the third was at present engaged in tho 
war and ·the fourth in charge of the installations at 
l'!Ianda.lay and Maymyo. 

2, 775. ·Tenders were called for entire works, that is 
labour and materials, for the construction of large works, 
and petty repairs and smaller works were generally 
executed departmentally to avoid inconvenience to the 
occupants of buildings. There were only three large 
electrical firms in Burma which were capable of under· 
taking work, two in Rangoon and one in l\Iandalay. 
'!'here was thus very little competition and on occasions 
it had been found necessary to advertise in India. The 
tenders received from India, however, had net been 
numerous nor had the rates compared favourably with 
local tenders. For petty construction and repairs he 
advocated the departmental system. 

2, 776. Wiremen in Burma were composed of Burmans, 
Indiana and Chinamen. They were not trained for their 
work but were carpenters or titters who learnt what was 
required of ~hem from actual experience. Their work 
was fairly good. 

2, 777. He had not had much experience of the ~t.ores 
rules as most of the apparatus and fittings, even for 

repairs, was obtained direct from firms and a limited 
quantity was kept in ~tock. In ~orne ca~es it had been 
found that materials could be bud in the open market 
11t rates cheaper than those krpt in stoek. Hence it 
was inadvisable to maintain a large stock reserve 
especially in the case of peri~hable artic!l'~, r.fJ., rubbcr: 
The matc!'ials for house wiring were available in llurmu. 
He ad_vocated the purchase of engines and boilers through 
firms m the country as they understood the requirements 
and were quite as capable of supplying good materials 
as the Director General of Stores. One of the ad\'antagcs 
of such a system, in his opinion, was that the agents 
could ·always be referred to whenever necessary. 

2, 778. He suggested the re?ruitmcnt from Englanu 
of master workmen and mentiOned thttt his suggl'~tion 
was not confined to electrical work. A skilled artisan 
in his opinion, would be a useful adjunct to the Depart~ 
ment and each province could import the class of master 
workman it most needed. 'l'wo master masons would 
suffice, for a start, for Burma, and one of these could be 
stationed at Rangoon and the other at Ilfandalav, master 
carpenters, master iron-workers, etc., being ·recruited 
later. The man stationed at Rangoon could then be 
attached to the Inscin college and give a limited number 
of subordinates, deputed to the college, a course of prac· 
tical training for a specified period, and the presence of 
such a master workman at tho Insein school would 
indirectly benefit the students. Chinamen carpenters 
were good but ~here was an absence of finish in their 
work. In his opinion, the class of such carpenters pro
curable in Calcutta was in all respects superior to that 
available in Rangoon and Burma generally. 

2, 779. In his opinion the best field for the recruitment 
of electrical engineers was England as the men trained 
there were usually in touch with large works and acquired 
a knowledge of the manufacture of various classes of 
electrical material. The men trained in India, on the 
other hand, did not possess the same knowledge as they 
did not have the same opportunities. He himself had 
been recruited from England, but from his expC>ricnee of 
electrical firms in India he felt that though Indian-trained 
men had the advantage in their knowledge of local condi
tions those trained in England made better electrical 
engineers. He therefore recommended that men wit.h 
English qualifications should be recruited for permanent 
employment in the Electrical Branch on three years' pro· 
bation, and that such recruitment should be confined to 
those who had completed their electrical training and 
received a substantial amount of practical experience in 
England. He considered that such men might be 
recruited o.t tbe age of 27, as electrical engineers ordinarily 
completed their theoretical course at the age of about 
24, and this would admit of their having at least three 
years' practical experience on works which was very 
essential, and further that a salary of Rs. 700 rising to 
Rs. 1,600 after 18 years' service, by annual increments 
of Rs. 50, would prove sufficiently attractive. 

2, 780. The best method of recruiting men other than 
electrical engineers proper for the Electrical Braneh 
would be to obtain them from firms in India whil·h 
afforded sufficient scope for the purpose. He was not 
in favour of the establishment of a special collrgc for 
the training of electrical engineers. 

2,781. (lJir. Cobb), If and when the occa~ion aro~c for 
the employment of an Assistant he would require a 
man on Rs. 700 who had received an Eugli'h training und 
not a mun from one of the local firms, so that he would 
be ab.le to carry on his (the Electric Inspector's) work 
during his absence. When he last went on leave a man 
from a local firm had been appointed in his Rtrad as 
no junior Electric Inspector was available. He add~d 
that the Assi~tant, if eventually aJJpointcd, should be 
allowed to draw increments during the probationary 
period and to rank as an Executive Engineer on hi; 
confirmation in t.he Department. The question whether 
the Assistant's service should be pensionable or other
wise would depend on hi~ age, and if he were fairly 
advanced in years a provident fund would be suitable. 

2,782. He had no objection to the extension of the 
educational scheme he had proposed to artisans and to 
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the inauguration of evening class:s. for the purpose if 
men were forthcoming, but he ant1c1pated that difficulty 
would be experienced in starting s~ch class~s. The 
gtations at which they might be gtven a tr1al were 
Rangoon and Insein. 

2,783. (Sir Xoel Kerslwu·.) He admitted that .the 
scheme he had proposed for the recruitment o~ electrical 
encrineers would lead to considerable expenditure, but 
he"' did not have the immediate recruitment of electiical 
officers in mind. All he pleaded was that each province 
might. be allowed to employ additional officers as the 
ne;d for them arose. There was no necessity at present 
for an Electric Assistant in Burma but the need for 
such a man would be felt when the oil fields were exte~~ed. 
His scheme provided for a leave reserve, and .t~e. ongmal 
scheme, which was a sound one, had been ID1tlated by 
the Electrical Adviser. The latter was drawn up so as 
to admit of the employment of a sufficient number of 
officers for India as a whole, and their transfer to 
provinces where thry were most needed. 

2,784. Owing to the lack of uniformity in the classes 
of work hitherto executed in India and Burma a set of 
specifications had been drawn up at. the last electrical 

~~~~~- e:onference for certain dcfcriptions of work. 

2 785. Private firms would stock electrical apparatus 
and fittinas to meet the requirements of government, if 
thev were ~ssured of receiving orders from government. 

2:786. (President.) Burma posseEsed no electrical labo· 
ratory at present, but the qm;stion had been discussed. at 
the electrical r.onference whiCh came to the conclusiOn -

that it was necessary that all the major provinces should 
have laboratories of their own. The establishment of a 
laboratory in Burma was under contemplation, the idea 
being that government should take over the tramway 
company's instruments, which werevery good ones, and 
manage the laboratory, allowing the tramway company 
to do their testing in it. In his opinion, a laboratory 
would be of great assistance to men undergoing an electric· 
al training. 

2, 787. He had no official connection with the Electric
al Adviser to the Government of India, and only corre
sponded unofficially with that officer whenever necessary. 
It was not the practice for the Electrical Adviser to make 
tours of inspection in the province, but he had been to 
Burma, before the witness' appointment, in connection 
with some special municipal and tramway work. The 
electrical work in Burma was not directly controlled 
by the Government of India, though formerly, under 
the old Electricity Act, it was necessary to approach i,he 
Government of India in the matter of the grant of certain 
licenses. There had not been a single appeal to the 
Government of India under the present Indian Electricity 
Act. 

2,788. (Mr. Samue~~on.) The success of the evening 
classes for the training of subordinates, under a master 
mason or carpenter, would be dependent on the men 
being granted leave for two or three weeks to undergo 
the course of training. The night schools could be 
started at Insein, which was situated near to Rangoon, 
but here again success would be dependent on a regular 
and suitable train service between the two towns. 

At Rangoon, Thursday, 8th March 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, Esq., c.s.r., r.c.s. (President). 

Sm XoEL KER.'lHAw, x.c.n, A. T. MACKENZIE, .EsQ. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted 1\Iember. 

B. i\L SA~fUELsoN, EsQ., :r.r.r.c.E., !ILR.s.r., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

The RoN'llLE ::lfR. H. THO:\lPSON, c.s.r., r.c.s., Financial Commissioner to the Government of Burm.a. 

Written Statement. 
2,789. I must preface my note by stating that my views 

are based entirely upon Burma experience. I know 
nothing of the organization of work of the Public Worbl 
Department in other provinces. 

2,790. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public works.-! consider that as regards 
both buildings and roads the quality of work carried out 
hy the Public Works Department i8 sufficiently high at 

· present and that it' compares not unfavourably with 
the best work undertaken by private agency. I do not 
think it necessary, therefore, that any endeavour should 
Le made to raise tbe standard of quality and I think it 
important that no changes should be introduced which 
would be likely to lower this standard to any material 
ext~:nt. In the case of both buildings and roads good 
work in the first instance means a longer life and less 
upenditu~e on repairs. For financial reasons it has 
teen ner·ESFmy in the rast to construct many of the public 
buildings in Burma either wholly or partly of wcod, 
but the~e are being gradual1y replaced by buildings of 
mon' permanent mnteriarrll.R funds can le made available. 
TIH• roads of Burma h~ve be' n n. hye-word in the provincr. 
but tlw abFPnce of roaclH and tlw ];ad cord:tior( of f'xi,-t-

ing roads have been due to the lack of funds and to the 
large variations from year to year in the allotment of 
such fun\ls as could be made available rather than to 
any shortcomings of the Public Works Department. 

(2). I am inclined to think that whilst the quality of 
work is good the cost is unduly high, and that economy 
might be obtained by improvements in the methods of 
executing civil works and in the arr~ngements for 
financing such works. The bulk of .the work is being 
undertaken at present by petty contractors who work 
under the immediate superv'ision of the Public Works 
subordinate staff and under the general supervision of 
the higher officers of the Department. The rates tend· 
ered for such government contracts are believed to be 
generally higher than the rates at which the work could 
be cnried out by private employers. The higher figures 
may be due in part to ti-e better quality of work required 
by government, but they are also due, I consider, to 
tbe arrangement under which the contractors' work is 
supervised by a staff of low paid subordinates who pos
sess a greater power of control than can safely be entrusted 
to officers" of! this .. clnRg, The· remedy" which I would sug
gf'~t is that officers be-low a certain class should not super
vjs(rmd RhOtl]d have no control wl1atever over contrnct 

0 2 
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work, and that the subordinate staff of tho Department 
should be employed solely on work which is being carried 
out by departmental agency and which cannot suitably 
be given out on contract. Eventually, I would restrict 
supervision over contract work to officers of the imperial 
or provincial service, or in the case of smaller contracts 
to senior officers of the upper subordinate establishment. 
Immediate effect could be given in part to such a measure 
without any strengthening of the superior staff of the 
Department, and the measure could be further developed 
if the existing arrangement of petty contracts were 
gradually replaced by the grant of Ia.rger contrn.cts to 
more reliable private firms. 

(3), Tho second defect to which I desire to draw at ton· 
tion is in the existing arrangement for financing civil 
works, The financial year ends on the 31st of March 
which in Burma is in the heart of the working season. 
During tho rains, from May to October, work is necessarily 
stopped or retarded in most districts of the province. 
As a consequence the expenditure on any one work 
f1tlls in most instances in two financial years at least, 
and the budget provision in each year has to be deter
mined on a consideration of the proport.ion of the work 
which is likely to be completed and paid for before the 
31st March. As that dato approaches, work, whether 
undertaken by contractors or by departmental agency, 
is continually being ruslwd forward to an undesirable 
extent in order that the whole budget provision may 
be drawn before the end of the year. If a lapse of funds 
should occur the money saved will not be available 
for expenditure in the coming year in addition to any 
budget provision already made, and the work may 
eventually be stopped or seriously delayed for lack of 
full allotment of funds. When the lst of April arrives 
the rush of work ceases, and it may be that little or 
nothlng further can be done until the provision for the 
work in the budget for the coming year has been ascer
tained. On the other hand, it may be found desirable 
to carry out a work earlier in the season than had been 
anticipated when the budget provision was framed ; 
but this greater despatch is rendered impossible owing 
to the restrictions placed on the rate of work by the 
provision in the earlier of the two budgets. Financial 
provision which separates and determines rigidly the 
amounts to be spent on a work during the earlier and the 
later parts of a working season and which may leave in 
doubt for some time the amount available in the later 
part of the season can result neither in efficiency nor 
in economy. A measure which I am convinced would 
materially improve the work of the Department would 
be to change the financial year, and to date it eit.her 
from the lst July or the lst of October instead of from 
the 1st of April as at present. It may be, from the terms 
of reference, that the Committee are not prepared to 
consider a proposal of this nature, but I mention it here 
as the matter cannot well be ignored when measures for 
increasing the efficiency of the Department are under 
discussion, The proposal to change the financial year 
opens up a wide question which cannot be considered 
solely with reference to the needs of the Public Works 
Department. I may add, however, that such a change 
would, I believe, be to the benefit of Burma as a whole, 
and that I should welcome it in all the departments 
with which I am concerned: 

2,791. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-The 
proposal to give further encouragement to private 

-~-------------- ··----

enterprise resolves itself, broadly speaking, in this prov
ince, into the substitution of large firnm of c-ontractors 
for the petty native c?ntr.actor~ at present employed. 
The share of work wluch ts bemg carried out- entirely 
by department.al agency is unimportant. In my opinion 
the mtroduct10n of larger firms, wherever this course 
is found to bo practicable, would be a sound po!icv 
to adopt. The amount of detailed supervision over work 
undertaken by a firm with a well.estaL]L;b(•d reputation 
should be considerably less than is needed where petty 
contractors are employed, and the change would ten(! 
therefore to permit the discontinuance of such supervision 
by the subordinate staff. And if the larger contrnC'tors 
were offered important government contracts they 
would be encourn.ged to employ a better qualitied engi
neering staff and to provide more openings for civil 
engineers trained in government engineering sC'hools 
and colleges in India. Any such process would be gradual 
and it may be found in the beginning that outKido Rangoon 
and one or two other largo towns no printte firm would 
be in a position to carry out work either on buildings or 
roads on more economical terms than can be arranged 
under the present system. I think, howevC'r, that !-hi~ 
difficulty would eventually disappear if it wcrn the 
declared policy of government that private agency 
should be employed as far as possible in carrying out sueh 
works, and if tenders were invited from time to time 
for all important. works under both !wading~. I shoutrl 
expect that ultimately the great bulk of the work would 
bo carried out at less cost. and with advantage both 
to government and to private enterprise under such r. 
system. There is no great scope for decentralization 
of work by the further employment of local bodies. 
Dist.rict boards do not exist in Burma, and municipal 
and town committees undertake work on the buildings 
and roads in their charge with such engineering staff 
as they are in a position to employ, Except in a few 
large towns this staff is not capable of undertaking or 
supervising works of more than minor importanee. 

2,792. (III.) Changes in organization.-I should expN·t 
that with the further encouragement of prh·ate Pnter· 
prise reduction Fhould be possible in the ~ubordinatc 
staff of the Department, but I :un not in a po~ition to 
say how such a reorganization could best be carried out. 
I consider that no reduction is desirable or permi><sibll' 
in the superior staff. Whate\'er the agcnry employrd, 
whether departmental or prh·ate, elose supcrYision iR 
needed by the superior staff of the Department if satis
factory results are to be secured, and this staff is non~ 
too strong in Burma at present. 

2,793. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 
branches.-Relations between the offic0rs of tho Public· 
Works Department and officers of otlwr dcpllrt nwnts 
have been clearly anrl satisfactorily definNl, and in ,so 
far as funds wili permit the Pubiic Works Departlllent 
is in a position to meet the needs of all other c]ppart
ments. 

2,794. (VII.) Education.-There is no go\wnmcnt rn 
gineering college in Burma. A gO\·ermm·nt engineering 
school exists at Insein in whic·h an elenwntary course• of 
training is given to men who seek cmployn;rnt in the 
subordinate ranks of tl1c Public Works Department 
or elsewhere. Arrangements have been made. I undrr. 
stand, by the headmMter of the ~c:hool to gi,·c the 
students a practical course of work in prh·ntc enginpcring 
works in Rangoon. 

The HoN'BLE MR. H. TnO~IPSON called and examined. 

2,795. (Pres-ide11t.) The witness stated that he was 
Finan~!a1 Commissioner to the Gov~rnment of Burma 
and that he had had 25 years' service the whole of which 
had beer.r l:l'>nt in Burma. 

2,796. There were a number of municipalit(es in Burma, 
there being one at practically each district headquarters, 
in addition to notified areas to which certain sections 
of the Municipal Act applied. The larger municipalities 
employed th;ir own engineering staff and undertook 
the construction and maintenance of their public works, 
but the smaller municipalities were only capable of 

undertaking minor works, and works of importance 
were !"Xecuted on their b<·half hv the Public: \\'orkH 
Department. As he had no conn<>~tion with munirii'ali
tics he could not say definitely what statutory JIOI\WR 

of control government possessed over !h!'ir workH or 
engineering staff. ]n the case of thl• smallPr muniripuli
tics the power of control ovrr tlw Rtafl' 11 as vt•.<!Pd in 
the Con,mission!'r of the division. 

2,707. Th!'rc> was a distriet crss fund in Lowr·r Burma 
and a district fund in Upprr Rurma. Thr distric·t ec·ss 
fund ~criv<:cl its rc·vt·nn<·s from tht' h·v~· of ~ r<·ss of Ill 
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per cent. on land revenue nnd miscellaneous items, e.y., 
bazaars, ferrieR, etc. There were no district boards in 
Burma. The district fund was administered by the Deputy 

·Commissioner, subject to the general control of the 
Commissioner, and its particular objects of expenditure 
were local roads, Ranitation and education. The cess in 
each district was generally devoted to expenditure in 
the district in which it was levied, but the local Govern
ment had power to transfer a portion from one district to 
another. This power was, howevrr, rarely exercised 
and when it was found necessary to effect a transfer the 
amount so transferred was generally repaid sooner or 
later. The district fund in Upper Burma did not 
derive its revenue from any cess on land revenue. It 
consisted mainly of moneys which accrued from bazaars, 
ferries, etc., and the receipts were consequently sma:ll. 
During the past two years grants-in-aid had been made 

. ~from the provincial revenues to the Upper Burma dis
trict funds. Such contributions were made at the dis
cretion of the local Government and did not form a 
regular item of receipt of the fund. 

2,798. The question of creating district councils or 
district boards in Burma had from time.,to time been 
discussed and the general trend of opinion was that the 
time for their establishment in Burma was rapidly drawing 
near. The co-operative movement had shown that the 
ordinary Burma agriculturist was capable of taking 
an intelligent interest in local affairs. He could not 
say, however, whether the Committee could frame its 
proposals in regard to dLstrict fund works in Burma on 
the assumption that district boards would be established 
within a reasonably short period as he was not cognisant 
of the views of government in the matter. 

2, 799. The annual budget of expenditure of the dis
trict fund was framed by the Deputy Commissioner, and 
the policy with regard to the expenditure on roads varied. 
They had formerly been maintained by the Deputy 
Commissione:r; with the assistance of a district engineer, 
but recently it had become the practice to make over the 
amount needed for roads to the Public Works Depart
ment, who framed an estimate of the grants required on 
this account. The Deputy Commissioner acted under 
the control of the Commissioner in deciding the particular 
object on which it was proposed to spend money and 
consulted the Executive Engineer before framing his 
budget. The final decision as to whether a particular 
road should be constructed or maintained to a partic
ular standard rested with the Deputy Commissioner 
subject to the approval of the Commissioner. Road 
programmes were drawn up by the Deputy Commissioners 
of districts in consultation with the Executive Engineers 
concerned and these required the approval of Commis
sioners and Superintending Engineers. 

2,800. Deputy Commissioners formerly employed their 
own engineering staff for the construction and main
tenance of district fund works, but the system had been 
abolished for some time past as it was found to be un
satisfactory. 

2,801. Government had met the entire outlay on large 
water-works and drainage schemes from its sanitary 

· grant, but this did not apply to small works. The 
sanitary grant was entirely at the disposal of the local 
Government and grants-in-aid were only made from it 
to those municipalities which could not afford to under
take such works without assistance. A town like Rangoon 
would be required to provide its own funds for its water
works schemes and the question of a grant-in-aid to 
other towns would depend on the financial position of 
the municipality. 

2,802. The remark in his written statement that the 
Public Works Department rates were considerably 
higher than private rates was not based on any tangible 
data ; his general impression was that a residential build
ing constructed by the Public Workl'l Department, 
though better built, was usually more expensive than 
a similar building constructed by private agency. He 
was not in a position to contradict the statement made 

·in evidence by some of the oflicer~ of the Public Works 
Dcpa~tm;nt. that the cost of construcLing a private 
Lmldmg m Rangoon was approxhnatr·ly 21i to 30 rwr cent, 

higher than n.at of a similar building erected by depart
mental agency, and mentioned that. his statement did 
not have reference to buildings erected in . Rangoon 
but to district buildings. 

2,803. All the government buildings in districts Were 
maintained by the Public Works Department and no 
buildings were maintained by the departments in occupa
tion, but the Police Dcwartment occasionally constructed 
temporary structures from funds placed at their dis

. posal. He had not considered the question whether the 
maintenance o£ buildings should be transferred to the 
department in occupation, in order to relieve the Public 
Works Department of a large amount of work which .did 
not require skilled supervision, but was inclined to the 
view that it would not be feasible except in the case 
of. repairs. of a simple character. He was not in favour 
of transferring repairs of scattered buildings situated at 
a distance from headquarters, e.g., township offices, 
sub-treasuries, township judges courts, etc., to the officers 
of the township because he was of opinion that such 
officers would not be competent to effectually supervise 
the repairs of the buildings. Petty items of repairs, 
e.g., the replacement of broken window panes, were within 
their competence, but expert knowledge was required 
in the case for .example of repairs to a roof or renewing 
a wooden post. His conclusion, therefore, was that 
the present system under which all repairs to buildings 
were carried out by the Public Works Department could 
not be improved upon and that the only alternative was 
to entrust the repair of guvernment buildings to reli
able contractors. 

2,804. The main arterial communic~ttions, and certain 
district roads, were constructed and maintained by the 
Public Works Department and these works were finan
ced from provincial revenues and district funds respect
ively. In his opinion this was the best and simplest 
arrangement for the maintenance of these particular 
district roads. He had had no recent experience as a 
district officer of the system under which a district 
managed its own roads, but mentioned that it had been 
abolished after an unsatisfactory tr~l. 

2,805. There were practically no village roads in 
Burma other than those constructed from provincial and 
district funds. The village roads consisted chiefly of 
government paths and were maintained from district 
funds. A certain amount of responsibility was imposed 
on the villagers under the Village Act for the mainten
ance of road communications, but such responsibility 
was not generally enforced. The standard of mainten
ance varied according to locality anQ. in some instances 
it was very difficult to enforce responsibility. . 

2,806. He advocated that private enterprise should 
be encouraged by government declaring its intention 
to give out all work on contract in future. It was true 
that the Public Works Department at present invited 
tenders for works, but it was not the declared policy 
of government that all works should be executed through 
the agency of contractors. He was not sufficiently 
familiar with the departmental procedure to describe 
what was actually done in the matter at present, but 
he had noticed that the district headquarters buildings 
in one district were being erected by petty contractors 
and was not aware whether the Department had in this 
instance called for tenders from large contractors. 
No district contractors were capable of undertaking 
tho construction of large works. 

2,807. Petty contractors were mostly Indians and there 
were practically no Burman contractors. This was pos
sibly due to the Burmans not having had the opportunity 
of undcrgoinl! a training in thiR class of work. Building 
work did not ~tppeal to Burmans as a rule and wherever 
such work was in progress it. gencmlly passed into the 
hands of Indians. ~ 

2,808. With reference to the view expressed in evidence 
by some witnesses that the direction staff consisting of 
Chief EnginccrB and Superintending Engineers was 
excessive, he considered that the Superintending Engineer 
was an important link in the organization of the Depart
ment, nR his administrative position corresponded with 

.. that of a Commissioner. There were adv~tntages in keeping 
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the Public Works Department in close touch with Com· 
missioners of divisions and Superintending Engineers 
helped to preserve this. If they were abolished tl~at 
contact would be lost to a large extent, as ExecutiVe 
Engineers were merely district officers and frequently held 
charge of more than one civil district. He could not, 
however, definitely commit himself to the opinion tl~at 
the Superintending Engineer performed functions whiCh 
were necessary and that he played a sufficiently import· 
ant part in the machinery of the administration to jusq£y 
his retention. He had not given the matter due considera
tion and prefcrr~d not to express an opinion. 

2,809 There were advantages in reorganizing the 
Department on a district basis, bringing it into closer 
relationship with the Deputy Commissioner and Com· 
missioner and making the Public Works ;Department 
district correspond with tho Civil district. He was 
doubtful, however, whether an Executive Engineer 
would under such circumstances be fully employed and 
to introduce the change each district would have to 
be sufficiently extensive to justify the appointment of 
an Executive Engineer to it. It would not be possible 
to place upper subordinates in charge of the small~r 
districts as it did not necessarily follow that work m 
the smaller districts would be of a less important nature. 
Subordinates besides were not competent to be placed 
in charge of districts. Hence if the Department were 
re-organized on a district basis in Burma it would not 
always be possible to provide sufficient employment 
for Executive Engineers. 

2,810. The relations between the Executive Engineer 
and the Deputy Commissioner had lately been defined 
by the local Government. It had been laid down that 
the Executive Engineer was to be subordinate to the 
Deputy Commissioner for district fund works, but the 
former officer had a freer hand in the matter of provincial 
works. The question as to which roads should or should 
not be maintained would be determfued by the district 
road programme but the arrangements for their repair 
and maintenance would rest almost entirely with the 
Public Works Department. The relations between 
the Executive Engineer and the Deputy Commissioner 
and the Forest officer and Deputy Commissioner were 
practically analogous, but they were somewhat closer 
in the latter case as the Forest officer was regarded as an 
assistant to the Deputy Commissioner in regard to forest 
matters. The question whether the Deputy Commissioner 
could issue instructions to the Executive Engineer hinged 
entirely on their nature. The Deputy Commissioner 
could probably issue instructions to the Executive Engi
neer in connection with district cess fund works, but 
he could not do so in regard to provincial works, nor was 
such interference necessary. 

2,8II. He was emphatically of opinion that the com
mencement of the financial year should be altered to 
either the 1st of July or lst October. It was true that 
such alteration could not be made without due regard to 
the needs of other departments, but the change would 
.be suitable to the departments with which he was 
acquainted and might well be introduced in the remaining 
departments. The defects of the present financial year 
were that it ended in the middle of the working season 
and thus greatly disorganized work. Work was rushed 
in March and there was a period of slackness in the 
months of April and May. 

2,812. (Mr. Cobb.) He could not say whether the re
cent definition of the relations between the Executive 
Engineer and the Deputy Commissioner had introduced 
any material change in the position of the former, but 
Executive • Engh1eers had been instructed to work in 
closertouch with the Deputy Commissioner in connection 
with district works. Closer personal relations between the 
Deputy Commissioner and Executive Engineer rendered 
it possible to carry out works with greater expedition. 
The Executive Engineer was subordinate to his own 
superiors in technical matters, but was under the orders 
of the Deputy Commissioner in matters of administra· 
tiyo interest. He personally had never experienced 
d1fficul~y as a_ DepU:ty Commissioner in dealing with 
Exeoutive Engmcera m connection with t,he ~onHtruction 

and maintenance of roads which generally followed tho 
road programme prepared in consultution with Executive 
EngineNs, and had invariably found them willing to carry 
out his wi~hC's. He had observed, however, that the 
funds provided for roads were never adequate. 

2,813. He had not heard it suggested by the outside 
public that the .Public Works Department preferred petty 
contractors, but his personal opinion was that large con· 
tractors did not receive sufficient encouraaement from 
the Public Works Department as it had ne~cr been the 
declared policy of government that works should he 
given to such contractors. 

2,814. In his opinion the time was approaching for the 
inception of local district boards in Burma. As he had 
not served in India, ha. could not sav whether Bunnans 
were more ·adapted than Indiana for ciistrict board work, 
but he was of opinion that the Burman evinced an intelli
gent interest in local affairs. The Burman had acquired 
a sense of public responsibility and in a few years there 
would be no difficulty in securing suitable representa
tives on district boards. 

2,815. (Sir Noel K ersllaw.) The programme of road 
construction was drawn up by the Deputy Commissioner 
and Executive Engineer and the headmen and other 
leading men of the villages were informa!ly consulted 
by the Deputy Commissioner or the township officer 
when drawing it up. The time WM not ripe for convening 
a formal conference in all parts of Burma with the unoffi
cial community before deciding on the road programme 
except in districts where the co-operative movement had 
been started. In his opinion the co-operath'e move
ment should be given a further trial and the question 
of the establishment of district boards held in abeyance 
in the interim. He was opposed to the conversion of 
the few advanced districts into district boards and 
advocated that the creation of such boards might be 
deferred for a few years after which the scheme could be 
made universal. 

2,816. The reason which he had advanced for the 
retention of the Superintending Engineer, viz., that he 
brought the Department into closer touch with the 
Commissioner was not sufficient in itself to j Wltify the 
retention of the services of that officer at an annual 
expenditure of about rupees two lakhs. He was of opinion 
that there should be some forni of control oYer the 
Executive Engineer, but whether the technical control 
of the Superintending Engineer was worth the expendi
ture of rupees two lakhs a year was a question he wa.~ 
unable to answer as he was not aware what such control 
actually constituted. 

2,817. He was very much in favour of diminishing 
the supervision at present exercised by low-paid sub
ordinates whose salaries were less than Rs. 200 or Rs. 300 
a month. By stating in his written memorandum that 
the higher rates of the Public Works Department were 
partly due to the arrangement under which the contract
ors' work was supervised by a staff of low-paid sub
ordinates who possessed a greater power of control than 
could safely be entrusted to them, he did not mean to 
imply that the subordinates could not be trusted, in 
the sense that they were unreliable, but that they were 
not competent to exercice the standard of check which 
should be exercised over contractors, as their supervision 
was over minute. In his opinion a more highly paid man 
made a better class of officer and exercised more efficient 
supervision. He would also be able to supervise a larger 
number of works than a lowly paid man and be able t<~ 
get more work done than the latter, and when contractors 
realized that their work would be superyised by a hPft.Pr 
class of officers, who would not wmTy them about details 
of little importance, they would tum out Letter work. 
His proposal would in fact make it, ca~icr to procure 
good contractors who would be prepared to do work at 
a rca~onablo cost. 

2,818. (Jllr. Srnnufl8on.) If supervision by highly paid 
olllcers wM substituted aR suf!g~ste:l by him for the 
supervision now C'xereised, the actual cost of Hup~rvic;ion 
would he grl"atly increll,''cd, but if good con1Tnc1orA 
were employed the amount. of superYision now rl'qnirl'd 
would not be n!\ccsRary. C:oorl contractor,~ would c·owe 
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forward if it were made known that it was the intention 
of the government to give them encouragement. The 
exacting supervision at present exercised by the Public 
Works. Department discouraged good contractur~:~, but 
he did not know of any other practice which had a similar 
effect. ~ 

2,819. The main reason why the Burmans did not 
become contractors was that masonry work did not 
appeal to them. If a Burman undertook a work which 
consisted partially of timber and masomy he generally 
sub-let the masomy work to an 'Indian contractor. 
Technical education had not yet been sufficiently spread 
in Burma, but with its spread and better educational 
'aeilities good Burmese contractors might in course of 
time spring into being. He could not assert, however, 
whether the want of technical education was responsible 
for the absence of Burmese contractors as he was unaware 
what technical qualifications Indian contractors pos-
sessed. • 

2,820. (besident.) The witness confirmed the state
ment made by some witnesses that Burma was very 
badly provided with roads. One of the reasons for this 
was that the province was a new one and that it had 
possessed practically no roads worthy of the name at 
its inception and it naturally required a great deal 
of money-to construct a system of roads. An attempt 
was being made to construct new roads with the funds 
intended for maintenance under the provincial contract. 
The non-existence of road~ in Burma at the time of its 
annexation was not merely due to the fact that road-

making had been neglected, but there were real cliffi. 
culties in road-making owing to the nature of the country 
and the absence of road materials. In parts of Burma 
there was no stone or laterite, and deelone, which was 
an inferior material, was utilized. He was not aware 
whether defects in the soil made it difficult to construct 
roads. It was very difficult to maintain a road in Lower 
Burma on account of the heavy rain. Anything short 
of a metalled road was unserviceable and metalling was 
very costly on account of the deficiency of stone. These 
conditions did not wholly apply to Upper Burma where 
the circumstances were different. Upp'er Burma had 
less need for roads as one could travel about the country 
without an elaborate system of roads. At the time of 
its annexation there were practically no roads except in 
one .or two towns. Wheeled traffic in the country was 
confined to country carts and these were used only 
in the dry weather. Country carts could not be used 
in the deltaic districts. Transport was conducted by 
carts or boats as Burma had a plentiful system of water· 
ways. 

2,821. It was difficult to procure stone and. other 
road·making materials in some parts of Burma. An 
inquiry had been instituted in connection with the 
framing of road programmes as to the possibilities of 
obtaining stone in various portions of the province and 
full information would be available as a result of this 
inquiry as to the centres where a suitable supply of stone 
was available. 

l\IAJOR F. BIGGWITHER, I.A., DEPU'l'Y Commissioner, Yamethin. 

Written Statement. 
2,822. (I.} Economy and suitablity of methods of exe

cution of public works.- I have been asked if I were 
willing to be nominated as a witness and have accepted 
with gre!tt diffidence as I cannot but feel that there are 
others who have more experience and whose opinion 
would carry more weight. 

(2). l\ly qualifications are not very great, but during the 
last 4'1 years I have been in one district and done what I 
could to improve communications. Even a Superin
tending Engineer, who has strongly opposed my road
making on one occasion because I did not officially 
consult his Department, and has taken upon himself 
to tell me what the needs of my district are, has felt 
constrained to VITite that if I were to remain at Yamethin 
for a longtime or if we were to be lucky enough to have in 
my successor a man as keen on public works there would 
not be much to complain of and so I venture to give my 
experiences and opinions for what they are worth. 

(3). The present position us regards the agency by which 
public works are constructed in a Burma district is as 
follows :-As regards roads there are throe classes. (1) 
those constructed and maintained from provinciBJ funds, 
(2) those constructed and maintained from district funds 
and (3) those constructed and maintained by villagers. 
As only very few roads, perhaps only one through main 
road, come or will come under the first class it is evident 
that a Deputy Commissioner stands in very close relation 
to public works in his district. 

(4). ln the rains of 1912 (I took over charge in May 
l!H2) I found, speaking generally, that the work of 
administration and trade facilities were greatly hampered 
by the inability to get about ; for instance, to gain access 
to important charges within 10 miles of sub-divisional 
headquarters I had to swim my ponies three times and 
wade continuously in liquid mud up to my knees. 

(5). In January 1914 the Commissioner of the division 
~tatod in Durbar that the result of our labours had been 
most satisfactory, that inter-village communications 
had been brought into existence and crime had decreatied 
nearly 50% and also that private individuals had in a 
public spirited manner come forward, one with a donation 
of Rs. 10,000 for a bridge and another had also assisted 
very greatly in the n1atter of village communications 
and at a large cost. In 1915 the Commitisioner in Durbar 
stated that headmen had clearly shown that they realized 

their responsibility for keeping open and developing 
communications. In 1916, in his Village Administrati<m 
Report, the Commissioner highly praised our communica· 
tions and stated that there was not now a village that was 
not easily accessible in the rains. He .was so pleased 
too that he made officers of other districts come and 
inspect and directed them to go and do likewise. In 
th~ .local. ·Government's. last resolution on village ad
nurustratwn, the followmg occurs:-" In the Yamethin 
District also remarkable success has attended the efforts 
of the Deputy Commissioner to improve communica· 
tions. Though there was at first some opposition the 
villagers were quick to appreciate the advantages of open 
roads and willingly undertook the labour of their con· 
struction and maintenance with the result that there is no 
village that is not now easily accessible in the rains." 
Thes.e communications, however, have generally speaking 
c~ns1sted in the making of drained roads in villages and 
lngh and dry paths varying from 2' 6 " to 5' wide between 
villages of which there are over 1,200, though in addition 
to the above, villagers have made some excellent bridges. 
And so I venture to think that witlla little trouble and 
by working in co-operation with the people much can be 
done. . . · 

(6). The main lines of communication, however, that is 
the roads so-called of the district both vrovincial and 
those maintained by district funds,. were and are in the 
hands of the Public Works Department. They too 
received my special attention but not, I regret to note, 
with the results tlmt were reasonably to be expected, 
and the instances I will give will I think show that pros· 
ent Public Works Department methods are distinctly 
faulty. 

(7). The first point of reference is" whether the methods 
at present adopted for t.he execution of civil works 
are economical and suitable for the purpose for which 
they were devised." I venture to state from my experience 
that they were neither the one nor the other. I can but 
go by results, but I must admit that given competent 
and keen men the results might have been very different. 

(8). The following is an instance of particularly bad 
work. A road runs from Pyawbwe to Kyaukse, a dis· 
tance of 7 miles. Some 3 miles purpor~ to be metalled 
and the whole purports to be bridged and drained through
out. It connects two police stations and two bazaars and 
traffic is considerable. The yearly allotment for this 
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road has been on t.Jw average of the last four years Ra. 
2,822, i.e., for each vear Rs. 2,670, 2,620, 3,000 and 3,000 
l'cspcctively. In Scptember1912, I went along this road 
nnd wrote to the Executive Engineer officially us follows : 

" I have the honour to bring to your notice tho shock· 
ing and dangerous state of the Pyawbwc-Kyuukso Road. 
'l'here is no doubt that any district officer who ventured 
to canter along it in the dusk or at night would break 
his neck. Even by day it is difficult to avoid tho large 
and deep holes which obtain immediately adjoining some 
of the bridges. I should be very much obliged if you 
would take early steps to at least make the road safe 
to travel along." 

In February 1913, estimates for sanding the 5th and 
7th miles amol11lting toRs. 750, and i.nl\Iarch for me tailing 
the 4ili mile amO\mting to Rs. 2,007 were sanctioned by 
me. On 31st January 1914 I went along this road and 
was obliged to write as follows to the Executive Engi· 
neer in my letter No. 700-5P-13 of 2nd February 1914: 

"I have the honour to draw your very early attention 
to the state of the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road. After 
leaving the metalled portion it is practically impossible 
to travel along it so deep una dangerous ure the ruts and 
so rough the surface, I preferred the ditch. Please refer 
to my letter No. 8ll-5P-l, dated the lOth February 
1913.· I shall be glad if you will treat the matter as 

· ~cry urgent." 
To this the Executive Engineer replied that the defects 

noticed would be remedied by the first week of :March 
1914. 

111:y district has nearly I ,30Q villages on an area of over 
' 4,000 square miles and I did not get along this road again 
until lOth September 1914. I then had to write as follows 
in my No. 6262-5P-13 of lith September 1914 to .the 
Executive Engineer : 

"I have the honolir to draw your attention to the state 
of the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road. In several places the 
metalled por-tion is a quagmire, several of the bridges 
want attention and the heaps of sand that were apparently 
long ago put down on the unmetaJled portion have been 
mostly kicked away by passing traffic." · 

No notice was taken. 
I did not have occasion to go ever this road again 

until 6th December 1915 and the following letter shows 
its state :-No. 8315-5P-3 of 7th December 1915 to the 

. Executive Engineer : 
"I have the honour to invite your most early attention 

to the condition of the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road. It pur
ports I believe to be metalled ; near Pyawbwe and 
its continuation through Pyawbwe as No. 2 Street, it 
is full of holes and it is hard to ·imagine any metal was 
ever put down. From the Pyawbwe side of Mozali-aing 
village up to Kyaukse it is a quagmire and to progress 
I was obliged to go along the fields and on the field ka:ziws 
which afforded far better going. I found carts, pedestrians, 
rid!lrs all travelling tl).rough the fields in preference. 
There has of course been some rain the last two days but 
it is not rig)!t that roads that purport to be metalled 
should be impassable as soon as it rains. The road is 
an important one connecting two police stations and I 
must ask that distript fund money be spent to better 
purpose." I 

No notice was taken. . 
I visited part of it again on 9th December 1916 and 

on lOth December 1916 wrote and requested " that 
the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road metalled part be attended 
to very early before the rains really set in " adding that 
I had not yet been beyond l\Iozali-aing. 

On 17th J\llle 1916, I traversed the road and on 18th 
June 1916 wrote as follows :-General Department No. 
4425--5P·31 of 18th J\llle 1916: 

"I have the honour to invite your most urgent atten
tion to the condition of the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road. 
~'he main point is that at mile 6 the road is non-existent, 
Its place being taken by a deep swamp. Even this 
afternoon, and we have had no rain at all for some days, 
I was \lllable to ride across and had to drag my pony 
over. B?th sides of bridge M 5 BI there are heaps of 
sand wh1ch have been there, the villagers tell me, a 
considerable time. In many other places . the road 

nerds repair and there is not a sign of any work L>cing 
done upon it (here follows a para. about ~nothl·r road). 
Tho previous correspondence speaks for itself and I 
must 1111k you to very kindly give your very early atten
tion to tho matter." Then I recch'cd the f~llowing 
letter which is at lra~t illul:!trative of tho lack of supt•rvi
sion on the part of the Executive En"inecr, Ids sub· 
divisional ofTiccr and ovcrsccr8. '? 

Executive Engineer's letter 5107 of 17th July 1916. 
"In reply to your 4425-5P-6, dated the 18th June Hll6, 
I have the honour to say that a spilhmy is required at 
11~ 6-1 fo~ which I will have an estimate prepared. 
Smce takmg over the road from the (listrict fund 
several culverts have been built the road never havinrr 
been completely bridged. "' 

(3). This is stuff which has L>cen rejected. 
(4), Orders were given to contractors for sand and 

kankar some months ago but I regret to find that they 
have failed to complete their contracts and that in con· 
sequence this road is likely to be in poor condition through
out this rains. They have been repeatedly reminded 
but make the usual excuses. I am making fresh arrange
ments." 

To this I replied as follows: Geneml Department No. 
5240-5P-31 of 20th July 1916 :-

"I have the honour to acknowledge with thanks re•wipt 
o~ your letter No. 5107 of 17th ,July 1916 and I anti
mpate from the tone of it and the ready admission of 
the bad state of affairs a speedy improvement. I trust 
the estimate for the spillway will come along vcr)/ soon. 
The rejeoted lltuff can doubtless be- removed or utilized 
and not allowed to block the road. Contractors, you 
will pardon my stating, require supervision and your 
sub-divisional officer does not appear to have exercised 
it. 

I hope the new arrangements you are making will 
soon make the road usable for mounted men at night. 
The road connects two police >lations and is the means 
of access to criminal villages." 

On the same date 20th July 1916, the Executive 
Engineer complained that villagers were encroaching on 
the road Q.nd had made buncls and were holding up water 
on the berm tracks so the carts would not use same and 
I at once issued orders for the removal of these encroach
ments . 

It was not till i:leptember 1916 that I got an estimate 
for a spillway at III 6-1 for Rs. 1,312+24~ per cent. = 
Rs. 1,633. l asked if I found the money now whether 
work would be put in hand at once and receiving a reply 
in the negative decided that money must be provided 
from the Pext budget. 

Such is the history of one of our roads, I would mge 
that no private contractor could have done worse, that 
had I had aa overseer paid for from district funds to 
keep this simple road in order it would have been always 
in order and that for such work as described above 
the overseer would have been dismissed. 

(9). 'l'his is by no means the only insbtnce and the 
following letters which indicate tho state of affairs during 
the last few years prove, I venture to think, that present 
1nethods are neither economical nor suitable, or arc at 
least susceptible of much improvo:ucnt. 

(a). General Department No. ;ill2l-51'-l of 4th Octo
ber 1912: 

"I have the honour to state that I have just had 
occasion to ride along the l'yawbwe-Shawbyugon road. 
I did so at the risk of my neck and a pony with me fell 
badly nearly killing its owner. 

The approaches to some of the h1·idges arc ~imilat• to 
those on the Pyawbwe·Kyaukso Road charactc,riscd by 
large and deep holes and are most dangerous. I \l'ould 
be glad if you would kindly issue urgent ordet·ti to so 
repair the road as to make it safe to travel over." 

(b). General Department Xo. 5li3-.5P-l of l:.lth 
October 1012: 

"I have the honm1r to Htate that I rode over the Lcwe
pedonmyanng Road viii the Pyilonchantha tank to-day. 
It is almost impa>sahle eren for a pony, and I had to 
dismount-it is quite impas>able for laden carts, one of 
which I found hopekJ>ly bo;;:gecL There i> too n moot 
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dangerous bridge just opposite the sluice-gate of the 
tank. I got on to it and off it at great risk in broad day
licrht. There are large and deep gaping spaces im
~ecliately in front of the bridge on the Lewe side. Any 
district officer who might well have to go along th~s 
road at night or at dusk would assuredly break Ins 
horse's legs and his own neck. I would ask you to 
very speedily have the road made safe and if possible 
made passable for cart traffic. " 

(c). General Department No. 5387-5P-1 of 24th Octo
ber 1912 : 

" I have the honour to draw your serious attention 
to the state of the Thawatti-Inbin Road. 

About a quarter of a mile from Inb1n yiJlage on the 
Thawatti side the road was so bad I was unable to ride 
along it owing to the deep and dangerous quagmires. 
Further some of the bridges close to this place had 
dangerous holes in the planks. 

I must ask you to have this matter seen to very 
urge:1tly as it is an extraordinary state of affairs that 
does not permit a district officer to visit an important 
village except in broad daylight without the certainty 
of breaking his neck." . 

(d). General Department No. 5652-5P-l of 12th No
vember 1912 : 

"I have the honour to invite your attention to the 
state of the Court House Road in Pya,vbwe, particularly 
that portion of it leading from the railway station en
trance to the north. And of this portion the part which 
most requires attention is that at the corner where the 
road take:; a bend across the railway line. The bridge 
near by has for long had loose planks and the corner 
becomes a swamp whenever it rains. Would you please 
have this seen to as soon as possible as there is heavy 
traffic on it. 

(2). I would further ask you to be so good as to have 
the heaps of earth, etc., which have long been left 
unspread on the Pyawbwe-Shweda road spread as 
soon as possible. Coming into Pyawbwe last night in 
the dark, I had the utmost difficulty in picking my way 
past the3e heaps and there is no warning at all of their 
existence until one comes upon them. 

(3) I would also bring to your notice the fact that I 
have received complaints of the state of the Pyawbwe
Yanaung Road, particularly at the Pyawbwe end of it 
and where it passes Pettaw village. The ruts are ap
parently deep and dangerous and would bring a pony 
down at night. I would ask you to very kindly have 
this too seen to." 

(e). General Department No. 5966-5P-l of 25th No
vember 1912: 

"I have the honour to state that the second bridge on 
the Yanaung-Thapanchaung Road a few yards only from 
Yanaung is in a condition most dangerous to passengers; 
near the centre of the bridge parts of two planks are miss
ing and through these gaps cattle and horses can place 
their feet. Again ::.t the approach to the bridge on 
the Yanaung side, there is a space of some four or five 
inches between the bridge and the road equally calculated: 
to bring any horse and rider to serious grief. My horse 
put his foot into this death trap but luckily it was a 
hind foot and so he is still alive. 

From enquiries I find that this bridge has been in 
this condition for the last month. · 

\V ould you please have it repaired very urgently ?" 
(/). General Department No. 6233-5P-l of lOth De

cember 1912: 
"I have the honour to send you the following extract 

from the diary of the sub-divisional officer, Pyinmana, 
dated 16th November 1912, and to request that you 
will please have the matter seen to at once:-

The road to Nganzat is passable for carts, but that 
is about all. In several placea the Public \Yorks Depart
ment have built up culverts which have been left un
covered. In two or three places, the slabs intended for the 
bridging of the culverts have been lying at the side of 
the road for months. They were certainly there when 
I went this way July last. By NgRnZ(It itself the road 
is bad and cooli~ have to take one's kit for a mile or 
so till ncar Maungyan where carts can again be utilized, 

VOL. m 

Please .treat the matter as urgent. " 
(g). General Department No. 6028-5P-l of 28th 

November 1912: .. 
" I have the honour to request that you will be so 

good as to let me know what steps you are taking this 
cold weather to put the Pyawbwe-Yindaw Road in re
pair. I have provided ff sum of Rs. 4,254 for this pm·pose. 
I shall be glad if you will have the road put in order as 
soon as possible. \Ye are at present losing trade by its 
impassable state, the trade is being diverted to other 
districts." 

(h), Executive Engineer's No. 9047-21 A. Y. of 9th 
December 1912 : 

"With reference to your letter No. 6028-5P-l, dated 
the 28th November 1912, and subsequent reminder 
regarding the Pyawbwe-Yindaw Road, I have the honour 
to inform you that the. work provided in the sanctioned 
estimate will be dor:.e this year. 

(2). Sanctioned estimates in original for maintenance 
and svecial repairs are here" ith enclosed for informa
tion and favour of early return." 

(i). Noncticewas taken of most of the letters and so 
I issued reminders and receiveil. the following collective 
reply:-

Executive Engineer's No. 9129-21 A. Y. of 12th Decem
ber 1912: 

"I have the honour to state that. I have received 
several reminders from you to-day all regarding roads, 
etc., the necessity for which you have been good enough 
to bring to my notice, and in reply to them collectively 
I would state that I am personally much obliged to you 
for bringing these defects to my notice, but I would 
at the same time say that the letters never appeare~ to 
me to call for replies in each case since action has been 
taken in every instance and the repairs have as far as 
possible been dune forthwith. " 

It is seen that it is stated that action has been taken 
in every ease and the repairs as far as possible done 
forthwith. 

During this year a sum of Rs. 70,600 was put at the 
Executive Engineer's disposal of which Rs. 65,802 was for 
communications and Rs 28,566 of this for repairs. 

In January 1913 an estimate for special repairs to 
the Lewe-Pedonmyaung Road item (b) above was sanc
tioned. 

On 12th January 1913, I found nothing had been 
done to the Pya.wbwe-Yindaw Road (items (I and h above) 
and wrote to the Executive Engineer as follows:-

General Department No. 346-5P-l of 20th January ' 
1913.: 

"I have the honour to request a reference to your 
letter No. 9047-21 A. Y., dated the 9th December 1912, 
and to state that I travelled over this road on 12th 
January 1913. !t is still impassable. Will you be able 
to put it into thorough order this dry season ? l\Iany 
bridges are required, particularly one near Sadaung." 

The following letter shows _its condition :-
General Department No. 3899-5P-13 of 27th June 

1914: 
''I have the honour to state that the condition of the 

Pyawbwe-Yanaung Road, especially the first two miles 
is very bad indeed and to request that you will kindly 
take immediate steps to put it in order. 

(2). The same is the case with some two miles of the 
Pyawbwe-Yindaw Road between Sadaung and Kyini 
which is always bad. " ' 

Up to and including 1916 progress along this road each 
rains has been very difficult_ 

(10). I would add that Pyawbwe and Yanaung are 
township headquarters and Yindaw is a criminal charge 
with a police ste.tion. 

The roads leading out of Yanaung are partial quagmires 
during the rains, on the Pyawbwe-Yanaung Road a. 
quagmire and the roads to the police stations of Yingat
kon and Kyundon have been greatly neglected. Gaps 
at bridge approaches have been common. By a little 
attention on the part of the sub-divisional officer, Public 
Works Department, in charge matters would have been 
easily prevented or remedied. This has been particularly 
wanting throughout this northern sub-division. 

p 
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(11). As regards item (/) above, tho Taungnyo Road, 
the following letters show its state :-

General Department No. 4358-5P-3 of 25th June 
1915: 

"1 have the honour to invite your very early attention 
to" the Taungnyo Valley Road between miles 10 and 13. 
I have just come over it with extreme difficulty although 
we are only at the beginning of the rains and although 
there has been no rain in this neighbourhood for about 
ten days, the ruts and quagmires are now so deep and 
dangerous that I had constantly to leave the road and 
come along the ditch. This road leads to an important 
police station. Last year at your sub-divisional officer's 
special request, I gave some extra money, Rs. 2,000 I 
think, to have it put in thorough order. Pyip.mana 
people have complained that they cannot hire carts to 
come along it in the rains. Can nothing be done to 
make the bad part usable ? Every year the same state 
of affairs exist.s and I have good reason to know that 
this is the cause of the Foresl Department declining to 

• pay any more towards cost of maintenance. " 
General Department No. 4826-5P-3 of 14th July 

1915: 
"In continuation of my letter regarding the state of 

the Taungnyo Road, I have the honour to state the sub
divisional officer, Pyinmana, reports, 'that at present 
the road is practically impassable, that a pony cannot 
be ridden and transport is possible by elephant. only, 
that at this time last year the same state of affairs existed 
and that a forest officer could only get along by treading 
in the steps of his elephant. ' He states nothing has 
been done since I wrote to you. I would add that I 
saw a considerable quantity of sand had been collected 
which was lying idle and I have been informed that all 
work was suddenly stopped, even the utilizing of the 
already collected sand. I would point out that Taungnyo' 
police station is an important one and that means of 
access thereto are urgently needed. " 

Executive Engineer's No. 5784-100-C. of 22nd July 
1915: 

"With reference to your No. 4826-5P-3, dated the 
14th instant, I have the honour to refer you to corre
spondence ending with this office No. 5684, dated the 
20th July 1915. Sand collection and spreading which 
should have been done in the dry weather had to be stop· 
ped for want of funds. Work can rarely be put in hand 
directly funds are given, arrangements have to be made 
and tenders called for, " 

Executive Engineer's No. 7731-10-Cl-1 of 28th S~p
tember 1912: 

"With reference to your No. 4358-5P-3, dated the 25th 
June 1:115, and subsequent reminder, I have the honour 
to say th8t I hoped to be able to get over this road 
but lmve not yet been able to do so. , 
Th~ road being an unmetalled one it is impossible 

to keep it in good order throughout the rains except 
at prohibitive expense. Sanding is being done and will be 
continued each year from the maintenance grant, but it 
will be some years before we get the full benefit of this. 

The Forest Department I understand is adverse to a 
metalled road and want one that they can take elephi!Jits 
along." · 

As regards item (c) it has remained in bad order up to 
and during 1916. 

And for item (d) the state of affairs has been equally 
bad, vide para, (10) above and Jetter No. 8093-5P-3 of 
November 29th 1915 is an instance of the approaches to 
Pyawbwe. 

General Department No. 8093-5P-3 of 2<lth November 
1915.: 

"In continuation of my Jetter No. 8087-5P-3 
dated the 27th November 1915, I have the honour t~ 
state that 1 have now inspected the approaches to the 
second large bridge on the Pyo:wbwe-Yamethin Road close 
to Pyawbwe. Tho hole is alout 18 incl\Ps in diameter 
and very deep and the approach is very dangerous. 
I shall be obliged if y~u will have it repaired at once 
and not write and say that your motor cur can traverse 
t~1is hole. District officials ride ponies and would be very 
likely to break their ponies' h:-gs and their own nC<"ks at 

such places; I would also ask you to kindly have these 
roads and bridges inspoctoo and attended to regularly. 
It is not well that I should so oft on find them in :;uch 
n state." 

Reg.arding (c) I do not huppon to have travm·sl,d again in 
tho rams. 

And as regards (b) the state has been c.ontinuously 
b:td as yearly !otters show. • 

And for item (a) suffice it to state that for want of a 
small timber bridge 10' wide I found all traffic stl~pended 
and wired to Executive Engineer on 12th June 1916 
aud wrote at length on 13th June 1916. N'o notice was 
taken until 1st July when the Exeeutive Enaineer 
wrote he had givon a contract to the nearest villago llead
man for a temporary cart bridge. Considerable drlav 
occurred even then ; and I could have got tho work don·a 
in two days. 

(12). Another road and a very important one conncoting 
district headquarters with a township headquarters on 
which there is much traffic and which is part of the maiu 
through route from the districts on the south and north 
of 'Yamethin is the Yamethin-PyawLwe Road and it 
has every rains been in bad order notwithstanding that 
Rs. 3,718 a year has been allotted to it on the average, 
i.e., for each of the last four years Rs. 3,251 Rs. 4,4:.!0, 
Fs. 1,700 and Rs. 5,500 respectively. 

The following correspondence shows the state of 
affairs 

Ge:~eral Department No. 3030-5P-l of 24th :Hay 
1913: 

"I have the honour to invite your attention to the 
condition of the Yamethin-Pyawbwe Road. It is already 
very bad and apparently rep~irs have net been compiOled. 
If they have they are worse than useless. I refer to 
that part of the road from Yamethin to mile 2t. I may 
point out that traffic along it is heavy. I ha,'e never 
been on this road, and I go along it frequently, without 
passing from 30 to 50 laden carts. " 

General Department No. 4441-5P-l of 17th Auguet 
1913: 

"I have the honour to state that to get from Yame
thin to Pya"·bwe on 18th August 1913, 1 was obliged 
to avoid the first seven miles of the direct road (so 
called) as being too bad to travel with safety on 
horseback. I came to Kadin on the Yanaung Road 
and joined the direct route a little 6uuth of Hnn•da
Thazi. Betw(len the 7th and 8th milestones the rvud 
is still very bad indeed, and further on towards 
Pyawbwe, irrespective of the creek crossings and the 
sudden and dangerons drop at .one creek, there are 
places susceptible of grCE t improvement. I trust you 
will have at least a passable track made. " 

General Department No. 6262-5P-13 of 11th Septem
ber 1914 : 

" I have the honour to draw your attention to the 
state of the Pyawbwe-Kyaukse Road. In several places 
the metalled portion is quagmire, several bridges w:mt 
attention and the'heaps of sand that were nppar<>ntly long 
ago put down on the unmetalled portionlun·e been mostly 
kicked away by passing traffic. I noticed the same thing 
on the Pyawbwe-Yamethin Road. Heaps of sand before 
the first level crossing wt~re left an unreasonably long time 
without being spread. " 

General Dcpartmer,t No. 4784-SP-3 of 12th July 1915: 
"I have the honour to state that I have thiR morning 

been over the first SC\'cnmilcs of the Yamothin-Pymrbwc 
Road. A great deal of money has ht>en spent on it and 
there bas been a certain amount. of improvement For 
some distance before the Je,·ol crossing the surfa"e is 
extrenwly rough and holes immediate!~; in front of the 
bridges arc app(•aring and are dangerouR, 1 see that l>nnd 
has been accumulated. The portion in front of i\fngyigon 
villai!C is very Lad nnd still n qunf!miro. I s<·o no caw;e 
at all for the swmnps nt mile 5-4. The rond here could 
I think be easih· rai~ed and n culnrt mnde. 1 find this 
swamp every ~:car. I trmt you will do what is pos,ibl<• 
and nrrnnpe to preYcnt the road berominl! impar;sal.Je." 

Exccnt.i\'O Engineer's No. 5GSJ of 20th July Hllti: 
"'Yith reference to your 4784-tiP-:J, dated tho l:!th 

July 1!)15, I have tho honour to ":•y that a Sj'Ccial 
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repairs estimate recently sanctioned provides for em?an~
ment at miles 2-6, 5-2, 5-4, 5-G, 7-3 and 8-l. Tins wlll 
be put in hand and completd, but you must not expect 
these new embankments to settle down for a year or 
two." 

General Department No. 5385-5P-3 of 19th August 
1915 : 

•' I have the honour to iniorm yo•J that the Pyawbwe· 
yamethin Road between Pyawb~·e-Shweda requires much 
atteation. It is in 'ery b:;d order at and near Shweda 
and I would su"uest that the sand near Mindan, for long 
piled up on thec=;_,oaciside, be utilized. The road leaving 
Pyawbwe for Kyaukse before it crosse3 thf3 creek near 
Kyi-aing is getting into b,1d order. 

Extract from General Department ~o. 8087-.SP-3 
of ~ith :XovemLer l!H5: 
"* "' + "" * It is renorted to me that 
the approaches to the fairly large bridges on the 
Yamethin-Pyawbwe R0ad as it enters the town are in ...-ery 
bad order, * * * * * *" 

General Department No. 3554.-5P-6 of 12th ;\lay 
1916: 

"I haYe the honour to inYite your very early attention 
to the state of that portion of tha Yamethia-Pyawbwe 
Road which passes Hh,·e-U villaga which lies between 
Klntha and Ingyingan. It is even now very much broken 
up and with deep ruts, but if taken in hand at once 
it will net, I hope, become an impassable quagmire of 
which there is otnerwise every likelihood." 

J may add that this part remained a swamp until the 
end of the rains, and on 13th November 1916, I tra-
>ersed this r0ad and had to writ-:l as follows :- · 

General Department :Xo. 8095-5P-6 of 13th N"ovem· 
ber 1916 : 

"I have the honour to state that the Yamethin
Pyawbwe Road is in a bad state in many parts. Where 
it passes Hlwe-U village just before reaching Ingyingan 
it is very bad, a deep bog. I warned your sub-divisional 
officer that this part would not stand any rain at all. 
For years I have had to come t·ia Kadin during the 
rains and cut across and join the road at Shweda. Tlus 
year the Shweda-Pegon part and the part on the Pyaw
bwe side of the level crossing close to Pegon is bad." 

(13). The following is an instance of excessive delay 
in constructing a bridge oYer a creek that crossed 
an important thoroughfare. On 5th August 1915, 
I asked for an estimate. On 8th September 1915 I got 
the estimate, promised the money in April and asked the 
Executive Engineer to start work in ::\Iarch and on 23rd 
:Xovember Hli.5 said I v:ould be glad if the bridge be 
r,ut in hand as soon as possible. On !Hh June 1916 I 
found the bridge not completed and had to make a long 
detour and abo found the roadway quite unconnected 
with the bridge and wrote to the Executive Engineer. 

On 23rd June 1916 I Yisited a)Zain and wrote and 
wired that communications were ~interrupted and on 
24th June 1016 wrote that nothing had been done and 
no attempt to join up the road with the bridge had been 
made and I pointed out that it was particularly required 

. for use in the rains. 

On 14th October 1()16, I found the road still dis· 
connected with the bridge, it apparently having been 
washed away. 

Any contractor would have done this for me within a 
few days. I think that the above instances disclo8e a. 
d"plorable state of affairs and are very disheartening 
to any officer anxious to have decent communications 
in his char~e. · 

(14). Everywhere tJ,ere is lack of supervision. An 
important cart su~pl)nsion bridge was constructed on tho 
Lewc-Shanzu R0ad of this district bv the Public Works 
Departmont. Ilia \·c not the details ~f all that occurred, 
but I believe the promotion of the Executh·o En~incer 
was stopped and the "erviccs of the suh-clivi;,ional officer, 
Public \Yorks Department, dispemed with. A new house 
for the Civil Surgeon, Yametl,in, was constructed. Some 

of the tiles fell off very shortly after it was occupied and 
i\·lute-ants came up through the floor shortly after it 
was laid. There is not a district bungalmv in Public 
Works Depnrtme:1t charge that has been kept in proper 
repair. A new and expensive hospital at district head
quarters has just been. built, yet the walls of the opera· 
tion room are cracked badly due to sinking and the fol
lo;l'ing is an extract from the inspectio:J. notes of the 
Inspector-General of CiYil Hospitals of 27th December 
1916:-

" The dispensary is a new building on the type plan 
which is not satisfactory as there is no waiting room ac. 
commodation and no proper room for examination of 
patients which ia done now in the minor operation room. 
The room containing the patients' clothing requires 
Yentilating, either a small window made or perhaps iron 
bar!! could be fitted to the present windo"' so that it 
could be left open. The hospital kitchen is too small 
and some provision should be made in the shape of a 
chimney to take off the smoke. The cementing of the 
tiled floor is not well do:1e, there being gaps in many 
places; irreqpective of the cracks caused by the sinking 
of the buildings. The large earthen-ware ston3 seats 
in the latrine have been laid down at an angle in two 
cases ; but the pattern of the seat is wro:~.g by design 
to start with, the places for tho patients' feet having 
beeJ. made on a slope instead of flat or sloping the 
reverse way. The operation room has become badly 
cracked through sinking of the building which is ap· 
parently continuing. :No proper drains have been con
structed round the building and the water from the bath 
rooms and W.Cs. now passes on to the ground close to 
the buildiug which is decidedly objectionable. If funds 
cannot be provided for a proper drain, it might be • 
desirable to have filter-pits made at the place where the 
small drains end." 

(15). As regards economy, I think there is no doubt 
that the Public Works Department are very expensive 
and that large profits are made by their contractors. 
I wanted an important cart bridge made and the Public 
Works Department estimated the cost at Rs. ll,280 plWJ 
24:} per cent. I had an excellent bridge made to their speci· 
fication for Rs. 5,000. Of course I got duty-free timber 
and for the rough work of hauling logs, free labour and 
free sawing. And the Rs. 5,000 was privately sub
scribed, so urgently did the people want the bridge, a 
work a Public Works Department .officet· took upon 
himself to say was unnecessary. I could have got a 
contractor to do the work for Rs. 10,000. 

But for important works and those really requiring 
skilled supcrYision I doubt whet.her anything more 
economical could under existing circumstances be 
devised. 

(16). For ordinary unmetalled roads with their unim
portant bridges such as obtain in the Yamethin district 
a Deputy Commissioner could get work much more 
cheaply done at least as effectively as is now the 
case. 

It is go\·ernment policy to secure that a Deputy Com· 
missioner who takes an inrerest in the improvement and 
extension of communications should have greater op
portunities for carr_}ing out his views than is possible with 
the restricted revenue of his district fund. Hence Finan
cial Department Circular Xo. 12-DI-26, dated 3rd 
February 1914, issued and in accordance with it I took 
over fi ,.e roads. I attach tilis circular.* 

~-illd it is hoped that whc:1 Circular Public Works 
Department Resolution :No. 40i-53A of 8th June 1916 
is applied, there will be a continuous programme of 
works and repairs and the happy-go-lucky work and 
wa3tdul expenditure that has hitherto pre\·ailed will be 
put a stop to. I attach a copy* of this also. But nntil 
the Public \Yorks Department and its "·orking are w.stly 
improYed the hope is, I am afraid, a vain hope. 

• Xot 1 rinted. 
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(17) Causes of bad work.-(a), Tho primary cause of 
bad w~rk is the divorce of the Public Wori>s D11par!m~nt 
from public opinion and from the ~nowledge of dt~tnct 
requirements ns expressed by the w1shes of local ofhccrs. 
Tho officers of tho Public Works Depa!'tmcnt res~nt 
any surrgestions from district oflicors as to local rcqmro
monts ~nd do not think it incumbent on them t? a?k· 
nmdedge suggestions from the head . of th~ dJstrt?t. 
The illustrations I have given prove t~ne.. It IS a partl_c
ularly bad point and shows callou~ mdtfforonc_e to dts
trict needs of which they can and do othei'WISO kno~v 
nothing. 'I' he danger anticipated in paragraph 15 of Public 
Works Department Circular No. 250-508E* oLl9ll hns 
been more than realized and the hopes expressed have 
utt.erly failed to mature. 'l'he Public \Yorks D_epartment 
has gradually taken to itself not only the dectston as to 
how things shall be done, but also the decision as to w~tat 
thinrrs shall be done. The order and urgency and !Ill· 

port~nce of works are consequently larg_ely dcte~min~d ,by 
a department entirely out of touch w1th pubhc opm10n 
and without any knowledge whatever as to the works 
necessary for general administrative purposes. 

(b). The second cause of bad w~r~ is t.he divorce of 
the Public Works Department adm1mstrat10n from the 
district as the unit of administration. Public Works 
Department administration, ~ whet~er for. !~cal or 
imperial works sl~ould be close!~ a~hed to d.tstr1et ad
ministration. It 1s only from dtstrwt officers that the 
relative urgency and importance. of_ local work~ o?'n 
be ascertained and even in provmmal works, dtstnct 
administrative officers are In a better position to advi~e 
a~ to requirements than the officer.s _of a. burea~cratw 
department. Public Works admmtstratwn Wlll be 
costly inefficient and dilatory until it can be brought 
into ~lose touch with district administration. 'l'he 
suggestion that the Deputy Commissioner. i~ too. ove~
worked to supervise Public Works admtms~r~twn. IS 

unfounded. 'l'he present Public ~V ~rks admm~stratwn 
causes an energetic Deputy Comm1sstoner ten ttmes the 
work and worry that he would have in supervising the 
public works of his district assisted by a competent 
engineer. 

(c). A third cause of bad work in the Public Works 
Department is the contempt of the Depar~ment f~r 
outside criticism and suggestions. l\Iy Executive Engi· 
neer desires to retain a monopoly of all works, even the 
most petty. He is bitterly opposed .to the scheme out· 
lined in Circular 407-53A.* In this district communica
tions are mostly sand tracks but as they have petty 
timber bridrres or small culverts he maintains that expert 
supervision is necessary to maintain these petty bridges 
and culverts as well as to control tho administration of all 
works. In view of the total lack of supervision exercised 
in this district the contention is more amusing than ad
mirable. It does not require an expert to tell if the· 
roof of a bungalow is leaking over a bed, as I have so 
often found they do leak, nor if there is a gap of 18 
inches or several feet between a road and a oridge as I 
have so often found, nor if a road supposed to be 
metalled is a foot deep in mud. I cannot imagine 
even a village headman, much less a district fund over· 
seer of mine, leaving his communications in such a state 
as necessitated an acrobatic feat to get over the 
" yawning chasm " between truck and bridge and equal 
agtlity to avoid tumbling through the bridge when one 
did get on to it. The control of a district officer actually 
on the spot and continually using the works construc~
ed, even though he may not be an expert, is much 
mere effective 'than that of an expert Superintending 
Engineer who possibly visits the works once in two 
or three years, after giving due notice. It is wonderful 
the sptedy patch work that is done to let the Superin
tending Engineer pass. It has been urged too by my 
Executive Engineer that some Deputy Commissionera 
might not be active enough to go about and see things 
{or themselves. This contention is absurd and such 

• Not printed. 

Publi Works Departm ea tofficors who nro so anxious 
to keep nil these petty works in their own hands quite 
igllOI'e the existence of sub-divisional and township 
of!\cers, the District Superintendent of Polire and the 
Assistant Superintendents of Police and the Sup~rinten
dont of Lund Record8 who have to get about and can 
quite well keep their Deputy Commissioner informed of 
the state of the communications. Besides a Deputy 
Commissioner is bound to tour. 

(d). A fourth canso of bad work is the ignorance of 
officers of all grades of the l'ublic Works Dopartmc!Jt 
of the conditions and tho people of the province. They 
have had (most of them ) Indian training and experience 
and are quite incompetent to utilize the Burman. They 
are tied to Indian methods, Indian labour and Indian 
contractors and these are . necessarily expensive. The 
work done by the Public Works Department is in the 
hands of Indian contractors and workmen and thoy enjoy 
a monopoly with all its evils. Tho notorious subservi· 
ence of the lower offioials of the Department to these con
tractors is largely du(l to their dependence ou this 
Indian monopoly. 

(e), A fifth cause of bud work is the insufficient and 
bad supervision on the part of Public Works Department 
officers. . Their charges are perhaps much too big. 
They certainly do no adequate supervision, The Sup
erintending Engineer's occasional and hurried tours, 
after due notice, in which he can superintend nothing, 
are sheer waste of time and money. The Executive 
Engineer has failed to do anything, even to see his sub· 
divisional officers do their work. 

The supervision of these upper subordinates i~ very 
bad 1tnd they are, it is believed, not trusted by the Exec· 
utivl" Engineer. The lo\l'er subordinates are, as has 
been 8tated, afraid of and in the hands of tho contract
ors. Throughout the Public Works Department the 
capaciby to demonstrate practically what ought to be 
done to secure good work seems to be wanting. Practical 
training has been wanting. Roads have been made on 
mud without soling stone. A" permanent" bridge was 
constructed in the Sagaing district which had to be 
renewed twice in five years. Permanent works are now 
starting and we want people who can do them. 

(f). A sixth cause of bad work is the fact that all the 
works of the year have to be crammed iuto a period of 
about three months ending the 31st J\Iarch instead of con· 
tinning as they ought to do the whole of the open season, 
say till the 31st 1\Iay. 

(g), A seventh cause of bad work is that an Executive 
Engineer has to do far too much office work in relation 
to estimates and has to spend much of his time in bat
tling with the Accounts Department. 

(18). No doubt circulars 12-DI-26* and 40i-53A* will 
do something to put right the happy-go-lucky and waste· 
ful expenditure that has hitherto obtained, but the real 
remedy is to make the district the unit of public works 
executive administration for all works local and pro
vincial under the control of the Deputy Commissioner 
assisted by a competent engineer. The initiative and 
execution of nll local works should be absolutely with 
the Deputy Commissioner subject only to certain tcchni· 
cal sanction in the case of works over a certain 
amount. The initiative in provincial works should 
remain with the local Government, but the execution 
of them should be carried out by the district enginerring 
staff. In short, the executive work of the Public Works 
Department should be abolished. It should bo an 
inte"ral portion of district administration. Tho Public 
Worlts Department should be purely an inRpccting, 
supervising and advisory body. 

2,823. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-Tho 
second point of reference is " whether under tho exiotin;:: 
system private entcrpri~e is sufficiently encouraged nnd 
whether it is possible and desirable to entruAt the con
structi6n and upkMp of certuin clnss~s of puhlic wori<R 

'"Not printed. 
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to agency other than departmental and, if so, upon 
what Jines such changes should be effected." As regards 
the latter part of this reference, I would refer to my 
previous paragraphs and as regards the former part 
private enterprise probably is sufficiently encouraged 
in Rangoon and as regards districts it would under exist· 
ing circumstances, with no Burman firms, be impracticable 
for private firms to take up local works. ' 

2,824. (III.) Changes in organization.-! have no 
remarks to offer. 

2,825. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
br::nches.-It will be obvious from what I have said 
above that I do not consider the Public \Yorks Depart· 
mcnt meets the needs of district officera in aTJy way. 
As to inter se relations, this is a matter for experts. 

2,826. (VIII.) Practical training.-There is a crying 
need for much more practical training. 

2,827. (General.) I have endeavoured to show the 
position in which a Deputy Commissioner does and should 
stand to public works in his district and that while I 
have succeeded in improving village roads, I have been 

unable to do anything for provincial and district fund 
roads, because they j.ll'e in the hands of the Public Works 
Department and I therefore very strongly recommend 
that every Deputy Commissioner should have under 
him a competent district engineer who would not only 
look after all district fund works, but would also do all • 
works for government. 

(2). If this recommendation is not acceptable the Public 
Works Department should be improved by bringing it 
into touch with public opinion, by making it work through 
the Deputy Commissioner, by making it an integral 
portion of the district administration, by giving it the 
valuable aid of the criticism of the public, by making it a 
Public Works Department in reality, a department carry
ing out works wanted by the public, used by the public 
and subject to public criticism and control. I have 
done my best to make a bad system work and have failed. 
No one, except those interested in the continuance of 
the existing system, can fail to object to bad work, pro
crastination, unnecessary delay, ~mste of public money 
and inefficiency and incompetency. 

l\IA.JOR BIGGWITHEB called and examined. 

2,828. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
a Deputy Commissioner of 4! years' experience all in 
one district. 

2,82(). The village roads (present not new classification) 
in his district were more or less drained and were wholly 
under his charge. Village roads or paths were constructed 
by digging a ditch on either side of the selected site and 
piling up and consolidating the excavated material; and 
the village communications which he had made a special 
effort to improve were about two feet six inches to five 
feet wide ; in some cases they had been widened into cart 
roads. They were not only located inside village areas 
but also connected villages. Between fields in all culti
vated areas there existed l;azin.s or field embankments. 
These held up water and were being widened where they 
connected villages to about five feet so as to enable 
people to ride along them at any time of the year. J'hey 
were not, however, suitable for cart traffic. 

2,830. The name of his district was Yamethin. It 
was situated in Upper Burma, and was about 275 miles 
from Rangoon. 

2,831. The villagers were responsible for the upkeep of 
their village tracks or roads in good order under the 
Village Act. The Deputy Commissioner possessed statu
tory powers to enforce that responsibility, the penalty 
for non.compliance with his orders being a· fine of 
Rs. 50 or a month's imprisonment. He had never had 
occasion to exercise his statutory powers for the enforce
ment of responsibility and the latter had always been 
secured by executive action, and by enlisting· the co
operation of villagers. 

2,832. There were two classes of roads outside the 
Yillage tracks; namely those constructed and maintained 
from provincial and district funds respectively. The 
district fund derived its revenue from the Hale of bazaars, 
slaughter houses and miscellaneous auction.~ held each 
year. The annual income of the Yamethin clistrict 
fund, which was not a cess fund, was approximately 
H.s. 92,500, and the objects of expenditure to which 
the fund was devoted were the maintenance of bazaars, 
communications and the payment of establishment 
charges. The maintenance of communications was the 
main item of expenditure and as a matter of fact an 
average of Rs. u8,700 of the income of Rs. 92,500 had 
been spent thereon yearly. 

2,833. He employed a district fund bazaar and sani
tary establishment but what he most needed was a 
Public \Vorks Department establishment. He was 
under the imprc;;~;ion that when he was in Lower Burma 
in 10.10 the employment of a diHtrict public works 
csta~Jlis.hmcnt had been started as he himself had employed 

. a dll>triCt fund overseer when he was a sub-divisional 
officer. The abolition of district engineering establish
ments was, in his opinion, a mistake, as each district 

should. be held responsible for its roads and the expendi
ture of its funds. He had not studied the report and 
publications in regard to the abolition of these establish· 
mcnts but had observed that, since their abolition, local 
works· had not been executed satisfactorily. He sup
ported his view by referring to paragraphs 5 and 6 of the 
Government of Burma, Public Works Department 
Circular No. 407-53-A., dated 8th June 1916, in which 
it was stated that the existing arrangements for the 
execution of work had not proved satisfactory and re
marked that this was due to the inability of district 
officers to get sufficient attention paid to their works. 
The circular laid down that the Deputy Commissioner 
was responsible for district fund works to the extent 
that he selected and provided funds for them and that 
the Public Works Department was the agency for carry
ing out his orders. These conditions, however, had not 
yet come into force but he was sure they would be a 
great help. He quoted instances in which the Executive 
Engineer had not carried out his instructions in regard 
to district fund works and remarked that such cases 
would be largely obviated by the instruetio~s laid down 
in the circular. What he actually wanted was a district 
engineer of his own. He also referred to paragraph 9 ·· 
of the circular in question in which it was laid down 
that the Executive Engineer would cause the Deputy 
Commissioner to be supplied as soon as possible after 
the close of each month with a statement showing the 
progress made during the month in respect of each 
individual work and stated that he hoped to receive 
these reports from the 1st April 1917. 

2,83!. District fund roads were composed of earthen 
embankments with a few timber bridges, and sand was 
spread on their surface. If kept in good order, they were 
serviceable even dming the rains. The class of soil varied 
a great deal. One metalled road in Pyinmana was con
structed on black soil and had been found difficult io 
maintain 'as it had no soling or foundation. If an ordi· 
nary road had a foundation it could be maintained effici
ently even in a district with a rainfall varying· from 30 
to 66 inches, as in his district. 

2,835. The district staple was paddy and paddy was 
cultivated in clayey soil on both sides of the Pyawbwe· 
KyaukRc Road, some three miles of which was supposed to 
be metalled. The metal for the road had possibly been 
obtained from Shwemyo a distance of about 30 or 40 
miles by rail and this made it difficult to maintain the 
road cfliciently. 

2,836, The bridges along the Pyawbwc·Kyaukse Road 
were small timber bridges ancl their construction did not 
require skilled labour. These bridge~- had all been 
constructed by the Public Works Department but the 
villagers had recently constructed them in other places 
satisfactorily. They consisted of timber piles driven 
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into stream beds and planks supported by timber beams. 
Tho approaches to tho bridges on this ~nd other roM~s 
were nut kept in a proper state of rcpatr by tho Pubhc 
Works Department as thoro were nearly always gaps 
between the ends of tho bridges and the approach roads, 
caused by tho ombankmcnts of the appro•1ches loading 
to tho bridgos continually falling away. It was thoro· 
foro desirable that tho approaches to tho bridges should 
be repaired constantly, po~sibly t~is had n.o~ boon dono 
in tho past owing to tho msuffictont proVIsiOn of funds 
for tho purpose by the district fund, but all funds aslwd 
for wore supplied and lack of experience was the cause. 

2,837. The district fund budget provided certain 
specified sums for road repairs, and the Executive 
En"inoor intimated his requirements to the Deputy 
Co~missioner who endeavoured to provide the necessary 
funds therefor. The requirements of Executive Engi
neers were not usually reduced to any appreciable extent 
unless they asked for largo grants. Recently, a. sum 
of Rs. 50,500 had been asked for and this had been reduced 
toRs. 14:,450. Roads could be re-classified in accordance 
with the now scheme, and those for which money could 
not be found would be classed as ' C ' or village roads 
and maintained by the villagers with the exception of 
tho bridges thereon, for which financial assistance would 
be given. 

2,838. When a new road had to be constructed tho 
funds for which .would be provided from the district 
fund, the Deputy Commissioner consulted the Executive 
Engineer in tho matter of its cost and lay-out. The 
Executive Engineer was not concerned with tho ques
tion of its necessity and the decision in this connection 
rested with the Deputy Commissioner. There was 
ample time for the Executive Engineer to make arrange
ments for the execution of a work as the district fund 
budget was settled about December and intimation was 
given to the Executive Engineer on the 15th December 
as to the grant for expenditure from the following April. 

2,839. He was of opinion that the rates of tho Public 
Works Department were high and cited tho case of a 
bridge for the construction of which the Public Works 
Department estimated Rs. 11,280 plus 24! per cent. for 
departmental charges, whereas he had constructed it, 
without expert supervision, to the specification of the 
Department for Rs. 5,000 after collecting all the materials 
at the site of the work. He added that a contractor had' 
been willing to undertake the entire construction of the 
bridge for Rs. 10,000 but admitted that it would not 
be safe to allow a contractor to build a bridge of this 
size without supervision. He had taken the risk in the 
case of the bridge in question because he could not get it 
built in any other way. It had stood tho biggest flood 
on record. 

2,840. The Executive Engineer was at present entirely 
independent of the Deputy Commissioner. But in ac
cordance with the now circular the Executive Engineer 
would construct works in the order decided by tho Deputy 
Commissioner. The Forest officer in the district also 
worked independently but that officer very rarely, and in 
his district had never, refused to carry out the Deputy 
Commissioner's wishes, His relations with the Forest 
officer and the Executive Engineer were practically 
on a par, but he possessed a little moro control over tho 
latter officer in the matter of tho provision of funds for 
works. 

2,841. He recommended the reorganization of tho 
Public Works Department on a district basis, viz., that 
each district should be the unit and that the class of 
officer to beposted to it should be regulated by it.~ normal 
expenditure on public works, as ho considered that the 
Public Works Department wore, at present, far too inde
pendent and too much divorced from the di~trict adminis
tration. The Department, he added, were not cognisant 
of the needs of each district and their only means of as
certaining them was through the district officer. 

2,842. In his opinion, tho Superintending Engineer 
was an unnecessary link in the chain of responsibility, 
if ·reliable upper subordinates who wore competent to 
advise on teclmica.l matters wero posted to the districts 

in which the expenditure justified their employment. 
In other cases superior supervision woul\l bo llPccssnry. 
Ho had not considered whether the dis! riot Pnginecr ho 
advocated should bo a momber of thu Publiu Works 
Department proper, or whether he should L,~ an otncor 
appointed by tho Deputy Commissioner, Lut in nny case 
an cfilcicnt and reliable man would be llt'C(':.;sary. 

2,843. Under tho existing system all works of tho year 
had to be completed within the months of January to 
l\Iarch, but he believed that this system had just been 
changed. 

2,844. There wero a few Chinese and Indian contractors 
in his district who wero capable of undertaking the con
struction of fairly large work~, e.g., a district court 
house costing Rs. 50,000, under supervision. Tho former 
class of contractors, however, chiefly undertook tho 
wood-work in a building. The Public Works Dop<utmcnt 
had recently constructed a hospital costing about 
Rs. 50,000 under their supervision, but bo did not know 
whether the work was undertaken by a single contractor. 

2,845. The reasop. why the Burman had not taken to 
·contracting work was that he had never attempted it 
or been encouraged to attempt it, and ho considered it 
desirable that tho Burmese should bo encouraged in this 
direction. In irrigation district.~ contracts were takon 
up, he believed, exclusively by Indians. The credit for 
tho largo recruitment, in comparatively recent years, 
of Burmese students to the Insein school, was duo to tho 
present principal. 

2,846. Under the recent circular all petty works which 
did not require skilled supervision wore entrust~d to 
the Deputy Commissioner. The classification of works 
rested with the Deputy Commissioner but in cases in 
which there was a difference of opinion between that 
officer and the Executive Engineer tho matter had to bo 
referred to tho Commissioner. 

2,847. (Sir Noel Kersl~aw.) There were, he thought, 
between 32 to 36 districts in Burma, but there were no 
district boards at present though the time seemed to 
be ripe for their creation. He would certainly welcome 
a. district board in his own district as it would be of help 
to him in arousing local interest. 

2,848. (.Mr . .Mackenzie.) Tho Executive Engineer had 
charge of two other districts besides his and this handi· 
capped the former in the matter of the supervision of 
works. The major portion of the work in his district could 
be executed by a far less highly paid officer and it was 
desirable that the unskilled works in his and other dis· 
tricts, e.g., unimportant roads, wooden bridges and 
culverts should be separated from tho skilled work. 

2,849. A number of small bridges had been constructed 
by headmen who had not allowed gaps between the onda 
of the bridges and the approach roads. He did not 
know why gaps occurred in other bridges but it was 
probably due to the road being sheer perpendicular with 
tho result that when a. cart approached a. bridge it re
moved some of the earth. One could not therefore get on 
to a bridge without one's pony putting his foot into 
a hole. He had not inquired of the Executive Engineer 
how to remedy this as such cases occurred solely on tho 
Executive Engineer's roads and it was his business to put 
in order the defects pointed out by the Assistant Engin~er. 
Lack of supervision was the canso, but he de; ired to point 
out that the Executive Engineer held charge of thr~o 
districts and probably had not the time properly tQ super· 
vise his subordinates' work. Ho could not say whcthor 
the subordinate responsible for the repair of tho bridges 
on the Pyawbwe·Kyaukse Road was an upper or a. l_owcr 
subordinate. Ho had not seen the upper subordmat<l 
in charge of tho upp0r half of his district as that ollicer 
was constantly being changed and lived outside the dis· 
trict at Thazi and also held chargo of a portion of another 
di~trict. The upper 8upordinat<J in charge of the lower 
half of his district wa~, however, a very keen nnd cflicic•nt 
officer who had constructed bridges over largo streams. 

2,8:JO. Ho would certainly welcome the creation of a 
district board even though this would invol\'o his being 
elected chairm11n and consequently increaso his work, 
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2,851. He had not come across a case. in which an 
Executive Engineer had deliberately diso~e.yed the 
Deputy Commissioner's orders, and was of. opmwn .that 
the Deputy Commissioner and Exeeutrve Engmeer 
generally worked in harmony ~s ~he form~r :was ah:ays 
recognised as the head of the d1stnct and h1s mstructwns 
were generally carried out. . 

2,854. (.Mr. Samuelson.) The bridge he had constructed 
for which he had previously collected all the necessary 
materials on the spot, cost Rs. 5,000 for the labour of 
putting the materials together and for the whole of the 
iron which the contractor had supplied. Another co~
tractor had intimated his willingness to construct the 
bridge for Rs. 10,000 without any assistance. In works 
constructed by the Public Works Department the 
departmental charges amounted to 24! per cent and . 
supervision in the construction of the bridge might 

2,852. (JJJr. Cobb.) Cases in whi~h a DP;puty Commis
sioner could not induce an Executive Engmeer to attend 
to work were referred to the Commissioner wh? in tt~rn 
brought the matter to the notice of the Supcrmtending 
Engineer. 

· have helped eolliliderably. The length of the bridge was 
180 feet and it consisted of three spans each of 60 feet. 

2,853. The same difficulty in inducing Burmese to t~ke 
up contracting work applied also to their performmg 
coolis' work. Public Works Department labour was 
chiefly undertaken by Indians, and while it would not 
be practicable to obtain mixed Indian and Burmese 
labour it was quite possible for officers who knew 
Burmans and their ways as no Public Works Depart~ 
ment officer knew them to get Burmans to do good cool1 
work or any other work, as was well proved by their 
enlistment as soldiers, an entirely new venture. 

2,855. He had once given a grant of Rs. 28,000 to the 
Executive Engineer for the annual repair of roads. He 
was not sure what number of miles of road the Executive 
Engineer had to maintain for this amount but he believed 
that it amounted to less than 100. The cost of main
tenance of the Yamethin portion of the Grand Trunk 
Road was Rs. 50 per mile, but this was a provincial 
road and the amount was allotted presumably by the 
Superintending Engineer. 

E. J. PULLAR, Esq., F.R.I.B.A., Architect, 10 Phayre Street, Rangoon. 

1!R. E. J. PULLAR called and examined. 

._,;:;;,,_'~I),/'JTe OF /NDf, 

BRANCH LIB 
BOMBAY 

2,856. (President.) The witness stated that. he was a 
private architect in Rangoon and that he had practised 
as such for about 12 years. 

2,857. There were no architects in Rangoon,. besides 
himself, who were members of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects. but there were several individuals 
practising ~ s arcftitects who possessed no recognised 
diploma and there was no law which prohibited their 
doing so. It was not absolutely essential for an 
architect to be a member of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects, but in his opinion many of the indi
viduals who called themselves architects had no qualifi
cations at all. One or two of the architects in Rangoon 
were Europeans, but he was not aware whether any of 
the others had received instruction in the Indian engineer
ing colleges. 

2,858. The architect who designed a private building 
also undertook to supervise its construction and this 
was the only mallller in which an architect could get his 
work done satisfactorily. An architect did not employ 
a clerk of works and he himself did not do so. If a 
clerk of ·works were employed he would be engaged 
by the owner and placed under the control of the architect, 
but a clerk of works did not form part of the architect's 
ordinary office staff. \Yhen supervising the construc
tion of a building designed by himself he sometimes 
asked the owner, in cases of necessity, for a clerk of works, 
but it was difficult to procure a suitable man and as a 
rule there was no intermediary between the contractor 
and the architect. He visited all his works which were 
in pro~:,'l'ess in Rangoon daily and some of them more 
frequently. The contract for a private building was 
entered into between the contractor and the owner, and 
payments were made by the latter on the architect's 
certificate. .The contractor prepared his own bills and 
these were passed on by the architect to the owner with 
a certificate for payment. 

2,8G9. He generally charged the scale of fees laid down 
by the Royal Institute of British Architects, but there 
were exceptional eases in which he had to modify the 
scale. The fee was not calculated with reference to the 
estimated cost of the work, ])ut on its actual cost. 

2,8GO. He agreed with the suggestion that government 
should rely on the open market for its architectural rc
quircnwnts either by employing a private architect for 
a particular work or by calling for designs by public 
competition, and considered that there was no reason 
why works in Rangoon should not be carried out satisfac
torily by private architects as there were men in Rangoon 
who, though not members of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects, were quite capable of undertaking 

architectural work, and there were a sufficient number 
of private architects to ensure competition. He was 
not in favour, however, of the abolition of the Government 
Architect's appointment on the understanding that 
government would have all its architectural work done 
by private architects, as he considered there was suffi
cient work in Burma to justify the retention of the ap· 
pointment. There was in fact justification for an increase 
in the staff of the Consulting Architect. He himself had 
officiated in the post and had found that it involved 
really more work than one man could possibly cope with. 
Important works should be entrusted to the Government 

. Architect, but on the other hand there was a good deal 
of work at present carried out by Executive Engineers 
which could be done more efficiently and economically 
by private architects, and the question of its distribution 
between government and private agency should be left 
to the discretion of the Consulting Architect who was in 
the best position to judge what he was able to cope with 
and what should be handed over to private architects. 
There was a danger that the Government Architect, under 
his proposal, might be inclined to suggest an increase in 
his staff rather than hand over works to private architects, 
but he was of opinion that an increase in the Government 
Architect's staff as well as ihe transfer of certain works 
to private architects was desirable. Of the two alterna
tives open to the Consulting Architect on occasions 
when he had more work than he could cope with, dz., 
(a) to suggest an increase in his staff, and (b) to transfer 
certain work to private architects, he considered the 
former would be much more expensive than the latter. 

2,861. There were three or four reliable firms of build
ing contractors in Rangoon. The European firms em· 
ployed their own engineering staff and mistris in place 
of clerks of works and the others often employed no 
staff at all. He bad worked out the private rates for 
the construction of buildings in Rangoon, but could not 
compare them with the government rates as the latter 
included departmental charges and other items. He 
had seen the government schedule of rates in Rangoon, 
but had not compared it with the prevailing private 
rates, and could not say o1T-hancl how the estimatce for 
private buildings, the designs of which had been pre
pared by him, compared with those of the Public Works 
Department. His knowledge of the government rates 
was insufficient to enable him to say whether private 
buildings in Rangoon were more or less expensive than 
government builtUngs, but he expressed surprise when 
he was told that one" itncss had stated that the private 
rates in Rangoon were approximately 25 to 30 per cent. 
higher than the govemment rates, as he thought there 
waB hardly so great u. difierence between the two. 
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Though he had not made a comparison, he WttS inclined 
to the view that the government rates were very much 
the same aq the rates for private buildings and this had 
been his opinion, as far.as he could remember, when he 
was in government servtce. 

2 862 In private practice scpamte tenders were 
ordinarlly invited for steel-work and tho remaindt•r of the 
building. As a result of this me!hod satisfacto.ry. tenders 
were received for the construction of the bmldmg, ex
cluding steel-work, and thet•c was sufficient competition 
in Rangoon to ensure this. He 11•as not nware of the 
government system for invitin~ tenders for work in 
Rangoon. . . . . 

2,863. His firm did not give an architectural trmnmg, 
and he had not received pupils, either Burmans or others, 
for this purpose. . 

2,864. As an nrchitect he considered himself responsible 
for the structural stability of buildings he designed and 
he did not count upon engineering firms checking his 
plans in this respect. He was emphatically opposed to the 
view that an architect was primarily responsible for the 
outward features of a building, and that the engineer w,ts 
responsible for its structural stab~ity. ~his vi~w, in 
his opinion, was an erroneous one as 1t was Impossible. to 

. design a building withou~ ~ knowled_ge of constructiOn 
and of structural and buildmg matermls. The outward 
features of a building besides were inseparable from the 
construction of the building as a whole, and they could 
not be disassociated in working out a design. Hence 
it followed that the man who designed a building was in 
a better position than anybody else to supervise its 
construction. 

2 865. The post of Government Architect should 
inv~riably be held by a fully-qualified arc}litect with 
English experience, and his recommendatiOn for the 
recruitment in Encrland of Architects applied to Burma 
where there was n~ scope for local recruitment. In his 
opinion, the Architects so recruited should be Associates, 
or Fellows of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 
and should have had three to five years' practical ex
perience as principals. Their age should not be less than 
30 and his reason for suggesting recruitment at a fairly 
advanced age was to secure men with larger practical 
experience. As regnrds the terms of appointment of 
Architects, he was of the opinion that these officers should 
he appointed on a permanent and pensionable bas.is 
instead of on short term agreements. He was not m 
favour of the proposal to engage a man for a short period 
of about five years, and to replace him on the termina· 
tion of his agreement by another engaged on similar 
terms and conditions, and did not think such a system 
would work smoothly as it would offer no encouragement. 
It took a man several years to settle down to the condi
tions of the country and to dispense with his services 
after he had become familiar with them would be a 
mistake. He did not think Architects would come out to 
India temporarily for the sake of the larger opportunities 
which the country afforded and of acquiring a knowledge 
of Indian conditions, as they would thus lose touch with 
their former practices during their absence, and not pros
per as well on their return to England. If he were in 
England, he personally would not be prepnred to take up 
employment in India for a period of five years. 

2,866. He considJ;red that a great deal could be done 
by the creation of a school of architecture in India, in 
the direction of teaching Indians and Burmans building 
construction and training them as draughtsmen and 
supervisors. He had visited the Insein School of Engi
neering. The curriculum of the school provided for an 
elementary course in architecture and he once gave 
a series of lectures on the subject at the request of gov
ernment. These lectures were, however, discontinued 
after a short tillle as they had been considered unneces
sary. No students from this school were employed by his 
firm, but when he officiated as Government • .\rclutcct he 
employed two boys asapprentices in his drawing office, 
both of whom turned out very promising. The ln~eil) 
school was an excellent institution, but he thought it 
should provide for more practical training in building 
construction and the us~ of materials. 

2,867. As the standard of mnsonry, brick and stone
work was w•ry low in Burma he ll)llJI'OYcd of tho Rllp:

gestion to recruit o. numbt.'r of craftsmen from Enp-land 
for instruetional purpOSPS. He considPrcd the pro~posal 
an excellent one and that a trial of the c-xpPr imcnt~ 
would result in much improvcmC'nt in the standard of 
work. 

2,868. (Sir Noel Kersl,aw.) As a rule there was not 
much work in progress in Rangoon and th(' largest amount 
of work which he had had at one time consisted of three 
or four buildings costing a bout three to four lakhs of 
rupees. These buildings were not far apart from one 
another, and he himself had supcrvisc·d their construction 
without any assistance, as he prcfL•rred to do so. This 
arrangement had, of course, neeessitated the contmrtors 
carrying out the works without suprn·ision for long 
periods, but he had impressed on them the necessity of 
referring direct to him whenenr they were in don bt. 
He had never .found that the contractors sub;,tituted 
sand for mortar, or lime for cement during his absence 
and there was small likelihood of such an occurrence 
because of his periodical visits. a11d of the fact that a 
reliable firm would not descend to dishonest work. As 
far as he was aware his supervision had proved adPqunte . 
It was much less than the supervision exerc-ised by the 
Public Works Department in the case of a similar buildinl!', 
but the supervision which the Public \Yorks Departmciit 
exercised was mainly through subordinates and was 
of little value, as such subordinates could only see to the 
proper mixing and use of materials. The Department, 
he added, exercised only little supervision in construc
tion itself. The mb:i.ng of materials, etc., was no doubt 
of great importance, but he had never had cause for 
complaint in this connection. 

2,869. In the case of a building erected by the Public 
Works Department the Architect was ne\'er in touch 
with the building, or the builder, and the entire supervi
sion was conducted by the executive staff whose supcn'i
sion could not possibly be so good as that of the .-\rchitcct, 
as the designer of a building was in a much better posi
tion than anybody else to see that the work was carried 
out according to his ideas. 

2,870. At the request of the Pasteur Institute Com
mittee he had specially employed a man to supervise 
the construction and mixing of materials, etc., of the 
Pasteur Institute building. He had b'cen able to secure 
a reliable man for the purpose in this instance but he 
generally expl"rienced difficulty in obtaining a suitable 
man. It would be of adYantage to employ such men 
if they were available and he would be prepared to engage 
them provided the owners were willing to pay for their 
services. The non-employment of such men was, 
however, not due to the unwillingness of the owners to 
pay for their services, but to the faet thut they were 
not available. If men of this class were availaLIL•, he 
would advise the owners to employ them on works. 

2,871. Ordinarily a clerk of works would suffiee for 
tho supervision of each building, but the question a3 to 
the size of building one man could supervise would 
depend on its nature. If the General Hospital in Rangoon 
which cost nbout 40 to 45 lakhs of rupe<:s had been under
taken as a private work two qualiJied clerks of works 

· would haYo been sufficient for supervisory pttrposes. 
They would have had to be brought from England and 
paid Rs. 350 to Rs. 450 a month plus their expensl's of 
coming and going. 

2,8~2. He did not object to importing clerks of works 
from England, but to employing the mun a\·ailaLie in 
India as he was absolutely unqualified for the work. 
He would rather not, lmvo anybody than have such a. 
man. A fully qualified man from England would be of 
great assistance and save a lot of trouble. One elerk of 
works, provided he was a. thoronghly qualified man, WUij 

sullicient for the supervision of an ordinary building 
in Rangoon. Tho eharges for the sup(•rvision in tho caso 
of a builclingsimilar to the General HoRpital, Haug•)Oll, 
would consist of the .\rclJite::t's fe('S for the pr(·paration 
of the plans and the remuneration of the clerk of work~. 
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The former would amount• to 5 per cent. on the cost. of 
the building and this charge would cover the. ~amng 
up of the plans and supervision but not quant1t1es. 

2 873. (.Mr. Mackenzie. ) When he designed a building 
for' a client he did not recommend the use of govern
ment bricks. He had used both government and priva~e 
bricks and considered that the bricks obtainable. m 
the opPn market were as good as. government bncks 
though they were a little more expensrve and could b~ had 
for alJout Rs. 20 per tllousand. The prices of ordmary 
building bricks and pressed or facing bricks varied coJ~
siderably, and there was a sufficient quantity of the ordi
nary bricks available in t he open market . Hence there 
was no necessity for the maintenance of a government 
brickfield. Bri~ks of fairly good quality were available 
in Burma and their standard could easily be improved. 
Governm~nt bricks were not of a very superior quality 
but they were somewhat superior to private bricks. 

The rate for government bricks did not justify govern
ment bricks being used in place of private bricks, and 
the existence of the government brickfield discouraged 
private enterprise to some extent. The reason why thr 
aovernment brickfield turned out bricks a little cheaper 
t han private persons was that the cost of land and the 
materials and instruments necessary for their manufacture 
was no t debited to the cost. of their outturn. 

--- -·- - -- ·- - ----
• Mr. Pullar afterwards wrote :-
" I have the honour t.o inform you that the method I should 

propose to adopt, for the design' and construction of govern
ment buildings entrusted to m~, w~uld b~ _as follows :

(a). Sile.- Particulars of site, clima~JC condit10!~s, and local 
building materials would be ascertamed, and, . if necessary, 
I should visit t.he siteJ 

(b). Plans.-Preliminary sk.etches, for. approval of. ~overn
ment, and full working drawmgs and bills of quanttt.Jes and 
estimates would be prepared by me. 

(c). Supervision. -In R·angoon, or neighbourhood, I should 
.o;upervise the work myself; and if up :co~ntry, I should rely 
upon the Public Works Department staff, bu~~no one be!ow 
t.he rank of a senior man in the upper subordinate establiSh
ment. He would ha\e full workings drawings, etc., and would 
be in direct communication with me. I should also, when 
possible, get the contract taken up by a firm (European or 
nat.ive) wh_o have worked for me before and thoroughly 
understand an architect's drawings, and the class of work 
I expect done. In this way, the risk of mistakes would be 
lessened and supervision could be reduced to a minimum. 
I should also endeavour to visit the works periodically during 
<'onstruction. 

I may add that several private buildings up-country have 
been erected satisfactorily from my designs, without my 
supervision. 

(d). Fees.-The scale of fees sanctioned by the Royal Insti
tute of British Architects would be adopted, viz. :-

5 per cent. on the cost of building, for plans and super
vision or 2! per cent. on the cost of building, for plans only. 
U per cent. on the cost of building, for bills of quantities. 

"The above scale does not apply to buildings costing les~ 
than Rs. 15,000, where the rate would be slightly increased, 
according to the cost of t.he building. 

Travelling expenses to be paid by government." 

2,874. A qualified archit ect was as rapable as, or even 
better qualified than, an enginect· to supervise t hf' con
struction of a building which he had designed, as he 
devoted his whole life to the study of designing and the 
construction of buildings. .-\.n architect would consult 
an engineer in the case of complicated steel-work, but 
he would not need such assistance in the case of ordinary 
steel -work. An engineer's advice might. also be useful 
in the case of special foundations, but any ordinary 
building could very well be designed by au architect who 
would assume full responsibility for its structural stability. 

2,875. The imp01iation from England of quantity 
stu'Veyors would be an advantage and there 1muld be 
ample ' work for them. 

2,876. Dlll'ing the last few years there had been more 
government work in Rangoon than private · work, but 
the ratio of governmeil t to private work was not ariything 
like ten to one. 

2,877. (M1·. Cobb.) His objection to the employment 
of temporary Architects applied equally to Assistant 
Architects who he considered should also be engaged 
permanently. 

2,878. If a school for architects were established it· 
would take much longer than five years to produce 
architects, and individuals trained in the school would 
not. be properly qualified tmless they also underwent a 
course of training in England. 

2,879. The Rangoon :Municipality did not employ 
an architect as they had very litt.le building work. They, 
however, employed an engineer to supervise their works. 
The municipality had had an architect a few years pre
viously and the only important building that the muni
cipality had erected since then had been designed by that 
officer. 

2,880. (JJir. Samuelson.) If he was responsible for the 
supervision and construction of buildings scattered 
over a large area he would be obliged to employ a clerk 
of w6rks if one was available, and it would not be possible 
for him to exercise the daily supervision which he or
dinarily performed in cases in -which buildings were 
in a c:;ompact area. He advocated that the local agency 
of the Public Works Department might be utilized in 
such cases subject to the Department remaining in closer 
touch with the Architect. 

The HoN'BLE .1\.fR. J. E. Du BERN, VICE-PRESIDENT, RANGOON MU':'TCIPALITY. 

The HoN'BLE MR. J. E. Du BERN, ca lled and examined. 

2,881. (President.) The witness .ta.ted that he had 
known Burma since the year 1880 and that he had been 
in busine;;s for the past twenty-three years as a merchant 
in Rangoon; also that he had for the past nine years 
been the vice-president of t.he Rangoon Municipality. 

2,882. The Rangoon Municipality employed its own 
engineering staff for its several branches of work. The 
Chief Engineer was directly in charge of buildings and 
roads work, and the Deputy Chief Engineer of sanitary 
nnd water-works schemes. In addition a few Assistant 
Engineer~ were engaged for the supervision and mechan-
ical work. · 

2,883. The municipal engineer did not preptue the 
desi~ns for large buildings, and the designs, plans and 
specifications for such were thrown open to public com
petition. The last occasion on which resort had been 
had to this procedure was for the construction of the 
Town Hall at an approximate cost of Rs. 25,00,000 and 
about 80 plans had then been received from all parts of 
India and England. The sys'em could thus be regarded 
as having proved successful. The services of private 
arC'hitects wP.rf' r:oi required for the preparat ion of 
•1esignR for th11 smaller buildings as such designH 
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were not in any way in volved. Tenders were invited 
for ent ire works, with the exception of the supply of 
sanitary fittings, for which separate tenders were called 
for from sanitary engineering firms. '!'here were a few 
large contracting fu·ms in Rangoon which were capable 
of undertaking large. building projects. 

2,884. He could not say whether the mtmicipn l rates 
as a whole were cheaper than those of the Public Works 
Department, but mentioned that the rate fo1· laterite 
and for the metalling of roadB was lower. One of the 
reasons, in his opinion, for tho Public Works Department 
rates being higher was that. the Department fixed a 
rate for the pm·pose of preparing their est imates which 
was really much higher than the actual rate, for which 
such work could actually be carried out, and as such 
fixed rates were commonl v )mown contractors combined 
to work up to the form~r rate i..'llowiug that the local 
competition was not sufficient-ly keen to upset the 
combination. He doubted whether the priYate rates 
in Ran~toon were nearly 20 per cent. hil!'her than the 
government rates, and added that another reaso" why 
tho P nblic Works Department r11tes wero higher was 
that considerable modifirations wrre fre4uently made 

E 
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while a. work was in progress which frequently neces. 
sitated the dismantlement of certain portions of work 
and the payment of higher ra.~s for tl~ei~ re-erect.ion, 
whereas in the case of a private bmldmg the full 
requiren1ents were known at t.he start, thus resulting in 
cheaper construction. In support of the assertion he 
instanced a case in which he originally quoted a rate of 
Rs. 1·2 for marble, on behalf of a marble importer; thiR 
work was subsequently paid for at Rs. 1-6 or Rs. 1·8, 
and stated that the difference in the total expenditure 
had proved considerable. 

2,885. He was in favour of the splitting up of contracts, 
e.g., the giving of wood-work to one contractor, masonry 
to another and so on. It was true that such a 8ystem 
would handicap large contracting firms, but nearly all 
the firms in Rangoon .sub-let their contracts. 

~chemes in Burma were nt. preRent often formulated hv 
doctors who were mere faddists, and liv~d ahead of tl;e 
Indian requirements but. he did not. think that a 8pt'<'ialist 
in sanitary engineering would be subject. t<J the same 
influences, as be thought that such an individual would 
better appreciate his works. 

2,889. He advocated promotion by merit in )Jiaee 
of seniority and mentioned that the present system 
often deadened ambition and interest. in nn otherwise 
capable young officer. 

2,R90. (.Mr. Cobb.) The Rangoon Municipality carried 
out its repair work departmentally, and possesspd n work
shop, but he was not. in favour of the establishment of 
small workshops. The materials for 'Yorks were not 
supplied by ths municipality. 

2,886. The courses which he suggested for the encourage· 
ment of private enterprise were the making of prompt 
payments, and the invitation of tenders for all works. 
The former, in his opinion, would obviate the present 
necessity for the borrowing of money by contractors at 

.higher rates of interest. As regards the latter, he ad
mitted t.hat it was the practice to call for tenders in . 
Rangoon. · 

2,891. He did not consider the Public \forks Depart· 
ment rates were restrictive and that they hampered con. 
t.ractors in any way. The municipality worked at cheaper 
rates than the Public Works Department, and ex€'rcised as 
much supervi3ion as that Department, and municipal 
members sometimes also watched the construction of 
works. 

2,887. The witness stated that he was an engineer 
by profession and had constructed his own ice factory, 
and that he had at one time been attached to the construc
tion br.anch of the government Telegraph Department. 
He knew several engineers and accounts officers, and was 
of opinion that the present system of audit was defective 
inasmuch as the accounts officers had no knowledge of 
engineering. He accordingly advocated that the Accounts 
Branch should form an integral portion of the Public 
Works Department, and that with the exception of a few 
senior officers all the officials who were actually engaged 
on auditing the accounts of the Department ought to 
have . an intimate knowledge of the details of con. 
struction. . 

2,888. He considered that the Sanitary Engineer to 
Government should be a specialist and not an official 
who had received no training on sanitary works. He 
was unable to agree that the demand for sanitary works 
in Burma did not justify the appointment of a specialist 
and considered that the appointment of a specialist would 
lead to a. material improvement in the sanitary condition 
of the country. His exp11rience of sanitary works in 
Burma was limited to Rangoon, but he had had experi· 
ence of large works in Europe which had been designed 
and erect~d by large sanitary engineering firms. Sanitary 

2,892. (Sir Noel Kmlww.) The municipality in fact 
exercised closer supervision over their works than the 
Public Works Department owing to the staff of the 
laM.er being undenuanned, and Executive Engineers being 
given charges which were far t<Jo extensive to ensure 
close supervision. In these circumstances he thought 
the supervision of the Public Works Department could 
not be as efficient as was desirable. 

2,893. He was opposed to the view ~>xpressed in e\'i
dence that private buildings cost 25 to 30 per cent. mort> 
than those constructed by the Public Works Department, 
and stated tha~ he per:;onally had constructed a building 
13 years previOusly at cheaper rates by supervisin" 
its construction himself, thus saving Rs. 10,000 on ; 
building worth Rs. 50,000. The margin nllow€'d bv 
private contract<Jrs for profit in their quotations was 
at least 15 per cent. 

2,894. (President.) The manufacture by government 
of its own bricks was justified as the bricks obtainable 
in the open market were generally inff'rior in quality. 
Good private bricks could, however, be obtain€'d hv 
special arrangement. . · 

2,895. (Mr. Samuelso11.) The municipal schedule of 
rates was not a confidential document and contractors 
tendered more with r(.'ference to the rates than to the 
value of work t<:> be done. 

M. OPPENHEIMER, EsQ., Representative of the Rangoon Trades Association, 

Written Statetnent. 
2,896. I am a merchant and have passed 28 years in 

Burma. i\Iy firm, although government contractors, do 
not undertake building contracts of any kind whatsoever. 
The Rangoon Trades Association has no member re· 
presenting the building trade. 

2,897. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public works, and (n.) Encouragement of other 
agency.-! am not aware that private enterprise is 
sufficiently fostered in the direction of construction 
of ori)!inal works. I feel sure many of our local 
contracting firms are prepared to construct roads and 
bridges and carry out the work to the satisfaction of 
Public Works Department officers appointed for their 
supervision. Some of our largest and latest public build· 
ings have been erected by local contractors and success
fully too, In regard to maintenance of such public 
works, I am of the ooinion- this would be done more 
economically by the Public Works Department, as owing 
to the nature of their work a large staff must always 
be maintained and thev must be kept employed. · 

2,898. (V.) Deceutralization.-:.\faintain the Ct>ntral 
Stores a~ a distributing centre and continue to import 
such ~rtlcles, not ordinarily obtainable locally, such as 
new hghts and spares for the light-houses and ships, 
spar? parts. of pump~g and el{'.drical plnnts installed, 
special sections of bndging materials for renewals, etc., 

but as importers of building materials such as cement, 
reinforcing materials of sorts, mamoolies, pick-axes, sho•
els, felling axes, crow bars, saws, corrugat~d iron, ;;tee] 
beams, nails, paints, oils, varnishes, disinfectants and 
manv other articles, I certainly am of the opinion that 
gove~nmentwould be well advised to make it:q purchase'::' 
of these lines locally by inviting public tenders. All goods 
to be at least equal to a standard maintained in the Cen
tral Stores of the Public Works D!lpartment. Keen 
prices would thus be quoted, and I feel sure government. 
would score not only in thi~ respect but also in freshnes.~ 
of stores thus Qbtained. Waste and loss would be pre· 
vented. At present many of the above mentioned 
articles are only purchased locally when the supplies at 
the c ... ntral Stores run short or extraordinnrv demand~ 
for emergency or famine relief works are mad~. 

2,89[). (VIII.) Practical training.-It is my opinion 
that young men who hn>e passt>d an t>nj!inerrin.!.'; collt'I!O 
should be attached to a diviKion for pmcticnf trainin~t 
in a similar manner as Indian Civil Rt:'rvice men newh· 
appointed ure attached to diKtrict headquartt>ra f~r 
practical work before being given indf1pt'ndt>nt ehtu).!e. 
Engineers wi:o are entPrtained by private firms havo 
all had practtrnl training for a long while in one of 
tho largo engineering establishments in Great Britain 
before being a-ccopte1 and given ehnrge of indopenrlt>nt 
work. 
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~IR. M. 0PPE:-;REDIER called and examined. 

::,000. (Preside11f.) The witnes.s stated that he was a 
merchant in Rangoon and that he wa$ the representative 
of the Rangoon Trades As~odation. 

2,901. Xo building contracting firms had any connec
tion with the Ranaoon Trades Association. His own 
firm did not take ~p government building contracts, 
but conh'acts for the supply of clothes and accou
trements for gonrnment department8 e.(]., the Police 
and Fore>t Departments, etc. 

2,902. With regard to hiiS recommendation for the freer 
purchase, locally, of stores, he was informed that it had 
been put forward in eddence that an average for 
a specified period, between the cost of articles purchased 
locally and those obtained by indent through the Secretary 
of State, tlhowed that the former was 25 per cent. dearer 
than the latter. He thereupon remarked that this was 
due to the exemption of government from import duty 
and the better terms given to tho state by shipping 
companies. For instance, shipping companies generally 
tQok the risks that mercantile firms had to insure against, 
e.g., breakage and shortage of articles, and he expressed 
the belief that government had secured such advantages 
through gentle pres~ure. In his opinion a further reason 
for the dilierence and a perfectly legitimate one was 
that government were able to secure cheaper rates owing 
to their purchasing stores in bulk. But he added that 
owing to gowrnment purchasing stores locally only when 
they ran short of their requirements, firms ran up their 
prices knowing that government would be compelled 
to pay them. 

2,903. He conciidered that no local fi!'m would agree to 
supply cement at the rate it was at present obtained 
through the Secretary of State, for a period of five years, 
owing to the fluctuations in the market. He thought 
the experiment would, however, be worth a trial if no 
definite rates were fixed, though he believed it had 
already been given a trial and been abandoned. He 
aclded that the practice was in vogue in connection with 
the supply of the requirements of the Police Department. 

2,904:. He then remarked that the main consideration 
in the matter of the economical local purchase of stores 
was competition, and, so long as government could be 
assured of this, they could confidently look_ forward to 

a 1·eduction of 17! per cent. in the present Indian rate&, 
provided the remaining 7k per cent., which represented 
import duty, was eliminated from the calculation. In 
hi:; opinion, the competition in Rangoon was sufficiently 
keen to effect the desired reduction. 

2,905. In regard to the recommQP.dation in his written 
evidence that private building enterprise ought also to be 
encouraged he stated that there were competent firms in 
Rangoon for the construction of buildings, roads, bridges, 
etc. But he was in favour of the division of work accord
ing to its importance and magnitude in order to benefit 
all contractors whether large or small. To the contention 
that such an a1Tangement would not be favourable to 
large conh'actors, he replied that the future would show 
whether such contractors really executed work with their 
own establishments. 

2,906. (Sir Xoel Kersltaw.) He attributed a portion, 
17! per cent., of the dilierence between the rates at which 
stores were obtainable from England by the Public Works 
Department and private firms, respectively (wpich re
mained after the exclusion of 7t per cent. import duty) 
to the non-payment of storage duties and interest on the 
value of goods which latter in the case of firms amounted 
to 6 per cent; and added that the average period for 
which goods were., thus stQred was 60 days. 

2,907. He maintained that government paid less freight 
on stores as they were not compelled to secure themselves 
against breakage to the extent firms had to, and added that 
the reason for the difference in the treatment accorded by 
shipping companies was that government were their re
gular customers and dealt with them more largely. A 
further reason for the difference between the two rates 
was that a private firm had to allow for its profits, but he 
admitted that all the reasons he had urged did not account 
for the entire difference of 25 per cent. · 

2,908. (lJir. Cobb.) In his opinion a private firm could 
not hope to compete with government in the matter 
of the purchase of stores because of its limited resources, 
and the question whether government paid more or 
less accordingly did not affect them as acutely as it did 
a firm. He had, however, been able to supply the 
Railway Department with certain articles, at cheaper 
rate3. 

At Rangoon, Friday, 9th March 1917. 

F. G. l::iLY, EsQ., c.s.r., I.c.s. (Pre~~ident). 

;~m Ko.EL KERSHaw, K.c.B. 

c. S. CoBB, EsQ., :u.v.o. 

And the following Co·opted .\Iember :-

A. '1'. l\ucKEsztE, EsQ. 

B. :II. SA~IUELSO~, E;;•.l., )l.I.c.E., ~t.n.s.J., ~uperiut.endin~ Enginl;ler, Public Works Department. 

D. U. H.uuu~:~, E~q. (Secretary). . 

T. 0. fosTER, EsQ., F.R.r.B .• \., Con:-;ultin~ An:hitect to the Government of Burma, Public Works Department. 

n·ritten 81alwteJtt. 

:!,!JOfJ. :\Iueh of what I have to :-;ay will be in au~wer 
to the tir~t subjeet of inquiry " whether tho mdhod.~ 
at pre:;;cnt adopted for the exeeution of civil works are 
eeonomi:al and ~uitable for the purpose for which they 
are denr;ed ". ..\;; regard.~ civil works I shall coniine 
rny remarks to buildin~s. .\lthouzh I have lJecn onlv 
working under the GOV<':rlliUilllt of Indi..'l. and Btl!IU~1 

for a little over :J years, it has been su!lidently long to 
cnrtblc me to give a decided negative to this question. 

2,fJIO. In the early ~;tage:; of development in tho 
province, building wa8 of much Ies.s importance than tile 
large engineering works connected with roads, railway,;, 
cnnal.s and porh, and it was quite natural that the en· 
ginecr Bhould huve been placed in control of all works. 
But us the :werage annual amount spent on public 
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buildings in Blll'lllll in !hi' last ten years, not including 
military buildings, coJm•s lo, in round figures, Rs, 24·4 
lakbs, *it i~ evident that building bas assumed a position 
of primary importance, and thut it is to govormllent'R 
interest to got the best po$siblo return for so muc)lmoney. 
Government do not and cannot get the best I'eturn at. 
presen~ because oftice_rs, who have an e~cellent; tra?ling 
in their own· professi!JII• <1re saddled wtth the duties of 
another profession equally technical, in which they havo 
no previous training. ,\.8 the relative importance of 
publio building in India hM increased, this anomaly baa be· 
come apparent. Instead of seeking a solution, 11 palliative 
was tried in 1901 by bringing from home a Consulting 
Architect to Bombay. In recent years this experiment 
has been increasingly tried. In 1910 two ArchitectB 
were brought out. In 1912 three, inl913 fotu' a11d in 1914 
five. War conditions have intervened since, so that 
1915 and 1916 do not afford us any assistance. But 
these figmes are evidence of the growing :Jonviction that. 
public buildings cannot be best' designed and constructed 
by engineers without any training as architects. It wus 
an attempt to render [.he old system workable by 
the aid of an expert adviser. In my opinion it has 
failed. . 

2,911. In this connection I may refer to the quali· 
fications of the men brought out to fill the posts of Con· 
suiting Architect. They must be over 30 years of age, 
either a Fellow or an Associate of th; Royal Institute 
of. British Architects, either in practice or having held 
responsible positions and carried out important works at 
home. The candidate is selected by the Secretary of 
State for India on the recommendation of the President 
of the Royal Institute of British Architects. He comes 
out fully trained, and it is very essential that this should 
be so. 

2,912. I attach hereto a schedule of conditionst banded 
to· the Consulting Architect of Burma on his taking up 
his duties, and it will be seen therefrom that officially 
his services are called upon at. t.he discretion of the engineer 
and then·ofttm only as a consultant after a scheme has 
been prepared by the engineer. It is a matter of constant 
occut'l'ence for ·elaborate schemes to come up to the 
Consulting Architect for approval which are entirely 
·wrong in conception, based, it may be, on a type plan 
applicable to an entirely different setting. By rejecting 
the scheme all the misdirected effort in its making 
is wasted, friction with the engineer perhaps arises 
and, as libly as not, a n1uddle results from part of 
the scheme having already been started. There are eigns 
of improvement however in this respect as the Consulting 
Architect has proved to the various departments, such 
as the Medical and Educational, that it is to their ad van· 
tage to consult. him in the first instance, and n1ake the 
fullest use of him, and this tendency, I am glad to say, 
is encouraged by the engineers. 

2,913. But even in cases where the Consulting Archi· 
teet is consulted in the first instance, and plans and es· 
timates are prepared by him, his designs arc carried 
out by the engineer, who is recruited at a very much 
younger age and whose experience in building and building 
methods is founded on what he learns in the East. where 
admittedly the standard is vel'Y low. Examples of good 
brickwork, masonry, carpentry, plastering and plumb· 
ing are almost unknown to Bmma. The re~ult is that 
pructi.cally all .government buildings lack that quality 
of flmsh essential to a good building. Attention to this 
point alone would, in my opinion, 8twc government 
a large sum annually in repairs. An approximate eati· 
mate of repairs over years 1006-1907 to 1914-15 
amounts to over Rs. 76~ lakhs. 

2,914. The present system is that certain sohemes 
drift into the C<~nsulting Architect's oJ!icc. I use the 
word " drift " because there i~ no definite ruling as to 

. "I append he.reto ~ 'J'11lJ!c (nut printed) giving tim CX}Jt'll· 

chturo en buildings Ill .Burma during the past 10 yean;, 
I heso figures nrc taken from tho Bchcdules ef JQVenuo 
iJUd expenditure. 

t Not prioted. 

w~ether the Executive Engineer or the Cousulting Ar· 
ch1tect should prepare the plans of c('rtain buildings. 
Often, as I have already remarked, an P!ahorate plan 
has been dru \'I'll np, having on it previou8 iuit ials of 
n pproya[. In the event of the Consult in" Architect 
refusing. to p~s8 it on!' ~f two things 111~st bnppen 
at the discrotJ?H of the engmeer: (1) the sche.me is scrap· 
ped and particulars are sent to the Consultmg Architect 
!<~.prepare a fresh, one, a course at times apt to cause 
l!Tlta~!Oil an~ certamly delay, or (2) the work i8 proceed
ed wlth ns It stands. If the former course is taken 
the C01mtlting Architet't prepares full working drawings, 
and sends them back to the engineer to build. The. 
latter is 'responsible for the construction of the building, 
a reference to the Architect is purely optional, and chan"eS 
in the construction may be made without reference to the 
Architect though the latter must have gone into the 
question of construction fully at the time of desi"ning, 
for no design is good unle~s constructionally :;otmd." The 
engineer may employ a contractor to carry out the 
work, in fact he generally does in the larger centres. In 
such cases he has to see to the execution of designs which 
are not his own, and the detail of which he may not 
understand. Thus the Architect is unable to give govern· 
!llent the fruit of his years of practical experience, and 
Is cut off completely from the executive side of his pro· 
fession where that experience ought to ensure good 
work and economy. This system is bad for the 
Architect also, who becomes merely a designer and 
theorist, and by degrees tends to lose touch with the 
practical side of his profession. 

2,915. Before giving my summary of reforms I should 
like to refer to a pressing need in Burma, and I think 
the East generally, viz., the training of workmen. At 
Insein, government hilS a school under a very able and 
enthushstio principal, J\I.t•. :Morris, with whom I have 
discussed this subject. He tells me that the scope of 
the school can easily be extended to training men in the 
building trades. In order to do so, it will be necessary 
to bring out some of our home working foremen who, 
by practical exan1ple, could demonstrate the best methods 
in the several trades and stimulate a pride in the quality 
of \vork, which I feel sure is only Intent. in the OrientaL 
I am constantly told that decent work cannot be expected 
from locallabom'. This is correct as things are, for the 
workman at present has no chance of learning. Only 
I'ecently I took my coat off and did ~ome brick.Jaying 
to show the workmen what I desired clone. I was struck 
with the quickness with which they grasped what was 
wanted and the improveu1ent in the work was obdous. 
Given decent training and attention the Oriental, whether 
Chinaman, Burman or Indian, could be made as good 
uncl conscientious a workman as any in the world. 

2,916. I now come to the reforms which I sugge~t 
should be initiated as early as possible. 

(1 ). (a). The Rouds and Buildings Branch of the Public 
Works Department should be divided, the former remain· 
iug under the control of the engineer, the latter to be 
entirely in the handB of the Architect, who should be 
made re~ponsible for not ouly design but aiBo construction. 
· (b). The Government Architect should be given a neces· 
sary number ol fully trained and qualified Architects ns 
assistants. · They might be recruited as at present', but, 
brought out on pay corresponding to that of engineers of 
the same age. They might with advan!<tge serve at wo year 
term on probation, but on confirmation should be pc116ion· 
able and subject to the same leave mlea us engineers. 

(c). Tho Gonmment Architect should al~o have the 
U$Sistuuce of a stulf of Imth·e draft~Inen who would 
not necessarily be permanent for rcasorLs which I cun 
give if required. 

(d). One or more quantity surnyors ~hould be brought 
out from home and paid as Architects. 

(e). Clerk~ of works should be brought out from home 
to take the place of the subordinate or Assistant Enginf'Pr 
in daily supcrvi,ion of the work. They would be dirvotly 
l'esponsiblc to the Architect, need not be pensionable, 
and could .cerluinly be i.mluccd to come out on a sulury 
of Rs. <J.'iU-400 a month. 
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(f). Certain 'lrorkiug foremen should be. brought ?uL on He then should be encouraged to practice in his district 
terms similar to t.he clerk of works to mstruct. m the by giving him, if competent, minor government works. 
schools. (5). Each province should have schools or classes of in· 

k struction in the building trades, and selected men from 
(2) All work costing over a lakh and important wor · the same could become clerks of works or instructors. 

costing less should be carried out ~y the Governme~t (6). Attention should be paid to the manufacture of 
.A..rchitects. Other works should be glven whenever possl· building materials in Burma, especially brickmaking. It 
hle to private a,rchitects, whose designs and es~imates ''ould in my opinion pay government handsomely to 
should· be approved by t.he Government Archltect. obtain the services of a specialist in brickmaking and the 

(3). In course of time, if it were found more su~table proper mixing o£ clays. 
to divide the province into districts, one of the Ass1Btant 2,017. In conclusion I wnnt it to be clearly· under 
Architects could be assigned to each of the same, bt~t stood that my foregoing remarks are directly solely 
he should remain responsible to the Government Archt· agah1st the present system and are in no way personal 
teet as if he were working at headquarters. to the engineer. With one and all I have had occasion 

(4). Each province should have at~achecl to i~ ?ne or to meet, I have had the pleasantest relations and I have 
more scholarships, which would entitle the reCiplet;t to found them at all times most helpful and friendly to a 
study architecture in Etu·ope and become duly qualified. marked degree. 

Mn. T. 0. FosTER called and examined. 

2,918. (President.) The witness stated that he. was 
the Consulting Architect to the Government of Burma 
and that he had held that post for a. little over a year. 
Previous to this he had served in India for a period of 
two years and had spent part of such time un~er the 
Con.sulting Architect to the Government of Indta, and 
part in connection with the New Delhi Project. He 
had been recruited from England in the first instan?e, 
on an extendible two years' agreement, after th~ exptry 
of which his services had been retained. Since h1s tran.s· 
fer to Burma, however, he had signed a fresh agreement 
for a period of five years. He was ~:~, Fellow of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects. 

2,919. Under the existing rules governing his appoint· 
ment the Public Works Department decided whether 
his services should be utilized in preparing the design for 
any particular building, .but on principle he 'vas of 
opinion that an architect, not necessarily the Government 
architect, should design all buildings, including such 
a.s were small and unimportant. He desired to prepare 
the designs for all government buildings, but as this 
would not be feasible in actual practice he suggested 
that the design.s for the small and unimportant govern· 
ment buildings might at least be passed by him. His 
ability to undertake all designs would depend to a large 
extent on the size of the staff placed at his disposal. 
In his opinion even standard designs in Burma. should 
be prepared by an architect, because certain of such de· 
signs had been prepared in the past without due regard 
to their site. He did not think it was feasible to prepare 
a, standard design to suit every building site and held 
that each case should be considered separately. It was 
possible, however, to do so with certain classes of buildings 
and he himself had prepared a standard unit for schoob. 
He was of opinion that the plans for any particular 
building it was propo~ed to erect according to a standard 
design prepared by an architect should be 8Crutinised 
hy an architect, as he know of cases where an architect 
had been obliged to prepare a standard plan for a set of 
buildings although he would personally have preferred 
to treat each case separately. It was desirable that the 
designs for even small unimportant buildings in out-of. 
the·way places, where no local architect was available, 
should be prepared by an architect at headquarters, 
;1 nd he met the contention that the architect would be 
8t a considerable disadvantage under llttch conditions 
owing to lack of local knowledge of the site, building 
materials and conditions of labour, etc., available, 
with the remark that such information could either be 
obtained from the local engineers or gleaned from a 
personal inspection of the site. 

2,020. Architects in addition to being held responsible 
for the designs of buildings should also be made responsible 
for their. construction. It would undoubtedly be of advan
l<lge, blllCC the Ran"oon DlviHion was at present 
pmctically purely a b~ildings one, if a start were made 
by the transfer of thi~ division to tho executive control 
of the Government Architect. Owin" to the lack 
of building work iu other centres he k~ew of uo' other 
town that could be similarly treated at present. If 

architectural divisions were established in Burma. it 
would be necessary to recruit qualified Assistant 
Architects from England, but their number would 
depend on the quantity of building work available in 
the province. On a review of the work it was proposed 
to undertake in the future, he anticipated that when 
it was in progress he would require at least four fully 
qualified Assistants, who were Associates of the Royal 
In.stitute of British Architects. The establishment he 
would require for carrying on the work of the Rangoon 
Division as an architectural division would be a quali· 
fied European Assistant Architect who would take 
the place of the Executive Engineer, his present drawing 
office establishment which included tracers, and two or 
three clerks to attend to letters and other office work, 
and a certain number of clerks of works to be recruited, 
in the first instance, from England. The services of a 
recognised qualified firm of quantity surveyors would 
also be requisitioned for the taking out of quantities 
from the architect's drawings. In q.ddition he favoured 
the employment of English master workmen for the 
training of indigenous agency. He did . not think 
the European agency he desired would make his 
scheme expensive at the commencement as he anticipated 
he would be able to carry out work with a lesser number 
of subordinates, and he stated he was able to prove 
his statement by figures. For this purpose he proposed 
to take the coat of works at present carried out in the 
province at Rs. 24 lakhs a year. To the contention 

· that this figure applied to the whole o£ Bm·ma he replied 
that when the works contemplated in' Rangoon were 
in full swing the expenditure on them alone would 
amount to more than Rs. 24 lakhs and that there was, 
besides, every likelihood of additional work being 
required h1 Burma and especially in Rangoon, in the near 
future, e.y., the University building, the designs of which 
he had been asked to prepare. One clerk of works 
would be sufficient to supervise the construction of 
the average building and his salary plus the Architect's 
office establishment was all that need· be set against 
tho present 24! per cent. which the Public Works 
Department stated the construction of the building 
would cost them. 

2,921. Judging from the standard of workmanship 
in government buildings which had already been con· 
strnctcd, he did not think that the present Public Works 
Department subordinate staff was fully competent; 
in other wordil, that the claso of work already executed 
by the Public Works Department had been sufficiently 
good. It was for this reason that he con~idered it essen• 
tial that a fltaff of clerks of work~ should be employed 
in the architectural divi~ion, if it were formed, to ensure 
competent suporvi~ion. The employment of competent 
men to supcrvi~o construction would simplify tho work 
of nn architect a great deal. lie did not think that 
hio scheme suffered from the drawback that it involved 
the replacement of indigenous by European agency and 
remarked that from a financial point of view it 
compared favourably with the exit>tiug syotem. But 
he considered thnt trained subordinates of the Public 
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Works Department might in course of time become fairly 
good clerks of works. The salary of the European 
clerks of works could be fixed at Rs. 350 to Rs. 400, 
but he was not in favour of making thou· ap1)ointments 
pensionable, as they . would generally be recruited at 
an advanced age. He was convinced that it wns 
possible to secure a satisfactory type of European 
on the salary he had proposed, as he had been in touch 
a great deal with foremen and clerks of works in 
England. 

2,922. In respect to other parts of the province where 
buildings were scattered and were very often far from the 
railway, he suggested that the present organization of 
the Department might be retained for actual construction 
subject to the general control of the Architect who would 
be t•esponsible for the structm·al stability of all buildings 
whether large or small. 

2,923. It was desit·able in the interests of private 
enterprise to make over, if possible, the designs of all 
unhnportant buildings worth less than Rs. 1,00,000 to 
private architects, and to entrust the designs of all othe1· 
buildings to the Government Architect, but all designs 
prepared by private architects should be approved by the 
Government Architect. He was aware of only one 
private architect in Rangoon who was a Fellow of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects, but he considered 
that the preparation of the designs for the smaller 
unimportant works should be open to all practising 
architects in Blll'ma, since designs would under his 
proposal be subject to his approval. In his opinion, 
private architects would welcome the introduction of 
such a system and accept work of this nature with 
pleasure in spite of the fact that the actual construe· 
tion of the buildings in the districts would remain in 
the hands of the local engineering staff, It might prove 
more economical if government increased its architectural 
staff to cope with all the designing work, but what he 
had in mind was the encouragement of the Burman 
architect and the creation of a desire in the Burmese 
community to study architectlll'e. 'rhe sole idetl. of the 
Burman at present was to obtain government employ· 
ment and he was given no encouragement in obtaining 
private work. . 

2,924. No arrangements were made in his office for 
the training of young Architects, and he only trained 
apprentice draughtsme:n. One of these draughtsmen, 
was a. young Burman. He was employed permanently 

\ but had not received any instruction in the theory 
of architectm·e. He had, however, l'eceived a certa.in 
amount of instruction in civil engineering and had oppor· 
tunities in the office of acquiring whatever knowledge 
he could of the science of architecture. One student 
who was being trained in the Insein Engineering School 
had spent certain holidays in his office, and had received 
every encouragement. No system was in force in Bm·ma 
under which subordinates of the Public Works Department 
who had shown a special aptitude for architecture could 
join the Architect's office and undergo a special course 
of. training. He had given a. lectm·e on architecture 
to the students of the l11Sein Engineering School, 
but did not think that a special course in architecture 
was included m the school curriculum. l'he resul!ts.of 
an examination held by him of certain of the students 
had proved disappointing. 

2,925. He suggested that young Burmans of means 
who had displayed an aptitude for architecture might be 
given scholat•shi ps tenable in Elll'ope to enable •them 
to undergo a complete course, and that they should travel 
abroad in order to supplement their studies on comple· 
tion of the course. He also suggested tho recruitment 
of instructors in the several tt·adeij for the training of 
young Burmans in tho composition of materials and 
their use, and considered it was possible to evolve 1111 

architect through ~uch a channel of instruction. He 
mentioned in this connection that he knew of inst aJWes 
where European workmen who had evinced an aptitude for 
designing had in process of time become well known 
architects. It would also facilitate the development of 
~rained workm~n i1_1to architeots if evening schools were 
m due COlU'Se mst1tuted. He was not aware, however, 

whether any attempt had already been made to e~taL!i8h 
such classes in Burma, and repented that the prelitninury 
step necessary was to teach men the UBe of muterinl~. 
This, in his opinion, "'vas of greater importance tbnu 
~ccuring indi>idunl Burmans and giving them a trainiug 
in architeotm·e. -

2,926. As the govemment t·ntes varied a great deal 
it was difficult to effect a comparison between those 
rates and the rates of private firms, but he believed that 
the Public Works Department generally constructed 
buildings at rates below their scheduled rates. In one 
case the private rate for hriukwork in the const.ruetion 
of a particular building was Ra. 60 as compared with 
Rs. 72 the rate estimated by goverument, but the clatio 
of material used by the private firm was inferior to the 
government material. His general opinion as an archi. 
teet was that there was very little diiierence bet" een 
the government and private rates. He could not there· 
fore endorse the view that the private rates were 25 to 
30 per cent. higher than the government rates. The 
cost of supervision was more in the case of government 
buildings than in that of private works, and had only 
amounted to 5 per cent. in the case of the private building 
he had referred to as eoui.pared with 25 per cent., the 
average Public ·works Department supervision charge. 
The reason for this small percentage was that no clerk 
of works was engaged, but it included the architect's 
fees RS that officer had supervised the collStruction. 
He here explained that whenever an architect 
supervised the construction of a building hiM fees 
were included in the supervision charges, and thnt if 
a ulerk of works were found necessary the cost of his 
entertainment would be in addition to the 5 pet· cent., 
i. e., the architect's fees. He added that it was pref· 
arable if an owner did not undertake to supply the 
supervision and left it to the architect who could 
employ his own clerk of works, if necessary, though the 
cost of his entertainment would be met by the elient. 

2,927. From an examination of bricks manufactured 
by government and private agency he had concluded 
that the former were better inasmuch as better clay wa~ 
used in their manufacture. He anticipated, however, 
that if private firms were paid a proper price for their 
bricks they would turn out the same class of brick a~ the 
Public Works Department. He believed the rate for 
first-class government bricks was Rs. 22. (Mr. Samuel· 
son here stated that the price of first-class go>erlllllent 
bricks fl.uctuated between Rs. 18 and Rs.20 per thousand), 
The witnesH then remarked that the rate was cheaper 
than the private rate but did not represent the actual 
cost. From an architectural point of view he thought it 
was desirable to encourage the manufactme of private 
bricks, and anticipated that private entl'rprise would 
b6 able to mret all demands for bricks if govemment 
closed their brickfield in Rangoon. He added that if he 
pet·sonally had to control the Rangoon Building~ Divi. 
sion as an architectural division, he would rely on the 
open market for his supply of bricks Rnd would issue 11 

standard specification indicat.ing the dass of bri•·k 
required. 

2,028. It was nece~~ury for many future year6 lu 
recruit Government Architects from England, and sueh 
1nen should be Associates of tbe Royal Institute of Brit
ish Architects of 28 to :JO years of age and should hu rc 
had practical architectural experience in England. A 
period of probation extending to two years would suflicc 
in which to ascertain th(•ir suitability, Ho admitt1·d 
ou re·consideration, however, that a yetlr's probutiou 
would be sufficient fo1· the pm·posc. l'ho posts of Govern· 
1nent Architects, in his opinion, should be penmllteut. 
short term appointments, extendible in cuses in whit' I! 
men had worked satisfactorily. Such a course would 
be advantageous from the government point of view 
as a period of service in the East. was liable to muke kee11 
men slack. 'l'his had in fact been hi,; personal ex peri\' nee 
ami he felt thttt his power of work had deteriorated 
sin co the dtty he hud left England. He did not, however, 
agree with the contention that it was desi!'ablc to died 
a chauge of Architects after ~~ period of u or i yearo ou the 
ground that Architects were apt to become wedded to 
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particular styles of architecture and remarked that 
provided a man remained keen th.ere ,~·as no doubt that 
with experience and long serVlce ~n the cou~try he 
would be better able to evolve smtable arch1tecture 
for the country. Until such time as. it WIIS possible . to 
secure a li!Ufficient number of Arch1tects to estabhsh 
an association, where such officers might exchange 
views and thereby stimulate keenness, there was no 
remedv for the effect of the East on the keenness 
of Ar~hitects. He himself was at present isolated· in 
Burma. Architects should in common fairness be recruit. 
ed on the same basis and receive similar rates of pay to 
Public Works Department engineers. The Assistant 
Government Architects he had suggested should also be 
Associates of the Royal Institute of British Architects 
and between the ages of 28 and 30 and he did not 
think it would be advisable to recruit :young Architects 
with very little practical experience for these post.s. 

2 929. (Sir NoefKershaw.) An Architect whose age 
was between 28 to~ 30 should receive a salary 1lf 
R~. 800 a month and a local allowance if posted to Burma 
and be entitled to a pension. He confirmed his contention 
t.hat Architects could not be secured from England on 
short term agreements unless they were offered pros
pects of permanent employment. He admitted that 
there had been a surplus of architects in England prior 
to the war and that such men had found it difficult 
to earn a living, but did not think this would affect the 
recruitment of Architects in future in view of the fact 
that it had not affected the recruitment of engineers, 
which profession in his opinion had also been overst }eked 
in England in normal times. He added that the same 
had been the case with most professions before t.he war 
arid that Assistant Engineers were secured in England 
on the same rate of pay as Assista.nt Architects who gener· 
ally received two to four pounds a week. He did not 
thlnk that the proportion of qualified architects to 
qualified engineers whose services were available was 
greater, but admitted that the Royal Institute of British 
Architects made every endeavour to secure employ· 
ment for their men, and remarked that in his own case 
he had been given hopes before appointment of obtaining 
permanent employment. 

2,930. It was undoubtedly preferable that an architect 
should prepare the designs for small buildings instead of 
an engineer and the submission to the architect of pho
tographs of the sites of buildings situated in out-of-the· 
way places would not meet the requirements as infor· 
mation regarding the surroundings, prevailing wind~, 
the north point, etc., would also be necessary to enable 
an architect to design a w01·k. 

2,931. (Mr. Mackenzie.) Though it was desirable that 
an architect should possess personal knowledge of the · 
local conditions of a building site in order to enable him 
properly to prepare a design for a particular builcling 
it would suffice if local engineers forwarded a written 
report to the Architect containing full information on 
the points on which information was desired. 'l'he fact 
that the rainfall in Burma varied enormously and that 
it ranged from 35 inches in Rangoon to 250 inches in certain 
other stations did not effect the position, since it was 
always possible to secure such statistics and allow for 
such variations. He adhered to his opinion that the Gov
ernment Architect should be iu touch with local con· 
ditions in all the districts in Burma, and remarked 
that this was why he had suggested that the Architect 
should be a controlling authority. It was true that 
it would take a long time to gain acquaintance with local 
conditions in all places, but the experience so gained would 
become more valuable with the flux of time. 

2,932. The clerks of works he suggested might he 
t.ransfclTed from one work to another, and their igno
rance of local conditions would not be a great handicap 
to them as their work was of a supervisory character, as 
they were only employed to see that the Architect's 
drawings were carried out correctly and that the proper 
building materials were used. 

2,933. He confirn1ed his suggestion that the Public 
\Yorks Department might tak<, over tho constuction of 
Hmall government buildings in out·of-the-way place~, 

subject to the Government Al'chiteot assuming respon· 
sibility for their design and structural stability. He 
knew of buildings that had been erected exactly according 
to an architect's design and thought the buildings designed 
by him had been constructed without any modification 
in the designs. 

2,934. I£ a technical question arose in a remote ]o. 
cality in connection with a building under construction 
it was desirable that the Architect, and not the local 
engineering staff, should decide the point in dispute, and 
that the Architect should visit the work whenever this 
was possible. His reason for this view was that he 
desired to retain the responsibility for work in his own 
hands and to hold an advisory position, and he· knew of 
buildings at present under erection in the case of which 
he might have saved expense if he had possessed the 
authority he desired. He was prepared to assume the 
responsibility for the foundations as well as the struc· 
tural steel details of a building, no matter how involved 
they were, provided he was accorded the option of utiliz. 
ing the services of a trained specialist whenever neces· 
sar:y. In other words, he was prep11red to assume the 
same responsibility as an architect in England. Though 
an architect in England engaged a contractor to erect a 
building, the former was held responsible for any mishap 
that might occur during its construction. 

2,935. He had seen plans of buildings prepared by the 
Public Works Department which did not show the north 
point and had one such plan in his office. This experience 
was in no way unique. 

2,936. He suggested the formation of a special commit· 
tee to consider how the best brickwork could be secured. 

2,937. The employment of quantity surveyors was in 
his opinion a necessity which should be encouraged. 
The duties of quantity sm·veyors were to work out the 
detailed quantities of a building, and these officers would 
replace the Public Works Department subordinates as 
they would in addition measure all work, including any 
extra work carried out by contractors. Ther,e was no 
objection to natives of India and Burma being trained. 
in quantity surveying as he did not desire the permanent 
recruitment of quantity surveyors from England. He 
added that such men were at present almost unknown in 
India and that a contractor charged a percentage for ex. 
tracting his own quantities. 

1 2,938. He did not think the Public Works Department 
schedule p£ rates in Rangoon indicated that work had 
not been executed at those rates and remarked that if 
the schedule did not indicate the correct rates it would 
be altered. The schedule rates were regarded as confiden· 
tial and were r.ot intended for public use and they were 
only used as a guide. The estimated rates were 
generally known to contractors and higher rates were 
allowed in most cases in which they were exceeded. 
Hence though the Public Works Department would 
not admit it, they were at present absolutely in the 
hands of contractors, and it was because of this that 
he desired to constitute himself a buffer as it were be
tween government and the contractors. There were 
probably some Public Works Department officers who 
kept themselves in touch with the market, but by the 
time an officer became a Superintending Engineer he was 
apt to become a little hazy over such points and a 
keen contractor generally knew the market rates better 
than o. Superintending Engineer. All questions regarding 
contracts for works, as far as he was aware, were dealt 
with by the Superintending Engineer, as ho had known 
of contracts for small works to have been discussed by 
tho Executive Engineer with the Superintending Engi. 
neer. He anticipated that competition would keep down 
rates and remarked that Chinese contractors in Rangoon 
would cause keen competition to the detriment of the 
European contractor, as they would undertake work nt 
rates less than those of the Public Works Departnwnt. 
But it was, of course, beneficial to government to get 
work executed as cheaply as possible. If he had to 
constrnct a building for gow~rnment, he would throw the 
work open to competition as he would obtain a cheapel' 
rate than was seoured at present by this method. 
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2,939. (.tlll'. Cobb.) lt was possi.ble that nn .engine<!r 
would be able to furnish informnt10nas to the ddferences 
between the Public Works Department schedule of rntes 
and the rates at which buildings were actually conslructed, 
The Rangoon Geneml Hospital actually cost 12·66 auuns 
a cubic foot. 1'his was the bare cost of the buildings, 
exclusive of the cost of departmental supervision, and 

·the corresponding cost according to the schedule of rates 
in use at the time was 8 or 9 annas a cubic foot. The 
estimated cost of this hospital was £560 a bed. The 
figure was admittedly very high, but. it included the cost 

· of the Out-Patient Department and all other departments 
in the hospital besides other items. The est.imated rnte 
for the main building was 10 annas a cubic foot, that for 
another portion 10·67 annns and 8 annns for a third 
portion. In England the cost per bed ranged between 
£100 and £ 1,000, but a figure between £ 500 and £700 
was a representative one to select. Certain hospitals 
had been built in England for £900 per bed, but these 
were of an elaborate nature. As an instance of the 
variation of rates he cited the case of Government House, 
Rangoon, in which the rate worked out to 3·9 annae a 
cubic foot as compm·ed with 12·66 annas a cubic· foot 
in the case of the hospital, and added that the schedule 

_of rates used in each of these two cases was a.pprox· 
imately the same. 

2,940. In connection with his suggestion that the 
actual construction of buildings might be entrusted to 
local engineers in remote places, he t•emarked that he 
was prepared to trust the engineers and their suborcli· 
nates to execute works according to his designs and 
that he anticipated no difficulty in this respect. But. he 
desired to reserve to himself the responsibility for what. 
ever might happen, as he considered his control was 
essential. 

2,941. He suggested that the fom· qualified Assistant 
Architects, whose employment he had previously re· 
commended, should be recruited on a permanent basis. 
In spite of his contention that it would be to the ad· 
vantage of government tha-t there should occasionally 
be an iruusion of new blood into the setTice, he did 
not approve of the sugge;tion that only two of these 
officers might be offered permanent appointments and 
the other two temporary appointments as he considered 
it unfair to offer Architects temporary employment. 

2,942. When anything untoward occm'l'ed in a building 
in course of erection in England the architect was held 
responsible and the client could proceed ag~inst him 
in court. He himself on one occasion made good a sum 
of £40 owing, to certain incorrect til .. s having been used 

on a ~uilding, and the contractor in this im;tance had 
succeeded in attributing the fnult to him on the ground 
that he hnd not clearly specified the pattern of tile~ that 
were to be used. He added that as things were at pri'S· 
cnt an architect was in a helpless position if au engineer 
committed a fault during construction. · 

2,943. Both boys and men actually praotisil!g trtule" 
should be secured fo~ the training he had suggested in the 
several building trades. It. was true that it was a moot 
point. whether actual working men could be induced to 
attend morning or evening classes, but it might be 
possible to induce them to join. The evening classt's, he 
added, should he held in Rangoon in preference to Insein, 
and there was no objection to the inclusion of glazing 
among the subjects to be taught at the evening clusse~. 

2,1!44. He considered the creation of a large govern. 
ment Architectural Department manned by permanent 
men would have a good effect on the development of indig· 
enous architecture in Burma, and anticipated that 
such a department would expand in Burma as there were 
indications of the spread of architecture in the country. 
It was only proper that government should set an ex. 
ample by establishing a government department in the 
first instance and he anticipated that his scheme would 
not suffer from any drawback as Eurmans could be trained 
to take the places of men recruited from England simul. 
taneously wit.h the working of the department. As the 
Burman school of architecture grew, prh·ate architects 
would gradually t,nke up government work in the same 
manner as they had taken up work with the County 
Council and they could then he encouraged b~' being 
given small works to execute for a start. 

2,945. (Mr. Samuelson.) The work of a quautitr 
surveyor commenced after an architect had prepare~! 
the drawings, and consisted in estimating from tho~e 
drawings the quantities of brickwork, wood-work, etc., 
that were necessary. Mter this was done the quantities 
were billed and were printed and circulated to the Yarious 
contractors who were asked to tender. 2! per cent. 
was the official percentage paid to a quantity surveyor 
for his work. Quantity surveying was a recognized 
profession in England where the quantity surveyor waH 
considered a necessity. 

2,946. Since seasoned timber was not available in Burma 
and was difficult to procure, he suggested that, a certain 
sum of money should be St't aside by the Stores Dep6t. 
for the purchase of t.imher and having it cut to size and 
seasoned before sale to contractors. In his opinion, 
qontractors would welcome the opportunity of being 
able to obtain seasonE'd timber. 

G. V. CLA.RK, EsQ., PARTNER, llfESSRs. CLARK AND GREIG, Ra..'\aooN. · 

Written Stalertoent. 
2,947. My experience of the system adopted for the 

execution of civil works relates principally to building 
work, my evidence will, therefore, he mainly confined 
to this subject. In my opinion, if building works were 
entirely separate from,other works they would be carried 
out with greater economy, expedition and better results 
generally than under existing conditions. 

2,948. Under the present system the actual cost of 
building·works is increased by an establishment charge 
of some 20 per cent. In ordinary priYate prnctice 
both in England and the colonies the professional charges 
in connection with the carrying out of building projects 
do not ordinarily exceed 7! per cent. on the 'cost of such 
works, which would include all cost of the design and 
professional supervision of the work, but not the salaries 
of expert supervisors or clerks of works as they are 
termed. But allowing for the salaries of such, what 
com pares wi~h the present establishment charg~s would 
not exceed 9 per cent. As previously stated the design and 
construction of building works 8hould be an entirely 
separate branch of the Public Works Depnttment and 
the officers of that Department should be engaged on 
buil~ng works and building works only, and should be 
reeru1ted from men trained in the profc;,;sion of nrchitc·c· 
ture for gazetted officers nnd from men trained as pract ira! 

tradesmen for the subordh{te staff who hnw ehnrge of 
the supervision of building operations. 

2,949. The preparation of estimates &hould be l'nrriNI 
out under the direction and orders of the archit~cts Ly 
men trained in the preparation of building estimates. 
At present only certain buildings are designed by Govc·rn· 
ment Architects, but they appear to ha'l'e nothing whnt· 
ever to do with the construction of the buildiugs •·Jw·tcd 
from their plans, and have no say in the prepnrntiou 
of the estimates. It consequently happens thut r~t imatr' 
do not provide for items and dt'tails of constnlL'tion tlw 
absence of which the architect would note, nml lluring 
construction the trained and expPrt advice of the nrehi. 
teet is absent from the mnny problems that construdiou 
gives rise to. 

2,950. Under existing conditions, building wurJ..~ HI'•' 

snpervbc·d by a subonlinnte ~tnff who lll'P lut·king 
in practic·al traini11g and are consNJU(•lltly iguomut 
of and unfamiliur with tlH' diillculti,,g of prudirnl cou· 
struction. The efficiency of such n ~tuff would tllur· 
mously increase if n necessary qualification for appoint
llll'llt consi&ted of actual pmet ira! knowledge gained 
on work as a workman. Cnckr English condition~. 
building works are dirPc·tly snper'l'isrd- b~, llll'll knm1 n 
as clerk of works, ~ueh men nre in lllOot cn;-r,; •···cruitt·d 
from forculen workmen, the· forf·men IH,in!! n~eu "'"' 
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haYe risen from workmen and been selected for this 
position by reason of their special capability. 

2,()51. The present Public "\lorks Department system 
of supervision is bad in that it places in the hands of the 
subordinate staff a power of control over the actual 
building operations which they are not fitted f?r by reason 
of their unpractical training.. One result IS that ~he 
supervision instead of being directed towards cconom1?al 
and speedy construction consists generally of destructive 
criticism which "Very greatly hampers work. The general 
attitude of the subordinate staff in fact appears to be that 
their functions are to criticise and condemn work, and 
not, as they should be, to assist progress of works by 
their special knowledge. 

2,952. This question of supervision of buildings is a 
very important one, and building ~upervision s~ould 
only be exercised by thoroughly expenenced men With a 
practical training on actual ~'~rks; and .no~ as at present 
by men without pr3.ctical trauun~ m building work who 
are ignorant of actual construction and out of sympathy 
with the workmen, and consequently are not, as they 
should be, of assistance in the execution of work. 

2,953. Regarding the questio~ of the encoruage~er;t 
of pri"Vate enterprise, my experience has been t.hat .1t IS 
entirely a question of individual officers but. there Is no 
general official tendency to en~ourage pr1vate enter
prise. In the case of the Samtary J?epartme.nt, the 
"·hole of the sanitary works are now berng carried ~ut 
departmentally which is the reverse of encouragmg 
to private firms. 

'2,954. Broadlv speaking, unless the fact is recognised 
that building design and execution is a specialized science 
demanding the services of trained specialists, and se· 
para ted as .such from general engineering, the execution 

of building projects will continue to proceed under con
ditions which are neither as expeditious nor as economi
cal nor yet as satisfactory in final results as they would 
be if projected and· carried out on a system which 
was based on the recognition of that fact. 

2,955. In contemplating the possibility of such a change 
regard should be had to the existence of qualified archi
tects in private practice, whose services could be availed 
of, and such a change need not of necessity entail the 
formation of a large architectrual department, the 
idea being that a• government architectrual department 
would generally control building projects, which could be.· 
carried out by any qualified architect. I would not sug
gest that large numbers of men be brought in from 
Eruope to supervise works, but that trade schools or 
institutes be formed in which technical teaching would be 
carried out by a few such practical men. 

2,956. In regard to the matter of encoruagement to 
private enterprise, such encouragement should be largely 
determined by considerations as affecting the well-being 
of the workmen. A system of apprel)ticeship of work
men should be introduced with approved firms, and firms 
who employed skilled and qualified assistants, and 
employed and trained apprentices should be encoruaged 
and assisted. Particular encoruagement should be given 
to the training and employment of Brumese workmen, 
who at present do very little in the skilled building 
trades 

2,957. Under some such conditions building .;rork 
would be greatly improved as regards st.andard of work, 
economy, and the time of execution, whilst the in
creased interest which an employer of labour would 
be encouraged to evince in his workmen would nat
rually result in an improvement in their condition 
which is desirable and important. 

MR. G. V. CLARK called and examined. 

2,958. (President.) The witness stated that he did not 
re>present the Chamber of Commerce, and that he was 
a member of a firm of sanitary; plumbing and ordinary 
building contractors which undertook both government 
and priva.te work. The firm employed a permanent 
staff consisting of three civil engineers and a few plumbers 
who were all recruited from England. 

2,959. In his opinion, the supervisory charges of the 
Public Works Department were high, as they amounted 
to 20 per cent. as comp~.red with 10 per cent. the amount 
it cost to construct a private building. He added that 
the results were also better in the latter case. 

2,960. Two defects which he noticed in the contract 
system were the alteration of designs and the delay in 
making payments. Owing to the delay involved in 
both cases a contractor was obliged to increase his 
rates to protect himself from loss and he considered 
that the present proeedrue called for modification par. 
ticularly in regard to the measurement of works. He 
added that a contractor was not confronted with the 
same difficulties in the construction of a private building, 
in which case it was easy to obtain payments and 
even advances if necessary, because of the absence of 
an elaborate sy~tem of measurements. 

2,!J6I. He did not agree with the contention ex
pressed in evidence that private rates were 25 to 30 
per cent. higher than the government rates. On the 
contrary he considered that the government rate was 
higher by at least 5 per cent. and he personally 
would be pr0pared to undertake private work at 5 per 
cent. less than the government rate. The view he had 
expressed was based on actual experience of the construc
tion of both government and private buildings. 

2,!362. He considered that the subordinate staff of 
the Public Works Department was not sufficiently 
qualified and advocated the employment of master 
craftsmen in their stead. He added that as such men 
were not available in Burma they might be recruited 
from England to train the present subordinates. 

2,963. His subordinate staff was recruited from students 
of the Insein School of Engineering. The theoretical 
training of the students of this school was satisfactory, 
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but their practical training was deficient. He therefore 
advocated a coruse of two years, practical training at the 
close of the theoretical training, and anticipated that 
private firms would be prepared to lend government 
their co-operation in the matter by undertaking the 
practical training of students free of charge. . 

2,964. His staff consisted chiefly of Indians and 
Chinamen and he employed only one or two Brumans 
in the plumbing line. The Bruman generally was of 
indolent habits and he could not say why Brumans did not 
take to building work. 

2,1365. He did not agree that the Public Works Depart
ment were obliged to split up contracts owing to their 
inability to procrue contractors who were capable of 
undertaking both the wood and masonry work in a 
building. In addition to Rangoon he had had experience 
of work in Akyab and other stations in Bruma, and he 
had found that the better class of Chinese contractors 
tendered for both wood-work and masonry. 

2,!366. Tenders were called for by advertisement in 
the local newspapers and contractors thus had the 
opportunity of tendering for works. 

2,967. He confirmed the remark in his written state
ment that the general tendency was to discourage 
private enterprise and stated that the question depended 
entirely on the personality of the officer in charge of 
a' circle. Formerly, his firm obtained a great deal of 
governr~ent plumbing work and had incurred a large 
expenditure in recruiting plumbers from England, but 
they had recently been informed that as their rates for 
sanitary work were excessive such work would in futrue 
be executed departmentally. These rates he explained 
were however necessarily high, as one of the conditions 
was that a wholc.time European plumber should be 
employed on sanitary works, and such a stipulation had 
been made in the case of the Customs House building. 
The plumbing work in that instance cost Rs. 30,000 
approximately, and the firm had employed a whole
time European plumber on it for a period of 15 months. 

2,!J68. He considered that the necessity for the govern· 
ment brickfield had been justified in the past and that 
the brickfield shonld continue to be maintained for the 

F 
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duration of the war. He considered, however, that it 
should be abolished at the close of the war as private 
enterprise was now manufacturing bricks as £ZOOd as 
those of the l?ublic Works Department and the private 
supply was sufficient for the rcquiroment,s of government. 

2,969. In his opinion the local market would be able 
to cope with the demand, if government purchased its 
stores including plumbing materials, locally, and he 
advocated that government should declare its intention 
of doing so one or two years in advance so as to enable 
firms to regulate their indents accordingly. '!'he local 
rates for European stores were not cheap, but this was 
largely due to interest on the cost of stores kept iu stock 
not being taken into consideration when comparing the 
cost of an article imported from England by the 
Public \Yorks Department with its price when purchased 
locally. As there were two European firms of sa~itary 
engineers in Rangoon besides some Indian firms, which 
were capable of supplying the sanitary fittings required 
by government, there would be keen competition. 

2,970. His firm did not undertake water-works or 
drainage schemes. '!'hey only did plumbing work or 
work connected with septic tanks. He was not aware 
of the water-works schemes to which the Sanitary 
Engineer had referred and had only heard of one in 
the case of which tenders had- probably not been in
vited, and for which his firm had not tendered. 

2,971. The remarks in his written statement. with regard 
to the apprenticing of workmen with approved firms 
referred particularly to Burmese craftsmen. Burmans 
took readily to plumbing work, and if tho apprentice 
system were introduced he anticipated they would 
benefit materially by it. He was of opinion, however, 
that apprentices should be given a living wage and 
added that his firm did not employ apprentices but only 
paid hands. He approved of the suggestion for the 
recruitment of a limited numbers of master workmen 
for the purpose of giving a practical training to the 
Burmese craftsmen and their attachment to the Insein 
School of Engineering. He thought that private firms 
would greatly benefit if such a step were taken and 
that they would be willing to engage men who had re
ceived such a training. The standard of the. building 
trades in Rangoon was low and there was an absence of 
finish in work, but he could not say how it compared 
with the standard of work in India. 

2,972. He disapproved of the employment by gov
ernment of a special plumbing establishment and con
sidered that it appreciably affected private enterprise. 
He added that government employed its own establish' 

menta for the plumbing work in Government House and 
the Rangoon General Hospital, and that such work could 
more suitably be entrusted to private firms which were 
competent to take over its maintenance. 

2,973. 'rho quantity of govcrnnwnt, sanitary work 
was at prese'!t great0r thn,n that obtainable from private 
sources. Tlus was largely due to tho war and ordin
arily private sanitary work was !wavier, though gov
ernment h~d more m~intenance 1\'ork owing to only a 
small portwn of the City being drained. In any case, the 
government work largely influenced the trade. 

2,974. His firm employed three practical plumbe1·a 
who had been recruited from Englund, one of whom 
was a foreman plumber. These men had proved sat
isfactory, and had been engaged on three Y<·ars' ngrc·n. 
menta, without any promise of renewal. 'nw cost to 
government of mnster workmen would be anything 
between Rs. 300 to 600 a month, with free l)assages from 
and to England. 

2,975. (Mr. Cobb.) The plumbers who had been r,,. 
cmited from England generally gave sati~faction, but 
it was rather difficult to induce them to stay in the coun
try because of their socinl inequality. 

2,976. The Public Works Department could purchase 
a great deal of stores locally, and there was sufficient 
competition to keep down the prices. One of the reasons 
why the Public Works Department obtained their 
materials cheaper was that they did not pay duty and in
surance charges. It was hardly fair to expect firms to 
keep articles in stock only for occasional purchases 
by the Public Works Department. If, however, the 
Public Works Department agreed to purchase all their 
stores locally the firms would no doubt be willing to stock 
the necessary stores. He did not anticipate that any firm 
would be prepared to supply imported articles to gov
ernment at the rates quoted by the Director General of 
Stores, nor for an additionallO per cent., but considered 
that firms would be only too glad to supply stores at 10 
per cent. over and above the prices nt which they them
selves could import articles from England, provided such 
supply covered aU the requirements of government.. 

2,977. (Mr. Samuelson.) The Public Works Depart
ment had just carried out sanitary work departmentally, 
in the case of the new Telegraph Office at Rangoon. 
His firm had not done any work in connection with the 
General Hospital, and he was not aware whether the 
present government plumbing staff grew out of the 
establishment employed on the construction of the 
General Hospital. (ll!r. Samuelson here stated that such 
was the case.) 

MAUNG :5A, AsSESSOR, INCO:JE 'l'AX, MANDALAY. 

Written Statement. 
2,978. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works.- I think the present methods 
adopted for the execution of civil works are not cheap. 
Even if the work is to be done by the local bodies on 
the same plans as are adopted by the Public Worka De. 
partment the cost will be the same. But if the local 
bodies follow better methods, the works can no doubt be 
done quicker and more cheaply. 

2,979. (ll.) Enconragement of other agency.-In Upper 
Burma there are not many private agencies who can under
take any big or complicated work and except in places 
where there are such bodies only ordinary work easily 
understood should be entrusted to private bodies. I 
mean by local or private bodies - mun.icipalities, town 
committees, and district boards, etc., Private enterprise 
at present is not much encouraged, and the encouragement 
should gradually be extended. 

2,980. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-On inquiry I find that some depart .. 
menta of the administration do not fully approve of 
Public Works Department methods. 

2,981. (Vll.) Education, and (VIII.) Practical training.
The pay of the subordinates in the Public Works Dc
partm?nt who ~nder~o a course of study for over three 
years m tho Engmeermg School, Inscin, or anywhere else, 

is not at pr<Jsent very attractive, Their pay should be 
increased to ensure the admission of more suitable youths 
and keep them above temptation. About one-third of 
the time spent by the students in the engineering- school 
should be devoted to practical training by sending them 
on practical workA in the province. I am of opinion that 
more practical training is wanted for the overseers and 
sub-overseers as well as the workmen. The Government 
Engineering School, Insein, may be enlarged,' and one 
such school should be estnblished in 1\Iandalay also whi('h 
will bring more men of Upper Burma into touch with 
the Public Works. Workmen also should receive train
ing in these schools. 

(2). A sub-overseer trained in the Insein school is not 
considered useful to a priva tc firm unless he acquires 
practical knowledge before joining. I understand that 
there rtrc certain classes of officers on the temporary 
establishment who are nc\·er taken on the pcrmanen.L 
establishment. There are disadvantages both to the 
Department and to men under the prPsent systl'lll of 
keeping men on for 11 considerable time on temporary 
SPrvice. In my opinion, these men when they hw'c 
fully proved their ability should be taken on tho pPrlllll· 

ncnt cstablishnwnt after a certain time, and should be 
allowed to draw a pmsion, the service counting [rout 
their first joining- tho ser'l"ice. This will I thiuk 
enNurage good men to join the S<'rvice. 
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lliAUNG BA, called and examined. 

2,982. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Assessor of Income Tax in Mandalay, and that though 
he had had experience of contractors he was not con
nected with the Public Works Department. 

2,983. As far as he was aware there were no firms 
of contractors in Mandalay which were capable of under
taking the construction of important buildings. 

2,984. He advocated that government might encour
age private enterprise by purchasing bricks of local 
manufacture, and mentioned that as the Railway had 
done so there was no reason why the Public Works 
Department should not do the same. There was a gov
ernment tile factory in l'lfandaL<ty from which the Public 
Works Department at present obtained its supplies of 
bricks and tiles, and he considered that if government 
closed it down private people would take to manufactur· 
ing these articles. 

2,985. There were very few Burmans in the Public 
Works Department, and nearly all those who were so em
ployed held lower subordinate appointments. The entry 
of Burmans into the Department had, he considered, 
been largely influenced by the personality of the head
master of the Insein Engineering School. The present 
headmaster had made him~elf popular, and it had only 
been during his tenure of office that Burmans had freely 
joined the engineering school. He added that the 
reasons why Burmans had not taken to engineering 
earlier was that the previous headmasters of the Insein 
Echool were unable to explain the advantages of the 
profession to Burmans and also that the school had not 
been given sufficient prominence in the past. 

2,986. Most of the petty contractors at present in 
Burma were retired officers and subordinates of the Public 
\Yorks Department and nearly all of them were Indians, 
since Burmans had not till very recently taken to 
contracting. He anticipated, however, that a large 
number of Burmans would take to contracting in course 
of time as the work was remunerative. 

·2,987. He considered that Burmans did not object to 
manual labour, as many of them were carpenters. 

2,988. Formerly all buildings in Burma were made of 
wood, but several brick buildings had recently been 
erected in :Mandalay both by government and private 
individuals. 

2,989. The scale of pay for Public Works Department 
subordinates was Rs. 30 to Rs. 100 a month, but he had 
learnt from personal inquiries in Mandalay that subor
dinates actually received salaries ranging from Rs. 30 
to Rs. 75 a month and were never paid Rs. 100. In 
his opinion this scale was not sufficiently attractive to 
a man who had received a three years' training in engi-" 
nearing. He admitted that the scale might be sufficient 
to-attract Indians, but remarked that Burma was a more 

expensive country and Indians besides came to Burma 
to make money. Prior to the' submission of his written 
evidence he had consulted the head of the Public Works 
Department in Mandalay, various contractors and the 
head of a mission and ascertained that occasionally 
sub-overseers in receipt of a salary of Rs. 30 a month 
were required to control foremen of works who were 
paid Rs. 75 a month and considered the position was 
obviously anomalous. On the whole he was inclined 
to the view that the scale of pay for lower subordinates 
was too small to ensure honesty and that it was not even 
a living wage. For these reasoils, and as hospital assis
tants after undergoing a three years' training received 
Rs. 50 toRs. 100, he recommended the grant of a higher 
rate of pay. 

2,990. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) Provided unreasonable 
rates of salary were not demanded, he stated it was 
desirable to employ Burmans in Burma in preference 
to Indians, and even to pay them higher rates in order 
to induce them to become lower subordinates. 

2,991. There were a few Burman upper subordinates 
in the Public Works Department, and he knew of some 
who were stationed in Mandalay and of another who 
was at Nyaungu. 

2,992. He was not· aware how many Burmans were 
employed as officers in the Public Works Department, 
but knew of one who had qualified as an engineer in 
England and was at present employed as an Assistant 
Engineer in the Pegu Division. There were no Burman 
engineers in private firms, as Burmans had only very 
recently taken to the profession and preferred govern
ment service to private employment. 

2,993. The large pagodas in Burma. had been erected 
by Burmans, but the men who constructed them were 
hot regarded among their community as engineers. They 
belonged to an hereditary class of bricklayers, and 
Indians were never engaged to construct pagodas 
or monasteries. Such men did not take up con
tracting work as they were not financially competent 
to do so. They preferred besides to take up job work 
to regular contracts as they did not like to be troubled 
with estimates. No plan or estimate was required for 
the erection of a pagoda or monastery, and when a private . 
individual needed a house all he did was to employ 
bricklayers and supply them with a sketch of the build
ing and the. materials. Owners of private houses pre
ferred to construct their dwellings by daily labour instead 
of by contract. (l'lfr. Samuelson here explained that 
the statement of the witness that subordinates started 
on Rs. 30 only was not correct, as these subordinates 
received in addition Rs. 20 as a Burma allowance. To 
this the witness replied that he had obtained his infor
mation from a pamphlet in which the scales of pay were 
shown.) 

T. GIBSON EsQ., MESSRS. C. R. CoWIE AND Co., RANGOON. 

!.fR. T. GrnsoN called and examined. 

2,994. (President.) The witness stated that he had 
attended not as a representative, but merely as a member 
of the Burma Chamber of Commerce, and requested 
that his views be treated as personal. 

2,995. His firm were importers and dealers in machinery, 
metals and articles of hardware, and only undertook 
petty repairs. They were connected with the Public 
\Yorks Department in that they supplied that Department 
with materials and stores. 

2,996. He suggested the freer purchase locally of 
European btores and considered a concession in this 
direction would induce local firms to stock a larger and 
better supply of materials. The Stores Department in 
Rangoon imported English stores, including cement 
and metal work, to the extent of between Rs. 4 and 5 
lakhs annually, and though this amount was not con
siderable it would form an important factor. He did 
not agree that the Public \Yorks Department could 
obtuiu stores cheaper by direct indent than by purchas· 

ing them locally. On the contrary he thought that 
the reverse was sometimes the case, and that if govern
ment apprised local firms of their requirements they 
would be able to supply stores at cheaper rates than 
those at which they were obtained at present. Firms 
were quite cognisant of the fact that the Public Works 
Department only purchased stores from them when they 
ran out of stock, hence they based their charges accord· 
ingly. As a matter of fact it was the practice for 
the Department to make inquiries of local suppliers 
as to the rates for particular articles they required, and 
to accept the lowest quotation received. Consequent-ly 
if an article which was required happened to be scarce 
and such article was stocked only by one firm, the De
partment had to pay more for it than they would hnve 
had to if a number of firms kept it in stock. The prices 
of articles were regulated by the demand. 

2,997. Four or five firms in Rangoon were in a position 
to furnish quotations for raw materials such as bars 

F2 
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bolts and angles. He did not anticipate that if the 
present practice of obtaining stores direct from ~ngbnd 
through th~:; Secretary of State were aband~ned 1t wo_uld 
lead to a combination on the part of firms w1th the obJect 
of enhancing the rates for materials, as competition be
tween them was too keen to admit of it, and they would 
stock a larger supply of materials for the use of the 
Public Works Department. In his opinion, if the annual 
indent which was despatched to the Secretary of State 
were made over to firms for compliance, they would 
probably be able to supply the materials at 20 per cent. 
less than the rates at which they were ordinarily obtain· 
ablt! by government and with greater expedition. 

2,998. He recommended that local importing fums 
might be asked to furnish quotations for materials re· 
quired for Public Works Department work, and thought 
such a procedure would encourage both importing and 
engineering firms, in that 'they would thus have the 
opportunity of tendering for articles of Indian and 
English manufacture. If government definitely an· 
nounced their intention of obtaining certain articles 
in India it would certainly result in the establishment 
in Rangoon of works for their manufacture. 

2,999. His firm supplied the Public Works Depart
ment .with a. considerable quantity of stores, in fact 
they had direct dealings with several Executive Engi
neers. But the rule under which these officers could 
only purchase from the firm such articles as were not 
in stock required modification. 

3,000. Cement could be tested in Rangoon without uny 
difficulty, but that obtained from Europe was invuriaLly 
accompanied by a test certificate. ~lo.~t of the iron 
and steel materials were likewise tested by the manu. 
factnrers before they were ohipped, and steel mafl·rial~ 
were practically all manufactured by firms who were 
on the Admiral!) list in England. He did not think 
that government gained appreciably by having ull their 
materials tested in England. -

3,001. His experience in conm·ction with the local 
purchase of stores was confined to the supply of materials 
to the Public Works Department, both through the local 
Stores Department and to Executive Engineers direct. 
He had had no connection with building contrac_ts. 

3,002. (Mr. Samuel.son.) His firm were not actually 
supplied with test certificates for the iron bars th(·y 
imported, but a considerable quantity of the ba.rs wa·s 
purchased from the Lanarkshire Steel Company who did 
their own testing and guaranteed a certain standard 
of strength. He did not think that if his firm \\We 
required to give a guarantee for the iron bars they supplied 
it would lead to increased rates because once thry 
knew the requirements they could specify them in th(·fr 
indents and obtain the necessary guarantee from the 
manufacturer. The Scotch steel bars imported by his 
firm at present were of a standard specincation, but 
formerly a large percentage of the bars were imported 
from Belgium and were not of the same quality. 

3,003. (President.) His firm sold only the Associat('d 
Brand of cement which they in\ported from England. 

F. DuxoFF GoRDON, EsQ., Accountant-~neral. Burma. 

Written Statement. 

(N. B.-The views expressed in this note are purely 
personal and are in way those of the Accounts Depart. 
ment.) 

3,004. Prohibition against making payments during 
the last days of the month.-! am not aware of there 
being any such rule. It is .a pity the particular 
province concerned was not mentioned. The ordinary 
rnle is that payments should be made as soon as they 
fall due and if they fall due at the end of a month there 
is no reason why payment should not be made then. 
In fact a principle of account is that inevitable payments 
should be made promptly as soon a.s they are due. W'ith 
the earlier closing of sub-divisional accounts it is under
stood that the officer will endeavour to make his payments 
promptly to secure the entry in the accounts of the 
current month, but if this cannot be done there is no 
prohibition against payment when it can be made. It is 
not clear how, even if the rule existed, it deprives contract
ors of funds at a time they a:re most needed. Contract· 
ors' claims are frequently delayed a few days for execu
tive convenience and apparently no hardship is in>olved. 

3,005. Early date prescribed for the submission of 
the monthly accounts.-This is an old complaint 
and it is not easy for the account office to() combat it. 
Personally, I do not think that the submission of the 
accounts by the lOth of the month imposes any undue 
strain on the executive. If work is kept current and the 
accounts and registers posted as transactions occur it 
should be an easy matter to close the accounts in time. 
The nature of the executive work which is interfered with 
is not quite clear. The accountant and his staff are the 
men most concerned with the accounts and the account
ant can on occasion sign the accounts himself. The ineor· 
poration of the sub-divisional accounts does take up a 
considerable portion of the first few dan, but I do not 
think there is any rea! difficulty. Any ~hange is burden
some ro start with and if a genuine endeavour is made 
to close the month's account with despatch I do not 
think it will involve any undue incon>eni.ence. 

3,006. Prohibition against making advances to con
tractors.-The Code discourages advances and as a 
general system I am of opinion that the paying out of 
money when no value is received is not sound in princ-iple. 
It can ordinarily be neces;;arv only where the contractors 
are not substantial men and the ri>k in such a case 

would be material. Under the present rules a contrador 
can get a substantial payment on account for materials 
at site or work actually done and this should bc 
ample for most cases. Audit is not, however, rcsponsible 
for the rule and can only see that it is observed. I do not, 
however, think that a recognized system of ad>anrc·s 
would be an advantage. 

3,007. Excessiveness of audit objections.--Here a~ain 
the accounts and the executive will probably nen·r ngr(>e. 
Any spending authority will on occasion chafe at re~tn1int 
imposed by rules and orders. But as long as gowrnmcnt 
requires work to be carried out under certain financ·ial 
conditions and limitations there will always be ground 
for objection. I admit that when dealing with a large 
system of accounts there is always fear of unnec<mary 
and interfering objections, but in every account offir€ 
there are frequent reviews and checks whose ol>ject is to 
eliminate frivolous and unnecessary objections and I do 
think that in recent years an advance has been made in 
this direction. The difficulty is that Code rules and re
quirements are so frequently disregarded. From the ex
ecutive point of "l'iew they may be harassing and 
>exatious rules, but the remedy is to get the rules alten·cL 
Till this is done they should be loyally accepted and 
followed. I am not in a position to say how far change 
of rules is called for. 

3,008. Unsuitability of financial year.-It is really 
difficult to see how the date of the closing of the 
financial year is unsuitable. To whatewr date this 
closing might be transferred I feel sure that similar 
objections would be taken to it. I think that if the 
accounts of most proYinccs were examined it \1 ill be 
found that payments rise abnormally in January, }'eb· 
ruary and l\Iarch and experience a sudden drop in .-\pril 
which is continued for some months. The amount of 
money Fpent is roughly an index of the quantity of "ork 
performed. If this is so then it is hard to Ree how t ht• 
year ends in the middle of the working season wht·n tl"" 
pa;nnents in April and May are comparatinly >nwll. 
Might it not be that there is a confusion here with t IH· 
point which follows and that working ngain;,t an allot· 
ment is the real defect. 

3,009. Changes in budget system.-1 do not think 
the Public \Yorks Depnrtmcnt haYe rt?alizf'd the 
requirements of a budget F)"iitcm .• They are impati.·nt 
of any instructions and while profes;ing to know nut hinJ; 
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of accounts they do not hesitate to criticize a sys.tem 
which they have never understood and make very httle 
effort to follow. The budget system is really simple and 
if an Executive Engineer would cease his frantic efforts 
to spend his grant and ~ontinu? through !ebruary to 
JUay his normal operat10ns w1thout specml. reference 
to his grants, I think the burden of h1s budget 
would largely disappear. Un~er the past and .more or 
less present procedul'e there 1s an understanding that 
an allotment must be spent. An allotment is made 
to occupy too large a place. The intention is to warn 
an officer that he must not ask for more than he 
can spend, but the result has been to make him endeavour 
to spend all he asks for even if he is not able to do so 
efficiently. :Mr. Tomkins has suggested a scheme by 
which the temptation of the allotment can be removed 
from the Executive Engineer and as will be seen from 
my note below, I think it is a plan that may be adopted 
with advantage. Three plans have been suggested by 
which the Executive Engineer could be relieved of all 
responsibility for his accounts. He would be resp~nsible 
for uayments and receipts, but the actual bookmg of 
the fl"ures and the submission of the accounts would be 
remo;ed from his hands. · 

The plans suggested are-
(a) the divisional accounts should be compiled in a 

central audit office, rather than in the divisional office ; 
(b) a separate Accounts Branch should be formed 

in each divisional office with an accounts officer in 
independent charge ; and 

(c) a system of travelling audit should be introduced; 
the accounts being audited in the divisional, instead of 
the central office ; and notes by .l\lr. J. S. :Milne and 
Mr. H. G. Tomkins showing some aspects of these 
plans are attached. 

3,010. Compilation of divisional accounts in a 
central, audit Office.-! may say that personally 
I think it would be a mistake to remove the accounts 
work of his division from the Executive Engineer's 
control and I would favour the continuance of the present 
procedure, which might be made more accommodating 
in details and the accountant's position recognized. 
The plan suggested in (b) would approximate closely 
to the present situation and would give an Executive En
gineer considerable relief, but in my opinion it would 
be a far too costly change and in time would probably 
cause very little less trouble than the present procedure. 
I feel strongly that if the Executive Engineer would 
interest himself in his accounts matters, he would find that 
after all he can work under the present system without 
undue inconvenience. To divorce him from his accounts 

will be to weaken his sense of responsibility. I do think 
it helps him to realize his responsibility when he sees how 
far his work is in conformity to the rules and how 
his work stands financially. 
. 3,0ll. (General.) .Mr. Milne suggests that the Executive 
Engineers be only paying and receiving officers so far 
as money and accounts stand and that the accounts be 
compiled in the Superintending Engineer's office by an 
accounts staff under a chief accountant. If a change 
has to come I think this plan stands as good a chance as 
any. Being compiled in the office of the fiuperintending 
Engineer, a superior sanctioning authority and, if the 
suggestion of :Mr. Tomkins that he be the authority 
entrusted with the budget allotment is adopted, one 
that can control the allotment, it is probably a more 
convenient plan than to have the accounts compiled 
in the accounts office. In Burma the accounts are 
compiled in the divisions and are spent up to the audit 
office in the form of an account current and there are 
33 divisions. As 1\'Ir. 1\'Iilne says his. suggestion is at 
present only in general terms. It will involve many 
changes and will need to be examined from many 
points of view. I do not feel in a position to commend 
or reject it, as personally ·I prefer the present system, 
and there are so many details to consider in the proposed 
one. 

(2). It would apparently be necessary to have two 
classes of local inspection, one for the divisional offices 
as reconstituted and the other for the new compiling 
offices. 

(3). :Mr. Tomkins' suggestion for the abolition of detailed 
allotments involves a radical change and at first sight 
seemed too drastic and one that weakened the budget 
system. The system is, however, recognized in a some· 
what similar way where there are provincial instead of 
district grants in the Civil Department. I doubt if there 
would be any real loss of efficiency when the system was 
once established, I should like to see it given a chance. 
There would probably, for the first few years, be com
plaints that during the closing months of tP,e year 
the Executive Engineers spent more than was expected, 
but when it is known that money would be available 
when wanted and if a table of averages for a circle were 
carefully worked out, I think the Executive Engineer's 
monthly progress reports to the Superintending Engi
neer and the Accountant-General's monthly circle re
ports would enable a Superintending Engineer to make 
adequate provision and surrender what would probably 
not be required. 

( 4). I regret that owing to this be4J,g a very busy time 
of the year I have not been able to examine the points 
in more detail. 

111R. F. DuKOFF GoRDON called and examined. 

(N. B.-The views expressed are purely personal and 
are in no. way those of the Accounts Department.) 

3,012. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
Accountant-General, Burma, and that there was no ob
jection from an accounts point of view to the abolition 
of the maintenance of sub-heads of account for petty 
works as the Public Works Department apparently did 
not derive any material benefit from the practice. The 
question, however, was purely an administrative one. 
Accounts were kept by sub-heads in Burma for minor 
works and the limit for the latter was Rs. 5,000. There 
was no accounts objection to the increase of the limit 
provided a qualified and trustworthy man was placed 
in charge of the work. 

3,013. The monthly accounts in Burma were compiled 
in the divisional office, but he could not say on the spur 
of the moment how many forms these accounts comprised. 
The chief document was the account current and thia 
was supported by a large number of schedules and sched
ule dockets. The number might be 20, or even more, 
but it depended entirely on the number of works under 
construction, the outlay on each of which was supported 
by a schedule docket. He did not agree with the view 
that the compiiation o£ the monthly accounts absorbed 
a great deal of the Executive Engineer's time at 

the beginning of each month and that it prejudiced 
his executive work, as the divisional accounts could 
without difficulty be submitted by the lOth of each 
month. When the Executive Engineer was on tour 
the accountant signed and submitted the accounts and 
the Executive Engineer checked them on his return to 
headquarters. In his opinion, it was inadvisable to 
divorce the Executive Engineer from hia accour.ts work 
and to have the divisional accounts prepared in the 
central accounts office. 

3,014. A large number of payments were made in 
Burma by sub-divisional officers whose accounts would 
not in many cases reach the divisional office till late. 
The divisional accounts had to be in the audit office by 
the 20th ; within this date the dates could be altered to 
suit particular cases. The accounts were actually received 
in the audit office about the 26th or 27th. If the 
accounts were kept up·to-da.te there was no reason why 
they should not be completed within six or seven 
days. He was opposed to the accountant attached to 
the office of the Executive Engineer being made respon
sible for the compilation of his divisional accounts, as 
he co.asidered that the Executive Engineer should be 
cog tisant of how his accounts actually stood. Unrl.er 
the suggested procedure a conscientious executive offio(·r 
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would probably maintain some form of accounts even 
if the divil;ioncl account~ were left to the accountant, 
but muC'h would depend on the personality of the officers ; 

· there w~>re some officers who were very particulnr regard
ing their account" and . there '":ere ot?ers, on the other 
hand, who evinced no mterest m the1r accounts. 

:l,Ol5. He had read the evidence of Mr. Tomkins, 
.Accountant-General, Bengal, who bad abolished most 
of the forms submitted with the monthly accounts and 
reduced their number to three or four, and had introduced 
a system under which the monthly compil!ltion of accounts 
was carried out in the office of the .Accountant-General 
instead of in that of the Executive Engineer, but be was 
not convinced that the system was advantageous as it 
did not enable an Executive Engineer to have a. proper 
knowledge of the state of his accounts. What he gathered 
from Mr. Tomkins' note was that the accounts submitted 
by Executive Engineers in Bengal merely consisted of 
vouchers, so that the Executive Engineer did not have 
the opportunity of seeing the booked figures. Hence 
he presumed that Executive Engin~ers. had to main~~ 
work abstracts similar to those mamtamed by sub-diVI· 
sional officers in order to watch the progress of expen
diture. He was unable to make his meaning clearer, 
but it was essential that the Executive Engineer should 
know the state of his accounts in order to regulate 
expenditure. There was really no objection to Mr. 
Tomkins' scheme from an a.ccoU1lts point of view and 
the objections he had urged were purely executive. The 
question was 'vhether the simplified system gave an 
Executive Engineer sufficient information as to the 
progrl:'.ss of work. A very real danger in the system 
was that it enabled an Executive Engineer to act just 
as he pleased independently of accounts restrictions, and 
that there was no one to question his actions. He con
sidered it would be a better plan, if the system were 
introduced, to make the Superintending Engineer's 
office the unit as that officer possessed larger powers of 
sanction. 

3,016. He could not say definitely what percentage 
of expenditure in Burma was placed under audit ob
jection as about 40 sets of accounts passed through 
his hands, but he thought it probably amounted to about 
15 to 20 per cent. 

3,017. He had been in Burma for 7 months and could 
not remember any cases of proved fraud having occurred 
in the Public Works Department during this period. .A 
case was under consideration at present in which a 
contractor had been paid an advance which had been 
deducted in his final bill. The contractor had repudia
ted the advance, but he was not sure whether the case 
was one of actual fraud or oversight. 

3,018. The complaint that a large number of petty ob
jections were raised in audit applied equally to every large 
spending department and no large spending department 
could be immune in this respect. The same scrutiny 
could not be exercised when dealing with numerous 
transactions as when dealing with a small set of 
accounts. Objections were primarily raised by the 
iluditor and approved by the accountant in charge of 
the audit section, but in some cases the accountant 
hin1self drew up the list of objections. The pay of an 
auditor ranged between Rs. 40 and Rs. 80 per 
month, and that of -an accountant between Rs. 125 
and Rs. 400. .After the accountant had scrutinised 
the objections he passed them on to the branch officer 
who finally approved of their issue. The pay of the 
branch officer was Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,250 per mensem, 
and he was a. member of the General List of the 
.Accounts Department. No objections issued from an 
accounts office without their having first been scrutinis
ed by a responsible accounts officer, who was required 
to affix his signature thereto in token of approval. He 
was not sure whether the branch officer actually read 
the entire list of objections which were in some instances 
very numerous, but the small lists could easily be 
perused. 

3,019. A large nrnber of the objections were due to the 
want of appropriations and this class of objection con
stituted one of the main items of objection. One point 

in favour of :\Ir. Tomkins' proposals was the discontin
uance of the allotment of funds to Executive Enrrincers, 
the %\rant for ~he circle remaining w~th the Superintending 
Engult'er, as 1t enabled an Executive En"ineer to incur 
expenditure without reference to particl;lar allotments 
subject to the control of the Supcrintendinrr En"ineer' 
an.d thus rcliev~d the Execu~ive Engineer ot"'the tempt~ 
at1?~ of wor~mg up to hJS budget grants. In his 
opm1o.a, executive officers did not really understand the 
~mdget or reg_nlq,te their grants properly, and the rule 
m the Code With regard to lapses had been interpreted 
to mean that the full allotment should be utilized 
with the result that every effort was made to spend 
it. This policy was wrong in principle and all money 
that could not be spent profitably should be surren
dered. 1\Ir. Tomkins' proposals were somewhat op
posed to the principle that all expenditure should Le 
covered by an allotment, a. principle upon which all 
government expenditure was based, and it was possible 
that if Executive Engineers were allowed a free hand in 
the matter of expenditure they would not spend money 
as cautiously as they did at present. For irtstance, under 
Mr. Tomkins' scheme, the Executive Engineer would 
perhaps construct works to suit his own convenience, 
or w~rks which he would be able to complete quickly, 
allowmg other works to proceed slowly until the Superin
tending Engineer noticed the irregularity. To obviate 
such a contingency it would perhaps be necessary to 
furnish the Superintending Engineer with a monthly 
progress report showing the progress of expenditure 
in each division and the circle as a whole to enable that 
officer to regulate the expenditure in his circle. .A big 
responsibility would thus be thrown on the Superintend
ing Engineer in the matter of budget check, but he was 
personally of the opinion that the scheme was workable 
and was disposed to regard it favourably. He added 
that he would like it given a trial though he eould not 
guarantee that it would work satisfactorily. 

3,020. He had had a great deal of experience in connec
tion with travelling audit. The audit of the accounts of 
local bodies and municipalities was carried out once or 
twice a year and there was no reason why the same rules 
should not apply to the accounts of the PuLlic Works 
Department. 

· 3,021. He was opposed to the grant of advances to 
contractors as he considered the practice was un
sound in principle. Contractors did not have much 
cause for complaint at the present time as they could 
always obtain payment on account in respect of work 
which had been partly completed and could also obtain 
advances .,n materials brought to site. He thought 
there was a rule in the Code which allowed for the 
payment of the value of materials delivered at site but 
he spoke subject to correction. If an estimate for a 
building allowed for a certain number of doors and 
windows in connection with the wood-work and the 
contractor brought the necessary wood to site but had not 
actually started the making of the doors and windows, 
he personally would have no objection to the payment 
of a percentage on such materials. He, therefore, saw 
no objection to an Executive Engineer making ari intel
ligent estimate of the value of materials at site and 
paying for them. 

3,022. No profit and loss account was maintained of 
the transactions of the Stores Depot in Rangoon and tho 
.Audit Department had not insisted on the maintenance 
of one. It would be of advantage if such au account 
were maintained as it would enable government to see 
whether the Stores Depot was being run economicaUy 
or not. 

3,023. There was a government brickfield in Rangoon 
but he was not aware* whether the Audit Department 
had ever ascertained whether the brickficld had Leen 
run on economical lines or not, as he had been in Ran· 
goon only for a short time. 

*The witness afterwards wrot<J that he understood tho 
accounts had been carefully looked into and foUIId s.1tis· 
fill! tory. 
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3 024. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The rates in the Stores 
De~6t were fixed half-yearly by the Executive Engineer 
with reference to the actual cost price of the stores. They 
thus varied, and the adjustment of rates did not show 
whether the stores were working at a profit or a loss. 

3,025. On being told that an engineer had admitted 
that although he had to certify to the correctm;ss of 
his accounts he very seldom had the opportunity to 
look through them and had thus to accept the work of 
his nccounts staff on trust, he stated that the present 
system was a good one because, as he had previou~ly 
stated, he would be very sorry to see the Executive 
Engineer divorced from his accounts. 

3,026. He admitted that audit objections were often 
raised unnecessarily, but remill'ked that every endeavour 
was made to reduce their number. Many of the objec
tions at present raised were due to officers not having the 
time to read the lists carefully and eliminate those that 
were unnecessary. 

3,027. (Mr. :Mackenzie.) He agreed that it was desir• 
able that the Stores Depot in Rangoon should not be 
run at a loss, but stated that he was not familiar with 
its working. It was also desirable that rent and interest 
charges should be included in the capital account in order 
that that account should be a representative one, but 
it would probably be very difficult to calculate such 
charges in those years in which the purchase and importa
tion of stores was heavy. A quinquennial check of 
the transactions would probably suffice, and a simi
lar check could also be applied to the bricl):fields, 
account. 

3,028. It would be wrong in principle as well as from 
an accounts point of view to inform a contractor, after 
giving him a contract for a particular work, that 
the allotment therefor had been reduced, as inevitable 
payments for work done should be made irrespective of 
the state of the allotment. As a matter of fact, Execu
tive Engineers generally informed a contractor before
hand what allotment was made for a work in order to 
enaLle him to regulate his operations accordingly, and 
contractors naturally felt aggrieved if, towards the 
end of the yea.r, they were informed that they 
could not be paid for the entire work executed by them. 
An Executive Engineer was· judged in a large measure 
by the percentage of his expenditure compared with 
his grants and a large disparity between the two 
denoted that an officer was not able to regulate his budget 
grants properly. An allotment Rhould represent what 
an Executive Engineer was able to spend in a particular 
year and no more, and his forecasts of expenditure should 
be made with due regard to this principle. As a matter 

· of fact Executive Engineers received smaller grants 
than were actually required with the result that they 
were entirely spent without difficulty. His conclusion 
in the matter, therefore, was that grants should, as far 

as possible, be regulated with reference to the actual 
expenditure and that it was entirely wrong in principle 
to defer payments to contractors because of an insuffi
ciency of grants. 

3,~29. (.Mr. Cobb.) The task of reducing the number 
of fnvolous audit objections was almost a hopeless one 
and he had always made every effort in this direction and 
had dealt with the q~estion as sympathetically as possible. 
The number of audit objections was not increasing and 
the only remedy was to employ a better paid class of 
men as auditors. · 

3,030. (.Mr. Samuelson.) It was difficult to state 
w_h~t~er any of the monthly accounts compiled in the 
diVISIOnal office were of value to Executive Engineers, 
but they were compiled from registers which were use
ful. (Mr. Samuelson here stated that he had never 
found a single one of any value). ' 

3,031. (President.) The preliminary list ·of budget 
requirements was submitted about July or August and 
the final demands in October or November.- The dates 

· fixed £or the submission of the provincial budget were, 
from the end of October to the middle of December 
and he received the estimates of receipts and expenditure 
of district officers and heads of departments about Nov
ember. The first edition of the budget notes on the 
preliminary estimates was submitted about the 2nd of 
January and the final figures were incorporated in a 
telegram which· was despatched on the 9th March. 
. 3,032. He had no knowledge of the seasons for the crops 
In Burma except the information which he received when 
working out the land revenue from the estimates received 
at different times of the year showing how the crops 
were likely to turn out. He thought that the rice harvest 
was gathered ill the month ofDeeember, but the Finan
cial Commissioner was responsible for the forecast in 
this connection. 

3,033. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He agreed that the. Execu
tive Engineer should prepare* a profit and loss account 
in connection with the Stores Depot in Rangoon in a form 
drawn up by the Accounts Dopartment, and stated that 
its drawing up should not present any difficulty. 

*The witness afterwards wrote:- "I may explain that 
tho Stores Depot of the Publie Works Department is not 
run as a commercial venture but is purely for departmental 
convenience. The question of profit and loss would only 
arise when examining whether a suitable adjustment of 
rates was made half-yearly aofld to ascertain that works 
were being charged with the true prices of the articles used 
in consideration of the purchase price of stores obtained in 
a varying market. There can be no question of striv-ing for 
a profit. The Stores Depot is a recognised system of service 
and tbe.cost of establishment, rent;· and such items is a pro
vincial item and is not charged in the cost of the articles 
to the work served. To take all this into consideration in 
fixing the price to be charged would be to radically alter the 
present recognised system. " · 

At Rangoon, Saturday, lOth March 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.x., r.c.s. (President). 
SIR ~OEL KERSHAW, K.C.B. 

C. S. Conn, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member ;-

A .. T. MACKENZIE, EsQ. 

B. l\I. SAlllUELSON, EsQ., 1\I.I.C.E., M.R.S.I., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

J. P. lliRDHIAN, EsQ., I.c.s., Deputy Conuni;sioner, Burma. 

Written Statement. 
:1,0~4. (Qualifications.) I feel wffidence in expressing 

my vtews on any of the tnattcrs concerned, since my 

service has been for the most part in special department~ 
or . special. appo_intmcnts. The. longest uninterrupted 
period durmg whtch I have been 1n charge of an ordinary 
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district has been two years, fr~m Aprill912 to April. 19.14, 
when I was Deputy Commisswner of the Tavoy d1strwt. 
This, however, happened to be at a time when t~o qu~stion 
of the construction of roads to serve the mmes m the 
Tavoy district was coming into prominence, owing to 
groat activity in the se~rch for tungsten. 

3,035. (I.) Economy~ and suitability of met~ods of 
execution of public works.-So far as Burma Is con
corned, my opinion is that the methods a~ present adopt~d 
are generally suitable, but that some Improvements m 
the organization of tho Public Works Department are 
possible, and that these would re~ove dcl~ys, encourage 
co-operation bot~een the Executlv~ ~ngmecr and the 
Deputy CommissiOner, and make ex1stmg methods more 
suitable. This matter I will refer to later under head
ings (iv) and (v). As to the ~articular. question. whether 
existing methods are ec?nomwal, I t.hmk that .m. Burma 
the limited extent of pnvate enterprise makes 1t lmprac
ticable to substitute private for departmental~;tgency on a 
scale much greater than at present. A radical ch~nge of 
system in Burma seems to be out of the questwn. I 
am however of opinion, and may note the fact here, 
that the existing system under which grants for public 
works lapse at the close of the current year is ~vasteful. 
My impression is that the rule about grants lapsmg tends 
to the hurried expenditure of money in order to prevent 
it lapsing, and if a system can be devised nnder which 
the grants will not lapse, the work done will be more 
thoroughly done. 

3,036. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-! do not 
consider that there is much scope at present in Burma 
for the encouragement of private enterprise by the 
increased employment of private fhms. The large 
firms of contractors operating in Burma are few in number, 
and my impression is that their rates are high, and com
petition not sufficient to make their rates low. I am not 
aware that a contract for the construction of a long length 
of public works road has ever been entrusted to a single 
local firm of contractors in Burma, and I doubt whether 
any of the firms operating at present would regard favour
ably an invitation so to contract. I believe that they 
contract mainly if not entirely for structures-buildings 
or bridges-not for roads, and that they are, as it is, 
fully utilized by the Department. Contracts for the 
erection of important public buildings are, I believe, 
always placed with private firms. Conditions will no 
doubt change as the province develop&, but at present I 
cannot see there is much scope for the increased encourage
ment of private enterprise. 

(2). As regards the employment of local bodies, in 
Rangoon and Mandalay only are there local bodies which 
employ skilled engineering staffs, namely, in Rangoon 
the Municipal Committee, the Port Trust, and the Town 
Lands Reclamation Fund ; these staffs could not con
veniently supervise public works outside Rangoon, and, 
within Rangoon, the Public Works Department con
trols, besides the large public buildings, only some short 
lengths of roads. It is possible that this road work 
might be given to the municipality to construct and 
maintain, but the change would not be an important 
one. In Mandalay the municipality employs a skilled 
engineering staff but it is small. 

(3). The district cess and district funds are poor, and 
few if any could afford a. skilled staff. The richest fund 
is the district cess fund of Hanthawaddy (Rs. 3,27,730 
only). 

(4). As regards contracting out for the upkeep of works, 
except in Rangoon where the few firms of large contract· 
ors have their headquarters, I doubt whether it would 
be possible to make arrangements with the original con
tractors to maintain the work. 

3,037. (m.) Changes in organization.-There is a very 
general idea that tho peraonnel.of the engineer establish· 
ment of the Public Works Department is inferior 
now in technical and administrativo. capacity to 
what it was a few years back. I have been informed that 
the Secretary of State has found difficulty in recruiting 
a suitable class of officer. It seems to me that the remedy 
for this is to make the conditions of service in the Depart· 
ment more attractive. Better pay will bring better men. 

Such a chango wouhl involve extra cost to the sta tc but 
I think that, if the quality of the recruit w£>re improwd, 
economics in other directions would. be found po;;,jiJlc. 
The method which suggests itself to me is a meu;;uro of 
decentralization, to which I will refer under head (v). 

3,038. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-! am of opinion that the Public Works 
Department in some respects does not meet the needs 
of the other departments of tho administmtion, 
and therefore of tho public, and that there is some un
necessary delay in formulating schemes of public works 
and in executing tho same. I understand that before 
the execution of an important work receives technical 
sanction in tho Public Works Department detailed 
estimates covering the work have to be drawn up by tho 
Executive Engineer concerned, . which estimates are 
scrutinised first by the Superintending Engineer, and 
finally in the Public Works Secretariat. lf a better 
qualified body of recruits to the engineer establishment 
could be obtained, it might, I think, be possible to aboli~h 
the appointments of Superintending Engineer. The 
estimate would then after preparation by the Executive 
Engineer go direct to the Public Works Department 
Secretariat, thus avoiding the delay involved in inter
mediate check of the estimate. Teclmical sanction would 
be obtained at an earlier date, and there would be no 
greater risk of the detailed estimate being defective than 
there is at present, inasmuch as the original plan and 
estimate would have been prepared by a more highly 
qualified officer. The abolition of Superintending Engi· 
neers and their establishments would effect a saving, a 
portion of which might be diverted to improving the 
prospects of recruits to the Department, the other portion 
being spent on the provincial Road Board suggelted 
against heading (v) below. 

I am not competent to record an opinion as to the 
nature of the relations inter se of the various sub-diYisions 
of the Buildings and Roads Branch. 

3,039. (V.) Decentralization.-The abolition of the 
appointments of Superintending Engineers suggestE•d in 
the last preceding paragraph, and the imposition of a 
more efficient check of estimates in the offices of Execu
tive Engineers amount to a measure of decentralization. 
It is not, I think, necessary to hold that the stuff of the 
central Secretariat at present employed on checking the 
estimates prepared by Executive and Superintending 
Engineers, would require to be strengthened. If the 
employment of a more highly paid and better qualified 
cadre of Executive Engineers makes the initial detailed 
estimate more accurate, the second check in the Sccre· 
tariat need be no more laborious than· at present. 

(2). It would, however, probably be ncces>mry to employ 
at the central Secretariat a Road Board, compo~ed of 
senior officers of the Department, to carry out the local 
inspection at present performed by Superintending 
Engineers, and to co-ordinate projects for through lll<'ans 
of communication from district to district. Their in~pcc
tion, as is at present the inspection made by a SupPr;n. 
tending Engineer, would be carried out on the spot, not 
from the central office. The co-ordination of projrets 
for through routes is, it is true, a measure of centmliza· 
tion, but here centralization is called for. 

(3). A further"qnest.ion calls for examination at thiH 
point, namely, whether the existing procedure of 8anetion 
should be modified. I qualify my remarks by pointing 
to the short time for which I haYe been in cxccutiYc 
charge of an ordinary district. The objection which is 
most commonly raised againRt the administration in 
Burma of the Public '1\orks Department. is thnt r;inee 
the Deputy Commissioner and tho Executive Engin('('l' 
are, according to the existing rules*, co-ordinate authori· 
ties, the former, although the executiYe hend of the 
district, has little powt'r of supervision owr or of int<·r· 
ference in the district scheme of public works; that. 
although the Deputy Commis~ioncr may see faulty work 
being cnrriNl out in the Public '\"orks Department, or 

*Head VII Public Works Dcpartn1ent of Ow Rules fur 
tlte conduct a1•rl disposnl of official corre.•ponr/enre (Gcrwrnl 
Department Circular 77, of the 12th December !DOS). 
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may notice omissions which require rectification, the 
channels of correspondence are protracted, and it takes 
a long time for him to bring his view officially to tho notice 
of the modifying authority. The particular government 
rule objected to is, I think, sub-head (b) of the reference 
quoted in the footnote. The passage is as follows :-

"If the Executive Engineer takes exception to the 
Deputy Commissioner's views on any matter [regarding 
works in the di-;trict] he may refer it to the Superintending 
Engineer for orders." 

In other words he need not refer it at all unless he 
likes and, if he does refer it, it must be to the superior 
authority in his own Department, and there is no 
machinery by which immediate cognizance can be taken 
by the Deputy Commissioner or by the Deputy Com
missioner's superior authority, the Commi~sioner of the 
division. 

(4), I may say at once that the argqment that the 
Deputy Commissioner, as the head of the di~t:ict, ought 
to be placed in a position of control over the Public Works 
Department has to my mind no very strong foundation. 
It would to my mind be just as dangerous for a Deputy 
Commissioner to interfere with the technical execution 
of public works in his district as it would be, we may 
sav, for him to dictate to the Civil Surgeon on the manage
m~nt of a hospital, or to the Deputy Conservator of 
Forests as to the upkeep of a working plan. It can 
hardly be said that the upkeep of a working plan for a 
forest reserve, or the management of a hospital'are more 
technical than the construction of a bridge or the creation 
or maintenance of a main road. The argument that 
there would be less venality among the subordinates of 
the Public Works Department if they were under the 
Deputy Commi~sioner has, I think, no great weight. 
It is a common- place to say that the subordinate grades 
of the Public Works Department are venal, but I do 
not know that they are any more venal in Burma than 
elsewhere. I have no personal experience on the point, 
but I feel some doubt whether any class of Indian subor
dinate drawn from the same grade of society, paid the 
small wages which a Public Works Department subor
dinate receives, and subjected to the same opporturiities 
and temptation, would not yield to them. It would 
undoubtedly attrad a class of men not only technically 
better qualified but also less prone to questionable prac
tices in regard to money if ~he subordinate staff could be 
paid better. As in the case of the officers recruited for 
the engineers' -establishment, the question seems to me 
to be one of money. If government can pay for a better 
article it can get it, and if it will not pay then it will 
not get it. I can think of no easy means of improving 
the class of men in the lower grades of the Department, 
and so of relieving it from the charge that its subordinate 
establishments are dishonest. Nor do I think that to 
make the Executive Engineer directly subordinate to 
the Deputy Commissioner would add to the zeal or 
effidcncy of the former. In the dL~tricts in which I 
have served it hag seemed to me that the Executive 
Engineers were at least as zealous as the local heads of 
any other department. Certainly in Tavoy the ungrudg
ing efforts of the Public Works Department to ·create 
roads in difficult country and with no labour force to 
speak of available did not to my mind obtain from the 
public the appredation that they deserved. Looking to 
the technical nature of the operations of the Department 
I am decidedly of opinion that decentralization in tho 
mode sometimes lightheartedly suggested, i.e., by 
placing some or all of the public works of a district 
beneath the charge of the Deputy Commissioner, would 
be unwise and impracticable. 

(5). The suhstanee of the complaints against the Depart
ment lies to my mind in the fact that it is not readily 
responsive to public opinion. Where the Public Works 
Department differs from other technical departments of 

government is that it touches the publip more closely 
than they do, and is therefore more liable to public 
opinion. The public are directly interested in the 
creation· and maintenance of a road scheme whereas 
they are shut out of a forest reserve. A larger volume 
of public opinion is concentrated on the method of exe
cution of public works. It is, therefore, to my mind to 
be expected that criticism of the Public Works Depart
ment should be, more frequently met with and more 
freely expressed than of some other departments, and I 
am of opinion that the consideration of and response to 
public opinion is less prompt than it should be. The 
Deputy Commissioner, as the representative of this public 
opinion in respect to public works, ought to be brought 
into closer touch with the Executive Engineer. As the 
rules stand at present, the closeness of touch that exists 
between these two officials depends entirely on the tem
perament of the two. If they are mutually conciliatory, 
then the Deputy Commissioner will be kept as closely in 
touch with the progress of public. works in his district 
as he asks to be, and any suggestions that he may desire 
to make will, I think, receive as speedy attention from 
the Executive Engineer as the latter can give them. 
But the rules leave too much to the personal element 
and are therefore faulty, and should, I think, be revised 
so as to apply to all cases including the one in which 
the mutual relations are not, or are less, conciliatory. 
From what I have said above it follows that my opinion 
is that this object ought to be secured in some other 
way than by making the Executive Engineer the subor
dinate of the Deputy Commissioner. I would suggest 
some such modification of clause (b) quoted above, 
regulating the relations between the Executive Engineer 
and the Deputy Commissioner, as will en.~ure that the 
Deputy Commissioner is kept constantly informed oi the 
progress of the public works in his district, e.g., by 
means of periodical progress reports (as is done at present 
in the case of public works carried out by the Public 
Works Department at the cost of a district or district 
cess fund). I would also suggest that the Executive 
Engineer and the Deputy Commissioner be encouraged to 
tour together wherever possible, and I would modify the 
last sentence of sub-clause (b) quoted above in such a 
way as to provide for any differences of opinion between 
the Executive Engineer and the Deputy Commissioner 
regarding the progress made with the public 1vorks of a 
district being forthwith bronght to the notice of the 
Superintending Engineer and the Commissioner of the 
Division. 

(6). These remarks refer to works in progress or to 
maintenance works. So far as regards proposals for the 
alteration of the road programme (sub-clause (a) of the 
circular quoted above) my experience in Tavoy was 
that the Deputy Commissioner was consulted freely, and 
had every opportunity of expressing his views, to which 
due attention was paid. I think, however, that it might 
tend to reduce delays in the preparation or revision of a 
scheme of roads if the scheme were prepared, not as tho 
result of ce1l:'respondence between the Deputy Commis
sioner, the Executive Engineer, the Commissioner, the 
Superintending Engineer and finally the Public Works 
Secretariat, but at a conference of these authorities. 
Procedure by conference and committee would I think 
tend to expedition in the construction of works, and to 
greater co-operation between the Executive Engineer 
and the Deputy Commis~ioner. 

3,040. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-! am not 
competent to expre8s an opinion upon this matter. 

3,041. (VII.) Education.- There is no government 
engineering college in Burma. There is a government 
school of engineering which has I believe during the past 
two years been doing admirable work in the education 
of mechanics and carpenters. 

3,042. (Vill.) Practical trainiug.-I am not aware 
that any proviHion is made for such students in Burma. 

1\Ir. J. P. HARDIMAN called and examined. 

3,013. (Pre..~idenl.) The witnr~ss stated that he was a 
Deputy Commissioner in Burma, and that he had had 

VOL. III. 

19 years' service. He was at present employed on 
special duty in Rangoon. His appointment before that 

G 
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had been Collector of Rangoon and this brought him 
into closer touch with municipal than Public Works 
Department works. . 

3,044. He had at one time controlled the af'fatrs of a 
small district cess fund, t•iz., that of Tavoy. Its ann~ol 
revenue then amounted to Rs. 25,000 only and no specml 
engineering staft was maintained for the construction 
and maintenance of its works. These latter were at that 
time entrusted to the Public Works Department. He 
had had some experience of the former system under 
which Deputy Commissioners constructed distri?t fund 
works with the aid of an engineering staff but hts recol
lections in the matter were not clear. In his opinion 
district fund works were not constructed and maintained 
at present as well as works of the Public Works Depart
ment proper, as the Department had not sufficien_t time 
to supervise the former properly. The constructiOn by 
the Public Works Department of district fund works 
was for that reason sometimes delayed and inferior 
material utilized consequent on insufficient supervision. 
An improvement in this connection was possible in the 
larger districts, but he did not think any change could 
be effected in the smaller ones. 

3,045. The Tavoy district was mountainous and rugged 
and possessed few village roads. Apart from the main 
roads which had been constructed by the Public Works 
Department, there were only jungle paths which were 
not maintained at all. Villages, however, were respon· 
sible by law for the maintenance of village communica
tioru, and responsibility in the matter was enforced in 
some districts. As a matter of fact, such responsibility 
was at present being increMingly enforced but he had 
not witnessed the workmg of the system on a large 
scale, nor had it been frequently enforced in the districts 
with which he had been collllected. 

3,046. Through communications were maintained by 
the Public Works Department, and roads which served 
two or more villages by district funds. Each district 
drew up its road programme periodically with the aid of 
the Deputy Commissioner and Executive Engineer, and 
he presumed the Superintending Engineer and Commis
sioner also reviewed the programme. From his ex· 
pcrience of the working of the system in Tavoy he consid
ered it satisfactory. He was not aware whether the 
Superintending Engineer and Commissioner ,dealt with 
the divisional road programme in the same manner as' 
the Executive Engineer and Deputy Commissioner, but 
thought that such was the case. There had, however, 
been some difficulty in the matter because of the recent 
creation of a provincial communications committee for 
the formulation of proposals for the improvement of the 
roads in the province as a whole. The functions of this 
committee were to draw up a comprehensive scheme for 
main lines of communication in the province, taking the 
ordinary district road programme as a guide. 

3,047. He advocated the creation of a permanent Road 
Board for the inspection of roads and preparation of road 
projects, not because the supervision of Superintending 
Engineers was inadequate but because of the delay at 
present experienced in the examination of estimates. 
In his opinion, the scrutiny of such estimates and the 
supervision of district fund works by Superintending 
Engineers was wholly unnecessary, and he considered 
that the itinerant membeis of the proposed Road Board 
should not be Superintending Engineers, since the appoint· 
ments of Superintending Engineers would under his 
sche!lle, be a._bolished. He had not given mature consid
eration to hiS proposal, but thouC(ht a saving miuht be 
effected by the abolition of their establishment~ and 
!hat a portion of t~e savings could be utilized in iU:prov· 
mg the pay of AssiStant Engineers attached to the Build· 
ings and Roads Branch. What he really wished to effect 
was the establishment of a certain number of Inspectors 
?f Wo~ks who ~ould take the place of the present Super· 
mtendmg Engineers of circles. He could not su«gest 
whether estimates should be disposed of by the Boa;d he 
propos~ or whether they should be sanctioned by the 
Executive Engineer or Chief Enc>inoer. · 

3,048. He was of opinion that a better class of subordi
nates ~.ould be obtained by the Public Works Depart· 

ment by tho payment of higher ratt•s of rcmun<"mtion, 
and had gathNed from conversations he had hnd with 
Executive Engineers and other officiala that the work of 
the subordinate staff was capable of improvement. The 
present salaries of the subordinate ~tnfi in Burma were 
too low to ensure honesty, but he could not sa:v whether 
corruption was more prevalent in the Puhiic Works 
Department than in other departments of tho ndminis· 
~ration .though he believed that ~uch was the popular 
nnpression. It was because of th13 that he had f('COIIl· 

mended an increase in the rat<'s of pay of the subordinate 
staff. The Deputy Commi~sioner did not,, as a rule, deal 
with files regarding defalcations by the Public Works 
Department subordinates. 

3,049. He recommended that the relations bctwren 
Deputy Commissioners and Executive Engineers should 
be made somewhat closer. The latter officers were at 
present wholly independent of the former, the two 
authorities were in a manner co-ordinate, but he was 
not prepared to advocate the entire subordination of 
Executive Engineers to Deput.y Commissioners. The 
degree of control exercised by Deputy Commissioners in 
Burma over other departments varied. For instance, 
the head of the local police service was subordinate to 
the Deputy Commissioner or the District 1\la,.istratP, 
but in the case of Conservators of Forests the"' control 
exercised was not as close, though it was, perhaps, some
what closer than that exercised over Executive Engineers. 
The Forest Department was more closely associated with 
people living in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
forests than with those living in other parts of the dis· 
tricts; the Public Works Department, on the other hand, 
were more closely connected with the general public. 

3,050. In his opinion the Deputy Commissioner should 
be kept informed of the progress of public works in his' 
district by means of periodical progress reports, and he 
considered that their submission would keep the two 
departments in touch with each other. Ho also thought 
that cases of dispute between the Executive Engineer 
and Deputy Commissioner should be referred to both 
the Commissioner and the Superintending Engineer 
instead of only to the Superintending Engineer, as at 
present. 

3,051. He was not in favour of the maintehance of 
government buildings by the departments in occupr~tion, 
and thought that such an arrangement would be un
workable inasmuch as the quality of the repairs could not 
be guaranteed. He was unable also to agree with the 
suggestion that a grant for the execution of petty repair3 
to all revenue buildings might be made O\'er to the D~puty 
Commissioner, in the same way as his grant, for office 
and incidentaJ expenses was provided, as he belien'd th[lt 
even petty repairs required a slight technical knowledge 
which the Deputy Commissioner ordinarily did not 
possess. In his opinion the scheme could not be worked 
unless skilled assistance was given to Deputy Commi.s
sioners. It was true that district contractors were 
generally capable of undertaking petty rcpnir work, hut 
he doubted whether any Deputy Commissioner could 
supervise them. He wa~ further doubtful whether 
officers in occupation of scattered buildings, e.!J·• police 
stations, W•'re in a position to execute their ordinary 
annual repairs, and added that the present procedure, 
in spite of its disadvant.:1-ges, was the best. 

3,052. He believed from his conversations with 
numerous officials that the class of Englisl1 engineers as 
a whole was open to improvement. His own exp~riencc 
of the former class in Tavoy had been s:ttisfactory, but 
he had no personal knowledge of the ltLttcr cl.1,s of en· 
gineer, or of promoted subordinates. He bclie>Nl thr>t· 
the Secretary of State experienced ditliculty in obtaintng 
suitable recruits and that their average quality h1_d been 
falling off. He could not, however, suggest the !tnt'S on 
which an improvenwnt could be effected i•1 the nutter 
other than by increc>se of pay. 

3,053. (Sir Noel Kershan·.) The Public Works Dc·p:trt· 
ment did not meet the needs of other depart mcnts in sOUlL' 

respects. For instance, the preparation of schemes an<l 
execution of work was sometimes deLwed unncct>SSlrtly, 
and he did not think that such dehy w~s duo to shona~c 
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of staff. He had heard that the delay he complained 
of was often attributed to schemes not reaching fruition 
for nars but had not come across anv such eases himself. 
He 'beli;~ed that the road program~e was divided into 
prrrts accordincr to the de!!Tees of urgency of the several 
11:orks contemplated, bec;use of the delay involved in 
the execution of works. 

3,054. Part of the duties of the Road Board he proposed 
would be the periodical inspec~ion of :-ork executed by 
Executive Enaineers. Executive Engmeers were suffi· 
ciently competent, but the inspection. of their work was 
desirable in order that the Chief Engmeer should not be 
the only authority to judge of an Executive Engineer's 
competency. His impression in the matter was that the 
present five Superintending Engineers should be repl.'l~ed 
by a Board with a chairman and two or three semor 
officers already in the service, in order that the Inspectors 
would have actual experience in road construction_. He 
was not in a position to work out the remuneration of 
the officers he proposed but suggested_ that their salar~es 
might be much the same as those of tlie present Superm-
tending· Engineers. ' 

3,055. (.i.lfr. Mackenzie.) In cases where an Executive 
Engineer disagreed with the views of the Deputy Com· 
missioner, the former officer could, under rule, refer the 
matter to the Superintending Engineer for orders. He 
did not think that the only interpretation of the rule 
in question was that an Executive Engineer should either 
obey the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, or refer 
the matter to the Superintending Engineer. As a matter 
of fact his own relations with Executive Engineers had 
always been harmonious and resort had never been had 
to the rule. He bad, however, heard of cases of friction 
between Deputy Commissioners and Executive Engineers. 
He did not think that an Executive Engineer would carry 
out a work without-prior referenc·e to the Superintending 
Engineer, in a case in which he disagreed with the action 

suggested by a Deputy Commissioner, and had been 
requested to proceed with the work in view of its urgency. 

3,056. (Jfr. Cobb.) He had been in touch with a portion 
of the works of the Rangoon Municipality as Collector of 
Rangoon and a member of the committee which adminis
tered the town land reclamation fund. Contractors 
were employed and had proved satisfactory for the 
works of which he had knowledge, and the annual expendi
ture during the past two or three years on the reclama
tion of land and the construction of roads was approxi
mately Rs. 3,00,000 or Rs. 4,00,000. He was not sure 
but thought. that the Chief Engineer of the municipality 
supervised such work and that the Public Works Depart
ment scrutinised the estimates. He was of opinion that 
the works of the Rangoon Municipality were satisfac
tory and that no .delay occured in their construction. . 
(Mr. Samuelson here explained that the town land recla
mation works were carried out by a division placed in 
charge of a Public Works Department Executive Engineer · 
who was directly under the orders of the Chief Engineer 
and it was only owing to the war and the depletion of 
stsff that a temporary engineer was at present in charge. 
The reclamation fund was an integral part of the general 
municipal funds, and it was controlled by the munici
pality.) The scheme was initiated fifteen years ago by 
government and subsequently transferred to the mli.ni. 
cipality. 

3,057. (Mr. Samuelson.) He believed that the commu
nications committee had been appointed to examine 
the means of communication throughout the province 
and their linking up with railways and irrigation works, 
owing to the several districts having constructed roads 
without due regard to the requirements of adjoining 
districts. 

3,058. (President.) The communications committee was 
not a permanent body, but had merely been appointed 
for the linking up of the entire system of communications 
in Burma. 

R. ST.:\!>.LEY BAKER, EsQ., A.l\r.I.C.E., Executive Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 

3,059, (I.) Economy a!)d suitability of methods of exe· 
cution of public works.-Economy may be roughly 
didded into three sections, 

(a) economy in design and specification; 
(b) economy in employing that agency to do the work 

which will carry it out according to specification and 
within time limits at the cheapest rate; and 

(c) economy by the use of labour saving machinery. 
Section (a) depends largely on the amount of time 

available .for the preparation of designs and estimates. 
In the writer's experience it is seldom that sufficient 
time can be given to this as the engineering staff of the 
Department is too small to cope with its work under 
present conditions. The evil is aggravated in Burma 
where the needs of the province are vastly in excess of 
the funds available for works. The result is that for 
every estimate which is funded many others are pre-· 
pared which cannot be carried out, and as the strength 
of the Department is based on the money spent there is 
very little time available for getting out all the designs 
that are called for. 

Section (b) would appear to be attainable by the simple 
process of calling for tenders and accepting the lowest. 
"Unfortunately the lowest tenderer is usually some man 
who is qu.ite incapable of carrying out the work, or who 
puts in rates below whai the work must cost if done to 
specification, in the hope that he will be able to scamp it 
and thus make a profit. If his tender is accepted and 
he is kept to specification he will simply throw up the 
job and a great deal of time will have been wasted. 
Usually there are several men who could do the work, 
and the lowest of these i~ accepted, but the writer has 
known it happen that a good contractor will make up 
his mind to lose so much money by tendering below cost 
for every work in the hope that he will crush out all 
competition and eventually secure a local monopoly. 

It will thus be seen that much depends on the Execu
tive Engineer as to whether work is given out to the 
best advantage and that he must know what work really 
costs and all the local conditions, and that if the Executive 
Engineer happens to be dishonest and wishes to extort 
money from contractors he can always find plausible 
reasons for having given the work to or recommended 
any particular man. For this reason the writer is not 
in favour under the present constitution of the executive 
of increasing the powers of Executive Engineers with 
regard to contracts, in connection with which control by 
Superintending Engineers is very necessary. Such con
trol to be of any nse mnst be given by men of long ex
perience in the execution of work, as a. clever but un· 
scrupulous Executive Engineer would have no difficulty 
at all in hoodwinking a layman. 

It should perhaps be added that under the existing 
system of recruitment dishonesty among a percentage of 
the Executive, Assistant and subordinate grades of the 
Department exists as it does among sections of all the 
other departments of the Indian government and that 
conditions in India in this respect are very different from 
those obtaining in England. This rottenness extends 
d0"\'1'11 through all the working cla-sses, and it takes more 
supervision to get a job done properly in this country 
than it does at home. (Since writing the above 1 have 
received from the Institution of Civil Engineers Sir 
Maurice .Fitz l\Iaurice's presidential address which brings 
out clearly on pages 6 and 7 the difficulty of placing 
contracts to the best advantage.) 

(c), Economy under the third section is not in the 
writer's opinion always obtained. There are not, for 
instance, enough power driven concrete mixers or portable 
motor pumps in the province, but some advance is being 
made in this direction as funds permit. (In Englund 
such plant would be brought on to works by the contractor, 
but in Burma it is doubtful if there is a single cont>ractor 
outside Rangoon who owns a concrete mixer or even a 
pump. The writer has never known one 'l't'ho did.) 

G2 
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3,060. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-It is 
difficult to sec how private enterprise can be further 
encouraged than it is under the existing B:l_'Btcm ~f 
calling for tenders for works. Most Executive Engl· 
nccrs would be only too glad to employ firms of 
standing for the execution of works if they would tend~r 
for them, but the fact is that rates are too low to adm1t 
of firms possessing trained engineering staffs competing 
except where steel-work or machinery or sanitary fittings 
are concerned. The writer's first job in the division he 
now holds was to build a church at a cost of about 
Rs. 96,000 or £6,400. Tenders were called for and 
advertised in all the chief papers in tho province, with 
the result that no proper tenders were received at ~ll, 
only piece-work agreements, and the work was earned 
out on piece-work with the aid of government arrange-

• menta and machinery. A similar experience oocured 
in the construction of an earthenware pipe line, e:x:cept 
that one tender was received from a European firm in 
Rangoon, but at a much higher rate than the writer was 
able to get the work done for by a local man on piece· 
work. 

(2). The conditions in different districts vary so much 
that unless a large contracting firm were to keep in 
coqstant touch with each it would not possess the neces
sary knowledge to enable it to tender for works in different 
places as they arose, and with the exception of Rangoon -
there is not enough work going on steadily to keep a 
large firm going in one district. If there was a living 
to be made by a trained engineer in contracting work 
in Burma a member of the Public Works Department 
would occasionally try it, but no one ever does, because 
they know too much about it. 

(3). It would, therefore, appear necessary, further to 
encourage private enterprise, to raise rates all round. 
Dut it would still be necessary to have the work super
vised and measured by competent engineers, as in 
England, and it is not evident where the economy would 
come in. Inspections of completed work are almost 
useless, and though,with qualified engineers working as 
contractors some organizing and setting-out, etc., would 
be shifted from the shoulders of the Public Works Depart
ment, the reduction in staff possible would be slight especi
ally remembering that the Department is understaffed 
at present.1 

(4). As regards the maintenance of works, those such 
as roads and water.supplies must, in India as in England, 
be in charge of some engineer. If the engineer works 
under a layman as in the case of a municipality there is 
no check on him. An attempt was made in Burma some 
years ago to carry out local fund works with local fund 
overseers working under the Deputy Commissioners. 
The result was an utter failure and the works all had to 
be taken over by the Public Works Department. The 
Deputy Commissioners could not check their overseers 
and the money allotted either went into the overseers' 
pockets or was frittered away. 

(5). It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that any 
reduction in the quality of the engineering staff respon· 
sible for the administration, design, supervision and 
measurement of public works will result in a loss due to 
~raft out of all proportion to any saving effected in 
establishment. If the engineer is a Public Works Depart· 
ment man he is respousible to his departmental superiors 
who can exercise some check. In either case much of 
the actual work will be carried out on contract, i.e., 
by private agency under the engineer's supervision. 

(6). In the case of buildings there is no reason why 
eac~ department should not be held responsible for the 
maintenance of the buildings is occupies. It is true 
that some difficulty might arise at first, but the system 
could be worked and would be more satisfactory and 
economical in the long run than the present one. Under 
the P_ub~o Works Department Code the officer occupying 
a. building should carry out petty repairs to doors, 
wmdows and fixtures and charge for the same in his 
contingent bill. In practice such officers never do so 
and _the J;'ublic Works Department is burdcued and 
worried w_Ith, tho.~.nds of requests for petty repairs. 
In the Writer s div1s1on there is a system of quarterly 

inspections by subordinates of all buildings in their 
charge. The repairs needed are noted down and the 
probable cost entered and the repairs are sanctioned 
if fun?s are available .. Now these repair rcquillitions 
come m every quarter hterally by the hundred and it 
is obviously impossible for the E:x:ecutive En"inc~r m his 
sub-divisional officers to check the executi~n of all of 
them and there is no doubt that a good deal of unsatis
factory work gets paid for. If on the other hand each 
officer oc~upying the building had to arrange for his 
own repatrs they would get much more individual attcn· 
tion. The present system is needlessly centralized. 
Each building would have to be reported on annually 
by the government engineer, as there would always 
be some officers who would divert the money allotted 
t9 t~em for repairs to other objects, such as making 
tenms courts or other unauthorized original works. 

(7). It should be borne in mind that Indians are conser
vative and ~refer to carry on works in the way their 
ancestors did. Without a cousiderable infusion of 
fresh. western blood into the profession the progress 
made in engineering in the Public Works Department 
would not be maintained. The Public Works Depart
ment sets a far higher standard of work than is usual 
in private works. 

3,061. (m.) Changes in organization.-No remarks. 
3,062. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 

branches.- In this connection the writer would liko 
to emphasize the fact that every mistake made by 
the Public Works Department is prominent and seen by 
everyone, whereas the mistakes of other departments 
are only seen by those who suffer from them, always 
a small minority of the community. In England tho 
plumber or other local aritisan has always been regarded 
by householders as an enemy of mankind, and in India 
the same obloquy falls on the Public Works Department 
and should be suitably discounted. No difficulty has 
been experienced by the writer in his relations "lvith the 
Sanitary, Architectural, and Electrical Branches of the 
Department. 

3,063. (V.) Decentralization and (VI.) Simplification 
of procedure.- The rules regarding the purchase of 
European stores need revision. At present such stores 
may only be purchased from agencies or firms in India 
when they are actually in the country at the time tho 
order is placed. If they are not in the country an indent 
has to be sent to the India Office (about 17 copies of 
each indent are required), and one is lucky if one gets 
the stores in six months. Even when the st<Jrea arc in 
India the sanction of the local Government to each 
purchase over Rs. 500 has to be obtained. 

(2). On the other hand, if & large contractor is employed 
he may supply European stores up to any limit in the 
ordinary course of his contract. But if ontl wants. a 
bottle of ink for venturi meter recorders one hns to 
send indents through the Secretary of State. In many 
cases correspondence with the makers is essential and 
dealing through the India Office is impracticablo. In 
such cases the only course is to get the makers to send 
out what is wanted to some agent in India and t?on 
place the order with the agent when tho goods nrnve. 
This is a round-about and unsatisfactory method of 
conducting business. 

(3). Another objection to obtaining stores through _tho 
India Office is that no matter bow damaged or deficwnt 
they may be when they arrive, the India Office always 
says they were in perfect order and perfectly packed 
when despatched and they have to be accept.,d nnd 
made the best of. 

3,064. (VII.) Education.-As far as the writer's _experi
ence goes tho training now given at Roorkco 1s good 
technically, but the graduates from that college do not 
always possess a good general education, and this bamp<·rs 
them in dealing with other departments. 

3,065. (VIII.) Practical training.- Tho writer is a firm 
believer in the necessity for practical training on works 
in England. Engineering in Englund is so much nJ,..ad 
of engineering in India that it would be well worth w!ulo 
to send home all Assistant Engineers appointed from 
Roorkee to England for at least a year (two years would 
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be better) of practical training and no Assistant Engi. 
neers should be appointed from England without at least 

one, and preferably two years practical experience on 
works in England. 

Mr. R. STANLEY BAKER called and examined. 

3,066. (President.) The witness stated that he had had 
12:1- years' &ervice in the Public Works Department and 
that he. at present held t"\J.e post of Executive Engineer, 
Maymyo Division. 

3,0B7. He complained that the Public Works Depart· 
ment was burdened a great deal with the preparation of 
plans and estimates for works that never materialised, 
and stated that a large number of pending schemes could 
at any time be found in almost every divisional office in 
Burma, and that these schemes related to projects which 
had been sanctioned but could not be undertaken for 
want of funds. Under the procedure in force in Burma 
the Executive Engineer was in the first instance requested 
by a departmental officer, e.g., a Deputy Commissioner, 
District Superintendent of Police or Civil Surgeon, to 
prepare an estimate for a work. The Executive Engineer 
was not bound at this stage to submit a detailed estimate, 
but he was obliged to furnish the administrative officer 
with an estimate of the approximate value of the pro· 
posed work-a preliminary or stage I estimate- in the 
case of works other than minor works. His complaint 
did not have reference to these approximate estimates, 
but to the detailed estimate'!! the preparation of which 
was undertaken by the divisional staff when the approxi· 
ma.te estimates had been administratively sanctioned. 
No first stage plan was prepared for minor works by 
the Executive Engineer and administrative sanction was 
accorded on a detailed estimate, but Executive Engineers , 
were given unnecessary trouble both in regard to minor 
works and large projects. For instance, he had on 
record in hiiil office a pile of estimates which had been 
submitted during the past decade and still remained 
unsanctioned. A number of pending estimates• related 
to famine works but his remarks did not refer to the 
estimates for such works. The reason for this accu· 
mulation of estimates was that administrative sanction 
was accorded indiscriminately and without regard to the 
possibility of funds being available for the erection of 
the buildings, with the result that inspecting officers 
when on inspections often asked for the preparation of 
estimates for which there was no prospect of obtaining 
funds, and an Executive Engineer could not very well 
refuse to prepare an estimate called for by an inspecting 
officer. He agreed that the formulation by the local 
Government of a rule to the effect that no detailed estimate 
should be called for from a divisional office unless there 
was a substantial chance that funds would be available 
to meet the cost of the work within two or three years 
would remedy the present disabilities under which 
Executive Engineers laboured. Under the existing pro
cedure an Executive Engineer was only bound to submit 
a preliminary estimate when requested by an adminis· 
trative officer to draw up an estimate, and only a Superin
tending Engineer could order the preparation of a detailed 
estimate, even for the smallest minor work. Adminis
trative officers had therefore to obtain the Superintending 
Engineer's approval to the preparation of detailed esti· 
mates. When an Executive Engineer knew, however, 
that a detailed estimate would be necessary, he could 
prepare one without waiting for the orders of the Superin· 
tending Engineer. 

3,068. Tenders were invited for the construction of 
practically every work by notices posted up in the 
Executive Engineer's office, court houses, the municipal 
town office, and the subsidiary offices of the division 
concerned. In these notices tenders were invited for 
complete projects, but a note was usually added to the 
effect that contractors might tender for separate portions 
of each work, since divisional officers usually preferred 
to engage separate contractors for the masonry and 
wood-work in a building. The reason why works were 
thus split up was that masonry contractors were usually 
not competent to carry out wood-work satisfactorily, 
and that the Chinamen who did the wood-work were not 
capable of executing masonry work well. He expressed 

himself as willing, if he received a satisfactory tender for 
an entire project, to accept it and stated that such a 
course would reduce an Executive Engineer's labour. 

3,069. A register of contractors was maintained in 
each-divisional office, and Executive Engineers recorded 
confidential notes regarding the work of each contractor 
in this register. Superintending Engineers were ex
pected to examine the register during their inspections 
and to satisfy themselves that it was kept up-to-date. 
Contractors were not, classified according to the class of 
work they were capable of undertaking, but remarks 
to this effect were generally made against their names 
in the register. With the exception of Chinamen who 
were, more or less, the only pucca contractors procurable, 
the contractors available in his divi!!ion were merely 
agents for the supply of material and labour. All 
machinery that was required· for masonry work was 
supplied to contractors by t}le Department as they 
possessed only small tools and had no plant whatever. 
Certain of the contractors in his division were capable 
of undertaking projects to the extent of Rs. 5 lakhs, 
but he had few large buildings to construct. The 
Mandalay Post Office was one of the largest he had been 
engaged on and this building had cost Rs. 1,30,000. 

3,070. Tenders for road construction were usually. 
invited for particular sections, each section representing 
the length of road a particular contractor was capable 
of undertaking, and separate contracts were UBually 
given out for earth-work and road metalling except in 
the case of small works. Executive Engineers would be 
willing, if reliable contractors were available, to accept 
complete tenders for road construction. The case cited ' 
in his written evidence of a contractor deliberately 
tendering at rates that were below cost price in order 
to stifle competition and secure thereafter a monopoly 
in the division concerned, was the only one of its kind 
that had come to his knowledge, but he surmised that 
this motive actuated contractors in quoting low rates 
in other cases. He had always endeavoured to dis
tribute his works among several contractors in order 
to ensure competition and to avoid the placing of the 
whole of his work in the hands of a single contractor. 

3,071. With regard to the powers of Executive En· 
gineers to accept contracts he stated that there was no 
limit in the case of works executed by piece-work as such 
work could be stopped at any moment. In other cases 
the limit fixed was Rs. 5,000, and he was opposed to an 
increase of the limit because he considered that, with the 
divisional staff as at present constituted, it was only 
right that the Superintending Engineer should have 
some control over contracts, and that all Executive 
Engineers could not be trusted with higher power. For 
this reason he was only in favour of an increase in the 
powers of technical sanction of Executive Engineers 
from Rs. 2,500 to Rs. 5,000, but added that the limit 
might be still further increased in selected cases. He 
agreed, however, that from the professional point of 
view Executive Engineers as a class might be given 
authority to accord technical sanction to projects worth 
very much more than they were competent to sanction 
at present. 

3,072. The construction of the church he had referred 
to in his written evidence was commenced in October 
1913 and completed about February 1915. It was 
supervised for six months of the above period by an 
Assistant Engineer who was undergoing training and 
throughout the whole period by an efficient mason· 
mistri, and a sub.divisional officer, who was also an 
Assistant Engineer, who visited the work three or four 
times a week, while he himself visited it on an average 
once a week. He bad found the Assistant Engineer who 
was undergoing training u~eful but explained that if 
this officer had not been posted under him nobody else 
would have been placed in charge of the work. The 
cost of the church was ~s. 96,000, and he considered 
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that for a work worth about a lnkh of rupees it was 
only necegsary to place either a good mnson-mislri or a 
r€1liable subordinate in immediate charge. The mason
mislri he hnd employed on tho church building received 
a sahuy of Rs. SO a month and was generalis able to earn 
Rs. 2·8-0 a day, and it had been necessary to emp!oy a 
man of his standing as the church bad been dcs1gned 
by an architect and con~ined a good deal ~f. intricate 
brickwork which requ1red careful superV!slOn. The 
amount of supervision that had been ~ound ne~es~ary 
for tho church in question was not essentml for buildmgs 
of the ordinary type in Burma and it was sufficient in 
the case of ordinary wooden buildings to make over the 
plans to a Chinese conttactor and to visit tho works 
once a month. The standard of wood-work in Burma 
was not particularly low, but brickwork was very often 
badly carried out in cases in which an architect had not 
prepared the designs. Chinese carpenters were not as 
good as European carpenters, but their standard of 
work was good. Though he had not been to India he 
had heard from an engineer who had been engaged from 
Burma in 1914 in connection with the erection of the 
New Capital at Delhi that the standard of wood-work 
thore was not as good as that procurable at 1\Iaymyo, 
and he added that this engineer had requested his sub
divisional officer to send to Delhi a window or part of a 
window made by a Chiriaman in order to show the Delhi 
carpenters what good wood-work was. He considered 
that for masonry and iron-work a special training might 

-be of advantage to craftsmen ; and remarked that a 
Chinaman in Burma was capable, if provided with a 
good plan, of turning out almost any class of wood-work 
that might be required. 

3,073. He explained that the recommendation in ?is 
written evidence that the departments which occupied 
buildings should be held responsible for their petty 
annual repairs was made with t.he Qbjcct of relieving 
the Public Works Department of a· great deal ofpetty 
work which did not require teclmical supervision. In 
his opinion, anyone was capable of seeing that a room 
was properly distempered or a ceiling properly painted, 
etc., and only special repairs should be executed by the 
Public Works Department. Contractors who employed 
skilled labour and who could be entrusted to carry out 
petty repairs without expert supervision were available 
and the same men who were employed for the purpose 
by Executive Engineers would work as satisfactorily 
under civil officers. He added that he had not consulted 
any officers of the departments concerned as to whether 
they would welcome the transfer to them of petty repairs 
or not, but presumed that those officers would probably 
regard the work so transferred in the same light as the 
Public Works Department, viz., as a source of annoyance. 

3,074. The preparation of ordinary lump sum repair 
estimates gave very little trouble to the divisional staff. 
The "works authority " was a detailed estimate which 
it was necessary to prepare because it was not advisable 
to gi>e a subordinate contraetor carte blo:nche discretion 
as to the manner in which a grant for repairs was to be 
spent, and it enabled the repairs alleged to have been 
execute({ by subordinntes to be checked. In England 
if a plumber or builder was called iri, he was always 
asked to give an estimate before he was ordered to start 
work. :Many of the contractors employed could not 
speak or write English and they could not therefore 
prepare the required estimates themselves. All repairs 
required were recorded as it was not feasible merely to 
explain them in detail verbally to a contractor as he 
would naturally forget them. The " works authority " 
slip was prepared by a subordinate, but the sub-divi
sional officer usually passed tho bills for payment, and 
.it was possible in most cases for an officer to check whether 
particular items on the works authority slip had been 
attended to. It was not possible to abolish works author
ity slips or repair estimates since there would then be 
no record of what repairs had been ordered or liabilities 
incurred nnd it was possible that an allotment for 
repairs might be exceeded. The list of repairs actually 
carried out varied occasionally from the repairs estimate, 
but in tho majority of cases, if tho works authority 

slip had been prepared carefully, tho two lists wwl 
practically similar. 

3,075. Detailed sub-heads of account were maintained 
for major works but not for minor works. They were 
neccgsary as they enabled an Executive Engineer to 
watch the progress of a work and tho expenditure on 
each sub-head, and '1\ithout thom it was possible for a 
particular sub-head to be hugely exceeded without tho 
Executive Engineer's knowledge. Sub-heads were not 
maintained for estimates below Rs. 5,000 and tho amount 
of labour involved in the maintenance of sub.))(lads of 
account of works was slight and made very little difference 
in the size of the accounts establishment employed. 
He added that it would not mako much difference if 
sub·heads were abolished for items worth less than 
Rs. 20,000, and that the present limit might well be raiRcd. 

3,076. The compilation of the divisional monthly 
accounts did not burden the Executive Engineer very 
much. It necessitated the employment of a well trained 
accountant and two or three accounts clerks, a great 
deal of whose work was connected with the chocking of 
bills which could not be regarded as purely accounts 
compilation work. It was not possible to abolish com
pilation altogether as it was necessary to allocate 
expenditure to the several estimates. The accounts work 
did not occupy more than about 2 or 3 hours of an Exec· 
utive Engineer's time each month, as the accountant 
in the divisional office was 'l:hiefly responsible for it and 
not the Executive Engineer. He agreed, however, that 
a large portion of the accounts work, which was necessary 
from an administrative point of view, was of no value 
from the Executive Engineer's stand-point, since the 
latter only required information in regard to the distri
bution of allotments and expenditure against them. 
In his opinion, the register of works, the stock accounts 
and the contraotors' ledger were all that it was really 
essential to maintain from the executive point of >icw. 
If the a~counts were compiled in a central accounts office 
all the divisional accountants would be called into 
that office. This would be an immense loss to the execu
tive staff as accountants were a superior body of men 
well up in the rules, and they helped Executive Engineers 
enormouslv in the conduct of their offices and relic,-ed 
them of much responsibility in connection with their 
accounts. When an Executive Engineer was on tour 
his accountant kept his office going and at all thn~s 
dealt with a large volume of routine. The rcmo>al of tho 
divisional accountants or any reduction in the educa
tional and personal standard required would, in the 
circumstances, increase an Executive Engineer's office 
work to a distressing extent. He added that it would 
be an improvement if the Executive Engineer were only 
held responsible for the submission of a ~tatemont of 
receipts and expenditure with schedules and vouchers in 
support of each item shown in the stat<lment. 

3,077. With the reservation that he was not aware 
of the actual conditions in England at tho present time, 
he adhered to his suggestion that engineers trainNI in 
India ought to be sent to England for practical training. 
He considered the proposal practicable and that it would 
be beneficial if such engineers instead of being trained 
as premium pupils worked as workmen on about trn 
shillings a week. He was doubtful whether the seopo 
for practical training of civil engineers was larg{'r in 
India than in England. 

3,078. (Mr. Cobb.) Repairs were of two classes, ordi
nary and special. The former were provided for in the 
annual estimates and though provision '1\'as made for 
tho latter yearly they were carried out only when 
the need for special repairs aroso. For instance, if a 
building required a new roof owing to l~akago tho work 
would be classed as a special repair, but if some shingles 
only needed replacement it would be treated as nn 
ordinary repair. The Executi>e Engim•cr was respon· 
sible for mnint(lining all buildings in his diyision in 
repair and was usually the officer who made rcq1H·~!" 
for special repairs in tho first instanc!'. All repairs that 
were asked for, whether by civil dopnrtmPnts or by ! he 
Public Works Department, were generally ex()(,uted, 
The list of repairs prepared by the divisional subordinate 

• 
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was checked by the Executive Engineer, and if that officer 
noticed any items that were not bond fide repairs he struck 
them off the list. There were special safeguards in 
Burma, as in other provinces, and special rules in regard 
to the repairs of residential buildings. All estimates 
for special repairs to residential buildings were submitted 
to the Superintending Engineer, and the repairs executed 
in residential buildings were invariably inspected either 
by the Executive Engineer or some other officer, in 
special cases by the Superintending Engineer. It did 
sometimes happen that repairs were asked for and exe
cuted which were unusual in their nature and it was 
unnecessary in some instances to cany them out. The 
Executive Engineer was at present practically the only 
individual who could put a stop to this practice, but he 
advocated that this officer should not be responsible for 
ordinary repairs at all and that such work should be 
handed over to the occupants of buildings, in order that 
the best use might be made of the money available for 
repairs. 

3,079. The church he had referred to previously was 
designed by the Consulting Architect to the Government 
of India. He was in favour of Architects being vested 
with larger powers in connection with the designing of 
buildings than they possessed at present, but surmised 
that their grant might lead to a considerable increase 
in the supervising staff, since buildings designed by 
an Architect needed more careful supervision than 
ordinary buildings. He presumed that the Government 
Architect would not be prepared to design and plan all 
buildings, but he agreed that such a system would lead 
to a general improvement in the standard of building 
work and the creation of a class of workmen who would 
be capable of understanding architectural work. 

3,080. With regard to the statement that he would 
not give a Chinaman the brickwork of a building as well 
as the wood-work, he explained that Chinamen did not 
as a rule desire to undertake a contract for brickwork 
as they usually incurred a loss thereby, and that when 
they accepted an entire project they always sub-let such 
work. 

3,081. The existing Public· Works Department rates 
were adequate for the class of contractors at present 
available, but if contractors with trained engineers on 
their staffs were engaged the rates would have to be 
raised. He expressed himself as doubtful whether such 
increase in the rates could be met by a compensating 
reduction in the staff of the Public Works Department, 
as it would still be necessary to supervise the work of 
the contractors. 

3,082. (l't!r. JJfackenzie.) All government officiaLs in 
Burma were not in receipt of a Burma allowance in addi
tion to their Indian rate of pay. An Executive Engineer 
received Rs. 100 a month Burma allowance until his 
salary including the allowance, reached Rs. 1,100, after 
which the allowance automatically ceased. Junior 
engineers as well as subordinates in the Public Works 
Department received a Burma allowance, and this fact 
certainly made it appear that the cost of establishment 
was rather high in comparison with the expenditure on 
works. \Vorks also were more costly as the cost of 
labour and material was undoubtedly very much higher 
in Burma than it was in India. 

3,083. It was not possible to abolish Superintending 
Engineers by increasing the disciplinary powers and 
powers of technical sanction of Executive Engineers. 
The inApoction of divisional offices hy Superintending 
Engineers was very necessary and he himself had often 
advantageously constthed Surerintending Engineers, 
and this advice was all the m11re valuable in cases where 

a junior and inexperienced Executive Engineer held 
charge of a division. Superintending Engineers also 
relieved Executive Engineers by undertaking a certain 
amount of designing work in their own offices, and he 
did not think any Superintending Engineer employed 
more than two or three draughtsmen for the purpose. 
The number of districts under an Executive Engineer 
in Burma varied from one to three. Each circle com
prised seven or eight divisions, and the abolition of 
Superintending Engineers would increase the work of 
the Chief Engin~er a great deal. 

3,084. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) H an Executive Engineer 
noticed in an account maintained by sub-heads that a 
certain sub-head was likely to be exceeded, he was re-. 
quired to report the probable excess immediately and to 
submit a revised estimate if necessary. When an excess 
occmTed under a sub-head it was not possible, as a rule, 
to secure lower rates in order to reduce the excess, but 
it might be possible to substitute sums by altering the 
design and making it cheaper either on that particular 
sub-head or on some other. It was not possible when 
deciding how a building was to be constructed always 
to consider the cheapest method of canying out the 
work, as conditions very often altered during the pro
gress of a work. He had personally known the rate 
for cement to rise from Rs. 11 a barrel to Rs. 18 during 
construction of a work. The maintenance of sub-heads 
of account was of material advantage as it gave an 
Executive Engineer early warning of probable excesses. 

3,085. It was not the case that the execution of ordinary 
repairs was not supervised; a certain amount of super. 
vision was exercised, but it was impossible to check 
every item of repair thoroughly. As a rule supervision 
was in many instances unnecessary for ordinary repairs. 
Hence nothing material would be lost by the acceptance 
of his suggestion for the transfer of repairs to the depart· 
ments in occupation of government buildings. An 
officer who was not a professional engineer could see that 
ordinary repairs were properly executed in the Barno 
manner as a house-owner exercised supervision over a 
petty contractor who carried out repairs to a private 
building. The contractors who undertook ordinary 
repairs for private persons in Maymyo prepared and 
submitted their own bills. 

3,086. Promotion to the rank of Executive Engineer 
was held in theory to be made by selection, but this 
principle was very difficult to work in practice. Under 
the present rule provided a man was considered fit he 
was eligible for promotion and hence selection was not 
really practised. He was not aware how unflt men had 
secured their appointments, and did not think there 
were any who, though fit when first appointed, had subse
quently grown unfit. Some of the inefficients he knew 
had held their appointments for .long periods. He 
thought that the Executive Engineers to whom he had 
referred in his written evidence had been dishonest 
throughout their careers. 

3,087. (Mr. Samuelson.) He was not able to furnish 
any information as to the value of the minor works 
estimates that were pending in his office at any partic
ular time. (Mr. Samuelson here remarked that it had 
been discovered a few years ago that about Rs.IOO 
lakhs worth of estimates were once pending in divisional 
offices.) He had not received a minor works grant for 
the past three years and allotments were usually only 
sanctioned towards the end of the financial year for 
any minor work that was urgently needed. 
"3,088. It was necessary for a subordinate to inspect 

each building in order to ascertain what repairs were 
required and it was not possible to do without this pre
liminary examination. 

A. P. MORRIS, EsQ., A·M-I.C.E., Headmaster, Government School of Engineering, Insein. 

TV rirten Statement. 
3,08!). (VII.) Education, and (Vill.) Practical train

ing.-T~e questions under inquiry in which I am partie. 
ularly . mterested are those concerned with engineering 
educat10n. I gather that the Committee do not wish 

to inquire into engineering and technical education 
generally but only into those parts which prepare students 
for civil engineering appointments in govl.'rnment and 
private services ; which is only a part of t.he ground 
covered hy an engineering college. 
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(::!). The only institution in Burma dealing with engineer
ing training is tho government engineering $Chool at 
Insein. This institution was founded some 20 years 
ago to tri\in lower subordinates for the Public \Yorks 
Department and it later on extended it.s scope to inelude 
upper subordinates. In 1907 new buildings were opened 
at Insein but the school failed to attract the Burman 
and the material turned out was often stated to be in· 
ferior to that of similar institutions in India. On the 
strength of these results a conclusion was formed that 
the Burman was not 'dlling to take up engineering and 
could not be trained to become a suitable Public Works 
Department subordinate. The failure of the school to 
attract the right type of Burman, or indeed to attract 
any type of Burman in sufficient numbers, was due to 
its faulty organization and limited scope. In 1911 the 
school was reorganized. It has taken some while to 
clear up the bad impression which the Burman community 
had of it, to make it popular, and to get a suitable recruit
ment, but this last June 120 candidates sat at the entrance 
examination and the number of entries was limited to 
50, not because the rest were unsuitable, but because 
there was no room for them. And this has not been 
obtained by in any way making the course easier. The 
amount of work required of the students is greater than 
before, the discipline is stricter, and the standard of 
entry is higher. As regards the quality of material 
turned out, the students trained under the new system 
have not had time to prove themselves, while competi
tion for entry and consequent further improvement of 
recruited material has ouly just begun. The training 
given inclines towards practical rather than theoretical 
work. During workshop hours the students do a consid
erable amount of work, and this is actually done by 
them and not done by an instructor while they look on. 
I should like to include bricklaying among the subjects 
of workshop practice as the present standard of such 
work in this country is very low, but I would not under
take such instruction unless a man can be engaged from 
England. 

(3). As regards the training of the subordinates affecting 
the quality of work in the Public Works Department, 
I think there is a good deal of room for change. lily own 
impression is that the Public Works Department subor
dinate would be of far greater value if he were more like 
a clerk of worb at home, a man who is generally master 
of one of the trades which he has to superintend and has 
a practical acquaintance with the rest.. My impression 
of the Indian subordinate is that he has no hands at all, 
and is above touching a tool for fear of exhibiting his 
ignorance. Were the men really craftsmen they would 
not only be more valuable to the Public Works Depart
ment but they would also have a greater chance of 
employment outside. I do not kno\V anything about 
the Indian craftsman but the Burman is naturally skilled 
with his hands and, given the chance to learn, makes a 
capable craftsman. 

(4). The Public Works Department conld improve 
their material, or rather we could give them improved 
material, if ·they would break up their services a little 
more and allow specialization. They have already been 
forced into this in the electrical and plumbing sections, 
but they could gQ even further. It would need a little 
reorganization perhaps, and some trouble, but the 
trouble, if lt gave them better resnlts, would be worth 
while. For a roads or irrigation subordinat~ surveying 
for instance is of greater importance than for a buildlng 
llubordinate. 

(5) •• The demand for trained men outside the Public 
Works Department, municipalities, and railways is 
rather in the mechanical side than the ch·i) side.· The 
demand ii! being met by the school but I under>tand 
that the Committee do not wish for information on 
this. 

(6). With regard to the training of students in the higher 
branches of ch·il engineering to qualify them as chi! 
eng~eers. for em,vl.oyment in government and private 
sernces, if any c1vil engineering posts of importance are 

a\•ailable in privato employ employers arc inclined to 
get engineers out from home to till them, and I mrs\·lf, 
were I an employer, would do the same. For subordinate 
positions there is a hig demand for lora) men because 
they are cheap, but for the senior posts a homo man 
is felt to be better and cheaper. I will not go so far as 
to say that mom·y spent on unh·or$ity l'durntion in 
engineering would be wast<>d, but I think it would be 
distinctly better to use all funds at present availaLlo 
or likely to be available in this province in the training 
of craftsmen and subordinat<>s and reservinrr higher 
training until the lower posts have bl'en fully t~ken up. 
The number of higher posts available is so fml' that to 
train each individual employed. would cost an unduly 
large amount. A few students might be encourn~rcd 
to go to India to the colleges there. The chief diffic~lty 
in this line is the length of time a youngster has to be 
away and the consequent cost and risk of his moral 
deterioration. I notice that all the Indian colleges re· 
quire a rather high school certificate; l\Iadras asks for a 
B.A. degree. It seems to me that while these high 
literary certificates ensure a type of student which will 
pass examinations in book-work, they in themselves 
bar just the type of student who would make an engineer. 
So far as Burmans are concerned it should be possible 
for them to pass a certain amount of time at Insein and 
a pass certificate from the school should, by arrangement 
with an Indian college, qualify them to enter classes 
which will only necessitate their doing about two years 
in India to take their degree. I can arrange this 'll'ith 
the City and Guild's Institute at home and if the passed 
students of this school can get the City and Guild's 
certificate in two years they ought certainly to be ahlo 
to get an Indian degree of engineering in the same time. 

(7). For the present, rather than see engin('ering training 
in Burma carried to degree standard, I would prefer 
to carry it into wider fields in the lower grades, for which 
form of extension there is ample scope. Our chief 
present need is increased staff. 

(8). As regards practical training, the student.s of this 
school enter Public ·works Department offices near 
their homes during the period of their long vacation in 
the first two years of their training; two months each 
year. In the survey season-January to )!arch....-.-of tho 
third year they take up a practical survey for the Public 
Works Department for which the Public Works Depart· 
mentpays. 

(9). This, which is a step in the right direction, was 
agreed upon as an alternative to the year of training 
recommended by )!essrs. Atkinson and Dawson in their 
report. I think a little might be done to induce contract
ing firms who take up work for government to gil·e 
opportunitil's of training to students, but there are only 
one or two firms who could do so with any admntago 
to the students, the bulk of the <>ontractors in Burma 
are merely glorified cooli8 and mt'<lln:S. 

(10). It would be an advantage to stndC'nts if, for the 
first few years at least, the Public 'Yorks Department 
made a point of keeping its young subordinate.> on work 
of instructive value. So many of them are pushed into 
the first place available and this is as often as not a 
corner where there is nothing doing in engineering and 
where they rapidly forget the little they ever learned. 

(11). A difficulty which the Public Works Department 
might meet at some inconvenience to themseh·es is tho 
choice of appointments for young subordinates \dth 
reference to their nationality. Burma is a wide prod.ncc 
containing sevt>ral diil'erent race groups and for a ~·oung 
subordinate there is a distinct amount of diS<:omfort 
in being shiftl'd out of his O\\'n area, say for a Karen to 
be put in Kyaukse, or a )foulrnein boy in Araknn. It 
would cause some incom·enience it is true to arranf:C 
this, but if there is any desire to cncournf:C the Bunnnn 
to enter the service it can be done. In the same w,1y, 
as far as possible, the young subordinate should I.e placed 
under an English or Burman superior. Once ho lJns 
found his feet it does not so much matter; at the start 
it makes all the difference. 
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. 1\Ir. A. P. MoRRIS called and examined. 

3,090. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the Headmaster of the Insein School of Engineering and 
that he had held that appointment for the last. four and 
a half years. He was a member of the Public Works 
Department, and had been appointed as Headmaster 
in October 1912. 

3,091. There were two civil engineering courses in the 
school, one for upper subordinates and the other fo~ 
lower subordinates, both of them being of three years 
duration, and in addition a lO\rer subordinate, having. 
passed the course as such, could by undertaking a fourth 
year's course qualify himself as an upper subordinate. 
Thus in general it took a student the same number of 
years to qualify as a lower subordinate as it took him to 
qualify as an upper subordinate, although there was a 
great difference in the educational standards required 
for the two classes. Owing to lack of staff .the second 
year lower subordinates were educated together with 
the first year upper subordinates, although in principle 
he would have preferred that there should be separate 
class~s throughout. 

3,092. The educational standard required for the upper 
subordinate class was the school final or matriculation 
and for the lower subordinate the 7th standard, but for 
the latter the 8th standard students were preferred and a 
large number of them were admitted. The age-limit 
fixed by the rules was between 16 and 21 but he had never 
paid any attention to this regulation. The actual average 
age of admission to the two classes was from about 19 
years. The reason for fixing the maximum age at 21 
was that, if a student joined at a later age, he could not 
pass through the course in time to get employment under 
government, the maximum age for admission ~o which 
was 25 years. Personally, however, he was not m favour 
of· fixing an age-limit at all. He agreed that it was 
desirable in the interests of the students themselves that, 
provided they possessed the requisite educational quali
fications, they should start their engineering education 
at a comparatively youthful age, but he was not in favour 
of debarring older persons also from acquiring such 
education by the fixing of an age-limit. He did not 
consider that such a proceeding would entail the expendi
ture of government funds on the education of a number 
of men who were less suitable material than the younger 
students, but contended firstly that the number of such 
men would be very small, and secondly that a low age
limit might debar some of the most suitable material 
available from entering. He did not, therefore, agree to 
the reduction of the age-limit from 21 to 18 and thought 
that, if ari age-limit were to be fixed at all, it should 
be somewhat higher than that proposed, as otherwise a 
good many of the students would be ineligible for admis
sion. 

3,093. He considered that the students who had passed 
the lOth standard examination had a sufficiently good 
knowledge of English to enable them to follow their 
lectures in the engineering college. With reference to 
the view expressed by the staffs of certr~in colleges in 
India that the intermediate arts examination was not 
a sufficient qualification even for the upper subordinate 
course, firstly because the general education of the 
students was not good enough to allow of specialization 
and secondly because their knowledge of English was 
insufficient, he explained that the. standard of education 
in the different parts of India varied considerably and 
stated that in the case of certain students from the 
Punjab of whom he had had experience, he had 
found that the knowledge of English of those who had 
passed the 7th standard was very poor. He considered 
however thr~t the general standard of education in 
English in Burma was sufficiently high, although in his 
opinion the 7th standard was not quite high enough 
for lower subordinates. Their knowledge of English was 
mther backward and he would prefer to substitute the 
8th for the 7th standard. At present about a third of the 
students who were admitted to the lower subordinate 
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class ha.d passed .the 8thc standard and this qualification 
he considered qmte good enough for lower subordinates. 
He added that in his opinion, if it was really desired to 
raise the technical standard, it would probably be an 
advant~ge not to insist on English at all, but to insist 
on th~ rnstru~tor~ qualifying in the vernacular and giving 
them mstructwn m the vernacular. He realized however 
that this was a counsel of perfection as it would involve 
the production of text books in the vernaculars which· 
could not be done at present 

3,094. During the last two years an arrangement had 
been made with the Public Works Department under 
which students, before they finished their theoretical 
course, received instruction in practical survey work. 
Students were also sent during their vacations for two 
months in the first year and two months in the second 
year for practical training under Public Works Depart
ment officers. As this was the only opportunity which 
the students had of going home they were generally 
posted to some division ncar their places of abode, irres
pective of whether there was any construction work 
go~1~ on there or not. This four months,; practical 
tramrng was all that the students could obtam, but in 
the witness' opinion it was insufficient and he was in 
favour of the substitution of a longer perfod. 

3,095. The reason fornot laying down the condition 
that, as in certain engineering colleges in India, students 
must take a .practical c·ourse for one or two years on 
works at the end of their theoretical training was ~hat 
government was unwilling to pay a living wage to the 
students during the period of such a course. A large 
proportion of the students were too poor to Q.e able to 
pay their own way and he considered that, if a course 
of one year's practical training on works in addition to 
the three years' theoretical course were insisted on,- a 
living wage should be granted to the students. He was· 
in favour of withholding the college diploma until the 
combined theoretical and practical course had been 
completed. At present a certificate was given in regard 
to the theoretical course and if a student was able to 
obtain practical training under the Public Works Depart
ment this certificate was countersign·cd by the Chief 
Engineer. · 

3,096. There was only one guaranteed appointment. 
for upper subordinates. Last year twelve students passed 
the upper subordinate course but this was an exception
ally high figure. The year before last nine passed and the 
year before that only six. Out of the nine students who 
passed during the year before last two joined the Public 
Works Department, one of whom was made permanent 
while the ot.her remained as a temporary hand, two had 
gone to the Shan States, one joined the plumbing depart
ment, one got into a private fum and one had been em· 
ployed under the Rangoon Municipality for· a time but 
was now under orders to go to Mesopotamia. PracLically 
all the candidates had thus been provided "'ith posts, 
the majority of them getting appob1tmente under gov
ernment and the rest under municipalities, etc. He 
recommended that the government appointments should 
not be filled unt.il after the candidate had undergone his 
practical training, as he considered this practical training 
as an essential part of an engineer's education. He was 
of opinion that it would be advantageous to introduce 
the system followed in Bengal under which there was an 
examination at the. end .of the practical course, upon the 
result of . which selection for government service was 
based. Under that system the college authorities took 
into consideration the reports of the officers under whom 
the students had heen trained, and weight was given 
to the results of both the theoretical and the practical 
tests in considering the candidate's fitness for govern
ment service. 

3,097. In the Insein School of Engineering there was 
also a separate class for the training of practical craftsmen. 
They were taught joiner's or fitter's or smith's work. As 
a matter of fact they learnt a little of each before they 

I[ 
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finally settled to one particular trade. It was rather 
difficult to say from what class students for the craftsman 
class came, but it was a condition of entry, laid down 
when the class was started, that all students joining that 
class should be Burmans. Only two students were 
admitted each year, as the class was still only in an ex
perimental stage. He considered it desirable that all civil 
engineering students should receive practical training in 
carpentry and smiths' work and also do some practical 
building work. He had tried the experiment in the 
case of building work for about two years but since 
the last year had found it very difficult to arrange, owing 
to the increasing size of the classes. All students got 
considerable practical experience in carpentry, smithy
work and fitting. 

3,098. He agreed with the view that the standard of 
carpentry and bricklaying in Burma was low compared 
with that in England, but could not say how it compared 
with the standard in India, as he had no personal know
ledge of Indian conditions. He thought, however, that 
it was low enough to necessil'ltte special arrangements 
being made to improve it and suggested that, if an addi
tional staff were t<J be recruited, an instructor in brick
work would be a useful addition. He supported the 
recommendation made to the Committee that certain 
master workmen, for instance master carpenters, master 
bricklayers, etc., should be brought from England to 
give the necessary instruction, and stated that he had 
already made a similar proposal to the educational 
authorities. Such a man if employed should be attached 
to the Insein School of Engineering for at least part of his 

· time, as building work practically ceased in Burma during 
the rains. He would then puj the craftsman class under 
this man, but to justify the expenditure it would have 
to be enlarged. He was rather doubtful as to the utility 
of night classes under this .instructor, as he considered 
that they would entail '"a great strain on a man who 
had had to work the whole day. An attempt to start 
night classes in Rangoon had been made at the Young 
Men's Christian Association, which had introduced business 
classes ; he was not sure whether there was any class for 
technical subjects as well. 

3,099. He suggested that some opportunities should 
be given to the passed students of the Insein school to: 
enter the engineering colleges in India. The chief 
stumbling block was that the Indian colleges laid do·wn 
very high literary qualifications which wasted a good 
deal of a student's time and of which he did not see the ~ 
utility. If a student had to spend four years on his 
education it would be better, he thought, for him to · 
spend them in an engineering college rather than on a 
literary course. He suggested that the passed students 
of the Insein school should be admitted t<J the Indian 
engineering colleges with the same standing as if they 
~ad un~erg~ne. a certain number of years' instruction 
~n those mstitutions. The number of senior appointments 
m Burma was not large enough to justify the establish· 
ment of an engineering college in that province but a 
few of the selected students of the Insein school who 
desired to go in for higher education might well either 
be allowed to join the Indian colleges in order t<J qualify 
themselves as Assistant Engineers or he sen~ to England. 
The present arrangement with the Indian colleges in
:volved so many years' residence in India that a Burman 
~ould no~ go there. Such an arrangement was in force 
m ~he Sibpur college, and though -the principal was 
anxiOllS to get students from Burma no one went there and 
none would go so long as the present system continued. 
He had. had con;esp?nde?ce with the head of the City 
a?d Gmlds Institution m London who had informed 
h1m that ~he stu.dents of the Insein school would be able 
t<J get their certificates there after ouly two years train
~g and t~e same thing should, he thought, be possible 
m the Indian colleges. He admitted, however, that none 
of ~he stud~nts. of the school had passed the City and 
Guilds InstitutiOn examination. One of the students 
had g?ne there but the witness did not know how he 
had fatred. 

3,100. When the witness took over the headmaatcrship 
of the school in 1912 there were altogether 33 students 

in .the school of whom only 7 were Burmnns. nil the rP•t 
bemg Indians. One of tho reasons why a. Burman would . 
not join the school wns that thPre was a. vPrv ~tronll 
idea that B~rmans were not wanted. They felt that it 
was an Indian school and therefore were unwilling to 
go there. In reorganizing the school the first thing he 
had .d?ne was to lay down that all students muRt he 
domiCiled Burmans, but even so it had taken him thrPe 
yea;s to en~ourage Burmans t<J enter. During that 
perwd the Witness had spent a certain amount of timo 
m touring in connection with the school work and he had 
been successful largely owing t<J the fact that he had a 
c~rtain a~ount of influence among the Burmans. He 
did not thmk that the increase in the number of BurnwRe 
students w~s merely a temporary one, due to the spPcial 
?fforts which he had made, hut considered that the 
mcrease would he permanent and that the Burmnns 
would continue t<J come t<J the school in increasing 
numbers. He h~d advertised the courses a good deal 
and had sent a Circular round to the schools from which 
his students were drawn, and had every intention of 
continuing t<J do so. 

3,101. He did not agree with the suggestion that the 
Burman was practically non-existent in the Public 
Works Department, that he did not like the Public Works 
Department as a department, did not set up as c-ontractor 
and had no taste for the building trade ... The Public 
Works Department, distribution list showed it was trut>, 
that there were only a few Burmans in the upper and 
lower subordinate ranks, hut this was due t<J the fact 
that the_Burmans had had very uphill work in getting 
into the Public Works Department. When the Depart
ment was first organised in Burma, senior men from 
Ind~a ha_d been impo~ted who had preferrt'd to employ 
Indians m the subordinate ranks, and these Indians had 
practically formed a ring to keep the Burman out. This 
phase had been common t<J all departments but the others 
had got ahead of the Public Works Department in this 
:espect. _He did not thin~ that there was an~'thing 
lnherent m the Burman which made him unsuitable for 
building work. Neither was it quite true t<J sav that 
there were no Burman contract<Jrs. About five' years 
ago when he was in Kyaukse much of the petty masonry 
and earthwork had been taken on by BIJ.rman contractors. 
He had just come from Pakokku where he saw a Burman 
contractor engaged in building a private house with 
the aid of Burmese masons. Burman contractors were 
also employed on a new road that was being constructed. 
He admitted that there were pot sufficient Burmese 
masons to cope with all the work, but they were not 
alt<Jgether non-existent. Practically all the pagodas 
had been built by the Burmans thf'mselves and in his 
tour he had visited a village of st<Jne-workers who had 
erected a stone pagoda. These men were skilled masons, 
the art being handed down from father t<J son and from 
master to pupil as well. 

3,102. As regards the extension of the school build in:;:,, 
he had placed certain proposals before the Education 
Department which had been moro or Jess accepted, but 
the matter had been held over for want of funds. Neither 
the workshops nor their equipment was at presPnt satis
factory andJhe workshop instruction could be impron:d 
if there were better arcommodation. The school staff 
was inadequate and he had been prl'ssing for an increase 
for a long Hme, RS on account of the lack of staff he could 
not admit the number of students he desired. 

3,103. (Mr. Cobb.) He did not think it was fair to prr
vent older students from joining the school. Men n t 
the age of 22 or 23 who were in business or trade might 
join and acquire an engineering training without actually 
becoming upper or lower subordinates. He admitted, 
however, that by taking students at an advanced n_l!o a 
certain number of younger students whom it was desir
able to admit were excluded, but pointed out thn t t hr• 
number of these older students was very small and dirl 
not materially affect the situation. 
. 3,104. (President.) He did not agree with the suggr·s

tiOn that the age-limit for admission should be fixed at 
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18 vears, although, if considered necessary, either 18 or 
lQ )·ear~ might be laid down, but he would prefer that 
no hard-and-fasl· rule should be made but that the 
matter should be left to the di'lcretion of the headmaster. 
He did not think it would be unfair to take some candi
dates at the age of 16 and at the same time some at 20, 
both of them competing for government service. The 
school was not intended solely for government service, 
and hence the question was not one in which the educa
tional authorities were concerned. 

3,105. (.Jlr. Cobj.) He considered that the right type 

of Burman was gammg admission to the school and 
stated that there had been no great trouble involved in 
getting the students. All that was required wa.s to bring 
before the students and their parents the possibilities 
of employment offered as the result of a course of training 
in the school. The majority of the boys in Burma could 
not read and >~Tite English, but they could read a.nd 
=ite Burmese. Great importance was attached to the 
physical tests which he conducted personally to see that 
they were properly carried out. 
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At Bankipore) Thursday, 22nd March 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.r., r.c.s. (President). 

Sm NoEL KERSHAW, x.c.B. 

C. S. COBB, EsQ., M.V.O. 

And the following Co-opted Member :-

RAr BAHADUR GANGA RAM, C.I.E., M.V.O. 

A. T. JIIACKENZIE, EsQ. 

W. S. BREMNER, EsQ., Superintending. Engineer, Public Works Dep_artment. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary), 

The HoN'BLE MR. E. G. STANUY, A.M.t.c.E., M.c.r., Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Government of Bihar und 
Orissa, Buildings and Roads Branch. 

Written Statement. 
3,106. (l) Economy and suitability of methods of execu

tion of public works,-(i). Are present methods economi
cal ?-The establishment charges of the Public Works 
Department compare unfavourably with those of other 
parts of the world, as example, in India it is often 23 per 
cent. whereas in some Australian reports I have seen their 
figure was only 9 per cent. of the cost of works. Some 
reasons for these excessive figures are : (1), the superior 
establishment is mostly imported labour, (2) the officers 
of the Department are highly paid to .k<lep them 
honest, (3) an unnecessarily elabm·ate system of audit 
designed to prevent dishonesty, (4) the numerical increase 
necessary in the number of supervising staff owing to 
inferior class of labour. 

(2). As regards the first point, one reason why it is 
necessary to have English engineers is the reluctance of 
Indians to take up engineering as a profession. l\Iost of 
them are extremely averse to manual labour and the 
strenuous life an engineer has to lead, and prefer more 
sedentary occupations which offer better prospects of 
emoluments. Also those students who go through a 
course. of engineering at any of the colleges in the 
country find that their prospects of ultimate employ
ment in government service are very limited ; and at 
present there is but little scope for them outside govern
ment service, and it is no nncommon thing to find men 
with Assistant Engineers' qualifications who have failed 
to get one of the few guaranteed appointments of their 
year working as upper subordinates; and similarly, men 
who have qualified as upper subordinates being compelled 
to take the position of sub-overseers. 

(3). An absurdity in the present system of acconnts is 
the demand for sanctioned estimates before any expendi
ture is incurred. In the beginning of every official year 
expenditure is incurred in the payment of municipal 
taxes, staff looking after vacant buildings and such 
charges which go against the annual repair estimates of 
the buildings. These estimates are not prepared till 
after the issue of the final budget, and can best be done in 
the slack season during the rains. Any expenditure in
curred before the estimates are sanctioned are treated by 
the Accounts Branch as " gross irregularities " although 
they disappear automatically during the year. Also 
when starting· a bridge or building there are petty 
preliminary works as taking borings, digging trial pits, 
ete., required to be done before the estimate is prepared; 
such expenditure should not be classed as " objection
able " for want of estimate or funds. 

(4). It is often said that the cost of work executed by 
the Department is excessive, 'this is due to the high 
standard of work executed. There is not the slightest 
question that cheaper work can be done by using second or 
third rate materials coupled with rougher finish than the 
present departmental standards permit of but such work 
is to be deprecated. In the long run any small initial 
gain is counterbalanced by increase of maintenance 
charges and discomfort to the occupants of the buildings. 

(U). Are present rnetlwds suitable ?-Yes, if materials 
and workmanship are to be of the best, but hero the 
government is now on the horns of a dilemma. On the 
one hand, Architects are brought out to elaborate build
ings at an increased cost: on the other hand, tho cry is 
that work is too expensive even without them. Take the 
case of a residential house; 30 years ago people were con

. tent with nlUd walls, thatched roofs, ceiling cloths, lime
plastered floors covered with split bamboo matting, and 
provided chicks for themselves for doors and windows 
and verandahs. The mud wall harbours white ants and 
vermin and disintegrates with the slightest rain percola
ting the roof, hence first-class brick in lime walls, a cement 
damp-proof course and lime plastered walls are now the 
vogue. Thatched roofs entailed a heavy fire risk, shel
tered snakes, often leaked and required frequent renelrnl, 
so now terrace and tiles are used requiring stronger walls. 
Ceiling cloths sagged, were generally blotchy in appear
ance and soon got dirty, hence the light terrace ceiling, 
planks, plaster on expanded metal or last of all stamped 
steel plates. The split bamboo matting collected dirt 
and was voted insanitary, the old lime plastered floor 
deprived of its mat protection broke up very quickly and 
now cement floors or Indian patent stone or tiles are 
demanded. 

(2). Occupants of government quarters expect an ab· 
normally high standard of comfort and maintenance 
which they would not dream of asking a private land
lord to provide. 

3,107. (IT.) Encouragement of other agency.-Ncarly 
all work is carried out by tenders which are publicly 
advertised. 1\Iost petty contractors are men with little 
or no capital. The reason is probably that men 
possessing capital find they can obtain better returns 
than investing it in the execution of public works. 

(2). Where district boards maintain an engineering staff 
it would be quite feasible to eritrust petty works and 
repairs to them. The only saving would be in not ha,·ing 
two sets of men travelling over the same district.. Tho 
district board could not work with less supervision than 
the Public Works employs, and its staff would have to bo 
augmented, so there is really practically no gain. 

3,108. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-As a general rule the Public Works Depart
ment does me€'t the requirements of other drpnrt· 
ment~ successfully. There are cases in which cil'il ollicrr.~ 
object to the restrictions in the Code, but these often sa 1·e 
members of the Department from doing a great deal of 
unnecessary work.· A newly appointed civil ollic>cr of!f"l 
asks the Executive Engineer for plans and estimates for 
works which are beyond his powers of sanction und is 
annoyed when asked to refer to his Commissioner, but 
it often happens that his Commissioner does not ngrf•o 
with him or that the works have been pro\'iously consid
ered and rejected. 

(2). In this province the Sanitmy Engineer and his 
Assistants appear in the Public Works D~partrncnt cJa,,i. 
ficd list, but neither he nor his Assistants havo !Jcc•n 
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trained in the Department and they are not under the 
orders of the Chief Engineer, Roads and Buildings. The 
Chief Engineer, Irriaation, is a member of the Sanitary 
Board and as such ~ees all important projects. 

(:3). The Government .Architc~t wor~s practically under 
and in conjunction with the Chief Engmcer. 

(4). The Electric Inspector works practically under and 
in conjunction with the Chief Engineer. At present he is 
mainly an Inspector of Uines under the Electricity Act, . 
an adviser to the local Government under the same Act, 
and the desicrner of new schemes. Lately the Inspector 
of Mines ha~ taken over his duties as regards lmder
ground work and eventually an imperial inspector will 
relieve the Electric Inspector of the above-ground duties; 
when this happens the Electric Inspector will be free to 
carry out all electrical work in the province, but he must 
be provided with an accountant and his office staff 
strengthened. 

3,109. (V.) Decentralization.-The Code is extremely 

illogical as regards the construction of residential build
ings. The rules require the capital cost of a house 
t~ be governc~ by the average p_ay of the occupant. 
:!So allowance 1s made for the varymg cost of site or for 
variations in the price of labour and materials due to 
exceptional local circumstances, with the result that in 
one station a man may have a reasonably comfortable 
house and on his next transfer find himself in a much 
smaller and incommodious building: The ~Iilitary De
partment solved this 9-uestion many years ago by giving 
standard accommodation to various ranks and disrward
ing what it costs to provide that accommodation. 

0 

The 
rules ~or the supply of stores do not suit present condi
tions. It is quite unnecessary to indent on the Stores 
Department of the India Office for most of the materials 
used by the Department; seeing that large stocks· of such 
materials are held by the numerous firms in the country 
amongst whodl. there is sufficient competition to guarantee 
goods being obtained at reasonable prices. 

The Ho:N'BLE 1\fu. E. G. STANLEY called and examined. 

3,IIO. (President.) The witness stated that he held the 
post of C'hief Engineer, Buildings and Roads Branch, 
Bihar and Orissa, and that he had served for only two 
years in the province ; one year ·as Superintending 
Engineer, and one year as Chief Engineer. 

3,111. There were two buildings and roads and three 
irrigation circles in the province. These circles were not 
self-contained. The Western Buildings and Roads 
circle consisted of three divisions which were so situated 
that the entire charge of the Superintending Engineer 
onrlapped with the charges of certain Commissioners; 
the bulk of the circle was within the jurisdiction of the 
Commissioner of the Chota Nagpur Division, but the 
Sambalpur Division comprised a portion of the Commis
sioner of Orissa's charge, and the result of th.!s· arrange
ment was that the Commissioner of Orissa had com
plained that he never saw the Superintending Engineer 
of the circle. The Eastern Buildings and Roads circle 
consisted of the Bhagalpur Division, the Patna Division 
and the Special Works Division. The Sone circle comprised 
three irrigation divisions and one revenue division. 
The Gandak circle had two divisions but one of these, the 
Gandak Division, was a buildings and roads and irriga
tion division. The staff in irrigation divisions executed 
both irrigation and buildings and roads work. All the 
roads in Bihar were maintained by district boards except 
the Grand Trunk Road whiQh passed through the Sone 
and Western circles. 

3,ll2. One list was maintained for officers belonging 
to both branches of the Public Works Department and 
transfers were made from one branch to the other, as the 
object of the Department was to train men as far as pos
sible, in their early days, in both classes of work, in order 
that when they were promoted to the rank of Superin
tending Engineer they might have had experience of the 
t;;,.o branches. Hence no separate specialization in irri
gation was encouraged. 

3,113. The Sanitary Engineer in the province was not 
subordinate to the C'hief Engineer, Buildings and RoadS; 
but received instructions from and dealt directly with the 
:\Iunicipal Department of the local Government Secre
tariat. The Secretary to Goyernment in the Irrigation 
Branch was, however, a member of the Sanitary Board, 
and in his capacity as such was brought into touch with 
the Sanitary Engineer's work. Schemes and designs 
prepared by the Sanitary Engineer were not subject to 
technical supervision, and were passed by the Sanitary 
Board on which the Chief Engineer for Irrigation was the 
only engineering member. The Sanitary Engineer was 
Rubordinate to the Chief Engineer, Buildings and Roads, 
in all the provinces except Bihar and Orissa and Bengal. 
The Sanitary Engineer in Burma was selected from the 
Superintending Engineers of the Department who had 
specialized in sanitary engineering, and if a trained 
~JH.'uialist was obtained from England for this post it 
"Would be desirable to make the incumbent entirely in
dependent of the Chief Engineer. But if, on the other 
hnnd, an officer who had been only a district engineer was 

recruited, sanitary schemes should be criticised by the 
Chief Engineer to a greater extent than at present. 

3,114. The .Sanitary Engineer was in charge of a de
partment which undertook both the preparation and 
actual construction of sanitary projects. He had two 
Assistants, who had been recruited on 5 year agreements, 
and one of these had a staff similar to that of a Public 
Works Department executive division. The present 
Sanitary Engineer and one of his Assistants had been 
recruited in India but his other Assistant had been ob
tained from England. The status of each of the sanitary 
Assistants was practically equivalent to- that of an Exec
utive Engineer of the Public Works Department. It 
was preferable, when sanitary works were situa,ted suffi
ciently close together, for the Sanitary Engineer to possess 
a separate construction staff of his own. He did not 
think that the Sanitary Engineer's work was entirely 
separate from that undertaken by the Public Works 
Department staff, as that officer had to rely on the local 
executive in cases in which sanitary works were scattered 
over the districts. In view of the fact that several private 
firms were coming forward with schemes for wat~r-sup
ply and drainage, he thought there would in future be 
sufficient scope and continuity of large projects 'in the 
province to afford sufficient employment to a regular 
sanitary staff. The present staff was not on a permanent 
basis, but consisted of temporary men who had been 
recruited on agreements in order that their strength 
might be varied according to the requirements of work. 
The existing arrangement under which a separate sani
tary staff was under the Sanitary l<:ngineer was the best 
that could have been devised, but he was averse to the 
whole of this staff being retained on a temporary basis, 
as he considered it _was preferable to recruit a. small 
number of permanent men and to employ the remainder 
temporarily. 

3,ll5. The Government Architect was subordinate to, 
and worked in conjunction with, the Chief Engineer who 
selected the designs to be prepared by the former officer, 
subject to the approval of the l\Iember in charge of the 
Department, who was the final arbiter in the matter. In 
practice only important buildings were designed by 
the Government Architect such as large colleges like the 
Ravenshaw College to be constructed at Cuttack, the 
Greer College at l\Iuzaffarpur and the new Patna. Uni
versity. The GoYernment Architect had designed most 
of the buildings iri the New Capital, but had had no con
nection with the construction of ordinary district build
ings as it was n?t considered worth while troubling him 
with the designs for such buildings, for many of which 
there were type plans. In his opinion it was correct in 
principle to have type plans for buildings such as·court 
houses, police buildings, etc., but not for residences, and 
he mentioned that almost all regimental buildings in 
India had been constructed on standard plans. He had 
not experienced difficulty with any type of standard plan 
owing to the nriations of the sites on which buildings 
had been erected. The Government Architect did not 
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attend to the examination of designs prepand by oilioers of 
the Public Works Department in addition to the prepara· 
tion of his mrn dESilms. He did not agree tha. the 
architect who desi,._;(f a bu.ilding was the proper pereon 
to construct it pnrrided such an arrangement was fe&si
ble without incurring e:rtra e.xpendi ore. as the .!rehi
tec employed by the Gm-emment of Bihar and ~ 
"-ere men recruited from England and COl&'qllently did 
not possess sufficient kno"~<ledge of Indian materials and 
labour. He added that as a matter of bet the serrices of 
the Go;ernment Architect were no required for ordinary 
u-ork but onh- th~ of an architectural draughtam.an. 
There u-ould "not be sufficient 'II"Ork in the pro;iooe, 
after the COlb-troction of the Capital had been com
pleted1 to jus .i:iy the employment of a Go~emment 
..:Ut-hitect, and he was of opinion tha a small body of 
.lrchitects ~ ationed a Simla 'II"Onld be sufficient [or the 
desi,ouing of buildings-for the "~<hole of~ The~~
emment .!rehitec had been connected nth the design
ing of the main buildings in the Xe'" C:api 31, "~<here he had 
t-on resident for rome time, and that offirer had been in 
the habit of occasionafu- ru:itin2 the buildiru!: and~ ch
~ alteratio • on th.; '\Tails. ~The uecuril-e Engineer 
in ~charge of the buildings dirision of the Xew- Capital was 
not subordina e to the Go~t .lrchitect. and the 
latter carried out such alterations a.s he though neees
sarr in collaboration with the former officer, with the 
e:s:reption of important changes rlich lrere referred to 
the Superintending EngineEr for orders. 

3 116. The main duties of the Electric ln5pector to 
the Go>emment of Bihar and Orissa were coD.Il€Ctf'd lrit1t 
coal and copper mines of -which there 10cre a large number. 
'That officer had orl.,uinally held charge of both under
ground and o>er-grotmd u-ork bu the Go>emment of 
India had rerently made the Ch.iei I.n,--pec or of Yines 
the electrical authority for the underground 'II"Ork, 
thus lea~ the Elietrie Jn,-pector in charge of 
the o;er-ground u-ork only. He thou.ghl that on the 
termination of the '\T3r the Gm-emment of India 
u-onld probably depute their mrn In.spector to take 
charge of the o~-ground 'II"Oit, in which e>ent the 
Electric Inspector to the local Go>emment would only 
be responsible for the genernl t;ehemes of the pronnce, 
in connection with which he had certain statutory 
duties under the Indian Electricity .:\ct, and the super
rision of the .-arions equipmen including the electrical 
rupply of the Pu.sa Co~ rlich ml.S comparatn-ely 
small. There 'II"Onld in time be a •ery large electrical 
i!b-tallation in Pama city. .! liceme had actually been 
granted to a firm w}lich had been unable to ra.i5e so:fii· 
cien capital and the schentes bad comequently fallen 
through- Henre he surmised that go•erumen wouLi 
ba>e to stan the installation and make i on.r to a com
pany after running it for a few years. There were a 
number of electrieal poli"el" installations in the proriuoo 
including a EDJall one at Pusa, one a Ranchi in connec
tion with Go~erument House; and the staff quarters, one 
at Pori House where His Honour sta>ed onl> for about 6 
or ~ ~ one buge installation in the Guharbagb Press 
where aU the printing machinery was run by e!.ect:rieity 
and another in the Gaya Jail Press, and an application 
had recenth- been recein:d from a firm in connection 
with the ~ of a central station for the supply of 
elect:riciiT to fi~e or six coll:ieries and the rail'll":a~ stations 
in their \-icinity, and to anyone else who desii-ed to be 
included in the t;Cbeme. The present Electric Inspector 
was one of the most junior men in India being on a salary 
[)( Rs. 600 to Rs. 800 a month, but if the 'II"Ott in oonnec
tion with mines W-ere taken &'ira\ and there was not then 
mfiicient 'II"Ork to justify t.he ~ployme.nt of that oflicer, 
tte W'8B of opinion that it 'II"Ould be adrisable to re>ert to 
the fonner system. namely, the employment of an EJec. 
Lric Inspector for the joint work of the prorinoes of 
Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, and to retain only an elec
trician to 1i11perrise the gm-emmen inst:a.Dations. 

3,117. The P:atna Mnnicipality was the most. importan' municipality in the province and employed an .:\s5ist
mt Engineer on a sab.ry of about B.s. 400 a month. wheat 
tuties COII!!Uted in maintaining I'Oalh and of sailiiying 
1imself that the 1milding rules bad not. been conllaveoed. 

The ~lie Works De~t- nre. ho1rever, at preiiellt 
c:urytng out some road direznons and alterations in the 
town on behalf of the municipe)ity. The large muni
cipal ~ schemes would be ~cted by the Sani
!UJ" Rngineer, but the constrUCtion of municipal build
Ings, both in:p:.n.ant and unitnportaut, would be earrird 
on through the agency of ordinary contract >rs without 
resort to the Public. W orb Department. 

3,11 Di.striet boanis employed engineers on a salary 
the m:aDmum of ll'bich was Rs.l,OOO a month, but the 
saJary of such men depended >ery much on the funds at 
the ~ of the boe.nls. H the income of a Jllllltic· 
nlar ~ board was Rs. 4 or 5 lakhs, an en.,aineec on 
the manmum pay 'II"Onld be employed, but in the caae of a 
~t board the income oi whirh was only Rs. 1 lakb an 
~on~ much lo..-er pay 'II"Ould be employed. In 
addition _to 1ts engineer, a dEtrict board employed its 
own clerical and 1ii'OJ:b &ali, and was entirelv self -oon
tained in connection with the construction Or its own 
buildings, bridges, etc.. . bu he was u.ntlel'U.in as tO the 
system under .-hich large bn.ildings of districr boards 
1rere oonsb1Jctoo. The only officer of the Public W orb 
Department concerned with t.he district board staff n.s 
the perintending Engineer. He was termed the " In
spec or of W o.rks " and as such was required ro superrise 
the principal district board bn.ildings and roed.s in process 
of CO~etiol!. His official po10l:CS consmed only in the 
fonrnrding of inspection notes to the chairman of the 
di.strict board and in making suggestions in connection 
with the construction of 'II"Ork, bu in actual pract.ire he 
issued instructions on the spot. Di5trict board estima es 
abo>e a certain amount, 11rhicl! nu:ied with tl::e cla'lil of 
di.stric, bad to be appnrred by the uupe:rintending Engi
neer. 

3,119. He e:s:pla.ined in connection with the appoint · 
ment of dh--rrict en,oineen: tba a lisl of applicants lT&5 

u.."Wllly sen unofficially to the Inspector of W" orb.. who 
selected three or ionr names therefrom and a.dri:!ed on 
the qualifica ions of such candida es. The di.mY~ board 
then made their reJection subject o the appron!l of the 
Conunissioner. Certain roles had been hid do'ITU 11ith 
~t to the minimum qnalliications r.eces.s.vy ior he 
appoiUtmenr of disu-ie! ~uineer, but tl!e local Go~· 
ment had po1rer in e:s:reptional ca...<es to appoint a man 
do was not in posses;:ion of EUt:h qnalliication.''· 

3,1.20. .:\.0 the roads in Bibac w-ith U.e exception o' &he 
Grand Trunk Road. were maintained b• ~""t:rict boards. 
But he Eta ed tlta• there lrt:re a~ u"umber of gon:rn
ment roed.s in Orissa and Chota Xagpur a.s there ...-ere la.rge 
l:lta& JNJltaJ tlliC'tO in Orissa in .-b.icb there were no dis
trict boo.rds. Go~ made gnuus to db-u-iC'l boYds 
in connection lrit1t the maintenanoe of roads and spec.W 
grants fur the oon:,-uuet:ion of their brid,oes. pro~ sudl 
boards were no in ~~~ o · the neces:;acy funds and 
each ea.;e lr&S considered on i - merits. Ii di=ic: boards 
took o>er the main e.nance of the remai!Ung roads in the 
proriru.-e they would not be EeJN in such efficient n-pair as 
was the ca...~ a present. .:\.s a rna er of i.u'L. db~t 
board roads were not maintained in ~c-.h an effic.ien 
manner as those maintained by the Pub!U.- W" arks Deput
ment, 3Ld tlis ~ lan!cl• due to the bck of funok Xo 
adrnnlage 'II"Ou)d. bo'ITE:I-~, be gamed if gon~roment made 
a grant to db-tric boards fur the mairuenance of the Grand 
Tnm.k Road. (Yr. Bremner here quo ed an instanoe in 
11rhich a portion of the road in question in Orms had been 
offered to a district boanl for maintena.ore, 'll'ith the 
necessary grant, but in rlich the board had reiu.;,ed to 
take it o>er on the ground that go>emment should 
main~ain it as it .-as a gon'l1l!Dellt road.) ' 

3 1:!1. District boards comlroeted and maintained no 
goremment buildings with the exception oi those in out
of-the-way places like the Palamaa dk-uic~ in vhit-h it 
-ns no wwth while starting a soiHlinsion. For 
'III'Olb the boards ..-ere paid 1 S per cent. in addit.ion tO the 
cost of the bailding, the ~ enginee.r being ~ 
5 per cent. as a penonal allowance. This arra.ngemeat 
proved quite satisfactory as tbe buildings in SDeh e&SeS. 

though not of the same cla.s3 as consuucted at 
~ ...-ere quite good enough. He belie-nd ~ 
d.istrirl boards did no fa -rom- the arraogemeo~ by wil 
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their engineers were granted 5 per cent. as a personal 
allowance because it resulted in those officers paying an 
undue amount of attention to the construction of build· 
ings for the Public Works Department in preference to 
the ordinary district board work. 

3,122. He recommended that. district boards should 
take over all buildings within their jurisdiction, with the 
exception of large important buildings, which would 
continue to be constructed and maintained by the Public 
Works Department, grants for the purpose being made by 
government. District boards would, if his recommenda· 
tion were given effect to, require additional staff in ratio 
to the reduction effected by the Public Works Depart· 
ment, but a substantial amount of duplication would be 
avoided, thereby reducing the combined travelling allow· 
ances of the Executive and district engineers by practi
cally half. 

3,123. The statement furnished to the Committee 
sl:.owed the expenditure in the Buildings and Roads 
Branch for the years 1912-13 and 1913-14, figures for 
those years only being available. The average spent on 
works in the New Capital had been Rs. 18} lakhs a year. 
The reason why the establishment was larger in Bihar 
and Orissa than in other provinces was because there was 
a larger number of irrigation divisions. The expendi· 
ture in such divisions was small in comparison wit~ the 
total expenditure, but this was not because the standard 
of expenditure in the Buildings and Roads Branch was 
unduly high. The expenditure of a Superintending 
Engineer in Bihar was small when compared with that of 
a Superintending Engineer in Burma, whose average 
expenditure amounted to Rs. 26 lakhs a year while the 
average of the former amounted to Rs. 15 Iakhs only. 
A Superintending Engineer in Bihar and OriSsa held 
charge of three divisions but was already overworked, 
largely owing to the number of returns submitted to him. 
He therefore considered that a large number of such 
returns should be abolished as it had been his experience 
that an engineer in the province was much more bur· 
tlened by office procedure and accounts than was the case 
in Burma. He did not think, however, that the existing 
establishment could be reduced if a modification' of the 
excessive office procedure and accounts were introduced, 
as thQ irrigation divisions could not be altered because 
they fitted in with the canals and their areas while the 
other divisions were all large and could not be doubled 
up. 

3,124. He did not agree with the pmposal that the 
post of Superintending Engineer should be abolished, as 
he was of opinion that the functions performed by that 
officer were of a very useful character. It was true that 
there were several Superintending Engineers who were 
nothing more or less than post-offices, but if the right 
type of officer was obtained he saved government a con
siderable amount of money in economies and improve· 
ments effected in connection with the various schemes 
which passed through his hands. 

3,125. He did not agree with the contention that, as an 
abnormal amount of supervision was at present exercised 
by Superintending and Chief Engineers over Executive 
Engineers, the powers of the latter should be largely in· 
creased and that they should be held responsible for 
practically all engineering work carried out in India 
Rubject to the general control of the Chief Engineer. 
The proposal was based on the assumption that there was 
a very high standard of efficiency amongst Executive 
Engineers, in fact that such officers were all first-class 
nwn, and it would not be workable because out of 100 
Executive Engineers 30 or 40 actually needed a great 
den,] of supervi~ion, or looking after. 

3,126. Sub-divisional officers in the province were not 
empowered to make payments amounting to more than 
Rs. 10. But two men in the,Bhagalpur Division had 
drawing accounts of not more than Rs. 200, their final 
hills being sent to headquarters for check. He had had 
experience in this connection in both Burma and Bihar 
and Orissa and saw no reason why sub-divisional officers 
s?ould not m~ke payme~ts, particularly as the conces
~wn would relieve Executive Enaineers of a great deal of 
detailed work and save them a l~t of trouble. 

3,127. He was emphatically in favour of the system 
under which the Chief Engineer was also the Secretary for 
the Department, and advocated no change. ' The Chief 
Engineer was generally overworked on account of the 
mass of routine work w·ith which he had to deal, and 
hence could not devote Ip.Ore time to professional schemes. 

3,128. The Superintending Engineer and Commis
sioner discussed questions connected with the construc
tion of work but they were independent of each other. 
Similarly, the Executive Engineer was independent of tho 
Collector, and the arrangement was perfectly satisfactory 
from the Public Works Department point of view. The 
dbtrict heads of other departments were in much closer 
touch with the Commissioner and Collector, but the 
adoption by the Publio Works Department of such a 
procedure would be distinctly bad judging from the 
conversations of Officers of the other departments. As 
far as the Buildings Branch was concerned there was no 
reason why the different circles could not be arranged 
according to Commissionerships, but such a system could 
not be applied to the Irrigation Branch where the canals 
lay in certain areas. 

3,129. Public works were carried out in the province 
by calling for tenders. The proportion of. departmental 
work was extremely small and practically comprised only 
the repair of roads, for which class of work the adoption 
of any other system would not be satisfaciory. Besides, 
contractors could not be induced to undertake this class 
of work in the manner required by the Department. 
The metal required for the roads was obtained after call
ing for tenders and the successful tenderer deposited it 
on the side of the road. The consolidation was then , 
either carried out departmentally with a steam roller 
belonging to the Department, or a machine hired out to a 
contractor; the actual filling up of holes in the road and 
the repair of side drains, etc., being carried out depart
mentally by a gang of coolis similar to a permanent way 
gang. Special work, e.g., the construction of ceilings 
composed of reinforced brick, was also undertaken by 
departmental labour. Tenders for the construction of 
work were invited according to rates, as contractors were 
not willing to accept lump sum contracts except for 
very large works. There were no large firms in the proy
ince, with the exception of one which was unsatisfactory, 
but one of tho Calcutta firms might accept lump sum 
contracts for the construction of bridges costing about 
Rs. I!lakhs provided they could secure a heavy margin 
for themselves. Reliable Calcutta firms would not ac· 
cept contracts for the construction of work costing less 
than Rs. 1 lakh, in fact one of the firms which under
took the construction of four large buildings in tho New 
C.apital and 13 large hoJSes would not accept contracts 
even for concentrated work costing less than Rs. 3 lakhs. 
Lump sum contracts were not given for the construction 
of the New Capital as the conditions were at present 
rather peculiar ; everything had been rushed and the 
work had commenced practically without plans and esti
mates. The estimate for the secretariat building had 
been made out by the witness when he was placed on 
special duty about a year previously. The firm which 
had constructed the building had worked on a schedule 
of rates of the commonest and most used materials, and 
all other details were settled by the Executive Engineer 
~ith the approva1 of the Superintending Engineer who 
reported the-rates arrived at to tho Chief Engineer. 

3,130. The supervision exercised over the construc
tion of the New Capital was very much less than that 
exercised over buildings constructed by petty contract
ors. The buildings division of the New Capital spent 
Rs. 18} lakhs a year, and the supervision staff consisted 
of one Executive Engineer, generally two Assistant 
Engineers and 5 or 6 upper subordinates in charge of a 
similar number of sub-divisions. 

3,131. The firm which carried out the construction of 
the major portion of the New Capital were allowed 5 per 
cent. establishment charges, 2 per cent. for tools and 
plant and 10 per cent. profit. He intended putting 
forward a proposal that, if the services of the firm in 
question were dispensed with, a new division might be 
formed. , 
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3,132. Cement, as a. rule, was the only mat:rial sup
plied by goyernment to petty contractors. Bricks w~re 
generally bought from a n~a~ who was not connected wtth 
the constructiOtl of bwlchngs. They were manuf,lc
tured between Xovember and )farrh and were gener
ally not stocked in excess of requirements. If the neces
sary bricks were obtained from the .contractor wh? had 
been entrusted with the construction of a particular 
work his workincr season would be interfered with on 
acco~nt of the bu~ninrr of such bricks, e.g., if a man had a 
suffident stock of brkk for the construction of a partic
ular building, he would commence work in Xo•ember, 
where~s, if he had to wait till February on account of the 
burning of his bricks, thr?e mon.ths would ~e lo~t. Petty 
contractors in the pronnce did not ordinanly manu
facture bricks, and they vere generally made by large 
firms who did not undertake the construction of build
ings. Such firms ~d not usually stock bricks of any 
quantity for purchase by contractors, ·henc.e one had to 
wait till bricks for which an order had been gt>en had been 
manufactured. There 'll:cre no government brickfields in' 
the province. 

3,133. lime was supplied by the contractor but govern
ment supplied cement in order to be sure of the quality. 
The necessity for the supply of cement by go>ernment 
might, howeyer, be obviated if it was specified in the 
contract that only guaranteed cement could be used. 

3,134. English cement was used in the construction of 
important buildings, and Indian cement in the less im
portant works. The quality of the latter cement was very 
variable and subject to deterioration, and the supply of 
Katni cement had not been adequate in connection with 
the construction of the New CapitaL This had rrobably 
been due to the war. Government had their own machines 
for the testing of cement. 

3,135. The imported materials used in the construction 
of buildings by the Buildings and Roads Branch con
sisted chiefly of steel joists and he recommended that the 
Stores Department in England should be abolislied, at 
any rate so far us indenting on that Department by the 
Buildings and Roads Branch was concerned, as there was 
a sufficiency of steel joists in the country to meet all 
requirements and the market quality of branded steel 
did not require further testing. Also because competi
tion in this connection was sufficiently keen to secure 
fair rates. There was no go>ernment Stmes Depart
ment in the province, and there were only two canal 
workshops, one at Dehri-on-Sone, and the other at Jobra 
in Cuttack, which carried out repairs connected with irri
gation work. The railway workshops, as far as he was 
aware, carried out repairs to the tools and plant of the 
Public 'Works Department. The mathematical instru
ments belonging to the Department were repaired by the 
i'Iathematical Instrument Department, Calcutta, and the 
other requireme!lts o~ the Department, e.g., steel or iron 
girders, were of stock pattern, and were bought from 
large firms in Calcutta. 

3,136. The Police Department were empowered to 
construct buildings costing Jess than Rs. 2,500. Their 
scattered buildings involved a good deal of supervision 
and the sending out of men and mate~ials for a great 
distance, hence they would cost a good deal more than 
was at present the case were they coustruct('d by that 
Public 'Works Department. The Police Department 
were unable to construct a good building, and the class of 
work depended on the police officers themselves. In the 
construction of a roof, for instance, the Public ro,· or ks 
Department would place the tiles close together and 
overlapping, whilst the Police Department would con
struct it with a much smaller number of ,tiles with the 
result that the roof would give trouble with the first 
shower of rain. If a cheap building were construct<>d by 
the Public Works Department the cost of its repairs 
would be a great deal more than that of tho'e of a pucca 
building. 'fhe practice of erecting cheap structure.'! was 
therefore not economical. He had not worked out statis
tics in connection with the actual cost of repairs to police 
buildings as compared with that for repairs to p>rrra 
buildings, but he had on several occasions reLuilt police 

lines within three or four years of thir construction by 
the Police Department. · 

3,137. He was at prc;,ent rndeavouril!f! to induce t!.e 
Jail Department to take oyer the repair of its t,uildin::<, 
but the di!llculty in this connection was the in,uiJi,:·icr;"v 
of skilled j;lil bbour. A Etart had bren made in thi" di
rection in Gaya, and the jail tl:ere had l•een t:ivrn ,·ariou; 
buildings for maintenance, which hltter was undNL,kt·n L\· 
prisoners and there was a large proportion of free Lt l•otu:. 
The system would not proYe economical in tl1e fir>t Y~'·'r, 
but it would certainly do so after that period. It would 
be an advantage if the PuLlic \Yorks D!"pnrt!llent wero 
relieved of all their petty repairs to buildinp. 

3,138. Repair estimat·!Ji!! were most (·lahorate, ew:T 
detail being included, e.g., the numl::er of square feet ~~ 
whitewashing, the number of panes of glas>, etc. Th<'v 
were prepared six months ahead, and con>eqnentl~· 01;e 
did not know whetht>r the items included in the ~:>timatd 
·would actually be required at the time of repairs or not. 
He therefore recommended that all r<:pairs 8hould be 
carried out on a lump sum contract based on the acttll,l 
cost incurred on repairs during the past fl"w years. It 
was true that one of the objections to meL a sy:;tem was 
that a contractor could not be trusted to carrv out ri"· 
pairs unless an estimate had hen prepared beforeh,lnd, 
but such a contingency depeaded on the Exc-<:·uti,-e 
Engineer. He did not ag-ree that no control could be 
exercised over expenditure and that one could not tdl 
whether work had or had not b!'en done under the '''tem 
he ad>ocated, and mentioned that a sntem had· ~s a 
matter of fact been introduced in Burma "under which the 
nature of repairs was entered in work-Elips, and that if 
the Executi'l"e Encineer had the slir:htest doubt as to the 
repairs 'l'<"hich had~been carried out," he had on!.'- to refer 
to these slips which afforded a check. The Burma system 
had not been tried in the Prorince of Bihar and Ori,•a, 
and he presumed the Accounts Department would im
mediately object if it were introduced. )Iunicipal taxes 
were charged against repairs to offices, and public build
ings were exempt from taxation. .-\ ground rent was 
charged on residences and was paid in the first instance 
by the Exe<:uti>e Engineer to the Station Committee and 
recovered subsequently by inrlu.sion in the rerrt of suc:h 
residences. 

3,139. He was not conwrs:mt with the rah's for the 
construction of private buildings, but the rate3 for tLe 
construction of district board buildit!~S were genrrall:• 
slightly lower than those of the Public \Yorks Depclrt
ment. The brickwork of district boards was de.Sic'lliH(·d 
" first-dass,". but would not be passed as such Ly tLe 
Public Works Department. _ 

3,140. The limit for the construction of minor works 
was Rs. 5,000, that for major works beiug u bove iLd 
amount. Admini~tratiYe sanction for the construc-ti,.,n 
of minor works was accorded by the head of the dcp:Et
ment concerned to buildings other than residential Luil·.l
ings. 

3,1!1. He complained that a largo number of P•ti· 
mates were called for, for which no funds were 1n·aibl·k. 
and therebv threw an nnneces-3<U> burden on th~ Pul-lic 
Works Departm~nt in the prepar:1tio:1 of pL1n5 nnd t:<i
mates for buildings whieh nenr matecia!izf'd, 'l Li• 
state of 2~'fairs was ;erv often due to the re,-1,.,11 of;.., he:,:c' 
which had been tLre::i1ed out a few ~-,•,uc; r·r~do<.dr a:·.,j 
abandoned o'l'<'inrr to a cl!an····e of orhcers. He tLt•rcforc' 
considered 'that ;timntr3 sh~~lcl not be n.,h•d f,,r unJ,." 
the::e was a prospect of the mon~y f,Jr them b,·ic.! a ,·ail
abltl within a re,<Sonable period. .-\n unnece".Jry l ur.ka 
was also thrown on the Public \lorl;s Dep.Him,.nt hy t',e 
frequent chan~es of ideas durin:! the J•rer·a•·:Jtion of J•Lii•:; 
and estimates~ particularly ia th€1 ea•e of dl'oi:r.:< for tl.e 
Education Der•artment, r.g., no liLality J,ad hh·n rc·ad.Pd 
in connection with the de,i::n of cert1in colk:es wLi··h 
had been under consideration for rH·arly two ye:1rs. Ho 
did not knon· who wa:; rt:'.')lOtL•ible for this, but in l'•1YJ· 

nection with the Grt'"r Colkie, a fr·w dan nft•·r t!:e 
governing bo:m! had oi~nPd tLc oite pbn in .cnn<ult.;t;,):l 
with the Go,·ernm~nt Ardtited, two mr-ml,er> w1,o L.,•J 
eppend('d their Ei(!naturC's tl,eret.o ><·nt in a '' :·•r,:!•' 
de:-ign. The;e nH:mhers had a!•Parently dt.',J 13~'c•1 1\],.,~ 
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left to themselves and took exception to particular details 
but they eventually consented to the original design. 

3,142. A Superintending Engineer had powers of tech
nical sanction up to Rs. 50,000 and he w!ls not in favour 
of an increase in these powers as the number of works 
which cost more than Rs. 50,000 was not so numerous as 
to place an undue burden on the Chief Engineer. Exec
utive Enrrineers possessed powers of technical sanction 
up to Rs~ 2,500 and he recommended that the limit 
should be increased to Rs. 5,000 in the case of the average 
engineer and to Rs. 10,000 in the case of selected officers. 
A good engineer was perfectly competent to pass designs 
for buildings which cost Rs. 10,000, and if be had 20 
years' experience was as good as a Superintending 
Engineer. There was a great deal of selection for the post 
of Superintending Engineer. 

3,143. He recommended that Executive Engineers 
should be granted the power to punish and dismiss lower 
subordinates provided the latter had a right of appeal 
to the Superintending Engineer. Similarly, that Superin
tending Engineers should be granted similar powers 
with respect to upper subordinates provided the latter 
had a riaht of appeal to the Chief Engineer. He bad not 
had mu~h experience of upper and lo,-rer subordinates 
recruited in the province, hanng seen only the local men 
engaged on the construction of the buildings in the New 
Capital. 

3,144. (Sir NoeLKershaw.) Cheaper work could be 
executed by the use of second and third-class materials, 
but such materials were used only in the construction of 
servants' quarters and outhouses, etc., and not in the 
construction of any important building, as the initial 
gain would eventually be more or less counterbalanced 
by increased maintenance charges, and no saving would 
accordingly be effected. First-class materials were used 
in the construction of partition walls. These, however, 
were only five inches thick and thus led to a saving. 

3,145. Questioned as to how the 30 or 40 per cent. of 
Executive Engineers whom he stated required a good 
deal of supervision had been promoted to executive rank, 
h~ remarked that government service was a mere machine, 
a man being pr~moted in due course. Selection for 
promotion would be preferable, but it was very difficult 
to exercise the principle in practice because seniority 
carried more weight ; in fact a man had to be very in· 
efficient to be passed over for promotion. The 30 or 40 
per cent. of the engineers he had referred to were, as a 
matter of fact, qualified but lacked the necessary energy, 
and the Superintending Engineer was paid to keep thorn 
up to standard. Until recently the Department had no 
option in the matter of their promotion, but be agreed 
that such men should be elimin8,ted from the service and 
thus greatly relieve the Superintending Engineer. The 
services of the Superintending Engineer could be dis
pensed \\ith provided the qualifications of all Executive 
Engineers were ide:tl. 

3,146. He valued tho inspection of works by the Super
intending Enginncr because that officer could always 
point out to the Executive Engineer some improvement 
which could with advantage be made. The Superin
tr:nding Engineer besides made valuable suggestions to 
the Chid Enginerr which could not be improved upon 
by the htter officer, and gave valuable assistance in 
chcddng eotimates and in the revision of designs. He 
favoured the employment of structural steel specialists 
for the construction of large bridges, failing which it 
might pr;rhaps be possible to have, amongst Executive 
E!l;sinoon, a certain proportion of such specialists. Tho 
objr:ctions to the latter alternative, however, were that it 
would necesoitate the Superintending Engineer seeking 
the advice of a junior officer and probably result in the 
frr:r1urmt tran;-;fer of the specialist officera. 

3,1-±i. (Jfr. Jiackr:nzie.) For tho construction of the 
nr,w ''~cretariat building, the contractors had been paid 
li pnr cent. above thrl acttnl cost of the work, 10 per cent. 
the allowance for profit and i per cent .. for works estab
liBhment inclusiYc of tools and plant. The contractors 
!tad worhu on their own :>chedule of rates, which was 
more than the ordinary schedule in some cases, and less in 
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others ; but on the whole their schedule was lower than 
the ordinary schedule of rates. Nearly double the present 
establishment would be required for the construction of a 
similar building by the Executive Engineer and this 
would perhaps necessitate the formation of an additional 
division. Tho establishment charges of the Executive 
Engineer were about 16 per cent. so that the employment 
of a contractor for the construction of the building in 
question had resulted in a saving of about 6 per cent. 
10 per cent. cor·~tractors' profits being roughly the differ. 
once over and above the schedule of rates. 

3,148. He advocated that two upper.and three lower 
s•J.bordinates of the staff of the Sanitary Engineer should 
be recruited on a permanent basis, on incremental pay. 
The Sanitary Engineer and his two Assistants had been 
recruited on 5 years' agreements, on the expiration of 
which the agreements would be renewed. He recom. 
mended that their pay should then be fixed very much 
on the lines of the executive branch, the Sanitary Engineer 
corresponding more or less to the Superintending Engineer. 
The pay of the former officer was Rs. 1,200-50-1,400 a 
month and that of one of his Assistants Rs. 800-50....:..-
1,000 a month. 

3,149. The Chief Engineer, as Secretary to the Public 
Works Department, was certainly very much a servant 
of every other department and came into greater toUCh 
with other departments than any other Secretary to 
Government, as he received all their demands. A 
Secretary who was not an enginee would be deficient in 
the technical knowledge which was essential for the 
disposal of a large number of cases which passed through 
his hands. The Chief Engineer was generally chosen both 
for his Secretarial and technical knowledge, but many 
such officers had had no previous experience in the Secre
tariat before their appointment. For example, his pre
decessor had had no previous Secretariat experience, but 
it bad been stated in his confidential report that he wa,s a, 

good adrninistrati ve officer. Chief Engineers were chosen 
from Superintending Engineers by selection and it was 
essential for promotion to the post of Superintending 
Engineer that an officer wa.s a good administrative officer. 

3,150. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The establishment 
charges of the Public Works Department were often as 
high as 23 per cent., but such charges were only about 
15 per cent. in the Province of Bihar and Orissa, as 
compared with 15, 20 and 27 per cent. the charges in 
Bombay, Burma and :Madras, respectively, and the 
reason for this low figure was that the bulk of the expen
diture was at present purely local, the work being con
centrated. One of the reasons for the excessive estab
lishment charges in India was the fact that the superior 
establishment was mostly imported, as Indians were 
reluctant to take up engineering as a profession. This 
statement was based on conversations he had had with 
many men, one of whom, an Indian, had inform'ld him 
that most Indians did not like to work with their bands. 

· 3, 151. Students who had undergone a- course of 
engineering at any of the Indian colleges found that their 
prospects of ultimate employment in government service 
were vr}ry limited, and that the scope for them outside 
government service wa,s also limited. Government 
could not of course find employment for every passed 
student, and to"start them as contractors would require 
capital which government would possibly not be pre
pared to provide; he had no suggestions to make with 
regard to starting passed students as private contractors 
or engineers. 

3,152. The statement in his written evidence to the 
effect that, in tho case of residential houses, people were 
content 30 years ngo with mud walls, thatched roofs, 
etc., referred only to private-owned houses and not to · 
public building3. 

3,153. The Chief Engineer, Irrigation, was a member of 
the Sanitary Board and, as such, saw all important pro
jects, but in practice the Sanitary Engineer discussed 
schemes with the Chief Engineer prior to placing them 
before the Board. There was no official rule under which 
the Chief Engineer was responsible for the schemes. 

I 
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3,154. The present method under which all executive 
work was dono by the Sanitary Engineer and his staff was 
suitable, Lut if particular works were very much scat
tered, the Sanitary Engineer should only draw up tho 
plans and leave the construction of tho works to the 
Public Works Department, and act in such cases as 
Superintending Ent,rineer. 

3,155. Thoro was a schedule of rates for tho province 
and it had been revised since tho formation of tho prov
ince. Tho Public 'Vorks Department possessed a. few 
type plans, but those of Bengal were being used to some 
extent. He had recently prepared some new ones in 
connection with the jail and hospital buildings. 

3,156. Tho Superintending Engineer as Inspector of 
Works inspected only works the estimates for which carne 
to him for technical scrutiny ; he did not inspect the 
smaller works. The Superintending Engineer had powers 
of technical sanction up to Rs. 50,000. These related to 
the construction of buildings which involved the prepara
tion of now designs as well as to such buildings as were 
constructed according to standard plans, and he did 
not recommend aay differentiation betwten standard 
and other designs in so far as the powers of Executive 
Engineers were concerned. 

3,157. It was desirable in order ·to ensure general 
efficiency to have one cadre for all district engineers, 
a.nd to promote and transfer such officers from one dis
trict· to another irrespective of the considerations ad· 

~ vanced by district boards ; but he did not think the 
boards would tolerate such a procedure. 

3,158. When irrigation divisions carried out repairs for 
the Buildings and Roads Branch they were allowed 20 
per cent. on the cost of the work. 

3,159. Designs for municipalities and district boards 
were executed free of charge, as local bodies did not 
generally possess the necessary funds to pay for them. 

3,160. He did not know why upper subordinates were 
so distrusted, but was quite agreeable to the introduc
tion of such improvements as could be effect!ld in this 
respect. 

3,161. The contractors were allowed 10 per cent. profit 
and 7 per cent. for works establishment, including tools 
and plant, for the construction of the secretariat building, 
and the cost of the Public Works Department staff of the 
Special Works Division averaged about 5 or 6 per cent. 
The contractors supplied the bricks used in the building 
at Rs. 2-8-0 per thousand less than the local contractors, 
thatis, at Rs. 10 per thousand, and in addition laid 10 
miles of tramway lines. 

3,162. No indents for stores had passed through his 
hands whilst Chief Engineer, but he had, as Superintend· 
ing Engineer, examined such indents very carefully to see 
that the conditions of the Code had been satisfied in 
respect to the materials required not having been avail
able in India. He did not think there was any need for 
the existence of the Stores Department in England so 
far as the Buildings and Roads Branch was concerned, as 
the only imported implements required wore steam 
rollers and electrical machines for wliich tenders were 
now invited from the different firms in India. 

3,163. The percentage for repairs on the capital cost of 
buildings varied, it being about 1 per cent. for first-class 
pucca buildings and as much as 2 to 4 per cent. for other 
buildings, and there was no objection to the grant of a 
fixed sum tQ the Superintending Engineer for repairs to 
buildings. 

3,164. (Mr. Cobb.) He did not desire to withdraw the 
statements in his written evidence that the officers of the 
Department were highly paid to keep them honest, and 
that an unnecessarily elaborate system of audit had been 
designed to prevent dishonesty. The two safeguards 
could be eliminated, but there would be no more dis
honesty than there was at present if the elaborate system 
of accounts were abolished. 

3,165. His professional work and that a~ Secretary to 
the Department were abgolutely intermingled and could 

not be separated. The letters received wore adtlrc,sed 
either to tho Secretary; Public Wor·ks Department, or to 
t~o Chief _Engineer, and tho majority of tho Superinlt·n
dmg Engmeers made no distinction in tl!is connection. 
In the event of the Chief Engineer not being Secretary 
to the Department, but an Assistant to a non-professional 
Secretary, he would, in addition to his own work, have to 
undertake most of that of the Secretary who would 
perhaps be able tQ carry out his duties in a wav but would 
not be able to understand or point out tcch~icaladvan
tages and disadvantages. In his opinion, tc(,Jmical 
knowledge was essential for tho major portion of tho 
Secretary's work. 

3,166. For the construction of tho group of buildings 
in the New Capital which had been undertaken by a con· 
tractor, 10 per cent. profit was allowed and 7 per cent. for 
establishment, including tools and plant. In addition 
the Public Works Department establishment had ro;;t 
about 5 per cent., so that the establishment charges had 
amounted to 22 per cent. in all. The construction of 
Under Seoretarys' houses was now to be commenced and 
if this work was given to tho contractor who had con
structed the first group of buildings each residence would 
cost Rs. 25,000. The local contractor was "lvilling to 
undertake tho work for Rs. 1,500 less, but would tako 
double the time, tho quality of the work besides would 
not be so good. An additional division would have to be 
formed if the services of the large contractor wore dis
pensed with. 

3,167. Tho Public Works Department endeavoured tQ 
look ahead in regulating the supply of bricks, e.g., if the 
construction of a building was contemplated for the 
following season, the necessary number of bricks would be 
manufactured in the previous season and kept in stoek 
until the time arrived for construction. The petty con
traetor was not able to adopt such a system as he was not 
in possession of the necessary capital. 

3,168. The standards of work of district boards and 
municipalities were practically on a par, but not nearly 
so good as that of the Public Works Dopartment. Com· 
paratively speaking, the work of local bodicB was 
second-class. 

3,169. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Bricks were ob
tained from the kilns and removed to the sites of works 
and there was no Stores Department in the province. 

3,170. Under the recent orders of the Go,'ernment of 
India a man could retire after 20 years' service if lw so 
wished, and it would certainly be equitable, if go,·rrn
ment had tho power to weed out men, to give such nwn 
the option to retire whenever they so desired with a suit· 
able bonus. 

3,171. (.iJir. Mackenzie.) The contractors engag~d for 
the construction of the secretariat building were paid thn 
actual cost of the . .materials they supplied, 

3,172. (President.) The contractors could quite ea~ily 
lose money, e.g., on bricks and plaster, if their sup<'r
vision was deficient. The actual schedule of rates for tlw 
construction of the buildings had been prcpa red by t h" 
contractors prior to tho commencement of the work on 
the normal schedule of rates, and he did not think tlwy' 
·made as much money out of the deal as they anticipat•·d. 

3,173. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He br·Jio,·ed that tile 
contractQrs sub-let a portion of their work. 

3,174. (.ilfr. Bremner.) It was pointed out to th~ wihll''' 
that his statement that sub-divisional offic<•rs rlid not 
make payments applied only to BuildinJis and Rond;, suh
divisions' in Bihar, as sub-divisional officers in charge of 
Irrigation sub-divisions were also disbursers for th" 
Buildings and Roads Branch, thc·re being no distindion 
in such cases. 

3,175. The district engineers ho had met w<·r<' all 
qualified mrn and he thought they could therefore he• 
entrusted with petty works and repairs. He had had no 
experience of the socoud and tl!ird grade diotrirt en~in.,,·rs 
in OrillAA whose salaries were about Rs. 500 and Hs. 3fiO 
1\ month. 
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BISHUN Sw.ARUP, EsQ., Executive Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 
3, 176. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works.-The methods adopted for the 
execution of civil works are, under the present state 
of things, suitable, but it is a question if they are quite 
economical, especially as regards repair works. For 
these a good deal of detail is gone into at present, taking 
much of the time and labour of the departmental staff, 
which could be utilized more usefully elsewhere. In the 
case of original works the details are necessary. The 
execution of these works is carried out through contract· 
ors selected according to the size of the work and is 
fairly satisfactory. Men with professional qualifications 
are not generally available for smaller works and the 
Department has to keep up a helping and supervising 
staff. This is necessary as contractors cannot otherwise 
be relied upon to do the work properly. It has been 
suggested that certain works, in order to reduce the cost 
of establishment, could be made over to the district 
boards for execution, but if good work has to be taken 
it must. be well supervised, and supervision must be 
paid for, either to the district board, or to the staff kept 
up by the Department, or in the shape of higher rates 
!:o contractors keeping a costly supervising staff. 

3,177. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-Although 
there is no particular barrier against it, private 
enterprise (in which term I do not include individuals 
working as contractors) is not sufficiently coming for
ward under the existing system. The government having 
to keep up its own supervising staff, the rates for the exe· 
cution of works provided in the estimates do not include 
the co3t of supervision, so private building firms having 
in their employ any engineering staff worth the name 
cannot compete with individual contractors, owing to 
their costly staff ; and if they take up any work it is 
given on sub-contract to petty coQ.tractors on lower 
rates than what the government pays its contractors, 
with the result that the quality of work suffers. Higher 
rates than those in the schedule are sometimes allowed 
to firms to meet the cost of their staff, but it is a matter 
of regret that this increase in rate does not always go to 
improve the quality of work, but is generally taken as 
an addition to profits. 

(2). Among individual contractors there ~tre many good 
and reliable men, with command of money and labour, 
who could be safely entrusted with large works, but not 
having any engineering training their work requires 
supervision all the same. Under the circumstances it is 
not desirable at present to entrust the construction of 
works of any importance to agencies other than depart· 
mental. The maintenance of buildings and roads, and 
construction of very small works and probably of roads 
can, however, be given out on lump sum contracts, ·on 
the contractors tendering their figures. This will cause a 
filirly good reduction in the cost of staff to government, 
:vil~ ~ring into being a number of contracting firms or 
mdlVtduals able to quote their figures, unlike the present 
men .who accept blindly what is provided in the e.stimate 
and 1f they lose by their own carelessness come to bother 
the officers for increase of rates, and will gradually create 
a healthy competition and a general improvement of the 
p~·ofes~ion. This attained, bigger works could also be 
gtvcn out on the same system gradually. 

3,178. (III.) Changes in organization,-With the in
troduction of the system of the execution of repairs, etc., 

as mentioned in the last preceding paragraph, some slight 
reduction of the subordinate staff would be possible. 
This could, however, be done only gradually. ' 

3,179. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-Tbe Public Works Department meets in quite 
a satisfactory manner the needs of other departments 
of the government, which, with the work each has 
got and with,out the technical knowledge necessary, 
could hardly see to the construction and maintenance 
of their buildings themselves. Some of the depart· 

· ments, like Jail and Police, are allowed to carry out their 
own petty minor public works, but anything beyond 
minor works they cannot be entrusted with. The present 
relations, inter 8e, of the various sub-divisions of the 
Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Depart· 
ment are satisfactory. · 

3,180. (V.) Decentralization.-The accord, in recent 
years, of increased powers to Superintending Engineers 
and Executive Engineers with regard to the sanctioning of 
estimates and disposal of funds has been a step in the 
right direction, and further progress on these lines is 
desirable. 

3,181. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-None of 
the provisions of the Public Works Department Code 
which regulate the execution and maintenance of works 
seems to be unduly restrictive. ·:: 

3,182. (VII.) Education.-The government engineer· 
ing colleges in India do not at present attract the best 
possible candidates, not because of any defect in the sys· 
tem of education, but because there is not much of a 
prospect for an engineer. The difficulty which private 
enterprise meets in government works has been explained 
above. As regards private works, construction for some 
of the firms are the only jobs available, the individuals 
having not yet learnt the advantage of employing pro· 
fessional men for their private works. The creation of 
the provincial service in the Department has made the 
government service less attractive. The development 
of industries, which chiefly require the services of engi· 
neers, is a desideratum still in its young stage in India. 

(2). The colleges in India tw;n out engineers who with a 
year or two's apprenticeship can be fairly entrusted with 
works (of dimensions according to their experience) as 
regards safety of structure and proper execution. As . 
regards economy, however, they have much to learn.· 
To attain this object I would suggest that, while serving 
their apprenticeship, the engineers should be given defi· 
nite charge of some small work or part of a big work 
which they should be made to arrange for themselves (of 
course under the general supervision of their superior) 
and carry out to completion; and the economy effected 
by them and the manner in which they carry it out, as 
also their dealings with all concerned, should form an 
important subject of their report after the apprentice· 
ship. The engineers trained in this way will be better 
able to cope with the work required of them either in 
the employ of the government or of local bodies, or of 
private engineering and contracting firms. 

3,183. (VIII.) Practical training.- The government 
gives practical training to nearly double the number of 
men it takes in its eniploy, but in order to facilitate the 
growth of private enterprise it would be better if such 
training is given to a few more men on application. If 
facilities are provided for, say, a dozen more candidates, 
it would, I think, meet the present requirements. 

MR. BtsnuN Sw ARUP called and examined. 

3,18!. (President.) The witness stated that he was an 
Ex:cutive Engineer of about 21 years' service, 9 years of 
wlnch h~d b~e~ .spent in. the Buildings and Roads Branch 
anu 12 m div1s1ons whwh executed both buildings and 
roads, and irrigation .w.o:k. He held charge at present of 
t~1e Easoern So~e DlVlSlon which was an irrigation div~· 
~1on, but mentiOned that a year previously, he was in 
eharge of the Patna Division, a purely buildinga and 

roads division. He added that he had been recruited 
from the Roorkee Engineering College. 

3,185. When he received sanction t.o a work he invited 
tenders according to rates, and accepted one of the 
tenders received. He did not invito the submission of 
lump sum tenders and had had exporience of only one 
lump sum contract in the Dooars. The reason for not 
giving ont lump sum contracts was that none of tho 

I2 
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contractors available could work on that system, and 
that most of them did not understand the system and 
preferr~d to work accord!ng ~o rates. . Contractors in 
Bihar were generally dofio1ent m profess10nal knowledge 
except a few firms which employed an engineering staff 
of their own. , , 

3,186. There were only three firms of 'qualified con
tractors in the province, two of which had their head
quarters at Calcutta. The third had their headquarters 
in l\Iuzaffarpur, and the other contractors were merely 
petty piece-workers. , 

3,187. For the encouragement of private enterprise 
he suggested that contractors might be encouraged first 
to undertake contracts for petty works and repairs, but 
not for large buildings on the lump sum system as there 
was riot a sufficient number of large contractors at present, 
and he considered that if a start were made with petty 
works it would lead to the creation of big contractors and 
the estab1ishment of engineering firms which in course 
of time might be given larger contracts. As there was 
no competition at present government would have to 
pay high rates if lump sum contracts were given out; it 
would therefore be best to start by giving out repairs on 
lump sum contracts. He did not anticipate any diffi
culty in the latter connection as the Executive Engineer 
would be aware of the normal cost of repairing a building, 
and would call for tenders for the maintenance of the 
building for a specified period, accepting only the lowest 

: and most suitable tender. In calling for tenders the 
· repairs, white-washing, colour-washing, etc., which would 

have to be carried out and which were at present detailed 
in the ordinary estimates would, however, have to be 
specified. 

3,188. Detailed repair estimates were at present pre· 
pared by subordinates in the first instance. They were 
then checked by the Executive Engineer, and forwarded 
to the civil officer concerned for countersignature and 
sanctioned when received back. Tenders were next 
called for, and when the works were completed they were 
measured in detail and paid for after the completion 
certificates were signed by the civil officers. He did not 
think this method a satisfactory one for carrying out 
repairs to buildings as it involved too much elaboration, 
and the framing of detailed estimates did not serve any 
useful purpose. He was therefore in favour of an Exec
utive Engineer being given a specified sum annually for 
carrying out repairs, with full discretion as to the spending 
of the grant, and remarked that the introduction of such 
a system would result in a saving of establishment as the 
estimator's time at present taken to check estimates for 
these works would be saved and accounts would not have 
to be kept for each and every item. No checking of bills 
besides· would be required, since if lump sum contracts 
were given a certain specified sum for a building would 
only have to be paid. He did not agree that unless an 
estimate was prepared in detail, the Executive Engineer 
would not be able to check whether the repairs had ac
tually been carried out, as the items of repairs would 
have to be specified at the time of giving out a contract 
and the work would have to be inspected though not 
actually measured. He added that the system he advo
cated would result in a saving in the time of an Executive 
Engineer. 

3,189. In his opinion the departments in occupation 
of buildings were not competent to keep them in a fit 
state of repairs. It was true that some departments, 
e.g., the Jail and Police Departments, were allowed to 
carry out their own minor wo1·ks, but such departments 
could not be entrusted with anything beyond minor 
works as they had not the necessary technical staff for 
the purpose. The Jail and Police Departments were 
able to execute minor works, bnt other officers, e.g., the 
Collector, had no means of getting contractors or other 
men to do the work, or of effecting proper supervision. 

3,190. He had had no actual experience of works exe
cuted by district boards, but had seen some of these works 
carried out. In some districts the Executive Engineer 
was a member of the district board and the witness 
himself while at Cuttack had been a district board mem
ber of the Puri District Board. but as his experience had 

,,been gained mostly in Orissa he did not know exactly 
what the practice was in this connection in Bihar wh(•rc 
he had been for the last five years. Tho district board 
rates for work were a little lower than the Public Works 
Department rates, but their work was somewhat infe· 
rior. 'l'heir rates for the same quality of work would be 
the same as those of the Public Works Department. He 
had insl?ected district board works and was of opinion 
that the1r work was good enough for the mofussil stations. 
The Public Works Department buildings were situated 
only at headquarters of districts or sub-divisions and such 
government buildings as were scattered in the districts 
w:ere not made of first-~lass materials. The police sta
tions and quarters outs1de the towns were not built by 
the Public Works Depart-ment but by the Police Depart
ment itself and this applied also to buildings costinrr more 
than Rs. 2,500 which were constructed outside the towns. 
He had had no experience of police buildings built out
side headquarters, but had had experience of other build
ings and had found that the rates outside a town were 
generally lower than those in the district towns, e.g., the 
rate? at Bankipore were higher than the rates in mofussil 
statlons. 

3,191. About half the days he was at hradquarters were 
absorbed by accounts work. He was at headquarters 
on an average for about 12 to 15 days a month and had 
found that three hours of each day were taken up by the 
a~counts work alone which consisted of the passing of 
bills and accounts and audit, objections raised by the 
Accountant-General. The compilation ·of the monthly 
accounts occupied the first 12 days of each mouth, and 
usually commenced after the 25th of a month, when the 
cash books from the sub-divisions reached the Executive 
Engineer's office. The accounts were generally com· 
piled by the accounts branch without assistance from the 
other branches, but assistance was sometimes rendered 
in the copying work. Six or seven schedules were 
submitted with the monthly accounts in addition to a 
number of schedule dockets, the number of which depend· 
ed on the number of works in progress as the outlay on 
each· work was supported by a schedule docket. He was 
required to sign about 20 documents connected with the 
monthly accounts, and each salary bill had to be signed 
three times. 

3,192. He was empowered to sanction original works 
up to Rs. 2,500 only and repairs up to an unlimited 
amount. As a result of this the majority of the plans 
and estimates had to be submitted to the Superintend
ing Engineer, and this indicated that the Executive 
Engineer should have larger powers of sanction. He 
therefore recommended that, as a Superintending Engi· 
neer's powers of sanction were lin1ited to Rs. 50,000, an 
Executive Engineer might be given powers up to 
Rs. 10,000 or even more, thus obviating a great deal of 
correspondence which was at present carried on between 
Executive and Superintending Engineers. 'i\'ith refer· 
ence to the remark in his \nitten statement to the etkct 
that the powers of Superintending and Executive Engi
neers with regard to the sanctioning of estimates and 
the disposal of funds had recently been increased, he 
explained that the Executive Engineer's powers with 
regard to the sanctioning of estimates were formerly only 
Rs. 200 but that they had now been increased toRs. 2,5tlll, 
and that the allusion to the disposal of fumls referred 
to an Executive Engineer's powers to sanction cstima!t's 
for repairs which were lit present lin1ited only Ly t lw 
budget allotment. A separate allotment was providL'tl 
in the budget for each work whether it related to con
struction or repairs. Ko lump sum grant was provitkd 
for repairs in th(/ Buildings and Roads l3ranch, but them 
was such a grant in the Irrigation Branch. Hence if an 
Executive Engineer's estinmte exceeded tho budgd. 
estimate he had to refer to the Superintending Enguw•·r. 
who could sanction a reappropriation of butlgct !!rants 
within the sanctioned budget estimate. He then,fore 
considered it was desirable that an Executin~ Engin''"r 
should be given a lump sum grant for l'l'pairs with full 
discretion as to its distribution. The fact that th(>re was 
a particular allotment for each buihliil!( under ronstruc
tion did not interfere much with tho cll1ciency of work, 
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If he had a number of original works in progress with 
separate allotments for each and found that he could 
spend more on one work than on another, he submitted 
a reappropriation statement to be sanctioned by the 
:3ccretary to Government, as the Superintending Engineer 
could not sanction it, and had never experienced any 
difficulty in having such reappropriations sanctioned as 
he invariablv made a timely application and obtained 
sanction without delay. Hence the system of having 
separate allotments for each original work had been 
found suitable by him. · 

3,193. He had no objection to the transfer of the repair 
of go>ernment buildings to district boards, provided the 
boards could execute such repairs within the sums set 
apart for the purpose, and that they did not charge a~y 
percentage for such work. He was not, however, m 
£a.-our of entrusting the construction of government 
buildings to the same agency as district engineers we~e 
,;zenerally drawn from the subordinate staff of the Public 
\Yorks Department, but he added that he would have no 
objection to such a course if the district boards employed 
a better qualified engineering staff. 

3,194. In confirmation of the statement that the 
Public \\'orks Department and district board rates were 
practically the same he explained that he had worked 
out the figures in the Patna Division and found that the 
percentage of establishment came to 7·1 per cent, whereas 
it worked out as low as 3·9 per cent. in 1914-15 when the 
cost of original works was about Rs. 12 lakhs. He did 
not think the district boards could do work cheaper as 
according to the government orders 7 per cent. had to be 
paid to them -3:} per cent. for the preparation of pre~
inary estimates and 3} per cent. for the detailed esti
mates and supervision of works, exclusive of the cost of 
tools and plant. But in cases in which the entire work 
was entrusted to the district board and the board utilised 
their own tools and plant they were given 15 per cent. 
But the additional 8 per cent. !lid not represent the cost 
of tools and plant only. The charge had, however, been 
fixed by government. 

3,195. He had no official relations with the Collector 
except in regard to the submission of estimates and the 
execution of work. 

3,196. \\ith reference to the recommendation in his 
written statement that practical training should be pro
vided for twelve more students he explained that the figure 
was an arbitrary one and that all he desired was that 
gr~ater provision should be made for the practical train
ing of students. It was preferable, if government could 
arrange it, that all·students should undergo a period of 
practical training and it was possible to arrange for this 
if a number of works were in progress. He was not in · 
fa•our of the payment of premia to Executive Engineers 
for the training of students as he considered that they 
Ehould perform the work as part of their ordinary duties. 

3,1?7· Upper subordinates in Bihar were generally 
recruited from the Sibpur College and most of them 
v.ue engineers who bad failed to secure guaranteed ap
pointments, some also were passed students of the Bihar 
EngineHing School. The Sibpur trained men possessed 
a IJe~tr:r t1eoretical knowledge as they took up the engi
nteri~g course whereas the latter went through the over
seers cour.se only. The theoretical course of the students 
of the Bihar School of Enrrineerino- was sufficient for the 
~uties which an upper sub~rdinate"' attached to the Build
m_g> and Roads Branch was called upon to perform, but a 
S_Ibpur College engineer student was better in the Irriga
tiOn Branch than a student from the Bihar School a3 there 
was a good deal of calculation work in that Branch. The 
theoretical training of the students of the Sibpur College 
was a little more than was necessary for the work they 
had to do, but there was not much to choose between 
thr:m l!nd the Bihar School students in practical work. 

:3,198. Lower subordinates were recruited from the 
SiLpur College as well as the Bihar School of Engineering. 
1htir theoretical training wa ~ sufficient for the work they 
were expedc;d to do and the standard was not too high. 

3,l~J~. Tberc w<:re no good mistris in Bihar, but he could 
not exr,bin why tbis was so. As a resident of the Cnited 
Provinces he was aw.-1rc that good uti.stris could be had 

there. A mi.sfri was better than a lower subordinate for 
construction work, but was unsuitable for the prepara
tion of bills, etc., for w~ch purpose the latter were essen
tially necessary. Hence he advocated that there should 
be two classes of lower subordinates, one which had re
ceived a training is surveying and estimating and another 
which should be recruited from the mistri class for the 
supervision of work. 

3,200. He had visited the Bihar School of Enaineerinu 
which had a class for artisans, but had had no e~rien~~ 
of such students ; he had observed that the students were 
not taught building work and that the artisan class was 
generally employed on mechanical work only. The' 
school had a class for carpenters, but he had not seen 
their work and hence could not pronounce an opinion on 
the quality of their work. 

3,201. (l!Ir. Cobb.) He had about ten lower subordinates 
under him and if he wanted an additional man he had to 
apply to the Superintending Engineer who decided 
whether he was necessary or not. If the Superintending 
Engineer decided to give him a man and had one to spare 
he could post him to his division, otherwise he had to 
apply to the Chief Engineer for sanction to his entertain
ment, on receipt of which he would be given a man. The 
selection of the indi,idual to be appointed rested in this 
case also with the Superintending Engineer, who main
tained a register of candidates, and the Executive 
Engineer had no voice in the matter. 

3,202. He suggested that engineers should be placed · 
in charge of small works or a portion of large works during 
their period of apprenticeship and mentioned that he 
himself, though not put in charge of a whole work, was 
made solely responsible for certain items of work on a 
water-works scheme by the .Assistant Engineer under 
whom he had served his apprenticeship. This was, 
however, left to the discretion of the engineer in charge and 
was not done in every case, but he would like to see every 
student given similar opportunities durincr his period of 
apprenticeship. 

0 

3,203. He had been an .Assistant Engineer for 7 years 
and acted as an Executive Engineer for 3 years prior to 
his being made a permanent Executive Engineer. He 
approved of the system of promotion b:y seniority and 
was of opinion that if a man did his work well and there 
was nothing against him he should be promoted to exec
utive and administrative rank even if a. better man with 
less service was available. He added that the principle 
of selection by seniority should only be set aside in the 
case of wholly inefficient men. 

3,204. There was a schedule of rates for each dis
trict. 'This was not kept confidential but was known to 
all the contractors, and in submitting tenders contractors 
tendered at so much below the scheduled rates. He 
preferred to give lump sum contracts only for small works 
as the contractors available had no engineering know
ledge to enable them to take up large works on the lump 
sum system. 

3,205. He had been a member of a district board and 
found that the members as a rule did not take any in
terest in the works executed by the board ; the district 
engineer did everything and the board simply passed a.ll 
he did. The engineer consulted the chairman on certain 
points and the latter generally agreed with the former. 
Projects were discussed at meetings of the board, but the 
members did not evince much interest in the discussion. 
After they were agreed to, the engineer called for tenders 
and selected contractors. He then laid his recommenda· 
tions bQfore the board who had thns an opportunity of 
making their own selections but they invariably accepted 
the engineer's proposals as a matter of course. 

3,20G. Out of the percentage allowed to district boards 
for the execution of government works 5 per cent. was 
allowed to that officer over and above his pay, and it was 
only right that the di2trict engineer should be given 
additional remuneration for the extra. work thus imposed 
on him. 

3,20i. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He had had exper
ience of work executed by a large contracting firm which 
had taken up certain work on the same terms as other 
contractors. Tenders had been called for in this instance 
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and the firm had asked for slightly higher rates only for 
masonry. They had employed a European Assistant 
Engineer for supervision, but the witness had not been 
able to reduce his supervision on that account but had 
rather to increase it as the firm sub-let the work and the 
sub-contractors turned out bad work which had to be 
rejected. The reason for this may have been that the 10 
per cent. profit allowed to the firm had to be divided 
between the firm and the sub-contractors. 

3,208. Payments under the system of giving out re· 
pairs on lump sum contracts would be made without 
measurements on the completion of the work. It had not 
been his experience that contractors were more keen on 
repair work than original work, and he had found con
tractors equally keen on both classes of work. 

3,209. He had powers of sanction up to Rs. 2,500 in 
the case of original works, and could submit estimates 
up to that amount to the requisitioning department 
without a reference to the Superintending Engineer, 
For instance, if the Inspector-General of Police wanted 
some work to be done, he would prepare an estimate and 
if it were below Rs. 2,500 send it direct to the Inspector
Generahvho would sanction it as head of the department. 
If,~however, the building was a Public Works Department • 
bungalow and cost the same amount, the approval of the 

·s)lperintending Engineer as head of the department 
would )lave to be obtained. He intended that the in-
crease of powers of Executive Engineers from Rs. 2,500 
to Rs. 5,000 should have reference to all designs whether 
they were prepared by the Executive Engineer or whether 
they were standard plans. 

3,210. By the remark in his written statement that the 
government colleges did not at present ~ttraot the best 
possible candidates he meant that the candidates were 
inferior both socially and intellectually, but chiefly in· 
tellectually, because of the poor prospects offered to 
engineers. The remedy was to give more pra.Qtical 
training and thus enable students to become building 

contractors and start firms of their own, which they 
could not do at present. 

3,211. Minor calculations for discharges in the case of 
irrigation works and for joists, foundations etc. in the 
case o~ buildings were occasionally entrusted t~ upper 
subbrdmates, but not to lower subordinates. He was 
very much in favour of the employment of mistri8 and 
. co~si.dered that if sons of craftsmen were given the same 
trammg as lower subordinates they would make better 
lower subordinates. 

3,212. (Sir Nod Kersluiw.) The Executive or Assilltant 
Engineer would check repair work carried out under the 
lump sum system and this would not add very much to 
the work of these officers as they had to do so already and 
!he new s.ystem would only ~ntail their going a little more · 
mto details. Such check m1ght occasionally be entrusted 
to upper subordinates, but in no case should it be entrust· 
ed to lower subordinates. 

3,213 • .With reference to the remark in his written 
statement that the system of giving minor works and 
repairs on lump sum contracts would bring into existence 
a number of contracting firms or individuals who would 
be.. able to quote their figures, unlike the present men who 
accepted blindly what was provided in the estimate and 
if they lost by their carelessness came to bother the 
officers for increase of rates, he explained that such re
quests were generally refused but that he had sometimes 
had to accede to them when he saw that the men had 
actually lost. In such cases one lesson was, however, 
quite enough and the contractor concerned was usually 
careful ever afterwards and did not repeat the mistake. 
Hence the number of contractors who accepted blindly 
what was provided in the estimate was gradually 
decreasing and there were now many contractors who 
knew their work well. The schedule of prices merely 
indicated what would be p11:id for each class of work. 
Contractors knew this and worked up to these rates; 
they were, however, not intelligent enough to add up the 
totals and offer to work on lump sum contracts. 

F. C. TEM:PLE, EsQ., M.R.S.I., Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Bihar and Orissa. 

Written Statement. 
3,214. Eatablishment.-The Public Works Depart· 

ment has as a rule (with notable exceptions) seemed to me 
to discourage initiative and ingenuity in its younger 
engineers both Indian and European. In England for 
small works such as designing incidental culverts, or 
overcoming minor difficulties, the junior assistants are 
encouraged to put up their own proposals, which are 
criticised and modified by the seniors. In India, I believe 

·'it. to be rare for anyone below an Executive Engineer to 
be encouraged to make out proposals. 

(2). The present system of recrniting Indian subor· 
dinates is unsatisfactory. The upper and lower com· 
partments into which the subordinate service is divided 
are too rigidly separated. College training is on the 
whole good thou_gh there has been a tendency lately to 
reduce it unduly. Upper subordinates have to undergo 
a year's practical training which is good (there was 
recently a proposal to shorten the college course and 
extend the practical training by a year which would be 
bad). But very few are fit after. one year's training as a 
student to take up the work of an overseer. I should 
recommend that all should start at one grade, i.e., the 
lowest sub-overseer. Promotion should then depend 
chiefly on ability and industry and that being equal the 
men with the upper subordinate certificate should be 
promoted the more rapidly. Lower subordinates should 
only be allowed to go up to a certain point. But a man 
in service should be allowed opportunities for qualifying 
for upper subordinate. 

(3). The distinction between imperial and provincial 
should be abolished. This distinction bears particularly 
heavily on an engineer fully trained in England who is 
taken into government service after a period with some 
local authority. His Indian experience makes him a 
more immediately valuable servant than an equally 
well train~d man straight from Europe and yet ho has to 

come in on a lower status. All men should be paid on the 
basis of the work they do ; the leave rules should also be 
on an equal basis. 

3,215. Local autlwrities.-In some cases, the '~ork now 
done by the Public Works Department could be done by 
the district boards but in this province, under existing 
rules, only by the first grade districts. These alone have 
well enough qualified district engineers. In those cases 
it would be a sound improvement. The additional work 
would not bo very much but it would be enough to em
phasize the need of assistant district engineers. Jlfost of 
the first grade district engineers are at present heavily 
overworked if they are to do their work properly. The 
tenure of office by district engineers is not altogothor 
satisfactory now, being too much at the morcy of arbi
trary and somewhat irresponsible boards. A great im
provement would be to form the district and municipal 
engineers into a. service, preferably for India, failing 
that for the provinces or failing that for the divisions. 
Inspectorships of Works should be opened to district ami 
municipal engineers. At present in this province tbo 
Superintending Engineer is Inspector of Works and 
interests himself as a. rule very little in local works. A 
whole time Inspector of Works would be a groat help to 
an O\'orworkod district engineer. Tho qualifications for 
district engineer need to be raised at least to tho same as 
those required for Assistant Engineer in the Public Works 
Department. If a general sehome is impossible it might 
be possible to arrange a divisional s~rvice of Inspector of 
Works, district engineers for each district nnd one or t\v9 
Assistant Engineers for the division. Tho last would 
relieve district engineers going on leave and be deputed 
to districts in turn to assist with special works or hea,·y 
measurements. 

(2). As far as my cxpurienco goes firtit gradu di,tril't 
work is as good as Public Works Department wurk aud 
appreciably cheaper. 
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3,216. Contracts by large firms.-A possible method of 
carrying out works both small, original and repair, is to 
make a contract for a term of years with some large 
firm of good repute, binding the firm to keep all existing 
buildings in repair and to erect new ones up to some 
stated figure, on a schedule of rates for each district. 
This, if well supervised by competent engineers, m!ght be 
very economical. But the contract would require to be 
strictly drawn, well supervised and rigidly enforced. 
First grade district engineers could very easily carry on ' 
headquarters work in this way. 

3,217. Specialized work.-Tbe ordinary Public Works 
Department officer is a very good general practitioner. 
But it is not in reason to expect him to keep up with the 
high degree of specialization that now obtains in the 
profes~ion. It is in the very nature of his work and 
training during his Indian service, that electricity, modem 
water·supply and drainage and large house building 
should lie outside the range of his experience. That he 
should be asked to execute the highly intricate schemes 
prepared by the specialist is unfair to both. The special
ist should be directly responsible for the execution of 
his own work. In this province a move has been made in 
this direction by the creation of a Sanitary Works Divi
sion under the executive charge of an Assistant Sanitary 
Engineer and under the superintendence of the Sanitary 
Engineer. · 

3,218. General reoommendafions.-The move towards 
decentralization and local self-government caused a 

swing of the pendulum too far in that direction. Tho 
formation of the district boards in some cases resulted in 
each district treating the next as a foreign and frequently 
hostile country, which scarcely co-operated with one 
another in any way. The idea that each small and poor 
district board or municipality should only have such 
service as each could itself afford has resulted in an ex
traordinary patch-work. This has been partially con
cealed by the fact that government has directly carried 
on such works. as it considered sufficiently important in 
backward places through the agency of the Public Works 
Department. In some cases there has been unnecessary 
overlapping of local authorities and Public Works Depart
ment officers. 

(2). I should recommend an amplification of the whole 
organization, bringing all the Public Works Department, 
municipal and district engineers into one great service. 
Opportunities should be extended to outsiders of ad
mission to service in any grade and at any age, simply 
depending on their qualifications and ability. Local 
authorities should subscribe according to their income to 
the general fund of this service and should have the right 
to appeal against the officer deputed to them. The 
delegation of officers should depend on the services re.-, 
quired in each place. And where tho local funds were . 
insufficient to carry on works as well as goveriunent 
thought necessary, they should be augmented by grants · 
from government, as is dono at present. 

1\fu. F. C. TEMPLE called and examined. 

3,219. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Bihar and 
Orissa and that he had held the appointment for nearly 
two years. He had been recruited in India and received 
his training in sanitary engineering on various large 
water-works in England, but had undergone no special 
sanitary engineering course. 

3,220. He had had about 11! years' experience in 
India, having served in the Military Works Services as 
Garrison Engineer, Fort William, fot about 18 months, for 
one year in the Punjab Public Works Department, Irriga
tion Branch, in charge of the Dera Ghazi Khan sub· 
division, and as District Engineer, Muzaffarpur, for about 
7 years prior to his appointment as Sanitary Engineer. 

3,221. His duties as Sanitary Engineer to Government 
included the preparation in his office of designs for the 
construction of water-works and drainage projects. 
Such designs were sometimes prepared at the request of 
local bodies and the remainder at the request of govern
ment. 

3,222. He was uncertain as to what the annual expen
diture on sanitary projects in the province had amounted 
to since his appointment as Sanitary Engineer, but he 
surmised that a sum of Rs. 1 lakh had been spent on 
such works during the year 1916. He could not say 
what the future annual expenditure on sanitary works 
would amount to, but mentioned that there were at 
present over ao inquiries for water-works and drainage 
schemes pending in his office the estimates for which 
varied, some of them amounting to between Rs. 10 and 
16!akhs, while the cost of the remainder was small. 

3,223. His staff consisted of two Assistant Sanitary 
Engineers, one of whom was an Englishman who had 
berm recruited for the preparation of schemes, but the 
who!f; time of that officer was at present occupied on 
construction work. This officer who was in charge of the 
Sanitary Worb Division of the Public Works Depart· 
ment which had been formed to carry out sanitary works 
undr,r the superintendrmce of the Sanitary Engineer was 
a~;;isted by a supr!rvi.>or and three sub-overseers, but 
additional establishment had to be giYen to him for the 
Rupr,rvision of municipnl work. The other Assistant 
::::anitary Engineer wao r:ngaged in the preparation of 
sr;hem<!3 for goYr:rnment anrl ;-nrious municipalities and 
rnar]r; trJun of impection t0 outside works in progress. 
The rr,rnainrl,,r of th'l staff consisted of subordinates of 
different gmdes. 

3,224. He was of opinion that the system of employing 
a separate sanitary staff for construction work was not 
only the best but the only possible way of carrying out 
work rapidly and to the English standard. He himself 
had had about 10 years' experience of sanitary work in 
India and had in addition witnessed the construction of 
such work elsewhere. He had also officiated for the 
Sanitary Engineer, BengaL 

3,225. Entire contracts had as far as possible been 
given out by him for the construction of sanitary work 
and this method was, in his opinion, quite the best for the 
execution of such work. Two portions of the contract 
for a large vater-work at present in progress at Patna 
had, however, been given out piece-meal as these were so 
urgently required that they could not be designed and 
estimated in time for the whole to be taken up together. 
Another big scheme he.d recently been thrown open to 
tender but only two large firms had submitted complete 
tenders, th ' others having asked to be supplied with 
various materials. , 

3,226. All open schemes were worked at present by 
municipalities who made their own arrangements for 
maintenance and submitted their budget for the main
tenance of sanitary works to the Sanitary Engineer for 
approvaL 

3,227. He employed a supervisor who had a fair 
knowledge of plumbing. As the Public Works Depart
ment attended to the sanitary arrangements in Govern
ment House, he was not aware how such work had teen 
maintained. He himself attended only to the sewerage. 

3,228. With regard to the recruitment of Sanitary 
Engineers he was of opinion that it was essential that 
such officers should have received a special training in the 
subject and possess special qualifications. Further, that 
they should, as in England, hold temporary agreements 
of 5 years' each, or other convenient period, which could 
be renewed if a man gave satisfaction or terminated if he 
proved inefficient, as a man who held a permanent ap
pointment was liable to become stale and had not tl:e 
same incentive to keep in touch with the latest improt'e· 
ments in his profession as a temporary one. As regards 
thr;ir rates of pay be stated that government should 
make up its mind as to what it wanted and be prepared 
to pay for it, the rate of pay in each individual case being 
decided by a system of bargaining. 

3,229. His experience had been that the work of really 
capable district engineers was a good a.s that. of the Public 
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Works Department and sometimes better, but the qnes- ~I! maintained to a particular standard in ~ordance 
tion largt>ly depended on the personality of the officer in With a schedule of rates for each district. He could not 
charge at the time. He did not agree that buildings say whether a certain firm would take np a contract of 
constructed by first-class districts were of a cheaper that nature, but was of opinion that other firms would 
quality and not of the same standard of finish as those ~e ~ded that if go'l'c~ent made over its repair.; t~ 
constructed by the Public Works Department because the district boards, the repam for the whole district, or in 
bricks used were obtained from brick-making contractors an area even greater than the ord.inarv district, could 
and ware of the same quality as those utilized by the nnder suitable conditions 00 given to one oontJ1lctG 
~ub~c Wo~lm Department. Besides, when he was a . 3,237. He was opposed to the shortening of the tb~ret
district e~eer, t~e.rates quoted b! contractors for the • teal course in the Bihar School of Engineering in fa'l'our 
construction of buildings were 4 or o per cent. below the of a more extended practical course as the prese t 1 
Public Works Department schedule of rates. During lege course gave students onlv a tbooretical trs~ c: ~ 
the whole of his seven years' experience as district engi- general purposes, and any shortening of it would ~; 
n~r he bad employed only five contr:-ctors whose ratES dangerous. He had bad experience of passed students 
di.llered from the schl'dule of rates. of tho school as he had given some of them a ;ea •11 

3,230. Wit~ rega_rd to the seleeti?n of contractors for tical training during the past seven or eight. ye:ra::d 
the constrnc.tion of work, he explarned th~t he n.sually considered that their standard of theoretical training WBB 

selected a smtable man out of those. who demed t:o under- not. too high. He had also bad experience of ~ 
take t~e ~ork and ree~mmended him to th~ chau:man of students of the Sibpnr College, and was of opinion that 
the district board .With whom the se~ection VIrtually the best men turned out from the Bihar &hool of Eng:i. 
~ The selec~o~, however, reqmred the. formal nooring were quite as good as any he- had. had, wtth the 
sanction of the district board and such sanction was exception of Bachelors of Engineering, in otht>r words 
n.sually accorded after the work had actually been com· that the best men of the upper subordinate class from the 
menced. Bihar School of Engineering were as well trained as those 

3,231:'· Under a system in vogue in the province the from Sibpur: -
district h9ard constructed certain work for government 

·llfld cbargl'd the latter 15 per cent. on the capital cost. 
. lt ~left to the option of the district board to allow the 
·diStrict engineer 5 per cent. of this percentage, that is, 
2! per cent. for the preparation of plans and 2! per cent. 
for the construction of the work. .As to whether the 
payment of such percentage was justifiable he was of 
opinion that if the district engineer were treated as _a 
public servant to whom all the ordinary government 
rule.s applied he should not be paid a percentage on work 
constructed on behalf of go;ernment, but if that officer 
on the other hantl were regarded a.s an outsider there was 
no objection to the grant of the percentage. 

3,232. The budget was dra" n up by the district engineer 
in consultation with the chairman of the board, who was 
as a rule nry much interested in the matter. It was 
next placed before the finance committee, which was 
composed of certain members of the board, after which 
it was passed by the district board as a whole. The 
members of the district board under which he had servoo 
had evinced a considerable interest in the budget pro· 
gramme by participating in an intelligent discussion of 
its details, but he. could not say whether this applil'd also 
to other district boards. After the c<:>n.struction pro
gramme was decidl'd upon the district engineer prepared 
plans and estimates for the works. These were placed 
before the board for approval, but were not subjected to 

., much discussion and were generally pas&'d in their 
entirety. The works were then given out to contractors, 
and his experience had been that fa;ouritism bad not 
been shown in the gi>ing out of such contracts. 

3,233. Ftrst-class districts were capable of undertaking 
the construction and maintenance of all the roads and 
goVllrnment buildings within their jurisdiction providl'd 
a grant-in-aid was made to them for such work, but 
their staffs would need augmentation. It was prefer
able to pay the district engineer proportionately to the 
magnitude of his work instead of a percentage on e.ach 
work he constructed. 

3,234. He was in favour of the proposal for the pro
vineialization of district engineers and thought district 

_ boards would probably accept it. 
3,235. It had been his experience that Superintending 

Engineers only in.speetl'd district board works when 
specially requested to do so and that such officers never 
conducted iru;peetions volantarily. On one occa...'>ion a 
Superintending Engineer, after making an inspection, 
returned to the office of the district engineer and asked 

' that officer to write the nee~ i.nsp!lction note. The 
Superintending Engineer had poWPr as Inspector of W orb 
to stop a work, but he could not order the inauguration 
of any project. 

3,236. It was possible to execute small original and 
repair works by making a contract for a term of veall! 
with a large finn of ropute and to have them corurtrUcted 

3;238. ~e suggested that all subordinates should b~n_, 
thetr semce a.s sub-overseers and· -work their waY up . 
His chief reason for this new was that an upper su-bordi
nate direct from college could no~ handle lower ~ubor
dinates well unless he himself had worked as a lower 
subo~ate. He was emphatically opposed to the 
separation of upper and lower subordinates in view of the 
fact among others that when two college chums ~tarte<l 
together, placed in the position of an offi('('r and an infe. 
rior respecti•ely, it tendl'd to a breakdown in diH·iplint• 
and also to lower the standard of honestY in thl" Dep!lrt
ment. He considered that some of the best men he had 
employoo had cOmmPneed as lower subordinates and 
workl'd their way up,and, in faot, handled their lower 
subordinatPS much better than men recrnitoo direct 1111 

upper subordinates. In his opinion there were more 
upper subordinates than there were appointments anil
able, and he would abolish the distinrtion and start 
e;ervone on Rs. 50 a month. This really involwd the· 
disappearance altogether of the lower subordinate. 

3,239. (Sir Sod Kersluac.) Di.Etrict btlards wt-re anxious 
to obt.ain the best engine~rs they po..«libly could for the 
money which they could afford to pay, but he could re
member_only one instance in which a lower grade district 
engineer had, on account of his efficiency, been promc·t<'d 
to a first grade l"ngineer. The fact that more mc·n were 
not promoted to the first grade wns due to the men not 
_!Icing worth more than the pay they were drawing. 

3,240. The di;;trict board used two or "three cla:,E<'S of 
the same materials for the construction of their building>. 
but this did not account for the saving of 5 pH ceut. he 
had su('('eedl'd in effecting, as dk"trict engineer. as com· 
pared with the cost of construction of buildings Ly the 
Public Works Department; it was becauS(' the di;;trkt 
board paid l•)wpr rat(-s for the same cla;;s of work. His 
experience wa;; not wry exten.si>e, but he bad not feund 
thst the' invariable result of using cheaper material~ in 
the construction of buildings was that it so increa>M the 
cost of maintenance that the building ultimatdy b:eanH· 
dear€'r than would ha>e been the case bad mnttri:>h: o:•f 
better quality been used. 

3,241. (Jfr . .Macl-en:::ie.) In using S('('Ond-rla!-5 m~t<'
rials for the oonstrnction of buildings. t lwre We' If· c t her 
points to be taken into consideration, cg .. the cc>t d 
maintenance, the ccmfort of the occupant and thr· trnuhlt• 
to the officer dt>puted- to carry out the rer.air,;. Thf• 
reason why the district board ratES wrre rb,~nr..:r th·Hl 
those of the Public Works Department, 'i<hrn he "a~ 
district engineer, was that he worked on a lom:·r ,:c·b0dult:. 
His sucoouor, he believed, still managoo to keep Lis ret<·~ 
lower tblu:l those of the Public Works Departm,·nt. 

3,242. (Bai Bahad!lrG6ngiJ Bam.) msaalary a~c.rdir•g 
to the terms of his agr«iJDent wa.s Rl!. ,),2(10 ri<ing to 
&. 1,400, and his agreement could be renewffi,.aftcr the 
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expiry of five years. He did not contribute to the prov· 
ident fund. 

3,243. The Chief Engineer was consulted during the 
preparation of an important project and that officer first 
saw the completed project as a member of the Sanitary 
Board. The Chief Engineer occasionally checke~ calcula
tions in the case of important projects. 

3,244. Tho branches of sanitary engineering in which 
he had received a training in England were water-works 
-and sewerage. He came out toindia as a covenanted 
encrineer in the Military Works Services, and had recon
st;;ICted the greater part of the Fort William water
supply when he was Garrison Engineer, and also worked 
out part of the underground sewerage scheme there which, 
however, had not been completed. · 

3 245. He was of opinion that the Sanitary Engineer's 
wo;k should only be checked by a higher official provided 
that official possessed specialised knowledge. 

3,246. He did not think it was desirable to start subor
dinates on a pay of less than Rs. 50, a month. It had been 
his experience that members of the district board rarely 
interfered with his selections of contractors. 

3,247. (llir. Cobb.) Members of the district board evin· 
ccd an interest in the actual execution of district board 
works principally when such ":orks ~ere in the neighb?ur
hood of their factories or zemtndans, and the suggestiOns 
made by them in connection with the construction of 
buildings, etc., were usually more useless than useful, 
e.g., if they desire.d a pontoon bridge instead of one of 
permanent construction they would be prepared to spend 
money on the former under the impression that it was 
the more lasting of the two. 

3,248. When he was appointed dis'trict engineer there 
had been, he believed, about 40 applications for the post. 
He did a little canvassing for the appointment, but 
considered it was a fault in the right direction. He had 
-not been interviewed with regard to the appointment, but 
had secured it by writing. 

3,249. He was of opinion that the cadre system was the 
better system to a~opt for the province, and in support of 
his contention cited the case of a district engineer of 25 
years' service who had for the first 15 years been 
regarded as the best engineer in a particular locality but 
who had been condemned in the latter part of his seryice. 

3,250. (Rai Buhadur Ganga Ram.) Another advantage 
of the cadre system was that a man's services could not 
easily be dispensed with, as was the case at present; e.g., if 
a district engineer fell out, for social reasons, with the 
chairman of the board. 

3,251. (jJ1r. Bremner.) The wi~ness explained that the 
remark in his written statement to the effect that it was 
rare for anyone below the rank of Executive Engineer to 
be encouraged to make proposals had reference to the 
Irrigation and not the Buildings and Roads Branch.* 

* Illr. Temple afterwards wrote :-
I should like to be permitted to amplify certain points in 

the evidence which I gave before the Committee. 
(1). The President pointed out that the expenditure in the 

Sanitary Works Division is so far very small. This is true but 
the division which was primarily created for the execution 
of works at headquarters has only been in existence for nine 
months and a great part of the works which it is to carry out 
are still in process of being prepared. In the near future it 
is hoped that this division will carry out in Patna-Bankipur 
the water-works scheme which may easily run to six lakhs; a 
Eewerage scheme which will probably cost eight to ten lakhs 
and a revision of the surface drainage scheme which will cost 
three or four lakhs. 

The whole method of supervision of sanitary works is 
undergoing modification. Most sanitary works are carried 
out by local authorities and it has been the practice in the 
past for a municipality to choose its own contractor subject 
to the approval of the Sanitary Board and appoint its own 
resident engineer or overseer subject to the approval of the 
Sanitary Engineer. This meant that as resident engineer 
or overseer a tcmporar:y man was engaged about whom 
very frequently very httle was known and over whom there 
was no hold. Shortly after I joined this post I pointed out to 
government the great objection of this method of procedure 
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and I obtained sanction to appointing sanitary supervisors 
who should be servants of the Sanitary Board and could 
be sent out to take charge of works for local authorities. 
When they were not out supervising work they would be 
preparing schemes in offi~ Circums~ances have ?een such 
that very little work lias been gomg on outs1de head
quarters and only two men have so been sent out to assist 
local authorities. I have already reported to the Sanitary 
Board that the method is working well and I have recently 
heard that the Sanitary Engineer of Bengal has adopted 
the same practige there. • 

In the case of really large schemes, such as the water-supply 
and sewerage of Puri will be, I have no doubt at all that the 
best method of carrying out the work will be through the 
acrency of the Sanitary Works Division as is being done in 
P~tna. For the smaller works in various other places the 
supervisor method will probably be sufficient. 

(2). I was asked my opinion about the advantages of per
manent and temporary appointments and I said that I 
thought that the temporary appointment method of ob~ain
ing men was to be preferred. That remark needs CO!lSlder· 
able qualification. At present the temporary man IS very 
heavily penalised for being temporary ; for instance, he 
cannyt take leave unless his doing so involves no additional 
expenditure to government. If he is holding an important 
appointment which cannot be left vacant and in which there
fore a substitute must officiate, it means that he has to pay 
his locum tenens his deputation allowance. Further, the 
leave that he earns is after long service very much less than 
that earned by the permanent man, because the temporary 
man cannot take furlough. I recommend the abolition· of 
all the artiiicial distinctions between the permanent and the 
temporary men. Men should enter the service at a. salary 
commensurate with their ability and the work that they are 
to do. They should all earn leave at the same rate and be 
entitled to it on equal terms. To a very large extent govern
ment could decide the number of officers that are required to 
do its work, and having done so, it c'ould make their posts 
permanent but the incumbents of the posts need not be 
called temporary or permanent. They can be engaged as is 
usually the case in England on an agreement which states 
the condition of service and the procedure by which it may 
be terminated and may state a time limit which can be 

· extended if it suits both parties to do so. I should recom
mend the substitution of the provident fund for the pen· 
sion system. This has been done with success in the rail
ways and district boards. The provident fund must be ade
quate and should give the same ~tverage returns to its 
recipients as is now enjoyed by pensioners. This may 

· involve slightly raising the present salaries in order to make 
sufficiently large contribution by the individual possible. 

(3). My remark in my memorandum that I believe it to be 
rare for anyone below an Executive Engineer to be encour
aged to make out proposals has been challenged. And the 
challenger stated that one of the complaints against the 
present procedure of the Public Works Department is that 
many .small schemes sent up are subordinates' plans and 
estimates merely countersigned by the superior officer. I 
would draw attention to the previous sentence in my memo
randum and point out that the training of juniors will break 

· down almost as much by the failure of the seniors to " criti
cise and modify " as by the failure to allow the juniors to 
send up proposals. 

(4). With regard to the taking of outside works by district 
engineers I should most strongly recommend that govern
ment encourage the district boards to pay their district 
engineers better and then insist on their doing all public 
works in the district without any extra fees. Government 
would contribute the cost of provincial works to the district 
boards pluB such percentage as is necessary to the district 
board for the additional establishment necessary for carry
ing out the work. With regard to any other outside work 
done by the district engineers the present rules are quite 
satisfactory. The district engineer is a whole-time servant 
of the district board but as is frequently the case with the 
whole-time servants in England, the board may permit the 
district engineer to give expert evidence, take up arbitration 
cases, or occasionally carry out a piece of private work and 
receive fees for doing the same. 

(5), With regard to the method of recruiting Indian sub
ordinates I consider it is essential that all guaranteed posts 
should be abolished. Presumably, they were necessary in 
the past in order to induce men to take up the engineering 
profession. There is rio longer any need of such inducement. 
In fact, the profession is overstocked It is doubtful if al
together the right type of man is being secured. The proper 
inducement for them is not a guaranteed post, which puts a 
premium on mediocrity, but a living wage in the starting 
grades and the prospect of a good salary for a good man. 

K 
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J. F. r.fUNNlNGS, EsQ., A.n.r.B.A., M.C.I., Consulting Architect to the Government of Bihar and Oriss~. 

Written Statement. 

3,252. A study of the Government of Indi~, Publio 
Works Dep~rtment, Resolution No. 06·E.A., dated Delhi, 
November 24th 1916, leads one, so f~r as building is con
cerned, to the conclusion that tho object of the present 
inquiry is to devise me~ns whereby building practice in 
the Public Works Department may gradually be brought 
into line with that at homQ generally. 

3,253. In no respect is the diiierence between home 
and Indian practice so m~rked as in the position of the 
Architect. In the latter his position is as in no other 
country in the world. In government service in India 
an Architect is considered a " specialist," and is not, as 
at home, the complete Architect responsible for the work, 
with control over all building and other operations con
nected therewith. He is not even responsible for his 
designs, for which responsibility rests with the Chief 
Engineer. 

3,254. There have been modifications of the Public 
Works departmental system. One concerns the Con
sulting Architect to the Government of Bombay,- which 
officer is in direct executive charge of buildings carried 
out from his designs by an Executive Engineer under his 
control. Another, for which there was no precedent 
made upon the introduction of Architects, concerns the 
way in which the past system of designers of buildings 
and other works having executive control of work carried 
out from their designs has been relinquished in the case 
of Architects. 

3,255. Engineers, Sanitary Engineers and Electric 
Inspectors retain executive control over their own works. 
It cannot be contended that, of the officers under consid
eration, the Architect is incapable of practising his own 
profession in its entirety. 

3,256. The present state of affairs is most unsatisfac. 
tory jo government and not less so to the Architect, who, 
by being debarred from the complete practice of his pro
fession, and being employed as a designer and draughts· 
man merely, loses touch with his profession as a whole 
and if an approximation to home conditions is to be made 
with the greatest advantage to government, this anomaly 
should be removed. 

3,257. Any modifications of the present system of the 
Buildings Branch that would lead to the ultimate em
ployment of Architects as Architects wholly, and not 
merely as " designers " or draughtsmen, would result in 
greater efficiency, economy, have a good effect on the 
building industries and trades, make for progress in 
architecture and have a beneficial effect on the profes-
sion. -

3,258. The designer of a work is the one most interested 
therein, and, when in direct touch with it, is able to in
fuse those under him and the workmen with some of his 
own enthusiasm and interest, and draw out sympathy 
for the correct interpretation of his ideas. He is in a 
better position to direct the carrying out of his own 
designs than one who has little, if any, sympathy with 
or understanding of architecture, and who, as a rule, has 
had no training therein. -

3,259. The Architect at present is in a position similar 
to that of a composer of a symphony who hands it over to 
a conductor with no musical training for execution by an 
orchestra reduced to the drums and cymbals. 

3,260. It is extremely difficult for an Architect at 
present to awa~en any. symp~thy in those responsible 
for the executwn of his designs and he is sometimes 
obst!'lJcted in his endeavours to do the best for the work. 
Tho employment of the Architect in an executive 
c~pacit~ would lead to a greater understanding of 
hJS designs, to a sympathy with architecture, and a 
knowledge of the building trades with which he is 

_conversant. This greater understanding would minimize 
the tendc~cy, very marked at present, to over and 
under-estimate, as the case may be, work in cases 

of. doubt. The Architect, by being brought into touc-h 
With the workmen, materials and the market~ would 
be in_~ better. position to design his work to mit Joeal 
condlti~ns With economical result~. By aroming tho 
latent u:terest o~ those on the works and by his f'O\\'(•rH 
to combme them m a common interest, " that of tho 
fi~ished wo~k •. " smoothness in the runuing of the com
plicated builcbng machine would be encouraged. 

3,261. An .Architec~ ofte_n finds that his designs have 
?cen altered 11_1 exec~t10n mthont hi~ consent. and exp!'nsc 
mcurred puttmg thmgs right. It is surpri:;ing how fe 11 
of an Architect's designs are carried out with any re:;em
blance to the way in which they would have been had he 
been ~n.executive c~ntrol. The realizations of his de~ign 
all failm the handling and finish of materials. Materials 
with regard to their texture, colour, and position as pnrt 
of an architectural com position are not understood and 
are considered from thu stand-point of th<.'ir strength to 
carry weights merely. 

3,262. In the New Capital at Bankipur a modification 
was made in the usual procedme and my office was located 
there, enabling me to exercise consta1;t supervision over 
the carrying out of my designs with excellent results to 
the work. A consideration of the work 'in the New 
Capital, over which I had some influence, and works oYer 
which I hnd not, should convince any one of the advan· 
tage of an Architect's presence const.antly on the worh. 
I was fortunate in having the sympathy and cO·O]l(·ra
tion of the engineers in executive charge of the work:;, 
and the contractors, and I am sure that thev would be 
among the first to admit the advantage o( having an 
Architect in touch with the actual work of earrying out 
his own designs. 

3,263. In matters of const111ction, the employment of 
the Architect would, I am sure, lead to eco'nomy of 
material. It is not necessary to design ordinary b~ild
ings, particularly those of a domestic class, from a pureh· 
engineiering stand-point ; it should Le quite sufficient if 
the needs of building construction as understood in other 
countries are observed: say, for example, the require
ments of the London County Council Buildings' Act e. 

3,264. The employment of an Architect in an executive 
capacity would not add to his prest'nt work, but tend to 
diminish it and lead to the standardization of detaiiE. 
The numbers of drawings and prints required would Le 
reduced- and a saving in stationery made as being in 
direct touch with the work he could explain· his dc:<igns 
and give instructions on the spot, which have now to-Le 
conveyed on paper.· All preliminary d(•signs and slwt.chcs 
would be made by the Architect, and not, ns often do1w 
at present, by other officers, rendering their revi.~ion aR n 
rule necessary when eventually put in the hands of th1· 
Architect for elaboration nnd detail. 

3,265. So far as the intrushnent of work to privat<' 
agency is concerned, I nm of the opinion that in provinr•·H 
like Bihar and Orissa an extension of the FYcf<'m would 

' be exceedingly difilcult, and only pos~ible ii.I thr case of 
really important works such as the New Capital at l'utna 
where the work has been almost entirely cnrri<·d out by a 
large contracting firm. The number of large building 
firms in existence at preFcnt is limited, and it would not. 
pay them to take up Frnall or cn•n moderately ~iz .. d 
works in out.]ying districts, and unfortunatdy, <mall 
builders capable of carrying out the work as a whok on a 
lump sum contract are practically non·cxistent. On 
important works again the subi'titution of privati' for 
departmental agency would not tend to economy unkss a 
modification in the prcFent methods of the D<•partnwJ<t 
WaA made, the Code revi:::cd, and tb,.. workH carrir:d out on 
a lump sum contract, and the FprcificntionF, the" hole of 
the important drnwingR nnd details done Lr·frm·hnnd r •. r 
the contractors to estimate from; and "ould ol'l~ l ,. 
satisfactory if the conditions of emplo~·mcnt WI' I'(' l·rouf!lil 
as nearly as po~siblo into line with tho:,!' under which 
private agency is operated at home. 
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3,::!66. The system of education in go>""ernment engi
neering colleges with regard to building docs n?t seem to 
me to be organized on a sufficiently broad basis to meet 
the needs of printe agency or go~ernment .. ~ourses·on 
architecture in its entirety and m the building trades 
should be included in the curriculum. At present, 
graduates are not, in ~y opinion, ;J.U~ed.to undertake 
the designing or carrymg out of buildings WI~hout further 
training, beyond that they at present recei>e on works 
after their college careers have closed. · 

3,267. In view of the above statements, I desire to 
make the following recommendations :-

(a). That in the place of the present Irrigation and 
Buildings and Roads Branches, t.wo ~epartments sho~ld 
be constituted. A general Engmeermg Branch to m· 
dude irrigation, marine, bridges and roads, el~ctrical 
work and sanitation, staffed and controlled by engmeers: 
and a Buildings Branch to be eventually staffed by 
Architects and engineers and controlled by Architects. 
Fndcr the term Architects, engineers who have qualified 
as Architects and have had the necessary training would 
be included. Use could be made by eiliher department, 
as occasion may arise, of any officers of the other whose 
advice and help may be desired; engineers assisting with 
special engi~eering. features of ~uildings and Architects 
with the design of nnportant bndges. 

(b). The Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India might be considered the head of the Architectural 
or Buildings Branch and be given the title of C'hief Archi
tect or Inspector-General of Buildings or Architecture. 

(c). The head of a provincial bUildings department 
would be the C'hief Architect, with, under him, Superin· 
tendin(l" .Architects, and Executive and Assistant Archi· 
tects a~d Engineers, with the district engineer under his 
control also in cases in which buildings from the Archi· 
teet's designs are being carried out by him. 

(d) • .Any engineer to hold the position of C'hief or Super
intending .Architect should have had a training in archi
tecture and be fully qualified therein. 

3,2 o8. In a. province such as Bihar and Orissa, and in 
view of the fact that building in different circles and 
districts fluctuate and at times is at a standstill, it would 
not be possible to form architectural or building circles, 
hence the necessity for centralizing the designing depart· 
ment of the Buildings Branch at headquarters ; all 
designs to be prepared therein. 

3,269. As occasion arose to erect buildings in various 
parts of the province, designs would be prepared at head
quarters after consultation with the local authorities 
concerned, and the execution of the work carried out by 
the Executi>e Engineer of the circle concerned, the dis
trict engineer, or private agency as may be determined, 
under the control of a Superintending .<\rchitect, who 
would visit the works from headquarters. In the case 
of important works not being carried out by private 
agency, Assistant .Architects, one or more as required, 
should be placed in charge of the works under the Execu
tive Engineer or district engineer to supervise the carry· 
ing out of the designs on the spot. 

3,2i0. It may be contended that the placing of the 
Executive and district engineers, as the case may be, when 
engaged in carrying out buildings, under a Superintend
ing _\.rchitect and not under the Superintending Engineer 
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of the particular circle in which the building is being 
erected, would lead to difficulties. From my experience 
on the New Capital works at Patna · I am convinced 
that no new difficulties would arise and that many 
present difficulties would disappear. 

3,271. In the case of works carried out by private 
agency, the control should be in the hands of the Superin
tending Architect with an Executive or Assistant Archi· 
teet, as requir~d, in charge of the actual work. 

3,272. In order to develop the building trades, and to 
make buildings a centre for training in them, I would 
suggest that thoroughly qualified clerks of work or fore
men, master-workmen at their particular trades, should 
be brought out from home, attached to headquarters, 
and employed on the various works in different parts of 
the province as occasion may arise. I cannot over· 
emphasize the importance of this latter recommenda
tion. If any progress is to be made in the building crafts 
and trades, and the Indian workman is to be given a 
chance of getting a thorough knowledge of the trades 
and developing, as I know from experience he can and 
will, if given the proper instruction and encouragement, · 
something on the lines suggested must be done. 

3,273. ]'oremen or master-workmen in the following 
trades should be sufficient at the beginning :-

Brick-laying, 

Carpentry and joinery, 

Plastering, 

Painting, 

Plumbing. 

These men should hold positions over overseers, sub· 
overseers and other subordinates and take in hand the 
practical training of the latter in the crafts and trades of 
building. Their assistance in the preparation of . esti· 
mates would tend to greater accuracy, as being practical 
men, thoroughly conversant with their trades, material 
and current prices, guess work would disappear. At 
present all estinlates for buildings designed by me are 
prepared in my office by a stp.ff of estimators, not con
versant with practical buildiilg and in most cases with 
no experience thereof. 

3,274. The present system of working from type plans 
should, with the exception of those cases in which local 
conditions render possible the use of such plans, be dis
couraged, and the standardization of details substituted. 
In a large province like this one, where local and climatic 
conditions vary to such an extent, it is not desirable to 
use type plans which cannot possibly be designed to 
fulfil all conditions at all times in different parts of the 
province. The attempt to do so frequently leads to 
delays, wastage of time and materials in the preparation 
of plans, and when insisted upon, not infrequently to 
dissatisfaction on the part of those who have eventually 
to occupy the buildings in question. Even in schools, 
tne plans can only be used for the smaller ones, whereas 
a standardization of all details and fittings is feasible 
and is the system adopted by the London County Council 
in their Buildings Branch. 

3,275. In conclusion, I wish to state that it is desir
able that all Architects recruited for the Buildings Branch 
should be Fellows or Associates of the Royal Institute 
of British Architects. 

Mr. J, F. Mm.""NL.--<GS called and examined. 

3,2i6. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Consulting .Architect to the Government of Bihar and 
Orissa and that he had had seven years' service. He had 
been recr~ited in England hy the Secretary of Stat-a on a 
five years a;:.,rreement which had been extended for a 
further period of five years. 

3,277. He considered that the Architect should be 
responsible for the construction as well as the designing 
of buildings as was the practice in other countries. His 

connection with the New Capital at Bankipore had been 
rather exceptional, as he had a great deal to do with it. 
His office had been transferred to Bankipore about two 
years previotLsly, during which time he had been in con
stant touch with the work in questipn, and had recently 
been re-traru:ferred to Ranchi. He had not held exec· 
utive charge of the construction of the New Capital and 
accordingly had not issued any orders but the entire 
details in connection with the construction of the Secre-

K2 
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tario.t, High Court, Government House, Post and Tele
graph Office and residences generally h~d· been '~or ked 
out in his office, including the prepar!thon of estimates 
and the taking out of quantities and indents for fit· 
tings. 

3,278. Hi~ scheme contemplated th!:' enHre reorgan
ization of the Buildings Branch and the eventual employ. 
ment of Architects in a controlling capacity, as the 
carrying out of large buildings of a distinctly architec
tural character was beyond the powers of the Depart· 
ment to handle owing to its lack of training in archi
tecture and the building trades. He advocated the 
establishment of a central office for all designing work, 
since he considered it was absolutely essential in view 
of the varying conditions in the country. The objection 
to the centralization of all designing work was that an 
Archit.ect or other individual could not properly design 
a building to suit a particular site unless he had actually 
seen it and was cognizant of the local conditions 
with regard to matermls, l:'tQ., 11.nd this was exactly 
what he desired to ensure. He had recently been to 
nhagalpur and 1\Iuzaffarpur to inspect sites • conneyted 
with the schemes he had in hand, but he had not had the 
opportunityto do so from the very commencement, as 
under present conditions most of his time was spent in 
the Secretarmt. Another reason for his inability in this 
direction was that he did not deal with a large number of 
schemes at the stage when the si~s and classes of mate
rials were under consideration. As a result, in the case 
of the college at Bhagalpur, a great portion of the site had 
been rendered unavailable owing to the decision to manu
facture bricks at site without reference to the building 
programme. His own experience at Bankipore has been
that he had to recast many schemes which had been 
partmlly worked out. The designs, etc., of the Ranchi 
Lunatic Asylum, he thought, had been worked out in the 
Chief Engineer's office in Ranchi, and forwarded to the 
Government of India. They were,· however, sent back to 
him for revision which would have been avoided had he 
been consulted in the first instance. 

3,279. He desired ·to assume general responsibility for 
the entire construction of important buildings, but did 
not wish to exclude the engineer. He believed that the 
Architect in every other country carried out his own 
construction. This was not only fair to the Architect 
but 'in the interests of the work. A great deal of work 
in connection with the construction of scattered build
ings came to him which, he thought, could be dealt with 
in the local office. It was not necessary for him to 

, prepare designs for small police buildings, hospitals, etc., 
and all unimportant building designs which had refer
.ence to type plans could be drawn up in the local office. 

3,280. There was at present a great deal of building 
work in progress in Bankipore with which he had been 
connected from the commencement, and he thought that 
such buildings should be comprised in a separate divi
sion under the direct charge of the Architect, and such 
a system would be preferable to the present one under 
which the Architect's duties were merely advisory. 
Other centres where large building works were contem
plated were Muzaffarpur, Bhagalpur and Cuttack where 
colleges, costing Rs. 4! lakhs, Rs. 8! lakhs and Rs. 11 
lakhs, respectively, were to be constructed as soon as 
funds were available, the designs for which had been 
prepared in his office. 

3,281, Under existing arrangements, plans had been 
prepared in his office by himself, two Assistants and a. 
staff of Indian draughtsmcn ; both these Assistants had 
joined the Indian .Apny Reserve of Officers. It was 
absolutely essential from his point of vi~>w that an Assist
ant Architect should be posted to each important work 
when it was commenced in order to interpret the draw
ings, as the misinterpretation of drawings occurred fre
quently in cases in which an Architect did not have the 
opportunity of visiting the work for the purpose. Under 
present conditions such au officer would, of course, be 
under the orders of the Executive Engineer. An Assist
ant Architect from his office had been placed on special 

duty in connection with t.he construction of tho High 
Court, and many of the des1gns and drawin~s which had 
been obtained from Allahubad were recast by that 
officer. 

3,282. The Assistjtnt Architects he proposed should be 
recruited from England and have the same status and 
pay as Assistant Engineers with the same opportunities 
for pr?motion to higher gmdes .. 1\Ien who possessed great 
?xper1ence would be required for the supervision of 
llllportant works. Though an Assistant Architect would 
ordinarily not be able to assume control of a buildina 

'of the size of the Secretarmt at Bunkipore, yet such 
an officer would be of great help in co1moction with 
the interpretation of drawings. He was in fuvour also · 
of the recruitment from England of clerks of works, 
and mentioned that a great drawback 11.t present was 
that building trades did not exist in India. as in 
other countries. Journcy·men tradesmen could not 
be obtained, one result of which was that Chinese 
and Punjabi carpenters were emproycd for the wood
work in buildings. No wood-workers of any vu)uo 
other than thos~ belonging to these two classes 
were procurable. He recommended that the pa.y of 
clerks of works should be between Rs. 300 and Rs. 400 a 
month, and that the terms of their agreements should 
be perfectly clear. The disadvantage in recruiting 
European subordinates was that they could only be 
retained in centres where they had their own society, 
e.(J., by the railways, where subordinates formed a large 
community. It was not possible to obtain workmen in 
Indio. in the several trades as there was nobody who 
could teach them. For the. construction of the Secre· 
tarmt building at Banppore the contracting firm had em
ployed a practical London builder and the high quality 
of the work was probably due to a great extent to that 
fact. He had been designated " resident engineer " 
although he had received no engineering training, but he 
was conversant with the practical methods of building. 
He stated that_ he himself had served in the building 
trades before he had been articled, and that it was the 
knowledge which he then acquired that was lacking in 
Indio., particularly among subordinates who had received 
their training in engineering colleges solely. 

3,283. The clerk of works, or master workman of ea.ch 
particular trade, was the only class of man who could 
give the necessary practical instruction to enable the 
Indilln mistri to obtain the pay Chinamen were at present 
receiving. He did not favour the employment of China.· 
men in India and he considered such employment was the 
birthright of Indmns. He was also of opinion that the 
Indun was unlikely to learn from the Chinaman as the 
latter was antagonistic to the former and the two rac!:'s 
would not work in concert. 

3,284. The witness advocated tho stn.ndardizn,tion of 
th"' details in designs to a certain extent and explained 
tha\ the class of doors and windows of the Secretarut 
or Post Office buildings at Bankipore could with advan
tage be.lntroduced in all the buildings in the New Capital 
of an officec1as;:. He added that the present tendency 
to work from type plans was a mistake except in the case 
of small buildings, e.(J., police stations and schools, etc. 
The original intention in the case of the three colleges be 
had already referred to was that the plan for tho Cuttack 
college should be utilized in each of the other two cases, 
but when meetings were convened for the purpose of 
collecting information it was found that the sites, en
trances and class of rooms and requirements generally 
all·differed considerably. It was possible to standa.nlizo 
details for the three buildings in quelltion and he was at 
present engaged on this. It wa&, however, impossiblo 
to use the Cuttack plan for tho other two buildings. 

3,285. He was of opinion that the recruitment of 
Architects should bo effected gradually and that such 
officers should work their way up more or leRs ns Ex· 
ecutive Engineers did at present, and was not in favour 
of their separate recruitment. It would bo ncccs,:ury for 
the pre-~ent to recruit Architects from Europe ns India 
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afforded no field for such recruitment. It was ,true that 
architectural classes had been started in Bombay, but 
men in India could not obtain the training procur·, 
able in England or elsewhere. He also considered that 
the future Architects recruited for the Buildings Branch 
of the Public \Yorks Department should have actual 
experience as clerks of works and practical experience in a 
good Architect's office, in addition to the diploma of 
Fellow or Associate of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects, as the latter ensured a common bond as 
Coopers Hill did in the case of the Public Works Depart- · 
ment, but he admitted that a degree did not indicate a 
man's practical qualifications. The majority of the 
Architects at present in India had practised in Englanq 
or elsewhere but several of the Assistant Architects had 
had no practical experience whatever. If an Architect 
were obliged to obtain his practical experience in India 
it would be rather unfortunate, as the buildings in India 
were of an exceedingly simple and elementary character 
affording no facilities for the study of trades. 

3,286. With regard to the age at which Architects 
should be recruited, he was of opinion that if the intention 
was to retain the Department more or less as .it existed 
at present, Assistant Architects should be brought out on 
an equal footing with Assistant Engineers and allowed to 
work their way up. On the other hand if more expe
rienced and senior men were required their status should 
correspond to that of an Executive Engineer or Superin· 
tending Engineer as the case might be. He added. that 
if the present conditions were to hold good Architects 
should be recruited on a-permanent basis, and that he 
personally preferred that all p!)sts, provided that the prin· 
eiple was applied to all government departments, whether 
they were held by_ Architects or not, should be tempo
rary. He had no complaint to make with respect to the 
provident fund, and had no particular ambit.ion to be 
IIlade permanent. 

3,287. Assistant Architects should gradually take the 
place of Assistant Engineer§! and be Associates of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects, and their pay 
should not be less than that of Assistant Engineers who, 
in no respect, possessed superior qualifications for the 
designing and carrying out of building works. 

3,288. Indian practitioners in architecture could not 
be obtained until such had been trained by Europeans, 
and many of those who were in practice at present had 
been trained in England. The establishment of an 
Indian school of architecture would enable the Indian to 
take to the profession, but it was essential that the school 
should be staffed by Europeans at first. If a suitable 

"" architectural school was started in Bombay or elsewhere 
recruitment could eventually be made therefrom, but for 
the present men who had received training abroad 
should be given the- preference. 

3,289. (Mr. Cobb.) The foremen, or master-workmen 
he proposed to recruit from England should be r~uired 
to give instruction in addition to the performance of their 
ordimry duties and be given the higher subordinate 
posts and placed in charge of overseers who would re
ceive thj'lir share of instruction. A number of tho present 
overseers were wholly unfitted for their work so far as 
actual building construction was concerned, as they 
knew nothing about building trades. As they were 
willing to learn they would soon acquire the necessary 
knowledge under a working foreman who would give his 
instruction at the building actually under construction. 
In places where there wore colleges, it would be bene
ficial to allow the students to visit buildings un'der 
construction to enable them to acquire knowledge. 

3,290. An engineer could not interpret an Archite~t's 
drawings because of his not having received the necessary 
training. The engineer made just as good a hand at 
the work of the Architect as the latter, without the 
necessary training, would at the work of the engineer, 
e.g., irrigation, railway, harbour works, etc. 

3,291. (Rai Bahaclur Ganga Ram.) Some of the details 
in connection with the construction of the Secretariat 

building at Bankipore might have been better. For 
instance the ceiling of the room in which the Committee 
held its meetings was much lower than he had originally 
intended, his plan and design for that room not having 
been accepted by the engineer who was attached to his 
office. There was actually nothing wrong with the room 
with the exception that the ceiling was low and the 
columns 15 to 18 inches lower than he had originally 
intended. 

3,292. He advocated the centralization of Architects 
in order to enable them to benefit by the advice of the 
"Consulting Architect to the Government of India, but 
thought that if the latter officer were to hold the position 
of Director General of Architecture his duties should be 
purely advisory. There was no objection to the scrutiny 
of designs by the Consulting Architect to the Government 
of India provided the designer had a fair say in the matter. 
He had practically no connection with the Consulting 

- Architect to the Government of India at present. None 
of his designs required the approval of that officer, but. he 
sometimes consulted him unofficially. 

3,293. The throwing open of work to private architects 
in place of Government Architects would eventually com
mend itself, but it wa<~ necessary to secure private prac
titioners in the first instance. This· view was· really op· 
posed to his interests as a government servant., 

3,294 . .He had not specialized in Indian architecture. 
Architecture in India was regarded as a branch of engi
neering, but, as a matter of fact, structural engineering 
was likewise a branch of architecture. Hence an archi
tect who combined his knowledge of architecture with 
that of engineering would be foremost in his profession. 
There was no objection to the deputation to England of 
engineers, with evidence of a feeling for architecture, of 
10 years' service for the purpose of specialization in 
different subjects, ~ne of which was architecture. 

3,295. The defects in the secretariat building were not 
due to the paucity of his advice, but to the overseers 
and others employed on its construction not being con
versant with the drawings ; they did not, as a matter 
of fact, understand the elements of architectrire. The 
plastering of the walls of the room in the building to 
which he had referred was necessary on account of the 
inferior quality of the bricks used. By this he meant 
their finish not their strength. If mouldings crumbled 
away after 10 or 12 years they would be repaired in the 
ordinary way by the Public Works Department. 

3,296. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He had not been officially 
responsible for the actual construction of tho secretariat 
building, although all dra"ings, details, estimates, quan· 
tities and indents for special door and window fittings 
had been prepared in his office. He had an Executive 
Engineer attached to bis office at the time to assist 
him in connection with the quantities, stresses and 
strains, etc., but could not induce that officer to 
accept his suggestions for the roof of the particular 
room referred to above. This, he thought, was due 
to bias. As a result, the construction of this room · 
cost more than it would have had it be.en constructed ip. 
accordance with his design. The Chief Engineer was 
officially responsible for the secretariat building, but if 
any mishap had occurred he would have been held res
ponsible indirectly and blamed accordingly. In the 
circumstances he considered that tho architect should be 
responsible for the structural stability of buildings .. 

3,297. (Sir Noel ](ersllaw.) The builder who had been 
employed by the firm which constructed buildings in the 
New Capital had been postod to Bankipore since the com
mencement of work, and his presence had resulted in a 
distinct improvement in tho work of all those who had 
seen his methods, particularly in the case of the over· 
seers, who, as they had tho opportunity, took advantago 
of it. Henco similar opportunities should be afforded 
by the employment of such men. As far as he was aware 
the builder he had referred to had been employed by tho 
firm for only a few months prior to the commencement 
of the work in the Now Capital. 
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At Bankipore, P.r.iday, 23ld llarch 1917. 

J.>rui:sur : 
F. G. SLY, EsQ.. c.s.t.. t.c.s. (~ 

Sm Non K.!i:B.slu. w, ILC.B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., liL l".O. 

And the following Co-opted Member :

Ru B.&JUD\lll ilisGA R.ur. C.Lit., lL l".O. 

A. T. lUCK:UZlll, EsQ. 

W. S. BRm.n;·1m, EsQ., Superintending Engineer-, Public Worb Depmment. 
D. G. fu.B:ms, F.l!Q. (&vdmy). 

F. WALFORD, EsQ., .A.R.C.s., W1L n., Principal. Bihar School of Engineering and 1:nspectw of Tecb.nic:al Schools. 
' Bihar and Orissa. 

Jf rittelt Stalellll·lll. 

3,298. The school compri..-es th.rre sections :-The 
o>erseer and sub-o•erseer section, the >emacnlar 
SWTeyor's section and the artisan section. The two 
former ha•e been estahfuhed about 20 years, but the 
artisan section is a recent addition. Admission to the 
O>erseer and sub-o>erseer clas;e;; combined are limited 
to 60 and in the surreYor's class to 40. ..!~n to 
the artisan clas..'<e:l are "made at anv time as vacancies 
occnr. The present strength of the c.ia..<::ses is as follow-5 :-
Sub-overseers F"ll'St and second year 'i'i 
Ov-erseers • Third and fourth Year 32 
Surveyors . Fin;i and second year 20 
Artisan apprentices 25 

Total in the school IM 

3,299. It vas formerly thought by many peop1e that 
Biharis possessed no capacity for engineering work:. ..!t 
the time when I asrumed charge of the school in the 
year 1900 a former dk--trict engineer of Shahabad 
remarked to me that no good eYer had, would or could 
come of the school. Somewhat similar opinions we.re 
held by many engineers in Bihar at that time. 
Their opinions we.re doubtless based on their experience, 
and, hating ngard to the then prevailing conditions, 
were possibly not ill-founded but, from a close obserra
tion of the character and capacity of the a.-erage BihM:i, 
I concluded that, gi:ren a sound training. he could hold 
his own on equal terms with his competitor.; from Bengal, 
who at that time monopolized the subordinate engineering 
services of the Public Works and district boards in this 
part of India. 

3,300. The future sucee&~ of the school re,-ted almost 
enbrely on my ability to e..-tabl.i;;h the accuracy of my 
views and it vas mainly to do so that, in my Jetter to 
govemment, No. 248,. dated the 22nd :Mareh 1906, I 
advocated the creation of a central board of ex.a.minet's 
for all the technical irk.-titutiom included in the old 
Prorince of Bengal, with the result that the present Joint 
Technical Examination Boanl was created. Biharis 
have since then been furnished with certiii£ates of equal 
valne to thooe of their competitors. 

3,301. A system of practical training to follow the 
school career of candidates for the upper subordinate 
certificate was introduced by the writer in the year 
1905 in order to prevent the rejection of Biharis for 
employment on the score of ine.xperie.ure. The benefit 
of the training was immediately evident and it establisbed 
beyond doubt that Biharis can be, as many now are, 
perfectly efficient and reliable subordinates. This is 
prom also hy the results of the competition which is 
held annnally by the Public Works Depanment fOI' 
recruiiing their mbordinate establishmeni : lltndentl'l 
of this inst:ittdion have frequently SlllC1Iled high places 
on the lisi of competitors. many of whom were B. E.'s 
from Sibpur. On seven occasioDS they have headed 
the list ol subordinate candidates. 

3.302. The system of pncW:al training it u foll01111 :
After completing the sehool ooune (four :f'llllll) sladenhl 

are placed out under ExecntiYoe and dimict enginf-ers 
for a linal year to gain experienc-e on a.etuaJ wort of 
con..<:t:rnction. They reccin: no pay from the c.fiicas 
they ren-e hut are s:npportoo by .rtipends gi'n:n by go•· 
enuru:nt. The linal or upper subordinate certificate 
is not awarded until after the compk-tion oi training 
and then only prorided a fal'OU:rable report i; fon.h
coming from the engi.ueer under whom the training i.e 
sen-ed. The •alue of the training i; ~ both 
by engineers and by the sladents,. and no dit'Jkulty is 
~.need in inducing the former to tili them. En·ry 
student who has undergone ~h trainiJ:lg. during the 
nine years the system has- been in action. has secured 
remnneratrre employment. ~ di:n:!opment on 
t:hese line> is proposed in the school improYement scht-mt> 
referred to below ; the school course i; to be redurod to 
t.hRe years and the period of practi...-al traiLing ~ 
by a year. Sub-orersee:rs al.'O are in furore to undergo 
a similar year of training. 

3,303. The student;; on rearing the school find em
ployment as upp!'r subordinates, o•~rs. rob-on~r:;., 
draught:;men, e&imators, surreyors and a.e anwns and 
motor mechanic-.s. ..!II the rtndents '~<"ho qualiiy in the 
O"'"el'Seel', sub-o>erseer, and artisan da.>«S quickly ind 
compara.t:ively well paid !:mployment, but the orodi:nls 
of the Yemacnlar surreyor;;;' class are not ro ~ 
The :reason is that th.: Settlement Depanment t.ake hut 
fE'W of them,. that deparn:nent baring it.> mrn :;y;tem of 
recmitment and training. From other employmE-nt 
they are often baaed by their want oi knoTledge of the 
Engl.isJ. Iangu.age-. An abst:ract statf:ment ~hoving the 
employment of pa.b-....00 st:ude.nbi is an!ll".:t:oo hrre1rith. 
{.!nne.rare .!. ) 

3,304. The Bihar School of .Engineering cannot be 
said to be popular with students in thb dk-:tric·t. C'.an· 
didates ha"'"e :neYer been numerous and it is onh· 1riiliin 
recent T'ealll that the full number of adm.i:srioru has been 
made to the 011!1:'9Eer and sob-ov~r dA.s...~ ; the 
SOJ:Te"'""O' c:la.sses have ne>er Yet been ill.:d .!.s a rule 
studeitts deler a clecision ,.; to what proies;;;ion th<>y, 
intend to adopt until they han passoed the matri.:ulation 
examination. TL:.t !:~e majority, inclnd.ing the moil 
intellilre.nt, seE>k to enter the roll€'1!"t:-.;., and it is .from 
amon,~ tbe remainder that most 'Or our ~udi:nt.> are 
drawn. It is usoali"'" a matter of ch.l.ll('t' 'llhat pro
fessio~ a boy adopts;. in the case of a po!.lOI' boy a scbolu· 
ship given by a district board i; often the dec~ 
factor in indncing him to enter thb schooL ThOie 
who do rome are not w:anting in int~nre and cap111i'ity, 
but most of tlJem have no Ion fat the vort which is 
displayed by a w:ant of eneJgy and an un~ to 
undergo the ciruilgay of the init:ial &ag~ when ·· going 
through the mill." 

3,305. The ehief catl.l!e'S of the unpopularity of the 
eogineering line are due to :-

(a). Caste restriction innilring a &.indin.atioo l() 

~ in any profession which entaili wod:ing ..-ith the 
hands.. 

(l.). The mppoo:;ed rup:ri)r status and pros}ll'Cts of 
the legal and other .. l:lack coat sittiog doW1l " pro
fession;:;. 
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(c). The fact that engineering and industrial enterprise 
are of comparatively recent introduction into India. 

These restrictive causes are slowly losing force, and as 
they do so the technical schools and colleges will doubt
less attract more students from the higher social classes. 

3,306. Recruitment from the industrial classes is prac
tically non-existent. This, in the writer's opinion, 
is to be regretted, but until the spread of elementary 
education widens their outlook and enables the most 
enterprising from amongst them to emerge from the 
mass, we are not likely to see many positions of re
sponsibility filled by men whose vocation is most closely 
allied with engineering work. 

3,307. All industries are based upon the industrial 
classes and it would only be beginning at the beginning 
if their education, both elementary and technical, were 
seriously taken in hand. Practically nothing has yet 
been done. Attention is invited to a system of training 
in connection with the artisan classes which have re· 
cently been introduced into this school. A note on the 
subject is annexed. (Annexure B.) 

3 308. It will be understood from the above that in 
my' opinion the most suitable candidates in this district 
are not attracted to the profession. The fault does 
not lie with the system of technical education in force. 
Under existing circumstances the only thing possible 
is to make the best use of those who do come forward 
and endeavour to improve the training given in the 
school by making it as practical and as thorough as 
possible. 

3,309. The training at present given in this school 
is suited to students who are eventually to be engaged 
as subordinates on engineering work, apart from building. 
It should suffice for the needs of private enterprise as 
·well as the Public Works Department. Students who 
have undergone the course are usually successful in after 
life ; failure sometimes occurs but it is more often due 
to defect of character than to want of professional know· 
ledge. 

3,310. I would. advocate the division of the Public 
Works Department into two branches, one . concerned 
with engineering and the other with building. The 
latter should contain officers who have been trained in 
builders' work, amongst whom there should be a pro
portion of Architects. This change would involve 

the training in the schools of subordinates qualified 
to supervise builders' work, and this class of subordinate 
would be more suitable for employment by contractors 
engaged on such work. It would not be possible to add 
this instruction on to the existing course for overseers. 

3,311. There are at present no facilities for the training 
of engineers. in this province. Recruitment is, I under
stand, to be made from the Roorkee Engineering College. 
Seats are reserved for students from Bihar in the Civil 
Engineering College, Sibpur,. but they usually remain 
vacant; Biharis are loth to leave Bihar. 

3,312. The question of raising the status of this school 
to that of a college has several times been raised but 
the number of appointments in the province is not ·~uffi
cient to warrant the expense of the maintenance of a 
'college. · 

3,313. A sch~me ~or improving and enlarging th~ Bihar 
School of Engmeermg was drawn up by a special com
mittee appointed by government in 1913 and is now 
under consideration by the Government of India. It 
is proposed to develop the school on its present lines 
more attention being given to practical work than at 
present. Classes for the training of draughtsmen 
estimators and permanent-way inspectors are included 
in the scheme. 

3,314. Sibpur College .llave for several years turned 
out many more B: E.s' than can find employment and . 
as they are obliged to accept service as subordinate; 
the interests of legitimate subordinates· have suffered 
in consequence both in Bengal as well as in Bihar. Since 
the separation of Bihar into a separate province appoint
ments are confined to the natives and residents of the 
province. 

3,315. There are four engineering colleges in India 
all engaged in training civil engineers. Except in th~ 
case of the Roorkee College most of the men trained 
do not fin? ~mployment as engineers but as subordinates. 
In my opm10n four colleges are altogether more than arc 
necessary and their maintenance oot only does harm 
to the existing body of Indian engineers and subordinates_ 
but it represents so much waste of government money. 
I support the view that one imperial civil engineering 
college would suffice. The others might be converted 
to colleges specializing in electrical and mechanical 
engineering, mining, etc., or they should be abolished. 

ANNEXURE A • 

. ~jtalement slwwing the employment of passed O'Verseer and Bub-overseer sluikntB, I901-1916. 

EXCLUDING AM:ms AND SURVEYORS, 

El!PLOYl!E!!!T. 

l .::; 

Salary I Rs. 80- Salary Salary Salary 
100 and Rs. 60-SO. Rs. 30-65 Rs. 30-80. 

-----------·---l--u-pw_a_rds_.1 _ I · 

Salary 
Rs.40-

100. 

Salary 
Rs.35-

100. 

Salary 
Rs. 80-

150. 

1 4 1 s a 1 1 8 o 10 n 
-P-ub-li-.o-W--o-rk_s_D_e_p-nr-tm_e_n_t------i,.---2-5--',--1-47--'1·--a5-8o-~'--1-31--l--6l--l---24-+--2--l--.. - --

1
-
09
----

3 2 

Distri~t and Local Board li'i 
)lunicipality 11 9 8 • • 3 3 :: :: ~: 
Railway . • • 3 4 2 " 11 ~·ompany, Estate and Raj 7 6 5 :: • . z '' '' 20 

~e:~~~~ru~ employment 3~ • 7 :: :: :: :: ' : ~ ~. 1~ 
Unemployed 7 : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 35 
Deceased • . • 13 , • • , 1~ 
l'ndergoing prncticnl traming TOTAL 1:~ 

1 

:; I 1~~ 
1 

~: ~~ ~~ : ~ ~: 
1 

3~: 
Pn~sed Sub-ovcrBeors 
Overseers and upper subo~dinates 

TOUL 

207 
147 

354 
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1Y olt. 011 tltt .:!rtima ClaM. 

Clas>es !or the training of arti:;aru in the ~hool wort
iliops were started in 1913. They _hart! prond _so 
succe;siul that it is de::irable to CO!I9der the ques-Uon 
of enlarging them. 

Particulars of the classes are as iollowo :-
Bo~, preferably rons ol artNn::-. _are admitted 10ho 

are abo~ the age of 1:! years prorided they are able 
to read and write. In addition to a trade all are taught 
practical drawing and w-o!k;hop ari1hmeric. ~ in
struction is lri•en in the ~rnaenl.ar. 

At the dL_;:;retion of the Principal, me.mbers are paid 
stipend> up to a ma.Dmwn oi Re. 10 according to the 
skill attained The stipend lb-t is reri..-cd e~ry half
~ar and stioendo are re--alloned according to progress 
made in w-ork;hop and in da~ In addition to his 
stipe.nd each boy is credited w-ith hill th.: ..-alne ol his 
earnin,!r5, w-hich own is paid to him upon the :>atidaeiory 
compt;tion o • hi; full eo~ oi tr.l.ining. The amoun . .; 
are kept in the P()>-t Office Satin.:'7'5 Bank. Ii an appren
tice lea>e:S before completing hi; conr.;e the 10hole amonnt 
stand.in2 to his credit is iodeited. Apprentice> mu.:,-t 
attend the ochool until t.bey are profieif:n , the time 
take.n being from three to lour y<'3lS. Thot:;e w-ho ilimo 
no aptitude for mechanical w-orl;; a.re di::,"""!Ilis:Sed at any 
time. Bo~ who become pro.:e~nt at. motor repairing 
are placed out with ear-o'ii"I!£r:S lfor a fin:!J y<'3!' to gain 
erpertenre- Xo certificate is gi>en until a fa>otuable 
report is rere£..-ed from the car-OW!l{:r. 

The e06t oi the ela..."-."e:S amoun 15 to R.;. :!,SIX) p& ann~ 
exdudiru!: the C()>-t of in:,<nt<::tors, but as the inrome 
from th; pr-oceed.; oi :Sale:S and .-od: done amoun ~ to 
about Rs. 8,01.10, the ela.~ are relf-supporting. 

Applications iar admi.-8ou. are re«>rred almo.-t daily 
and· ma.ny candidates are 'lrilling to ...-ark without wage 
in order to get a footing and a10ait a •aeaucy on the 
stipend lb-t ; a few such are tilin. but o..-ing mainly 
to the ...-a.nt of additional :aperri3on it is noi pos:,ihle 
at pte:Sent to accept more for t:raining. 

3,316- ~(Preside'll!t. ) The witne:55 stated thal he was 
the Principal of the Bihar School a' ~ and 
that he had held that appointment fQI' nearly l; years. 
The ochool -..-as under the control of the :Education 
Department, a.nd he him..<elf was a member of tha~ deput
ment. He was a mecl!anical ~.r by proies;ion. 
having sen-ed hi; appre.nticeilii.p wilb a frrm of meehanical 
engineers and :rob;eque.ntly rerei..-ed hi; theoretital 
train in~ in the Royal College of Seien«, oi ...-hich he ..-as 
no10 an Associate. 

3,317. There was a joint coUr:Se in the Bihar school 
for o~r.;eer.;; and mh-on;.l'!'e-~ A boy ...-ho joined 
the school could after two year> pas; an examination 
and get a ~h-o..-~ ~te, w-hile if he continued 
hi.; 5tudies for two year; longer ht eoo.ld ge on o~r's 
certi:lieate. If subeeq11rntly he under;;rcm practical _ 
training under an engineer and qualified a· an upper 
robo.rdinate he got a ceJtmeate to that e!ia-t. The 
bov who onl> took the hro .-ear~' C'OUrSi' ~ no 
~cal traiclng. The first t-.-~ years "tn"re thns com:inon 
to bot.h o>e..rseers and rnh-o>er<eerS but propo;;alo fur 
altering this system had been put fonnud. 

3,318. The educational qualific:a.tion nquired for 
ad.m.b...-..ion ..-a.o a pas> in the matriculation examination 
in English and mathematics. If a student had no 
passed in these subjeclE in the matriculation he had to 
pass an examination in them, of the same staodani. 
held in the &:hool There was a~ preg:ni no srbool 
final examination in the prorince. The competiU.e 
examination for admiseion applied only to thoEe eiude:nt; 
•ho had not ~ the matriculation, hoee who had 
paSEed that e~tiou not being reqnired to ~ 
any further tea. The maximum age for admisE;ion to 

The follow-ing i; the p-e;ent and prop061M Etl'en2"th 
of the cia,_~ :- ~ 

Present. Propose-d 
Motor mechanics 10 15 
Cacpeniers 5 
Fi:tt~:r; lll1lefS • 5 10 
Blacbmilhs 5 5 
Moulders (J -1 
Pain ers 0 3 

Total :'!.5 45 

The Bihar &hoot of EngiDfering Commit c-e whit-h 
met in April 1913 to adri.~ gon:'r1ll!lem N"~ hf: 
dett:lopmen of the oc.hool, ronsidrred the q~ 
or the ani.-an c~ Tbey adri..-.ed tha pronoon 
mould be made for ;'j() act:Ean;; in t.hc:- abo>e trade;: a.nd 
tha there mould be a class al.'O im- tinsmiths and shn-1-
mEtal w-aders. The committee propo:!ed a the same 
time thai ihe w-orbhop acrommoru "on should be 
ine.rea.sed and that there iliould be !m-e iOn' .IIi£ in
suuct()!'S, tTO European:S Ud ODe Jndim. 

.!h additional ..- ""' p vas builr !&-: >PM so "hat 
the- mop;; are no..- of the size reoomm.rclldtd -b~ the c-om
mitt('(:, bm no additional foreman b.: be.cn ·a_ pain ed. 
Application has hlxn made for t~ appoinl:!!lent of an 
addi:tioinl man, butt gol&lllllell tun, deierred the ra.."<e 

on linluiti31 groundo.. 
Owing o the inirodnrtion of U!C lump al!olmt-n 

system ior the payment oi •i.-Iris and an improt"ffi 
srnem •hkh allows of more ..-ad: 10 be IUidenilin 
fu the mo~, DO additional in:-uuctor> .-ooJd be reqni!-ffi 
for enla!ging the cla...'8e5 to the- etit'lli pmp.N-d ~>bo>e, b t 

_ i is indi::,--pe!!S3hle that additional ru~n ~d 
be anillabk. 'Ill!' p~nr foreman i; • pposffi to 1:...
~-poosih!e fm the praetil:al tnining oi ail w ~ 'l<S 

in ihe school, numbering aboo 100, and in addi - o 
mamge the s.ho!15. - ore:;, e~tric- eir:a ring plan , 
ele. It i;, o! eo~, not ~ for o~ l!la!! to perform 
effide:ntl> oo man• dntie:S and much o.i tht ·imi oi the 
Prind~ is a~bed in the deia.il.; oi ill<- vo>rlishop 
:in::""trllt.'tion. Th£' ea.lrp;?DfCI'O- a 00 am I .::.. p5 al1l: 

entirely managed by the Principsl. 

the .;('hool vas :11) >i"a~S ...-hi!e the l!iln!!lJ'!Uil a2e i 
admission to the ~u:icula - n ..-a.s '4; ilt' c"O~Ud 
e.xpl.ain why the fanner l.imii had l:.«'lll find : !Ugh. 
I t had been in force JQI' a long time, anrl he bBd no 
found it ~~ to propose any al d<O - a ..!= a 
matt& of fad there had been ~ applic-ant; ior ad
misOOn to the ~bool w-ho ..-ere o>er ::llJ >ear.; oi tll!e, 
a!id .-ho had had on t:ha SC(H{; 0 b<: rtfusc-d ad
mission. Thf. role did not n-sult in 5rndcnt.: •ho h£d 
failed in t~ matriculation for nm or th.Tff .-ear.; eme:U.z 
i.be school, as most oi tltem came m a~ i; I " u.; 
number o ;ho;e joining at b er age; tot:!nf w .. ry limi: ed. 
The a~ tll!t' of admi3sion .-a..;;, b£. tl:o b;. about I ' 
In pr " i~-" -~~ ~ thai d ..-a:; ~tk to !fl 
students at a yolmf ·. ~ bu llf' did ooi lhinl n 
adri.<able to ~ter thi> role; as the lan!er :br demaDd 
for adm.isOOn ibe mo.-e posoihility tb.:re -.-a.; oi ~ - _ 
students of a beHec type as .-ell a= oi a y ~
AI pre;eut the number of applicame !or admission raE 

imufficient and it .-a;; onlv within d~ la..<11 ~ ~ 
thlt he bad been able to adDili &he fnll uumb& of srodem.s. 

3,319. '!"ben- ..-as a joiDt Ta-hnic-al Eumioa.tioo 
Board fQI' the nm ~ oi Bt>ugal and Bihar and 
om..«& The Chiei Engineff, Bui!din§ and Roads 
Branch, Bengal, .-as ita pre9deni a bt- bt'adE of th.e 
three majc:r teeh.nic2l imtitutiom 1 ~ Principal oi the 
Sibpur Colle@e. tbe Headma.ster oi be Da«a boo1 
and the 'lritness) in those ~ ,.. ~ its members. 
A member of tbe Beng.J Puhlic W a;h .Depu1mernt 
and • member of the Pub& Wmb Depan:mtoD in &hac 
aDd Oris!& ~ al."' on the boud aod thr " peruueod
en& of lndn.,~, Be~ .-as the Sec:nun-. ~ 
boud held en.minatioos -both for ~ ~ b-
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overseers. The students of the Bihar School of 
Enaineering had succeeded in holding their own, and 
had shown themselves fully up to the average jn these 
examinations. For overseers the examination was held 
at the end of the four years' course and a certificate was 
given to those who did not intend to undergo practical 
training, but the diploma for upper subordinates was 
not crivcn until after five years, i.e., after the student 
had ;ompleted four years' theoretical and one year's prac
tical training. The majority of the students received 
practical training and got the higher certificate, only 
very few taking the overseer's certificate. Overseers' 
certificates were not given to students who intended 
to put in a period of practical training, only the higher 
certificate being given at the end of the full course. 
The selection of upper subordinates for the Public Works 
Department was made from among those students only 
who had undergone the full five years' training. 

3,320. A proposal was under consideration to alter 
the course for upper subordinates from 4 years' theoret· 
ical and a year's practical training to 3 years' theoret
ical and 2 years' practical training and to have entirely 
separate courses from the very start for overseers and 
sub-overseers. The introduction of a 2 years' theoretical 
course followed by a year's practical course for lower 
subordinates was also under consideration. These re
commendations had been made by the committee 
appointed to advise as to the steps to be taken to improve 
the Bihar School of Engineering. In place of the prac
tical training under an engineer prescribed at the end 
of the theoretical course students might undergo prac
tical training in the college workshops during their 
college course, this training being of exactly the same 
standard as the workshop course for upper subordinates 
in the Sibpur College. 

3,321. The Public Works Department in Bengal 
held a competitive examination, full details of which 
had been given by the Principal of the Sibpur College 
in his evidence, for the r~cruitment of their subordinates, 
the examination being held at Purulia. This system 
had been inaugurated before the creation of the Province 
of Bihar and Orissa and students from the Sib pur College, 
the Dacca School and the Bihar School of Engineering 
were admitted to the examination. During their year's 
practical training they received a stipend of Rs. 50 a 
month, and at the end of it the competition for appoint
ments was held. 

3,322. The approximate average cost of education 
for a pupil in the institute was Rs. 300 a year. A fee 
of Rs. 1-8·0 a month was charged to both overseer and 
sub-overseer students residing in the province, and one 
of Rs. 3 a month to students coming from outside. 
Students had also to provide their own books. There , 
was a hostel attached to the institution, students re
siding there paying for their own food. The average 
expenditure of a student came to about Rs. 20 a month 
exclusive of the cost of books, instruments and clothes. 

3,323. There were 20 government scholarships of Rs. 7 
a month for both the overseer and sub·overseer classes 
and 30 or more scholarships awarded by district boards 
and ranging in value between Rs. 5 and Rs. 7 a month. 
A government scholarship was tenable for one year 
only in a particular class, whereas a district board scholar· 
ship could be held for two or four years. He saw no 
objection to a student holding both scholarships at a 
time, provided the board had no objection. The number 
of students in each class varied considerably. At the 
beginning of a session there was usually a large number 
but as time passed this number decreased, the average 
being about 120 students in all classes. The number 
in the classes at present was 109, this being the end of 
the session. As there were about 50 scholarships nearly 
hal£ the students could hold one. This meant that 
there was a considerable number of scholarships but 
none of sufficient value to cover the whole cost of a 
student's education in the school. The question as to 
whether it was better to have a smaller number of scholar· 
ships of greater value or a larger number of scholarships 
of low value depended upon the class of students attracted 
to the school, but he would certainly advocate a system 

Vlit,, III 

of competitive examination for scholarships of higher 
values. This would have the effect of improving the 
keenness of the students, as also their work while in the 
school. 

3,324. The school building was a fine one and quite 
adequate for present requirements. It had a history 
attached to it. When King Edward as Prince of Wales 
came to India and visited Bankipore subscriptions were 
started for the benefit of technical education in Bihar. 
About two lakhs of rupees were subscribed but for 
several years the money lay idle. At that time there 
existed the Patna Survey School and there was also the 
Bihar Industrial School. It occurred to the Commis
sioner to combine these two and start a new school-the 
Bihar School of Engineering - and to utilise the money 
which had been lying idle for the- purpose. Govern· 
ment agreed to appoint a staff and run the school pro
vided the money above referred to was utilized for the 
construction of a suitable bu;lding. The school was 
therefore run as a government institution and there was 
no outside governing body, though there was a board 
of visitors. The school equipment, which the witness 
had worked up during the last 16 years, was quite 
adequate. 

3,325. He was not altogether satisfied as to the ade
quacy of the staff, especially on the workshop side. There 
was only one European foreman who was responsible 
for the teaching of nearly 200 boys, '"as every boy in the 
school had to undergo a certain amount of trainib.g in 
the workshop. He had to look after not only the over
seer and sub-overseer classes but also the artisan class. 
The witness had therefore proposed, in his written memo· 
randum, an increase in the staff of two extra foremen
one European and one Indian-to bring the number of 
foremen to three. 

3,326. The students of the artisan class belonged 
mostly to the working class being the sons of mistris, etc., 
and very few were from the bhadralog class. They 
underwent a course of three or four yea~s, depending 
on the aptitude of the particular boy. They generally 
completed their course in the school, the school having 
a considerable hold over them. Part of the wages 
earned for the work which they did was deposited in the 
Savings Bank Account which they were liable to forfeit 
if they left before the completion of their course. It 
had not been his experience, as was the case in many 
institutions of this class in other parts of India, that 
a workman after getting sufficient training to make him 
a little better than the general run of his class left the 
school at once instead of waiting to complete his course 
and become a complete craftsman, and he had provided 
against this tendency by having a monetary hold over 
the students. Besides, if they left without permission, 
they were not given any certificate, without which the 
training possessed little attraction. The certificate 
granted by the school was of real monetary value in 
the case of boys who became motor mechanics. He 
could not, however, speak about the certificates given 
to students of the other artisan classes as these had not 
been in force for more than three years and no consid
erable number of students had as yet been turned out. 

3,327. He did not altogether agree with the evidence 
given by one of the witnesses that good mistris, i.e., 
practical craftsmen, were almost non-existent in Bihar 
and that the type of mistris obtainable in the United 
Provinces was very rare in Bihar. In the case of a 
successful master workman other things besides skill 
at his trade were required, e.g., business ability and 
character. As regards skill the witness had no com
plaint against the Bihari workman, who turned out 
excellent work if he was made to do so. The fact was 
however that in the bazaar the work he was called upon 
to do was of the roughest kind and it was only the Euro
pean who demanded a better class. With reference 
to the evidence given before the Committee that the 
standard of the building trades in Bihar was disgrace
fully low and that good brick, plaster or painting work 
was practically unknown in the province, he was of 
opinion that the Bihari workman required more super· 
vision than the up·country man but that, if good super-

L 
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vmon was provided, he could turn out as good work as 
any other workman in India. In principle he was in 
favour of the ·idea of introducing certain master workmen, 
for instance, bricklayers, plasterers, painters, etc., into 
the province, with the object of improving the standard 
in these branches of the building trade, but he had not 
studied how the· services of these men could best be 
utilized. At present the students of the overseer and sub· 
overseer class did not go through a practical course of 
building and only learnt about brickwork through their 
books, but when the proposed " builders' yard " was 
established according to the Bihar School Improvement 
Committee's proposals the boys would learn actually 
to lay bricks. One had to work with the material 
available in the school. The boys who came to the 
school, were mainly from the literary class, who were 
by tradition averse to practical work. The only poss(ble 
means of improving them was to make the course as 
practical as possible. 

3,328. (Mr. Cobb.) He did not co-operate with the 
Arts schools in getting students for the engineering 
school, as boys did not make up their minds before 
passing the matriculation examination what profession 
they wanted to take up. What usually happened was 
that in the first instance, after passing the matricula
tion, the student went to the Patna College. If he 
could not get admission there he sought admission to 
the Bihar National College and on being rejected from 
there came to the engineerin~ school. If he was not 
admitted there he joined the medioal school. The 
witness did not send the prospectus of the school reg
nlarly to the high schools although he had circula
rised them for several years. He admitted that he 
had never made a special effort to secure boys for his 
school. Generally he thought the headmasters of 
schools took no interest in the future of their boys, their 
interests being confined to getting their students through 
the matriculation examination. He doubted if it would 
be possible for the headmasters to take a personal interest 
in their boys as in a high school there were as many 
as from 300 to 400 students. Occasionally a head
master might take an interest in one or two of the indi-
vidual boys in the school. · 

3,329. He would prefer to have boys at a younger 
age but at present there was no field for selection and he 
had to take practically every boy who wished to join 
in order to fill the school. The problem would however 
gradually be solved. Other professions such as the 
law were getting over-crowded and in the near future 
students would be forced to look to other lines. The 
number of students in his school was already gradually 
increasing. It would he thought be possible in the 
future to make a selection of the youngest, best and 
most intelligent students for admission. 

3,330. He could not say what was the idea in having 
a large number of scholarships of small value and he 
did not think that the question had been seriously con
sidered. When the school was started government 
decided to give 20 scholarships, presumably with the 
intention of inducing boys to join the school instead 
of entering the literary colleges. He admitted that 
scholarships of higher value would be more attractive. 
The students joining the school were, with some excep
tions, not remarkably poor as they did not come from 
the artisan or the industrial class but belonged to the 
middle bluulralog class. The question of scholarships 
had also been discussed by the School Improvement 
Committee. 

3,331. He admitted that an artisan who'was taught 
by a master workman imported from England would 
generally revert to his old style, but he considered that 
he would not do so oompletcly but would retain at least 
a certain amount of the instruction received. He would 
be a better workman than his father and if his son 
followed the same course the latter would be still better 
and thus there would be a gradual improvement in the 
class of work. 

3,332. There was no restriction attached as to the 
utinzation of the capital fund of the school but as the 
fund was mainly intended for technical education an 

artisan olass had been attached. The steps that were 
required to improve the school in regard to technical 
education were fully explained in the committee's report. 
Besides the Bihar School there was one school at Ranchi 
for sub-overseers and artisans. Ho was of opinion that 
there should bo a school of engineering at Cuttaek. A 
proposal to that effect had been made by the witness 
and was under the conRideration of the Gov~rnment 
of India. It was intended to place that school und~r 
a European, and to start with the training of sub-over· 
seers with an artisan and a survey class attached. There 
was ample scope for such a school, as Orissa was in need 
of overseers and sub-overseers and had to meet the 
demand from Bengal, Biharis preferring not to leave, 
their own districts. He was not very familiar with tho 
conditions in Orissa but gathered that the Ooriyas would 
not be so backward in taking advantage of an e~gineering 
school as the Biharis. 

3,333. (Rai Baha<lur Ganga Ram.) There was only 
one government appointment for overseers and two 
for sub-overseers guaranteed to the Bihar School ; no 
appointment was guaranteed by tho district boards. 

3,334. A district board scholarship was gem'rally 
awarded to the student from the particular district 
which gave the scholarship but occasionally a district 
board gave a stipend to a student from another district. 
The boards' scholarships were entirely at the disposal 
of the boards and the school had no voice in the matter. 
These were properly speaking stipends; the govern
ment scholarships were given for merit alone as the 
result of examinations and were scholarships in tho 
proper sense of the word. 

3,335. With reference to his statement that the students 
who could not got into the literary colleges joined tho 
engineering school ho explained that as a result of this 
the school did not generally get. the most brilliant bo.\·s 
though there had been a few such students and a certain 
number who had passed the first a.rts. • 

3,336. Practically all the boys turned out from his 
school got employment, the majority in Bihar and a 
small proportion in the United and other proyinces. Tho 
average Bihari did not want to leave his province even 
for Orissa, but the Bihari who had the courage to do 
so generally got on very well. 

3,337. With reference to the suggestion made in his 
written memorandum that the Public Works Depart
ment should be divided into two branches, one con
cerned with engineering and the other with buildings, 
he explained that he intended that the General Branch 
should have nothing to do with the construction of 
buildings, the buildings which he had seen erected by 
engineers being of an inferior class as they had not 
usually bet>n trained for such work. He \vanted also 
to introduce building craftsmen who would be specialists 
in building work. There was no objection to thrse 
men being called sub-overseers, as whoever supervisPd 
a building CI)U)d be designated an overseer or a sub
overseer. 

3,338. The subjects which he taught in the school 
varied considerably, as he generally took up those 
subjects for which he could not get another teMht•r. 
For instance if he found that the machine drawing was 
poor he took up that class for a year or so. Then he 
left it and took up another. At pr<"ent he l~n? under 
him the carpenters' shop which ncNicd organ1zrng .. 

3,339. (.iJ.fr. Mackenzie.) He had u staff of 8 Indmn 
assistant masters, one European work.;lwp foreman 
and about 12 rnistri instructors for the workshops. 
Two of the Indian asRi,;tant masters had been rccruitc'd 
from the Roorkee College. All the memb('rs of tho 
staff were mcmbrrs of the Education Department nnd 
were in pt'lrmancnt service, except the mistri.•. Two 
of his teacher.i had had cxperit'nce in the Public Works 
Department before joining the school. There wns no 
Avstom under which men were supplied by the Public 
Works Department for educational purposes to tho 
school and he was doubtful whethrr such men woulcl 
Mre to come to the school. On principle hP- ~onsidf:rrd 
that a man with practical experience was likely to be 
a good teacher even f.hough he had no experience of 
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teaching work, since practical experience was of more 
importance than experience of teaching, but both were 
necessary. Such a man would not be appointed per· 
manently to the school, and if it were found that his 
work was not satisfactory he could be sent back to the 
Public Works Department. One year's probation would 
be sufficient to show a man's fitness for teaching. The 
witness did not, however, approve of the idea of getting 
men from the Public Works Department for a period 
of say five years and then sending them back, getting 
other men in their places for a similar period, nor would 
the men themselves care for such a system. Men would 
no doubt have to come to the school if they were required 
by government to do so, but it would be difficult to get 
good teaching work done by unwilling teachers. If 
Public Works Department men were engaged on teaching 
work they would have to be paid higher salaries as they 
would be losing a good deal by leaving the Department. 

3,340. lrhen there was a vacancy in the school and 
the Director of Public Instruction wanted to transfer 
a man from elsewhere the witness had to accept the 
latter, but there were so few technical schools that men 
were not available for transfer and generally the witness 
was required to select a man by advertisement in the 
press. The man selected was appointed under the 
Education Department on probation in the first 
instance. Pretty good men were appointed in this 
way who were keen about their work and liked it and 
he ·had had no occasion to complain about them. On 
the whole his teachers were willing workers although 
needing encouragement occasionally. 

3,341. The witness maintained a list of passed over· 
seers and sub-overseers, such as that given in his written 
memorandum, which showed that the number of persons 
who got private employment was comparatively small. 
The demand for private employment was not increasing. 
There was not scope for many more overseers and sub· 
overseers than were now being turned out by the school. 
His policy had been to keep the classes very small so 
that the boys could have the advantage of individual 
attention. Formerly the passed students of the school 
had great difficulty in securing employment in competi· 
tion vi'ith men from Sib pur, and he had therefore suggested 
that the certificates in both provinces should be of equal 
value. Subsequently examination by the Joint Technical 
Examination Board had been started as a result of 
hi.~ recommendation which served a useful purpose, and 
the students of the Bihar School could now get employ
ment in competition with other students. It was, 
however, no longer so necessary for the school to be 
connected with this board and the school committee 
had hence 'Proposed to disassociate the school from it. 
If the school became more popular and there was a 
larae number of applicants for admission he would not 
inc~ease the number of students very largely, certainly 
by not more than 50 per cent., as he did not think that 
the large number of overseers and sub-overseers turned 
out would be so successful in finding employment. The 
supply should not be made greater than the demand. 

3,342. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He did not want to 
increase the number of hh students very largely and 
his object was simply to get more field for selection. 
One of his definite aims in running the school had been 
that the boys who were trained should get employment 
and he did not want to admit a large number who could 
not be so provided. The table of passed candidates 
which he maintained was not published broadcast but 
was submitted with his annual report. He did not 
think any useful purpose would be served by circulating 
the statement to the high school~ and to the parents 
of the students. The school was gradually becoming 
known, and it was becoming more and more known 

that the boy who secured the school certificate was 
sure of getting employment. No further effort was 
required to advertise the fact. 

3~3~3. When the ~ew province was formed, witness had 
anticipated that, hl8 school being the chief institution 
of its kin~ in the province, government would immedi. 
ately requ~re a scheme for enlarging it. He drew up a. 
note puttmg forth the directions in which the school 
should be developed a~d this was considered by govern· 
ment, who th~n appointed a. committee to investigate 
t~e whole quc.stion. ~e committee accepted all 
h18 recommendations and Its report endorsed practically 
all the proposals he had put forward for the develop
:n:e~t of the s~hool. .As regards the absence of any pro
Vl8Ion for brick.layers, plasterers, etc., in the school 
he explained that it had been his policy not to start 
any class ur;less he was sure there was a fair chance 
that the boys who received training and obtained the 
school certificate would get employment. .As he found 
that there was no such demand for brick·layers and 
plasterers. he had not proposed a class for the purpose. 
'!'hen a~am there was difficulty in arranging for their 
_InstructiOn as the school could not afford to erect a 
building and then pull it down or to plaster and unplaster 
it in order to teach boys. The same thing did not apply 
in the case of carpenters, as there was nearly always a 
good deal of work required by the public which could 
be undertaken by the boys in the schooL In fact there 
was more work forthcoming in this way than the class 
could cope with. This class was being run very much 
on commercial lines, which would not be possible with 
a brick·layers' class. He admitted, however, that 
there was some scope for training in brick-laying and 
plastering. 

3,344. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Very few boys 
showed any tendency to become contractors, only those 
going into this line who belonged to families who were 
already contractors. Some students had entered with 
the express intention of becoming r.ontractors but he 
could not give the number. He did not remember any 
case of a boy becoming a brick or lime manufacturer. 

3,345. (Mr. Bre:mner.) The scale of fees for the over
seer and BUb·overseer classes was Rs. 1·8·0 a month for 
the residents of the province and Rs. 3 a month for 
outsiders. To attract students from Orissa there were 
two scholarships for sub·overseers worth Rs. 15 each, 
which were tenable in the Bihar School of Engineering 
or the Ranchi School, and there were two scholarships 
of the same value for the overseer class tenable in the 
Bihar School. There was one scholarship of Rs. 20 a 
month for an engineering student from Orissa tenable 
in the Sibpur College. All the scholarships were not, 
however, availed of and within the last three yearn 
only four or five Ooriyas had joined the Bihar School, 
there being a great disinclination on the part of the 
Ooriyas to go so far away from their homes. After 
passing their exam!nations most of the Biharis were 
unwilling to go outside the province and it was only an 
exceptional man who was prepared to do so. Hence 
the Bihari would not go to work outside Bihar and the 
Ooriya would not come to Bihar to be trained. It was 
therefore essential that there should be an engineering 
school in Orissa. 

3,346. There were eight Indian teachers in the Bihar 
School. The head assistant got Rs. 250 a month and the 
others got Rs. 200 a. month or less. Fuller informa· 
tion on the point was given iri the school committee's 
report. Upper subordinates in the Public Works Depart
ment were disinclined to leave the regular line and join 
the school as they could make a good deal of money over 
and above their pay in the Department. 

E. C. RYLAND, EsQ., Inspector-General of Police, Bihar and Orissa. 

Written Statement. 

3,347. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-Police buildings are con· 
structed according to standard dcsif,rns. The buildings 
are of two classes, 

(i) those the cost of which is estimated to exceed 
Rs. 2,500 and the construction of which may be under
taken only by the Public Works Department and must 
be borne on the books of that Department; 

L2 
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(ii) those the cost of which is estimated at Rs. 2,500 
or less and which may be constructed either depart
mentally or by the Public Works Department. 
Although the practice of employing the police to con
struct their own buildings has been strongly and univer
sally condemned, the tendency has been to extend the 
powers of the police in this direction. It is only in 
recent years that the cost of buildings that may be 
constructed by the department has been raised from 
Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 2,500. The main reasons why this 
has been necessary are : 

(a) that police buildings have to be constructed in 
out-of-the-way places where the Public Works Depart• 
ment are unable to exercise control or make arrange· 
ments for labour and materials ; 

(b) that the Public Works Department do not undertake 
to construct buildings in the manner in nor of the materials 
with which police buildings are constructed ; 

{c) the demand for buildings is so great and the annual 
grants so limited that the police have to resort to the 
poorer class of building as the only possibility of securing 
quarters of any kind in certain localities. . 

The disadvantages of having departmental buildings, 
apart from the great objection of taking up the time of 
officers in supervising the construction to the detriment 
of their legitimate duties, are that-

(a) after construction the buildings remain on the 
police books and all repairs have to be undertaken by 
the department; 

(b) being roughly constructed and under no expert 
supervision repairs are constant and, in the long run, 
cost more than properly constructed buildings, while 
the accommodation is indifferent and insanitary. 

(2). I am strongly of opinion that the police should 
be relieved of all duties and responsibilities in connection 
with buildings. The system of getting district engineers 
to supervise the construction of police buildings has been 
tried with indifferent results, and has considerably added 
to the cost of the buildings. Under existing arrange· 
ments the divisional Executive Engineers cannot be 
expected to supervise the work of minor .constructions 
in outlying places nor would it be possible for them to 
secure labour or collect materials for such works. My 
own idea is that the Public Works Department should 
have a separate construction staff for each division. 
This staff should have no fixed headquarters but should 
move from place to place where buildings are under 
construction. A programme of districts to be visited 
should be drawn up and all departments requiring roads 
or buildings- in such area should be required to secure 
sanction for their construction. It will thus happen 
that, instead of having one minor work to supervise, there 
will ordinarily be several minor and major works, which 
will not only fully occupy the staff but will also attract 
contractors whom it would not pay to take up any one 
building but who will find it well worth their while taking 
up the contractl'l for several works. The difficulty of 
securing materials and labour would thus be obviated. 
I do not see why the Publio Works Department should 
not undertake the cheaper class of buildings as well 
as the more expensive. I think if the cost of the supervi· 
sion was divided up amongst the several departments 
employing the construction staff, the cost of supervision 
should not be heavy. 

(3). The budget for next year provides a grant 
of Rs. 7,87,968 for roads and buildings of 14 different 
departments and in 18 different districts in the province. 
To this should be added buildings to be constructed 
depa.r.!'mentally. It would probably not be possible 
at this stage to group the above works and have them 
taken up by the construction staff in different areas, 
but apart from the projects sanctioned there are no less 
than 154 projects which have received administrative 
sanction which are pending the allotment of funds. 
All are more or less of equal importance and I can see 
no reason why they should not be grouped by areas and 
a. pr~gramme of construction arranged. The con
struction staff would thus be occupied for several years 
to come, and as at present, at least so far as the Police 
Department is concerned, the demand for buildings 

far exceeds the number annually sanctioned, it will be _, 
a considerable number of years before the servicrs 
of the construction st.aff could be clispensed with. I 
venture to think that if relieved of construction work 
the existing Public Works Department divisions might 
be doubled up or at least extended so as to set free a 
certain number of officers who could be employed on 
the construction staff. 

3,348. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-! 
am quite convinced that it would not be possible or 
desirable to entrust construction work and the upkeep 
of certain classes of public works to any private agency. 
Such private agencies do not exist in the mofus8il, and 
even in the larger towns of this province there exist no 
recognized and well established firms. The Indian 
contractors are usually foreigners, men possessing no 
capital and no command of labour. It may be that 
in time to come, if construction work is grouped as con
templated in the earlier part of this note, it may attract 
the .larger firms in presidency towns or lead to the estab· 
lishment of firms in this province, but I am quite certain 
that it would never pay any firm to take up work under 
present conditions where odd buildings are constructed in 
different and widely separated localities. 

3,349. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub·branches.-So far as the police are concerned, 
we have no complaint to make regarding our relations 
with the Public Works Department, though I fear it 
cannot be said that the existing system is conducive to 
economy or to rapidity. The only remedy for this 
that occurs to me is that outlined in the earlier part 
of this note. 

3,350. (General.) Every project has, under the existing 
rules, to pass through three stages in the order given 
below:-

(1), Administrative approval. 
(2). Preparation of and sanctiOn to detailed plans 

and estimates. 
(3). Financial provision. , 
The last stage does not keep pace with the two former 

with the result that we have long lists of workJ;, which 
have been approved and for which plans and estimates 
have been duly passed but which remain pending for 
years for lack of funds. The present unsatisfactory 
state of things is no doubt due to the fact that this is 
a newly created province and to the financial stringency 
on account of the war, but even in normal times I venture 
to think the existing procedure unnecessarily cumbersome. 

(2). As regards police buildings, when a Superintendent 
requires an ordinary building to be constructed by the 
Public Works Department or requires additions or 
alterations to the buildings already borne on the hooks 
of that department, which additions or alterations are 
likely to cost more than Rs. 5,000, he proceeds as 
follows:-

(a) Obtains the sanction of the Inspector-General 
to submit the plan and rough estimate of the work 

, required. 
(b) Sanction of the Inspector-General having been 

obtained, the Superintendent submits a requisition to the 
Executive Engineer for the preparation of a preliminary 
report and rough estimate of the cost of the work, together 
with such general plans and sketches as may be necessary. 

(c) The Executive Engineer then prepares a rou.gh 
estimate and plans. These are submit. ted to the Supc~m
tending Engineer and, after having been passe~ by lum, 
are forwarded to the Superintendent of Pohce. The 
Superintendent then submits his proposals, through 
the District Magistrate and the Deputy Inspector-Gencml 
of the Range, to the Inspector-GeneraL 

{d) The Inspector-General then goes up to govern· 
ment for administrative approval. 

(e) The administrative approval having been accorded, 
the Public Works Department is called on for the pre-
paration of detailed estimates and plans. . . 

(/) Finally, the project is sent up and remams pendmg 
the allotment of funds. 

(3). It occasionally happens that the project is dropped 
between the 3rd and 4th stages. It also happens that 
the difference between the rough estimate and tho final 
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estimate is so great that fresh administrative sanction 
has to be obtained. It appears to me that much un
necessary labour might be saved if the heads of depart· 
ments could be advised roughly of the amount in the 
Public Works Department budget that is likely to be 

· allotted to their respective departments for major works 
during the coming financial year as is done in the case 

of grants for minor works. It would no doubt be neces
~ary to keep a reserve for emergent works, but ordinarily 
~t should be possible to give heads of departments some 
1dea o~ amounts likely to be allotted and the preparation 
of proJects could then be regulated in accordance with 
the probable grants. • 

~In. E. C. RYLAND called and examined. 

3,351. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
officiating fnspector-General of Police, Bihar and Orissa. 

3,352. Under the present procedure the Police Depart· 
ment constructed and maintained police buildings which 
cost Rs. 2,500 or less, irrespective of their situation. 
Ordinarily, additions to buildings constructed by the 
Public Works Department were done by that Depart
ment, but the practice applied also to cases in which the 
Department wished to construct quarters or stables or 
other additions costing Rs. 2,500 or less alongside a 
permanent police station which had been constructed 
and was maintained by the Public Works Department, 
provided the new work did not constitute an addition 
,)r alteration to any existing building. As the result 
of this system, which he did not think was particularly 
disadvantageous, buildings constructed and main
tained "by the Public Works Department might adjoin 
those constructed and maintained by the Police Depart· 
ment. He agreed, however, that if the Public Works 
Department had occasion to send an overseer to repair 
a particular building that subordinate could equally 
well repair a police building alongside, and remarked 
that the present system was unique and that he was 
strongly of opinion that the Police Department should 
be relieved of all its duties and responsibilities in connec
tion with their buildings. 

3,353. He stated that the Public Works Department 
were usually not prepared to undertake the construe· 
tion of police buildings in the manner, and with the 
materials, sometimes desired hy the Police Department. 
The former Department constructed buildings with first
class bricks and mortar and the latter with third-class 
bricks and mud. The latter class of buildings were 
termed kutcha pucca and their plinths were generally 
of mud, the posts used being rough instead of proper 
posts, and the roofs were constructed with raw timber 
which was thatched over. The Public Works Depart
ment could not construct buildings in out-of-the-way 
places. The special orders of government had to be 
obtained for the construction by the Department of 
police buildings which cost Rs. 2,500 or less. On the 
other hand the Public Works Department were not 
prohibited from undertaking the construction of a 
kutcha '[YUCCa building which cost more than Rs. 2,500 
and in such cases the class of materials to be utilized 
and the manner of construction were left entirely to the 
Public Works Department. 

3,354. Police stations were constructed on standard 
plans and the Police Department had been consulted 
when the latter were first framed. 

3,355. Buildings constructed by the Police and Public 
Works Departments were repaired by these respective 
departments. His main objections. to the construction 
and repair of buildings by the Police Department were 
that it interfered v.ith the more legitimate duties of 
the police and that the department did not possess the 
necessary skilled agency. The present procedur~ was 
also undesirable as it was liable to abuse. Local zem~ndars 
were often called on to provide materials such as posts 
and bricks. For these reasons he advocated the transfer 
of such work to the.Public Works Department although 
it involved a larger expenditure by doing so, by reason 
of the fact that the Police Department spent a great 
deal on repairs, and in the long run the cost of con· 
struction of buildings by the Police and Public Works 
Departments would be about the same. 

· 3,356. He had not effected a comparison of the cost 
of the repair of buildings by the Public Works and Police 
Departments respectively. 

3,357. Rs. 50 and Rs. 100 were allotted for the 
annual maintenance of police outposts and the larger 
~tations respectively and a sum of Rs. 200 for buildings 
m. the Reserve. Petty repairs only could be executed 
Wl~h ~he money thus allotted, with the result that though 
bwldings could be kept going with such repairs perhaps 
for several years the buildings eventually came down. 
If .m?re money was set aside for annual repairs the 
bwldings would perhaps be serviceable for a longer 
period, but the present repair allowance was not suffi
cient. He was not aware of the actual percentage of 
repairs to the capital cost of police buildings, but believed 
it was a very low figure. He would emphatically object 
to the departmental system of repairs even if a larger 
allowance was made for repairs as the system absorbed 
a considerable amount of the time of the Police Depart
ment. 

3,358. The supervision by district engineers of the 
construction of police buildings had been tried with 
indifferent results, and had led to a considerable 
increase in the cost of buildings, as such officers charged 
3t per cent. on the cost of buildings in cases in which 
they did not prepare the plans and estimates, and 7 
per cent. when they did, that is, 7 per cent. more than 
the cost of buildings constructed by the Police Depart
ment. The estimates of the Public Works Department, 
on the other hand, allowed about 5 per cent. for establish
ment charges and 10 per cent. for contractors' profits, 
the latter charge was, however, not recognised as such 
by the Police Department. But he was unable to state 
definitely what the comparative cost of buildings con-. 
structed by the district engineer and the Public Works 
Department, on behalf of the Police Department, 
amounted to. In his opinion no material benefit had 
been gained by the employment of district engineers 
in connection with the construction of police buildings, 
and the Police Department had constructed buildings 
themselves equally well if not better. The standard 
of work carried out by the district board was lower 
than that of buildings constructed by the Public Works 
Department and probably would be even for the same 
class of buildings, but it had to be remembered that the 
Public Works Department did not construct buildings 
under the same condition~r as district engineers ; if they 
did the work of the Department would not perhaps be 
better. By this he meant that the Public Works Depart
ment employed large contractors and used special brick 
kilns for the manufacture of bricks, whereas for buildings 
departmentally constructed the Police Department 
had to trust to such local people as they could induce 
to build a brick kiln for the manufacture of bricks. 

3,359. He advocated that all departments should 
combine and concentrate their work in a particular area. 
so that the Public Works Department might have a 
number of works close together, and remarked that if 
the Public Works Department undertook the work he 
would for the present be prepared to construct police 
buildings in a particular order rather than department· 
ally in places where they were most needed. The Educa· 
tion Department for instance should be required to 
construct a school in a particular art>a. although it might 
not be the most urgent school required in order that the 
programme of work in a particular area might be adhered 
to. It was very difficult to 11ay which police buildings 
were the most important.. No permanent quarters 
for the police existed at present but temporary buildings 
had been erected until permanent structures could be 
constructed. He would not prefer to build permanent 
quarters for the police at places in which rents were at 
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their lowest and the need for accommodation most acute 
rather than construct. them in a particular area because 
conditions were so general at present that the need for 
selection would not arise. 

3,360. He complained that a large number of projects 
which had received administrative sanction had been 
held up pending the allotment of funds, bu.t a?mitt~d 
that the Public Works Department were JUStified m 
complaining that the Police Department called for a 
large number of estimates although there was no possi
bility of providing funds therefor, thereby throwing 
a great deal of unnecessary work on them. The Police 
Department maintained a list of projects from which 
the Finance Department selected such projects as they 
could finance, and it was desirable from the point of 
view of the public benefit that this list should be kept 
within reasonable limits, but it would be necessary for 
other departments to do the same as it would be obviously 
unfair if in so doing the Police Department were given 
money for three or four projects whereas other depart
ments with longer lists of projects were given allotments 
for say fifteen. Conditions in the province were abnormal 
at present but he had no complaint to make on the latter 
score as the department had received their propo1·tion 
of grants each year. 

3,361. The procedure followed in regard to the budget 
for public works was that each department drew up a 
list of projects for consideration by a Finance Committee 
who suggested the allotments for the purpose of con· 
struction. The list embraced only such works as had 
received administrative sanction, including those that 
had been so sanctioned and were pending, and was pre
pared in the first instance by heads of departments. 
The whole budget was eventually considered in Council. 

3,362. He explained that projects were occasionally 
eliminated in what he had described in his written 
evidence as the third or fourth stage of administrative 
sanction in order to make way for those of a more urgent 
and pressing nature. Hence the complaint made by 
the Public Works Department that there were an onor
mous numbel,' of plans and estimates requisitioned by 
Civil Departments wluch never materialised. Stricter 
control was now being exercised at stage one, and endeav
our was being made to evolve a system under which 
police Superintendents would not requisition for works 
indiscriminately. As far as he was aware the Police 
Department were not in a position to know what money 
would be allotted in a particular year for the construc
tion of their buildings, but they could form a rough 
idea of this from the grants allotted in previous years. 
Urgent demands from other departments had, however, 
to be considered, and the Finance Committee had . to 
decide the respective degrees of urgency of works. 

3,363. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) Outpost buildings cost 
about Rs. 3,000 and lasted on an average for seven years, 
but a better class of building was now required for the 
police. In Bihar most of the police buildings were 
constructed with mud walls ; they contained no windows 
and had no ventilation, and he did not think buildings 
of such a nature would, under any circumstances, be 
selected as suitable for the police now-a-days. If a 
building of a pucca character had been constructed for 
the police 10 years previously, and another of a similar 
type was needed, the same class of building would be 
suitable as the Police Department had not altered their 
p!all8 appreciably in the interim. 

3,364. The 154 projects referred to in his written 
statement comprised projects of all departments, the 
police projects totalling 24, some of which had been 

pending sin?e 1914. Ho did not thiuk tho police could, 
m normal tunes, expect mo1e than four or live buildings 
~o be con8tructed. yearly, that is to have all their pro
Jects constructed Ill less than 6 years but other projects 
would be added to the list as time went on. There 
had been many changes in the Police Department. 'l'he 
force had been increased as also the number of olncers 
and this, of course, necessitated new quarters to the 
extent of about 35 per cent. 

3,365. (Mr. Mackenzie.) Objections might be raisrd 
by some departments to the scheme outlined in his 
written statement for the concentration of work in a 
particular area and to the postponement of the construc
tion of their buildings to make way for the erection of 
police buildings, but other departments would benefit 
by his scheme as well as the Police Department. 'l'o 
the contention that if road schemes had to be post
poned on account of the urgency of police buildings 
in another locality objections would be raised and ques· 
tions asked in the Legi~lative Council, he replied that he 
thought that people ,fould prefer to have a certainty 
of getting their projects through to the uncertainty 
which existed at present. 

3,366. (Rai Bal~adur Ganga Ram.) Tho buildings 
constructed by the Police Department previoutily 
referred to, which lasted for seven years, were kept in 
repair by calculating the requirements in this comu•c
tion at the rate of Rs. 50 for outposts, Rs. 100 for 
the larger police stations, and Rs. 200 for Reserves, but 
this did not imply that the respective sums were actually 
spent on the particular buildings, as each district was 
allotted a grant for its buildings and it rested with the 
Superintendent to spend it to the best advantage. There 
were two or three ways of obviating the dilllculty of 
repairs and the one he most favoured was the construc
tion and repair by the Public Works Department of a 
cheaper kind of structure. He had not tried the system 
followed by the Postal Department, namely, inviting 
lambardar.~ to construct a building on their plans and 
maintain it for a period of about 20 years, the depart
ment paying rent at 6 per cent. for a good building and 
10 per cent. for a kutclm building. The adoption of 
such a system would result in the relinquishment 
of land by the Police Department, but it would perhaps 
be convenient in the case of the establishment of now 
posts which, however, would be few. 
· 3,367. (Mr. Cobb.) The Inspector-General decided on 

the recommendation of the 1\Iagistrate and the Deputy 
Inspector-General of the Range whether a building 
costing Rs. 2,500 or less should be constructed of first 
or third-class materials, and the latter was generally 
decided on because of the difficulty of getting buildings 
of this value constructed by the Public Works Depart· 
ment and of obtaining the requisite funds. 'l'he 
Inspector-General was not empowered to coll.:ltruct 
first-class buildings costing more than Rs. 2,500. This 
limit had formerly been Rs. 1,500. 

3,368. The value of the 24 projects he had ref~rred 
to was Rs. 5,80,000 and the annual allowance for original 
works had been Rs. 4 lakhs in 1914-15, Rs. 3 lakhs in 
1915-16 and Rs. 2 lakhs in 1916-17, but the conuitions 
had been abnormal in 1916·17. 

3,369. (Mr. Bremner.) Prior to the year 1912, in 
which year the new province had been created, the 
Police Department had not been granted so large an 
annual grant as Rs. 4 Iakbs for the construction of 
buildings in districts that now formed tho province, 
and it was his opinion that the department had been 
starved when the present province formed part of BPngal, 

J. N. Sruw, EsQ., Partner, MESSRS. CHATTERJEE SIJAW AND Co., Contractors, 11Ionghyr. 

111R. J. N. Sruw called and examined. 
3,370. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 

representative of Messrs. Chatterji Shaw and Co., a 
firm of building contractors in Bhagalpur which under· 
took Public Works Dcpartmrnt building contra{)ts. 
There were no trained engineers on the permanent staff 
of his firm, but sub-overseers were occasionally engaged 
tempo;arily for particular works. 

3,371. Contractors were divided into two rlnss('s 
by the Public Works Department in Bihar and Ori"'a 
according as to whether they were nble to employ 
experienced engine£'rs on their staff or not. The fir,,t 
class consisted of master contractors and tho BP<'ond 
class of petty contractors. Certain large firms which 
had accepted work in the province were classed as 
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master contractors, while the others, who were not 
financially able to employ even permanent overseers 
on their staff, were classed as petty contractors. Con
tractors belonging to this latter class were generally 
assisted by government in the exe.cution of the works 
they undertook to construct, and he did not disapprove 
of the system of classification. 

3,372. His firm generally accepted government con· 
~tracts at the Public Works Department sanctioned 
rates, since they were not paid sufficient to admit of 
their accepting lump sum contracts. If his firm were 
paid establishment charges in addition to the sane· 
tioned rates they would be willing to accept lump sum 
contracts, as they would then be in a position to employ 
qualified men on their staff. He considered the present 
practice of giving out contracts on sanctioned rates 
the best system for the province as contractors were 
not sufficiently advanced to permit of lump sum eon
tracts being offered to them or of their accepting such 
contracts. 

3,373. When Messrs. Chatterji Shaw and Co. tendered 
for contracts that were given out on sanctioned rates, 
their tenders were generally based on those rates and 
not on a percentage above or below them, because the 
firm were satisfied that the rates were fair and had been 
fixed by responsible officers of the Public Works Depart
ment who. were the best qualified to estimate them. 
It was possible for his firm to execute work at lower 
rates but its standard would be inferior. Hence, for 
the standard of work demanded, they were unable to 
construct works at rates below the estimated rates of 
the Department.~ 

3,374. When this firm undertook a contract. it was 
the practice of the Public Works Department, as in the 
case of other similar contractors, to supply them with 
such materials as iron, steel, cement, paint, etc., and in 
most cases also brbks. He did not approve of the 
supply of such materials by government and desired 
that the system be altered so as to permit contractors 
to supply their own materials such as cement, etc. He 
also disagreed with the contention that, as bricks were 
not available in tbe open ma::ket, it was necessary for 
the Public Works Department to arrange for their 
supply prior to the commencement of a work and 
remarked that it was quite possible for contractors to 
manufacture the bricks required for a work provided 
they were given timely notice. Though brick-making 
was practically a separate business in Bihar, a contractor 
occasionally manufacture!} his own bricks when he 
had sufficient time. When his firm undertook a contract 
for a private individual they generally obtained the 
bricks required from brick-makers. The firm never 
sub-let portions of government contracts which they 
accepted, but they employed sub-overseers to supervise 
the works on their behalf. The staff employed by the 
firm attended to the brickwork, wood-work, plaster
work, etc., themselves and a Chinaman was never engaged 
for the wood-work. 

3,375. The annual average amount of the contracts 
accepted from government by the firm was Rs. I! lakhs 
and the largest individual work they had executed was 
worth Rs. 40,000 or Rs. 50,000. This size of contract 
was about the largest that the firm was entrusted with. 
Just previous to the period when tenders were invited 
for the construction of the buildings connected with 
the New Capital at Bankipore his firm were expecting 
several large works in Bhagalpur and l\Ionghyr, and as 
they were not likely to be more benefitted by taking 
contracts in Bankiporc, they did not tender for any of 
the works there. 

3,376. He suggested that entire -projects should be 
given by government to single contractors in order 
to encourage private enterprise. It was the practice 
at present to give out work piece-meal, e.g., wood-work 
to one contractor, masonry-work to another and iron· 
work to another and so on, with the result that the several 
contractors engaged were not in a position to learn each 
other's work and hence were unable to tender for an 
entire work. If his suggestion were approved the margin 
of profit to be allowed for could be reduced since it would 

then only be necessary to allow for one contractor's 
profit thus ensuring the cheaper construction of work. 

3,377. (Mr. Cobb.) It was generally the practice of 
the Pubhc Works Department in Bihar not to invite 
tenders for entire works. Contractors were therefore 
not given the option to tender for an entire work but 
had to accept a portion. ' 

3,378. The Public Works Department schedule of 
rates was fair and his firm had found in most cases that 
~hey .were able to erect buildings at the rates contained 
m thJS schedule. In the few cases in which this had not 
been feasible they had made an analysis of the rates and 
submitted it to the Executive Engineer who, if satisfied 
with ita correctness, generally allowed higher rates. 

3,379. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The firm had been 
esta?lished in 1Jfong~yr and ~hagalpur for the last eight 
or nine years. Previous to thiB they had been established 
in Champaran and had occasionally come to Bankipore 
on the formation of the new Province of Bihar and 
Orissa. 
, 3,380. He himself was a partner in the firm but neither 

he nor the other partners had received a regular course 
of training in-engineering. 

3,381. The firm possessed a brick-manufacturing 
business of their own at Bhagalpur, and though they 
sold bricks to private individuals the outturn of the 
kiln was mainly intended for government works. The 
first-elass 10 inch bricks manufactured by the firm were 
sold at the rate of Rs. 9, the second-class bricks at Rs. 7 
and the third-class bricks at Rs. 6 per thousand. Govern
ment purchased bricks at the firm's rates and paid the 
cost of cartage in addition. 

3,382 .. He did not approve of the suggestion that 
government should manufacture bricks departmentally 
and supply them to contractors, and advocated that 
whenever possible a contractor should be allowed to 
undertake both the manufacture of bricks and the con
struction of the building. He did not consider it prob
able that the contractor in such a case would be tempted 
to use an inferior class of brick on the building, since 
the contractor's work was always supervised· by the 
government staff. 

3,383. He modified his remflrk that his firm did not 
sub-let work to the extent that he admitted that they 
gave out work on what was termed "job work" i.e., 
that a particular amount of labour was engaged to 
execute a particular quantity of masonry-work, etc. 

3,384. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The firm had accepted 
contracts for portions of a building work', and he agreed 
that under the system of giving out separate portions 
of a work to separate contraetorts difficulty was occasion· 
ally experienced from the fact that one contractor might 
be inconvenienced by the delays of another. For in
stance a wood-work contractor might complain that his 
work was delayed owing to the brickwork not having 
been completed in sufficient time to allow the wood
work to be put in. In such a case the contractor who 
was inconvenienced ought to be held to have a claim 
against the Public Works Department if such a claim 
were well founded. He, however, had not had personal 
experience of such a case, and was therefore unable 
to say whether compensation should be paid by govern
ment to the contractor on account of the inconvenience 
caused to the latter. 

3,385. (Mr. Bremner.) In suggesting that a contractor 
should be permitted to manufacture the bricks as well 
as to carry out the brickwork in a building contract, 
he expected, in cases where the bricks were ready some 
time before actual construction work was started, to be 
paid for the bricks as soon as they were manufactured 
and not when actual construction was commenced. 
He did not think for instance that the contractor should 
be obliged to await payment for bricks manufactured 
for works which were to be executed in 1918-19 until 
allotments were made for them. 

3,386. Though the brick-making season generally 
began in October it was possible for a. contractor who 
received a contract to erect a building before September 
to manufacture the bricks and have them ready for use 
by the end of the foiJowing March. If the order were 
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given to tho contractor in September, it ~hould be possiblo 
for the hricks to be t11,ken out of the ktln by the end of 
December or at the beginning of January. 

3,387. (President.) He approved of the suggestion that 
government should grant advances for the purchase of 
materials to certain small contractors of established 
reputation who did not possess much oapit.al. Con
tractors at present received payment for materials deli
vered at site of work, but did not receive advances for 
the purchase of such materials. Advances \vould be of 
great help even to large ,contracting firms and he con-

sidered that the introduction of such a system would 011 • 

courage contractors. Contractors M present usuttlly umkr
took work on borrowed capital for which they gcnemlly 
paid interest at tho rate of 9 to 12 per cent., but a we it 
established firm of contractors with a good reputation 
were usually charged 6 to 9 per cent. interest. Con
tractors were paid for completed parts of works in pro· 
gres.s once or twice a month. His experience had been 
that tho Department was prompt in making payments 
and he was not aware of any complaints having been 
made in this connection by contractors. 

F. E. S. IIIonnrsoN, EsQ., Vice-Chairman, District Board, Bhagalpur. 

Written Statement. 
3,388. My knowledge and information as regards tho 

greater number of points referred to the Committee for 
inquiry and report by the Government of India is not 
sufficient to justify an expression of opinion by me on 
these. I therefore can venture an opinion only as re· 
gards the transfer from the Public Works Department 
in areas within the jurisdiction of local bodies, as on this 
point I have some little experience and information. 
It seems to me that there would be a distinct advantage 
economically and possibly in efficiency too in such a 
transfer. 

3,389. The majority of local. bodies have now 
available under them expert assiStance of the same 
standard of prof~;~ssional training as form a divisional 
staff in the Public Works Department. A small 
strengthening of the staff under a local body could readily 
maintain these works economically and with efficiency. 
The advantages would be a. lower expenditure-

( i) on establishment, ' 
( ii) in office charges, 
(iii) in travelling allowances, and 
( iv) probably in rates too, as a more correct schedule 

of rates for a particular area would be worked. 
It would secure a more continuous supervision, partie· 

ularly in repair and minor original works, which would 
ensure better work. Incidentally, I think it would 
also, by placing one local authority in charge of all the 
works of a particular area, who would also have the 
placing out of these, help the local "growth of firms of 
standing in the building and allied trades", one of 
the objects sought to be served by the Government 

?f India, ~~gard being . had to the fact. that excepting · 
m large cities and cap1tal towns, and It may in some 
exceptional mofussil areas, the ordinary individual 
items of work are small and rather of a petty nature. 

3,390. The taking over of the additional charge by 
local bodies would necessitate the strengthening not 
only of its engineering staff but also the office staff of both 
engineer and local body. l'his increase however would, 
I consider, result in a considerably lower expenditure 
than what is being incurred. Some difficulty as regards 
staff would be experienced by local bodies when, in 
response to the requirements of a particular depart· 
ment, a large original work had to be undertaken with 
the existing staff. Such demand on the staffs per
manently under local bodies would be few and could 
be met by taking on temporary hands. This I believe 
is the system by which even the Public Works Depart
ment at present meets extraordinary calls on its staff 
resources, though no doubt the permanent staff of a 
divisional charge in the Public Works Department 
is more flexible than will be the case with the ordinary 
permanent staff of, say, a district board. 

3,391. In case of transfer, I think the system of 
accounts maintained under a local body sho~ld be as 
far as possible uniform. And again, if possible, the 
system at present prevailing under local bodies, with 
modification if necessary, which will be better undt·r· 
stood by them and their staffs, should be continued 
as regards the works made over, in preference to that 
employed by the Public Works Department. This 
would entail, I think, first a smaller increase to stui!s 
under local bodies, and second save mistakes and com· 
plications. 

1\f&. F. E. S. :MoRRISON, called and examined. 

3,392. (President.) The witness stated that he had 
been the vice-chairman of the Bhagalpur District Board 
but that he had resigned that office in December 1916. 
The board consisted of 31 members, including the chair· 
man, .and the Collector was ez-oflicio member and chair· 
man. The other official members included sub-divisional 
officers, the Superintendent of Police, the Doctor and 
the Deputy Inspector of Schools; but the Executive 
Engineer was not a nominated member. There were 
5 European members and the remainder were Indians. 
Out of the latter about 4 were officials. 

3,393. The budget contained a list of the works to 
be carried out in the succeeding year. It was pre
pared and passed by the finance committee prior to 
its acceptance by the board .. The members g®.crally 
did not discuss the details, but only the particular items 
in which they were interested. They evinced a fair 
amount of interest in the works in which they were 
concerned and generally succeeded in having them 
included in the budget. The members of one sub-divi· 
sion were not, however, interested in the works in another 
sub-division. When the list of works was finally sanc
tioned by the board and individual allotments were 
made, plans and estimates were prepared and submitted 
for sanction to the board, through the finance committee. 
Members took an interest in the plans which related to 
works in which they were concerned, but owing to their 
being non-experts they were content to see that a work 
was included in the budget and to leave its execution 
to the district engineer. 1'he district engineer rccom-

mended to the board, through tho finance committee, 
the name of the contractor whose tender should be 
accepted. Occasionally the members of the board 
displayed an interest as to who should be given the 
contract, but they ordinarily accepted the recommenda· 
tiona of the district engineer. There was not much 
canvassing in this connection, and steps had been taken 
to discourage it. Canvassing was not a constant 
evil and occurred only occasionally. 1'hc dccidon 
as to whether a contract should be given to one 
or more contractors rested with the district engineer, 
on whom the board depended to a large extent in the 
settlement of the details connected with the execution 
of work. 

3,394. It was the pract.ice in somo ca,cs in whil'h 
a member was keen on a particular work to hand over 
its exNution to such member inotcad of to a contractor, 
an allotment being made to the m~mucr to cover the 
cost of the work, and to hold him responsible for its 
proper execution. The mem~cr . in suc.h cas~s was 
primarily accountable to the d1stnct engmccr for tho 
proper execution of the work and f.nally to the board, 
to whom all accounts connected with the work were 
submitted. The witness had had no occasion to find 
that the system had led to any abuse during the I I y<·ars 
he bad held office as vice-chairman, as allotments were 
not mado indi~criminat<'ly but only to such mcm bc·rs 
as could be trusted. 

3,305. As vice-chairman he had had no occa.,ion to 
see the inspection notes written 1Jy tho Supcriutcnding 
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Engineer in his capacity as Inspector of Worh. He 
coUld not, therefore, say whether the Superintending 
Engineer performed any u;:rful functions a~ Impr·etor 
of \Yorb. The rule which requirrd that e~timates in 
exce;:s of a certain stun ~hould be ~uLmitted to the 
~upt>rintending Engineer for appro•al afforded a u~eful 
eh~ck and the Superintending Engineer's scrutiny of 
the plans and e~timates was of great value as the members 
of thr board did not possess expert knowledgf:' and had 
to rdy solely on the district engineer. 

:1,:396. The district engineer was appointed by the 
l,oard provided he possessed the qualificationil laid down 
by government. Only one appointment had been 
made since the witneRs had been a mem her of the board 
as the previous district engineer had occupied the post 
for about 30 years. On that occasion the applications 
were placed before a meeting of the board and were 
~crutinised by the chairman together ·with the testi
monials of the applicants. Xo canvassing for the appoint. 
ment had taken place and the selection made by the 
chairman was accepted by the board. The witness 
was not. quite sure whether the appointment was subject 
to the approval of government, but presumed that it 
was subject to the approval of the Commissioner. He 
was also not aware whether government had the power 
to order a dLo;trict board to dismiss a district engineer 
a~ he was not cognisant of any such case having occurred. 
The Commissioner had probably the power to veto a 
reaolution passed by a district board, e.g., if a district 
hoard had passed a resolution concerning the construc
tion of a road which the government did not appro'l"e, 
the Commi;;~ioner could probably veto it, but no con
crete case of this kind had arbE.>n within his knowledge. 

3,39i. _\ government auditor audited the accounts 
nf the board onee a year in detail. The board had, as 
far as he remembered: on two occa~ious madE.> payments 
in C'ontra>ention of the rules and when this was pointed 
out by the auditor the employes to whom the payment~ 
had been made were called upon to make a refund. He 
had seen remarkil in the annual reports in which the 
I'Xpenditure of a board had hc·en criticised as improper 
hv the auditor, but snch irregularitie~ had not occurred 
in the Bhagalpur DL~trict Board, and he knew of no 
i11stanceil where particular expenditure had been ob
jectecl to a~ impropr;r by an auditor. He did not think 
that goverrunent had any power to e-nforce the individual 
rr·;;poru;ibility of the members in the ease of improper 
r-xpenditure nor did he think it would be practicable. 
In hi~ opinion the c:riminallaw should be made applie· 
able in such case;;. The Indian Audit Department 
c·ould not, like the Audit Department in England, call 
upon member~ to make good improper expenditure, 
ri!ld hr, did not think it would be dr~irahle to vest govern
m;,nt with Hn•·h power a~ it would det;,r inM\·idual;; 
from accepting seat:; on the hoard. 

3,3fJ8. The rli~trkt board wa~ in charge of practically 
all the road.-; in the di~trict E"Xcept the main trunk road. 
Xo regular grant wa;; made hy government for the main
ttnance of the roads, and th.;y were maintained by 
means of the road ces;; and occasional grantB made hv 
government, e.y., the Commi,;,ion(:'r hari recently mad·e 
a grant·for metalling a particular road in the Bhagalpur 
rlbtriet. Spr'cial grant;; mad~ by government for Bpedal 
purpo;:r~s were utilized on the objects for which the 
grant.'l were giYen and were not. diverted to any other 
purpose;;. An Pcc··unt showin!6 how the grants made 
hv gov••rnmc,nt had leen Hpent was maintained by the 
rli,-trict ~>nginr•r:r and exce,;; expc,nditure was met by 
the board. '!'he road., were· maintained by the district 
boarrl~ ail "atL-factorily as fu11ds permitted, hut it was 
df'sirz,lJie that a lar)Ier ~um of money ~hould he Bp<mt 
on them. The hoard got good value for their money. 

3,399. Excr!pt for tl;e district hoard office building, 
which wac; a don Lie-storied huildin~, aU the other buildings 
co11structed hy thre rli~trict hoard, e.y., primary schools, 
in"per:tion bun~alo·.,·s and di.spr:n.,arir·s, wHe fairly ~mall. 
The Iargc.,t bnildin)!, othr:r than thf board's office, 
which the di..;trir;t ho~<trrl had r•on,trueted wa~ an inqppco
tion bungalow at "ub-divi.<ional headquartr-r.;; and this 
r-n'-t 11hout R•. 13.nr,n. Hr· rlirl nnt ngrr-f th:'tt thf work 
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uone by dbtrict boards was substantially inferior to that 
done b! ~he Pub.lic Works Department a~ he considered 
the lmildtngs which had been con.-truct<>d by the district 
hoard were nearly as good as the ordinary Public Works 
Departmf!nt buildings except that the l;tter had prob
ably a better finish. The class of work done in dis
pensaries, ~chools, etc., had formerly been poor, but the 
pr~se~t polic~ was to replace all these buildings by pucca 
buildings, which latter were of about the same standard 
as the Public .Works Department buildinas. He could 
no~ s.tate definitely whether Public Wor~ Department 
bmldmgs were more or less e:qJensive than those con
structed by the district boards as he was not aware of 
the cost of Pub:Uc Works Department buildings. 

3,400. ?Jte Witness had had no e}.'Perience of the 
constructi~n of government buildings by di~triet boards, 
but menhone? that the. district board of Bhagalpur 
~ad at ?ne. tune ?een ill charge of all the buildings 
ill the dlstriCt. ThiS system had worked satisfactorily 
for about seven years, at the end of which government re· 
duced the grant they formerly made to the board. The 
arrangement thus came to an end as the district board 
was unable to execute the government works on the 
reduced grant. It was not discontinued on the re
commeu.dation of a committee which had been appointed 
to consider certain questions concerning the working 
of local boards, &s he had seen a resolution of the board 
in which it was stated that they could not accept the 
terms offered by government as they did not think that 
the grant it was proposed to make was sufficient to meet 
the cost of the works. When a district board con
structed a building for government at present it was, 
under rule, given a grant of 15 per cent. on the estimated 
cost of the building. 

3,401. During the years in which the board had 
erected bnildings for government, maintenance and 
repair works had been carried out by a portion of the 
Executive Engineer's staff subject to the supervision 
of the district board engineer. The former staff werP 
paid by government who made a monthly allowance 
of Rs. 50 to the district engineer for the additional work 
in this connection. For original works, the district. 
boards had been given 15 per cent. on the allotment 
7ius 5 per cent. extl·a for eontingencies, and it had bet>n 
the practice to offer each individual work to the boart!. 
From inquiries he had made of the then district engineer 
he had ascertained that one of the chairmen had given 
him something out of the 15 per cent. allowed to the 
district board by government, and that the other chair· 
man had not given him anything but had credited the 
entire amount to the board. He personally was of 
opinion that no portion of the grants by government. 
should be given to the district enginef'l'. 

3,402. He advocated that all government. roads and 
buildings in the districts might be transferred to district 
boards as he considered it would lead to a great deal of 
economy inasmuch as it would obviate the existing dup]i. 
cation of staff, and added that an officer of the Public 
Works Department had sometimes to go a long diiltance 
over a dii!trict board road to do a small work whereas the 
board had its o\m man in each sub-division who could 
very well attend to sue!!_ work. The present staff of 
the di<.;trict board was competent to deal with all govern· 
ment works, including orirrinal works, provided it was 
augmented. In the event 

0 

of such a transfer it would, 
howe•er, he necessary for government to exercise some 
form of control over the expenditure and the standard 
of the work, and for this purpose it would be nccessarJ· 
to appoint a competent engineer as ltl.~pector of Works. 
If the Inspector of Works found on his inspection that 
the works had not brf·n proper!~' maintained and that 
money had not been profitably utilized he could repo.rt t~1e. 
matter to the board which could call upon the district. 
engineer for an expianation. It was not. de:~irable th~t 
government should have the power to fine dt~trt_ct. boards ~n 
cases of faulty execution of '!ork and to mstst ,?ll "th<:'tr 
doing the work propC'rly at their own expense, but govern
ment might. retain thr option of calling upon the board 
concerned to fine its district enginerr, whose responsibility 
for work Rhoul(l hr the san1o ·as th,tt of an F:xecuth·•' 

M 
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Enginel·r. There was no ol.jection to govrrnnwn t 
posst>ssing the pOW!'!' to requh·e district bO>Irds to dis· 
miils or lJUnish a district cnginPer who was rC'Rponsible 
for bad work, but it was not possible to make tho dis
trict fund responsible for any money that might have 
been squandered, as such action would have a purRlysing 
effect on the other works of the hoard. It would like· 
wise not be right to hold the board responsible for the 
misdoings of the district engineer, as the Commissioner 
had the pOWf:'l' .of vetoing the latter's appointment.. 

t~,m~ferred to di~trict boards. The clai<s of government 
lhstnot work was not much suprrior to that at present 
ex~cuted by the boards .. F?l' instance, in Bhagnlpur 
wluch was a first.· class d1st rtct. the ordinary l:utr!1ern1 
huilrling and tlw poqt ofllce were Y<>ry lll11eh the sum'l' 
and. Wt:'rc reprPaPnt.at i\·e of. th_e claRa of buildings ordi. 
!umly c;on~t rue ted It\ the chstrlCtR. Th~> largrst building 
111 a district. undl't' the board usually ro~t Lot wern 
Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 13,000 or perhaps !e'ss, and a lal'g<•r 
staff would have to b~> f'mployed for the construction o( 
the l~rger .buildings. 'rhe district. board was capubl., 
of domg bridge work. It had a project in hand coRtin" 
over Rs. 50,000 a1~d Rnother sch<'me costing about on~ 

3,403. He was not in favour o£ a combined cadre for 
the district engineers in the province which would permit 
of the transfer and pt•omotion ofdistrict engineers from 
one district to another and did not t.hink t.he scheme 
was practicable. He anticipated that. the boards would 
resent the proposal as it would interfere with their powers 
of appoint.ment and render them liable to lose the services 
of such of their engineers as were good. He cited an 
instance in which his own board had selected an outsider 
in preference to the engineers in the province because 
of the former's superior qualifications. · 

3,404. (Sir Noel ](ershaw.) If the candidate seleot~d 
in the above case had not applied {or the post the board 
would not necessu.rily have selected a di&trict engineer 
but would have made the selection on the strength of 
the certificates and qualifications of the applicants. If 
a really good man in an adjoining di&trict had, however, 
applied for the post, the board would no doubt have 
been willing to offer him the appointment. In this 
way a man serving in a second-class district might in 
due course have a chance of being promoted to a first
class district. A district board engineer would have 
the advantage over an outsider by virtue of his having 
had practical experience' of district board work. 

3,405. The predecessor of the present district engineer 
had held his appointment for about 30 years and had 
not got stale in his work : he was given about eleven 
extensions of service and retired at the age of about 70. 

· The present engineer had held his appointment for about 
six years, and the question whether a man got stale or 
not in his work largely depended on his personality. 
Service as a district engineer was permanent as · in 
government service but it was non-pensionable. Dis
trict engineers, howevt"r, could contribute to a provident 
fund. 

3,406. The district engineer would have to be paid 
something extra for the work that would be imposed 
on him if all government works were transferred to 
district boards, and there was no objection to govern
ment reserving the right to withhold a portion of the 
allowance in the event of improper work. The same 
principle could not, however, be applied to the grant 
made to the district board for supervision as it would 
result in the depletion of the resources of the board. 
The board did not execute work themselves but had to 
depend on the district engineer for its proper execution. 
Hence any safeguard it was proposed to have should 
have reference to the man who actually carried out the 
work and not the board, but as the work of the board 
was controlled by the Commissioner there was really 
no danger of anything going wrong, He admitted, 
h~we\'er, that there should be some provision to meet 
the case of a particularly bad district board which dis
tinctly failed in its duty and did not look after ita working 
properly, but did not agree that the individual members 
should be made responsible in such a case. If the board 
was absolutely perverse and did not pay any attention 
to defects which were brought to its notice the only real 
remedy was to dissolve the board, in which case govern
ment would have to take over all the government and 
the board's works as well. 

3,407. He had not discussed the scheme regarding 
the transfer of government work to district boards with 
any members of the boards and could not say how they 
would view it. 

lakh of rupN·s wluch had UPl'n held over for want of 
f•1nds. 

3,409. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) Estimntl's in exc~>HS 
of Rs. 10,000 ~nd R~. 2,500 ~ere submitted for approval 
to the Supermt.endl!lg Engmeer by tir:lt and srcond
clnss district engh,leers respectively. 

3,410. The maximum pay of the Bhagalpur district 
engi?-eer who had retired after putting in about 30 years' 
service was Rs. 1,000 a month, inclusive of a pt>rson~tl 
allowance of Rs. 200 a month, and he had not hec·u giv~>n 
any reward by the district board at the time of his 
I'etirement but was in receipt of a pension from govt•J'n• 
ment and the district. board. Ordinarily, the maximum 
pay of a district engineer in a first-class diHtrict. wn~ 
Rs. 1 ,000 a month. 

3,411 .. The witness stated that he was an indigo planter 
and zemuular, and that he had first been nomh1ated a 
member and then elected as vb•-chairman of the board. 
A little less than a half of the members ordinarily !'<'sided 
at hNl'dquarters, and they Wl'l'C mostly zemind!l/'8. Ou!' 
or two of them were pl(•aders. Very few of them took 
a real interest in the work of the board, but they evinced 
an interest in the roads in which tlwy were pt>rsonally 
concerned. The members themselYcs would not. care 
to take charge of buildings, as they lacked professiOilltl 
knowledge. 

3,412. He was not awnre of the recommendations 
of the Bengal committee which condemned the local 
board system and did not know whether their recunmwnd
ations had reference to the Bhagalpur District J3oard. 

3,413. (Jl!r. Cobb.) The number of cJcct<>d member . .; 
in a district boa1·d depended on the munbcr of membr·r" 
elected by the local boards. The actual election of 
members took place in the local boards who appointed 
12 to 14 members. In addition to these there were 
the members nominated by government. The district. 
engineer was not an ofllcial m~:mbcr as he was a servant 
of the b0a.rd. Certain government ofllcrr~, however, 
were members of the board, so that there wa.~ a di ~
tinction between a servant of the board and a sel'\·a n t. 
of the government. Tho latter wrre muRtly nominat<·•l 
members with the exception of the Collector who w••H an 
e"t:·offwio member. There were thrC'e methods undt•r 
which governme!lt officers were represented on the 
board, as ex-officio members, ns nominated mcm bl'rH 
and as advisory officers, e.g., the Civil Surgeon cont.roll<'d 
the medical department of the hoard. Thi8 sy~tcm 
helped to bring the Civil Surgeon in touch wit:h the 
other members of the board and instead of bl'iug an 
inconvenient arrangement wns an ad\·untageous one. 

3,414. The board had a subordinate stuff of ~upc·t'· 
visors, overseers and sub-over.>cers and a clerical establish. 
ment. This staff was appointed on the recommendationR 
of the head of the department which ,,.,,re us a mle 
accepted by the board, but there had been occa~iunal 
instances where canvassing had taken place. 

3,415. Besides the finance committee of tho bom·,] 
there were the educational, medical and sanitation :mb· 
committees. TheRe committecn propared their own 
budgets and submitted them to the finance commilt•·c. 
The board spent more money on public worka than un 
education as they were bound under law to spend the 
whole of the road cess on public works. 3,408.•(Jfr . . Macke.nzie.) There were two classes of 

district engineers. The maximum pay of a district 
engineer of the second-class wus Rs. 600 a month, and a 
man of this clasH would be competent to deal with the 
government work which he had proposed should IJe 

3,416. The occasional execution of works by memlH·r~ 
was really a matter of convenience. 'l'hc dbtrict cngin•·•·r 
waR responsible for the execution of ull public wori,;, 
hut Romctimes he found it very diflicult to imhw•• ~on. 
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1 rae tors to work in a part·icular area. He therefore 
entrusted the execution of work in such cases to a member 
of the board who 'n1s fairly ft boYe suspicion and had 
local influence. 

3,417. (President.) He considered that the scheme 
he had proposed for the trftnsfer of goYcrnment works 

, to district boards would be workable. cYcn if a non· 
ofiiciai chairman was elected by the board instead of tllC 

Collector who could at present look to the interests of 
"On>mment, as the Commis.;ioner would still be the 
~ontrolling . authority. The success of the scheme, 
howewr, would depend on the personality of the chair-
man who was elected. · 

3,418. ()Jr. Bremner.) The ,n.tness had been vice
chairman of the Bhagalpm District Board for ll years 
up to December 1916, but could not say definitely whet.hcr 
dnring that period a Superintending Engineer of the 
Public Works Dl'partment had been the Inspector of 
Works or whether tho Inspector of Works had been a 
whole- time officer. (:J.u:. Brem11er here explained that 
up to the year 1912 the Bhagalpur Division had had 

a special whole-time Inspector of Works who was not 
in charge of a Public Works Department circle and 
whoso sole duty was to inspect district board works, 
and that this explained the fact that the witness had not 
seen any inspection notes.) The "1\itness thereupon 
stated that he had uot meant to say that the Inspector 
of "\Vorks had not writ,ten any inspection notes, but 
merely that he. had not seen them. Many of the papers 
treated as routme had not been submitted to the witness 
but t~ the ~liairm~u, bu~ if there had bf!eu anything 
excepttonal m the mspectron notes and grave criticism 
as to bad work, ek, such a paper would have been 
submitted to the board and seen by him. 

3,419. The dismissal of a district engineer would prob· 
ably require the approval of the Commissioner, but 
he was not aware of the rules on the subject. He ad. 
mitted that tho board would ha.Ye to make out a very 
s~rong c_a,~c against a. district engineer in order to get 
r1d of him and that they would have to satisfy the con· 
trolling authority that they had a really good ease. 

F. ~LI.YNARD, EsQ.; M.I.C.E., llf.R.s.r., District Engineer, Gaya. 

W rill en Statement. 
3,420. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-They are suitable in mofussil 
t>tations, but it must be recognized that in the present 
condition of things European supervision is essential, 
and with an improved status and increase of powers 
of district engineers and staff, work could be undertaken 
by them, at present done by the Public Works De· 
part.rnent., which would I think lead to economy. 

3A21. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-So long 
a~ it is recognized that "prh·atc firms" of reliable 
8tanding are unable to take up work in the uwftussil 
economically, prh·ate enterprise is sufiicient.Jy encouraged 
ina~much at> tenders are called for for all work::; of import
ance. With the clas8 of agency available in the mofwJsil 
it iB certainly not desirable or possible to entrust to it 
the con~truet.iou and upkeep of any pablic works 
without efficient departmental supervision. 

(:?). ~\.s far as I am aware, I cannot uphold the recom
mendat-ions of the Committee with r~:>gard to gett.i.ng public 
work~ done by private contractors without departmental 

supervision; but if civil works are discharged through 
the agency of the district boards and municipalities as 
recommended by the Committee, the staff of tho Public 
Works Department below the rank of the Superintending 
Engineers would be, I think, reduced greatly if not 
altoget.her done away with. 

3,422. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-These aro, as far as I know, satisfa{)tory. 

3,423. (VII.) Education.-The theoretical training, as 
far as it goes, is broad enough, but no pritvate agency 
will employ a boy straight from collegt. ; a longer and 
more practical training is desirable. The candidates 
attracted to the colleges aro genorally suitable but no 
boy straight from college is of much use without 2 or 
3 years' practical training, either articled under !lome 
reliable English engineering firm, or unrler government. 

3,424. (Vlll.) Practical training.-! do not think 
adequate provision is made at present; the practical 
tmining ought to be longer and moro varied and " spe· 
cializing " ought to be encouraged. The present 
stipend awarded to students under practical training 
does not appear to me to be suflicie~t. 

i\In, F. ~UYNARD called and examined. 

;J,!:!.). (Prc.~illwl.) Tho witness ::;tated that he was 
the dh;trict engineer of C:aya and that he was in his 20th 
year of oerdce. He added that Gaya was a first-class dis· 
trict board and that it paid it-; enguiecr Rs. 800-40--1,000. 

a 426. He advocated that the status of dist.rict 
eugluccrs should be improved, that their pay should not 
be leBs tlHm that of the Public Work!! Department, im· 
p•!ria.J ~Dn·ice, and that district engineers should be vested 
with increased powers. He explained in the h\ttPr 
~:onn•:ction that a <li~triet engineer could not sanction 
an e~t.imate of Rs. 200 whcrea~ a Public Work~ Dqnlrt
mcnt Executivo Engineer could accord ~anetion up to 
that amount himself and start the work and accept 
;1grecments up to Its. ;),000; and added that the dis
trict boards had not delegated power:;; to their dbtrict 
engineers although this was Yery dc~irahle. In his 
opinion, t1r~t-ch1ss district engineers should pos~Ctis 
exactly tho same powers of sanction a!! Public Works 
Department Executive Engineers in the matter of the 
acceptance of tendrrs and agreements. It was true that 
tlwrc was u considerable clifference brtw<'en the two 
ci<.t-;:-:es of officers, but the nature of t.he works executed 
by district boards was pract.ieally ident.ieal, if not more 
important. He had not placed his suggctition before 
the district board and could not. say how they would 
view it, but he conoidered the finance committeo ham· 
prred it~ engineer in the execution of his duticti and 
interfered unnece;,;arily in the solection of tenders. 
The district board seldom, if ever, cli~a"reed "ith the 
district engineer. He could not agree \1°holly with the 
8t:Jtenwnt of one witnei'B that tlw di~triet t'nginPt•r placed 

his proposals before the finance committee' of the board 
with a recommendation a-s to the particular tender which 
should be accepted and that such recommendation was 
accepted as a matter of course, as the finance couunittee 
sometimes objected and interfered in the selection of 
the tender and could not furnish valid reasons for doing 
so. Such interference, as far as he was aware, was 
m!:'l'Cly due to a difference of opinion as t{) the best course 
which should be adopted. 

3,427. Tenders were invited whenever a work was 
to be giYcn out on contract, and it was not the practice 
to giye out lump sum contracts. "\York was genE>rally 
gin·n out on piece-work and full details of the estimate 
and quantities were supplied when invi.tu1g tenders. 
Contracts were not split up, but were usually given 
to one contractor on the schedule of rntcs. Tho tl.:'nders 
receh·ed were generally at tt pcrc<>ntHgc below tho sane· 
tioncd rate~, but the lowest tender was not as a rule 
accepted 1\S it was usually submitted by au unqualified 
contrRctor. A register of contractors was muintaincd 
in his office which contained a record of the work of 
contractors. 

3,428. Contmcts for buildings had reference both 
to contitruction and thl' :mpply of matt·rial~. and wero 
given to one contractor; hence the Public 'rorks Depart
ment practice of giYing out ~eparnte contracts for the 
13cparn te clastics of work in a building and the manufao
ture of bricks was not followed. Coniractors wero 
allowed to supply their own cf:'ment if small quantities 
were required, but in the case of large supplies the dis
trict board pur('hast'tl it~ own cen~t•nt ami had it tested 

M2 
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in Calcut.ta prior to it~ uoo on work~, usloetd c~utn~c~{)fS 
could not bo trusted to use good Cl'Iuont. ln Ius opuuon, 
the httter preeaut.ion 11'a,s u. sufficient Sllfcguard against 
tho use of inferior cmuout on works of maguitude. 

3,·129. 'l'ho l:)uperintcnding Engineer in Ius e~crciso 
of tho functions of Insprotor of Works checked OMtimates 
in excess of Its. 10,000. 'fho check on estimates of 
about I~s. 10,000 was not of mueh valuo, but in tho 
case of hn·gor estiiuntes it wns of gr011t aMsista.nco to tho 
dist.rict engineer. In his opinion tho limit was too low 
and should bo raised to Rs. 50,000. In support of this 
recommendation he stated that tho dist!'ict board had at 
times carried. out worb worth H.8. 6 lakhs and more, 
and that it had at present under considcrat.ion an 
estimate for a bridge costing over Rs. 4 lakhs, another 
project costing about l{s. 1! lakh8 and a school building 
estimated to cost about Rs. 80,000. '!'he last named 
wns a private tichool building which had been made 
over to the dist1·ict engineer. He admitted, however, 
that the majority of district buildings were usually small. 

3,430. The witness had had no expe!'ion.ce of works 
constructed by district boards for government except 
some small school buildings, but he was doubtful whether 
the board were paid 16 per cent. for supervision in the 
case of such buildings. In the case of headworks, 
weirs and buildings other than schools the board were 
paid 16 per cent., 5 per cent. of which was made over to the 
district engineor-2! per cont. for the preparation of 
plans and estimates, and 2! per cent. for supervision. This 
system had worked satisfactorily and he had not heard 
any complaints made by the members of the board that 
their own works had been neglected in the interests 
of government works. Under rule a Superintending 
Engineer could order the cessation of works, other than 
district board works, if he considered the latter were not 
being properly attended tO. 

3,431. The Superintending Engineer as Inspector 
of Works regularly inspected works in progress in tho 
Ga.ya. district and forwarded inspection notes which 
were of great value and help to the district board. 

3,432. He did not agree with the view expressed by 
~orne witnesses that the quality of work executed by 
district boards was generally very much lower than 
that of the Public Works Department and that ·the 
materials utilized by the former were also inferior. He 
coll8idered that the materials utilized were ordinarily 
·~~good as those used by the Public Works Department 
and that the latter utilized no better materials than 
district boards, e.g., when the di~trict board built 
~~ school they used as good bricks ns the Public Works 
Department did in the construction of a police station. 
The district board schedule of rates differed in some 
cases from the Public Works Department schedule, e.g., 
in the case of the jail and the large post office building 
at Gaya the Public Works Department rates for masom·y 
were about Rs, 26 to Rs. 27 as compared with Rs. 21. the 
district board rate ; while for concrete they were Rs. 21 
and Rs. 16 respectively. He coulJ. not, however, quote 
any other instance~ in which the Public Works Depart· 
mont rates were higher than the board's rates as he 
had not gone into the question and generally did not 
evince much interest in the wo1·k carried out by the 
Public Works Department. In t4o circmustances he 
wa,s unable to offer a professional opinion on the re- · 
8pective cost of work executed by the Public Works 
Department and the district' board:;, but he W<I.S inclined 
to the· view that the Public Works Department rate;:; 
were ordinarily 10 per cent. greater than the rates of 
the district boards. 

3,433. He advocated that district JJottrd~ ~hould take 
over all tho government buildings and roads in the 
mo/lt6sil ~tations in addition to large original work~, 
an.d con.~idcred they would be competent to undertake 
the erection of a coUl't houso which co~t a lakh of rupees 
or more as well a~ the coll8truction of a new large road. 
He added, with regard to the latter, that the bourd 
employed a staff of surveyors who we1·e competent to 
survey new roads, and that they already did such work 
and prepared their owu plans for bridges, ct~. 

:1,·134. He rceolllllll'mkd, in thu Cl'cnt of the acecp· 
tunco of hi~ propo.std, that :;omcbody of tbr titattt.' of 
a ~upcl'intcmling Engin~cr :;hould eontwl thP goYcrn· 
tueut. works a~ au ln,peetor ot \\"(Irk.>. Thu }Jrincipal 
I unction.~ of the ln'lHTtor tihoulli be to ll'<'l'l'tain the 
•!ualiticatiun~ oi lllPn entru.okd with th•J rxeeutiou of worJ.s 
und to di~pen~o with tho ~erl"iees of hwOi<·irnb :;ubjt·•·t 
to the approval of the Loard. 1t \His true lhnt the 
cxerci:;c of thi~ power would lend to friction brtweeu 
tho lnspector of Works 1111d di,trict engineer, lmt the 
former 11:; a matter of fat't at pre:;ent reported bad work 
of a district engineer to the diotriet board and requeotrd 
an explanation. If tho cxplant~tion furubheu wa.s 
Un8ati~factory tho board cotild di.-<pen'e with the :;en·ices 
of the district engineer ~ubjed tu the approval of tho 
local Go1•ernnwut. He diu not mean to imply that tho 
.Superintending Engilll·<·l' ;;houltl exrrci,;e the po11 cr 
he bud suggested indl'pendcntly, but that he ~houlJ 
proceed through the district board, 

3,435. He approved of the suggestion that a combined 
cadre of district engineers should be formed for the whole 
province, as this would ad1uit of tho tran~fer of district 
engineers from one dititriot to another nnd thus pro· 
vide a new field of work and environment;; with perhaps 
new engineering problems, for ~uch as needed a change. 
He also approved of the interchange of district engineer~ 
and their promotion from one district to another, as it 
would be an incentive to a man in a tiCI.'Ond-class dbtriet 
to qualify for appointment to a tirst-class district. .~hked 
as to whether district boards would welcome ouch a 
proposal, how a dist·rict board which had a good mau 
would feel if it were told that it was proposed to tranlifer 
him to another district, and whether the boards would 
accept this amount of interference on the part of 
government, he stated that the appointment of distriet 
engineers already rested with gonrnment. He ad· 
mitted, however, that their selection was made by tho 
district board and that their a11pointmcnt was only 
approved by the local Government. 

3,436. His scheme for the comtruction ·of publio 
. works in a. district was to have one agency for the execu
tion of public works in each district, and to place district 
board as well as government work of all kinds in charge 
of the district engineer whose work would be aupen·i~ed 
by an Inspector of Works. The latter officer would be 
of assistance particularly to the smaller district boards ; 
the work of a first-class district engineer would not 
require much supervision. It was only right, if govern· 
ment were prepared to <>ntrust their buildings 1111d road:; 
to the di~trict boards and give grant~ for the purpo•e, 
t4_at they should possess some form of control to satk
fy themselves that money was being properly spent. 

3,437. If the powers and pay of the district engineer,; 
were increased and a better type of men recruited for 
the appointments it would be an incentive to an engiueer 
in a ~econd.class district to seek for appointment to a 
first-claSB di;trict. In his opinion, an engineer appointed 
to a first-class di~trict should be an ofiicer of at leust 8 
yeara' service, and an engineer in a :;econd-clas$ diArid, 
an Assistant Engineer with 5 years' experience. 

3,438. (8ir .NoEl Kad~aw.) Estin1ates in ex ceo~ ol 
Hs. 50,000 should be submitted to the ::;upcriutendiug 
.Engineer, even if the district board engineer was of a 
higher status with better quulitication~ and better pHy. 

:1,4311. (Rai Ba11({dur Grwga Ram.) 1'he witne::>o ~luted 
that he wa~ in hiti 20th year of sen·ice and that he joined 
t.he di>;t.rict hoard on a s1tlary of R~. 550. Prcviouti to 
his joining the di.J;trict board he had worked ~~~ a telll· 
porary cngii1eer in the Public Wor·ks Department. for 
two years and with ~~ contractor for LL period of four 
years. He had received no training in oarutary 
engineering. 

3,440. He could not, at pre;,cnt., commerwc a "ork 
which cu't H,;. :!00 without the prcviouo 'and ion of 
tlw board, Hud it \Itt~ bccau"e of this that h(l hrld ad· 
voeuted an iur:reaoe ill the power..; of di~trict engineer.,. 

:J,HL ln counection with his remark that the didriet 
board rates for conc·rcte and ma5onry were Ho. 16 and 
Ra. 21 as compared with the Public Works Department 
rult'S of p,,.,, 21 and R,;. :!13, he was unahle to "'Y 11h!'tlwr 
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t.he saving of nearly 25 per cent. was due to savings in 
tile cost of material or on account of labour. 

3,442. If government transferred their works to di~
trict boards they should pay a certain percentage to the 
district boards for utilization on and strengthening of 
their staffs, and his recommendation for the transfer 
of government works to district boards wa~ subject to 
this understanding. He <lid not think the boards would 
he prepared to take over government works if they were 
not paid a percentage. 

3,443. (.Mr. Bremner.) He could not say that the 
mortar used in the masonry work for which he had quoted 
the rate of Rs. 21 was of the same BlJecification as the 
Public Works Department as he had only compared the 
rates. 

3,444. Distriet board<~ would, in addition to original 
works, be prepared to take over the repair of all govern
ment buildings and roads on the same terms as original 
works, even though there might be no original work 
in some years and only repair work. The percentage 
of the cost of establishment to works in the Gaya District 
Board ca.me to 9, and the income of the board was about 
Rs. 7 lakhs a year. Of this, about Rs. 1,93,.000 was 
spent on original works, Rs. 1,44,000 on repairs and 
Rs. 2,58,000 on miscellaneous items of expenditme. 
During the last three years the expenditure on pnl•lic 
works had been Rs. 4,30,000 but this provision had been 
altered and~ a portion had been devoted to education, 
medical and police and the budget for public works 
had been fixed at Rs. 3! lakhs, out of which the average 
cast for establi~hrne.nt was about R.s. 56,000. 

3,445. Entire contracts were given to one contractor 
an~ payments were made for materials on aJlproval 011 

deln:ery.. Payments for bricks were Bometimes made 
at kiln s1te, ~ut they were generally not paid for until 
they were dehvered at the site of the work. Since the 
~var, steel h~d been purchased by the board, but when 
It WaS SUpphod by contractors they were paid for it as 
the work progressed. Payments were not made on the 
completion of. each cla~s of work and agreements were 
not entered mto for the supply of material only, but 
for the work as a whole. 

3,446. When the construction of a building was to 
be un.clertaken and money had been provided in the 
followmg year's budget, it was not usual to commence 
the manufacture of bricks prior to the receipt of an actual 
allotmeitt th?u~h this had been the practice formerly. 
It w~s perimssl~le, however, to arrange for the burning 
of bnck~ ~~ year m advance and for the payment therefor 
before a work was actually commenced. Even if there 
was not sufficient money to cover the cost of the whole 
work the contractor was permitted to burn his bricks 
in ~he previous. year, but such a practice was dangerous 
as 1t made things rather awkward if no funds were 
available in the following year. It had on this account 
been stopped and no work coulcl now be commenced 
without sanction and the receipt of a budget allotment. 

3,447. A portion of the Gaya districfwas irrigated 
and he presumed the district board would be prepared 
to take over all the buildings in the district, including 
those in irrigated areas. 

At Bankipore, Monday, 26th March 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.r., r.c.s. (PrMidcnl.) •. 

Sm NOEL KERSHAW, n:.c.B. 
RAI BARADUR GANGA RAM, c.r.E., 111. v.o. 

C. S. CoBB, Esc1., M. v.o. A. T. MAcKeNzm, Esq . 

• \uJ the following C'D-optecl Member :-

W. S. BREM:l'ER, Esq., Superintenditig Engineer, Public Works Dcpartruen~. 

· D. G. lLu:nrs, EsQ. (Secretary). 

The HoN'BLE .M..R. U. E. A. W. OLDHAM, r.c.s., C:onunis~ioner of Patna. 

II' ritten .Statement. 
:;,4.4.8. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-I am of opinion that tho 
pr~sent methods arc not economical, and not always 
~mtable for the purpose for which they_ were devised. 

:3,449. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-Privatc 
t'nterprise is not sufficiently encouraged at present. 
l'on~truction and up-keep of certain elas::;es of public 
workll might be delegated more largely to district boards 
and to private agency, subject to supervision and 
control by government officers. CoiDJtruction, partie· 
ularly, might more generally be entrusted to private 
agency. 

:!,150. (III.) Changes in organization.-'l'hc orgaui
zation of the Public Works Department should be modi
lied w as to limit its function:; largely to those of a.n 
expert supervising and advisory agency. 

3,451. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-! do not think that tho Public Works 
Depu,rtment always meets t.he ncedt~ of other depart· 
ments. Other departments sometimes feel it would be 
more expeditious and convenient a8 well as cheaper to 
have work executed by other agency. I am not in a 
position to give any opinion on the relations between 
the various sub-divisions of the Department inter se. 

3,,152. (V.) Decentralization.-! think there is too 
much centralization at present, -but I do noli consider 
that decentralization would of itBelf remove the chief 
object.ionfl to the present system. 

:3,453. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-! am of 
opinion that the Public Works Department Code ill 
unduly restrictive. I regret that I have not the time to 
go through it and point out all the matters in which 
modification is desirable. 'rhe general complaint agaitll:it 
it is that it is too rigid, that it does not sufficiently allow 
for differences in local conditions, and that it does not 
allow enough discretion to provincial governmcnt.s and 
administrations. 

3,454. (VII.) Education, and (VIII.) Practical training.
The chief defect in the system of education in goyern· 
ment engineering college;~ probably is that it iB too 
largely theoretical, and not suffieicntly practical. The 
question i:; tt difficult one. Tlleoretical training is 
es:;ent.ial, and how praetieal training can best be im
parted is a question on which the adYice of practical 
engineer::; will be of most value. 

3,455. (General.) Condition:; have ehangcd enormou~ly 
in this country since the Public Works Department was 
first established, but the methods of the Department 
have not undergone a corresponding change. There is 
too great a tendency to stereotype a system that may 
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have been uece~sn.ry when the Dt'Pl~rt,~n~>nt was founded, 
t,o strive at constructing every bmldmg erected by tho 
departmental agency as if it is int~nde? t~ !!1st for 
ever, without regard to the use to whtch ~t wtll be put 
and tho changes in conditions and roqmrements. that 
cannot bo foreseen at the time. The longer experumce 
1 have, tho more I observe that views M to the propriety 
of particular types of buildings, and .dot,ai!s of con
st.ruction are inconstant. What was constdered to bo the 
most suitable kind of building for a particular purpose 
fifty years ago is condemned today, and what is regarded 
a,~ the model of today will be treated as out·of-date 
and unsuitable fifty years hence. , 

{2). I am of opinion that the time has como ~vhcn the 
functions of the Public Works Departm~:>nt nught well 
be limited in great measure to expert advice, supervision 
and control. In most parts of India now t,here arc 
well established and reliable private firms that might bo 
Inore widely employed than at present. Largo firms wl~ 
carry out building operations on a considerable scale hM·c 
many advantages over the local officers of the Public 
Works Department •and district engineers. I a.m. in 
favour of giving out the contracts for actual bmldmg 
work to such firms, the work to be subject to the super
vision of officers of tho Public Works Department, not 
below the standing of an Exe~utive Engineer, who 

would see that the WOI'k wu~ cani<~tl ont areordill" to 
the plans and specitieations. There i~ a "Citeral c"'om. 
plaint abr~ad t!Iat Public Works Dopartm~nt rates are 
unnrcessanly !ugh, and I luwo been led to und~>rstand 
from what 1 have b!!Pil told by mcmbrra of lirm~ of tho 
highe:;t reput{l in thia country that if control or int{'r. 
fcrence by low-IJUid subordinates wore wholly withdrawn, 
work could b? executed by such iirm~ nt lmmr ratra 
thnn.t!10~c whwh ~ovornment have to JlHY under present 
conditions, that, nt fact, thcro would bo a comi<kNblo 
stwing to gover~mout, and the work eould be dune juot 
ns well. Our mn.t should, I think, be to work toward:; 
a system by winch the actual work of buildiil"" und 
con8truction ~-~uld be done by private !inns s~bjcct 
to the su~rrvmon and control of officers b•·longing to 
the supen?r staff of tho Jlttblio Works Dl'partment, 
whose dutws would be almost wholly of super\'ision. 
These officers might thus be relieved of 11 gren t mass of 
petty detail and routino and office work, and em1bl('(l 
to devot{l t!•? greatcryortion of their time to in~pection 
and supervision at dtfferent stages of tho actual work 
going on in the various parts of their jmisdiction,~. The 
subordinate establishment now entertained might ba 
largely reduced. In my opinion such a system would 
load to greater efficiency and greater economy. 

The HoN'BLE 1\In. C. E. ~· W. OLDRAllr, callecl and examined. 

3,456. (President.) 'fhc witness stated that he wa~ the 
Commissioner of tho Patna Division, and that he con
trolled the local bodies in that division in his capacity 
as such. He had had experience of the inner working 
of district boards in that he had been the chairman of 
several such boards when he was in tho Collector's grade 
of his service. 

3,457. With the exception of important water.works 
and drainage projects, municipalities in Bihar and Orisstt 
made there own arrangement's for the construction of 
the whole of their public works and managed such works 
with their own staff independent of any control on the 
rmrt of government. 

3,458. The Collector of each district in his division 
was ex-oflicio chairman of the district board and the 
post of vice-chairman was now held by a non-official. 
The vice-chairman was elected by the several members 
of the board, and there were on each board a certain 
number of members who had been nominated by gov· 
ernment, in addition to the elected members, under sec
tion 7 of tho Local Self-Government Act which read as 
follows :-"A district board shall consist of such number 
of members not being less than nine as the Lieutenant
Governor in Council may by notification fix in this 
behalf and may include elected and appointed members." 
It was possible for him to furnish only the general propor
tion thnt nominated and elected members bore to each 
other, and to assume that this ratio was as I : 2 would 
be roughly correct, since in the districts of his division 
there wero about 2,1 members on each board of whom 
nbout one-third had been nominated. Nominated 
members were not nece~sarily, but largely, govcmmcnt 
tiervants, Tho Executive Engineer WM not u~ually a 
nominated member of the district boards in tho PatiHt 

, Division. ' 
3,450. District boards in Bihar and Oris:;a constructed 

und maintained all the roads in their re~pective diotl'icis 
with the exception of the Grand Trunk Road that passed 
through tho di~tricts of Gaya and Shnhabad, and the 
.Patna·Dinapore Road in the Patna district, the special 
importance of which had led to their being retained 
under the direct charge of the Public Works Department, 
and except in cases where a board undertook to const.ruct 
a building on behalf of government, these bodies were 
not concerned at all with government works. It \nt<> 
fairly correct to assume that whenever a board con~truct
cd a building for government the latter paid the former 
as remuneration 15 per cent. on the estimated cost of 
the building, and that the hoard were at liberty to pay 
their district engineer up to 5 per cent. of thi~ percentag<•. 
The 15 per cent. was paid for all the details connrrted 

-with a work, i.e., the preparation of planti and estimate:.', 
working dtawings, tool~ and plant,, construction, et•:. 
He did not agree with tho contention that the rule under 
which this percentage was paid by go,·ornuient had 
acted disadnmtageou~ly in that it induced district en· 
gineers to n('glcct the work of their bom·ds in favour 
of government work, sinee ho had not obsetTcd any 
indication of such an clfoct throughout his cxpcrienct', 
Nor did he agree Hmt this }mlctico wa~ un8a tir;faut(Jl'.)' 
from the point of view of government in that it tendrd 
to induce district board~ to incrcttse t'litimates in ordrr 
to scctu·e increased IJcrcentago charges, as he thought 
that government had full opportunity of n~eertaining 
such a tendency on the part of the boards tlu·ough thl'ir 
own agency, i.e., through the Inspector of local worko. 
It was the duty of the Inspcctol' of local work:; t•J 
~crutinise estimates and soc that they were reasonabk, 
and he had never had any complaints made to him iu 
this Oollllcction, 

3,460. Tho district engineer was a whole-time scrva11t 
of tho district board and the execution of work on beha ll 
of government amounted in the ca.~c of this officer t u 
additional work. Consequently, it was only fair that 
such an officer should receive part of the rt•muneratioH 
11aid by government. District engineers wero usuallJ 
appointed on tho understanding that they were required 

1 
to perform only such work as properly pertained to 
their respcctiv~ board~. Hence, unk:;s such <til ol!ietr 
had accepted an appointment on the undt•r:;tanding thaL 
govcrnnll'nt work wm; included in the scope of hi~ dutie,, 
he di(l not agree with the eontPntion that, ~inco it, wa' 
the di1:1trict board with whom tho contntet wa,~ madn hy 
go\'ermncnt, the whole of the extra n·muncration >houi;J 
be paid to the board and that no portion of it :;hould he 
paid to tho dbtriet engineer. He mldt•d that tlwrc \IT IT 
sc\·cral di~:~trict board8 which had t'Inployrd engineei? 
prior to the introduction of tho system of payment:; tn 
district boards for work executrd ou behalf of gonTn· 
Inent and that it would have been equitable for tlw 
boards to appropriate the entire percentages only if it, 
had been laid down in tho original ;tgrecmt•n!$ of the.,., 
officers that thry ~hould nccept the extra go,·cmm•'nt 
work as pttrt of th(·ir duties, whenever their rc,pectil·• 
boards undertook it on behalf of gonrnment. On thr· 
whole, therefore, ho did not rccomnH'IId any dwngn in 
the present ru](•, as c•Ttain go,·ernment worko that wer•· 
c.xeouted by di~trict bourds inYolnd coiJt;idcmble extr" 
work on the part of the district engineer and that ol!i~tT. 
Rtuff. 

:l,4til. There W<Jrc two ~cpantb' agl'neieo< for t l1•' PXr· 
cution of public works in di"tril'!,, with thP r•·•11lt tLnt 
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there was overlapping in several instances. One of 
these was the Public 'Yorks Department, which was 
in charge of government buildings, and the other the 
district board engineering staff, which was in charge 
of the buildings and roads pertaining to district boards. 
But the suggestion put forward in order to overcome 
t.his defect, viz., that the whole of the construction and 
maintenance of government buildings in districts should 
be transferred to the staff of district boards, would be 
fl'asible only in certain parts of the province which 
possessed competent and fully qualified district engineers. 
The several district engineerships in the province varied 
in grade and pay. There were six grades of such officers. 
Those in the sixth grade received a salary on first appoint
ment of Rs. 250 and rose by annual increments of Rs.lO 
to Rs. 300, and those in the first grade started on Rs. 800 
and rose by annual increments of Rs. 40 up to Rs. 1,000. 
All the three district engineers in his division belonged 
t<.~ the first grade and were consequently fully qualified 
and competent to undertake the governmetit work in 
question, but a.s ·he was not sure of the capacity of all' 
dist.rict. engineers in backward districts to undertake 
government work, he suggested that prafessional opinion 
might be obtained as to the competency of each such 
individual. He agreed, however, that on the transfer 
of government work to district boards even certain 
backward boards might be in a position to employ a 
better class of staff. 

3,462. Provided government retained in their hands 
sufficient safeguards to ensure adequate control on their 
part over the staff employed by district boards, for 
instance, by insisting on district engineers of specified 
qualifications being engaged and subjecting the work 
of the boards to careful and constant supervision by 
government agency, he considered a district board to be 
a satisfactory and competent agency for the construction 
and maintenance of government buildings. The general 
qualifications of district engineers were prescribed by 
government, and though the actual selection of an 
incumbent rested with the district board, their choice 
was subject to the approval of the Commissioner of the 
division concerned. The dismissal of the district engineer 
was also subject to the approval of the Commissioner, 
and this provision had been made in order to protect 
the interests of district engineers. Sufficient provision 
had been made in t.he Local Self Government Act with a 
view to protect the interests of government. For in
stance, it an ilmpector of local works reported_ unfavour
ably on a particular district engineer to the Commissioner, 
the Commissioner could, under the Act, call upon the 
district board concerned to consider the question of 
their engineer's dismissal; and if the board declined 
to enforce dismissal, on reference of the matter to govern
ment by the Commissioner, government had power to 
~nspend the board's activities altogether. He admitted, 
however, that government had no direct power to issue 
an order to a district board to dismiss their district 
engineer. 

3,463. Government had power to disallow a specific 
resolution passed by a district board if they considered 
such a resolution to be prejudicial to the interests of 
government, in that under Section 124 both the District 
.Magistrate and the Commissioner might " by order in 
writ.ing suspend the execution of 'any order or resolution 
or doing of any act by a district board if in the opinion 
of that officer it is likely to cause injury to any public 
person or to lead to a breach of the peace." Further, 
under Section 125 the Commissioner was empowered to 
fix by order in writing a period for the withdrawal of 
the resolution, or during which the district board might 
agree to refrain from doing a contemplated act, and if, 
on the expiry of this period, the board ~ad not complied 
with these instructions he could appoint a person to carry 
them out in his behalf and realize the expense involved 
from the refractory board. 

3,464. Government were in a position to ascertain that 
the grants they made to dist,rict boards for the execution 
of public works were spent entirely on the specific objects 
for whieh they had been made, through the In~pector 
o( local workM. ]<'or instance, if It particular di~t.rict 

board had received a lakh of rupees for the cotmtruction 
of a particular road and had diverted to other work out 
of this lakh a sum of Rs. 25,000, under the Looal Self 
Government Act government were empowered to direct 
and could force the board concerned to make good this 
diversion of funds. · 

3,465. Under the same Act government were also 
empowered to appoint an auditor to audit the account~ 
of district boards, and this control had been exercised 
in that an elaborate set of rules on the ..llubject of the 
audit of district board accounts had been framed by 
~over~ment. If, an auditor objected to a particular 
~oem m a board s accounts as unauthorised under the 
rules, or as requiring the sanction of a higher authority
either that of the Commissioner or of government-that 
officer pointed out the defect in the audit report and 
the board was obliged to refer the matter to the Com. 
missioner who decided on the merits of the case whethrr 
the expenditure in question might be sanctioned by 
himself or referred to the local Government. If sanctioi1 
to particular expenditure was refused, the witness sur
mised that the board might be called upon to refund 
the money, but he added that personally he had never 
known such a case to occur, and that from his personal 
experience he considered district boards were most 
reasonable as to the mam1er in which they spent their 
grants. Though there had been many , instances of 
purely account mistakes on the part of district boards, 
e.g., items disbursed without the previous formal sanction 
of the Commissioner or the local Government, he did not. 
think it likely that a case of real fraud in regard to publio 
funds on .the part of a board would ever arise ; nor did ht' 
think it desirable that, on transfen'ing their buildings to 
district boards, government should endeavour to sa.fe· 
guard themselves against the possibility of such a oase 
arising, since he thought the general powers of control 
already possessed by government under the Local Self· 

. Government Act were sufficient to prevent this, 
3,466. The Superintencling Engineer of each circle was 

ex-officio Inspector of local works in the circle, and he 
was of opinion that the two functions o£ this officer, 
viz., that of scrutinizing estimates for works worth abovt> 
a certain amount, and the actual inspection of works 
in progress, had been most valuable and desirable. So 
far as the Patna Division was concerned it had certainlv 
not been his experience that, as had been contende;l 
in evidence by a district engineer, the Inspector of local 
works had not for a considerable period of years either 
inspected the local works or forwarded to the district 
engineer an inspection note. He remarked that he did 
not see how such a case could occur in any division, 
since the Inspector of local works was obliged under 
rule to inspect works and submit inspection reports on 
the work of distNct engineers to the chairmen of district 
boards, and in addition this officer had every year to 
submit a confidential report on each district cngiJ!eer 
to the Commissioner. The Inspector was also required 
by rule to inspect the offices of district engineers annually, 
and this duty had been strictly carried out in his 
division. 
· 3,467. On the transfer of government buildings to such 

district boards as were capable of undertaking their 
constmction and maintenance, he advocated, in order 
to ensure proper maintenance of the buildings in question 
and proper disbursement of the funds paid by govern
ment to the boards, the appointment of an Inspector of 
Works at ihe headquarters of each Commissioner's divi
sion as the immediate supervising officer over the district. 
engineers. He suggested that the duties of this officer 
should be to advise district engineers, supervise and 
control works, and to work in eo-operation "ith the 
Com!llissioner in the capacity of his assistant in regat·d 
to matters concerning the public works of local bodies, 
and also to not as an expert adviser to the Commissioner 
on all professional and technical questions of engineering. 
He thought that the Inspector of Works should on 
technical quest.ions relating to works be entitled to 
i~sue orders, not through the C'onuniRsioner, but dit·eet 
to di~t.rid· engineers. and that. tlw latter should ho re
fJUir<'d to givo ,,ffert to ~uc·h directions subject. to a 
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reference to their respective boards ; also that the distdct 
board should be empowered to refer to the Commissioner 
any mattt'r to which they might take exception. In 
other words, he considered it n?ccssary to -givo tho 
Inspector of Works not only advisory powers over the 
district engineers, but also executive power in so far as 
professional questions were concerned. 

3,468. He did not think there was any other direction 
in which it was necessary for govemment to take power 
to ensure adequate control on their part over district 
boards, and he did not anticipate any difficulty, provided 
auch suggestions as he had made wore given effect to, 
in the transfer of government buildings to the boards 
which had fully-qualified and competent district engineers 
on their staffs. He added that one of the results of 
the scheme he had recommended would be that the 
Commissioner of the division would be brought into 
closer relations with the public works of the division 
than was the case at present. 

·3,469. He had had considerable Secretariat experience 
and had been accustomed throughout his service to the 
present organization under which the Chief Engineer of 
tho Public Works Department was also a Secretary to 
Government. Hence he was not prepared, on the spur 
of the moment, to express tUl opinion in connection with 
the contention that such a system had resulted in the 
Public Works Department being less closely in touch 
with other branches of the administration. Pl'imd facie, 
however, he saw no reason why the Public Works Depart
ment should not be run on the same lines as other depart· 
menta, such as the Police, Jails, 1\Iedical, et.c., and he 
did not agree with. tho argument that it was essential 
that a trained engineer should deal with the Secretariat 
work of the Public Works Department on account of 
its technicality. He did not consider the argument 
was valid and cited the case of the Sanitary Department, 
in the case of which questions even more technical in 
some respects than the 'work of the Public Works Depart
ment were dealt with by an officer who was not also a 
Secret.ary to Government. He had had Secretariat 
experience in Bongar; in which province aL~o the Sanitary 
Engineer was not a Secretary to Government but used 
to work direct with the Municipal Secretary, and .as 
far as he was aware no Jmblic inconvenience had resulted 
from the anangement. He himself had held the post 
of Municipal Secretary, Bengal, and the incumbent of 
that post was always a member of the Sanit.ary Board 
of the province. A.!IIember of the Board of Revenue 
was in his time the president of that board, and the 
Sanitary Engineer to the local Government wM the 
Secretary. In this way the Sanitary Engineer was in 
constant toUQh with the Municipal Secretary. 

3,470. Commissioners and heads of departments in 
Bihar and Orissa had powers of administrative sanction, 
he thought, up to Rs. 5,000. (Mr. Bremner explained 
that. this statement was correct with one exception, viz., 
that of the Director of Public Instruction, who possessed 
powers up to Rs. 10,000). He agreed that as a Com
missioner he would be able to get through w01·ks more 
easily if this limit were raised, since the required pro
cedure would be simplified. As the presel1t procedure 
foi: obtaining administrative sanction to large projects 
involved delay and um1ecessary corrcspoudtmce he 
recommended that the limit be increased toRs. 25,000. 

3,471. He believed there were good grounds for com
plaint by the Public Works Department that heads of 
departments and others called for the p1·eparation of a 
large number of um1ecessary plans and estimates for 
which funds were not likely to be available for a consid
erable period of time, and that aR a con:,equence much 
of the time of tho Executive Engineer and other Public 
Works Department officers was wasted in the prepara
tion of estimates for schemes that never materialized. 
!~rom his own experience he was aware that adminis
trative officers frequently called for estimates without 

·considering the question of the provision of funds to 
meet the outlay they contemplated. But ho did not 
consider the sugge~t.ion that instructions should bo 
i8sued to such officers to the effect thut thev wero not 
to call for planA and eHtimnt<·s for :my work uiii•··'~ it was 

exceptionally urgent, or unless they considered that 
funds wore likely to be available for its execution within 
a reasonable period of time, would be a sufficient remedv 
and suggested the addition of a proviso to the effect. 
that the work was within their powers of sanction. 

3,472. He had known of cases that had resulted in 
inconvenience to the Public Works Department ovi'ing 
to insufficient foresight. or consideration of original 
schemes on the part of administrative officers, thus neces
sitating the preparation by tho Department of several 
detailed plans and estimates, and agreed that it was 
desirable to impose restrictions on administrath•e_officers 
in order to obviat-e frequent changes of this nature. He 
desired however t.o draw attention to the fact thnt theru 
were two sides to the question, and that he did not · 
agree that it would meet the caso from the administra
tive point of view if, after approval to a rough plan 
was once obtained, administra.tive officers were not 
consulted further unless a detailed plan deviated materi. 
ally from the one such an officer had approved. He 
thought oases might arise in which the rough plan woul1l 
aot indicate sufficiently the linos on which the detailerl 
plan should be drawn up, i.e., an administrative officer 
on seeing a detailed plan might discover in it a deviation 
from the original idea, although it might be technically 
correct. Hence he suggested that administrative officers 
should be allowed to see detailed plans, but that tho~' 
might suggest only such changes in them as professional 
officers considered it possible to make. He did not 
t.hink it possible for administrative officers to make their 
ideas sufficiently clear in all cases by an examination 
only of the rough line plan. As a concrete example 
he instanced the case of an office building of his own, 
and remarked that after passing the rough plan he had 
gone on leave and :mot.her officer had officiated in his 
place as Commissioner. When he returned he found 
the building under construction and on its completion 
he found details put in which, in his opinion and from 
his experience of the climate and conditions of t.he prov· 
ince, rendered thCl building most unsuitable, in fnct 
constituted serious defects. Round holes which it WftR 

not possible to close, meant for ventilators, had been 
made through the walls, and this made it impossiblll 
during the hot weather months, when hot west wind~ 
were blowing, to shut up the l'Ooms. Not only did the 
hot air come in through these holes, but dust also pourNI 
in. He also found that no venetian "indows had bren 
put in to keep the glare out in tho glary months of thn 
year, and when he represented the matt<lr, he was toltl 
that no change could be made. 

3,473. He doubted very much whether a system under 
which the ordinary anJJualrc·pnirs of goYt'rnment build· 
ingR were trnnsfe1Ted to the departments in occupation, 
e.g., under which the Collector was made re~pon~ibln 
for the repairs to revenue buildings and the Distric-t 
Superintendent of Police responsible similady for poli('l' 
buildings, etc., would work satisfactorily, since snch a 
scheme would involve the utilization by departmental 
officers of the services of local petty contractors without 
professional supervision. Departmental officers would 
not have at hand nn expert adviser to wat<;h their works 
in order to ensure that they were being carried out prop
erly from a professional point of view, and he conoidered 
professional supervision to be essential, as the petty 
cont.ra{)tors available in the province were not of adoquu t c 
status to be entrusted in!l<•pendently with the rl'pnir" 
to buildings. He agreed that the real difficulty in thi~ 
respect was that tho building trades in the provinre 
had uot progres~<ed up to a stag<' at whi<•h buildtn·H nJight 
undertuko such work without <·xpert Rupervi~ion, and 
added that there wore no loeal llrms which could be 
trusted in the s!lme way that firm~ in England w•·n• 
relied on. 

3,4i4. It hnd not been his experi<•nce th11t the cia.-• 
of engineering work performed by l:>nperintcnding 
l~ngiuecrs was such as might be eusily performed by 
engineers of the status and qualificatiouA of Executiv1> 
Engin<:ers; nor that the ins]wrtinnA <>nrri1•d ont h_v 
Suprrint.•nding Engineers Wl'rc•. not. n·nlly worth tlu· 
~xpt·IHiiture iu<•un·•·d nn tht·m 1,~. J!"''••rnm••nt. Hi" 
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e:"Cperience was-confined to Bengal and Bihar and Orhsa. 
but he had known se\eral cases in which Executi\e 
Engineers undoubtedly required supcrn~ion to be ex<'r· 
cised O\er them by their Superintending Enginr<>rfl. Hl' 
was personally of opinion that Superintf'nding Enp.ineers 
were far too much tied down to office work. and that 
their functions should be more rxclusiYely de"Voted to 
inspections and supervision. It was tr~e that the 
direction charges of the Public Works Department in 
Bihar and Orissa were extraordinarily h('ary as compared 
with those in other provinces of India, on account of 
the fact that the area of the cirrles was small and Super· 
intending Engineers controlled vE>ry much less expendi
ture than such officC'rs controlled in other produces, but 
the duties of thosE' officers might be de"Vot~d more ex
clusivcl;y; to inspC'ction and supervision by relieving them 
of the great mass of desk-work and clr·ricallabour wl1ich 
at present tied them down to their headquarters. He 
added that if his suggestion was acc<'pted and gi"Ven 
effect to the art'a of the charges of SnJlerintending 
Engineers might be enlarged. 

3,4i5. Puder existing conditions in the province, and 
with the prE'sent class of Executive Engineers, he was 
not pr<'pared to reconmwnd the abolition of Superin
tendinO' Engineers on the ground that they were a•1 
nnnece~sary,link in the chain~ of the departmental organi
zation. He thought, howevei', that it would be auite pos
sible to take such a step if a class of ExecntiYe Engineer 
that might be relied on WPre secured. i.e., if the present 
class was considerably improved. Tlris opinion was. 
however, based on the understanding that the present 

,organization of the Departml'nt was to be retaint>d, since'. 
if his schC'mC' regarding the transfer of works to tho 
larger district boards were accepted, both Executive 
En,gineers and Superintending Engineers would disappear 
and onl:v Inspectors of Works would be required. Hr 
added that his scheme did not contemplate the inclusion 
of irrigation circles. 

3.476. In support of the contention in his written 
evidence that pri,ate enterprisl' was not sufficiently 
encouraged, hl' remarked that although the number of 
private firms compet~nt to carry out important public 
works was few, and limited. so far as his prorince was 
concerned, practically to Calc.utta firms and one firm 
at Muzf\ffarpur, if such were further encoura~ed to 
undertake works in the mo/uMil otht>r firms would spring 
into being. He added that there were certain Indian 
firms in Calcutta whom he understood "Were in a position 
to carry out public works satisfactorily. To the argu
ment that all public works in the province were thrown 
open to public tender and that every firm who wished 
was at liberty to tender for "Works; iiTespective of their 
size, he replied that he thought the subordinate staff of 
the Public Works Department threw obstacles in the 
wa v of priYate enterprise being employed on a larger 
scale,, and that it was the dut.y of the administration, 
from a politiea) point of view, to encourage private enter
prise to a larger extent. He suggested, in order to forward 
this policy, that works be gi"Ven out to private firms on 
condition that they were executed according to specified 
plans, and th~.t the firms which accepted works on this 
condition should not be subject to supervision or inspec
tion by any officer below a. certain standing. He con
sidered that if a. large firm from Calcutta were given 
a contract on these terms they would be much more 
likely to .take it up and possibly quote lower rates. He 
added that he had reason for making this statement. 
and that information he had received was to the eJiect 
that the firms objected primarily to inspections by 
subordinates. He did not think that the course he had 
suggested would be open to the possibility of bad work 
being executed as he thought a firm with a p;ood reputa
tion could fie trusted fully. He here enumerated as 
examples several large Caicutta firms to whom in his 
opinion works might safely b(l entrusted. 

3,47i. The remark in his written evidence that "other 
departments sometimes feel that it would be more 
expeditious and convenient as well as cheaper to ha"Ve 
work executed by other agency " did not denote a desire 
on his part that departments like the Re\entle Depart· 
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ment or Police Department. should be permitted to 
enter into direct relations with private firms, but that 
Go"Vernment in the Pt1blic Works Department might 
have work carried out quick1"r and more expeditiously 
in many instances if it were given to large printe firms. 

3,478. He saw no objection to the utilization of the 
ser"Vices of private architects in place of the Government 
Architect, but declined, on the ground that he was not 
in a position to express an opinion of value, to state 
whether when 'the erection of the N"ew Capital buildings 
in Bihar and Orissa was completed there would be suffi
rient f!O"I"ernmt>nt building work available to justify the 
appointment of a whole-time Government Architect. 
, 3.479. (J!r. Cobb.) He expressed himself as not in a 
position to remark on the constitution of all district 
boards in the province since the number of members in 
different district bo,ards varied. He was acquainted 
only with the constitution of the district boards in his 
O'Wll division "Where the public works of each board were 
earried out more or less bv the chairman and district 
engineer, and he thought thi~ was the case in all districts. 
The backward district boards were those that were so 
backward from a financial point of view that with their 
slender rt>sources they were not able to employ a suffi
ciently qualified engineering staff. He admitted that if 
such boards possessed sufficient resources they "Were likely 
to go ahead· and would not be included under the term 
"backward." Hence pro"Vided sufficit>nt financial aid 
were given to such boards there was no reason why they 
should not be able to constmct and maintain such gov· 
ertl.mt.'nt works as might be transferred to them as well 
as those boards \'lkeh did not require- financial help. 
He remarked that broadly speaking the backward dis
trict boards were those in the Chota Nagpur and the 
Orissa. divisions of the province and that the boards in 
the Patna, Tirhut and Bhagalpur divisions were among 
the more developed. 

3,480. The fact that the chairman of the district board 
was usually the district officer influenced to a great 
extent the standard of public works of a board and 
caused such works to be exectft:ed quite satisfactorily 
on the whole. In other words, the satisfactory outturn 
of work on the part of district l'oards was due to the 
fact that the executive was in strong and capable hands. 

3,481. District board works were occasionally given 
to outside agency, but in Bihar and 'Orissa only petty 
works were so treated. For instance, in the Tirhut Divi
sion, north of the Ganges, there were among the indigo 
planters many old residents whose knowledge of the 
locality, control and prestige enabled them to have 
works caiTied out satisfactorilv. Such a course had been 
adopted only in certain districts where there existed 
men who were specially qualified, and he did not consider 
that such a condition of things would extend. He thought 
it 1mdesirable to eutmst members of district boards 
with the actual construction of works. 

3,482. The district boards in the Patll!\ Division had 
sub-committees for public works, finance and education, 
and each board submitted elaborate budget estimates 
every yt>ar indicating how they proposed to spend their 
funds. The Commissioner of the division passed these 
bullget estimates and settled, for instance, a dispute as 
to which service 1mder the board particular sums should 
be allotted. The Commissioner had complete control 
OYC'r the board in such matters, and if he considered 
that sufficient money had not been allotted under, e.g., 
ednc&ction, he could, after considering the objections and 
arguments, direct the board to allot more to this head. 
The Commissioner's decision was final in all budget 
matters. He admitted that a resolution of government 
on the subject of local self-government had restricted 
a Commissioner's powers of interference with a district 
board, but expbined that this only concerned pet.ty 
matters. He added that government had reserved n 
Yery considerable amount of power in their 0\m hands 

~in that certain limits had been laid down bv them in 
respect to the allotment. of distTict board ·funds to 
education and that bon:rds were not permitt(:rl to allot 
less than the specified proportions to these two heads. 
Further that the Commissioner had po'~>er to insist on 

N 
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allotments of funds, and thnt if he, 11~ 11 Commissioner, 
found thnt sufficient monPy had not been nllotted under 
the head of "nrboriculture" for rond-~ide h<'c> plantinf!, 
he was empo1vered to return the bud!!et. and to direct. 
that additional provision be mndr. He comidcred the 
exercise of this power on the part of the CommisRioner 
to b11 a mntter of vital importanc(>. 

3,483. It was not correct to assume that a point would 
arise in almost every case that was dealt with by the 
Cllid Engineer in his capacity as Secretary to the local 
Govemment which would nPcessitate that officer u~in~ 
his technical know1edge in finding a solution. , 

3,484. It ajJpeared- to him that ~rovernment had in 
some cast's failed to secure the right class of man for 
their appointments of Executive Engineer. It was not 
RO much in professional training or general educntion 
that the defect chiefly lay ns in the moral education and 
general up-bringin~ of these officers. It was quite 
possible, before officers attained the rank of Executive 
Engineer, to utilize the pr<:!cess of selection more than 
the process of promotion by seniority as was the ~rcneral 
practice at present, and he agreed that. this could best 
be done when an offict>r's ca8e was under consideration 
for an acting Executive En!:(ineership. He recommend 
that chnracter consideratbns ~hoold lar9'ely prevail in 
making a selection, and be agreed that when several men 
of about the same length of service and status WE're 
concerned, a board of appointments mig:ht suitably be 
~onstituted in order that the responsibility for a deci
sion should not fall on any one particular offic•er. This 
board !lhould consult and verv carefully scrutinise the 
character rolls of the eandidntes from the beginning of 
their service, as was the praetice in other branches of 
Jl:Overnment service. The antecedents of officers belong
ing to the Indian Civil Service were contained in their 
annual character reports and were frequently RCruli· 
nised. 

3,485. (Rai Bahad1tr Ganga Ram.) There were rules 
which defined the responsibilities and duties of the 
Inspector of local works. Under these ~<rules such 
officers were obliged Jo '·make tours of inspection of all 
local works and submit reports on such inspections. His 
personal experience of such inspections had led him to 
form the conclusion that thev were useful. 

3,486. Orders of governm~nt existed which laid down 
that out of the percentage paid by government to a 
district board for the execution of government work, 
the board should not pay more than 5 per cent .. to their 
district en11:ineer. He explained that if a district board 
did everything from the rough plan to the completion 
of construction they were allowed 15 per cent., and that 
out of this percentage they were at liberty to pay their 
engineer up to a limit of 5 per oont. Hence it was entirely 
within their powers to give the district engineer any 
percentage below 5 per cent., or nothing at all. 

3,487. There were five divisions in the Province of 
Bihar and Orissa and he suggested that the Inspectors 
of Works, whose appointment he had previously rceom· 
mended, should be officers of the status of Superintending 
Engineers. Fully qualified officers were esRentinl for these 
posts, but he did not contemplate their being supplied 
with a large estahlishment. 

3,488. He admitted that he had been in Bengal before 
the partition, but did not recollect the experiment that 
had been pronolUJCed a failure in that province in which 
ali public works, government as well as district works, 
were entrnsted for a time to local board engineers. 

3,489. By the remark in his written evidence to the 
effect that the longer his experience lasted the more 
he observed that views ns to the propriety of particular 
types of buildings and details of construction were in· 
constant, he meant that in many eases tho standard 
types of buildings might be improved. He also consid
ered that the present standard types were in several 
instances more permanent than w~s necessary. In his 
opinion it was not so essential to alwavs haYe entire 
first-class works constructed. As examp'!es he referred 
to the residences at Bankipore and suggested that the 
inner wnlls of many of these stmcturcs might well be 
r:ompoaed of masonry that wa~ not firRt-ciMR in qnalit~·· 

He omitted police huildings. hom-wrr, from thi~ catr(!on•, 
ns he considered that surh huildin~s \IW<' g,•n,;rafly 
erected ver~· chcnply in the province hy thr Police D•:part
ment.. He did not ohjPct to the stvle and nrrommorlation 
of police huildings, ns he thought it e><.,rntinl lhat police
men should he housed decentlv. 

3,400. He had been inform~cl by firms of hi.L'h rcputo 
in the country that. if control and int('l'fPrence by subor
dinates werl.' withdrawn, it wns poR~iblc that, th~v would 
be able to execute work nt lower mtc~. and added that 
l1e hnd very good grounds for hrliPvin~r this stnt.•ment. 

3,4!ll. (.llb· . .Mnd-enzie.) DiRtrict enginceril in Bihar 
and Orissa were divided into three classes and di,triliutcd 
over six grades. Under fir:'t-class diF.trict engineers were 
three !l'mdcs of ~urh olllccrs on salnrirR ":hkh \aried 
according to paeh grade. The pay of officers in lhP first 
j!rade ranged from Rs. 800 to Rs. l.fiOO, thut of ofl1orrs 
in t.he s~cond grade from Rs. 600 to Rs. ROO and that of 
officers in the third grade from Rs. 500 toRs. 6110. Pndc·r 
second-class district enrinccrs there were two gracks 
comprising the fourth and fifth grade dLtrict C'll(!ineer.~. 
and the. salaries of these olllcers rangPcl re.<pPctivd1• 
from RR, 400 to Rs. 500, nnd from Rs. :lllO tiJ R~. 400. 
The third-claSS district enj!ill!>NS included nJ1 oOJeers in 
the 6th grade, who receiwd a mh1·~· whir·h nun:ccl from 
Rs. 250 to Rs. 300. 

3,4!12. If minor govf"l11ment works '''NC tmnsfN·red 
to district boards it would eertainlv rcsnlt in m0l'e 
work being thrown upon the chairm;n's oflk<' and the 
district engineer, but he did not think il would makt• 
very much real difference in the interc·st cli.<trict board 
members evinced in works, exn:pt that sneh individuals 
would probably like to feel tl1at tlw.v were being trusted 
by government. He admitted, however, that thL" spns6 
of responsibility might ultimately bew·t hlcrcascd in
terest in works on the part or district, board nwmbers. 
In respect to the boards in his own divi~ion, )Ip n'marked 
that the Indian members would prob~J,]~· consider such 
a tramfer of government work to thdr charcre to b~ an 
addition to their prestige, but that the feeling thnl 
government was putting begar on to the bourcls might 
possibly be that of the district E>ngineer, the en.~ineerin!! 
staff and the clerks in the chairm!m'a ofilce 11·hosc work 
would certainly be very consiclerllbh· inorea~ed. 

3,493. He ~as unable to undcrst~nd how a particular 
district engineer could possibly have cnntended in eYi
dence that he had not seen :m inspection note \ITitten 

·.by the Inspector of local works for a considc·raLic period 
of years, since under rules the Inspector "·as req uh·ed to 
submit notea of inspection. and !oral officers saw that 
this duty was not neglected. Further, he believed that 
ordinarily a copy of each such note was A<:nt to the 
district engineer direct or to th~t officer through tiJe 
chairman of the board. 

3,494. If the post of Chid Rn!:!'ineer nnd Prcretury to 
the local ~vernmPnt were dh·ided into t \rf> posls, unJe,~ 
it was possible to join the i'ccretnr~·ship for tho Public 
Works Departmcnt to another i'r·cretaJ-y;;hip, ~nch a 
division would mean the creation of nn Pxtra appointment. 
He understood thnt each member of the local Rxecutil·e 
C'<nmcil was in personal commnnieation with tb~ head• 
of all departments in his charge, wlwt her sur.h officers 
were Secretaries to Government or nnt. ni'd he ~aw 110 

reason whv this arrangement should not be allr.mcd to 
continue. ·He consir!e'red the feeling that. owing to 
8Uch a system, the Public \Yorks Dcpartmc·nt was sonH'· 
what out of touch with other d•,partmcnts, wa.- du~ to 
an idea that that Department's views went direct to 
the head of the local Government and were not s11hjert 
to the influence of gennral administratiYe opinion. There 
were many questions in connection with pnhlic works 
mattC'rs \lhich were intimately coniwclccl with q~~<·.<· 
tions of general ndmini<;tratio~l, nml ordinar.v ndmini~
trntive experience might affect a dN·i.<ion on a pnbJi,· 
works question ju11t. as much a~ it affcetr·d dN·i.·;iow< 
on qm·stions concerning other de pari turnt~; will'l'f':li a 
purely profes~ionnl view might, umler prrst,nt erm,Jilions, 
nchic,·e itil object if it were not checked. He "·as of 
opinion that Ullfkr the prl'.<~nt srgtclll !h~ t<•Jllll'IIC,I' 
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certainly was towards departmentalism and ,perhaps 
toward excessive departmentalism. 

3,495. (Sir :Noel Ker8haw.) He confirmed his suggestion 
that tho Inspectora of Works, whose appointment he had 
rt>commcnded in connection with his scheme for trans
fening government works to competent district boards, 

· should have power to give Ilurcly technical directions 
to district engineer~ direct, as he contemplated the 
recmitment· of experienced and highly qualified officers 
for these posts and considered it essential to vest them 
with this power. Under the present constitution of 
district boards in Bihar and Orissa he did not think 
such a com·sc would give rise to objections on the part 
of the boards, whose members would on the contrary 
consider it to be perfectly reasonable that a subordinate 
of theirs should be. subject to correction on technical 
nw I ters even by an officer who was not in their employ. 

3,490. In connection with departments of the admitli:!· 
tration, other than the Public Works Department, where 
the administrative head was not at the same time a 
Secretary to the local Government, he remarked that 
in cases where the heads of departments differed in 
their vie\>8 on technical points from their respective 
l:;ecretaries to Government, it depended entirely on the 
l\Iember of Council concerned or the Lieutenant Governor 
as the case might be, to consult the head of a particular 
departmeut or to decide the point of difference on the 
papers placed before them. Verbal discussion between 

. the deciding authority and the Secretary to Government 
was not the usual practice, since Secretaries to Govern
ment were also required to note their views on each of 
their.respecLive cases. He thought it would be advan
tageous if -t-he present system were altered to the extent 
that, if one side were heard verbally by the deciding 
authority, the other side should also be similarly treated. 
He explained that the present procedure was as follows. 
Cases were sent from the technical head of a department 
in miting to the l::lecretary to Government ill that depart
ment, and the latter submitted his views in writing to 
the Lieutenant Governor or Member of the local Executive 
Couucil as the case might be, whichever had authority 
to pass final orders. He admitted the possibility, under 
such a system, of a Secretary to Government unwittingly 
misrepresenting a technical point, and also the possibilit-y 
of the technical head of a department being unacquainted 
with such a misrepresentation. He considered that both 
sides should receive a fair hearing and that a technical 
head should not in any way be placed under a disability. 
To meet this he suggested that, if the views of such an 

officer were not accepted by a Secretary to Government. 
further opportunity should ordinarily be given the former 
of being heard. 

3,497. (.Jlr. Mackenzie.) A Secretary to Government 
as such was not the administrative head of any depart· 
ment nnder the local Government: The term " head of 
the department " referred ordinarily to the technical 
head, for instance, the heads of the Jail, Medical and 
Police Depar-tments, were the , Inspector-General of 
Prisons, the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals and 
the ·Inspector-General of Police respectively. The 
Lieutenant Governor in Council was the administrative 
head of all departments under the local Goverument. 

3,498. (M1'. Bremne1'.) The present limit of Rs. 10,000 
placed on the powers o£. district engineers in connection 
with original works was in his opinion suitable, and he 
was not prepared to recommend that it might be raised. 

3,499. In connection with the limitations it was pro-· 
posed to place on administrative officers and heads of 
departments in the matter of the approval of designs 
and to obviate the necessity for the frequent preparation 
on the part of the Public Works Department of detailed 
plans and estimates for buildings, he suggested that, 
in addition to the ground plan of a building, the elevation 
drawings might also be submitted with a complete 
specification noting exactly the size and arrangement 
of the rooms, the position of doors and windows, the 
method of ventilation, the type of floors, walls, etc. He 
considered the supply of drawings most essential as 
civil officers were not almty.,; in a positiqn to understand 
detailed estimates. 

3,500. He did not agree with the contention of a 
certain architect that engineers should have no concern 
with buildings except their actual construction, and 
remarked that it was the officer with local experience 
of the country who was the best qualified to state what 
the main features of a building should be. 

3,501. He confirmed his contention that the present 
class of Executive- Engineer;; available in the province 
could not be trusted to work without the supervision of 
their Superintending Engineers, and he did not consider 
that as a class Executive Engineers were any better 
now-a-days than they were twenty years ago. 

3,502. (Pre8irlent.) His opinion on the suggested scheme 
for transferring government buildings to district boards 
was framed on the assumption that the Collector remained 
the chairman of the district board, and if a change in 
this respect were contemplated he would not suggest 
a tramfer at all. 

B. G. BECKETT, Esq., Agenc:y Engineer, Orissa Feudatory States. 

JVrillen Statement. 

3,503. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-Present methods are both 
uneconomical and un,;uitable. 

3,504. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-Private 
enterprise i8 not sufficiently utilized ; at the same time 
the cou~try i8. not ready _or fully enough developed 
to substitute pnvate enterpnBc for departmental aaency 
en bloc ; it would not at present be cheaper or 

0

more 
.~ati::>factory. 

3,505. (lll.) Changes in organization.-! am not aware 
of what ch<mges have already been recommended. I 
understood that the Committee was 'Collecting evidence 
for the purpoHe of recommending changes. The whole 
Department retplires to be reorganized ; very little of the 
existing organization is of useful quality, for instead of 
being aimed at the prompt and efficient execution and 
repair of public works, the chief desideratum Booms to 
be the supply on duo date and on coucctly coloured 
paper of numb_erle~s figures and forms to one person or 
another (the chtef offender being tho Accountant-General's 
Dcpartm~nt) or correct official and departmental proce· 
dur~. ~ u.lly ~alf the Public \\' orks Department 
engmeer" tune ~ti tak~n up with ~igning his name or some 
~uuh unprodttctlve othcc work on tlii~ account. 

3,506. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-I have already ~tatcd that the methods 

of the Department arc uneconomical and unsuitable ; 
it caunot therefore, I imagine, meet the needs of any 
administration. 

(2). I know very little as to the various sub-divisions of 
the Department and that only from hearsay; to an 
outsider, however, there would seem to be a great deal 
of overlapping which, if it does not lead to friction, 
certainly does not tend to departmental efficiency. The 
necessity for the Architect and Sanitary and Electrical 
Engineers in the Department is not apparent; the first 
and the last named are specialized branches which could 
well be left to private ·enterprise, and the civil engineer 
can manage ~he ordinary drainage and sanitation ques
tion8 arising out in this country-in large towns desiring 
to have a proper sanitary system it is of course a di.fferent 
matter, but cases of this description are fewer than even 
in those in which an Architect or Electrical Engineer is 
rcc1 uired and like them may be handed over to private 
e ntcrprise to execute. 

3,507. (V.) Decentralization.-De..;ent.ralization is most 
emphatically desirable in every direction to the extent 
of reinvigorating the Department and ridding it of 
the fog of u~dess clerical and office routine with which 
it is enveloped. 

3,508. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-1'ho Public 
Works Code is in itself quite sufficient to strangle all 
initiative, change is 1·equired to the extent of abolishing 

N2 
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the greater part of it, and revising the remainder ; but 
this can only be done if the Department is first reorga
nized and placed on a business-like footing. 

3 509. (VII.) Edu~ation, and (VIII.) Practical training.
! have no fanlt whatever to find with the training 
given in government engineering colleges of the class of 
Roorkee or Sibpur. There might with advantage be a 
six months' 'practical course at the end, but no longer, 
as we all learn through lifo and one cannot hope to turn 
out the finished article, " the complete engineer" so to 
speak, in any given time. Experience based on natural 
aptitude and ability is the only t.hing of any real value 
once the grounding has been given. The six movths' 
practical course here advocated should take the form 

of putting into t•lleet the pr~yious training ·of the studpnt 
and it sho~ld \·ery mnt~?riully influence hi; final po~ition 
whf'n pas~mg ont whether or not he ~;hows initiath·e and 
intelligenC€' in auapting his thcorc•tical traiuiug to th<' 
varying ch·cum;:tnnl'e:s of the laoks he i:s gin·n durin" thi> 
period, as many boys, aml 1 ndian hoy;; in Jmrti~ulur. 
can pnss book-work tP,ts with flying colour:; and wt 
be quite uselesR when it comes to actual practice of t!;ei1 
profession. 

~~TE.-1 ha~·e purpoody replied uridJy, oimply giving my 
opm10ns and little more, as l undercttand from the torms 
of reference that amplification is not nt pre.~cnt required
any detailed c\'idence in support of opinion~ exprcs;ed, or 
proposals for remcclialmeasures, will bt• given orally. 

J\IR. E. G. BECKETT called and examined. 

3,510. (Ptesident.) The. witne~s stated that he was the 
Agency Engineer for the Orissa Feudatory Stntes, that 
he had been appointed by government, but 1hat his 
salary was met by the States. He had been trained at 
the Crystal Palace Engineering School and was appointed 
Agency Engineer in February 1911 on a salary of R~. 1,000 
per mensem. His monthly salary was at present Rs. 
R~. 1,500, and he expected eventually to draw Rs. 1,800 
a month. 

3,511. His duties were not confined only to such States 
M were under government managen1ent, as certain 
independent Chiefs were also at liberty to utilize his 
services. 

3,512. His duties were c01mected with practically all 
classes of buildings and roads and irrigation work; and 
he anticipated that railway work also would be included 
in the future: He carried out work by petty contract 
and the contractors he employed were knchis from the 
west of India, who were the only class in India which 
had made contracting a means of earning a livelihood. 
The families of such men were inter-related and supported 
one another thus forming a series of firms ; for instance, 
one man's son had become a bunia and in that capacity 
financed several relations. Certain of these contractors 
were competent to accept a single contract which amount
ed to as much as Rs. 3 lakhs. 

3,513. He had allotted the enth·e work in each State 
to one contractor with the object of engendering interest 
in the work of the States, as if he were to give one con· 
tractor a culvert in one portion of a State and another 
contractor a culvert in another portion, neither would 
have any interest in the work of that particular State. 
He admitted, however, that the result of the system was 
that there was no competition for works, but remarked 
that the rates at which work was executed were known 
to him as he prepared the schedules and in so doing 
was guided by the Public Works Department rates in 
British India and what he knew represented a fair rate 
for each item of work. The preparation of a schedule 
of rates was a simple matter especially in this country 
where everything done could be thoroughly supervised. 
The monopoly of the work in a particular State was 
subject to the satisfactory execution of work, and con
tractors were changed when they did not give satisfac-
&~ . 

3,514. The nature of the country in which the Feudatory 
States lay varied somewhat, and the States were not 
fully developed. Some of the States along the Mahanadi 
were fairly well_ cultivated, but otherwi8e they were 
mostly jungly tracts, none of which could be compared 
te the country which comprised the Province of Bihar. 
In the circul!lBtances, he considered the system under 
w_hich he carried out works a good one for country of 
this particular nature. He questioned the advantages 
of the competitive system for the giving out of work 
as it was possible for him to arrive at a fair rate for each 
item of work, more especially as ho had spent several 
years in the country, e.g., by counting the number of 
cooli8 that were required to carry 1,000 cubic feet of 
earth and by taking into consideration the time such 
men took to do so and the average rate of pay of cool is 
he was able to fix a rate for such work. To the contcn· 
tion that a rate was in most cases fixed after pulJiic 

compc·tition had indicated it, he replit'd that it 11 a~ only 
possible to have public competit.ion in England or among 
J•:uropean firms of repute and that he <.lid not think it 
resulted in any beneJit in India. He was therefore in 
favour of a system undl•r whi"h a particular contractor 
WOl~ld h>we the monopoly of work in a certain area, 
subJect to the re~ervlltion that if his work provf'd unsatiH· 
factory he would be changed, and reeommencled that the 
system might be introduced in all plac<:s where lndiun 
labour wa~ employed. I<'or intitance, aftl'r the rat<:R for 
the several districts in Bihar were lixed nnd emlJodied 
in schedules, the whole of the work in each di,;trict 
might be given to a particular contractor, subject to the 
condition that he executed work satisfactorily, 

3,515. A bridge over the Bitorana, the r~'3t of which 
had been met half by goverrunent and half by one of the 
States, had recently been completed by him. The road 
on which the bridge lay commenced in British India 
and the bridge spanned a riY<'f which was treated as a 
boundary, nnd he had sugg<'sted that its maint('nanN' 
should form a Public Works D<'partment charge. There 
were no government buildings or roads in any of the 
States. 

3,516. Private enterprise might be fmther encouraged 
by entrusting reliable firms of contractors with a monor· 
oly of the work in particular areas as long as such 
firms gave satisfaction. But it was not desirable that 
any agreement should be drawn up in tllis connection. 
Such a system would induce contractors to take an 
interest in their work, and progress could not be made 
by simply substituting, a European firm of eontractor• 
for a certain amount of departmental staff since it would 
still be necessary to RupeiTise the work of the former. 

3,517. He had been employed on railwnys previous to 
his present appointment. He had never had actual 
experience as a contrador for the Public \Yorks Dl•part· 
ment. 

3,518. He suggested a complete reorganization of thr• 
establishment of the Public \Yorks Dt•partment not 
only because the office procedure anu accounts work 
absorbed about half the time of an Executi\·e Engineer, 
but also because that officer had rerr little to do berond 
this work. 'I'hc staff, too, with wl~ich each Exee~tin· 
Engineer was supplied \\·as in. his opinion unduly cxe(·s~· 
ive, and he remarked that it was on account of this lnrg,. 
staff that a large number of unnece,sary forms had to 
be filled in. .ill Executive Engincrr's staff wn~ wry 
much in excess of any he himself po,se>sed for a propor· 
tionate expenditure and the actunl quantity of work 
don£> by the engineering ~tali of a division was wr,1· 
small in comparison with the tiize of the Ftafi .• 11~ 
cited as an instance the work performed by the Ewcu!iw 
Englnt"er at Samba! pur, nnd quc~tioncd its magnitude. 

3,519. In his opinion the expenditure incurred hy thr 
Public \York$ Jkpurtmcnt on establiohmcnt wa~ too 
grent as witm·.,,c·d by the fact that H pt•r rPnt. ""' 
ackno,derlg-cd to he an irreducible minimum by t Iw 
Public \\'o-rks lJepar!mcnt, but in most. ca,cs cnu- thi, 
percentage was eXl'l'cdcd am! it was 8l'iclolll unch-r 20. 
He was here informed that t]l(' ligure in Bil1nr was I.i 
per cent .. and that thi;~ included direction, oupcrintcndcnce, 
etc .. but not tools nud plant nncl accotmt.,, and that the 
accounts expcnditul·e nt the out.-idc wus about 1 p~r 
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cent., but he still considered that this percentage was too 
high. He therefore advocated the abolition of the Public 
Works Department as an imperial department of the 
Government of India and the substitution in its place of 
another department with more elastic control. He 
suggested that the Department might be provincialized 
and placed under a Chief Engineer, whose headquarter~ 
might be at the provincial headquarters, with one or 
two Superintending Bnginccrs, or Inspectors of Works, 
who sho11ld keep in tourh with the Chief Engineer aml 
whose duties should be devoted exclu~ively to inspf:'c
tion and supervision of the work of executive officer~. 
l'i::., the district board engineers. In other words he 
recommended that governmen~ Bhould make O>er all 
go,·ernment buildings and roads to district' boards and 
retain the Chief Engineer as a link. He thought such a 
system would work satisfactorily and remarked that 
each district board might have an urban area and a 
country area and that the boundarie~ of the boards 
mi~ht 'be co-terwinou~ with rach other. l<'nrther, that 
flll ~ planB and estimates prepared by di~trict engineerH 
should be subject to the approval of the Chief Engineer, 
and that two Superintending Engineers would be suffi
eient for the Province of Bihar and Orissa. In order to 
meet the difficulty that might arise, if district engineers 
were employed by district board~. of th~ latte1: not 
being dispo~ed to recein; order~ from the Chlef Engmeer, 
he suggested that the engineers should in technical 
matters be subject to the Chief Engineer, and subject to 
their respective board~ in matters of an administrative 
nature. It was true that his system in effect contemplat
ed that a man should serve two masters, but he did 
not see how it was possible altogether to avoid such 
a contingency. 

3,520. He confirmed the contention in his written 
evidence that there was unnecessary specialization in the 
Public Works Department at present, in that there were 
specialist posts of Government Architect, Sanitary 
Engineer to Government and Electric Inspector, and 
suggested the substitution of private enterprise for 
these officers. He considered that the private firms of 
specialist sanitary engineers in India might well be 
entrusted with the preparation of large projects, such 
as the water-works and drainage of a large town, without 
any supervision by a Government Sanitary Engineer, 
and added that firms in England might be requested 
to prepare detailed plans for such schemes if no firms 
in India were available oi' competent to undertake them, 
.I:'Ie thought also that the smaller sanitary schemes 
might be entrusted to civil engineers. He admitted, 
in connection with his suggestion that the Electric 
Inspector might also be replaced by private enterprise, 
that he was not aware, when he made this suggestion, 
that this officer possessed certain statutory functions 
under the Indian Electricity Act. But though he agreed 
that a government Inspector was necessary to see that 
the requirements of the Act were properly met'and that 
the functions of such an officer could not be transferred 
to a private firm, he was still of opinion t.hat a private 
firm should undertake the installation of plant, etc. 

3,521. By the suggestion in his written evidence that 
there should be further decentralization in every direc
tion, he de~ired that the Chief Engineer and Superintend· 
ing Engineerti might be relieved of a great deal of ad· 
minist.rative control once administrative sanction had 
been obtained to works and the budget had been passed. 
'I'he Chief Engineer in his opinion should for111 a link 
between the provincial government and the public worlcR 
of district board~, should have a seat on the local council 
and be responsible for all c~timates, and once sanction 
had been accorded to a work by the local Government 
there should be no further interference with this officer's 
powers. He surmised that there was considerable 
interference with the Chief Engineer at present, especially 
by the Accountant.General, owing to the length of time 
at present involved in the completion of works. To 
oliviate this he suggested that aftt>r estimates were 
sanctioned ~ums corresponding to their amount should 
be lllaced in the local treasury, and that the Chief 

[Continued. 

Engineer's cheque on the treasury in payment for the 
work should be considered as sufficient justification for 
the expenditure. 

:3,522. In re8pect to the suggest.ion in hi~:~ written evi. 
deuce that no student should be given more than six 
monthsJc practical training, he remarked that if an individ. 
ual lacked a natural aptitude for engineering, no amount 
of practical training would enable him to develop into 
an engineer .. He was opposed to students receiving a 
coul'l:e of practical training on works for one or two 
years after their theoretical instruction, and suggested 
thai; the pract.ict\1 training might be imparted to them 
in college. On the eom pletion of the six months in the 
college, st1\dents should be allowed to go out into the 
world and gain their practical experience as best they 
could, and whether they succeeded or not would depend 
on themselves, as they would in any case eventually 
have to do. 

3,523. (Sir Koel Kersl!mv.) His scheme contemplated 
a Chief Engineer for each province, and he considered it 
quite possible for such an officer to be held responsible 
for plans and estimates which related to an average 
expenditure of even Rs. 47 lakhs a year, since the district 
engineers would in all probability send up plans that 
wore in themselves fairly accurate. 

3,524. (lib·. Oobb.) As the present prospects of district 
engineers were insufficient, and as some of these officers 
wore very able men, he suggested that the district engineers 
under his scheme should be paid a salary ranging from 
Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,000 or to Rs. 1,200 a month, and that 
the appointments might be filled preferably by Indian 
gentlemen with Indian qualifications. He was positive . 
that if the salaries of the posts were made more attrac· 
tive men of the class he a~vocated would accept engineer
ships under district boards. 

3,525. Each Clistrict engineer should have one or two 
· sub-overseers and, if necessary, also an overseer, to 
assist in the preparation of plans and estimates and 
supervision, but actual construction '~·ork should be 
given out on C'ontract. 

3,526. (Rai -Bah.adur Ganga Rmn.) He was not a 
member of any institute of engineers, but had been 
trained at the Crystal Palace Engineering School. He 
arrived in India at the beginning of 1893, and was for 
technical purposes under the control of the Political 
Agent. Such of his estimates as cost less than Rs. 10,000 
were checked and passed by the Political Agent, those 
between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 25,000 by the Commissioner 
on his own responsibility, and those over Rs. 25,000 
and up to Rs. 50,000 also by the Commissioner after 
check by the Public Works Department. (.Mr. Bremner 
here remarked that estimates for amounts above 
Rs. 50,000 were submitted to government.) The area 
occupied by the States under his control was about 
20,000 square miles. 

3,527. In order to facilitate his scheme he suggestl'd 
that district boards should be graduated and that t.heh 
district engineers should be appointed by the Chief 
Engineer who should also have power in respect to the 
promotion of these officers. He was not in favour of 
a pensionary fund system for such officers. · -

3,528. In connection with his suggestion that a monop· 
oly of the work in a particular State might be given 
to a single contractor, he explained that such contractors 

. should be given to understand that they accepted such 
work on their own responsibility. No agreement in 
writing should be entered into with contractors, and 
it would not necessarily follow that a son would succeed 
to his father's business. 

3,529. He suggested that students might be taught 
to work independently during their six months of prac. 
tical training by being given schemes to work out indc· 
pendently, such as a tramway scheme for a town; in 
short that they should be taught to apply their theoreti
cal lmowledge practically. He added that students 
should not, however, be required actually to execute 
p1·ojects but merely to prepare schemes. 
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Written Slalement. 
3,530. (II.) Encouragement of other ngenoy.-l\Ir. W. H. 

Williams feels that his \'iews on- the subject in question 
could not bo better or more clearly cxpre~sod than is done 
in the Government of India Hosolution No. 06-E. A., 
dated the 24th November 1916 as follows:-

"It is urged that much of the work at present canil'd 
out by the Public Works De1)artmcnt could bo inkusted 
to priYate agency, and that greater economy could thus 
be secured, and further that much gre!\tcr use might be 
made by Government of local bodies, some of which at 
present employ a skilled public works agency. :i\Iuch 
work of a simple and unimportant character which 
is now undert-aken and supervised by highly salaried 
oflict•rs of Government could, it has been suggested, be 
carried out at reduced cost under contract subject to 
Government inspection. In the second place it is urged 
that, if local bodies are encouraged and enabled to arrange 
more extensively than at present for the execution by 

tlwir own stuff or by private ngency of their works, it 
will not only be a further step in the direction of <lecen. 
tralizution but also would stimulate tho growth of firtns 
of standing in tho building and allied trades nnd so 
encourage further industrid activity. 15uch dovdop-· 
nw11ts will further tend automatically to react upon thn 
<•ducutionlll system of the cow1try. ·A demand for more 
highly trnined enginct•rs in private <•mploy would involve 
the provision of fttcilities for the best possibi(J training 
at the engineering colleges. And it is considt·rcd that 
~uch provision muot be an integral fllctor in any scheme~ 
for the development of private cuterpritie such a~ would 
be colllloted in changes of the kind in view.'' ' 

(2). He further ia of opiuion that works would be com 
plet<>d with considerably Ins~ delay by privat('. agPtwies, 
and would also point out for consideration that pri\'lltt' 
agencies would be more likely to adopt the most practical 
and inoxpe~sive designs in structural work with their 
most intimate knowledge of manufacturing proCH''""s . 

.Jill. W.' H. W!LUAAIS called und examiuctl. 

3,531. (Presickllt.) Tho witness stated that he was a It was not beneficial nor economical in any way and 
member of the firm of l\Iessrs. Arthur Butler and Com- certainly discouraged firllls such as his. He wus opposed 
pany who were private engineers and contractors and to the practice of giving a contract for the manulacturc 
had their headquarters at l\Iuzatfarpur and that the of bricks to one contrRctor in the one year and the con
firm undertook a good deal of building and brick-m>~king tract fot· construction to another contractor in the suo· 
as well as structural steel-work, and possessed a large ceeding year, as he did not regard it a.9 cconomioal and 
workshop for tho latter class of work. The engineering considered it was preferable to give out entire coutrach 
staff of the firm varied '\V).th the works in progress and for buildings, including the materiaL>· required therdor, 
it consisted at present of six trained civil engineers'" -once and for all. The Department doubtlcs~ eiwo11raged 
Two of these were Associate :i\Iombers of the Institute private enterprise by inYiting tenders for works, but 
of l\Iechanical Engineers and one was tm Associate they also included a prO\'iso that they were not bound 
Member of the Institute of Civil Engineers, while he to accept the lowest or any tender. It was true that this 
himself was a l\Iembcr of the Institute of Mechanical proviso should exist from a legal point of \'iew, but a 
Engineers. The firm had been established for the past result of its retention was that it was generally decided to 
50 years, and was, he belieyed, the only firm of contractors whom a work was to be giyen before calling for tenders, 
in Bihar which employed a trained engineering staff. and this caysed U!lllecessary trouble to the oth~r tender-

3,532. The firm had had ·considerable experience of ers. If a reliable firm put in a tender for a particular 
Public Works Department work. He was not prepared to building it was nbt necessarily accepted on its merits. 
go so far as to rocommend,in the interests of private enter· In the circumst-ances, he adyocat<"d that provided a 
prise, as had been suggested by one of the witnesses, firm was l'eliable and the Department bad nothing 
that a firm of contractors should be given a monopoly against it the lowest tender should be accepted .. 
for all work in a particular district so long as they con- 3,534. Broadly speaking, as there was a great deal of 
tinned to give satisfaction, but thought thai! it would oycrlapping at present, he recommended that the Depart
be beneficial to India if firms could be encouraged to ment should be carefully but \'cry considerably reduced, 
become firms of standing. With this in view he sug- until it finally disappeared, by giving more extended 
gestcd that the work which was at present executed by powers to district boards. He made the recommendation 
the Public Works Department might graduallj"'be made as private enterprise could not be encouraged as long 
over to private firms, and remarked that India could a.s a goverllll!ent department existed for the construction 
not be developed industrially unless private firlllS were of public buildings, and as tho system at present in 
encouraged in this mauncr. Hence the only practical yogue did not cll.ist in !llorc advanced count-ries and 
method of offering encouragement was by the gradual was bound to disappea.r with the eventual development of 
reduction of the Public Works Depat•tment. The Depart- the country. He added that the present system inter· 
ment had done noble work and the country could not fered too much with private enterprise. 
possibly have done without it at the commencement. 3,535. He also advocated that works in large towns, 
There were, as a matter ·of fact, still many districts which e.g., Calcutta, Bombay, l\Iadras and other. cities and 
required the services of the Public Works Department, provinces which were sufficiently ad\·anccd and where 
but there were on the other hand others which could reliable contractors were available, might be ginn to 
manage. without the Department. He did not agree pdYate contractors subject to supervision by govemment, 
fully with the view that Public Works Department thus reducing tho enormous establi,hmcnt at pre,;ent 
subordinates were one of the drawbacks to tho encourage- entertained. In reply to the contention that there were 
ment of priYate enterprise though ho considered tho not sufficient firms of ~tanding to juijtify tho change 
employment of thc8e men mado it a little more diflicmlt he had proposed he stat•~d that ~uch finm would han' 
for contractors. It was true that in order to effect to bu created and could not spring into being as long u~ 
supervision it was necessary to include a certain number the 1wosent system exiti!ed, e.g., his firm could not nliord 
of subordinates in the supervising staff, but it would to employ an architect under preticnt conditions unlc.;s 
greatly encourage private elltCrJlrisc if a substantial the work of designing go\-erunwnt buildings wero entru.;t· 
improvement were made in the class of subordinates ed to it. It wa8 preferaiJ!e, in his opinion, to llll\'c a 
now employed by the Public Works Department, though number of architects imporkd by private bu~ine;o 
it would be difficult to effect such an improwment ull ·firms doing go,-enmwnt work rather than a siJJglo govcm
at once. ' "' ment Architectural Department, us the ideas of the funucr 

3,533. The systotu followed by the l'ulolic Works would bo more ver~atilo. Apart from tltis, gon·rnment, 
Dcpart!llent of obtaining bricks from one contractor and loy tho adoption of his suggo~tion, would be aulo to get 
giving out tbo contract for actual construction of the thl'ir designs prepared cheaper by private ugL·ncy and 
bu_ilding to another greatly discouraged J.>ri\'atc cuter· tho charg(•8 of firms would in no way cx~L·cd tho co.,t 
pnse, and had been much condemned in l'cccut year~. of employing a Gl)vcrnmcnt Arc!titect. lu caso.i, whero 
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firms were given the construction of large works as a 
whole they would be prepared to have buildings designed 
by their arl'hitects free of charge, but in cases where 
this was not possible fees would be charged for the pre
paration of designs. He did not think that contracting 
firms would under his proposal be able to run up the 
cost of buildings, as such a tendency could be checked 
by the government supervisory staff and by competition. 

3,536. (Mr. Cobb.) There would be no great danger 
in introducing the scheme he had advocated in cities 
like Calcutta, Bombay and Madras and government 
would be able ·to ha:>e their work done as economically 
and efficiently as at present. If one contractor proved 
a failure government could employ another, but govern
mt>nt would have to be prepared to run some risk in 
this connection if they desired to develop the cotmtry. 

3,537. Large lump sum contractors W<'re discouraged 
b~· the impression that the Public Works Department 
preferred petty contractors to them. 

3,538. It was the general impres~ion that the selection 
of contractors was made prior to the call for tenders, 
but he preferred not to discuss the question as to who 
se!C>cted contractors. · 

3,539. (Rai Banadur Ganga Ram.) He was doubtful 
whether 10 per cent. was the margin of profit allowed by 
the Public Works Department to a contractor, but 
m<"ntioned that his firm had been allowed 12} per cent. 
for certain works in Pusa on the actual cost of labour 
and materials. This margin of profit was not sufficient 
in the case of small works, but was adequate enough 
to induce large contractors to take up big works provided 
t!n excessive supervisory staff was not required. 

3,540. The firm had been established for the last fifty 
yrars at ~.Iuzaffarpur, and had not tendered.for works 
in the Xew Capital as public tend<'r8*had not been invited. 
The profit allowed on these works was 2 per cent. on 
account of tools and plant, 5 per cent. for establishment 
and 10 per cent. for ordinary profit or 17 per cent. alto
gf'ther and his firm would have been glad to have bad the 
opportunity of competing on these terms. 

3,5il. A numb~:r of lnrge contracting firms w.:.re being 

*:Hr. "\Yilliams afterwards wrote that he was in England a 
good deal at the commencement of the 'vork and that he 
had subsequently found that the firm was asl;:ed to tender 
for. 6 ~ets of q~1arter~, at the very beginning of operations, 
which 1t was stipulated should be completed in an impoi!sible 
time under ~a heavy penalty clause and that the firm were 
in the circumBtances- unable to tender. He added that the 
qucrters were not e\~<"ntualh· comnlPtcd in the time <riven to 
the firm. ' • "' 

established in big towns. He could not believe that 
their rates were apprm.:imately 30 per cent. higher than 
the Public Works Department rates provided all charges 
for establishment were duly c·harged, as it would be 
impossiblf' for these firms to get on if their rates. were 
so high. 

3,542. (Sir Noel Kerslzaw.) The supply to contractors 
of bricks and other materials favoured petty contractors 
at the expense of big contractors,. as the former had 
ne funds and could obtain bricks without payment. 

3,543. He recommended that, in order to encourage 
large contractors, government- should at the start be 
prepared to incm· an expenditm·e of anything between -, 
10 to 15 per cent. more than they incurred under the 
departmental or petty-contract syst{lms. He had been 
in India for a long while and was of opinion that govem
ment could not develop the country unless they went 
out of their way to do so. The ultimate results would, 
however, justify the increased expenditure. 

3,544. (Pre-sident.) His firm tendered at rates based 
on their mrn analysis of the specification: for each item 
of work, but Indian contractors invariably tendered at 
a percentage below the Public Works Depart,ment rates, 
and this practice applied aL~o to piece-work agreements.' 

3,545. 'From his experience of 25 years he could say 
that the firm's rates for piece-work had newr been in 
excess of the Public Works Department estimated rate 
in any work of importance. The firm were content to 
work at t.he Public Works Department rates which 
were usua.!ly reasonable. 

3,546. The firm were not cognisant of the Public 
Works Department sanctioned rates before submitting 
their tenders. as no notices were issued nor were the 
teriders adve~tised in the papers. The Executive Engi
neer's office in l\Iuzaffarpur was situated in a garden 
and more resembled a private dwelling than a public 
office, and sufficient publicity was not given in inviting 
tenders. As far as he was aware the practice was to 
write to firms whom it was desired should submit tenders. 
This applied at least to Muzaffarpur and the firm had 
practically to wait till they were asked to submit a 
tender. (Mr. Bremner explained that tenders for minor 
works under Rs. 10,000 were not advertised, but that all 
major works in excess of that amount were advertised. 
The general order was to insert advertisements in the 
local newspapers and the customary practice was to 
insert advertisements in one paper in Cuttack and 
one in Bankipore. The witness here pointed out that 
this was not the practice in Muzaffarpur, but admitted 
that his firm did not obtain all the newspapers.) 

At Bankipore, Tuesday, 27th March 1917. 

P.RESEN'l': 

F. G. SL¥, EsQ., c.s.r., r.c.s. (President.) 

Sra NoEL KERsHA.w, K.C.B. 

C. S. Conn, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co.opted l\Iember, 

RAI BAHA.DUR GA.NGJ. RAM. O.I. E., 1£. v.o. 

A. T. illACKENZIE, EsQ. 

W. S. BRE)INER, Esq., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Serretary.) 

A.:\, ~Icl~TYRB, EsQ .. ULI.E.E., Electric Inspector and Electrical Engineer to the G.Jvemme!lt of Bihar and Orissa. 

Written Statement. 
3,547. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of execu

tion of pulJlic wo:ks.-As a specialist in the Department 
I h:we had very-httle working experience of the methodg 
generally adopted in the execution of works, but they 
appear to me to be necessary and suited to the conditions 
of the country. 

3,548. (ll.) E11couragement of other agency .--In 
the case of electrical works I think private enterprise 
is sufficiently encouraged. All new construction is done 
by contractors and the maint0nance is done depart
mentally with stores obtained through contractors. In 
my experience it is necessary to employ departmenta.l 
la,bour on maintenance. 
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3,549. (V.) Decentralization.-With a dew to over· 
coming the difficult~· that is ?ften expcrit>u~ed i.n Rll!'~dimr 
allotments within the prc8cl'lhE>d time I thmk 1t dC's1rnble 
that executive officers should lmvc pow<-r to transfer 
funds from one work to nnotll<'r. MonC'y is Q_ften wnsted 

in ru~hing n job mer!'ly in ord!'r to spend an allotment 
in time, and there must be CRaPS where nn executive 
officer surrenders moll!'\' SIWNi on nino works nnd i~ 
obliged to RURpcnd work on n tenth for "nnt of funds. 

J\rR. A. N. 1\fOINTYRE called and examined. 

3,550. (President.) The witnPss stated that he wns the 
Electric Inspector to the Government of Bihar nnd 
Orissa and thnt he was in hi~ 16th vcar of ~(\rvice. He 
had bern appointed in Indio, and tr~inrd at the'Ribpur 
Engineering C'oll0ge, at which institution h<> had RPrciP.1• 

ized in electricity. He o,dded that he was selected by 
1\Ir. Meares, then.Electricnl Engineer, Bengal (and noiv 
the Electrical Adviser to the GovernmPnt of India) 
to act as his .Assistant on the completion of hiA training 
at Sibpur, and that he nrxt held the post of ,Tunior 
Electric Inspector, Bengal, for a period of ten ~·ea.rs, 
at the close of which he was promoted to nn inAprctor. 
ship under the Government of Bihar nnd Orissa. 

3,551. He had no electrical staff. In addition to 
himself there WaS one electrician of the SQpervisor class 
in Bankipore who look<>d aftf'r the maint~nnnce work 
undrr the orders of the Supt>rintending Engineer nnd 
Executive Engineet· concerned. The elertricinn had not 
received any theoretical training and had ncnuired hiR 
knowledge with wiring' contractor~ and in workshops. 

3,552. His chief statutory duti"'s ns EIC"ctric Inspector 
under the Indian Electricity Act were in conni"ction 
with the use of electricity in' mines. There wer1.; about 
30 electrically-instnlled mines in thP province. In ad· 
dition there were factory installations at the .Tamalpur 
railway workshops, the tobacco factory at· 1\Ionghyr. 
and a factory in the coo,}fi.,lds; also a semi-licensed 
undertaking in the coalfields which wns distinct from 
installations in the coal mines. The under-ground 
electrical work in the mines hnd be('n tak('n over by the 
Mines Department, and it had been contemplated at. one 
time to place the above-ground work also in the char,Q"(' 
of that department. The proposal had originated with 
the Chief Inspector of Mines, who desired to employ' 
an official belonging to the l\Iines Department on all 
the electrical work in the mines. But the Government 
of India had not agreed to it, and the existinrz arrange
ment under which he attended to. the electrical work 
which was above-ground had been arrived at nt his sug
gestion, and he considered this plan the only feasible 
solution that could have be~n arrived at. Hitherto be 
had devoted comparatively Jit,tle time to hiR statutory 
duties in connection with the mines. because he had 
been .kept busy at Bankipore, and 'thr total amount 
of his time that was ordinarily occupied by surh dutieA 
was only about one-fourth. His duties under the Indian 
Electricity Act wrre also advisory ; for instance, if n 
license came up for consideration he advised thl." local 
Government on its technicalities and genernllv also on 
its legal aspects. It was true that the G~Yemment 
Advocate was consulted on the legal aspects of some 
cases, hut cases were ordinarily referred to the Electric 
Inspector. His executive work comprised the execution 
of all original works, and inspecting and advisinJ? on 
the working of the several government iustallations in 
the province. These latter consisted of small electrical 
plants at Puri, Ranchi, two at Cava and four in 
Bn?kipore, wl1ich were all separate sm;lll power plants 
whiCh had been put down from time to time. In addi
tion there was the installation at the Agricultural Rc· 
search Institute, Pusn. He added that the installation 
contemplated forth~ N<>w Capital would be a fairly large 
one, and the work m connection with it wns in pro
gress. He was not in executive charge of anv of the 
installations at present but a proposal was 1mder eon· 
aideration for putting him in executiYe chnrj!e. Since 
his statutory work ab>orbcd about a ~uartcr of hiR t iml'. 
~t oou'd rea110nably be assumed that at present the remain
mg tlu·ee quarters was occupied by his executive work, 
tiS everything in the province was in its incipient stage. 

3,553 .. A~ th~re were no licensed electricity supply 
compames m Bihar and Orifjj!a, as there were in the other 

provinces, he did not think that the objection advanced 
elsewhPre to an officl'r E>xercisinr! functions under the In
dian Electricity Act in addition. to his duties ns an exe<·· 
ut.ive officer of governn1ent was applicable to RiliRr 
nnrl Orissn. Ht> was of opinion tlwt there wPre !!I'OIInds for 
taking exception to the arralli(!'llH'nt under '"which th~ 
government officer's duties were statutory as well as 
executiye as cases might ocr.ur wlwl'e ·the Electric 
Inspector mil(ht be called in to give a deci~ion against 
himself. For instancE", that officer mij!ht have executed 
a work and had it connected by a supply undertakinl( 
who had complained that the work l1ad n~t been corded 
out. in accordance with the rules the Electric Inspector 
would then have to d!'fend his own work. Rut the 
possibility of such clashing wns wry rl.'mOte. He had 
not himself had experience of sur.h n cas!', but it was 

_possible, and if it ever arosP it \\Oulrl be bctwf'Nl tl1e 
Elech·ic Inspector and n suppl,v company and not het wc·en 
that officer and a contractor. 

3,554. If all the above·rrround electrical work of the 
mines were remon•d fron~ the chnr!lJ' of the electrical 
officer in Bihar nnd Orissa. it would still be uecesRnrv to 
retain n qualified electrical l.'nginrer, sine<' it was n;ces
sary to appoint to ~uch 11 rost a man who was more 
qualified than an electrical supervisor as the latter Wl\8 
not competent to run works f'eonornically. Apart from 
this the existing government. installations jnstifiPd the 
employment of a fully qualified electrical engi1wcr, more 
especially since additional expense would have to be 
mcun·ed in providing more power in future. 

3,555. The construction of electrical works in Bihar 
and Orissa was ordinarily entnmted to private electrical 
engineN·ing firms, and he split up th<' eontmets under 
the heads-( I) plant equipment, (2) owrhNHI equipnu•nt, 
(3) internal wiring, (4) lighting fittings, (5) fans nnd 
regulators. He seraraterl tlw contrads in this way 
in ordPr to secure th<' quotation of fairly uniform 
prices. Each of the firms supplied particular t~ll£'8 of 
fans at different pric(•s, nne! as he was ncquaintcd with 
them all he knew wlJich type. was the moHt suilabl,,, 
He did not think t!Jis object could bP met b~· n sp('cifi · 
cation attached to the inquiry r.A l1e "as not in n 
position to specify, for instnnct•, a pnrticular make of 
fan and he had to select. from stamlnrd dcHigns on thl' 
market in vi(•W of thf' c·XJll'liS!' of having sp~<'inl fallH 

made. Neither did he think it nd\'isnblc to give the 
entire contract to n parti£'tdar finn be£'ause if such a 
contract were given to one firm and be required fans 
nwcl~ by nnother, the forn1Pr firm would haYc to pay 
the latter very much mort' for their fun~ thnn he hims(·]f 
would be charged as Electric Inspector if he pmclwscd 
them dir£'ct. He therefore conRidc·red it desiraJ,Ic from 
the government point of Yi('w and in the intcrcstR of the 
electrical induBtry in Indiu to split up dertrieal contra0ts. 
He added that govemment were in a position to p:•y 
for the best material. fittings, fans am! workmanship 
procnrnble and to emure tl1iR it waR n~(·csBar~· to ~plit 
up contr11cts and to dml with reeognisN! firms. 

3,556. Thl're were no local electrical firms in the pro1·· 
i+lce. Ono firm had started a business ],ut had not. 
been in a position to show th(' witnrss the qMlity of 
their work. Contract~ were only giYrn to npproYrd 
firms anrl the firm that otr .. rcrl the best ndnr (not JWC<·~sn· 
rily the lowest trndrr) "·~a f(enerally selrc!C'd. 'fhc 
final acceptance of tenders did not. rest with him, Lut 
with the ('hirf Engin{'&r to whom l1e RnhmittC"d hiH re· 
commenrln 1inns. 

3,557. Elcctricnl repair~ Wl"l'C ordnHtrily !'arriecl out 
deparfmcntnJI,I', and in Bnnkipore they 1\'f'I'C in tJJc 
charge of an cl<>ctriciun. This officc·r was ~ubonlinat<· 
to the Executive Enginel"r of the Special Works l!ivioion 
and for work in tlw Pntnn J)i\'i~inn Aul,onlinnte nl•o 
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to the Superintending Engineer. A proposal was, how
ever, under consideration to place the electrician under 
him, from the lst of May and he considered this was 
the p1·oper course to adopt. 

3,558. He advocated that he should be f!h·en full 
executive powers and be supplied with a staff directly 
responsible to himself. Such an arrangement had orig· 
inally been contemplated for him, but l1e had not 
been in favour of it until he had become settled in his 
appointment. 

3,559. The repairs to the installation in Ranchi 
were undertaken by the local sub-divisional officer who 
had a staff of electrical wiremen. This sub-divisional 
officer had l1ad an electrical training. A whole-time 
electrician attended to the work in Gaya and he was 
attached to the Jail Press. At Puri the repairs were 
entrusted to a contractor as the installation was only 
us<>d for a couple of months in the year. 

3,560. The execution of repairs departmentally was 
preferable to the employment of private firms for 
the purpose, as it was impossible to bind firms to a 
particular figure and there were a large number of con
tingent items in electrical work which made it very 
different from ordinary building repairs. Further, there 
were no means of checking what electrical repairs had 
been carried out, with the result that if for example a firm 
alleged that they had repaired a particular fan their 
statement would have to be accepted. 

3,561. All stores required for repair works were pur
chased from electrical firms in Calcutta, and he did not 
as a rule indent on the Secretary of State for any of such 
stores. This arrangement was satisfactory and it was 
possible under it to secure stores as cheaply as they 
could be obtained from England. One of the advan· 
tages in dealing with a local fum was that it was possible 
to induce them, if anything went wrong, to put things 
right, whereas such a procedure was next to impracticable 
wh'en dealing with the Secretary of State. In certain 
cases in which he had indented· on the India Office for 
instruments, his indents bad not been satisfactorily 
complied with, but as he had not had much experience 
in obtaining articles through the Secretary of State 
he had not actually effected a comparison between the 
cost of such articles and those purchased locally. 

3,562. There was :no testing laboratory in Bihar and 
Oriss~ and _one would not be required until a license 
was 1ssued m connection with the supply of electricity. 
:Most of the testing work of a laboratory would be connect
ed with licensed power supply schemes and would comprise 
the settleme~t of meter disputes, etc. He possessed a . 
portable testmg equipment for his ordinary work and 
had found it to be sufficient for his purposes. 

3,503. Lapses of grants at the end of each year ham
pered work considerably. This applied not only to 
present but also to normal conditions.· Works were occa
sionally held up for want of funds, while others were 
rushed through at enhanced rates in order to obviate a 
lapse of a grant, and he considered it would be to the 
interests of government to vest in the executive officer the 
power to transfep.·money from one work to another and 
thus enable him to utilize his grants to the best advan· 
tage. Under p~esent conditions unspent balances could 
not to be_ c~rrted over to the following year, and the 
reappropnatwn of funds always involved trouble and 
delay ·with the result that an article that was needed 
very urgent~y might be purchased by someone else, or 
the rates m1ght have been enhanced before the sanction 
was received, The recommendation he had made would 
enable him to purchase material, as it was available 
and needed for one work from the money allotted to 
another, a fresh allotment of funds being provided later 
to cover the deficiency in funds. He added that as 
elect~ica~ ma~erial, particularly copper, was continually 
ya:ymg 1~ pnce he desired to be in a position to purchase 
1t rmmedrately on receipt of a quotation and not be ob· 
liged to await orders. 

3,_504. The. recruitment of electrical engineers 'lvith 
Ind1an expertence was a distinct advantage to govern
ment. He had kno·wn men who had been recruited from 
England, at a time when they were unfamiliar with the 
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country, and observed that they did not know much 
about Indian conditions for the first two years at least. 
He admitted, however, that the ordinary training re
ceived by an electrical engineer in England was 
superior to that given to such officers in India. 

3,565. The question whether there was a sufficient 
supply of electrical engineers in India to justify the re
cruitment of such officers in the country depended on 
the class of work they would be expected to perform. 
In his opinion Electric Inspectors could be obtained from 
among the private electrical engineers in practice in 
India, and he advocated that government should 
first endeavour to obtain men locally for vacancies 
which might occur before applying to the Secretary of 
State, as it was desirable to secure men with Indian ex· 
perience. 

3,566. He was not in favour of permanent employ· 
mont as he did not consider there were any advanta~es 
in a pension. He was more in favour of the agreement 
system which was at present in force as it was fair both to 
government and the officer, and it-admitted of either 
party withdrawing in the event of dissatisfaction. 
In the circumstances,..he did not agree with the con ten· 
tion of other electrical officers that they should be given 
permanent and pensionable appointments. He himself 
held a temporary post on a five years' agreement and 
subscribed towards a provident fund and considered the 
arrangement a suitable one. He admitted, however, 
that the fixation of the pay of each officer under a five 
years' agreement was necessarily in the :nature of a bar
gain with each individual. It would be of advantage 
if transfers between provinces were made permissible, 
and a general reserve might be created with this in view 
for the purpose of filling leave vacancies, ete. He was 
:not in favour of a:n imperial service of electrical engineers 
to be controlled by the Electrical Adviser to the Govern· 
ment of India. 

3,567. He had no official relations with the Electrical 
Adviser to the Government of India, but the local Govern· 
ment could if occasion arose request the latter officer 
to check his work or offer him his advice. Such a step 
however was entirely at the discretion of the local Gov
ernment, and he was not required to submit his schemes 
for the approval of the Electrical Adviser. VeJ;y few 
electrical questions were referred to the Government 
of India by the local Government and the electrical 
:work in the province was practically self-contained. 
-3,568. (Sir Noel'Kersliaw.) He stated that while the 
two provinces of Bengal and Bihar and Orissa were 
under one Inspectorship, the services of the Electrical 
Adviser to the Government of India had been re
quisitioned to prepare a scheme for electricity supply in 
the New Capital, Patna, but his scheme had no.t matured. 

3,569. He adhered to his contention that local talent 
should be given the preference on the occurrence of a 
vacancy in the post of Electric Inspector. It was true 
that by such a procedure government might .reap an 
advantage at the expense of private firms who had 
trained their employees, but it might so happen that 
the selected individual was on the point of returning to 
England at the time of the occurrence of the vacancy, 
and that a private firm would be only too glad to secure 
a government appointment for such a man. The possi· 
bility of obtaining government employment would not, 
however, act as an incentive to individuals in England 
taking up employment with private firms in India, as 
there were very few electrical appointments in govern
ment service. In other words, since there were so few 
appointments available, men in England would not be 
encouraged to join private firms in this country merely 
with a view to securing a government appointment later 
on. 

3,570. Most of the electric fans used in India were 
of American manufacture and only one or two makes of 
Biitish fan were available. The firms in India who sold 
fans were purely agents for their sale and there was a 
great deal of rivalry between them as to the respective 
merits of the particular fan they each stocked. .As a 
result of tllis, if one firm went to another for a particular 
type of fan that was required for a work, the latter 
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finn invariably took advantage of tho opportunity 
and charged the former a higher price than they usually 
charged him as Electric Inspector, and it was for this 
reason that ho avoided specifying particular types of 
fans in contracts. There wore no munufacturing 
firms in India, and tho agents for the sale of the fans 
were each interested in muintaining the merits of the 
particular type they stocked. The fans he used were 
usually worth about Rs. 100 and he had made it a 
practice to separate the tenders for fans and for fittings 
from those for wiring. He admitted that tho above 
system might not be the most economical, but added 
that it enabled him to deal directly with the supplying 
firms for each particular type of fan or fittings and 
thus be sure of what he secured. 

3,571. (Rai Ba1u:tdur Ganga Ram.) If the duties of the 
Electric Inspector were confined to tho administration 
of the Indian Electricity Act, it would not be possible 
to retain this officer on less than Rs. 600 to Rs, 1,000, 
the usual salary of the appointment, as the duties involved 
experience and considerable responsibility. 

3,572. He had attended both the electrical conferences 
whioh had been held in Calcutta, and considered that 
they were advantageous in that they enabled . electrical 
officers to learn of what was taking place outside their 
own jurisdiction. The conference had received official 
recognition. 

3,573. He had not constructed or designed a hydro. 
electric scheme and his ability to do so would depend 
on its magnitude. 

3,574. He was permitted to accept fees for private 
work provided he obtained sanction to their accept
ance. 

3,575. All electrical stores were exempt from the 
rules in the Public Worb Department Code regarding 
the purchase of stores, since everything below a capacity 
of 10 or 25 kilowatts was excluded. ' 

3,576. In spite of the march of progress in all direo. 
tions and_ the fact that electricity was a progressive 
science, he considered that such advances as were made 
from time to time were not so serious as to point to 
the necessity of using the agency of the Director General 
of Stores in the purchase of electrical stores, and he 
could keep himself sufficiently informed of the latest 
developments in the market through the technical press. 

3,577. (Mr. Oobb.) Ho had received his electrical 
training at the Sibpur College under Professor Bruhl 
who• was responsible for the electrical section in that 
college, but he admitted that he had much to learn 
when he first left college, which he pointed out was 
the case with all engineers when they first left college. 
He was of opinion that he had been well instructed at 
Sibpur in the fundamental principles of electricity. 

3,578. An attempt had been made to give an entire 
project to a single contractor and not to invite separate 
tenders for equipment, wiring, fittings and fans, but 
the experiment had not proved satisfactory. It was 

because of this that he did not consider the giving 
out of entire projects t.o one contractor a satisfactory 
method of cxccuting work. Besides, tenders on a uniform 
basis could not be obtained without separating tho 
several main heads of works in tho manner ho had ex. 
plainecl. 

3,579. He generally obtained quotations for fans frOiu 
four firms in particular, and if one of these could not 
supply him, he resorted to another. To give the sumo 
contractor tho contract for wiring as well as for fans 
might lead to greater expense as such a contractor, if 
he did not deal in fans, would obtain tho fans as a 
middleman and would naturally chargo a percentage 
for the accommodation. He not only purchased dirtJCt 
from the firms who supplied fans, but also insist€d on 
their erecting the fans they supplied. In tllis way 
he was in a position to insist on a contractor rc. 
placing a defective fan, whereas if one firm put up fans 
supplied by another and they were found to be defective 
the former would not accept tho responsibility for tho 
suitability of the latter's fan. 

3,580. ·There was a distinct division between the work 
of the wiring contractor and the firm which erected fans, 
as r~'iring always ended at the ceiling-rose. Hence when 
the work of wiring was completed, the erection of funs 
commenced. 

3,581. He had hitherto had very little connection 
with the maintenance of the electrical installations at 
Ranchi and other stations, as the Public \\' orks De· 
partment attended to this work departmentally. The 
Department obtained the necessary equipment by local 
purchase and referred to him, when necessary, for Ius 
advice. The major portion of his time was spent on 
the installations at Bankipore and on the works that 
were contemplated there. _ 

3,582. He was competent finally to decide certain dis· 
putes under the Indian Electricity Act ; and in others 
appeals against his decisions could be made to the local 
Government. 

3,583. (lllr. Bremner.) He believed that the contract 
for the electrical installation at Puri had been givm out 
by the then Chief Engineer, but mentioned that. this had 
occurred at a time when there wa~ no separate Electric 
Inspector i.q the province. It was true that the entire 
contract in that case had been given to a single firm but 
the work in question was a small one. · 

3,584. His difficulty with regard to lapses occurred 
at the close of the year, and though it was possible for 
him to obtain orders by telegram from the Chid En
gineer in cases of emergency such a course would in
volve some delay and it wonld of great advantage if 
the execut1ve officer were given power to transfer funds 
himself and he should be made responsible for the best 
application of all I the grants allotted to llim. The 
Finance Department of tho local Government lwei no 
voice in the reappropriation of funds from one work 
to another. 

The HoN'BLE KnwAJA MuHAMMAD NooB, Vice-Chairman, Gaya Muni.cipality. 

Written Statement. 
3,585. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works are on the 
whole fairly economical and suitable as far as actual 
cost on the work is concerned. Of couse some more de. 
centralization is required. I understand that at present 
even for small repairs and petty works a good deal of 
correspondence has to be carried out and this causes 
unduo delay and inconvenience. 

(2). I have experience of the mofussil only where the 
Public Works buildings and roads are much scattered 
and are not very large in number. I do not think much 
improvement can be done by any change in the system 
excep_t so far as I have indicated in my answer to 
queotlon number II. It is said that the buildings con. 
struc+,ed by the Publio Works .Department are rather 
e:v:pensive. But a closer scrutiny will show that the 
hnildings now constructed are far better than the old 

buildings. :1\Iuch attention is now paid to st.'lbility and 
style. 

(3). The buildings now constructed in the New Capital 
are, however, being very much criticised .. I would 
suggest that if any building of importance is to be con
structed its requirements, etc., should be publi>Jhcd and 
plans and estimates be invited from tho various firms and 
a reward be offered for a successful plan and design. 

3,586. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-! do 
not think it is possible thnt scattered buildings in the 
mofussil can be left to be constructed by private engi
neering firms. Very few firms arc available in the mofu<<sil 
and unless the work is very large, engineering firms from 
Calcutta or other places cannot be expected to take it 
up. I am of opinion that when there js any large work 
to be constructed, say, exceeding one lakh in r'timatc, 
private engineering agencies should he ('!llj>loyed. I think 
respectable firms from Calcutta will be "illing to trd>e 
them up and this is lik<'ly to give impct.us to thr ('dah!i,h· 
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ment of new enuineerinrt firms in the province also. The 
firms should b: requir~d to submit for approval their 
own proposals and designs. They should not be handi
capped by hard and fast details supplied by the Depart
ment. This, I believe, may lead to more economy and 
help ·private enterprise. I am also of opinion that 
the repairs of the existing buildings and roads and the 
construction of smaller works can safely be done through 
the agencies of municipalities and district boards under 
the mper>ision of government ~fficers. ~he. ~o>ernment 
should make specific terms with each mdiVIdual loc.al 
authority. The first condition should be that the par;~c
ular local authority should employ a staff of paniC· 
ular qualification:< and that before employing an officer 
the opinion of the government officers should be ob
tained. This .'l'lill have two adyantages: (1) government 
works >1ill be done more cheaply and it 11iil involve the 
curtailment of many subordinate staffs, and (2) it will 
give some help to the local authorities a~d they will be 
in a position to maintain better paid and better 
qualified officers which they cannot at present for want 
of funds. It may also be desirable to provincialize 
the engineering staff of the local bodies. There should 
be a central authority which should supply officers to 
those bodies and in extreme cases should have pov:er 
to transfer an officer from one place to another place. 

3,5S7. (ill.) Changes in organization.-If the above 
propo~als be accepted the numbe: of officers below the 
rank of Superintending Engineer will have to be reduced. 

[Continued. 

3,588. (IV.) Relations with other departments and . 
sub-branches.-The Public Works Department gives no 
help to the municipality and I have no experience of 
other departments. 

3,589. (V.) Decentralization.-It is believed that 
some decentralization is needed and the Public Works 
Code is too restrictive. 

3,590. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-! am unable 
to gi>e the details of the changes required as it is a 
matter for departmental consideration. 

3,591. (Vll.) Education, and {Vill) Practical train· 
ing.-My own experience is that the students who come 
out from the present engineering colleges and schools are 
not in the beginning quite suited for municipal works. 
They seem to have very little knowledge and experience 
of the particular works required by the municipality, 
such as of town roads, drains, sewers, septic tanks and 
water-works. I do not know particularly, but most 
likely there seems to be very little provision for teaching 
sanitary engine<: ring. Practically we have to train our 
own officers and, the municipal services not being very 
attraetive, officers go away when they get better pro& 
peets elsewhere. We find some difficulty in getting 
Indian mechanics for employment as water-works super
intendent, etc., and the class of people we get some
times become unmanageable under the lay officer of 
the municipality. 

The HoN'BLE KRwaJA. :i\IGHA:IDIAD NooR called and examined. 

3,592. (President.) The 11itness stated that he. ~ad h.ad 
experience of public works undertaken by mumClpalitles 
as a municipal member and as vice-chairman of the 
Gaya :Jiunicipality. He had also had experience of 
district board work as a district board member, but 
had had very little connection with the Public Works 
Department. The views contained in his written state· 
ment were therefore based on his experience of district 
boards. 

3,593. The buildings connected with the Xew Capital 
at Bankipore had been much criticised by the public 
who considered they were inferior from the aesthetic 
point of view. The general public had expected to see 
buildings of a much more imposing appearance erected, 
and objected principally to the style of architecture 
that had been adopted. They also questioned the 
stability of the buildings since cracks had occurred in 
some of those connected with the High Court. These 
critici>ms had however been expressed by laymen, and 
not by professional engineers. He had seen the large 
palace that the :Jiaharaja of Darbhanga was erecting 
just outside the city when the superstructure was being 
built, but did not approve of that style of structure. In 
his opinion, the New Capital buildings compared un
favourably ·with " Belvedere " and Government House, 
Calcutta. 

3,594. He considered that large building works should 
be entrusted tD larg3 engineering firm3 whenever such 
firms were available, and admitted that the High Court 
buildings at Bankipxe had been comtrueted by a large 
Calcutta firm of European contractors. He was th~Jn in
formed that this particular firm had also undertaken the 
tonstruotion of several other large buildings in the Xew 
Capital. He did not agree ·with the contention that the 
cxtr::nsion uf the system of employing large contractors 
would be prejudicial to the prospects of small Indian con
tractors but thought that it would rather give an 
impetW! to the latter as, whenever a commercial business 
was startell by European.~, though they might lead for 
some time, India.ns e\'entually usually followed in their 
wake. He was only aware of one firm of lar~e contract
ors in Bihar and OrL;:;a. Thi:; firm was established at 
:.ruzaffarpur, and had acccpt<;d work from the district 
board of hil district. 

3,505. The COlliitruction of small government buildings 
and all repairs to govcrnmr~nt buildings should be 
entrusttd to district boards, subject to tho sup1~rvi.sion of 
govcrnm<::ut officers. All local bodies did not have 

qualified engineers on their staffs, but his own district 
board had a qualified engineer in charge of their 
works. If district boards were paid a percentage to 
cover the cost of maintaining the establishment 
necessary for the supervision of such works, they would 
welcome the transfer to their care of the works he had 
recommended as it would enable them to entertain a. 
better paid staff and offer them better prospects. 
The fact that the boards would make no profit 
by accepting such works would not influence their 
decision in the matter, nor would they think that 
government were trying to put some begar upon them. 
As a result of such a transfer of work, savings would be 
effected in the engineering establishments at present 
employed in the districts, since only one such establish
ment, instead of two, would be necessary for the super· 
vision of works, under an engineer of higher rank. 

3,596. In connection with the suggestion in his written 
evidence that government sho.uld, on tran.~fer of its works 
to district boards, control the latter by prescribing the 
qualifications necessary for the appointment of .district 
engineers he admitted that government already possessed 
this power of control to a certain extent, but explained 
that it might be necessary to increase it in certain 
circumstances, e.!J. in order to secure more fully 
qualified engineers. He admitted however that his 
contention would be met if the appointment of district 
engineers by district boards were in each ca~e made 
subject to the confirmation of the Commissioner of the 
division concerned. · 

3,597. Service under both district boards and munici· 
palities appeared to him to be unattractiv-e and to offer 
no prospects ro engineers outside the area controlled 
by each of these bodies, e.g. an engineer employed by 
a second-class district board could not be assured that, 
if a vacancy arose under a first-class district board, the 
members of that board would consider his claim theretD. · 
Hence he considered that government should in excep
tional casr;s retain the power to transfer a district engineer 
from one district to another, and was of opinion that it 
would be possible to recruit better qualified officers 
than were secured at present under such a scheme, and 
that, provided the power he advocated was exercised 
judiciously by government it would be advantageous 
to district boards. By this he meant that if a vacancy 
occurred in a. first-class district the claims of not only 
one, but of two or three qualified engineers in second
class districts shoulu be considered by government, the 
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district board in which the vacancy had occurred 
being allowed the option to make its own selection. A 
district board would be.- wise if, instead of expressing 
a desire to import an outsider with no experience 
of district work, they accepted an engineeer put forward 
by government, even though such an officer had had 
experience only of work in a district of lesser importance 
than t.hoit· own. It was true that members of district 
boards might to some extent view the govemment 
control over the appointment of district engineers as a 
restriction on their power of selection, but tho system 
would on tho whole be advantageous, since district 
board members themselves were Iaymon and were not 
in a position to discern the merits ·or demerits of the 
qualifications of three or four candidates. He modified 
his recommendation, however, on re-consideration, to 
the extent that ho did not desire to suggest a whole· 
sale chango, but that the experiment of handing over 
government works to district boards might be introduced 
with caution, buildings in districts in which there 
were already highly qualified engineers being transferred 
for a start. 

3.598. He agreed that the employment of an In· 
spector of Works would be necessary, and suggested that 
as the Superintending Engineer was already required 
to inspect district board works he might attend to this 
duty as well as the inspection of government works during 
the course of his tours. '+he Superintending Engineer 
did exercise some control at present over works, as he 
had personally seen certain recommendations and de· 
cisions of such officers on plans and estitnates prepa.red . 
by district engineers. 

3,599. Works were undertaken by the district board 
staff on the initiation of the district engineer, who prepared 
a list of suggestions. These latter wer~ placed before 
the board not only at the time of the budget assembly 
but also during the course of the ytlar whenever the 
necessity for a particular work arose. The rough 
estimates of the district engineer were examined by the 
public works and finance colllll1ittees of the district 
board before sanction was accorded to them by the board 
as a whole. In the case of an educational building, 
the estitnate of the district engineer was scrutinised 
by three sub-committees, viz., the educational, the 
financial and the public works. · 

3,600. The interest evinced in a work by the several 
members of a district board depended on its nature, e.g., 
if the construction of a road connecting the portion of 
the locality in which he resided came up for consideration 
he, as a district board member, would take an interest 
in this particular work, and similarly also in the case 
of a school building which it was proposed to erect in 
the neighbourhood. 

3,601. After sanction had been accorded to a district 
board work, the district engineer invited tenders from 
several contractors and as a result of the examination 
of the tenders suggested the name of one contractor to 
the board in the case of small works, and the names 
of more than one in the case of large projects. He 

. believed that the opinion of the Superintending Engi· 
neer of the circle concerned, as Inspector of Local Works, 
was also sometimes in"ited in the latter case. The final 
selection was made by the finance committee of the 
board subject to the aEProval of the whole board, 
and the recommendations of the district engineer were 
in practice generally accepted. The contractors usuallv 
engaged were local men, who were chiefly suppliers of 
labour. Though he had kno'lln of complaints having 
been made against particular selections, the district 
engineer usually did his best to distribute the board's 
work amongst the several contractors that were 
generally employed. Contractor~ did not frequently 
canvass for votes on their behalf at district bo11rd 
meetings, but when a work with a large margin of profit 
was under consideration they usually interviewed the 
members with whom they were acquainted and put 
forward their cl~ims. He was of opinion that, on the 
whole, the selectiOn of contractors was made satisfactorily, 

3,602. He recommended the extension to selected mu. 
nicipa.lities of the experiment of transferring the con. 

struction of small government buildings and the main
tenance and rep11ir of state buildings, and considered that 
a municiptllity with a good engineering staff would be 
quite willing to accept ~!~is ~x.tra work. The engineering 
staff employed by lll\lUIClpalttlcs was generally Rpeaking 
not as good as that employed by district boards but 
cert~in m~nicipalitics Sl~ch as the Gnya l\Iunieip~lity, 
h<ld 1n thClr employ cngmeers who had served as tem· 
porary engineers in the Public Works Department .. 

3,603. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) Ho believed that Superin
tending Engineers when acting as Inspectors of Local 
Works conunnnicated instructions direct to district en· 
gineers on technical points and there was no objection 
to a continuance of this practice. The terms as to the 
percentage that should be paid to each board for the 
e~ecution of government work should be regulated 
With reference to the st.atus of each district and 
the extent of work which could be entrusted to each 
individual board. The establishment charges would 
then vary according to the capacity of each district 
board, and to the natUl'e and importance of the work 
entrusted to each. Separate arrangements with each 
board would be more economical than concluding terms 
with various classes of district boards, as it was very 
difficult to classify the work which it was proposed 
to transfer to the boards. Any such classification if 
attempted would, in his opinion, be more or less arbitrary. 
If buildings were scattered in the area controlled 
by a particular board their cost would be greater than 
if they were in a compact area. Hence it w?uld be almost 
itnpossible, in certain instances, to fix a general scale 
by which to regulate the establishment charges to be 
paid to the several district boards. 

3,604. (Mr. Macke1m:e.) He advocated that government 
work might be transferred in the manner he had suggested 
even if non-official chairmen were appointed to district 
boards, as such chairmen would in all probability be 
alive to their responsibility. Any responsible district 
board, in his opinion, would certainly take as much 
interest in work that was entrusted to its care by 
government as it took in its own work. 

3,605. (Ra·i Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The public opinion 
of the inferiority of the architectural properties of the 
buildings in the New Capital at Bankipore was the out· 
come of an outward inspection of those buildings only. 
His remark that cracks had been found in some of the 
buildings connected with the High Court did not apply 
only to that portion of the superstructure which had 
failed, because he believed that cracks were still observ· 
able in some of the buildings. 

3,606. He had erected a building of his own and utilized 
the services of a professional man for its construction 
to the extent that this individunJ had supervised the 
work of the labour contractors he had engaged. 

3,607. He did not think that the Inspectors of local 
works submitted annual inspection reports to district 
boards but such officers made criticisms whicl1 were 
of a more or less technical nature when they conducted 
inspections. 

3,608. (.Mr. Cobb.) The members of each district 
engineer's staff were appointed by the district board 
on the recommendation of the engineer, and the system 
had hitherto worked satisfactorily. It would only be 
in cases where works were situated in separate localities 
that district boards would require to augment their staffs 
on accepting government work, and whcreYer ditilrict 
board and go"ernment works were in the same locality 
the present disirict board staff would suffice for both. 

3,609. Members of districts boards as a rule had a 
high regard for the opinions expressed by their district 
engineers, and he knew of no case where a board had 
selected as a member of their engineering stali an 
individual other than the ono recommended by tho 
district engineer. 

3,610. (.ll!r. Bremner.) The period between tho date 
of sanction to a district board work and that on which 
a contractor was selected by the board depended on tho 
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nature of the work. In the case of small works it was 
possible for such period to extend to only six weeks or two 
months, but if a work which involved a large sum of 
money was under consideration, the period was usually 
considerably longer. 

3,6ll. The district engineer occasionally, particularly 
in the case of repairs to buildings, sanctioned the com
mencement of work on his own responsibility and bt'>fore 
it had been discussed by the board. 

E. BLaBER, EsQ., Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Sia/ement. i~requent. So that the mofussil work, with the excep· 
3,612. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of tiOn of the few very large works, falls to the middle class 

execution of public works.-Under the present system contractor and 'to the petty contractor. Of these above
civil works, original and repairs, are carried out by the noted contractors about 90 to 95 per cent. will be petty 
Public "\Yorks Department, (in some cases by the district contractors, who are satisfied with profits of about 
board who receive 15 per cent. on the estimated cost of Rs. 60 a month, and the balance will be middle class 
works.) The Public Works Department prepares the contractors, who look for profits on a larger scale. 
plans and estimates, supervises the work and, in addition, (3)., In ~ny scheme of building through contracting 
practically does all the work done by the builder in agenCies, mstead of by the Public Works Department, 
England excepting the. supply of labour and some of the the petty contractors would in all likelihood fall out 
materials. Exceptions must be made in the case of very from contracting business for government and would 
large concentrated works, taken up by contracting take up ~b-contraets under the larger firms. The larger 
firms of recognised standing, where a smaller amount of firms gettmg more work would find it increasingly diffi
supervision and direction of labour is required from the cult to get more local labour and would probably have to 
Public "\Yorks Department. But by far the larger part sub-contract to these petty contractors, who have com· 
of general civil works, especially repair work, is done by mand over local labour. , ·This would mean the introduc
petty contractors, men of little or no building or tion of another middleman and consequent increase in 
engineering knowledge, but who have a command of the cost of work equivalent to, say, 5 per cent. increase on 
labour. These men supply the labour and some of the profits. 
the materials and the Public Works Department look (4). There then is to be considered the question of 
after the general arrangements on the work, generally supervision, and here emphasis is laid on the almost 
supply plant, do the setting-out, show the labour how tota~ lack of ~eal skilled la:bour. I consider that the poor 
work is to be done, keep the workmen up to their tasks, quality of skilled labour lS one of the most serious draw
supervise the preparation of materials and the work backs to development of the country; and the outstanding 
in all stages and carry out the measuring up and feature of so-called skilled labour in this country is 
preparation of bills. dilatoriness, carelessness, inaccuracy and a total lack 

(2). These replies will refer entirely to conditions out- of pride in the work or any ambition to improve. There 
side of Calcutta as they exist in the ordinary mofussil are exceptions of course but that is the general condition 
towns and rural areas of this province. of so.called skilled labour. This means that if work 

(3). In my opinion the existing system is as economical of eve~~ mediu~ standard is to be obtained, a large 
and suitable as could be devised for the present. superV!smg staff lS needed, men who practically show 

3,613. (ll.} Encouragement of other agency.-The the workmen how to do their work and keep them up to 
encouragement of private enterprise to assist the develop· the standard from which they immediately fall away. 
ment of the country is certainly desirable, but how far when not supervised. Unskilled labour in the same 
this is possible in the engineering and contracting line way has to be constantly directed and guided. These 
at present v.i.thout seriously increasing the cost of work are the .duties which (v.i.th the exception of the large 
is open to question. My own experience is that moju-Bsil contractmg firms, who only take up very large projects 
contracting businesses are slowly developing and that in the mofussil) are now undertaken by the Public 
this development should be allowed to expand naturally. ~orks Depar~ment. ~ the Public Works agency is 

(2). Conditions in India and in England are very differ· w1thdrawn this expenditure on supervising staff will 
ent. In En~land one has large towns everywhere, with have to be borne by the contractor, or alternately' if he 
a correspondingly large amount of private contracting· does not employ it, the standard of the work will 
and building work going on (a3 opposed to purely govern· deteriorate accordingly, and the cost will rise and the 
ment work) the private work being largely in excess of the result is likely to be the reverse of economy. 
government work. In India the opposite is the case as (5). I will here give some figures of cost of establish
there is almost an entire absence of large towns, and the ment as taken from the divisions in this circle of super· 
aiD:ou!lt of priv~te en~ineering and contracting and intendence. Taking the Patna Division which is a concen• 
bu1lding work gomg on IS very small as compared with trated compact charge practically confined to Patna 
the government building works, so that at present the Bankipur and Dina pur towns we find that for the thre~ 
field for contracting business outside government work is years 1913-14, 1914-15, 1915-16, the average cost of all 
not lar~e. Take, ~or example, Patna C'ity, Bankipore Public Works Department establishment from the Exec
and Dmapore wh1eh taken together will, I think, give u.tive Engineer, and .divisi~nal office downwards (omit· 
the largest collective community to be found in the tmg share of Supenntending Engineer's, Chief Engi· 
province. We may take it that here the total works neer's and Accountant-General's office} works out at just 
original and repairs, done by the Public Works Depart: 4·95 per cent. on the total cost of work done, the 
ment plus that done by the district board and total cost of works executed in th~ three years being 
municipality during a year stands at an avera"e Rs. 26,01,448 and the cost of estabhshment and contin· 
of, say, 6 lakhs of rupees -approximately 5 lakhs gencies in the same period being Rs. 1,28,706. This 
for Public Works Department works and half-a-lakh is. a .. very reasonable charge. In the Special Works 
each for district board and municipality. To this D1V1s10n, from the commencement of the capital works 
may be a~dcd at tho, outside one lakh for private up to the end of 1915-16, the total expenditure on works 
works making seven lakhs altogether. This five lakhs is ~s: 57,77,526 and the . cost of establishment (again 
value o~ government work in the year includes profits Oilllttmg share of establishment of Superintending 
amountmg to about Rs. 37,000. This would be divided Engineer's, Chief Engineer's and Accountant-General's 
between perhapg 70 or more contractors. These may be office) was Rs. 2,01,800, which gives a. percentage of 3·49. 
divided into; In the case of these special works, however, one-half of 

(a} large contracting firms· the work (or Rs. 28,88,763) has been done by a Calcutta 
(b) middle class contractors,: and fi t J f rm o w 10m a payment o 5 per cent. on works done 
(c) petty contractors. by them has been paid to cover their establishment 
The large contract·l·no" firm". of Calcutta "'I'll not as a h S th kin · ., " c argos. o at ta · g mto consideration this 5 per 

rule take up any mof~ssil work under, say, 2 to 4lakhs of cent. on.Rs. 28,88,763 paid to this firm, the total cost 
rupees concentrated m one place; such large works are of cstabfuhment comes to R~. 2,01,800 and Rs. 1,44,438 
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which works out to a percentt~ge of 6 per cont. on so scat~e.red ~he average number of worl;a an Inspector 
tho cost of tho work done. Tho case of these two coni? VISit dally would probably not exceed five, this would 
divisions is in~truotive. We here have the Patna Division entatl the omployinont of 21 Inspectors for t]1is division. 
and the Special Works Divisi()n working ~l~n~sido of one As regards tho frequency of inspections, 11 small initi:d 
another in the same town, the Patna Dtvtston employs error in rending the plans, or in the muterial or work· 
chiefly petty contractors with occasionally larger con- manship if not detected may, at the eud of ~week he 
traoting firms for the largest works, whilst the Special a matter of considerable expense to rectify, and u~der 
Works Division employs a large Calcutta firm for 50 existing conditions contractors roly on the constant and 
per cent. of tho work paying them 5 per cent. for practically daily supervision of tho Public Works Depart· 
establishment charges, partly with a view to reducing ment staff to sot these defects right and these are nearly 
the Public Works Department establishment; but we nlwn,ys brought to their notice promptly. If tho Public 
find the percentage of ·cost of establishment in the Works Department supervising staff is removed contract
Patna Division to be 4·95 per cent. as against 6 por ors will have to take full responsibility for sdch errors. 
cent. in the case of the Special Works Division. The It is of course only right that they should do so, but the 
standard of work done, however, in tho Special Works contractors are bound to taka this as an added ri~k 
Division is distinctly higher than that done in the Patna. under the proposed conditions and will increase their 
Division, there being a larger proportion of Assistant rates accordingly. With the class of contracting firms 
Engineers and upper subordinates employed in the Special who tako up, or are likely to take up, the mo/ussil 
Works Division, and this large contracting Calcutta. work there would be, I am afraid, a tendency towards 
firm itself employs a good supervising staff. This bears lengthy claims leading to arbitration or Jaw suits, 
out my statement above that a reduction of supervision which will all again tend to more expensive work. 
below what experience shows to be necessary is followed For work to be done through the contracting agency 
by a falling off in tho standard of work. . it is essential that tho firm be sufficiently financed and 

(6). The third division comprised within this circle of of good repute and that it maintains a well paid and 
suporintendence is tho Bhagalpur Division; this is quito efficient staff. This matter is an expensive item in a 
unlike the other two divisions and forms a very scattered business. IV' is one thing where a comparatively large 
charge over a large rural area covering tho whole of the _block of work may be taken up in one concentrated 
four districts of the Bhagalpur Commissioner's division · locality. It is then possible" to keep a well paid· and 
(viz. the districts of Bhagalpur, 1\Ionghyr, Purnea and efficient staff, but to have work scattered at long dis
Santa! Parganas) ; large tracts of this country are subject tances over large areas in a district in this country, 
to prolonged and severe floods which cut communications where the means of communication are difficult, is quite 
and render travelling and the transport of material another thing, and no good firm would look at such work 
impossible at times. The supervising staff has to spend except at exhorbitant rates. I think that government 
much of its time in getting from place to place, whilst work through contracting agencies in the rural areas is 
it is frequently difficult to get any contractors to take quite out of th~ question and unworkable and that 
up work, owing to labour difficulties, bad communications even in a mofussil town such as Patna and Bnnkipore 
and climatic conditions. In this division during the it would prove highly expensive and that in smaller 
three years 1913-14, 1914-15 and 1915-16, the total towns throughout the province it would be as unworkable. 
numbers of separate works taken up in this division as in the purely rural r.rcas. There would not he 
(both original and repair) amounted to 2,943 at a total snfficient work to keep a sufficient number of really 
cost of Rs. 17,01,485, and some 80 different petty con- sound contracting firms employed, in order to obtain 
tractors were 'employed; the average number of healthy competition. 
separate works taken up each year were therefore 981. (8). I would add one more point here. This is 
The total cost of establishment for these three years was with regard to tools and plant. Under existing con· 
Rs. 1,98,829, which gives a percentage of ll·68 per cent. ditions, the Public Works Department as a rule give 
Considering the widely scattered nature of these works e:Kpensive plant to contractors on loan for works. This 
and the difficulties of communications, this percentage includes such plant as mortar and surklli. nlills, portable 
cost of establishment is not high ; whether this could be engines, centrifugal pumps, pulsometers, road-rollers, 
reduced by transferring the works of this division to the both. hand and steam. This is an economical arrangement. 
four different district boards is very doubtful and I dis- Tl:tis plant is transferable from one Public Works division 
cuss that later. It is, however, in my opinion quito out to another to meet the calls of work in different places 
of the question to consider the employment of private and is, when required, lent to district hoards. None 
agency under these conditions. 1'he percentage cost of except very large firms of contractors could afford to 
establishment for the three divisions in this circle are invest in sufficient expensive plant to meet all requirement~! 
therefore 4·95 per cent., 6 per cent. and 11·68 per as they arose. I consider that the present method of · 
cent. respectively on the figures of the last three years. execution of civil works by the Public Works Department, 

(7). One further point which is to be taken into consid- · so far as this province is concerned, is, on the whole, 
eration is that of the supply of materials. The present the most economical that can he de\'iscd and eminently 
practice is economical whereby such materials as steel suitable at any rate for many years to come. 
and iron-work, cement, house fittings, etc. are purchased (9). The first difficulty to surmount is that of skilled 
direct by the Public Works Department from. the most labour, which is a question I believe that is being 
suitable markets and issued to the contractor. If the considered by the Hoyal Industrial Commission. By 
contracting agency is employed, the contractors 'II ill tho employment of petty contractors one gets both 
assuredly claim that they be allo,ved to supply all such labour and materials at the cheapest rates and the system 
materials and charge their profit on them. This wonld is particularly suited to the rural areas. 
mean a further addition to the cost of work. Again (IO). Next as regards, the execution of goyornn1ent 
assuming that work is being done through a contracting work through the agency of district hoards. There is 
agency, and that on behalf of government the work is no .doubt at present, in some casos, a certain amount 
watched by an Inspector or a clerk of works or whatever of overlapping of the areas in which works are being 
he may be called. The works to be dealt with are made executed both by the Public Works Department <llld 
up mostly of a large number of minor works with a few the district boards whore the wo1·k might roasonably 
major works scattered over a considerable area. Unless be done by the latter in place of the former. I have 
a. large number of such Inspectors or clerks of work specially in mind the Bhagalpur Commis~ioner's division 
were employed, (and it would have to be on good salaries) which consists of the districts of:-
work would seldom ba inspected. Take the case of the Bhagalpur, 
Bhagalpur Division with its 981 scparat~ works soatwred J\Ionghyr, 
over foUl' districts. All works should ba inspected once a Purnea, and 
week on the average; assuming three quarters of these Santa! Pargnnns as already noted. 
works to be going on shnultaneously in the year, this would Each of those districts has its o1vn district onginoor 
give 105 works to be inspected daily; owing to thoir being and in addition there is a Public Works Exooutil·e Engineer 
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with the headquarters at Bhagalpur who has charge 
of all Public Works Department works in these 4 districts. 
I have gone into the possible advantage3 of tlus case, 
which is rather a special one, of transferring the Public 
"'orks Department works from the Executive Engineer, 
Bhagalpur, to the four district engineers of the 
Bhagalpur, Monghyr, Purnea and Santa~ Parga~as 
districts. A statement is attached herew1th showmg 
the average annual expenditure on establishment of the 
Bhagalpur Division during the past three years, 
tocrether with an estimate of the additional expenditure 
su~h a transfer. would throw on to the district boards. 
This statement is prepared on the assumption th~ 
the Public Works system of accounts would be 
continued and that the district engineers would 
receive no additional superior engineering establish
ment to assist them with their considerably increased 
work. This latter assumption I am not prepared to 
endorse, for I consider that district engineers of the 
larger districts have already got their hands full and 
that the first result of giving them all the Public Works 
Department works in their respective districts would 
be the need of giving some of them added help in the 
way of an assistant distJ;ict engineer, and the resulting 
economy would largely vanish. 
_ (11 ). It is also probabie that tlus sub-division of account

keeping from one central office to the four separate offices 
of the district engineers will increase the work in the 
Accountant-General's office. 

(12). jfy experience of work both under tlus Department 
and the district. boards leads me to say that by trans
ferring work to the latter the standard of work is likely 
ta be a lower one. 

{13). The procedure under which work is at present 
carried out for the government by the district boards 
in a few cases is that government gives the district board 
concerned 15 per cent. on the cost of the work to cover 
additional eatal;lishment and tools and plant. Out of this 
th(l district engineer usually draws 5 per cent. Under such 
an arrangement government still allots funds for and 
retains control over the expenditure on government 
work whilst the execution of it is carried out through 
the agency of the district board. 

( 14). The general control and supervision of the work 
is maintained for government by the Inspector of local 
works who is in most cases the Superintending 
Engineer iu the Public Works Department. A change 
as outlined above would not effect any saving in the 
establishment of the Superintending Engineer's, C11ief 
Engineer's or Accountaut-General's office, if anything 
it would be the reverse as we should have to deal with 
four offices instead of one. As shown above it costs 
government 12·5 in establishment to run the Bhagalpur 
Division; Public Works Department office, to which may 
be added 1·5 per cent. for tools and plant making 14 per 
cent. in all. Unless the proposed change will effect a real 

· saving to government there is no object in m.aking it. 
Suppose district boards were willing to take this 
additional work at a remuneration of, say, 10 per cent. 
on cost of work to cover both establishment and 
tools and plant in place of 15 per cent. now paid, govern-

.. 
ment would then effect a certain saving in establishment 
and tools and plant, about Rs. 22,000 a year on the basis 
of the figures for the past three years. Under such an 
arrangement the practice of giving the district engineer 
5 per cent. on the cost of all government work as 
his personal remuneration would have to cease, and 
rightly so as this remuneration is very high: it might 
be that in any one year a district board would execute 
perhaps works to the value of Rs. 2~ .. lakhs for govern
ment in which case the district engineer's personal re
muneration would amount to Rs. 12,500 or over 
Rs. 1,000 a month over and above his pay. District 
engineers' emoluments should not be subject to fluctuation 
of this kind; their pay should he brought into line with 
that of Executive Engineers in the Public Works Depart
ment and they should have the benefit of a provident 
fund on the lines of that existing in the East Indian 
Railway; this latter is, however, at present more t.han 
the financial condition of district boards will allow. 
District engineers should also be entirely debarred from 
taking up private practice, tlils should be left for the 
private practitioner. 

{15). Summing up on this question then, my opinion 
is that the execution of government work by private 
engineering and contracting firms is now and for many 
years to come even in the larger mofusBil towns and all 
rural areas quite unworkable. Also that it is too early yet 
to hand over government buildings and works to district 
boards entirely free from government control. But 
that a step in tlus direction might be made in selected 
cases by utilizing to a larger extent the agency of district 
boards for executing work for government, though I 
do not consider this will effect any appreciable economy, 
if any at all. .. 

3,614. (ill.) Changes in organization.-! consider it is 
desirable to continue for the present the recruitment 
of Public Works Department engineers on the existing 
system. :My experience of this system has been that 
it has given us on the whole a good type of young engineer, 
the public school boy with a sound engineering education. 
The proportion thus recruited is not large; these young 
men enter on their duties out here with a keenness and 
self-reliance that is a great asset in the training of those 
under them. 

3,615. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The relation between all concerned 
I have always found satisfactory and I have nothing 
to suggest as to increased economy or facility of execution. 

3,616. (V,) Decentralization.--T am not prepared 
to_ suggest any further decentralization within the Depart
ment at present. 

3,617. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-! do not 
consider that the Public Works Department Code rules 
are unduly restrictive. 

3,618. (Vll.) Education.-This is a question in which 
those directly connected with the colleges can best 
give an opinion. My own experience is chiefly limited 
to the men we get from the Sibpur Engineering College. 
We get men occasionally who, as far -as education 
in engineering subjects go, are capable of developing 
into fully .qualified-engineers if they get the necessary 
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experience; but these are men who when they leave 
college do not imagine themseh·~s to be ready !nade 
engineers, an too many do, but contume to study engmeer
ing subjects and to improve ~heir knowledge in dit:ections 
both theoretical and practical. If men of tlus trpe 
combine with the above strength of character, firmness 
or what may be called" back-bone", capability of form
ing a sound judgment which is most essential in 
engineering, I see no reason why the engineering colleges 
should not produce men capable of b~X:oming thoroughly 
qualified engineers. 

(2). As regards archit~X:tural education, I am not aware 
to what extent this is taught in the Indian engineering 
colleges. An architect cannot be manufactured. Up 
to a certain point engineer and architect students might 
follmv the same course of education, during which time 
it would be possible to ascertain whether the student 
has or has not the makings of an architect in him. If 
he has not, it would be little use for him to take this up 
as a profession. If he has, on the other hand, he 
should then pass on to more specialized education in 
architecture. 

(3). As regards the lower subordinate or sub-overseer 
class, there is much room for improvement.. 1\e occasion
ally get sub-overseers who do very well but this 
is not a rule. The lines on which an improvement should 
be e!I~X:ted are, I consider, in the first place to impro\·e 
the pay of these subordinates, and secondly, which 
I think is the more important point, to in1prove their 
prospects. Sub-overseers who in the first ten years 
of their service or so have proved themselves worthy 
of it, should be able to obtain promotion to the O¥erseer 
class. I consider such men, as a rule, with their 
acquired experience, are far more satisfactory and 
useful to their employers than the overseers who 
pass into this class straight from college. We do 
not require men in the upper or lower subordinate 
grades to have advanced theoretical training. What 
we want are men with a knowledge of sur¥ering, 
a. certain amount of chemistry, geology, drawing, 
engineering, ek, but in especial, a thorough knowledge 
of practical building work. Every subordinate ought 
to be able to explain to the carpenter, the mason, 
the painter, the blacksmith or the fitter how his work 
should be done. This is particularly necessary in a coun
try like this, where the skilled Ia hour is so inferior and 
unreliable. This should form an important part of their 
education. These last, remarks apply equally to the 
overseer class, a class which I should recruit. more largely 
by promotion from the sub-overseer class instead of by 
direct appointments. I would at the same time slightly 
improve the pay of the overseer. • 

3,619. (VIII.) Practical training.-On this point I 
consider that government should give facilities for Indians 
who have received their engineering education in 
recognized English or Indian colleges for acquiring 
practical knowledge on works undertaken by government. 

This prh·il('g~ should be a valualJle one to enginc.:ring 
students strai!!ht from colll'ge but how hr it would Le 
taken adnmtage of is doubtful. I cons.id,·r that this 
l'rivilege should he made as wide as po"iLle, w!Jject 
to suitable rules being framed to which nil such studL•nts 
would be required to conform, or ebe the privil.:~e would 
be withdmwn. Applications should Lo mad; to the 
S~X:retary to the local Government in the Public Works 
Department st,ating in what branch of engu1e(•ring the 
stud?nt reqmres experience--whether buililinf!S, road 
makmg, bridge work, sanitary work or electrical work 
etc., and he would then be aliotted to the \Vork to whicl; 
he could be attached. 

3,6:?0. (Ge11cral.) This completes my replies to the 
questions but I would add the followin!! suf!gestions 
on the subj~X:t of ~X:onomy. I consider that im·rea:>ed 
economy in public works would follow if valtial,le 
h-nowledge and experience gait1ed in ditfercnt works 
could be more widely diffused. At present an enf!ineer 
working in one district knon·s little of the work going 
on in the next district to him. You may frequent!~· find 
men needlessly speading money in soh·it1g a clit1ienlty 
which has already been soh·ed before, but the inform· 
ation is buried in some Ex~X:utive Endneer's oflice of 
no use to anyone ehe. Ex~X:uti\·e En~ineers in anv one 
Superintending Engineer's circle a~re not ~o }ikelv 
to remain ignorant of the work of the other Executh:e 
Engineer in the same circle, but it would be so in the case 
of two separate Superintending Engineer's circles. It is 
more particularly so in the case of district engineers ; 
they remain for years in one district and are apt, I thit1k, 
to get ;ery much into groon~s. and to lack the oppor
tunity of getting fresh ideas and exchanging ideas 
with other engineers. 

(2). I would suggest that governmt>nt should require 
in the case of all works of an pngineering character that 
are out of the usual run or in any way deal with special 
difficultie3 or new ideas, that a short report with di
mensioned plans should be submitted to the Chief 
Engineer. These would then be printed and an index 
maintained which would be supplied to all Superintend
ing Engineers and Executive Engineers so tlu1t when 
similar difficulties arise the benefit of preYious experi
ence may be forthcoming to sa>e expensiYe experi
menting again on a que"tion that has already been 
solved. In adclition I consider much greater facilities 
should be gi>en to engineers to visit other works on 
duty; this would broaden their ideas and would in 
every way tend to raise the level of engineering practice 
and tend towards ~X:onomv. The hvo Simla confer• 
ences held in the last ten vears ha ¥e, I am sure, p('('a 
most fruitful in diffusing. much \ery useful inform· 
ation between the different pro\·inces. Such C'Onfer· 
ences are, of course, expensh·e to arrange for and c~trry 
out, but I should like to see· much more on the &~me 
lines but on a smaller seale such as pro>incial or e\·en 
smaller conferences. 

MR. E. BUBER called and exlllllined. 

3,621. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
a Superint~nding Engineer of the Public 1\orks Depart
ment and that he had had 22! years' service, the whole 
of which had been spent in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa. 
He had for the past 5 years been attached to the Buildings 
and Roads Branch previous t<l which he had sen·ed 
entirely in the Irrigation Branch. 

3,622. Tenders were invited in his circle for all works, 
with the exception of petty works, and notices in this 
coun~X:tion were posted up in the offices of the Superin
tending and Executi•e Engineers. Advertisements,calling 
for tenders were occasionally inserted in the newspapers, 
but there was no general rule in the matter and it was 
left to the discretion of the Executive Engineer. Con
tractors '1\·ere also occasionally informed b¥ letter that 
a certain work was open to tender, but p{Iblic notices 
were always posted up whether this had or had not 
been done. There had been cases in which notices had 
not reach~'(} contractors and, to obviate such a contingency 

in future, tenders might be ad•ertised through the ag••ncy 
of" Indian Engineering" or other paper>. He a ;:reed that 
it was e:q·cdicnt that all contracts in (·xcrs> of a certain 
limit should be adn~rtised in order to cn;oure publicity. 

3,623. The system of giving out lump mm contr,lcis 
was not in vogue in the pro>ince as it had been aband·~ned 
in Bongal many years ago for rea::ons unknown to hun ; 
he h'1d had no experience of such contracts. TI.e 
two forms of contract gcn€'mlly in use in the province 
were (1) the pit"Ce-work agreement, in which the con
tractor agreed to sualy or carry out certain ki!··ls of 
work at particular rates; and (2) the regular con trad, 
in forms K-I and H which were more or Je;s simihr. 
The latter form was used for the lar~Pr contracts and the 
former for i;oolnted contracts for '~hi~h, as a rult:. tl,e 
contractor quoted his rates. A time limit w.1s usnnll.'· 
t>nforced for large contracts at the di>cretion of the 
Executin? Engineer, but it was not alw·ay;; nffes-ary to 
specify a penalty in the case of contractors who 1n·n· 
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well known to the Department. In his opinion, the 
existing system afforded reasonable encouragement 
to private enterprise. 

3,62!. Contracts were generally not split up, and were 
given out by entire works, except in cases where there 
were different classes of work, e.g., plumbing and elec· 
trical work. An entire contract given out for a whole 
work did not necessarily include the supply of bricks, as 
petty contractors preferred that the Department should 
supply such material owing to their not having sufficient 
capital for its purchase or manufacture. There were a 
large number of petty contractors in Bankipore, but only 
a few of them manufactured bricks. The Department 
as a matter of fact preferred to give out contracts to 
men who were able to supply their own bricks, but where 
such were not available they were obliged to purchase 
and supply bricks to contractors. 

3,625. Cement was invariably supplied to contractors 
by the Department in order to ensure its quality. The 
brand of cement used at present was chiefly Katni because 
British cement was rather expensive; a further advan
tage gained in the supply of cement by the Department 
was that the material was always fresh, whereas if its 
supply were entmsted to contra~tors there was a likeli
hood of the supply being stale, deteriorated or adulter· 
a ted. I.arge contractors supplied their own cement, but 

, the Department preferred to issue its own cement to 
small contractors. 

3,626. He was not in favour of· entrusting all the 
works within a specified area to one contractor. The 
larger contractors who had been employed for t.he con
struction of works in Bankipore had not sub-let their 
works to any extent. But on the other side of the 
river such was the case, two large firms employed there in 
connection with the constmction of irrigation works 
having sub-let much of their masonry work and earth-
~~ . 

3,627. The standard of bricklaying and plastering 
work in the province was rather low, but as his experience 
of such work was confined to Bengal and ,Bihar and 
Orissa he could not compa~e it with the standard of such 
work in other parts of India. The carpenters obtainable 
in the province were not of a high order. He had had 
very little experience of Punjabi carpenters, but con
sidered the Chinese carpenters were very much above 
the ordinary standard. The introduction of a system 
under which English master craftsmen, such as brick
layers, plasterers, etc., would be recruited for the prov
ince in order to set up a higher standard of work than 
at pre~ent prevailed, would only be successful if the 
system was of a semi-permanent nature; otherwise, no 
benefit would accrue from its introduction as the Indian, 
ag soon as he was left to his own resources, would revert 
to his own methods of work. 

3,628. He could not assign any reasons why the charge 
of a Superintending Engineer in the province was much 
smaller in. area and as regards expenditure than in other 
parts of India, unless it was due to the Snperintendin()' 
Engineer being also the Inspector of local work~ 
and to the rates for work being higher elsewhere, as in 
Assam. The Gandnk irrigation circle was small and 
consisted of only two divisions. It was too far away to 
be linked up with another irrigation circle. The M·erage 
(·harge of a Superintending Engineer in the province 
consist€d of just O\'er three divisions per circle, whereas 
the average throughout India was between five and six 
divi~ions per circle; the combination of the Gaudak 
c-ircle with another would of course, if feasible, reduce 
the present disparity. The circles in the province were 
pus~ibly more scattered and isolated than in other 
provinces. In the Buildings and Roads Branch two 
circles were certainly necessary as long as the New Capital 
works were in progress; ihflreafter it might be possible 
to reduce thesE' to one circle onJy on the assumption 
that the Superintenclinrr Enoineer was rtllieved of the 
<~nties of .Inspecror of local works, and if a propor
twn of Pubhc Wor!is Dl'parlmeut work were handed over 
to the district boards and fnrthf'r if it wero po.s~ible to 
place the Samhalpnr Did,;ion iu the Oris~a rin·lt~. 

vo1. m 

3,62!:1. The direction charges in .Bihar end Ori;;sa 
amounted to 45 per cent. of the total establishment 
charges whereas the average of such charges for India 
was about 25 per cent., and seemed extraordinarily 
heavy. It was quite possible that the charges would be 
reduced when conditions in the province had become 
more settled but he had not gone into the question. 

3,630. He was not able to state why the expenditure 
on the Executive Engi.D.eer establishment was very small 
compared with· that of such officers in other parts of 
India, but s1.l.l'lllbed that it might be on account of the 
number of provincial engineers. 

3,631. Although sub-divisional officers in the province 
seemed to perform half the work and to incur half the 
total expenditure as compared with other provinces, 
any doubling up would result in a decrease of supervision. 
Sub.divisional officers in charge of headquarters sub· 
divisions did not make payments, as disbursements could 
in such cases with advantage be made by the divisional 
office. Sub-divisional officers in the Bhagalpur Division, 
which comprised four districts each under the charge of 
a sub-divisional officer, were however allowed to make 
payments by reason of the distance of their _sub-divi
sions from the divisional office and the arrangement 
was satisfactory. 

3,632. He was opposed to the abolition of Superin· 
tending Engineers by the delegation of increased powers ' 
to Executive Engir.eers, as he considered Executive Engi· 
neers, and particularly junior officers, relied a great deal 
on the Superintending Engineer for advice and assistance. 
The Superintending Engineer, moreover, could guide and 
direct Executive Engineers by reason of his greater 
experience and was more than paid for his appointment 
by the help and advice he gave to Executive Engin<.>ers, 
who in turn were thus able to develop their ideas and 
gain experience. Besides, if there was no conneoting 
link between the Chief Engineer and Exeoutive Engineers 
the former would not retain the touch which 'he did 
at present with the latter officers. He was emphatically 
opposed to the view that the Superintending Engineer's 
office was largely a post-office and that that officer tras 
an extra cog in the wheel of procedure. 

i!,633. Be did not a.,!7l'ee that the inspection of works 
by the Superivtending Engineer was of no utility, as his 
experience had been that such inspections were of great 
value and resulted in considerable eoonomies and improve· 
menta in works under construction. 

3,634. In conneotion with the execution of government 
works through the agency of the four district boards in 
the Bhagalpur Division, he explained that the figures 
showing the anticipated expenditure in line 2 of tte 
statement in his written evidence were drawn up in con
sultation with the four district engineers concerned at>d 
that the estimate was based on the assumption that 
the accounts and office procedure of the Public Works 
Department would be mainttlined as it was at present. 
No allowance was made in b.is estimate for remuneration 
to the district engineer for the construction of govern· 
ment works, as he considered tba~ such. officer on prin· 
ciple should nc.t be allowed any additional remuneration 
in tlus co:mection but should have an improved scale of 
pay in such case!'!. He was aware of only one smal! dis
strict in which the district board had constnwted gov· 
ernment work, and stated that it was not generally 
possible to compare the cost of works constructed by 
district boards with that uf works executed by the Public 
Works Department as the latter observed a more or leSiJ 
uniform standard whereas the works of the fermer varied 
aecording to the personality of the district engineer. 
The specifications of district boards for certain classes of 
work did not always tally with those of the Public Works 
Department. ' When he was first appointed Inspector 
.of Works about 5 years previously he had had the oppor· 
tunity of seeing the specifications of district boards 
and found that in some cases practically none existed 
and that those which wero in use were sketchy. He 
had compared some rates taken from the schedule of rates 
iu use in the four districts in the Bhagalpur Division "ith 
those of the Public Work~ Department and had found 
there was yery little differl'nee LHwet~n the two. Work>' 

p 
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in his circle were as a rule constructed on the schedule 
of rates and he was opposed to the acceptance of tenders 
below the scheduled rates. 

3,635. In addition to his duties as Superintending 
Engineer he performed those of Inspector of Works and 
11ersonally evinced a keen interest in district board works. 
The Inspector of Works in the Bhagalpur Division had 
found it very difficult to inspect district board works 
a~ most of his time had been absorbed on the construction 
of the New Capital at Bankipore. The inspection of 
district board works by the Superintending Engineer 
was most useful if it was conducted in the proper manne1• 
and the chairmen of the boards appreciated it very much; 
it undoubtedly Jed to a higher standard of building 
and effected considera;ble economies. The approval of 
the Superintending Engineer to district board plans and 
estimates was useful and necessary. District boards 
could sanction the construction of buildings according 
t.o their classes, e.g., a first-class district could sanction 
estimates up to Rs. 10,000 and a second-class district 
estimates not in excess of Rs. 2,500. He was not in 
favour of an increase in these limits. 

3,636. His powers of technical sanction were Rs. 50,000 
and those of Executive Engineers Rs. 5,000. In his 
wl'itten.evidence he had stated that 'he was not pre
plired to suggest any further decentralization within 
the Department at present ' but he modified this opinion 
to the extent that he recommended an increase in the 
powers of teclrnioal sanction of Executive Engineers to 
·Rs. 10,000. 

3,637. Superintending Engineers' limited powers of 
punishm.ent. or dismissal in the case of suhordinates 
were not conducive to efficient work. He therefore 
recommended that Superintending Engineers should 
be: empowered to dismiss upper subordinates after 
due inquiry· had been made into their cases, subject 
to an appeal to the Chief Engineer,' and that Executive 
Engineers, similarly, should be empowered to dismiSs 
lower subordinates subject to an appeal to the Superin
tending Engineer. · 

3,638. Lower subordinates were given more theoretical 
training than they required for the satisfactory perfor
mance of their duties. .He was opposed to the suggestion 
that the lower subordinate staff of the Buildings and 
Roads Branch might be {llvided up into two sections, 
one composed of estimators who had received a theoreti
cal training and were. conversant with English, and the 
other of practical mistriB who would be placed in charge 
of the actual construction of works as he preferred to 
retain the present type of lower subordinate and give 
him a. practical training. 

3,639. Executive Engineers were considerably over
burdened with accounts work, but the witness did not 
think such work could be divorced from the office of 
the Executive EngiBeer as the accounts and executive 
work were closely intermingled. When he was in 
executive charge his accounts work had averaged about 
two or three hours a day throughout the month, and the 
monthly accounts had consisted of about 100 forms 
on each of which he had had to sign his name once. He 
had sometimes to sign his name more often so that al
together the signatures amounted to between 100 and 200. 
No considerable help would be afforded to the Executive 
Engineer if he were merely relieved of the compilation of 
his accounts work, as the compilation of accounts was 
undertaken by the accountant and did not absorb much 
of an Executive Engineer's time. He preferred not to 
express an" opinion on the proposals (1) that from an 
executive point of view all that was required to be l;ept 
in the office of the Executive Engineer was a register of 
works which would show just sufficient detail to judge 
how work was progressing, and (2) that just sufficient 
detail should be kept to work out the actual rates of con
Rtruotion of important sub-heads, thereby rendering 
useless all other accounts work which could be abolished 
so far as the Executive Engineer was concerned, 

3,640. No provincial engineering conference had been 
Leld in the l''·ovince owing to the lack of organization ; 
there had been no other obstacle in the way. Such 
conferences would very largely meet the object he h11d 

in view, namely, the diffusion of useful information con
nected with engineering mat.ters het11·ecn the several 
provinces. 

3,641. (.llfr. Cobb.) The present class of Executive 
Engineers was not as . good as . that obtained formerly. 
Some of t.he Execut1ve Engmeers wore not suited 
to an engineering 1)rofession, and poRsibly inRufficiont 
selection had been exercised in the promotion of such 
officers which was regulated more with reference to their 
age or seniority. Senior officers besides were inclined 
to be a little too lenient in the promotion of AsRiRtilnt 
Engineers to executive rank in that they did not. like 
to stand in their way and this, of course, ,;as not a good 
principle. As a result of this procedure the present clasR 
of Executive Engineers contained some inefficient offi<"ers. 

3,642. Repairs could not be carried out without. esti
mates as contractors would not know what materials 
to collect for the purpose. The estimate was a guide 
to contractors as to wh11t materials they were required 
to collect beforehand, and wit.hout it they would have 
to' wait till .j;he sub-overseers informed them what ma· 
terials were needed and this procedure would re~ult in 
a waste of time. He did not think that a ·good many 
repairs which were not actually needed had been carried 
out simply because there had been sufficient money set. 
aside for the purpose, ns strict control waA exercised 
over expenditure. 

3,643. He had no suggestions to offer which would 
obviate the procedure under which plans and estimates 
were .called for from the Public Works Department for 
schemes which never materialized, owing to the insuffi
ciency of funds, but remarked that this was to a great 
ex~ent guarded against by the Bengal Government 
Resolution No. 1533-1630, dat~d the 12th April 1911, 
(paragraph 8.) 

3,644. (Rai Baluulur Ganga Ram.) His statement that 
'the present day Executive Engineer was not as good 
as had formerly been the case' applied more to Indians, 
because of their lack of general administrative control 
over the staff employed under them, than t<l Europeans 
who were as good as those employed formerly. He 
had given due consideration to the matter both fron1 hiA 
buildings and roads and irrigation experience in 
making the statement, but was unable to say whether 
the fault was due to the system of recruitment at 
Roorkee as he had had no experience of that college, 
his experience in this direction having been almost en· 
tircly confined to Sibpur. 

3,645. The construction of work by the Sanitary 
Engineer with a specially trained staff was probably 
economical. But as the system had been in force only 
for about six months he was not in a position t<O say 
whether if such work were handed over to the ordinary 
Public Works Department staff for execution, a, ~nving. 
would be effected thereby. · 

3,646. The ordinary Public Works Department staff 
would be capable of undertaking the construction of 
buildings designed by the Government Architect proYided 
that officer frequently inspected the works, as t.here was 
a large amotont of detail, in which the Architect's advice 
was needed, The adoption of such a system would not 
lead to a large increase in the cost of the Public Works 
Department establishment, as the Architect would not 
be required to inspect every building. 

3,647. He had not had experience of a man of the 
craftsman class lmving risen to the rank of upper or 
lower subordinate. 

3,648. He had had occasion to indent for stores on the 
Secretary of State and was cognisant that a certificat.e 
had to be signed when submitting indents certifying 
that the necess11ry stores 'vere not available in India. 

3,649. Katni cement was at present being used by 
the Department and Arbuthnot cement had bflen tried 
some years previously. 

3,650. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) His remark that Executive 
Engineers needed the assistance and advice of the 
Superintending Engineer applied mainly to the )'Ouuger 
olllcers, that is, to thoRe who hnd recently lwr•n promoted 
to executive rank. 
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3,651. There was no necessity for the use of first-class 
bricks in partition walls as well as in exterior walls, 
and it would be more euouomieal to use second-class 
bricks in the construction of works. Such a practice 
would not result in any danger as 1:egards structural 
stability. 

3,652. Petty contractors, or middlemen, preferred 
having subordinates to supervise their works because, if 
anything went wrong, the subordinate was able to point 
out the defect. If a large contractor employed his own 
supervising staff on the construction of a building, the 
presence of subordinates of the Public Works Depart
ment would not necessarily imply that the contractor 
would be put to more expense. 

3,653. The question of the burdening of superior 
officers of the Department with petty routine accounts 
and office work was one which required careful examin
ation, but it was very difficult to cut the Executive 
Engineer adrift from his accounts and office work with 
which he was so much concerned. The Department had 
been endeavouring as far as possible to pay contractors 
monthly ·to deter them. from borrowing money for the 
construction . of their work, but the preparation of a 
detailed bill was necessary before payments could be 
made. He therefore advocated that payments should be 
made on an estimate of work done within a certain 
period without resort to actual measurements, and that 
a commencement should be made in this direction with 
the Executive Engineers, and that if the system proved 
:;atisfactory that it might be extended to sub.divisional 
officers. The adoption of the system he had proposed _ 
would save much labour on the part of both the Exec
utive Engineer and sub-divisional officer and at the 
same time effect a certain amount of economy in staff. 

3,654. (Mr. Bremner.) It was a fact that, prior to 
the separation of the province from Bengal, expenditure 
on works was largely concentrated round Calcutta, ·and 

that Biliar and Orissa did not receive ita average share 
of money for building work. Moreover, no detailed 
estimates were ready when the province had been 
separated as no money had been allotted in the budget 
for building work, so that the first year before the out
break of war was chiefly taken up in the ·preparation 
of projects and not in the construction of large works. 
In fact no large works, except in the vicinity of 
Bankipore and Ranchi, had yet been commenced. There 
was a certain amount of bridge and road work which had 
not proceeded any further as, owing to the outbreak of 
war, expenditure thereon had mostly been at a stand
still. 

3,655. There was a large amotmt of embankment 
and tidal river inspection work in the· Orissa circle, 
but since the formation of the provinse practically no 
otiginal irrigation work had been carried out, the work 
having been confined almost entirely to maintenance. 
Hence, owing to the fact that a large establishment had 
to be kept in irrigation divisions for maintenance and 
the assessment of water rates, the proportion of estab
lishment to works in irrigation divisions was extremely 
high. 

3,656. Until quite recently .there had been only three 
circles in the province, the Sane circle, the Western 
circle and the Orissa circle. The Sane circle had been 
found a few years previously to be too large a charge for 
one Superintending Engineer and this had led to the 
creation of the Gandak circle. The Eastern circle was 
formed four years previously after the Tribeni Canal 
had been built. 

3,657. The estimate in his written evidence in conncc
tion with the cost of maintenance of public buildings· by 
district boards did not provide for any additional assist
ance to the district engineer either in the form of extrw 
pay or of a percentage. 

1'2 
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Written Statement. 

3,658. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The present system 
adopted for carrying out works is both. economical and 
suitable. A fact that bears out this statement is that 
nearly all large contribution~ works are carried out by the 
Public Works Department in spite of the fact that 23 per 
cent. is charged for establishment. If private firms or 
contractors are capable of carrying out work as well as, 
and more economically than, the Public Works Depart· 
ment, surely private persons would go to them, in pre£. 
erence to the Public Works Department. As it is, I 
fanoy, they apply to the Public Works Department as 
!hey are sure of gl!tting better value for their money, 

(2). For example, a. certain municipality .entrusted a 
portion of th&ir drainage scheme to private enterprise. 
The firm was paid Rs. 7,395 for an estimate of approxi· 
mately Rs. 7 lakhs, which was beyond. the means of the 
municipality. This was subsequently revised by the 
Sanitary Department to Rs. l~ lakhs. The private 
engineer was paid 17 per cent. supervision charges, and 
there was an excess over the estimate of about 6 per 
cent., making in all 23 per cent. Later, when the muni
cipality required an extension, they applied to the Public 
Works Department instead of private enterprise, the 
result was 12! per cent. supervision charges and 5 per cent. 
saving on the estimate which is equivalent to 7~ per cent. 
'rhe facts speak for themselves as regnrds economy. 

(3). If reliable ·private firms can be found to take up 
building work on lump sum contract, there is no doubt 
that the establishment of the Public Works Department 
could be reduced, but I do not think that the time has 
yet arrived when this is possible. Further, I doubt 
whether it would be economical if private firms took up 
works. A reliable firm is not likely to take up a work at 
Public Works Department rates, they will require higher 
rates in order to cover the cost of their establishment and 
profit; e.g., I have been told that at BarisaJ, BengaJ, 
a. building was designed by the Public Works Depart
ment for the Baptist :Mission, costing approximately 
Rs. 60,000 at schedule rates. The work was given to a 
CaJoutta firm, who asked for Rs. 25,000 extra above the 
estimate or nearly 50 per cent., and they got it; if the 
work had been carried out by the Public Works Depart. 
ment the charges would only have been 23 per cent. 

(4). If it is desired to reduce the establishment of the 
Public Works Department, I see no rett8on why each 
district should not have its own district board engineer, 
to ca.rry out and supervise all local works. But if this iH 
done, it will be necessary to have propel'ly trained engi. 
neers on reasonable pay in the district board. By handing 
over local1·oads and buildings, the subordinate e:;tablish· 
ment of the Public Works DerJartment could l.ro consid-

erably reduced. The size of districtfl for Public Work~ 
Department engineers could also be increased, thus 
reducing the number of district engineers required, or in 
the event of districtfl being kept as they are an overseer 
could take charge of some of the smaller districts. 

(5). As regards the economic working of the Public 
Works Department the following tables may be of some 
interest. They show :-

Column (2) actual cost of work and repnirs executed lJy 
the Public Works Department, 

Column (3) cost of establishment, 
Column (4) percentage of establishment to eXJlendi. 

ture for the five years preceding the war. 

Table I.-Shows all works done by the Public Works 
Department inoluding-

Imperial military. 
, civil. 

Provincial civil. 
Contribution. 
Excluded local. 

'l'he average percentage for establi~hm~nt works out 
at 16·6 per cent. 

:J'able II.-Shows pro\'incial civil works and repairo, 
The average percentage for e8!abli~hment works out at 
20·7 per cent. 

:l'able 111.-Shows excluded local works and repairo. 
'l'he establishment is a fixed sum paid by district board8 
and only works out at 13·3 per cent. of work done, which 
is 3·3 per cent. below the average of Table I, und greatly 
accounts for the exce~s on provincial works. 

Table JV.-8hows contribution works. The eo!ablioh· 
ment works out at the absurdly low l'atc of 2·1 per cent. 
which is probably chiefly due to many works being done 
free of establishment charges. -

}from the above remarks and table• it is obdouo (1) 
that district boards are getting their work done cheaper 
than they ought to and tiu:t i~ the district b~ard work:' 
are separated from the proYmcml works they will hanl to 
pay more for estab!i,;hmont in ord.er to obta!n the sum.<• 
supervision as they are now gettmg. (II) That contri· 
bution works aro being done at absurdly low rates a~ 
regards estublisbment, and that if they ,~·ere done by 
privnte firms, they would ha,·e to pay considorttbly wore 
thun 2·1 per cent. owr and abo,·e Public \rork6 Depart· 
nHmt rates. (III) Before it can be 1lecidcd whetht•r tlw 
I'ublic Worlr~ Department is economical or not, it ehould 
l.ro determined whether any private linn i6 n•ady to 
undertake work ut a mto of lG•ti per cent. Hbovo tbe 
Public Works Dcpurtment schedule of rates. Perwn· 
nlly I do not think that a <·hnrg<' of ](Hi r:er cent. f<•r 
eota!J!i~hment is exce,;~iw. 
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Table I.-All works. 

I I 
Actual Actual 

Year. cost of cost of Percentage of 
work estab· 3 to 2. 

1909-10 
1910·11 
1911-12 
1912·13 
1913·14 

1909·10 
1910·11 
1911·12 
1912·13 
1913·14 

1909·10 
1910·11 
1911·12 
1912-13 
1913-14 

1909-10 
1910·11 
1911·12 
1912·13 
1()13.H 

executed. l.ishment. 

1 2 3 4 

Rs. Rs. 
78,02,674 14,06,246 18·02 per cent. 
84,81,766 14,40,442 16·98 " 89,51,964 14,12,693 15·78 .. . 92,67,485 14,23,294 15·36 .. . 92,33,771 15,57,723 16·87 " 

AVERAGE 16·6: .. 
· Table II.-Provincial. 

44,52,662 9,73,086 21·85 per cent. 
48,96,125 10,33,202 21-10 " 49,24,677 10,26,804 20·85 " 54,09,870 9,87,174 18·25 " 
51,11,108 10,94,881 21-42 " 

A.vERAGI:: . 20·7 " 

Table III.-Excturled Local. 

25,00,877 
22,77,794 
24,00,716 
23,11,785 

• 26,30,142 

3,56,890 : 14·27 per cent. 
3,14,690 : 13·81 
3,14,690 ! 13-10 
3,14,690 113·61 
3,14,690 11·96 

-----
AVEBA.GE , 13·3 .. 

'l.'able IV.-Contn'bution. 

4,96,850 
8,49,424 

13,37,851 
11,39,449 
8,57,944 

7,645 
9,092 
9,904 

39,328 
31,107. 

1·54 per cent. 
1-07 
·74 

3-45 
3·62 

AVERAGE , 2·1 

3,659. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.
Private enterpritie ia encouraged, in so fs.r as tenders are 
called for, for all buildingB. Thoro are, however, few 
private firm:; in the United Provinces capable of carrying 
out work!) without the as~istance and supervision of tho 
Public Works Department. l\IoHt of the Iar"e contractors 
who do work for tho Public \Vorks Depariment arc not 
builders but merely tiUpplicrs of material and labour, 
their staff consisting generally of a few rniotriB, who arc 
promoted artitians. I do not think that any of these 
contractors would be capable of preparing a design or 
even of taking out the quotntitieH, when tendering for a 
work. They accept the estimtttes as prepared by tho 
I'ubliu Works Department and, I fancy, ~eldom if ever 
t~.ke the trouble to check the quv,ntities. 

(2). A~ regard~ rates, they tender !J,t so much per cent. 
a,bove or under the e~timated rates, and have very little 
idea a~ to what the work will aduu,lly co~t them. Petty 
and new ~ontradors often tender a,t absurdly low rates 
in the hope of getting the work, depending on the benev· 
oleuce of the Public Workl'l Department to have their 
rateg increased, when they find they are losing on the 
work. 

(3). A fact that pointil to there b()iug few if no r()liable 
firm~ capable of carrying out work without the as:3istance 

of the Public Works Department is, as already stated in 
(I), that large contribution works are invariably carried 
out by the Publio Works Department. An example of 
this is in the Benare~ Hindu University, where the com· 
mittee in charge of the foundation stone preparations 
were unable to do the work and had to call in the Public 
Works Department at the last moment. Further a 
Public Works Department engineer has been lent to 
supervise the work of building the college ; surely if pri· 
vate enterprise ,were available, it would have been em· 
ployed on this work. Also the Kshatriya Hewett School, 
Harish Chandra High School and Tuberculinc Dispelll!ary, 
all in Benares, were constrncted by the Public Works 
Department. 

(4). I am not in favour of giving work to private firms 
unless they are known to have an efficient staff to super • 
vise it, as if they do the work at estimated rates, they 
will probably scamp it in order to increase their profit. 
Nor do I consider there will be any real economy in the 
execution of works, vide my remarks against (I). 

(5). As regards the maintenance of buildings, I am 
strongly against this being handed over to private firms 
exce:gt in cases where buildings have been erected by 
them, in which case they should also maintain them. At 
present the money allotted is fully spent on the building, 
whereas if a private firm were given a lump sum the 
repair work would be cut down to a minimum, in order 
to increase the profit. I see no rea.~on, however, why the 
repairs should not be handed over to the department to 
which the building belongs, as has been done in the case 
of the Police ; the head of the office could then be held 
respolll!ible for the proper repair of his building. This 
would relieve the Public Works Department of a. COllBid
erable amount of work and consequently lead to a re· 
duction of lower subordinate establishment, as it would 
only bo necessary f.or the district engineer to inspect a 
building once a year and give a certificate that it was in 
proper repair or if the building was not in proper repair 
to submit a report, pointing out what was required, to 
the head of the department. In the case of local build· 
ings this would be done by the district boa.rd engineers • 

(6) . .Ma-intenance of roads.-This is impossible through 
·any private firm or contract<Jr ; I understand it was tried 
in Banda several years ago and proved a. failure. The 
contractor allows the road to get into bad repair, pocketing 
the money which should have been spent on petty re- _., 
pairs, and finally a large sum has to be spel].t on special 
renewals. '!'he subordinate establishment of the Public 
Works Department could, however, be eolll!iderably re. 
duced by handing over all local roads to d:i.strict. boards. 

(7). The introduction of lump sum contracts, which 
though permitted hy the Code are seldom used, might 
help to encourage private firms -and contractot's. It 
might also serve to encourage the establishment of 
quantity surveyors which would form an outlet for 
engineers who fail to g'et government employment. 

(8). In the case of buildi~s erected and maintained 
by }Jrivate firms, they should be subject to illl!pection 
by Superintending Engineers. 

3,660. (W.) Changes in organization.-As the Com· 
mittce have mude no definite proposals it is impossible 
to allilwer this question, but the following proposals are 
made for reorganizing the Public Works Department and 
()IIecting economy. 

(1). That all local builclings and roads should be taken 
over by the district boards for construction and main· 
tenance. For large buildingti 'l'rhich require better pro· 
fessional supervision than they are able to afford, tho 
~ervices of the Public Works Department engineers can 
be requisitioned. The handing over of local works to 
the district board is not a thing that can be done in a 
hurry; it will have to be dono gradually, as suitable 
engineer~ become available, but as a start the services of 
all temporary engineer:; at prc~ent in tho Public Work~ 
Department might be dit:>pen;;ed with, so that they would 
be available for district boards. -

(2). Districts should be divided up into first, second and 
third class, first-class districts would chiefly be headquarters 
di~tricts, such a~ Allahabad, Lucknow, etc., anc!-Jhe sub· 
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divisional offiee.r should in .. each case be a qualifit'd engi· 
neer. Second-class distric.ts, would be those in whil'h 
there is a consid6rable length of provincial roads to main
tain and tho sub-divisional officer should be :-

jrd junior qualified engineers, 
}rd sub-engineers and supervisors, and 
jrd overseers. 
Third-class districts would be districts in which there arc 

practically no pro-rincial roads, such as Ballia, Bahraich, 
etc. The few provincial roads and buildings in these dis
tricts might be looked after by the district board engi· 
nears, or if considered necessary by an overseer, who, at 
the outside, would only require one- subordinate to 
assist him. 

(3). The staff of every district office should be incre~d. 
The district office is the disbursing office and the starting 
point of all aecounts, irregularities, etc. I consider it 
absolutely essential that every district office should have 
a. qualified aecountant; this accountant should be on the 
cadre of the .Accountant-General's audit clerks, so that in 
the event of an office getting into disorder the Accountant· 
General "'ill be able to remove the accountant and put 'a 
bett~r man in his place. Under the present system the 
districts are in charge of junior engineers, supervisors or 
O'l"erseers, with little or no knowledge of .accounts and 
procedure. The head clerk, though he may have a fair 
knowledge of procedure, has little knowledge of accounts, 
except what he has picked up in a. divisional office ; he is, 
therefore, not in a position adequately to help and keep 
his sub·didsional officer straight in matters of accounts. 
By having a trained accounts clerk, he will be in a posi
tion materially to help his sub-divisional officer and 
pre;ent him from co=itting irregularities. By this 
means irregularities_and audit objections shpuld be re
duced to a. minimum. Besides the accounts clerk there 
should be at least one head clerk, and one second clerk 
whilst in large districts possibly a. third and fourth clerk 
will be ·necessary. · 

(4). The accounts section in the di,·isioual office should 
be abolished, the accounts going direct from the sub
divisional officer to the .Accountant-General for compila
tion. The .Accountant-General would then deal direct 
with the sub-divisional officer a,s regards irregularities and 
objections, except in cases which call for special action 
by the divisional engineer, in which case the divisional 
engineer would be informed by the Accountant-General. 
By this means there would be a considerable sa>ing of 
superfluous correspondence through the divisional office. 
The Executive Engineer would ha>e more time for the 
supervision of work a.nd for the preparation and scrutiny 
of projects. There would be a sa'l'iug in establishment 
in the divisional office. If this is approved I would suggest 
that the drawing section of the divisional office be slightly 
increased, so that more projects be prepared in that office, 

_leaving only minor projects h> be prepared in tho sub
divisional office. 

(5). I would not suggest the reduction of the number of 
divisions at present, but I think there is no doubt that, 
if the above suggestions are given effect to, the size of 
divisions could be increased and their number conse
quently reduced. 

(6). The number of circles, also; should not be reduced, 
but the powers of Superintending Engineers should be 
increased, so as to reduce the quantity of work in the 
Secretariat office. 

(7). As regards the Secretariat office, I would suggest 
that a second engineer be attached to the Chief Engineer, 
together with a competent staff, solely for checking pro· 
ject& and giving assistance to engineers in the matter of 
calculations and preparations of projects. This officer 
~hould be a good mathematician and should in no way 
be burdened with ordinary routine work. 

3,661. (IV.) Relations with other departments 
and sub-branches.-As far as I am aware the Public 
Works Department meets the needs of other depart
ments. The chief complaint ia ns regards the delay iu 
preparing and carrying out small works ; this is due to 
no fault of the Public \\'orks D~partment but rather to 
the system and could be greatly reduced-if more powers 
were gi>en to bub·divisional otliccrs. But in this ca,;e 

all sub-divisional officers ntUtit be quali11ed engineers and 
not subordinates. 

(2). As r<'gnrds tl1e Sanitary and Electrical Branch eli I 
am of the opinion that they require extending and tl;at 
each branch should have .its staff of trained engineers, the 
present system of expectmg one engiucer to do drainan-c 
electrical and several other kinds of eJwineerill" is ~~~: 
satisfactory. .A start has already bee1~ made 

0
in this 

direction in the Sanitary Branch· and the de-.elopmcnt 
should be encouraged. 

~3~. As regards the Ar?hitectural Branch, I am of the 
op~on that the Arch1~ect should not only prepare 
deSigns, but also the estnnates for all works be desirms 
so that he can ke~p in touch with the cost of the buildm~ 
and m~ke altern !Jo.ns when necessar;v; the present. s~·stem 
of bavmg the d~s1gn of the Architect e>timated in the 
district concerned is unsatisfactory, as Bllb-divi:;ional 
o~cers often do not take the trouble to keep tlown the 
pnce and are careless as to the ultimate COtit with tlw 
r~sult ~hat the Architect. is often required to' cut down 
h1s destgn to cheapE>n the cost. By ha-ring an adequate 
staff of computers, and dealing direct with the depart
ment concernetl, the Consulting .Architect would be 
able to send out his projects complete in every detail and 
a lot of correspondcn~.e would be saved. 

(4). :Further, I would Bllggest that a few mgilwers he 
a~tached to the Consulti11g Architect, in order to supen·i:,c 
Ins works and see that they are properly carried out. 

3,662. (V.) Decenttalization.-:Furthcr tlccentruliza· 
t ion is necesstlry. The powC'rs of all oflieers should bo 
increased, ·but this is a question which requires careful 
consideration and can be best settled Lw the Public "'orks 
Department itsell. • 

I, however, make the following suggestions :-
(1). 8uptrintendinu Enyineer8.-Their powers of tech· 

nic.al sanction should be increased up to Ra. 75,000 and 
t~ey should b.e empowered to appoi11t, di,;miss or di<;}Jen~e 
With the serviCes of ovcrseE>rs nnd sub·o>orseers. .Full 
powers should be gi;en to all temporary and officiation
Superintending Engil1eers. "' 

(2). Executice Enyinetre.-Powcrs of technical sanction 
l:ihould be enhanced, as the officer gai11s experience. At 
present an officer of 20 years' service has no more power 
than another considerably his junior. A graduated 
scale for 10, 15 and 20 years' service is suggested. 

Rs. 5,000 for 10 years. 
Rs. 20,000 for 15 yean;. 
Rs. 30,000 for 20 years. 

He should also be allowed to accept tenders up t'l 
these limit f. • 

(3). Di6trict Enginecrs.-To have powrrs of teehnic,d 
sanction up to Rs. 1,000. 

The Sanitary and Elet'trical Branches should be 
separated from the Roads and Buildings, except tLaL 
the Chief Engineer should control all the branches. 

3,663. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Public 
Works Department Code is in some points restrictive, 
and there is no doubt that it requires revision, but 
this can only be done by a competent officer who has had 
experience of the Code, and in consultation 1\ith the 
other officers of the Department. The followu1g are a few 
of the points which need reYision. 

(1). Purchase of all European stores ,;]wuld be per: 
mitted in India ; these stores are more generally rollnl 
steel joists, angles and tees, paints, etc., all of which a r<~ 
required m·gently as soon as an estimate is &lnctionct.l. 
and if i11dented for from England the delay in receh·il12' 
the articles would almost always prevent a work bein;; 
completed 1dthin the financial year. The orders regard· 
ing the indent on Eng1md should, therefore, be abolkhNI, 
and further the Execnth·e Eugineer should be ginn 
power to sanction the local purcha.se of all stores up to 
the provision in the sanctioned !"timate. 

(2). Dh-bional engineers should be allo\\ed to r~«p· 
propriate grants from one work to another under the oamc 
fund head. 

(3). Powers of Exl'cllti\·e En;;ineels ohoult.l J,,. incr~~,ed 
as regards the !><lle of ourplus 6tores and 1\Tite-oii of t:tock 
and tools and phmt, as they are in dose touc-h with work. 
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( 4). Preparation of estimates for annual repairs to work is required. Under the present system two officers 
buildings are nnnecessary. On completion of a building an . for one vacancy are sometimes trained nnder different 
estimat~ for repairs should be sanctioned by the Super· officers and it depends entirely on the nature of the 
intending Engineer and be recorded in a standard mea!ltll'e· training officer's report whether the candidate gets the 
ment book. Executive Engineers should be empowered job or not ; if one is strict and the other lenient, the 
to sanction expenditure yearly up to this amount. latter pupil is sure to get the billet, though he may be an 

If additions and alterations are made to the building inferior engineer. If this system is adhered to, the officers 
nf'Cessitating an increased grant for repairs, the annual lmder training should be interchanged after SiX: months, 
repair estimate would be revised and sanctioned by the so as to be reported on by each training officer. It would 
Superintending Engineer, the previous one being cancel· be better if candidates were given one or two years' prac· 
led. Several more instances might be quoted, but the tical training on several big works, with opporttmities to 
above samplt:s are sufficient to show, that some revision visit others, after which they should be required to pass 
is necessary. - an examination on practical tra.ining and professional 

3,664. (Vll.) Practical training.-The pre.sent system knowledge. 
of training is faulty, a good practical training on some big 

1\IR. P. H. Tn.u.RD called and examined. 

3,665. (Preside~1t.) The witness stated that he was in 
his 15th yesr of service, that lie at present held the rank 
of temporary Superintending Engineer in the Public 
1.Vorks Department, and that the whole of his service had 
been spent in the Buildings and Roads Branch. -

3,666. The Irrigation Branch in the United Provinces 
was practically ~ntirely separate from the Buildings and 
Roads Branch, and officers were not, as a rule, transferred 
from one branch to the other. Such transfers as did 
occur were more or less exceptional and were made only 
when officers applied for them. Irrigation circles in the 
province were entirely separate from Buildings and Roads 
circles since irrigation was confined to certain areas. · But 
in some instances there was both a Buildings and Roads 
and an Irrigation engineer in charge of works in the same 
area, owing to the fact that buildings and roads work in 
irrigation circles was in the charge of the Buildings and 
Roads Branch. There were no irrigation engil1eers in 
districts where there were no irrigation works, and the 
irrigation work in the province was more or less confined 
to canals. These latter, however, did not necessarily rnn 
alongside roads. Hence the irrigation staff would find 
it difficult if they were obliged to look after roads as well 
as canals, i.e., if the buildings and roads work in irriga· 
tion circles Wfre, as in certain other provinces, placed in 
charge of the Irrigation Branch. The introduction of 
such a system might be possible in certain eases, but the 
two classes of work as a. rule should be undertaken b:v 
separate staffs and kept distinct from each other as a't 
11resent. 

3,667. There were 4 Superintending Engineers' circles, 
and 16 Executive Engineers' divi~ions, 4 in each circle, 
in the Buildings and Roads Branch of the province. 
.There had at one time been only 3 Superil1tending Engi
neers' 'circles in this branch, but the present arrangement 
was preferable as the area of each circle was too large 
under the former system. There were at present 4 
Superintending Engineers also in the l:tTigation Branch. 

3,668. Specialization in sanitary engineering should be 
encouraged by the Department and the Sanitary Depart· 
ment should be made self-contained by the creation of a 
construction as well as a designing branch. Sanitary arid 
water·works should be constituted as a separate branch 

· of engineering, and it would be advantageous to employ 
specialists in drainage and water-works rather than civil 
engineers for such classes of work. Under the existing 
arrangements sanitary works were constructed partly by 
the staff of the Buildings and Roads Branch and partly 
by that of the Sanitary Branch, and in his opinion 
the staff which designed sanitary projects should also 
undertake their construction. Re himself had construct· 
ed the Allahabad drainage works which were now under 
the Sanitary Department. There would for some years 
to come always be a fairly uniform amount of sanitary 
work to justify the employment of a separate sanitary 
staff: as the number of large sanitary works in contem· 
plahon .was c~lliliderable. His suggestion was therefore 
rompahble w1th the conditions prevailing, and likely to 
prevail, in the province. 

3,669. The Consulting Architect prepared such designR 
as he was requested to by the local Government but the 
~timatt>s relating to tbe designa were prepared in 

divisional offices. He'recommeuded that the Consulting 
Architect might be made responsible for both estimates 
and designs, since in order to frame the latter he had to 
obtain local information. It was quite possible when 
doing so to secure information in regard to the rates and· 
classes of materials, etc. available in all parts of the prov. 
ince, provided a certain number of engineers were 
attached to the Architectural :Branch, as these officers 
could either conduct inspections or obtain the information 
in writing from the head of each district, as quantities also 
were worked out in district offices. In cases where the net 
cost shown in an estimate at present was more than what 
the Architect anticipated the plans had to be revised by 
that officer and returned to the districts for the revision 
of the estimates. Schemes were thus sent backwards 
and forwards between the Architect and the district 
office until the amount of the estimate was finally agreed 
upon. Hence if the Architect were placed in a position 
to know what a particular scheme was likely to cost, 
i.e.,_ by the transfer of the preparation of estimates to that 
officer, such revision of plans as might be necessary might 
be undertaken in the Architect's office and the necessity 
for sending plans to the district office avoided. 

3,670. The Consulting Architect to Gi>vernment 
checked designs that were submitted to him for criticism 
by Superintending Engineers. He generally, however, 
did not approve of plans submitted by an engineer and 
preferred to prepare the designs himself. Hence the 
present arrangement could not be regarded as altogether 
satisfactory as it was very difficult to work under 
existing circumstances. In his opinion, the Architect 
should design all plans of important buildings in the 
first instance. The present staff of the Consulting Archi· 
teet was not, however, large enough to enable him to 
undertake the preparation of an nnlimited number of 
designs, and when there was urgency designs had to be 
prepared in district or divisional offices and then sent to 
the Architect. He was doubtful whether tlus practice 
led to increased speed in the disposal of work. 

3,671. The Consulting Architect at present had no 
construction staff, but only one for the preparation of 
designs. In view, however, of the fact that ordinary 
district engineers did not pay the same attention to 
details of construction as the Architect, and that there 
were a number of subordinate engil1eers who, while in 

_ charge of construction, were inclined to leave out details 
to which the Architect attached special value, he 
thought a special construction staff should be attached 
to the Architectural Branch. Such a staff could super· 
vise works and see that such details as the Architect 
considered necessary were not omitted. 

3,672. There were not in his opinion sufficient build· 
ings in any single town il1 the. United Provinces to justify 
the establishment of a separate buildings division in that 
town, and there were no towns or divisions in the prov· 
ince where building work was of sufficient magnitude 
to justify the creation of a purely buildings division. In 
other words, there was no divisional charge in the prov· 
ince that consisted entirely of buildings. A purl'ly 
temporary division had, however, been constituted in 
connection with the Allahabad_High Court; the Allahabad 
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Division proper included three districts, each of which 
formed a sub-divisional charge. 

3 673. The Consulting Architect had probably not more 
tha; three Ol' four buildings in the whole province in pro
gress of construction at the present time, but this amount 
of work was not too small to justify the attachment, for 
supervisory purposes, of one or two engineers to the 
Architect's office as each of such engineers could be placed 
in charge of two or three buildings. Increases to the 
architectural staff would be dependent on how far the ' 
Architectural Branch in the province was to be developed. 
His scheme would not result in the bulk of the time of t.he 
engineers being absorbed by inspection duty as each of 
them could ordinarily reside at the site of their works. 

3,674. No electrical work had hitherto been under· 
taken in his circle. Hence he was not aware whether the 
Superintending Engineer of a circle had any relations 
wit.h the Electric Inspector to the local Government. 
He had been in charge of his circle for about six months 
only. ~ 

3,675. Tenders were invariably invited when sanction 
was accorded to works, and contracts for entire projects 
were generally given out to single contractors. In cases 
of large buildings, however, e.g., the High Court building, 
projects were divided between three or four contractors. 
The system of entering into separate contracts for earth· 
work excavation, masonry work, etc., was very seldom 
followed in the United Provinces, but a separate contract 
for wood-work was occasionally entered upon. In addi
tion, iron and structural steel-work was sometimes pur
chased by the Public Works Department on behalf, and 
for the benefit of, contractors. 

3,676. Tenders were
1
invited usually on rates and not 

on lump sum contracts, ,p.nd changes in designs rendered 
t.he practice of giving out works on lump sum contracts 
1mdesirable, as it was_ difficult to work lump sum con· 
tracts in cases where changes in design were necessary. 
Hence thoug4 lump sum contracts were permissible they 
were not entered into by the Public Works Department. 
He personally did not consider this a valid reason-for not 
utilizing such contracts and thought it desirable that 
designs should be so prepared as to obviate subsequent 
alterations. To the contention that changes in designs 
did not cause inconvenience in working lump sum 
contracts in countries like England, he replied that the 
lump sum system would .cause trouble in India when it 
was necessary to make additions or alterations to designs 
and that most of the contractors· who were usually em· 
ployed would not understand the system. By this he 
meant that the contractors generally engaged by the 
Public Works Department were merely suppliers of 
Jabour and that the mafority of t.hem did not tmder
stand contracting, estimating, etc., and consequently that 
they were not sufficient.Jy ~tdvancerl to undertake 
lump sum contracts. 

3,677. Plans of works were made available for refer· 
ence by contractors in the Public Works Department 
offices concerned when tenders were invited. Contract .. 
ors were expected when tendering to euter their own 
rates for each class of work hut they nearly always ac
cepted the rates in the Public Works Department schedule 
or tendered at rates that Wt>re a percentage above or 
below those contained in that schedule. Occasionally, 
however, contractors furnished a list of rates that w~re 
Pntirely their own. As the rate for iron-work in tlw 
schedule of rates was not always correct by reason of the 
fact that it fluctuat<)d, certain contractors varied their 
rates for iron subsequent to the acceptance of a contract. 
Contractors who were particularly keen on obtaining 
particular works invariably tendered at a percentage 
below the schedule of rates, but reliable contractors 
ganerally tendered at the rates in that schedule or at a 
very small percentage below them. His experience had 
been that tenders were seldom put forward at rates 
above those in the schedule of rates. Tendered rates 
therefore generally corresponded with the schedule of 
rates or were slightly below them. 

3,678. Though he was not able to state clcfinit~ly ho\\' 
many firms of reliable contractors capable of undertaking 

reasonably large contracts were available in the United 
Provinces ho remarked that there W<'re very few such 
firms, if any. Ho know of no firm of contractors in the 
province which employed a competent engineering staff, 
but named a firm of consulting engineers, who, though 
they undertook contracts for buildings, did not like to bf! 
classed as contractors. 

3,679. Structural steel-work was not ordinarily, but 
occasionally, supplied to contractors by the Public \Vorks 
Department as contractors generally supplied their own 
steel for small works. Though it· was intended that 
structural steel should be obtained by requisition on 
the Secretary of State, the practice had not been adopted 
for the large number of Snlall works that were ordinarilv 
constructed in the province owing to the fact that it took 
about six months to get an indent for such material com· 
plied wit.h. It would not be possible, if the India Office 
were indented on for all the structural steel that was 
required for such works, to get the latter completed in 
time. Hence structural steel was ordinarily obtained in 
India. It was not the general, but only the occasional 
practice to give out a separate contract for structuraJ. 
steel-work. 

3,680. There were no government brickfields in tho 
United Provinces as far as he was aware, and bricks were 
very seldom supplied by the Public Works Department. 
to contractors. Separate contracts for bricks were only 
entered into during collection of material preparatory to 
starting a work, and were more the exce}Jt.ion than tlw 
rule. 

3,681. Cement was usually supplied by contractorA 
and not by the Public Works Department, but in c11ses in 
which contractors desired arrangements to be made for itR 
supply it was obtained from the Calcutta firms or from 
the Katni company. There were no general stores in tlw 
province in which articles purchased from England were 
stocked and issued to contractors, and contractors as a 
rnle undertook in their cont.racts to furni~h their own 
materials. 

3,682. Ordi.nary repairs to tools and plant were under
taken by private firms, or workshops like the Lucknow 
Iron Works, and also by the Roorkee workshopR and 
technical schools since there were no Public Works De· 
partment workshops in t.l1e province. No difficulty ha1l 
been experienced by allowing the ordinary repairs to 
tools and plant to be undertaken by private enterpris(l. 
The necessary repairs to the mathematical instru
ments of the Public Works D,epartment were undertak~u 
by the Government Mathematical lnRtrument Ofilce at 
Calcutta. 

3,683. The provincial Pnblic Works lJepartment 
undertook t.he construction of contribution works ou 
behalf of public bodies like school committees, and ocra
aionnlly also on behalf of private individuals. It wa~ 
permissible for the Department to construct contributiou 
works ou behalf of private persona, but. it had not been 
mado the general practice and was only resorted to iu 
except.ional cases. As an instance of n contribution work 
erected for a public body, he cited the Canning College at 
Lucknow. There were two classes of contribution workH, 
·viz., those for which a goyernment gmnt·in-aid wus gh·en 
m\.d those for which the money was wholly contributed 
from. privatn sources. Certain of the edurntionrtl insti· 
tutions which had been erected bv tho Public Works 
Department. on behalf of private bocli<'s were treated n,, 
grant-in-aid works nnd the others hnd LePn ereet~d witJ, 
purely private contributions. When government made n 
contribution towards a work it did not do so 011 tlu• 
understi111ding that the work should ordinarily Le con
·structed by the l'nblio Works Department, hnt. only on 
the understanding that it should be open to Public Works 
Department superyision. Completed contribution workR 
were subject to the approval of a government engineer. 
As an instance ho cited the Jumna )fission School at 
Allnhabarl. 

3,684. The charge of 23 per cent. levied by the PulJiic 
'Yorks Department on contribution works covered all 
charges including tools and plant.. Government, how
evl'r, waived tha chnrge in mnny inHtnnrP~ aR privntll 
hodil'S complninrd of hoing l1nrcl (lf'('''ed nnd hPiu~ 
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tmable to afford it. He admitted, however, that the 
Ji"ures furnished in his written statement showed that 
c;ntribution works were in\'ariably constructed by the 
Public Works Department for private bodies free of 
charge, but this he argued confirmed the view that the 
work of the Public Works Department was done cheaply; 
otherwise private persons and bodies would go to private 
enterprise. 

3,685. 1\Iinor works of district boar:ds costing less than 
Rs. 3,000 were in charge of O>erseers and sub-overseers, 
and this subordinate establishment constituted the sole 
engineering staff of the boards. As far as buildings were 
concerned, district boards were self-contained for all works 
of construction worth less than Rs. 3,000, e.g., primary 
schools for which this sum was the limit that had been 
fixed. The boards also in most districts maintained all 
second-class roads, i.e., the tmmetalled roads and the 
bridges on them, but aJt·metalled roads in the province 
and sometimes the bridges on second-class roads were in 
the charge of the Public Works Department. 

3,686. He recommended that the district boards might 
take o>er all local works in their respective districts with 
the exception of provincial roads, e.g., local roads, schools 
and other district board buildings, provided that they 
employed qualified engineers and did not place subor
dinates in charge of their works. The provincial roads 
were the main thoroughfares in the districts and one of 
them was the Grand Trunk Road. Provincial roads, 
however, were not the only first.elass roads in dis
tricts as certain of the local roads which he had suggested 
might be transferred to district boards were also classed 
as such. If a district board required the services of pro
vincial engineers for the construction of a particular 
building, the Public Works Department could arrange to 
supernse the work. In addition to provincial roads, 
he considered that government builcl.ings also ought 
to remain in the charge of the Public Works Depart
ment, at least for the present. Such a scheme, if given 
effect to, would not result in much duplication of the 
engineering staffs in the districts as the provincial staff 
would be considerably reduced with the augmentation 
of the present district board establishments. 

3,687. He suggested, in order to further curtail dupli-
. cation of staff, that the districts of the province might be 
divided into three classes according to the amotmt of 
work there was in each. Those districts where there were 
numerous roads and buildings, e.g., Allahabad, might 
be classed as first-class districts, and in such districts 
there might be both a district board engineer as well as a 
Buildings and Roads provincial engineer, in charge of 
district board and government work respectively. Second
class districts might be those with a somewhat less amotmt 
of buildings and roads work (government and district 
board) than first.class districts tmder provincial engi
neers maintained for recruitment to first-class districts, 
supervisors or overseers. The remaining and least im. 
portant districts might be converted into third-class 
district,s, and even the provincial roads and government 
buildings in these might be placed tmder the district 
board engineer ; or the goYernment buildings and pro
vincial roads in charge of an overseer. Such a scheme 
would reduce the number of Public Works Department 
subordinates considerably and it was based on the assump
tion that it was the intention to reduce the estab!iHlunent 
of the .Buildings and Roads Branch. Since in certain 
backward districts the diHtrict board expenditure was 
large while the corre>ponding expenditure of government 
was limited, owing to the fact that there were very few 
government buildings and provincial roads in those dis
tricts, he recommended that the experiment be first 
tried in third-claos districts. Certain of these b>tckward 
districts were more developed in so far as district board 
works were concerned than some of the first.class 
districts. In support of this view he mentioned the 
Basti district, where a considerable number of district 
board schools were under erection and roads were 
being extended. If his scheme were introduced for a 
start in first-class districts, it would not much curtail the 
duplication of staff. ror instance, the civil district of 
Allahabad was a.t present divided into three sub-divi-
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sions and, if the experiment was tried first in such a 
district, there would still be duplication in that two 
engineers in place of three, viz., a district board engineer 
and a Public Works Department engineer, would have to 
be employed, as the work would be too heavy for a single 
district board engineer. Though after the transfer of 
works to district boards there would still be a certain 
amotmt of duplication of staffs in districts, his idea was 
to economise provincial ftmds by a reduction in the 
number of Public Works Department subordinates. A 
system tmdcr which the whole of the government works 
in districts was handed over to district boards had been 
tried in Bengal, but he was not aware whether it had 
proved satisfactory or not, nor did he know whether such 
a . system had ever been tried in the United Provinces. 

3,688. 'l"he figures in the statements he had furnished 
with his written evidence showing the' cost of Public 
Works Department establishment tmder several heads 
were obtained from the Aecotmtant-General. He was not 
aware how that officer had arrived at the figures. As t.he 
Department did not maintain a separate establishment 
for contribution works, he was not aware how the Ac
cotmtant-General had arrived at the ~gure of 2 per cent. 
sho>vn in the statements. 

3,689. The Public Works Department should be re
lieved of the repairs to government buildings which were 
occupied by other departments by entrusting the repairs 
to those departments, subject to inspection once or twice 
a year by the engineering department. Sneh a system, 
without inspection of work by the Public Works Depart
ment, was at present followed in connection with certain 
buildings belonging to the Police Department, e.g., police 
thana.s. These buildings were, however, only minor 
works, and though they were maintained by the Police 
Department they were mainly constructed by the Public 
Works Department. The Police Department had power 
to construct certain small buildings, and only police 

. offices at the headquarters of districts were maintained 
by the Public Works Department. Inspections of Police 
Department works were not conducted by officers of the 
Public Works Department as there were no rules to that 
effect. The Police Department were, however, em
powered to requisition the services df the. engineering 
department in the case of special repairs, additions or 
alterations to buildings executed by them. 'l'he repairs 
tmdertaken by the Police Department, though they 
could not be regarded as first-class, were generally carried 
out satisfactorily. 

3,690. Craftsmen who might safely be entrusted to 
tmdertake petty repairs without professional supervision, 
e. g., white-washing, mending doors, stopping a leak in a 
roof, etc., were available in the province. Consequently 
he did not agree with the contention that the building 
trades \Vcre not sufficiently advanced in India as in 
England so as to allow of an individual who desired a 
house repaired or painted sending for a jobbing builder 
or jobbing painter to carry out the work with reasonable 
efficiency, but without expert supervision. In his opin·. 
ion, the Public Works Department should only be res
ponsible for repairs of a structural nature. 

3,601. If all go,'ernment buildings an_d roads in dis
tricts were transferred to district boards, the repairs to 
such buildings might also be made over, provided the 
board~ employed qualified engineers to supervioe the 
repairs by annual inspections, when the repairs were done 
by the department in occupation. On the other hand, if 
his suggestions were given effect to and district boards 
were made responsible for district board works, and local 
roads, and the Public Works Department responsible for 
government buildings and provincial roads, repair work 
to government buildings ought to be entrusted to the 
several departments in occupation subject to the super
vision of the Buildings and Roads staff of the Publie 
Works Department. 

3,692. A fixed allotment was made for annual repairs 
to each government building, and repair estimates 
had to be pro pared in -~ pril for work to be done 
in October. Repair works were ordinarily carried 
out by contractors subject to supervision by sub· 
ordinatt:s and inspection by the engineer in charge of the 
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district. A certain amount of detail was necessary in tho 
preparation of repair estimates and a large amount of 
such detail was abstracted from standard measurement 
books. Detailed repair estimates wcro, however, un
necessary, and tho amount allotted for repairs should bo 
placed at the disposal of the Executive Engineer with 
discretion to spend it as he liked. Repair estimat<Js in 
his opinion ought to be sanctioned once and for all and 
not framed every year as was the present practice. They 
were as a matter of fact largely hypothetical in that they 
were prepared so long before nctual repnir work was 
started that it. was not possible to estimate before the 
rains what damage was likely to be caused by rain. Con· 
aequently, unforeseen repairs had often to be can-icd 
out. He did not think that the Executive Engineer was 
in a better position under the present system to see 
that funds were actually spent on particular items of 
repair than he would be were repair estimates abolished. 

3,693. Three of the school buildings that had been 
erected by a certain private firm in the United Provinces 
for tho Department of Education had been inspected by 
him when they were almost completed. It was there
fore not possible for him to state what materials had been 
used in the foundations and walls, but so far as he was 
able to judge from their outward appearance the build
ings appeared to be quite sound. The private firm had 
employed a contractor on actual construction work, and 
had merely designed and, supervised the work of that 
individua.!. A different contractor had been employed 
by the firm on each of the three buildings. No Fublic 
Works Department officer had inspected the schools 
during their construction, since the officer who had at first 
been put on to inspect the school at Gorakhpur had been 
withdrawn. A certain amount of finishing work had yet 
to be carried out in each of the three school buildings 
before they could be handed over to the Department of 
Education. 'As these buildings had not been inspected 
by·officers of the Public Works Department during con
struction, they should be maintained by the private firm 
for either a suitable period of years or altogether, in order 
that if faults in their construction subsequently came to 
light the firm might be responsible for rectifying them, 
A comparison of the rates at which these buildings had 

'been erected by the firm with those of the Public Works 
Department had not been made by him as he did not know 
the firm's rates, but he understood that the works had 
been executed at rates that were under those contained 
in the Public Works Department schedule. He surmised 
that the private firm would probably have refused to 
inform him of their rates. 

3,694. All. Superintending Engineers in the United 
Provinces except temporary or officiating Superintending 
Engineers (for whom the limit was Rs. 10,000) had had 
delegated to them technical powers of sanction up to a 
limit of Rs. 50,000. He recommended that the limit for 
all such officers, whether permanent, temporary or offi· 
ciating, might b_e increased to Rs. 75,000, but the powers 
of individual officers might be varied according t.o length 
of service between the two amounts. 

3,695. He rllcommended the following scale of techni
cal sanction for Executive Engineers. Officers with 10 
years' service Rs. 5,000, those who had served for 15 
years Rs. 20,000 and those who had served for 20 years 
and over, Rs. 30,000. The scale, he considered, would 
plar.e officers in a better position to exercise control when 
they were promoted to the rank of l:iuperinteuding 
Engineer. These were only rough figures ; he, how
ever, favoured a more liberal scale for divisionnl engineers. 

3,696. The powers of Superintending and Executive 
Engineers for the acceptance of tenders might as at 
present be limited to tho amounts he had recommended 
as limits to their powers of technical sanction. He 
admitted, however, that on principle the powers of 
officers to accept tenders should be higher than their 
powers of technical sanction and agreed that such a 
procedure might be adopted. 

3,697. He did not agree with the suggestion that, in 
order to avoid the submission of revised estimates, the 
present 5 per cent. that was allowed for contingencies 
should be inoreMed to 10 per cent., as he thought there 

wag no reason why an excess need occur if <'Stimates wero 
carefully prepared. 

3,698. Powers of appointment, dismi~sal and punish
ment ·of m•en a lower subordinate in the lowc,;t grade 
were vested solely il1 the Chief Engineer so far as the per
manent establishment of the Public Works Department 
was conecmed, and neither Superintending nor Executive
Engineers could dismiRs a permanent lower subordinate 
without reference to that officer. Superintencling Engi. 
neers had, however, powt>r to appoint or dismiss t<·mpo
rary lower subordinat<Js and to fill vacancies in the lower 
subordinate permanent establishment. Superintending 
Engineers could only disallow a portion of a lower 
subordinate's travelling allowance ag a punishment. 
Hence the present arrangements were unsatisfactory and 
certain disciplinary powers ov~.r the perman~nt est a b
lishmont should be given to both Executive and Sup~rin
tending Engineers. He, therefore, agreed that powers of 
punishment, including dismissal, subject to an appeal 
to the Superintending Engineer, should be given to 
Executive Engineers over lower subordinaws, and simi
lar powers over upper subordinates to Superintending 
Engineers subject to an appeal to the Chief Engineer. 

3,699. Executive Engineers should be given certain 
powers of reappropriation of funds. To meet the con· 
tention that unlimited powers in tllis respect might lead 
to a divisional engineer ignoring the requirements of 
other departments, i.e., that such an officer might re
appropriate funds from a work that a particular depart
mont considered urgent to anpther which was not consid
ered as urgent, he suggested that Executive Engineers 
might only be ponnittcd to reappropriate oavings on 
works on the principle that funds allotted to particular 
works should be spent on those works. In his opinion 
Executive Engineers could safely be entrusted with such 
power if they were informed beforehand a.s to the urgency 
of their several works, and such a practice would J!Ot 
result in executive officers following their own whims and 
fancies in regard to the order in which they constructed 
works. 

3, 700. For each vacancy in the Assistant Enginel'r 
grade in the UniteQ: Provinces two candidat<Js from 
Roorkee were selected to undergo a course of practical 
training and one of them was ultimately selected for the 
permanent appointment according to the reports received 
on their work. He was not in favour of this system ag it 
was too much dependent on the personality of the of!icers 
under whom each candida.te served. Ji!c, therefore, reo· 
ommended that it might be abolished. He added that 
practical training should on principle be given to all 
students who passed out from Roorkee and selections to 
goven1ment appointments made at the end of the prac
tical course. There would always be sufficient work in 
progress under the Public Works Department, private 
firms and municipalities in the United Provinces and also 
in other provinces, to afford such a practical training to 
the average number of students turned out yearly from 
Roorkee, viz., 15. 

3, 701. He had had considerable experience of both 
classes of subordinates during the 15 years of his s0rvicc. 
In his ophlion the theoretical traiiling given at Roorkeo 
to upper subordinat<Js was excessive as long as such ol!icers 
remained in the upper subordinate grades, but it was bett<lr 
for them to be over-trained than under-trained oincc they 
were likely to be appointed t{l higher uppointm~uls 
than overseer, such as sub.divisional officers in charge of 
districts. '!'he theoretical training given to lower subor
dinates wns adequate for the work they performed in the 
lower subordinate grades, but such individuals needed 
better qualifications in order to be promoted to upper 
subordinate grades, such as overseer. His genoral 
opinion, howev<'r, of the theoretical truilling given at 
Roorkec to men who entered the subordinate branches 
of the Public Works Department was that it was not 
excessive. 

3,702. There were several classes of mi8tris in the 
United Provinces comprising both good and bad workmen, 
but a substantial proportion were of superior ability. 
These latter wore practical men who had been trained in 
construction work and ought to make very capable lower 
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subordinates. Hence he approved of the suggestion that 
a certain proportion of the lower subordinate establish
ment might be recruited from the mi..stri class and con
sidered that class to be a good field for recruitment for 
the purpose. Most rnislris had also a working know
ledge of English and he did not think this class would 
need further instmction in English before promotion to 
the lower subordinate grades, Certain mistris made 
capable surveyors and. w~re able to .take measu~ements 
sati~factorily. Hence if It were desired to recrmt good 
practical men, without theoretical knowledge, the mate
rial was available in the province. 

3,703. The standard up to which the building trades 
in the United Pro"rinces had progressed was in his 
opinion sufficiently adequate for the class of buildings 
erected in the province, as both capable masons and 
competent craftsmen were available. He did not there
fore desire to recommend any improvement in this re
spect. 

3,704. (Sir :Soel Kershaw.) Reliable private firms cap
able of carrying out works without the aid of the Public 
\Yorks Department did 11ot, as far as -he was aware, exist· 
in the United Provinces. The absence of such firms 
might be considered a misfortune from the point of view 

'of the development of the industries of India, and the 
existence of the Public Works Department was to a cer
tain extent the cause of this absence. 

3,705. The provincial Public Works Department car-
- riecl out most of their work with the aiel of Indian con

tractors who employed their own mistris. Personally, 
he had never allowed a contractor to undertake the entire 
setting out of a work, and though mislris were quite 
capable of setting out a work, this duty was performed 
generally by sub-overseers and other subordinates of the 
Public Works Department. In addition to setting out, 
subordinates were also required to supervise works, and 
construction work required constant supervision. Hence 
the serrices of subordinates could not, in view of the 
: dmitted ce.pabilities of mistris, be entirely dispensed 
with. Xo advantage would be derived by allowing a. 
contractor to set out a work, nor would such a. practice 
ht'lp towards improving the general standard of contract
ors. 

3,706. In respect to the following remark in his written 
evidence :-" A certain municipality entrusted a 
portion of their drainage scheme to private enterprise. 
The firm was paid Rs. 7,355 for an estimate of approxi
mately Rs. 7 lakhs, which was beyond the means of the 
municipality," he explained that this amount was paid 
to the private firm for preparing the estimate of Rs. 7 
lakhs. Further that his succeeding remark that " This 
was subsequently revised by the Sanitary Department 
to Rs. ·I! lakhs " implied tha-t the cost of the scheme was 
cut down from Rs. 7 toRs. I! lakhs. The 17 per cent. 
paid to the private engineer was the percentage that was 
paid on all expenditure against the Rs. H lakh estimate, 
exclusive of the sum of Rs. 7,355. He admitted that his 
comparison of these charges "l'<ith the rates at which the 
Public Works Department had constructed an extension 
which that particular municipality required was not a 
fair one m\ing to the fact that sanitary underground work 
was notoriously u.ncerta.in, and that good ground might 
have been met with by the Public Works Department 
and unsuitable ground encountered by the prh•ate 
firm. 

3,70i. The charge fixed by Code rule for the construc
tion of sanitary work by the Public Works Department 
was 12 per cent., exclusive of the Sanitary Engineer's fee 
of 1 per cent. and not 23 per cent. The latter figure was 
the charge made by government for the constmction of 
contribution works, in cases where no relaxation of the· 
rules was granted. 

3,i08. Th_e Public Works Department practica.lly 
always carrted out works at their schedule rates, but he 
could no_t state definitely that they never (lxecuted work 

'at rates m ~xcea> of those rates. 
3,709. In connection with the statement in his wTitten 

eviuence to the effect that a certain Calcutta finn had 
a,kf.d R~. 2.i,OOO, or lll,\rly iiO per cent. more than the 
l'ublic Worh Department ('~ti!lJ<\tC of f.s, ()0,000 to con-

struct a building for the Baptist ~fission at Barisal, he ad. 
mitted that he did not believe that a private firm would 
charge 50 per cent. for supervision only, and explained 
that the firm had probably not found it worth their while 
to undertake that particular work unless they made a 
considerable profit. The extra 50 per cent. was, there· 
fore, not charged for supervision only. In view of this 
fact he admitted that the comparison he had drawn of 
this percentage with the Public Works Department 
charge of 23 per c;ent. was not a fair one, but explained 
that his statement had been based on hearsay. 

3,710. Individuals who requested the Public Works 
Department to constmct contribution works on their 
behalf occasionally knew whether they would be charged 
for supervision for such works or not, since when making 
an application, they asked in certain instances for their 
works to be _carried out free of charge. 

3,711. By the recommendation in his written evidence 
to the effect that the Chief Engineer might be given a. 
second Assistant, together with a. competent staff solely 
for checking projects, he implied that the Chief Engineer 
was at present over-worked. He had not considered the 
question of affording relief to that officer by removing, 
not a portion of the engineering work but the whole of 
the Secretariat work, as he thought that the Chief Engi
neer ought to keep in touch with both his professional 
and Secretariat work. It was true that the first duty of 
an engineer was engineering, but his idea. was to lessen 
the Chief Engineer's work by giving that officer an extra. 
Assistant who might help in the preparation and checking 
of projects. It was inadvisable to relieve the Chief 
Engineer of his Secretariat duties. 

3,712. He had recommended that engineers and not 
Architects might be attached to the Consulting Archi· 
tect's office becanse it was desirable that an engineer 
should supervise construction. He admitted that an 
Mchitect might be more useful, more especially in matters 
of detail, and that instead of an engineer it might be 
advisable to employ an Assistant Architect, but he did 
not think it would be possible to obtain Architects who 
would be willing to serve under the Consulting Architect. 

3,713. (Mr . .Mackenzie.) The second Assistant to the 
Chief Engineer, whose appointment he had suggested, 
should. be an officer who would undertake the more 
laborious and less important part of the Chief Engi
neer's work, i.e., work that the Chief Engineer ought not 
perhaps be called upon to perform. 

3,714. The Public Works Department did not make a 
separate charge for the preparation of plans and esti
mates in addition to their charge for establishment; but if 
plans and estimates were prepared by contractors an 
extra charge would be made for them, even if the con
tractors eventually carried out the works. The Public 
Works Department charges for establishment included 
the preparation of a. large number of schemes which 
never materialized. Hence the percentage charges of 
establishment to works was somewhat misleading. 

3,715. (Rai Balwdur Ganga Ram.) The difficulty in con
nection with works that were designed by the Consulting 
Architect or Sanitary Engineer to Government and which 
were carried out by the Public Works Department staff lay 
not in the fact that this staff were incapable of properly 
interpreting plans, but rather that they did not pay suffi
cient attention to details. Further, subordinates were in 
eharge of works in certain districts and construction was 
in consequence occasionally supervised by a subordinate. 
To obviate the difficulty experienced engineers might be 
attached to the Consulting Architect's office and super
vise works in districts. It was the duty of an engineer, 
to whom an architect's design was sent, to check the 
stability of the building proposed as shown by the de5ign, 
and to point out to the architect any defects that might 
come to light, and if the latter held to his design" and did 
not agree with the engineer the responsibility for defects 
in construction ought to rest with the architect. Most 
architects claimed they were able to calculate the stabil~ 
ity of buildings; in fact, they r.lleged that they were more 
qualified to do so than engineers. 

3,716. The area of his cird~ comprised three Comruis. 
sioner's charl?es, but the jurhdiction of the divisional 
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Executive Engineers under him did not coincide with t.he 
civil di viRions. 

3,717. Tho system under w.hic~ publ!c works in. each 
district were in charge of a d1str1Ct engmeer, sufficumtly 
qualified to hold charge of a sub-division and to conduct 
both provincial as well as district board works under the 
Superintending Engineer and Collector respectively, was 
to a certain extent in force at present in that a certain 
number of government works were carried out by dis
trict boards. It was probably before his time that this 
system had been generally in force throughout the prov
ince. 

3,718. If Public Works Department officers were 
authorized to grant advances to contractors on security 
that might be considered by civil officers to be sufficient, 
the practice would not tend to cheapen rates. He was 
not able to state whether, if advances were given to petty 
contractors, in order that such individuals might refrain 
from borrowing money, rates were likel,v to be reduced. 
He thought, however, that such a practice might have 
this effect. 

3,719. When submitting first stage plans for adminis
trative sanction, Executive Engineers furnished merely 
line plans, and the cost was calculated at a certain amount 
per square foot of plinth area. He was not aware of any 
tabulated statements in the United Provinces, such as 
were available in the Punjab, showing by plinth areas all 
the important buildings in each distric~ and the actual 
cost of each building. 

3, 720., There were upper subordinates in the province 
who were not considered fit to hold charge of sub-divisions, 
and government should be in a position to dismiss such 
officers if such a course were considered appropriate. It 
did not however, necessarily follow that because an offi. 
cer wa; not considered fit to hold charge of a sub-divi
sion he was not a good upper subordinate. He was here 
informed that it had been put forward in evidence by an 
Executive Engineer that certain lower subordinates 
under him were considered to be more fit to hold charge 
of a sub-division than particular upper subordinates, and 
he recommended that in such cases powers might be 
given to the Chief Engineer to dismiss a particularly 
inefficient upper subordinate. 

3,721. The Public Works Department in the United 
Provinces did not, as in the case of the GovE\rnment of 
Bombay, make a charge of 2~ per cent. for the prepara
tion of designs for local works, but charged a fixed per
centage for the whole of the works in a district. 

3,722. Bills received for maintenance of works were 
paid on measurements and not in lump sums. He did 
not know the practice followed in the Police Department 
nor how the Accoun~ant-Geheral passed that depart· 
ment's accounts for maintenance work. 

3,723. The percentage calculated o;n the capital cost of 
buildings for maintenance charges varied between 1 and 
ll per cent. according to the size of the building. The 
percentage was 1! for a large building. 

3,724. Since the distinction between repairs and orig
inal works did not adversely affect the efficient working 
of the Department, no change in the present rules was 
needed in this connection. · 

3,725. The staff of the Irrigation Branch had been 
utilized in exceptional cases for the construction of small 
isola~ed buildings located near the headqarters of an 
Irrigation area as the result of a mutual arrangement 
between the two branches. 

3,726. (.ilf r. Cobb.) He adhered to his contention that 
one of the objectioris to lump sum contracts was the likeli
hood of extensive additions and alterations being subse
quently necessary. The only manner in which to obviate 
this difficulty was to prepare more detailed plans and 
estimates in the first instance. Otherwise, it was not 
possible'''to check additions .and alterations as long as 
individuals, in the Civil and Public Works Departments 
were allowed to inspect buildings and to suggest them. 
There was no objection to preparing more detailed plans 
and estimates, but this would necessitate the employ· 
ment of a larger staff in order to avoid delays. 

3,727. Contractors did not often tendo~ at low rat('s 
J'nd depend on the Public Works Department to incrcas() 

the rates subsequently in order to ensure their rerf'iv· 
ing particular works, since wlwn tlwy did so they gem•r· 
ally did not receive the works tendPrcd for. Ho know of 
cases, however, where contractors had temlE'red at ratt•s 
which were a great deal too low and had afterwards 
complained of being unable to cany out the work un)eRs 
the ratos were increased. In such cases tho Public W orl<R 
Department officer had eitlwr to stop the work or admit 
the contractor's demands. A rate which in his opinion 
was too low was one in which tho difference involved was 
about 7 or 8 per cent. 

3,728. Certain standard repairs to buildings, such ns 
whit?-washing, had fo be carried out every year, and su<·h 
repmrs absorbed a large amount of mon~y. Repair 
estimates included, in addition to the cost of standard 
repairs, such items as repairs to windows and doors that 
might become necessary before October. If this margin 
was not sufficient the sums allotted for the estimate(! 
repairs had to be reduced, and such practice was tho 
cause of a good deal of frict.ion with the individuals who 
occupied residential buildings. The annual repairs esti
mate, however, applied to minor repairs only as speciul 
repair estimates were prepared for the more urgent and 
serious damages, etc. 

3,729. The principle of selection was practically entirely 
ignored in the service at present, but he did not think it 
necessary to enforce it further in future since, even at 
present, an Executive Engineer who proved himself to bo 
unsuitable might be reduced. Each Executive Engineer 
should.at least be given a trial when, according to seniority, 
his turn for promotion came round. 

3,730. (P1·esident.) All payments were made in the 
United Provinces by sub-divisional officers. Relief might 
be afforded to Executive Engineers by the transfer 
of the accounts work to sub-divisional offices, i.e., if each 
sub-division maintained its own accounts. There were 
generally three districts in each division and there wa~ 
generally an accounts clerk for each of the three dis
tricts in the divisional office. In this way the compila
tion of the divisional accounts was concentrated in the 
offices of Executive Engineers, and though pitymen!s were 
made in the district office, that office sent all its accountA 
for compilation to the divisionnl office. He contended 
that as under this Rystem the initial mistakes, objection· 
able payments and wrong allocations, etc., were mnde in 
the district office, a trained accountant was es~ential in 
that office in order to advise the sub-divisional offirer. 
The district accounts ought then to be sf:'nt from the Hub
divisional office direct to the Accountant-GeneraL He 
met the contention that this would entail much l'xtm 
work on the Accountant-General, in that instead of 16 
sets of divisional accounts that officer would have to deal 
with about 50 sets of sub-divisional accounts, by the 
remark that the Accountant-General had a sufficiently 
large staff. He anticipated that his suggestions, if ac
cepted, would allow Executive Engineers more leisure for 
inspection and supervision of works. 

3,731. It was inadvisable to reduce the number of 
Superintending Engineers, and to the contention that such 
officers wo1lld be unneccssarv if a better class of ExN'· 
utive Engineers to whom increased powers might be 
given were available, he replied !hat tho possibility of 
abolishing Superintending Engineers depended on the 
extent of the powers it was proposed to give to Executive 
Engineers. These officers would have to be given powerH 
up to the present limits fixed for Superintending Engi
neers, ~ud unless this were done the work of the Chil•f 
Engineur would be very considerably increased, sinc-e all 
estimatns would h>we to go to his ·otlice for technical ~anc
tion. Further, from his experience of the working of tlw 
Department, he did not think it would be an improv<'lll<'nf. 
in organization to diApN18e with the sf'rvi('eR of the 1-:uper
intending Engineer. The value of that ofliN•r's illKfH'<'· 
tions of works in progrr<s and elwck of es!imatPs fully 
juRtified the existence of his appointment. 

3,7:l2. The Chief Engineer at present hnd 011e As~bt a11t. 
Ho n.dhefl.ld to his contention that a sorond A"istnnt of 
about the status of an Executive RnginPrr ~houl<l be ut
ta<·hr<l to the oilier. nf the ('hil'f EnginPrl". but expl11in<•rl 
that t hiK flj>pointmcnt would not- he necc.~snry if his sug-
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gestions for the increase of both Superintend~ng and 
Exerutive Engineers, powers of teclnucal sanctwn and 
aeceptanco of trndcrs wflre accepted ; it would only be 

necessary if the preRent organization of the Department 
were retained. 

R.AI .BAHADUR BEHARI LAL, Contractor. 

Written Statement. 
3 733. I should like to urge before the Committ~e ap

poi~ted by the Government of India to inquire into and 
report generally upon th~ ~rganization and system of 
administration of the Bmldmgs and Roads Branch of 
the Pnblic Works Department the following points which 
will in my opinion bring about efficiency and prove 
beneficial from an economic point of view. 

3,734. The present organization of _the staff rl'qnires 
such modification as stated below : 

(a). Every division should consist_o£ six districts as was 
the case up to the year 1907 at a t1me when there wer<> 
not the motor facilities that are provided to-day and not 
three districts as is now the ease. I do not think that 
such an arrangement will be too heavy a burden to the 
Executive Engineer. Again it will mean considerable 
economy. 

(b). The existing number of circles in the United Prov
inces under the charge of Superintending Engineers 
should be reduced from four to three as was formerly the 
case. 

(c). Larger districts sho~ld b~ placed uncle: the char~e 
of officers holding the quahfieat10ns of an Assistant Engi
neer and smaller districts under the charge of officers who 
have passed the sub-engineer's test. 

3,735. (a). The Executive Engineers should be given 
powers to spend 10 per cent. on contingencies over and 
above the sanctioned estimate instead of 5 per cent. as at 
present. 

(b). The authority to grant contracts which is vested 
in the district engineers at .present should be transferred 
to the Executive Engineers. 

(c). District engineers should m,1ke the measurements of 
works but the payments should be made by the Exec-
utive Engineers. · 

(d). The system of employing unqualified hands among' 
the temporary staff should be put a stop to and in time of 
necessity, even temporarily, only qualified R.oorkee persons 
should be employed. 

3,736. On the encouragement of private enterprise and 
the desh•ability of entrusting the construction and up
keep of certain classes of public works to agency other 
than departmental, I should like to mention : 

( i) that the present system of contract works well and 
under it the supervision is conducted by the Public Works 
Department and the construction of public works is 
sufficiently economical and gives every satisfaction ; 

(ii) that in big cities like Calcutta and Bombay where 
big works 011 a grand scale are undertaken it may not be 
undesirable to entrust their construction to big con
tracting firms as they can without considerable difficulty 
get the services of capable and qualified engineers with 
a decent establishment, but in the United Provinces and 
in the smaller districts particularly, where large works 
are not generally undertaken, it is undesirable and un
economical to entrust the construction of such public 
works to big constructing firms as they will have to 
entertain the services of qualified engineers from elsewhere 
for which they wiH have to pay a heavy price. · 

3,737. The district boards should be entrusted with the 
construction of minor works only up to Rs. 1,000. The 
Public Works Department itself should deal with the 
construction of works involving greater cost which means 
greater supervision. As it is, the district board cannot
undertake the construction of large public works, and even 
if they employ engineers they cannot afford to have the 
facilities of the Public Works Department, consisting as it 
does of Executive, Superintending and Chief Engineers to 
supervise the works. 

RAI BAHADUR BEHARI LAL called and examined. 

3,738. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
contractor and that he accepted all descriptions of work 
from the Public Works Department including building 
and iron-work. He had no workshops but possessed 
building yards. He also had his own kilns and manu
factured his own bricks. 

3,739. The largest works which he had ever under· 
taken were the construction of the Medical College and the 
Hospitfd at Lucknow. These two works were in pro
gress simultaneously and cost about Rs. 15,00,000. He 
never sub-let any portion of a large contract, and in
variably executed the entire work himself. 

3,740. In the United Provinces tenders were invited 
for each and every item of the estimate and a contractor 
was thus obliged to furnish quotations for all the items in 
an estimate. It was not the practice to split up con· 
tracts. 

3,741. Notices inviting tenders were advertised in the 
local newspapers and posted up in the engineer's office 
and in the htw courts. 'Sanctioned estimates, however, 
were not advertised, but were available in the divisional 
office to anybody who desired to see them. Sanctioned 
mtes were alHO shown to anybody who desired to see 
them. 

3,742. Contractors usually filled in rates when sub
mitting tenders but they occasionally intimated that they 
were prepared to accept work at a specified percentage 
above or below the estimated rates. Detailed quotations 
were furnished for all contracts and no lump sum con• 
tracts were invited, Tenders for works very seldom 
exceeded the rates in the schedule of rates, and were 
generally at schedule mtcs or somewhat below them. 

:{,743. He could not offer any suggcRtions for the en· 
couragement of private entPrprise. He employed no 
engineering staff and was not in favour of the intra-

dootion of a system in India under which contractors 
would be obliged to engage such staff, as he would have 
to pay an engineer a salary of R.s. 1,000 a month as com
pared with R.s. 100 his present monthly expenditure on 
staff. 

3,744. He was of opinion that contracts in the smaller 
districts should be distributed by Executive Engineers 
and not by district engineers and preferred not to fur
nish .reasons for his recommendation. He also thought 
that payments should be made by Executive Engineers. 

3,745. The officer appointed to each district should not 
be below the rank of Assistant Engineer; such Assi!>tant 
Engineer should not be empowered to make disburse
ments and payments shOuld only be made by the Exec
utive Engineer in order to enable that officer to know 
which contractors had received payment. 

3,746. In his opinion no work which cost more than 
Rs. 1,000 should be given to district boards because they 
were not qualified to execute such works. District 
boards could employ district engineers but they would 
not be able to exercise adequate supervision over them. 
Supervision once a quarter by the Superintending Engi. 
neer would not be sufficiently effective. _ 

3,747. (Mr. Oobb.) He objected to entrusting wo1;ks in 
excess of R.s. 1,000 to district boards for the reason ho 
had stated and was not in favour of an increase of the 
limit to R.s. 2,500. 

3,748. He did not disapprove of the existing system 
under which all works supervision was conducted by 
upper and lower subordinates provided these men were 
properly supervised. He also had no objection to the 
taking of measurements by subordinates provided their 
measurements were checked by the district and sub. 
divisional oflic(ll'S, The present check exercised over 
measurements was adequate and did not. result in loss 
to contractors, 
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E. F. TIPPLE, EsQ., Pro£11!1901' of Uathem.aticll, ThOIID.UOil (lviJ Engineering 0o11ege,. Roorbe. 

Writla BtaaillliL 
3.749. lhlalioa of 7'1<1-.!0a Collt!J(It ID Coopt!T& HilL

The Tholll8SIJI1 College is the oldest of the Indian eogineer
ing eolleges and was founded in 1&&7, owing its origin tn a 
Uaining SClhool for u:tisaos swted at R~ in 1845. 
The college- is, therefcmt, antecedent to Cooper's Hill. 
'\l'hieh 1II"8S founded in England in 1871. and with which 
the Indian collegto 1II"8S on an equal footing in the matter 
of training men for the Public Works Department up tn 
189-!, ll'heu the inttoduction of the provincial serVice 
system relegatt>d Roodtee to a definite position of in
feriority. 

The constitutions of the two colleges. ThollWlOil College 
and the Royal Indian Engineering ~. wore almost 
identical. but differed · fundamentally from the type 
adoptt'd at the engineering SClhools -Of British Univer
sities. 

3,750.. Objf:d of tlli.r Jli•lrlt.-Tbis fundamental difier
enoo lies in the fact that at ThollWlOil College and the 

· Royal Indian Engineering Q,llege edneational m~ 
ment bas never e:ristt'd, while a.t the engineering schools 
attached tn modem unin-rsities snch management al
ways predominates. It is the objeet of this lfinute to 
bring fo_rward the evidenoo for this statement so far as it 
affecls Roorlree, and to eruleavonr to malre clear the pre
ponderating advantages attaching to the system in 
vogue at University engineering schools in the West. 

3,751. Slatt of !«ll•iml t.d~~a~lioJt al li111t of fo•~tdiflg 
Tltolfi(J$0Jt Collt>gt.-Both ThollWlOil Q,llege and the 
Royal Indian Engineering Q,IIege were originally found
ed tn enable the Indian government to reeroit suitably 
for their Public Works Dep8rlment. In 1854 when, 
owing to the exertions of Mr. Thol!J&."'Ol, the Roorlree 
College was first pWed upon an adequate basis, t.ec:hni
cal education was in iis infancy and snch chairs of eqgi
neeriug as e:Dsted at British Universities 1rere of m:mt 
creation. i\latrers were somewhat; more advanced in 
1871 when Cooper's Hill was swted, but no widespread 
de-relopment of technical education ooowred in England 
before the fOlindauon of the Citv and Guilds of Loodon 
Institute in 1878. fi follows, thmiore, that the co&-ti· 
tuuon adoptt'd at Roorkee and at Cooper's Hill must be 
regarded as merely tentative rather than the most suit
able for colleges of their nature. 

3,752.. S!JI'Ua of tmctrol adopttd al TltollllJMJit Colkge 
alld al Cooper'• Hill.-In both cases a nou..OOucational 
principal or president vas ~ by gorernment as 
the officer solely re:.-pomible for the efficient wodring of the 
oollege. and under his orders the edneauonal staB were 
placed for the purpose of earrying ont such commands as 
might be i;;sued to them.* 

3,753. Later df!flt~Dpn~ah of ttdutiml ffl¥cntio-.
This system naturally presented few disad1'11Jltagi!S so 
long as technical education was in its illfallley, before any 
suitable technique e:risted, and ..-bile principal and staff 
lren> equally in the positioo of tentaure wor:1rem and 
one man's opinion vas as good as another's.. But in the 
late seventies and early eighties manv workers in the 
field of technical t'ducation began to apPear. Professor 
Rankine's work at Glasgow began to bear fruit, the 
truth enunciated in his di.s:sertation on •· The Harmony of 
TheoJy and Practice n began tn be appreciated and the 
~ relationship exi..-ting between pure and applied 
IICieDee came to be rea&ed in certain quarters. 

3,75!. Latu otgi•etrl"f dool.t Aopl ..,_of tJOrtb-ol 
lldtt:r ••iltil lo tdwialiDIIIll lUlii!I&-Tbe later engineering 
sehools developed a OODStitution more calculated to make 
full use of this relllti.:.ns.hip. and tbe courses of study in 
sueh inslitotions began tn be &r1'8Dged in ll'lill-delined and 
properly co-ordinated groups. Respcmsibility for the 
ef&ciency of an eqginooring school could no longer be 
pWed upon tbe shoulders of one man • it restA!d with a 
Boud of Studies or Faeulty of Engineerfug throogh which 
alone the proper oo-cmlination required could be secured. 
Under such a system of development tbe engineering 
schools of the City and Guilds of Lod:lon 1&-titnte and of 
certain British Universities came into existence. 

Such a system of educational control never e:Dsted at 
Cooper's Hill,. nor at R.oorbe. 
• 3, 755. ~ry _of Si4U' • reoog•itioJt of rcudfor JIIDdijro

t•o• al Coo~nt Hill..-Thus, so fu- as Cooper's Hill is con
crmed, Sir W . ..!nson in a letter to the &.cretan- of State 
for India, dated 6th llareh 1901, wrote- • 

" I~ is now possible, and hu actually happened, that a 
teaching sta1i of long experienee, willing and oompetllnt 
tAl teach, may fuld their SClheme of studies altered and tbt' 
dismissal of some of them determined upon, without a 
hearing by the President." 

To Thich the &cretan- of State in his replv dated lith 
llareh 1901, answe~ ·' 

" It is clear tn me that the chaunt-Is of communication 
bet:Ren tho5Cl actually teaching and those in authoritv 
m-er the teachem, ri::.., the President and l"isito~ 
Should be widened and quickened. "t 

This enmtually led, in the case of Cooper's Hill, to an 
officially-constituted Boanl of Studies being ealled into 
e::ristenee, eighteen moutbs before the a.bolition of tJM. 
Q,liege, and thns too late to m.a.lre its influence felt on 
deriiopnrents there. 

3,756. Jlodi!catioru alta~~ pled aJ Roorl:u to mw MWXl· 
tioMl 11t:tiJ.s llt>Rr 8/Jiufat:torilg iM•g•mti:il.-.A.t Roodtee. 
about 189-!, ..-hen the College .-as aliiliatoo to the ..lila.ha
had l)"IJ.ivezsity, a funlty of Engineering ..-as n~ih· 
created. but this ..-a.s allowt'd to die of inanition sine(. 
go\1lDllllent. failed tn realise the OOOOS!lit> for en..omring a 
sufficiency of Fellows competent to ~rre on such a 
Faeulty.t lforem-er a college Boud of Studies ha.s. 
through the coune of events at Roort:ee, c·ome nnofficiallv 
into e:ri:>-tenoo. chiefty owing to the educational difficnlues 
incident to the College work, but this Board po:...~ no 
oft!ei_al authority and ~uendy their oonsidered 
opunon can always be oet &Side. 

The ..-hole. hist.CIIy of Thomason Collegt>, since its reor
gauiAtion in 1891-96, illustrates bo..- the guiding author 
ities persi..«tently ignored. the results of educational 
experienoo and declined in any way to allow educational 
control to become a realitv. 

3,757. Tile Cdri11 d~t: &/ n!OJ5IWlllizatiQIII.-In 1891, 
Sir .!uddand Cohin's attention having been directed to 
the need for extending eoneiderably tbt' facilities anil
able fm:. technical education. be appointed a committee 
which made an exhaustiw eumin•tion of the positioo. 

r pon the fu:dir.,c~ of this eommittee he wrote-

" Tbe recomm~ons of the Committee mav .;, 
divided into two distinct d&SI9eS : ,,. •• those ..-hich. it is 
possible to cany into alfect with littJe or brief delay ; 
and-d. those whicla ue in great measure net'l8l!lilllly 
tn the full canying out of the first category, and putJy 
indl.'pendent : bm which .all pennit of being pcllll:pOIIed 
for more mature comideratioo. 'I'be teOOillDlf'Jld&ticJos 

which faD intn tbe first of these hro classes are p.tJy. 
tbe ~on of tbe Thomason Engineering 
C'ollep, lltJtOIIdlr. the institncien by the Educ.ation 
Depa.rtment. or by tbe Univenity, of a oohool Filial 

• Rumination for the modem das!!les of high sehools : 
tlrinllr. the establishment of industrial tlt'bools at 
Bombe. LueJmow or Allahabad. 
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The recommendations which fall under the second 
category are these : first, the cstablishme.nt of a School 
of Art at Luclmow · second, the e~tabhshment of an 
<\rrricultural School ~t Cawnpore; third, the establish
;n~nt of a Teachers' Central Training College at 
Allahabad." 

All these recommendations have since been broug?t 
into effect and all are admitted to be b.ear~!:\ good frUit, 
with the single exception of the reorgamzatwn of ~homa· 
son College. Tho roas?ns, ~herefo~e, for. the failure of 
the recommendations m this particular mstltnce! need 
very careful examination and a suitable opportunity f~r 
this is afforded by the appointment of the present Pubhc 
Works Department Reorganization Committee. · 

3 758. Its recommendations concerning Thomason Col
ley~-The recommendations regarding the reorganization 
of Thomason College were as follows :-

(1). The transference of control from the Public Works 
Department to the Education Department. 

(2). Affiliation to the Allahabad University. 
(3). The formation of a committee of managen~ent 

consisting of the Chief Engineer to Governm.en~, Uruted 
Provinces, Public Works Department, Buildings and 
Roads Bran~h, the Director, Public Instruction, and the 
Principal. 

(4). The strengther~ng of the .education~! staff by the 
appointment of Indian Educatwnal Serv1ce officers as 
professors. 

The report and recommendations of the Colvin Com· 
mittee clea1ly indicate that the trend of the develop
ments foreslmdowed was the establishment at Roorkee, 
upon ·a thoroughly scienti.fic basis, of an education~! 
centre for h'aher technologwal work. Further that this 
centre should be in touch ·with industrial schools for low 
grade work suitably scattered throughout the provinces, 
upon which the principal of Thomason College was re
quired to report after periodic inspections. 'J;n .confirma
tion of this it is stated in letter No. 266, dated S1mla, 27th 
August 1903, Government of India, Finance and Com
merce Department to the Secretary of State, that the 
Tho:nason College was " developing into an Industrial 
and Technical Institute which will control and stimulate 
teaching of all kinds in the United Provinces." 

3,759. Failure of the controlling authorities at Roorkee 
to ~tnderstand the nature and import of the findings of the 
Colvin Cornmittee._!fhe prineipal developments, however, 
which actually took place at Roorkee between the years 
1894--190!, were in connection with the introduction of 
industrial and mechanical apprentice classes which wore 
all of a distinctly low grade type. The mere presence of 
such classes at Roorkee was sufficient to indicate that the 
'l'homa;on College, instead of exerting any stimurative 
influence on industrial schools through the inspecting 
duties devolving upon its Principal, was in reality entering 
into competition with them and developing into a for
midable rival of such schools. 

3,760. These same authorities discredited by Government 
oflnrlia for thei·r inability to nppreciate the value of edu<:a
tionnl experience.-In 1\.lOl a committee of inquiry, pro
~ided over by tho principal of Thoma~on College, was 
appointed to examine into and report upon the whole 
'question of industrial schools ; the findingfl of thii! com
mittee, however, were, Hubsequently, enticely diHorodited 
by the Government of lnrlia in a Resolution, dated 14th 
January 1904-, wherein it was stated-

" The Uovemment of India are unable to lind in the 
argument advanced by the Committee, in the example 
of other countries, in the opinion of expert witness, 
or in practical experience in India, any reasons which 
would justify them in sweeping away the present indus
trial schools, and substituting the system described in 
this report." ' 

It must be admitted that such criticism very cle~trly 
shows that educational evidence and educational expe
rience possesEed little or no value in the eyes of the con
trolling authorities at Roorkee from the time of the in
auguration of the Colvin scheme of reorganization up to 
1901. 

3,761. Independent recognition of thia by the local 
Government, but measureR ,:ntroduced for improvement are 

inadequate.-The Government of the United Provinces 
itself recognised that the system of control in vogue at 
Thomason College was inadequate to deal wi.th questions 
of educational detail, and in HJOI they instituted a col
lege council to consist of mem hers of the teaching staff, 
and to be associated with the principal " in regulating the 
courses of study, the selection of text-books and other 
matters which cannot be conveniently and effectively 
dealt with by the Committee of Management." 

These intentiol}.S were frustrated from the start by 
reason of the defective constitution framed for the 
council, which, for all practical purposes, reduced it to a 
nullity. 

The fact that the management of educational matters 
at Roorkee was unsatisfactory received further confirma
tion in 1905 when a discussion took place in the Allahabad 
Senate upon the question of the abolition of the Faculty 
of Engineering. It was then stated* that-

" The College of Engineering at Roorkee is not what 
such an institution should be. Roorkee College, as an 
educational institution, is very far from being satisfac
tory, and the responsibility for this rests upon the 
Government. It is mainly officer~d by Royal Engineers 
who have had no special training for their work. Until 
this College is thoroughly reformed and its work put 
upon a sound educational basis, we, as a University, 
ought to refuse to give it recognition and hence to 
decline to establish a Faculty of Engineering." 

•7,762. Failure of technical class due to neglect of educr.t
tional details and inability to appreciate the value of educa
tional experience.-Moreover, the subsequent history of t,he 
College, since 1905, shows that there has been no im
provement in this vitally important matter. In 1906 
the Government, United Provinces, made a further 
endeavour to develop high grade technological work at 
Roorkee and, with this object in view, a technical class 
wa.s started at 'fhomason College in October 1906 
in accordance with a scheme ·outlined in Resolution 
No. 50l ot 1906 , Education Department, Unit~d Provinces· 

XV-413-54 
This resolution shows that the object of the technical 

class was to provide a higher grade of training than that 
available in the mechanical apprentice class, but the 
ideas of those responsible for the scheme were very 
vague and confused, completely lacking the definition 
necessary to launch such a project with success. Stu
dents, however, were collected· before any clear scheme 
had been formulated and before the teaching staff bad 
been in any way notified of the extra duties expected 
from them. Shortly after the class started, proposals for 
the arrangement of systematic courses of instruetipn were 
brought forward by the educational staff, but the~e 
were all ruled out as inopportune, and the Principal was 
satisfied to allow the new students to work side by side 
with tho mechanical apprentice class. 

:3,763. Recommendations of Colvin Bcl!eme of reorgani
sation only nominally carried into effect.-The full history 
of this class is given in the Annexure A, prepared by the . 
Thomason College Board of Studies, which came unoffi. 
cially into existence owing to the educational difficulties 
which arose in connection with this same class. The 
whole easo exhibits very clearly how those responsible 
for the management of the College were entirely unable to 
recognise the educational difficulties connected with the 
work and the value of educational experience in deter
mining possible solutions of such· difficultir,s. In the 
space of ten years (1906-16) these same classes were 
started abolished and restarted on three distinct occa
sionr; nt Roorkee, the only difference introduced being 
merely one of name. Moreover during this very period, 
in 1909, the college was in reality tran8/erred from the Educa
tion Department and placed tmder the Industri~s Depart· 
ment, the budget alone being left with the Education 
Department. The treatment accorded to the technicai 
class was, unfortuntttely, of such a kind as to warrant the 
outside public in assuming that there was an attempt to 
stifle high grade technical education at Thomason Col-

• Vide Proceedings of Allahabad University~ Senate Meet• 
ing held 14th January 1905. 
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lege. The responsibility for this, howe"~"er, n>Stoo not 
with the educational autborit~<;, but with tbOfltl in ad
ministratin• c.-hlll'ge, who failed to realist' the nec-es;:ity 
for eon~ulting the OOW~Btional s:t.ttff when Slle'king t(l 
ooln• Niu<".ational difficulties. 

3,764 • .So,HJdtu:a.ticnaJ ~>ystcm of ~:onJrof aJ Tlwma.8fm 
Colkge left !II'U21J.e.mJ.-AJthough Thomason Cellege was 
nominallv transferred from Public Works eontrol and 
pla.ood ~der the Edmoation D<-p~ment in 1~93, the 
ori,oinal sy~em of oontrol Jus Nntmued t.o ~rs1Et up t.o 
the pi"6S<''lt timE'. Thus goVE"rnment de.als With the eol
legE' through the Committee of Manageml'nt, the presi· 
dent of which is the Chief Engin€>er, Public Works Depart· 
ment. Buildings and Rpa.ds Branch, "and who is likewise 
~ret.arr t.o Go>ernment in thE' Public Works Depart
~ent. Erlur.arion is represented. on the Committee of 
Management by thE' Director of Public Instru~tion, 
through whose de-partment all eorre.spondenc"' relative t.o 
the college should pass, if the college were really under 
OO.ucoational N>ntrol. This educational safeguard, how· 
e"~"er, no longer exists,. sinoo. as mentioned abo'l't", the 
College, with the exception of its budget, has been pla.ood 
under the. Industries Department from 190ll . 

.Moroo>er the final edueational safeguard introduced 
in 1893 by affiliation with the Allahabad rni.ersity and 
the creation of a Faeulty of Engin€>E'ring is non-existent, 
owing HI the abolition of this Fa.:·ulty in l90S. Conse· 
quently, so far as go>ernment is eoneernt"d, 'the College is 
m1der the joint control of the Public- Works and Indus
tries Dt>partments, and educational influence ean only be 
exert.OO. through indire<-t channels. 

3.165. The system. co:rlfra.st.cd ll'ilh that aiWpl.cd at Jledi· 
oa./ Col./.ege, Luc.hwll·.-The procedure adoptoo at anotht>r 
professional college is in distinct eontrast with the ease of 
Thomason tlolll"ge. ThP affiliation of the :!lledieal ('<>!· 
lege, Luc.know, to the Allahabad l'niversity, was ac
e.ompanied by the creation of a Medical F~cuJty con· 
sisting l'efY largely of members of the teJtChing staff of 
the ('.ollege. In the case of Roorkee no member of the 
teaching staB was ever placed on the Faculty of Engineer
ing. and owing t.o this circumstance that FacuJty died of 
inallition. Through tbt> Medical Faculty, which, as 
(.'()llStitutoo, is an active l'ell.litv, a measure of educational 
oontrol erists at the Medic.ai College ; at Roorkee this 
ha.s nel'er been the case. 

3,166. G!Jrermnefli's dis&aJi>~~fadi<m wi.tl1 Thomo..son Col
hgc.-Fi.nally with respect to thl" courses of training 
e:rirting at Thomason College it is stat<-.d in paragraph 
6 of G. 0. Xo. 2365 (under reference abo,·e) that-

·· It is in the judgment .of the Lieutenant-Governor 
imperati-re that there should be at Roorkee, at the 
pre!l!'nt juncture, a Principal who can tell from the 
practical experience of working with R.oorkee men, 
what are the defects in the course or what are the 
C(l!lditions which are responsible for the unqut-stionable 
deterioration in the product of the College:' 

3,767. lmporlarwe of edll{;(l.fi'onn.l quati,ort.s raJ".;;ed.-In 
riew of the eridence already gi.ren in this MinutR. it is 
respectfully submitt..ed that in any e~tion of the 
questions raised by this statement from the loc.al (~wrn
ment, the unofficial Board of Studies of Thomason ('<>liege 
shouJd be allowed full opportu.nity of presenting their 
opinions for the considerdion of any·duJy appointoo in· 
vesligating authority. Educational questions of no 
inooo.siderable importance are raised under buch an 
inquiry, and unless educational oflioers be given full 
opportllllity for pre;;,enting their side of the issue, there 
will be di..-tinet danger of their bt-ing held rt"l:<l)()USible for 
certain undoubted dPfects which exist in the courses at 
Rool'kee, for tbe presence of which, howe.-er, these officers 
are in no 'li'llY answerable. 

3, 768. J[ i.SkoJi ng slll.tem.e'IU CllrrvU in I Jtd ia regard i nv 
tiMwilllhiliJy oj etl.tloatit:uwl olficers for dvJ.g at teckttioa.l 
i.IISiiJ«ttou.-Cntena.ble statements haw alreadv beul 
made on high authority in India reg&rding the Unsuitr 
ability of educa.tiooal offi.oers for duty at technica.l institu
tioos. Thl1s Sir Edwud Buclt, in his report oo "Practiea.l 
ami Technical Eduea.tion," dated 1901, i>t&ted that-

"" Ed~ ofticei'f:obowe'nlt', able and aeoompli&hed 
Uley may be. have tbemsalt"eS had no pnctical 

tnining, are not. brought by their profession int< 
cont.aet with indu$trial occupations, Mt<e 110 lecltnica1 

i:flotcledg("" 
This statement is VC"ry misle-ading, sin<'!• it <·ntiN'h 

fails to discriminate ht>h,-ccn OO.uc.ational offir.ers brought 
out for purc·ly sehula.stie work, and those l"l'cruited ~fM'· 
cially for sen;ee at tt"Cbnical institution;.. All four 
educational officers at Roorkoo, for ~ance, WE're pos· 
sessed of, and sel('.CtNi for, their prt>Yious tt"Cbnical 
training before coming to India. The cond~ions of Sir 
Edward ~ck have produced a settled com•iction in 
India that technical education must be dh·orcoo from 
gene>ral education and pla.oed under .. ntirelv distinct 
controL This o'l'erlook.s the fact that thos; te{'hniral 
institutions, which have done most for industrial dev·eJ. 
opment in Western countries, ha"" bef'n institutions in 
charge of e>ducationalisl:$ possessed of technical training 
and experience. 

3,i69. l111provernenl~> i~ttrorluc.edJ!t Tltoma.srm C'ol/~ge 
by such offic.e.rs.-.At Roorkee, since the appointment of 
Indian Educational Serriee officrrs to thl" staff, certain 
gradual changes haw been inaugurat<-d which ha'l'e all 
tendPd to bring the courses at Tiloma.'<on Co!lt"ge more 
into line with those at Western engineering schools. 
Regular courses of lrctures ba't'e b€>E'n introducc·d, the 
work has been arranwd in well-defined groups. an in
formal Board of Studies bas beRn brought into Pxistenc(', 
which has alre.ady justifie-d itself by dra'l\ing up a seht>me 
for the affiliation of the College to the Allahabad l'nin·r· 
sity, and which has rec.·ived the approval of thO" Com
mittee of Management of whic-h the vicc-rhanet"Uor of tbl' 
l'ni"~"ersity was a eo-opwd nwmber at the time. ln ae
oordance with opinions promuJgated by (·dueation11l 
members of the staff, much of the low grade work. pr<·· 
viously existing at Roorkfll', has by gon-rnment ord<·r 
been removed t.o more suitable centres. 

a, no. /nsee.urilg of educ.atiomr/ posiliou.-}.t th<· :>atne 

time the educational position is ins..•eurr. in \'iew uf the 
evidence alre.a.dy gi''"n; and sch<>mes for educ·ational 
changes at Thomason Oollt>ge can still be initiated and 
aooeptoo without thl.' educational compl<·x:itit>s involl"l'd 
ever being properly considered. This has QC('UrrOO in 
recent years with disastrous results on three distint:"t 
ooeasions in the case of the> technical dass<'S (!'ide An· 
nexure .A). h seems likely t.o oc.eur in the case of the 
chi! en,om€>E'r class for the following reasons. 

3,7il.-liature of government's di.siiO.II~<factian rcith 
Th()maf>On College and it.s ca11..oe.s.-The dissatisfaction, felt 
in the Public Works Department with the products of 
this class. usually takes the form of an aecusation that 
the students are unpractical when sent out on works. 
Such failure can only be due to two causcs-(1) unsuit
ably arranged courses in civil enginN<ring; (2) unsnit
ably arranged apprenticeships. 

With regard to the first it may be noted that the courses 
in ciril eugin€>ering are the only existing courws at the 
Collegt> whieh haw never bN<n modern.i.Bf'd under educa
tional direction. They belong to that group of studies 
which has ne'<f'r bern placed, at Thoma~on Coll<·ge. und!'r 
the tontrol of an lmgin.eer tcith edtlcali•.?lla1 upericnu, as 
is tbe c~tom at Yfc·str·m engineering •·rhools. 

3,i72. Remf'dy lies in (1). EduMiioua/ c,ontrol.-The 
ciril enginr·ering ("OUTSI'.s are unduly <·umber<"d with sub· 
joots whieh are of lit.t)e educational nlu!? for enginN·rs, ' 
but which an' possibly caJc.ulated t.o add to th~ immooiat~ 
utilit'l' of the student in routine matters wh<.>n he JirEt 
goes ~n apprenticeship to the Public Works l.lf?partm~nt. 
This t'Spooially applies to estimating and accounts, and 
in a minor degree to drawing and surreying. It may be 
noted that this is an euct rep€'tition of tbl' conditions 
which pren.iled at Cooper's Hill (ridf paragraph 23 
Report· of Final Oommission and Minute,; Clf E'-iden('('). 

Such so-called praetiea.J subjN'is are apt to gain undue 
prominence ~ proressional couTillliS of . instruction whm 
these &re 8lTII!lged under the control of the department 
which is required to make use of thl' professional prod· 
uct so trained. Pra.cticaJ exp€'.rienoe on works is not 
in itself & sufficient qualliication for the disch&rge of 
duties connected with the eduoation&l ma.nagement of a 
teclmieal institution. Sut>h experience is too apt to lose 
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sight of the fact that it cannot itself be acquired at any 
college, it can only be gained on professional work. No 
technical college, however efficient, can turn out the 
finished professional product; the college c~urse.must be 
followed by a genuine period of apprenticeship. T~e 
advantage of the college training lies in the f~ct that 1t 
enables the recipient to .acquire s?und pra?twal e~e
rience on works more rap1dly than lS othermse possible, 
This advantaae, however, only exists when the college 
trainincr has been genuinely educative, i.e., concerned 
with the explanatory treatmen:t of questions of ~cientific 
principle underlying the pract1ce of the professiOn, and 
not 'llith the mere memorisincr of iteniS of professional 
routine. Confirmatory evidenc~ on these points is forth
comincr in the opening address delivered by Dr. W. C. 
Unwm" an acknowledged authority on the subject, at 
the corrlerence convened by the Institute of Civil Engi
neers on the 29th June 1911 for the discussion of certain 
details connected. -with the education and training of 
engineers. 

3,773. (2). Properly arranged system of. appre.ntice
ships.-With reference to the second po:nt-s~table 
apprenticeships-there has undoubtedly eXISted m the 
Public Works Department a tendency to compare the 

· Roorkee-trained student with the imported imperial 
service en!rineer, during the first year of service. This is 
obviously "untair to the Roorkee man, who, during his 
first year, is undergoing his appren~ic~ship and ~us~ 
therefore, in fairness, be regarded as still m statu pup1llan 
whereas the imperial engineer is supposed, on appoint
ment, to have already had a certain minimum of prac-
tical experience on engineering wor~s. . . . 

One further point worthy of cons1derat10n m this con
nection is the introduction of the provincial service 
system and the consequent degradation of the status of 
Roorkee College. This has naturally compelled all who 
seek employment in the Public Works Department to 
prefer the worst engineering school in Britain to the best 
that can possibly be provided in India. 

These are the points of educational importance which 
my experience at home and in India compel me to sub
lnit for careful and impartial investigation. This 
l\Iinute has, therefore, been prepared for the purpose of 
bringincr these matters forward for the consideration of 
the Public Works Department Reorganization Com
mittee, which, under item VII of the terniS of reference, 
is required to investigate -

" \Thether the system of education in Government 
Engineering Colleges is organized on a sufficiently 
broad basis. 

~~"EXURE A. 

Xote on the technical classes at Thomason College, pre· 
pared by the Board of Studies in connection with the new 
class started in October 1915. 

In 1905, during the regime of Sir J. Digges la Touche, 
correspondence passed between 
the local Government and the 
Government of India, with the 
object of starting a technical 
class at Roorkee. This new 
class was to provide training in 
mechanical and electrical en
gineering, and also in applied 
chemistry, for which govern

REFEllE!<CES. 
No. 502, dated 1st Sep· 

tember 1905, from Secy. to 
Govt. of India (Home 
Dnpt.), to Sccy. to Govt., 
United Provinces. 

Resolution Ed. Dept., 

U.P., No. xv_:~i3·54 of 
1006. 

ment had every reason to consider that there was a real 
demand. In the correspondence referred to it is clearly 
indicated that the instruction, for which provision was 
<ihout to be made, was to be of such a standard as ulti· 
mately to fit men for positions of responsibility on works, 
or in en6incering establishments; and, so far as elec
trical engineering was concerned, definite mention was 
madc~l:cgarding the openings likely to be available for 
well trained men in connection with the electric power 
installntion in Cav.npore, and also the electric power 
Hchemes then under consideration for Lucknow and 
Allahabad, to which Mussoorie and Kaini Tal lnight also 
have been added. 

VOL. m 

A perusal of Resolution No. 501 of 1906, conveying 
sanction for the establishment of this new class, shows 
beyond doubt that it was intended that the instruction 
to be given was to be of a distinctly higher standard than 
that already provided for in the existing mechanical 
apprentice class. 

Unfortunately, in the correspondence cited above, the 
· terniS foremen, supervisors. and overseers are confused 
with managers and investigators, and this clearly evi
dences that the precise nature of the training necessary 
for foremen and managers was not at all understood by 
those responsible for the launching of the new scheme. 
It was not understood, for instance, that foremen are 
simply reliable mechanics, with ability to control their 
fellow workmen, in their own particular line of trade ; 
whereas the managers of engineering establishments are 
men of higher educational and professional attainment. 
It was the failure to comprehend this important educa
tional detail, until it was too late, that led directly to the 
failure of this first scheme. 

The first technical class opened at Roorkee in October 
u. P. Government Reso- 1906, with 35 students, but 

lution No. 1329 Ind government fixed 30 as the 
XVIII-52 • number to be admitted in 

"Brifu~·· :aa::.d ;th September each subseqt~;ent year. The new. 
class contamed many prom

lSlng candidates, but considerable diversity in educa
tional qualifications existed among the students at en
trance. This was due mainly to the fact that admis
sion to the class was through nominations made by the 
Commissioners of the different divisions. This difficulty 
could, however, have been easily overcome, either by a 
more careful system of nomination, or by the institution 
of an entrance examination. 
· The next step of importance in connection with this 

class took place on the 3rd of Aprill907-some six months 
after it had been at work-when at a meeting of the 
College Council, held on that date, proposals were put 
forward by certain members of the professorial staff, 
responsible for the actual teaching work, for making 
proper arrangements for systematic courses of. instruc
tion, but all the proposals then submitted were ruled out 
as inopportune. From its commencement the technical 
class worked side by side with, and on exactly the same 
lines as, the mechanical apprentices. Trouble, however, 
only arose when the technical class students reached 
their 3rd year, and then discovered definitely for them
selves that the entire course was precisely the same as that 
laid down for the mechanical apprentices. Deputations 
from the 70 odd students then on the rolls waited on the 
members of the professorial staff, and feeling ran very 
high, owing to the fact that the students considered that 
they had been deceived ; they had come to the College 
expecting to be trained in the higher branches of certain 
professions, and instead, they had been trained simply as 
mere mechanics. The dissatisfaction was great, and it 
was only by sympathetic and tactful dealing with the 
situation that unpleasant consequences were averted. 
Hurried arrangements had to be made for courses in 
science for all three years simultaneously, and such 
arrangements taxed both the resources of the College, and 
the teaching staff concerned. / 

The 3rd year students were invited back for a 4th year. 
Subsequently, questions were asked in Parliament, bear· 
ing upon the unsatisfactory character of the instruction 
provided, e.g., Sir J, D. Rees asked the Secretary of State 
for India (Pioneer, 12th April 1908)--

" Whether in view of the fact that the education sup
plied at modern Engineering Colleges is of a complex 
character, requiring a carefully prepared curriculum of 
a highly specialised nature, and that the Technical 
Classes started at Thomason College, Roorkee, under 
Resolution Ko. xv~~~3_54 of 1906, dated the 6th of 
June 1906, and published in the United Provinces 
Government Gazette, were intended to educate men 
for subsequent positions as managers of factories, the 
Government of India approves the Resolution of the 
Government of the United Provinces in which it is 
stated that there will be no cut-and-dried curriculum; 

R 
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and whether tho Secretary of State will cause inquiries 
to be made for ttw purposo of ascertaining whether 
tho educatilln<~l schemo characterised by the absence of 
a cut-and-dried curriculum is giving satisfactory 
results." 

As the result of all tho dissatisfaction which occurred in 
connection with tho new technical class tho then Lieut. 
enant-Govornor, Sir J.P. Hewett, visited Roorkce and met 
the members of the Committee of Management, when it 
was decided that the class should be immediately abolished. 
The reasons assigned for tho failure of this class wore 

(1) that it had been started 
2of~·~~}c~n~o~8;~il,a~! prematurely, (2) that much con
No. 52, Ind. Dept., Proceed- fusion existed as to its real 
lngs 132·133 of lOOO. objects. Tlus latter point is of 
extreme importance, and, moreover, its significance was 
clearly recognised by govomment, since, in order to 
make it qnite clear iii was stated in paragraph 2 of letter 
No. 601, dealing with the question, that -

" The Lieutenant-Governor, Sir J. P. Hewett, is of 
opinion that it is quite wrong in placing foremen, super
visors or overseers on the same plane as managers and 
investigators. If the ordinary workman is· compared 
to a private soldier the foreman who is substantially 
of the same class, is a non-commissioned officer. The 
workman is provided for in Industrial Schools, the 
foreman in your l\fechanical Apprentice class; perhaps 
that class, or some portions of it, may subsequently be 
transferred to Industrial Schools, but that is a separate 
question. The Technological Institute is to be the 
Industrial Sandhurst, and its object is to train tlte officer 
class of the industrial army, the men wlw by status, educa
tion, or possession of capital, are fitted to be leaders." 

Particular attention should be directed to that portion 
of the quotation which is in italics, since the fact that the 
technical class was for the training of men of education 
and satisfactory status was subsequently entirely over
looked, and the sole view taken was that the only possible 
means of making the class a success was to fill- it with 
sons of capitalists. 

As a result of the fir~t technic~! class fiasco, a Doard of 
Studies, consisting of the professorial staff as mem hers, 
first came into existence. It held its first meeting on the 
8th of December, 1908, when proposals for a new techni
cal class were formulated. These proposals were ap· 
proved by the College Committee of Management, and 
government sanctioned the starting of a second technical 

. class in October, 1909, ,termed the Higher Division of the 
Department of Technology, the mechanical apprentice 
class constituting the Lower Division. 

In view of the dissatisfaction which occurred in con
nection with the first technical class, it,was not sur
prising that only a few candidates offered themselves for 
admission to the Higher Division of the Department of 
Technology. Nevertheless, a few men of the right type 
were forthcoming, and among them were several Euro
peans, which fact could not be regarded as a drawback, 
since, if the Europeans were able to obtain substantial 
appointments at the end of their course, then the Indians 
would very soon compete for entrance to the class. Two 
students succeeded in completing satisfactorily the pres
cribed three years' course, and these-l\Ir. Thick and 
Ghulam Muhammad, both obtained the Final or Honour's 
certificate in mechanical engineering at the examina
tion held by the City and Guilds of London Institute. 
In the follo\ving year, 1914, l\Ir. Capstick did likewise. 
Now, these examinations represent a high degree of pro· 
fessional attainment, and no difficulty has been found in 
securing suitable employment for all the men turned out 
from this class, whose professional qualifications are 
equal to those of any home-trained engineers. From 
the very outset, however, the second technical class, 
called the Higher Division of the Department of Techno
logy, did not, in the opinion of the professorial stuff, 
receive the encouragement it deserved. It was pro
nounced a failure, nominally on the ground that tho sons 
of capitalists were not forthcoming in conai.Q()J:UL]!l num-

hers to be enrolled as students, thus entirely overlooking 
s,e nlso Pnra. 8, the fact t~Jat tho class was 

u. p, Govt. ltcsolutlou equally designed for tho need~ 
No ~_7!__ Ed. Dept., of men possc,;~ing the nocossary 
da~cfi~[~"J:~~ary 1914. status and educational attain-

. mont. Tho actual teaching Blalf 
conSldered tho results of the Higher Division of tho Do
partment . of Tochnolo¥y highly encouraging, and nro 
fully convmced that a little sympathetic treatment on tho 
part of the authorities, e.g., advertising in tho papors 
and posting of circulars to school~, etc., was all that was 
necessary in order to render it a success. l\Ioreovcr in 
the circumstances, it was far bettor to start with a sr;Jal! 
number of students of the right typo, for whom suitaiJle 
openings could be fonnd, than' to secure large numl\ers of 
unsuitable men for whom no employment would be ob
tainable. l\Iost of the larger and well known institu
tions in the \~est commenced work with very few 
students; for mstance, the Mechanical Engineering 
.Department in the l\Ianchestcr School of Technology 
had only two students during the first year of its forma
tion. It is found that the number of students rapidly 
increases as soon as an institution has established a rcpu· 
tation for turning out men of a high standard of pro
fessional efficiency, who are soon able to secure remunera
tive employment. For this reason it is an advantage 
to start with a few students of the right type, and it is 
seldom that the men thus availablo are the sons of capit
alists. 

Government has now sanctioned the starting of a 3rd 
technical class for the training of what is to be known as 

the " Improver Grade " of 
No. -~5Qll__ Ind. engineer, and some nine stu-XVIIl-527 

Dept,, dated 4th March dents joined the class for the 
1915. first time at the commencement 
of the session in· October 1915. 

'l'he advisability of such a start was considered at tho 
first meeting of the Board of Industries held in Lncknow 
on the 5th December 1914, when it was resolved " that 
the Board is of opinion that a class of the "Improver " 
grade is necessary and should be established. They 
consider that it cannot be satisfactorily carried out at the 
Technical Schools and that the Roorkee College appears 
to be the only possible place. It is, however, esoential 
for the success of any such class that there should be a 
continuity of policy for a considerable terms of years." 

In order to render such continuity of policy possible, it 
is in the opinion of•the Board of Studies advisable to 
define the character of the policy somewhat more clearly 
than has been done in the brief resolution accepted Ly 
the Board of Industries, and to emphasize certain features 
which should be regarded as essential in any type of 
technical work undertaken at Roorkee. The past history 
and official records of the technical classes at Roorkco 
render such definition and emphasis by no moans difli· 
cult. 

Since the Naini Tai conference of 1907, the general 
tendency of government policy in relation to techniml 
education, so far as Thomason College is concerned, has 
been to remove from the College all lower grade work and 
transfer it to other centres scattered throughout the proY• 
inces, e.g., industrial classes in carpentry;wood-carving, 
fitting, ete., motor driver class, and finally the mechan
ical apprentice class. It is apparently recognised that 
the staff and equipment which have been provided at tl.e 
Thomason, College, at no inconsiderable cost,, are specially 
adaptjjd for higher grade technical education and thnt it 
is educationally unsound to concentrate both higher nnrl 
lower grades at the same institution. This view is nry 
fully elaborated in Jot tor No. GOI, Industries D0partmcnt, 
dated 20th 1\Iarch 1()0(), from which an extract has already 
been quoted. Under theso circumstances it i,;, in tho 
opinion of the Board of Studios, insufficient to dofine tl1u 
character of the new technical class as merely the" !IJl· 
prover " grade, and that this is so is &hown fr~m the f:lf't, 
that in certain domi-oll1eial correspondt•nco govern!IH'IIt 

D. o. Ind. Dept., No. has alrca,Jy found it necesc;ary to m;t·a ~~~~d ~~,:~cr Afv~1! emphasize tho fact thn t t!Im 
de,patchclj ,hortly nfl•r• is to be a " distinct clea ,·,ue 
wants, botwi'en tho new ~Ia'S und tho 
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mechanical apprentice class." Moreover, the need for a 
fuller definition of the "Improver" grade_ to avoid ambig
uity, and to differentiate between this tY:pe of educati?n 
and that provided for the old mechamcal apprentice 
class, is also indicated in government resolution. N?· 

1163, paragraph 13, where It IS 
tio~; P. ~~~· Ri5~~~: stated that" it is not altogether 
No 1631 dated a complete analogy to treat the 
• _ · XVIII- 415' " improver" class as parallel to 
21th August. b din d · the upper su or ate gra e m 
the Public Works Department." From an educational 
stand-point this at once mean.s ~hat t~e ty~e of educat~on 
to be given in the new class IS Iden~Ical ~1th that which 
the Board of Studies has already twlCe laid down for the 
two previous classes ~-~ich ha:e . been. abolished, a?-d 
indicates that such abolitiOn was m Itself an unnecessarily 
drastic step. Continuity of policy can, in the opinion of 

~he Board o~ ~tudies, be very easily attained by emphasiz. 
mg the position already clearly stated by government in 
letter No. 601, quoted above, and allowing a fair unin
terrupted trial of the courses of instruction which the 
Board of Studies has always considered suitable in this 
connection. .Minor changes, which experience may show 
to be necessary, can be introduced by alteration of the 
circular, so far as the constitution of the class is concerned; 
and, so far as the col!l'ses of instruction are concerned, by 
any changes appr-oved by the Board of Studies, the body 
to which such matters were delegated by government 
when the original College CollUcil was formed from which 
the Board of Studies has sprllUg as a sub-committee. 

P. P. PHILLIPS. 

Secretary. 
Dated 15th December 1915. 

E. F. TIPPLE, 
Ofjg. Principal, President. 

nlR. E. F. TIPPLE called and examined. 

3,774. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Professor of l\Iathematics at the Roorkee College, and that 
he had held that appointment for 20 years. He was a 
member of the Indian Educational Service and had been 
recruited specially for his present post. 

3 775. The civil engineering course at the Roorkee 
Coliege had been frame~ with ~he object of ~roducing 
enrrineers for the provincial serVIce of the P.ublic Works 
D;'partment. In addition to this course there were 
upper and lower subordinate courses, each of two !ears' 
duration, from which the upper and lower su~ordinates 
of the Public Works Department were recrwted. The 
Roorkee Collerre had also a textile section, an industrial 
section, a pre;s section and a technical class, which last 
the witness thought would in future be known as the 
mechanical and electrical engineering class. 

3,776. The age-limits fixed for admission to the civil 
engineering class were, he thought, 17. to 21, about 20 
students being admitted each year as the result of. a com
petitive examination. The total strength of this class 
was hence between 50 and 60. He did not know the 
maximum age-limit that had been fixed for admission 
to either the upper or -lower subordinate classes, b~t 
believed that no limit had been fixed for the latter. His 
work was practically entirely restricted to the ch-11 
engineering class, and though responsible for the outline 
of the mathematical courses throughout the college he 
had not had much personal experience of the lower sub· 
ordinate class: he was consequently ·not able to state 
what educational qualifications were required of students 
before admission to the latter. 

3,777. The Roorkee College was a governmen~ insti
tution, lmder a Committee of Management, of wh1eh the · 
Chief Enrrineer in the Buildings and Roads Branch of the 
United Provinces Public 'Vorks Department was the 
president, the principal of the college the Secretary, and 
the local- Director of Public Instruction and usually two 
railway engineers from the Oudh and Rohilkhand Railway, 
and Doctor Zia-ud-din, the Professor of mathematics at 
Aligarh, were members. In addition Doctor SllUder Lal, 
the )ate vice-chancellor of the Allahabad University, 
was a co-opted member. This constitution had been 
introduced when it was decided to make the Committee a 
sub-committee of the Board of Industries. The Roorkee 
College had also a Board of Studies, consisting of the 
principal and the professorial members of the staff. It 
was, he remarked, the college CollUci! and not this Board of 
Studies that he had referred to in his written evidence as a 
"· nullity." The college Council had been instituted in 
1901 and consisted of certain members of the teaching staff 
of the college who were associated with the principal with 
the object o£ regulating the course of studies and the 
selection of text-books and other matters which could not 
be attended to by the Committee of l\Ianagement. The 
prc"lent Board of Studies had been formed out of the 
college Council when the latter lapsed, and was an in· 
formal body, which had no defined functions, but only 
met when called together by the principal when that offi
cer desired its assistance or advice. If members of the 
Board wished certain matters to be discussed they placed 

the subjects before the Board's Secretary, who in 'turn 
referred them to the principal, and the latter decided 
whether to convene a meeting of the Board or not. The 
witness thought that the Board of Studies ought to be 
officially constituted and recognised by government, as, 
in his opinion, the present arrangement was unsuitable. 
The formation of a Board of Studies for the discussion 
of educational questions had never been demanded by 
government; the Board, which originated with the failure 
of the first technical class, was entirely informal and had 
been originally designed for the purpose of formulating a 
workable scheme for a technical class. He explained 
that the question whether the Board of Studies met fre. 
quently or not depended entirely on the attitude adopted 
by the principal. He drew attention to the written 
statement submitte"d by 1\Ir. Jordan where, he thought. 
mention was made of a case connected with the third 
technical class in which an alteration in the curriculum 
had been made without reference to the Board of Studies, 
and added that his own curriculllUl had also been very 
largely reduced, the Board being merely instructed to 
modify the course in the manner suggested to them. He 
recommended that the Board of Studies should be defi· 
nitely recognised by government as the body competent 
to deal with the internal affairs of the college, in the same 
manner as similar bodies were constituted and reeog· 
nised in England. The result of such a course would be 
that no alterations in the curricula of the college could 
be made without reference to the Board, with the present 
constitution of which body he was satisfied. · 

3, 778. In substitution for the Committee of Manage· 
ment he suggested a Board of Visitors who would visit the 
college and suggest, through the Director of Public In· 
struction, such modifications in regard to the manage
ment of the institution and the college courses as they 
might think desirable. Such changes as might be sug
gested in this way should, however, before being accepted 
and given effect to, be submitted ior opinion to the col
lege authorities. 

3,779. The Roorkee College, though nominally an edu
cational institution, was not controlled by the Director 
of Public Instruction, but by the Industries Department 
of the local Government, inasmuch as practically all 
correspondence between government and the college 
passed through that department. He believed that this 
change was instituted in 1909, but he only came to 
know of it personally when, at about that time, he 
submitted an application for leave and follUd that it 
had been dealt with in the Industries Department and 
not by the Director of Public Instruction. Again, while 
acting as' principal of the college on two occasions, 
he had noticed that most of the correspondence with 
government was addressed to the Secretary to Govern
ment, Industries Department. He recommended that 
the college should be placed definitely under the Director 
of Public Instruction as was the Secretary of State's in
tention when sanctioning its transfer from the Public 
Works Department in 1893. 

3,780. The Roorkee College had been affiliated to the 
local University in 1894, but this affiliation was no longer 

R 2 
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in force and he recommended that it should bo ro-affi. 
Hated. The remark in his written evidence to the effect 
that the Faculty " had died of inanition " roferred, he 
explained, to the Engineering Faculty constituted at that 
time. In his opinion affiliation would be advantageous 
in that it would bring the college into touch with other 
educational institutions in the province, Roorkee being 
at present isolated from the general scheme of education 
that had been framed for the United Provinces. He 
pointed out that the Medical College, which was affiliated 
to the University, accepted students with the inter
mediate standard of general education, whereas Roorkee 
admitted only graduates, and considered that it would be 
advantageous if e::tgineering students were allowed to 
appear for the entrance examination into Roorkee after 
attaining the intermediate standard. In support of this 
contention he mentioned that certain students at present 
at Roorkee complained that much of their time was 
wasted on instruction covering the same ground in the 
subjects in which they had been required to qualify for 
their degree. The suggestion that the intermediate 
standard might be substituted for the present arrange
ment had been submitted several times to government 
but rejected, and he considered that affiliation to the 
University would make admission at this standard prac. 
tic able since engineers turned out. by the college would 
possess the B. E. degree, which he presumed would be 
considered sufficient to entitle them to enter government 
service. The whole question was, he stated, involved in 
some way with the rules for admission into government 
service. 

3,781. He was of opinion that the advantage which at 
present accrued to colleges in England from affiliation 
to Universities, i.e., that the outlook of the students was 
:widened thereby, would follow in the case of the Roorkee 
College if affiliated to the Allahabad University. He 
also felt that with affiliation the college would secure a 
greater degree of educational control than it possessed at 
present, and that the University, which was at present 
deficient as regards its technical side, would benefit 
from the change. 

3,782. The whole question of whether affiliation would 
or would not be useful depended, he stated, on the con
stitution of a proper Faculty of Engineering. This point, 
he added, had been formerly discussed, and while he 
admitted that, in the case of the Allahabad University, 
there was no safeguard against the appointment to such a 
Faculty of individuals devoid of a knowledge of engineer· 
ing education, he questioned 'whether steps could not 
be taken to improve tho situation. He expressed him
self as unable to understand the contentions that affilia
tion might lead to undue interference from the University, 
more particularly in connection with science subjects, 
e.g., physics, chemistry and mechanics, or that the 
standards fixed by the University might be higher than 
was essential to a good engineering education. Engi· 
nearing, he remarked, was an applied science and based 
fundamentally on pure science, and any standards that 
might be fixed could not be unduly high, provided that 
at the same time students were shown the application of 
scientific principles to engineering works. The safe. 
guard _against an unduly high standard in pure science, 
which might encroach on subjects of a specific cngi. 
neering character was, he remarked, the constitution of 
a proper Faculty of Engineering together with affiliation. 

3,783. He was not aware that, in the case of English 
engineering colleges, the Universities took into account 

· tho practical apprenticeship test through which students 
passed after the theoretical course ; ho was not familiar 
with any English college doing this. He had, however 
noticed in newspapers a statement to the effect that it 
would be better if engineering degrees ·were bestowed 
more on the line of the A.M.I.C . .I!:.-an examination con
ducted by a professional body of engineers, which, merely 
as an examining body and not as a. teaching bodv, had 
laid down a certain standard of professional attai;mwnt 
and declined to give its imprimatur to any individual 
who had not attained that standard of theoretical know
led~Cl. in comb~na~ion with a certain amount of practical 
trammg. While m the case of English engineering col· 

leges aJTangements might be made for students to go 
through apprenticeships undor tho sandwich system or at 
tho end of the college course, he was not aware of any 
case in which the University authorities took 1·eports on 
the result of such apprenticeship work into con~iderution 
when awarding an engineering degree. Ho approved of 
the suggestion that such a d(\grce might be withheld until, 
in addition to the theoretical course, a student had been 
through a course of practical training and had r()ceivl•d a 
certificate to the effect that such practical work had been 
satisfactorily performed, but he was not able to state 
whether such a system could be secured with a!Iiliation 
or not. __ 

3,784. The fact that Roorkee at present provided a 
certain amount of low-grade technical instruction tondGd, 
in his opinion, to degrade the tone of that collrge, and it 
would, he thought, be better from the point of view of tho 
engineering class to remove the textile class and also 
certain other low-grade sections from the college. Per· 
sonally he considered it unsound to attempt to combino a 
higher and a lower grade of education in the same in. 
stitution. He accordingly favoured the abolition of tho 
lower subordinate class from Roorkee, and observed that 
such a class could be suitably provided for in industrial 
schools. He felt that the existing arrangement not only 
lowered the tone of tho college, but created considerable 
difficulties in the way of running such ari institution. He 
stated, by way of example, that privileges such as the nse 
of the library, that might be accorded to the engineering 
class students, could not be extended to lower subordi
na.tes without risk of abuse. He stated, moreover, that 
the three classes of civil engineers, upper subordinates and 
lower subordinates, were kept absolutely distinct and 
under three separate staffs and that no two of them at
tended a common course of lectures. He was not pre
pared personally to recommend the removal of the upper 
subordinate class also, but r~marked that it was quite 
open to discussion whether upper subordinates would not 
be in a better position as the highest class in industrial 
schools rather than as the lowest class in engineeri11g 
colleges. 

3,785. The curriculum of studies followed at Roorkeo 
was, he stated, in some respects unsuitable, since it had 
been framed more to meet the needs of the Public Works 
Department subordinate than to impart a thoroughly 
good engineering education. Tho courses in estimating 
and accounts were, he considered, too elaborate, since 
estimating, after all, was hardly a subject that need find 
a separate place in an engineer's course. It was merely a 
routine attainment, which could be secured by ability to 
read a pltn, a certain amount of knowledge of mensura
tion and a knowledge of rates. He surmised that ac
counts instruction wus imparted in order to familiarize 
students with Public Works Department forms. 

3, 786. He considered that 11 better standard of educatiun 
in engineering might be attained if the engineering cours<'s 
at Roorkee were organized more on tho lint's adopted in 
England, i.e., if more time were allotted to engineering 
design and less importance attaehed to instruction in 
surveying. In his opinion engineers ought after their 
college course to acquire their detailed knowledge of 
surveying·by practical experience, and n<'ed only be mndo 
familiar with the principles of survey work during that 
course. It was not a~ all necessary to turn out, as WM 

done at present, more or Jess practised sun'oyors. 
3,787. Every student who passed out yrnrly from 

Roorlme from the engineering class did not, he remarkrd, 
enter the Public Works Department. Tho ycnrly 
outturn of engineers averaged about 20 and as them 
were only 7 guaranteed appointments the balance u~ually 
found work as temporary engineers and with municipal
ities cte. Figures showing the nulllber thnt rntt>red 
tho 'Public Works Department could, he nwntioned, be 
compiled in the college office, where a rcgi"tcr was 
maintained. Ho added that his know)('dgo 1\H te thn 
appeintmenta which Roorkee engineers obtained had 
been gained during his experience as ofliciMing prin('ipal 
of tho college. 

3,788. Ho confirmed the opinion put fonmrd in lds 
written evidence that practical instruction ought to bo 
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given to students after their college course, and he 
based his contention that engineers turned out from 
Indian colleges, such as Roorkee, were not sufficiently 
trained in practical work on the lnck of a suitable system 
of apprenticeship during which the apprentices mi~ht 
ha\e to apply their theoretical knowledge to engineermg 
problems. Failure in this respect could not, he thought, 
be attributed to insufficient workshop training of students 
while at college, and he was of opinion that more hours 
in the workshop and less at lectures would only turn 
out individuals of an efficient mistri type. In his 
opinion just as much workshop instruction was imparted 
at Roorkee as at Cambridge. 

3,789. The names of passed engineers from the Roorkee 
Collecre who were not selected to undertake a course of 
practical training in connection with the government 
guaranteed appointments were, be explained, placed on 
a register from which selections were made for appoint
ments which the college was asked to fill, but no arrange
ments for a pradical course of training were made on 
behalf of such men. The suggestion that arrangements 
might be made for furnishing practical training to all 
students turned out from Roorkee had previously been 
put before government by the Board of Studies, but 
government were unable to accept it at the time. Pro
vided that a genuine apprenticeship was given to each 
engineer, he personally was in favour of the proposition, 
:l!o matter whether engineers were trained nnder the 
agency of the Public '\Yorks Department, private firms, 
municipalities or port trusts. 

3,790. Apprentices undergoing a pra<:tical course. of 
training would, he stated, probably expect to receive 
stipends during the period in question. If a living wage 
were not paid them, they might be inclined to accept ap
pointments that would not afford them as sound a practi
cal training as that which government could arrange for. 
To the suggestion that it was usually the practice of 
students in England to pay premia for practical instruc
tion, he replied that he understood that many firms in 
England accepted apprentices without premia if such in-, 
dividuals had been through a college course in preference 
to individuals who paid premia but had not been through 
such a. course. 

3, 791. Practical training to be really complete ought, 
he considered, to provide for a period on construction 
works and another in a designing office, e.g., if the length 
of the practical course was fixed at one year, six months 
during the working season might be spent on construc
tion work, and the remainder of the period in a designing 
office. 

3,792. He had inspected some nineteen engineering 
schools in Great Britain in 1905 and he did not think that 
the th_eoretical instruction afforded at the Roorkee College 
was actually up to the highest standard of instruction im
parted in British institutions, though it might compare 
favourably with the ordinary English standard. He 
explained, however, that this opinion was based mainly 
on a comparison of the several mathematical courses of 
English colleges >~ith that of Roorkee. 

3,793. He did not think it altogether a waste of time 
that students at Roorkee were required to go through a 
course of instruction in subjects such as chemistry and 
physics, which they had already taken in qualifying for 
their degree, because such students did not possess a 
very firm mental grip of the subjects in question, and he 
thought that repetition considerably bettered their 
knowledge. He had found that students under instruc
tion in mechanics were unable to solve problems which 
required the application of mechanics to the type of 
questions met with in engineering, and experienced con
siderable difficulty in arriving at correct solutions. 

3,794:. The suggestion that the age-limit for admission 
to Roorkee might be reduced so as to admit students 
with an intermediate science standRrd of general educa
tion whk:h, he stated, had been recommended by the col. 
lege Board of Stuclies, would, in his opinion, e!Icct an im
provement. ~o ?id not, however, agree >~ith proposal 
that the age-lmut should be reduced so a3 to permit 
stude.nts to ~nter the college at the school-leaving age, 
notWithstanding that a longer course of instruction in 

engineering was imposed, considering that students with 
only a matriculation standard of general education 
required further general training espec4'1.lly in English. 

3,795. The entrance examination for Roorkee required, 
to be entirely remodelled on the lines recommended by 
the college Board of Studies so as to ensure that only 
candidates likely to profit by an engineering course were 
selected. 

3,796. In the case of the mechanical and electrical 
engineering class, instruction was given to students who 
were less highly educated than those who entered the 
civil engineering class, but certain lectures were common ~ 
to both classes. • 

3,797. In his opinion the difficulty that would require 
to be overcome in introducing specialist courses, such as 
architecture, etc., into Indian engineering colleges was due 
to the fact that most of the students in the engineer 
class desired ultimately to secure Public Works Depart
ment appointments, and the question whether students 
would be induced to take up specialist courses or not 
depended on what guaranteed appointments of a special
ist nature were available. He personally favoured a 
general civil engineering 9ourse followed by a genuine 
period of apprenticeship in some special branch, after 
which specialization would naturally follow. 

3,798. The Roorkee College was in his opinion thorough, 
ly well equipped, and so fa.r as his own section was con
cerned he had no recommendations for improvement to 
put forward. If, as he had suggested, the lower subor
dinate class was transferred, there woUld be more college 
buildings available than the institution could utilise 
under existing conditions. 

3,799. As regards the staff of the Roorkee College, he 
considered that a professor for civil engineering familiar 
with the way civil engineering courses were conducted in 
England was a long felt necessity, and also suggested 
that the civil engineering staff of the college might be 
somewhat strengthened by reorganization on the same 
lines as other departments of the college, i.e., by pro
vision for assistants, and demonstrators in addition to the 
professor in charge. 

3,800. (Mr. Cobb.) There appeared to him to be con
siderable scope in India for the employment of engineers, 
as a considerable number of such individuals had at pres
ent to be imported ; but he did not know whether it 
would be possible to obtain sufficient suitable material 
in India itself to fill all engineering appointments. In 
this connection he suggested that the Roorkee Coll~ge 
ought to be reserved for higher grade work in technology 
and not burdened with lower grade classes.. He admit
ted that there was at present a considerable demand for 
the subordinate product from Indian engineering colleges, 
but urged that students who wished to enter the lower 
grades of the Public Works Department should be trained 
at separate centres, where industrial schools for lower 
grade technical work had been established. The higher 
of the two subordinate grades might be founded on a 
standard of general education equivalent to that afforded 
by secondary schools and the lower on the primary 
school standard. 

3,801. Tho ·class of students who entered Roorkee 
varied, he stated, ·considerably in social standing. A 
certain proportion, he thought, belonged to an influential 
class. The engineer class had attached to it three or four 
scholarships, none of which he thought exceeded Rs. 40. 
The expenses of an Indian student at Roorkee possibly 
amounted to between Rs. 70 and Rs. 80 a month and 
those of a. European student to perhaps between Rs. 120 
and Rs. 130. He had never worked out figures to show 
the amount that it cost government to train students, 
but remarked that the students did not by any means 
pay for the cost of the training they received. 

3,802. Affiliation-to the University was in his opinion 
sound from the educational stand-point, but the benefits 
to be derived depended on the proper constitution of the 
EngineE'ring Faculty. ·He considered that once such a. 
constitution was satisfactorily sett.Jed there should be 
no he!'!itation in advoco.ting affiliation. 

3,803. (Rai Balwdur Ganga Ram.) The Committee of 
Management for the Roorkee College was required to 
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meet, he thought, twice a year: He d.id not kno": whether 
tho proceedings of each meetmg, whwh were prmted up, 
were subsequently published. The students had not 
access to such proceedings, because they were not kept in 
the library. A file of the proceedings was mai.ntained.in 
the principal's office, and though not labelled confidential 
it would not, ire thought, be an advantage for the students 
to have access to it. 

3,804. He explained that when he made the statement 
that the standard of instruction imparted at Roorkee was 
not equal to the hlghest standard imparted in colleges in 
England he had in mind more or less the mathematical 
knowledge possessed by men who passed out from Cam
bridge. A. M. I. C. E. candidates wore not set separate 
papers in mathematics, and since certain engineers trained 
at Roorkee had secured that diploma, he considered that 
the standard of instruction at Roorkee was quite equal to 
that required for the A.M.I.C.E. 

·• . 3,805. As he considered it to be disadvantageous for an 
educational institution to be isolated from all other similar 
institutions of the province, he had, he explained, re. 
commended affiliation to the local University. 

3,806. There had been cases in which European students 
had secured prize appointments, but of late years Indian 
graduates had invariably obtained the guaranteed posts. 

3,807. Qualified men had not as yet been turned out 
from the mechanical and electrical engineering class of the 
college because the change in the designation of that class 
had only been effected in 1915. Two men had, how
ever, passed out from the previous class, one of whom, 

. :Mr. Thick, was at present doing well on the Simla Hydro· 
Electric Scheme. No guaranteed appointments were 
allotted to this class. 

3,808. A considerable number of the Roorkee College 
text-books had, he thought, been revised, but since there 
were now many good general text-books available he was 
not personally in favour of the maintenance of a special 
set for Roorkee. 

3,809. (Mr. Mackenzie.) In connection with the state-
. ment made in his written evidence to the effect that the 
Faculty of Engineering created in 1894 (when the Roorkee 
College was affiliated to the Allahabad University) had 
been allowed to " die of inanition since government 
failed to realize the necessity for ensuring a sufficiency 
of Fellows competent to serve on such a Faculty," he 
said that that inanition was due to the fact that no 
attempt was apparently made to appoint suitably
qualified Feltows to the Faculty of Engineering. He 
believed that the vice-chancellor of the University allotted 
Fellows to the Faculties, but added that government were 
responsible for the nomination of a certain number of 
Fellows on the Senate, and in exercise of that respon· 
sibility might have nominated a certain number suitably 
qualified to serve on a Faculty of Engineering. 

3,810. The recommendations of the Committee of 
Management of the Roorkee College were, he stated, 
submitted to government in the following manner. Afte1= 
the committee had held a meeting, and the minutes had 
been prepared by the principal and circulated to the 
members, the principal sent a copy to the Secretary to 
Government, Industries Department. The witness did 
not think that this Secretary could by any chance be 
identical with the Secretary for Education, and he was 
not able to state why the Industries Department in partic
ular had been selected to deal with the Roorkee College. 
He suggested that Roorkee matt<Jrs should be submitted 
through the Director of Public Instruction to the Educa
tional Secretary to Government and that the Board of 
Studies should be given a definite official position in rela· 
tion to the internal affairs of the college. 

3,811. Affiliation to the local University would, he 
stated, prevent the Roorkee College from being an isolated 
institution, and this was one of the points considered by 
the Colvin Committee in 1891. That committee consid
ered it a disadvantage that the Roorkee College was in 
no way part of the general educational system of tho 
provinces. In spite of this fact, however, the college had 

turned out a certain number of men whom the Publio 
Works Department had found useful, and tho training 
had on the whole improved, but he thought that it might 
be still further improved by being brought into tQuch 
with other institutions. 

3,812 .. In connection with tho Colvin Committeo's 
proceedmgs, the Secretary of State had laid down that 
the Roorkce College should be constituted so as to 
impart a general engineering education to meet the 
industrial needs of the province. Hence it was not tho 
iatenti~n of government to restrict the college to turning 
out engmeers for government service only. 

3,813. The European students had a separate mess of 
their own. A general recreation scheme had been framed 
for the civil engineer class as a whole, and whlle n1atehes 
might be played between that class and subordinates 
these two classes ran separate clubs. The college team, 
however, was, he thought, a mixed one. 

3,814. He reaffirmed hls opinion that the teaching of . 
surveying was of no great educational value to an engi
neer, and whlle admitting that instruction in that subject 
might cultivate precision pointed out that other thlngs 
also, such as measurements in a laboratory, had the same 
effect. The question had been discussed in evidence 
before the Cooper's Hill Commission, and although preci· 
sion might result from a training in surveying, Sir Alexan
der Rendall had stated that it was a low branch of the 
profession. Considering that it was quite possible for an 
engineer who knew a certain amount of mensuration, 
possessed a knowledge of rates, and was able to read a 
plan, to work out an estimate, he did not think that 
much special training was needed for estimating in the 
case of an educated engineering student. In hls opinion 
instruction in estimating took a much more prominent 
place in engineering courses in India than was the ca.ao 
in England. 

3,815. The engineering class at Roorkee, for which in. 
hls opinion additional workshop training was not re
quired would, he considered, derive much advantage 
from the practical application of their theoretical know· 
ledge during the term of their apprenticeshlp. 

3,816. (Mr. Willmott.) The Faculty of Engineering which 
had been abolished in 1905. did not, he thought, accom
plish anything. The principal of the college had been an 
ex-officio member, but the Roorkee professors were not 
represented on the Faculty, or Senate. Adverting to the 
statement that the reason for the failure of the Faculty was 
,the dearth of suitably qualified men, he said that certain 
of the professorial members of the Roorkee staff might 
have been tried, and mentioned two others, besides hlm· 
self, who had the necessary engineering educational 
training. In admitting that when the Faculty was con
stituted in 1894 there were no members of tho Roorkee 
professorial staff who could have been appoint<Jd to it, 
he remarked that as far as hls knowledge went the Roorkee 
professors were never subsequently placed in a position 
to serve on that Faculty. The fact that after affiliation 
to the University it would be necessary for members of 
the professorial staff to go backwards and forwards 
between Roorkee and Allahabad would not, he thought, 
entail any inconvenience on the staff since it did not in
convenience the staffs of other affiliat.:d colleges in the 
province, and the meetings were not numerous. 

3,817. The instructional staff of professors, assistant 
professors, ete., at Roorkee wa.a, he considered, quite 
strong enough for the average number of civil engineer 
students usually under training. The civil engineering 
department, however, needed bringing into line with the 
scientific sections of the college. 

3,818. (Pre.sident.) The Roorkee College did not at
tract at the present time as good a class of student as it 
used to attract formerly. He personally had been at 
Roorkee for about 20 years, having been appointed shortly 
after the provincial system was started. He thought the 
present inferiority in the class of students wa.a due to t!Jo 
alterations that were mado at that time and which bad 
adversely ·affected their prospects in life. 
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At Allahabad, Fridayt 30th March 1917. 
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The Hon'ble MR. H. M. WILLMOTT, F.C.H., A.M.I.C.E., Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Government of 
the United Provinces, Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). / 

\ 
A. C. VERRIERES, EsQ., C.I.E., Superintenqing Engineer, Public Works Department. 

TV ritten Statement. 
. 3,819. (Preamble.) The aims of the Committee are

(i) to substitute private for departmental agency in 
carrying out works ; · · 

(ii) to make greater use of loca,l bodies, some of which 
employ skilled public works agency ; 

(iii) to carry out works on contract subject to govern
ment inspection ; 

(iv) to encourage local bodies to employ their own 
staffs or to arrange for their works through private 
agencies; 

(v) to stimulate the growth of engineering firms of 
standing; · 

(vi) to provide facilities for the best engineering 
training in engin!lering colleges. 

(2). The custom in these provinces is to employ con
tractors for the execution of public works-practically no 
works are carried out by daily labour. ·when a work 
is sanctioned and funds allotted, tenders are called for 
by the d~st~ct engineer by public notice and contractors 

distnct surveyor ' 
are recommended by him. The Executive Engineer has 
powers to accept tenders up to Rs. 5,000, the Superin· 
tending Engineer up to Rs. 50,000. Beyond this amount 
tenders are accepted by the Chief Engineer. 

(3). None of our Indian contractors are men with any 
technical training, nor do they, as far as I am aware, 
employ engineers. In certain large towns like Cawnpore 
and Allahabad there are, I believe, certain European 
firms ,of architects and builders which do employ more 
or less trained men, but they have nE>Y<:lr carried out 
any works for me and I know nothing about them. A 
certain firm in Lucknow too employ trained European 
engineers and carry out and design drainage and water 
schemes. They have never done any work for me. 

(4). It may be said then, that all our Indian contractors 
are merely employers of labour and work directly under 
Public Works Department supervision. Indian firms 
of builders or architects or engineers practically do not 
exist. 

(5). The system has brought into existence some excel
lent contractors-but contracting in the Public Works 
De;::.artment is apparently not a paying business and I 
can only recall a very few cases in which a bru!iness has 
been handed down from father to son. It may be 
said that our methods give rise to rapacity in our subordi
nates-but I am convinced that our subordinates are no 
worse than those of other departments and that the 
real reason why our contractors are not able to establish 
firms is that our ratea are far too low for the quality 
of the work demanded. I would draw particular atten· 
tion to this point as it set'ms to answer the charge of 
extravagance levelled against the Public Works Depart
ment by persons who, as often as not, are not competent 
to express an opinion. I maintain that no better evidence 
is needed to prove that groator economy is neither pos
sible nor justifiable, 

(6). There is a feeling abroad that our rates are consid
erably higher than those paid by private individuals
without wishing to deny that our rates may be somewhat 
higher, I would point out that the standard of work 
must also of necessity be higher. 

(7). I have said before, that our subordinates are no 
more corrupt than those of other departments-by 
this I do not mean to suggest that.there is no room for 
improvement. I have always maintained that a great 
deal of temptation is thrown in their way and I shall have 
something to say later as regards suggestions to remedy 
these defects. · 

(8). I am in agreement, in principle, with the idea of 
employing private agencies as far as possible for the 
design and execution of works-but I am not in favour 
of employing the same agency for both the design and 
execution of the same work on a percentage basis-such 
a measure would not lend itself to economy of design, 
because economy would mean a diminished income. I 
do not mean to say that firms could not be round that 
would honestly work in the best interests of their em· 
ployers, but I do mean to say that the principle is wrong 
and should not be employed. Local bodies may, I 
consider, have the option of employing a firm of consult
ing engineers to design and supervise their works in place 
of a district engineer, but the actual work of construction 
should be carried out by contractors or firms of engineers. 

(9). In only a very few centres could private firms of 
engineers be procurable that would be able to design 
and carry out works satisfactorily. For small districts, 
the works in which consist mainly of repairs to roads 
and scattered building_s, engineers would have to be 
employed by district boards to execute works through 
contractors just as is done at present. I have found 
that Indian contractors are seldom willing to carry out 
works outside their own districts, and indeed will fre-
quently only t11,ke up works in certain areas. -

(10). As regards the employment by district boards of 
their own staffs, I do not think that they will be able 
to recruit engineers of the right stamp at the outset as 
easily as they think. Competent engineers are not easy 
to secure in this country. I can understand the reason 
why engineers are not available from England on tem
porary agreements, but I have never been able to under· 
stand what happens to all the Indian college engineers 
who do not obtain government employment~ The fact 
remains however that it is almost impossible to get 
really good men just now. This province has had some 
painful experiences with temporary engineers in the past ; 
and if the Public Works Department could not manage 
them I question whether it would be possible for the 
district boards to get them to do their work satisfactorily, 
On this point however I expect the Committee will 
obtain first-hand information from Bengal and the 
Punjab where the system of district board engineers has 
been in force for years. The difficulties I write of are 
probably due to the fact that the recruitment of tflm. 
porary engine·~rs has so far never been made under any 
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such system as seems to be contemplated for the future 
and it is more than probable that the market will improve 
with improved prospect~. . . . 

(11). The Indian-tramed engmeer 1s, I !hink, ~ell 
trained theoretically for generaJ. purposes. His practical 
training is tho ~culty. T~e r~ways and J;rig~tion 
works train their men well m their own spec1a.l. lines, 
but it takes a buildings and roads engineer longer to 
work up confidence in himself, because the number of 
large works upon .whi~h he is e~gage~ !n tho firs~ few 
years of his sernce 1s necessarily lim1ted. He 1s of 
~ourse encouraued to visit large works in course of con
struction, but the mere noting on works is not sufficient. 
He wants to be taught how to manage contractors and 
work-people and how to exercise tact and judgment, 
he must know exactly what he wants and when and where 
he wants it, he must exercL<e forethought and ingenuity. 
Unless he has large works immediately under his charge 
from the first his real training takes long. Now there 
is no help for this. His practical training, on which 
such a deal of stre...<s .is laid, is purely a matter of time. 
I shall ha>e something to say on the subject of practical 
training for engineering students later, but what I would 
like to say at the present stage is that I consider that a 
year's practical training, though it is >ery useful, does 
not make an engineer. There are so many difficulties 
met with in actuaJ. construction of works that one year's 
practical experience will not teach a student ho~ to 
overcome them. All that a year on works can do IS to 
teach bini how to manufacture ordinary materiaJ.s and 
how to put them together. He may learn how a well 

""- is sunk or how a girder is erected, but there are heaps 
of other things to be learnt in engineering, and these he 
can only learn after years of experience of a varied 
character. Now I do not mean to throw cold water on 
the idea of a year's practical training, but there are other 
matters I would lay greater stress on. There are two 
fundamental considerations which, I consider, mlll>-t be 
kept in mind in an engineer's education. Firstly there 
must be a close co-ordination between his theoreticaJ. 
ground-work and its application to practical design. 
He must not be allowed to consider the mathematical 
side of engineering a mere accomplishment to be learnt 
and then put aside. He must hE' given practical exercises 
in the design of structures of all kinds and must be taught 
how to apply his theory to practice. His instruction in 
engineering and applied mathematics must be arranged 
so as to work in with one another. Secondly, his training 
during apprenticeship must be as thorough as possible. 
His course of instruction must be left to the educational 
authorities, but I will try and explain my news on 
practical training in ita proper place. With this 
preamble I will now t~ke up the points raised for discus
sio'l before the ColDlDlttee. 

3,820. (l) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-I cannot for a moment 
admit that the methods employed at present are not 
economical on the whole. I do not say that works 
cannot be carried out more cheaply under better condi
tions, but I believe that with the material at our disposal 
at the moment, it is next to imp06.5ible. Further economy 
is not possible unless we are given a more reliable staff. 
I do not believe for a moment that the employment of 
private firms will result in further economy if our 
standards of work are to be maintained. 

(2). I maintain, without fear of contradiction, that no 
contractor would find any profit in isolated works even 
if they were given to him at Public Works Department 
rates. To make it paying he must get the monopoly of 
all works big and small in a fairly large area. I do not 
think that the governnrent would be willing to lay down 
as a principle that it is desirable to encourage a few 
contractors to the exclusion of all others. It might pay a 
firm of engineers to undertake the superrision of severaJ. 
works on a percentage basis, but it would not pay tho 
individual contractor to carry them mit singly. I 
consider that too much stress bas been laid on the question 
of rates. Indeed, I am convinced that there is no money 
in isolated works even when percentage charges for 
supervision are thrown in. What a. finn wants is a large 

work and fairly concl'ntrated. It wants work in its 
particular line. 11 

(3). There has been som~k of executing work at ten 
per cent. b~low. estimated Publi~ Works Dl'partment 
rates. I mamtam that such a thing is not possible nor 
desirable for sm,-.11 and isolated works-(a.nd aftl'r all 
the Public Works Department must fix their schedule of 
~t~ to s~t all kinds of work and in all localities), but 
1t IS pOSSible to execute large works at less rates than 
the Public Works Department estima.te. I may mention 
the Postmaster General's office at Lucknow a.s ·an excel. 
lent example of excellent work which was carried out 
by the Public Works Department at 13 per cent. less 
than estimated rates. 

(4). Pri>ate firms will sub-let contracts and whatever 
happens there must be subordinates to measure and 
superrise. Quantity sllr\eyors do not exist in this 
country and whether we ha;e district board engineers or 
whether we ha>e pri>ate firms a certain amount of 
leakage will take place. Xow all or most of our subordi
nates are permanent gon•mment serrants, and they 
know perfectly well that they have a great deal to lo.<;e • 
if their servicea are dispensed "1"1-ith. '\\ e can, and do 
keep !h~m in check as far as possible. It may b€ argued 
that 1t IS preferable to employ temporary subordinates 
because they can be got rid of so ea.sily. It certainlv is 
very difficult, under present regulations, to get rid of 
bad bargains, but it is always possible to hold department
aJ. inquiries, and to dispense with a man's sen-ices. I 
cannot belie>e that temporary subordinates will bo 
better. All our experience goes to show that they will 
be considerably worse than our permanent men.· The 
reason seems to be that permanent government serriee 
is much sought after and we are able to select men. 
Temporary district board engineers and temporarr 
subordinates will not be an improvement; at least n~t 
for a verr long time to come. I have alwan found that 
chairmeO: of district boards complain that' the> cannot 
get sub-overseers th~t suit them and I am not ~urpri;ed. 
Whatever the Public '\\orks Department is, it is an 
organised department, and one of its chief duties is to 
weed out bad bargains and to provide the b<>;;t mbor
dinates that the money can gi;e. If a temporary engineer 
is employed by a district board the chairman is totally 
dependent on him, and if he be un:reliable he (the 
chairman) will find it a pretty expelli!i>e matter. 

(5). I do not wish it to be understood that I do not 
ad>ocate the employment of district board enginecn. 
All I wish to sav is that thev are not easilv obtainable 
at present and that if chang~ are made they must oo 
made >ery gradually. I wish to sonnd a note of warning, 
and to say that for the pre<>ent our methoili, though 
capable of impro>ement, are generally suitable. 

(6). I >ery much doubt whether a suitable type of 
temporary subordinate will be obtainable for many years 
to come-traditions die hard, and it will take a long 
time to conYince both engineers and 1mbordinates that 
temporary serrice nnder district boards is as good as 
permanent serrice under goverurnent. The bl'!'t men 
will try and obtain serriee in the irrigation and railway 
branches and the diotriet boards and municipalities will 
get the leariiigs. I ha>e touched on the question of 
staff becan.se on it depends the qullStion of rates to a 
great extent. 

(7). I do not see why firms of standing should not oo 
employed by district boards if they can b€ obtained, 
though I cannot belie;e that their employm(lnt will 
load to further economy. I understand that they would 
act as consulting a."ld superrising engineers to district 
boards, that the execution of works would not be in 
their hands, and that they would submit their scheme~. 
above a certain amount, to the government for critiri.>m ; 
with this principle I have no fault to find. In fa.ct I 
would be very glad to see some work taken off our 
hands. If however the idea is that the> should both 
design and execute works then I say that the system 
cannot lead to furt.her e<:onomy because expensi>e 
dellign will be to their advantage. ·. 

3,821. (II.) Encouragement of other ·lii«<DCJ.-
Contractorll are encouraged to apply for oontraeta for 
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works, the estimates for which have been drawn up by 
the Public Works Department hut I cannot say that 
they are encouraged to submit designs, or to display 
originality or initiative. They are without exceptimt 
merely employers of labour and carry out Public Works 
Department designs on Public Works Department 
specifications and under Public Works Department 
supervision. I have never known one to employ an 
engineer of his own. It is understood that the Public 
\Yorks Department are responsible for the work and 
machinery, if required, is supplied by the Public Works 
Department. The labour only is the contractors'. They 
are not engineers and this being so I cannot see how they 
can be entrusted with the construction and upkeep of any 
but the most unimportant works. If however contractors 
of repute are willing to employ certificated engineers 
there seems to be no reason why they should not be 
employed as consulting and supervising engineers to 
district boards or municipalities. I do not think that 
the time has yet come to permit them to supervise works 
in which they have a personal interest. If they are to be 
employed as contractors, pure and simple, it does not 
pay them to employ engineers as the rates do not permit 
of outlay on expensive establishment, and there will be 
great difficulty in convincing them of the necessity of 
employing engineers when so far they have been able 
to get the services of the district engineer free. I see 
however that it is contemplated to give them the con
struction and upkeep of certain classes of works. This 
means, I fancy, that as a start works on which little or 
no engineering skill is needed, such as for instance the 
upkeep of metalled roads, the construction of small 
culverts and inspection houses, etc., might be made 
over to them. Of course this might be done, but I am 
!Jcrfectly convinced that there are very few contractors 
who could.be trusted to carry ,out even these works with 
any show of success when once supervision is removed. 
After all the maintenance of a road is not such an easy 
matter as it appears. A culvert wants to be levelled 
and "its proper site fixed. A bungalow wants a certain 
amount of finish. There are very few of us who have 
not seen culverts sticking up like fortifications above a 
road when there has been no reason for it. I for one 
have seen a culvert built on a watershed, where there 
was no possiblity of it ever being any use whatever. This 
because the district surveyor left it to the contractor. 

(2). I would not reco~end works being made over to 
contractors for execution or upkeep, but the matter 
may be left to the discretion of the chairman of the 
district board. If he has faith in any contractor he 
might give him a trial. I take it that the district 
engineers would be relieved of all responsibility as regards 
the quality of the work turned out. I personally do not 
knmv the contractor whom I would entrust altogether 
with the execution or upkeep of any work and I consider 
it altogether a wrong principle to relieve him of per-~ 
petual supervision whether it be that of the Public Works 
Department or the district board consulting and super
vising engineer or the district engineer. 

(3). As regards encouragement I would divide contract
ors up into three classes. Class I would consist of men 
who have shown that they can carry out works up to 
Rs. 50,000 and over. They would be possessed of a 
certain amount of capital and have factories and work
shops of their own-lime factories, brick kilns, carpenters' 
shops, blacksmiths' shops. They must have worked for 
the Public Works Department at least 20 years (this 
would ensure that they would be conversant with the 
orilinary principles of building construction). If these 
men are willing to employ engineers to make up simple 
designs and estimates they might be given a trial as 
district board engineers for designing and supervising 
works, or they might carry out works as ordinary contract
ors and in that case they need not employ engineers 
and would then work exactly under the same conditions 
as they do at present. Some system should be devised 
Ly which these men are kept continually supplied with 
work as far ag possible. ClaR3 1I Rhould consist of con
tractors who can cany ont and finance works from 
Rs. 10,000 to fs. 50,000. Cht'S 11 r ~honl<l COnHist of 
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petty contractors who can only carr,v out works up to 
Rs. 10,000. Contracts would be given out by Executive 
Engineers, Public \V orks, and other suborclinates would 
have nothing to say in the matte!'. In other words the 
principle should be to make the contractor as far as 
possible responsible to the officers of the Department 
and to make the subordinate a mere overseer. This can 
only be done by reducing the sizes of divisional charges, 
bills should be prepared and paid by the Executive 
Engineer. To put it in a few words "in order to reduce 

.peculation and give fair play reduce the powers of the 
subordinate." 

3,822. (m.) Changes in organization.-! would like 
to say exactly how far I would be prepared to go and 
how far I would reorganize the Public Works Department 
in order to meet the suggestions put before me. The 
Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Depart· 
ment in these provinces is composed, as it stands, of the 
Buildings and Roads and Sanitary Branches. The 
Consulting Architect advises the governntent when large 
building schemes are contemplated, the Electric In
spector advises on electrical schemes. 

(2). The Sanitary Engineer has his own staff of engineers 
as distinct from those attached to the ordinary Buildings 
and Roads divisions, and advises on all works connected 
with drainage and wat-er-supply. The Buildings and 
Roads Branch consists of four circles each under a 
Superintending Engineer. Each circle is divided into 
divisions under Executive Engineers and each division 
. t . . di . d d . t di tr. t d di•trict en<rineers , 
m urn IS Vl e m o s · 10 s un er district surveyors 

The Chief Engineer controls the whole and he is assisted 
by a Personal Assistant who is also Under Secretary and 
is usually an Executive Engineer. Now I would like 
to see more " specialization " in the Public Works Depart
ment. 

(3). I would like to see the Sanitary Branch separated 
from the Buildings and Roads Branch, i.e., I would like 
to see it with a Chief Engineer of its own. The expendi· 
ture on sanitary works is on the increase and it will go 
on increasing as time goes on. The Chief Sanitary 
Engineer would have a Deputy Chief Engineer where one 
is necessary and a staff of Executive and Assistant 
Engineers, ~nd would have the Electric Inspector attached 
to his office-the whole forming a branch of municipal 
engineering. 

(4). The Chief Engineer of the Buildings and Roads 
Branch would control the buildings and roads and bridges 
branch. He would have the Consulting Architect 
attached to his office. He would have a technical branch 
under a Deputy Chief Engineer and designs for works 
above a certain sum in value would be vetted or designed 
in his office. I would like to emphasize the nece9sity 
for a technical branch, because not only would it accel. 
crate business, but it would enable us to give apprentices 
an excellent education in practical design as I will try 
and explain later. I would like to have the Superin
tending Engineers attached to the C'hief Engineer's office. 
They would be .called Deputy Chief Engineers for con
struction and would be in constant touch with the Chief 
Engineer. They would have only camp offices. I 
would abolish the Personal Assistant and give the Chief 
Engineer an Under Secretary for the Secretariat work 
only. Cases would be dealt with by the Superintending 
Engineer directly in consultation with the Chief Engineer 
and he (the Superintending Engineer) should be relieved 
of as much routine work as possiule. At present his 
individuality is crushed out of him bv the amount of 
office work he has to do. The Superintencling Engineers 
would have circles just as at present and headquarters at 
Lucknow, Meerut and Allahabad. Now I do not think 
the time has come to go to the open market for district 
engineers and I do not recommend hasty changes, but 
to meet the wishes of the government, t:iz., the encourage· 
ment of private enterprise and the establishment of a 
market for the employment of the Indian-trained 
engineers, I would go so far as to aim at placing all local 
works nuder the control of the chairman of the di~trict 
board eventuall~·. He might f·mploy any a!Cency he 
plea~e~ for tht>ir exPPution nnd maiutennnre. He mid.t 

ti 
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hue a district board oogineer, or he might employ a 
finn of con.."Ulting eng:in eel'!'. Th e:;:e agffil"ies might 
C'4l'rT out works up to r«tain limits fixed by the go•l:'!11· 
mffit. on the sanction of thf' Commissioner. W ork:s of 
!!rellter lllll!!llitude would ha>t> to rf'eei•e tl1e sanction 
~ tle gomment. For ~ works the- board would 
hne the option of choosing the a.,_.,"Etlcy through which 
the• wonld be e::re<!Uted, ri:., either the Public W ork:s 
DE"iwtment or their own agency. The Superintending 
Engineer of the circle vould exercise a gffieral ruperri
f'ion o•er dk-trict board works.. 

\5~ Generally I vould place aU prorindal work~ under 
th~C' Public Works Department but there are se•eral 
dk-tricts which coo.tai.n no prorincial works of any im· 
portance. such for in..<;tance as a few miles of prorincial 
road, a tlllcl!!'l"'ri, a judge"5 court, a dk-pen..;:;ary, etc. 
Tnese work! should be handed o>er to the dL<:f:rict boarru 
and fund5 supplied by the go.emment for ili~;ir main
tffiAil~- The extent of the prorincial eJ-,ar>;<-> wonld 
tha:eb; be oon.Sderabl; reduced. 

(6t "HaTing eliminated the unimportant <llitrim I 
would diride the remainder up into Public Works Depart
moot prorincial dirisioru. Each Exocuti•e Engineer 
would ha•e a Person.al.:\.ssi;;tant who would be an .lssistant 
F.nginl't'!" or s-enior upper 5Ubordinat<>. There would be 
no rub-diri.sion.al offiN'I", but a set of 51lbordin.a tes would 
~ruperri."e and make mea,-urements. Contracts would be 
ci\'"00 out b; the Execnti;e Erurineer. Bills would oo 
made ont in the Executi;e Ene,-.mffi:·s office, and payments 
would aL<U be-made by him direet. .ill p€'tty projects 
would be pn-p.ued by the Executi><' ~a:ineer and 
carried out by him. large and importcmt des4,-rns would 
be preparro in the Chief Engineer· s office by the tochnical 
~tion. The Arehitect would adri.;;;.e in &ri'hltecmral 
matters. If it is thought de;;irablc- to permit outside 
comp€'tition for any particular design there is no rea.<oo 
wh; this should not be done. 

(7). It might be poo;sible to redure the circles to three 
i.n:,""tead of four. but a fourth Superintending Engineer 
would ha;e to be in charge of the t<'<'hnieal branch of the 
Chief Erurineer·s office. Th;; Con.."Ulrilu! .lrchitect a.TJ.d 
Ele.:-tric in..-pectof5 should oo of the s.mle ~anding as a 
Superintending J::n.,a:ineer. I would ha>e spare men for a 
Nln:>iroction di"rision (whirh would be ne..~-.ary in C-L"t' 

of lan::e works) and to fill]ea;e racancie>. The ss.nitar• 
worb of the 'prorince would be worked much in the 
same wav as the• are now. Dk-trict boards m!.zht call 
for proj~t.;; either from their own district board engmeen; 
or ron..~ en..aineetS as the ca.se ma• be or from the 
Sanitary J::n.,Mneer. In any ca..<e schemes abo•e a certain 
sum would be retted b; the SanitarY Erurinee-. 

(8\. It does not ;;eem. to be n~ to gi;e anything 
but a general outline of the >ystem I propo.."<', but what 
I would like to imprt'S.'! on the Committee i; that the 
Departm.E'llt must be dinded up into speccial hrant:he;; 
each under a specialb""t. Each brant:h would train its 
own engineers. 

3,8!3. (IV.l Relations with other departlnents and 
rab-lnnches.-The Public Works Department broadl~· 
meetl! the need; of other departments in the admini;;
tration, but delaf$ are frequE'lltly ('{)fllplained of. 
The time has I think come to diride up tht> Buildin.go 
and Road> Branc-h into two ,.., I !:aw de:;.cribOO a bow. 
each branch with it.s expert.>. Eaeb branch should work 
independootly of the other and I think the dinsion 
would result in a~tion of work. .it presEtlt the 
Chief Engineer ha;; far too mn<'h to do. H he were 
relieved -of all ljlaJ!.itat"y work ~s would gE>t on f&Eter. 
'The division of th l' Department too would lead to greater 
eflicioocv. 

(2). The branch of sanitary engineering ;,hould perhap5 
aJso ha.e a Chief Sanitary Engineer with the Go'1:'!11-
ment of India. His duties would be to c<H:II'din ate 
systems of 'lll"tll"k in the difieroo t pro tin res. 

(3). I consider that the Depa.rtmmt should l:oe relie•ed 
of aD responsibility for tht> design and execution of small 
works. I hATe a feeling that we take too mueh on 
~lns. Departments mould be E'llcou:raged to carry 
opt works up to larger limits without ftierool't' to thto 
Puhlie Work; PE'pilrtmeot. 

3,8:!4. I Y.l DeeentraJilatioD.-.ls ff'¥I&rdo furthN 
decentralization I am not in fa'I"'ur of giring subordinate 
officers any further powers. I do not think that further 
deeentralization is possible or justifiable until we NUl 

impro•E> the d.a..<.S of sub-dirisional offioer. I ha•e no 
improt"emoo!5 t;:. ;~,_,., . .,! in tl1i.s direction. hut I would 
gi•e further powers to En"l'uti•e Engineer> with regard 
to exeesses o•et estimates in ordN to minimize tl.e 
necessity for reti..<ed estimates. 

3,S::'!."i: (VL\ Simplification of procedure.-! do not 
tllink that the rules in tht> Public Works Department 
Code which regulate the execution and mainten:>n<·e of 
ch'il works are unduly restrieti•e as a whole. ThE>rc is 
one point howe;er whi<'h calls for attention a.nd that i• 
the lapsing of fund!: at the end of lfareh and the ron~'<'
qnent rush of work in that month. Some arran!!emenB 
seem ne..>essary by which funds, if not spent in one yt>ar 
may he carried on to the credit of the work in the nert. 
It seems unfortunat<> that our financial •ear t-nds in 
)!areh; if it were to end in June we should J,aw nin~ 
workinl! months on end and the rush of work at tl.e 
Etld of-the ;ear would not be half as irrt"-3 t. I c·annot 
think of any other points on this mbj..C·t whkh <·all fur 
remark..'\, bnt selected E:tecuti•e. Encinffrs mi.L:ht l-r 
gi•en further discretionary powers as' ti·?ards M.nc tion 
of estimates, rt\!lppropriations of fund;;. alteration' c.J 
designs and exces.<es owr e>timat<>s, a pproxi.mating lXl11gh I~· 
to those exercised at pre!lellt by t1e 5uF+rint<-nd.in~ 
Erut-in l.'ef5. 

3,8:"!6. (VII.) Eduration.-I think thflt the en~inf"<"r· 
i.ng educ.ation gi;en at the ooginooring c·olle-,?e> in thi,; 
country is quit<> good, but I feel that the (·Olle;H> do not 
giYe 51!Jlirient instruction in the prac·ti,:d dfii.ign of 
strn.:>t'llreO. and would draw attootion .1,:ain to nn· rf· 
mark! supra. · · 

12). !think a c'Onrse of three \'"ea.N is mffid.-nt for th<" 
present. Practical training c.&Mot be giwn in a .:olle.,.:e. 
but the better the theoretical train.inQ the t-ene.r tl,e 
en,a:ineer. I would lay particular stre5o onc·e .-..gain <•ll 
the necessit; of arra.nclni! the course of inHrunion in 
en..aine.erlni! ·so as to fit u; with the instruction ~i >t-n i11 the theory- of struc~. I would al-.o plt<<!d for; LigLt-r 
mathematical standard in the t-XII.DlinationE for entra:r.;·e 
into th~> coll~e5, but on this point I do r,c.t frrl c·om· 
p€'tent to oifer adnN·. 

3,8:!7. (vm' Praetieal training.-! h:.Y<> :'.J.itl in 
my preamble that I think a deal too mud1 >tre;.' i;. laid 
on the year"s practical training for engin~ srodeuts on 
works. Jiy argument is that a year·s p·:.>ctical trs.in~ 
can only give the student an idea of how mat<-rial' au 
manufactured and put together. It (·ertainly c-~nuot 
make him a finished engineer and it will c<'rtainl• t;ot 
go far towards enabling him to -.oln.> tLe thousand :.illd 

one diffieulties which he will 51!relt" m""'t '~>ith in tLe 
course of his C3l'l'er. .is he c-ets oo in !if.; Le will cet 
his practical experience in ;;pit<> of him '>elf and be ,; ill 
ne>er gain oo mul'h a;; when he ha.s lar;t: work> in hi; 
sole charge. I draw attention again to my r<"mark> 
"·upra. 

(2\ I would make much ia.rger use of tl1e t"--lmical 
section in the G:..:c: Ec:-.;ineer·~ offic-e proposed by me. 
I would attach approotiC'e> to Chief Engineot'.r~· and 
~iary En;ineers" oflict'!$ for a year to Etlable tl>em to 
sec how ~Lemes are drawn out in praetice. The:; would 
ch~k project:' passing through the offic-i'. t.ak<' 0nt cal· 
culations and generally help in thE' preparation of r,ew 
scheme • .;,. DIIJ'ing this. ;ear the• would he &'nt out "' 
the Chief Engin'iler's discretion· t<O ta k<' nott'• on L<u"ge 
works in the course of construction in nmous parts of 
the pro,"'inres. They then, if well repon..,:l on. "Lluld he 
fit to go out into the world a~ .\;;.<ist,rnt E."l:i..nt'i'T:'. 
G;mrn:moot would take their choke from a.moa; tLe,., 
men through an adri.'Ol")· board. Tht' appreotic<:-£ wb:> 
failed to get gonro:mffit appointment.~; would tl,ere>ftff 
food for themsel•es and tho;;.eo who ..-ere c-Lo;.oo "r•uld 
join the Publie Works D~>partm('l1t ~~ .!,;o;i~ant EnginN-T'!J 
as thev do nmr. 

(3). ·1 haw· said that I am in fa.-our of speci.aliuriou 
in the Public Worb Dt'partment. indeEd I think it all 
absrolntt' n~ty. .>\ft« fiTt' yHLrS· llt'l"l"i<'e in ar.~· 
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particular branch of the service the Assistant Engineer 
might be 1Jern1itted to take a year's special leave and 
~tudy his particular branch of engineering and the gov
ernment should arrange for his instruction or he might 
be allowed two lots of six mouths at a time and this 
would probably be more satisfactory. 

(4). 1 think special courses of study should not be 
permitted at au earlier stage in the engineer's career 
because he would not be able to appreciate their value 
and he might omit to study certain essential and im-
portant particulars. · 

(5). These are broadly the main features of the prac
tiNtl training I would recommend. 

3,828. (Conclusion.) I much regret that it has uot been 
poti~ible for me to do more than outline my ideas on the 
(!Uestions raised for discussion. But, now that I have 
explained that it might be possible to execute the ordinary 
public works of a district board through private agency 
and by the employment of temporary engineers, I would 
like to point out that there are certain considerations 
which make it difficult to dispense with the services of 
a complete organization like that of the Public Works 
Department. I refer particularly to famine. I do not 
know whether calamities of this kind are now possible, 
but should they occur (and I think they might occur 
if we have two consecutive bad monsoons), we have a 
very 11erfect knowledge, after years of experience, of how 
to face difficulties of this kind, and our accounts systems, 
both of compilation and audit, are worked out to a nicety. 
Our ordinary works get along the same as· ever, and 
famine works also fall into line without much fuss. If 
our permanent Public Works Department establishments 
are reduced as I have indicated in this note, it will not 

be possible to expand them at a moment's notice. 1'hu 
management of famine§\ will have to be entrusted to 
local bodies. It will become a local rather than a provin· 
cia! affair. 

(2). Now I ask, would this be a wise proceeding ? 
I, personally, do not think so. The whole Famine Code 
would have to be revised and the whole official machine 
would be tlu·own out of gear, besides which the whole 
system of accounts would luwe to be revised to suit the 
local boards and their consulting engineers. Experience 
has shown that consulting engineers are not always expert 
accountants. 

(3). I do hot wish to give the impression that I am 
writing from the point of view of a partisan. Perhaps 
some method might be devised to meet this difficulty-a -
difficulty more or less peculiar to this country. Perhaps 
the accounts could be compiled and audited in the 
Collectors' offices, but would we not be overblll'dening 
that official ? I do not like the idea, but I feel sure 
most Public Works Department bfficers would welcome 
the change. 

(4). Themore I think of it the more I am convinced 
that the Public Works Department should remain for 
the present. Private firms can easily be encouraged to 
design and carry out works in their own special branches 
-there is heaps of room for both agencies. I am averse 
to any drastic changes at present and though I would 
like to see improvements in the Public Works Department, 
and though I would like to see it relieved of a lot of its 
work-especially that of a petty nature-! think it 
would be a great mistake to reduce ita strength, at least 
for many years to come. 

1IR. A. C. VERRIERES called and examined. 

3,829. (PreBideut.) The witness ~tated that he was a. 
Superintending Engineer of the Public Works Depart
ment with 24 years' service, the first seven years of which 
ha.d been spent in tho Inigation Branch and the remainder 
in the Buildings and Roads Branch, 

3,830. It was not the practice to advertise tenders for 
large projects, and he could not remember any instance 
of this having been done. Special firms were not invited 
to tender for large works by sending them a separate 
intimation, and the usual practice was to post up notices 
in Executive and District Engineers' offices. The 
tenders po~ted up in the offices of district engineers 
were not lump sum but rate tenders, and the latter class 
of tenders was the best for India. In a lump sum contract 
changes in ~he construction of a building would prob
ably necessitate extra measurements and work, etc., 
but where no changes were necessary in works which 
had been given out on a lump sum contract a. schedule 
of rates should be attached showing the rates at which 
extra works had to be constructed. The rates for iron
work had recently increased considerably, but the con
tractor was allowed increased rates for work of this 
nature if he represented that he was losing. The instance 
~vas probably an exceptional one due to the war, but an 
mcrease would be allowed even in normal times on 
receipt of a reasonable represcntf\tion. 

3,831. The question whether tender~ were invited 
1.mrtly or wholly for projects depended on the size of the 
work. For example, the High Court in .Allahabad the · 
cost of which was Rs. 15 lakhs, was split up into' two 
parts, and eaDh was undertaken by diilerent contractors, 
a~ the work wa.~ too large to be undertaken by one con
trac~or and a~ its splitting up expedited the work. 
Enhre tenders for ordinary contracts the value of which 
w.a~ Rs. l or Us. 2 lukh~ were invited. The system of 
gtnng stptLratc contracts for iron-work, etc., was not 
u.sually followed, (:;cept in the ca~e of bridge construe
bon where steel gtrders were obtainetl from firms and 
therefore excluded ft·om the contract. Co~ltracts for 
n~aterialH, .apar~ from construction, had only been occa
titonally gtven m cases in which estimates had not 
been sanctioned for works which it was known would 
8hortly be constructed. In such ea~es a separate esti
mate wus prepared for tho eollection of ma(<,l'ia],.; and it 

was usually undertaken by the contractor to whom the 
construction of the contemplated~work was eventually 
given. 

3,832. The system under which contraetors were 
classified according to their cap\!bilities had not been 
adopted in the province, but it was desirable, and the 
classifieation should depend really on the financial 
abilities of contractors since they possessed no rea! 
technical knowledge. The question as to how contract
ors would be moved from one class to another would 
depend ori the period they had been working for the 
Public Works Department. Such classification would 
be rather a difficult matter in the first instance, but it 
would not lead to much trouble in the long run. To 
become eligible for classification, contractors should 
have worked 20 years for the Department. ThiB would 
ensure their being conversant with the ordinary prin· 
ciples of building construction,· but there was no need 
to make it a hard-and-fast rule. For example, if a 
reliable firm of English contractors set up in the prov- -
ince, he would not preclude them from classification 
until they had worked for the Department for 20 years. 
His suggestion really referred to those contractors w,ho 
at the outset were ignorant of the principles of building 
construction and departmental usage. 

3,833. There were very few large firms of contractors 
in the province which were capable of undertaking the 
construction of large 'works with their own engineering 
Htaff. The reason for this was that there was not enough 
proftt in the conHtruction of work for the Public Works 
Department. Throughout his experience, he had known 
of only one or two petty contractors whose sons had 
followed their fathers' profe~sion and this seemed to 
indicate that contracting work was not popular. 

3,834. He had recently made a comparison of the 
co,.;t of a Public Works Dupartment building with that 
of a building constructed by private enterprise. The 
cu~e in point was that of a firm in Lucknow which hnd 
constmcted a work at rates 10 per cont. below those of 
the PttlJlic Works Department. There were no special 
rea8on~, us far as he was aware, why the firm in question 
Hhould construct work below the rates of the Public 
\vorkB Department, but if the latter had constructed 
the building the rntns would not nect~s~arily luwe been 
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10 per oont. more than tho:;e of the private finn because 
the tender for such work might have been below the 
schedule of rates. It had been his experience that the 
Department usw.l.ly constructed works only a little below 
the schedule of rate.;. ar:d there were no special cirenm
stance;; connected with the building in question which 
led him to belie,·e that the Depl\rl:ment could have under
taken its con:;trnction at ratE.><~ 10 per cent. below the 
schedule of rata~. The rowp:.ui.son he had made did not 
relate to the actual CQ:;t of the work but only to the rates. 
In addition the tinn had allowed 7 per cent. for super
vision, as compared with 16! Fer cent. the establishment 
~barges of the produce a.; a whole. He~ the rates of 
the private lirm were 10 per cent. below thoo:e of the 
Public Works Department plus 'i per cent. for super
vision, and the diliE>rence was considerable. The rates 
of the Depl\rl:ment, howewr, referred to a large area 
and to buildings both large and small. He wa.;; there
fore not prepared to state that the departmental estab· 
lishment charges would have been 16l per cent. had 
the building, or other concE-ntrated work, been ron· 
structed by the Department. 

3,835. Local boards should have the option of employ
ing !inns of consulting engineers for the de:rign of their 
buildings, as the present system was not whully suitable. 
The rules in connection with the preparation of the 
desi,ans of such boards laid down that de:rigns for works 
c06ting more than Rs.. 3,000 should be prepared by the 
Public Works Department, and there was no rea.son 
why these designs should not be given out to competi
tion. If district boar& de:<i.red the construction of 
all their own works they would have trouble in recruiting 
eogineens for the plllJlO"t', as difficulty had always been 
experienced in securing the right type of men. This 
difficulty could only be surmonnted by making their 
appointments permanent and pensionable as was the 
caee in government service. 

3,836. Provision was not generally made in estimates 
for the construction of buildings for establ.ishment charges 
in addition to the ordinary establishment charge of 
16! per cent., except for mi.slri& in the ca...<e of large 
works. The charge in this re:.pect, however, was small 
Provision was also made in the case of bri~ue con..«truction 
when professional well-sinkers were employed. In 
addition, a provision of 5 per cent. wa.; made for nn
f oreseen contingencies. 

3,837. He was in favour of greater specialization in 
the Department and recommended that the Sanita~· 
Branch should be entirely separated from the Buildings 
and Roads Branch and placed in charge of a Chief 
Engineer, so that the establishment in the Sanitary 
Branch would eventuallv undertake the con..«truction 
of the sanitary work oniy and thns specialize in that 
c.latl!of work. The SaliitaryBranchemployedaseparate 
construction staff at present but all sanitary works were 
not con.st:rncted by that staff as some of the municipalities 
employed their own engineers for the P11l'J:l0Ee· The 
Sanitary Engineer, however, designed and const:ructed the 
majority of sanitary projects. The ordinary Pnblic Works 
Department stafi had prenously constructed some of 
the sanitary works, but such was not the case at present. 
The expenditure on sanitary works had been Rs. 2(1 
lakhs in 1915 and B.s. 23llakhs in 1916. The Sanitarv 
Engineer moreover had iii 19l'tl5 drawn up sanctioned 
projects amounting to Rs. IS lakhs, projects submitted 
but not sanctioned amounting to Rs. 34 lakhs, and 
projectll the preparation of which was at present in hand 
amounted to Rs. 97 lakhs. Henee the expenditure on 
sanitary works was sufficient to justify the appointment 
of a Sanitary Chief ~r, and it was impossible to 
think that this expenditure was not on the increase. 

3,838. The Chief Engineer of the Buildin,"".! and Road:; 
Branch should be relieved of a certain amount of his 
duties by the creation of a technical branch under a 
Deputy Chief Engineer, whO::tl status should be that- of 
a Superintending Engineer. Superintending Engineers 
I!Ubmitted projeets whic-h exffi!ded Rs. .~0,000 for tbe 
technical sanction of the Chief Engi.neer, and a largt> 
number of 8ueh projtctil ~onld be technic3lly l':lll<·lionffi 
by Superintending Engillfef>', tbert"by reooviJ.g tl..- Chit•l 

Engineer wmewhat a.s regards the acoord of lf'l:hninl 
sanction. Hence he was in favour of the dele-ga•ion to 
Superintending Engine;.>rs of po-trera of administrative 
sanction up to Rt<. 1 lakh. The technical branch h!> had 
suggetrted would enable the Depanmar.t to gin apptt>n· 
tices an e.xcellen t t 'oiLing in practical dlll!igning. There 
was a_t present a • great Marth of superior en.gi:oo(>ring 
establishment and It was quite the exception to han• an 
A.Wstant Engineer in clw:gt> of a district. fn tbe 
hill districts, however, Aa;istant Engineers were n.;uallv 
placed in cbargt!, but even then one man had too mu£'b 
to do SiJ: or eight large bridge designs wa.s nothing un. 
common to have on hand at one and the S&IIle time and 
it was impossible to expect one man to turn out expOO.i. 
tiously that number of projects single-handed. H~>nce if 
details as regalds waterways, etc., was furni.:!lll.'d the 
designs for bridges could be quickly e:xec'oted in a tt"rhnieal 
branch. The technical branch would also prevent 
duplication of work in so much that designs could he 
11tandardized and the same design might be u~ in 
several localitiet.. The bridges in the province "t>re 
not of sufficient importance to require the services of a 
speci.afut in bridge construction as the designs could be 
prepared by an ordinary engineer. He had sugge<:-ted a 
technical branch because of the complaints of delay 
made against the Depl\rl:ment, which were dne. to the 
employment of far too few ufficers. ..!sEstant EngineR"fl 
could not be relieved periodically, as tbt>re were far too 
few Assistant Engineen in the province. 

3,839. District b~ ehould be ll'SpOns:ible for their 
own local works and also for nnimportant provindlli 
works in nnimportant districts, t..g., a few mileo> of pro. 
vincial roads, l"1Aitllerris and judges' courts, Nc., and be 
recommended that a start should be made in this d.irt>c. 
tion in the lllllaller districts. It would reduce the extent 
of provincial charges, but it would lead to the m·er. 
lapping of the work of district board and Public l\'ork.o 
Department engineers. It might be possible for irrig<t. 
tion engineers to maintain buildings of the Building• 
and Roads Branch, but the irrigation and building> and 
roads districts did not coincide, as irrigation wom only 
exi..cted in certain portions of the provinre which """'re 
under irrigation. The principle, moreover, of mili.ng 
the irrigation engineer rubordinate to the C'hief EnginfE'T 
for Irrigation a.s well as Buildings and Roads was ncot 
sound. It would he economical if district boards wt"n! 

made re,-ponsible for fhe maintenance of Publi<:' Worb 
Department building:; in addition to their ou-n. pro' id~"<.i 
such'bodies maintained as efficient a staii as the Puhlic 
Works Department, from which Superintending Engi~ 
could be recruited for inspeNing, dt!8igning and cou..o.rn~• · 
ing the limited number of large works which government 
would not trmsfer to the district boards. The ~rrstem 
could not, howe,·er, be introduced at once, but it inight 
eventually be an improvement over that at preo.ent 
followed. 

3,840. The Public Works Depl\rl:ment ~hould l-e 
relieved of a considerable amonnt of its work, f<-''pecially 
that of a petty nature which consisted l'f the COIU'tru~
tion of small wor:ks as well a.s of a largt! ma.ss of repair•, 
~.g., that <:O:;tinf P. '· ~.1)()(1 to Rs. 5,(1()() in outlying 
portions of districts which did not require much engineer· 
ing knowledge should be handed ove.t· to district bo,•r-1: 
at once, if the boards had slightly bett& sta!h .. 

~,S41. A. great deal of the time of Executive Engineere 
wa.s needlesoJy taken up with the prt'paration of repa1r 
e..-timates and bt> wa.; of opinion that such estimat~ 
should be more or less lump sum estimate.~. Lnder the 
present system, repair e..-timates were prt'pa.red fc•r 
each work, a grant being a&siglled to each which could 
not be exceeded, and it was impossible for the Executive 
Engineer to superrise all repairs for which estimate<J had 
been made. So long as standard measuremenu were 
entered in standard mea.,-uremellt books no great k"'' 
could be incurred, and if the El:eeutive E~r "en• 
allotted a lump sum grant for repairs to each building
the mODl'y being :;pent M hi.; discretion-an enormou:; 
>'3Ving in tim~> and lal><)lll "c>uld result. 

3.842. He h.1d t,,._.n .1 divi...,..on&l N.ginr...e1 fvr 
..i.J: .)·~ only, vut o( ulll~h thn.-e ,P'"'.,; had I ee.tl 
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spent in the Secretariat and t'vo years on leave. Ac
counts could not be divorced Jrom works as the Exec
utive Engineer had to know· how the expenditure on 
his works was progressing. The introduction of a more 
simple form of account in t.his cOimection was a matter 
for the consideration of the Accounts Department, but 
he was personally of opinion .t.hat the preEent. system 
was a rather good and effective one. A cous1derable 
~aYing in labour would however be effecte~ if the Executive 
Engineer were allowed to keep a system of accounts to 
~erve his own purposes only and if he were not obliged to 
compile accmmts for the information of the Accountant
General. An Executive Engineer did not devote more 
than an hour a day to his accatmts as he employed a 
fairly large staff for the purpose, which consisted of an 
accountant, an assistant accountant and various other 
clerks. The complaint that Executive Engineers spent · 
a great deal of their time on accounts work was therefore 
exaggerated. 

3,843. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) There were no qu<\ntity sur
veyors in India. and a certain amount of leakage was 
inevitable whether district board engineers or private 
firms were employed for the construction of buildings. 
Private firms did not supervise their works sufficiently 
and although their living depended on the construction 
of work, they were not capable of checking their measure
ments without the aid of a subordinate staff. It was 
rather difficult to dispense with the services of Public 
Works Department subordinates. Hence he thought 
that they should be either alt{)gether temporary or 
permanent but liable to summary dismissal when necess
ity arose. In the latter case a court consisting of three 
::iuperintending Engineers should investigate any cases 
of laxity and the services of offenders should be dispeused 
wit.h on the recommendation of the court, no appeal 
being allowed. In the case of subordinates other than 
lower subordinates, the decision of the committee should 
be submitted to the Chief Engineer who should be 
allowed the casting vote. 

3,844. The time had not yet arrived when contractors 
could be permitted to supervise works in which they 
were personally interested. If they were to be employed 
purely as contractors it would not pay them to employ 
engineers as the rates would not permit of outlay 011 an 
expensive establishment. There would besides be great 
difficulty in convincing them of the necessity of employing 
engineers when they had hitherto been able to obtain 
I he services of engineers free. .K o other ~y~>tem was 
therefore possible at pre~ent. Even though certain 
contractors had been undertaking the construction of 
departmental work for a good many years, they still 
required supervision throughout the coustruction of a 
work.' 

3,845. (Nr. J!acken1.ie.) The Department could con
Hlruct work at 10 per cent. below the schedule of rates 
in Lucknow where the firm previously referred to had 
contitructed a work at similar rates, but such a course 
would not apply in all cases. In the case of oue large 
work which cost about Rs. 2lakhs, the Department had 
act.ually received tenders at 13 pel? cent. below the 
estimated rates. 

:3,846. Not much profit could be made out of the 
Public 'Yorks Department rates as the schedule of rates 
referred to each district. For example, one schedule 
was not prepared for Lucknow, another for a place 10 
miles distant and another for a station 10 miles beyond 
that. Hence -it was possible that the schedule of rates 
might be correct for a place 10 miles distant from Lucknow 
and a little too high for Lucknow itself. All estimates 
were based on the schedule of rates and the quotation of 
rates rested entirely with the contractor. 

3,847. It was not the practice in the province to add 
5 per cent. to estimates on account of supervision. But 
on large works such as the 1\Iedical College something 
was allowed for establishment and tools and plant and 
this amounted to about 1 per cent. 

:1,848. It wa<> rather ditlieult for the otlicer who paid 
bilh for repair~ to clwl'k tlw 111(-n,;mementti in all case;;. 
The DepartllltJllt, howevu, euJployed a "ubonlinttte staff 
for the taking of meaBurcments. These were submitted 

to the engineer and billa drawn up in respect thereof 
and paid if they were reasonable. Engineers could not, 
however, make the initial measurements as they did not 
have the time to do so. 

3,849. Repair estimates were drawn up annually from 
the standard measurement books. These showed the 
amount of white-wa.sh necessary, the area of doors, roofs 
and tiles, etc., in a part.icular building. As repair esti
mates were framed before the repairs were actually 
necessary and i~ was impossible to foresee all that would 
be required he was in favour of the preparation of lump 
sum estimates. 

3,850. Once the accounts of an Execut.ive Engineer 
were compiled and sent out of his office they were of no 
use to him with the exception of the register of works 
and a few other documents which showed the progress 
of expenclitme on works. As a matter of fact, the 
accounts were only of use to the Accounts Depart.ment, 
and Executive Engineers did not take much interest in 
them. 

3,851. (Rai Baltad·ur Ganga Ram .. ) He possessed }lOWers 
of technical sanction up to Rs. 50,000 irrespective of 
whether buildipgs were constructed on standard plans 
or new designs, and was in favour of a differentiation in 
this respect. This would involve the fixation of a higher 
lhnit for standard designs than for new designs, and the 
same principle should be applied to an Executive En· 
gineer's powers of technical sanction. 

3,852. A schedule of rates was fixed for each dir.trict .. 
The 16! per cent. establishment charge related to the 
whole province and covered many items which would not 
relate to work in one particular place. It also did not 
take into account the co::;t of the preparation of plans 
and estimates for projects which never materialized. 
The establishment charges would not, he thought, amo.unt 
to more than 5 per cent. for the construction of concen
trated work. 

3,853. A great deal depended on t.he district engineer 
himself in the matter of repairs to buildings as the Exec· 
utive Engineer eould not supervise the repairs to every 
building in his division. He had, but not recently, 
compared the rates of the Public Works Department 
with those of t.he Railway Department and found that 
the latter were somewhat higher. 

3,854. The Department had several standard plans 
which were revised periodically, but he had not known 
of a ca,se in which other provinces had been cou~ulted ' 
when such revision had taken place. 'l'here should perhaps 
be uniformity in this re~pect, but tho question was one 
for the Chief Engineer to decide. 

3,855. (111-r. Cobb.) 'l'he employment of IJctty con· 
tradors for the construction of work did not debar 
large contractors from undertaking the construction of 
the whole of a work or retard the development of such 
men. As a matter of fact, one contractor was u::;ually 
employed for the construction of an entire work, except 
in the case of large works such as the Medical College 
where the contract had been divided into parte;, each of 
which cost about Rs. 2 to 6 lakhs, in order to expedite 
work. Contractors had no desire to employ an estab
lishment of their own ; the custom for years had been 
to employ petty contractors. 

3,856. The statement in his written evidence to the 
effect that contractors knew the ways of the Public 
Works Department referred to the methods of construc
tion, i.e., contractors knew exactly what to do and what 
the Department exacted in the way of work, what good 
masonry was, etc. There were only two or three con• 
tractors in the large districts and it rested between them 
as to who would be successful in securing a large contract. 
The than who would eventually be chosen was, however, 
more or less known beforehand. 

3,857. He had often thought that requisitions for 
repairs should be ~ubwittod by the district surveyor 
to the Executive Engineer, but the objection to such a. 
procedure was that it would increase the work of that 
offieer as he would luwe to submit man:· requil;itions. 
The Executive Engineer's work would abo he increased 
if he allotted grant~, a,; >-ubordinates wouhl tun:-ltantly 
~end in requi~itions for n·pair work, ·There were not 
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many con1phtinta under the existing system, and t·epai.J·s 
tQ buildings were carried out in a fairly satisfactory 
ma.1mer us diotrict engineers were continually supervising 
such work. On the ot.her hand, if that officer did not 
cxerci8e proper ~upervision, it Wl\o not possible for the 
Execut.ive Engineer to do so. 

3,858. The methods of the Public Works Dt,partment 
did perhaps give rise to rapacit.y amongst t.he subordi. 
nates as too much was left in their hands. Contructors, 
however, had !t very much firmer hold on the subordi
nates they employed and therefore did not perhltJlS 
suffer quite n~ much as the Depat·tment in this re8pect. 

:l,85!J. There had been a complaint in the past regarding 
various projects which had been called for and which 
had not materialized, the Police Department having 
been the offendors in this respect, The Department had 
had n.R 11 matter of fuot lakhs of rupees worth of projcotll 
in ha.ml for which the Police Department had not t.l10 
necessary money for their const.ruction, and a govern· 
ment order had therefore been issued to the effect that 
uo project should be called for unless there was a belief"' 
that the necessa.ry~money would be forthcoming within 
a reasonable time. 

3,860. The pay of t.hird grade subordinates had been 
increased from Rs. 25 to Rs. 30 a month. He advocn.ied 
that lower subordinates should all commence on ouo 
gntde ·of R,. 50 a month but did not think that wago 
would put a stop to peculation. 

3,861. (President.) The contractors employed by the 
Department most.ly supplied their own tools and plant 
wit·h the exception of special itelllS required for large 
works, e.g., dredgers. 'fhe Department did not pay for 
tool~ ;md phtnt used by contracto~. Cont.ractors some
times supplied mortar mills. 

3,862. He was in favour of the employment of la.rgo 
contractor~, but considered it \vas difficult to formulate 
~uggest.ions for t.heir encouragement.. The Department 
did not, howeYer, di~courage such men. On the othot• 
hand, it did not oncourage them to design and carry out 
their own work~. Iu any ctt~c, there was nothing in the 

working of tho Dt•partmont whieh diseourngrd large 
contractor~. 

3,863. The conHtruetion of eleet rieal worh had recently 
Lecn commenced in tho pro\"ineo by a large firm of elrc
trical engineers. Although thiH was a new industry ill 
the proYince for whil'h outside ageney was avail~bl~. 
he did not know why for an old indu~try like that of the 
building trade, large contmctor~ Wt'ro not tWailablo to 
carry out work. It was, howt•ver, perhaps due to t.l10 
fact thnt there was not sutlicient profit in tho l'!llf:'o of 
the Dc1mrtmcnt. 

3,864. (Jl!r. IVi/lmo/1.) ThePnbllo Work~ Dt•partnwnt 
~chedule of rates were fixed so u,~ to allow 11 margin of 
I 0 per cont. profit to contractors. The t·onHtruct.iou of 
bridge~, llll.l.(lhinory, water-work~ and the lilw had bcl.'U 
eutruijted to large firms of contmctors, und his statt•mont 
thai no largo firms woro availablo for tho con.;tructiou 
of work referred only to building~. 

3,865. He bud only one l'laos of contraetor on his 
list aud had never tried any other in conuection with 
the construction of work He had Jl<n·er met the 
contructm· from whom superviKion could he taken away 
absolutely, but iL was quite }JO~~ible to take away more 
from one man than frolll anotlwr and it was also }Jo,siblo 
to introduce a. sliding scale for tho da.;;~itication of 
contnwtors. 

3,866. The ]H'oportion of repair work which could uot 
bo foreseen would probably amount to about one quark•r 
of tho whole. Such could perhaps be dealt with srptlrately, 
but in that event. iths of repair estimates would lHn-e to 
be based ou rtJrtaint.y and the romainiug lou unc(•rtlinty, 
and the Executive Enginel'r would have to prcpars two 
ost.imates for ~auction instead of oue. Estimatt>.~ for the 
former clas~ of !:~xpendituro were not objected to in audit, 
and if ~uch wa.~ the ca~o with regard to unfore>een items 
the difficultv would he sunnouuted. 

3,tl67. 01~e yeaJ' was not ~uf!idi'Ut· for the training of 
au Apprentice Engineer, and B }Jeriod of two years wa3 

preferable. 

1'ha HoN'BLE l\1&. C. Jt, DE LA .FossE, Director of Public In~tru~tiou, Uu.itod Provinces. 

II' ritten Statement. 
3,868. The attached note (Annexure I), written at the 

request of the Chief Engineer to Government., on the 
question of employing private agency to erect buildings 
fo.r the Education Department will I hope prove .useful 
to the Committee. It gives a detailed account of tho 
a.rrangementll made and of the way in which procedure 
was adjusted to meet the a.ltered conditions. I under· 
~tood that I had, been selected as a witness by the local 
Government because it was thought desirable to place 
at the Committee's disposal the experience gained by me 
in this matter and that I was not expected to furnish 
views upon purely technical questions. The Chief 
·Engineer has, however, at the last moment requested me 
to flll'llish my views upon all the subjects of inquiry, 
whether or not, apparently, I am qualified to do so. 

. As my views on matters in regard to which I ha•·e no 
title to offer an opinion must be practically valueless 
I trust that the Committee will be indulgent, if they 
Jind them so. 

:J,869. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-! have heard it frequently 
stated by managers of schools that contructors work 

·more cheaply when they deal with them direct. An 
American missionary who was at one time iu charge of 
a large high school at Lucknow told me that if he were 
obliged to submit his plans, estimates and specifications 
for Public Works scrutiny contractors would charge so 
much more that it would not pay him t<1 accept a grant 
from government towards the cost of.the building which 
he wishGd to erect. In tho end he did accept assistance 
and a building which he hoped to erect for about 
R8. 7.0.0?0 cost upwards of a lakh and the delays oYer 
sanctJOmng plan,;. and ebtima tes tried his temper a good 
d'lal. He co111plamed !hut the grant of Rs. 30,000 whirh 
/le got fi'Otll gO\'Cntlll~llt did HOt l'f.'I"Olli!)['JI'e Joino. j ( 

would llot be justifiable to make ~iu.ister deduetions 
from this statement; but it is fair to conclud" 1 hat 

·Public Works Dep<trhnent ~trutiny awl SUJWn isiou 
means that contrnctors will chargo higher rates than t h~y 
would othPrwise do. The Public Works Departul~n! will 
probably reply-and with reason-that higher rates 
must be cht>rged if good work throughout is irulisted upon. 
There are, however, within my knowledge e:tamplrs of 
buildings erected more cheaply, which luwe stood the 
test of time and 'l"ear quite as sati~faetorily a.> lillY 

buildings either erected by the Public Works Department 
or supervised by the Public Works Department in course 
of erection. 

3,870. (D.) Encouragement of other agency.-
This is answered as fully as I can an~wer it in tlHI w•fe 
referred to above. I need ouly add here that )]('>·'~'"· 
------would be willing-indeed would ]Jrefer
to maintain in good condition the buildiugs erel'ted by 
them on the ~ame terms as the Public Work:> De]l!lrlnll'llt 
maintain~ buildings erected by it. I am, my,;elf. . of 
opinion that the present system of maintaining buildings 
is not very satisfactory. J\Jmual repairs arc not nlway:> 
well done and there is sometimeij avoidable d0lay in eXl'· 

cuting them. Private agency might perhaps work more 
quickly and cheaply and the officer~ concemed would 
probably ~ee to it. tlmt bills were uot paid till tho work 
hue! been properly done. 

3,871. (m.) Changes in organization.-:lly m\ u 
opinion is that the Publio '1\'orl<s D~purtment ~houlrl 
grndually shrink into a department for ~uporvioing not 
for executing \rork. \\'hereve1· prh·ate ageney is trucl· 
worthy and sullicient the PuL!ic "'orb Depurtuwnt 
should eudeaYour to redute its eotabJJ,;Juueut and :-.ur· 
rendor the actual ~xerutiou of works to private ngeuc'f. 
('toiP.,,; it hP!!in.• to ,]l(·rl in tloi;. lllilllllPJ• it' fnn('tion,; "' 
ll I'Oil,II'III'(;;,Jia] dt']llll'lllll'lll fill• gr1111(Jo pf pJira(l' 
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agenry will continue to be stifled. One way in which 
the Public Works Department might give more assistance 
than it does is in the preparation of plans and estimates 
of buildings for schools and colleges pri>ately managed. 
~Ianagers and governing bodies have in many parts of 
the rnited Provinces great difficulty in getting competent 
}Jer~ons to prepare such estimates for them. ·I ha>e 
sometimes thought that the difficulty might be solved 
by the employment. of a Consulting Architect for my 
Department ; but it would be better perhaps that he 
should be an officer of the Public Works Department 
a~ he would have to work in close conjunction with 
oflkers of the Public Works Department. There is a 
great deal of school building going on in the United 
Provinces now-a-days, and the need for an architect 
who .could examine plans and estimates or even prepare 
them ab t'nitio is constantly making itself felt. Local 
contractor;; are competent enough, as a rule, to carry 
out work according to designs-under supervision of 
course, but they seem seldom able to prepare plans and 
estimates of which the Public Works Department is able 
to approve. The patience of Public Works Department 
officers is apt to be strained to the breaking point by 
repeated failure to comply with departmental require
mf"nts and managers and committees on the other hand, 
being in urgent need of new buildings, blame the Public 
Works Department officers for delays over the prepara· 
tion of plans and estimates which are often quite inevi-
table. ' 

3,872. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-Speaking for my own department I 
have no serious grounds of complaint, except. on the 
Rr·ore of delays and expense, and upon both these it. is 
possible to frame hasty judgments without a true appre
ciation of the difficulties. The Public 'Yorks Department 
])l'OI't:>dure strikes rue as cumbrous and inelastic in its 
rlealings with schools which are privately managed. I 
giYe below a brief account of a case which is typical of 
the way in which it deals with plans and estimates sent. 
t<1 it for scrutiny. Ko doubt in tlus ca~e the manager 
of the school was exasperating in his ignorance of pro
cedure and his inability to understand and comply with 
requirements ; but although he was ready enough to be 
guided, he could not follow the instructions given to him 
and a.fter much helpless blundering he found himself at 
the end of 2} years precLYcly where he started, vide 
lJrh·f note on the case of the Hindu Coronation School, 
::\[oradabacl (Annexure II). 

3,8i3. (V.) Decentralization.-! have touched on 
t hi~ point in my note on the question of employing 
private agency. Thf're does seem to me sometimes a 
vf'l'J' lengthy chain of coiTespondence and this inevitably 
C'auses'ruuch delay; but I am not familiar enough with 
tlw working of the Department to be able to suggest 
wa.ys in which decentralization is possible and expedient. 

!l.874. (VL) Simplification of procedure.-! can 
give no help in solving this question because I do not 
undnstand the use of the word" restrictive "-restrictive 
of what? 

3,875. (VII.) Education.-This question raises issues 
upon which I have never been able to see eye to eye with 
the Public 'Yorks Department. I put in a copy of a 
joint inspection report upon the Roorkee Engineering 
College written in Xovember 1911 by ~Ir. Goument, a 
former Chief Engineer, Dr. Hill, professor of chemistrv 
at the ::\Iuir Central College, and myself (Am1exure III). 
T believe that the remarks made therein upon the teaching 
of engineering are still substantially true and that there 
has since been no attempt at corporate life and little 
improvement in academic atmosphere. The truth is that 
the Public Works Department desires to use the college 
as a place in which to train As~istant Engineers for 
immediate employment, and to this end it makes a point 
of professional routine training at the expense, as· some of 
UB think, of the training of the student~ as qualified 
c·ivil engineers. I understand that the members of the 
Indian educational srrvice now sl'rving on the staff of 
the Roorkee College intend to furnish the Committee 
with their views upon the subject. I need not therefore 
rnlHge upon thiH point, sim·e I >!hnr!'l lht>it· viPw~; Lut I 

shall be glad to discuss the matter with the Committee 
should it desire to enter into it with me. 

(2). Upon the question of the recruitment of students 
I have always been and still am of opinion that manv 
enter upon their training at too late an age. I should 
like to seethe college affiliated to the Allahabad Unh·ersit:v 
and the students entering upon their professional traui. 
ing at about the age of 18. The possession of a degree 
in engineering would, in this country, prove an attrac
tion and the col_lege would then secure its fair share of 
the best of the younger men. A student who has just 
graduated in Arts or Science is no doubt well qualified 
educationally to take up courses in engineering but he 
has by the age of 21 or 22 acquired an inclination to sedent
ary pursuits and is less malleable. If he has taken 
his B. Sc. degree he probably knows more pure physics, 
chemistry and mathematics than he needs as a general 
introduction to engineering studies, but his four years 
spent at an Arts college have not fitted him for an active 
career. 

A~l\'EXURE I. 

Note to Chief Engin,w. Dated 27th January 1917. 
I enclose a statement giving the information in 

• convenient form regarding buildings entrustoo to :\fessrs. 
----------for construction. I also en· 
close a statement gi>ing similar information regarding 
high schools constructed recently by the Public Works 
Department. These two statements should be compared. 
I have inspected at different times all these buildingil 
and during my rains' tour I took occasion to visit all 
the buildings in process of construction by Messrs. 
----------. In some cases the progress 
made was slower than had been expected, but a com
parison of the two statements will show that Messrs. 
---------are able to build a good deal 

faster than the Public Works Department. There may 
of course have been difficulties which unavoidably 
delayed the construction of buildings by the Public 
Works Department and which render such a. comparison 
fallacious. The work of the former as far as I was able 
to judge was satisfactory and the materials used were 
of good quality. Independent opinion endorsed my 
judgment and in one or two cases I had tests of the 
quality of lime made before rue. I was well satisfied 
with the wood-work in doors and windows. I have 
found the firm eminently reasonable about alterations 
\vhich in the course of construction 'vere found to be 
desirable. 

The question of cost of building through the agency 
of l\Iessrs. as compared with 
the cost of construction by the Public Works Departn1ent 
is difficult t<> determine owing to the considerable rise 
in the cost of materials, especially iron girders, since the 
commencement of the war. l\Iessrs. ------.--
believe that they are able to build at 10 per cent. less 
cost t.h~n the Public Works Department including 
superv1S1on. 

Some adruinistratiYe difficulties have been met with 
in carrying out the work through the agency of Jiessrs. 
----------owing to their insisting upon 
regarding themselves ,as architects and engineers under 
whose direction work is carried out for the Department 
by contractors. They claim in fact to be regarded as 
departmental architects and engineers for the purpose 
of constructing buildings for the Education Department. 
The Public Works Department objected to their employ
ment under such conditions and these objections had to 
be over-ruled. The Public Works Department, to whom 
1Iessrs. 's plans and estimates 
have been sent for scrutinv, criticized them on structural 
grounds; but the objections have been mainly based 
I understand upon the fact that )fessrs. ------'--
follow the specifications of the Board of Trade in Great 
Britain while the PulJlic \\" orks Department follows 
those of the Indian :\Iilitary Hand Book. The relative · 
n1erits of the two sptems· is one whieh non& but an 
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expert oan pronounce an opinion upon ; but. t.he Public. 
Works Department hns I beli~ve admitted the gen£'ral 
soundness of l\IeRsrs.---·---~---'s deRigns 
and specifications. 

A further difficulty is likely to arise over the passing 
of Messrs. 's accounts, unless 
government is prepared to waive the necessity for their 
}Jresentation in a form which will satisfy the requirements 
of the Accounts Department, as laid down for buildings 
constructed by the Public Works Department. I am 
personally of opinion that it would not be just to require 
a private firm of architects and engineers to adopt a 
system of accounts which though suitable for the Public 
Works Department might not entirely suit the business 
methods of a private firm. After the Public Works 
Depnrtment has scrutinized the plans, specifications and 
estimates and if the work of construction is found to 
conform to them and to be in all respects satisfactory, 
I do not think that a private firm should be required to 
submit aooounts in a particular form merely because 
it is convenient to an Examiner of Public Works Depart
ment accounts. 

To refer again to the question of the cost; .it might 
perhaps be possible for experts to decide whether the 
Pnblio Works Department or Messrs. 
build more cheaply by comparing the estimates for the 
Government High School, Cawnpore, with the esti
mates for the Government High School, , 
The former will be constructed through Public Works 
Department agency and the latter through Messrs. 

The schools are both first 
grade government high schools and the design adopted 
in both cases is practically the same. 

With regard to making payments to Messrs.--
------ government directed me to consult 

the Accountant-General. Advances were made to the 
firm from time to time to meet disbursements for material 
imd labour. Accounts of expenditure by the firm were 
subsequently submitted to the Accountant-General in -
accordance witb his directions. The Director of Public 
lnst.ruction being the disbursing officer, the accounts 
were submitted through his office. All payments in 
advance were made with the previous sanction of gov
ernment. Bills received from the firm in adjustment of 
the advances were submitted to the Accountant-General 
along with the accounts of expenditure on cons,truction. 
It iq in reference to the final passing of accounts that 
difficulties have arisen. It will be perhaps helpful if 
I give a detll<iled account of the procedure which is adopted 
in the preparation of projects by the Public Works 
Department. 

(I), A need for a particular work is usually reported 
by a subordinate officer. If the Director of Public 
,Inst.ruotion approves of the proposal the subordinate 
officer is authorized to ask the Public Works Department 
for a preliminary project. A good deal of delay often 
takes place in the selection and purchase of a suitable 
site. For this delay the Public Work~ Department is 
in no sense responsible. 

(2). Approval having been given for the preparation 
of the preliminary project, the Executive Engineer 
asks the district engineer to prepare it in consultation 
with the local officer of the· Department. But before 
this is done, the Department satisfies itself that t.he 
actual requirements have been clearly set out. 

(3). The district engineer having prepared the prelim
inary project sends it to the Executive Engineer and the 
ltttter sends it with his own comments either direct or 
through the Superintending Engineer to t.he Director 
for administrative sanction. ' 

(4); The Director sends the project to the departmental 
officer concerned for an expression of his opinion. But 
in some oases this opinion is obtained by the Public 
Works Department before sending on the project to the 
Director. 

(5): Large projects are sent to the Chief Engineer for 
professional opinion and scrutiny before administrative 
appr?val. When the administrative approval has been 
obtmned the plans and estimates are sent back to the 
Public Works Department officer concerned and may 

in some cases have to pass to and from a district (JIII!ine~r 
throngh all grndes of officers up to the (11icf F:n~inrf'r 
nnd the Dh·ector for final approval. 

It frequently happens that the Public Works Depart
ment has to report that the funds allotted for expendi
ture during the financial year have not been fully spent. 
Lapses are reported and further funds hnve to be provided 
for the prosecution of the work in the next financial 
year. The procedure followed in the case of buildings 
entrusted to 1\Iessrs. has been 
somewhat different. 

(1). After permission of govemment is obtained to enter 
into negotiations with the firm for the construction of a 
particular building the firm is addressed by the Director 
and asked if it will undertake the work. If it agre~:s, 
it sets to work to prepare plans and estimates, etc., 
according to a definite statement of requirements. 

(2). When the firm hns prepared plana and estiruatcs 
they are scrutinized by the Dire.ctor of Public Instruc. 
tion and the departmental officer concerned with refer· 
ence to their suitability, and after consideration of anv 
changes that may be necessary they are finally sent t~ 
government in the Education Department. 

(3). When the plans and estimates have receh'ed the 
approval of government a deed of agreement in the 
prescribed form, vide G. 0. No, 1705 C. B.-22!12, do t<?d 
lOth July 1015, is executed (Annexure IV). 

(4). Public Works Department supervision is not 
exercised during the course ·of construction unless for 
any particular reason the Direct.or of Public Instruction 
invites it. · 

(5). In the agreement a period within which the work 
should be completed is fixed. I have not thought it 
proper to enforce this condition strictly, since t.he diffi· 
culty of obtaining materials during the war has interfered 
with construction and sometimes unreasonable weather 
has caused delays. 

In working through 1\Iessrs. I 
have endeavoured to avoid with the approval of govern. 
ment hampering them with formalities such as are 
imposed under the Public Works Department and 
Account Codes in the case of buildings constructed by 
the Public Works Department. 

The reason for employing 1\Iessrs.-------
instead of employing only the Public Works Department 
as heretofore is that it was thought necessary by govern. 
ment to supplement the Public Works Department by 
private agency with a view to carrying out as quickly as 
possible a large programme of new buildings for govern· 
ment high schools and normal schools out of funds pro
vided by the Government of India. I am unable to say 
whether the employment of a private agenry has really 
effected any economy for rensons which I have p-iven 
above. But the employment of private n!tency hns 
certainly speeded up construction. The decision to 
employ 1\Iessrs. should not be 
regarded as any reflection upon the Public WorkR Depart· 
ment. In the caRe of buildings erected by Messrs. 
-------! have had very little trouble and 
certainly much less· con·espondence than I should have 
had with the Public Works Department. The firm in 
my opinion builds quickly aud well and the confideneP 
which I have had to place in its relinbility nnd hone~t .. v 
has not been abused. 

I think it right to add in conclusion that t.he suggestion 
to employ 1\Iessrs. ame from 
government itself nncl that this firm occupies in tl•e 
United Provinces a unique position. I think it would 
be dangerous to generalize from the e>.1Jerience gnined 
with Messrs. us to tho adds. 
ability of employing private ugency generally for such 
works as those in the construction of which the Depart· 
ment has employed Messrs.---------
~ am not, however, prepared to say that there are not 
other private firms which could be similarly trusted. 
If the Committee should come to Allahabad it might 
there inspect o. building entirely designed nnd built 
through private agency. The l\fncDonnell Hindu Hostel 
is one of the largest buildings of it9 kind in Jndia. TJ,o 
Committee which manAges ·the ho.~tc-1 eould gi\•e tlw 
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Public 'Yorks Committee a very interesting account of 
the way in which the building has been erected, and the 
Public Works Committee would be able to see for itself 
a buildinct which down to the smallest detail is well 
planned ~ud well constructed. The Indian gentlemen 
who supervised the work of construction were vigilant 
and exacting and they have seen to it that the contractors 

employed upon the work have used good materials 
throughout and have scamped nothing. 

C. F. DE LA FOSSE, l\I.A., 

Director of Public Instruction, 
United Provinces. 

DATED ALLAHABAD ; 

The 27th January 1917. 

Statement 8howi 11 g certain infcrrrnation regarding the buildings tckich have been or are being constructed by Messrs.---. 

<'rial Xanw of the buildings entrn>trd 
to )Iessrs.---~--·s 

Xo. agency ior construction. 

1(a) 

2 

2 

)fain building for the Govern
ment High School at Unao. 

Servants' quarters in connec
tion with the new building for 
Government High School, 
Unao. 
Xew building for the Jubilee 
High Sehool, Gorakhpur, with 
ho,;tel nud sulJ:iidiary build· 
ing3. 

2(11) Supplementary project (millceJ. 
laneous work). 

3 X ew bnildinWJ (inclndin~ main 
huildin~, science block and 
hr:adrna,t<•r's hOU.'e) for 
Government High School, 
~Iuzaffarnagar. 

3(11) Supplementary project (millcel· 
laueous work), 

4 New buil<linz• for Normal 
School, Fyzaca<l, with h<r;td 
and hr•adnw.ster's hou.;;e, etc. 

VOL. m. 

~rota! 
estimated 

cost. 

Rs. 
62,439 

2,153* 

98,191 

7,280t 

89,916 

73,7~1 

G. 0. sanctioning the 
plans and cstin1ates, 

etc., and the agreement 
finally executed. 

4 

G. 0. No. 170--XV-8, 
dated 2nd February 
1916. 

G. 0. No. li6-XY·l97, 
dated 3rd Febrnary 
1916. 

Project approved in G. 
0. No. 392-XV·445, 
dated 7th March 1916, 
and agreement exe· 
cute<! in G. 0. No. 777 
-XV-197, eluted 12th 
~lay 1916. 

I 

Period as men· 
tinned in the 

agreement for 
completion of 
the building. 

Seven months . 

7 months. 

7 months. 

Project approved In G. I 7 months. 
0. No. U:!5-XV-230, I 
dutecl 22nd ~larch 1916, 
and o~re(~nwnt l'XC• 
cuted in G. 0. No. 777 
-XV-197, dnted 12th 
~Iay 1016. 

ProlJable date 
as intimated by 
:Messrs.-

for banding oYer 
the building 

as completed to 
the Educational 

Department. 

6 

End of Decem· 
be 1916. 

Under con· 
strnction. 

15th Decembe1 
1916, exclud· 
ing supplemen• 
tary project. 

Inquiry has 
been made ns 
to when they 
expect to com· 
plct~ the work. 

REl!ARKS. 

7 

];"unds ullotted-
(1) Rs. 20,000 in G. 0. 

No. 53-XV-96, 
~m~ 12th January 

(2) Rs. 20,000 in G. 0, 
No. 400-XV-96. 
dntecl 8th March 
1916. 

(3) Rs. 22,439 in G. 0. 
No. 494-XY-96, 
dated 13th March 
1916. 

The completion report. has 
not been received as 
yet. 

Ditto. ' 
• Funds allotted in G. o: 

No. 2142-XV-8, dated 
26th December 1916. 

Funds allotted-
(1) Rs. 5,000 in G. 0. 

No. 1!133-XV-96, 
dated 8th December 
1916. 

(2} Rs. 20,000 in G. 0. 
No. 53-XV-96, 
~~i~~ 12th January 

(3} Rs. 20,000 in G. 0. 
No. 233-XV-96, 
m~~ 14th February 

(4} Rs. 53,191 in G. 0. 
No. 494-XV-96, 
dated 18th March 
1916. 

The completion report has 
not yet been received. 

t Recently submitted to 
government for ap· 
r~~~~ and allot IJ.!ent of 

Funds allotted-
(1) Rs. 20,000 in G. 0. 

No. 53-XV-96, 
m~~ 12th January 

(2) ll~. 20,000 in G. 0. 
No. 400--XV-06, 
dated 8th March 
1916. 

(3) n~. 49,916 in G. o. 
No. 494-:XV-96, 
dat~d 18th March 
1916. 

t Only recently forwarded 
to {!OVermu~nt for ap· 
Jlroval and allotment of 
funds. 

The fair r'timnte for 
Government Digh 
School ami subsidiary 
buildings at C'awnporo 
which WM forwarded to 
govrrnment. on 22nd 
November 1916, am· 
aunts to Rs. 1,41,ll8. 

Funds allottcd-
(1) lls. 20,0HO in G. 0. 

No. 153--XV-96, 
date(} 1~th January 
1910. 

(2) Jls. 20,000 In G. 0. 
No. 4110-XY-96, 
dated l:lth March 
1916. 

(3) n~. 39,7ul in o. o. 
No. 494-XV-96, 
dated l!!th March 
1916. 
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Statement allowing certain information regarding the buildings wlticl1 have been or are being constructed uy Jl essrs. 
• concld. 

Serial NtomM~~~.~~~ntrus!~ 
N °• agency for construction. 

2 

Total 
e.stimatcd 

coat. 

0. 0. sanctioning the 
pions and rutimate.s, 

etc., and the agreement 
finally executed. 

Porlod M men· 
tioncd In tho 
agreement for 
completion of 
the bullding. 

Probable date 
ns intituatetl by 
:MeBsrs.-

for hanu ing o,·er 
the build in~ 

as CODlJ!Icled to 
the Euurntionnl 

Department. 

REliARil:S. 

--·----- ~·---·-1---·1----~-1-----1-----1---------

6 Now building lor the Govern· 
mont High School, Dahraleh. 

. -

6 New building (main school 
buildlnj!, science block, hostel 
and headmaster's house, etc.) 
for the Government High 
School at Bara Danki. 

7 New building (main building, 
science laboratory and out 
houses onll') for the Govern· 
ment High School nt Fyza· 
bad. 

8 New school building and second 
hostel lor the Government 
Illgh School, Etawah. 

ns. 
1,28,204 Plans and estimates ap· 

~~v~~s-!~v-2~· dat~d 
9th Mnrrh 1016, and 
agreement alter exe· 
cution received with 
0. 0. No. 777-XV· 
197, dated 12th May 
1916. 

1,10,908 0. 0. No, 212~XV·39, 
dated 21st December 
1910. 

76,485 

1,25,464 

7 months from 
the date of the 
execution of 
the agreement.. 
(No date is 
given In the 
agreement,) 

10 months from 
21st D,cccmber 
1910, the date 

I 
of execution of 
the aqreement. 

In the Firm 
letter, dntell 
25th NovemLe-r 
1916,1t was in· 
tlmated that 
the buildings 
will be com· 
pleted by Xmas 
when n. eom
pletlon roport 
will be sub· 
mitted. No 
completion rc· 

t7.~~. r~~:ivo~~t 

Funds allotted-
( I) H•. 20,000 In G. 0, 

No. 53-XY·!IO, 
dated l~th Jautll>ry 
1010. 

(2) Hs. 20,000 in G. 0. 
No. 400-X\'·!•6. 
<luted 8th March 
1016. 

(3) l!s. 88,204 In 0. 0. 
No. 41l~-XV·96, 
dated ldth ~lnrcl 
JHIO. 

(The luir project for the 
ncw high school and 
suhbidiary huiluinf!S at 
}jfmda which IU\YC re· 
ceived re\'if:ed ndminls· 
trative nppronl of gov· 
ernru~mt sui•Jcct to the 
remarks mntle in a pro-
feSRional note by the 
t:hief Enginef'r, amounts 
to l\s. I, 19,8~5). 

Gon~rnment hrt.s orderf'd 
that funds, r<·q Hired for 
completion of the pro· 
ject "honld " bt• paid 
before 3J•t March lUI i. 

~;;,~~~t. sar~ti~~~e of nfl~~: 
mcnt of lls. J,IO,l108 
hns been appliNl for. 
Messr•. 
have ••krd for an ad· 
vance of Hs. 10,000 for 
r.ollecthig materials. The 
site selcctrd has not yet 
been acquired, The matter 
is under eorresponJ~nce 
with the Deputy Commi>· 
sioner of llara llankJ. 

The plnn.~~:, e~timntes, etr.t 
were forwardl·d to go\'• 
crnment on the :.wth 
November 1916, but 
they lun·e not been re
ceived back as yet. 
The site propO<ed Is 
MWI land and will eo;t 
nothing. 

'l'he planA, estimates, etr., 

:~~~}C~;~~~/t~~~pr~~·af0~~ 
2nd DPcr-ml,i"t HIIU, 
but they have not be<·n 
r£>cein•d batk ns yet. 

Statement B showing certain information regarding some ltigl1 schools Cf(ltslructed by til~ P1tblic JY orks De1-arlmeni. 

No.I 

Estimated ' 

Name o! the bulldlng. cost ns When originally lnitl· When completed hy 
1 

llf.l!ARK~. Wilen finally sanctioned. t.he JluLlic Works 1 

finally a ted. Department. 
i 

sanctioned. 

-1 Rs. 
! 1 / New buildings for Government 1,10,921 January 1912 12th October 1914. March 1915. 

1 

High School nt Pilibhit. 

2 New Government 111gb School 
: 

at Shahjahanpur. 
70,000 February 1011 21st June 1013 March 191:>. 

3 J Government Hi~h School, Main· 87,771 July 1911 22nd OC'toJ,i.'r 1912 Jst )Jny I 014 (school) 
I purl, and subsldlllry buildings. ]At April l~H 

(ll""tel). 

41 Government Hl~h School with 89,2i8 February 1911 22nd November 1912 l•t October 1914. 
Aubsldiary buildings lot Gov. 
crnment High School ot 

i 1 

};tab. 

,. 
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A.N1'EXURE II. 

Brief nole on lite case of the Hindu Coronation School, 
.Jloradabad. 

The Hon'ble B. Brijnandan Prasad applied in J?Ue 
1Dl3 for a grant of Rs. 25,000 towards the cost of bwld
ing a new &:hool building for the Coronation Hindu 
School, )foradabad. Government approved the proposal 
and made provision in the budget for 191-!-15. Plans 
had to be prepared and they were received in this office 
in )fay 1914. They were inc~mpl~te and so we~~ returned 
by this office for some modific~twn ~nd ;ddit10n. The 
completed project was resubrrutted m November 1914 
and was then sent on to Public :works Department for 
scrutiny. The project, it may be mentioned, had been 
prepared by an. Assistant ~g~eer of the Oudh and 
Roh.ilkhand Ra1lway Engmeermg Department. The 
Superintending Enginee~ in Decemb~r 1!)14 r~turn;_d the 
project not approved (vzde copy of h1s letter No. 11299-
1107 C. B., dated the 18th December 1914 attached) 
and it was then decided by the Manager in consultation 
with government to recast the whole proj_ect and build 
on a less expensive &:ale. There was conSiderable delay 
in trying to tlnd a suitable pia~ ~hat would ~e less expen
si)e, and finally the ;\Ianager m June _I9la was allowed 
to adopt the standard plan for the high &:hools of the 
Department. The preparation of a fresh project appears 
to have taken nearly lO months for it was not received 
until April 1916. The revised project was ag!lin sent 
on to the Public Works Department for scrutiny, and 
was auain received back from the Executive Engineer 
not ap

0

proved (vz:de copy of his letter No. 30ll-519 ;\L, 
dated 19th May 1916 attached). It was accordingly 
sent to the school authorities for further revision. The 
school authorities after this submitted the project for 
the third time to the Public Works Department. They 
did so direct to the Executive Engineer .this time ex
plaining to this office that ~hey had done this t~ avoid 
delay. The Executive Engmeer passed the proJect on 
to the· Superintending Engineer who eventually reported 
on the 8th February 1917 that he was unable to pass 
it and sucwested that the Director of Public Instruction 
should ord~r a competent man to revise it before resub
mitting it to the Public Works Department. He pointed 
out amongst other defects that the plans did not bear 
the signatures of the Collector, the Inspector or the Civil 
Surgeon (vidJ3 copy of his letter No. ll59-ll07 C. B., 
dated the 8th February 1917 attached). 

Copy of letter No. 17299-1107 G.B., dated the 18th Dewn
ber 1.914, from H. S. fVilrleblQod, Esq., M.I.O.E., Super· 
intending Engineer, 1.st Circle, Build~WJS and Roads Bran(;h, 
Meerut, to this office. 

Moradabad.-Proposed new building for the Coronation 
Hindu School at:-----

1 have the honour to return the project for the pro
posed Coronation Hindu School at )!oradabad, received 
with your letter No. 4160-II-15 (13), dated the 4th 
.November 191-!; and to make the following remarks:-

(a) .No calculations of foundations, R. S. Joists and 
iron trusses have been given, as they should have been. 

(b) No sections of trial pits are shown on the plan, 
these are essential to ascertain the depth of foundations. 

(c) The specification of the main building given at the 
back of the abstract of cost is incomplete and that of 
out-houses and well ii! not given. 

(d) The dimensions of the plan of the main building 
are incomplete in many respects. and the positions of 
the R. S. Joists and trusses are not shown on the plan. 

(e) The long passages are in want of ventilation and 
light, and for this purpose sky-lights should be provided. 

(/) No arrangement has apparently been made in the 
design for the roof-drainage of the passages. A slope of 
I in 36 or 1 in 40 should be given. 

(g) Kl!oa has been provided over jack-arched roofs 
which is liable to cracks and leakage, 4! .. c<'ncrete in 
lime should be used over jack-arches . 

(h) No platform has been provided for the well. This 
is necessary for bathing purpose and for keeping water 
away from the well cylinder. ' 

(i) Corrugated iron sheet roofing has been provided 
over the main nail of the school building, where~s double 
Jock tiling would be better, though more expensive than 
the former. . 

(j) A provision of Rs. 300 has been made in the estimate 
for door chicks. Chicks should not be included in the 
estimate of the building. • 

(k} The rates given in the estimate are dillerent for 
some items from the Public Works Department rat~s. 
The local rates of the Public Works Department should 
be adhered t<J nnless strong reasons are given for not 
doing so. 

(l) The odd verandah arches will not look well as 
designed. 

Copy of letter No. 1159-1107 G.B., dated tlte 8th February 
1917, from W. E. G. Bel(;her, Esq., Superintending 
Engineer, 1st Circle, Buildings and Roads Branch, Public 
Works Department, United Prwince8, Meerut, to this office. 

Copy oflette~ No. 3011-519 M., dated the 19th May 1916, 
fram Mr. E. J. Wallace, Executive Engineer, Moradabad 
Prwincial Division; Public W orfu Department, United 
Pr()'{)i,nces, to this office. 

I have the honour to return the project for _the pro· 
posed Coronation Hindu School at ;\Ioradabad received 
with your No. F.-21!J-II-l5 (4), dated 18th Aprill916, 
with the following remarks :-

Coronation Hindu School, Moradabad. 

With reference to your reminder No. F. 4128-ll-15 
(4), dated 9th January 1917, I have the honour to say 
I have had to return the project to the Executive En· 
gineer again as I am unable to pass it. 

I. There are several omissions and faults in design. 
2. The sweepersl house, latrine and urinal as shown 

on the plan are not estimated for at all. 
3. The project has not been signed by the. Collector, 

or Inspector of Schools. 
4:. The site plan has not been count~rsigned by the 

Civil Surgeon. 
5. Some items included in the estimat~ have not been 

shown in the drawings. 
6. Ground level has not been shown so that the level 

of foundations cannot be fixed in this office. 
7. The design of foundations and c1rain for out

houses is defective as also that for the stairs, and tie 
rods have been omit too ; these cannot be rectified by thia 
office as insufficient information is given. 

8. No report accompanies the estimate. 
0. The design for the well is incomplete. 
(2} I beg further to say that apparently this project 

has been under preparation for considerably over two 
years and apparently has been returned twice as it was 
not pos.sible to pass it. The checking of such imperfect 
projects causes much unnecessary work in the offices of 
District Engineer and Executive Engineer and Superin· 
tending Engineer and it would save much time and 
trouble if projects were prepared by a competent man. 

( 3) I am quite willing to take some trouble in supplying 
missing details and rectifying small errors, but to go 
constantly carefully through estimates and designs of 
this sort is both irksome and wasteful and to supply 
all missing details and make corrections would take 
up more of my time than I can spare. I would suggest 
that you now order a. competent man to revise the project 
before resubmitting to me. 

T2 
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(a) :Xo sections of trial pits are shown on the )•!an, 
these are e::.scntial to aS<:'ertain the dt>pths of foundations. 

(b) The spedtication of the main building given at 
the back of e$timate is still not clear and that of out
houses and well is not given. 

(c) Dt'Sign of the servants' quarters is rather expen
sh·e. S. A. tiling instead of jack arches in roof can do 
well without court-yards as proYided. 

(d) Details of turrets in front with calculation of 
foundation of the same should be gi,·en. 

(e) From the estimate it appears that the arches over 
doors and windows are .9· in height. But OYer doors 
and big windows they should not be Je~s than Ut in 
height. 

.A..\:XEXURE ill. 

THO:.\B.SOX CIVIL E:XGIXEERING COLLEGE, 
ROORKEE. 

bSPECTED O:s" ::\0¥£:\IBER 16 A:SD 1 i, 1911. 

Board of lnspcclors. 

The Hon'ble :\Ir. C. E. V. Goll!llent, :\I.I.C.E. 
The Hon"b)e :\Ir. C. F. de Ia. Fo~e, :\I.A. 
Dr. E. G. Hill, D.Sc. 
The work of the college is dirided into two sides

professional and technical. 
(1) Pro/<ll~ional.-On this side there are the following 

classes :-ilinl engineering cia~, upper and lower sub
ordinate clas..o.es. 

(2) Technicai.-On this side there is the Department of 
Technology which is di>ided into (1) the higher dinsion, 
(2) the lower dirision or mechanical apprentice class and 
(3) the automobile dri>er cia~. 

The higher dinsion at pr~nt contains only three or 
four students, but it is intended for twenh··fi>e. The 
sections are (a) textile and (b) electrical and mechanical 
engineering. (See page -! of the A=ual Report of 
l910-ll.) 

In addition to the inspection of these classes the Board 
visited the Photo-Mechanical Department and inn~stigated 
the arrangements for the boarding and mes..--ing of all 
students. 

The college is managed by a Committee consisting of 
eight members of which the Chief Engineer is president 
and the principal of the college is Secretary. The staff is 
a large one and, except in one or two subjects, adequate 
for the courses of instructio:1. C<~ses in which we con
sider that additions to the staff are desirable will be 
not~ in dealing with the working of the departments 
concerned. Before passing on to remarks on the staff it 
would be well to consider the courses in the nrious 
cia~. 

(1) The Cit·il .E11ginuring cfa.~.s.-The Chief Engineer 
went int<:J the courses of this class Yery carefully with 
Captain Sande:s, Profe:ssor of ciYi! engineering. He is 
of opinion, and the Board agrees with him, that too 
little time is given to cinl engineering in each year of 
the course. Thus, in the first term of the first Ye-<~r, no 
chi! engineering at all is taught to students, although in 
general education they ought to be sufficiently advanced 
t<J begin the study of ciru engineering at once. We were 
told that European students and some of the Indian 
students, when admitted to the college, are not up to 
the standard of education attained bv the rest and that 
it is in consequence nect:'.&.-ary in the first term to devote 
the time to unifying attainment, as far as possible. This 
is not sati,g{actory and it seems to the Board unfair to 
make some of the Indian students mark time after enter· 
ing college while others make up ground. In the opinion 
of the Board the reme:ly for this state of affairs is to 
insist that all students should ha•e reached approxi
mately the same standard of education before thev 
begin their cour5e3 in the college. This will enable the~ 
to compete at the college on a more equal footin~<. 

".' e under>tand that it is especially the E-uropean 
st1ldents ''ho are backward and their weak suhjeds are 
sc1ence and mathematics. The principal European 

schools of the~e pro,·inces are now ],._·in:; c·•1uipped with 
prop;:r s.:i<mre laboratori('s and tl,ere ,J,ould t.e no .:ro·at 
dithc·ulty in raising- coni'idera L,Jy the H.md .• rd of a tt.lin
lllC>nt amonl! Europ<":m c•andidates in th<·~ two suhjc,·ts. 

In thl' se..'ond term of the tir.•t y.:·:•r, l>nl~· tl1r.:-.e Lour.> a 
.we..>k are 1=iven to ddl ent:inN·rinz and, in the >£-.~ond and 
third years also the Hoard <>onsid.-r that more att•·ntion 
should be paid to thi:; very imporbut .,ul--jt·d wl1ieh it 
is the main business of t hi." eollci!E' to te,1eh. 

:Xot only i~ the tim!." gi\·en to the teaehin;:1 of tl,is sub. 
ject in col!e~c hours in>utlident but the- colle::e t<:xt 
books of ch·i! and sanitary engi1H-ering in all l;r,wcl,(·S 
are antiquated and quite out of d,1te. The,:e need re\·i· 
Eion without. delay, if this subject is to Le tlut:ht as it 
should be. It may be noted here, for imt.mce, that the 
text books do not en'n contain a de:;,:·ription of such 
commonly known materials and mod~rn methods of 
construction as reinforced couc·rcte, wirt-d' Lrick~<·ork, 
tar macadam and wood, stonE<, or aEphalt payin:r of 
roadways, grill foundation,;, expanded metal 1md til.rous 
Jllaster ceilings, cooling, heating and ventilatic1U of 
buildings. In the se.::tion on railways, the pr!';ent 

'system of inter!oddng si~oa\5 and train control is not 
referred to and the article on aerial ropeway.s is yery 
meagre. In the Irrigation :IIauual a more detailed tr~~t· 
ment of tank irrig-ation and bandl.i projects would be an 
improYement. The text Looks gi,-e numerous de"<.'rip· 
tions of existing works which though useful in their way 
should be relegated to an appendix. As compared with 
modern English text books, such as the 1\.f:n:<in:.:-ton 
series on building construction and \Yood's tl1eory of 
structn~es they are deficient in rlear explanation of 
principle;; of de;;ign. There is abo considerable repetition 
in the different sections, whic!1 seems quite unnece~;1ry. 

The subject of architecture, so important for en-ry 
Civil Engineer, is not eyea touched. .-\ d<·tJ..iled study of 
this subje..>t is not nece~ffiry for an engineer but a few 
lectures to explain its first principles would be mo,t use-
ful to students and might be included in the cb.;cs work 
of the college. 

Sanitary engineering ill hardly treated as an fngineer
ing subject at all. L€1:ture;; of an elementary type are 
delinred bv the Profes.."Dr of chemistr>. This m our 
opinion is ;rong. Sanitary engineering ·:dwuld be taken 
up thoroughly in the second term of the se.::ond ye<lr as 
an engineering subject. It should indutle hy;iene, 
water-supply and drainage; and the Profes,Jr of 
chemistry should give le..>tures on chemistry as app:ied to 
this subject. There are no tilter-beds in Roorkee and tl:!e 
nearest sewage works are at Bareilly. It would l:.e an 
adyantage if filter-beds and an inst,\!lation for t:1e bio
logical d.ispoffil of se'•age could be proyided in conne.:·tion 
with the sanitary arrangements of the institution to 
ser>e as object lessons to the students; aud lecturu 
might be given in clas.;; hours on the m~thod of prer•ar.>· 
tion of projects for water-works and draina:;e works of 
small towns to suit the dilierent conditions which occur 
in practice. . 

If improvements are carried out in the courses aud 
text books as sugge~ted above, the extra work involre·l 
~ill make the dutiE'S of the Profe;.;or of cidl cn::inc-.'-rio; 
far too hea>y and will ne-cessitate t.he. appointment of an 
as.~istant. 

Passing from the engineering cour;;e t•J t:1e ot'<~r >ub· 
jects studied by the civil en:;ineerin; cLb>, the H•)ard is 
of opinion that too much time is gi,·en to S'Jr>eyin:: and 
drawing. The object of this cb'-.; is not to turn out sur· 
\'e,-ors and d.r-aft>men but ci,·i! cn:::inecrs. .\ ciYil 
engineer shoul•l be al.ole to sun-ey and ~prq.•J.re dr:nrin;• 
bill:tself with moderate aecurac\·, hut it i> not I""Cll..•l 
that he should acquire a hi;:h ;qnd<~rd of l··ro:i,ienr.y in 
the actual work of Eur•e,·inz and dr<~win:: ln· mu·:h 
practice "l)·hile he is at colleie. ~A ci,·il c·n;:in€-...r ;:111lc·:H· s 
time at colk.~e would be L1r more nluaJ.,Jr S!'l'!lt m .,::Jd_>"· 
in)! the thC:)ry of prof.:•.,ionill :Ouhj •. .:t.;, inclwLn.: ,;r
~('~ing and drawin;r; and hi-; pra(·tical wc1rk _.::;lO~!ld t e 
limited to what is aduallv ne.:e',,.u,· to i~prc··; t:.<> 
theory of the subjects he t:;kr·s up fumly ou J,;, wi;,,l. 
'The extr.> time giY<>n to ch·il •·:1~in<:><.rin;: ,:,c·u: l I~ 
chid1y at the expense of th<:'Se two sul.·je...ts. · 
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In mathematics there are so many classes in the college 
that the only way they can be dealt with is by taking two 
or more classes together for lecture purposes. Thus the 
technical class and engineering class are taken together. 
At present this does not result in very large numbers in 
these two classes, but the principle is objectionable. 
Even in the civil engineering class, as has been pointed 
out above, students join the college with a very unequal 
knowledge in these subjects, and it would be weJJ if the 
teaching work could be organized not by years but in 
courses, say (a), (b) and (c) of graduated difficulty. This 
method would be more effective and simpler and more 
in accordance with English practice, but the real remedy 
lies in insisting upon all students actually attaining the 
preliminary standard required before their admission to 
the college. 

In the subject of electrical engineering the course in 
electro-technics should, in our opinion, be somewhat 
more practical than it is. We recommend that a small 
project such as an installation for lighting the streets 
and dwelling houses of a small town should be introduced 
into the course of electrical engineering. · 

In addition to the above alterations in the text books
and the courses of study the Board recommend , that 
considerable changes should be made in the marks 
allotted to the various subjects throughout the work of 
the six terms_ A higher value should be placed on the 
subjects of civil and sanitary engineering and applied 
mechanics by giving more marks for these in examina
tion and less for such subjects at survey, drawing, 
physics and chemistry. 

(2) Upper Subordinate cla.ss. 
The same remarks apply to this class, mutatis mutandis, 

as those noted above in the case of the engineer class so 
far as relates to the value and study of civil engineering 
subjects. It should however be observed as regards thiS' 
class that accuracy in drawing and surveying is relatively 
of greater importance for upper subordinates than for 
civil engineers and that it is therefore necessary to give 
more time to these two subjects in this class as com
pared with that devoted to civil engineering than is 
necessary or desirable in the engineer class. 

(3) Lower St~bordinate c/as.s. 
In this class no changes are necessary in the time table, 

but the Board consider it desirable that more marks 
should be allotted to some of the engineering subjects 
and to practical work such as levelling, station survey 
and engineering practice. , 

New text books of a simple description should be 
preNred for,.this class. The present practice is to use 
the same text books on civil engineering for all classes 
from. the engineer to the lower subordinate, certain 
chapters in each section being omitted for the lower 
class courses. This we consider is not satisfactory. 

Technology. 
Passing now to the Department of Technology the Board 

find themselves confronted with a serious problem. On 
the one hand in the higher division, there appears to be 
great difficulty in obtaining suitable students, while for 
the lower division (mechanical apprentice class and 
~utomobile driving class) the entrance qualifications are 
so low that the standard attainec\ at the end of the course 
seems hardly enough to justify the retention of these 
classes in an institution with so highly qualified a staff 
as the Thomason College. 

The Board feel that the higher class is at present in its 
infancy and consider therefore that it would be prema
ture to propose any changes with regard to the courses 
already laid down, Much will depond upon the material 
which this class attracts in tho next two or three years. 

In the case of the mechanical apprentices' or foremans' 
class, the first and second year students are taught by 
an Indian in.structor in the vernacular, owing to their 
inability to follow English as a spoken language. This 
instructor teaches them a little elementary mechanics, 
some engineering,· a little carpentry and a few general 

subjects. In. the second year they are still so weak as 
to need explanations in t)10 vernacular. These students 
are not competing for government employment and they 
entirely lack the sense of responsibility attaching to 
students of the engineering classes, who may be given 
a certain amount of liberty and as a rule work steadily 
and honestly. We were told that the mechanical ap· 
prentices are inclined to shirk work and need strict dis
cipline_ They cannot in any sense, be said to fit in with 
the life of the college and their presence tends to lower 
the tone of the 'institution and to render the maintenance 
of a proper academic atmosphere well nigh impossible. 

In the opinion of the Board these classes should be 
transferred to Lucknow and Gorak:hpur. In these two 
towns there are railway workshops and there should be 
little difficulty in finding employment for students of the 
type in question. Or to put the case in another way, it 
would be easy for these centres to proVide exactly the 
course of instruction required to turn out the malt required 
by employers of labour. The principal admits that the 
qualifications of the mechanical apprentices are very 
low on admission, but he hopes to develop the class and 
get better men later on, so as to make the course in this__ 
class equivalent to that of the upper subordinate class 
on the civil engineering side. In that case he holds 
that workshop training could not be given with the 
equipment of an industrial school, and he says that he 
finds no difficulty in securing suitable situations for the 
men he is now turning out, poorly educated though they 
may be. In answer to this it is only necessary to remark 
that he has proved the existence of a demand for men 
of the present stamp, and that if he aims at turning out 
men of a much higher stamp his argtunent does not 
meet the objection taken to the retention at the Roorkee 
College of a mechanical apprentice or foreman class. 
There can be no doubt that the men at present recruited, 
being, as regards education, very poor material, cannot 
follow the prescribed text books, which are too advanced 
for them and are moreover written in English, or pursue 
the course of studies laid down for the class, since it is 
far too difficult for them. The question to be considered 
is whether it is justifiable to continue to burden the 
college staff with the instruction of a class that is not 
up to the standard laid down, in the hope of ultimately 
attracting a higher class of students and turning out a 
quite different product- The Board consider that as at 
present constituted the work done in this class is likely 
to overlap that being done in the Industrial classes at 
Lucknow and Gorak:hpur, while, if the principal's object 
be attained, it will overlap that of the higher technolog
ical strltlents. The difficulty already experienced in 
attracting students to this higher class, the· entrance 
standard of which has recently been lowered with a none 
too promising numerical result, needs to be borne in 
mind in this connection. In that class at present there 
are only four students and of'these one is so much weaker 
than the other three that he cannot be taught along 
with them in all subjects. It cannot therefore be said 
that there is much ground at present for indulging in 
the hope that the mechanical apprentice class will 
develop in the way in which the principal anticipates. 

•Q 
The Autonwbile Driver cla.ss. 

There seems to be no longer any reason why this class 
should be retained in Roorkee. Such a class can be 
perfectly well taught in Lueknow and the type of students 
undergoing instruction is one which it is undesirable to 
have in the same institution as that which trains engineers. 

lNSl'RUC'l'IVE S'l'AFF. 

A list of the gazetted and non-gazetted teaching staff 
of the college is give'n in appendix A. 

The system of organization of work in the college is as 
follows :-The senior professor in each subject is respon
sible for the whole of the work in his subject throughout 
the college. 'fhus the professor who teaches mathematics 
to the engineering first-year and second-year class and the 
technical class is also reRponsihle for the mathematical 
teaching given by the mathematical instructor to the 
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upper subordinate class. In a som~what lesser d?grce 
he is also responsible fo~ the work m ~he .s~bor~ma~ 
and mechanical apprentiCe classes. H1s dlllicultJ~s. m 
arrangin" the work of so many classes and exerc1smg 
control ;;ver them are greatly increased by the inequality 
in mathematical attainment of m~n admitted even to. tho 
same class. The arrangement of the work is open to 
certain obvious objections, among which may be in· 
sta.nced the doubling up of classes, which leads to com
plications such as that which will be met with when the 
present tcchnicr.l chtss is in its second year. A better 
method would be perhaps to reclassify the students 
according to proficiency; but the situation would be 
much improved if some of the lower classes, as already 
su«gested, were abolished. At any rate some simpli· 
fic~tion of the organization seems imperative. In illus· 
tration of the complications it may be mentioned that 
the mechanical apprentice class has so limited a know· 
ledge of English that teaching in mathematics has to be 
imparted to it in the vernacular. 

At present it appears possible for changes in a course 
tau"ht by an instructor to be introduced without reference 
to tl1e senior professor. Ip would facilitate co-ordination 
if a department, like the mathematical, drew up a general 
syllabus of work. Then proposals for revising the course 
of a particular class could be considered in connection 
with the work of other classes and of the department 
as a whole. 

The instructive staff or equipment may now be con
sidered in more detail-

Department of Civil E11gineering. 
The subjects taught by the Professor of civil engineer· 

ing, Captain Sandes, are as follows :-
(a) l\Iaterials. 
(b\ Earthwork, 
(c) Carpentry. 
(d) Masonry. 
(e) Building construction. 
(f) Roads and tunnels. 
(g) Bridges. 
(h) Railways. 
(i) Water-supply.· 
(j) Irrigation, . 

Sanitary engineering is taught by the Professor of 
chemistry ; accounts by the Superintendent of the office. 

The Board has alr~ady recommended a considerable 
extension of the time given to civil eagineering and 
that the subject of sanitary engineering should be 
taught by an engineer. These changes necessitate some 
.addition to the staff in the Civil En~ineering Department. 
It is probable that more than one ex:tra teacher will be 
required on this account, but one extra instructor i3 an 
urgent necessity. Captain Sandes wishes to bring the 
models in the model room Qp to date, and this should 
be done at once, as models are extremely useful for the 
instruction of Engineer students. To bring this model 
room up to date will involn a great deal of work and 
for this a.n assistant will be required, whose duty it should 
also be to help in demonstrations. , 

The upper subordinate class in this department is 
under l\Ir. Brining who teaches all the civil engineering 
subjects. In this class also we have recommended a. 
considerable addition to the amount of civil engineering 
and here also an assistant will be necessary. 

The lower subordinate class calls for no special com
ment. 

Accounts in each of the three etwineering classes are 
taken by the Superintendent of the ;;ffice. The arrange
ment seems satisfactory. 

Department of .Jlechanical Enf}illecring. 
The. course in this subject for the Civil Engineering 

class IS well arranged. Tho lectures arc delivered by 
l\Ir. ~ordan, Profe~sor of mechanical engineering: ln 
practical work he 1s assisted by 1\Ir. l\feLean and l\lr. 
McLaren. The latter also lectures to the mechanical 
engineering classes on heat engines and exercises a 

general supcrvJSJOll over the workshop courses. l\Ir. 
McLean lectures on descriptive enginet:ring and takes 
the theory of machines with the mcehanical apprentice, 
upper subordinate and civil engineering classes. He 
abo takes drawing with the mechanical apprentice 
class. l\Ir. Rayner, the second European aHoistant, takes 
design nnd drawing with the electrical and mechanical 
class and tutorial engineering with tho mcchanicnl 
apprentice class. In addition to the alJove European 
instructors there i~ an 1 ndian instructor for tho 
mechanical apprentice class who teaches mechanics, 
physics, mathematics and drawing. 

The textile class is at present in abeyance. Mr. Cullen 
has resigned his appointment and his successor has not 
yet been appointed. 

Department of Electrical Engineeriug and Pliysic8, 
'l'he laboratory of the Professor of electrical engineer

ing is not large enough to accommodate all the students 
reading in some of the classes, consequently, for practical 
work, the classes arc frequently sub-divided. This is not 
a serious defect. In fact, if suitable arrangements for 
sub-division can be made in tho time table, it might be 
actually an advantage, since the sub-division will secure 
that ·each student obtains a larger amount of personal 
attention from the professor. In the pr.ofessor's view 
the store room accommodation is inadequate. One of 
the rooms is too dark and inconvenient and the other one 
too small. A miBtri is required in the workshop attached 
to this laboratory and the need of one will be mote 
keenly felt when the technological classes are larger. 
The professor's duties are to take electricity and mug· 
netism in electrical engineering with the civil engineer· 

· ing class and electro.technics with the technological 
classes in the second and third years. A demonstrator 
in electrical engineering has been recently appointed. 
His duties will be to arrange the laboratory and help in 
the supervision of the pra<:tical work. He will also have 
charge of the maintenance and repair of the electrical 
plant and assist in clerical work. In addition to the 
above duties the Professor of electrical engineering, 
who is a member of the Indian Educational Service, is in 
general charge of the whole department. 

The duties of the Professor of physics are to teach t-he 
first year of the civil engineering and technological 
classes and to teach elementary science to the first year 
upper subordinate class. In addition to this he takes a 
course in theoretical and practical physics in the second 
year mechanical apprtmtice class and in tho electrical 
engineering with the third year of the mechanical ap• 
prentice class ... In this work he is assisted by a demon
strator whose work corresponds with that of the demon· 
strator in the electrical engineering class. · In this do· 
partment the two important courses of electro-technics to 
the second and third year of the technical class are at 
present in abeyance, as there are no second and third 
year students in the college. When these classes are full 
it would probably bo necessary to modify the distribu
tion of work, especially if, as we have suggested abo1•e, 
a project of electrical engineering is to be introduced 
into the course. 

Department of Cltemistry. 
The laboratory is adequate and well cquippelL 1'he 

Board notes, however, that the Professor of chemistry 
has hitherto been responsible for a course in sanitary 
engineering which consisted entirely of lecture work. 
This class should bo handed Ol'er to the Civil Engineering 
Department, and the Professor of chemistry should gi1·e 
lectures and practical intruction in chemistry only us 
applied to sanitary engineering. Tho profes,;or's subjects 
in addition to these aro elementary inorganic chemi,try, 
inorganic chemistry in reference to textiles and geology, 
mineralogy and chcmiotry applied to enginccrmg 
materials. 

'l'he subject of geology and minor:.logy is ono for a 
specialist. It so happen8 that the present incumbent of 
the post of Professor of chemistry is well qualified to 
teach thcso subjects, but during his absence on lca.Yo it 
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would be very difficult to provide a lecturer. In our 
opinion it would be wise to appoint a demonstrator in 
geology. Since the teaching of this subject would not 
probably occupy the whole of his time he might be ~e
quired to give a portion of it to laboratory work With 
pmct~cal classes. 

Business department. 
At present this consists of the Photo-Mechanical Depart

ment. The printing department has already been 
removed. We understand that the Principal would be 
averse from removing this department from the college, 
but it is really a business concern and outside the scope 
of the college work. Much of the work undertaken is 
for the Survey of India, and there seems to be no reason 
why it should not be removed and placed under the con
trol of the Survey Department. It is understood, more
over, that the School of Arts and C'rafts will take up the 
subject. 

General. 
In the first year of the upper subordinate class there 

are forty-three students of whom two-thirds are Punjabis. 
It is disappointing that not more students come from the 
United Provinces, and it might perhaps be worth while to 
make an endeavour to ascertain. the reason. 

Discipline. 
The system of maintaining discipline in the college is 

best described by the following extract from a staff 
circular issued by the principal :-

" Each class is placed under an officer in charge of the' 
class who will report to the principal all disciplinary 
measures he considers necessary. He will be in charge 
of the mess, games and recreation funds of his class." 

Engineer class Captain Sandes, R.E. 
Department of Techno- l\Ir. F. Sedgwick. 
logy, higher division. 
Upper subordinate class • Mr. Brining. 
Lower ditto • Saiyid Abdul Hasib. 
Department of Techno- Mr. Jordan. 
logy, mechanical ap-
prentice class and au-
tomobile driver class. 
Professors will report direct to the principal. 
The following is the arrangement for maintaining disci· 

pline out of college :-

" Discipline in barracks. 
Engineer class Captain Sandes, R.E. 
Upper subordinate class • Mr. Brining, Personal As· 

, sistant. 
All other Indian students will be directly under the 

principal with the following chain of responsibility:-

General. 
Personal Assistant • Mr. Tripp. 
Indian Superintendent of 
Barracks Sardar Natha Singh. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No. 20 "Mr. Jaffar Ali. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.6 . . . B. Puman Ram~ 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.7 S. Natha Singh. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.8 

Superint~nde;t 
B. Ram Sahai. 

Barrack 
No.ll . . S. Natha Singh. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.l6 

Superint~nden't 
M. A. Sattar Khan. 

Barrack 
No. 18 M. Abdul Hasib. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.19 . . S. Kishen Singh. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No. 65 S. Kishen Singh. 
Barrack Superintendent 
No.5 Mr. P. C. Sen Gupta, 

The above officers will be entirely responsible for the 
welfare and discipline of the students under them." 

These arrangements seem to be convenient and to work 
well, though it is perhaps a pity :that the European staff 
does not come more into contact :with students out of 
college hours. 

The water-tight hostel organization and the number 
and varying grades of attainment and social position 
among the students render corporate life out of the 
question. Each class lives its own life out of college 
hours apart from the rest ; and while the highest class 
imitates in its messing arrangements the style of an 
officers' mess, the lowest lives after the manner of humble 
vernacular school students. Free intercourse is in the 
circumstances impossible. It is no wonder then that 
there is a strongly marked tendency among the students 
themselves towards division; and it, was mentioned in 
illustration of it that the engineering class had recently 
decided that they could not admit the students of the 
technical class to play games with them. 

The Board is given to understand that in the interests 
of the public service it is not considered advisable that 
members of the engineering class should mix too freely 
with the students of lower classes from which subordinate 
officers of the same service are recruited. To this neces
sity-if such it really be-the social life of the college 
is inevitably sacrificed. As boys they have been brought 
up together at the same schools and they come from the 
same class of homes. But regrettable as such a state of 
things must be from other points of view, it is now prob
ably too strong a tradition of the place that a higher 
class shall not mix with that of a lower status to make 
it advisable to endeavour to alter it. Indeed so long as 
there are classes of the standing of the mechanical ap
prentice class, it would be too much to expect collective 

.AJJ the Thomason College 
Is Intended primarily for 
training recruits for the 
government engineering 
services the present r~gime 

, in this respect is satisfactory 
in my opinion and should be 
continued. The students 
have prnctically finished 
their general education 
before they come to this 
college. 

C. E. V. GOUKE:!i'l'. 

life. Its absence, however, is a 
misfortune in the case of the 
younger students in particular, 
since it deprives them of the 
valuable influence of common 
social intercourse in the building 
up of character. The Thomason 
Engineering College does not in 
this respect compare favourably 
with an ordinary Arts college. · 

The Europea11 civil'engineering class appears to be 
dwindling in numbers and the hostel intended for this 
class which contains excellent accommodation is more 

, than half empty. It seems a great pity that this fine 
building cannot be used for some of the European mem
bers of the upper subordinate classes. The upper floor 
might be reserved for engineers and the lower for upper 
subordinates. Hostels. for the other students are 
arranged in blocks. These are of an old-fashioned type 
and the general plan is to place three students in each 
room. The better class of Indian students appear to 
wish for bathrooms attached to the living rooms, but 
the Board cannot for sanitary reasons recommend this 
plan for adoption. The hostel blocks are all built with a. 
low plinth and it would be a great mistake to make any 
alterations which would tend to render the rooms damp 
or affect their proper ventilation. 

Something more might be done in the way of system· 
atic roll-calls at night to ensure students being present 
in barracks after sunset, since owing to the way in which 
the hostels are constructed there are no physical obstacles 
in the college grounds to students getting_ out at night. 

In conclusion the Board of Inspectors would like to 
put on record their appreciation of the readiness of one 
and all from the principal downwards to afford assistance 
and information, and of their recognition of the way in 
which the staff is devoting itself to its duties. They 
were struck by the high sense of responsibility of the 
professors for the work in their several clepartments and 
with the tone of professional zeal and earnestness J're· 
vailing throughout,· 
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List of jJrofe.~SOIW and /radw·.s with academir quali(icaliuns. 

Number.j Nnm~. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

l4 

15 

16 

17 

1 

2 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

E. F. Tippl~. Esq. , 

F. W. Se<lg11lck, Esq. 

Captain E. W. C. Snnd"'l, R.E. 

Dr. P. P. Phillips 

C. J. Veal<', Esq. 

H. P. Jordan, Esq. , 

<:onductor F. W. Hnrt 
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ANNEXURE IV. 

\"\1H:'W\S the Director of Public Instruction, on behalf 
of His l\Iajesty's Secretary of Stat~ for India in Council, 
has arranged with ~Iessrs. 
for the responsibility for the construction of a high 
school at it is hereby agreed 

(l) that the work shall be carried out strictly in accord
ance with the plans and specifications hereto annexed; 

(2) that the total sum to be pa~d by. the Director. of 
Public Instruction for the work, mclucling the clearmg 
of the site and removal of the debris after construction 
shall be Rs. ----------------
provided: 

(a) that in the event of there being any substantial 
savings owing to the work having cost less than the sum 
shown in the estimate hereto annexed, the amount of 
such savings may be deducted by the Director of Public 
Instruction from the above sum of Rs.,-------

(b) that in the event of some unforeseen contingency 
adding substantially to the compulsory expenditure the 
Director of Public Instruction shall pay such sum over 
and above the sum of Rs. and 
may if he should think necessary obtain the opinion of 
the Superintending Engineer of the Circle to the reason
ableness of the increased cost ; 

(c) that in the event of the work not being completed 
within months from the date of exe
cution of this agreement the Director of Public Instruc
tion shall be entitled to deduct from the above sum of 
Rs.---------------------------------------
such amount as he may consider having regard to all 
the circumstances to be reasonable; 

(3) that payment shall be made by the Director of 
Public Instruction at such monthly rate in proportion to 
the amount of work completed as he may consider reason
able. Such payments will be on acconnt until the final 
bill is paid on completion of the work; 

(4) that the final payment will be made within three 
months of the date on which the building is formally 
handed over to the Director of Public Instruction ; 

(5) that the Director of Public Instruction shall be 
entitled to have the work inspected and examined during 
the course of construction by such person as he may 
appoint to act on his behalf; 

(6) that in the event of any failure in respect of con
. clition I of this agreement the Director of Public Instruc
tion shall be entitled to deduct from the above-mentioned 
sum ofRs. · 
such sum as he may consider fit and reasonable ; provided 
that if :Messrs.--------------
so require, the matter shall be referred to the Superintend· 
ing Engineer whose decision shall be binding on both 
parties. 
(1)1---------

Witnesses 
(2) 

Signature. 

Witnesses (1)1----------
(2)1--------

Director of Public Instruction, 
United Pr011'inces. 

Accepted by Government on behalf of His Majesty's 
Secretary of State for India in Council. 

Secretary to Government, United Provinces, 
Education Department. 

The Hon'ble 1\Ir. C. F. DE LA FoSSE called and examined. 

3,876. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Director of Public Instruction, United Provinces, and 
that he was in charge of the Education Department of 
the local Government. 

3,877. In connection with the remark in his written 
evidence to the effect that he had been informed that 
contractors carried out work more cheaply in the absence 
of Public Works Department scrutiny and supervision, 
his attention was drawn to certain instances which had 
been put forward in evidence where private bodies, even 
in regard to educational buildings, had employed the 
Public Works Department rather than private contract· 
ors. He thought such instances were largely due to the 
fact that the private managing committees concerned had 
not a competent supervising agency of their own, and 
added that in those cases in which government had been 
willing to m!:et a considerable share of the expenditure 
entailed, such committees had generally preferred the 
supervision of the Public Works D!:partment because 
the cost they themselves had actuallv to meet was not 
thereby increased. He admitted, however, that the 
committee of management for the Hewett Kshatriya 
School, Benares, which institution had been erected 
entirely from private subscriptions, had spontaneously 
sought the assistance of the Public Works Department 
for its construction, but remarked that the case was 
exceptional as the committee, of which he was a member, 
contained several officials and was presided over by the 
Commissioner of the division. It was the only one of 
which he was cogni~ant. The case of the Harish Chandra 
High School wa~ then put to him, but he stated that this 
school had been erected under a certain Commissioner 
who was president of the school committee, and who had 
d:emed it exr,edi;;nt ~hat the buildin,g should be super· 
v1sed by the I ubhc Yl orks Depart,ment. Thourrh it was 
a private enterprise in that the funds other than the 
grant-in-aid had been mostly furnished by the lute Raja 
of _Bhingha, go':ernment assistance had been given 
durmg constructiOn on the advice of a government 

VOL. Ill. 

officer. He added that unless private educational bodies 
were assist~d by considerable government grants, they 
did not invoke the aid of the Public Works Department. 

3,878. The prescribed procedure in respect to the 
erection of educational buildings for which government 
grants had been ..given was as follows. The plans and 
estimates had to be approved by the Publio Works 
Department prior to the fixation of the amount of the 
government grant-in-aid .. After this amount had been 
fixed, private contractors were engaged to construct the 
school, or other educational building, and the building 
had to be examined by officers of the Public Works 
Department at certain stages of construction. At lea~t 
three inspections were usually undertaken by the Public 
Works Department, the first when the foundations had 
been dug, the second just before the roof was put on 
and the third on the completion of construction. After 
their last inspection, the Public Works Department 
officers furnished the Director of Public Instruction with 
a completion certificate, on receipt of which that officer 
paid the grant. He remarked, however, that this pro
cedure had not always been followed. The procedure 
in regard to payments of grants, the examination of 
plans and estimates and the supervision of buildings for 
which government grants were given was laid down in 
the Educational Code. 

3,879. It had been his personal experience that manag· 
ing committees, even in instances in which a government 
grant-in-aid was given them, did not, as a rule, utilize 
the services of the Public Works Department for the 
preparation of designs or construction. He added that 
ordinarily committees, in cases where they experienced 
difficulty in raising the necessary funds from private 
sources, hesitated to utilize the services of the Public 
Works Department owing to the fear that such a. course 
might involve them in greater expense. 

3,880. Ko charge was n1ade by the Public Works 
Department for the inspections conducted by their 
officers, He surmised that a charge would ordinarily 

t1 
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be made in cases in which the Public Works Depnrhncnt 
undertook actual construction, but remarked that in some 
instances government had allowed a com.mittee to utilize 
the services of the Department and wmved the charge, 
e.g., in the case of the University of Allahabad. A 
large number of contribution works were constructed 
free of charge for supervision and tools by the Public 
Works Department on behalf of t.he Department of 
Education, but he disapproved of this system, as he 
thought it had a tendency to stifle private enterprise, 
and had probably resulted in bad accounting. In spito 
of the fact that the system in question might be advan
taueolis from the educational point of view in that it 
ad~nitted of educational buildings being constructed more 
economically, be did not think it was suitable. He was 
of opinion that it would be easier to persuade government 
to sanction a charge for supervision being waived than it 
would be to induce it to allot equivalent amounts to 
cover such charges, but he had not had occasion to test 
this contention. 

3,881. The reason why the Department of Education 
bad entered into a contract with a cPrtain large private 
firm of consulting engineers in the United Provinces for 
the construction of several school buildings was because 
the Public Works Department were not in a position to 
carry out the large quantity of work that was involved 
as expeditiously JlS was required by tho Education De· 
partment. Under the terms of the contract the firm 
designed each building, drew up the estimate, added 10. 
per cent. to their charges for supervision and were ulti· 

·· mately responsible for banding over the building complete 
to the Department of Education. After designs bad 
been prepared by this firm they were examined by the 
local Educational Inspector and then passed on to the 
Director of Public Instruction. This officer checked them 
in order to see that the requirements of the Education 
Department had been met and passed them on to tho 
Educational Secretary in the local Secretariat. From the 
Educational Secretary they went to the Chief Englheer 
and were examined from a professional point of view in 
the office of the latter. The designs were then sent back 
to the firm with such comments as the Chief Engineer 
might have made on them, and after the criticisms had 
been met the firm were instructed to start construction. 
Though the designs prepared by the firm were subject to 
professional approval, in that both the designs and 
estimates bad to be passed by the Chi~f Engineer, that 
officer did not alter either but merely criticised them. 
Tho buildings erected by the firm had in one or two 
instances been subject to Public \Vorks Department 
inspection, but definite rules had recently been framed, 
similar to those in the Educational Code that related to 
ihe construction of state-aided buildings by private 
bodies, under which the construction of buildings by the 
firm would be subject to three inspections. 

3,882. There was a condition in each contract entered 
into with the firm which insured the stability of the 
building. Under this each building had to be passed as 
satisfactory before it was made over to the Department 
of Education, and in some cases Superintending Engineer~, 
had furnished the requisite certificate. Questioned as 
to how they had done so when they bad not seen the 
buildings in course of construction, he replied by naming 
two officers who had seen in one case the Gorakhpur 
ecbool, and in the other the Muzaffarnagar school, in 
progress and mentioned that when the Superintending 
Engineer saw the former institution he had made certain 
comments on the work. 

3,883. Under the contract entered into with the private 
firm, the firm was responsible for the execution of the 
work on behalf of the Department of Education. It 
probably employed contractors to undertake actual 
construction on its behalf, but the Department did not 
enter into relations with any of the contractors and 
merely looked to the firm to meet their requirements. 

3,884. Advances had been made to the firm on bills 
relating to the purchase of girders, bricks, employment 
of labour, etc., some of which were submitted bv the 
firm before constructiOn, and some on bills suh1~itted 
~uring the progress of work, final bills being suLmitted on 

the completion of each work. He admitted that ns n 
result most of the funds had in the majority of ca,ps Lten 
advanced to the firm by the end of the finnnrial war, 
nnd thnt in some instances tho building-s concl'rned had 
not as yet been made over to the Education D,,partnwnt, 
though the funds therefor had been advanced during the 
previous ye11r, and explained that the greater part of the 
funds had been paid during the coun•c of the year lJy 
allotments to tho firm on hills sent in by it, and that tho 
local Government had instructed him to pay t.hc whole 
amount towards the close of the financial Year in onlf'r 
that the sums concerned might not reapprar in tho 
following year's budget. In most cascR, howewr, pav· 
mcnts which had been made related to actual work 
performed. Hence, though it was true that the finn had · 
bad the advantage of a large supply of capital con,id
erably in advance of their actual work, it was the rc;,ult 
of a desire on the part of government to avoid the 
reappearance of the sums concerned in the following 
year's budget and could not be taken to be an unbusi
ncsslike procedure on the part of the Department of 
Education. 

3,885. Though a time.Jimit had been fixed in e-ach of 
the contracts entered into with the firm, none of t hrse 
time-limits bad been insisted on owing to the difficulti<>s 
which had been experienced by it during the past yrar 
in procuring girders, etc., and labour. Seasonal difiicul
ties also bad interfered with the progress of each work, 
and the time taken was consequently longer than the 
firm had anticipated. The difficulties in rrspect to Ia hour 
and cost of materials were chiefly due to the war and 
were not existent at the time that the se"l"eral contracts 
were entered into. He was unable to say whether any 
of the contracts. were entered into previous to the war, 
but when his attention was drawn to one for which the 
time-limit fixed was a date in February 1916, he remarked 
that the Education Department had had no experi(•nre 
at the time they entered into that particular contract as 
to what would be the actual time occupied in the ereetion 
of the building. Fm·ther that the firm had subsequt"ntly 
found that the contract they had ent~red into was one 
which could not be adhered to and had asked for an 
extension. He had not compelled the finn to abide Ly 
their contract, nor had he enforced on the firm the penalty 
that that contract contained, as he was anxious to gain 
experience of working with. private agency, and to 
ascertain the length of time required for the construction 
of buildings. 

3,886. The dates he bad furnished in the comparath·e 
statement attached to his 'IITitten evidence relating to 
works constructed by the Public· Works Department 
were the dates on which each of the projects had IJeen 
originaiJy initiated, i.e., each date was the one on whir·h 
the Public Works Department were requested to prepare 
a plan and estimate for administrative sandion, and it 
included the period occupied in obtaining admini,trat.inl 
sanction. To the contention that in the corresponding 
statement relating to works gin•n to a pri,·nte firm theEe 
dates did not include this period, he replied that the 
procedure followed in tho case of the Public \\·arks 
Department was different to that obsen·ed in the ca;,e of 
the firm, in that the firm set to work immediately after 
it prepared the plans, and there had hence been no dt·la~·· 
He admitted however that his comparison was not a futr 
one as a portion of the period in the case ~f bu.ilding8 
erected bv the Public Works Department mtght meludc 
the time 'that had Leon taken up in the Secretariats of 
the local Government, in dealing with the estimates, but 
remarked that he had made a statement to thb dfed in 
his written evidence. 

3,887. Private bodies had great difficulty in pr<'paring 
designs that met with the approval of the Puhlic \\" ork~ 
Department. There was no s,,·stem in tho t:uited l'rov· 
inces, such a~ obtained in scnral other pro\'tncc,, undt·r 
whi0h an educational authority mi)!ht have n de'i~n 
prepared for a sehool on the sui•mission of a rcquhition 
to the Puhlic Works Department either on pny!llent of a 
charge of 2! per cent. or free of chaq:e. hut. f[On"rr~nwnt 
would proLably ha,·e no objection to the iutr?ductwn of 
such a system in the I.'nitcd ProYinccs subJect to the 
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obtainincr of their sanction in each case. If prh'ate 
bodies w~re permitted to apply direct to the Public 1\'orks 
Department for as~istance it would he di!licult for the 
latter to undertake "·orks that were located in out-of-the
way places. To illustrate his contention that private 
bodies had experienced difficulty in this respect he cited 
a recent case in which the Bishop of Lucknow had not 
been able to sccme the assistance of the Public 1\'orks 
Department in connection with a European school at 
~Ieerut and had been obliged to employ a private firm 
from Allahabad. It would be an improvement if a rule 
were framed under which an educational body might 
requisition the sen·ices of the Public Works Department 
for t.he preparation of designs and estimates subject to 
the payment by that body of a fee. A rule on the subject 
was here indicated to him, but he pointed out that the 
private body were not given authority under that rule to 
requisit,ion the Public Works Department since the rule 
made it merely permissive on the part of the latter to 
refuse or accept a request. He surmised that at the 
time of the Bishop of Lucknow's request the Public 'Yorks 
Department officers \rho were approached were too much 
occupied with their own work to be able to comply with 
the request, and added that as a ·matter of fact the 
services of the Public Works Department were not often 
utilized by private bodies for the preparation of plans and 
estimates. 

3,888. In certain places, P.(J., Saharanpur, it was diffi
cult for private bodie~ to have their designs preJ!arecl by 
private agency because of the absence of competent firms, 
and it depended on the value of a building whether a 
private committee in an out-of-the-way place would con
sider it advisable to procure an architect from Lucknow 
or Allahabad. It would hardly be worth while to send 
to Lucknow for an architect if a school were erecting a 
building worth about Rs. 15,000 or Rs. 20,000, as the 
cost of the architect's railway travelling would greatly add 
to the cost of the building. Architecture was very little 
developed in the province and there were only about three 
or four firms which were capable of designing buildings 
to the satisfaction of the Public Works Department. 

3,88!J. In connection with a suggestion that the several 
departments might be made responsible for the man~
tenance and repair of the buildings each occupied, he 
remarked that, in so far as the educational buildings 
that had been given out for construction to the private 
fum predously referred to were concerned, it might be 
advisable to leave the repair work in the hands of the 
firm. The firm had expressed its willingness t.o undertake 
repair work at q per cent. on the capital cost of each 
building and he anticipated that great advantage would 
accrue from the adoption of such a course, as the fum 
could then be required to remove any defects that might 
come to light after the buildings had been constructed. 
The fn·m would have to take into consideration that · 
defects were due to its faulty workmanship, and this 
would induce it to keep buildings in proper order, and to 
obviate losses consequent on allowing buildings to fall into 
a state of disrepair it would probably undertake repairs 
that were needed promptly. A system under which the 
Department of Education might undertake repairs itself, 
though workable, would be both advantageous and dis
advantageous. It would be advantageous in that the 
repairs would be carried out promptly and that the 
oflicer in charge of the building would be intere,;tecl in 
seeing that they were done well, but on the other hand 
it might happen that expert knowledge was necesc;ary to 
carry out particular repairs, and in such cases the ollict:"r 
on the spot might not be competent to judge whether 
a work had been properly executed or not. He did nut 
agree, however, that the fact that the building trades 
were not sufficiently developed in some parts of India 
to allow of repairs being carried out, ati in England, by 
job ~uilders without the aiel of profesoional opinion 
constituted a ~erious objection, since educational build
ings were mainly situated at the headquarters of districts 
w~ere pucca housea were collllllOn and where there was, 
as a rule, a considerable alllount of work in progress. 
Job builders, he considered, mu:;t exist in all headquarters 
of districts, and he did not think there would be any 

serious difficulty in introducing the system proposed. It 
could not be contended that the proposed system would 
absorb an undue amount of the time of a non-professional 
man to the detriment of that individual's ordinary work. 
On the contrary, headmasters would, as a rule, be quite 
willing to uncle~·take to superintend repairs to their re
specti,~e school buildings, and such additional duties would 
not occupy a great deal of their time. Primary schools 
in the United Provinces were under the district boards, 
but there were _secondary English schools at the head· 
quarters of nearly all districts, maintained by government, 
and these latter were the buildings with which his Depart· 
n:ent was mainly concerned. In addition there was the 
goYernment college at Allahabad and training colleges 
and technical schools. He thought that the proposed 
system might be tried in the case of secondary schools, 
but agreed that it would perhaps be better not to extend 
the system to larger institutions, e.g., to colleges. 

3,890. The criticism that heads of departments, etc., 
requisitioned the Public Works Department for tho pre
paration of an enormous number of plans and estimates 
for works for which funds were not available could not, 
he thought, be applied to the Education Depa.rtment. 
He had not in his office plans and estimates which had 
been prepared by the Public Works Department for 
projects that involved lakhs of rupees and which had 
been held up for want of funds. On the contrary, 
funds that were allotted for works relating to his 
department often lapsed because the department were 
not able to get the plans prepared by the Public Vlorks 
Department in time. There was a rule which prohibited 
his requesting the Public Works Department to pre· 
pare plans and estimates unless he was in a position 
to state definitely that there was a probability of funds 
being available for the work, and he generally asked 
the Public Works Department to prepare plans and 
estimates one year in advance. , 

3,891. In respect to the Public 'Vorks Department con· 
tention that requisitioning departments never specified 
their requirements in sufficient detail with the result that 
occasionally two, three or even four sets of plans had to 
be prepared for a particular building, he remarked that 
this could not occur in his department as educational 
buildings were erected on standard designs. The Public 
Works Department had some years previously drawn up 
a set of standard designs for high schools, vernacular 
middle schools, primary schools, etc., and these· designs 
were the basis on which plans and estimates for educa
tional buildings were prepared. He would not permit 
an individual education officer to vary designs according 
to his views or an Inspector to alter a design, and the 
criticism by the Public Works Department that had 
been put to him could not be applied to the Department 
of Education. 

3,802. The Rom·kee College, although manned· by 
educational officers and nominally an educat,ional institu
tion, had not been under the Department of Education 
since 1909. In that year a new department had been 
created as a branch of the Financial Secretariat of the 
locallio\·ernment and designated the" Industries Depart· 
ment." Though the Chief Engineer of the Public Works 
Department was the president of the committee, ques· 
tions relating to Roorkee were settled in the Industries 
Department. Hence, the College, if it was under any 
Department, was at present under the Departnwnt of 
Industries. He had obtained his present appointment 
only in HJO!J, and hence did not know whether this college 
had ever been under the Education Department. As 
far as he was aware the principal of the College had 
always corresponded with government direct, either with 
the Chief Engineer in the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the Public Works Department, or with the Industries 
Department. The institution had consequently ue\·er 
been really an educational institution in the sense that 
certain other colleges in the pro,~ince were. 

3,8!)3. The Director of Public Instruction was a mem· 
ber of the committee of management that administered 
the Roorkee College and the budget of that institution 
was, for aclmiuiotratiYe reasons, passed through tho 
Education Department. The Dirt?ctor of Public Instruc-

u2 
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tion had also the power to grant casual leave to tho 
principal of that College, but as far as he knew thoro 
wore no other functions that he performed in connection 
with the college in his capacity as principal. He had no 
real financial control over the College budget, but merely 
checked it with a view to noting any increase or decrease 
in expenditure, and when. explanations furnished by the 
principal were insufficient he asked that officer for further 
information in order that he might be able to lay the facts 
before government as clearly as possible. 

3,894. It would not make much difference if the 
Roorkee College were placed directly under the Depart· 
ment of Education. He did not think the Director of 
Publio Instruction, as such, should be empowered to 
interfere in the framing of the courses of instruction or in 
the administration of so special an institution as the 
college. But he recommended that the professors of 
the college might be given a larger voice in the framing 
of the courses of instruction and that the educational 
aspect of the work in the college might be more considered 
than it was as present. 

3,895. The bulk of the professorial stafi employed in 
the Roorkee College was recruited by the l3ecretary of 
State to the Indian Educational Service, but, as members 
of that service, they were not subject to his control. 
Though cases relating to the filling up of leave vacancies 
in the staff were as a rule passed through him, what usually 
happened was that the principal communicated with 
the Chief Engineer, who circulated the papers among the 
several members of the committee, with suggestions for 
filling up of the vacancy. This system, he thought, 
worked well and he did not desire any alteration to be 
made in it. The only alteration he recommended in 
connection with the administration of Roorkee was the 
constitution of a Board of Studies empowered to settle 
the curricula of the college, and to this he attached 
much importance. 

3,896. The age-limit of 21 that had been fixed for 
admission to Roorkee was in his opinion too high, and he 
suggested that it might be lowered to 18. He remarked 
in this connection that a committee had been appointed 
some years previously to consider the standard of general 
education necessary for admission to Roorkee, that this 
committee drew up a course of studies for an examination 
which was about equal in severity to the intermediate 
arts standard of au Indian university, and that it had 
recommended that such a standard was sufficient for a 
student to commence the study of engineering. The 
average age of candidates' who entered for the intermedi
ate examination was, he added, 18. 

3,897. He considered that a candidate of fair abilities 
ought to be able to acquire the requisite standard of 
general education at 18. He did not desire, however, 
that admission to the college should be made from 
among persons who had passed the intermediate arts 
examination, but that admission should be regulated by 
an entrance examination of about the same standard. 
Such a system he considered would attract the students 
who at present continued to read in .Arts colleges after 
passing the intermediate examination. Since the inter· 
mediate arts examination did not constitute a definite 
or final stage of a university general education it was 
consequently wrong in principle to recommend such an 
examination as a. standard for admission to a professional 
college unconnected with a university. It would accord· 
ingly be better to keep students at school till they had 
reached the standard for admission to the oellege. But 
he remarked that as a matter of fact the standard of 
education that was required of students before they 
appeared for the intermediate arts examination was about 
as high as would be needed for admission to Roorkee. 
He suggested that students might reach this standard 
better if they stayed on a year or two longer at their 
respective schools than if they entered a college, where 
the teaching was necessarily of a more literary form than 
that generally imparted at schools, and considered it 
quite possible, since students were allowed in the high 
schools of the United Provinces, after passing the school 
leaving certificate examination, to stay on and take 
further courses in such subjects as higher mathematics, 

· to give in these high schools a course of advanced instruc· 
tion corresponding in standard to the intermediate arts. 
Students occasionally stayed on in the government high 
schools of the province and took further courses for tho 
school leaving certificate examination, and hc felt sure 
that these schools would be able to gh'c students the neces· 
sary education if they were encouraged to prepare candi· 
dates for the Roorkee College examination. In short, 
he desired to point out that the intermediate arts student 
in the course of studying at a college reached a certain 
standard of general education, and that this standard 
might be reached much more quickly and more satis· 
factorily by continuing studies af school. His attention 
was here drawn to the fact that the Roorkec College 
had been designed, not merely for the United Provinces, 
but also for certain other provinces including the Punjab, 
the Central Provinces and Bihar and Orissa, and he 
remarked that although he did not think any of these 
provinces had started advanced school cour~es similar 
to those existent in the United Provinces high schools, 
those provinces would perhaps find it worth their while 
to make arrangements to teach their students up to the 
standard he recommended, if the Roorkee College pres· 
cribed it. He added that students who entered the 
University and passed the intermediate arts examina· 
tion might also be allowed to appear for the entrance 
examination which he had suggested if the college were 
affiliated to the University. 

3,898. One of the chief advantages that would accrue 
to the Roorkee College from affiliation to the local Uni· 
versity was that the staff would be brought into closer 
contact with other educationists and that there would be 
more co-ordination than existed at present ; Roorkee wa~ 
at present rather cut off from the educational life of the 
province. The establishment of an engineering Faculty 
in the University would result in the appointment to 
the University of Fellows who were competent to dispo$e 
of engineering questions and courses as had been done 
in the case of the Medical College. This latter college 

, had been affiliated to the Allahabad University and there 
was at present a Medical Faculty which was composed 
partly of medical men and partly of scientists in other 
branches. Work was conducted harmoniously and the 
medical professors derived considerable advantage by 
meeting these scientists. The medical members of the 
Faculty would probably be very sorry indeed if they had 
not this opportunity of meeting their science colleagues 
in the University, and discussing with them some of 
their educational problems. A further advantage that 
would accrue from affiliation would be the granting of an 
engineering degree. There was a feeling in India that 
the possession of a degree was of marketable value, and 
hence some of the better students who at present pro· 

. ceeded to .Arts colleges to take up the B.A., B.Sc. or 
M.Sc. courses might be induced to go instead to Roorkeo, 
if they were able to secure a degree in engineering. The 
non-possession of a degree at present rendered it often 
difficult for a man in India to secure employment. Since 
it was quite possible for members· of the Roorkce stali 
to attend meetings of the Board of Studies, the Faculty 
or Senate, (and perhaps also the meetings of the Syndica~·c) 
the advantage he anticipated that Roorkee would der1ve 
by being brought into closer contact with other educa• 
tiona! influences in the province would not be lessened 
by the fact that Roorkee was rather isolated by its 
situation. Nor would such advantage be much less than 
in the case of the 1\Iedical College, since officers from that 
college had periodically to come down to Allahabad from 
Lucknow to attend meetings. As the staff at Roorkce 
might be drawn upon and to a certain extent persons 
of eminence in science might be appointed, he d1d not 
agree with the contention that, as engineering was practi· 
cally undeveloped in the United Provinces, in that very 
fe\v engineers were connected 'llith education and. very 
few large private engineering firms who employed engineers 
of repute existed, it would be extremely dillicult to con· 
stitute a suitable Faculty of Engineering. In his opinion 
it was not necessary for every member of such a Facult·Y 
to be a civil engineer, nor that each member should ha\"e 
some relation with engineering generally. He cited iu 
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support of his contention the Medical Faculty and remark· 
ed that great advantage had been derived ~rom having 
scientific members in that Faculty. He did not agree 
that pure science was of much greater use to medicine 
than it was to engineering. 

3,899. Though endeavour was generally made to avoid 
appointing the professor of a particular subject an 
examiner in that subject, it had frequently been found 
advisable to depart from this course and to appoint the 
actual teacher of a subject the examiner. Hence in 
order to obviate any difficulty that might arise in con· 
stituting a satisfactory Board of Examiners fo1 Roorkee, 
he suggested that the professors in that college might 
not be debarred from appointment as examiners in 
their respective subjects. They could also draw on other 
engineering colleges for examiners. It might then be 
possible to have an internal and an external examiner 
in each subject. 

3,900. The establishment of a Faculty of Engineering 
in the local University might constitute an attraction to 
students owing to the fact that the possession of a degree 
was in most cases looked upon as a passport for appoint
ment to certain government services. He admitted, 
however, that the B. E. degree could not be treated on a 
par in this respect with the B.A. or B.Sc., but remarked 
that the fact that a man possessed a degree tended to 
increase his commercial value. At present a student 
who was not among the first six or eight who passed out 
from Roorkee in a particular year had frequently to 
a<Jcept work which was very often other than that of an 
engineer, and he knew of a case where a student had 
found it necessary to enter an Arts college, after passing 
out from Roorkee, to obtain an Arts degree in order to 
secure employment. He was certain that the average 
student would regard the attachment of a degree to the 
Roorkee College course as an attraction, and though he 
hoped that in India, as in England, the possession of a 
degree might not in itself be taken as a passport for entry 
into government service, the prevailing impression 
undoubtedly was that a. student's prospects of employ· 
ment were greatly enhanced by the possession of a degree, 

3,901. The proposed Faculty of Engineering should be 
a small one and consist mainly of members of the staff 
of the civil engineering college of the province. He had 
advisedly suggested this in order to meet the objections 
that had been put forward against affiliation in other 

. provinces, namely that, as the engineering Faculties of 
the local Universities contained a fairly large element of 
pure scientists, the result had been that- the course of 
studies framed had included much more pure science 
than was really essential for an engineer. In other 
words, that the course of studies had been overweighted 
with pure science at the expense of engineering subjects, 
e.g., the standards laid down for mathematics, physics 
and chemistry were considerably higher than was required 
for the training of an engineer. Since there were a large 
number of eminent engineers in the Public Works Depart
ment, whose number was not very much less than that 
of the distinguished medical men, he did not admit the 
contention that the constitution of a Faculty, which had 
been possible in the case of the Medical College, was 
not possible in the case of the Engineering College, nor 
did he agree that the medical profession had reached a 
much more advanced stage than the engineering profes
sion. He considered, however, that certain safeguards 
should be adopted in constituting an engineering Faculty. 
By this he meant that the majority of the members of 
the Faculty should be civil engineers, the remainder being 
composed of scientists, and that the Faculty should 
necessarily be a small one. 

3,902. The possession of a degree by a student who 
had passed through an engineering college ought not to 
be taken to imply that such an individual was competent 
to undertake the work of a civil engineer, since such a 
student had merely been through a theoretical course of 
engineering and had been given, in that course, an ex
position of certain general principles. He expressed 
this opinion in connection with the criticism that in 
exercising their control certain Univer~ities had irudsted 
on the conferment of the B.E. degree purely as a result 

of an examination in theory and had declined to permit 
practical work to be taken into account, and that this 
pra<:ticc had resulted in the discouragement of practical 
training which was desirable in an engineering course. 
The competency of an engineer ought, in his opinion, 
to be tested later, in, say a designing office, but the 
fact that a particular student possessed a degree might be 
of general help to him in after life. He deprecated the 
possession of a degree being regarded as a certificate 
that the possessJ)r was a competent engineer as he consid
ered that it should be taken to imply merely that a 
man had been through an educational course that was 
considered necessary to turn out an engineer. He was 
personally inclined to favour the conferment of a degree 
after the theoretical course and to leave it to the employer 
of a degree holder subsequently to find out whether 
the possessor was a fit engineer or not. The Public 
Works Department might employ young graduate engi· . 
neers on probation for two or three years, during 
which period these individuals might be posted to an 
office where designing was in progress, or where plans 
and estimates were being prepared, or some project was 
being framed, and if they did not work satisfactorily 
their services might be dispensed with. , 

3,903. (Mr. Cobb.) He explained that by his remarks 
in connection with the conferment of an engineering 
degree by the university, he did not mean to imply that 
a degree had necessarily a market value attached to it, 
since he was not at all sure of this, but that he surmised 
that better students might be induced to enter Roorkee 
if they were certain that at the end of their studies there 
they would, _if successful, receive a university degree. 
It did, however, seem. apparent that an Arts degree had 
something of the nature of a market value attached to 
it. Both English and Indian firms favoured the employ· 
ment of engineers who, other things being equal, possessed 
a degree, and from the student's point of view he consid· 
ered that a student would welcome the opportunity of 
being able to write after his name, if not the letters 
B.A., or B.Sc., at least those of B.E. 

3,904. High schools in the United Provinces were 
encouraged to keep boys up to the age of 16, at which 
age students generally appeared for the matriculation 
examination or the school leaving certificate, but occa· 
sionally a boy stayed on in school in order to qualify 
himself in other subjects up to the age of 18, and this 
practice of keeping students on at school was growing • 
The teachers in such institutions kept in touch with the 
Roorkee College courses and good head-masters took 
considerable interest in the future careers of their scholars. 
The Educational Department encouraged contact with 
the several professional institutions in the province, by 
sending out notices to schools of careers that were open 
to candidates for such services as the Forest, etc. 

3,905. The whole of the sum of Rs. 62,439 estimated 
as the cost of the main building for the government 
high scllool at Gorakhpur had been paid by the Depart
ment of Education under government orders to the 
private firm that had been engaged for the supervision 
of the construction of certain schools, and no portion of 
it had been held back till the completion of the building. 
In view of the possibility that it might cost less, the 
firm had undertaken to get the building erected for 
this sum and to supervise construction, and if it were 
found that the expenditure involved was less than was 
anticipated the firm would restore the balance to the 
department. He believed that the firm were contem· 
plating in one case to return to the Education Depart
ment a sum of about Rs. 2,000 or Rs. 3,000. It had 
not been the practice of the Department of Education 
to pay the whole amount to the firm in advance, but 
rather to make payments as bills were received from tha 
firm. The firm was, however, expected to show in the 
final bills how much· had actually been spent on each 
work. 

3,906. (Rai Balwdur Ganga Ram.) In his opinion it was 
rather the good fortune than the misfortune of the Roorkee 
College to be situated within the geographical limits of 
the United ProYinces, and in spite of the fact that, on 
an average for the last 20 years, the number of students 
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from the Punjab who had passed out from this inst.itu· 
tion had been greater than the number from the Umted 
Provinces, he considered that tho college ought to be 
alliliatod to the Allahabad University rather than to tho 
Punjab Universit.):, more especially in view of tho fact 
that the number of Punjabi students who had paBsed 
out in recent years had been steadily declining. 

3,907. He admitted that by reducing the admission 
age to 18 years, B.As., would be debarred. This would 
not unfavourably effect Punjab students for, as tho age 
for admis&ion to the intermediate arts examination in 
the Punjab had been fixed at 17, Punjab students would 
after passing that examination have about a year in 
which to prepare for the entrance examination to 
Roorkee. The present rules regarding admission to 
Roorkee, instead of placing obstacles in the way of 
students from the Punjab, actually favoured them, and 
this was one of the reasons why such students had in the 
past gained admission to Roorkee in such large numbers. 
As the age for the intermediate arts had been fixed in 
the Punjab at 17 and that for the B.A. at 19, students 
from that province took their arts degree eal'iier than 
men from the United Provinces did. The latter generally 
had only about two months to prepare for the Roorkee 
entrance examination, whereas the former had as much 
as nine or ten months. Hence the present system had 
afforded better opportunities to men from the Punjab. 
Since the practice of instituting classes for further study 
after the school leaving certificate had not adversely 
affected the number of men from the United Provinces 
who had yeal'iy entered Roorkee, he did not think their 
introduction in the Punjab would debar students of 
that province from entering Roorkee. Students of the 
United Provinces with an intermediate arts standard of 
general education were in his opinion quite able to 
follow lectures in English. The standard of mathematics 
at present required of students who appeared for the 
entrance examination to Roorkee, though not up to the 
intermediate arts standard, was a good deal higher 
than that of the high school and his suggestion was 
that a higher equivalent to that of the intermediate 
arts might with advantage be taught in schools. 

3,908. In respect to his previous reference to a school 
which the Bishop of Lucknow was having erected at 
Meerut, he remarked that he was not able to state whether 
the Bishop had offered to pay the Public Works Depart
ment a percentage for the preparation of estimates and 
supervision. ·He thought the Public Works Department 
were overworked and could not spare the time to comply 
with the Bishop's request. There was no official corre
spondence with him to show that the Bishop had sent 
in a formal application to the Public Works Department, 
but the Bishop had discussed the matter with certain 
officers of that Department. 

3,909. 1'lie correspondence that had passed between 
the Education Department and the private firm of 
consulting engineers which had undertaken the construc
tion of several educational buildings in the province 
contained the offer of the firm to undertake repairs to 
the buildings they erected at a charge of 1 l per cent. 
on the capital cost of each of the several works. This 
offer referred chiefly to the government high schools 
each of which was usually worth between Rs. 60,000 
and Rs. 70,000. 

3,910. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) 1'he Public Works Depart
ment needed men who would be immediately available 
for a certain specified kind of work, i.e., as Assistant 
Engi.neers to a.ssist engineers largely in routine dutie~, 
but 1t w~s de.slrable from an educational point of view 
that engmeermg students should be trained for some
thing ~igher ~han that which the Public Works Depart
ment Immediately needed them for. 1'he theoretical 
instruction given at the Roorkee Engineering College was 

high enough for the work that Assistant Engineers of the 
Public Works Department were culled upon to p(·rform, 
but educational ollicors contended that in ortl(•r to 
dovclop men into really good engineers tlwy ~hnuld be 
given a better mental equipment. Public Wt;rks J)ppnrt
mcnt engineers looked to the immediate needs of their 
Department, whereas educational officers desired to 
develop in India a school of engineering which :;hould be 
as high as any in Europe. He did not think the former 
where the best judges of tho course of instruction that 
should be given at Roorkce. He added that if, instead 
of looking to the futme career of a man, attention were 
paid only to his immediate fitnrss for employment, it 
was possible that some of tho higher training which 
would be useful to such an individual in forging ahead 
in his profession might be sacrificed to a dcEirc to acquaint 
him with mere routine work. 

3,911. \.Mr. Willmott.) As an example of a building 
which he had in mind when he recorded tho following 
statement in his written evidence-" :l'hcre arc, however, 
within my knowledge examples of buildings erected more 
cheaply, which have stood the test of time and weur 
quite as satisfactorily as any building either erected by 
the Public \Yorks Department or supervised by tho 
Public Works Department in the course of erection" 
he cited the second hostel that had been built for the 
Aligarh Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental College entirely 
through private agency. It was true that this structure 
had been erected about 15 or 18 years previomly, but the 
building was very well built and the Chief Engineer at 
the time when it was erected had complimented the 
building committee of the college on having had erected 
so good and cheap a structure. By this example he 
meant to draw attention to the fact that it was quite 
possible for cheap and satisfactory .buildings to be erected 
by private agency. He did not mean to cast any reflec
tion on the work of the Public Works Department by 
his statement. On the other hand, he had known of 
serious failures in connection with large schools that had 
been erected by private bodies witljout the aid of the 
Public Works Department. As an instance he quoted 
the case of the Haggard 1\Icmorial building at Lucknow 
which fell during the recent floods, 12 or 13 years afkr 
its construction. A large double-storied university 
hostel close to the l\1uir Central College had been built 
entirely by private agency during his term of oflice and 
he had heard no complaints regarding the work. 

3,912. In connection with the inspection during con
struction of government-aided institutions he was in· 
formed that, certain detailed rules of the Public Works 
Department l!iid down a great deal more than mere inspec· 
tions. He replied that this was a matter for the Public 
Works Department, but that, as far as the Dl'partment 
of Education was concerned, the Educational Code laid 
down that the· Public Works Department ~hould in
spect a building at certain stages of construction. The 
final certificate forwarded to the Director of Public 
Instruction did not give that officer any detailed inform· 
atioi1 as to the manner in which a work had been 
carried out. " 

3,913. 'l'i1e Chief Engineer had noted his Yiews on the 
plans and estimates of each building tbat had been 
handed over for construction to the lirm of consulthlg 
engineers he had previously referred to. Tho period 
during which this firm had cxprcs~cd them~dvcs as 
willing to undertake the repairs to the buildings they 
had constructed at a charge of 1 ~ por cent. wa.~ three 
years. He did not know tho present average annual 
cost to government of repairs to educational buildings, 
and had not considered the private firm's oJfer as yet. 
He would in this connection probably cnntually ~t'l'k 
the Chief Engineer's advice, but he had not even entered 
into correspondence with the firm on the point. 

1'he Hon'ble Mr. J. S. CAMPBELL, c.s.I., c.I.E., r.c.s., l\Icmbcr of the Board of Revenue, United ProvineP~. 

Written S 1aternent. 
3,914. (1). Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works and (II). Encouragement 

of other agency.-.-\.lthough I am tho )fcmb(·r ol tlw 
Board of Revenue in charge of the department of rennue 
buildings and also president of the ~auitary .Board, 1 
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cannot say that I haYe had such experience of recent 
years as to justif~· me in criticising the work and methods 
of the Public 'Yorks Department at first hand. Dis
tric.t officers come much more in touch with the actual 
work and know "where the shoe pinches." 

(2) Certainly according to the " man in th~ str?et " 
work done through the agency of the Pubhc '' orks 
Department is both expensive and inferior. I should 
myself have said that it was as a general rule expensive 
but good. But there can be no twO'\ opinions, I think, 
that the methods of the Public Works Department are 
as a rule slow and un-imaginative. I agree with most~, 
of the officers who have been consulted that this is prob
ably due to the deterioration in the quality of the lower 
superior staff, with the result that Superintending and 
Executive Engineers have to scrutinize details and 
exercise personal supervision over construction to 
a areater extent than should be necessary if district sur
r-eyors and men of that type had higher professional 
qualifications and better financial prospects. It should 
be borne in mind that the Public Works Department 
are at present occupied with plans and estimates and 
supervision : and that all construction is ah·eady in the 
hands of contractors (so-called). But out8ide the big 
cities, where there are now some few firms of repute and 
standing, the ordinary contractor is of an inferior type, 
with little capital and less engineering skill; and he 
merely tenders for a work at rates suggested to him in 
the estimates and not according to his own knowledge· 
of the value of materials and labour. 

(3) The Public Works Department would probably . 

themselves welcome a better class of contractor, but 
hitherto the demand has not yet created the supply: and 
I can make no suggestions towards improving the latter. 

(4) I agree with most of the officers consulted that one 
well paid district engineer could in most districts super
vise both Public Works Department and district board 
works and would give more satisfaction than au 
underpaid district suryeyor and a badly trained dis
trict board supervisor: for there can be ;10 doubt that 
district boards- at present have to take the lenYincrs of 
the Public Works Department. 

0 

(5) I know of no existing agency to which the con
struction and upkeep of works now under the control of 
the Public Works Department could be entrusted without 
a serious risk of deterioration.-

3,915. (ID.) Changes in organization.-! certainly 
think the time has come when there should be more 
specialists in the Public 'Yorks Department or when 
specialists outside the Department should be more freely 
consulted in the preparation of special projects of a 
technical nature. It is impossible for one man to have 
the latest information and expert knowledge about 
such varied subjects as sewers, tube-wells, electric lighting, 
re-inforced concrete, hydraulic lifts and other multi-

. farious subjects : and there must inevitably be mistakes 
and undesirable delay while he acquires the necessary 
information. 

(2) The crying want of the Department is in my opinion 
an improved per8onnel with better pay. And such a 
staff would soon recoup its pay in improved work at a 
reduced cost . 

The Hon'ble Mr.' J. S. CAMPBELL called and examined. 

3,916. (PreBident.) The witness stated that he was a 
l\Iember of the Board of Revenue, but that he did not 
deal with questions concerning local self-government in his 
capacity as such. The Board poss<ssed their own revenue 
buildings and had no connection with the Public Works 
Department except in regard to these buildings. He had 
had a good deal of experience of the working of district 
boards as he had been e:c.officio chairman of district 
boards when he was a l\Iagistrate and Collector. 

3,917. He had no knowledge of the system which was 
in force in the early eighties under which all government 
roads and buildings in the districts were managed by 
the district boards, as he came out to India as an Assistant 
:Magistrate in 1883. 

3,918. Prima facie, one agency for the supervision of 
all the roads and buildings in a district was better than 
the present system of having two such agencies. He 
doubted, howeYer, whether the transfer to the boards of 
all government roads and buildings would be feasible 
at the present juncture, as district members did not 
evince a sufficient interest in their work. The district 
board members were ordinarily zemindars. and it would 
be difficult for them to go four or fiye miles away from 
their homes in order to inspect public works. His more 
recent experience had been in the hills where he had 
found that an engineer had to traverse 60 to 70 miles 
of a road for which he was not responsible to inspect a 
bridge. It wa~ obvious that this engineer could very 
well be placed m charge of the road also. He was there· 
fore in favour of one agency, but was indifferent as to 
what agency was employed as long as it was well paid. 
The present district board engineers were men who 
had been rejected by the Public Works Department and 
who received a low rate of pay and this was detrimental 
to efficiency. He was not opposed to the extension of 
local self-government, but was of opinion that this would 
develop with the flux: of time. It would be difficult to 
secure proper supervision once the official chairman was 
dispe!lsed with and the transfer of goyernment roads and 
bmldmgs should be made gradually to such district 
boards as possessed a competent enaineerina staff subject 
to the supervision of work by a govern~ent I;1spector 
of Works who should be the professional adviser to the 
Commissioner of the division. A start in this direction 
could suitably be made in the United Provinces except 
at headquarters stations like Lucknow, Allahabad, etc., 

but it would be necessary for government to retain some 
powers of financial control to satisfy themselves that 
the funds made over to district boards were properly 
spent. He anticipated there would be no difficulty from 
a government point of view in effecting the transfer he 
advocated even if official chairman were replaced by non· 
officials, as government would presumably reserve the 
right to withdraw the grant in cases of extravagant 
expenditure. 

3,919. He did not think that it would be feasible 
from the local self-government point of vielv to introduce 
a combined cadre for the whole province in order to 
admit of the promotion of district engineers from one 
district to another, as the boards would regard such 
transfers as an interference with their powers. Besides 
a district board which had a good district engineer 
would not like to part with his serYices. 

3,920. He did not approve of the suggestion that 
each department should be made responsible for the 
maintenance of its own buildings as was the case in the 
Police Department, as he considered the departments 
would not have the expert knowledge to supervise such 
repairs. Tel!sildars in the United Provinces had at one 
time been responsible for the repair of lellsil buildings, 
but the system had not proved satisfactory, nnd if it 
was re-introduced it would result in larger expenditure 
and inefficient work. • 

3,921. He admitted that it was the case that several 
departments, including the Revenue Department, requi
sitioned the Public Works Department for the prepara
tion of a large number of plans and estimates for projects 
which never materialized and for which no funds were., 
or were likely to be, available in the near future, and 
that this had resulted in the accumulation in Public 
Works Department offices of a great muount of work. 
He explained, however, that it was very difficult to avoid 
this as it was necessary to have projects prepared before 
asking for funds and it was also difficult to forsee when 
money would be available. He added that the Revenue 
Department did not ctlll for any unnecessary details ms 
sanction for the preparation of a project was accorded 
by the board and the department had to justify the 
necessity for a project before plans and estimtttes could 
be called for. 

3,922. Administrative depn.rtnll'nts constantly changed 
their idet\s after they received detailed phms and esti· 

\ 
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mates. This necessitated the revision of plans !om: or 
five times, and was largely due to a change of Magtstratos 
in the districts concerned. There were no standard 
plans for district offices, but there were such plans for 
tel!sils and oher smaller buildings, and the main diffi. 
culty in the above connection was in the case of sanitary 
projects, as municipalities frequently asked for. the pre
paration of plans for drainage schemes costmg very 
muoh more than they could afford to spend and would 
follow this up by asking for plans for a watcr.works 
scheme, neither of the schemes being subsequently 
carried out. Steps had, however, been taken to ensure 
that municipalities were prepared to meet the expendi
ture on schemes for which they had asked for the pre. 
paration of plans. 

3,923. He had no concern "with the Public Works 
Department budget, and only submitted his own budget 
of expenditm:e on revenue buildings to the Finance 
Department. He added that revenue buildings were 
inferior mainly because sufficient money was not allotted 
for them. He had received a grant of Rs. 2! lakhs in 
the om:rent year, but this grant was exceptionally large 
as compared with grants he had received since the out. 
brea.k of war. 

3,924. It was not the practice for government to levy 
a percentage· charge for establishment on contribution 
works carried out by the Public Works Department 
such as hospitals, provided the works were of a charitable 
nature. He did not think there was anything wrong in 
this principle as people very often offered a considerable 
sum for th.e construction of a hospital on the understanding 
that the building was to be constructed by the Public 
Works Department. He admitted, however, that this 
practice affected the establishment dharges of the Depart
ment considerably. The charge in the case of ordinary 
works amounted to nearly 16 per cent. 

3,925. With reference to the two opposite views put 
before the Committee, firstly that the services of the 
Superintending Engineer could easily be dispensed with 
if the status of the Executive Engineer were improved 
and a better class of officer selected as Executive Engineer, 
and secondly that the Superintending Engineer was a 
useful officer, he was inclined to agree with the former 
and was of the opinion that the Superintending Engineer's 
grade was merely a promotion grade for Executive 
Engineers. He had never derived any real ,assistance 
from a. Superintending Engineer and was therefore in 
favom: of the abolition of his post provided the status 
of Executive Engineers was improved, that they did not 
lose anything by the cha.nge and had the same pros
pects of promotion as at present. 

3,926. He had had a great deal of experience of famine 
administration as a Commissioner and was of opinion 
that there would be no difficulty in the execution of 
famine works under the scheme for entrusting government 
roads and buildings to district boards with competent 
engineering staff subject to the supervision of a small 
Public Works Departmet inspecting staff. The famine 
staff was generally temporary. Famine works could be 
selected in advance and proj~ts prepared beforehand so 
that on the declaration of a. famine relief work would be 
started at once by a naib iellsildar with the· a.ssistance 
of a sub-overseer, the former being responsible for all 
payments and the arrangements in connection with labom:, 
eto. The Public Works Department staff at present 
formed a.n important nucleus for famine work, but this 
staff also had to be largely augmented by temporary 
staff in the case of famine. Hence if the Public Works 
Department staff were transferred to district boards 
there would be no prejudicial effect on famine adminis. 
tration so long as government had the power to requisi· 
tion ~st_rlct engineers for famine work. Theoretically 
the dtstrwt boards were already responsible for famine 
work. The district board staff would, he thought, be 
as efficient to chock famine as the existing Public Works 
Department staff. 

3,927. The st~ff of the _Public Works Department ha.d, 
generally speakmg, dehmora.ted and the lower paid dis
t;rict surveyors were not of the same ch~ss aa the men 

formerly obtainable. Hence the organization of the 
Public Works Department would bo greatly improved 
by having a smaller number of better paid subordinates. 
A large number of tho present subordinates, in his opinion, 
held positions which they were not competent or intend
ed to fill. For instance when he came..to India a large 
proportion of the districts was stafred by district 
engineers from Coopers Hill. These men possessed 
higher quo.lifications and the young engineer had thus 
opportunity to learn his work as district engineer more 
thoroughly. He was besides required to put in a long 
period before he was promoted to be Executive Engineer, 
Apart from this, there was then one Executive Engineer 
for 6 districts instead of one for 3 as at present, tho 
number of superior appointments having increased from · 
10 to ·16. On the other hand an Assistant Engineer 
now-a-days became an Executive Engineer aft.er 5 years' 
service and worked for a very short time as district 
engineer. The natural result was that the district posts 
were mostly held by supervisors and sub-divisional 
officers. 

3,928. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) There was no selection for 
appointment to the post of Executive Engineer and 
officers were appointed to executive rank by virtue of 
seniority alone. He knew of no instance of an officer 
having been superseded. Promotion by seniority to 
executive rank was suitable as the pay of an Assista.nt 
Engineer was insufficient and that officer was really 

· under training while he held the rank of Assista~t 
Engineer. His first responsible post was that of Execu. 
tive Engineer, and if he were tried and found wanting 
in this appointment he could not rise higher. The 
witness was not sufficiently familiar with the depart. 
mental rules to pronounce an opinion as to whether the 
quo.lifications of engineers could not be tested while 
they were Assistant Engineers. 

3,929. If a municipality had a very good man whom 
they desired to retain and whom another district board 
wished to employ, there would probably be no limit to 
the salary which the municipality'would be prepared to 
pay him in order to retain his services, such payment 
being of course regula. ted according to the means of the 
municipality concerned. On the other hand, if there 
was a combined graded cadre for all district engineers 
in the province, an engineer might be transferred from 
Allahabad to Lucknow, for insta.nce, without the Alla
habad board having been consulted. The cadre system 
would no doubt be a good one from the point of view of 
district engineers, but it could not be introduced without 
interfering unduly with the powers of district boards. 

3,930. llfany of the district boards did n'ot pay their 
engineers 1~s highly as the Public Works Department, 
but they did not at the same time expect the same class 
of work. If all government works, however, were trans. 
ferred to district boa.rds, the boards would be able to pay 
their engineers the sa.me rate of pay as the Public Works 
Department. Th_e reason why many engineers did not 
care for employment in district boards was that they 
were required to serve too many masters. 

3,931. (Rai Bahadur C:anga Ram.) His remarks regard. 
ing the deterioration in the Public Works Department 
staff applied only to subordinates. One of the reasons 
for this deterioration might be the bet that the cost of 
living had greatly increased while the pay of subordinates 
bad remained what it was 50 years ngo. In his opinion 
subordinates did not possess sufficient professional 
qualifica.tions to be placed in charge of districts. 

3,932. (lllr. Cobb.) His main complaint against sub
ordinates was that they were placed in positions which 
were not intended for them. If these men were put in 
their proper places they would bo all right as there was 
nothing really wrong with them. The root of tho evil 
was that they were called upon to undertnke duties 
which were too hea1·y for them. 

3,933. The memb('rs composing the district boards 
were mostly zemindara and'this was the clnRs of p0oplo 
which government endcrwoured to get on the boards. 
There were a. certain numb~r of lawv'Jrs also, but thrro 
were more :;cmindars than la1ryer~. 
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JJ' rill en Stalemen~. 

3 934. (Inter-departmental relations.) First taking 
par~graph 2 (IV) of the Government of India's Resolution 
No. 06 E.A. of 24th November 1916, as the point with 
which this office is the more nearly concerned, I am 
inclined to think myself that while the Department does 
meet the reasonable nueds of the " other departments " 
it might meet them a great deal better. The other 
departments might assi~t largely in bringing this about, 

(1) by forming a clearer idea of their requirements 
before thev call or bring in the Department's executive 
officers ; • 

(2) by a closer and readier co-operation with thos9 
officers while projects arc under development ; and 

(3) by taking greater advantage of the services of 
Government's Consulting Architect which they should 
consider as freely at their disposal at all times. 

3,935. 1\Iuch time and energy is wasted on this score 
for which the Department is unjustly visited with the 
blame. It is up to the " other department" to know 
what it wants before it calls in say a hapless Executive 
Engineer to ' get out a plan'. I have in my mind a case 
where a civil officer on being asked about the requirements 
which the Board of Revenue had .itself directed to be 
" worked out in detail" replied ' 1 Oh that means it is for 
the Public 'Yorks Department to do". That was prob
ably an extreme case. The Department before it can 
supply a need must know what that need is. Even my 
limited experience here has shown me how much unneces
sary w~rk has been done and wasted owing to conflicting 
counsels, changed intentions, and lack of fixed purpose 
'in administration or departmental requirements or policy. 
A recent case occurs to me where complete working 
dravdngs were got out to specific requirements (in this 
case for the Excise Department) when almost immediately 
afterwards the whole plan had to be remodelled to new 

· conditions, and yet a third design to still different require
ments was asked for but not pressed for on representa
tion being made as to there being a limit. So design 
~o. 2 now stands. This was luckily only a very small 
building : but, even so, it does not tend to show good 
returns on an office staff and expenses from a business 
point of view. And all such miscarriages rebound on 
the Department, tendering to give it an unmerited 
reputation for dilatoriness, inefficiency, waste 

(2). Any public body at home, before embarking upon 
a building project, would define, in schedule form, its 
general and specific requirement~ for the information of 
the Architect. Upon this schedule he would work to 
some purpose on preliminary designs and proceed to 
get into close consultation with those concerned. Heads 
of departments out here should do the same. N'ot that 
the Consulting Architect would not hclp them on many 
points in the preparation of the schedule itself but it 
is clearly for them to stat<J their requirements in detail. 

3,936. On this follows (2). One's own pcr.~onal experi
ence in thiS~ rcopect ha~ been, almost without exC'('ption, 

VOL. Ill 

felicitous ; but in project~ which have come before one, 
one cannot but feel that had the several officers concerned 
got and kept in closer touch with each other in the 
production of the schemes, the results would have been 
better. The Public Works officer perhaps has a natural 
hesitancy in worrying other civil officers about details and 
at times it may be difficult for--shall I say-a Collector, in 
the midst of his manifold other duties, to look upon the 
Architect (or department engineer, where the Architect 
is not called in) pressing for necessary particulars as 
other than a bore and a nuisance especially when he 
feels or knows that it is ten to one he will be transferred 
or retired before the scheme will be realised, and one has 
in several instances been struck by the keenness dis
played under the conditions prevailing. Still greater 
co-operation would tend to greater efficiency. 

3,937. It should be made clearer and more definitely 
known to the various heads of other departments that 
the Consulting Architect's services are available to all 
who would consult him so that any op~ning for the 
lament "we didn't know we could get hold of you " 
or "we thought this was scarcely your job " or "we 
understood you were too busy " be guarded against. 
There must be many instances from time to time (I can 
think of at least one in the past) where possibly let us 
say, a Commissioner or Chief of Police or whom you 
will, would like to get in touch with the Consulting 
Architect on a project before it is even in embryo in 
order to see whether anything may be possible 
before he goes further. Such a call might be either (a) 
personal or unofficial, or (b) through the departmental 
Secretariat. To keep matters regular the Consulting 
Architect would, I suppose, have to keep the Chief Engi
neer, Buildings and Roads Branch, informed of such 
proceedings but he should feel free to respond to a civil 
officer's request ~ithout the loss of time entailed in seek
ing the official sanction of the Chief Engineer. The 
ready answer in the way of an objection to this is that 
it is impossible on account of the vast increase of work 
it would mean to the Consulting Architect, were civil 
officers to avail themselves extensively of such access. 
But that objection does not really hold. The number of 
architects who refuse work at home because they are 
too busy are few indeed. Neither does their work de
teriorate in quality by having more of it. Rather the 
other way, greater experience bringing greater facility. 
What does he do ? He increases his staff and is moreover 
able to command the services of a more able S('t of men 
to have round him. To apply tlus out here, the Con
sulting Arclutect's staff would be increased as occasion 
might demand. Tlus would not., however, necessarily 
mean at greater cost to govemmcnt. It would mean, if 
properly carried through, recruiting to the local Govern
ment a young trained .-\rchitect (say commencing on 
Rs. 600 to Rs. 800 per month) every 11ow and again-one 
every few years as building activities might demand,
instead of a young engineer. Or in other words (howet er 
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it might be done) reducing the engineering stall and in
creasing the architectural in proportion. -Gne ought, 
perhaps. to note carefully that this proposal would not 
afft>ct the prospects of the permanent stall of the Depart
ment but only future recruiting as time went on. It is 
of course too unthinkably drastic for present consider
ation, but, without a doubt, what ought to be aimed at is 
an exclusively building department run by architects as 
architects run their own works at· home. (There would 
still be plenty of work on the engineering side). You 
ha\"e at home the architect to the London Countv CounciL 
Tht>re is His Majesty's Office of Works and so. on. 

(2). E\"t'n as at present, with the Consulting Architect 
working alone and unsupported by any .4.."-Si.stant Arehitect 
(in these pro\"inees), his serriees could be made more use 
of as suggested without adding much to his work while 
it would ('('rtainly reduee that of the Superintending, 
Executive and district engineers' offices so enabling these 
staffs to do thl'ir engineering or routine work more effi. 
riently or perhaps to take eharge of larger districts, 
releasing men for other duties, easing the ' carrying on' 
over the present period of dearth in recruiting from 
England. For it is nothing short of grien.us to 
have scheme after scheme sent up to one (in some 
cases fully worked out even to detailed estimates) for 
t>.dviee when it is obvious almost at a glance that the only 
thing to do is to begin ah.."'lutely anew, when had the Con
sulting .d.rehitect been called in earlier he might at least, 
and in less time, ha\"e put the- projt'Ct on the right lines 
at tht' commen('('ment if not have taken it right through. 
Such drawings oftt'n enough come to hand with a wrr 
border of signatures of officers concerned. The onus is 
then on the Consulting Architect who cause~ delay in 
recasting the project which everybody (except he 'who 
has fortunately bethought him of the c;s::i:,-tence of that 
officer) has approved, it taking indeed a liberal minded 
signatory to rt'eognise the need of any change at all to 
that to whieh he has put his hand. This point is em
phasized as it is not coneei•ed to be in the best inter&.-ta 
of government that the Consulting Architect should find 
owing to important points haYing already been rettled 
that he is tied by conditions which might have been 
avoided had he been consulted esrlier. A reference is 
invited to the Public Works !Npartment Code, Volume 
I, General Regulations, page 2i0, paragraph 844. A 
suitable amendment or addition here to meet the case 
would doubtless readily suggest itself to gowmment. 
I do not know whether the ·• )!annal of Orders " is in 
the hands of cirn officers : if it be : their attt'ntion might 
be directed to Appendix XXXYII, paragraph 3 (trans
cribed below paragraph 3961 of these notes.) I emphasize 
tht'se references because it is conceivable that a cirn 
officer might dfsir€' to consult the Consulting .d.rehitect 
and might find the Superintending Enginrer discourage 
such a coors<'. With the above provision the civil officer 
would know the course open to him. Sn_Ferinteitding 
En,aineer's relations with the Consulting Architect are 
dealt with later on. 

3,938. (Irrigation Dq:arlmwt lFuilding t~:orl-s.) Al
though the Irrigation Department is, I rnppose, do..<el> 
allied to the Th:;partment under review it hM not in th~ 
proYinees, up to the present, a>ailcd itself of the Con
sulting Architect's serrices cx('('pt in tht' one case of 
designs for an irrigation museum. In other parts of 
India the Consulting Arehitt'Ct has been called in in con
nection with irrigation building works-dams and so forth, 
~d I suggest that_ the rerriee<> of the Con.;·ulting Architect 
nught be made still more useful to government if similar 
ac~on were taken in these promees as occasion might 
anse. 

~,939. (Sf!slcm_ of buclgetling tmd allohntnl of fumk,) 
'Y1th the Fmanc~al Department it is not so ml!ch a ques
tton of the Public Works Department mt'Cting its needs 
as of the needs of the latter being met by the former. 
The system in vogue, that of annual budgctting and a). 
lotment of funds, may be nect'S...<>arv but it hlllllpent 
building operation and enc.:ourages, aimost necessitates, 
rash or forced expenditure if not actual waste so that the 
IDOney be spent and a Ia {I'll' of allotment be avoided in the 

financial ye~r. On the other hand it may interf.:re with 
a cont1'8Ctor s progress on the work who, building quicker 
than was. expected, finds .himself pulled up for lack of 
funds ';llt~ the new financ.tal year ret.> in. There should 
be a sinking fund or n reserve or emt'~ncy bank of 
oomt' sort whde savings would not be lost to the original 
account but could be carried OYer, and from which further 
properly authorised draft.> could be drawn when the 
occasion nOOlSsitated it. 

3,9!0. (Primle tmgint-ers and C<JIIJrodor~.) In the 
mat~<'r of lack ~f co-opera~on with othfr dt'p.\rtments 
leadmg to waste m the ent'l'gles and fruitlt'5<i expenditure 
o~ the- JJart: of tht' Public Works Departn~<'nt a ca..~ 
m1ght be ctted where complett' designs and e;timatcs 
were produced and the whole of the work handt>d owr 
to be started de nom by a finn of pril"at.; engint't·rs and 
contractors.. In ~;uch a case, in any ca...-.e where designs 
arc prepared by private agency, govemment >honld avail 
it..""'lf of the scrrices of their Consulting J.rchit<'i:t at 
l<'ast to the extent of calling for a report !rom him on 
th_e designs. so obtain~. The ('on;:ulting .\.n:-hitect 
nught contttvably find hiUL""'Jf plact'-d in a somewhat 
invidious_ position in hamg so to report and ~uch a 
report nught not ha,·e to be too critical. Lut he should 
at ~east havt' &!1 opportunity to warn gowrnruent <~g,\in.>t 
senons ddeet.s in planning and construc·tion and the 
graver offence~ again.;t the arehitectu.r-a.l p:-o::.rieti<--s. 

3,9!1. (Aui.!!lant An:hittd or o~t.sid! '1']tnr-y.)' If the 
Consulting Architect cannot singll"-ha2d,>J m<-.:t all the 
demands made, or which might be mad<', upon his tim.:, 
one or more .-\..<sistant Architldo should tx: got from 
England as occasion might dt.>mand and a;; ha.:; ;.hadv 
been ~one Lr1 certain other pro~e.:;. It is p.:·rhars 
conee1vable howewr that there ill.!orht J.;..o> a tr:m:>ition 
stage or p..:riod wherein governmt.>'llt rui.::ht not i<·d 
justified (on the estimate of prospe;:th-e r .. m.nin::r c·alL;; 
upon their Consulting Arehite.:t) in r-eeruitirur .illother 
man from home. During such a period prin:'e a::l".;c·•, 
in t~€' shape of an architec·t practi3ir:g in bdia. might 
poSSlbly be employed to desi,"D and >Upt>riu:end cena!n 
buildings. But their own architect would hs>e to l't' 
>ery hard run before ~is would be n~ ar.d tven 
then it should only l:.e done with rom~ of the ;;imr-ler 
or minor works and in any case the fees prop.:rly cl:.aige
able would be more than the c-o5t of p~uc-tion in the 
Go>ernment J.rchitect"s office (plea..o.e se.: I <H'dft'-'ph> 3968 
and 39o9). Such priYat(' practitioner would ;uperintend 
and 'run' the work being built from lili de,;i;m; but 
he would not be the contractor. -

3,942. (Dual liuric~ as ·' archila:l and (o;lrador " 
ihould not b€ admitltd.) The dual office or St'rrice of 
archited and contr-actor is anomalous and doe;; not 
work, though from "~>hat.I can ea.ther the Educ-ation ~ 
partment has indulged in disposing wcrk to a firm working 
in this dual eapaeity but with what resulti! I do not 
know. For however h•.mes: and con:cientiou;; a con
tractor may be the-re must he time> in tb.e rrogre£5 of 
e>ery work where his interest and tho"" of the building 
owner, i.t., here. go>erLmt-nt-as repr~nted by the 
Architect. must cla.sh. 

3,943. (Cvnd~d cf rfY'rls.) It cannot be :said that the 
relations betll·een the >arious suli..livi.sicus c.f th~ Build· 
ings and Roads Branch are sat.isfactory a.;; judged from 
the bread arc.hitectura.l-building-poim c.f view. ~Inch 
hinges round the question of defining the extent of tl;e 
duties and the degree of re•>1l0nsibility to be at tad:eJ to 
the fnlfilment thereof respecti>ely of the ci>il •·ngine.:ring 
and the architectural aides of the Departm('nt'o actin· 
ties. With this must be coup)<'<~ the whole queo'"!ion of 
desi,oni:ng, estimating, rontrnct, contractors, execution of 
wor~ superintendence, final accounts, offire stalf, ete. 
It may be stated at once that one proJlO'SC'S to deal with 
the question strictly from the- professional-the ar ~hitt:C
tmal-tht' building point of new, as I take it for granted 
that gonmment, in asking for the Con..-ulting Archite.:t 
to place hill riew before the Committee, degjre:s that such 

·views should be stated clearlY and frankly and without 
prejudice. • . 

3,944. ( Co-o~iON of tlte art:ltiltd triiA 1/tL t.l'lgi ftla.) 
'Ibl" .~hitect has roo:e to India as a stra.nger in the land. 
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There is next to nothing in the nature of an architectural 
'service'. He is 'temporary' and 'non·pensionable.' 
He comes, and perchance finds himself called in to d.esign 
buildings which, but for his advent, would in the ordinary 
course of events have been given to some one or other 
engineer, a permanent and pensionable officer, who 
whether he exercises it or not, has, one cannot help 
reflecting, by usage an almost prescriptive right to the 
hanclling of anything nice that is going in the way of 
buildin~. Recognising this, one has been m·wh st~uck 
by the loyally with which the Architect has been rcce1ved 
if not welcomed in these provinces. It is therefore with 
no anti-service or personal prejudices that one ap· 
proaches a consideration of this reference. In inviting 
a full consideration of one's views I would suggest that 
although the comparatively short time one has been 
out here may tend to discount their value somewhat 
there may be found the compensating advantage of a 
fresh and unbiased vision on things as one has found 
them and seen them work out. 

3,945. (DeBigns.) These should be developed, with 
the assistance of an adequate staff, from a schedule of 
requirements furnished by, and after consultation with 
those concerned. Such designs should be submitted in 
all the 3tages of development by the Architect personally 
for the consideration of government or the Department's 
officers. The Architect is the person alone able properly 
to explain his designs and fully discuss modifications 
or alternatives. His designs should not, especially 
in their early stages, be presented by the Chief Engineer 
or Superintending Engineer though they may well be 
presented with such officer. I have had experience of 
both and can conceive position 3 on one side and on the 
other where the presence or absence of the Architect 
might mean the difference between a job 'going through' 
or being 'crabbed'. 

3,946. (Respective spheres of influence.) 'Vhere both 
Architect and engineer, whether Chief or of any other rank, 
recognise their proper sphere of operations r,nd are not 
blind to their respective limitations there should be no 
friction whatsoever even though the Architect be, as is 
the case with the Consulting Architect to Government, 
' subordinate to the Chief Engineer.' One recognises 
on one's own side that the Architect is somewhat of an 
innovation here and one cannot expect engineers in 
all cases quite fully to appreciate the etiquette of the 
profession all at once. :Matters in that respect should 
adjust themselves in time. The Consulting Architect 
should not be subordinate to the Chief Engineer on 
professional points but only for administrative and 
technical purposes. I believe there is .a strong con":ensus 
of opinion amongst Government Architects in India. 
that the closer the conduct of building operations approxi
mates to English ways and means the more satisfactory 
to government will be the results.· The dividing line 
between the personal and the professional aspect of the 
case is very narrow. It can scarcely be said really to exist 
at all .. Moreover they both concern government closely. 
~or . WJth an unsatisfactory professional position as 
mfcnor per.sonnelit must inevitably result sooner or later 
to the disadvantage of government.. At home the 
architect invariably runs his work through, even to the 
final passing of the accounts, in his client's interest. Here 
he has no executive control and can only get things 
done by tact and suasion it having to be a big matter 
before he goes to the length of appealin« to a hi"her 
authority and making himself a nuisa,nc~. The h~me 
method of more independent control (always with safe· 
guards) should be adopted here. 

3,947. (Contractors awl estimate.9.) The method of 
preparing estinlates and obtaining contracts is crude in 
the extreme. There seems scarce a real builder in the 
prov~ces: The contractor is, as likely as not, a banker, or 
a retired Judge ~1'110 has no practical knowledge whatsoever 
of what he Is. about to take on. Apparently to 
acc?mmo?ate tlus clas~ of 'contractor' a fully-priced-out 
estunate Is drawn up m the Department and on this the 
~ontra_ctors compete for the work by offering to take 
1t up 111 the lump at HO much percentage under or over 
the pre.r•arcd schedule of rates. The drawings are not 

even looked at and would not be understood if they 
were. He no sooner gets to work thn.n he begins to find 
he is not clearincr his anticipn.ted percentage and profit 
and befm·e the ;ork is finished has, by importunity, 
succeeded in getting back the margin of (and probably 
morel percentage by which he cut out his brother. Where 
a contractor is not capable of pricing out his own schedule 
of quantities his tender should not even be considered, 
and every contractor should be required to declare, 
in submitting his tender, that he had carefully examined 
the drawings and specifications and was prepared to be 
bound by them. With the other type of man government, 
with its Architect., is giving itself a hostage to fortune. 
I believe there are exceptions to this type of contractor 
and when he is found he should be encouraged. In 
no case should a contract be ' let ' without the cognisance 
of the Consulting Architect. 

3,948. (Estimators.) To break down the present custom 
of preparing estimates, I am persuaded it would be to 
the advantage of government to bring, for a short period 
of years, a quantity surveyor (with one assistant) out 
from home and attach him to the Consulting Architect's 
office where he would work in close co-operation with 
that officer and where, with the requisjte staff of com
putors and so on and possibly with a senior Assistant 
Engineer on deputation, he would produce ' get out ' 
estimates in detail for all works passing through the 
office and would see to the ' measuring up ' of variations 
as works proceeded and to the final adjusting of the ac
counts. Yet I fear this may not commend itself as a 
very practicable proposal-but at least, an engineer with 
a distinct leaning towards building works and details 
of building estimating should be a regular member of 
the Consulting Architect's office. 

3,949.- (All estimates should be prepared in the Archi
tect's office.) To produce the best 'estimate' and the 
best drawings to go with it the architect and the estimator 
require to be in the very closest collaboration such as 
cannot be attained where the estimate is prepared in a 
district or circle office. Consultations regarding local 
material, conditions, and so on would still be necessary 
with those. officers, but the producing of the estimate 
would be with the quantity surveyor (or engineer) and 
the Consulting Architect in the latter's office. As noted 
above in another connection, this would effect a propor
tionate economy in the circle and district est_ablishments. · 

3,950. (An engineer required in the Architect's offici.) 
The engineer so deputed as above suggested would take 
over the steel-work, foundations, reinforced concrete 
construction, if any, with all calculations and stress 
diagrams and other specialized engineering branches of 
the works while the Architect would be more free to 
concentrate upon planning and designing anrl general 
building construction and details and to visit works in 
progress from his designs. I am strongly in favour of 
estimates being prepared in this office whether the 
' quantity surveyor' be brought in or not. In the prov
inces at home quantities-estimates-are prepared in the 
architect's own office, I believe almost invariably. In 
London it is not the usual practice, but it amounts to 
very much the same thing as an architect in good prac
tice is almost sure to have his regular quantity surveyor 
on the same staircase, across the square, or along the 
street, so he can keep in close touch with him while an 
estimate is being got out. Such close intercourse is 
quite impossible with the several circle offices in these 
provinces. It is in the architect's office that what is, 
or is not, on the drawings can be best interpreted. Esti· 
mates and drawings are brought on together and made 
to agree. There is much saving of time as the estimate 
cn.n be started and got on with while some of the drawings 
are still in progress whereas the engineer at a distance 
very naturally looks for everything in the way of drawings 
and specification being absolutely fixed up and complete 
before he touches it. There are the additional advantages 
that it gives more time to develop points in planning or 
construction which otherwise have t<> be rushed and the 
labour and expense of preparing advance copies of the 
drawings, ot<J., is obviated as preliminary estimates 
can be prepared form the rough drawings ·in hand. 

X 2 
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Moreover, if Assistant Engineers went through the Con
sulting Architect's office regularly, say serving two years, 
they would go out with experience and knowledge and an 
understanding of architectural problems and architect's 
ways which would ~tund them and government in good 
stead in their future careers. 

3,951. (Full 1cope for contractots in the United Prov
inces.) As regards private enterprise on the part of 
real building contractors there is nothing in government's 
attitude to prevent them, whet.hor Indian or English, 
competing for, and if successful taking up contracts for 
works in these pl·ovinces. Personally I should more 
than welcome their advent and of course the greater their 
knowledge and experience as builders the less the 
need for a large and expensive staff of supervising 
government engineers. But, as noted above, the com
bined engineer (or architect) and cont.ractor, however 
plausibly he be presented, government should have 
nothing to do with. 

3,952. (Need for real builders.) At present, largely 
owing, I take it, to the fact that the contractor is not a 
builder, works are to all intents and purposes erected and 
built by the Department's own staff. It may perhaps 
be an overstatement for general application but I confess 
that I have found myself at a loss to know what the so· 
called 'contractor' does for his money where he has so 
many Public Works officers round him who, with the 
.Arc!;itect, have practically to do his work for him. He is 
the last man to whom one goes to get a thing put right or 
to whom· one would take the trouble to show how to do 'it. 
One perforce goes to the engineering staff where at home 
one would go to the builder's foreman or the builder 
himself. · 

3,953. (Training in the building trades.) The people 
wanted out here on works are "clerks of works" men 
with a real or practical knowledge of buUding who have 
gained that knowledge by working with good contractors 
and good architects at home. The architect should be 
in control of his own building with a clerk of works as 
his intermediary between him and the builder. A few 
really good clerks of works or builder's foreman got 
out from home for a few years would revolutionise the 
building trades here not only by their own work but by 
the training they could impart to the apprentices aftd 
others who com~ from Roorkee or elsewhere and, not 
least, to the mislri on the works. For tha.t wonderful 
fellow-the Indian ' mistri '-can do almost anything if he 
is only shown how and moreover he loves the doing of it. 
He and possibly an occasional subordinate, that invidious 
word, are the best people in the bl_lilding way out here. 
Again, the actual bringing of " clerks of works " out 
to India may not be very practicable and so again we get 
back to the call for the young engineer with a real liking 
of, if not a genius for, building. · 

3,954. (A 'building branch' required.) At present it 
would appear to be a pure accident whether an engineer 
officer has had any practical building experience or not, 
whether he has any natural bent that way, whether 
he is inclined. to learn, whether he will be keen on the job 
or look upon 1t as rather a bore and try to get a ' district ' 
at the earliest opportunity. A, proportion of young 
engineers should come out definitely to a Buildings 
Branch, They should know they are going to do so, and as 
a qualification should have had actual experience for two 
or three years on large building works at home under 
big contractors and good architects (or on the home 
government's own works). 

3,955. (Later recruitment to India.) In order to enable 
them to acquire this experience they might be allowed to 
come out proportionately later than the usual run of 
engineer and this I consider would be all to the good. 
In this connection a personal incident may be related. 
Some three years ago when the selection of the junior 
engi~ering. st~ff far certain building works was under 
con8lderatwn 1t was proposed to put on a certain young 
Assistant Engineer, but shortly out from home. Keen on 
his work, buildings ns well as ronda and bridges as 
one n~turally credited him with being, one proceeded 
tentattvely to congratulate him and oneself on the proba· 

bility, whereupon ho said in effect, " Oh I hope not, I 
loathe building." However our friend ~sca,,ed on to 
'Famine'. Of course there are men not a few in the Public 
Works Department who are as keen on building aR en~n nn 
Architect could desire, but any step this Committee can 
see its way towardH rendering less possible the nboye 
type of tragedy, so much it would be to the benefit of 
the Department as a whole. 

3,956. (Specialized engineering branches and the Arrhi· 
feel.) As with the ordinary building works so with the 
more specialized branches of sanitary and electrical work, 
The Architect should have effective general control oyer 
the sub-contractors concerned in exactly the same manner 
as obtains at homE>. The lack of ~uch authority means 
in practice that the contractor, when he wants' to, can · 
ignore the Architect entirely, trusting to the official 
wheels moving so slowly that his work will have gone 
too far to have it altered by the time the special oft1cer can 
deal with it. At present the sanit<~ry or electrical con· 
tr~ctor can apparently spread himself on a building 
practically without reference to the Consulting Architect, 
though the more dire evils of that tendency hn ve been 
mitigated by the personal ~ourtesy of the officers concPrn· 
eel. 1'he Architect should certainly be in, keep in, and be 
kept in touch with all specialized branches of building 
works at all stages and the contractors should also know 
that he will have a say in the final passing of the nccountR. 
They, the specializing officers, know that primarily 
they have to satisfy the Chief Engineer who is the only 
person who really need matter to them. But they really 
ought actually fi~:,~t to have to satisfy the Architects who 
in the ultimate should be responsible to the Chief Engi· 
neer or the departmental Sf'-eretary for the whole building. 
Differences of view or opinion in the course of works 
would go to the latter officer for consideration and orders. 
To put it in another way, it should be as impossible 
for a specialist officer or contractor to " short circuit " 
the Architect as such an incident is unthinkable at 
home as between, say, the heating engineer and the build· 
ing owner or client. 

3,957. (Final accounts.) Accounts for building works 
payments to contractors, especially the final bills, should 
be submitted to the .Architect for scrutiny. Were bills 
of quantities more thorough and were the drawings in
spected and understood by the builder before tendering 
and did the builder realise all through the work that the 
Architect would be practically his final arbiter on accounts 
I am convinced that the saving to government would be 
considerable and would, as indicated above, tend to 
enconrag<J the better type of builder or contract()!' for 
the execution of government works in these provinces. 

3,958. (Indent£ng for goods from England.) Whether 
the cramped system of indenting for goods from England 
can be widened or swept away entirely I do not know, 
but in ordering special goods it would be a great ndvan· 
tage if the Architect could get into direct touch with the 
firm from which the goods may have to be ordered. 

3,959. (Official intercourse.) A tendency to greater 
communicativenesil between the Department Secretariat 
or the circle offices and the Consulting Architect's office 
would also be to government advantage. A project 
worked out complete goes up to government, or to a 
Superintending Engineer, for sanction and it may be 
months, many months, before a word is heard of its fate. 
If the Architect knew or could know, in the meantime 
that the work was practically cert<Jin to go on or that it 
was definitely shelved he might be de\'eloping it with 
interest against the day it was wanted on the one hand, 
or on the other, give up spending time on it (eyen in 
hi~ thoughts) and concentrate on something more to 
the point. Or a scheme goes to a Superintendi~1g 
Engineer and when one may have forgotten all about t!R 

existence an urgent wire comeR to hand from the district 
engineer for so many copies of the drnwin11s presumably 
for use on building operations. An Architect with n. 
limited staff does not work to the best ad\·antnge on the'e 
lines. 

3,960. (Progrcs.9 report,•.) Also the Consulting Archi
tect's office should be kept informed regularly and 
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accurately as to the progress made on works !n hand 
especially is districts away from headquarters m. order 
that (a) he may know the degree of urgency regarding the 
supply of detail drawings in advance as the work goes oo, 
and (b) he may be the better able to time hi.s visits .and 
arrange tours to the best advantage. The mstructwns 
contained in Appendix XXXVII of the Public \Yorks 
Department l\Ianual of Orders may in ~any w~y~ be pro
nounced as admirable though possrble reVIsiOn may 
suggest itself from the aboye notes or may be rendered 
necessary by the conclusions of the present Committee 
of inquiry. 

3,961. (The Consulting A1·chitect'B work<~ng inslruction.s 
in the United Prot•inces.) It may be convenient, for the 
Committee's reference, to set out here these instructions 
which were framed before my arrival in this country and 
which were handed. to me in pamphlet form on my report
ing myself for duty in October 1912 :-

(-1). The Consulting Architect will be subordinate to 
the Chief Engineer, Public \Yorks Department, Buildings 
and Roads Branch. 

(2). The duties of the Consulting Architect will be
(a). To advise the local Government on all estimates 

and plans for public buildings which require the sanction 
of the local Government or superior authority and also 
to undertake the preparation of such plans and estimates 
when called upon to do so. To advise and assist Superin
t~nding Engineers in the preparation of designs and 
estimates for public buildings which are within their own 
powers of sanction. 

(b). To entefinto direct communication with Superin
tending Engineers and, when so authorised by them, 
with any of their subordinate officers in regard to all 
matters of construction or decorative detail relative to 
public buildings in course of design or construction. 

(c). To inspect important buildings while under con
struction and to offer such advice or recommendations 
as may be necessary. 

(d). To submit an annual report to the local Govern
ment on the architectural work of the year in the province, 
with brief descriptions of the more important public 
buildings sanctioned or completed during the year. 

(This report should reach government on the 30th 
June of the year succeeding the one to which it relates.) 

(e). To prepare or edit occasional papers on professional 
subjects for the information and guidance of Public 
Works officers employed on architectural works. 

(3). The local Government fully realize that the archi
tectural importance of a design cannot always be gauged 
by the cost of the work. A comparatively small building 
costing possibly only a few thousand rupees may, owing 
to its intention and position, be architecturally of con
siderably more importance than structures involving a 
large outlay. The local Government therefore desires 
that in the intere~ts of the improvement of the architecture 
of the country the Consulting Architect should be fully 
consulted, and has decided to place no restrictions on 
Superintending Engineers in regard t,o reference to the 
Consulting Architect of projects which are within their 
powers of sanction. 

(4). It is impossible that the Consulting Architect with 
his limited staff can personally design all important build
ings, though it is desirable that he should do so as far as 
possible, and therefore when a Superintending Engineer 
decides to consult him, the following procedure should 
be adopted :-

.(a). The Superintending Engineer should ascertain in 
the first instance whether the Consulting Architect is 
able to undertake the preparation of full working drawings 
and details. If he should be unable to do so or if the 
Superintending Engineer on receiving his advice should 
decide that such a course is unnecessary, he may be 
asked to furnish sketehes as a guide to the local engineer 
who is preparing the project. 

(b). The pencil plans prepared by the local engineer 
from the Consulting Architect's sketches, or in accordance 
with his own ideas if the Consulting Architect has not 
~een previo~sly con~ultecl, should be forwarded by the 
Supermtendmg Engmeer to the Consulting Architect 
accompanied by a brief specification. 

(c). The Consulting Architect will then make sugge>tions 
for the consideration of the Superintending Engineer or 
advise whether the plans be accepted as they stand. 

(d). If at this stage the Consulting Architect is of opinion 
that the design requires to be entirely remodelled, he 
will suggest for the consideration of the Superintending 
Engineer one of the following alternatives :-

(i). That a fresh design should be prepared in his office. 
(ii). That he should furnish a sketch design if this has 

not already be,en done. . 
(e). A local engineer who is preparing plans from 

sket{)hes or suggestions furnished by the Consulting 
Architect may at any stage correspond direct with the 
Consulting Architect or send the plans to him for advice. 
In any case it is desirable that the Consulting Architect 
should be given an opportunity of scrutinizir g the finished 
pencil plans before they are inked in. 

(5). In the case of projects involving expenditure which 
is beyond the power of final sanction of a Superintending 
Engineer it will be for the local Government to decide, 
after considering any- suggestion the Superintending 
Engineer may put forward, 'Whether the design should be 
prepared in the Consulting Architect's office or not, and 
in this case also the procedure . above indicated should 
be adopted. 

( 6 ). In .all cases in which the design has been prepared by 
the Consplting Architect himself or from sketches or 
advice given by him, he should be given an opportunity 
of seeing the finished plans and estimates before they are 
submitted for sanction. 

(7). In order t.hat the full benefit of the services of the 
Consulting Architect may be obtained it is further advis
able that when he has been consulted regarding designs, 
he should, if his engagements permit, visit the town con· 
cerned, in cases where he thinks this necessary, either 
to inspect the site and surroundings and collect informa· 
tion about materials or to inspect the building when under 
construction. When a design which has been prepared 
by the Consulting Architect or in accordance with his 
advice has been finally accepted by the local Government 
or by the Superintending Engineer, it is important that 
no change should be made in it without his being consulted. 

(8). The Consulting Architect will deal with designs for 
any public building which requires the sanction of the 
local Government or Superintending Engineer, irrespec
tive of the source from which funds are derived for the 
construction or maintenance of such buildings. 

3,962. (Leave.) So much for the professional point of 
view. There are a few points on the personal side which 
I feel the opportunity here offered should be taken to 
bring them before the Committee's notice. There is 
but one Consulting Architect in these provinces and under 
his agreement with the Secretary of State he is entitled 
to leave on the same lines as other civil officers, yet the 
cadre for other officers provides for proper margin for 
those going on leave in rotation or otherwise. There 
is. no other Architect at hand or, so far as one can see, 
procurable to take over the Consulting Architect's work ' 
in these provinces during his absence on leave or sickness. 
This is a most improvident arrangement and, even if 
for no other reason, the permanent architectural cadre 
should be increased either locally or at Government of 
India headquarters in order that continuity in the work 
of the office may be assured when leave becomes due under 
the rules. 

3,963. (Examination of Architect before the recent 
Public Sen:ices Commission.) It is eloquent of the present 
somewhat anomalous position of the Government Archi· 
teet out here that not one of them appears to have been 
examined before the recent Public Services Commission, 
This may not have been actually the case but one can 
find no recorded evidence in the " :Minutes relating to 
the Public Works Department" as published. 

3,964. (Private practice of Con&tilting Architect BlUYUlJ. 
be abolished.) Private practice on the part of Consulting 
Architects ought to be abolished and the pay raised 
sufficiently to obvi11.te the necessity of government's 
holding out the glamour of that delusive bait to those 
who would come to India. Tho present Consulting 
Architects probably agree on this without exception, 
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It so inapprE"Ciably afiPcts. th? a~cra~e income that 
government ou~Yht to recof!mse t!s emptmes_~ and forth· 
with strike it off the terms presented by the Secretary of 
State to the Pre.-;ident of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects when the latter is innted to nominate a man 
for one of these appointmPn~s. And w~re such prh·ate 
practice to become a real asset in the way of augmenting 
one's salary one would always feel the awkwardness of 
the clash ~f counter interests and were private eommis
sions to begin to come in re:1lly nicely, not improbably 
(and, let it be allowed, not unnaturally) one might find 
government demurring to the sanction of fees. · 

3,965. (Restrictions on primle pradice by the proei
sion i11 the J!anual of rrdcrs.) Further the potential scope 
in the way of private practice is narrowed by the pro~ision 
(paracraph 8 of the .-\ppcndL"t) that the Consulting 
Architect shall deal with " all buildin6s requiring the 
ult.inlate approval of go~ernment. irrespecti~e of the 
sourees from which the funds may be derived". This 
of course means that any building in which government 
has a fatherly enough interr.st. to require to a pprO\'e the 
designs, say for a private hospital, school, tomb, shrine 
or what not, the professional services of the Consulting 
Architect may be called upon not only to advise gov-ern
ment on the propos?J but to furnish designs in the capacity 
of Architect, free-gratis. That provision in the appendix 
referred to should therefore be altered. 

3,966. (Architectural prirale practice on the part of 
engineers.) Yet another condition operates adversely 
on the face value of this ' private practice' in that it is 
found that the Public Works Department engineers 
themselves are allowed to conduct private practice (on 
permission) and to accept fees for sen·ices. Ct>rtainly 
no architect at home, without knowledge on the matter, 
would think to find himself in competition with the 
engineers in this wise. 

3,967. (Primle aiJency for architeclural work.) Rder
ring again to the question of gi,·ing work _to P.ri~ate 
architects, I do not see what government lS gomg to 
sa~e or gain by so doing. Such architects could not 
be expected to work entirely for love, and personally 
I should be very glad to receive the ordinary percentage 
fees (in lieu of salary) on the building work turned out 
and carried through from this office. In other words 
the working cost of running the Consulting Architeet's 
office is extremely low. 

3 968. (Expense of architectural work.) What would 
giv~ government pause to think would be to have au 
account for some Rs. 80,000 on a. Rs. 12lakh job. Yet 
that is the prospect they would have to face if work WE're 
given out to pri>ate firms. For I am told that a per
centage of 7 per cent. is the least a. pri~ate architect 
finds it pays him to take for des.i,"llS and general superin· 
tendeuce under Indian conditions. 

3,969. (Comparalit-e relalit:e c.ost of gorernment a11d 
primte archilecls.) The following figures may be illuminat
ing in this connection :-

Cost of the whole establishment of this office (including 
rent, salaries, materials, travelling, etc.), since its found
ation 4{ years ago. Rs. 1,04,409 say Rs. 1,05,000 or 
au average of Rs. 23,332 per annum. 

Estinlate of return in profcssior.al fees (on the basis 
of fees ordinarily chargeable by a. member of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects) for serrices rendered, 
(details will be given if desired) Rs. 2,62,292. BaJnnce to 
the loeal Government in virtue of having their own 
architectural establishment (Rs. 2,66,292-Rs. 1,05,000)= 
Rs. 1,61,292. In other words gov-ernment could comfort
ably more than double their present architectural est
ablishment instead of employing private architects and 
still be half a lakh to the good over a sinlilar period of 
4i years. · Or to put it in yet another \ray. Private archi
tects, in order to compete successfully on business lines 
against the government architectural establishment, 
would have to work at fees about 1.30 per cent. helO\\' 
those they are professionally entitled to charge. It may 
he remarked (in parenthesis) that these figures nl;;o show 
a.u ample margin for putting the salaries of the Govern-

mrnt C'onsultin'! J.rchitl"ds on a more librral footin~. 
For I doubt not that retUflH fro111 the o:her pro\inrc·' 
would show a r•imibr if not eY~!\ more fa\·our,,blc po•i 1ion. 

3,\liO. (T!,e rl,!(ga!ion nj uwl: to }'rimte arc!.ilrrts 
!l'OIIld a:bascly aJjr,·( the raruill!lul/ of (:uran 111 cut 
Archit"cls.) Xor, e>en if financialh· l'c'OJ!Olllical which 
the a?ove figure~ show it is not. wo;tld it be c:;pet!ient to 
delegate any (\f the hett<:r works to ont>idc architect;;. 
If that wrre done and it became known amon!!st archi· 
tccts at home, as it undoubtcdlv would, it wouid ha •~ a 
deterrent effect upon the r~ruiting £•f Go,·ernment 
Architects; for the proticred c-arPer would be at once 
shorn of its main profcs_sional inducement namely the 
scope and opportunity offered for work on a bi!! seal~ that 
but rarely comes to the architect at home. ':lren worth 
having at all would simply not look at the prospc·ct if 
thev thought their real chauc::-s were to be blotted out 
b)' 'the best work or larger projects being gh·en out else· 
where. 

3,971. (Allahabad High Coud duplicaf;rf at Patna.) 
An incident in one's 0\m experience may be recitl'd here 
as bE<aring upon the question of the rec·ruitment of archi
tects. I refer to the matter of the duplicating of the 
desi;ns for the Allahabad High Court nt Bankipore 
for the Government of Bihar and Orissa. Thl' extreme 
urgency for expe<:lition in the matter of their realising 
their High Court at Bankipore was no doubt the chiPf 

-influence in it being decided to take on:r outright the 
designs and estinlates as prepared for J.llahabad. Se~. 
flattering as it doubtless was to a certain extent to know 
that one's design found such favour that it should be 
sought to reproduce it elsewhere, this was tempered by 
some apprehension as to the ultinlate result "hen it 
became clear that on the grounds of expediency the 
work was to be run up in materials other than those for 
which it was originally designed. The exigencies of 
building at Patna. also, I suprose, pre~ented one havh'g 
any say in the very COilSiderablc dcYiatious made from 
the original de.sign to get owr the change in materials 
and other local conditions. 

3,9i2. (Honorarium to ['11 it<d Prot·ina.s Con•ult~II'J 
ArchitEct dJ'..<>coulltolancd by the Gorernm<"llf Df lndta.) 
The Go\·ernment of Bihar and Orissa wished to meet the 
case as far as it could and is understood to ha,-e expressed 'l 
desire to indicat{l its obligations to the Consulting Archi
tect of these pro~inces (for-as the late Chief Engineer, 
Bihar and Orissa. called it-" this act of sheer piracy,.) 
by offering him, through the. local Go~ernment, at least an 
honorarium. This proceeding was howe~er diSCount
enanced by the G<JYernment of India and so the mattr>r 
ended and is done with although, as I have &'!.id. I think 
it is an in~ident which the Committee should have be
fore it as a side light to assist them in conEidE"ring th_e 
present and future position o~ th~ Go~ernment .-\rcl~I· 
tects as attaehed to the Public \\ orks Department 111 

the se~eral pro\·inces. 
It may be confidently asserted that no such similar 

case is within the experience at home of any member of 
the Committee in the dealings between any branch 0£ 
government. or a public body and an architect of a publie 
building. I suggest that when go:enunent s•.cks the 
adnce and assistance of the President of the ~oyal 
Institute of British .-\rchitects at home m.th? select JOn of 
architects for posts in India. it .should m 1ts O\l:rl be't 
interests deal with such architects on the lm~s of 
etiquette obtaining between m:mbers of that Institute 
and go~crnment or the public at home.. OtherwJ"'• 
were this sort of thing to beeome known m London, .'t 
can S"..arcely be expect~d ~hat th.e ri;:ht type of men "111 
come forward for sernce tn Indta. 

I f~el that many of the points and details touched 
upon may be such that. the Committee may consider out
side their field of inquiry or concern. But my e~dr·,l~·our 
has been to show as nearly as po.ss1blc how the :\rchHN·t 
finds himself standing in these pro,·inccs in the bC'lic·f that 
it maY as.o;ist generally in the views and df>Ciriions that, nwy 
be come to rc;rarding the fate or futuro of the I uldiC 
\\'orks Department. 
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A~~"EXURE. 

N ote.s in respect to paragraphs (t'ii) and (riii) of the 
Reference. 

(Professiona~ education of students.) Colleges in India 
can scarcely be expected to tum out fully qualified 
enuinrers ailV more than they pretend to do so at home. 
A ~tudcnt at home is usually coi1tent to consider himself 
still a student and to work like one-even though he may 
have passed through his college, got his 'diploma' and 
so on. One's impression here is rather t~at a student, 
do>~-n from college, is apt to consider himself above 
workinO'·-above taking his coat off-in the way thata 
~tudent at home does if he means t<J get on. A private 
encrineerincr or contracting firm could not ent<"rtain the 
applicatio;;' of a raw student offering himself as a f.ully 
qualified civil engineer. In orde~ that he ~ay get the Idea 
of his career into a more approXImately nght focus and 
perspective the Indian student requires to recognise the 
hard fact that it is not only his college course nor a few 
months' practical experience but rather one of years 
that is necessary to fit him out. The student at 
home is often glad enough, in order to equip himself the 
better, to pay for his practical experience for a further 
term after lcanng college : and it does seem to me that 
the Indian student has a tendency to look for too much 
beincr done for him instead of setting about to do it 
for hlmself. Govemment is probably more generous 
In employing the inexperienced engine.er than it. would 
be possible for a private firm of engmeers to mdulge 
in. 

(Architectural designs at Roorkee.) I am afraid, on the 
architectural side, the custom of setting an1..bitious 
architectural subjects from time to time for the 'passing 
out' examination at Roorkee (if not elsewhere) tends to 
foster an exaggerated sense of self-esteem in the suc
cessful student. 

Both from the engineering and the architectural point 
of view, i.e., in the best interests of the-students of either 
profession, I think it is unfortunate that this 'passing 
out subject is, in one year, engineering, in the next 
architectural-which -means that there must be an 
tmhealthy bias to one side or the other throughout the 
course of a student's college career for those who know 
they will be coming in, at the end of their time, for the 

one or the other type of subject as the case may he, 
irrespective of their natural bent or predilections. 

One has felt this in giving, as I do, at government's 
request, a short course of four lectures on architecture 
annually at Roorkee. In one year-the architectural one 
-the students a:e all on edge for ideas while in the other 
-the engineering-one feels one is being mildly rolerated 
or listened to on sufferance owing to the lack of a real 
objective which, after all, is only naturaL Roorkee 
is, I take it., prtmarily an engineering college and it is 
a pity that a sort of architectural red herring should 
be dragged across the track of 50 per cent. of its output 
of students mea,sured in years. 

(Engineering and architectural designs.) I know that 
even the architectural subject has to be worked out with 
considerable engineering thoroughness but that is not 
the same thing as an out-and-out engineering problem 
such as I suggest they should have every year and also, 
every year, a much less ambitious architectural subject 
more within the scope of the students' architectural 
attainments and in a more proportionat<l ratio w the 
place given for the study of the subject in the college 
cUl'riculum. In this way, though a student might per
chance not be able to come out shining on the engineering 
side, he would at least have a chance of showing what 
he could do on the architectural. .And so also, every 
year, architecture· and engineering would go hand in 
hand as they should instead of as at present being more 
or less separated not only in reality which is bad but in 
the students' mind which is worse. 

I well remember !'omo four years ago, a Roorkee man 
coming to me v.ith an incredibly and painfully ambitious 
design for an edifice' on the strength of which he had, 
I understood, secured first place in passing out of his 
college. It simply missed being anything and every· 
thing it ought to have been though it displayed a perfectly 
amazing power and aptitide for assimilating though not 
digesting other people's ideas and I am afraid he thought 
he could, on the strength of these drawings, walk straight 
into one's office and take it really in hand. However 
the matter decided itself by his going on to works under 
the Department (at twice the salary he could have com
manded here) and doubtless becoming a very useful 
officer. 

I am no educationalist but it has occurred to me t{) 
offer these few observations upon one aspect of the 
Roorkee cou.TSe and, though late and as an afterthought 
to my previous notes w send them in for what they may 
be worth. 

MR. F. LisHMAN e:J.llcd and examined. 

3,97£. (President.} The witness stated that he was the 
Consulting Architect to the Go>emmcnt of the United 
Provinces and that he had 4! ,ears' service. He added 
that he had been recruited fn ·England on a five years' 
agreement on a salary of Rs. 800-50-1,000. 

3,974. Difficulty was experienced by him in connec
tion with the requests made by officers owing to detailed 
lists of requirements not being furnished in the first 
instance. He was not prepared to say that such an 
event was a common occurrence as it depended a great 
deal on the manner in which the local officers concerned 
looked at the matter, but the rl.'medy he proposed was 
that the local officers should be instructed to drav; up 
a definite liEt of their requirements before they consulted 
the Govcmment Architect, e.g., they should han a 
cleo.r knowledge or ·idea of what they actually required 
in connection with the extent and arrangement of ac
commodation. He here cited the case of the project 
for a certain kutcherri building in which ten courts were 
required. The plans were pa~sed by the local officers, 
and it was by a mere stroke of good fortune that the 
project had not been refetTed back to them O'lling to 
the view of a higher official that six courts only would 
be required for administrative purposes. It was, how
f:ver, finally d•:eided after fwther consultation to 
adhere to the original }llans. He had quoted a similar 
instance in hi8 writtt:n statement in which complete 
WC'rking dr?.wings had bc(·n pr;·parPd to Rpcdfic require-

ments for the Excise Department when the whole plan 
had to be remodelled to new conditions, and a third 
design containing further modifications had been asked 
for. The last named was, however, not pressed for on 
a representation being made that there was a limit to 
such procedure. The cases he had described were typical 
inotances of cases in which the Consulting Architect 
should have been supplied in the first instance with a 
dear schedule of requirements. 

3,975. It v;as desirable that the Architect should be 
brought into eloscr relationship with the d•}partments 
for which he prepared designs, or 'nth the officer who 
requisitioned his services. He had been rather fortunate 
in this connection in that when he was asked to design 
a building for a particular department or officer he had 
in most cases been able to keep in touch >~ith the officer 
eoncemed, and provide for the requisite accommodation 
in his designs. 

3,976. He had in his written statement set out the 
Consulting Architect's working instructions. These were 
contained in Appendix XXXVII, Part 2 (a) of the Public 
Works l\Ianual of Orders which laid down tlw.t the Con
sulting Architect should advise the local Government. 
on all estimates and plans for public buildings which 
required the sanction of the local Government, and under
take the preparation of such plans and estimates when 
required to do so. When he prepared the design · fot 
a building he generaliy ;\]so prepared the estimate.~ Htl 
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had in fact dono so in the cases of the three largest works 
constructed during his tenure of office, and it had until 
recently been almost the rule and not the exception. 
The present tendency however was now in the other 
direction as after the design for a building had been 
prepared' the' quantities were taken out and the estimate 
prepared by t.he Public Wo~ks Depar~mc~t in _ei.ther the 
circle or distnct office, This course, m his opmwn, was 
not.a satisfactory one. Although the objection to the pre
paration of estimates by the Consulting Architect, viz., 
that he had not as good a knowledge of local rates and 
of local building arrangements as tho Executive Engi
neer, might be true up to a certain point, yet even so 
the Architect could readily place himself in touch with 
the district officer by visiting him and the particular 
site concerned. Ho could then discuss the question and 
obtain from the engineer his views regarding the prevail
ing district rates and having done so work out the esti
mates and send them to tho officer concerned for remarks 
or observations. The preparation of his own estimates 
enabled tho Architect to develop his plans and general 
scheme of conl)truction simultaneously with the prepara
tion of the estimate. It also enabled him to modify 
his design or method of construction in conformity with 
the local materials available and saved a great deal of 
time that might eventually prove to be wasted in his 
having to prepare a detailed specification and full and 
complete duplicate drawings for the district officer in 
order to enable that officer to prepare the estimate. 

3,977. In addition to the preparation of designs in 
his own office he was required to scrutinize dc3igns which 
had been prepared by other officers. This very often 
resulted in a great deal of unnecessary work, but he did 
not altogether agree with the view that it was undesirable 
to submit such designs as his experience was that improve
ments could undoubtedly be effected in most of the 
desigris that came to hand for scrutiny. The trouble 
was that snob designs were often practically completed 
before he had an opportunity of scrutinizing them and 
offering his suggestions. He therefore urged closer co
operation with regard to the first stages of proposed 
works, when it was much easier to influence the design 
and to save waste of time on abortive schemes. 

3,978. He suggested that the Consulting Architect's 
sphere of action might also be extended to collaborating 
with the engineer in the preparation of designs for the 
buildings in connection with irrigation works. He 
felt that thoro must be instances in which architectural 
knowledge should be requisitioned, e.g., in the designing 
of a large dam and its connected buildings. He believed 
the course he advocated had been followed in tlie case 
of the construction of such works in the Punjab and 
elsewhere. This was doubly important where such works 
formed a prominent feature in the landscape as Wa3 
sometimes the case. There was scope for the Archi
tect in bridge design and cognate engineering works 

, and this was r~oguised to some extent in Europe. It 
was regrettable, in his opinion, that more bridge designs 
were not prepared by architects. The Tower Bridge had, 
as a matter of fact, been designed by an engineer with 
architectural ability. 

3,979. He also recommended that the Consulting 
Architect should , have executive control on works 
emanating from his office as was invariably the custom 
in England. He had at present no executive control 
and could only get things done by tact. Works whether 
large or small should be equally under his control. The 
supervision would still be with the engineering staff as 
representing the Architect, the Architect's visits being 
in proportion to the degree of importance of the work 
and its proximity or otherwise to headquarters. The 
assistance and co-operation of the engineer was however 
also essential in the Architect's office in the preparation 
of the designs of large important works, as the specialized 
experience. of such an officer wa.s of great advantage 
in assisting in the technical work of the Architect's office 
in working out the more complicated constructional 
problems. In England the architect almost invariably 

. invoked tht! assiRtance of a consulting engineer for irUJ;
work, reinforced work, and complicat<>d roof and dome 

construction where works of any mngnitudo were concern
ed. It was for such purposes that he had recommended 
the attachment of an engineer to the office of tho Con
sulting Architect, and he had in tho past applied to 
government for such assistance. 

3,980. A quantity s.urvcyor should be recruited from 
England and employed for a time in the Architf.'cturul 
Brunch in qrdcr to ensure a more thorough and work
manlike method in the production of what was termed 
in Englund ' a bill of quantities ' and which in Indi1\ 

was known as an 'estimate '. Tho present met.l10d of 
estimating ~nd working out quantities was not sutnciently 
good ; and It would not as a umtter of fact pass muster 
in England since it gave gt·cat latitude to contractors. 
The estimators were, in his experience, not quite up to· 
the desired standard of quantity surveying. They did 
not appear to hava.J:md sufficient training and practice 
to give them facility in grasping and carrying out reliably 
a complicated estimate direct from a sot of architcct'"s 
drawings. Th!l employment of a quantity surveyor for 
n short period for instructional purposes merely would 
effect the end he had in view. There would be dif!lculty, 
however, in recruiting such a man and in the event 
of such a contingency, quantity surveying might be 
done by a young Assistant Engineer recruited from 
England who had studied such work and had been 
attached to a quantity surveyor for training. 

3,981. It was also desirable to recruit a few clerks of 
works who possessed a practical knowledge of building 
and had gained that knowledge by working with good 
contractors and good architects on the construction of 
buildings like the new Post Office and the extensions to 
the Home Ofllce in London.· The pay of such men was 
probably about 5 guineas a week, but he had no definite 
k"llowledge us to whether a good clerk of works could 
be obtained on that salary. The advantage in the 
recruitment of clerks of ¥'"ks for service in India was 
that such men were really specialists in building works. 
As such they had more experience of building works than 
came the way of the engineer in India, who often passed 
a considerable amount of his service in divisions where 
the construction of no large buildings wa> being under
taken. Such a contingency would not perhaps occur 
if he employed his own construction staff, but it was 
desirable that clerks of works should in the first instance 
be recruited for the purpose of instruction. The London 
County Council or the Office of Works might possibly 
co-operate with the Government of India in the mutter 
and allow one or two of t-heir clerks of works to come 
out to the country for a few years, on the expiration 
of which they would return to their respective uppoint
mMts in England. 

3,982. The Inqian mistri was u man who identified 
himself with his work ; he was brought up in it and 
desired to do what he could even if h;s intelligence had 
its limits. As mistris were keen on doing their best he 
desired to see them encouraged to take up some of the 
more responsible posts. He would not venture to say that 
mislris formed a satisfactory field for the entire recruit
ment of lower subordinates, but he believed that they 
actually did very often save the situation on works. 
He also did not wish it to be inferred that the lower 
subordinate, for whom he believed there was a great 
demand, wa~ not useful, because such was not the cnse. 
He therefore recommended that a portion of the lower 
subordinate staff should be recruited from mistris, who, 
if ·they did not justify their appointment, should be 
reverted. 

· 3,983. His experience of contractors in the United 
Provinces was that they were bankers rat.her than build· 
ers. There were a few notable exceptions, but he was 
unable to say what the percentage amount<-d to, and 
he desired that encom·agement should be given to build
er contractors rather than to contractors who were 
merely financiers and had no knoll"ledgc of building 
construction. Tenders were ordinarily inviteil for com
plete projects by the posting up of a notice in the olllC'e 
of the Executive Engineer, anrl any contractor whf'!h<'r 
he \\'US a real builder or merely a finarwi~r could apply 
to ('nrry out the construction of the work. In ord<'r. 
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however, to ensure that the proper class of contractor was 
~elected the Architect should be consulted with regard 
to the selection in all cases. It would be to the advant
arre of government if the bunker-contractor were ruled 
o~t as government would then n1.t have to provide so 
much specialized supervision and to employ so large a 
stalf of their own engineers. All contractors before 
mbmitting their tenders should also be required to visit 
the Architect's or engineer's office for the purpose of 
examining the drawings and specification and be required 
to state in submitting their tenders that they had examin
ed and understood the drawings and documents and 
were willing to ~tand by their estimates. .Practical men 
would under such a system be given scope and the others 
would either be bound to fall out or to employ practical 
men in their firms. Such men could only undertake 
the construction of large works at present because they 
knew they could rely upon the Public Works Department 
for the necessary .... supervision. The contractors who 
had been employed on the construction of the High 
Cotu·t could be divided into two classes one of which were 
traditional builders, or at any rate good enough to be 
termed builders. The freedom of selection he desired to 
~ee introduced might or might not. be invidious; and 
even if tenderd were submitted, one by a man who was 
not a builder contractor at 15 per cent., lower than that 
submitted by a builder contractor, it might prove to 
be best to accept the higher tender. The builder in 
England was expected to give a reasonable assurance; 
if not a guarantee, for the construction of his work. 
He wa~ also required to show a record of the work pre
viously executed by him and a list of men for whom he 
had worked. It was not the custom in England neces
sarily to accept the lowest tender. 

3,984. He had found that there were men in the 
United Provinces who could be employed in the manu
factm·e of brass-work such as door handles, bolts, etc.; 
and he had taken considerable trouble in securing such 
men and they had turned out excellent work. ln the 
circumstances, he recommended the freer local purchase 
of stores rather than their importation from Europe. 
Iron-work could also be manufactured locally and he 
had known of cases where iron gates had been purchased 
from England when there was no real necessity for so 
doing as had been proved by his recently having had 
some excellent wrought iron-work turned out by smiths 
in the United Provinces. Smiths working for engineering 

1 firms were able in some cases to start their own foundries. 
Government could therefore apply either to the engineer
ing firms or to the craftsmen for such articles as were 
required. The Roorkee Iron Foundry was capable of 
undertaking iron-work to architect's requirements and 
this type of engineering flrm should be encouraged. 

3,985. Government should-as it ilid in the United 
Provinces-employ their own Architects and not rely upon 
private enterprise for its architecture, particularly, as 
was shown from the statement submitted with his 
written evidence, as it resulted in a considerable saving. 
Also, while government might in certain cases delegate 
work to private architects, it would be inexpedient to 
HO delegate the better works as it would undoubtedly have 
a deterrent effect on the recruiting of men from home. 
.\Icn would not come out if they saw that their real 
chances were likely to be blotted out by the best work 
or larger projeet~ being given out els~wherc. Architects 
were at pre;.;ent nominated, on the initiative of the Secre
tary of State, by the President of the Royal Institute 
of British Aichitects. Consulting Architects so recruited 
should have had some considerable practical experience 
in England and be between the ages of 30 and 40 years. 
:\len recruited us AoiliRtant Architectll should not be 
younger th.:m 2i year.'J of age so that they might have 
received a certain degree of experience in England and 
~houlrl have assimilated hroad views. Architects should 
hrjside:-> be Fellows or As'>ociutes of the Itaya! Institute of 
British Architects. Thin meant the minimum professional 
qualification required at pre!Oent, otherll'i~c selection · 
was left to the discretion, inHight and judgment of the 
l'rc:;ident of the lmtitute. It wa~' only equitable that 
government should ofier Arcltitr;cts 11crmanent and 

VOL, ill 

pensionable service. Architects had hitherto been re
cruited on a temporary basis and it was perhaps only 
natural that they should have been so treated as their 
employment had been in the nature of an experiment. 
But he considered that all Consulting Architects should 
now have the option of accepting permanent service 
with a pension proportiona~e to their service and age. 
With regard to the objections that permanent service 
had a deadening effect on an architect and led to slackness 
in his work, and that it was undesirable that all the 
buildings in a province should be designed by one archi
tect so that similarity might be avoided-that was a pro
JlOSition with which the Committee could not expect 
him to agree as an architect flattered himself that he 
should be able to impart sufficient and appropriate variety 
to his work as occasion might afford. With regard to 
the other point he felt strongly that a man should have 
the option of permanent service after serving for a period 
of three years, government also retaining the power 
to dispense with his <ervices at the end of that period. 
It was only reasonable that government should recognize 
both sides of the question; otherwise Architects would 
not after a time come out to India for a period of 
3 or 5 years with the risk o: their services being ter
minated at the convenience of government. English 

·architects would be glad to come out to India for a period 
of 5 year's service where they had the prospect of designing 
large works provided government indemnified them for 
the loss of their practice in England, so that they might 
reasonably reinstate themselves on their return; it 
would certainly be unfair to return ·such men simply with 
what they might have saved in their provident fund at the 
termination of the period as there would be a considerable 
break in a man's career. As regards the objection that 
a man engaged for a few years was not conversant with 
the materials and the type of building required in a 
tropical country, and that he as a matter of fact did not 
become useful until he had served for a number of years 
in the country, he could not allow that that objection 
held as any architect in practice was always having to 
meet and adapt his work to new conditions of materials, 
climate, and so on. He therefore contended that an 
Architect should come out to India on .a temporary basis 
for three or five years with the ,option of returning to 
England on the completion of such period or on the other 
hand, of being taken on to the permanent cadre. Under 
such conditions government would obtain the best 
possible work out of their men, who would be of a better 
class on the average. The chief inducement which 
encouraged good architects to come out to India was 
the scope they were likely to have professionally. 
Although their salaries were not too tempting, the com
parative certainty of their position counted for some
thing, particularly where a man might perhaps not have 
quite the same prospects in this connection in England. 

3,986. With regard to the view that the ultimate 
aim should be to recruit Indians, who had received their 
training in a school of architecture which would be 
establli;hed for the purpose, in order that India might 
express herself in architecture, he did not agree that 
Architects recruited from England eould not do full 
justice to Indian architecture but he did consider that 
there were men with architectural ability in India. He 
therefore thought that the time had arrived to afford 
facilities for the complete theoretical training in archi
tecture of a certain number pf Indians, by the establish
ment of a school for the purpose. The only places in 
which such a training could at present be obtained were 
the offices of architects, and so far as he knew, the 
School of Architecture in Bombay. He did not, however, 
know fully what the course of the latter consisted of. 

::!,!)87. The development and improvement of the 
School of Architecture in Bombay up to the standard 
of similar European institutions would probably be a 
difficult un!lertaking, as a practical and not an educational 
staff was needed for the purr,ose. The professors of 
the Liverpool Architectural School and the University 
of London 31·ere men who t~ndcrtook. practical .work 
as wc!Las tlwi~; p,rofe,~orial duties~ and it was in~ possible 
to obtain men. of this stamp .for J;hc E01J1P::tY School 

y 
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unless they were offered a sufficient financial induce· 
meut. He advocated that the proposed school of archi· 
teoture should be established in a city were there were 
facilitieS for a technical engineering education il1 order 
that suoh education might be combined with the arts 
side of an architectural training. A school of architecture 
could not be attached to the Roorkee College. Although 
the syllabus looked rather formidable, he had seen some 
of the architectural work·turned out there and he felt 
that the college were grievously on the wrong track. 
The examples the students were largely given to follow 
wet·e those of the modern phase of the Indo.Saracenic 
style of architecture as produced in recent years in India, 
and they were required to digest these and produce 
designs of that phase of work. He had seen some of 
the drawings prepared by tlte students. They were not 
comparable to tho>e prepared by young architects in 
England who had gained the same amount of experience 
in an architect's office or in a school of architecture. 
The designs prepared by the students in the Roorkee 
College were not of the same class, as .the men borrowed 
their ideas from otlter peoples' work and put them down 
in an ill·considered jumble. Their drau_shtsmanship, 
however, was very good but it did not strike one as 
workmanlike. The Hoorkee students should, however, 
be capable of preparing good designs, if they were prop· 
erly trained. -

3,988. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) All Architects should have 
the option of being made permanent, and government 
should offer all Stich men permanency. He did not 
know all the Consulting Architects in India, but his sug· 
gestion was not made altogether without knowledge as 
he had in the previous year, in connection with the re· 
newal of his agreement with government, addressed. all 
Consulting Architects with a view to ascertaining the 
position. He thought from the replies he had received 
on that occasion that all, except one, agreed that their 
appointments should be made permanent and pension
able. 

3,989. Heads of departments ill India should, before 
embarking upon a building project, define their general 
and specific requirements in a schedule of requirements. 
Such schedule should not, however, take the form of a 
printed circular, as every district and centre had its own 
requirements, and the administration was not sufficiently 
orystalized throughout the districts to admit of its use. 
It would be of great help not only to the Pub!io Works 
Department officers but also to the Architect if adminis· 
trative officers prepared their schedules of requirements 
more thoroughly. 

3,990. He considered that dual· service as Architect 
and contractor should not be ·permitted, and was of 
opillion that however honest and conscientious a contract· 
or .might be there would be times ill the progress of every 
work when the interests of the contractor and those 
of government as represented by the Architect would 
clash. In other words, the Architect acted in an advisory 
capacity on behalf of government while the contractor 
was one who undertook a business contract for the con
struction of a building. Hence professional supervision 
on behalf of the building owner was necessary .and where
such supervision was alone exercised by the contracting 
agent, i.e., by one and the same person, there would 
be conflicting interests as indicated above. Palpable 
difficulties would also arise in cases where the Architect 
(the " contractor ") was also the arbitrator between 
the owner and the contractor (the "Architect"). He 
had had no experience ·of an arbitration case in India, 
but he asserted that no building owner in England would 
have as his professional adviser and contractor one and 
the same person. 

3,991. In the statement which he had furnished with 
his written evidence of the comparative cost of govern
ment and private architects he had allowed for the cost 
of engineers who had helped in the preparation of designs 
and ca.lculations in his office. The 7 per cent. which 
had been referred to therein as the lowest rate at which 
a private architect would take np designs and general 
su pcrintendence under Indian conditions did not cover 
tl;le whole· time supervision of works, but merely periodical 

visits. The establishment charges of his ofilce since its 
fortnation, viz., Rs. 1 h1kh approximately, inchu.led the 
whole of the time spent on the works by tho Consulting 
Architeat. This latter had been very considcrttble, 
but he classed such supervision as general superintendence 
and not full suvervision. 

3,902. An Executive Engineer and eight or nine Assistant 
Engineers were employed in connection with the supcrvi
siou of the construction of the High Court. In addition 
a number of rnistris were distributed over the works. 
The Publio Works Department wore of opinion tltat that 
number of men was necessary, but he considered it 
excessive and that it could have beea reduced by one half. 
If the supervision of buildings was transferred from the 
engineerto the Architect, 11 whole. time Executive Engineer, · 
one Assistant Eagineer of ·two or three years' experience 
and two upper subordinates would be needed for works 
costing Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 lakhs. 

3,993. ( 111 r. 1Jf ackenzie.) Architecture wa~ distinctly a uni
versal art though not in the set me sense as music; though 
he was afraid he had scarcely studied music in the way 
he had tried to study architecture. .l\Ioreover, in these 
days, facilities for travelling and studying literature 
were so great that the architect's vision wu11 greatly 
broadened, which helped from the point of view of the 
expression of Indian emotions. 

3,994. Witl1 regard to the statement put for\\ard by a 
certain Architect that although engineers thought archi· 
tecture was a branch of engineering, building construction 
was as a matter of fact a very minor brunch of archi
tecture and that architects accordingly were capable 
of taking over both designing and construction, he 
thought that tlte whole matter was indi,·isible. Build
ing construction had however become extremely com· 
plica ted in many .directions, and there was great scope 
for specialized engineering talent, and for co-operation • 
with the architect. Some architect's minds and abilities 
might be so framed that they could undertake the work 
of the engineer, but he himself did not pretend to be 
able to do so in any specialized way. 

3,995. In the event of an enzineering addser being 
attached to his office, rules would of course have to be 
framed outlining the various duties of the Architect and 
engineer. It would be unreasonable for the Architect to 
be expected to work out complicated engineering prob
lems which were within the province of the engineer. 
It was therefore clear that the engineer should be re
sponsible for his part of-the work, but any notes that tho 
Architect might make upon his work, together with his 
views, should be placed on record. This system would 
be workable us the engineer in England assumed re• 
sponsibility for his part of the work, when calllld in by 
an Architect. The Architect was as a matter of fact 
re~ponsible to his client and the engineer likewise to 
the Architect. Under certain circumstances a contract 
might be necessary betwecn.the Architect and the engineer 
but that would .not apply in government service where 
departmental rules of procedure would goYern the posi
tion. 

3,996. He was not aware whether a certain Calcutta 
ftrm employed a quantity surveyor or e•timator in con· 
nection with the construction of work. 

3,997. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) He would designate 
the type of architecture adovt,ed in the construction of 
the High Court as 'the flux of indigenous architecture 
on enlightened modern lines.' Such a style could not 
have been adopted out of India be~ause it w~s di~cctly the. 
result of considerable constderatwn of climatw condi· 
tions and was practically beholden in much of its' feeling' 
to the study of architecture in India. . 

3,908. If Architects were made permanent thetr work 
would not necessarily be of a monotonous nature, because 
if such work was executed on sound Jines it would vary. 
The Executh·e Engineer who had been etnploycd in 
connection with the coastruction of· the High Court 
was not placed under the supervi3ion of the Arcltitcc~. 
He had perhaps occa,;ionally misinterpreted tho Arclu
tect's drawings, and if ho had been placed under the 
ordo.s of the la.t.tcr officer the result would, !Jo consiJcrcd, 
have Lccil more satisfactory. The Department, iluwcY•:r, 
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had bee:1 fortunate in the employment of the engineer 
in question on the work. The dome of the building was 
constructed of an iron skeleton with a ferro-concrete 
covering and its strain~ and stresses ••ere worked out 
in the ~ffice of the Consulting Archite:t by the Executive 
Engineer, who deserved fulf credit for the calculations. 

3;999. It would take a quant!t> surveyor only a short 
time to become acquainted with the resources of districts. 
Such an officer would introduce correct methods of 
preparing bills of quantities. and although the methods 
in vogue in India were entire!> different to those in 
"l"ogue 'in England there should be no difficulty or trouble 
in this connection. 

4.000. Although he vas not free to undertake private 
work without the permission of government, government 
would have to tender a nlid reason for a refusal in this 
connection as he was allowed this concession in the 
terms of his agreement. If gm·ernment architectural 
work were handed over to the private practitioner' on 
the basis of a retaining fee plu8 a percentage on works 
executed. it would not be to the ad>antage of go•ern· 
me::tt althouzh it mi~rht ba to the Architect. :::\Ioreover 
the work of-the existing Architects was not of such a 
stereotyped style as to warrant the change. 

4,001. (JJr. Cobb.) If ho had had a free hand in con
nection 11ith the employment of the staff for the super
vision of tl1e High Court, he would have engage.d an 
Executive En~rineer with about tnee A~sistants. An 
archited in Ea2:land carrving on work to the same 
e.rtent as the Consulting Architect would engage the 
services of an engineer to assist and co-operate with him. 

4,002. The rule in connection with the question vhether 
a particular building should or should not be designed 
by the Consulting Architect laid down that the Superin
tending Engineer might request the services of that officer 
for the purpose. Hence its practical working depended 
entirely on the Superintending Engineer who, if he 
so wished, could himself entirely develop a particular 
scheme and this -had, as a matter of fact, been done 
in some instances. It was unsatisfactory in that the 
C<msulting Architect did not know in what stage a. design, 
which had not come to him in the first instance, would 
ultimately reach him. The regulations were-not always 
followed because schemes had in some cases been sent 
to him for advice after they had been fully worked out, 
even to detailed estimates. 

4:,003. He himself was at a loss to know what the 
financier contractor actually did when he had so many 
officers of the Public Works Department, including the 
Architect, to assist him in his work. Financier contract
ors were not petty contractors, but rather bigger men 
who undertook the construction of the larger works. 
The 'petty contractors were the more practical men 
and required less supervision and assistance and such 
men should therefore be encouraged. The financier 
contractor was really not worth th0 10 per cent. he was 
supposed to receive accordir.g to the schedule of rates 
as he merely managed labour; in some cases as a. matter 
of fact. he v;as even relieved of this responsibilit1. 

4.004. (Jir. Willm-Jlt.) When he had stated he woufd 
in ordinary circumstances have employed only three 

or four men in connection with the supernsion of the 
High Court, he· had assum£d 1he employment of 
better contractors, but he felt lhat an excessive 
number of subordinate officers had been employed 
on the work. The records of the Department showed 
that from the end of December 1915, when two
thirds of the work had been completed, the staff had 
actuallv consisted of three overseers, and an Executive 
Engine"er; and .that prior to that date four overseers, 
one sub-overse~r, one Assistant Engineer and one Execu- _ 
tive Engineer had l1een employed, in addition to a fe1> 
Roorkee students who were undergoing practical training, 
and he maintained that such a. numerous personnel 
shollld not ha>e been necessary. 

4,005. There were advantages in the pre:paration of 
estimat-es in the .Architect's office simultaneouslv with 
the preparation of the designs in that such estimates 
could be started whiM the drawings were being developed 
and thus sa>e a great deal of time. :Moreover, it might 
be desirable to modify the designs of parts of buildings 
and these could 1-e carried out wit.hout entailing the 
necessity of returning the whole estimate. 

4,006. If all major buildin[!s were designed by the 
Consulting Architect the Architectural Branch would 
become a proper service. He was competent, with the 
experience he had acquired and the assistance of an 
engineering staff, the highest officer of which would 
be either an Executive or senior A~sistant Engineer, 
to control architectural work;;:. He would not necessarily 
eliminate the Superinhmding Engineer, but thought that 
the Executive Engineer was as a rule fully qualified to _ 
decide important questions o~ engineering construction. 
The fact that that officer was engaged with an .Architect on 
the construction of buildings would not preclude him 
from seekin.g the assistance of the Superintending Engi
neer, but the Superintending Engineer would have no 
c!)ntrol over such an Executive Engineer while the 
latter was attached to the Consulting .Architect's office. 

4.007. If a. small service of Architects were established. 
and a famine arose, such officers could, when funds were 
reduced, be employed on the preparation of famine pro· 
jects but he had not found that his office lacked plenty of 
work. 

4,008. He had not considered a wod.-:ing scheme with 
regard t~ the recruitment of clerks of works for the 
educational needs of the province, i.e., the teaching of 
students by such men in a. polytechnic school, but thought 
such instruction might be desirable pronded the men in 
question could be obtained. His views regarding clerks
d works had referred to actual works in progress. 

4,009. He had been verv glad at all times t{) recei>e 
the assistance of Public Works Department officers in 
connection with the preparation of designs for buildings. 
but he had of course had no experience as to how matters 
worked in other provinces. 

4.010. It 'might be pos.<tible for the Superintending 
or Executive Engineer to discu~s and work out schemes 
proposed by officers of other departments where such 
officers were not in a position to know exactly what 
they required, but he personally preferred to get into 
direct. touch with such officers in the first instance. 

Kru.S" B.!HADUR ~Iussm HIRE Kru.:s-, District Engineer, Agra. 

Written Statement. 
4,011. (1} Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-A.t present plans and esti· 
mates for works are prepared by the Public Works 
Department on the requisition of the civil author· 
iti~s, and are carried out under the supervision of 
th1s Depm;t~:nent after such projects have been sanctioned 
and requmte funds are granted for their execution. 
The great ad>antagc of the svstem is that the district 
engineer whose he~dquarters ~re at. the re>enue head· 
quarters of the district frequently consults the local 
h.eads of d;partments on different points in the prepara
tiOn of proJects, and the requirements of the department 
concerned are fully provided for and carried out to their 
t>ntire ~ti>f<wtion. In addition to the imperial and 

provincial works certain works and repairs of the dis
trict board are also carried out by the Public Works 
Department. They include the construction and main
tenance of all metalled roads and all building and bridge 
construction costing: more than Rs. 2,500 and main
tenance thereof. ..\II unmeta.Iled roads and the bridges 
and culverts on them are maintained by the board 
direct. All buildings costing less than Rs. 2,500 are 
also constructed and maintained by the agency of the 
board. 

(2). For the execution of their works and repairs by 
the Public 'Vorks Department the district board pay 
Rs. 9,600 !or establishment charges and Rs. 510 for 
tools and plant annually in the Agra district. For 
the constJ:uction and repairs of works direct under thP-
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hoard th!):V keep their own staff (three su?·overse~r~) 
in Agra. The present system for the ~xeouhon of c.tvtl 
works is quite economical ~>nd suitable. The cstabhsh
ment charges va,ry on tho imperial and provincial works 
from 20 to 23 per cent .. of the expenditure ; for local 
works the percentage is less than this and these figures 
will compare favourably with the figures of any contracting 
firm for the preparation of projects and execution there
of. In large towns where every facility of work is at 
hand contracting firms may he able to do a little cheaper 
work, but the quality of their work cannot be as good 
as that of the Public Works Department. These figures 
include those works also for which projects are revised 
over and over again. It is believed that no contracting 
firm will revise projects in this way without extra charg:s 
each time and will not bear the worry to which the Pubho 
Works Department is subjected. The works and re
pairs are all carried out ·by the Public Works Department 
by contract and this system ·benefits the local contractors 
and local labour which is employed largely on tho works 
in different capacities. In the present system a'TI re
sources of the plnce are fully employed, while a contracting 
firm will manufacture most of the articles in their work
shops at the headquarters and deprive the local men of 
the benefits which is really their share in the develop· 
n1ent of the country. A contracting firm will always 
'desire to introduce their own patents in the estimates 
and thus raise the cost of the work, while the Public 
Works Department will use the best and cheapest 
materials 'll*'.ich are locally procurable and ·will thus 
assist in the development of local industries. For In-, 
stance Messrs. will use their patent 
cement floor and the Company will 
recommend malthoid roofing where the Public Works 
Department will use cheap concrete terrace or stone 
flags and brickwork, which are locally procurable. The 
result, if big contracting firms are employed in the execu
tion of public works, will he that the profit will be divided 
between the contracting firms and the local contractors 
who will naturally remain the same as at present and the 
work will consequently be either inferior or more expen
sive than it is at present. The present rates of the 
Public Works Department only allow a small margin as 
contractor's profit. Private agency is unable to carry out 
work satisfactorily without outside supervision and it 
is fully employed at present in the contract system under 
the supervision of the Public Works Department. 

(3). I accompanied the Chief Engineer and Executive 
Engineer to a certain college on 16th January 1917. The 
Chief Engineer had a long conversation with the princi
pal of the college in connection with the employment 
of independent private agency in the execution of their 
works with the occasional supervision and professional 
advice of the Public Works Department. The principal 
said that he was quite afraid of employing private agency 
unless the works were under the Public Works Depart
ment as other government works, as the college had no 
expert on the staff to check the. quality and quantity of 
work done and therefore they were liable to be cheated 
by any local contractor. As an instance of the cMe he 
mentioned the construction of a big college hostel and 
his residential quarters. These buildings were given 
out to a contracting firm and the principal stated 
that there was a Jot of waste of college money and 
at the end they had to cut down Rs. 5,359 from 
the firm's bills on account of wrong measurements, etc. 
li'urther he stated that he had no confidence in the 
private agency or contracting firm unless their work was 
regularly checked and supervised by the Public Works 
Department. In this connection I append a copy of 
an inspection note by :Mr. F. 0. Oertel, Superintending 
Engineer, sent to the principal of the college on 
the bad quality of the work done by the firm (Annexure I). 
This document is an instance of bad work done by a 
firm of reputation. I also enclose copies of check 
measurements (Annexure II) showing di1Ierenccs bet
ween the bill of the firm and the actual quantity measured 
by a Public Works Department subordinate in the pres
ence, I believe, of the firm's representative, of some of the 
sub ·heads of work in the collc~e hostel and the llrincipal' s 

bungal0\1'. It will appear from thoRr stntPml'nt~ thn.t a 
deduction of 5~ per cent. had to he madt< from the hostd hill 
nnd of 4 per cE>nt. from the bill of tho principal's hmH:alow 
on account ~f wrong qnnntitil;'s of work enkrrd i,n the 
firm's bills. A comparative stl1!cl!H'nt of the firm's mte~ 
at. which they carried out tht'~o works nnd of th"' Public 
Works Department rates at tho time is also Rnbrnittrd"' 
for reference. The firm's charg<'s wrre 12·4 JWr rr•nt. 
nbove tho Public Works Departml'nt. chnrg!'s on the 
hostel work and 18} per cent. above the Public Works 
Department charges on the principal's bungalow. This 
percentage is not very high for establishmf"nt charge~. 
hut the quality of work is decidedly inferior to that of 
the worlc generally done by the Public Works D(·pnrt
ment. This is the case of a concentrat!'d work in n. 
large town where every facility is available, hut it is 
very doubtful whether contracting firms wiJI undertake 
on such terms petty jobs out in tlw districts miles awav 
from the railway and metalled roads where skilled labour· 
is rare and difficulties of transport enormous. Anotlwr 
instance of inferior and more expensive work cnrriPrl out 
by a private agency can be seen at, another m•ll !mown 
college in the province. I have had the occasion of 
examining the work in four blocks of ho.~tels. Tht' 
design is defective, containing unnecessary solid bastions 
of masonry which do not serve any purpose. The plinth 
is low and the site undrained. Doors and windows are 
very inferior, plaster and floor are unfinislwd. In m~' 
opinion a large sum of the public and private monP~' 
has been wasted here for want of efficient enginPerin.g 
staff. This work was mostly carrier! out b.v anotlwr 
large engineering firm. 

4,012: (n.) Encouragement of other agency.-As stated 
above, private enterprise is sufficiently encouraged, 
and at the same time local contractors nrc largely 
employed in the execution of public work~ and re
pairs and this is a great stimulus to the local artisans 
to come forward and to take up works of th('ir own 
interest. It is quite feasible thn t the upkeep of the 
buildings (imperial, provincial and local) be entrustcod 
to the various departnwnts concerned, but the upkeep 
of roads (provincial and local) should remain under the 

. Public Works Department as at present. For original 
works and improvements of buildings the local heads of 
departments should have powers to ca,rry out direct petty 
improvements and alterations costing up to Us. 500 with 
the professional approval of the district engineer of the 
district in the case of imperial and provincial buildings. 
In the case of district board buildings tho limit 
of Rs. 2,500 should be adhered to as hitl~erto and any 
work of improvement costing more than Rs. 2,.300 
will be entrusted to the Public Works Drpartmcnt 
as hitherto. This will save the district board from 
employing an expensive engineering st11ff. In fact. 
the existing staff of sub-overseers is sufficic•nt t.• 
look after the repairs of the buildings in add it ion to 
their present duties. In order to see thnt the lmilding~ 
of all departments are kept in proper order the district. 
engineers should submit an annual report on the condi
tion of the various buildings in the beginning of each 
financial year, and make recommendations for the re· 
construction of unsafe parts, etc. This seems desirnhle 
to provide a proper check on repairs done and for th · 
safety of government property. Beyond the lim.its 
above stated it is not quite pos~ible for the local bodte.~ 
and local heads of departments to carry out works withou 
the assistance of an efficient engineering staff. Otherwise 
the work done will be inferior in quality and material and 
will r_esuUdn a waste of the public money. 

4,013. (m.) Charges in orgauization.-The prP<cnt 
system of the organizatio!l of the staff of the Publie 
Works Department is based on ctliciency of work, but 
in some qmtrters it is urged that the ofiices of the Bxocu. 
tive Engineers and Superintending Engineers are Bupcr. 
fluous. In the pre.'!cnt sysh•m a di~triet engineer or 
sub-divisional ollicer hae no pOw(•r of teclrniral Hanction 

• Not printed. 
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of a project, but can give out petty works up to 
Rs. 500 on a piece-work agreement. In ordinary cases 
an Executive Engineer ln charge of a diYision can techni
cally sanct~on works up to Rs. 500. but can give out· 
contracts up to Rs. 5,000, 1•ide Public Works Department 
:\[:mual of Orders, paragraph 158. A Superintending 
Engineer can technically sanction projects costing up 
to Rs. 50.000 and can sanction contracts up to Rs. 50,000. 
Bevond these limits the projects for works and contracts 
and certain works below these limits are sanctioned by 
the local Government in tl1e Public 'IVorks Department. 

(2). In my opinion the office of the Chief Engineer has 
enough to do and needs no modifications. Sufficient 
economy without losin~ efficiency in any way can how
ever be secured if the diYisional engineer's offices be 
abolished. The office of the Superintending Engineer 
seems an absolute necessity to ensure a proper check 
of the designs and estimates prepared and a proper control 
over the works done by the district engineers under him. 
If this proposal is carried out I would recommend t.hat 
the ordinary powers of sanction and disposal of accounts 
and details of construction now delegated to the Execu
tive Engineers be delegated to the district engineers and 
the special and personal powers of Executive Engineers, 
ride Appendix 31 of the Public Works· Department 
::\faunal of Orders, should go to the Superintending Engi
neers. 

. (3). Each Superintending Engineer be assisted in his 
heavy office work by a personal assistant who may be 
a senior Assistant Engineer or an Executive Engineer. 
As the responsibilities of a district engineer will be in
creased by the change it will also be necessary that the 
charge of a district or sub-diYision be held by better men, 
i.e., Executive Engineers, experienced Assistant Engineers 
and specially selected upper subordinates who are not 
below t.he rank of sub-engineers. 

(4).' These modifications will facilitate the work of a. 
district engineer, improve his relations with other depart
ments and will result in quicker execution of works. 
According to my calculations there will be a saYing of 
at least Rs. 2~ l!J,klis a. year in the establishment charges 
in these provinces by the adoption of these modifications, 
while the efficiency of the work will not be in any way im
paired. These figures arc arrived at after allowing for 
the pay of personal assistants for the Superintending 
Engineers and for the higher pay of dist.rict engineers. 

4,014. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-Thc Public Works Department fully 
meets the needs of all other. departments for all prac
tical purposes, but the supervision of works and 
repairs, exercised 'by the Department seems to me 
inadequate on account of the insufficienc.y of staff. The 
more a work is supervised the better will be the quality 
of it. 

(2). 'The relations of the various sub-divisions of the 
Buildings and Roads Branch, sanitary, architectural, 
electrical and civil engineering arc quite satisfactory as 
far as I know. I would, however, recommend that the 
execution of a work by more than one agency be avoided, 
as wherever the work of one branch or agency overlaps 
another friction is caused anyhow. The relations of the 
Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public '\Yorks Depart
ment with other departments are not as good as they 
ought to be. The reason for the friction is that officers 
of the Public Works Department are in most cases unable 
to carry out the wishes of the local heads of departments 
on account of the serious objections of the Accounts Branch 
and formalities of the Code rulings. In the present state 
of .things any petty work or improvements urgently 
des1red may take months or a year to be passed and 
carried out. Any improvements or alterations however 
small they may be cannot be carried out from the repair 
grant on account of accounts objections. For instance 
if a small quantity of brickv>ork or wood-work appears in 
a bill for repairs the question at once arises whether it 
is original work or repairs. So the hands of the Public 
Works Department officers arc tied and it is out of 
their power to keep good relations with officers of other 
departments as the latter must naturally be annoyed 

if their wishes are not carried out and their urgent needs 
for petty things are not proYided. 

4,015. (V.) Decentralization.-The best remedy for 
remoYing: the friction now existing bet.wten the officers 
of the Public Works Department and those of other 
departments is that-· 

(a). The local heads of departments may be given the 
upkeep of their own buildings and be empowered to eaiTy 
out petty improvements and alterations cost.ing up to 
Rs. 500 with the professional adYice of the district engineer. 

(b). Ordinary powers of diYisiona:I engineers be delegated 
to district engineers to enable them to dispose of matters 
of a trifling nature on the spot. In these proYinces some 
of the duties and responsibilities prescribed in the Code 
as those of Executive Engineers are already devolved on 
the district. engineers. Further delegation _of powers 
to the district engineers will be required under my sug
gestion made in (III) of this note. 

(2). The district engineer or sub-diYisional officer has 
no power to purchase articles of European manufacture 
in India. This is a great hindrance and ·causes un
necessary delay in the execution of work and repairs. 
This point deserves consideration. The facility of work 
demands that district engineers should have powers to 
purchase building materials of European manufacture 
in India· on sanctioned estimates without any limit. 
Of course large orders for heavy machinery, etc., should be 
placed with the Director-General of Stores as hitherto . 

4,016. (VI.) Simplification of procedure,_.:_ The Code rul
ings regarding the sanction and execution of petty works 
and repairs arc rather restrictive, as it takes an unnecessary 
long time to get small jobs of even very urgent character 
sanctioned and carried out. The Public Works Depart
ment Code in my opinion requires to be altered in the 
light of my replies to the previous questions. The 

"' rules regarding the purchase of articlei of European 
manufacture in India are unduly restrictive and, in my 
opinion, should be relaxed to enable quicker execution of 
work. The prices of Indian firms now compare favourably 
with those at which articles are obtained through the 
Director-General of Stores and the restrictions imposed 
by the rules are unnecessary. 

4,017. (Vll.) Education.-I\Iy personal experience of 
the college is rather old and I am perhaps not an 
authority on the subject, but oM thing however seems to 
me quite certain that men of the subordinate classes from 
the Thomason College a.t Roorkee are not iri most cases 
as efficient as they ought to be or as they used to be 
20 years back. It seems to me that the present training 
is not solid but is more superficial and the student is 
slow in applying the instruction received by him in 
college to practice on the work. 

(2). The present courses contain more theoret.ical 
than practical work. In my opinion the college training 
should be more practical and the professors and lecturers 
of the subject of ciYil engineering should be experienced 
engineers. In the subordinate classes students are 
appointed as teachers after passing their final examina
tion without practical training of any sort. This practice 
is very undesirable. The appointment of a retired 
C1tief Engineer as Principal of the Thomason College is 
a great improvement in this direction. A further and 
similar improvement is necessary in the appointment 
of professors of civil engineering as is done in the colleges 
of medicine. In my opinion it is desirable to introduce 
a. course of architecture in every college of engineering 
in India as every engineer and subordinate of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch is required to have elementary 
instructions in architecture as it will help them in the 
designs and execution of works in this branch successfully. 
They are hanclieapped in this direction at present and 
their buildings are adversely criticised by Architects. 

(3). The limited admission of students to Indian gov· 
ernment colleges it! a great hindrance in the progress of the 
profession in this country and needs consideration. In 
my opinion there should be more colleges of engineering 
in India than they are at present. It ill desirable that an 
engineering Faculty should be e~tablished in every Indiar1 
University and adequate provision should be made for 
its teaching. 
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(4). The admission into these c~ilf.'ges sho~I!d be on 
the same line as in the other Arts colleges wtthout at~y 
restrictions of number. The number, of course, wtll 
depend on the 'llccommodation and the strength of teach
ing staff available. 

4,018. (VID.) Practical training:-At rr~scnt there is 
no regular Rystem for the pmcttcal trammg uf s~udents 
who come out from colleges. The government ts only 
interested in the men who are to be taken into govern
ment service and the ~other q.unlified. ~tudents have n.o 
chance of acquiring any practteal t.rammg oven at thetr 
own cost. Some provisions in this respect appear to be 
necessary. 

(2). I would recommend that al~ qualified students 
of engineering colleges be allowed wtth the approval of 
higher authorities (Superintending Engineers) to work 
as apprentices with the district engineers for one year. 
After the expiry of one year they will either get employ· 
ment in government service, municipalities, con.tr~cting 
and private firms, if considered fit, or leave thetr JOb as 
apprentices to make room for others who pass from 
colleges in the ensuing year. 

(3). The present system of government guaranteed 
appointments... should in my opinio~ be continued. as 
hitherto as it secures the best men for government serviCe. 

(4). At present the apprentices from the college nre 
either employe<) on survey office work or project making 
or miscellaneous jobs, and these do not give them actual 
practical training of the work. In my opinion, the 
apprentices under training should be given charge of 
small sections of work under the district engineer where 
they should be able to supervise the const.ruction 
and repair of buildings and roads, prepare their own 
accounts and projects and manage the daily labour 
concerning thllir section. This kind of training will 
fit them better for the future responsibilities and inde· 
penqent charge. 

ANNEXURE I. 

To 
THE PRINCIPAL, 

-College. 

4th December 1907. 
DEAR SIR, 

As requested by you I inspected this morning the 
work done by Messrs. in the new hostel 
and your bungalow. 

I am checking the measurements and accounts sub· 
mitted by themr and will let you know shortly what 
payments should be made in order to close the account. 

In the meanti~e I think I\!essrs. 's 
attention should be drawn to certain defects in the 
work which I noticed, with a view to their being remedied 
before final payments are made. 

In your bungalow both .the main and the verandah 
roof leaked very badly last rains, and although the cracks 
had been filled by Messrs they have 
opened out again, and you are sure to have further trouble 
with leakage. The concrete has apparently been put 
down very badly, and without sufficient watering. The 
only course I can· suggest is that a new layer of concrete 
be put on (during wet weather if possible). I also notice 
that the rain nas penetrated the walls in various places 
which again is a sign of inferior work. 

In the hostel I specially noticed the inferior quality 
of the mortar used, as shown by the breaking away of 
the plaster in the walls where\(.er touched. Apparently 
the wetting of the lime was again neglected, and it has 
dried without settin~ properly. I am suprised that a 

-firm of repute like 1\Irssrs. should have · 
neglected an important point like this, on which the 
excellence of the whole building depends, especially as 
it was pointed out to them by the district engineer, 

· while the work was proceeding. l'he plaster thPy have 

put up in the new hostel is hound to give continual 
tro.uhle; alrcndy it is brPakin~t . nwny everywhrre; the 
fimuls of the staircase newels have come off, nnd the 
pieces of tested plaster crmnl•led like dust Lehret•n mv 
fingers. The only satisfactory t·emedy would be to n•ne1~· 
the plaster altogether, but as there will not be time to 
do this before His Honour's vi6it, and as it is desirable 
to close the contractor's account, I would recommrnd 
that 25 per cent. be deducted from the price of nil tile 
plastt"r (both inside and out) in the new hostel in order 
to ennble the college authoriti<"s to carry out the neceR· 
sary repairs to the plaster n s tl~ey become necessary. 

I fear the mortar in the walls must be also defective. 

It struck me that there was general want of finish· 
about work. The bolts and door fittings are by no 
means of very good quality, and the students complain 
with reason that they cannot close the doors properly 
from inside. I noticed in the hostel too thnt many of 
the roofs had leaked, and that the moisture penetrated 
through the wall behind the boys' book.shelves. 

The white'u·ashing in the verandah~ is not very even, 
nnd has been soiled by the kunkur ramming outside. 

As regards the question of the plans whiC'h you referrl'd 
to me, I am of opinion that Messr~. could 
only expect separate payment for them, if they had 
not receivtd the contract for buildinf! the hostel. Their 
own letter (dated 8th April 1902) shows that they are 
prepared for deduction from the .bill of the amount 
already paid to them on thiR account, and their rates are 
so high that they could hardly expect to be paid the cost 
of the plans nnd estimates in addition to that of the 
buildinf!. ': 

DEAR Sm, 

J ant, Yours Fa.itiJfully, 

F. 0. OERTEL, 
Superintending Engineer. 

ANNEXURE II. 

I have carefully checked l\Iessrs. 's 
measurements and bills, and I send herewith a revised 
statement of the amounts due to them for fa vonr of 
approval by the committee and payment. 

You will notice that the contractors' bills for the hostel 
and the principal's bungalow including supplrntentary 
account and cost of plans amounted to Rs. 82,688 while 
the bills as amended by me now stand at Rs. 77,329, 
making a total difference of Rs. 5,359 in favour of the 
college a nth orities. 

This sum of Rs. 77,329 after deducting all previouR 
pnyments I recommend for acceptance in final settlem~:nt 
of l\Iessrs. 's account. 

The contractors have agreed to the sum of Rs. 1;210 • 
already paid for plans and estimn tes being deducted 
from their final bills and this has bee!\ done. 

The previous payments I und!'rstnnd from you to 
amount to Rs. 73,756, therefore a balance of Rs. 3,573 
remains due to the contractors. Of this amount I re· 
commend the payment of Rs. 3,000 .to be mnd~ now. 
and the balance of Rs. 573 to be l;ept m hand unttl nftt>r 
the next rains, and not to be paid to the contractms 
until they have made nil the rooh water-til!ht., given 
a new laYer of concrete to the roof of the principni'R 
houRe, nnd made good any defective plastl'r in the heRtel. 

I have the honour to hP, 

Sir, 

Your mo~t obedient 6cn·nnt, 

F. 0. OERTEL, 
S11periutr rulilltl En[!ill•' r, 
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Sf afemen t of Jr[ esssr 8. '8 aceount. 

Rs. Rs. 
Bill for hostel ()3,780 Total for hostel 60,741 
Deduct 5} per cent. 3,508 Tot.al for bungalow l.6,588 

----
60,272 77,329 

Add cost of carriage drive 469 Deduct payments made 73,756 

TOTAL 60,741 
'I.'OTAL 3,573 

Bill for bungalow 15,870 
Deduct 4 per cent. 635 Balance due 3,573 

15,235 
Payments now to be made 3,000 

Add supplementary bills 1,353 
Balance-t.o be paid after completion of 

TOTAL 16,588 plaster and roof during next rains· 573 
----

KHAN BAHADUR l\IUNSHI HIRE KHAN called and examined. 

4,019. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
a member of the Public Works Department and that 
he at present held the appointment of district engineer. 
He ranked as a sub-engineer and honorary Assistant 
Engineer. He added that he had. been trained at the 
Thomason Engineering College, Roorkee, and that he 
ha~ entered government service as an upper subordinate. 
. 4,020. One of the difficulties under which he laboured 

was that he had to revise plans and estimates frequently, 
because .civil officers repeatedly changed their ideas 
when plans were submitted to them for approval. He 
therefore suggested that administrative officers should 
be required to state their requirements as completely 
as possible in the first instance and that they should only 
be allowed to make slight alterations in plans subsequently 
and such as would not involve the recasting of an entire 
project. 

4,021. The employment of large contractors was in 
his opinion an expensive practice. He admitted, how· 
ever, that he had not had personal experience of such 
contractors, since he had hitherto only employed local 
petty contractors, and hence that his opinion in the matter 
was based on hearsay. But he remarked that he had 
cited instances of unsatisfactory and expensive work 
by large contractors in his written statement and that 
these supported what he had heard. In respect to one 
of these examples, viz., the college referred to, he ad
mitted that he had not been employed in the town 
where it was situated during the construction of this 
work, But that he had l;een posted there subsequently; 
and explained that his remarks in this connection were 
based on what he had heard from other individuals and 
what he had gleaned from the correspondence and 
original papers recorded in the office of the principal· 
of the college. The college was not a government but a 
private building, and certain additional structures, 
including those he had mentioned in his written evidence, 
had been constructed without Public Works Depart· 
ment supervision. The Department had, however, ad
vised the principal of the college on certain occasions 
on the quality of work when they were requested to do so. 

4.·,022. Neither the rates nor the total amount of an 
estimate were indicated in the notice inviting tenders for 
works, and only the sub-head~:~ and quantities were made 
known. The notices were generally posted on boards 
in his office, bt:t when large projects were concerned they 
~\·er~ also advertised in th~ local newspapers. He usually 
mv1ted tenders for ent1re projects. The largest work 
he had hitherto undertaken was the government high 
school at Agra, which cost about a lakh of rupees, and the 
~,·ork had been divided among four or five contractors as 
1t w~s n_ece~sary to co.nstruct the school quickly and as 
the mstitut!On compmecl several blocks of buildings. 

4,023. Private enterprise was sufficiently encouraged 
at present, and he did not think it could further be en· 
couragcd by giving entire projects to single contractors. 
Except for such work as earth-work, large contracting 

firms usually constructed the whole of their .works, and 
very seldom sub-let portions of a work to petty contract· 
ors. · 

4,024. He suggested that all departments might 
undertake the repairs to their own buildings in order to 
relieve the Public Works Department. His suggestion 
had been ba~>ed on what he had heard from the local 
heads of departments, e.g., the Collector of Agra had re· 
marked to him that he was quite capable of looking after 
his works. The United Provinces Police" Department 
at present undertook all repairs to police buildings, 
including those that had been constructed by the Public 
Works Department, and also the construction of sm,all 
works costing up to Rs. 2,500, and the arrangement 
had proved satisfactory, so far as police buildings were 
concerned.. He was not obliged to inspect work carried 
out by the Police Department; but the present District 
Superintendent of Police in his district had on two or 
three occasions sent him estimates for check. His 
experience had been tl1at police buildings were on the 
whole maintained in fairly good order under the existing 
system. (.Mr. Willmott here explained that residential 
police buildings and. large kotwalis in cities were in the 
charge of the Public Works Department.) The witness 
added that the police kotwali in Agra was maintained 
by the Police Department. · 

4,025. He was averse to the transfer of the roads in 
the province to district boards as it would involve addi· 
tional expenditure, and considered that all roads should 
remain in the charge of the Public Works Department. 
He was of opinion that the work would not be executed 
more economically than was the case at present, because 
it would involve the employment by the boards of tho 
same staff as was at preseut kept for such work by the 
local Government i~ the Public Works Department. 
It was not the case that there was only one provincial 
road in the province. On the contrary there were many 
such roads which 1·adiated in every direction. Another 
reason for his view was that the staff at present main· 
tained by district boards, which generally comprised 
one or two sub-overseers in each district, was just suffi· 
tJient for their own works, and he preferred to adhere to 
the present arrangement for the maintenance and con· 

· struction of roads. 
4,026. In respect to the suggestions in his written 

evidence for a reorganization of the Department, he ad· 
vocated that district engineers might be given ,POwers 
of sanction up to Rs. 500 at least. To the contention 
that this was a very small sum to suggest, he replied that 
there were a !,'!'eat number of petty worl's in districts 
which were worth less than this amount, and that powers 
up to Rs. 500 would be of considerable relief to district 
engineers since the latter at present possessed no powers 
of sanction. Except in the case of experienced Assistant 
~nginccrs, he wa~ not inclined to suggest the delegation of 
higher powers even to such district engineers as hold thq 
rank of Assistant or sub-cngiueor. · 
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4,027. In order to effect economy, he suggested that 
division11l engineers and their otlices might be abolished. 
As there wore 49 di>tricts in the province at present and 
as each division comprised three such districts, the aboli
tion of divisional engineers would entail the reduction of 
16 appointments. Executive Engin~ers could then be 
ph~ced in charge of the larger <hstrJCts onl:y, and_ sub
engineers in charge of the s?laller ones, whlle Ass1~t~nt 
Engineers could be placed 1n charge of the remauung 
districts 1tecording to seniority. Estimates were at 
present prepared by district engineers and. submit.ted 
by them to the local heads of departments 1n the first 
instance for countersigm;ture. They were then submitted 
to the Public Works Department ..Executive Engineer._ 
It would be quite possible under his scheme, since the 
actual preparation of most estimates was undertaken 
by district engineers, for Superintending Engineer~ to 
check all estimates that exceeded Rs. 500 ; only spec1ally 
large estimates were at present pr~pared in . Ex~utive 
Engineers' offices. 1'o the contention that if Ius pro
posals were given effect to ~uperintending J<!ngineer:s 
might be overworked, he rephed that to obv1ate tins 
disadvant<tge he had also suggested that such officers 
might b6 supplied with personal assistants to help them. 
He admitted, however, that the class of district engineers 
at present employed would require to be improved, but 
added that he had allowed for this contingency also 
in his calculation of the savings that he anticipated 
would accrue if his scheme were introduced. The pay 
of district engineers would be graduated according to 

_ the grade each officer occupied. He. had not c?nside:ed 
the alternative proposal to abobsh Supermtendmg 
Engineers rather than divisional engineers, but was 
not in favour of it for the reasons given in his writton 
statement. If the Superintending Engineer's post wHe 
abolished, the divisional engineer would be delegated the 
Superintending Engineer's extreme powers, and he did 
not recommend this as sometimes junior men (Assistant 
Engineers) were made divisional engineers and the delega
tion of such powers to such junior men was inadvisable. 

4,028. The present standard of subordinates who 
passed out from the Roorkee College, as shown by their 
practical work, was not as high as it ought to be. Many 
of them had not been through a oomse of practical tra'n
ing at all.. For instance, though upper subordinates 
were posted to the Department for a year's practical 
training, temporary men were not trained in this manner 
and were merely posted direct to districts as overseers. 
Hence he considered that all students who passed from 
Roorkee, including lower subordinates, should receive 
a course of practical training for at least a year. .Further, 
that only such students as had shown improvement 
at the end of the year should be sent out on works, while 
those who had not shown improvement should be re· 
tained for an additional year's practical instruction. 

4,029. (Mr. Cobb.) He admitted that he did not 
desire it to be inferred from the comparative statement 
of the rates at which a private firm had constructed 
the college hostel, which he had furnished with his 
written evidence, that. the Public Works ;Department 
would have constructed this building at cheaper rates. 
It was true that the Public Works Department rates 
he had quoted were less than those of the private firm, 
but the latter's rates included establishment charges 
while the rates of the former did not. He further ex· 
plained that though the whole building had been con
structed by the firm at a cost of Rs. 63,780, he lwd taken 
only the cost of a third of the building, which amounted 
t9 Rs. 23,394 into consid ration as Ito desired to draw 
attention only to the comparison between rates and 
percentage. He also wished to represent that though 
the building might have been constructed at about the 
same cost by the Public Works Department, the private 
firm's work was faulty, and that the measurements which 
they had submitted to the college authorities were in
correct, and that these defective m:asur,ments had 
in('reased the charges of the firm by about Rs. G,DOO. 

4-,030. (Rai ·Baluuiur Ganga Ram.) l\Ieasuremcnts of 
contractors' werk eonnoctcd with l'Cpairs to police build
jugs were taken by the thanadar and approved of by the 

Di~t.rict Superintendent of Police. The cost of sueh 
repairs were charged against Accountant-General's bills 
in 11 lump sun1 for the whole distriot, and the Accountant· 
General's otril'O did not check such measurements. 

4,031. His scheme contemplatetl that the present work 
of divisional Executive Engineers would bo divided 
between district engineers nnd the Superintending 
Engineers. But he did not mean to imply that the 
Superintending Engineer was a very lightly worked ofticer. 
He did not consider that the uduitional duties he had 
proposed would increase the Supcrintcnlling En<dncer's 
wvrk very considerably owing to the fact t.lwt ins~eau of 
dealing with four divisions the work of 12 or 13 district 
engineers would have to be supervised. 

4,032. There were no mislris employed under him'
who had risen from the status of ordinary craftllm<·n to 
the upper subordinate grade, nor did he know of any 
such in the province. \'ery few of the mistris he had 
known were o<~pablc men. lie therefore did not approve 
of the suggestion to replace lower subordinates by mislri8, 
as sub-overseers, in his opinion, did more useful work 
tha?' such men inasmuch as they were capable of pre· 
parmg plans and estimates, Sub-overseers were quite 
as capable of supervising construction as mistris and 
after a few years were generally in a position to instruct 
their mistris. The mist ria were employed on single works 
as skilled urtisans to see the constructional details carried
out according to <IJ·awings, the sub-oYerseer himself 
bein~ unable to remain on a particular work the whole 
day. The ,sub-overseers were, on the other hand, em
ployed on several works at a time and on surveys, levels, 
plans, estimates, etc., which were beyond the capacity o! 
a. rnistri unless he was trained up to that standard. 

4,033. Lower subordinates were not able to live hon<-stly 
on the ~ate of pay that had been sanctioned for their 
lowest grade, viz., Rs. 30. He did not appro\'e of the 
suggestion that the distinction between upper and lower 
subordinates should be done away with, and advocated 
that the latter might receive better rates of sulury. Tht"re 
were instances in the province of lower subordinates 
having better qualifications than upper subordinates, 
but such cases were exCL•ptional, and as a general rule 
lower subordinates had inferior qualifications to u ppcr 
subordinates. If particular upper subordinates were 
considered unfit for further advancement they should be 
dismissed from the service. 

4,034. (Sir Noel J(ers!taw.) The statement of the rates 
at which the college hostel had been constructed 
by a private firm as compared with the Public Works 
Department rates which he had submitted with his 
written evidence, furnished the rates that were prevalent 
during the same year and in the same district. 

4,035. (1llr: Willmott.) He admitted that a great deal 
of time was involved in preparing projects in sub-clivi· 
sional offices, and, as he had had no personal experience 
to the contrary, he thought work was always executed 
efficiently in such oJiices. Hence ho did not consider 
that estimates could be better prep,U'ed in divisional 
offices. He admitted, however, that type designs might 
be more etliciently worked out in 11 higher oll1ce than that 
of the district engineer. 

4,036. Ho thought that repair e~timatcs were un
neces~:~ary in view of the fact that there were standnru 
measurement books in each ollie e. 1 t was true that 
such measurement books covered only rc<;urrin)! it<'ms 
of repair work, but no estimate was necessary for the 
other items, since rough estimates only were at rm·sent 
prepared several months beforehand nnd it was not 
possible to work according to them. The contructorR' 
bills besides would furnish full det<~ils of tho items of 
repair work that had been ca!Ticd ouL 

4,037. He made it 11 practice before inviting tenders 
to prepare a schedule of n<t<'s each year for all items of 
repair \\'ork, as far as possible. Tld:; s.:hcdule indicat~d 
tho prevailing mtes for each item, and was sl,own to 
contractors at the time tender~ were iu\'iled, and tho 
latter either accepted tenders on· this schedule of rates 
or on rates above or below it, 

4,0:3s. His subordinates measured . all rq•:~ir work 
carried out by contractors and he ched;cd thcu· mca~urc· 
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ments. Orders in respect to non-recurring items of 
repair work were given by him to his subordinates and 

[Continued. 

he presumed that a similar practice was followed in 
the other districts. 

T. GAVIN JoNEs, EsQ., EmmE ENGINEERING Co., LTD., Cawnpore, Representative of the Upper India Chamber -()f 
Commerce. 

Written Statement. 
4 039. I have the honour to submit, for the considera· 

tio~ of the Public \forks Department Reorganization 
Committee, the views of the Upper India Chamber of 
Commerce on the subjects under inquiry by that Com
mittee. In the opinion of the Chamber the present 
organization of the Public Works Department in the 
Buildings and Roads Branch is out of date and a thorough 
reorcranization is necessary. 

4,040. (Specialization.) The engineering profession 
today is highly specialized and, ~xcept in ~dia, no 
engineer attempts to be an expert m. such a w1de range 
of subjects as comes under the purVIew of a Secretary 
to the Government of India or to the local Governments 
in the Public Works Department or to take charge of 
such a variet.y of works as are sometimes entrusted to 
Superintending and even Executive Engineers in the_ 
Public Works Department. 

(2). Instances are not unknown of one officer com
mencing his career in the Irrigation Branch and filling 
successively appointments involving the discharge of 
such specialized works as canal construction, buildings 
and roads, agricultural engineering, mechanical engi
neering, well-boring, sanitary e~gineerin.g and exp.ert 
working on water-works and pnmpmg statiOns, revertmg 
finally to irrigation work. In another instance a 
Sanitary Engineer has been known to be appointed as 
Superintending Engineer to an important electrical 

- undertaking. 
4,04J. (Separation of branche8.) Such instances, which 

are believed to be not of infrequent occurrence, lead to 
amateur and uneconomical engineering and the Chamber 
strongly recommends the separation of the various 
branches of the Public Works Department and the 
creation of separate sub-departments and cadres for 
(a) Roads and Buildings, (b) Sanitary, including municipal 
engi.ueering, (c) Architecture, (d) Agricultural, and (e) 
Electrical Engineering. The Irrigation Branch is already 
separate, and the Chamber recommends that this branch 
with the five branches above detailed, be, in ea{)h province, 
brought intD direct communication with the local Gov
ernment through one departmental Secretary to Gov
ernment, who need not be an engineer, but preferably 
a member of the civil service and whose duties would be 
purely administrative. At the head of each branch or 
sub-department in each province there would be an 

•expert adviser to government, who would be a highly 
paid specialist graded as a senior Superintending or 
Chief Engineer, brought in, if necessary, from outside 
the Department and who would have a free hand in all 
technical matters and in the promotion of the officers and 
subordinates of his branch. The various provincial 
Public Works Departments would be represented with the 
Government of India by a Secretary to Government, 
again a purely administrative officer who would have 
co-ordinating control of the provincial departments. 

A technical Advisory Board with the Government of 
India might be a corollary to the suggestion, this Board 
having the final professional pronouncement on provin
cial projects where these were of sufficient magnitude to 
neecl the sanction of the imperial government. 

(2). The objection to this suggestion will probably be 
that recruitment to the various engineering cadres would 
be affected by the limitation of the highest professional 
appointments in each province to the grade of Superin
tending Engineer but this could be overcome by improving 
the status and salary of the senior appointments. 

4,042. (Public lV orb Department Code.) The present 
system of recruitment and the training of the personnel 
are regarded as a binclrance to real progress. The Public 
Works Department Code is well knO"IIll. throughout the 
Dr:partmcnt to be a mass of cumbersome and obsolete 
rules. 

VOL. m, 

4,043. (Abolition of pensions and of promotion by 
seniority.) In the opinion of the Chamber the present 
system of promqtion by s~niority and the assurance of 
pensions are probably more destructive to efficiency in 
the engineering profession than in any other by reason 
of the fact that progress in the profession, outside the 

. government establishment, is absolutely dependent on 
constant practice, study and struggle to keep up-to-date 
and in the forefront of the engineering development. 

(2). It is feared that under the present system profes
sional ability does not always spell advancement in the 
Public Works Department, nor, contrawise, does lack 
of ability bring its proper consequences. To remedy this 
the Chamber are emboldened to suggest the abolition of 
pensions and the substitution of a provident fund system 
such as exists in private firms. 

(3). It should also be laid down that merit-rather than 
seniority should be the criterion for promotion. 

4,044. (Relief from administrative toork.) There is at 
present far too much administrative work thrown on 
the officers of the Department, and more specially on 
the higher officers who are swamped with administrative 
duties to the detriment of the technical work for which 
they are responsible. 

4,045. (Prirate enterprise.) With regard to the en
couragement of private enterprise, under the . present 
system civil work is done entirely on contract, the greater 
proportion of it being done on what may be called sub
contract. This entails the retention of a very large 
staff of junior and .subordinate government engineers 
and overseers necessary to supervise the many petty 
contractors employed. 

(2). The Chamber strongly deprecates the system of 
petty-contract with its attendant evils and urges the 
giving out of large contracts to reliable firms, thus making 
possible a large reduction in the lower grades of the 
personnel of the Department. 

(3). This system is adopted by the commercial interests 
of the presidency towns and the larger business centres 
up-country such as Cawnpore, and is found, certainly in 
Cawnpore, to result in lower rates and expeditious and 
reliable work. With a large reduction in the subordinate 
government staff, established and reliable firms of con
tractors will be found willing to tender for government 
contracts which under the present system they prefer 
to see pass them. With encouragement in this direction 
it is believed that in a short time it would be found that 
firms of contractors would provide themselves with the 
best engineer'..ng talent available and be ready to cope, 
as in the United Kingdom and in practically every country 
but India, with the largest and most intricate px:ojects 
brought forward by government. 

(4). It may be argued that government must execute 
all public works departmentally because no efficient 
private agencies exist, but in the estimation of the Chamber 
private agencies cannot exist against government com· 
petition where so large a portion of this work is for 
government. 

4,046. (Architecture.) In regard to architecture, while 
recommending the retention of a separate Architectural 
Branch of the Public Works Department the Chamber 
suggest the continued and increasing encouragement 
of private architects, the gradual establishment of private 
a~chitectural practice in the country by employment on 
government projects whenever possible, and the gradual 
elimination of Government Architects. 

4,047. (JJJ er.hanical engineering.) In mechanical engi· 
ncering the government is doing valuable work by the 
establishment of technical schools, but at the same time 
they discourage the establishment of private workshops 
by entering into competition with them. 

(2). At present government not unreasonably look to 
private mechanic~tl engineering houses to afford employ-
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ment to students trained in government schools, but on 
the other hand the continued employment of departmental 
workshops in competition with private enterprise is a grave 
discouragement to the latter. The Chamber feel that 
they can safely assert that 'Private enterprise can cope 
with all government needs, railways and ordnance 
excepted, if only it is not undercut by government work· 

(3). The Canal Foundry at Roorkee furnishes a case in 
point. l'he old government shops were found uneconomi
cal and were abolished. Private enterprise has taken 
them over. There are other government :workshops 
which might with equal advantage and equal benefit be 
similarly abolished. 

shops. 
MR. T. Gavm JoNES called and examined. 

4,048. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
member of the Empire Engineering Company, Limited, 
of Cawnpore ; the firm took up mechanical engineering 
and iron structural work but not building work. Ho 
appeared as the representative of the Upper India Cham
ber of Commerce. 

4,049. With reference to the Chamber's recommenda· 
tion that there should be more specialization in the 
Dl,lpartment and that there should be six specialized 
branches, he explained that the underlying intention was 
that specialized duties should be more distinctly carried 
out than at present by the formation of specialized 
branches m!l.uned by men who were specially qualified and 
tha.t each branch should work independently of the 
Chief Engineer and be self-contained. It was not possible 
to obtain the best standard of work from men who were 
not qualified for special work, and the present specializa
tion in the Department was nominal as an engineer in 
the Bnildings Branch could be transferred to a specialized 
branch and -be placed under a head who had no knowledge 
of that branch. His main recommendations were (1) 
that specialized branches should not be under the Chief 
Engineer, (2) that specialists .should be recruited direct 
for these branches and (3) that in place of a Chief Engi
neer for the whole province there should be a separate 
Secretary to Government who need not necessarily be an 
engineer, as an engineer Secretary to Government 
generally interfered with the work of specialized branches 
of which' he had no knowledge while a non-engineer 
Secretary would be a purely administrative officer. He 
had known a Secretary to Government under the existing 
arrangement decide important questions in a highly 
specialized subject as electricity, without consulting the 
Electrical Adviser to Government. With regard~ to 
his second recommendation he explained that it had 
often happened in the United Provinces that the appoint
ments to specialized branches had been filled by men 
without any specialized knowledge. He furnished two 
instances to illustrate this point in his written statement, 
one of which was that of a man who started as an irriga
tion engineer, was transJerred to the Buildings and Roads 
Branch and then appointed a Sanitary Engineer, sub· 
sequent to which he was appointed a well-boring specialist 
and specialist agricultural engineer. He next became a 
specialist on water. works and pumping stations after a 
period of training in England and eventually reverted 
to the Irrigation Branch. Such instances were, he added, 
of frequent occurrence. 

4,050. Of the two views (1) that the best method 
of recruiting specialists was to employ an ordinary civil 
engineer who had gained experience of the country 
and then specialized in a particular line, and (2) that for 
each of the separate branches a specialist from England 
should be recruited direct from England, he was in favour 
of the latter suggestion. He did not consider that a 
meo~anical engineer should be recruited from the present 
Pubho Works Department engineers who had specialized 
in mechanical engineering, as he was of opinion that 
such an officer should be recruited direct from England, 
as also the Sanitary Engineer and other specialized 
officers. He did riot agreo with the view that sanitary 
engineering in Europe was very different from sanitary 
cng.ineering in India, that a man with European ex
penance was not of much value in dealing with Indian 
problems and that a. knowledge of the country was of 
m~r~ value than specialized knowledge, as he was of 
?p1rnon that a. man who had received proper training 
m ~ngland and started with some experience there would 
be m a much better position to apply that experience 
to Indian conditions. 

4,051. Promotion in the Public Works Depnrtmrnt, 
especially in the higher grades, had been regulated in 
the past more with reference to seniority than to merit. 
In his opinion promotion should be regulated more frcdy . 
by selection and this principle should be applied as much 
in 'the case of promotions to tho post of Executive Engi
neer as in the case of promotions to the posts of Supcrin· 
tending and Chief Engineers. Appointment to executive 
rank should depend on merit alone and a junior should 
be appointed in preference to the senior if he was bcttrr 
qualified. It was true that the objection to such a syst~m 
was that unless Assistant Engineers could bo sure of 
rising to the highest appointments difficulty in regard to 
recruitment in England would be experienced, but such 
difficulty could be removed by making the service more 
-attractive, and by improving the status of Supcrin
tending and Executive Engineers, also by abolishing 
the pension system and substituting a provident fund 
for it, so that a man who was dissatisfied on account 
of his promotion being withheld could draw his provident 
fund money and go elsewhere. He did not anticipate 
any difficulty in recruitment on these terms as private 
firms obtained their men on very much the same terms. 

4,052. Engineers in private employ were generally 
engaged on short term agreements of threQ or five yearP 
and usually had a provident fund with 10 per cent. com
pnlsory and 10 per cent. optional deductions, and 10 
per cent. bonus. Private firms could on these terms 
obtain men who were as good and even better than those 
in the Public Works Department. Private firms practi
cally paid their men at the same rates as government 
but they paid more in the higher branches of the service. 
Mechanical engineers were recruited at about the same 
age as government engineers and were paid according 
to the worJ!; required of them. He could not say what 
terms were offered to civil engineers as he was more 
acquainted with the terms of mechanical and electrical 
engineers, who were usually recruited on about Rs. 400 
a month on a three years' agreement with the option, on 
either side, of continuing the arrangement. and entering 
into a fresh agreement. This method was the only 
satisfactory one for government to adopt for their re· 
cruitment to the Public Works Department, as under 
present ·conditions a man obtained promotion in tho 
Department by seniority irrespective of whether he 
was efficient or not with the result that very often the 
best men were left behind and by no means the br~t 
men got on well. He agreed, however, that the evil 
woul(j be partially remedied if proper selection wrrc 
exercised in making appointments to tho grade of 
Superintending Engineer &nd seniority were altogether 
discarded. · 

4,053. The Chamber deprecated the system under 
which works wore constructed by petty contractors and 
desired that the petty.contract system should b<> altogl"thrr 
abolished, and that buildings should bo given out on 
contract to large firms who could take up work on lump 
sum contracts based on rates, or to consulting engine~rs 
who could oxecntc work for the Department at a <'l'rtnin 
percentage. Such a system would enable governnwnt 
to dispense with tho sorvices of a large num her of oftic<'rR 
who were at present engaged on superviRing tho work 
of petty contractors. He admitted, however, that it 
was the practice in the United Provinces to give out all 
public works as whole contracts and that, irre~pcctivo 
of the magnitude of a project, it was tho ordinary pro· 
cedure to call for complete tenders, and that it was thus 
open to any firm large or small to tend~r at a percontn)!o 
above or below the rates; but ho wllS of opinion that the 
S,Ystem offered no encouragement to larger firms to tender 
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for the whole work as lump sum contracts were not given, 
which was the course he advocated. His experience in 
the United Provinces had been that the Public Works 
Department did not give whole contracts to one large 
firm but employed a large number of pe~ty contracto~s. 
The only way m which to encourage pnvatc. e~terpnse 
was to give building work to a large firm of building con
tractors and sanitary work to a firm of sanitary engineers. 
Though the Department at present called for tenders 
they managed the architectural and engineering work 
themselves. The employm~nt of large firms would 
not lead to extravagance, but wonld on the contrary be 
more economical as it would do away with a good deal 
of the present supervising staff. 

4,054. The ability of a firm to execute work without 
much supervisi9n conld be judged by the Executive 
Engineer and government might retain a register of 
contractors for the purpose ; such register should not be 
limited to any particular firms. The engineer in charge of 
a work should also be at liberty to give work to any firm 
which he considered was reliable and have the option to 
raject the lowest tender if he considered that such had 
not been submitted by a reliable firm. 

4,055. He could not say exa{)tly how many firms 
of reliable contractors there were in the province which 
could be entrusted with large building works, but he 
was aware of two such European firms in Cawnpore. 

4,056. He explained that the statement in his written 
evidence to the effect that the employment of larger firms 
would resnlt in the lowering of rates had not been prop
erly worded by the Secretary and that the Chamber 
had intended to say that the system would be more 
economical although it did not necessarily result in a 
reduction of rates. As a matter of fact, however, the 
mills and factories in Cawnpore got their work done 
at lower rates than the Public Works Department. He 
h¥1 made an actual comparison of the rates in this 
connection but could not specify them off-hand. He 
did not agree with the complaint that as the Public 
Works Department rates were low private enterprise 
was discouraged tliereby. His experience had been 
that the private rates were even lower. 

4,057. The system he had advocated would result 
in economy inasmuch as it would reduce the supervision 
charges of the Public Works Department owing to reduc
tion in establishment. Such reduction would be effected 
mostly in the subordinate establishment, but partly 
also in the superior staff. He did not mean to suggest 
that firms should carry out work with only occasional 
supervision, but that Executive Engineers should super
vise the work t~ the same extent as was done on the rail
ways which did not employ a large staff of subordinate 
officials. He thought also that measurements should 
be checked by the Executive Engineers and not by the 
subordinate staff ; this would not entail an increase in 
the number of ·Executive Engineers as detailed super
vision would not be necessary in the case of large firms. 

4,058. The architectural requirements of government 
should .as far as possible be met by the employment of 
private firms of architects. Though this would not result 
in economy it would lead to a better quality of work. 
The change he proposed could be introduced by gradually 
dispensing with the serv1ees of the present Government 
Architects and relying more and more on private archi
tects. He did not mean to imply that Government 
Architects did not do their best for the salaries they were 
paid, but that the best architects could only be obtained 
by competition. He was not aware of the practice in 
England, but although recourse to private architects 
might lead to larger expenditure he was of opinion that 
too much stress should not be laid on considerations of 
economy, particularly as the system he advocated would 
result in the framing of better designs and furnish wider 
scope for architectural talent. 

4,059. 1n connection with the recommendation that 
government should not maintain workshops. in com
petition with private workshops, he mentioned that the 
United Provinces had abolished the workshop at Roorkee 
as it had proved to be uneconomical, and that the Cham· 
ber's recommendation was that the other provinces 

should do likewise. The Chamber had no complaint 
against the United Provinces Government in this con
nection as there was no government workshop in the 
province at present, there being only school and agri
cultural workshops at Lucknow, Cawnpore and Gorakh
pur. The class of workshop the Chamber had in mind 
was the one at Amritsar in the Pnnjab and they desired 
that workshops of this nature should be abolished. 

4,060. His recommendation in regard to the abolition 
of the appointment of Government Architect and the 
entrusting of architectural work to private enterprise 
applied to some extent to other branches, e.g., sanitary 
engineering. Hence sanitary works should be given to 
large firms of sanitary contractors, and government 
should consider the possibility of the gradual reduction of 
the appointments of Sanitary Engineers and the employ-~ 
ment of private firms for the designing as well as the 
construction of sanitary works. 

4,061. Highly trained specialists should be brought from 
England by government for supervision and as much of 
the work as possible entrusted to private enterprise. The 
Public Works Department would still remain as it would 
not be possible to do away with all the branches. It 
would however be possible to do away with the Archi
tectural Branch if reliable architects established them
selves in India. 

4,062. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The fact that promotion 
had in the past been largely made by reference to seni
ority rather than merit had not affected recruitment, 
as men joining the Department did not know the 
real conditions or that promotion would not be regulated 
by merit. If it were made known that promotion would 
be regulated solely by selection it would induce capable 
men to join the Department. · 

4,063. Overseers and sub-overseers should never be 
entrusted with the checking of measurements and such 
work should only be performed by senior officers. His 
suggestion was not based on the deficiency in the theoretical 
training of subordinates, but on their deficiency in charac
ter. Supervision also should be exercised only by the 
superior staff. This might lead' to an increase in the 
number of Executive Engineers but detailed supervision 
would not be required if reliable firms were employed 
and a reduction in the present supervisory staff would 
be possible. 

4,064. (Mr. Mackenzie.) He was not sufficiently 
familiar with the Department to say whether final measure
ments had ever been made by lower subordinates. 
When m~asurements were made by subordinates, how
ever, they were supposed to be checked by an officer. 

4,065. Mechanical engineers from Roorkee were em
ployed by his firm, but they were not very Satisfactory 
and he personally preferred to employ men from England. 
There were at present two Roorkee-trained men in the 
firm, both of whom were unsatisfactory. The England
trained man was better· as he received more practical 
training and had a better character. An Indian who 
received his training in England was a better man all 
ronnd. He was therefore of opinion that an Indian 
student who received his training in Engl!md was better 
than the Roorkee-trained man. He could not however 
suggest what period of training should be given in 
England. 

4,066. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The special 
branches which he had proposed should be centralized 
only to the extent that there should be a technical adviser 
to the Government of India to whom all projects should 
be submitted for technical sanction. 

4,067. He did not mean to imply that government 
should incur additional expenditure in the encourage
ment of private enterprise, and was of opinion that the 
system he had advocated would be economical as it 
would result in a great saving in staff. Large contractors 
would engage their OTI'll supervising staff, and would 
be prepared to work on the 10 per cent. margin of profit 
at present allowed in the Public Works Department 
schedule of rates. 

4,068. The practice in England was to hand over 
works to consulting engineers who charged 5 per cent. 
and were responsible for the proper execution of the 

z2 
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work. He admitted, however, that these consulting 
engineers employed their own clerks of works and 
that Executive Engineers would like~vise. have to employ 
some subordinate staff, but mamtamed that even 
then the present strength of the establishment would be 
considerably reduced as private firms could wor~ on a 
lower establishment charge and generally carried out 
their work more ell:peditiously and economically. 

4,069. He recommended that stores should be pur· 
chased solely in India, that the Stores Department of 
the India Office should be abolished and that govern· 
ment should rely on the Indian firms or British firm.s 
.with offices established in India for the whole of their 
requirements. · , 

4,070. (Mr. Cobb.) His firm was an engineering firm. 
which carried out contract work, and was not a firm of 
consulting engineers as there was no scope for the latter 
in mechanical engineering. They employed reliable 
European foremen for the supervision of their works 
and such m.en were somewhat of the status of upper 
subordinates. 

4,071. There was no great scope for engineers in the 
near future, and he preferred not to express an opinion 
on the subject whether government should take up the 
question of engineering education or leave it to private 
enterprise. The education imparted in the government 
engineering colleges was not sufficiently practical, and 
the idea of most of college students was that as soon as 
they finished their theoretical course they ought to get 
an appointment. Students in India put in two or three 

years in a college and could obtain a certificate more easily 
than in England. 

4,072. (Mr. Willmott.) It might bo advantageous to 
split up the Buildings and Roads Branch into two brunch
es, and to place architectural and buildings work under 
one branch. 

4,073. There was no qualified architect at present in 
Cawnpore and there was not enough work there for an 
architect. 

4,074. The scheme he had proposed for the creation 
of specialized branches would not necessarily lead to 
any overlapping of staff in any of the districts and tho 
staff would not have to do so much travelling. In 
the event of famine, the men attached to the special · 
branches would be quite as competent to superrise 
famine relief works as the present Public Works Depart
ment officers. Famine work did not require any ex]Jcrt 
knowledge. 

4,075. The only method of retaining really good men 
in government service was by improving their prospects 
and making it worth their while to stay on. It was true 
it would be easier for good men to get away if they were 
anxious to do so under the scheme of recruitment he had 
proposed, but if the higher appointments were attractive 
the best would remain on to get those appointments. 

4,076. He could not substantiate the remark in his 
written statem.ent to the effect that the higher officers 
of the Public Works Department were swamped with 
administrative work, and remarked that the statement 
was based on what he had heard from some engineers in 
the Department. 

W. G. WooD, EsQ., o.s.r., Principal, Thomason Civil Engineering College, Roorkee, 

Written Statement. 

General note on the Public Works Reorganization. 
4,077. The Government of India wish by this Committee 

on the reorganization of the Public Works Department 
to make the Buildinga.and Roads Branch of the Public 
Works Department more economical and efficient. They 
state that their first object is to secure greater 
economy. But economy is, to my mind, closely 
couneoted with efficiency, and when efficiency is secured 
the result will automatically tend to economy. 1\fy 
long experience of the Department has forced upon 
me the fact that the efficiency of the Department has 
been most injuriously affected by the introduction of 
the provincial service in 1893. It had 'the effect 
of introducing two standards of efficiency, and 
I do not think that that was the intention. The idea 
was that men recruited in this country did not require 
the sam.e pay as the expensive article from England. 
But the imperial and provincial engineers are all graded 
together, and all have the same duties to perform. It 
was, I believe, thought that the imperial engineers could 
be employed on the more important duties of the Depart
ment, relega.ting to the provincia.! engineers the duties 
of a m.ore minor nature. But this, owing to the system 
of work in ,the Department, could not be carried out, 
although, as a m.atter of fact, the imperial engineers are put 
in charge of the most importa.nt divisions and districts and 
the less important are generally entrusted to provincial 
engineers. \Vha.t has resulted is that men of the provincia,! 
service find themselves doing the same duties and taking 
the same responsibilities as their brothers of the iinperial 
service on much less pay and on a different social status, 
and a feeling of injustice has been created. Moreover 
it has had the effect of lowering the standard required 
for an Executive Engineer, and flooding the service with 
a number of men who are not really fitted for the post of 
Executive Engineer if it is judged at all in accordance 
with the former standard. When I was Chief Engineer 
I ha.d great difficulty frequently in deciding whether 
a provincial Assistant Engineer should be promoted to 
be an Executive Engineer or not. No standard of efficien
cy was laid down. lf 1 took one standard only, tha.t of 
the imperial engineer, in most cases prom,otion could 

·not be given and the Assistant Engineer could only 
be promoted by taking a standard of efficiency far lower 

than what was always formerly considered imperatively 
necessary. The Executive Engineer class is the backbone 
of the Department and it is a dangerous policy to lower 
its efficiency. 

4,078. It is stated that, for the more minor operations 
of the Department, it is desirable that a. cheaper agency 
than that provided by highly paid and skilled engineers 
should be employed. This criticism. hardly applies to 
the United Provinces, at the present time, as most of 
the sub-divisions are now held by members of the upper 
subordinate service who are not highly paid, and whose 
integrity, I fear, is not above suspicion. Assistant Engi· 
neers are in charge only of the more important sub-did· 
aions where big works are in progress ; some of their time 
is undoubtedly taken up with minor works as well, but this 
is unavoidable, and does a young Assistant Engineer no 
harm. The b&e noire of my existence, when an Assistant 
Engineer, was looking after the large expenditure which 
ordinary repairs were responsible for. It was not nice 
work, but had to be done, unless great waste of puL!ic 
money was to be allowed. I felt it was work from which 
I ought to be relieved. But I realized tha.t unless. the 
subordinates and contractors were properly supervised, 
there would be inevitable leakages of public funds. 

4,079. Local bodies have already a small ag~wy for 
the execution of minor works, and their powers have 
lately been somewhat increased. But the eiTect. of that 
has not been to lessen the government engmeermg 
establishment, and the work done by the local bodies 
has, in many instances, been adversely reported on. 
Collectors of districts have frequently com plumed to me 
that the engineering staffs they are ~ble t~ obtain are 
not equal to doing the small works With wluch they are 
entrusted. 

4 080. It is stated that the Government of India's 
am; is to establish firms of reliable contractors willing 
and able to employ skilled indigenous agency and to 
this end to endeavour to attract to our engineering col
leges a better class of entrant and to improve the syotcm 
of their education. It is certainly most desiraLJo that 
every endeavour should be made to attract a Letter 
class of entrant, but I fear that the method proposed 
will only result in disappointment. Will thoso lnclians, 
who look to engineering as a means of livelihood, Lo 
attracted more by the fact that they will be aLle to get 
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employed by firms of reliable contractors, than by the 
prospect of beincr employed in a regular government 
service, with pro;pects of a steady rise in pay, and a 
pension? 

4,081. If the cadre of the Public Works Department 
is reduced, we are taking away the very inducement 
which now attracts Indians. We have already taken 
away the inducement of the. imperial ~ervice, which 
did attract good statutory nat1ves of India, and whom 
the introduction of the provincial service has now 
excluded, as these statutory men will n(Jt enter the provin
cial service. 

4,082. In the Buildings and Roads Branch the work 
has now expanded far beyond what it was 20 years ago, 
and the number of large and important engineering_ 
schemes, which this branch has now to cope with, are 
very different to former days. Throughout the province 
we have large water-supply, drainage and electrical works 
to attend to, all requiring the latest up-to-date methods, 
and the ordinary large building projects are far more com
plicated now than formerly, since far more important 
buildinas, both in size and architectural treatment and 
with up-to-date fittings, are demanded now. c~mmunica
tions are being rapidly extended, and the advent of the 
motor has emphasized the necessity for better roads and a 

- great many more bridges. The country is crying out for 
more and more engineers, and more skilled engineers. 

4,083. In this connection it must not be forgotten that 
the Buildings and Roads Branch already employs large 
firms of good contractors and there are many Indian 
contractors who look to the Department for regu
lar work and get)t. Many of them do their work quite 
satisfactorily, and do not object to the Department's 
supervision. Some of our best contractors are men of 
the mistri class, who have raised themselves to positions 
of affiuence by good hard work and who, by their former 
training and instincts, understand simple engineering. 
But they are not men who will employ their own engineers. 
For works such as water-supply and sanitary works in
volving machinery and pumps and pipes, etc., the Depart
ment employs the large European engineering firms who 
do employ trained engineers and in some cases they have 
Indian-trained men. But I have known many cases 
in which their own European engineers would much 
prefer to belong to the Public Works Department. 

4,084. Regarding contribution works such as non
government school buildings, hospitals, etc., for which 
government gives a grant, these have been, in many 
cases in these provinces, designed and carried out by 
private agency after being passed by a government officer. 
But there have been complaints about this method. 

4,085. Turning to the political aspect, if it is intended 
to reduce still further the European element and to 
employ mostly Indians, the question arises as to whether 
it is possible to secure a sufficient number of good Indian 
engineers, whether for government service or for 
employment with large and reliable firms. Such Indian 
engineers must be up to the standard of European 
engineers if the work is to be carried out as it should 
be carried out. There is a feeling extant that the 
administrative officers of the Department are prejudiced 
in favour of the European. This is not really so. A 
Chief or Superintending Engineer is quite willing to 
employ an Indian and welcomes him if he is as good as 
his European confreres. Unfortunately this is only rarely 
the case. It is no good shutting one's eyes to the fact 
that engineering as a profession does not appeal to the 
average Indian gentleman ; very few of them possess the 
real engineering spirit and this is not to be wondered at 
when we consider the environment in which the 
Englishman and the Indian are brought up. 
, 4,086. The young Englishman, if he has any engineering 
instinct, is surrounded from his birth by an environment. 
which fosters the engineering spirit. He is given me
chanical toys and throughout his young life sees all 
round him evidences of what engineers are doing. With 
the young Indian this is not so, and he grows up amid 
surroundings which do not tend to foster that engineering 
spirit which is essential, if a hoy is to be turned into 
a successful engineer. If the European element is to 

be largely eliminated, there "'ill be a. great danger 
of ill-considered schemes being carried out, and a. waste 
of public money in making good bad projects. 

4,087. It may be said that large schemes cannot be 
launched until they have been passed by the higher 
officers. But my experience lis that there is a. great 
waste of time and money already going on owing to the 
fact that very imperfect schemes are puv forward after 
much time and labour spent on them, only to be scrap
ped by the higher officers and re done. If the executive 
officers were more efficient this would not be the ease, 
time would be saved, and the labours of the higher 
officers would be considerably reduced. Very much the 
same remarks apply to projects put in by private firms. 
They have to be very carefully scrutinised and in many 
cases entirely re-done, being unsound and badly turned 
out. Politically it may be necessary to employ more 
Indians, but it should only be done very gradually, by 
fostering the engineering spirit among them and only 
accepting those who really come up to the standard now 
required. . 

4,088. This carries one on to a consideration of the 
educational facilities in India for the production of com
petent engineers. I do not think it can be accepted 
that, at any rate in the Roorkee College, the education 
is not based on a sufficiently broad basis to attract first-
class men. · 

· 4,0@9. Wb.en the college was open to the imperial 
service, it turned out men who have since attained to 
the highest positions in their profession and have a world· 
wide reputation. On the introduction of the provincial 
service, first-class m,en were not attracted, and it was not 
the fault of the education the college was able to provide 
that the Department was unable to obtain from the 
college the men it had been able to obtain in former 
years. In this connection I put up a note written by the 
late principal of the college on the question of the inl
perial and provincial service of engineers. (Annexure I.) 
It is here clearly shown that the education at the 
college is up to the European standard. Two remark
able instances are cited in which men who could not 
get an appointment to the provincial service from, 
the _college went . h~me ~nd got into the imperial 
serVIce. and a Slmllar mst<~.nce has occurred just 
lately m the case of a. student of the civil engineer class 
who failed to qualify to continue the course at the end 
of his first year 1912. He proceeded to England and has 
now recently joined the imperial service. 

4,090. In this connection I put up a. useful note by 
Professor Sedgwick, of this college, with which I am in 
en~e agreement. (Annexure II.) There is one sug
gestion I have to offer here and that is that when 
students are appointed as Apprentice Engineers the 
Department should take greater care than has per· 
haps so far been the rule, to have them really thoroughly 
instructed. What is required is brought out clearly 
in l\Ir. Sedgwick's note. An Apprentice Engineer is at 
present made too much use of, to the detriment of his 
instruction. I always tried to give the men appoint
ed to me full experience on some large work. But the 
Executive and . .d.ssistant Engineers, under whom they 
were placed, did not always devote as much time to 
their instruction as was desirable generally, because an 
Executive or Assistant Engineer of the present time 
has so much work on his hands that he finds it difficult 
to find time to give much attention to young apprentices. 
The above remarks apply equally to apprentice overseers 
whose instructional course is very important. 

4,0!).1. As regards the reorganization of the Depart. 
ment Itself, I am, strongly of opinion that the time has 
not yet arrived when it will be possible to reduce the cadre. 
From my experience entirely the reverse is the case and 
the country is crying out for more and more engineers 
and moreover highly trained engineers. If the encourage
ment of large and reliable firms will help to attract first. 
class men, and supposing first-class men are obtainable 
from the colleges, then possibly the staff of the Public 
Works Department might be susceptible of reduction 
But such a desirable condition is not likely to be attainod 
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for some long time. In the meantime is it possible so to 
reorganize the Department as to make for greater effi
ciency and economy? 

4,092. At present there is a considerable overlapping 
of work, owing to the chain of officers through which a 
large project has to go. The sub-divisional officer does 
the spade work, the Executive Engineer works up the 
project and then it goes to the Superintending Engineer. 

4,093. With more Assistant Engineers in charge of 
sub-divisions, time might be saved if they were permitted 
to send their larger projects direct to the Superintending 
Engineer. But in that case there should be no Executive 
Engineer over the Assistant Engineer. This would mean 
the abolition of divisions, the placing of all sub-divisions 
in charge of engineers and the creation of a few more 
circles. The sub-divisional officer might be either an 
Executive or Assistant Engineer, and he would correspond 
direct with the Superintending Engineer of his circle, 
and be personally responsible for his projects. This 
would eliminate the divisional officer and his office, and 
might conduce to acceleration in the time taken to put 
a. project through. But every sub-division would require 
a gazetted officer. This would take away from the upper 
subordinate service the plums that they all look forward 
to and would not work in :with the idea that the minor 
works of a sub-division should be looked after by a cheaper 
agen()y. Until the integrity of the cheaper agency can 
be assured I am very doubtful as to the actual ohei!Jlness, 
and if the public money is to be spent to the best ~td
vantage; it is inevitable that the highly paid man should 
do some of the drudgery, and although it takes up a lot 
of his time I do not think he is any t~e worse for it. ' 

Memorandum for the Public Works Department 
Reorganization Committee. 

4,094. I have already submitted a general note on the 
subject to the Chief Engineer of the United Provinces, at 
his request. In this memorandum I propose to take the 
terms of reference in the order laid down in the notice 
sent me, and give my views on those subjects which fall 
within my scope of duty. 

4,095. (I.J Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-! consider the methods at 
present, adopted in the execution of public works, 
economical and snitable. All works of any magnitude in 
the United Provinces are done by contract, and tenders 
are called for in the open market. There are many Indian 
contractors who are quite capable, and have good com
mand of labour, and some of them have qnite a good 
practical working knowledge of engineering .. Under proper 
supervillion they turn out quite good work. Large works 
are sometimes done by one contractor, sometimes by 
aevl;)ral. It is, of course, much more convenient to have 
only one contractor from the point of view of the Execu
tive Engineer, but in some parts of the province, especially 
in the hills, two or three men have to be employed. It 
is seldom that a European contractor can do the work as 
cheaply as an Indian contractor. As a practical example, 
the new High Court, Allahabad, just completed at a cost 
of Rs. 15 lakhs, was done by five Indian contr~tors. 
The iron-work of the trusses was supplied by Messrs. 
--------and the iron-work of the dome 
by Messrs .. --------. The work was well 
and quickly and cheaply done under very adverse 
circumstances. 

(2). For minor works in outlying parts of the district 
no European contractor will tender, and the only way 
is to employ the looa.llabour if it is to be done economi
cally. It is frequently difficult to get outlying works 

. carried out satisfactorily, as the Executive Engineer 
has not time to give much supervision to it, and unless 
his subordinates are very good men the work is 
frequently scamped. But the same thing would 
happen if the work was given to a European 
contractor, and could not be done at such cheap rates 
obviously, as an Indian contractor has not to incur such 
great expenses when visiting a distant work, and his 
staff is less expensive. 

(3). ~he exi.sting procedure, however, is in one respect 
susceptible of IDlprovement, and in one which engineers 

themselves would like to see altered. I refer to the 
rule laying down that the grants made during the year to 
a provincial or imperial work must be fully expended 
during the year. This has always been a source of 
trouble, as a bad contractor or a weak subordinate takes 
advantage of it to rush in bad work at the end of the 
year, trusting to its being passed owing to the necessity 
of spending the money before l\Iarch expires. The 
matter is not one for the Public Works Department to 
put right, but for the financial authorities, and some
thing should be done to improve matters in this respect 
as undoubtedly tht~ present system puts the engineer 
responsible for good work at a disadvantage. He fre· 
quently has large sums of money thrown at him towards 
the close of the year, .and does his best to get it spent· 
properly. If, for various real'Ons, he cannot spend it all, 
and applies for another grant in the following year to 
enable him to complete the work, he gets blamed by the 
financial authorities for not having finished in time. 1'his 
defect in the system is a real and genuine one and 
certainly does not tend to economy. 

4,096. (II.) Encouragement of other agency,-!£ by 
private enterprise is meant the carrying out of works 
without outside supervision, then the present system 
does not give such enterprise much encouragement. I do 
not think the present condition of the country would 
justify public works being entrusted to contractors 
without departmental supervision. Minor works have, 
in many instances, been relegated to district boards, 
and I have had many complaints from Collectors 
and others about the quality of the work they are given 
and the inefficiency of the engineering staff they are able 
to obtain. Municipalities are more or Jess dependent 
on the Sanitary Engineer of the province for the 
proper carrying out. of their large projects, and it. 
would not be safe to entrust these to them without his 
supervision. I hav~ had instances also of the prepara-- . 
tion of large projects by outside firms, which would 
not bear criticism, and which had to be very largely 
amended and in some oases entirely recast. The salutary 
rule that all municipal projects must be passed by the 
Sanitary Engineer has saved many a municipality from 
very IDlprofitable expenditure. In the United Provinces 
an expensive agency is not now entertained for the 
district works and repairs ; nearly all districts are in 
charge of upper subordinates on salaries ranging from 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 400. 

4,097. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub· 
branches.-! consider that the Public Works Department 
on the whole meets the needs of the other departments 
of the administration very efficiently. Difficulties, of 
course, occasionally arise, due principally to the personal 
equation, such as the struggles between a very ener~etic 
civil officer who wants to get some works done quickly 
before complying with all the orders, and an Executive 
Engineer who will not take any risks, and insists on a_ll 
formalities being observed. But frequently the Pubhc 
Works officer comes. in for a lot of undeserved criticism, 
because a pushing civil officer objects to what he calls 
Public Works red tape. But this is seldom the case 
between keen and capable officers, as they will gcpcr
ally work together, and settle matters by personal 
interviews. 

(2). There have been proposals among engineers to 
separate the Sanitary Engin.eering Brancl.1 from ~he 
ordinary branch. I have steadily opposed tlus, and thmk 
a free interchange of officers is very essential. It 
is a mistake to lose tho opportunity of young engineers 
gaining experience 'll"ith sanitary and water· works engineer
ing, as well as with the work of an ordinary division. They 
soon pick up the work of the more scientific branch and 
afterwards are far more valuable to government when 
they rise to the higher grades. A divisional engineer, 
who has served under the Sanitary Engineer, is a far 
better engineer than one who has had only tho ex
perience of an ordinary division. In the United Provinces 
several of our young officers have been, and are now, 
employed under the Sanitary Engineer, and they will 
be most useful officers to government in future. 
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(3). As regards architecture I always wanted to appoint 
a. young Assistant Engineer as an Assistant to the Con
sulting Architect, but the cadre has been so reduced 
it was impossible ever to spare a man. So far the 
Architect has worked well with our engineers, and the 
results have been quite satisfactory. In the United 
Provinces the Architect has been held responsible for the 
designs, materials, and specification, and the engineer 
for the estimate and calculations in the large projects 
designed by the Architect. But if the large buildings 
designed by him were entrusted to private firms with only 
the Architect's supervision, I fear the Architect would not 
have sufficient time to look after the work, and it is 
necessary to bring in the assistance of the Public Works 
Department officers. 

(4). As regards electrical work, the Electric Inspector 
has a fairly free hand, but it would be difficult for him 
tD get on without the assistance of the engineers, and so 
far they have worked quite well together. He should, 
in the future, be assisted by an officer of the engineer 
staff to enable the latter t<> pick up the practical part of 
electrical engineering. I think it is sound policy to work 
all these branches of engineering as sub-divisions of the 
one department, and not make each sub-division, a. 
water-tight compartment by itself. If each sub-division 
is worked separately, and treated specially, it is very 
difficult to prevent discontent arising, and also to 
arrange for a. regular flow of capable officers. Officers 
who show a special aptitude for any particular branch 
should be allowed to specialise in the branch, bu~ 
should not on that account receive special advancement, 
but should go up in the ordinary way. The Public 
Works Department would then be self-contained for all 
clJ;lsses of engineering, and the haphazard method of 
getting specialists out from home, and the difficulties of 
grading such men in the Department would be avoided. 
Instead of diminishing the cadre of the Department I 
would increase it to include a supply of officers for the 
larger municipalities. The present haphazard method of 
obtaining suitable men for the larger municipalities is 
not at all satisfactory, and the men themselves have not 
much to look forward t<>, and consequently they lose 
heart after a time. The engineering work in the large 
towns of these provinces is heavy and onerous, and a. 
regular service of capable men through the Public Works 
Department would ensure the municipalities of a much 
better service than they have at present; an unsuitable 
officer could more easily be replaced and a suitable 
officer would be content. 

4098. (Vll.) Education.-! now come to the system 
of education in government engineering colleges. I am 
not myself an educationalist but, having lately been 
appofuted principal of the Roorkee College, I may be 
allowed to express certain views which my short ex
perience of the work done in this college has enabled me 
to formulate. I have given some general views in my 
note to_government and I take this opportunity of putting 
down here the direction in which I think the present 
system could be improved, and by which its present broad 
basis could be .expanded, and made more attractive. 

(2). As a first step the college should be made an im· 
perial college and provide engineers for the imperial 
service, whether or no the provincial service is retained 
or abolished. I have already said in my general note that 
the provincial service should be abolished from the Public 
Works Department if the Department is to be made 
efficient and have given reasons for that opinion, The 
college should be open to the whole of India. The next 
step is to remove the lower subordinate class and the 
textile class from the college to some other centre. 
This has already been strongly recommended by the 
Committee of Management. The next step is to reduce 
the age-limit for the civil engineer class to 19 years 
(at present it is 21), and to extend the college 
course to four years (it is now three). This is a recom
mendation that will probably be strongly opposed by 
Indians as will be apparent from the following consider
ations. At present students do not enter the collerre 
on an equality, that is to say, with the same standard ~f 
education. Those who have been to the Uuiversity are 

taken over the whoie course of physics, chemistry, and 
mathematics (except applied mechanics), and go through 
it all again at the college, and consequently they possess 
a decided advantage at the start over those who have 
not been up to the University. There are a. number of 
boys who cannot afford the University and yet have 
the makings of good engineers. But these subjects give, 
in the first year alone, the B.Sc. student such a decided 
advantage over the others, owing to the number of 
marks given, that the remainder have little chance of 
picking up in the engineering subjects. The B.Sc. 
students themselves say that to go over all the same 
ground again is a. waste of time. It would be better to 
take the boys younger into the college, as they 
would then be all on an equality, and more impressionable, 
and the college authorities would be better able to weed 
out men thought unsuitable in the first and second years. 
This would have the effect of keeping out men who have 
no real engineering bent, and who simply come to the 
college after their university career as a means of enterine; 
a government service. I would alter the entrance ex
amination, abolishing a classical language, history and 
Hip.dustani, and make mechanics, physics and chemistry, 
and drawing all compulsory. Marks for drawing should 
be increased. Drawing is an important subject for any 
man who wishes to be a.n engineer, 'and schools should 
be made to give greater attention to this subject 
for those students preparing for the Roorkee examin· 
ation. A great many student are lamentably deficient 
in the subject on entering the college. 

(3). The college course now covers such an extensive field 
that more time is really required to ground the students 
in each subject. Madras and Sibpur have now made their 
course a four year's one. There should be room for a. 
certain amount of failures in the first and second year, in 
order that men, who are obviously unsuited for the 
profession, may leave the college while still young. 

4,009. (VIIL) Practical training.-Sufficient import. 
ance is not attached to the apprentice year's course. 
This, in my opiuion, is a. very important year in the 
young engineer's career, and all the students who pails 
out should get it whether they obtain a. government 
appointment or not. As to who is to pay the cost is a. 
matter for government to decide, but every student should 
get the benefit of it, and the Assistant or Executive 
Engineers under whom students are attached should be 
given some inducement to look after their training 
thoroughly. This is not always the case in my experience, 
due not so much to slackness on the part of the Assistant 
or Executive Engineer, but to the fact that he has so 
much work to do, he has not much spare time to devote 
to his apprentices. 

4,100. (Conclusion.) I have here given merely a. rough 
sketch of how I think the college could be made more 
attractive and obtain more suitable students than it does 
at present. I certainly consider the standard of instruction 
high, and quite sufficiently advanced to provide fully 
qualified engineers for employment by government cr 
private firms. It is not the educational system at the 
college that is so much at fault, but the difficulty of obtain· 
ing men who are keen on the profession as a profession. 

(2). Colonel Atkinson in his note on the most modern 
methods of tuition in advanced engineering and mechan• 
ioal institutions in England, written after visiting all 
the leading English institutious, says " as regards civil 
engineering training I am of the opinion that the scheme 
of education and the work done at Roorkee is well up to, 
if not in advance of, any work I saw in England." It 
may be said that Colonel Atkinson was biased, but 
he had many years' experience of Roorkee, and thh 
deliberate opinion formed after seeing all the Engli~h 
institutions appears to me to be very convincing, and 
from what I have seen of the work myself I thoroughly 
endorse it. At the same~ time I think that a. second 
professor of engineering is necessary, and should be 
recruited from the Public Works Department. 

(3). What I have said above relates primarily t<> the 
civil enginf,er class. We have here also the upper sub
ordinate dass. This class is recruited from non-com
missioned officers of the British Army, from European 
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and Anglo-Indian civilians, and from Indians. The class 
meet~ the wants of the Public Works Department very 
well, and the students get a sound training. 

(4). We have also a mechanical and electrical engineer 
class. This has only lately been started and is intended 
to meet the demand there is now in India, in the mechan
ical and electrical engineering professions, for men who, 
after training in a properly equipped institution, are 
willing to gain their practical experience by apprentice
ship on a living wage, to work with their hands and to 
observe factory hours and rules, men i.e., who are prepared 
to begin at the lowest stage and work up gradually. The 
class has not so far attracted many suitable men, as the 
advantages of it are not yet sufficiently widely known, 
but in time I believe it will supply a good type of well 
educated mechanic. There is a textile class here also, 
but its proper location is at Cawnpore and I do not suppose 
it will remain at Roorkee much longer. It is certainly 
not the place for it. 

(5). In conclusion, I would like to add that there seems 
to be a general impression abroad that an officer in the 
Buildings and Roads Branch is primarily occupied with 
looking after the repairs of roads and a few buildings. 
This is an entirely erroneous impression. Repairs 
certainly take up quite a proportion of an Executive 
Enuineer's time, but he is constantly at work on new 
sch~mes and new construction, and his charge is, as a 
rule, so extensive that it is all he can do to keep pace 
with the work. As for Assistant Engineers, the few im· 
perial men there are all fully occupied with important 
work. 

ANNEXURE I. 

NOTES ON IMPERIAL AND • PROVINCIAL SERVICE *' 
ENGINEERS. 

I. It will be useful in the first place to examine the 
professional qualifications of imperial and provincial 
engineers as at present recruited. 

Imperial engineers. 
(i). Candidates are grouped under the following headings. 
(a), Those who have passed the A. llf. I. C. E. examina-

tion or possess an approved University -degree in 
engineering (Regulations, paragraph 6). 

(b). Those who have obtained such diploma or di~tinc
tion in engineering as approved by the Selection 
Committee (Regulat.ions, paragraph 6). 

(c). Those who have taken no college course but should 
have had a full three years of practical experience (Regu
lations, paragraph 7). [This probably is included 
under (b).] 

(ii). The A. M. I. C. E examination is conducted by 
a series of fairly elementary papers on engineering subjects 
and is a good test of a satisfactory training in the ele
mentary theory of some branch of engineering ; but it 
is only a very partial test of engineering or professional 
ability sinoa it is recognised that men with the same 
amount of paper knowledge may have widely different 
values as regards the practice in this profession. It is 
an examination that a number of upper subordinates 
passing out of Roorkee could pass with a little special 
preparation and a certain number have done so. 

(iii). The University degrees, enumerated in Appendix 
I, are believed to be little better than the A. M. I. C. E. 
for the purpose of differentiating in practical training. 
The fact is that a practical test is a troublesome one to 
arrange, and requires a considerable amount of time 
which cannot be spared in the short time allotted to 
University examinations. Practical tests can, therefore, 
only be applied in the colleges where engineering students 
are trained, and since at the University examinations 
gen.erallr, rival colleges are presenting candidates, the 
Umverstty is unable to recognise any practical tests which 
have been made at the college. 
. For these reasons University degrees are a very one 

stded test of professional ability. 
Further they are very different in arrangement and 

standard and under Appendi~t I it !~ possible that men, 

~ho hnv_e prepn:ed t!~emsolves for entt>ring upon a career 
rn elcctrteal engmeermg, or nn val architecture may be 
appointed to the Public Works Department. ' 

~iol). Under heading (c) a collegiate education is not 
r~quired, i.e., that it is not considered requisite for can
dtdates to have received a scientific training or perhaps 
not even a good secondary education. 

(v). From the considerations enumerated in the above 
tl~ree paragraph~, it seem~. probable that men of widely 
di~erent profes~10nal. attainments are likely to be ap
pomted to the Impertal branch of the Public Works De
partment. 

(vi). Further, under the present system of selection how. 
ever much care is taken, candidates are selected ~1-hose . 
appointments cause grave discontent and heart-burning 
among the engineers appointed in India. 

The fact is substantiated by the details given in the next 
paragraph regarding two men appointed to the imperial 
service, one of whom passed out of the upper ·sub
ordinate class of the Thomason College but not high 
enough even to gain a guaranteed appointment as a 
subordinate and the other who actually failed in the civil 
engineer class and was removed from the college. -

(vii). The firat man referred to joined the upper subordi. 
nate class in 1903, passed out 22nd in 1905 failing to 
get a guaranteed appointm~Jnt. 

He was appointed to the imperial service in October 
1907. 

The second passed into the civil engineer class from the 
Martiniere in 1902. He failed at the end of his first year 
standing 20th, with 856 marks out of 1,930. He wa~ 
appointed to the imperial service in 1909. 

(viii). Provincial service engineers appointed from the 
Thomason College1 Roorkee. 

The college Board of Studies discussed in detail, in 1\Iay 
1909, the question of the comparative professional attain· 
ments of the imperial and provincial service officers at the 
commencement of their service. The opinion of the Board 
seems, therefore, worthy of quotation and is as follows : 

" The Board is unanimously of opinion that if the 
standards of professional attainment were those laid 
down for the A. 1\{. I. C. E., then students of the 
engineering class at Roorkee would be able to pa~s the 
required standard with ease. Judging from the syllabus 
of the Institute examinations for the associateship, the 
college courses at Roorkee, in addition to the compulsory 
part, includes the whole of the optional subjects, exclud. 
ing the sections dealing with ship-building and heat 
engines . .-' 

As regards test of practical training, when the Roorke.e 
College civil engineer certificate is compared with the 
qualifications required for imperial engineers a very 
different state of things is indicated. The college course 
extends over three years, each consisting of three terms, 
at the end of which practical and theoretical examinations 
are held and the student is required to qualify up to a 
certain standard at the end of each year and if l1e fails 
he is removed. 

During the three years he goes through a long practical 
course in engineering survey, workshops, laboratories, 
note-books and drawing. In the first year 9-!0 marks 
are allotted to practical work out of a total of 2,370. In 
the second year 1,010 out of 2,050. In the third year 
930 out of 1,600. e 

Further in his third year the student is given a three 
months' independent project, 'vhich is intended to be 
a complete test of his training during his college course, 
and is made as direct a test of professional ability as 
possible. Free access to books is allowed nnd encou.r~'!ed 
and the conditions are thoss of actual professional work. 
One thousand marks are allotted to this project. 

Further the student has to undergo the spur of very 
severe competition. For 20 students admitted yearly by 
competitive entrance examination only 6 or 7 )!narantred 
appointments in alternate ycnrs are nl'aila!Jle. Affc'r 
completing the three years' course, 12 or 14 students aro 
appointed in couples as Apprentice Engineers for a year on 
works. At the end of tho yoar lora! Governments ran 
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appoint, under certain restrictions, whi?hever candidate 
is best fitted for the government serVIce. 

Another point worthy of notice is that students are 
specially trained for the Public. Works De~art~ent in 
India and in the generat practiCe of engmeermg as 
adapted by years of experience to the conditions of this 
country. At the outset of their careers they are familiar 
with the language and conditions of the country. 

2. The Public Services Commission in recommending 
the formation of an imperial service and provincial 
service on different emoluments recommended that 
imperial engineers should be employed exclusively on 
work requiring high engineering skill while provincial 
service should be on works not ordinarily calling for high 
engineering skill. In other words the qualifications and 
education of imperial engineers should be as far above 
those of the provincial service as that of the imperial 
civil service is above the provincial civil service. As 
regards professional qualifications and education, ~fter 
examining the preceding paragraphs it must be admitted 
that at present this state of things is far from the actual 
conditions at present in vogue. In fact it might very easily 
be argued that the qualifications of provincial engineers 
represent much more the standard required in an efficient 
Public Works officer than those of the imperial officer 
at present recruited. 

·There are, however, other requirements beyond profes
sional qualifications and these are represented by the inher
ent attributes of the European race, which should weigh 
very heavily in the balance. It is absolutely essential that 
a larrre number of the staff of the Public Works should be 
of th~ European race and should possess those attributes 
difficult to define, but which are only produced by heredi
tary, youthful associations and training, and which may 
be summed up as the attributes of a gentleman. It is very 
hard to inelude these " other requirements" in any state
ment of qualifications required to justify the difference in 
pay now granted to imperial and provincial engineers of 
what we may call equal professional attainments. As, 
however, for efficiency a considerable proportion of Eu
ropeans must be appointed to the superior staff the 
question seems to be how can this be best done. The 
various possible lines of action are discussed below. 

(i). If the present system of recruitment is adhered to, 
there seems no justification for the present difference in 
pay between the imperial and provincial officer and 
if adhered to, the qualifications of the former must 
be raised and of the latter lowered, This seems quite 
impossible as regards the provincial officer. 

The pay of the imperial officers and of those appointed 
from the civil engineer class, Roorkee, must be made 
the same. Officers cannot be expected to work together 
without great discontent, with the same professional 
qualifications, doing the same work on different pay. 
The provincial service would then be a subordinate service 
reserved for students from the upper and lower 
subordinate classes, with a few special prizes to which 
men of exceptional abilities could attain, 

(ii). Another course seems to be to leave the Indian 
officer as at present but to justify the increased pay 
of the imperial officer by requiring much higher 
qualifications as regards practical training and experience. 

This could only be obtained by getting out much older 
men and insisting on at least five years' practical training 
at home, culminating in a competitive examination and 
social qualifications. To induce these men to come for
ward and considering their probable age they would have 
to be appointed on a relatively higher initial salary, 
perhaps Rs. 600 to 800 . .Another scheme, which suggested 
itself on these lines, is in addition to a test of professional 
ability to hold a'practical test of the experience of 
candidates on works. This is difficult to devise, but the 
following is a suggestion. The qualified candidates 
should be required to visit several works, etc., and \Yrite 
critical reports on these. A paper would be given supply
ing a certain amount of preliminary information with some 
guidance as to the points for criticism and in some cases, 
in this paper, alternative constructive proposals might 
be demanded to meet different circunmtanccs. These 
papers could be of an entirely different kind to ordinary 
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examination papers as they would be worked out on the 
ground and not in the examination hall ; the object 
being to test specially the candidate's appreciation 
of the effect of local engineering conditions and their 
relation to the cost, reliability; convenience, etc., 
of works. Candidates would be allowed the use of any 
engineering pocket books or others. In all cases it 
would be necessary that the tests should be assigned to 
candidates and completed in one day to avoid the risk of 
candidates consulting experienced engineers. At least 
three or four reports on works of ·different examiners 
to give a fair all-round test. These reports would 
b" marked and candidates selected for admission to the 
Public Works Department by the total marks awarded. 
The marking would be based principally on the profes
sional acumen displayed, but clearness of expression 
and efficiency in sketching would deservedly count for 
much. This would undoubtedly entail much' trouble 
but would differentiate between those who had and had 
not undergone a satisfactory practical training. 

If higher pay is granted to imperial officers it does 
not seem right that their practical training should be 
carried out on their joining the Public Works Depart.. 
ment in India. · 

(iii). A third solution of the question seems to be to 
turn Roorkee into an imperial college, and make all 
men who wish to join the Public Works Department 
come out here and undergo their three years' 'course at 
Roorkee. Examinations would be held for entrance 
in England and in India, and a specified number, of 
appointments reserved for each class of men. This 
was the system when Roorkee turned out many men who 
have since attained the highest positions in their 
profession and have a world-wide reputation. 

These men would have the advantage of a training 
specially adopted to the requirements of the country, 
three years' training in the vernacular, and being" salted" 
to the climate in a healthy place and under careful super
vision. The difficulties are obvious. Every man who 
qualified would have to be given an appointment and 
those who failed would have to be sent back to England. 
Roorkee would have to be thrown open to the whole of 
India; and the inhabitants of Bengal, Madras and Bombay 
who are at present excluded from Roorkee are notoriously 
good at examination and might swamp the inhabitants 
of Northern India. This could, however, be got over 
by a fixed number of candidates admitted from the 
various prQvinces. , 

In my opinion the advantages of this scheme far out. 
weigh th(:l disadvantages and it would result in govern· 
ment obtaining a very efficient service in which the 
numbers of the various races could be arranged at 
pleasure. 

E . .ATKINSON, MAJoR, R. E., 
Principal. 

.ANNEXURE II. 

NoTE ON TRAINING OF ENGINEERS IN INDIA. 

The Committee, recently appointed in connection with 
the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Fublic Works 
Department, have to consider, among other matters, 
the training given at the Indian engineering colleges 
and the question of broadening and improving it so as 
to suit the requirements of private firms as well as the 
government departments : as this touches directly on the 
curriculum at the Thomason College, I should like to deal 
briefly with the objects and procedure in tra,ining 
engineers and their application to Roorkee. 

The mental equipment for all creative work, which 
is that having original features as distinguished from 
mere routine, consists in the full development of the 
" imaginn,tive " and " critical " faculties ; the first of 
these provides the ideas or material which render 
cren,tive work possible and the second is used in selecting 
from this material the most suitable, the result being 
original and successful work. These faculties are 
developed to a certain extent by general education, 
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but are capable of very great development in a specialised dmuand and with some justice that a greater amount of 
direction; thus for instance the imaginative faculty is instruction be givon in the college course ; tho teaching 
very highly specialised in creative m?sicians and artists of survey at Roorkee forms an apt illustrntion, tho 
and the critical faculty in tho connmsseurs of these arts. training in this subject is very thorough and complete 
The principal aim, therefore, of engineering education at Roorkce and far in advance of that at any British 
should be to develop t.hese faculties specially as regards college; it is not, ho'll'('vcr, a subject of much educational 
engineering. The importance of this specialised develop· valuo in engineering, though highly scientific in some of 
ment in engineering is, I think, often not fully realised; its applications; tho training therefore, in this subject 
the subjects taught at an engineering collage differ for an engineer must rank mostly as instruction : this 
widely as regards their educational value from this point instruction has, however, probably been of great service 
of view and a careful selection and adjustment has to he to some departments of the Public Works Department 
made between them to get the best educational results. and is undoubt~dly duo to their initiative. 

The next point is to distinguish between education Ll another instance M1e sequence just explained can 
as just described and instruction in engineoring; this be illustrated from the working of my O\VU dC'partmcnt 
distinction is of fundamental importance in connection at this college, that of electrieal engineering ; this may . 
with the training of engineers ; the aim of instruction is fairly claim to be the. most scientific branch of enginc!lring 
to give the engineering student useful knowledge, and it has, I believe as a subject, tho highest educational 
such ·as data. and tho details of working of engineering value and I had always considered that it was introduced 
processes; instruction appeals, therefore, principally in the civil engineering course principally for this 
to the memory and it is charaeteristic of it that, object, especially as the time allott~d to it is very short; 
unless mado use of comparatively soon after it is acquired, in 1912, however, a Board of Inspectors visited the col· 
it is wasted, while education has always a permanent lege and on the initiativo of its president, 1\Ir. C. E. 
value; education and instruction are intermixed to some V. Goument, Chic£ Engineer; Buildings and Roads Branch, 
extent in all engineering subjects but the relative amount Public Works Department, it was decided to add an 
of them obtained differs enormqusly with the subject electrical project for lamps and fans in buildings to the 
and the manner of its treatment. civil engineering cour~e; this entailed a considerable 

A modern engineering training has two recognised amount more instruction as compared with education 
·stages, an engineering college course and an apprentice- than I had thought necessary, but I have endeavoured 
ship, generally taken in the order stated : it is now fairly to supply this to tho b3st of my ability in deference to 
obvious that the principal aim of the college course the requirements of the Public Works Department. 
should be engineering education and that of apprentice· My colleagues and I have always considered that the 
ship to add the necessary instruction to produce a quali· raising of the educational value of the engineering courses 
fied engineer. An engineering college should always is o£ the greatest importance, and we have steadily 
be able to maintain itself at the highest level in engineer- worked towards that end, as could easily be shown at 
ing education; this is, however, not possible as regards a suitable opportunity ; I have also always considered that 
instruction in the detaijs of engineering processes, since the views of employers are o£ the greatest importnnco, 
the instructors at the college must necessarily fall as it is necessary to rely entirely on them for providing 
behind in their knowledge of the details of engineering the necessary apprenticeships; the only outstanding 
practice on giving it up for teaching, and this is especially difference, I believe, between the Roorkee civil engineer· 
the case for highly: specialised and progressive branches ing course and those of British colleges is that a largor 
of engineeering. Instruction also is much more effectual measure of instruction is given in it, and to that extent 
when obtained during apprenticeship than in the something is taken off its educational value ; thiq, 
college, as it is acquired in· a much more real and however, is partly compensated by a higher standard of 
interesting manner and presumably also in the special work than that at an average British college ; this fact 
branch of engineering which the student will take up ; this has been illustrated by cases of students who have left 
cannot be insured usually in the college course. A certain Roorkee and proceeded to British colleges, details of some 
amount of instruction, however, is essential in the of these have been supplied to government, I believe, 
college course to keep the subjects taught in touch with but during the last few months there has been the 
practice and to enable .Problems to be discussed which case of a student of the civil engineering class at 
retain the interest of the students'in engineering; if, how·- Roorkee who failed to qualify to continue the courso at 
ever, the college course is to perform its highest functions the end of his first year in 1912; his failure was in the 
the instruction given must be limited to what is desirable aggregate of marks required to bring him up to the 
from the standpoint entirely of engineering education. Roorkee standard ; he then proceeded to England and 

It follows, therefore, that the training in college is obtained a British diploma and has recently joined 
closely inter-counected with that given during apprentice- the imperial service, Public Works Department, Railway 
ship and is dependent on it for its final purpose of pro. Branch. 
ducing a thoroughly qualifi~d engineer, especially as after The view appears to be held that if the work carried 
the college training the average student is useless to his out by the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public 
employer, in an immediate sense, in proportion as he is Works Department is handed over to indigenous privaw 
highly educated and dependent on instruction to be firms, this will provide a suitable opportunity for 
obtained during the apprenticeship period. " broadening and improving " the engineering college 

Tho requirements for a satisfactory apprenticeship are- training in India and bringing it more into line with that 
(a) That the apprentice should be placed on construct· given in British colleges: it would seem evident, how· 

iva work of an important and general charaeter ever, that these indigenous firms, for some years at any 
carried out under first-class supervision. . rate, will be in a much less advantageous position for 

(b) That the apprentice~hip period should be arranged providing adequate apprenticeships than the Public 
to give a sufficiently long and varied experience Works Department is at present ; the argument hero 
and solely with reference to supplying the developed would, therefore, show that these indigenous 
maximum of instruction, without any idea of firms would be the first to object to the broadened and 
making use of the apprentice during this improved courses, and would in all probability aver 
period. that the more highly educated but less instructed student<~ 

Owing to the absence of many facilities available to are not at all what they require : in fact the chango in 
British firms, it will probably be generally allowed that the "employer" of the students is likely to prejudi· 
in both these respects apprenticeship in India has not cially affect the college courses unless some such st<-ps 
been at all as satisfactory as that in Great Britain, in are taken as suggested in the succeeding paragraph. 
consequence this is reflected in the civil engineering I take now, therefore, the opportunity of Rtaling my 
course at :Roorkeo : it is almost a necessary and practi. opinion. based on the reasoning of which an liU tlino has 
cally a umversal eow:cquence that when an engineering been given, that the feasibility of incre~tsing tho cduca· 
llmployer, whether a department or a. private firm, finds tiona! valu!l of tho civil enginPcring cours~ at Roorkc(l, 
a difficulty in giving an adoquaw apprenticeship, ho will which is probably what is referred to as broadening and 
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improving it, is almost entirely dependent on the 
adequacy of the apprenticeship available for the students 
when they pass out of the college. I would, there.fore, 
strongly urge that government should now make tt;,e]f 
directly responsible for the apprenticeship stage of 
engineering training as it has alrea~y done for the college 
stage, through the instrumentality of the government 
engineering colleges. . . 

Finally as regards an entirely different matter, I would 
point out that the compet_ition ~or entrance to the civil 
engineer class at Roorkee IS decidedly severe and that 
most of the Indian students entering are University 
graduates ; it is, therefore, hardly likely t~at . chang~s 
in the curriculum or those based on exammat10ns will 
affect any appreciable alteration if the men who pass 
out of the Roorkee College are found unsatisfactory as 
a. class · other methods than educational must be looked 
to, ther~fore, as likely to be most effective for an im
provement. 

ADDE:NDUM. 

The general principles outlined in the preceding when 
applied to the improvement of the civil engineering 
course at Roorkee would lead, ·I believe, to certain 
changes which will now be explained. 

Apprenticeships.-.At present there are in alternate 
years 12 and 14 apprenticeships offered by government 
of one year's duration to the 20 students who may 
qualify in the civil engineering course ; the apprentices 
are given a salary of Rs. 100 per mensem. 

I woUld suggest that government should provide 
apprenticeships for all the students who qualify and 
take measures to render these satisfactory. It has been 
pointed out that the apprenticeship training is com· 
plementary to the college training and essential to produce 
·a qualified engineer ; the extra expense J:o government, 
in completing the training by apprenticeship of the 
students now unprovided for would be very small in 
comparison with that already incurred in giving them 
a college training : this procedure, therefore, seems a very 
reasonable sequel to the policy to which government has 
comtnitted itself by maintaining the Roorkee College ; 
any difficulty in finding satisfactory apprenticeships could 
be met, I believe, by the measures suggested later. 

The salary of Rs. 100 per mensem paid to apprentices 
should be termed a scholarship, since the giving of a 
salary confuses the very important distinction, as far as 
nomenclature can, that the apprentices are under training 
and not under employment. It is unnecessary also that 
scholarships should be given to all the apprentices, these 
shoul~ be prepared as. in great Britain to pay for their 
training to some extent ; scholarships to . apprentices 
!night, therefore, be offered to the first ten on the college 
list of qualified students; this would be in consonance 
with the practice at the college as regards the newly 
started class in mechanical and ele< trical engineering. 

For satisfactory results in apprenticeship, it is very 
important that the engineer, under whose direct orders 
the apprentices are placed, should receive an allowance; 
the supervision of an apprentice, so as to provide him 
with a. proper practical training, is a troublesome addi
tion to an engineer's ordinary duties and of a. character 
entirely different from them; the supervision should there
fore be paid for on the sound principle that, under these 
circumstances, this is the most effectual method of in
culcating a feeling of serious responsibility as regards it. 

It would be an excellent thing if the apprenticeships 
offered by government could be with private firms as 
well as .on government works, when suitable oppor
tunities present themselves ; in this case the allowance 
for supervision of apprentices should be paid to the 
firm on their undertaking it would go to the engineer 
under whom the apprentices were placed. With a view 
also to facilitate the obtaining of apprenticeships for the 
college students with pri>ate firms, I would suggest that 
in every large government engineering contract a. 
clause should be inserted declaring that the firm is 
willing to take apprentices to a reasonable extent from 
the Indian engineering colleges ; the insertion of this 

clause would be quite fair to the firms and a good deal 
less onerous than the "fair wages " clause in British 
government contracts : this point was raised by me 
som~ years ago through the principal of this College, 
without any result, as far as I know. 

Finally as regards apprenticeship, strict regulations 
should be laid down as to the responsibility of engineers 
for providing apprentices under them with satisfactory 
opportunities for practical training and fo ensure that 
their training will be the only consideration in arranging 
their work; the object of apprenticeship also should 
be more explicitly made known to students than it is at 
present, since an apprentice is inclined to he only too 
eager to be put in independent charge of any kind of 
job without realising the disadvantage to his training. 

Roorkee civil engineer{ng cour8e.-.Assuming that all 
" students could obtain a thoroughly satisfactory apprentice
ship, ·the civil engineering course proper could be greatly 
improved in educational value by the removal of 
instruction in details of elementary engineering practice 
now largely present in it, the amount of instruction being 
limited to that necessary for engineering educational 
purposes ; the requisite modifications could, I think, 
safely be entrusted to the professh?nal staff at the college. 

.An important point as regards this course, that should 
not be lost to sight, is the desirability of maintaining 
a close and properly co-ordinated relationship between 
the training at the college and that on apprenticeship; 
this, I think, may have been somewhat overlooked. In 
Great Britain the staff of engineering colleges are largely 
concerned in the selection of apprenticeships for their 
qualified students and in some cases inspect them during 
apprenticeshiP. With this object in view I would 
suggest that brief particulars of apprenticeships proposed 
should be subinitted to the principal of the college and 
approved by him, before students are posted to govern· 
ment engineering departments, etc., as apprentices ; also 
that the principal be empowered to arrange apprentice
ships directly with private firms, the sanction of govern
ment being obtained, rr considered necessary, before 
posting the students. With the same object in view, I 
will add a further suggestion" that !night be effective, 
this is that government should offer say a gold medal 
for a thesis or paper written by an apprentice and 
based on experience gained during the apprenticeship 
period ; the engineer under whom the apprentice works 
should certifv that the matter in the paper is directly 
connected with his training and i'l the apprentice's in
dividual work as far as the enl!ineer is aware, the latter 
should also be attested to by the apprentice. The papers 
subinitted should be examined for awarding the gold 
medal by the professor of civil engineering at Roorkee 
and for this work he should be given an adequate fee. 
The medal Inight be named after some distinguished 
R6orkee alumnus and government should endeavour 
to give it honourable recognition by mentioning it with 
the holder's name in official lists, etc. This procedure, 
if it can be made effective, would have the useful result 
both of drawing greater attention to the importance of 
apprenticeship training and also of keeping the college 
in touch, through the professor of civil engine<>ring, 
with the general characteristics of the apprenticeship 
training obtained by its students. , 

Roorkee survey caurse.-The work of survey is very 
different from that which is accepted as engineering in 
the ordinary sense, though it is intimately connected 
with certain kinds of engineering. The 11pecial import.. 
ance assigned to survey at Roorkee has been referred 
to already, the excellence of the instruction in this sub
ject has been often commented on and it is an accepted 
feature of the civil engineering training at Roorkee that 
all students are to be turned out finished surveyors ; the 
time and application devoted to th;s subject necessarily 
take off from the educational value of the trainin~ as 
compared with that at a British college; there are how· 
ever undoubtedly weighty re!tf;ons for this feature at 
Roorkee and any half me.:~a.•lres in this matter would, I 
believe, be a. mistake ; it i~ a case for one t.hing or the 
other. The general principles laid down indicate that the 
formation of a special Survey Branch of the Public 
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Works Department would be the only. procedure ~h~t 
wo&ld entirely remove thereaso!lB for tlus charactenstlo 
feature at Roorkee, for, 'undt~r these oircumstonees, 
there would be no difficulty in giving adequate instruc
tion in this subject, as apprentices or probationers, to 
tho engineers who intended to take up this branch.: if 
this procedure were not contemplated, any radiCal 
changes in the survey course appear to be ruled out. 

Specialization in engineeri11g.-In connection with the 
general principlEls outlined and with particular reference 
to the argument at the end of the last paragraph, I 
would like to point out that a higher degree of special· 
ization in engineering work places an engineering college 
in a better position as regards its own work, since the 
conditions for apprenticeship are much more favourable, 
it being much easier to train an apprentice satisfact?~·ily 
for specialized work than for miscellaneous ; in additiOn 
specialized wm·k is associated with continual and ~ol. 
atively rapid improvements in the details of its pra~ti.ce, 
so that engineering employers are led to prefer g1vmg 

th? instruction n.ocessnry th?mselves during apprentice
ship t~ the engmcers tlwy mtend to employ, instead of 
dependmg at all on the necessarily ruorc or !<•so out.of. 
date instruct~on obtuinal,Je at a coll(•ge ; in consequence 
tho college IS naturally brought to concentrate on its 
proper function of engineering education. When compnr
mg therefore Roorkee with British engineering coll<·g<·s, 
the greater specialisation of engineering in Great Britain 
should be taken into account. -

Finally I would explain thaL in referring to Nlucation 
and the educational point of view, I havo in mind the view 
point _of an educated engineer towards engineering 
educatiOn ; this is often widely difft'rent from that of 
educationists or educationalists as they are variously 
termed. · 

F. W. SEDGWICK, li!.A. (Cat."TAB.), 

M em.. !nat., Electrical E ngi11eers, 
Professor of Electrical Engineering, 

Tlwmason College, Roorkee. 
------

. 'l\1R. W. G. WooD called and examined. 

4,101. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
retired Chief Engineer'of the Public Works Department, 
and that he had been principal of the Roorkee College 
since the 20th October 1916 previous to which he had 
had no experience of educational work. 

4,102. Firms of contractors were sufficiently encouraged 
under the existing procedure of the Public Works De
partment. The ordinary form of teuder generally used 
in the United Provinces was one of rates, but lump sum 
tenders were also in usc. He had had very little ex· 
perience of the latter form of tender as it had not been 
encouraged because it eventually led to trouble. For 
instance, in a rate contract, if the quantity of concrete 
in the construction of a bridge was exceeded, it could 
be measured and paid for at the correct rate, but if the 
contract were a lump sum one, the contractor had a com· 
plaint as very often the extra quantity would not have 
been measured before it had been put in the work. 
Even in England, where 'A, great deal of lump sum eon
tract work was carried out, such difficulties were some
times met with and alterations then had to be made. 
If a schedule of rates was laid down in a lump sum 
contract and agreed to, however, such difficulties would 
be avoided. When a man accepted a lump sum con
tract, he took the risk of having to do more work than he 
anticipated. For instance, if a bridge was built on a 
lump sum, contract, the contractor might have to sink 
his wells very much more than had been allowed for 
in his original rough estimate. 

4,103. Although such cases were exceptional, instances 
had occurred in the province in which large contracts 
had been split up. A case in point was that of the High 
Court, the contract for which had been split up into five 
parts as the Department had anticipated that work 
would be expedited by that method. In other similar 
instances a bonus had been given to the contractor who 
finished his work first with a view to the expedition 
of work. If one large responsible contractor had been 
employed on these occasions, it would have depended on 
the personality of the contractor whether the work would 
have been constructed sooner than by the method 
actually adopted. He added that as a matter of fact 
h? had had work completed in time by the employment 
o! one contractor and that his experience in this connec
tiOn had been satisfactory. A good Executive Engineer 
generally possessed a number of good contractors who 
were capable of undertaking the construction of large 
works, and these, of whom there were several in the prov· 
ince, looked more or less to that officer for work. 

4,104. The amount of supervision exercised over 
the construction of Public Works Department buildings 
by ~bordin!ltes was not excessive, and a good Executive 
Engmeer regulated his supervision according to the 
capabilities of the contractor. If a good contractor 
employed one or'two of his subordinatcg on the con
stru?tion of a building and they were efficient, the 
a!lrvlces of a corresponding nun::ber of Public Works De· 

partment subordinates would not be needed. There 
was nothing in the working of the Department which 
prevented the expansion of private enterprise in the 
building trades, but there were, however, no large 
European contracting firms in the province. 

4,105. When he was Chief Engineer, a certain amount 
of sanitary work had been cOI!structed by a firm of su· 
pervising engineers, but they had not proved satisfac
tory in that a number of their designs were defective. 
The fmn had in some instances altered their designs in 
the light of criticism by the Chief and Sanitary Engineers 
and had in one instance, particularly, incurred a great 
deal of expenditure in this connection. 

4,106. He was opposed to making each branch of the 
Department self-contained; there were a number of 
sanitary, electrical and water-works in progress and, if 
it was the intention to make the best of the young Indian, 
such works afforded the opportunity of training them 
under the respective specialists now employed. In his 
opinion each branch should be placed under the control 
of the Chief Engineer and transfers between b:anches 
should be made permissible so that the branch for which 
an officer was most fitted would soon become apparent. 
If an officer showed a preference for example for sanitary 
work, he should be placed on sud1 work, but this should 
not preclude him from undertaking ordinary buildings 
and -roads work, so that if sanitary works WNe shut 
down he could be transferred to a division. 

4,107. Sanitary Engineers should not be recruited 
from Europe as they did not prove satisfactory until 
they bad had two or three years' experience of Indian 
conditions and had acquired a knowleclge of the language. 
Such men at present came out to India on a fiYe _YC<u·s' 
covenant and inconvenience had been expenenccd 
in grading them with other officers of the Department 
particularly on the completion of their fi~·8~ pcri.od of 
service. He therefore recommended that cn·tl engmeers 
should be recruited from England and trained as special· 
ists in India in preference to the present system under 
which trained specialists were recruited direct from 
England. 

4,108. The Public Works Departml'nt should take over 
municipal sanitary works and incr<_mso their ~adre ~ as 
to be able to supply or lend the sernces of thctr engmcers 
to such bodies. This system would eventually proYo 
satisfactory, but it would take some time ~o train tlio 
required number of men. It. was true that It would _be 
a retrograde Rtep in local self-government to depm·e 
municipalities of their sanitary works and st:lif, but 
such a measure was justified because of tho trouble 
which had been experienced in tlte province in connc•ction 
with municipal engineers. 

4,100. He recommended that tlw Hoorkcc College 
should be thrown open to the wlwlc of Imlirt, as it was 
desirable to obtain fully trained lll<liuns in lndb. and 
the collerre would not prove a sucr!'S~ unle:::l it was Ill ndn 
imperi1.1l." A good nmny st.:J.tulory natin·s of India !mil 

... 
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entered the college 'when it had been an imperial one, 
but such. was not now the case owing to its being a 
provincial college. If the coliege were again made 
imperial a better stamp of men would be attracted 
because the service which thev would enter would b'e 
imperial, and the college would come under the imperial 
budget on the lines of the forests, post offices· and tele
graphs. Students could not. at present enter the imperial 
service from Roorke,e, and this was precisely what he 
desired to reintroduce. His rooson for so distinguishing 
the college was because it was the oldest in India. 

4,ll0. The age-limit for admission to the college should 
be reduced from 21 to 19 year~. Students would then 
be on more of an equality as regards their educational 
attainments. The age-limit at present was too wide, as 
men who had passed the B.A. and B.So. entered the 
college. They had thus read physics and chemistry 
and therefore had an advantage over the men not so 
educationally qualified. The professors, moreover, were 
of opinion that it was difficult to give a lecture to men 
who had previously heard what was being said. If 
the age-limit for admission were fixed at 19 years, a. 
stiff general examination for entrance to the college 
should be held to ensure .that the general educational 
qualifications of the candidates were up to a certain 
standard. No advantage would accrue by affiliating the 
college to the University. On the contrary there would 
then be an opening for CQ{lsiderable interference. The. 
college was capable of managing its own affairs, and 
would become much more attractive in the event of its 
being made an imperial one. A further objection to 
affiliation would be the lowering of the age-limit. 

4,111. The staff of the college should be a mixed one. 
The college had hitherto been deficient in its civil 
engineering staff, but it was now difficult to obtain 
officers with engineering and educational experience. 
One such officer was at present employed in the college, 
but another professor was required and he should be 
recruited either from the Public Works Department or 
from England. Some Executive Engineers would 
certainly object to . the latter course, if they had an 
inclination for the work. The present professor of civil 
engineering was the only member of the Public Works 
Department who was on the superior teaching staff. 
He was an officer of the Irrigation Branch of about 
10 years' service and was keen on his work. The sub
ordinate who delivered lectures in connection with civil 
engineering was really not competent to do so, and 
a man with better qualifications was required. The only 
member of the Public Works Department in the assist
ants' staff was a military upper subordinate. 

4,ll2. The Roorkee College was at present satisfactorily 
managed by a committee which consisted of the Chief 
Engineer, the Director of Public Instruction, the 
Director of Industries, the Pl'incipal of the College, Doctor 
Ziauddin and the Honourable Doctor Sunder La!. There 
had been another gentleman on the committee who had, 
however, recently died, and he was not aware of the 
name of the gentleman who had taken his place. The 
management of the college was under the Industries 
Department, but in his opinion it should be placed under 
the control of the Public Works Department. He was 
not aware why the management of the college had been 
transferretl from the Public Works Department, but when 
such transfer took place it was supposed to have been 
IJlaced under the jurisdiction of the Education Depart
ment. It had, however, been placed under the Secre
tary of the Industries Department for reasons unknown 
to him. 

4,113. (.Mr. Cobb.) The country was in need of highly 
trained engineers as there were a number of hydro-elec· 
tric and canal schemes, etc., awaiting development and 
there was not sufficient staff available for their super
vision. There was, therefore, a large opening in India 
for the highly trained engineer. 

4,114. He desired to abolish the lower subordinates' 
class in the college becauHe it was not a sound principle 
to have such men trained with engineers. The latter 
were, however, kept separate from the former at pres
ent. About, 20 civil engineering students passed out 

of the college yearly, and if the lower subordinates' class 
was abolished room for more civil engineering students 
would be available, but not to any very great extent as 
the increase would lead to an increase in expenditure in 
connection with laboratory and other arrangements. 
Hence no great advantage would be gained unless a larger 
number of students were admitted. The hostel in which 
the lo\l·er subordinates were at present housed would 
be available for the accommodation of civil engineers, 
and about 30 ,additional students could be turned out 
yearly by the abolition of the lower subordinates' class. 
There was certainly a demand for such a. number. 

4,115. If Executive Engineers were more efficient, 
many schemes which were at present scrapped would go 
through and thus save time and reduce the labours of 
the higher officers. H(himself had suffered in this con
nection when ill-considered schemes had been submitted 
for his approval. . His remark did not apply only to Exec· 
utive Engineers of the Public Works Department but 
also to officers of other departments. There was 4no 
doubt, however, that several Executive Engineers of 
the Public Works Department were inefficient and that _ 
most of their projects had to be re·cast .. A great deal 
of such inefficiency was, however, traceable to the provin
cial engineer whom he thought ought never to have 
been in his present position which was chiefly the result 
of promotion of seniority. Two standards of efficiency 
were in vogue at present ; the old standard of the Executive 
Engineer and that of the provincial engineer which was of 
a. lower order, and he had when Chief Engineer frequently 
experienced difficulty in promoting provincial Assistant 
Engineers to executive rank in that no definite standard 
of efficiency was laid down. Had he based promotion 
on the old standard of efficiency, the provincial Assistant 
Engineer could not have been promoted. In ordel,' to 
promote him it had been necessary to take a standard of 
efficiency far lower than which had previously been con
sidered necessary. A great deal of this difficulty would 
be reduced if the provincial service were abolished. The 
inconvenience in connection with promotion was entirely 
due to the introduction of a double standard of efficiency. 

4,116. (Rai Bahad11r Ganga Ram.) His recommendation 
that the Roorkee College should be open to all did 
not imply the a,.bolition of the Sibpur and Poona Colleges. 

4,117. One of the effects of lowering ,the age-limit 
for admission to the college would be to debar B.As., 
and B.Scs., but as a matter of fact, students could 
undergo a B.Sc. training in the college. A stiff entrance 
examination would be introduced with the ·object of 
obtaining and training men when young. The opportunity 
would thus present itself of seeing whether a. man, after 
serving two or three years in the college, would really 
make a good engineer and of his leaving college when 
he was comparatively young. 

4, 118. He bad had experience of men .who had entered 
the college after they had passed the intermediate 
examination. Such men had of course to pass the 
college entrance examination, but they were handicapped 
as compared with the B.A. and B.Sc. students since they 
received lectures they had never heard before. Hence 
if the age-limit were lowered, all students would start 
more on an equality. 

4,119. He advocated the encouragement of the system 
of sending Indian engineers to England after 10 years' 
service in order to specialize in particular branches of 
work as be considered government would be well repaid 
thereby. 

4,120. (.Mr. .lliackenzie.) 'J]he primary aim of the 
college was to supply engineers to the Public Works 
Department, and men who did not succeed in obtaining 
guaranteed appointments had to shift for themselves 
in obtaining private appointments. The college was 
founded at the time the construction of the Ganges Canal 
was commenced. The training it afforded was high 
enough for the engineering needs of the country, but the 
educationalists in the college were of opinion that too much 
time was devoted to departmental accounts and estimates. 
This, ho·.vever, was a matter which could be rectified 
by an alteration of the syllabus and this in its turn was 
a. question for the Board of Studies to deal with. The 
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ciasses on the whole were good, but in some instances 
studies everlapped a great deal. For example the syllabus 
for water-works overlapped with that for hydraulics, 
but the difficuiLy could be overcome as only a little 
diffet'entiation was required. It would be a great mis· 
take to shorten the time spent on surveying. Some of the 
educationalists in the college had objected to the amount 
of time spent by students on surveying and were of 
opinion that such could be given at the time of practical 
training, but in his opinion students would in that event 
never get the opportunity. 

4,121. Iu his opinion, it would not be worth while 
to recruit quantity surveyors from England in order to 
teach estimating in the college. He did not agree with 
the view of educationalists that drawing was of no 
value, as he considered it was essential for engineering. 
Sufficient attention had not as a matter of fact, been 
paid to this subject, as a number of men on leaving the 
college actually did not know designing ; they could 
certainly draw, but they had not received sufficient 
instruction in designing. 

4,122. The college course should be of four years' dura
tion. In addition one year, preferably two, should be spent 
by the students on practical training, and each batch 
of passed students should be placed under experienced 
Executive Engineers who should be paid extra for their 
trouble ,in this connection, otherwise they would not 
perhaps devote sufficient attention to the students. 
Students should not be placed under Superintending 
Engineers for practical training as such officers generally 
toured during the cold weather. He was not prepared 
to recommend, without due consideration, that all the 
20 students turned out by the college yearly should be 
paid when undergoing practical training, but Apprentice 
Engineers should certainly be paid. Some of the students 
received very good tuition under private firms, and 
such firms should compensate them for their services. 
Diplomas should only be granted to students after they 
had completed their one or two years' practical training, 
and it would certainly be an attraction to such men if 
they were given a living wage during the period of 
practical training. 

4,123. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) He would personally 
rather see the college revert to the Public Works De
partment, but;'the point was a controversial one. The 

college was to a certain extent under the Director of 
Public Instruction in that all government orders rer•ard-
ing educatio~ were received from that officer. "' 

•!,124. (Nr. Willmott.) 1'here was no serious objection 
to the proposal that the Superintending Enginet•r's olllce 
should be greatly reduced and meraed into that of the 
Chief Engineer, the Superintending" Engineer becomin., 
a. personal assistant to the Chief Engineer and having 
only a camp clerk. 

4,125. He agreed in principle to the proposal that all 
major designs should be prepared in rotation by quali
fied men in a central designing office which would act, 
when.ever necessary, in collaboration with the Consulting 
Architect. He had as a matter of fact, when Chief 
Engineer, made au effort to create a technical section 
and as a result·the ollice of the Sanit.ary Engineer had 
been located at Allahabad. 

4,126. He had seen a great deal of the work of a certain 
drainage firm in the province. It could not be termed a. 
competent designing firm, and he was not aware of any 
other designing firm in the province. A good manv of 
the projects designed by the firm in question had ·had 
eventually to be recast, and even then in one or two 
instances they were not perhaps as good as they would 
have been had they been prepared in the first instance by 
the Sanitary Engineer. 1'he firm did not make any extra 
charge for recasting their projects, but it cost them a. 
good deal more in the long run because they had to 
keep on their staff for a longer period than thev antici
pated. When the proj<:cts had been completed, however, 
they were good, but not as good as was desired. The 
method of payment for these projects was that of a 
percentage based on their gross value. On one occasion 
the firm had submitted a ·large project amounting to 
Rs. 3lakhs for latrines in a city, but they had previously 
been told that they should first fix the positions of the 
latrines in collaboration with the municipality and not 
include in the project anything more than was rrquired 
by the municipality. They did not do so, however, 
with the result that the project was abandoned. 

4,127. Four lectures were gi'i"en in the college on 
architecture and a certain amount of architectural in
struction was also imparted, but the course was only 
a small one. 

W. PARRY, Esq., M.LO.E., Municipal Engineer, Cawnpore. 

Written Statement. 

4,128. I am of opinion that the sanitary schemes of 
the towns should be prepared by special Sanitary 
Engineers of the Public Works Department and the con
struction of the works carried out by the municipal 
engineer. The ~nitary Engineers should be selected men 
who have had the necessary training in water and 
sewerage works in England, 

4,129. Schemes for saPJtary engineering works should 
be prepared by engineers with special training in water
works and sewerage and drainage works and not by 
officers selected from the Buildings and Roads or Ir~ig· 
ation Branch of the Public Works Department who 
have had no training or practical experience in Sanitary 
Engineering works. 

4,130. As regards municipal engineers, I am of opinion 
that they should carry out the construction of all works 
within the municipality, and I think a good deal of the 
work of district engineers of the Public Works Depa.rt· 
ment could then be reduced by the appointment . of 
municipal engineers for all the large towns as is 
done in England. The municipal engineers should carry 
out the construction of the sa~tary schemes as they are 
well acquainted with the details required and can deal 
better with matters copnected with buildings, encroach· 
menta and house connections. . 

4,131. The appointment of a mun:icipal engineer should 
be made from selection from the Assistant Sanitary Engi · 
neers ?f the ~ublic Works Department after ~hey have had 
expemmce m the preparation of sanitary schemes and 
who have been for at least three years Assistant Engineers 

to the municipal engineers of large towns in India, gaining 
experience in municipal engineering such as roads, build· 
ings, water and sewerage works, buildings applications. 
the preparation of plans and supervising the connection 
of private houses and factories with the sewers and water 
mains and the numerous details connected with a 
municipal engineer's office. 

4,132. As rPgards contracts, I am of opinion that for 
the usual yearly municipal repairs and extensions of the 
water and sewerage works and roads and buildings, the 
works should be given out to contractors with practical 
experience and men with capital. Contracts should be 
made for one year for all estimates up to Ib. 5,000 to 
two firms of contractors; one contract for tho water and 
sewerage works and another for ronda and buildings. The 
trouble at present experienced in municipal contracts 
is that invariably the lowest tender is accepted and the 
rates tendered a.re impossible for good sound work to be 
done. Illiterate men with no experience or capital, 
and who have to buy their materials from the brick and 
limo manufacturers, tender for works which they do not 
understand and whose rates are too low to work to or to 
enable them to engage qualified supervisors to carry 
out the work. 

4,133. As regards the construction of large water
works and sewernge and drainage schemes only master 
contractors should be engaged, who engnge men with 
practical experience to carry out large contracts and 11 ho 
po~s!lss know ledge of sanitary engineering. 

4,134. If contracts are given out in the woy I suggest 
I think better work would be done and sound contracting 
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firms would be encouraged to take up the contracts 
for municipal works, but at present no firms of good 

standing_ can compete against the class of contractors 
who are at present given contracts. 

·MR. W. PARRY called and examined. 

4,135. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Municipal Engineer, Cavmpore, and that he had held 
that appointment for nearly 20 years. He had pre
viously been employed by the Calcutta Municipality 
on the water-works of that city and as Resident 
Engineer for the Allu.habad and Howrah Municipalities; 
before coming out to India he had worked "ith a civil 
engineer in Liverpool, who had charge of sewerage 
works, water-works and railways. 

4,136. He was of opinion that the designs for all sani· 
tary projects for towns in India should be prepared by 
special Sanitary Engineers of the Public Works Depart
ment in view of the fact that municipal engineers had not 
the time to undertake large schemes, and as designs for 
large projects took probably a year or two to prepare. 
In regard to the suggestion that this work might be given 
to private firms he remarked that he did not know of any 
firms in India which were capable of undertaking such 
work. India, he added, was not like England in so far 
as the private practice of consulting sanitary engineers 
was concerned. Such engineers in England had prospects 
to look forward to and were able to keep up their 
offices probably for generations, and they only came 
out to India when they saw no prospect of obtaining 
work in England. On the other hand, ·officers recruited 

· for the Sanitary Department were brought out on graded 
saiaries and had prospects of earning pensions. Hence 
government secured fully competent officers. Further, 
the money spent on municipal works was really gov· 
ernment money, and consequently, he thought, it ought 
to be looked after by government servants. He ad
mitted that this contention amounted to a desire that 
government should entertain a Sanitary Branch for the 
designing of projects, because sanitary engineering in 
India had not advanced to a ~tage at which designs 
might be entrusted to private firms, and suggested 
that it would be advantageous to recruit experienced 
men from England for sanitary appointments with this 
in view. The Cawnpore water-works were designed by 
the Sanitary Engineer to Government, and the construc
tion was carried out by a private firm of contractors 
from Calcutta under the supervision of the municipal 
engineer. He had not had experience of the drainage 
schemes that had been executed by certain private 
firms ln the United Provinces, nor had he previously 
been made aware of them. 

4,137. Specialists who had been trained in water
works and sewerage works, preferably in England, ought 
to be recruited for the appointments of Sanitary 
Engineer to Government. He disapproved of recruit- · 
ment to these posts of officers from the Buildings and 
Roads Branch of the Public Works Department because 
such officer& had not the necessary experience, nor had 
they received the requisite training. Further, in view of 
the possibility that, if Sanitary Engineers were appointed 
in India, it would subsequently be found advisable to send 
them to England for a few years in order to undergo a 
specialist course of training and gain experience of the 
latest sanitary developments, he thought it preferable 
that such officers should be recruited from England in 
the first instance. Expert qualifications were in his 
opinion the first consideration that should be taken 
into account in granting appointments, and he did not 
agree with the contention that it was more advantageous 
to recruit· officers with a good knowledge of engineering 
even though they had defective sanitary attainments. 

4,138. After the design for a project for a particular 
town had been prepared by the Sanitary Engineer to 
Government, construction work ought ordinarily to be 
undertakeg by the municipal engineer in that town. 
This officer might be a Sanitary Engineer also who had 
risen from: the Assistant Engineer grade. The Govern
ment Sanitary Engineer, however, ought occasionally 
to inspect the work as was at present the practice of this 

officer, and might be given power to bring to notice any 
defects he noticed. The witness admitted, however, 
that his scheme could only be worked in the larger towns 
of the province, where qualified engineering staffs were 
employed, and that it could not be extended to the large 
number of towns where the municipal engineer was but a 
subordinate who had received only a very elementary 
training. 

4,139. The construction of large water-works, sewerage 
and drainage schemes might be made over to master · 
contractors, and in carrying this proposal into effect 
entire contracts for such works might ordinarily be given 
to single firms that had had . experience in the particular 
class of work concerned. He modified this statement, 
however, to the extent that he admitted that it might 
be necessary occasionally to separate contracts; for 
instance, a contract for the supply of engines might be 
given out separately from that for pipes and the masonry 
part of a work. He considered however, that entire 
contracts for large works should as far as possible be given 

- to single firms of contractors. 
4,140. He had given the whole of a contract for certain 

sewerage works worth Rs. 6 lakhs to -a single firm in 
Cawnpore. This contract had not, however, been given 
out as a lump sum contract but by rates. He did not 
approve of lump sum contracts for water-works or 
sewerage works, since it was not in his opinion possible, 
in the case of such works, to enter into such a contract, 
as payments were made on the weight and lengths of 
pipes. For instance, if 16 inch pipes were designed and 
substituted by 18 inch pipes in sewer work, it was 
necessary to give the .contract out by rates in order to 
measure up the work executed subsequently. 

4,141. The contracts of ordinary municipal works 
might be given out yearly and divided between two 
separate contractors; one for petty building works and 
the other for sewerage and drainage works, as such a 
practice would save continuous invitations for tenders. 
He remarked that when. tenders were invited for such 
works, contractors who had not been previously 
employed got to know the rates and, by tendering at rates 
which were one or two annas less, endeavoured to supplant 
those who had previously. received contracts. Hence 
he did not think the calling for tenders ! or all petty_ 
contracts suitable to this country for maintenance and 
repair work in municipalities. 

4,142. Th~ rates tendered by petty contractors were 
in his opinion too low to ensure the execution of good 
work. This he believed was due to the fact that such 
contrMtors were men of no status and with no knowledge 
of the work they desired to undertake. 

4,143. He had not made a comparison of the rates 
at which the Cawnpore Municipality carried out work 
with those at which the Public Works Department 
worked in Cawnpore but thought that the two were about 
the same, since the municipal staff in that city occasion· 
ally consulted the Public Works Department officers 
there in regard to rates. 

4,144. There was also not much difference between 
the rates at which private enterprise carried out work 
in Cawnpore and those of the Public Works Department 
or municipality. He remarked, however, that since 
privately erected buildings were not supervised it was 
quite possible for a private firm, by not paying attention 
to the materials used, to construct buildings at cheaper 
rates. A large number of mills were continually under 
erection by a firm of contractors in Cawnpore. These 
structures were generally erected at uniform rates, which, 
however, were not less than the prevalent rates of his 
municipality. On the contrary, the rates were about the 
same. 

4,145. The amount of supervision at present exercised 
over large firms during construction could not, in his 
opinion, be materially reduced if well executed work 
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was desired. Surh firms did not pay their assistants 
tho same rates of pay that Public Works Dl'partment 
officers received and thc·ir assistants besides were not 
el:perienced engineers. He did not agree with the con
tention that if large firms of reliable contractbts were 
employed it might· be possible to do without a large 
proportion of the subordinate staff of the Public Works 
Department as the firm could be trusted to work satis
factorily with only such inspections as might be con
sidered desirable by superior officers, as the private 
contractor, or the contracting firm which took up a 
contract, was generally in the hands of petty contractors 
who carried out work on their own behalf, unless the work 
was properly supervised, especially as petty contractors 
measured up work every day and as their measurements 
were very seldom checked by the large firm when making 

.. payment. From his experience he concluded that large 
contracting firms very frequently sub.let parts of their 
cont.racts. 

4,146. (Sir Xoel Kershaw.) He confirmed the conten
tion in his written statement tl.at the difficulty in regard 
to municipal works lay in the fact that the lowest tender 

·was invariably accepted. Though the practice of his 
municipality was to ask him to recommend a particular 
contractor, the municipal committee did not al\\·ays 
agree to his recommendations. He recently had diffi
culty with his committee in connection with a " lowest 
tender" that had been submitted by a contractor who 
was not capable of carrying out sound work. He had 

· recommended the next tender, which was that of a 
certain European firm and which was 2 or 3 per cent. 
higher, and after a delay his committee eventually 
agreed t<l accept his nominee. He r~marked that the 
Board often tried to accept the lowest tender even when 
he had reported strongly against the tenderer, but that 
ultimately and generally they lost- their case. The 
tender system had however worked satisfactorily in 
spite of considerable canvassing amongst members in 
respect to selections. 

4,147. (JJr . .Jla~kenzie.) In explanation of his pre
ference for rate contracts over lump sum contra(Jts, he 
remarked that Jump sum contracts for sanitary and water
works were difficult to make because schemes were 
frequently altered and payments were made on the 
weight and lengths of pipes generally as shown by measure
ments of different diameters. He thought the adoption 

[ContiJ,tud. 

of the lump ~11m contract ~ystem would lead to )o,<s of 
money, and that the syst~m 11 as abo disad\·;mL1g!'ous 
for building works. · 

4,1·18. (Rai Baharlur Ganga Ham.) An ExPCutive 
Engineer who was not himself a specialist in sanitary 
engineering would not be in a position to criticise a 
scheme prepared by a specialist in that branch. If 
schemes W('fe prepared hy private consulting engineers 
and were found defedi\·e in some rc:'JWcts, pc·rhaps- three 
years later, it would be difticult to fix responsibilitY. 
whereas it would be possible to hold gonrnment ofiicei·~ 
responsible in such cast>s if his suggestions were ginn 
effect to. 

4.149. His remark regarding the sub-Jetting of con
tracts by private firms of contractors referred to the 
practice such firms had of sub-Jetting to mistris ditTert'nt 
portions of their works. 

4,150. (Jlr. Cobb.) His own municipality was not 
averse to their sanitary schemes being prepared by 
Sanitary Engineers of the Public Works Department. 
AlthouJ!h this body usually requested him to criticioe 
or scrutinise sanitarv schemes, thev were aware that he 
was generally large!,\: occupied with his own work and 
had not the leisure for the preparation of large sc·hemes. 
He thought his municipality paid a. percentage of 12 per 
cent. for the pr<>paration of schemes on their behalf. 

4,151. (J/r. Willmott.) If officers were recruited as 
general engineers for three years and durin!! that period 
were gh·en a training in sanitary engineering. and were 
then sent to England for a two years' course in order to 
specialize in that branch, he did not think they would 
prove as satisfactory as men who had specialized before 
coming out to India. 

4,!52. The municipality of Cawnpore had agreed to 
the proposal that municipal engineers might be brought 
on to the same cadre as government engineers and he did 
not think other municipal boards would object. Cnder 
this arrangement municipal engineers would be abso
lutely subordinate to their respective boards, but would 
be appointed at the recommendation of gon•rnment 
subject to the approval of the boards. He admitted that 
his municipality bad agreed to forego their power of 
patronage over their municipal engineer and had resen·ed 
only the right to remove that officer whenever they had 
good cause for deciding to take this step. 

At Allahabad, Tuesday, 3rd April 1917. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, EsQ., c.s.L, LC.s. (Pre.sident.) 

Sm NOEL KEasruw, x.c.ll. 

C. S. C<>BB, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opt~d l\Iember. 

R.n BAHADUR GANGA RAM, c.I.E., M.v.o. 

A. T. MACKENZIE, EsQ. 

The HoN'BLE 1.1R. H. :r.L WILLMOTT, F.C.B:., A.~I.LC.E., Chief Engineer nnd Secretary to the Gonrnment 
of the United Provinces; Public Works Department, Buildings and Roads Bran~h. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary). 

J. H. ABBOTT, E~Q., PARTNER, :llESSRS. ABBOTT BROS., JH.~NSI. 

W rUt en Statement. 
4,153. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of exe

cution of public works, and (II.) Encouragement of other 
agency,-Our experience of 35 years as succes:>ful con 
tractors is that in the great majority of cases the officials 
of the Department do not encourage big and well 
e•tablished contractors but encourage rather a syst<'m of 
petty contractors, thus dividing the work in a dlotrict 

(for example) into a series of pl'tty and l'Cattered coutrads 
each presided onr by its indi,·idual contractor whoce ,-ole 
aim and obj('ct, pmetically without (•Xc(·ption, is to make 
as much as he C<lll out of the contract, irre•pecti,·e of 
the quality and nature of th~ work concerm•d. i'o murh 
for the contract ~;yst<.'m. Turning to th<' Departm,·nt 
ibelf. They cannot afford to g-h·e th<' work out to a 
firm of big contractors who ha,·e a r<'putation to main-
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tain and the quality of whose work i~ far ~uperior to that 
of the petty contractor. They therPfor<:> employ th(· 
latter class, added to which it is rE'grE:tablc to state that 
you will invariably find an inexperienced and Apprentice 
Encrineer in charge of an important ~ection or of an 
important work. The combined result is chaos. The 
position is anomalous. Take for instance a com
para tin exam pie in a business firm. You never find 
a large business house placing an inexperienced man 
fresh from England in charge of an important depart. 
ment. If they did in go per cent. of cases the result 
is a foregone conclusion. They adopt a procedme of 
gh·ing that man a term of practical training under 
Indian conditions. I would suggest the same expedient· 
in respect to the Department. I do not bring into 
question'.the engineer's theory of engineering but only 
his want of practical knowledge of Indian conditions. 

(2). To remedy these deficiencies in a department which 
is so necessary for public welfare we would suggest that 
one contractor or one firm of contractors with a reputation 
and financial status should be ginn all contracts in a 
district for a certain term of years--say ten years. The 
contractor appointed will be liable to keep an engineer
ing staff and drawing office, submitting all estimates, 
specifications and drawings for approval and sanction 

to the Superintending Engint>t•r in charge of the division 
who '~'ill periodically inspect the works in progress. 

(3). The projects, Rpecifications, dr~wings, eAtimates, 
etc., of all large major works will be drawn up by the 
Superintending Engineer personally. 

(4). The contractor will be solely responsible for the 
quality of work done and in the event of any damage, 
which on examination is found to be due to inferior work, 
below the standard of the specifications, the contractor 
'rill bear the loss and be liable to a heavv fine in wav 
of compensation. • · , 

(5). This method will not onlv centralize the work 
into one body and· under one c~ntral control but also 
be most adv;ntageous to the government concerned in 
so much that it will do away with Executive and Assist
ant Engineers and the subordinate staff entirelv, save · 
the erection of houses, house rent, etc., etc., and procure 
a higher standard of work. The Superintending Engineer 
will be a man of experience transferred from the cadre 
of another engineering department. 

(6). Our firm opinion is that a first-class contractor 
can do work very much cheaper and of a better quality 
than government can get done departmentally and they 
can defy competition. 

MR .• J. H. ABBOTT called and examined. 

4,154. (President.) The witne's stated that he was 
a contractor of 37 years' experience. Hi~ lirm undertook . 
large irrigation works and the conRtruction of dam~ and 
small road bridges in connection therewith, hut prac
tically no buildings and roads work. 

4,1.35. The firm engaged no engineering staff, but . 
employed young men for supervisory pmposes who
joined the firm at about 18 years of age and picked up 
their knowledge of engineering by actual experience on 
works. These men generally became specialists in the 
particular line in which they were employed dm·ing their 
period of apprenticeship and were thus c1uite suitable 
for supervisory pmposes. 

4,156. In his opinion the PuLlic Works Department 
did not encomage large contractors as they generally 
dealt with petty contractors, and gave out a large number 
of contracts in a district to several contractors instead of 
to one. The Department usually invited piece-meal 
tenders for irrigation works. He advocated that all 
petty works in a district should Le lumped together 
and given to one contractor. 

4,157. Such a system would not be difficult to work out. 
He had a few years previously induced a municipality 
to 8tart it and to frame their rates for different 
works, i.e., roads, buildings, or any other work that 
was likely to arL~e during the financial year and then 
to call for tenders for the supply of materials and for 
consolidation for a period of three years. He would in 
this ease ha>e preferred to have one contractor for the 
whole work, but as the system was being gin•n its first 
trial Reparate tenders were in>itcd for all petty buildings 
Lelow Rs. 100. The system he therefore proposed wa~ 
that a contract should be given on a schedule of rates 
for a period of ten years and that all work exceuted 
during its currency should be paid for accordina to the 
rates in that schedule. " 

4,158. This system was to a certain extent open to 
the objection that it would create a monopoly in 
favour of one firm for a considcraLle muuber of y~ari!, 
but aH COJ)tracts would be open to competition it would 
secure the best men available. Besides, a8 there were 
a large number of districts, the majority of the good con
tra(·tors would be given work at the start and this would 
practically result in each contractor being giwn the 
contract for one district. The system in addition 
would encourage private enterpri~e by pro~iding employ: 
ment for a large number of contractor~. Undrr tfte 
~;xisti11g system petty contractors with no finance~ were 
eug~gecl and their sole objert was ~imply to com1,JrtP 
tlH·Jr work and make as mu('h JliOilt·y ns t h(·y ronld 
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without paying any attention to the quality of their work, 
whereas they would be employed by large contractorR 
under the system he proposed. If a particular firm, 
established say at Lucknow were precluded from doing 
work iu the Lucknow district for ten years owing to the 
contract having been given to another contractor, it 
could tender for works in another district or take up 
railway, irrigation or private works, as it was not essen· 
tial that it should obtain government works only. There 
was great scope in India for contractors and a really good 
firm would never be without work. 

4,159. The system he proposed would not crush the 
small contracting firms as petty contractors would work 
under large contractors and would be eligible for beinc.r 
entrusted with larger works as they obtained sufficient 
experience and were fit for a higher class of work. There 
were many instances in the Irrigation Department of large 
contractors employing petty contra<!tors who eventually 
developed into large contractors themselves, and large 
contractors would be willing to help the small ones. As 
an example he stated that some men of this class who had 
Leen_ employed and trained by his firm had since taken up 
large contracts. This occurrence in fact was one that 
happened frequently in all business firms and on many 
occasions men who had joined firms had started their owi1 
businesses after they had acquired sufficient· experience. 
He added that there would be, ample scope for petty 
contractors who themselves preferred to work under large 
contractors. 

4,160. The fu·ms which should be entrusted with the 
work should be firms of reputation. 'l'he Chief Engineer 
of ~he province would have no difficulty in ascertaining 
whiCh firms were good from the Superintending Engineers 
w_ho .in t~r.n would ob~ain th~ information, from the 
d1stnct c1vil officers. Fll'ms whJCh were not put on the 
approved list would, no doubt, have a grievance but in 
case a firm had any complaint against the Chief Engineer 
it might have a right of appeal to the Secretary to Govern
ment. If the work of any firm on the approved list sub
sequently deteriorated it could be struck off the list. 
ThL~ was the practice followed in the Supply and Trans· 
port Department where a man had to apply to Le 
brought on to the register. Inquiries were then made 
of the civil authorities and from other somces and in 
the event of thise proving satiofactory the applicant 
was brought on to the list, all work being given only to 
men on such list. ' 

4.161. Large C'Ontmcting firms ~hould al~o Lr allowed 
to prepare r~timate~ not in exee~;:; of Rs. 10,000 for the 
wm·k;:; they rnnstruC'ted. It wns tnu• thnt undr·r :-twh 
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a procedure there would be a tendency to run up estimates, 
but this could be checked by the examination of estimates 
by the Superintending Engineer. Estimates for all works 
in excess of Rs. 10,000 should however be prepared 
by the Superintending Engineer. 

4,162. No supervision should be exercised over con· 
tractors except by the Superintending Engineer.~ He 
did not agree that proper work could not be carried out 
without supervision and cited a case in which he was 
entrusted with the supply of fodder at the time of the 
DelhiDurbar of 1902. The Commissariat-General inter
viewed him in this connection and told him that he was 
aware of all the worry and trouble contractors ~·ere put 
to by subordinates and that he desired to give him the 
contract without any supervision by the Department. 
All he was required to do was to despatch the fodder 
for distribution to Delhi on his own responsibility and to 
put a label inside each pressed bale so that, if rejected, 
bales might be returned to him, he receiving no payment 
for such bales and paying the railway freight to Delhi 
which was 10 per cent. less than the ordinary rates. 
This experiment had worked satisfactorily and .he aug. 
gested that on the analogy of this case . contractors 
should not be paid for the work which was found to be 
faulty on inspection by Superintending Engineers, and 
that in addition such officers should in the case of large 
works pay surprise visits and in cases of doubt have even 
the foundations dug up to see that they were sound. Such 
system had been followed on the Indian Jl.fidland Railway 
new section of the-Great Indian Peninsula Railway some 
years previously and one of the government inspectors 
at the time had told him that he had on several occasions 
dug up foundations to see that they were all right. Hence 
the same procedure could be adopted in the Buildings 
Branch of the Public Works department. If a foundation, 
however, was washed away by flood and it was found that 
it was due to faulty work of the contractor the onus 
would rest with him, whereas under the present system 
a contractor in such a case went away with his profits as 
he was not held responsible after his work had been passed 
by an engineer of the Department. Under the system 
he had advocated, on the other hand, a contractor would 
have his reputation and a large amount of money at 
stake and in the event of a bridge being washed away 
due to bad work would be held responsible. Apart from 
this, honest contractors could be found as easily as honest 
engineers on whom government depended for the execu
tion of all their departmental work. In the case of 
the former the necessity for honesty would be all the 
greater as an engineer who got into trouble might be 
pardoned and obtain a post somewhere else, but a con
tractor who was once placed on the black list would be 
ruined for ever. 

4,163. His reasons for recommending that no super· 
vision should be exercised over contractors except by 
the Superintending Engineer were principally financial 
as it would lead to a great saving on establishment and the 
provision of office and residential accommodation. 
Apart from this a large number of the subordinates who 
were employed to supervise works harrassed contractors 
and did not do much good, as they were always ready to 
submit bad reports on the work of contractors thinking 
that if they did not do so the Executive Engineer 
would consider that they were doing no work at all. 
As an instance, he cited the case of a senior engineer who, 
when ILSked what subordinate staff he 'vould require in 
connection with the construction of a large dam, had 
replied that the less the subordinate staff the quicker 
would the work be done. In these circumstances, he 
was in favour of a system 11nder which contractors would 
employ their own staff for the construction and supervi· 
sion .of work. subject to the supervision of the Superin• 
tendmg Engmeer only, such system to apply even in the 
caHe of works scattered over districts. The proposal 
would not necessitate any increase in the number of Super• 
intending Engineers as such officers would be relieved 
of a great deal of their present office work. 

4,164. One of the reasons why good and self-respecting 
contractors wert' not available wn~ that the~· were treated 

in the majority of cases merely as suppliers of !about· 
and materials. Another drawback was that experienced 
contractors had to work under young men fresh from 
England with no practical experience who would not 
allow them to work in the manner best suited to Indian 
conditions, but would insiRt on their adhering to EngliHh 
methods. Contractors were accordingly allowed no 
freedom and had to submit to the whims of young offiret'R 
to the d~tri.me~t of their work. , His prrsonal cxpN j. 
ence on mtgatton works had been that such difficnltie~ 
were frequent, and that contractors had sometimes to 
spend four times the amount which would have been 
required had they been allowed to follow the method~ 
dictated by. their own experience of work in the 
country. In his opinion, therefore, enginePrs who in' 
particular kinds of work had not had at least 12 monthR' 
experience in India should on no account be plucrd in 
charge of largo works. It should also be laid down as a 
standing rule that before a sub-divisional officer wa,; 
placed in independent charge of a division he should haw 
had practical experience on large works. His complaint 
had particular reference to the Central Proviuce8, when• 
youug officers with no experience were generally placed in 
charge of large works, and not to the United .Province~. 

4,165. By the remark in his written stat;;ment that 
the Department could not afford to give out work to a 
firm of big contractors who had a reputation to main
tain, he meant that the estimates for a large number of 
works were so reduced that they did not admit of firRt
class work being done by first-class men and that thi~ 
in its turn resulted in much work being done d.:pnrt
mentally. The Department did noj, get first-cla~s work 
done at the same cost and he was of opinion tbat depart
mental work was much inferior since it was executed by 
an inferior agency. The Public Works Department 
rates were not sufficiently liberal to allow of the work 
being carried out to specification by large firms, and when 
work was executed departmentally specifications we1·e 
not abid~d by. He believed some engineer~ had stated 
that no contractors could carry out work as cheaply aA 
was done by departmental agency, but he would rewrHe 
that assertion al}d say that no departmental agency could 
possibly work as cheaply as a large local contractor. 
The reasons for this were threefold. Firstly, because the 
engineer in charge had not as much local experience as a 
well established firm ; secondly, because such an officc·r 
had no control over labour and did not posse~s as good 
means of securing labour as a contractor ; and third! y, 
because government did not grant advances as was the 
practice with contracting firms, which sometimes 
granted them five to ten years in advance of a contract. 
Government might grant special advances on sp~:cial 
occasions, but could not afford to make them on as large 
and systematic a scale as contractors who could tllll~ 
command the best labour that was available, while the 
Public Works Department officer had to make his own 
arrangements in this respect and was in the hands of the 
local people. 

4,166. Petty contractors had no advantage over large 
contractors in securing labour as they had to pay int:;reRt· 
on the money they borrowed and were not therefore 
able to grant. sufficient advnnc(% Their local knowlcdg£' 
also was not of much help to th<'lll on account of their 
lack of funds. 

4,167. He had seen several instances in which 
engineers adhered strictly to specifications when getting 
work done by contractors, and paid no heed to them 
when executing work de.partm<'ntnlly. He here dt<-d 
a case in which a contractor who was engaged on tlw 
construction of an earthen dam was required by tlw 
engineer in charge to adhere strictly to a specification, 
with the result that the contractor was altog<'thcr ruined. ' 
Ho was then asked to take .up tho work, but told the 
engineer that the specification could not be rigidly 
followed. The work was eventually taken up dc·partment· 
ally nnd the specification was entirely di,:cardrd. 

4,168. If tho departmental systl'm wert• chenp(·r. 
a railway company such as the Great Indian Pcnin;;n)u 
Railway which pos~essed good t:>nginf·rrs who Wl're not 
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tied down by any rules or regulations in the ma~ter 
would not get their works done by contractors. He 
added that the J)Iaharaja of Gwalior, who was a very 
enlightened ruler, also got his work done by contractors 
and that he would not have adopted this method if he 
could get work done cheaper by the departmental system. 
lt was true that the ;\Iaharaja employed both large and 
8Ulall contractors and that his works wer~ not carried 
out without supervision, but he had instanced this case 
only to indicate the weakness of the suggestion to do 
away "ith contractors by resort to the departme)ltal 
~ytitem. The :Maharaja had adopted the contract 
method in preference to the departmental system and 
had {ound the former very much superior and cheaper. 

4,169. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) He believed that the system 
of getting works done with the supervision only of 
one officer was in force in Bombay and Calcutta in cases 
in which large works were carried out under the super-. 
vision only of the Architect who had designed the build
ings. In his. opinion most of the scattered works 
in district,'! were minor ones and no supervision was re
quired for them if a conscientious contractor were en
gaged. Hence the Superintending Engineer would not 
have much travelling in the districts. He was not 
aware, however, of any firm which carried out work on 
this system in as large an area as that of a Superintending 
Engineer's circle. 

4, 170. It was quite possible for the present staff of 
Superintending Engineers to supervise scattered works 
in the districts, as these officers would not have much 
more supervision work than at present and there would 
be no need for their touring the districts more frequently. 
It was true that under such:~onclitions it might so happen 
t,hat some of the works which would be completed in 
short periods might never be inspected by a Superinten
ding Engineer, but the contractor if, he were engaged 
for a period of ten years:as he had proposed, would realize 
his responsibility and feel that if he did inierior work 
at, any time he would lose his reputation and be a 
ruined man. He did not agree with the view that such 
contractors would at the end of their term of ten years 
be liable to temptation to do bad work owing to there 
being no hold over them at the expiry of that period 
and contended that the same argttment could be applied 
to sub-divi~ional officers towards the close of their 
service, as he had known of SC'veral suborclinates who 
retired with big forhmes. 

4,171. When he was chairman of the public. works 
committee of 'the Jhansi :Municipality 12 years previously 
he had lumped together small works relating to roads 
and buildings and given the whole as a single contract to 
one large contractor, and had found by an actual com
parison of the rates that the cost of execution was cheaper 
than the cost of execution by the Public Works Depart
ment, and that the quality of the work also was better. 
This ~ystem had howe>er been abandoned on his relin· 
quishment of office not because it was considered to be 
a bad one, but because of a petty complaint that the man 
who had been given the contract was favoured. The 
witness had carefully scrutinised the figures and had found 
that the new system had not resulted in any additional 
expenditure in the construction or maintenance of build
ings. He had also seen the works periodically and had 
no cause for complaint. He was therefore strongly in 
ftwour of the adoption of the system and stated that 
he would endea>our to introduce it agdn if he were the 
chairman of a public works committee. 

4,li2. (.Mr. Nackeazie.) He did not ~ub·ld his con
tracts in the customary manner, i.e., by sub· letting work~ 
at a percentage below the n1tes accepted by him, as he 
considered such a syEtem wa~ dangBrous. He however 
got petty contractors to supply stone, k(ud.ar and other 
materials. He approved of kanl:ar that wa~ to he sup
plied at the quarry so that there could be no question a~ 
to its quality. Coutill118.l supen·bion was exercioed 
by the paid sbtf o[ the firm during the Lurn.ing and 
mixing of lime. 

4,173. Under the 8y.stcm ud1•ocated by Lim (til sub
contractors employed by large COlltradors and the sub-

ordinates employed by them would be approved by the 
Chief Engineer. ' . 

4,174. The contractor's certificate to the effect that he 
had cauied out a work properly should, as a rule, be suffi
cient authority for payment. A policy of trust was 
essential just as much with contractors as "ith recruiting 
agents who performed tours and were paid their travelling 
expenses on receipt of their bills although their move
ments could not possibly be checked. 

4,175. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The witness had 
his fum at Jharuii when he undertook the contract for 
the supply of fodder at the Delhi Durbar of 1902. The 
firm undertook practically no building contracts. 

4,176. Advances were not given for earth-work but 
were given to labourers in stone quarries: 

4,177. (Mr. Cobb.) A reliable contractor would be 
willing to sign an agreement for the construction of 
works in a district for a specified period on the 
condition stated in his written evidence, t•iz., that he 
would be solely responsible for the quality of work done 
and in the event of any damage, which on examination 
was found to be due to inferior work, below the standard 
of the specifications, would bear the loss and be liable 
to a heavy fine by way of compensation; and he himself 
would be prepared to enter into such an agTeement. He 
had no objection to the suggestion tha.t contrti.ctors should 
have their accounts checked by government to see tha.t 
they were not getting more than reasonable profits out 
of th~ public funds. 

4,178. (Mr. Willmott.) His suggestion that Superin. 
tending Engineers should inspect the work of contractors 
was made with a view to a reduction of the present 
establishment, and not because of the insufficient ex
perience of Executive Engineers for supervisory work. 

4,179. The period of ten years which he had suggested 
for the giving of contracts would not necessarily be 
sufficient for disclosing defects in a structure. He had 
only suggested that period in order to make his scheme 
workable, and as a contract could not obviously be given 
for so long a period as 30 or 40 years. A shorter period 
than t-en years, on the other hand. would be too smalL 

4,180. It was not necessary to provide for the formal 
handing over of buildings at the close of a ten years' 
contract nor for the making of a regular survey of the 
whole area, as the annual report of the Superint-ending 
Engineer would be slifficient for all practical purposes. 

4,181. Br the remark in his written st~t-ement that 
" the Superintending Engineer will be a man of experience 
transferred from the cadre of another engineering depart· 
ment " he meant that, as Assistant and Executive Engi
neers would be abolished under the system he had advo
cated, Superintending Engineers would be selected from 
the irrigation or railway engineers who naturally would 
also have ample knowledge of roads and buildings. 

4,182. It was very difficult for a contra<Jtor to appeal 
to an Executive Engineer in cases in which strict ad
herence to a specifica.tion was insisted on. 

4,183. (Pre.~ident.) Subordinates in the Department 
were very much underpaid. Sometimes an overseer was 
put in charge of a work costing Rs. 20 Iakhs and it was 
altogether "Tong in principle to entrust him with such 
responsibility on his small pay. In his opinion men 
should be paid according to their qualifications and re· 
sponsibilities. Accordingly a man placed in sub-divi· 
sional charge should be paid the higher salary attached 

- to that po.st. He added that an improvement in the pay 
of subordinates would lead to an improvement in the 
class as a whole. 

4,184. Executive Engineer~ should, as in the case of 
Lu:;iness firms, have summary power of punishing sub
ordinates, even on suspicion, and such officers should 
also be authorized to suspend a man against whom they 
had any suspicion at onee and to dismi'ls him subse
L!uenlly if their suspicions provEd correct, giving him a 
month's pay. The dismissed man should, however, 
have a right of appeal. In his opinion, subordinates at 
present defied their Executive Engineers as they were in 
permanent S':rvice and Executive Engineers could only 
have th;,m tran.-t~rrrrl. 
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4,18:i. (Qualification.Y.) l\lembcr, Institution l'h·il En· 
gineers, England, of some 15 years 

Ago .Jo, standing, Associate Member in 
1894. 

Euguged in Westtniuistor and various works in Enghmd 
· ns as,istxnt and resident 

l888·1SOS ongincc1~ design 1md constru c-
tion of water and sewerage works under engineers of 
eminence notabl v Chatterton of Bazelgette Chatterton 
and Baldwin Latimm. In 1898 selected from she nomina
tions to take charge of the water-works and sewemgo of 
llenares. 

Appointed by governmont tiUpervising engineer to 
undert1tko on fees design and 

• lSDB-1
903 construction of works of slmi-

Lation in the United Provinces. 
By anangement with the United Provinees Government 

1903·190S 
permitted to extend practice as 
a consulting engineer outside 

thoso provinces on being engaged by the Government 
of the Unit~d Provinces to provide comprehensive 
schemes of sahltation for all the cities in t.he United 
Provinces. Also ongaged for ~imilar works in Central 
India and elsewhere. 

Took into partnership P. R. Hewlett, A.l\I.I.C.E. ami 

1905 to daw to date have prepa.re~ schemes 
of water-works, drmnage and 

sewerage in Northem India for cities to a value in 
estimated projects of some Rs. 3,82,23,229 = !2,548,000 
&nd of construction of some Rs. 64,00,000 =£426,000. 

Have also been employed by depart.ments of gove!'ll· 
ment and privately to design and construct buildings 
estimated at about Rs. 14lakhB=£90,000 odd. 

4,186. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe• 
cution of public works.-It presumably will alw<tys be 
necessary for a government department to carry out the 
actual government works of the country. By actual 
government works is< meant those oompal'able to works 
at home which, for sufficient l'easons, al'e can'ied out 
clirect.ly by govel'nment, viz., by l\Iilitary Works, Aclmiral
~y or the Office of Works and to those should be added 
in India, State Railways 1111d Irrigation. Therefore t.he 
answel's hel'eiil should be taken to apply only to the works 
(other than any of the above named government wol'ks) 
at present carried out by the Roads and Buildings Brandl 
of the Public Wo1·ks Department. 

(2). It will be a number of years before the works in 
the hands of the Public Works Department, Buildings 
and Roads Branch, can be satisfactorily carried out by 
open agency, and the question appears to be not of any 
immediate· change, but of general policy, that is, is the 
Public Works Department to continue to undertake 
these works to the exclusion of ptivate agency as at 
present and therefore stifle and prevent that agency 
expanding, or is the policy to be to open these work~ 
to private agency when suitable, and thus to foster and 
encourage the growth of private enterprise and thereby 
to provide healthy competitive execution of worlrB n~ 
in other countries ? As matters stand, it can scarcely 
be supposed that the Public Works Department agency 
can be as economical as that of private firms, for the 
following reasons. 

(3). The supervision charges are inelastic, and the 
execution of work by permanent pensionable a"ency 
~ust ne<~essarily bo so. If the yearly amount of"wor'k 
Ill hand be large, the rate of supervision may be low, 
but when work is diminished supervision char••es mu~t 
be unnecessarily high and the result is that the actual 
t·ate of superviHion, so far as we can ascertain, costs an 
average of 19 per cent. with a maximum of over 30 JlN 
~ent. If the avernge supervision charges be tttkeu at 
J9 per cent. net, pension charges must be added to this 
to get the actual total cost of the Public \\'orks Dopart
ltlent supervi.,ion. For thiH we have no figures to put 
forward, 

(-!). In'' p!'nsionable pt~l'lllRllont. sol'\'iec rocr11itt'd in 
practice from the results of a theorctira] oxai1li1111tion 
it. is ine\·itable that in certain cas~~ the standard of efti: 
ciency muRt be low<'r than that permissible in a pri\'Htu 
agency. 

(5). The stnndard of work i~ good, but thrre is no l'l'a,0 n 
to suppose that prh·ato agency cannot equal this, morn 
esp?c!ally if the scope of undertal~ing poHsible iR lmlargrd 
suflimently to allow of the traming and employment. 
of suita.!Jle staff by private firm~, and if complete stan din" 
orders and specifications are worked to. "' 

(6). Public Works Department rateR are not low a' a 
rule and would form a suitable ba~is to work to in oprn 
market; it would be undesirable to enconmge throat. 
cutting competition to a degree which might militate 
against a sufficiently good standard of materials and work. 
It would be better to contemplate full rates with a 
bliwk-list.ing of any firms who may l'ndeavour to scantp 
work in any respect. · 

(7). In my experienre a~ re,ident engineer with the 
l~ccle~iastica.J Commtssioners at home, this method afforded 
a most certain means of ensuring good work and materials. 
Paying good firms good money for good works is un· 
doubtedly the best method of execution in the long run. 

4,187. (II.) Encouragement of other agency,-lcor the 
htst. eight or more yenrs in those provinces the encourage
ment of private enterprise has been entirely a bsBnt, 
and on the cont.rary, the policy has been to kec11 the 
whole execution of works in the hands of governm~nt. 
engineers and to exclude rigorou~ly any pri\·nte engineer
ing either in design, execution or criticiHm, example.> 
of excluRion can easily be given, more especially in tho 
matter of the design and execution of works of snni ta
tion, \vater-works and drainage. 

(2). The Educational Department have obtained du.ring 
the last two yeui~ government sanction to the employ
ment of my firm on the design and construction of r<u·ions 
high school buildings, and the result ha,~ a pparontly 
been satisfactory as on the approaching completion of 
some fiye high schools we have been entrusted with the 
design and construction of three more. These schools 
n.vorage in cost rather more than a lakh of rupee$ rach. 
But it should be noted that these works have been entruot· 
eel to us clire~t by the Educational Department and not 
as from or through the Public Works Department, 
although the latter course would haYc bf'rn preferahlf'. 

(3). As to the possibility of entrusting cPrtain da;c,-('., of 
public works to private ngenoy, we coni:iidcr that there 
can be no actual difficulty in so doing. The onlY net'essity 
would be to provide efficient scrutiny a1Hf' safegtuH"d 
by government engineers, but if thc~e engineers arc 
carrying out themselves comparath·e works it would 
appear to be almost certain, human nature being what 
it is, that unnecessary friction would be engendered. 

(4). We understand that proposals may be put. forward 
that certain classes of work such as district board and 
possibly other minor works may be handed O\'er by tho 
.Public Works Department to private agency, this con
cession would, we fear, not go far enough to enwre any 
mea,9ure of Rucce$8, for inferentially the mnjor, and there· 
foro more remunerative works, "lrould be kept from tho 
private agencies nnd thus their scope of work would Jw 
so restricted as to proYotlt their employing and training 
satisfactory stuff. 

(5). As to the lines on which private agoncio.; could 
nndertake work we have drafted certain ~ugge.•tion~ 
for design and construction of works for the Educutiomtl 
Department undt"r the scrutiny and control of the Publio 
Works Depnrtment which might possibly be centiid<'retl 
when the IJncstion of •uch llnd<'rtakings is di.>cn'·'ed 
(Seo Annrxum A), 

4,188. (ill.) Chan.ges in organization, aud tiV.) Rela· 
tions with other departments and sub·branches.~""d' 
portion., of thP ubn\'(' inquiric> /10 ntny br \\"it hill Oil!' 

kuowlt'dge an· ('0\'Cn•d by the an,;wcr to inr1uiry (\') bofow, 
4,189. (V.) Decentralization.--l'lin"c lltTidiJg ir this 

eountry in 18!.18 it has continuNl to ben source ot ~urpri,e 
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to me that the safeguards and pro'l'"i:;ions of the Local 
Go>emment Board have never apparently been con· 
sidered by local GoYernments in India in the matter of 
inception, design, financing and construction of public 
~·orks, more especially those of major works of munici· 
palitics. On the contrary, in so far from any question 
of decentralization being considered, the deliberate policy 
ha:; been, and certainly for the past eight or more years, 
in the~e provinces to keep the whole of such work;; 
entirely in the hands of the Sanitary Engineer, who has 
been with very fow exceptions recruited direct from 
the E:x:ccuti>e Engineers' grade of Public Works Depart. 
ruent engineers without any previous training in the 
deoign and execution of such special works. Had 
no other agency been available, this procedure WO\Ud 
have been inevitable, but except in possibly one instance 
recourse to recruitment of fully trained and experienced 
Sanitary Engineers from home has not been collilidered 
necessary, nor has, in these provinces, any employment 
of ourselves been coiD!idered possible, although a 
perusal of the list of the sanitary works designed and 
carried out by roy firm in various part-s of India (see 
Annexure B), to say nothing of home experience, would 
show that our qualifications and experience are such that, 
in any other country in the world, it is probable that 
government wottld have availed theruselves of our services 
and allowed municipal bodies also to do so. -

4,190. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-HanJ no 
experience, question apparently departmental. 

4,191. (VU.) Education, and (vm) Practical training.
It seems to be in this country a fixed idea that the 
major part of an engineering education can be obtained 
from a collegiate course fini~hiug "IYith a paper examin· 
ation and possibly with a short course of what is termed 
practical training. The education given in Indian 
engineering colleges seems to us to be fully sufficient 
for the grounding of an engineer, for many eminent 
engineers have graduated from these colleges, but we 
feel strongly that there has been a tendency to 'consider 
this theoretical education, whether in India ot at 
home, to be the be-ali and end·all of an engineering 
qualification. Any paper examination must fail to 
prove whether the young engineer is fit to assume re· 
sponsible charge of works, for in':!tance, tact, honesty, 
physical energy and common sense cannot be examined 
for with a desk, paper and pen. Xothing but actual test 
can prove these points and we wottld suggest that the 
paper examination should be considered as only qualify· 
ing for probationership ; and a period of not le~;; than 
three years, but preferably five years, of satisfactory 
responsible employment shottld be neces<;ary before 
the fUll qualification of an engineer whether recruited 
at home or in India should be attained. If the student 
having passed his paper examination be posted as a 
probationer, it will be in his hands t<J obtain from hb 
employer, whether government or private; a yearly report 
as t<J his ugefulness on work and the aruotmt of respon· 
~ibility it has been posBiblc to place in his charge. In 
th"l case of private agency ~uch as ours, in the case of 
t'xecution of design and construction of public works, it 
ohould be posoible to lay down the ratio of employment 
of ouch probationers per amount of work, and govorn· 
ment might fairly consider as a scholarship the. payment 
of the ~alary of the probationer for say the first IS 
month., and say half for the next 18 months. 

(:!). It would he nece,;~ary for a scale of pay to be 
framed for these probationers, based in the first in~tam·e 
on the pny necessary to provide a living. The amount. 
should be sufficient to avoid any pof;sibility of nece;;sitv 
of obtaining mean; in any doubtful manner. • 

(3). The report •'aeh year should be commw1icated to 
the probationer "ho should be entitled to an appeal to 
a ;;mall. inclepend•:nt committee. Any probationer shottld 
he ~ubject to sm,pen;;ion by his employer for un;;atiBfac
tory work pending the decitiion of ~uch committee who 
should have the power to ~ui'pend him or to cancel his 
probationer;;hip entirely, on being ~<ttbficd a; to the 
·~orrectne.'>~ of the adver:oe report. 

A ... \'XEXURE A. 

8 !l(fgP.slcd rules for tftr. colt-:Jtnu;ti.on (l/111 8!tperv!s!on of 
buildings fr:rr the Eduootional Dep1rtment by private 
agency. 

The Director of Public Instruction may enter into 
agreement with a priYate agency for the construction 
and supervision of buildings of which the plans and 
estimates and specifications have received the Chief 
Engineer's approval on the following teriDB, viz :-

The rates having been approved of and the total cost 
at such rates ascertained, the cost of supervision at 
fifteen per cent.. will be added to make a lump sum for 
construction and supervision for the building shewn· 
and specified in plans and estimates, and the agreement 
will be for the execution of this work at this cost in 
a giYen time. Should the Director of Public Instruction 
consider in case of delay that this has been by default 
of the engineers and not from any cause outside their 
control, a named sum may be deducted at his discretion 
from the final payments taken at a. given deduction per 
day of such delay. 

The work shall be inspected three times during con
struction by the Superintending Engineer of the circle in 
which the construction may be situated. The first 
inspection shall be of the excavation for fotmdations. 

The second of work in progress at a stage when walh 
arc up and roofs being laid in and the third on completion) 

The final inspection on completion shall include the 
examination of the building and the pa-~sing of the final 
accotmts, taking into consideration the snb·hea.ds of 
estimates as against check measurements, and the work, 
if any, carried out a,~ against contingencies. 

The agreement for cow;truction must contain a proviso 
that the buildings be 111aintained by the engineers for 
a term of three years at a. percentage of say 1! per cent. 
taken on actual completed cost of the buildings (re
quired specification of maintenance Uoual by P. W. D.) 

/Saf}ge.sted ruleJJ for the preparation of plan-s and e8hmafe!l 
for buildin'.]8 for the Educational Departmen~ by private 
Cl.{f€/l.C!f. 

(1). The Director of Public Instruction shall in the first 
Preparation oi plan.s and in~ta!lce spe?ify th? class of 

e,timates. building reqwred w1th accom. 
. . . modation required gi>ing the 

reqUL~tte floor and atr space con,.,;idered necessary per 
student and master. 

(2). An agreement will then be entered into Ior tho 
preparation of plans and estimate'! on fees taken at 21. 
per cent. of the estimated co;;t. • 

(3). The private agency will thereupon prepare pencil 
drawings as follows :-

(a). Site plan shewing position of proposed buildings. 
(b). General plans of all buildings. 
(c). Elevations and cross sections of all building~>. 
(d). Draft specification giving all nece~sary calculation,. 

These pencil dra,,ings and ,;pecifications will be sub. 
mitted to the Chief Engineer for scrutiny and approval. 

On the plans, etc., a.s above, recch·ing approval, detailed 
r1uantities shall be prepared and submitted with rate' 
for approYal. 

On the rates being scrutin.i.;cd and approved, th': 
drawings, specifications and estimates will be faired out 
and be approved by the Chief Engineer and copie.~ de. 
posited with him. 

The f<\ir copies of plan,;, specifications and estimates 
will then be forwarded to the 

au1'~:~')~,~;;~~.oi fin:•! plan> Director of Public Istruction and 
fees for preparation paid. 
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ANNEXURE B. 

Sewerage, 811rjacc drainaye and water-aupz1ly schemes, prepared and run8/ructul by Nes,,r8. Lauc.Hrou•n «: Jbu·hll, 
Con8uliing Civil and Sanitary Engineers, (1898 to 1914). 

~ 
l'rojects 
under 

l'rojecta prnpnrn· 
N.!.Mil oF CITY. prepared ttou 

to date. approxl· 
mate 

esUmnte. ~ 

i 
Its. 1\s, 

SEWl:JH!IR ANil 
I SURFAOH 

DR!!NAGI> ScnE!IES. 

United Province~ :-
I Jlannres City 83,00,000 .. 
.. Lucknow City 20,00,000 .. 
3 ~!irzapur Cit·)' 3,19,000 .. 
' .1!')-.abad City 4,00,000 .. 
s JnUilpur City 4,56,000 .. 
6 AUahabad City 18,35,889 .. 
7 Hathras City 2,60,000 .. 
I! Saharaupur City ·1,35,110 .. 
9 Shahjahaupur Uity 6,57,000 .. 

!0 ~luthra City 5,31,000 .. 
11 llrlndabuu Vfty 3,01,786 .. 
12 llabralclt City 4,15,000 .. 
13 flhazlpur City 4,35,000 .. 
14 Hupur City • 8,29,6.J4 .. 

0~11tral PMt'i11cu :-

16 Na.gpur and (~ad· 37,61,000 .. 
dock Town. 

16 Jubbulpore City 22,04,4.86 
" 

17 Wardha City 2,01>,000 .. 
18 Khamgaou Ci~y 2, 7P,ll76 .. 
19 Akola Cit.~ 4,39,940 .. 
:.!() Burhll.llpur Ci~l' -j,i>U,OOO .. 
21 Khandwa Cit.y 2,15,000 .. 
22 Ha.rda City • 2,46,461 .. 
23 It"rsi City SM:J.l .. 
24 llhandara City ~.50,000 .. 
!,!:; Raipur Uit.y :!,10,00(1 .. 
26 BU~pur City 1,50,000 .. 
~7 Aurraoti Cit,y :I 6,10,000 .. 
28 Seoni City 1,70,000 .. 
29 Raugor City • • I s,r,o,507 .. 
30 l\aju~ml~aon Uity. 4,18,250 .. 

1-
Carticd ot'tr lt.Y. 2,32, 79,543 .. 

Construe· Con•truc· tlou 
COlll• 
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pl~ted. 

fu hnnd. 
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I 

16,00,000 .. 
14,00,000 .. 

3,10,000 .. 
I 

00,000 .. 
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.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. 16,00,000 

.. .. 
2,05,1100 .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 
.. .. 

.. .. 
2,00,000 .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. .. 

.. . . 

.. .. 

.. . . 

.. .. 
--- -

41,75,000 16,00,000 

~ l\"A)fU Ol' ('tTY. 

~ 
I'll 

l lJrouul<l m·cr 

Be,wtl:-

at Dacca Cit.y • 

32 Hazaribagh City 

Ccut,·al bvli•t :-

I Projects 
}nelHlfr.d 
to <I lite. 

24,10,4o8 

88,459 

33 Indore Cil,y • 26,l~.ouu / 

:H Indore R().'jidency , 2,05,000 

Bombttti:-

Kalyan Juu~lion, 
G. I. P. Railway, 

1J11/11chuMn :-

:J6 Quetta City , 

fuuju~:-

37 Multnu <:uutounlcnt 88,790 

Multau Clty 

:lR Amrlt.sar City 

. J;J 

·II 

Lahore t'lty . 

\I'ATt:R•WOBKI;. 

Uttiff't/ Protim~t's :---

Beuarcs water. 
works cxteu.•ion. 

Luekuow do, do . 

l'u11jnb :-

Delhi water·works 
extension tor Dar· 
bar, 1911. 

N •• Jr. P. Pro•·· 
inc~:-

Peshawar dn1iU~:.-~r 
and water. 

2,2~,774 

46,45,146 

.,.~ '"'•) .,.tl ... , ..... , I 

6,00,000 

Ahbottalmd City 
water•l\'orks. 

J,4~,3:a: j .• 

t:) :i'\Iunsehra tlo. do. 

Duunoo do. do. 3,2S,787 

:.!,:!0,000 

l,t\.•,000 

I 

II 

Ct:nfra! lwJirJ ......... I 
Indore 11e,idcnry • . . . 1,)11,'!00 , , 

watcr-;upply. r------ --- ---,----
GJtA!\D TOTAl H~. 1 :.:,70,~:.:,2:.!7 6,00,000! ~S,,l;),fJOO ts,nopnn 

. I 
ou ~.\\" £. • I :.!1008,210 .fO,IJOIJ I 3:!;J,'11l0 J!lf_\,1,(,7 

1\!R. H. LANE BROWN called and exalllined. 

4,11l2. (Preaident.) The witness stat(Jd that he was the 
head of a firm of consulting engineers in the United 
Provinces whose headquarters were at Lucknow. The 
firm were primarily san.itaty engineers, but they also 
undertook the design and construction of buildings when 
they had not a sufficient amount of sanitary work in 
hand. They employed a fully qualified and trained 
engineering Rtaff, but pos8essed no architect of their 
o1m. 

4,19::!. In connection with the contention in his w1:itten 
statement that the preaent ~ytitcm under which the 
Public Works Department carried out works was cer· 
tainly not economic~) as compared with private enterprise, 
?e rema:rked. that It would be a l'ity to cite as an 
Illustration 111 support of this eontrntion n con~rete 

case, since such an example might. not deal11ith the lllH! 1\•r 
fully. His firm bud recently been emplo~·cd b~· l'r1·cnd 
local Governments and departments of go'l'ermm·nl. 
and he w<tS perfectly eonvineed that. if thut arraJJg<'tlll.'nl 
had not. been found to be both suitable and eeonoJui('<d 
to the firm's elllployrrs the latter would not have re.·•·ind 
the work they hnd. En•ry gowrmnPnt work which t lw 
lirm carried out wa~ subjeet to critici~m by the l'ui,Jir 
Works Depurtwent a11<l it. 11·a" po:>rfectly Cl'l'l,dn !hat 
if that agency had been nblc to bring in any point' 
ngain>t the work of the linn they would h1we sur<>J,,
done eo, &inec ouc·h nrtion would have filllc·n within the 
scope of their duties. 

4,l!J4. In support of a further contention r•f his that 
thP wnrk of tJH' Pn hli~ Worl'" T>epnrtnwnt. ennkl not 
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be carried out as economically as that undertaken by a 
private firm because the supervision charges of the former 
were inelastic, he stated that the latter were not obliged, 
as the former were, to maintain a permanent pensionable
staff. Further, that it would be impossible for a private 
firm to carry out works cheaper than the Public Works 
Department if they had to meet the amount of supervi-

. siou and inspection charges that that agency met. A 
private firm was not also, as was the C!i.ie with govern
ment, obliged to keep ou their staff and meet the expenses 
of m<>n to whom they had no work to give. He added 
that he had been informed that the supervision charges 
of the Public Works Department had occasionally 
amounted. to as much as 30 per cent. 

4,Hl5, In explanation of his statement that "in a 
pe11qionable permanent service the standard of efficifncy 
muRt be lower than that permissible in a private agency " 
he Rtated that in a pensionable permanent service like 
the Public Works Department it was quite possible 
for government to be obliged to entertain individual 
members of""the cadre in a way that a private agency 
could not and would not.. By this statement he did 
not wish it to be inferred that government were more 
tender-hearted employers, but that it was more difficult 
for t.hem to dispense with the services of their inefficients. 
His own firm would experience the same difficulty if the 
members of their staff were ·permanently instead of 
temporarily employed. Consequently,. so long as it 
was thought. advisable to retain the Public Works 
Department, it would be an improvement ii the staff of 
that agency were recruited on temporary terms similar 
to the practice adopted by private firms, with the provi· 
Hion of a suitable provident fund arrangement. 

4,196. The rates at which the Public \Yorks Depart
ment constructed works in the United Provinces were 
not low, as a rule. On the contrary they were usually 
about sufficient to permit of the employment of reliable 
firms and lower rates should not be encouraged. He 
explained that the statement to this effect in his written 
evidence referred only to the United Provinces and 
added that, though he had been requested to fumish 
evidence to the Committee by the Central Provinces 
Administration, in view of the fact that he knew more 
about conditions in the United ProYinces, he had declined 
that invitation and had elected to appear for examina
tion at Allahabad. By his contention that there was 
nothing wrong with the Public Works Department rates 
in the United Provinces he did not mean that it was 
not possible to have work performed at lower rates but 
he believed that the rates in question were framed 
elastically by the Public Works Department inasmuch 
aH while one contractor might be allowed rates that were 
aLouC2! per cent. above, another might be given rates 
that were as much below those contained in the govem
ment schedule. He, however, stated in this connection 
that he pos~essed no inside information regarding the 
Public Works Department rates. He added that unless 
competition were encouraged government could not well 
expect to secure lower rates, and that though such a 
practice might please the financial authorities, who 
would consider an engineer who adopted it to be a good 
officer, it was not advisable. He personally would 
sooner allow a capable man higher rates in order to 
c11~ure efficient work. 

4,197. Rates should be maintained at a level which 
would constitute a living wage for a contractor, irrespec
tive of tenders. He disapproved of the system under 
which works were thrown open to tender and the lowest 
invariably accepted. To the contention that neither 
government nor anybody el~e would be in a position to 
know what would constitute a contractor's livincr wage 
without inviting tenders, he replied that it was the duty 
of an engineer to make himself acquainted with the prime 
cost of a work, and that to ensure this engineers should in 
the early days of their service carry out works personally. 
'fo make this possible, he suggested the constitution of 
~mall divisions where junior engineers might learn to 
manufacture their own brieks and lime, and added that 
he personally made it a practice wlwnever he recruitetl 
~o~n engineer from England to the ~te.ff of his firm to see 

that that individual learnt how to manufacture lime and 
by this means rendered impossible deception by contract. 
ors :is to the rates for lime. Rates should be fixed 
with reference to the experience of departmental work 
rather than 'vith reference to the cost of tenders received 
for contracts. In support of this contention he mentioned 
that in his 30 years' experience of engineering he had 
found that the best results had been obtained by the 
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, whose resident engineer he 
had been, in England because their rates had been 
framed by their own engineers.. In England it was not 
the usual practice to accept the lowest tender, becau:;e 
that tender in many cases WM put forward by an unreli· 
able contractor. The lowest tender was only accepted 
when the engineer concerned was satisfied as to the re· 
liabilit.y of the firm.that had put it forward. Contractors 
in England were always eager to be included in the list 
of contractors maintained for the works of various 
bodies, and it was scarcely ever necessary to complain 
of any of them. A black mark against a contractor 
in that country meant that the individt\al concerned 
was not subsequently allowed to tender. 

4;198. A list of reliable contractors should always be 
maintained and rates that would constitute fair remunera· 
tion allowed. Contractors who did not prove satisfactory 
should be black-listed very severely. He agreed that in 
order to avoid swamping of young contractors the liRt 
maintained should be a classified one, based on the finan
cial ability of the several contractors to carry out eit.her 
large or small works. 

4,199. For the last eight y~ars or more he urged that 
as a matter of fact goV'ernment in the United Province~. 
Public Works Department had, so far from employing 
private enterprise, discouraged that agency. This applied 
more especially to the designing and execution of sanitary 
projects, both water-works and drainage, b~t from 
buildings and roads works too private enterprise had 
been rigorously excluded, until last year when 
the· Education Department, (not the Public Works 
Depa.rtment, but government themselves) had handed 
over to his firm about rupees ten or eleven lakhs worth 
of school buildings to design and construct. ·In spite 
of the fa.ct that the firm happened to be the only firm 
of consulting engineers in Northem and Upper India, 
they had never be consulted in any shape or form at 
any time in regard to work relating to buildings and 
roads. Existing private firms should be employed more 
largely and in preference to the system under which the 
Public Works Department designed their own building 
works, in order that the growth of other firms might. 
be facilitated and private enterprise expanded. He 
disapproved of the system adopted by government 
during the last three or four years under which a 
Government Architect had been employed to design 
government buildings, and recommended that such work 
should be given to private architects in the usual way 
in which it was let out to such agencies in England. 

4,200. His firm were prepared to design buildings on 
payment of a fee of 2~ per cent. Oil the estimated cost of 
each work. He was here informed that figures had been 
furnished in evidence which had shown that such a 
practice was extraordinarily expensive, and more so than 
the present arrangement under which the Government 
Architect prepared designs for government buildings. 
An indep~ndent profession of architects ii established in 
tllis country would, in his opinion, not only facilitate 
the securing of architects by private individuals to design 
their buildings, but would also lead to the general advance
ment and encouragement of architecture in the countq. 
In Bombay, for instance, a large number of the bui.ldingA 
that were at present given to the Government Arollitect 
should be designed by the private architects established 
there. He did not disapprove of Government ArchitectR 
being permitted to take up private practice if it were 
considered desirable to retain them, but did not ~hink 
it essential that government should employ whole-time 
officers and suggested their being paid a retaining fee. 
He added that whole-time Government Architects "ere 
also likely to become gtereotyped in designing work und 
that government might secure greater variety and. better 
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work from the opon market where it was not K.o po~.<ible 
for architect~ to become stereotyped. 

4,201. D,u·ing the ]Mt ten yours about 80 to 90 per 
cent. of the designing of the public buildings erected in 
Lucknow had been monopolised by govemment engineers 
who had also carried out the construction. Such 
wo1·ks comprised both government and quasi-government 
lmildings. His firm were at present engaged on the 
construotiqn of a palace for the Rajah of l\Iahmudabad 
who had not requested the assistance of the Public 
Works Depal'tment. In Nagpur too, during the last 
three years, about the same peJ•centage of public build
ings had been constructed by government agency, and 
as examples he cited the secretariat, council chamber 
and post office. He did not include in this statement 
the large new suburb that had sprung up within the 
last few years in Craddock Town because at present the 
ordinary pleader's dwelling and Indian type of house of 
which that suburb was chiefly composed was not worth 
very much and did not demand the services of an arch~· 
teet, being designed apparently in most cases by the owner 
with the aid of a sub·overseer or mi.stri. 

4,202. He did not agree with the contention of a 
previous witness that government buildings in Cawnpore 
formed only a small proportion of the total amount of 
building work in that oity, but on the contrary thought 
that the principal buildings there belonged to govern
ment, He oosumed that the previous witness had inolud. 
ed as non-government buildings a largo number of factory 
and mill works in Cawnpore which did not· necessarily 
require the services of an architect. 

4,203. In his opinion the Government Architect 
possessed a. monopoly of the government work in the 
United Provinces, and if both that officer's a.ppointment 
nnd that of tho Government Sanitary Engineer were 
retained on the same basis as they had hitherto existed 
for the last eight years, and construction of government 
works was in future entirely monopolised by govern. 
ment officials, the effect would be to retard any possible 
growth of architecture or sanitary engineering in the 
provii1ce. He ndmitted, however, that in England 
when a particular individual, firm or private body had 
aufficient work to juRtify the employment of a whole
time architect that course waR adopted in preferonce to 
the system of open competition, but pointed out that 
such whole-time architects were not engaged on a per· 

· manent pensionable basis as the Government Architects 
were in India. Consulting architects in England, though 
retained for the whole of the work of particular depart· 
mente, such as the Department of Education, were 
allowed to take up private practice as well and in many 
cases large municipal corporations in that country did 
not confine themselves to the employment of their own 
consulting atchitects. Works in India should accord
ingly be carried out under the same system us that 
adopted in England and not by the employm<'nt of whole-
time officers. ' 

4,204. He advocated that both the designing and 
construction of sanitary work~ should be left largely 
to private enterprise and not, as a rule, undertaken bv 
government. Since, however, he knew, of no other 
private sanitary engineering finn bcsidt>s hi~ own in India, 
he admitted that the effect of the acceptance of hiH 
recommendation would be that, at least for the present, 
all sanitary works would be monopolised by his firm, but 
he pointed out that this would merely amount to rever· 
sion to a former practice. · 

4,205. In t•egn.rd to the li:>t furnished by him with 
his written statement of sanitary works in tho United 
Provinces that were either designed only, or both designed 
and constructed by his firm, he mentioned that it had not 
been the case that those works were given to the firm 
b<'fore the appointment of the Sanitary Engineer to 
Oovel'lllllent because that appointment had been in 
existence when he first came to the province 18 years 
ago. The recent change which he had noticed in the 
policy of government in connect.ion with the employ· 
ment of private enterprise had not been due to tho 
appointment of a Sanitary Engineer, but to Rome oth<·r 
f6fi$Oil so far IIH the United Provinces were concerned. 

4,206. If government decided to n·tain tlw nppointm~nt 
of Sanitary Engineer th~y should insist on candidate~ 
for that appointment being men with thorough sanitarv 
qualifications, Hitherto tht• post had hren orcupie.d 
generally by men without proper, and occasionally 
without any, sanitary qualifications, and of the thirteei1 
Sanitary Engineers he personally had had experience of 
he knew of only two who had had a pre\'ious knowicllg<· 
of sanitation and that experience had been confined soll'ly 
to a knowledge of water-works. Pl'rsonally lw was fn 
favour of the retention by government of their Sanitary 
Engineer, provided each such individual had had n 
thorough sanitary grounding and that his dutirs wert> 
confined to scrutiny and advisory work only. He dis
agreed with the contention put forward in evidenct• · 
that, since- sanitary work in India was at present in a 
more or less rudimentary stage, it was more important 
to secure for the post of Government Sanitary Engine<:!' 
an individual with experience of Indian condition~ 
and more especially experience of rural and tmm life in 
India, His own firm had designed projects worth nearly 
two and a half million pounds in India nloue, which 
amount would be considered a fairly large sum in nny 
country in the world, and it appeared to him that it 
would have been a very hazardous endeavour to earn· 
out works of such magnitude with officers who had never 
been trained in sanitation nor had experience of ]urge 
sanitary schemes. Further, sanitary difficulties met with 
in India were different in some measure from those 
encountered in England. In certain cases in India, 
moreover, it was necessary at times to give up thP 
best design and make a compromi~e in order to meet 
a financial situation. A certain amom1t of time \\'a>' 

also absorbed before views could be altc·recl suflicienth· 
to meet local circumstances and in such cases the India~
trained Sanitary Engineer found himself usually at a 
loss on account of his inexperience of sanitary works of 
any magnitude. The witness personally did not know 
how this state of affairs could be rectified. 

4,207. He had been brought out from England by 
government in 1898 because at that time the local Public 
Wm·ks Department needed the st>rvices of a trained 
sanitary Rpecialist, but since he found himself unable to 
cope single-handed with the amount of sanitat·y work 
available, he had secured the ~ervice~ of other 111!'11 

from England with sanitary expHieuec·. 
4,208. 1'he functions of the GownunPnt. Sunitury 

Engineer ~hould be confined to scrutiuising projeet:< 
prepared by private enterprise and the illlp£•1'\'i~iou of 
the individuals who undertook to con:<trnct sanitar.r 
works, whenever a private agency cOllllJ\'h·nt to dt'"ign 
and const.ruct such works exi~ted. Tlli~ hnd hitlu·rto 
been posHible by the pre8euce of his firm in the Front it•r 
Province, the Punjab, United Province:<, Central Provin<·c:< 
and in parts of Bengal, but not in Madra~. He vic:rcd 
the Sanitary Enginef'l' to Govemment as on ofhcer 
specially deputed to advise govemment and scrutiu!·'O 
projects, and suggested that that officer "hould he nuun~ 
tained in the position of nn independent ofticer (It 
government not doing comparable work side by ~ide with 
pri'i•ate enterpri~t', or tr~·ing experiment;;. He added, 
however, in this connection that thl·re Wt'l'f' at pn·sent 
no contractors. in India who were eapablr of eon,tmeting 
sanitary works, nnd that this waR !hl' "ole reason 11 hy 
he car;·icd out construction him~elf. 'l'h" largest and 
bPst firm of conttactor~ in India t hn t he km·11· of 11 t'~> 
probably a certain firm in Calcutt•!, but when he fir,! 
went to Beiinre.~ where that firm l111d IIIHkr coH,truetiOn 
Mewernge worb worth about rupcrs tln·ce laklt~, he found 
that. they had not. mado a ~ucce>s of the work nnd had 
a~kcd for the rate.• to he inPrNIRcd by ahout 40 JWI' •·eJJl. 

with an indemnity against nil damage elnim,, Jf,. 
carried out the works in question departmentally uude1· 
the scrutiny of thr i':'nnitnry Engineer to th(• lol'ul ,UovNn· 
mcnt. 'l'ho abO\'C rcmarkR related, hr rxplallt(·d, to 
such 8anitary works as were more espl•ciall~· tlmiunw· 
and sewerage works and did ilot n pply to wutt•r-works. 
In his opinion the Calcutta firm ltfld not been able to 
ron~trnrt. the BrnnreA works ref,·rrrcl to uLon beeau,•· 
the latter \I'Pfe not •ullit•it•JJtly r<•JJJIIJtt•J'a t il'e. I 11 Yitw 
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of these facts he recommended that the firm to which 
the preparation of the desi~n. of a san~t~ry '~ork m~s 
cntmsted should under extstmg conditwns lU Ind1a 
also bo allowed to construct the work dcpartmentall! 
nnder the supervision of the Government Sanitary Engt· 
net>r as was the present practice of his own firm, and 
that' such a system should continue until it was possible 
to obtain suitable contractors. In other words, under 
proper and suffici~nt .government scrutin;r, there. was in 
his opinion no obJectwn to the firm which des1gned a 
work also undertaking its construction. 

4,209. He confirmed the suggestion in his written 
statement that municipal bodies should be permitted 
to employ private firms and explained that, though under 
the rules such bodies were allowed to adopt this course, 
the rules themselves which he had read did not appear 
to him to be operative and had not been strictly adhered 
to within the last seven or eight years. Municipalities 
could obtain doles from government, but such doles \Vere 
to a large extent under the control of the Public ~Vorks 
Department, inasmuch as when each was made 1t was 
left to the Sanitary BQard to decide as to the agency 
which should design the project concerned. He admitted, 
however, that this was not the case in the Central Prov
inces, but added that municipal bodies in the United 
Provinces did not possess a free hand in respect to their 
sanitary works and that private enterprise had been 
definitely excluded from such works by the Sanitary 
Department of the Public Works Department through 
the Secretary to Government in that Department. 

4,210. The best system at the present time for the 
construction of drainage and sewerage works i!l India 
was the system of depart!llental construction rollowed 
by his own firm. Under this arrangement the firm 
employed sub-contractors only for the supply of labour 
and not for the supply of materials. The firm themselves 
manufactured their own lime and purchased all the other 
main materials required by their labour contractors. 
It was essential, in order to obtain a good quality of lime, 
to manufacture it personally and not purchase it from a 
~nb·contractor. He disapproved of the suggestion that 
the construction of sanitary works should under present 
conditions be opened out to the tenders of large contract
ing firms, quoting the fact that the Calcutta firm had 
failed when so employed at Benares. 

4,211. In regard to a statement put forward in evidence 
that certain plans prepared by his firm had subsequently 
needed a great deal of alteration and recasting, he asserted 
that the poinfreally required very little argument or ex
planation as, since 1898 up to about eight years previously, 
his firm had designed practically all schemes in the 
United Provinces. Public Works Department engineers 
had o'nly latterly exhibited a tendency to try their own 
stafi on such work, although for ten years or more there 
had not been a doubt in anyone's mind about the 
suitabllity of the plan.~ his firm had prepared. Other 
provinces, as for example the Central Proyinces, had also 
sent their engineers to see the work of the firm during 
con~truction and to examine how their projects were 
designed and carried out and a very large amount of 
work had, as a result, been entrusted to them in other 
ptnt~ of India. This mo~·e or less proved that the opinions 
of the engineers of the Public Works Department who 
had complained of his firm's work were not supported 
by the opinion of engineers in other provinces or by 
actual experience. He mentioned two instances in 
which plans prepared by his firm had subsequently had to 
l1e considerably altered-one connected with Allaliahad 
rLnd the other connected with Saharanpur-and explained 
that in tl~e case of tl~e former, although he had pointed 
out that 1t was unstutable to carry out the instructions 
ho had received from the local Government through the 
~anilary Eng~neer (who also had made the same object· 
wns}, the Lwutenant-Governor had insisted on their 
heing carried out and the scheme had been framed accord
ing to the directions which the firm were given. The 
firm were expected t? do what they were told and hence, 
after they made then· prote:;t, they carried out instrnc· 
tion~. The Salmranpur projeet hall in a similar manunr 
to J,e whully rec·ast \,y thl' linn at. a <·ost of (J\'f'r £1,000 in 

YOL. III 

order tl].<'tt it might meet the wi~hes of a newly appointed 
Government Sanitary Engineer (who had had no previous 
experience of sanitary work), although the original 
project was got out to the specific instructions and with 
the approval of his predecessor. After this the firm 
received no work in the United Provinces. 

4,212. His firm had entered into three separate agree· 
ments with government in connection with projects in 
the United Provinces. The first was for the supply of 
the design and estimate of a work at a charge of either 
2 or 2~ per cent. ; the second was for carrying out super
visorywork in such cases where the municipality concerned 
did not possess a construction staff of their own, at an 
additional charge of 5 per cent. In no case however 
had any of the municipalities possessed a staff sufficiently 
competent to construct a work. The third agreement was 
similar in form to that entered into in Nagpur by the firm, 
in accordance with which they were paid at 17 per cent. 
Under this form of agreement the firm provided the whole 
of the clerical and technical staff necessary to carry out 
a work and their charge of 17 per cent. ,was in addition 
to the 2~ per cent. paid them for the preparation of the 
design. He amplified the~e remarks by stating that in 
the Central Proyinces the firm had accepted (at the 
instance of Mr. Harriott the then Chief Engineer) fees 

·for preparing designs on a system entailing the payme.nt 
to the firm for ea{)h project of a lnmp sum based on an 
average amount per head of the population iu the 
municipality concerned. This average fee had been 
four annas per head of the population in the Central 
Provinces and had worked out to about 2 per cent. Mr. 
Harriott considered such an arrangement better suited 
to certain of the municipalities in the Central Provinces 
than the pra{)tice followed in the United Provinces. 

4,213. His firm had undertaken both to design and 
construct certain educational buildings in the United 
Provinces on behalf of the local Department of Educa· 
tion. Under the agreement entered into for those works 
the firm had been allowed the liberty of constructing ea{)h 
of the works in any way they considered fit, either through 
contractors or departmentally, and were only responsible 
for making over ea{)h completed building to the Educa· 
tion Department for a certain lump sum. The plans of 
these works had, however, to be submitted to the Chief 
Engineer of the Public Works Department for approval 
and such alterations as that officer.suggested were com
plied with by the firm. The estimates were based on 
the Public Works Department schedule· of rates in force 
in the several localities concerned, and the Edudation 
Department had arranged for the supply to the firm 
of that information. The firm were not able to put 
high rates in their estimates because the basis of those 
estimates was the Public Works Department rates and 
the estimates themselves would if necessary be referred 
by the Department of Education to the Public Works 
Department. Hence it was only possible for the firm's 
rates to be equal to or lower than those of the Public 
Works Department, and as a matter of fact in every 
case they had actually been lower than those contained 
in that Department's schedule extant in the particular 
district concerned. As exceptions to this rule, however, 
he mentioned iron and steel-work, the rates for which 
were, owing to present abnormal conditions due to the 
war, usually in excess of those contained in the Public 
Works Department schedules which would, of course be, 
equally liable to those enhanced rates. 

4,214. During construction of the school buildings 
the Director of Public Instruction l1ad power under the 
agreement entered into with the firm to have the works 
inspected by any agency that he chose to appoint for 
the purpose and as frequently as desired but, as a matter 
of fact, the witness had informed the Director of ,Public 
Instruction that if this power were exercised ·he would 
view such action as connoting a want of confidence 
in his firm. Hence the result had been that no supcrvi· 
Hion other than that exercised by the firm themselves 
had been undertaken on behalf of the Education Depart· 
ment during progress of con~truction. He added that 
the Educational Departmc)lt had ~uggcsted to govl'l'll· 
mcnt that his firm should l1C' appointed con:·mlting arcld· 
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teots to that department-government had not agreed 
to this and the firm had also stated that they could not 
accept such a position unless· they secured an architect 
of their own on their staff. At present they were not 
in any way architects, nor did they consider themselves 
nR ~uch. 

4,215. The same allowance as the Public Works Depart
ment allowed, viz :-5 per cent., was made by his firm for 
oontingencies in their estimates. Their estimates did 
not however include an allowance for works establish
ment, etc., they did not put down in an estimate the 
number of tnislris required and the monthly cost of such 
individuals for the period they were likely to be employed ; 
nor did they include an allowance for tools and plant. 
The firm received, however, n certain sum for super
viRion which amounted to 7! per cent., and this with 
the 2! per cent, charged by them for the preparation of 
e~timates made up their total charge of I 0 per ctfnt. 
To save time they made it a practice to deduct 10 per 
cent. from the Public Works Department rates to meet 
tlu,ir charges. 

4,216. In each agreement entered into by his firm with 
the Education Department a time limit had been fixed, 
but that limit had not been observed. As rea.sons for 
the delay ill some instances he mentioned the difficulty 
experienced by the firm in obtaining steel-wOl·k in the 
open market owing to the war and also the long rainy 
season encom1tered in the preYious year. The firm had 
undertaken to complete works worth about rupees 
seven lakhs in seven months and there would have been no 
difficulty had the arrangements for such works not been 
made too late. The contract had, however, for the 
reasons he had given, been interpreted elnst.ically but 
in spite of delay the arrangement had proved satisfac
tory to both the Education Department and his firm. 

4,217. According to the agreement entered into with 
his firm for each school building sums had to be pa.id to 
them periodically for actual work performed, but in 
practice the whole of the funds had been paid to them 
months before the buildings were completed. The firm 
had opened up an account in regard to each building 
with the Bank of Bengal and government had deposited 
the amoun.t to be paid. them in that Bank. They drew 
on the sums credited to their account as they required 
funds and in this way it might have happened that 
they had actually received payments in advnnce. But 
though in each case the contract might have been in
fringed, inasmuch as the firm might have received certain 
sums considerably in advance, he urged thnt since they 
were not contractors they were not able to carry out 
departmental work on behalf of government entirely 
on their own resources, and that the method in which 
the payments had been made had been entirely in the 
hands of government. 

4,218. In connection with the suggestion contained 
in the rules he had proposed in his written statement, 
that inspections should be limited to three* in number 
and carried out by the Superintending Engineer, he 
remarked that he had suggested this limit because t.he 
agreement that had been entered into between his firm 
and government, irrespective of the Public Works Dep
artment, was not otte which he thought was really satis
factory. If the firm had been consulting architect.s such 
a form of agreement would have been practically correct, 
but as they were not contract employers and only accepted 
works piece by piece it had been said that they objected 
to inspection by the Public Works Department. They did 
not as a matter of fact object to such inspections if they 
were made by an administrative officer of the Public 
Works Department like a Superintending Engineer, 
:md not by an Executive Engineer who might be doing 
comparative work in the same town or had done such 
work. The three inspections should be undertaken 
at t.he following stages of construction, the first on com. 
pl11tion of the foundations, the second just before the 
roofs were put on nnd the last after completion of the 

• !'Iince thiR evidence was given, the ·three inspe1·tiona 
euggested hM·e been agreed upon between the firm nrHl the 
Government of the United Provinces, 

building. There had been no inspPctior!s undertnkt~r 
on the first five buildings his firm had reedved anc 
certa.in SUch .buildings had only. been SPCII by flU);OI'ill· 
tenclmg Engmeers of the PuLhc Work~ DRpartmcnt, 
not on behalf of that agency or the Education Depart
n~ent, ?ut because those offic.ers stated thnt they had to 
give eVJdence on the work of Ins firm before the CommittPe. 
H~ desired that his firm Hhonld not be r\llowed to proceefl 
With the construetioa of a building until thry had 
received a certificate from a Superintending ErigineM 
that that officer, on the part of government, wa.~ 
satisfied with t.he ~tability of the building. He ronxidrrt'<l 
t.hnt ·with three inspections such an oflicer could form 
a satisfactory opinion on the quality of t.lw work~ anrl 
that this would make t.he i~sue of a f<ntisfactory com
pletion cert.ifieate possible. 

4,219. He had made the proposition that his finn should 
undertake the maintenance of the educational building~ 
constructed by them for a }Jeriod of three yearB, on pay
ment to them of a percentage of 11. He had originally 
suggested that a period of ten years might be fixed and 
was p1·epared even now to maintain the works for that 
period, but added that he had accepted the sugge;;tion 
and agreed to three years. To the contrntion that it. 
was easier to maintain a new building at a charge of I~ 
per cent., for three years, but a difficult matter to do 
so fo1· a longer period, he replied that it depended on the 
building itself whether this was the case or not. In 
the United Provinces building~ of the terraced-roofed 
pn.ttern were in vogue, and his firm were at present main
taining a large hotel at Lucknow tT1at had sueh a roof. 
The firm possessed a staff which went round and inspect (·d 
buildings and carried out repairs, and charged for actual 
maintenance. 

4,220. (Mr. Cobb.) The three inspections he had 
proposed of such works as his firm undertook to construct 
on behalf of government should be undertaken by nn 
independent government engineer because the work~ 
involved au outlay of public funds. In connection with 
the school buildings referred to previously, he admitt~cl 
the existence of a permissive clause covering inRpections 
in the agreements, and reiterated that he had informed 
the authorities coueerued that if inspections were under
taken, such action would be viewed by him as a want. 
of confidenc~ on their part in his work. 

4,221. The rates his firm had put forward in con
nection with the school buildings had been arrh•ed at. 
by deducting 10 per cent. from the Public Wotks Depart
ment ratl's and resulted in a decimal figure rate for each 
item. Hence the result was that the work was done hy 
the firm at Public Works Department rates inclu.sive 
of supervision. The average Public Works Department 
supervision charges taken o\·er a period of five year8 am
ounted to 10 per cent,. additional to the rate charge~. 

4,222. It was not he who had requested the Calcutta 
firm to tender for the Benares project, because that schemA 
had been framed, before he came t{) the provin~e. by 
government engineers. He was appointed re~ident 
engineer for water-works and sewerage, but though 
engaged by government he was paid by the municipalit}_'. 
Work amounting to rupees three lakhs had bC'en pr~ctl· 
cally completed by the Calcutta firm before be amved 
at Benares and that firm had stated that they had lo~t 
Rs. 45,000 mostly in damage claims, th~y then claimed 
total indemnity for damages and also aRkNI for 4.0 p(·r 
cent. increased rates. When government ask<'d lnm to 
undertake the· work he pointed out that l1e knew nothing 
of the local conditions. e.g., rate~. etc., and that he '"1" 
being asked t{) do about thrt'e times the work Ire had L<'Ml 
engaged for.· He, however, completed the worlts ~or 
govemment depnrtnwntnlly and sl"Uled all the d~t,ul~. 
and the course taken was in hiH opinion bet l<!r t hun If 
tho Calcutta firm hnd been allowed to proceed with tl<e 
work. He expre~ecd himself a~ perfectly c(•rtain that 
if the Calcutt!\ firm had engaged him instearl of tlwir 
own engineerA they would have been nble to complete 
tho BenareH work, because they had nt!t'mptNJ to ''" ry 
out t.ho~e workR with enl'iri<'CJ'~< who had littlo· or 
no preyious knowlNige of drainag~> con'tru..tion woll;. 
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4,223. (Rai Balwdur Ganga Ram.) Of the Rs. 382 
l.tkhs of projects tmdertaken by his firm actual con· 
~truction work had involved about Rs. 64 Jakhs or about 
one-sixth of that sum. The works that had been con· 
~tructed had ;til been sancti01~ed and paid for, but the 
other works had been held O>er for want of funds, e.g., 
Tis. 42 htkhs were involved in connection with a scheme 
for Lahore and out of that sum not a pice had been spent 
on actual construction. The smns referred to com· 
prcheusive schemes that had been framed but held in
reserve against future piece-meal expenditure. 

4,22-!. Four annM per head of the populati01i was the 
fee his firm had been paid for the Lahore project. Hence, 
as the population of that city was only about 200,000, 
the firm had received Rs. 50,000. This fee was 
practically equivalent to 2 per cent. of the estimated 
cost of each work. The firm received either 4 annas per 
head of the population concerned or 2 per cent. on th~ 
cost of the whole of each project whichever the govern
ment preferred to pay them. As a matter of fact the 
local Governments concerned preferred the former 
method in order to meet any objections that might be 
raised by members of municipal boards and committees. 

4,225. On being asked what real objection he had to 
his firm being designated contractors and whether such 
a designation was derogatory to the profession, he replied 
that the term " contractor" implied as much deroga
tion in his ca,~e as would be in1plied if the expression 
"compounder" were applied to a medical man qualified 
as a " doctor" and consequently also in a position to 
compound medicines that might be prescribed. 

4,226. (Nr .. Mackenzie.) It was not difficult in England 
to dispense with the ~;erviccs of contractors who had 
been enrolled on government or local bodies' li~ts. 
Certain of such contractors he had known had been 
on a list for many years and ;ret were but the residue 
of the total number that had been Ii~ted. Only about 
one individual in every four had been kept on for 
thi-; period. He did not think it would be difficult to 
utilise the black list he had suggested for contractors in 
India. The case of inefficient officers of the Public Works 
Department was not analogous in hi~ opinion to that 
of contractors. The former were kept on owing to 
natural reluctance to dispense "'ith their services on the 
part of the authorities concerned and owing to their 
Yetited interests in permanent posts, and these arguments 
were sufficient to di;;tingui~h their ca~e from that of 
l'ontractors. 

4,227. His firm did not look upon thcm~eh-es as being 
in the same position with regard to their clients as that 
occupied by a clerk of work~ in Europe. They held 
themselves responsible for the sotmdnes~ of their work 
and did not trust to a derk of works, but to their own 
~tafi. They placed a resident engineer on practically 
eYery work;hut for the past three or four years, as certain 
of their officers were on sen'ice, they had been obliged 
to rely on their subordinate staff to a greater extent. 
Though their system might be expenEiYc to themselves 
he con~idered it a Yery necessary procedtll'e. To the 
eont~mtion t!utt it a\1peared that his firm was in charge 
of both their om1 mterests and those of their client::; 
and in that way combined two po:;~ibly conflicting func· 
tions, he replied that the firm did not. benefit from the 
works as ~''?rks since they received but their Ilercentage 
for snpervtswn only. 

4,228. ( Jfr. Will mot/.) It was on the then Chid 
Engineet·'~ rrcommendation that the ~en'ices of the firm 
were no longer utilized in connection with drainage and 
~cwcrage work in the United Provinces. He did not 

know whether ~he Chief Engineer, who certainly disagreed 
with the officers who had previously held that appointment, 
had also disagreed, w'hen that particular decision wa.s 
reached, with the Sanitary Engineer. 

4,229. There was no question of hi~ firm not complying 
with the suggestions for modification of their designs 
for school buildings that might be made to them by the 
Chief Engineer. He was asked how it was that the same 
defects were repeated in subsequent schemes, but he 
denied that t.his was the cas_e, save perhaps in regard 
to very minor details. The criticism, he also added, 
could not be applied to all designs. 

4,230. In the case of a school building contract there 
might possibly be alterations, and if an alteration were 
desired outside the 5 per• cent. allowed for contingencies 
in the estimates it would have to be resubmitted as a 
supplementary estimate. The case had not arisen on 
any of the buildings in hand. 

4,231. In connecti<;m with the practice of his firm 
of deducting 10 per cent.,from Public Works Depa.rtment 
rates to meet their own charges he remarked that when 
the war was over it would not perhaps be possible to 
get work carried out at these rates. His firm did not 
even at present find the lOiper cent. rates to be remunera· 
tive a.nd had settled with other provinces for the pay· 
ment to them of 15 per cent. for certain educational 
buildings. The supervision charges of the firm included 
everything .. 

4,232. He objected to anybody doing comparable work 
undertaking supervision as it might unnecessarily engender 
friction. He- did not consider it fair to ask whether in 
his opinion it was impossible_ to give such men instruc· 
tions so that they might not act in the capacity of 
Executive Engineers but in that of Inspectors. His 
opinion was, he explained, ba.sed on hi<> general experi· 
ence, and he added that if he went down to say Akola. 
in the Central Provinces to build a school and worked 
as through and for the Public Works Department the 
whole of the subordinate staff of that agency would he 

with and not against him. His firm worked as part 
of the Public Works Department in the case of the 
sewerage work at Nagpur. He empha-sized that Inspect· 
ors should not be officers who calTied out. work 
alongside tha,t of a private agency because it might 
engender friction. 

·i,233. He recommended that SupCiintending Engineer; 
:--hould reeciYc at least two months' notice to undertake 
an inspection and considered it quite possible to give 
a notice of this lengt.h. It would be necessary to meet 
the conntlience of such officers in this respect. 

4,234. He confirmed his contention that hi,; firm were 
willing to undertake the maintenance of the educational 
buildings they had erected for a period of ten years and 
reiterated that he had personally suggested t.his length 
of time. He wa.s al8o not averse to the fixing of even a. 
longer period, and to the contention that, in such an 
event, it might not he possible for government to know 
the result of the trial of entrusting maintenance work to 
the firm, he replied that he did not know why difficulties 
need be anticipated in view of the fact that they did not 
occur in connection with similar work the firm had under
taken for private persons. He did not wish it to be 
inferred that the fee of 1! per cent •. for maintenance 
work was the minimum that the firm would take. It 
was the percentage charged for similar maintenance by 
the Public Works Department on their own buildings and 
which he had suggested as the ba~;is for works not only 
in the tTnited Provinces but aL~o in the Central Provinces 
and elsewhere. 

W. BELL, E:;Q., Electric In~pector to the Government of the United Provinces. 

JVritten Statement. 
4,235. (l.) Economy and sl.\itability of methods of 

execution of public works, and (ll.) Encouragement 
of other agency.-The chief object of the Committee 
of inquiry i~ obviously to find out if it is possible to 
encotll'age private enterprise to a greater extent. I 
am not in a position to sny if thh i~ po~sihll' ,lith r<>gnrd 

to buildings and roads, but I have no hesitation ill 
stating that in these provinces mueh better results are 
obtained when eleetrical works are carried out depart· 
mentally. At present electrical work to any extent is 
only carried out by a few European firms with head
quarters in Calcutta and Bombay. In these cities there 
is no question that the work is of good quality and the 

2c2 
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prices rcawnablc. Up-country however it is an entirely 
diiierent matter. In the majority of ertses the engineer 
~ent to supel'Vi~o the work i~ not capalJle and it i~ quu~
tionable if a qualified man can be obtained at the saht.ry 
u~ua.lly paid by the contractor8 for " up·country " 
suiJervision. As far us Indian electrical wiring contraot
ors are concerned in the majority of cases a gre1tt deal is 
left to be desired and I consider that government is 
to 1t great extent responsible for this as no attempt has 
been made to lcgiMlate for electrical works as has been 
done in the case of water-works. In my opinion the time 
has now come for the licensing of all wiring contract
Ol~. This step is necessary in the interests and for the 
safety of the public. .. 

(2). I may here state that in these provinces it has 
hitherto been customary to encourage private enterprise 
!ts far as possible in connection with government electrical 
installations. I regret to s<w that tlus has not been ~~ 
success ; hence most work "is now • being done d cpar t· 
nle~lt<tlly. 

4,236 (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-! think that on the whole the Public 

• 

Works Department meets the needs of the other 
depnrtJneutH of the administration but lin improremrn(, 
would be clfcctcd if a Danitury Branch could be formed. 
In these provinces tho Sanitary and Electricnl Depart
ments work to a great cxt~nt hnnd in hand, !wing chieHy 
engaged on combined water-works and electrical project~. 
It would also be in the public interest if a mechanical 
engineer were appointed, as many of the project$ require 
the services of a specialist in mechanical engineering and 
it is obviouB!y impossible for a man to be a spet·ia!i,t 
in sanitary, electrical and mechanical engineering. I 
would therefore suggest that a third branch be formNI 
with a Chief Engineer on the usual scale, assisted hy 
a.n electrical and mechniucal engineer with the rank and 
salaries of Superintending Engineers. At present it i.-; 
customary for municipalities to pay contractors a fee 
for the inspection. of their water-works. This is open 
to objection in my opinion, as plants, other tlutn tho.~c 
supplied by the inspecting contractors, are liable to be 
less earefnlly inspected. These inspections should he 
carried out by a government mechanical engineer. The 
same remark applies to the inspect.ion of clcc lricul 
batteries . 

MR. W. BELL called and examined. 

<!,237. (President.) '!'he witness titated that 'he was at 
)lresent officiating as Electric In~pector to the Govern
ment of the United Provinces in place of the permanent 
incumbent who was on military .duty. His permanent 
post was Electrical Engineer, Mussooree Hydro-electric 
Scheme, a municipal scheme, and he was at present per-· 
fot•ming the duties of Electric In~peetor in additioit to 
his ordinary duties. · 

4,238. He had had experience of government and 
municipal electrical work <1ncl was of opinion that both 
construction and maintemtncc work should be executed 
departmentally. He had worked both departmentally 
and by contract in com1cction with the l\Iussooi'ee scheme 
and had achieved more. satisfactory results under the 
departmental system which, though not more economical, 
was productive of better results. The l\Iussooree Muni
cipality had decided in favour of the departmental system 
after h!wing tried a firm of electrical engineers as con
tractors. No charge was made for supervision performed 
by tho permanent staff as it was employed whether the 
work was executed departmentally or by cont.ract. 
He had had experience of practically all the brge 
electrical contracting firms in l\Iussooree and besides had 
had experience of work in several districts in the United 
Provinces, since his appointment as Electric Inspector 
in April 1915, and found that the departmental system 
had resulted in better work in fill cases and had not 
involved any extra expenditure. It had been customary 
in the United Provinces to get electrical work done by 
contract, but as this method had proved unsatisfactory 
it was abandoned in favour of the departmental system. 

4,239. There should be a system of licensing for wire
men as there was a tendency for small contractors in 
tbwns like Allahabad and Lucknow to set up as electrical 
wiring contractors and to put in unsatisfactory wiring in 
houses. The pub!io could not recognise good wiring 
or good switches and employed the contractors in quesqon 
as they quoted rates less than the market rates, but the 
work of such contractors was attended by great risk 
of fire and danger to human life. There was insufficient 
provision in this connection in the Indian Electricity 
Act which accordingly required amendment. He hnd 
no power to interfere in such case~ if the in~ulatiou test 
was satisfactory. 

4,240. His executive duties as Electric Inspector 
consisted partly of the maintenance of gO\·ernrnent 
installations. There were about 20 to ao government 
installations in the province and projects worth about 
Rs. 70 lakhR \\we in hunrl. He was not. in dir~rt ch11rgc of 
the government installations, a~ they were in charge of 
the various HulJ-rlivisiotml ofliccr" of the Public Worko 
Department and he had only to inspect them. The 
sub-divisional officer in Lucknow had charge of auout 

10 installations. There were about 50 gol'ernmcut 
power plants in the province. These, however, were not 
large, the largest being of about 150 kilowatts and the 
smallest of 5 kilowatts. He was merely required to 
inspect such plants as they were in charge of electricians 
attached to divisioUM at various centres. He did. not 
consider this arrangement suitable and advocated that 
the Electric Inspector should be placed in execu th·e 
charge of all the installntions and given the necessary 
staff, a.s Executive Engineers were not in a position to 
decide whether indents drawn up hy electricians were 
necessary or not. 

4,241. He was also required to prepare such project.; 
a~ were called for by government. These were not small 
but were large projects like the hydro-electric schemes for 
l\Ieerut and Naini Tal and for other big cities. His 
function8 in such cases were confined to the preparation 
of the electrical portion of the scheme~. The que~tion 
of the preparation of such schemes by the municipalitie:; 
themselves was at present under consideration, but in 
the meanwhile they wen> being prepared hy government 
~n behn1f of the municipalit.ie~. He pm•ses$ed no Hl.idf 
for the purpo~e and was obliged to do the whole work 
himself. He had not been consulted by a prh"nte lirtll 
in connection with any private electric HI scheme in the 
United Province:;. but he had been consulted regnrdmg 
a scheme in the Punjab. Ko private firm had yet asked 
his advice on a proposal to take np n licen~e for an elec-
tric power and light scheme. . 

4,242. His statutory functions under the lndwn 
Electricity Act related to the settlement of di~pulc~ 
between consumers and supply companie~ regarcli_ng t.hc 
accur!\CY of meters; He wns also requn·ed to lllq\llrc 
into any accidents caused by the Utie of electricity. Dur· 
ing Ius tenure of office as Electric Inspector there had 
not been a single diRpute a~ to the acctu·ncy of _meter:; 
between private inclividunL'l nnd Enpply compalHes 11or 
had there been any such dispute between goYerumeut 
and thn companies. . , 

4,243. He ~greed with the contentiOn that IL WH> 

undesirable that the Electric Inspeetor, who wa:; re· 
~ponsible for the interests of go~ernment iu regar~ to 
electrical work, should abo exerotse statutory fnnctwn:; 
under tho ltHiian Electricity Act .,nd settle di.~putc-; 
which might ari~c between government and supply <'?Ill· 
pnnies. He the1·cfore suggcste(~ tlutt the Eleetnrnl 
Adviser to t.hc GoYernment of Indta should be the arbttcr 
in ~uch ca~c.~. 

4.2H. He hud no ollidnl relations with the Eleetri .. al 
AdviNCI' to the GoYel'llntent of India; if he were in any 
ditliculty the local Government could rpfc•r the matter 
to that ollicer. 'l'he United Provinc<•o had no need 
fo!' the servi(•es of the Electrical A(l\•i;;er as tlw pro\·iw·e 
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was quite ~elf-contained, and all the Elect.ric Inspect· 
or't; duties, executive, statutory and advisory, could 
be performed quite satisfactorily without the aid of the 
Electrical Adviser. 

4,243. Electrical stores were as far as potisible purchased 
from firms in India and the supply had been found satis· 
factory. There was no necessity for indenting for such 
~tores on the India Office. He had not had much ex· 
perience of store:; purcha:;ed by indent on the Secretary 
of State, but was nware that there \Vas always consider· 
able delay in procuring the stores. When a machine 
was bought by indent in India fim\1 payment was not 

· made until the machine pa,sscd a test at site, as it was 
possible that it might pas~ the test in England and might 
when tested in India turn out to be uni:iatisfactory. 
He himself was not in a position to carry out tests of 
stores locally purchased as he had neither an electrical 
laboratory nor the instruments for the p~posc. If 
he were supplied with the instruments, however, tests 
could be made·equally well, or even better, in India 
than by the India Office in England. 

4,246. He had made a' comparison of the cost of pur
chasing stores in India and in England, and had found 
that electric lamps could be had cheaper in Indi~,t than 
iu England. He was therefore of opinion that no economy 
would result from effecting purchases through the India 
Office. In the case of the :Mussooree hydro-electric 
scheme,. the cost of which was -about Jl::;. 16 lakhs, all 
the stores were purchased locally through the agents 
of Enalish firms which had their offices in Calcutta or 
Bomb:y and no clirect purchases were made from England. 

4,2J7. He came out to India in 1910 as C'hief Assistant 
in connection with the l\Iu::;sooree scheme. The best 
method of recruitment of government Electri~ In8pectors 
11·a~ to continue recruiting such officers from England 
in preference to recruiting them from among the electric· 
al engineers employed by private firms in Indi~, .but 
Public Works Department officer::; who had spectahzed 
in electrical engineering should be given the prior claim. 

4,24:8. With reference to the contention that the work 
done by private electrical contracting firms, especially 
in the presidency towns, was quite satisfactory and 
that the system of execution of electrical work by 
contract was in such casco better than the departmental 
sy~tem, he explained that this was clue to the fact that, 
as the presidency towns were the hcadquartetll of such 
firms, they maintained a competent engineering staff in 
tho~c citicB. On the other hand whrn firms took up 
a contract in an up-country station, worth about 
R~. 25,000 or a lakh, they could not afford to provide 
cxpenKive supervision and con~equently detailed incompc· 
tent subordinates for the purpose and this had rcs'\[lted 
in un~ati~factory work. There had been cases where 
departmental labour had had to be employed to com· 
pletc a work which had been carried out improperly by a 
private firm, and he was aware that thi~ had al~o occurred 
in Delhi. 

·l,2·1~. (Sir Noel J~erslwzc.) The ~ystcm of executing 
work~ departmentally hat\ been in force ~ince August 
l!)Hl, and the defective rcKults du•; to· the employment 
of prin1.te entcrpri~c were largely due to the inefficient 
engineer;; who were ~ent by the contracting firm.; to 
8npen·i:;e the works. He had on several occii:llion~ drawn 
their attention to the matter, hut they had been unable 
to remedy it. It was true that his experience a~ Ji:[('ctric 
ln6pector was not extcnHiYe, but he had experienced 
the r:::ame difficulty in connection with the Mussoorcc 
~cheme. 

'1,250. 'J.'he time wa~ ripe for the introduction of u 
B,Ystcm of licensing wiremen, and the municipalities 
might be authorized to bsue licenses. For this purpo~c 
iL would be necessary for government to frame a standard 
Hpecification Hhowing the quality of work which a man 
l'C!~dving a license wa~ expl•cted to do. 'l'hc majority of 
the public were not snfliuicntly aware of the danger of 
accepting work of a lower 8pecification. 

4,251. (Rai Balwdur Ganga Ram.) He had received 
a training as a mechanical engine1!r and was competent 
to put up a Deioel oil engine and dymuno independently. 

4,2.52. Hi~ statement that electric:ul ~tores could be 

pw·chased cheaper in India than in England wa;; ba~ed 
on a comparison of the real rates and not on the cata
logue rates of firms. 

4,253. He was a member of the electrical conference 
which had been inaugurated by 1\fr. Meares and had 
attended both the conferences which had been held. 
The conference served a very useful purpo~e as there 
was no other means of a.~certaining what was going on in 
other provinces with regard to electrical matters. 

4,254. (Mr. Co'bb.) Contra{)tors resorted to sub-agent:; 
for the supervision of their works, but he himself carried 
out works departmentally subject to his own supervbion 
or that of his Assistant. He did not perform the entire 
inspection work of ·the province himself, but had an 
.Assistant Electric Inspector and an Assistant Electrical 
Engineer for "government work and the 1\fussooree 
scheme, respectively. There was an electrical workshop 
at Mussoorie, and the number of workshops would have 
to be increased with the growth of electrical work. 

4,255. The hydro-electric scheme at Mussoorie was 
now in operation and he was sure that if any further 
plant was required for it the work would be done depart· 
mentally as cheaply as by contract. 

4,256. (Rai Bahadt~r Ganga Ram.) He had had ex
perience of the students of the Roorkee College and of the 
Industrial School at Lucknow, but had had no experience 
of those of the Bombay Technical School. In his opinion 
the students of the Lucknow school were better than 
those from Roorkee as the latter were wanting in practical 
experience and would not undertake manual labour. 
Apprenticell served for two years. 1'hc Lucknow man 
had received Rs. 15 from the Board and something fr,p.m 
government in the form of a scholarship. He knew of 
a man who on passing the final examination of one of 
the institutes had at one time served on R::;. 15 a month 
under him, and who had sub~;equently been appointed by 
gQvernment on R~. 50 a month; another had started his 
own business. ' 

'1,257. The two Aosh;tants he had were both Europeans 
and had received a training in electricity. The Mussoorie 
Assistant was now on active service and had been draw· 
ing Rs. 600 a month. 

4,258 (Jlr. Cobb.) In addition to the two European 
.\sl'i8tants he had a power station superintendent and a 
pumpil1g station superintendent neither of whom could 
speak English. 

4,250. The student from the Lucknow school was 
merely au apprentice who came to him for training and 
his services were not retained. 

4,260. (11ft. Willmott.) Several of the Calcutta cledric 
firms had started branches in Delhi but none had 11 

branel1 in the United Provinces. One of the firm::; had 
opened a branch for a particular work, but left when that 
work was completed. As a result petty contractors wJ10 
\'tere quite unreliable were procuring all the work. Fit·ms 
would, however, be greatly encouraged in cst~tbli~:~hing 
branches if a system of licensing electrical contractors 
were introduced, as in that case a man who did not work 
up to specification would be liable to lose his licrn~e. 

4,261. 'l'hc fact that the price of electrical stores in 
Calcutt<t compared favourahly ~dth prices in England 
wa~ a normal occulTencc. It wail not at all due to the 
war as there was a combination in England to keep 
up prices. For reasons unkno,\·n to him, the firm~ at 
home did not work up their agents in India to level up 
the prices in India, but this was not due to American 
competition as the .American articles were cheaper than 
in England. The practice of the Electrical Branch was 
to obtain article~ of British mam1facture only. 

4,262. He had never \tsed the Calcutta testing labora· 
tory for testing meters, but had utilized it for testing 
fans. lt was intended mainly fo1· Bengal and was used 
to a Yery small extent by the other provinces. The 
laboratory was worked on proper lines and there had 
never been any eom plaint against it. It eould not be 
used for tccting plant of the size used in the United 
Provinces, and was suitable only for the testing of meters 
and fans. 

4,26:3. All original electrical work was entrusted to 
the Electric Inspector and he could ~eek the aid of 
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the Executive Engineer if he required it. He did not 
approve of the present sy~tem under whic.h maintenance 
e8timates relating t.o electrical works were prepared by 
Executive Engineers in consultation with the Electric 
Inspector, and considered it was desirable that all such 
e~tiw1ttes should be prepared by tho Electric Insr)cctor, 
provided t.hat officer was given the necessary staff for 
t·he pm·poso. 

4,264. The Electrical Adviser was useful as he wns 
in charge of the Calcutta. testing laboratory. He was 

[Oo111inurrl, 

bcsi.dcs instrumental in bri.nging. oleetl'ioal officers togeth
er m conference nnd dJscussmg l!ll<'otious comwc•tl'd 
wit.]~ ~ccuring m.u~ormity of proc!'dure throughout 
lndut m the l~dlllllJIHtl'lltl~l.l o~ the Indian Electricit.y 
J~ct, the fram1~1g of spec1fkatJons and the grants of 
licenses. He IUtght n.IHo be UHeful as a t'onsultat.ive officer, 
but tho witne~s had not l1ad ocrusion to refer to him. 
The Elcotrical Advi~er was useful from a commurcinl 

,point of view. 

C. H. WEST, EsQ., Sanitary Engineer to the Oovcmmont of the United l'rovinces. 

Written Statement. 
·1,:.!65. (1.) Economy and suitability of methods of 

execution of public works.-The methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works are good 
in t.heir way but there is considerable scope for improve· 
mont. The amount of time and labour spent by tho 
constructional staff in the preparation of designs and 
estimates is enormous. These oould be much more 
efficiently done in a central office. · I would suggest 
that only preliminary projects with outline plans should 
be made out in construction offices. All details and 
fair phtns should be made out in the central office for 
designs. The second ,improvement I would suggest is 
t.hat for ~~ construction division there should be an 
Execut.ive Engineer, who should have as personal assistant 
an Assistant Engineer. There would be about three con· 
struotion sub-divisions under him with upper subordinates 
in .. phargo. These upper subordinates should be merely 
respon~ible for the correo~ setting out of the work and 
the quality of the work done under their charge. All 
payments should be made by the Executive Engineer. 
He should give out all contracts himself and be responsible 
for the quality of all materials used, fix the rates to be 
paid and he or his personal assistant should check all 
measurements for works. 

(2). At present too much i~ left in the hand~ of low· 
paid ~ubordinates. It is not good for the subordinates 
or for the work. The changes suggested by me will 
remedy this as far as possible. 

·!,266. (II,) Encouragement of other agenoy.-Uuder 
the existing system all works are carried out- by 
contract when suitable contractors are available for the 
work, and to this extent only is private enterprise enconr· 
a.ged. This system does not encourage the growth of 
large engineering firms. Most of the so-called contractors 
arc merely middlenien, working on a little capital of their 
own or on capital borrowed from the local bania or bank. 
They generally- possess no engineering knowledg6 nor 
do they employ skilled assistants, and merely purchase ~ 
materials in the open market and act as suppliers of 
labour and more often than not the work to be done 
is sub-let at a pi~ce rate to the actual workmen. 
'l'his method of carrying out work requires the closest 
ijUpcrvi~ion on the part of the engineering staff. Rates. 
are lower than any large engineering firm can work to 
but supervision charges are higher. To encotu·agc the 
growth of large enginee1·ing firms all cont.ractors mu~t 
be registered. The number of such firm8 must be limited 
to ensure a certain amount of work to keep the firms 
busy. 'l'he minimum qualifications for registration 
should be that the firm manufactures its own bricks 
aud lime u.nd has a workshop and employs a qualified 
engineel'ing assistant to supervise its work. 

(2). Second and third-class contractors can be rcgi.!ltered 
for supply of materials or labour only, but as far as pos· 
oible tho. work should be entrusted to engineering firms 
of standing. If the number of firms that are registered 
is too large thoy will not find sufficient work or profit to 
keep them going. 

(;J). It is also asked if it is pos~iblo or dc~iruble to 
entru•t the construction and upkeep of certain das,;c~ 
of build~ngs to agency other than depart.Jnentul. 
A~ ~xplamed above all works and repairs arc !•h·eady 
earned out by contract under close departmental ~uper
vision, ;;o that the only further change that can be made 
is to do u,way with departmental supe1•vision or to l!'">'en 

the (lmount of supervi~ion employed. If we consider 
the possible agencies ot.her than depurtmeutul whid1 
may be taken into consideration for the currYing out of 
public works in India, the first agency whlc.h ~;trikes m 
in many provinces is the diotrict board engineers. 

( 4). l'he district boRrd engineers were abolished in 
these provinces many years ngo and all local works are 
at present carried out by the Public Works Department. 
'l'he district board staff, which' wa~ abolished was not 
particularly efficient and this change resulted in an 
inerease of economy and efficiency. 

(5), If it is desired to fost.er the growth of a prh·ate 
engineering profes~ion in India nnd to increase the number 
of posts available for .them tlus syst.em of having private 
engineers employed by local boards would have to be 
re-introduced, and to get a. really good claos of men the 
prospects for district board engineers ~hould be mado 
similju· to those of the Public Works Department cugi· 
neeJ•s as far as possible. 

(i): No man should be recruited who is not qualitied 
for admission to the l'ublic Works Department engineer 
grade. 

(li). He ~hould be able to rise to the maximum fixed 
for Executh'e Enginecro in the Public Works Depart· 
ment recruited from Indian colleges_ 

(iii). He ~hould bo asBured that his appointment ;ras 
more or less permanent subject to hls work being sa tis. 
factory. 

(iv). He should have ~oinc ~ort of provident fund provi· 
sion in lieu of pension. 

(6). ]'or smaller distriots upper subordinates should 
be recruited with similar prospects ;mel qualifiontiou~. 
In some cases di~triet bottrds could lJo gi 1·en the opt ion 
of e1nploying a finn of con~ulting engineers in place of 
a di~trict engineer and his staff if they prefer it. 

(7). The procedl!l'e for executing work~ would ho 
simila·r to the proccdlll'c for carrying out municipal 
work8. 

(8). A board called the Local U01·ermncnt Board slwuld 
be created similar to the Sanitary Board in these rrm·· 
i.ncc~. 

(9). Di~t.rict board engineers would send IIJ.l jJrojects 
up toRs. 10,000 for admini~tmtivc sanction to the Com.' 
missioner, above R~. 10,000 to tho Local (:onmuuent 
Board. 'l'he Commissioner or Local UoYcmmeut Board 
would decide by wlwt agency the fail· plans and c~tinwtt•.; 
would be IJrepured and the work carried out and del'ide 
what supelTision if any would be nccc~.,;ttry. 

(10). If t.lw district board staff is not. (."OIIs.idered 
competent to prepare the cstimatrs for a large work 
it may direct that the l'ublic 'Vorkti Dqwrtmeut JICCJJarc 
the estimates and the di;;trict board ~tuff carry out 
tho lrork under the supe!'l'ision of the Public Work> 
Department.. 'l'hese details cun be ~ettlcd once the main 
principles are accepted. 

( 11 ). In order to have ~~ competent ~taff for SUJlervi.~iou 
the Public Works Department would luwo to keep a 
certain number of provincial dh·ioions Ill· placo3 
whore t.here arc a large numiJcr of prorindul work:l 
as at .Allulwbud, l:lt•mtres, Agru, Lncknow, l'iaini Tal, 
etc. ln small di,;triels liko llahndth, Fatchpur, 
Partubgarb, l:iultanpw·, ete., pro1·inl'iul workti can he 
made OV'('f to the local boards for maintenurwe, the 
provincial stitlf simply checking the eslimatl'; ~l'nt in 
nnd certifying the wm·k is prop~dy complt•ted. 
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(12). Similarly, in the case of municipal board engi- The problems to be dealt with in municipal engineering 
ncrrs certain provincial roads within municipal limits are as distinct from those ordinarily dealt with by the 
rould be made over to the municipal boards for upkeep Buildings and Roads Branch as they are from the prob
and maintenance, the procedure to be adopted to be lems met with in irrigation or railway engineering: 
~imilar to that proposed for district board staff. The If men are required to become experts in one particular 
pro~pects of the municipal engineering staff should be line of engineering I am convinced that it will be better 
improved in the same way as suggested for the district to separate the two branches and to make them distinct 
hoard staff and the relations of the municipal board branches and the Sanitary Engineer head of a depart· 
engineers to the Sanitary Engineer's staff should be ment for municip!J-l and sanitary engineering.' 
flimilar to the relations proposed between the local bortrd (2). The reason why I have included electric lighting 
staff and the Provincial Public Works Department. 'l'lith the Sanitary Branch is that all problems relating 
'J'he details of these proposals could be easily worked out to electrical schemes are for lighting in municipal limits, 
and a suita.ble cadre fixed for the provincial engineering and all such schemes should include a day load for pump· 
establishment to carry out provincial works and supervise ing and either water-supply or sewerage in the munici· 
and advise on local and municipal works. This will palities in these provinces if they are to be made flnan
J,e dealt with later, but whatever the agency employed cially successful. It is more than likely that the main 
all work should as far as possible be entrusted to re- power station and the workshops and staff would be com· 
rognised engineering firms as contractors in order to mon to all three schemes for lighting, water·supply and 
promote the grmrth of this desirable branch of the pro- sewage pumping and the department which deals with 
fesilion. drainage and water-supply and the plans and machinery 

4,267. (m.) Changes in organization.-The changes connected with the;~e should a.Jso deal with electric light 
recommended above would neceRsitate the following and power schemes, and the men in this branch should be 
modifications :in the organization of the staff of the made to specialize in mechanical and electrical designs aR 
Public Works Department. well as in designs for drainage and water-supply schemes 

(a). Recommendation made in (I). Executive divisions and ordinary municipal work. I would put architecture 
to be formed. Each Executive Engineer to have a a.s part of the Buildings and Roads Branch which would 
personal assistant preferably an engineer. All pay- include road and bridge engineering. The Chief Engi
ments to be made by the Executive Engineer or his neer's office would have attached to it a project circle, 
per~onal assistant, all contrat'ts to be given out by the with an Architect in charge of building and other designs 
Executive Engineer and all materials passed by him. requiring architectural treatment and a civil engineering_ 
Detailed projects to be prepared as far as possible in a' design branch for working out all engineering designs 
central project office. in consultation with the Architect for architectural works 

(b). District board engineers to be separately recruited. and with the Chief Engineer for purely engineering 
Big districts having experienced engineers in charge, designs. The Consulting Architect to Government should 
second-class districts employing Assistant Engineers or rank as a Superintending Engineer with a suitable staff 
senior upper subordinates. and his colleague, the consulting engineer for engineering 

(2). Either class of district can employ a firm of con· designs, should be of equal rank. There may be three 
suiting engineers in lieu of an engineering staff. In the other Superintending Enginee~s for construction under 
first·class districts employing senior engineers, or in dis· the Chief Engineer. These Superintending Engineers 
tricta employing a firm of consulting engineers, the work may be classed as Deputy Chief Engineers and form 
to. be under the supervision of a Public Works Department part of the Chief Engineer's office, the same as Deputy 
Superintending Engineer. In smaller districts the Inspectors General of Police. 
work could be supervised by Executive Engineers. (!l). The SnnitM'Y Engineer should be head of a branch 
Provincial divisions would be kept up at large places for sanitary and municipal engineering. This should 
where provincial Assistant and Executive Engineers form part of the Public Works Department. The staff 
could be trained. For municipal and sanitary work a of civil engineers under the Sanitary Engineer should be 
separate branch under the Sanitary Engil).eer would be required to specialize in drainage and water-supply 
maintained.. This would include experts in mechanical design and in the working out of electrical distribution 
and electrical engineering, water-supply, drainage and . schemes if necessary. They should also be familiar with 
town planning, and all problems connected with muni· the machinery used for pumping purposes or generat.ing 
cipal administration. power. -

4,268: (IV.) Relations with other departments and (4). The staff should be on the periQanent and pen-
sub~branches.-The Public Works Department meets sionable list and it ought to be organised on the same 
the needs of other departments_of the admini1-1tra- lines as the Buildings and Roads and Irrigation Branches. 
tion as far as it is possible for a department organ- The engineers should have similar qualifications and 
i:,;ed on its present lines to do. Delays in the pre· status. To meet any sudden rush of work a few tem· 
paration and submission of estimates are sometimes porary hands could be engaged from time to time and their 
complained of and thi~ would be much reduced if a services could be dispensed wit·h when the l'Ush was over 
project circle were organitied and the work of prepara. but the present system of tl'Ying to run this branch 
tion of detailed de~igns and construction separated as far with purely temporary men should be stopped. The 
as possible. Tl1e relations inter se of the various sub- Sanitary Engineer should have under him one or two 
divisions of the Buildings and RoadR Branch, sanitary, Dopnty Sanitary Engineers and a, staff of Executive 
architectural, electrical and civil engineering arc on the Engineers and Assistants. Well-boring operations for 
whole satisfactory at present, but in view of the neceHsity municipal water-supplies and town planning and in1• 
of allov.ing for future growth and developments and provement schemes should also be dealt with in the 
greater specialization in the different branches some degree Sanitary Engineering Department. 
of decentralization is urgently necegsary; these proposal~ (5). An Electrical Engineer with a staff of purely 
are dealt witll in detail under (V.) electrical Assistants to look after the construotion, up. 

4,26\l. (V,) Decentralization and (VI.) Simplification of keep and running of electrical schemes under govern
procedure.-I am of opinion that the Buildings and ment or municipalities should be associated with him 
Hoads Branch a~ at prP~ent constituted might with in the same manner ns the Consultincr Architect is 
advantage be split up into two branches, one dealing associated with the Chief Engineer. 'l'h~rc should also 
with buildi~1gs, 1:oaus, railwayH and local works and the Le a Chief Mechanical Engineer who would luwe all 
Becond (~ealmg WJth aU problems Connected with municipal the purely mechanical staff engaged in the running and 
and sumtary engineering,, i.e.; mt~nicipal drainage, sewer- upkeep of the machinery under him. The Chief 1\Iechuni
nge, water-supply, electric hghtmg and town planning. cal Engineer and his staff would also work in conjunction 
i\Iy reasons for suggeHting this iR that the work in the with the Ranitary Engineer a~ part of his staff, All 
_Buildings nml Roads Secretariat under the Chief Engineer important work done by municipal engineers and all 
1s too. heavy. at P.l'esent to all.o~v of adequate time and new project work or construction for water·supply, 
attentwn bemg grven to mumcq:ml and sanitary work. drainage oz· power-supply purposes and town impl'ove. 

... 
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ment schemes should be under the prof!'s.sional tiuperl'i· 
sion of thl" :;:;nnitary Engin!'t>r. 

(6). The Sanitary Engineer should rallk ns head of a 
department and where there is sufficient work h!' should 
be a Chief Engineer and Joint Secretary to Government 
in the Public Works DepMtment. In smaller places he 
might work through one of the existing Secretaries but he 
should be finally responsible for all work in his department 
and should have access to the head of the province or 
}{ember in C'onncil in chnrge of his department when 
necessary. 

(i). There should aillo be a Sanitary Engineer to the 
Gm·ernment of India. He would be an inspecting and 
advi~ory officer and would be most useful in co-ordinating 
work which was being done in different provinces and 
in giving advice when referred to by the provincial 
Administration.• and in reporting generally on sanitary 
s.'heme~ throughout India. He would hold a similar posi
tion to the Sanitary C'ommis.:uoner to the Go;emment 
of India or the Inspector General of Irrigation with regMd 
to the provincial officers in charge of these departments. 
Thl:' amount of work to be done in the SanitarY and 
)funicipal Engineering Department is limitl:'d only by 
the amount of funds a\·ailable and the tr,lined ~tali 
ne<>ess..'lr\' to carrY out the work. There is no donbt 
that it is likely to e:\lland greatly in the net\r future. 

(8). The Pnblic Works Department Code is on the whole 
very satisfactory and usdul. There are two points on 
which the restriction' made hamper the e:s:t'()ution of 
work. 

(a). The restriction with regard to purchase of European 
Btore.s in India. 

(b). Thl:' nece;:sity for spending sums allotted for particu
lar works within the financ-ial year and the lapsing of all 
sum~ so allottw nt the end of a financial ye,n if not 
complett:'ly utilizl:'d. Some altt:'t<\tions in the>e ruleA 
appear to be required. 

-t.2i0. (VU.) Education.-The system of education 
is not entirely sati>fnctory : a grC"at deal of time is :-pent 

in studying subj"'-'t' which ~hould be acquirf'd hefort> 
a -tudent c·nter-< an •·ngineering collrgt', for in>t.;nc··· 
ehen1istry, phy:Urs, dynamics, statico, diiTerential .111J 
integral ('aleulus and pure mathematics and elemeutan· 
drawing. A studC'nt entering an engin.:.:·ring collegt;. 
should know all this and should only require to be taught 
engineering chemistry or practical hydraulic,, applied 
mechanics, civil engineering and survey <md 1'r.1ctical 
de&gning. At the end of an ordinarv cour,e there shoulJ 
be post-graduate courses in practi~al uesigning in '-"\' 
irrigation, railway work, sanitary work, drainage .111~1 
water-supply :"Chemes, t>lectrical di,tribution :1ud 
machinery. 

4.271. tvm.) Practical traini.ng.-On le.n-iug the 
college c;ery Assistant Engineer should be apprenticed 
in the branch in which he elects to sen·e for a period 
of not less than two years. He might be sent to one or 
other of the Vt\rious branches :-ra.ihmy;;. irrigation. 
buildings and roads, sanitt\ry and munic·ipal engineering. 

(2). If neceilS<lry he might recdn: a ,tipend of Rs. lOU 
a month for the tirst year and R.<. lJIJ a month for the• 
SC('Oild year and Rs. 200 in the third ve.1r, if .I third n•ar 
is allo,~e<.l. Xo dir('('t appointment ;,hould IJc gin•n 
bnt applications might be con;.idered by ,, Bo.ud from 
men who have been through college and do!•i· ., J>O>t· 
graduate conr:lC and two years' apprentire~hip. or thrt·.: 
years' apprenticeship without a post-gr.ldU<lte cour,<·. and 
selections made by a Board consisting of reprcoent.niw· 
en.,oinecrs from the Railway, Irrigation. Building- .u.d 
Roads .md Sanitary Branche~ a&>oeiated 11ith one or two 
educational member;; and one or two unoffic·i,ll meml>t"r< 
nominated or electro to the Board. 

(3). Apprentices after ha;ing complded two or thrc"<' 
years' practical training should get a certiticate .:md !'Om<· 
>ort of degree <>qui;alent to the A.~l.I.C'.E. and -hould 
then apply for posts under go1•ernment or pri\·.1te !,odie• 
but >hould not be allowed to continm· to ><'rl'<' in the 
Department to which they were po>teJ for tr.<in.in~ 
bnt should make way for a new ll.ltch of ·'Pl•r••ntic·0•. 

MR. C. H. WEST called and examined. 

4;!72. (Presidtlll.) The witnes.~ stated that he WM 

tht~ ~anitary Engineer to the Go;en1ment of the United 
Province;; and that he had held that appointment ~ince 
lflll. 

-!,273. With regard to hl~ qualifications for the post 
he ,;tated that he had been employed in 18£1:1 on sanitar:_-~· 
w01·k (·onne.:ted with dr<tin'lge scheme.< at Hardwar 
and had also been connected ";th fire prott:"Ction schemes. 
He had in addition studied drainage in se;ernl parts of 
England when he was on 7 months' furlough and rl:'ad 
hook.~ on sanitary engineering. Ht> had not, howe;er, 
nndertnk~:n the actnnl romtmction of AAnitarv works in 
F.ngland. · 

-!,2U. He ad\'OC•<ted the cre.~tion of a ccntr•ll office for 
the preparation of.deilign> and estimates and was of opin. 
ion that it would lead to greater economy <lnd efficiency. 
I wa.s inadvisable to permit engineer>; to stay in the 
otl1ce he proposed pemumently, <\iS it was not <l good 
principle for engineers to be employed for long periods 
only on designing, but there was no objection to their 
employment on such work for about thrl:'e years. It 
was not a good principle for engineers to be employed 
~olely in the districts without the opportunity of pre
paring designs and it Wail de>irable that they should 
ht• po~tc-d to a designing office at some time du;ing their 
cnrecrs w as to gain eJtperience of both construction 
and de~igning work. as wa.s the case in railways where 
design.~ were prepared in the office of the Chief Engineer, 
the designers being conne<'ted with the constrnetion 
of the project. When he wa.'! Under Secretan·, hill 
duties included the checking of schemes which came up 
for approval, and he had fotu1d that half-a-dozen designs. 
had b*!n prepared for schemes for which one design 
would have sufficed. He therefore considered that a 
portion of the propoeed central office work should con· 
sist of the preparat:on of standard plans. Difficulty 
would not be e.xperien('(l(J in the preparation of design.~ 
and t>stim~tll.'l without any local knowledge of the ~ih'. 

materials, etc., as those which roncem.:.:l dL•trkt; would 
be "preliminary project~,. and would l;,, c>cc·OJUI>atl.i"'l 
with 'uggestions a~ to how such projects "houlJ IJc ~x~
cuted. He added that thl.' preparation of all Je>ign
s.hould not be dealt with in the ct>ntral oft:ke he h.ul 
proposed, but ouly those relating to import.mt work~. 

4,2i5. Bv the words ·construction di;kion · in hi> 
written evidence, he me~nt a dirision prac·tk.llly wholly 
engaged on the l:'xecution of work. In other \\Oro•. 
an Execulin• Engine~:"r·~ di,·ision mi"''·' thE' pr~"Jlitr.Hi,,n 
of designs. ' 

4,2i6. He suggestoo the re·introdu.:·tion of the >y•tem 
under which pri\'ate engineer.:; were employt'd und.'r 
locfll ho,\rds, that i:<, that district engineer- -ltutt!J l~t· 
brought into line with the di,trict admini•tr.ltlt)n .ln<l 
made subject to the orders of the cil'il authoritie-. Hi• 
proposal would not involn~ much ch.mge in the present 
syotem undf.'r which the district enginel:'r w,,, .-ubj('(t to 
the orden; of th~ Ex,. ttth·e Enginel:'r. and he w.1- of 
opinion th1\t the dbtrict engineer ~hould be <Ill (·mployi'(· 

.. of the di~trict hoard. 
4,2ii. ·He was alro in favour of the cre.Hion of an 

inspecting or prol'inc-ial staff for the supt'n·i-ion c•f work• 
hnnded o\'er to district board:;, and !.'OJ\•Idere.:l that th<' 
Public Works Departmt'nt ~houlJ retain a ,·,·rt 1in nuntl,.•r 
of provincial di1·i.sions at plaL'Cil whet:\• t h~n: wrr.- J 

large number of prol'incial work.-;, in order to ."lllow for 
their recruitment, pro\'incial works in -nwll pla(·e- being 
handed O\'er to the boards. He added tlut it Wc)uld t...· 
possible by this met~od to recruit office"" for the· higher 
posts, and for the district hoard.:; to .<t'lt'Ct the1r •h•tro•"t 
engineers from the pro;incial staff if neces<ary. 

4,278. The introduction of Deputy Chief Enginet>N in 
plaoe of the present Superintending Engin!'('r, who. 
instead of maintaining a i't'parnte offire. would Pmploy 
only a camp clerk and form part of the offi('(' of tht> 
C'hief Engineer to whom th(')' would act mo~ or J.;:;.s &il 

per.!Onal a"i't.lllt-<, w,\, a)<O •l~"<imblt'. One of thr 
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advantages in the adoption of such a system would .be 
the abolition of the large office establishment of the 
Superintending Engineer. Moreover, cases would be 
noted on by the Deputy Chief Engineer and sent direct 
to the Chief Engineer whereas, under the present system, 
they had to pass through the hands of both· the Exec
utive and Superintending Engineers and the personal 
:.ssi~hmt before they reached the Chief Engineer, thus 
reRu.lting in the wn,ste of a good deal of time. Each 
Deputy Chief Engineer would act as persona~ ~ssist~nt 
for his circle and would form part of the admllllstrative 
or direction staff of such circle on the analogy of the 
Police Department in which the Inspector-General and 
Deputy Inspector-General did not maintain separate 
offices. There was no necessity for the maintenance of 
a separate office for the Deputy Chief Engineer, and, 
from hi<> experience in the Chief Engineer's office, he 
was of opinion that the system he advocated would 
work satisfactorily. . 

4,279. The entire separation of the Sanitary Branch 
from the Chief Engineer was further desirable as that 
officer was already overburdened with work. _It was 
true a certain amount of advantage was gained by the 
serutiny of sanitary projects by the Chief Engineer 
provided that officer had sufficient time at his disposal, 
but it was not commensurate with the ·time required in 
this connection. Apart from this; the Sanitary Engineer 
should be responsible for the construction of all projects 
he put forward, and such responsibility should be shifted 
from the shoulders of the Chief Engineer, as sanitary 
problems differed considerably from the ordinary prob
lems with which that officer had to deal. 

4,280. The creation of a separate construction staff for 
Ranitary engineering works was necessary as it was not a 
~ound principle to employ men only on the drawing up 
of projects and not to give them construction experience ; 
it wa~ not satisfactory either from the designer'R 
or engineer's point of view. Under his proposal a man 
could with advantage be employed on -the construction of 
Ranitary work after spending some time in the office 
of the Sanitary Engineer. The objection to the altern
ative system of employing the eilgineer on the construc
tion of projects designed in the Sanitary Engineer's 
office was .that it would deprive men engaged on the 
cle:;igning of projeet.s of the eh:mce of gaining actual 
experience of construction work unless the transfer of 
such officers could be effected. If detailed plans and 

·specifications for sanitary work were drawn up, the 
Executive Engineer could carry out construction, ~xcept 
in cases in which a change of design was necessary, which 
latter occurred frequently. 

4,28}. With regard to the contention that as sanitary 
projects in particular were constructed so irregularly 
it would be difficult to maintain a permanent staff for 
them, for instance, that at one time there might be a 
dozen sanitary projects in progress in a province whereaf! 
at other times there might be none, he explained that until 
rr~ently the province had had a very small sanitary 
lJttdget of only Rs. 5 lakhs. This, however, had steadily 
ilwreased, the budget for 1915 having been Rs. Hl 
hLkhs and for 1916 Rs. 23! lakhs. The expenditure 
wa~ still on the inerease and the whole question was one 
of finance, but demands for projects ·were always being 
received. He added that the local Government made 
a recurring grant of Rs. 5 lakhs a year, the Government 
of India giving a similar amount in. addition to a Rpecial 
grant, and that the municipal loans amounted to Rs. 
lu lakhs a year; sanitary expenditure therefore was on 
the ascendant and it would double itself within the next 
] () or 15 ·years. 

4,282. District boards and municipalities were not 
under any obligation to employ the Sanitary Engineer 
for the drawing up of their projects, as the rules in this 
connection laid down that they could either employ that 
officer, their own engineer, a company or any suitable 
ngency, and they had as a matter of fact employed private 
firms, one of which had carried out several projects. The 
procedur.c f?llo.wed in this connection was that they 
vohmt:mly mcliC~trd t.he ag~ncy thr~y cle~irerl to employ 
for the construct lOll of pnrt tcuLtr Works to the Sanitary 
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Board who, if the agency was considered suitable, gave 
administrative sanction to the preparation ofthe project. 
It was not the.case that tfle government grant was depend. 
ent on the preparation of the projects by the Sanitary 
Engineer, and if local boards desired a government grant 
for the construction of a particular work, they would not 
obtain such grant more readily by the employment of 
the Sanitary Engineer on the preparation of the project, 
as the grant was dependent only upon the project having 
been properly prepared. As a matter of fact, some large 
grants had recently been made to the Lucknow and' 
Benares municipalities for works the designs of which 
had not been prepared by the Sanitary Engineer. 

4,283. In connection with the change of policy in 
regard to the construction of sanitary works, he explained 
that there had formerly been very little money available 
for sanitary works and that the Sanitary Engineer then 
possessed a small staff. A sanitary engineering firm 
therefore prepared all drainjl.ge schemes, the Sanitary 
Engineer being responsible for the preparation of water
works schemes. Several -municipalities were in this 
way furnished with drainage schemes by the firin in 
question at a cost of Rs. 6,000 to Rs. 9,000 each and such 
schemes, when examined, were found to be unsatisfactory 
with the result that practically all of them had to be 
either partially or entirely revised. These schemes, 
when accepted in the first irl.stance were not incorrectly 
prepared, but they had been drawn up on lines which 
were not the best, The Sanitary Engineer was not in 
touch with them at the time of their preparation as 
they were left entirely in the hands of the firm in que»
tion, hence he was not able to pronounce a professional 
opinion on them at the initial stage. The-system had 
in the circumstances been changed with the increase in 
the sanitary staff, and the Sanitary Branch now drew 
up its own projects. If the firm could draw up sanitary 
schemes satisfactorily they would undoubtedly be 
accepted. 

4,284. He advocated the appointment of a mechanical 
engineer for the supervision of expenditure on the up
keep of machinery. The province was at present spending 
about R s. 7 or 8 lakhs a year on the maintenance of water
wo~ks. These were under his- supervision, and this 
meant that municipal budgets of expenditure and main
tenance of water-works, the monthly records of coal 
consumption, pumping and filtering were for professional 
purposes all subject to his scrutiny. The sanitary staff 
of municipalities was selected by those bodies subject 
to the approval of the Chief Engineer. This staff 
was at present under the orders of the municipalities 
for all ordinary purposes, but a check had to be kept by 
the Sanitary Engineer on the engines to ascertain how 
much water had been pumped and what horse-power had 

· been developed, etc., and if anything went wrong with 
the machinery he had to arrange to remedy the defect, 
there being no one on the municipal boards who was 
capable of doing it. He was .therefore of opinion thnt 
the sanitary staff of municipalities should be directly 
under the orders of the Sanitary Engineer, since, when 
any question arose in connection with maintenance or 
repair of water-works, he was required to advise them 
on the matter. He thus really possessed advisory fnnc
tions in connection with the sanitary work of munici
palities as the whole management of such was in hi.s bands. 
He could not dismiss a member of a municipal sanitary 
staff, but could send in a report in this connection. The 
member~ of municipal boards as a rule did not posseRs 
any knowledge of sanitary engineering work and hence 
they had no desire to work independently of the Sanitary 
Engineer. On the contrary, they were keen on their 
sanitary work being undertaken by that officer. 

4,285. Municipal sanitary works were ordinarily con
structed under the supervision of the Sanitary Engineer 
at a charge of 2 per cent., but their water-works were 
supervised free of charge. The pay of the mechanical 
engineer he had advocated should therefore be based 
with reference also to the expenditure incurred on the 
maintenanre of water-works. 

4,286. (Sir Noel Ker8ham.) The Buildings and Roads 
Branch of the Puhlin Worlcs Department might he divided 

2D 
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into two branches, one dealing with buildings, roads, 
railways and local works, and the o~her wit~ all problems 
connected with municipal and samtary en.meermg, that 
is, municipal drainage, sewerage, water-~upply and 
electric lighting. Roads should be placed under the 
first branch as the Sanitary Engineer was only connected 
with sanitary schemes or roads within mw1icipal limits, 
the roads outside such limits being under the control of 
the district boards concerned. 

4,287. 1\Imticipalitie.s did not object to pay for the 
'supervision of their water-works, but the Sanitary 
Engineer· had up-to-date employed such a small staff 
that he would not have been justified in asking such 
bodies to pay for such supervision. A proposal had 
recently been referred to certain .municip~lities rega:ding 
the appointment of a mechamcal Sarutary Engmcer 
for the whole province, and the majority of them had 
agreed to it. 

4,288. The sanitary schemes prepared by the sanitary 
engineering firm previously mentioned were not up-to
date. Moreover, ll.u.shing tanks had not been properly 
provided and sewers had been laid down at unsatisfac
tory gradients. · 

4,289. (Rai Balladur Ga11ga Ram.) He had been re
cruited from Roorkee. He had been to England on two 
occasions and ...bad. studied sanitary engineering while 
there. In addition he bad been employed in checking 
sanitary projects when Under 'Secretary to the Public 
Works Department of tbe local Government. 

4,290. He ranked as a Superintending Engineer and 
was at present entitled to that- rank by virtue of his 
seniority. He Was not the senior Executive Engineer 
when he was appointed to his present post, and supersed
ed several officers as he was considered the best fitted 
for the post. 

4,291. He was entitled to move to the hills dJ!fing 
the hot weather but had to tour for about eight or nine 
months of the year. He had suggested to government that 
a drawing office for sanitary work might be located in 
Naini Tal and that the Sanitary Engineer should spend 
the whole of the winter and part of the rainy season and 
hot weather in touring. 

4,292. The sanitary schemes prepared by the sanitary 
firm already referred to were generally prepared on 
lines which were not qnite satisfactory, and mistakes in 
levelling had occasionally occurred. It was not the case 
that such schemes were subject to the whims of the 
Sanitary Engineer. The firm, moreover, did not resort 
to sewerage sufficiently and the engineering aspect of 
the schemes was defective-drains being ' v,· shaped. 
The substitution of sewers for surface draiJLq generally 
resulted in a slight increase of ex-penditure, but the 
difference was slight. 

4,293. The Sanitary Engineering Branch should 
eventually be entirely independent of the Chief Engineer. 

4,2!J4. He had on one occasion bN>n rallrd from Xaini 
Tal in comlN•tion with thl' breakdown of two 'lra!<>r· 
supply engines in Allahabad. Thi.~ was dup to carfl<".'· 
ne~8 on the part of the staff and had r,•;,ult.•.J in t ht> wat.•r
~upply of the town bl'ing cut otT for a tim€'. 

4.2!J5. (J!r. Jrilinlo/1.) Tlw Fanitary E'ngineering 11rm 
he had referred to did not daim to be wat.•r:work-< 
E'ngineers, but the chief reason why it was not nt pre;;eut 
employed by government was probably be<>au~e it 
resented criticism and its work was not' entirt'lv of a 
satisfactory nature. · 

4,296. The charges for the employment of the tl'm· 
poraBy sanitary engineering staff on proje<:ts and work~ 
were recovered from municipalities in the shape of fi:e;<, 
N"o charge.s were, however, made in respfi:t of dirt-ction 
establishment. 

4,297. liiunicipalities were charged 2 p~:r cent. for the 
preparation of proje<:·ts and 12 per cent. for the ron· 
struction of works by the sanitary engint'ering staff. 

4,298. He was in favour of the rreation of a Local Gov· 
ernment Board, similar to the Sanitary Board, for the 
e:tamin~tion of district board projects. 

4,299. The designing office he had suggested should 
undertake only the de:;igning of major building and road 
projects. . In addition it should be an inforumtion bureau 
for the colle<>tion off acts of interest and the carrying out 
of investigations and the testing of materials. Inform
ation in connection 'llith specifications could al-;o bt> 
colleded by the office, and Apprentiee Enginl*rs trained 
in. it in collaboration with the Consulting Architect. 

4,300. If Deputy Chief Engineers were substituted for 
Superintending Enginl*rs, the former being traw-ferr{'() 
to the central office, a great deal of unnecessary corre
spondence would be saved. They wonld perhaps not be 
very much in touch with the central designing office, but 
Superintending Engineers at present did not undf'rtake 
much actual drawing work. The system he had propo."t'd, 
would result in a considerable saving of office staff. 

4,301. One of the restrictions in the Public Worb 
Department Code which hampered the exe<:ution of work 
was the necessity of spending sums allotted for partirnlar 
works within the financial year, and the lap.<e of nil 
sums at the end of the financial war as were not com· 
pletely utilized. He thought this' could be reru('died by 
the allotment of money for works on the understanding 
that no portion of it would lapse before the con!pletion 
of the works. 

4,302. Assistant Engineers after leaving collf-ge ~hould 
be apprenticed to the branch in which they elected to 
serve and receive a stipend of Rs. 100 a month to rout· 
mence with. He employed six Apprentice Engineer~ at 
present and re<:eived -value for the money l1e paid to 
them as they helped in th!.' drawing up of projN·Is and 
in the construction of work. T}!e oyslem he ),ad proposed 
would not interfere with rt-cruitment. 

The HoN'BLE Ml3... W. S. M.Aruus, c.LE., r.c.s., Inspector Genernl of Police, United Provin<'E'"

Wrilfe-n Sfa ement. 

4,303. (L) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works, (II.) Encouragement of 
other agency, and (IV.) Relations with other depart
ments and sub-branches.-! have consultE'd a few 
selected officers. As regards para. 2 (ii) of the Gov· 
erll!llent of India Resolution 06-E.A., dated Novem· 
her 24th,l916, they are g!'nerally of opinion that private 
enterprise is not sufficiently encouraged bv the present 
system. The Public Works Department n~ doubt makes 
extensive use of contractors ; but contractors are believed 
to be too dependent on the Department and particularly 
on subordin~tes of the Department. to develop as thej· 
wou!d do. if departments requiring buildings dealt 
s~ra1ght mth !hem. I a~e that it would be both pos
sJble. and desll"able to dispense very largely wlth the 
Public Wo~ks Dei?artmcnt for police Jllll"po>es, Lut 
before making spectfic proposals, I 'llill deal bri(·ftr 'llith 
existing difficulties nod drawbacks. Tllis '11~11 eo,:er the 
ground ol the further question in paragraph 2 (ir) so 
far a~ the Police Department is concerned, 

(2). So far as larger works, i.e., tho;:e orer R>~ ~.500 nre 
t>oncerned, the main oLjN'tions to the I'Xi,ting s~A··m 
are (a) the expensivent'ss of Puhlic 'rorks D.·partJnt-nt 
charges (b) the delays in execution. In the <'ai<e of minor 
works there is the diffi<'ulty that the police officer rr"pon· 
sible for a work may ha~e no particular knowll·dge of 
materials or construC'tion ; and in that ca.-e, unk"'" l1e i:< 
fort.UllJite enough to have a Re«·rve In~pt-ctor who i;; J,et ter 
equipped in this respect than himself, he will han' to rely 
on the good offices of the local Puhlic Works Dq•:~rtlll~nt 
offirer which he cannot formaUy requisition, or po-.-iiJI_r 
pil\' a consulting fee to some municipal Pngim·•'r. '!'he 
c!Jef trouble Jwwenr arises on•r major work,. Thr• 
Department is very badly off for Luildings and couhf 
prohably Rprnd somc·thing approaching Rs. JoO lal;l" if it 
had it in putting it.< ofllees, &lations, lim·,;, ho•pitol' and 
chatdis into propf·r condition. )ft.n and otli,·Ns are at 
present rery ill houSI'"d and the que>tion from the poi11t 
of view of eftlriency is a S<·riou~ orw. The Pnt.Jic \\"or1.-. 
D .. partmeut budg~t provi,ion for poli<-1' J,uiJdin;:• !1~< 
lately Leen only aLout R~. 13 lakh> a y..-ar; and J•Iugie·> 
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which would in any case he ~low has further been retarded 
not merely by the high rates charged, but ?Y dehtys 
in execution which result in large sums lapsmg every 
year. A further defect for which the Public Works 
Department is not respo~ible is that the Po~ce D~p~rt
ment has hitherto lacked a complete survey of 1ts buildmg 
requirements. No ordered programme has _been drawn 
up and the result is that projects are .selected m a haphaz
ard fa8hion. The order of executwn depend;; on the 
insistence of local officers, the expedition or delay with 
which projects are received, and the degree of financial 
stringency, and probably does not correspond at aU 
closely with the real order of ~rg?ncy. Further, tho;tg_h 
there are standard plans for buildings of most types 1t 1s 
not certain that these are of the best type possible : and 

. there are not in exititence standard plans for the various 
classes (1st, 2nd, 3rd class lines, offices, or station:;) as 
there should be. 

(3). Police work is not like education, capable of 
indefinite territorial expansion ; and the problem of 
housing the police properly is a perfectly finite one which 
could be dealt with in say 15 years if money were forth· 
coming. The first thing seems t<> be to make a complete 
~uryey of our needs, and to determine an order of w-gency 
which is not to be departed from except when this is 
inevitable as when building~ collapse wholly by reason 
of rain or flood. Buildings should then be clas~ificd 
in three classes :-

A.-Important works. These would include lines, 
large offices, large koltmlis and Superintendent of Police's 
residences in large places. 

B.-Middle class works including :smaller line;;, all 
thanas and quarters. 

C.-Outposts, additions to existing buildings and the 
like. 

""' ( 4 ). For A, tenders would be invited from well estab· 
lished firms of repute and they would be given a building 
programme extending over a series of years which 'would 
make it worth' their while to undertake the work. Stand· 
ard plans would be supplied to them, but a.s circum· 
stances requited they would modify or adapt these with 
the approval of the Department. The tenders would be 
referred to a consulting engineer of the Public Works 
Department for advice ; but 'there would be no super· 
vision of materi~ls or construction by the Public Works 
Department. The reputation of the firm would be the 
guarantee for good work. 

(5). ForB works, Superintendents of Police should be 
authorised to employ local contractors. It is believed 
that these will be forthcoming in sufficient number and . 
quality. But as the works ~re of considerable value, the 
Police Department must have competent engineering 
advice available to check the work. There should be a 
Public Works Department officer of standing told off 
as consulting engineer for the department. He would 
check plans and estimat~s, and visit and inspect all works 
under construction. If there were not enough work 
to keep him fully occupied, he could fill the same position 
for another department too ; but for some time to come 
he could be usefully employed in constructing the build· 
ing programme to which I have referred. 

(6). C works would remain under the agency of the 
Police Department and I think the limit of expense might 
be raised to R,s. 5,000. But the need for expert advice 
exists here also. I would prefer that this should be 
forthcoming in the Police Department itself ; I would 
attach or depute to it a small body of junior engineers 
who would have no concern with the letting of contracts 
but would tow- in districts and inspect the work being 
done. They would be under the orders of the Inspector· 
General and responsible to him only. 

MR. H. WILLIAMSON, Assistant to Inspector General of Police, United Provinces, called and examined. 

4,301. (President.} The witness stated that he was a 
member of the Indian Police force. He was also Assistant 
to the Inspector General of Police, United Provinces, 
and in his capacity as such represented the views of the 
latter officer in regard to police buildings. 

4,305. Under the existing system, the Police Depart
ment executed repairs to its own buildings other 
than residential. The Police Department also constructed 
buildings to the value of Rs. 2,500, and those costing 
more than that sum were entrusted to the Public Works 
Department. 

4,306. The Inspector General had outlined a scheme 
in his written statement for doing without the agency 
of the Public Works Department in the matter of the 
construction and repair of police buildings. If it were 
urged in other provinces that the main objection to the 
~cheme was that it had been found in practice to cause 
a great deal of interference with an officer's legitimate 
duties, this did not apply to the United Provinces as the 
police had sufficient leisure to tmdertake building opera· 
lions provided they did not require special technical 
~kill. The insufficiency of accommodation at present 
provided for the police in the province was a serious 
defect and it affected the discipline and standard of 
police work, and it was as much the duty of the Superin· 
tendent of Police to see tha.t his men were properly housed 
as to control other branches of his work. The Police 
Department could profitably utilize grants for building!! 
without the intervention of the Public Workf.l Depart
ment. lt was true that they possessed no profe~~ional 
knowledge in connection with builcling work, but the 
ln:;pedor Ccneral had suggested the loan of the services 
of an aclvi:;ory officer from the Public Works Department 
to remedy this. The contention that the proposed 
system was open to abuse and the making of an 
improper demand on ::emindars for labour, materials and 
other requirements wa~ hardly valid. l:luch measures had 
not been resorted to in COimectiou with the construction 
of buildings by the Police Department which cost less 
than Rs. 2,500, at any rate no complaints had reached 
the lnllpector General. 

4,307. He had not made a. detailed comparison 
between the cost of buildings constructed by the Police 
and Public Works Departments respectively, but the 
Police Department certainly constructed its buildings 
cheaper than the Public Works Department. His 
authority for this statement wa,s his 12 years' experience 
as a Superintendent of Police. He had besides had esti
mates framed by an officer of the Public Works Depart
ment, and constructed the buildings subsequently through 
the agency of contra<:tors and fop.nd the rates consider· 
ably less. No professional man, a-s far as he was aware, 
had adually made a. comparison of the two rates. He 
added that his views were also supported by several 
Superintendents of Police whom . the Inspector General 
had consulted on the subject. 

4,308. No definite programme of works showing 
the order in which work should be undertaken had 
hitherto been drawn up. The fault as a matter of fact 
was one of the Police Department. The question whc· 
ther a building had to be constructed or not depended 
lllore on the strength of the recommendations of partic
ular officers than on the reai requirements of the depart· 
melit. It was actually decided by the Inspector General, 
but that officer was largely influenced by the demand 
of Superintendent:; in deciding as to the order or Ul'gency 
of work:>. • 

4,300. The standard plans for buildings for Indian 
ofliccr:; were not up-to-date a:; the clas~ of ~uch oflicers 
had altered. 'l'he :social statu:; of the thanadar for 
instance was higher than formerly and tho old :;landard 
plan:; for that officer was accordingly out of date. As far 
as he wa~:~ aware no suggestion for the revision of thebe 
stand<ll'd plans had been made since 1911, and the 
adoption of the suggestion of the Inspector General to 
throw open the preparation of standard plans of all 
clas~c~ of buildings to public competition would re~uli 
in the preparation of better plans than could be secured 
under the present system. 

4,310. Clu~s A works consbted of large works and 
the Inspector General had recommended that these 
should be con&tructcd by contractors without any super• 

2D2 
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vision whatever, the good name of the firm beh;g tho 
guarantee for the quality of the work. Tho que_stion 
whether such contractors could be obtained was one 
which depended largely on the grants available. 'l'he 
underlying idea was to chaw up a programme of about 
Rs. 100 lakhs and to extend it over a series of 
years, limiting the construction of a certain number 
of buildings to a specified number of years, and he anti
cipated that firms would be prepared to t.ako over the 
enth·e work contained in it. 'l'he middle class buildings 
would be constructed by the Police Department through 
the agency of local contractors subject to the supervi· 
sion of an officer of the Public Works Department. It 
had been proposed that that officer should be an engineer 
specially deputed by the Public Work~ Department to 
act as consulting engineer to the Police Department 
and to inspect the buildh1g operations scattered over 46 
districts. His duties would not be very heavy as judging 
from the present rate at which money was obtained the 
number of buildings under construction could not be 
very great. No scheme was in contemplation under 
which a large sum of money would be spent on the 
construction of buildings in one di~trict. In addition 
to this engineer it was proposed to employ a certain 
number (about three) of junior engineers of the Public 
Works Department who would rank either as Assistant 
Engineers or upper subordinates, to ensure the mah1ten· 
ance of efficient supervision over works, and such officers 
would aot as technical advisers to the Police Department. 
. 4,311. (Mr. Cobb.) ~'he Inspector General was in· 

Huenoed, in collllection with the construction of police 
buildings, by a Superintendent insisting that his men 
had the prior claim, and this really amounted to an 
officer making out a better case for his own p11rticular 
buildings than that made out by another officer. 

4,312. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) He believed that 
the standard plans of the Police Dopm·tment had been 

prepared between l!HO and l9II. He had not com
pared them '~ith the stand:u·d plnnH of police buildingH 
m. other provmccs but ad1111tted that 8Ueh a rom pari son 
nught have pr~vcd usof~tl: 'l'he drawinl( up of standard 
plans _by pubh? compc~ltt?n would lead to un improve· 
ment m the ~oslgit of bull ding~ and the proviBion of better 
~~commo~at1on as well as a saving in expenditure. 
~ho repturs executed. at present were uhccked by circle 
Inspectors and Supermtendcnts, but such officers could 
not check quantities. 

4,313. (JJir. TVillm<Jil.) 'l'he police works he had him· 
self seen wero.mostly kutd!_a buildings, and he had had 
no long experwncc of thc1r durability and the cost of 
th~ir _mainten11nce. 1'ho maintenance charges of kutclla· 
buildmgs would, he thought, be comparatively heavy. 

4,314. He did not think any attempt had reucnUy 
been made to revise the standard plans. 

4,315. The Inspector Genom! presumed that reliable 
firms in Calcutta and other places would undertake the 
construction of police buildings only within a 20 or 30 
mile.Jl radius from district headquarters. 

4,316. For the supervision of the class B buildings the 
Inspector General had in mind an officer of the rank 
of Executive Engineer. An extended pro"l'llllllllo would 
be necessary to justify the employment of ;uch an officer, 
but the Police Department hoped to be in a position to 
dispense with his services after a period of 10 or 15 years. 

4,317. He did not think that police buildings were of 
such a complicated type as to warrant the engagement 
of a specialist solely for their design, but there had been 
a lack of personal interest in the matter on the part 
of the offieet•s of the Police Department. 1'he inspections 
of the proposed consulting engineer would entail a certain 
amount of overlapping; that, however, could easily 
be adjusted. 
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At Lahore, Saturday, 'ith Aprill9l'i. 

PRESBN'l', 

P. G. SLY, Es~ .• c.s.r., r.c.s. (President.) 

SIR NOEL KERSHA\V, K.C.B. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., 11r.v.o. 
R..u B.tUIADUR GANGA R-AM, c.r.E., M.v.o. 
A. T. lllAoKENZlE, EsQ. 

And the following Co-opted Member. • 
D. W. AIKMAN, ·EsQ., o.r.E., Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Government 
Department, Building~; and Roads Branch. 

of the J:lunjal.J, J:lublic \Yorks 

D. G. HARRIS, E:;Q, (Secretary.) 

A. R. AsTBURY, EsQ., A.M.r.c.E., Sanitary Engineer to tho Government of the Punjab. 

Written Statement. (3). Certain Acts require the performance of dutielil 
4,318. In this memorandum I have, for convenience 

of treatment separated into six parts the subject matter 
of paragraph 1 of Government of India Resolution No. 
06 E. A., dated 24th ·November 1916-

(i) to discover if, and how, the B~ildings and ~oads 
Branch can be made more econom1eal and ~ffiment ; 

(·ii) the opinion that the changing ?onditions ?f India 
render it desirable to secure the executiOn of pubhc works 
by private agency rather than departmental agency ; 

(iii} the opinion that, apart from polit~cal consi~lera
tions, it would be a state economy to use either a pnvate 
agency or a local body ; 

(iv) the 0pinion that simple unimportant works now 
undertaken and su}Jervised by highly salaried officers 
of government could be carried out cheaper by contract 
under government inspection ; 

(v) the argument that if local bodies are encouraged 
and enabled to arrange more extensively than at present 
for the execution by their own staff or by private agency 
of their works, it will not only be a further ste~ in the 
direction of decentralization, but also would stimulate 
the growth of firms of standing in the building and allied 
trades and so encourage further industrial activity ; 

(vi) the proposal to equip .the engineering coll~ges for 
training men to become engmeers capable of bemg suc
ce::;sful as consulting engineers in private practice. 

If the opinions (ii) to (iv) above are sound and are 
carried to their logical conclusion, the Buildings and 
Roads Branch of the Public Works Department as an 
agency for the execu~ion of work~ c.ease t~ ~xist. ~efore 
discussing .the ments of the oprmons (~~) to (w) the 
possibility of doing without the Buildings and Roads 
Branch will be examined assuming that the composite 
~:;ubstitute-private agencies, local bodies and " contract 
under Government inspection " -has been called into 
being. The matter will here be considered only from the 
point of view of the local Government of the Punjab. 

4,319. The Buildings and Roads Branch at the pres
ent time is responsible for the construction and main
tenance of-

(a} the major lines of road communication, including 
the bridges, fixed and floating ; 

(b) the buildings required for the_ machinery of 
government in the provincial civil admini.~tmtion, juBtice, 
}JOlice, jail~, revenue, agricultural, etc. ; 

(c) the buildings required for the machinery of govern· 
ment in the imperial civil administration, poets, tele· 
graphs, etc. ; 

(d) residences of government officials; 
(e) chw·ches and cemeteries. 

The Buildings and Roads Branch act as con~;;ulting 
engineers to local bodies and· the local Goverrrment has 
laid down monetary limit~:~ beyond which local bodies 
may not proceed without the advice of Public Works 
Department officers. 

(2). The Sanitary Branch of the Public Works.Depart
ment is almost enti.J:ely occupied in work for local bodies. 

by Public Works Department officers, such are the 
Boiler Act, and the Electricity Act, while other Acts would 
be difficult to work unless the local Government could 
call in the assistance of their Public Works Department: 
these are the Municipal Act, the District Board Act, 
the Ancient Monuments Preservation Act, Among 
the agencies which it is proposed to substitute for the 
Buildings and Roads Branch is " contract under Govern· 
ment inspection. " This implies that although the 
Buildings and Roads Branch may be abolished as an 
executive body, yet certain Public Works Depart
ment officers will be retained by government for the 
inspection of works done by contract. Presul)lably 
among the officers thus retained would be included those 
whose duties are at present mainly inspectorial or ad
visory. These are tho Sanitary Engineer, the Electrical 
Inspector and the Boiler Inspectoi~ For ~he inspection 
of ·works done by contract and as advlSers to local 
bodies the local Government would retain a staff of 
inspecting engineers. .An administrative head would 
also be required with a Secretariat staff. The Buildings 
and Roads Branch would thus become a non-executive 
body having only administrative, inspectorial, and 
advisory duties. • . 

(4). At present the "advice" given to local bodies 
commonly takes the eminently practical form of working 
out complete projects for them, a!ld if nece~sa~y of carry· 
ing out the work itself. Followmg the prm01p~es. advo
cated in (ii) to (iv) tho advice finally would be hllilted to 
opinions on projects prepared by.~rivate agencies .or. the 
local bodies. In short the pos1t10n of the Bwldtngs 
and Roads Branch would become similar to what I Wl· 

derstand to be that of the Local Government Board in 
England. 

(5). The questioii may be re-stated. thus-Can the 
requirements of the local Government m the matter of 
public works and local Acts be met satisfactorily by a 
Buildings and Roads Branch constituted on lines ei~ilar 
to those of the English Local Government Boar~, provtded 
that competent private agencies and local bodies employ. 
ing " a skilled public works agency " exist ? 

(6). I am of opinion that an affirmative answer can.be 
given to this question except with regard to (a} "the maJot· 
lines of road communication. " Here the importance 
of direct st.ate control is obvious for political, military 
and commercial reasons. The maintenance might, 
however be tranHferred from the Buildings and Roads 
Branch to the Military Works Services. Until, however, 
the competent private agencies and,local ~odiespos~ess· 
ing " a skilled public work~ a&ency ' do .extst, ~ decided 
negative answer must be gtven. It 1s. obv10~s that 
the~e agencies will not spring suddenl:y mto. eXISten.ce, 
and that there will be a transition per10d durrng WhlCh 
they will bo incubated and rea~e~l. It s~ems I?robable 
that in this province the transition period will be of 
considerable duration, probably not le~s than a gen-· 
oration of thirty years. In suuh c~se. any efforts in 
thinking out improvements to the Buildings and Roads 
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Brauch will not be wa~ted aB the executive machine 
cannot be scrapped for some tiwe to cowe. 

4,320. How tltc B~tildinyll and RoadiJ Branch can he 
made more economical uml efficient. 

Sanitary Brancl1.-In the Punjab the dcw!tlld for 
~an.itnt.ion .i~ raJJidly growing. The devastations of 
malaria, plague, ·· cholera, dysentery and tube1·oulosis 
and the high inoidenoe of infantile mortality, combine to 
give the Punjab a very heavy de<~th·rnte. Prejudices 
against piped water.supplies are disappearing, and even 
the poorest people understand the advantages of a paved 
and drained alley-way over wading ankle deep in slush. 
Town planning is forcing its way to the front and the 
Punjab can already show improvement to streets and 
markets which are financially successful as well as hygienic. 

(2). Simla postiesses a completely metered water-supply> 
a high presSUl'e fire service, and sewe1·nge system with 
IJUl'ilication works. Lahore .is contemplating a sewerage 
system on a large scale, and a considera\ble increase to the 
water-supply. Amritsar had made the first steps in a 
sewerage system. Sialkot has a new water-supply 
drawn fl'om tube wells, and other towns are following suit. 
In Lahore, pending the &dvent of ita sewerage system 
there are three institutiomtl sew(lrage pm·ification works. 

(3), It will be readily understood from this brief state
ment that the scope for the Sanitary Engineer .in this 
province is very wide. Town planning is bringing Jn its 
train a demand for s1tnitary dwellings, improved markets, 
bathing pla.ces, washing gllats, slaughter houses, and the 
Sanitary Engineer is called .in to furnish designs for all 
such. To meet this growing demand it is necessary 
to expand the Sanitary Branch of the Pubj!c Works 
Department. . 

(4). At present there is the Sanita.ry Engineer, his 
personal assistant, a sanitary sub-division, a head surveyor 
and a small drawing and office staff. The volume 
of work dealt with is such that it is impossible for the 

. fullest consideration to be given to all the projects 
• which pass through the office. 

( 5 ). I am of opinion that the S<tnitary Branch should 
be strengthened-

(i). By the addition, to it of one EU!·opean officer who 
hu.s been specially trained .in sanitary engineering and has 
had not less than live years' pract.icaJ experience of his 
profession .in England. This officer should be between 
26 and 32 years of age, and should be engaged on a five 
years' covenant. He would be styled the Assistant 
l::la.ii.itary Engineer, and would be employed under the 
Sanitary Engineer on the design and construction of 
sanitary works. For the first six months he would visit 
and study the sanitary works of the province and learn 
the language. 

(ii), By the forw<ttion of a ·water-works sub-division 
with the headquarters at Lahore for the regular ins peotion 
of the many municipal water-works in the province. The 
maintenance of water-works is at present in a. most 
hapha.z<~rd condition. There are no systematic amtlyses. 
The routine of filtration work is left to untrained staffs, 
and control is extremely lax. The water-works of first· 
class municipalities are usually under the control of 
q ualilied engineers, but in phe smaller municipalities this is 
not so and quality and qulmtity of wnter delivered to the 
cousumer are both much below the stand11rds that might 
be attaU,ed with closer supervision. In a recent instance 
a Comniillsioner has suggested that the water-works of 
a sec?nd-class municipality be taken over entirely by the 
Publw Works Department as the municipal control is 
so weak. I would lay down th1~t it is .in no way deroga
tory. to. the principles of local self-government for the 
provmcial government to provide a local body with 
;euhnical services which in their particular &ltite of pro· 
gress they may need. Iu fact, I would urge tlutt local 
~elf-government would Btand l\ bot tor chanc , of ~uccess 
.if it '":ere not o.vedoaded in its early days with the caro 
of tiamtary servwes which luwe al'i~eu not from a demand 
for them by the people but have Leou parlly presented 
to them and partly persuaded on them Ly government. 
In three instances during the pa.<;t cold weather Deputy 
Comw.itisioners have told me that they needed . more 
assistance from govermuent in the matter of aa.nitary 

nnd public 'Yo.rks, 1~nd that whereas .in other department; 
of the adnumstratiOn !hoy could manage with less in
terference, in llllblio work~ uffairs they were entru~ted 
\vi~h the execution of worh for which thoy posso,;s 
nmther the knowledge nor the iuclinution. Hence to 
meet the need8 of the local Government I consider tho 
Sttnihtry ~mn~h of the Public Works Department need> 
strengthenmg m order to cope aucc~ti~fully with the in· 
creasing volume and cowplexit;y of tho work it is called 
npou to undertake. 

(6). Gene-r~l.-It would stt~e the Public Wo!·ks :Oej>arl
ment estabhijhment much tune und labour If the JoeaJ 
contractors wem able and willing to take a greater 
share of the uccounts work. At prcocnt owing to the 
low standard of education, both literary and technical, · 
among locuJ contractor~, tho Public Works Department 
establishment are obliged to do ~~ great deal of the 
work which in England tho contractor does as a matter 
of course. Exmnplcs will now be given. 

(7). Calling for tendm.-In England .it is usual to call 
for tenders on the baBis of bills of fJ uan ti ties, plans, 
and specifications, but in the Punjab the rates also are 
included and the contractor tenders at. a percentage 
above or below the whole of the mtcs scheduled. H 
rates were not scheduled the local contractors would be 
liable to tender at all manner of ridiculous rates as they 
are not in the habit of keeping careful accounts of pa,st 
works and h_ave no trade journals or publi;;hed prico 
b~oks to which they can refer. However a beginning 
wight well be umde and Executive Engineers might be 
advised to call for tenders for sutall works to commenre 
with, omitting the schedule of rates, and in this way 
contractors would gradually accustom• themselves t u 
this method. The logical conclusion aimed at is, of 
course, to render unnecessary on the part of the Public 
Works Department- . 

(a) the ]>reparation of divbional schedules of !'ate~. 
with analyses, etc ; 

(b) the inclusion of ostin1ated aud calculated rates in 
the register of works. 

For minor works contractors might be atiked to but. 
mit tenders merely on the basis of plans and ~pecificatioJI~. 
that is, they would submit their own quantities and rat~'· 

(8). Submission of bil/s.-At preticnt all contractor.,' 
bills are prepared by the Public Works DcJmrtment, 
although the standard contract agreement mentious 
particularly that the contractor should do so. Agai11, 
commencing with small works, contractors might be 
encoUl·aged who undertake to prepare their own bills uf 
quantities. 

(9), If government would lay down a poliey of progre''' 
on thc~c lines I t.hink a body of contractors would g!'ltdu· 
ally come into being capable of uudertakiJig work.> ill 
the Euglllih fashion .instead of remaining, as ut pre8eHI, 
mere pl'ocurers of labour and dependent on the PuiJJi,. 
Works Dopartmont for all measurement~, bill~, tools and' 
plant, stores and technical knowledge. 

(10). 'l'he dopartmcntalllccounts arc at prc~cnt burden• 
sowe. When tho Public Work8 Department audit w11s 
abolished a few year~ ago in favour of the indepcndeut 
civil audit paid from imperial revenues, the changes 
ncccs~a.rily involved were, unfortunately, not. well ~on· 
sidercd beforehand. The old Public Works Department 

• procedure in regard to l'stablishmcnt payments I'll!' 

modified a.nd unneces~m·y com plica tiou> 11'1'1'0 int ro· 
duccd ; in course of time the worst features ha YC bcru 
removed, but a good dealrcmoins to be donl'· A com· 
mitteo of Public Works lJcpal'tlllcut oiliecrs was eou
vencd at Lahore in l!J15 and isoucd a report covering 
the proposals of the Comptrollcr·Uem•ral; no ord1'1 s 
appear to have been passed on the ~ubjt•L·t and the 
changes in proccdt1rc arc still in a sort of hulf-lledgcd 
~tate. 'l'his, however, relates only to cstubli.>hmeut pay· 
menta and another propmml is <tl:;o under com<idrratiou 
with tho obje~t of ac~clcmting the audit to bring the 
l'ublic Work~ Department aecouut:; in final ~hapc iutu 
tho~c of the lndian Empire one month earlier than at 
pmscnt. In this connection it would ea\'e the Exccuti1·c 
Engiuccr labour and abo a fccliug of uncertain rc.-pon· 
~ibility if ho could bo relieved of a!1 work conncd.ed with 
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the compilation of the monthly diviRional accounts in 
the several forms required for Imperial purposes, and the 
diviBional a<!Oountant made solely responsible for this 
compilation work. 

(11). At present the register of works is kept by the 
sub-heads of the sanctioned estimate for all major works, 
i.e., those estimated to cost Rs. 5,000 and over. I think 
the limit might b0 raised to Rs. 10,000. At present 
sub-heads under Rs. 500 are not accounted for separately, 
hut are included under one head " items under 500 
rupees." This limit might be raised toRs. 1,000, 

(12). When accounts are kept by sub-heads the rules 
pre~cribe that rates shall be struck monthly in order to 
compare the rate at which work is being executed with 
the estimated rate. In the case of works executed by 
contract for complete sub-heads of work this striking 
of rates in the works abstract serves no useful purpose 
and should be dispensed with. In fact, it might. be 
dispensed with in all cases as its utility is very doubt
ful while it involves a good deal of arithmetical labour. 

( 13). I think it would be an improvement to introduce 
a new class of upper subordinates styled quantity 
surveyors. These men would be employed_ solely on 
the estimating and measuring up of large works. The 
subject is a difficult one, and not adequately understood 
hy the ordinary run of subordinates. 

(14). I think the Department would benefit by recruit
Ing their engineers from England with not leRs than three 
years' practical experience in Enghmd, and giving them 
a starting pay to correspond with their period of practical 
experience. The object in this suggestion is to secure 
men who know how work is done elsewhere, and who can 
import into India ideas gained from practical experience 
and not be merely men raw from college. Such men 
should reach executive rank in a proportionately reduced 
period of time. , 

(15). Officers should be more frequently deputed by 
the local Government to visit works in other parts of 
India to learn what is being done elsewhE>re. 

4,321. (ii). Tlte policy of substituting primfe agency for 
slate agency in Buildings and Roads Branch d?tlies.-The 
policy to be pursued must be in conformity with the 
general policy of government of developing India on 
industrial lines. Industry and private enterprise being 
indi~soluble the abolition of the execut.ive portions of 
t be Buildings and Roads Branch will aid in a small 
way the general policy. 

4,322. (iii). The economy in ?tsing a private agency 
or a local body.-This point has been dealt with quantita
tively in the memorandum of the Punjab Govl.'rnment., 
and I will confine my remarks to other issues. 

(2). Entrusting government works to local bodies is 
contrary to the first principle of local self-government 
which aims at giving local bodies the care of Ruch local 
affairs as they directly pay for. If the time of the staff 
of the local bodies is occupied in attending to the affairs 
which are not essentially of local interest, the staff is 
being taken from its legitimate duties. But apart from 
any political considerationH government has had object 
lessons time and again to show that public works deterio· 
rate when handed over to local bodies. Their standard is 
lower, their qualifications are lower, their morale is lower. 
In my opinion it is wrong both in principle and 
practice to hand over government works to local bodies 
either for construction or maintenance. 

(3). Taking my own branch of the profession. The 
reviews of the local Government of the annual Adminis
tration Reports of municipalities contain ample evi
dence to show that local bodies have at present but 
little Sense of civil duties, and that in particular their 
management of drainage works has been disgraceful, 
and has in many instances converted sanitary improve
ments into positive disease centres.* That this is no new 
feature will be understood from the following remarks 
ropied from the Report on the sanitary administration 
of the Punjab for 1894, paragraph 57, " • , • , •• in many 

• See Punjab Government., Public Works DepartmE-nt, 
Buildings and Roads Branch, Circular No, 14-G., dated 28th 
August 19Hl. 

instances which have come under my own observation 
their (i.e., the municipalities) efforts in the direction of 
drainage and so-called sanitary improvements are mis
directed and the money so spent totally wasted •• , ••• " 
The second-class municipalities usually cannot afford to 
entertain an engineering staff competent to undertake 

.-the execution of their large works, which of course only 
occasionally arise. Gqvernment recognises this and 
retains the services of the Sanitary Engineer and his 
staff for the purpose and permits the Public W orb 
Jj:xecutive Engineers to carry out on behalf of the local 
bodies these larger works. I think local bodies would be 
placed in great difficulties for the proper execution of 
their sanitary schemes if they are deprived of govern· 
ment agency before private enterprise is abundantly 
available. I am aware that there is at least one firm in 
Upper India of consulting engineers who are prepared to 
design, and arrange for the execution of sanitary works, 
for a percentage on t.he actual expenditure. Commonly 
the percentage, for execution only, is 17 per cent. 
Here a practical difficulty arises. The consulting 
engineers do not usually call for tenders and make out a. 
regular contract agreement between one contractor. 
and the local body for the entire work, but they arrange 
for its execution partly by the employment of a number 
of petty contractors, partly by buying imported store.'J 
themselves, partly by preparing local stores (such as lime, 
tiles, etc.) themselves, and they also buy on behalf of 
the local body the tools and plant required for the work. 
On all these heads • the charge of 17 per cent. is levied. 
The consulting engineers thus do not occupy a definite 
clear cut position as in England, but stand midway 
between a consulting engineer and a contractor. The 
position is not satisfactory or businesslike as the local 
body has no definite contract agreement to rely upon, 
and the ordinarily well defined relations between con· 
tractor and consulting engineer are confused.' Moreover~ 
there is no inducement to economy, the accounts are sub
divided unduly and difficult to trace easily. I cannot -
t.hink that. this system is a sound one. 

4,323. (iv). Using "cont1'acts ?tnder Government in
spection" fm· sirnple unimportant wm·ks.-Nearly all simple 
and unimportant works are at the present time carried 
out by contract under government inspection. It is mis
leading to say that they m:e undertaken and supervised 
by highly salaried officers. 1'he Executive Engineer 
does not personally engage coolis and mist1·is, buy brushes 
and white-wash, and set forth with tape and umbrella 
to supervise the repairs to a dak bungalow. The work 
is usually part of a contract for repairs to a set of govern
ment buildings, and is probably, inspected during its 
progress three or four times by a sub-overseer on Rs, 30 
to Rs. 40 a month. There appears· to be a misundrr· 
standing on this subject. 

4,324. (v). When private agencies exist in abundance 
and can be relied upon for honesty and capacity, there 
will be no need for government to encourage local bodie~ 
to make use of them. The idea of encouraging local 
bodies to depend more upon their own staff and less upon 
that of the Buildings and Roads Branch is suggestrd 
partly on the grounds of decentralization. The difficulty 
is that many municipalities would probably not consider 
the furtherance of decentralization as a sufficient n·ason 
for entertaining atl engineering staff beyond their every
day needs, and the economy to them of calling in the aid 
of the Buildings and Roads Branch when an occasional 
work of complexity and difficulty arises would outweigh 
any such consideration. 

(2). If the " encouragement " took the practical form 
of monetary asRistance by government towards the sal· 
aries of the engineering staff of the .local bod irs, Ruch 
would doubtless be gladly accepted, but the result might 
be that a more competent per8onnel would depend leflfl 
on "firms of standing" and more on their own work 
and ordinary contractorR. 

4,325. (t'i). I am entirely in favour of equipping the 
engineering colleges of India with the beRt in the way 
of buildingR, modrl;~, workshops, plant, and professors 
that the state can afford, but I frar the ('OIIE'ges will Le 

' de-populated Ly the transition stage when goveruuwnt 
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n.ppointments are few and private practice ~s in the ~and& 
of engineers who will employ only men ~\'lt.h expenonce 
and will require students to work grabs, or even pay 
fot'-being articled. 

4,326. Conclusion.-! agree with the objects of the 
reorganization, but in its execution I think festina lcnte 
should be a maxim. Harm will be done to the country 
if it is deprived of the Buildings and Roads Branch 
lwfore it is quite t'vident ·that tlte private agencies are 
enough in numbl'r to provide competition, and h~ve 
hPen in existence long enough to earn a l'eputatwn 
for fair dealings. It seems quite probable that indu~trial 

progress will in the ncar future create such d£'mands 
for enginee;ing talent that the. attempt to encourage it 
b:f borrowmg go:rernment assistance whenever po~siblo 
wJII be comparatively a very small factor in the growth 
of the profession. 

(2). When the canals and rivers of the Punjab nro 
m~de to ~icld t!1e power now running wantonly to waste, 
th1s provmce will become a great iuduRtrial centre making 
cement, urtifioial mam11e, cot.ton goodR, and wollen 
goodR, and in those days I think the loenl novPrnmrnt 
would be well advised to ret.ain the services of a sd!'!'t, 
body of engineers competent to as,ist in the developmPut. 

J\1:R. A. R. AsTDURY called and examined. 

4,327. (Pmidenl.) The witness stated that he was a 
member of the Public Works Department with nearly 
17 years' service, and that he had since Oetober 1916 
held the post of Sanitnry t:ngineer to the Government 
of the Pw1jab. · 

4,328. He did not possess any special qualifications 
for the post of Sanitary Engineer, except that he hnd been 
employed on sanitary works as an Executive Enginper 
and on water-supply schemes at the commencement of 
his service. 

4,329. The Buildings and Roads and Irrigation Branch· 
es of the Public Works Department in the Punjab were 
entirely separate, n.nd though cases had occurred in which 
officers had been transferred from one branch to the 
other, such cases were very rare, and each branch was 
practically wholly self-contained. Buildings and roads 
work in irdgution circles was not attended to by irriga· 
tion engineers ; such officers only looked after the buildings 
belonging to their own branch and all·other buildings and 
roads work was entrusted to the Buildings and Roads 
Branch and to the st.aff of local bodies. Hence there were 
in the Punjab three sets of engineering staffs in charge 
of works in the same area, viz., an irrigation staff, a 
hliildings and roads establishment and a local board staff. 
A system under which irrigation engineers would under· 
take buildings and roads work in irrigation circles had been 
considered, during the Lieutenant Governorship of Sir 
Louis Dane, but the scheme had not been given effect 
to owing to the fact that irrigation officers had contended 
that their own work fully occupied their time and left 
them none to devote to additional duties. 

4,330. Specialization in the Buildings and Roads 
-· Branch of the Department should further be encouraged. 

As regards thn Sanitary Branch he suggested that a 
British officer with "JlOt less than five years' sanitary ex· 
perience should be recruited as Assistant Sanitary Eu· 
gineer, in order that the brunch might derive advantage 
from the addition of new ideas on sanitation. He re· 
commended the appointment of a mechanical engineer 
also to advise local bodies and Public Works Depart· 
ment officers on the maintenance of their machinery. 
A considerable number of road-rollers were kept in stock 
by the Punjab Public Works Department and on certain 
occasions hydro-electric plant had had to be procured, 
e.g., during the construction of the Simla hydro-electric 
scheme, and the maintenance of such plant needed the 
services of a mechanical engineer. In view of the fact 
'that the quantity of plant possessed by the Buildings 
·and Roads Branch might be insufficient fully to occupy 
the time of such an officer he suggested, however, that 
the services of the mechanical engineer might be shared 
with the ltTigation Branch. One of the firms which at 
pre.sent undertook the erection of machinery was employed 
to 1nspect water.works, pumping engines, etc., possessed 
by local bodies, 

4,331. Tenders were invariably invited in the Punjab 
on a apeci.ul printed form and the amount of departmental 
constructiOn undertaken was practically negligible. 
Lump sum contracts were never culled for. Tenders, at 
a certain percentage above or below the Public Works 
Department advertised rates, were accepted. The rates 
and the total amount of each estimate were always ad
,.-ertised. He did not approve of the suggestion that 
contractors should be permitted to tender for entire 
works in lump sum, Such ll course would be impmc· 

ticable in the Punjab, us the contractors in the province 
had no rate list, such as ' Lockwood's Price Book,' to 
refer to and possessed no system of maintaining accounts. 
The rates. they would, in suoh an event put forward 
would be arrived at entirely at random al{d the scheme 
would have the effect of penalizing tho smaller contract· 
ora to a great extent. Hence it would be disadvan
tageous sin.ce certain smaller contractors were at presPnt 
extremely useful. 

4,332. It was a common practice to invite tenders 
for entire projects in the case of works worth Jess than 
about Rs. 20,000, but where amounts above that sum 
were involved the question whether contractors capal;llo 
of performing the work were available or not had to be 
considered. His own experience had been confined to 
Lyallpur and Simla and in thQ Iutter station he had 
known of contractors who were competent to accept 
work up to about Rs. 50,000. He agreed that the 
method of splitting, up large contracts was unsuitable 
for the encouragement of private enterprise, and added 
t!tat. he personally had always invited tenders whenever 
possible, for amounts which he thought were the largest 
the contractors concerned were competent to undertake. 
He therefore approved of the suggestion that provided 
firms of. sufficient standing tendered for works, con· 
tracts for entire projects should be entered into. 

4,333. Tenders were generally invited for the repair~ 
connected with each group of buildings situated in the 
same civil station. All the measurements of periodical 
and annual repairs were recorded in standard measure· 
ment books ouoe for all and stereotyped annual repair 
estimates were framed and tenders invited on the basis of 
sttch measurements. The object of the standard measure· 
Jnent book and of such stereotyped estimates was to save 
_the labour involved in constant measuring up of, for 
instance, the same room year by year for, say, white. 
washing, and he personally had found the system saved 
a great deal of clerical labour. The need for u r~pair 
estimate existed as long as it was considered necessary 
to measure up work which had been performed, ami 
detailed printed estimates were useful inasmuch as they 
showed the probable cost of maintaining buildings in repair 
year by year. The standard perceutage for repairs sen·ed ' 
rather as a guide to fixing rates than as a limit to which 
repairs should be confined, and the printed estimates did 
not include such an item as broken window panes. An 
item at the end of each such estimate designated " petty 
works " included such items as broken panes, etc., and the 
recorded measurements included routine works, such ~~~ 
white.washing, plastering, colour-washing. etc., which 
were undertaken once or twice in a year. 

4,334. Stereotyped estimates for repair work did not 
cause a considerable amount of trouble to the Exerutil'c 
Engineer as they were printed up after tlwy had once 
been passed by that officPr. He waR, ho1w•rcr, not 
averse to the proposal that repair estimates should be 
dispensed with and Executive Engineers ullowrd to main· 
t.ain their resp0ctive buildings in rPpuh· within 
the limits of an annual grant for each buildiug. A 
stereotyped estimate was framed as each building wa~ 
built and was subsequently taken as the approximate 
annual estimate. No detailt>d yearly egtimat<'s baS<•d on 
the cost of maintenance were subsequently framed. 

4 ,3:J!J. As r1'gtlrds the CO!lstnwtion of road~ he h:ul 
always found it more <'onvcnient in tlw plains to kJ•Iit 
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up each contract into three diffC'rcnt parts, one for the 
earth-work, to be carried out by a contractor of the 
Gad class (the best Ileople available for tbis kind of w?rk 
in the Ponjab) ; a second for the stone-work, .wbieh 
was generally given to a cont~actor interested. 111 the 
quarries and a tbird for the carnage of stones w~10h was 
usually given to a man ·with a good deal- of localmfiuence 
who was competent to arrange for transport. If road 
contracts were not divided, but given out to single in
dividuals, it would prove a more expensive system .. 

4,336. Annual petty road repairs were almost entirely 
executed departmentally. The renewal of coats of metal 
for particular road lengths was generally done by contract 
though government as a rule supplied all imported stores, 
except such petty stores as might be obtained locally 
in the bazaar. 

4,337. It was exceptional for government to maintain 
brickfields in the Punjab for the supply of bricks to con
tractors, but one such brickfield had been erected at 
Lyallpur in connection with the Agricultural College 
at that station. Government brickfields were only es
tablished in cases where- it was impossible for contract
ors to obtain their bricks in the open market. 

4,338. The Punjab Government supplied their contract
ors with cement because less risk of adulteration was 
incuned by keeping cement in the stores depot until 
it, was required for \lSe. He personally did not con
sider such storage necessary in the case of large con· 
tracts proYided the cement supplied by the contractor 
was up to specification. But in the case of small works 
it was an advantage to contractors for government to 
arrange for the supply of cement. 

4,339. There was no necessity so far as the Buildings 
and Roads Branch was concerned for indents for stores to 
be made on the Secretary of State as in the large majority 
of cases such articles of European manufacture as 
were required could be purchased in India in the open 
market. Only occasional articles, e.g., a ventilating 
fan, which were not ordinarily stocked in India should 
be obtained through the Secretary of State. He expressed 
himself as willing to recommend that the system of in· 
dents on the Secretary of State should be abolished 
altogether and that Executive Engineers should J:,e allowed 
to make their mvn arrangements for the purchase of such 
stores of European manufacture as they might require. 

4,340. Except for certain local tests which the Punjab 
Public Works Department undertook themselves, that 
Department depended generally on the government 
tests carried out at Ali pore as no special arrangements 
had been made in the Punjab for testing materials. 

4,341. A system of classifying contractors according to 
their status, i.e., those capable of carrying out works 
above a certain amount, below that amount, and so on, 
was not followed in the Punjab, and the framing of a 
record of the work of each contractor had not been 
officially laid down. Whenever he had taken over 
charge of a division he had never had handed over to him 
a confidmtial account of the work of the contractors in 
that division, but he had always maintained such as 
account himself, since he considered such a practice to 
be advantageous. He did not consider it was possible 
to classify contractors according to their reliability and 
financial position with a view to ascertaining the 
extent to which detailed subordinate supervision over 
them might be reduced. On the contrary he thought it 
would be very difficult to work such a system, partic
ularly as it appeared to him to be unbusinesslike. 

4,342. The organization of the Buildings and Roads 
Branch would not be improved by the abolition of 
Superintending En,.gineers and the proportionate improve
ment of the status of Executive Engineers, because tho 
Chief Engineer would in such an event be greatly over
burdened with ollice work ; a somewhat similar system 
had been tried in the Military Works Department some 
years previously. The organization of that service con
sisted of a Director Geneml of Military Works, a certain 
number of Commanding Hoyal Engineers and Assistant 
Commanding Royal Engineers who corresponded to the 
Chief Engineer, Superintending Engineers and Executive 
Engineers of the Public Works Depm iment. Attempt had 
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been made to dispense with the Commanding Royal 
Engineers and to allow the Assistant·Commancling Royal 
Engineers to correspond direct with the Director General, 
but the 1:cheme had proved a failure. H was too much to 
expect the Chief Engineer to deal direct with about 16 
or IS divisions. The amount of supervision exercised 
over Executi'l'e Engineers was not excessive at present, 
and he personally did not think that the Executive 
Engineer was given neither the position nor the respon
sibility that should be attached to bis post. 

4,343. No material advantage would accrue from the 
centralization of designs in certain specid designing 
offices as the staff in such offices would not be in com
plete touch 'lvith the needs of the officers· on the spot. 
Arrangements would have to be made by correspondence 
and not by interview. It was besides unsound in principle 
to divorce designing from an engineer's duties because 
it would have the effect of taking away such an officer's 
chief interest in works. 

4,344. Architectural works in the Ptmjab were at pres
ent mainly designed by the Consulting Architect, but 
it was not the ca,se that t.hat officer tmdertook only 
specially large projects, since officers' residences had been 
designed by bim and he had also supplied details such as 
those for doors and windows. Designs for engineering 
works such as roads, bridges, etc., were prepared by the 
Public 'Yorks Department staff, and the witness bimself 
had, when an Executive Engineer, before the advent of the 
Consulting Architect, desig11ed details for the Agricul
tural College at Lyallpur and also certain buildings at 
Simla. 

4,345. The question whether promotion to the rank of 
Executive Engineer should be made by selection or by 
seniority was a very difficult one to answer and he had 
no definite views to put forward in this respect. But he 
thought that promotions in the Punjab to that rank had 
in the past been made more by rejection of the unfit 
than by selection. . 

4,346. In explanation of his statement that the Public 
Works Department in the Punjab had functions connect
ed with the Boiler Act, he stated that the boiler inspectors 
formed for administrative purposes a portion of the local 
Sanitary Department, and that the correspondence and 
accounts connected with their posts were dealt with in 
his office. The reason for tbis arrangement was the 
desirability of placing such officers under t.he cont.rol of 
the head of the engineering department. The boiler 
inspectors had no connection with the factory inspect· 
or, as was the case in other provinces, but were subject 
to the control of the local Sanitary Engineer. The fac
tory inspector was under the Director of Industries. 

4,347. Local bodies should not be expected to control 
government buildings and roads but only their own works, 
since it was wrong in principle that a local body should 
be made responsible for worl's for which they did not pay. 
He admitted that it was objectionable to have a dupli
cation of staffs in districts, but remarked that the question 
of whether goverrnnent or district boards should undertake 
all works in districts depended on which system produced 
the best men for the work. The quality of the staff 
was the main consideration and if government control
led district affairs there would be a better chance of 
securing good engineers than if local bodies possessed this 
control. It was not. }Jossible to persuade efficient engi
neers to come out from England to sen·e under local 
bodies with possibly a non-official non-professional chair
man who would interfere with their work. There were 
only three towns in the Punjab which employed engineers 
of their own of a fairly high shmding and except in Simla, 
which was an exceptional instance altogether, these offi· 
cers were constantly being changed. His objection in 
effect was that local bodies in the Punjab were not 
sufficiently developed to be entrusted with work of the 
magnitude involved. Simla, was run on proper lines 
and it was possible to get good engineers to stay in such 
a }Jlace. 

4,3JS. The Executive Engineer in the Punjab wns 
ordinarily a member of the district board, but since such 
ofllcers dtd not always attend district board meetings they 
had not in many cases an inner knowledge of the working 
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of the boards. The civil divisions besides did not corro. 
spond with the Public Wo:ks Department ~~isio~s ~nd 
an Executive Engineer might have four mvil diStriCts 
not contained wholly in his division. 

4 349. It had gradually become tho prevailing practice 
in the Punjab for the Sanitary Engineer to design import
ant sanitary projects which had formely been designed by 
Executive Engineers. Three casos had occurred however 
in which a. local body had employed a. certain private 
firm to prepare designs for drainage works at Lahore, 
:M:ultan and Amritsar. Though the initiative as to 
whether they utilized the services of tho Sanitary Engi
neer to Government or those of a private firm rested 
entirely with a. local body, the local bodies had, as far as 
he was aware, consulted the Sanitary Engineer to 
Government in the throe cases referred to before they 
employed the private firm. Government had not made it 
a condition that the designs for sanitary works towards 
which they made a grant should be prepared by the Sani
tary Engineer, but merely insisted on that officer scru
tinising such designs when prepared. 

4,350. When a sanitary project was prepared in his 
own office an estimate was also worked out, but the rates 
in the estimate were filled in in the office of the Superin
tending Engineer concerned and his office merely entered 
the quantities. 

4,351. Both a preliminary and a detailed project were 
prepared for sanitary,works, and the Sanitary Engineer 
allowed the local body concerned to prepare such projects 
if their staff were competent to do so ; otherwise the 
work was entrusted to the local Executive Engineer or to 
the office of the Sanitary Engineer. If a detailed project 
was prepared by the staff of the local body that staff 
carried out construction as well, presumably because 
if they were considered competent to prepa~ a project 
they were also competent to construct the work. Simi
larly, if an Executive Engineer prepared a project he 
carried out construction. A system had recently 
been adopted, however, under which a special sub-division 
under the direct control of the Sanitary Engineer had been 
constituted to construct sanitary works and selected water-
works. · , 

4,352. The construction of sanitary works was carried 
out under the piece-work system by the employment of 
the largest contractors available. Large firms had been 
employed on entire sanitary works in, t_he Punjab. 
The sanitary installation at Government House, Lahore, 
for instance, had been carried out by a firm from Lucknow 
and the machinery portion of certain water-works by · 
another firm. The existing system had, he added, 
hitherto worked satisfactorily. 

4,353. The sanitary sub-division in the Pw1jab had been 
created to provide supervision over the construction of 
sanitary works irrespective of whether they were carried 
out by large firms or not. It had not been constituted 
to undertake departmental construction. 

4,354. By the suggestion in his writtlln statement to 
the effect that since sanitary works were not maintained 
in a satisfactory manner by local bodies owing to the fact 
that such bodies did not appear to realize their respon
sibility for maintaining water-works and drainage schemes 
the Sanitary Department should be constituted in such 
a way as to provide efficient inspection of such works, he 
did not desire to imply that government should lmder
take to maintain all sanitary works. Such a course 
shotlld only be adopted in special cases in which it was 
clear that maintenance by the local body was so defect
ive as to warrant its being taken over, and then only 
for as long a period as would suffice to bring the works 
in question up to standard when they should be handed 
back to the local bodies concerned. Both he and his 
personal assistant were responsible under the existing 
system of government inspection. No special time had 
been laid down for such inspections and he was expected to 
undertake this duty only when invited to do so liy Com
missioners and when matters of special interest arose. 
The local Public Works Department officers did not 
inspect sanitary works belonging to local bodies unles~ 
speci~J,jly invited tq cjo so, 

4,355. Sanitary Engin<>ers should be recruited in the 
first instance from England as junior sanitary Assistants. 
Young men with sufficient experience nn!l knowledge 
to assist the Sanitary Engineers were whnt wore chiefly 
needed,_ but when such officers were promoted to the rank 
of Sanitary Engineer thoir Assistants should be men who 
had a knowledge of tho country nnd who could bo trained 
ultimately to fill their places. It would bo advantageous 
if in the immediate future either the Sanitary Engineer or 
his Assistant had had nn English trnining. 

4,356. The, Executive Engineer should be relieved 
o_f such accounts work as amounted to mere compila
tiOn for the purposes of imperial statistics, and tho 
accountant in the divisional office should be made re
sponsible for such work. Though this might not relieve 
the Executive Engineer of a substantial portion of work 
and was but a very small item, it would nmount to sanc
tioning one of the recommendations of the accounts 
committee that had met some years ago. This com· 
mittee, which originated from the amalgamation of tho 
public works and civil accounts, had suggested that 
the signature of the Executive Engineer on such docu
ments as were mostly compilations should be dispensed 
with. 

4,357. He agreed with the contention put forward by 
certain ExecuUive Engineers that their account.s work 
took up but a small portion of their time, and thnt it 
was essential for them to have a certain amount of such 
work as otherwise they would not be sufficiently acquaint
ed with progress of expenditure on their respective 
works. He however confirmed the suggestion in his 
written statement to the effect that compilation by 
sub-heads should be undertaken only for works worth 
above Rs. 10,000 instead of for those worth- above 
Rs. 5,000 and that separate sub-heads should not be 
maintained for individual items worth less than Rs. 1,000. 

4,358. As he had not found the present system of mak
ing allotments for individual works harassing, he doubt. 
ed whether it would facilitate work if, instead of receiving 
an allotment for each particular work, Executive Engi
neers were allowed to spend on their listed works against 
allotments to their Superintending Engineers for all the 
works in the circle. The present arrangement involved 
merely an inspection of the divisional accounts once a 
month and suggestions for reappropriations, ete. to the 
Superintending Engineer, and he personally had not 
found the present method of making rea ppropria tions 
to be a burden. 

4,359. (Sir Noel Kerslzaw.) He agreed with the sug
gestion that tenders from reliable contractors who 
needed less supervision should be accepted in preference 
to those from firms which were considered less reliable, 
even though the former might be a little higher than the 
latter. 

4,360. The reasons for and against the promotion of 
Assistant Engineers by seniority or merit were so equally 
balanced that it was impossible for him, even nfter 17 
years' experience, and in spite of the fact that he had 
considered the question, to form a definite opinion. 

4,361. Sanitary matters and even roads were to a 
certain extent more or less matters of local self-govern
ment. It would not be necessary to recruit sanitary 
Assistants from England if local boards and municipali
ties possessed competent sanitary engineers. 

4,362. Friction with the members of local bodies was 
the reason why the municipal engineers he had previously 
referred to were continually being changed. Thc~e 
officers were possibly tempted to please certain members 
and in consequence found tlwmselves out of f•wour 
with others. Simla was the only exception of which he 
was aware in this cOimcction. He explained, howen>r, 
that he had heard the complaints from the side of the 
engineers and not from that of the local bodies, and that 
his remnrks referred solely to the Punjab. Hence he 
was not able to suggest means of removing such rom
plaints, or to state wheth<>r they existed in other countriPs 
nnd were well-founded. 

4,363. Sub-heads shonlu not be uiRpenRed with alto
gct.her. He objcet!'d to the n~ccs:<ity for comparing 
rates eMh month with est.imated ra1es. Hence ho bll<.l 
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suggested that the limit for the maintenance of sub
heads should be raised from Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 10,000 so 
as to avoid the necessity for striking the rates monthly. 
The same purpose would be served by altering the rule 
under which rates were required to be struck monthly. 
To the contention that the reason for that particular 
rule was that it was considered essential in order that 
Executive Engineers should be kept aware of how 
expenditure was progressing against an estimate, he 
replied that it was only necessary in the case of works 
which were carried out departmentally and that it was 
unnecessary in the case of works executed by contract. 
He agreed, however, with the contention that unless 
the Executive Engineer kept details to show exactly 
what rate, say, earth-work was working out to, that officer 
might be very considerably out in his total, and modi
fied his recommendation to apply only to such works 
as were done by a single contract against estimated 
rates. He added that the striking of rates monthly 
was unnecessary in such cases. 

4,364. (],Jr. Mackenzie.) Executive Engineers' accounts 
were maintained as a means of making payments to 
contractors and of showing what the works actually cost. 
He desired that the register of works should be main
tained, but· that when not necessary rates should not 
be struck monthly. The register of works by sub-heads 
was an account showing the expenditure against the 
estimate, and an addition of the sub-heads ·resulted in 
the total expenditure. This, however, was not all that an 
Executive Engineer should know; that officer should also 
be acquainted with the progress of expenditure against 
individual sub-heads. The contractors' ledger was in· 
valuable to an Executive Engineer . and it would not 
be possible to work without it. The account current 
was merely a means of obtaining funds from the Account-· 
ant-General and changes in it had been suggested by the 
accounts committee he had previously referred to. The 
system of paying salaries had also been dealt with by 
that committee. The arrangement at present in force 
in the Punjab was neither the Public Works Depart
ment system nor the civil accounts system and the 
system of treasury payments had not been introduced 
in the province. Great improvement would result from 
the recommendations of the accounts committee refer
red to above. 

4,365. He did not know whether at the time when 
Commanding Royal Engineers were abolished in the 
Military Works Department, .Assistant Commanding 
Royal Engineers had been given considerably enhanced 
powers, but if Superintending Engineers were dispensed 
with, though the powers of Executive Engineers might 
be ihcreased proportionately and relatively, the Chief 
Engineer would be obliged to correspond with a consid
erably larger number of officers than was the case at 
present. The Director-General of l.\Iilitary Works had 
told him that the system tried in that department had 
proved a failure. 

4,366. Standard measurement books were used for 
measuring work, and the present arrangement under 
which subordinates supervised repairs was suitable to 
India: Executive Engineers signed standdrd measure
ment books and were the disbursing officers. 

4,367. (Rai Baluldur Ganga Ram.) Isolated instances of 
buildings at the headquarters of an irrigation sub-divi
sional officer were not considered when the system of 
transferring buildings and roads work in irrigation circles 
to the Irrigation Branch was discussed during the 
Lieutenant Governorship of Sir Louis Dane. He agreed, 
however, that it would be much better for an irrigation 
sub-divisional officer to attend to the construction and 
maintenance of, say, a thana at that officer's head
ciuarters, rather than that arrangements should be made 
to send a sub-overseer of the Buildings and Roads Branch 
to undertake the work. 

4,368. A~ Sanitary Engineer he was not held responsible 
for the ~amtenance of the pumping plant possessed by 
local bodies, but he kept an eye on such plant. He 
added that he was the first person to whom local bodies 
appealed when anything went wrong ·with their plant. 

4,369. The fact that he, as Sanitary Engineer, occupied 
the position of president under the Boiler .Act enabled 
him to maintain touch with the boiler inspectors ; and 
the fact that he exercised functions under the same Act 
facilitated his work in that it kept him in touch with
the mistri class who dealt with boilers and machinery. 

4,370. A former Sanitary Engineer might have taken 
the initiative and recommended· that the designs for the 
three sanitary works previously mentioned should be 
given to the private firm which had received the work, 
but that was before his time. 
' 4,371. There were certain upper subordinates in the 

Punjab who were not fit to hold charge of a sub-division 
and. there were certain lower subordinates who were 
better able to do so, but it was very difficult for govern· 
ment to apply the remedy of weeding out inefficient officers 
and promoting others arbitrarily. _ · 

4,372. He favoured the abolition of the distinction 
between upper and lower suborslinates and the sugges- · 
tion that all subordinates should start from the lowest 
grade on a salary of Rs. 50, but did not think there WII-S 

any necessity to recruit a portion of the lower subordinate 
staff from the mistri class, i.e., after giving the latter a 
further training to give them permanent appointments. 
There had been instances in which mistris had been pro• 
rooted to the lower subordinate grades but this class of 
man was and is generally engaged temporarily on the 
works establishment to watch government works, and he 
knew of some who had been in the continuous employ 
of the Department for about 45 years. He considered, 
however, that they should always be temporarily employ
ed in order that the best benefit might be got out of them. 

4,373. The ordinary standard percentage of works estab
lishment to works charges employed in the Punjab was 
2 per cent. This, however, applied solely to major works; 
since no percentage had been fixed for minor works. 
It was not the practice to consider when preparing an 
estimate for a major work such details as the number of 
mistris that might be needed, etc., 5 per cent. was added 
to each estimate for contingencies. 

4,374 . .Although the Accounts Department required 
Executive Engineers to pay on measurements, payments 
were in practice, though not invariably, made without 
measurements. He considered it better instead of making 
payments on a half or a quarter of a work to put down the 
regular figures, as was done at present, and to make 
payments on them. 

4,375. .Advances to" contractors were not sourid in 
principle. A monthly payment on account was all 
that a contractor of good standing should reasonably 
expect. 

4,376. (Mr. Cobb.) There were a certain number of 
inefficient officers 1n the service and it would be better 
for the service as a whole if such individuals were weeded 
out, but to effect such a course meant a strong govern
ment with a strong officer at the :head of the service. A 
strong Chief Engineer would be able to remove an in
efficient from the service provided there was a strong 
Lieutenant Governor to uphold his action to the Secretary 
of State if the latter were inclined to defend the officer in 
question. There was too much latitude allowed for 
appeal under the existing arrangement, and government 
would have to change their policy in o!'dcr to make it 
possible for incfficients to be weeded out of the service. 
The policy at present was to promote men in the executive 
ranks almost entirely by seniority and even conspicuous 
failures were retained. But though the present arrange
ment was not satisfactory the question was really one 
on which he preferred not to expcess an opinion. 

4,377. Executive Engineers should be allowed full 
disciplinary powers over temporary establishment, 
but in respect to the permanent staff the existing arrange
ment should be maintained under which the Chief 

' Engineer was the final authority. Powers of liismissal 
of even lower subordinates should not be delegated to 
Executive Engineers ; such officers were in direct 
charge of works and if accorded the powers in question 

· might perhaps be hasty and consequently liable to dis
miss a man for insufficient reasons. Superintending 
Engineers might be entrusted with powers of dismissal 
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of lower subordinates, however, subject to an appeal to 
the Chief Engineer. The number of inefficicnts was 
about ten per cent. of the wholo and ho did not consider 
the retention of this number in the service constituted 
a considerable handicap on the Department. 

4,378. It was not the case in the Punjab, as had been 
contended in evidence in other provinces, that when 
works were advertised for tender it was generally known 
beforehand which contractor would receive a particular 
work. ~is could only be possible in the case of large 
works when there was only one capable contractor in the 
district. The contractors usually employed might know 
about 30 por cent. of the rates which occurred over and 
over again, but there were always new items which they 
would not be acquainted with in the ordinary course 
of events. 

4,379. Except in the case of very large municipalities, 
,local bodies in th~ Punjab were not in a position to 
secure the services of really good engineers. _ He had 
formed this conclusion from his experience of English· 
trained engineers who came to him for advice as to how 
they might secure employment. Such officers refused 
to accept work under a district board, not on account of 
salary, but because they did not like to be dictated to by 
district board members. 

4,380. (Mr. Aikman.) In view of tho fact that contract· 
ors in the Punjab tendered at rates which were generally 
a percentage above or below the Pubic Works Depart· 
ment schedule of rates the witness was asked what steps 
were taken to ascertain that the Public Works Depart· 
ment rates were fair market rates. He referred in his 
reply to the Simla Division, the last division of which 
he had held charge and stated that that division, which 
was one of four in the Second Circle, was exceptional, 
inasmuch as the rates contained in the general schedule 
for the circle were not applicable to it. Simla contained 
classes of stone and wood-work that were not found in 
the plains, and he had in consequence found it necessary 

'I 

to preJlnre a special schedule complete in ib;elf for that 
divbion. This schedule contained HjlPeiJieations and 
analyses of rates, which analyses were divhlt'd into thr,,c 
items, viz., cost of materials, cost of labour nnd profit 
to contractor, because each rate really consis!Pd of thPHC 
three items nnd was incomplete without a spccifkntion. 
In Simla tho Department ascertained from time to time 
whether tho rates in their special sclwdule wero eom· 
parable with market rates by making tests on the site 
of works. 

;1,381. From his own experience he condudcd that the 
tenders put forward in the Punjab were us a rule generally 
below the estimated Public Works "Department rates 
by between 4 to 12 per cent. He had made a compari· 
son of the rate at which work was carried out by priYatc 
individuals with those of the Public Works D~partm~nt 
while at Simla, but had found that the instances he had 
taken were unfortunately not very comparable became 
in all masonry works the Public Works Department in 
Simla supplied their own mortar, which was mndL• in 
a government manufactory and which was in consc· 
quencc more costly than the local mortar imported from 
the plains. On two or three occasions, however, he hnd 
acted as arbitrator between a contractor and a client 
and had found that the agreement entered into between 
the two had been generally that the rates should be the 
Public Works Department rates which were accepted 
by the public as being quite fair and reasonable. Except 
in connection with masonry works, the rates for private 
works in Simla were practically the same as for govern
ment works, but private individuals added, he thought, 
not 5 per cent. for contingencies but 10 per cent. though 
they did not add a percentage to cover the cost of a works 
establishment. Hence the private rat~s included the 
cost of the supervisory estab,li~hment whereas the Public 
Works Department rates excluded that factor. He had 
not taken into consideration the cost of cstalili:;hmont 
on either side when he made his comparison. 

R:.U BARADUR KANHAIYA LAL, Executive Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 
4,382. To begin with I base my memorandum on the 

following considerations. 

(1). The root cause of the appointment of this Com
mittee seems to be the intention of the Government of 
India to ascertain how far they can give effect to tho 
following recommendation of the Public Services Com· 
mission:-

" The Public Works Department should confine itself 
strictly to work which cannot be discharged either by 
private enterprise or through the agency of district· 
boards and municipalities with the necessary financial 
support from the Government." 

(2). The secret of success of the British government 
in my opinion, rests on the system of " supervision " 
and " auclft " which should never be lost sight of. 

(3). As long as all the buildings and roads that arc 
constructed will exist, they will demand supervision 
and audit by some agency or other. 

( 4). The district boards and municipalities are quasi 
or semi-government institutions, if not entirely govern· 
ment. 

(5). It seems to be the intention of government to 
teach the people of India to learn to manage their own 
public affairs and thus.to relieve government of the multi· 
farious ordinary duties and to enable it to devote its atten
tion to higher duties required of a good governance. 

(6). In the construction and maintenance of all works 
economy consistent with the efficiency of establish
ment and good quality of material and workmanship 
must be aimed at. 

(7) . . Merit and good work should form the criteria 
for defraying public money without distinction of caste 
or creed. 

(8), The present dual control of works in one and the 
same district or station ahould he obviated altogether. 

(9). If any change is to be effected it should be made 
gradually and not drastically by a stroke of the pen. 

(10). Any changes to which the poor Roads and 
Buildings Branch of the Public Works Department is 
susceptible, will apply, more or less, to the other branches 
of Irrigation and Railways. 

4,383. (l.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The methods in Yogue at 
present for the execution of works are, 

(a) by contract, and 
(b) by departmental agency; 

under the strict supervision and control of tho Public 
Works Department or district board establishments in· 
eluding keeping of accounts subject to audit by the 
Accountant-General of the produce. I prcsumB the 
Committee is acquainted with these methods and I need 
not de,cribe them in extenso. 

(2). 1'hese methods are certainly economical for the 
supply of nHtterials and carrying out of 1\"0I'ks, but are 
not so froln the point of view of esfablishmcn!, bccau'c 
at present the distribution of roads and buildings under 
the charge of the Public Works Department and district 
boards are so blended that in one and the same place tho 
repairs of a building are conl'igned to district boards 
1u1d its orir;rinal works to the Public \rorks Department, or 
there are~· few buildings under the Public \\' orks Depart· 
mei1t and a few under the district board; so that oflircrs 
of both agencies go to the sa1pe place and_ their Bnbu,·din· 
ates live together, and the pubhc money IS unncceooanly 
spent in paying dual establishments. :l'licrefore litis 
redundancy dema11ds correction to effect economy. The 
Indian labour is cheap and low while much of the 
supervising staff is a highly paid imported agency in 
which there is room for effecting economy. 

(3). The current methods are suitable, but are not 
synchronous and consonant with the admncing times. For 
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instance, there was a time when no trained subordinates 
and officers nor contractors were to be had and military 
sergeants and officers and ordinary old type mistris 
used to be employed for constructing large works like 
the Grand Trunk Road and Government House build
ings by monthly and daily labour departmentally. I have 
had serve under me several old sub-overseers, overseers 
and supervisors who had started in life as mates, time
keepers or work-munshis and who hardly knew even how 
to write names and numerical figures, and then mostly in 
vernacular and seldom in English. I have had to convert 
several masons, carpenters and mistris into petty-con
tractors some of whom subsequently grew into big per
sonages, whereas now the time has come when England
returned engineers in small numbers (vide the memoran
dum of the Public Works Department Secretary, Punjab, 
"During the last two years about 15 Indians trained 
in engineering in English universities have sought 
employment in the Punjab Buildings and Roads Branch") 
and Indian college-passed engineers, and good contractors 
can be had in large numbers. 

(4). Therefore, it is quite opportune now that govern· 
ment should devise a system so as to avail itself of the 
services of qualified men and experienced and reliable 
contradors, who are the production of the British govern
ment, for the execution of public works. 

4,384. <n.) Encouragement of other agency.-Under 
the existing system the properly speaking indigenous 
private enterprise is not encouraged at all except in 
the case of large works of special nature requiring 
ex12ert knowledge of machinery, sanitary works and 
hydroelectric schemes, in which European firms who are 
specialists in these branches have been employed. In fact 
hitherto large firms of engineers and contr&.ctors are 
non-existent in the Punjab and the works are generally 
carried out by local contractors under the guidance, 
assistance and supervision of the departmental agency. 

(2). During the Hindu and Muhammadan times of 
government the method of execution of works by contract 
was unknown in India :tnd all works were done by govern· 
ment agency. The Nolakha palace of the Lion of the 
Punjab, the tomb of Jahangir, the Taj Mahal, the 
Hindu Uhosuth Khamba and the Qutab 1\Iinar were not 
built by contractors. But owing to the spread of educa· 
tion and experience of half a century gained during the 
regime of the British government both educated and 
retired engineers and subordinates . and experienced 
contractors are cropping up, who, if given opportunity 
and encouragement, would be suited individually or in 
body corporate for private enterprise in the near future. 

(3). Hence, to my mi~d, it not only seems quite possible 
and htghly desirable, but most opportune and timely to 
entrust the construction and upkeep of public works 
to private agencies to provide work and means of liveli· 
hood for the people of the country and foreign engineering 
firms. 

(4). Thi~ procedur~ is in vogue in England and there 
seems no reason why 1t cannot be introduced in India at 
the present advanced state and connection between the 
two countries, like the system of legal practice which was 
once equally an exotic plant to the Indian soil. Con
sulting engineers, consulting architects and builders 
by contract shall come into existence in the near 
futuro l~ke barristers·at-law and L.L.Bs. It is simply 
a questiOn of demand and supply. As an illustration, 
I m.ay mention that only a couple of months ago I 
rece1ved a letter fom Messrs.---of Bombay informing 
me as cited below :-

"For the benefit of our customers we have made 
arrangements with .~1r. Architect of Bombay, 
to act a':l our cons~ltmg architect and engineer in special 
ca';l~c.s where des1gng are required in connection with 
bU1ldmgs, and decora.tive treatment of buildings. 

We woul~ state that }1r. ---- was responsible 
for the destgns _of the buildings of the Punjab King 
Edwar~ Memonal, at Lahore, and numerous other 
works m Indta, and we feel confident that our choice 
has fallen on the right person. 

If necessary at any time arrangements could be 
made, for 11r. --- to give a personal interview 
or visit. Terms and particulars can be obtained on ap
plicatioiL" 

Similarly, an Indian engineer has introduced in Delhi 
the manufacture by machinery of plain and ornamental 
cement tiles for flooring purposes. 

(5). I now proceed to point out the lines upon which 
such a change should be gradually effected :-

(a). The cons.truction of all original buildings on 
standard designs and new unmetalled and metalled roads 
may be carried out by private agencies subject, of 
course, to government inspection, measurement of works 
done amd audit. 

(b). The repairs and maintenance of public buildings 
and roads may also be treated accordingly. 

(c). When success is attained in works of simple and 
unimportant character, and competent . and reliable 
agencies come into existence, the construction of large 
and impm;tant works might also be entrusted to them 
subject ahvays to government supervision and audit. 

(d). For contracts inqividuals or firms should be 
selected by open competition. 

(6). To me it seems quite certain that in due course of 
time this procedure would lead to fair economy ,•md greater 
efficiency and what is a desideratum now to greater 
industrial activity and the acquisition of professional 
knowledge and education. This procedure would open 
new fields to the Indians who would send their children 
to foreign countries to become not only engineers and 
architects but specialists in numerous arts and sciences, 
mechanism and various other branches of engineering 
instead of turning them OlJt as lawyers and doctors, 
which professions are more or less overstocked now. It 
is rightly pointed out by the Punjab Government that 
cases of private agencies being employed by government 
under existing conditions would be so few and far between 
that they coul~ not hope for financial success. To obviate 
this apprehension I am bold to say that in the course of 
nature time would come when private agencies might 
be able to undertake not only the works of the Roads 
and Buildings Branch but also of the mightly canal and 
railway branches, as well as works of private well-to-do 
persons, industrial firms, rajahs and maharajahs. 

4,385. (ill.) Changes in organization.-The changes 
indicated above would certainly necessitate modification 
of the organization of the staff and the method of execu
tion of work both of the Public Works Department 
and local bodies. -

(2). I would propose the following reorganization 
scheme:-

For direction, supervision and control of all works of 
the Public Works Department and the local bodies the 
Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government, the 
Superintending Engineer and the expert Sanitary Engi
neer, Architect, Electrician, etc., and the Accountant· 
General or Examiner are to remain intact as at present. 

(3). For the execution of works I would suggest the 
organization of a local works service of a pern'tanent 
non-pensionable character along with the Public Works 
Depart.ment permanent pensionable service. All the 
members of both services should be well qualified and be 
certified students of engineering schools and colleges 
or similar institutions. 

(4). The rates of salary for the former should boas per 
scale pre8cribed by the Public Services Commission for 
officers recruited in India. In place of pension they 
should be granted the benefits of a prot,ident fund con· 
stituted on the same lines as the state-aided provident 
funds of government railways. 

(5). In all respects, other than in regard to pay, leave 
and _pension, there should be no distinction between the 
members of the local and Public Works services. 

( 6). All the establishment belonging to government and 
local bodies should be brought r•n one list <'r cadre 
a~c?rding t? th? var_iou? classes of service they belong to. 
\\ h1le servmg m d1stnct boards they may be designated 
district engineers, district sub-engineers, and so on ; 
and when serving in the Public Works Department 
Executive Engineers, etc., as now. 
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(7). They should be liable to transfer from one boa~d 
to another and to Public Works Department works lil 

accordance with the nature and amount of works ~nd other 
circumstances, and promoted to extent winch they 

·deserve and are qualified for. . . 
(8) The Superintending and ChiC£ Engmccrs should be 

selected and promoted from both services alike and 
receive uniform rates of salary in all the administrative 
grades. 

(9). The scale of salaries of upper and lower subordinates 
and of lower grades of accountants and of office and petty 
establishments ·should be increased to enable them to lead 
decent and honest lives according to the circumstances 
of the present times. Because about half a century ago 
when these scales were fixed the prices of all commodi. 
ties and the conditions of life were much cheaper a~d 
quita different from· now. I would recast the salaries 
as below:-

Upper subordinates in all grades from Rs. 100 to Rs. 
500. 
Lower subordinates in all grades from Rs. 50 toRs. 130. 
Accountants in all grades from Rs. 100 to Rs. 500. 
Office establishment in all classes and grades from Rs. 
50 to 500. 
Petty establishment of sorts from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. 
(10). I would propose to augment the lo~er ~ubordinate 

class by introducing sub-overseers of the m1stn cl11:ss taken 
from craftsmen like masons, carpenters, blacksmiths, etc. 
We feel great need of such subordinate_s wh? may ~e able 
to execute occasional and petty repan·s w1th the1r own 
hands and find out the defects in the workmanship of 
their own brother workmen. The mistri sub-overseer 
would readily meet this want. I beg the Committee's 
permission to introduce Sardar Buta Singh who started 
under me as a road-munshi at Bannu in 1886 and is now 
a sub-engineer. He has rendered meritorious services 
in the last two imperial durbars at Delhi. 

(11). Further economy can be effected by decreasing 
the number of Assistant Engineers and increasing that of 
upper subordinates for manning sub-divisional charges as 
recommended by the Public Services Commission. 

(12). For special lines such as architecture, sanitary 
works mechanical and hydro-electric . works I would 
import experts on special salaries from England and other 
countries ouly as long as they are not obtainable here. 

(13). The temporary staff should be entertained either 
for a specified item of work or for a bona fide limited term 
say one to three years. They should never be appointed 
for works on which they may remain continuously 
employed for a great number of years having their 
appointments sanctioned year after year. There need not 
be any provident fund provision for them. Any tem
porary mad' whose services may be retained after three 
years should be brought on the permanent non· pensionable 
list mentioned in sub-paragraph (3) eupra. 

(14). In the Punjab there are at present 3 circles, 
11 divisions and 24 sub-divisions of the Roads and 
Buildings Branch of the· Public Works Department 
to carry out public works. And there are 5 divisions, 
28 districts and about 126 tehails in which local works 
are carried out by district boards from incorporated 
local funds. Further there are 7 first-class and 99 second
class municipalities and 83 notified areas which carry 
out almost all the municipal works. All those carry 
out buildings and roads works both original and repairs 
by their own agencies except that certain metalled feeder 
roads are consigned to district boards and certain large 
municipal works are carried out by the Public Works 
Department. 

(15). I would propose to organize them as follows:-
PRESENT. 

Circles for superintending all works both 
Public Works Department and district 

3. board . . . 
Public Works Department divisions corre· 
sponding to revenue divisions with head. 
quarters of Executive Engineers at the 
headquarters of Commis~ionere, for exe-

11. outing large works 

Nos. 

3 

5 

PHESENT. Nos. 
Public Works Department sub-divisions in 
nccordance with tho nature and amount 

10. of works, about 2 per division, My, • 
District boards works may be divided into 
mnjor and miJ)or divisions. 
l<'irst-class district boards into mujor divi
sions, say, . 
Second-class district boards into minor 
divisions, say, • 
District Board sub-divisions, each com-

. ' " 4 1 'l 126 prlSmg auout ittl8J s, say, . -y= 
The municipal works may either be trea-
ted separately or the seven first-class mu
nicipalities may be formed into separate 
municipal divisions, say 

10 

8 

20 

32 

7 

And the 99 second-class municipalities and 83 not.ificd 
areas may be placed under the charge of upper and lower 
subordinates in accordance with the extent of their 
works. 

For special works like the King Edward Memorial 
at Lahore, special divisions and sub-divisions may bo 
formed as circumstances may warrant. For large 
sanitary works like tbe Delhi or Amritsar water and 
drainage works, special divisons may be forn1ed. ant! • 
worked under the direct superintendence of the Samtary 
Engineer. The minor sanitary works should be carried . 
out by district board divisions. Similarly, largo a.nd 
small architectural and electrical works may be earned 
out by the Public Works Department and district 
board divisions respectively under the guidance of en ex
pert Government Architect and Electrical Engineer. 

They must all be under the direction and control of the 
Chief Engineer, Roads and Buildings Branch, and the 
Accountant-General, Punjab. 

(16). At present the major district ~~ard divi.sio!lS 
should be em,powcrcd to carry out all ongmal provmc!H) 
and district works, each up to two la~hs of rupees,. and 
the minor district board divisions up to Rs. 50,000 and 
repairs up to the budget grants.. All othor works ov~r 
the above limits should be camod out by tho Pubhc 
Works Department divisions. 

(17). Later on when the local. bodies ar? foun? su~
oiently advanced and fit to manage thou .ow~:~affall's 
efficiently the above limits and powers of d1stnc~ board 
·divisions will have to be enhanced. And ulttmatdy 

he Public Works Department divisions will have to be 
abolished and the Superint€nding and Chief Engineers 
will then act as Inspectors and Directors of works. 

(18). The executive and ministeri<!;_l staff placed under 
local bodirs should be administratively w1dcr tho 
presidents of these bodies and civil oJficers, but tech
nically and ·for purposes of promotions and .tra1~sfers 
under their own professional officers of the Pubhc 1\ orks 
Department. 

(19). 1'he advancement of deserving and se~ected 
persons should be unrestricted from the lower subordinat~s 
to the upper subordinates and from the upper su?or~J· 
nates to the engineer establishment, and of <~Jst.rict 
boards' engineers to Public Works Depart~1ent cngine~ro. 
They should when so advanc?d .be ent1.t1.ed .to enJOY . 
fully all the pl'ivileges of thetr h1gh po.>Jtwns. . 

(20). I know that twice during my term of setTiee 
government buildings and roads wcro tran~forre.d to local 
bodies and taken back on account of not Lemg muuJ
tained to standard. But once in. 188?-86 it was ~ue to 
transferring the highly paid engi!wermg staff 1ntho_ut 
transferring works of equal mag01tude and heavy. co.-t, 
so the local bodies had to return the government cnguwcrd 
and thereby works suffered. Again inl910 as per l'unJ:'b 
Government, Publif. \r orks Department, Circular .No. 
1-B of 28th !IIarch d~10, feeder roads '."ere made ov0r 
to the local bodies without correspond111g gO\-el!!llwnt 
establishment, so the works suffered on Hc?ount of low
paid and ineflicien~ district bo~r~ otaff, and l!l both ~a~cs 
for lack of professlOJIUl superv1s10n and audit by go\ ern
mont. In my proposal> I have, therefore, taken Cilr~ 
to a void these pitfalls. 
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(21). Promising officers of from 5_ to 7 years: serviee 
miaht be encouraged to themseh·es m these subJects for 
whfch they may have a taste and in which they have 
acquired experience. 

(22). It is very difficult to comply witTi the rules and 
regulations and certificates required for obtaining stores 
of European manufacture, so I would suggest that a 
special qualified officer with adequate sta~ be appoin~ed 
in an important or a central place m Ind1a, like 
Bombay or Calcutta or Delhi, to receive indents of all 
officers and to scrutinize whether the articles indented 
for are obtainable in India from any Indian manufac

. turing firms or from surplus stores of various depart-
ments, and then to arrange for the supply of the same 
from Indian sources or through the India Office. 

(23). The standard plans for buildings like dak bunga
lows, police stations, which arc required all over the country 
should be prepared by a select committee for the whole 
of India to render their construction uniform and eco· 
nomicaL The details of materials obtainable in different 
places, of floors, roofs, etc., may vary to suit different 
localities, climates. 

(24). " Quick payments mean cheap and quick work." 
So facilities should be given for quick payments for 
works done in part, as well as for materials manufactured 
or collected by contractors. Further a system of advanc
ing money to contrMtors on security of their immoveable 
properties may be introduced. . 

(25). Tenders for works up toRs. 5,000 may be accepted 
by district board divisional officers and up to 
Rs. 10,000 by Public Works Department Executive 
Engineers, and up to Rs. 50,000 by Superintending 
Engineers and above these amounts by the Chief Engineer 
and Secretary to local Government. 
. (26). Rega~ding the estimates and tenders for tools 
and plant and office furniture, appointments of staff, 
their leave and dismissal, the rules laid down in the 

.Public Works Department Code may be followed. 
(27). The system of lapses at the end of the financial 

year is most undesirable. I am not a financier, but would 
sugaest that a sub-head may be opened in the 
acc~unts to show the money lapsing in one year ~reserved 
for allotment in the year following. If this method were 
found feasible, it would obviate many drawbacks. 

4,386. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The Public Works Department has to 
meet the needs of other departments, as its very existence 
is chiefly for that purpose, there being very little 
work which may be called purely Public Works Depart
ment work. To speak the truth can(;iJly it is a most 
irksome task to do work for other people so as to please 
and satisfy them. We Public Works Department men 
haYe to' subdue our feelings sometimes beyond limit in 
hearing unpleasant remarks even from officers of inferior 
position and rank and subordinates of other departments. 
The obtaining of signatures,.,of various departmental 
officers on completion certincates is a very hard task 
enjoined on Public Works Department officers. The 
wording of the completion certificates had to be altered 
and modified several times and is much simplified now. 
But it should be altogether done away with and paragraph 
846 of the Public \\'orks Department Code abrogated. 
The signatures of departmental officers on designs and 
estimates are quite sufficient to show their approbation . 
and consent. They may be welcome to raise objections 
or to make any demands or complaints later on to 
Executive or Superintending Engineers. The success 
in this matter chiefly depends on the exist<'ncc of 
friendly relations between the officers of this and other 
departments. 

(2). As to the relations inter se of the various sub-divi
sions of the Buildings and Roads Branch, I have found 
them always entirely satisfactory, because after all the 
Sanitary Engineer, Consulting Architect and Electrical 
Engineer are professional officers and have common in
terests and the welfare of the department at heart. I 
should say they rather help one another. 

4,387. (V.) Decentralization.-Any further decentrali
zation within the Public Works Department is not 
t1r:sirabll.l, as it would lead to more expense and mar 

economy. I understand it was once tried by a Sanitary 
Engineer in this province and found a failure. However, 
I have suggested that large sanitary works may be 
left to the direct control of the Sanitary Engineer. 

(2). The powers of Executive Engineers and sub-divi
sional officers to sanction estimates and tenders of con
tractors and for carrying out works should be enhanced 
at the discretion of the Committee. I would point out 
that the sub-divisional officer is the life and soul of the 
Department. Iq the first instance he prepares estimates 
and initiates rates. Secondly, he carries out works and 
deals with subordinate contractors, workmen and officers 
of other departments. Thirdly, he measures work done, 
prepares bills and spends the money directly or indirectly. 
The Chief and Superintending Engineers are merely 
bankers and trustees to pass the public money on by 
means of paper. Consequently the sub-divisional officer 
should be made a self-respecting officer and beyond all 
temptations. It is not a businesslike policy to ignore 
and handicap him. 

4,388. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Public 
Works Department Code has outgrown its legitimate 
limits and is greatly restrictive, if not unduly so. Its 
offshoot called " The Manual of Orders " for incorpora· 
tion in Chapter 11 for financial control (vide Secretary 
to Government, Punjab letter No. 2585-G, dated 30th 
October 1916 to Superintending Engineer, First Circle) 
is a"'fair type to illustrate the spirit of restrictiveness 
·prevailing in the Code (c. f. Annexure A.). 

(2). Now on return to the Department after 6t years'. 
retirement I find that o.ur hands are much more tied 
and our liberty of action gone than in the good old day!!. 

(3). The Accountant-General, Punjab, exercises much 
more control in accordance with the letter of the law 
than the Examiner formerly. 

(4). The advent of the changes contemplated in 
appointing this Com,mittee of inquiry would, a fortiori, 
necessitate the recasting of the Code. 

(5). (a). I would recommend increasing the limit of 
the requisition work from Rs. 200 to Rs. 500. This 
would reduce the office as well as out-door work resulting 
in economy. 

(b). The sub-divisional officer should be empowered 
to accept tenders and earry out works up to Rs. 500 on 
his own responsibility. 

(c). The powers of Executive Engineers regarding 
works may be enhanced as recommended already. The 
Executive Engineer may also be empowered to sanction 
survey reports of tools and plant, as he is the chief 
officer to judge of their condition, and the Superinten- -
ding Engineer's sanction is only a nominal one depending 
on his recommendations. 

4,389. (VII.) Education.-The system of education 
imparted in government engineering colleges in India 
seems adequate, but I would suggest the following further 
improvements :-

The teaching of pure mathematics and elementary 
physical science and chemistry should be eliminated 
from the engineering classes' college course. Students 
should be duly qualified in these subjects prior to entering 
the engineering colleges. 

(2). In the engineering classes more theoretical as well 
as practical training should be given to learn the details 
and use of machinerv like various kinds of steam and 
oil engines, boilers, pumps, steam road-roller·s, electric 
plant, etc., for designing, installing and working machin 
ery for water-works, drainage works, etc. 

(3). Some principles of architecture should also be taught 
to them. 

(4). The standard for admission to the overseer classes 
should be raised to passing the first arts examination 
of any recognized university or any equivalent examina· 
tion. 

(5). The overseers may also be taught some n1diments 
and principles of machinery and architecture to render 
them more useful to themselves and their employees. 

(6). In the sub-overseer classes professional mistri8 
should also be admitted and taught rudimentary prin· 
ciples of engineering, drawing, estimating, surveying, etc. 
They should be bond fide children of craftsmen, trained 
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at home to work with their own hands. us b~ickl.ayers 
or stone cutters or carpenters or blacksnuths. Thou age 
for admission may between 20 and 25 y~ars ~nd t~ey 
may be awarded scholarships to help them Ill then· Rludws. 

4,390. (Vm.) Practical training.-N_o udequ_nt_o pro
vision is now made for the practical . tram~ng of 
Apprentice Engineers on works and no. one IS p~rtwula_rly 
held responsible or paid any honorariUm for mterestmg 
himself in their training. 

(2). In my opinion first of all the apprentices ~hould be 
selected for the different branches of the Pubhc Works 
Department either on the recommendations of the princl· 
pals of their colleges or according to their own ch?ice or 
on any other method that government may prescribe, so 
that they may be masters knowing the peculiarities and 
details of any one branch and not jacks-of-all-trades. 
Secondly, they should be trained on the impor~ant works 
of the particular branch they are selected for m progress 
at the time. Thirdly, they should then be employed 
and kept on in the particular branch for which they are 
trained. Transfers from one branch to another should 
be an exception rather than a rule. For example Rai 
Bahadur Ganga Ram, c.I.E., your colleague, can be 
called an expert of the Roads and Buildings Branch, 
the several Inspectors General of Irrigation, India, as 
experts of the Irrigation Branch and Colouel S. F. 
Croster, R.E., Agent, North Western Railway of the 
Railway Branch. 

(:l). Subsequently selected engineers who may get 
a permanent footing in the Department may also be sent 
to Eugland and other foreign countries to specialize 
themselves in their own branches of engineering. 

ANNEXURE A. 

Financial control. 

I. It is essential that all officers whose authorit~ 
c. M. 2376.G ., dated ext~nds to sanctioning the ex~-

16th Augus~ 1909, para· cutron of works by the Publlc 
graph 1. Works Department should 
understand the necessity of a strict compliance with 
the principles embodied in the Public Works Department 
Code. Appendix llA to this Chapter contains the 
more important rules in the Code relating to the pre
paration of estimates and the execution of projects, and 
should 'be consulted by officials of all departments who 
have transactions with the Public Works Department. 

2. It is the duty of the local Government rigidly to 
c. M. 2376-G., dated enforce the _rules an~ principles 

16th August 1009, para- which are la1d down l!l the Pub
graph 1. lie Works Department Code, and 
which are sufficient, if duly observed, to prevent un
authoristld excesses, or irregular expenditure. 

c. ~r. 2376_0 ., dated 3. ~xcess or irregular expendi-
16th August 1909, para· ture IS generally due to one or 
grapb 2. other of the following causes :

(i). Commencement of work without an estimate. 
( ii). Defective estimating. 
(iii). Deviations from the sanctioned project. 
c. M. 2376-0., dated 4. 'rhese causes will be dealt 

~!~h t.ugust 1909• para· in the order stated :-

(i). Commencement of work without an estimate.-It 
is a fundamental rule that the commencement of the 

Publie Works Depart- execution of any work or expen
ment Code, 312, 648, 781 diture of public funds shall not 
and 1922· be definitely authorised by any 
authority whatever unless a properly detailed design and 
estimate have been prepared and approved. Executive 
Engineers are accordingly strictly prohibited by the 
Public Works Department Code from commencing any 
work till sanction to it has been accorded, allotment 
of funds made and orders for its commencement issued 
by competent authority. 

An order to prepare an estimate is no authority for 
commencement of work. 

Cases have occurred where, in a desire to see a scheme 
in which the head of an administration or department 
bas manifested a strong interest put into immediate· 

execution, officers of the Public Wo,:ks Department have 
countenanced the commpncemcnt of work without pro Jlt'r 
working drawings or estimates. It is e8sl•ntinl that all 
officers having Jlny power to sanction works should equal
ly appreciate the importance of the rule, and should 
understand that in suggesting or allowing any deviation 
from it they are not only incurring a St!rious responsi
bility themselves, but are plac-ing the departmental 
officers concerned in a position of difficulty and em
barrassment. 

This fundamental rule may not be infringed except in 
cases of real emergency to bo immediately reported and 
explained to the authorities competent to accord ad
ministrative and technical sanction. 

Occasionally trial pits have to be dug before an esti-' 
mate for a structure can be framed. A separate rcqui,j. 
tion or estimate to cover the cost should be prepared 
and sanctioned, but if the outlay is not likely to exceed 
Rs. 200, the digging work can be started under the orders 
of the Executive Engineer in anticipation of sanction. 

Cases have been reported by the Accountant-General, 
Punjab, where a work has been started and the expPndi
ture charged to an estimate unconnected therewith. In 
explanation emergency has been pleaded or the difficulty 
of foreseeing the details of the expenditur(', and that 
wrong dtbit could bo removed subsequently by a write
back order when an estimate had been prepared in 
the light of later experience. 

The local Government is dL!igcd to deal se,•erely with 
officers who add to non-observance of the rule a delib
erate evasion or attempts at manipulation to avoid 
discovery. 

(ii). Defective e,stimating.-In the case of defective esti
C' M 2376-G dat«l mates, errors are found to be 

6th 'A{,gnst 1909, parugrnph due chiefly to inadequate pro-
4. vision made for materials OJ' 

labour or both, or an unforeseen rise in the rates. 
In either case the probability of an excess is soon 
known to the Executive Engineer. If it is not dis
covered at the time of accepting tend<'rs for the 
work the facts are disclosed in other ways, usually 
during inspection. Actual excesses during conRtruction 
under particular items of work are shown by the ''Register 
of works" (Public Works Department Code 1292) which is 
posted as soon as the monthly dis~urseruents ha;vc be_en 
scrutinized by the Executive Engmeer. The Superm
tending Engineer is kept informed of any probable 
excesses by a ''works slip" (Public Works Department 
Code, 1306) which he maj" require to be submitted 
to him periodically (Public Works Department C~dc. 
275). If the excess is more than. 5 J~er cent. a revised 
estimate becomes necessary (Pubhc "orks Department 
Code 675) unless it should have occurred at an advam:ed 
stag; of the work when it is dealt with in tl~e" Con~ ~letwn 
Report" (Public Works Department Code, 618). It 
is the duty of the Superint<ihding Engineer to see that the 
revised estimate is promptly submitted for. the or~crs 
of the local Government, and the latter Is rcqmred 
(Public Works De~arti!wnt Code, 1~30) to acquaint ~J:e 
Government oflnd1a wrth the facts, m the case of e"ti· 
mates sanctioned by the Supreme Government or by the 
Secretary of State, should the excess be be yon~ the pm~'(•r 
of the local Government to sanction. Xohnthsta.ndmg 
the clear provisions of the rules reviewed above, 1t has 
infrequently happened that the government have l~umt 
of excesws of considerable amount after the expenditure 
has ulready been incurred. The occurrence of ~u<:h 
irregularities must be held to Lc due, _not to any dl'fe<'t II~ 
the rules but either to a want of their observance Ly the 
exeeutiv~ or to a laxity of control on the part of the 
administrative authorities. 

(iii). Drxiations from t/;e sanrtioned projccts.-Important 
c.)!. No. 2,J~G·Il., dut,,d de~iations from a sandlmll'tl 

Gth An~ust HIIIH. '"""~mph cstnnatc mav not be made w Jth· 
~;eni"~:.:\e ";~~." 7~?~~.i out the Rtu;etion of the author· 
7o3·A. ity competent to . -'<Im'~ 1 0ll 
deviations. The object of this prohiuition '" oln·,uu:< 
for were it ·otherwise the Admini~tration would cea>e to 
control expenditure. 
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Infractions to this rule have been reported, particularly 
in connection with residential buildings. The prospective 
tenant has suggested an alterati~n which is an. improve
ment or an addition possibly omitted by oversight when 

c. 4.n, dated 17th August the estimat? was prepared. 
1910. The suggestwn seemed reason-
able and the Executive Engineer carried it out but 

before doing so he should consider 
This refers to a Chapter whether the expenditure will 

in the Manual o! Orders. cause an excess ori'the estimated 
amount beyond what is pe;·missible (Public Works 
Department Code 678). Excuses that the deviations had 
been made at the request of the departmental officer 

concerned cannot be accepted, 
J.ett~r- No. 481-B_., dated and Public Works Department 

21st ~ebruary 190a. ffi fi d th l o cers may n emse ves 
called upon to defray such excess charges out of their 
own pockets. . . 

5. In certain cases original work on a building 
has been charged to repairs of that building. . 

In private builders' businesses where no part1cular 
importance or responsibility is attached to the accounts, 
such methods of convenience might be suitable but 
in the Public Works Department, where the accounts 
are intended truly to represent the facts and to be 
reliable data for the basis of statistics, the Administration 
expects that officers will either obey the rules of account 
as laid down in the Public Works Department Code or 
in any case where the exigencies of special circumstances 
prevent the strict observance of the rules they will at once 
report the infraction and the reasons which have led to it. 

Cases have been reported where a sub-divisional 
officer has charged the cost of rebuilding a retaining 
wall on a hill road to the annual repair estimate and 
finding subsequently that the annual repair estimate 

was likely to be exceeded, a 
in Th~ r~!~n~o ~ c~:le~ special repair estimate was 

prepared to cover the cost of 
the work, and a write-back order to remove the excess 
from the annual repair estimate. The rebuilding of 
retaining walls is a legitimate charge to the annual 
maintenance estimate of roads ; and if the estimate 
is likely to be exceeded either a supplementary estimate 

Public Works Depart- should be. prep~red or the ex
ment Code 674, 711, cess explamed m the comple-
978. tion report. 

The procedure of charging temporarily t.o one estimate 
with the intention of subsequently chargmg to another 
'and adjusting the charge by a write-back is not only 
irregular but unnecessary and clumsy. 

Petty original works must either be charged to an 
estimate specially prepared to provide for them, or if 
they are required in connection with an original work in 
progress, they can be charged to the contingencies of the 
estimate concerned under the limitations prescribed by 
Public Works Department Code 329(e), and Punjab 
Government Public Works Department, Buildings and 
Roads Branch, Circular No. 4-B., dated the 17th August 
1910. 

On no account should original works be charged to 
repairs, with or without any intention of a subsequent 

Public works Depart- write-ba{lk order. They , are 
ment Code, 648. distinct heads of account, and 
must be kept so from start to finish. 

APPE~'DIX 11 A. 

Resume of the procedure in the Public \Yorks Depart
ment Code in connection with works executed by the 
Public Works Department. 

(l ). Administrative sanction.-Administrative sanction 
Public worl<s Depart- prior to technical sanction being 

ment Code, Md. accorded must be obtained for 
works initiated by, or connected with departments, other 
than the Public Works Department. Such sanction is 
accorded either by heads of departments and local 

Puulic Works Depart- authorities or by the Govern-
ment Code, M~. mcnt of India in the administra

tive department concerned if 

VOL. lli 

beyond the powers of the former authorities. The appli
cation for administrative sanction shall be accompanied 
by a preliminary report, by an· approximate estimate 
and by such preliminary plans, information as to the site 
and other details as may be necessary fully to elucidate 
the proposals and the reasons therefor. For works 
which are estimated to cost not more than Rs. 5,000 
detailed plans and estimates may be prepared in the 
first instance and submitted for administrative sanction 
by competent authority. 

(2). Technical' sanctior~.:---For all works whether ini
tiated by other departments or by the Public Works 
Department, the next stage is what is termed final or 
technical sanction. It is a fundamental principle that 

no work shall be commenced 
Public Works Depart- nl d ii d . 

ment Code, 648 and 1922. u ess a eta e est1mate has re-
ceived the sanction of competent 

authority, and proper working drawings and estimates 
have been prepared. Provision of funds (vide paragraph 5) 
and the preparation of detailed plans and estimates will be 
arranged for and carried out by the Executive Engineer 
of the Public Works Department. This done, the 
authority granted by a sanctioned estimate must always 

be looked upon as strictly 
min~bg~de~~:S Depart- limited by the precise objects for 

which the estimate was intended 
to provide 

(3). Revised estimate.-Deviations from a scheme which 
Public Works Depart· re~ult in any material alter

ment Code, 648(t'), 675 A., atwns should be reported by 
783 and 1928. the Executive Engineer for the 
approval of the Superintending Engineer, and if t~ey are 
of an important nature, the c~ru;;ent of t~e authonty who 
tchnically sanctioned the ongmal estllil;ate. should be 
obtained. Should it appear probable that 1t will be neces
sary to submit a SUJ?Pl?mentary or re~~ed estimate, 
or should material deV1at10ns from the or1gmal proposals 
appear likely, even though the cos~ of these may possibly 
be covered by savings on other Items, a report should 
immediately be submitted to the authority which has 
power to accord sanction, explaining briefly the necessity 
for the supplementary or revised estimate and stating the 
probable amount of the excess expenditure over t?at orig~- . 
nally sanctioned, follow~d pr~mpt~y ~y the reVIsed ~~ti
mate. No delay is permitted m b;mgmg .the probability 
of an excess to notice and Executive Engmeers are bound 

to report the fact forthwith 
Paragraphs 275 and to the Superintending Engineer 

..1306. (Public Works Department Form 
No. 33.) If, however, an excess occurs at such an advanced 
stage of the construction of the work as. to-render a :a
vised estimate purposeless, the excess will be dealt w1th 

in the form of a completion 
Paragraph 678• report. It must however be 

borne in mind that any excess over a revised estimate 
sanctioned by the Gover~ment of India or the Secretary 

Paragraph 1928• of State ca17 .be sanctioned by 
those authont1es only. 

(4). Supplementary estimate.-Co¥nate to the revised 
estimate is the supplementary est1mate. Any develop
ment of a project considered necessary while a work 
is in progress, and which e!l'x:not be cox:sidered fairly 
contingent on the work as ongmally sanctwned, must be 

covered by a supplementary 
Paragraph 674. estimate, accompanied by a full 

report of the circumstances which render it necessary. 
This estimate must be duly sanctioned prior to the 
supplementary works being commenced. I 

(5). Provision of funds.-Funds for works, the estimates 
for which have been duly sanctioned, are provided in 
the Public Works Department and it is as es~cntial a 
principle as technical sanction that no work shall be 

commenced until funds have 
Paragraph 1923. been specifically allotted for 

it, and the expenditure should 
Parab>rnpl! 1875. be limited by the allotment 

assigned as well as by the sanc
tioned estimate. In reference to work appertaining to, or 
initiated by, departments other than the Public Work8 
Department, heads of such departments are required 
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to submit annually to the local Government or Adminis-
Paragraplt 1793. tration concerned ?' stat?ment 

of new works winch will be 
required during the ensuing year, but no work shall 
be entered in this statement that has not been admin· 

istratively sanctioned (vide 
Paragraphs 1793 and paragraph 1 ante.) For works 

1830. in progress no statement is 
Paragraph 1793. required as such works will 

have appeared in the statement 
of a previous year and the local Government . or 
Administration is already in possession of information 
to enable it to determine what provision is necessary, 

(6). Audit.-It is incumbent on the Accountant-Gen. 
era! immediately to place under 

Paragraph 1482• objection in periodical state-
ments all items of irregular outlay, i.e. :-

(i)' expenditure incurred without estimate ; 
( ii) expenditure incurred in excess of estimate ; 
(iii) expenditure incun-ed without appropriation of 

funds; 
(iv) expenditure incurred in excess of the funds 

appropriated ; 

(v) estimates which have not received the Bnnct.ion of 
competent authority; and 

(vi) miscellaneous irregularities. 

He is, moreover, required imme-
Pnragrnph 1488. diatcly to report by special 

letter, to tho local Go\·ernmcut 
or ;\dministra~ion, all instances of iiTrgular expc·nditure 
whiCh he considers to require immediate con~ideration. 

(7). Summaty.-It will, therefore, be seen that the 
fundamental principles governing the execution of works 
by the Public Works Department are :-'-

( i) accordance of administrative sanction to works of · 
other departments ; 

(ii) accordance of technical sanction to estimates for · 
all works, either by an original, a revised or a supple-
mentary estimate ; -

Paragraph 781. (iii) accordance of order for 
the commencement of work by 

competent authority ; 
( iv) provision of funds ; 

and that these requirements niust be duly complied 
Paragraphs 1022 and with prior to the commen~ement 

1923. of a work. 

RAI BAHADUR KANHAlYA LAL called and examined. 

4,391. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
retired Executive Engineer of the Public Works Depart· 
ment and that he was at present temporarily employed 
in that capacity owing to the paucity of officers conse· 
quent on the war. He added that he had received his 
engineering education at the Thomason Civil Engineering 
College, Roorkee. . 

4,392. In his opinion the main drawback in the present 
organization of the Public Works Department. was the 
dual control exercised by the Department and the district 
board in one and the same district or station. He con· 
sidered this should be entirely obviated, and had therefore 
proposed a scheme in his written statement the basis 
of which was the establishment of a local works service 
for each district. Such service would be responsible 
for all government roads and buildings including those 
belonging to district boards up t.o a limit of Rs. 2 lakhs 
in the case of major district divisions, and Rs. 50,000 
in the case of minor district divisions. He had recom
mended this differentiation as the scheme could not, for 
a start, be introduced in its entirety. Under his scheme 
each district would be a complete unit, and the district 
engineer of one distric£ would not have charge of another. 
He had also proposed the formation of five Public 
Works Department divisions, corresponding to the 
Jtevenue divisions, wHh the headquarters of the 
Executive Engineers at the headquarters of Com
missioners, for the construction of large works, and the 
construction of works beyond the limit of the district 
divisions would be carried•out by the Executive Engineers 
concerned. Hence the Department would ouly employ 
a staff sufficient to undertake the construction of works 
above the proposed limits. He contemplated that 
such departmental staff should exercise supervisory_ 
functions with respect to works constructed by district 
boards, since supervision and audit of accounts was 
absolutely necessary. 1\lajor district works should 
theref~re be .su~ervised by the Superintending Engineer, 
and mmor diStricts works by the Executive Engineer. 

4,393. The question whether district boards in the 
Punjab were sufficiently advanced for the purpostls of 
his scheme was a difficult one. Local boards were 
created in the time of Lord Ripon in 1885 and no 
one at that time believed tho system would work, 
but such boards could at present be trusted. The 
question was one therefore of trust, and if the boards 
were trusted sufficiently they would eventually prove 
satisfactory. The members of the boards were not at 
present selected on sound lines. Some of the people 
of the district were retired officials who were reluct-ant to 
ofier the~· services, but times were advancing. 'fhcre 
had, for mstance, been a timo when no Indian school or 
telegraph masters had been in existence, but Indians 

at present were nominated to the Privy Council. If dis
trict boards were given the opportunity, therefore, they 
.would advance, but such advance should be gradual and • 
not too drastic. 

4,394. A satisfactory class _of men could be obtained as 
district engineers if they were paid a sufficiently high 
salary. He here quoted instances in which government 
buildings and roads had been transferred to local bodies 
and were taken back owing to their not having been 
maintained to standard. In 1885 such a re·transfer 
had been due to the transfer of a highly paid engineering 
staff to district boards without works of corresponding 
magnitude. In 1910 again feeder roads had been made 
'over to local bodies without the corresponding gO\-crn
ment staff. Consequently, the roads had not been kept 
up to the required standard. He held, therefore, that 
the system had not been given a proper trial. A money 
grant had in some cases been given to local bodies for 
mail1tenance work and the provision of the necessary 
engineering staff, but this system · also hnd proved a 
failure owing to lack of organization. He could not 
furnish details in this connection but mentioned that 
district engineers had in some cases been employed on 
large salaries. The maintenance of the feeder roads in 
question had as a matter of fact not been altogether a 
total failure since a certain number of them were still 
maintained by district bodies, but they had not been 
kept in anything like such good repair as tho roads 
maintained by the Public Works Department. 

4,395. The recruitment of a satisfactory type of dis
trict engineer did not entirely depend on the question 
of pay, but also on organization. Government should 
therefore formulate a district scheme. They would 
then be in a position to judge what amount of respon· 
sibility the districts were capable of assuming. There were 
at present 11 Public Works Department divisions i!,I 
the province. He had suggested the reduction of t hut 
number to 5, allocating the remaining 6 to first-:Ju~s 
district board divisions to which go\·crnmcnt would l'i!her 
lend the services of Public Works Department oflieers 
to commence with, or charge the pay of such officers to 
the district establishment. This, however, was a nwttN 
of finance and could be dealt with by a finance committee. 
All the large district divisions should be manned by 
district engineers and the smaller drd,ions by traim·d 
·upper subordinates. Several Deputy Commi:;sioners nt 
present expressed ~issatisfaction with the. mannt·r in 
which works were bomg constructed by their PngJHCt•r.<. 
Hence by sending Public Works Department ollicNS to 
such districts to commence with, works would be currivd 
out in an efficient mawwr, and when tho di.,triet 
engineering staff were eventually efficient enough t hoy 
could be entrusted with the .execution of their own 
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work. The district board would exercise administrative 
control over the executive staff thus placed under it, but 
technical control over such men should be exercised by 
the Superintending Engineer and Chief Engineer. In 
other words the district board should have no powers 
over the executive staff except in regard to matters of 
finance and administration. When district boards had 
become sufficiently advanced, their powers should be 
gradually enhanced so that they would eventually become 
independent. 

4,396. He had suggested in his written statement 
that the proposed local works service should be of a 
permanent non-pensionable character. He personally 
did not prefer a provident fund to a pension bee~use 
he received his pension monthly or quarterly and hve.d 
upon it, whereas if he had been given _a lump su~1 on h1s 
retirement he mirtht have squandered 1t. For th1s reason, 
therefore, all sub~rdinates should be pensionable. Other
wise, there was not sufficient inducement for them ·to 
stick to the Department and work honestly. . 

4,397. He considered that the scale of salaries of upper 
and lower subordinates should be increased as the prices 
of commodities were extremely high at present compared 
with what they had been half a century ago. He did not 
mean to imply that the class of subordin~tes at present 
recruited to the Department were not efficient, but that 
if they were not paid a sufficiently high wage they ":ould 
obtain employment elsewhere. The class of subordinate 
at present employed by the Department was as .a matter 
of fact better than that formerly recruited as the educa
tion now given in the Roorkee College was superior to 
that given formerly.--

4,398. He emphasized that sub-divisional officers 
were the pivot of the Department, and that they should 
be entrusted with larger powers. 

4,399. He had proposed in his written statement to 
augment the lower subordinate class by the introduction 
of sub-overseers of the mistri class on a permanent basis as 
mistris were at present employed on a temporary footing. 
Consequently, their standard of honesty was rather low, 
and if they were placed on the regular establishment 
they would consider themselves as holding some position 
and work honestly and efficiently. If mistris, several 
of whom had been educated up to the middle school 
standard, were sent to learn their work and a little English 
at a college they would prove more useful. It was ne
cessary that they should also he taught surveying to 
enable them to take levels. 

4,400. There were no large engineering and contract
ing firms in the Punjab, but. only a few fairly large con
tractors who had been workmg for the Department for 
the 'past 70 years. All Public Works Department work 
should invariably be given out to contractors under 
proper supervision and audit. The amount of super
vi'lion at present exercised by the Department was too 
excessive as contractors were more or less illiterate ; 
their bills we:-e prepared for them and they really 
did not know whether they were correct or not. If 
retired subordinates, etc., would, however, commence 
business as contractors there would be no necessity for 
the amount of supervision exercised at present ; similarly 
the amount of supervision should be reduced in the ca~e 
of reliable contractors, otherwise no economy would 
result. Economy could be secured in the construction 
of a re:;t house, for instance, for which tenders had been 
invited, by accepting the tender of a retired supervisor 
or a man who thoroughly understood his work. In such 
a case the periodical supervison of a sub-divisional 
ollicer .or dh1trict engineer would only be necessary and 
there would be no necessity for employing a whole-time 
mistri. Although the tender of a particular man might 
he a little lower than that of another tenderer it did not 
necessarily follow that the former should be accepted, 
and such a condition was laid down in all tenders. As a 
matter of fact, he generally accepted, or recommended 
the acceptance of, a tender submitted by a man at I per 
cent. less than the schedule of rates rather than that of 
a man at 4 per cent. less as the latter would be sure to 
give trouble. 

4,401. The Executive Engineer at present had powers 
to accept tenders up to Rs. 5,000 and this limit should 
be increased to Rs. 10,000 or more. Payments by sub
divisional officers were at present made only by those 
men who held cash books and had drawing accounts. All 
sub-divisional officers in charge of sub-divisions away from 
headquarters were allowed drawing accounts, but this did 
not apply to such officers when serving at headquarters. 
Sub-divisional officers should have power to accept 
tenders up to it certain limit as they knew more about 
the contractors of the district than the Superintending 
or Chief Engineer. 

4,402. Executive Engineers should have the power 
to dismiss lower subordinates subject to appeal to the 
Superintending Engineer, as they could always judge 
whether a man was or was not fit for employment in the 
Department. The question whether lower subordinates 
would always receive fair treatment from Executive 
Engineers depended on the personality of the particular 
officer concerned. 

4,403. Students of the Roorkee college should, when 
appointed to the Department, undergo a course of prac
tical training in the branch for which they were most 
fitted. From his experience in the Department he felt 
that if an irrigation officer had to undertake his work, 
such officer could not master all the details as well as 
himself as he had worked as an Assistant and Executive 
Engineer and was therefore fully acquainted with 
all the necessary details and the work of contractors. 

4,404. (.JJfr. Cobl1.) Lower subordinates drawing Rs. 30 
a month were certainly under-paid. Their salaries 
should, therefore, be increased to Rs. 50 a month to 
commence with, rising to Rs. 130. He was emphatically 
opposed to the view that if lower subordinates were paid 
a wage of Rs. 50 a month they would accept bribes of 
correspondingly larger amount. He added that lower 
subordinates should not be called upon to undertake 
more work if their pay were increased as a man could not 
possibly do two men's work simply because he was paid 
a better salary. For example, when he joined the 
Department, the pay of the Executive Engineer was 
Rs. 950 a month whereas the pay of that officer was at 
present Rs. 1,250 a month, and he was certainly not 
performing a proportionate increase of work. 

4,405. District boards received a sufficient ·number 
of applications from candidates to enable them to make 
selection for their engineering appointments but the 
question whether or not these boards would agree to 
his suggestion that government shoUld transfer the ser
vices of some of their officers to the boards could only be 
answered by a trial of the experiment of amalgamating 
the two services. • 

4,406. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The age for admis· 
sion to the Roorkee College should be between 18 and 
22 years and should. not be reduced to 19 years as the 
present standard of education in an engineering college 
was of a high order. Indian boys at the age of 19 were 
not sufficiently advanced to understand applied mechan· 
ics and engineering designs and their brains were too 
undeveloped to undergo such training. Instead of 
lowering the standard of admission for Indian students, 
the standard should be raised for the admission of 
European students. · · 

4,407. (Mr. Mackenzie) If a petty contrador were 
employed on t,he con8truotion of work he might be 
content with a profit of 5 per cent., but if a large 
contractor were employed he would require a margin 
of 10 per cent. as he would have to employ his own 
mistri and rnunshi. A large European contractor would 
require a still larger margin of profit. 

4,408. The services of the Executive Engineer could 
not be cliRpensed with if sub·divisional officers were 
trusted more t,han they were at present, as the latter 
were concerned only with a small number of works 
wherea~ the Executi.:e Engineer was in charg(l of perhaps 
20 works and 5 or 6 sub-divisions. 

4,40!). (.IJJr. Aikman.) If roads were handed over to 
local bodies the tendency would be to starve them and 
to utilize the money earmarked for their maintenance on 
hospitals and other buildings. But if the boards were 
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well organized, and supervision was left in the ~ands of 
the Superintending Engineer matters would 1mprov~. 
The main drawback at present was the a~senc~ of supervi
sion by Public Works Department officials smce no one 
inspected roads. · 

4,410. He had in his 'lnittcn statcm<'nt obj<'cf<'d only 
to the restr~ctions imposed in tho Public \Yorks D(•pnrt
ment Code Itself; not to tho Manual of Ordrrs 11 hich 
was only of a subsidiary and explanatory nature. 

B. 1\I. SuLLIVAll', EsQ., A.R.I.B.A., Consulting Architect to the Government of the Punjab. 

Written Statement. 
4,411. In presenting this memorandum to the Com

mittee of Inquiry I would like to state that I have not 
dealt item by item with the eight points given in the 
terms of reference, as, in discussing one point, it seems 
necessary to bring in others related to it. I have there
fore treated, as a whole, those points which have come 
under my observation in the execution of my duties, 
The views advanced are put forward with diffidence as 
I have only been in the country some 3! years and of the 
difficulties under which I laboured at first many have 
been removed as the ordinary sphere of ari architect has 
become more widely known. 

4,412. The Consulting Archlteot's duties'in this province 
consist of designing works in their entirety -lay out of 
districts, town-planning improvements and all <'.lasses 
of buildings, from bungalows to secretariats-from the 
small scale drawings to the full size details. Besides 
this he acts as a consultant, primarily to the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, though great and increasing use is 
made of him by other departments, such as the Irrigation 
Branch, the Police, Educational and Medical Depart
ments. No obstacles are put in the way of departments, 
other than the Buildings and Roads, approaching him 
direct. He visits works under construction from his 
designs to advise the engineer, but he has no power to 
give orders either to the engineer or to the contractor. 

4,413. He is employed on a five years' covenant. 
He was appointed by the Secretary of State who laid 
down that he must be between thirty and forty years 
of age. He is a member of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects and held responsible positions in England, 
besides carrying out works in private practice there. He 
is thus a trained man, conversant with the design 
and construction of buildings from commencement to 
completion. 

4,414. His designs are carried out by Executive Engi
neers of the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public 
Works Department who prepare the estimates, receive 
tenders for the work, arrange for payments to the 
contractors, measure up at completion and are generally 
responsible for the proper execution of the work. 

4,415. The engineers are recruited from England 
or India at about the age of twenty-three. They 
have no knowledge, until the last moment, whether they 
will be attaohed to the Irrigation or the Buildings and 
Roads Branch. Those brought from England come 
with no experience of building works beyond what they 
have learnt during a period of some months' practical 
training. This short period is frequently spent on work 
of a type which they will not be called upon to do in the 
Buildings and Roads Branch. Never, in my experience 
has the time been spent as a derk of works or in some 
similar capacity with an architect or building contractor 
where actual building work and methods may be 
studied. Ag1in, I know of no ca~e in which the course of 
instruction includes the study of the principles underlying 
qua.ntity surveying as carried out in Europe, though the 
engmee~s frequently commence work in this province by 
measur1ng up works, etc., on which measurements 
payments are made to contractors. The result is that 
the engineer cam10t have a thorough knowledge of the 
wor~ which he will be called upon to do, and what 
he 1~ ab!e to learn must b? obtained in this province 
where re1nf?rced ~oncrete 1s practically unknown, and 
the plastering, br1ck-laying, plumbing and carpentry 
t.rades are at a low ebb. The student in training as 
an engineer in the Punjab, is more unfortunate as he 
has nowhere to turn to see workmanship anywhere 
approaohing the European standard. 

4,416. The engineers hold (with the exception of about 
four) permanent and pensionable positions. They com
mence as Assistant Engineers and rise through the grade 
of Executive Engineer to that of Superintending Engineer. 
:r'he Chief Engineer, who is head of tho department, 
1s selected from the ranks of the Superintending Enginrers 
of either the Buildings and Roads Branch or the Irrigation 
Branch. 

4,417. The Assistant Engineer is subordinate to the 
Executive Engineer who, in his turn, is subordinate to 
the Superintending Engineer. Both the Superintending 
Engineer and Consulting Architect are subo1·dinate to 
the Chief Engineer. 

4,418. It will be seen from the preceding notes that 
while the Consulting Architect is a highly trained man, 
necessarily brought from England fairly late in .. life, 
the engineers are sent out much younger with little prac
tical training in the execution or estimating of building 
works and small chance of coming into contact with 
anything but the somewhat primitive methods of this 
province. Although this is so, the Consulting Archit<-ct 
has no control at all over the execution of the work from 
his designs, though he is fully qualified to exert it and 
invariably does so in England. Besides this, and in ~pi to 
of his long and expensive training at home, the Consult. 
ing Architect's position is temporary and not pension
able. The results are unsatisfactory as de>cribed below 

4,419. The Consulting Architect in visiting a project 
under construction from his design may point out devia
tions from it or from his specification, for instance the 
damp proof course may have been omitted or another 
used, of a type he has not specified, and which he cannot 
approve. He may point out careless or bad workmanship, 
incorrect setting out, etc., but he has no means of en
forcing greater care or better workmanship upon the 
contractor, nor can he galvanize into action a stagnating 
overseer, as the overseer knows that his prospects for 
good or bad do not depend upon the architect in an,v 
way, but upon the engineer. Besides, an engineer full 
of energy and with the best intentions is unable to be 
conversant with a high standard of work for the reasons 
given in paragraph 4,415. Again, inspections of 
buildings in progress from the Consulting Architect 'a 
designs may be made by the Chief Engineer or the 
Superintending Engineer and orders may be paosed 
on it in the Consulting Architect's absence and without 
his knowledge. It also happens that the Consulting 
Architect is asked to prepare schemes when many 
important points have already been settled and he is tied 
by conditions which might have been avoided had he 
been consulted earlier. Again the engineers may take 
schemes prepared by the Consulting Architect to lay 
before committees at which the Consulting Architect i" not 
present. In such cases drastic alterations maJt be 
decided upon in committee which, had the Consultin,u; 
Architect been present to give advice, would probahly 
not have been adopted. The only remedy, in most of 
these cases, which the Consult.ing Architect hn~, is to 
complain to the Chief Engineer who in dealing with 
complaints is not only hampered by not knowing what 
constitutes a satisfactory standard of work from nn 
architect's point of view, but lw cannot usually vi:-it 
the work and go into t,he matter personally ns he has 
many other matters of his department to deal with. 
In cases where the Consulting A1·chitcct might dt·sire 
to object to orders passed on his clt'signs hy t-he Cltid 
Engineer himRelf, the Chief Engineer would he judgt• 
as well as defendant.. The importance of this may 
be understood when it is remembered that it j, largc·ly 
on the Chief Engineer's recommendation or the r~n''"' 
tl!v,t ti!ll Consulting Architect holds or loses his position. 
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It follows, therefore, that even the most energetic 
architect, intent on getting good work, will be chary of 
complaining too frequently. From the above it is clear 
that when the design has left the architect's office, 
he becomes practically 1\ negligible factor, whereas this is 
just the time when he should be in control of the work. 
And, though his hands are so tied, he must be prepared 
to suffer all adverse criticism levelled at the completed 
buildin(J' or scheme. Again, although the architect 
finds it "necessary, in designing a building, to work out the 

'steel-work, thickness of walls, etc., and to prepare an 
estimate, it is done over again by the engineers who are 
responsible for the stability and cost of the buildings. 
The Consulting Architect, knowing this, does not 
carry it out in the detail he otherwise would ; but it 
would be very little extra work for him, instead of the 
engineer, to do so which would be an advantage as 
besides saving duplication, he is naturally more conversant 
with his own design than an engineer coming freshly to 
it. Again, a scheme is frequently worked out by the 
engineers in full drawings, specifications and estimates 
and then sent to the architect , who finds it necessary 
to make a fresh start, which causes delay and expense 
which would have been avoided if the scheme had gone 
to him in the first place. 

4,420. Regarding the question of giving out work to 
contractors I do not see how the present method is to 
be improved upon. Work is already largely given out, 
but as the contractors are little more than collectors 
of labour, government finds it necessary to supply them 
with plant such as winches, derricks, wire ropes, etc. 

4,421. Suggestions for improvement.-Engineering and 
architecture should be divided into separate departments, 
the engineers concerning themselves with roads and 
bridges and the architects with buildings. This would 
permit of the engineer being able to concentrate on his 
profession instead of, as at present, being compelled to 
act alternately as an architect, builder, clerk of works, 
quantity surveyor, sanitary engineer, bridge builder, road 
surveyor, accountant, etc., etc. , 

(2). The engineering side should also have· experts 
in sanitation, electricity and reinforced concrete attached 
to it. c 

(3). The Indian engineering colleges should provide a 
high standard of training for engineers desiring to enter 
private practice. Government could hand over work 
annually to such trained men, the amount being steadily 
increased. In course of time, as this system proved 
itself, the engineering establishment of the Public Works 
Department could probably be gradually reduced until it 
became a small body of experts. 

4,422. In the Architectural Department the following 
method might be adopted :-

Architectural schemes should be divided into two 
heads-capital and district. Capital works would in· 
elude all works in Lahore itself. District works all those 
outside Lahore. 

Capital work.~.-Buildings of architectural value and 
lay-out schemes costing half a lakh or more should go 
to the Consulting Architect's Department, as well as any 
smaller scheme which owing to its intention or position 
might be of architectural importance. He should be 
entirely responsible for the design, specification, estimate, 
supervision and final completion of the work. He should 
call for tenders and submit them to higher authority 
with his recommendation. The selected contractor, as 
well as the clerk of works (discussed later), should be 
answerable to him and under his orders. He should 
issue certificates on the Accountant-General to the con· 
tractor f~r payment as the work progressed and should 
measure up, value and issue his final certificate on com
pletion. In short, he would carry out his duties from 
start to finish, exactly as he does in England. 

District work.Y.-All buildings of architectural value 
and lay-out works costin'] m:er one lakh should come to 
him and he should be entirely responsible for the design 
and complete execution of the work as already described 
for capital works costing over half a lakh. 

4,423. Capital works of 7tnder half a lakh: District 
work.s of under one lakh.-Architectural works of under 

half a lakh in the capital or under one lakh in the district 
would be divided among local boards and private prac
titioners. 

4,424. In order to train private practitioners the Mayo 
School of Art, Lahore, should institute a proper couree of 
training for architectural Assistants desiring to enter 
private practice devised and controlled by a qualified 
professor of architecture. In course of time there should 
be a college devoted to the study of architecture from 
which students. could take the examinations of the 
Royal Institute of British Architects or sit for a degree of 
Bachelor of Architecture of the Punjab University. This 
would be somewhat similar to the method followed in 
England. Government should annually hand over works 
of under half a lakh in the capital and under one lakh in 
the district to such properly trained men. But before the 
trained architects come into existence this work should 
be carried out by the existing Buildings and Roads 
Branch and the local boards. So long ns the .Buildings 
and Roads Branch continues to carry out building works I 
would suggest that its recruits should come out to J;his 
country a year or so later than they do now, having 
been-after they have finished their theoretical course
attached to the Office of Works, London County Council, 
or to the staffs of selected building contractors in order 
to learn practical building methods. 

4,425. To equip the Consulting Archi_tect with an effi
cient establishment to take over the work specified in 
paragraph 4422, his establishment should contain properly 
trained English assistant architects, besides draughts
men, estimators, accountants and clerks. He should 
be subordinate to the authority placed at the head of 
the specialists. If he remains subordinate to the Chief 
Engineer he should hold the rank of Superintending 
Engineer as head of the Architectural Department. But 
it is most important that the Consulting Architect should 
have sole control over the design and execution of the 
work once it has been put into his hands by superior 
authority for execution. The Consulting Architect should 
design his work, either in the capital or district, in direct 
consultation with the body for whom it is intended, who 
would give approval of the design before it could be put 
in hand. In order that he should hold a position 
commensurate with his attainments and the importance 
of the position he holds he should be on a permanent 
footing and receive the pay of a Superintending Engineer ; 
but so that the local Government may make sure that 
they have obtained the type of man they want he should 
be on probation for a term of years-say three-by which 

-time a considerable amount of his work will have been built 
and can be judged. During this period he might receive 
the pay of a senior Executive Engineer. (This is prob
ably the least that would attract a fully trained man, 
between thirty and forty years of age to leave England). 

4,426. On his staff should be four clerks of works who 
would each be employed on one or more buildings in 
progress. At the commencement it is important that 
these men should be properly trained clerks of works 
from England, Each of them could be made respon· 
sible for the training of one or more Indian clerks 
of works. Thoroughly efficient clerks of works could 
probably be obtained from England for about Rs. 
350-400 per mensem. A system might be devised by 
which clerks of works from the permanent staffs of the 
Office of Works, London County Council, or similar 
English bodies could be lent to the Punjab Government 
for a term of years at somewhat increaaed pay to that 
given them at home. These positions would probably be 
popular, and the possibility of being promptly returned 
to England with a bad report would keep them up to 
the scratch. Their duties would be exactly what they are 
in England, i.e., to set out the work, watch it constantly 
while in progress, see that the specification and drawings 
are adhered to, compel a proper standard of work, bring 
irregularities to the notice of the architect and generally 
keep the contractor up to the mark. In order to improve 
the building trades and methods of working in the province, 
the Consulting Architect should also have temporanly 
attached to his department four working foremen of the 
brick-laying, pla.stering, plumbing and carpentrv trades. 
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These men would be sent from building to building, as 
their particular tmdo was taken in hand to show the 
local mistr£8 the best methods of working. They should 
be recruited from the staffs of contractors in England, 
and it should be made clear to them that they would 
be expected to take oft their coats, set the pace, 
supervise the work and generally carry on exactly as at 
home. They should be on temporary appointments 

paid at about Rs. 250 per mcnscm. Thoro would l1c no 
ncccsRity to keep them on for man v years as the local 
mislri is very quick to learn once hc.is shown. ('l'hc·re is 
no one at present who can show them improved mcthoclB 
as the subordinates of t.he Public \rorks Department in 
the Buildings and Roads Branch have not got the 
knowledge.) 

Mn. B. 1\I. SuLLIVAN called and examined. 

4,427. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of the Punjab and 
that he had held the appointment since ,January 1914. 
He had been recruited in England on a five years' agree· 
mont terminable with six months' notice on either side. 

4,428. His duties were defined in a set of rules which 
had been drawn up for his guidance, and consisted in 
tho preparation of designs for civic improvements and 
buildings both large and small. 

4,429. The quantities and estimates of rates were 
worked out by the engineers, but it was necessary for 
him also to work out estimates for the buildings he de· 
signed for his own information. It was not of much 
consequence who· prepared estimates and quantities as 
long as the officer who did so was qualified and worked in 
close consultation with the Architect. The engineer, not 
beinganexpertandnotin close touch with the Architect, 
might put items in the estimate which the Architect did 
not desire and, on the other hand, might leave out items 
which were desirable from an architectural point of view. 

4,430. Designs prepared by engineers in the Public 
Works Department were sent to him for scrutiny. Such 
a procedure served a useful. purpose, as he very rarely 
received designs which could not be improved upon with 
regard to orientation, arrangement of accommodation, 
and cheaper methods of construction, etc. 'rhe scrutiny 
by him of plans which had been prepared by engineers 
was no light matter, but it was certainly worth doing 
us an Architect could, at least, supply the engineers with 
sketches and notes showing where improvements could 
be effected. The present procedure of scrutinising the 
engineers' designs absorbed a good deal of his time, but 
although it did not result in" the construction of ideal 
buildings it prevented flagrant incongruities and led to 
im provoments. 

4,431. He had occasionally received large elaborately 
worked out schemes for scrutiny and had felt obliged, 
on some occasions, to suggest an entire recasting of them. 
He stated that engineers did their best in the preparation 
of designs for buildings but not being trained designers 
great results could not be expected. 

4,432. Executive Engineers could not be sufficiently 
skilled in the design or construction of buildings as they 
were required to undertt>ke many different classes of work 
and did not specialize in any one of them as was the 
case with the Architect. An engineer might for instance 
be in charge of divisions for years in which the major 
portion of his time was occupied on road and bridge work, 

_after which he might be put in charge of the design and 
construction of important buildings. 

4,433. He was opposed to the view that it was neces
sary to attach an engineer to the office of the Consulting 
Architect as he was of opinion that the latter officer was 
perfectly capable, with proper Architectural Assistants, 
of being placed in sole executive charge of the construe· 
tion of all buildings of importance in his province. 

4,434. Engineering and architecture should be sepa· 
rated from each other, the engineers concerning them
selves with roads and bridges and the Architects with 
buildings. The Architectural Branch should take over the 
design and construction of all major buildings of archi· 
tectural value in Lahore, the estimated cost of which 
was more than Rs. 50,000, together with any snmllor 
scheme which, owing to its intention or position, might 
be of architectural value. Buildings costing le~s than 
R.;. 50,000 should be carried out by local boards and 
pnvate practitioners. In his opinion, the Architect should 
not be responsible for the maintenance of buildings he 
had constructed, The Arc!:litf'lct ~b,ould be in immediate 

charge also of the construction of all buildings in the 
district which cos.t more than Rs. 1 lakh. He believed, 
however, that thmr number would not be great and was 
inclined. t~ the view that most . district buildings Clllno · 
more w1thm the scope of the cngmecr than the Architect, 
e.(J., grain elevators and similar buildings. He did not 
contemplate tho employment of a resident AssiHtant 
Architect for the supervision of district buildings which 
exceeded Rs. 1 lakh. A whole-time clerk of worb would 

· be engaged for each building, which would be periodic· 
ally inspected by the Consulting Architect or his Assistant 
Architect, the employment of Assistant Architects 
depending on the total amount of work in the Consulting 
Architect's office. · 

4,435. He approYed of the proposal to recruit quantity 
surveyors from England, as he considered it would im· 
provo the standard of estimating in India and lead to 
economy, ina~;much as such men would by reason of their 
training be ahl!3 to work out the estimated cost of build
ings and measure work scientifically. 

4,436. Although quantities were a guide to contractors 
they were naturally useless to such men unless they were ' 
capable of understanding them. A quantity surveyor 
would not be able to do anything in the direction of re
ducing rates at different sites of work, but he would prove 
very useful in estimating because he would be in pos
session of all rates of all localities. It was true that a 
schedule of rates was maintained at present and this 
was revised by the engineers periodically in the light of 
the latest local knowledge available. 

4,437. He knew of a case where an engineer had to 
make his own schedule of rates as the circulated schedule 
of rates did hot apply to the place where he was. There 
would have been no necessity for such a course, had a 
quantity surveyor been in existence at the time, as the 
required information could have been ob.iained by re
ference to that officer. 

4,438. He had recommended in his written statement 
that four clerks of works should be recruited from England 
on a salary of between Rs. 350 and Rs. 400 a month and 
that they should be attached to the staff of the Consulting 
Architect. He knew that men of this class in England 
wore in receipt of salaries ranging from £2-10-0 to £:3-0·0 
a week. It was possible that the Oftlco of Works, or the 
London County. Council, might be able to lend the ser
vices of such men from their permanent staffs for a term 
of years and they could be returned if they were badly 
reported on. Clerks of works could not be obtained from 
among Indians unless they were first trained by efficient 
men recruited from England. The ordinary subordinate 
who was at present recruited for the Publlc Works 
Department could, however, be satisfactorily trained for 
the supervision of buildings by a clerk of works from 
England. Although a large numbN of important build
ings had been constructed in India and sc~'eral WNo in 
course of construction at present, he considered 1t 11·ns 
necessary to recruit. the class of men he advocated because 
a comparison of buildings in Europe, which had b('('n 
supervised by a clerk of works, with buildings in Iucli:1 
which had not, disclosed the fact that none of the latter 
approached the constructional fillish of those of Europe. 

4,439. He had also recommended, in order to improve 
tho building traclcs and nwthods of working in the pro•·· 
incc, that the Consulting Architect should have tempo· 
rarily uttnehcd to his department four working foremen 
of tho brick-laying, plastering, plumbing and Ca!]Wn~ry 
trades as his experience of these tradeR in tho l'unph 
had been that they were generally nt a lo11· lcYcl. The 
joinery of t,he province wns excellent and the carpentry 
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moderate, but no great knowledge was shown of brick· 
laying and the pointing of brick-work or the scientific 
u;w of mortar as undcrEtood in England. The workmen 
did not understand the use of reinforced concrete. Hi<> 
scheme contemplated a fair percentage of new European 
establishment but a large diminution of the European 
engineering establishment. He considered that the 
increase was necessary at the commencement in order 
that the working foremen might be sent from building 
to building as their particular trade was taken in hand, 
to teaeh the local rni.stris the best method of working. 
He had not estimated the expenditure entailed by his 
scheme but thought that as the cost of the construction 
of civil buildings in the province amounted to about 
Rs. 24 lakhs a year of which about Rs. 15 lakhs re· 
presented the architectural work, a large staff woulq not 
be required. It was here pointed out to the witness that 
the construction of large works amounted to about 
I:s. 5 or Rs. 6 lakhs a year only, and he admitted that 
if that were so the system he proposed might be some· 
what expensive to commence with. 

4,440. Architects recruited for government service 
in India should be members of the Royal Institute of 
British Architects as it was desirable that such officers 
should be fully trained. It was further desirable that 
such men should possess a certain number of years' 
experience as working Architects. He would therefore 
recruit them between the ages of 30 and 40 years. 
The earliest age at which an Architect passed his final 
examination was 21. He would thus have attained 
a good deal of experience in private practice by the 

· time he reached 30 or 40 years of age. He was also of 
opinion that Architects should be brought out to India 
on probation for a term of years and that they 
should be made permr,nent in caoes in which they had 
worked satisfactorily. 'Yith regard to the contention 
that, owing to the nature of the architect's profession, 
permanent service removed a very desirable stimulus and 
had a deadening effect, he was of opinion that such an 
effect could be produced in a man of any profession-it 
was a matter of character. In his opinion an Architect 
would be capable of executing better work if he were 
not worried by the consideration that his services 
might be terminated with six months' notice. Apart 
from this, ii Architects were aware of the fact that they 
ran a grave risk of having their services terminated 
after a certain period they would require larger salaries, 
and it would possibly prove difficult to recruit such 
officers. 

4,441. He was in favour of .Assistant Architects beincr 
recruited on a temporary footing at first, and thought 
that such officers would accept appointments for a spe· 
cified, term of years. Architects were attracted to 
government service in India because they knew they 
would be recruited on a five years' agreement on a reason· 
able salary and that they would have greater chances 
o~ designin~ important buildings than in England. He 
did not _th~nk, however, that the possibility of having 
large buildings to design in India. would be an induce
ment to good Architects to come out for a short period 
of years to acquire knowledge and experience and then 
return to England. 

4,442. The question of the status of Architects did not 
arise in England as it did in government service in India. 
He had observed in India that the opinion of a govern· 
ment official carried more weight if he was a permanent 
official. For the reasons given in his written report it 
was natural that the Architect should desire to be a 
permanrmt official. He recommended that the scale of 
pay of A~chitects should be regulated by that of the per· 
manent seale of the Public Works Department. 

4,44:3. !Ie himself could take up private work with 
the sanctwn of the local Government. He would prefer 
that the rate of Halary to he fixed should not include 
such work, and that the locvJ Government Ahould he at 
libr,rty to call upon the Arehitr;ct to undertake any work 
wh.rmr,yer nr;ee>;Hary as part of hi~ ordinary duticB. His 
obJ~'ctlon to private work wa.; that permiBsion to 
do 1t coulr~ he given or .withhdrl more or leoB arbitrarily 
and that if any que~t10n aro.oe, such as that of delay 

in execution of government work, the delay might be 
ascribed to the private work the Architect was doing. 

4,444. He favoured the establishment of a school of 
architecture for the training and recruitment of Architects 
in India and considered that Indians made excellent 
architects, as they were equipped with artistic ideas ; 
but they should be trained, in the first instance, by 
experienced architects. A school of architecture had 
been estal;lishcd in Bombay but he did not think it 
professed to coYer the whole of the ground. It turned 
out excellent draughtsmcn who would make good archi· 
tects if they could afford to go to Europe for study. Some 
of the passed students of this school were at present 
employed in his office and were quite satisfactory. 

4,445. He believed that when an English architect 
was required for government service in India, the Pre· 
sident of the Royal Institute of British Architects recei>ed 
notice of the fact from the Secretary of State for India. 
Komination papers were then sent round to each Vice· 
President of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 
of whom there were four, each of whom submitted two 
or three names. The President of the Institute then 
examined the qualifications of the men nominated, after 
which he forwarded his selections to the Secretary of 
State for India who, in turn, asked the nominees in 
rotation whether they desired to take up the appointment. 
He had not up to the present heard of any difficulty that 
had been experienced by Indians in having their names 
put forward. The fact that such appointments were 
of a temporary natm-e would be detrimental to recruiting 
if the men knew the conditions under which they would 
work on arrival in India. They did not come out 
without knowing roughly what would be required of 
them but they had no knowledge of the fact-until 
in India-that the engineers with whom they worked, 
although not so highly trained, had better terms of service 
together with a pension. He himself came out to India 
because of the chance of designing large buildings and he 
intended to stay on if he liked the country. Hence he 
did actually contemplate the possibility of long service 
in India, because he hoped that after five years he 
would have proved his value and government would 
ask him to stay on. 

4,446. (Sir Noel ]{er.slwu·.) He had been trained for 
his profession for a period of five years. He adhered to 
the view that it was preferable to recruit Assistant 
Architects on a temporary basis at first and had little 
doubt that men would come forward for these appoint· 
ments. No difficUlty had hitherto been -·experienced 
in connection with the recruitment of Architects as 
far as he knew and the difficulty would be no greater 
in the case of Assistant Architects. When Architects 
came out to India they found that the conditions 
were not so good as those of the engineers and hence 
felt that they suffered under a grievance. He agreed, 
however, that it might be better to wait, before con
sidcration of the question of permanency, until there 
were definite signs that Architects would not come out 
as temporary men. 

4,447. He advocated that, when engineering and 
architecture had been divided into separate departments, 
the engineering bra!Jch should have an expert in ferro· 
concrete attached to it. He would not consult such an 
officer, except in the case of large buildings, as in simple 
ferro-concrete work, for example a floor, it would be a 
simple question of calculation and not at all abstruse. 
When the calculation became complicated in, for instance, 
the construction of a dome or a concrete roof he 
would consult such an expert. Ferro-concrete was used 

, a little for floors in the Punjab but he would like to Eee 
it used also in the construction of roofs, etc. 

4,448. He was not aware whether in connection with 
the measurcmr,nts of buildings mistakes occurred as 
frequently against the contractor as in his favour, but 
thought that a man who had been trained in quantity 
surveying would naturally·Le much more accmatc than an 
untrained man. l'or example if a practiEcd hand measured 
road metal he would not make a miHtakc of 100 yards 
but an unpracthcd hand might. The latter, however, 
might make mistakes both ways and there was no reason 
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why he should not make a mistake against the contractor 
any more than ag1~inst himself, except that the contractor 
would probv,bly be more on his guard against such errors 
against himself, a.s a gain or lo~s affected his own pocket 
while it did not affect the engmeer one way or the other. 

4,449. Again, the contractor would study each little 
point of the accounts of his two or three contracts while 
an engineer would be dealing with many in his division 
and would not have the tinle or the inclination to go 
so minutely into each contract. Although he was not 
concerned with estimates for buildings, he did not agree 
with the view that contractors were so ignorant that they 
did not understand quantities and prices and that the 
latter had to be put in to enable them to judge whether 
they would be in a position to construct a particular 
building at a percentage below, or within the estimate. 
He thought such men were quite intelligent enough to 
know whether conditions were against them. 

4,450. (Mr. Mackenzie.) If a ring of contractors were 
formed again~t him he would resort to departmental 
labour. 

4,451. An architect probably expressed in his designs 
his own feelings and the power to do this was governed by 
the training ~ had received, and he was convinced 
that it was almost impossible for a European to express 
the feelings of the Indian in architecture since the oriental 
mind differed so widely from that of the western races. 
It should be the aim of architects to encourage indigen
ous architecture to the utmost and to train up young 
Indian architects if it was desired that India should ex
press herself in architecture hereafter as she had done 
before. This could be best attained by obtaining 
Assistants in India wherever possible and not from 
England. There were no first-class architectural schools 
in India at present, as compared with those in Europe. 
The practice was, he believed, for young men desirous 
of becoming architects to go to England for the purpose. 
Only draughtsmen were at present turned out by the 
architectural school in Bombay; but there was no reason 
why students should not receive a good architectural 
training in that city. 

4,452. A student could receive a training in architecture 
in a post-graduate class of an engineering college after 
the completion of a short engineering course, provided 
the instructors were professors of architecture. On 
the completion of his architectural training he could then 
undergo practical training for two years by entering 
an architect's office and working his way up. He him
self, if in private practice, would be prepared to employ 
such men as architectural assistants in his office on 
payment of a premium as was the practice in England. 
If government were prepared to give such traiuing free 
he would make useful men of them within six to twelve 
months. t 

4,453. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) It would be 
possible to create private practice in architecture in India 
if government undertook to hand over work to men 
who had received an architectual training in a post
graduate class attached to an engineering college by 
which he meant properly qualified architects. ' 

4,454. If, after five years' service, government gave 
him a retaining fee of 2 per cent. for de8igning all their 
important buildings, he would in a short time probably 
be in a position to retire as a rich man. It was as a 
matter of fact much cheaper for government to pay him 
a salary. 

4,455. Plaster was used on buildings in Lahore because 
the brick-work in that city was of a poor standard on 
account of the presence of saltpetre. There were defects 
in the burning of bricks and their colour was unsightly. 
He was in fl!-vour of the use of stone in place of brick 
for the construction of buildings but as stone was not 
available the next best substitute, plaster on brick-work, 
was used. This if properly applied stood extremely 
well. Stucco plaster for instance had stood well for 
many years on buildings in England and so did plaster 
work in India if properly mb:ed and applied. 

4,456. It had been intended to use Indian tiles on the 
Medical College in Lahore and inquiries had been made in 
this connection in Multan but without sucess. If such 
tiles were procurable and were satisfactory he would 
certainly use them. , · 

4,457. (Mr. Cobb.) The engineer was at present re· 
sponsible for the plaster work in a building but he con
sidered that the Architect should be responsible for such 
work. 

4,458. The drawback in connection with the status of 
an Architect recruited from England for government 
service in India was that while an engineer came out 
to the country at an earlier age, the Architect remained 
in England until he had acquired a complete knowledge 
of his profession and this he thought put him on the same 
level as an engineer as regards the time the latter had 
spent in India. But when he became associated with the 
engineer in India. he found that officer in a very much 
better position as regards pay and pensionary prospects. 

4,459. He was not aware of any cases where con· 
siderably larger quantities of material had been paid for(, 
than were actually used in the construction of buildings 
which he had designed and which had been constructed 
by an engineer. He was not an expert in quantity 
surveying and if a quantity surveyor were employed the 
Architect would not suggest rates; he would merely 
specify the particular material that was to be used. 

4,460. He strongly agreed with the view that 'the Will· 
porary employment of Architects recruited from England 
caused the absolute loss of their clientele in England; 
that they would, as a matter off act, on return to England, 
after serving five years in India find that they would 
have to start again. He did not think that any name 
they had made in India would be of great use to them on 
their return to England. 

4,461. (Mr. Aikman.) With regard to the passage in 
his written evidence that " in cases where the Consult
ing Architect might desire to object to orders passed 
on his designs by the Chief Engineer himself, the Chief 
Engineer would be judge as well as defendant, " he was 
aware of no case in which the present Chief Engineer 
had altered or interfered with his designs. 

C. C. T. EaSXGATE, EsQ., M.I. E. E., Electrical Engineer and Electric Inspector to the Government of the Punjab. 

Written Statement. 
, 4,462. StatU8 and stand-point of writer.-In submitting 
the following memorandum, I would wish to first put 
forward a few details of the experience I have had in India 
and of the stand-point therefore from which I put forward 
my o~iuions on the questions to be taken up by the 
Comwttee so far as they concern electrical work. I 
came out to India in 1903 as Electrical Engineer to the 
then agents of the General Electric Company of London 
which agency was in 1912 transformed into a branch 
of that Company. I joined the branch as a joint man· 
age~ of the Indian business, and remained in that position 
unt~ 1914! wh~n I left the service of this Company. 
During th!s perrod of 11 years I was engaged in carrying 
out elcctrro works all over India, chiefly for govern
ment departmentP. and I speak therefore from the point of 

view of a. firm of consulting and contracting engineers, 
as well as that of a government electrical officer. I 
was sent out by the Secretary of State as electrical 
officer to the Punjab Government early in 1915. I 
officiated as Electrical Adviser to the Governmt'nt of 
India. from November 1915 to October 1916, and I 
am at present officiating as Electrical Engineer to the 
North Western Railway for the period of the war, in 
addition to my other duties. 

(2). In my present appointment I am partly a 
Secretariat and partly an executive officer, and in the 
latter capacity I carry out all original electrical works 
which come under the Buildings and Roads Branch of the 
Public Works Department. I am also re~ponaiulo 
for their upkeep and repairs. My office is attached to 
tho Chief Engineer of tho Buildings and Roads Brunch, 
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and only deals with Superintending Engineers in matters 
which concern '!1Ccounts. I will take up the further 
duties of my position under the question of the relation 
of my department to others in the Public Works Depart· 
mcnt. -

4,463. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works, and (II.) Encouragement 
of other agency.-! will take up seriatim the special 
points to be inquired into by the Committee, as 
far as they concern electrical work in this province, and 
generally, as far as my experience goes, all over India. 
The first of these deals with the methods at present 
adopted for the execution of civil works. As regards 
electrical works I invariably put out to tender and 
have executed by private contractors all original works, 
except those of a petty nature. These have to be 
executed to a rigid specification issued by me and are 
subject i to my inspe~tion . during their execution 
and on their complet10n; 10 some eases they are 
required to be inspected and passed at a certain stage 
before the work is allowed to proceed. In every case 
the contractor has to guarantee his work for a year, 
and has to replace free of charge any work which many 
prove defective during this period. His final bill is paid 
in full on completion, but he is bound by agreement 
to this maintenance for a year. Maintenance of all 
electrical works when completed is carried out depart
mentally by means of a staff attached to my office, 
the carrying out of which implies keeping stores for 
replacements and a small workshop for making renewals 
when necessary. These methods are, I consider, certainly 
the best to follow under the conditions which prevail 
in the Punjab both for efficiency and economy, for 
reasons which I give in the following paragraph. 

(2). In my opinion private enterprise should always 
be able to carry out original works more cheaply than 
departmental agency, seeing that among other reasons 
they have not to keep the cumbrous system of accounts 
which is required in the Public Works Department. 
The accounts work in my office, which under the Public 
Works Department system requires three clerks, would 
be easily done in a blL~iness firm by one man by a simple 
system of ledgers. In my business career the accounts 
of many times the value of what is handled yearly in 
my present office were kept by two men. 

(3). It will be noted from the preceding paragraph 
that private enterprh;e is under the present conditions 
sufficiently encouraged M far as original works are con
cerned, in so much as practically all original works at 
present are carried 011t by such agency. I am certain 
that it would never be economical to carry out such work 
departmentally, as original works would rarely be carried 
out in such a way as to keep a staff of skilled men con
'tantly employed, whereas a contracting firm, which 
has many other works to carry out, should always 
he able to do so. I know from experience that it is 
impossible to carry out electrical work satisfactorily 
unle3s the same workmen can be constantly employed, 
a<; new men will do a lot of bad work before they are found 
to be bad workmen. I have found the present methods of 
carrying out original works perfectly satisfactory, and 
it is in fact the method which it is proposed may be 
adopted in the future for buildings and roads. 

(4). I am ec1ually certain that the maintenance of 
electrical works will never be able to be entrusted sati'l
factorily to private agency. In the first place the 
maintenance of electrical works consists chiefly of what 
is known in building maintenance as " special repairs, '' 
that is to say, they are not periodical repairs but repairs 
which require to be carried out at once, directly break
downs o·~cur, and I can conceive no method by which an 
electrical officer can be responsible for such repainl being 
carried out immediately and satisfactorily, unless the 
',•:ork is entirely in his own hands : as these remarks 
apply chiefly to the maintenance of fans during the hot 
weather, it will no doubt be seen that this must be so. 
Th'l pf'riodical or ordinary maintenance work which is 
mquirerl can he carried out during the. cold weather by 
tb1J Rame ~taff who are responsible for the immediate 
rcpairci usually rcr1uircd in the hot weather. 

VOL. m 

(5). As regards the economy of such departmental 
maintenance, I have had tenders from private firms wish
ing to undertake this work in Lahore, which amounted to 
more than the whole of the yearly expenses of my whole 
office, including my maintenance staff, and which were 
very nearly double the cost of labour, materials and 
supervision used on such maintenance by my office in 
1915-16. The amount of maintenance at present carried 
out in Lahore only is comparatively small (the capital cost 
of the works to be maintained in Lahore only being about 
Rs. 4,00,000), out this will be no doubt largely increased 
both in Lahore and other parts of the Punjab in the near 
future, and the extra cost involved to government in 
having such work carried out by private enterprise would 
in time become considerable. l\Iaintenance work is of 
a nature which can steadily employ a constant staff of 
trained men, and the remarks as regards labour, on 
original works, do not therefore apply. I should be 
very strongly opposed to electrical maintenance being 
carried out by any other agency than departmental. 

4,464. (ill.) Changes in organization.-! have nothing 
to say regarding point No. (iii) to be taken up by 
the Committee except that under present conditions no 
reorganization of the staff of the Electrical Branch 
appears necessary. 

4,465. (IV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches.-The Electrical Engineer in this, and 
I believe in most if not all other provinces, is attached 
to the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works 
])epartment. This no doubt is necessary for adminis
trative reasons. It has the effect, however, of making 
it. appear that the Electrical Engineer is a servant of 
that branch, and tM consequence is that the Irrigation 
Branch of the Public Works Department, the Agricul
tural Department and any other departments which 
have executive work may and do carry out electrical 
work by means of their own officers, without reference 
to the Electrical Engineer. While I was officiating as 
Electrical Adviser to the Government of India (who 
is attached to the Public Works Department, Govern
ment of India) an electrical scheme of considerable 
magnitude for a department of the Government of India 
under Commerce and Industry was actually placed in 
the hands of a private consulting engineer by that depart
ment without any reference at all being made to the 
Public Works Department or the Electrical Adviser. 
Electrical work in buildings only may be quite a minor 
part of the work to be carried out in a province, and it 
certainly appears that the present conditions tend to 
make each department wish as is natural to have their 
own electrical officer, who would be under their own orders 
and control, rather than use an officer who apparently 
is the servant of another department, and over whom 
they have no control. I can make no suggestions for 
a remedy, .but give the facts as they undoubtedly exist, 
and would point out that the present conditions do not 
make the most efficient use of electrical officers. 

4,466. (V.) Decentralization an-d (VI.) Simplification 
of procedure.-The Public Works Code was drawn 
up and has been developed into its present form 
for controlling a certain well defined cadre caqying 
out the construction of what are almost entirely 
buildings, roads and canals. It will be obvious therefore 
that the Code will, in many respects, be found unsuit
able for electrical officers, who are outside the regular· 
cadre and for electrical works. There are, for instance, 
various references which have to be made to Superin
tending Engineers. As electrical officers as a rule work 
directly under the Chief Engineer, the Superintending 
Engineer is naturally entirely ignorant of all questions 
connected with their work : these references are never· 
theless im;isted on by the Accounts Department, becau~e 
they are in the Code. The various tender forms and bill 
forms hid down for UBC in the Code appear to be quite 
unsuitable and unnecessary for a system in which 
original works are carried out by contract. Measure
ment books appear to be also unnecessary. The 
contracto~'s bill contains all information necessary and 
a simple systt:m of ledger account appears to be all that 
iJ> required for this system. In practice the keeping o( 
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a measurement book, und(lr the existing conditions, 
consists of simply copying the contractor's bill therein. 

(2). TLe Code as it exists at present appears in many 
ways to have been drawn up on the assumption that those 
for whoso use it is intended would be either incompetent 
or dishonest. To me it appears ludicrous that I may not, 
on my own authority, spend Rs. 5 on furniture, or 
increase tho pay of a temporary clerk by Rs. 2. Tho 
Code is a bar to any t.alent which any officer may show 
which might enable him to carry out his work more 
quickly and efficiently. No Code can possibly be made to 
govern every case which may arise, and it appears to me 
that its revision should give to every officer over a 
certain ·rank more powers to act on his own discretion 
than he possesses at present ; his actions, with reasons, 
to be reported by him to the higher authority. 

(3). The provisions of paragraphs 605 and 606, govern
ing stationery, are unworkable in practice. Under these 
an officer may not order more or leSS' stationery than for a 
year, without having any idea what work he will be called 
on to carry out for that year : he may also only send 
indents once a year. It is easy to foresee requirements 
of small articles, but it is quite impossible to foresee 
requirements of tracing cloth and drawing materials. 
If it was attempted to comply with the provisions of these 
paragraphs work in many offices would come to a stand· 
still ; this however would possibly be thought a small 
matter, provided that the Code ,was complied with. 

(4). A great deal of an executive officer's time is now 
taken up in signing accounts papers on which his signature 
is only a matter of form, and it is therefore only a waste 
of his time to call for it. It appears to rile that it should 
only be necessary for an executive officer, in passing 
a pay order, to see that the account to which the pay· 
ment is to be allocated is correctly written on it, and 
that he should be no further concerned with it when 
paymel.'t has been made. At present he has to sig~ in 
full a works abstract containi11g figures which are to be 
entered in the register of works, and to initial himself 
every entry in the register of works, and to date his 
initials; that is to say, he is supposed to make 
hims!llf personally responsible for seeing that payments 
have been allocated in accordance with instntctions he 
has already given. I do not suppose that clerical 
work is checked to this extent, in any business in India 
or anywhere in the world, by an officer holding a respon· 
sible position. There is no doubrthat, in practice, such 
checking is not done, and such signing, as stated above, 
is only a matter of form. Any checking that might be 
easily done is made harder by the fact that the papers 
to be signed contain figures only, and no details of what 
the figures represent. Considering that the accounts are 
all checked in due course by the Accountant-General's 
office, and all vouchers ·examined, the checking 
of such clerical work by an executive officer appears 
to be practically needless, and even should mistakes 
be made which remained undetected by the Accountant· 
General's office, the most serious result would be a wrong 
allocation of a payment. A wrong entry involving 
monetary loss would of course be very serious but here no 
such result is involved. Any wrong entry involving 
any considerable sum of money would always be 
automatically discovered when the accounts for the 
work in question were closed, as there would be a saving 
or excess to that extent on that particular estimate. 

4,467. (VII.) Education, and (VIU.) Practical train· 
iug.-In dealing with points (vii) and (viii) to be 
taken up by the Committee I would say that a 
large number of ex-students from government engineer· 
ing colleges have passed through my hands at different 
times. In all of these I have found the same defect, 
namely, that their knowledge was entirely theoretical, 
and this being so, they are entirely useless f~r the purpose 
of practical every-day engineering work, both for govern
ment and for private engineering firms. Further, I have 
found that the standard of theoretical•knowledge they 
possessed was not high enough to make them of 
any value for work which might happen to require 
theoretical knowledge only, witbctl.t, !!<. P;<!11~idcrable further 
training. 

(2). I have also found particularly wnnting any com· 
m?rcial ideas in such men; that is to say, though tht•y 
might be trusted, after some practical experience, to carrv 
out work theoretically correctly, it would not be can·it•;l 
out cheaply or expeditiously. Such training as tlH'y 
have rccC'ived nev('r, it appears to me, touchps on tho 
commercial side of engineering at all, whereas nctunllv 
the utmost stress ought to be laid on the rPI ations ~f 
money and any sort of engineering work. No engineer 
who does not realize that the me of almost all cnginecriwr 
is to make or save money will ever be of mu<'h u~e t~ 
any one. 

(3). The problem of how to give a student the necessary 
practical and commercial training is a very bard one, 
and has not yet been solved by engineering collq:-rs 
in Europe, in whose students I have found exnctly the 
same deficiencies as those stated above. In the. br~t 
electrical engineering colleges it is now the practice to 
sandwich a year or two in electrical engineering worl•s 
between the beginning and the end of the theoretical 
training given, arrangements being made for this purpo>c 
with various electrical manufacturt:rs. In India there an• 
no electrical manufacturing shop8, though there are now 
a few good electrical repair shops. 1'here are however a 
fair number of first.class general engineering shops, and 
I have no doubt that some of these would be willing to 
take a certain number of engineering students as apprcn· 
tices for a year or two during their college carel'r. As 
these workshops are worked on commercial lines and 
organized to turn work' out as cheaply as possible, such 
a t.raining would tend to give students commercial ideas 
at the same time as practical training. On the .North 
Western Railway at Lahore electrical apprentices nrc 
sent in to the locomotive shops for three years before 
they commence their electrical training. 

( 4). It should be impreseed on elrctrical students that 
an engineer with electrical knowledge only is of VPry 
little use to any one, and that it is only when this know· 
ledge is combined with a general all round engineering 
knowledge that he becomes valuable. It should al>o 
be impressed on students at engineering colleges that they 
do not become fully trained engineers directly, or for a 
long time after their college career is endPd, and that 
their college training only gives them the rudiments of 
their profession. 

4,468. Conclu.sion.-In closing this memorandum I 
would wish to say a few words regarding the position of 
government Electrical Engineers g<:rerally. Under thP 
present conditions the Electrical Engineer und!'r govern· 
mcnt is almost the only government officer with no 
assured poJition and no prospects ; he is not pension· 
able nor has he ordinarily any prO\'ident fund (except 
the General Provident Fund which is of \'eTY little value) 
to subscribe to. Officers in certain provinces ("ix in all) 
have been given a special provident fund after serving 
some years, but this is entirely at the option of tho locnl 
Government, and there nrc at present seven Sl'nior 
officers with neither pension nor provident fund. 
besides many juniors. 

(2). It is an open secret among the commercial clt'ctricnl 
community in India, that goyernmcnt nre not eecuri11g 
the services of the best men, nor under the present conrli· 
tiona can they be expected to do so; a capable clcctri<'al 
engineer has better prospects in taking up a .c?mmcn·ial 
career than by taking up a government po>Itwn. 

(3). Electrical Engineers have been lately 8clcctcd and 
sent out by the Secretary of State on a 3 years' nfrccme~Jt. 
I considf'r that a preliminary 3 years' ngrceme.nt Is.ccrtam. 
ly necessary for such ofiiccrs, whether rccrmted 111 I ndm 
or England. At the clofc of thew 3 years, howenr, 
such offic.ers, if not found suital,)c, Rhould be dim1i"r·rl, 
but if found suitable and retained fnr furth(•r Fervicr•, 
they should enter at. once on fixed rondilions of ;rni< <' 
which should not be h·ss favourable than that of othl'l· 
officers of equal rank. standing und age in nn~· ot hl'l' 
uranch of the Public \Yorks Dppartment. Thl·~e cond1· 
tions should be fixed by the GoHrnmcnt of I nrlia. and 
should be the Htandard ail O\"er India so that evrry ollicr·r, 
before entering on hia 3 yenrs' probation, woulrl knn:' 
precisely wl:\nt, his conditions of ~;crdec would he 1! 
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retained at the close of these, instead of these conditions 
lying entirely with the head of any particular local 
Administration, as at pre:'ent. 

(±). In fixing these conditions of sen·ice it should be 
borne in mind that most electrical officers are not merely 
executi>e officers ; they are usually technical advisers 
to their local Go>ernmenb on all electrical matters ; they 
should initiate electrical schemes and work out the 
details of these technically and commercially, bbides 
carrvin" out their construction when called on to do so. 
In a"dd~ion to their abo>e duties most electrical officers 
carrY out at the same time the functions of an Electric 
Inspector under the Electricity Act. The maximum 
salary of an electrical officer should not, therefore, be 
fixed on the same basis as an officer in the Public 
Works Department who is an executive officer only. 

(.j). Electrical officers, seeing that they must be men 
of experience, "111 usually be, when selected, considerably 
older than men recruited for the general branches of the 
Public V\orks Department, and "ill usually be too old 
to be able to put in a full service for pension. They 
should, therefore, be gi>en a special provident fund, 
similar to that given on state railways, and this provi
dent fund should take efiect from the commencement of 
sernce, if the officer i~ retained after his 3 years' proba
tbn. 

(6). It appears to me also that an electrical officer, 
especially if an Englishman, recruited in India, should 
have special furlough rules. The present rules were 
designed for the majority of government servants, who 
come to India young, to learn their work, and they 
inflict considerable hardships on men of maturer age, who 
have already been in India several years at the time of 
their appointment. 

(7). l consider that, to make the best use of such a small 
service as is the present Electrical Branch, the posting of 
officers, either temporarily or permanently, should be 
under the control of the Government of India. Most 
officers .have a clause in their agreements with the 
Secretary of State to the effect that they are liable to 
serve in any part of India. This clanse is at present a 
dead letter, because when once an officer is posted to a. 

province he cannot be transferred. Very few provinces 
require two first-class officers permanently at present, and 
consequently when an officer goes on leave a subordinate 
is put in to take his place, with very often disastrous 
results. It will also often happen that an officer cannot 
rise beyond a certain pay in a. minor province, whereas 
he could fill a post of a senior officer in a major 
province. These are only instances, but it may be seen 
that any rearrangements of personnel, temporary or 
permanent, to-get the best results from a very small staff 
must be done by the Government of India, exactly as is 
done at present in the case of C'hief Engineers and 
occasionally I believe Superintending Engineers. 

(8). The Electrical Branch in government service is 
a comparatively Young one, so young that no electrical 
officer has yet retired under the age (or any) rule. It 
has not had to be considered, therefore, how such officers 
should be replaced. l\Iost electrical Assistants at present 
are in a position of subordinates, and some may be quali
fied to take the positions of first-class electrical officers 
later on, while some certainly "l'lill not. I would suggest 
that electrical Assistants should -in all cases be selected 
with a view to their being able to qualify themselves 
for the higher appointments, so that when the present 
officers retire there may be men available to replace 
them who have a knowledge of the work and the country. 
In dealing with this question it appears to me that it would 
be always more satisfactory to recruit officers for the 
senior posts of the Electrical Branch in India, rather than 
in Europe, seeing that no officer new to the country, 
put down in a province where he has no other electrical 
officer to consult or refer to, will be in a position to carry 
out his work efficiently for two or three years, because he 
does not know the country or the methods of doing 
things in India. During this time he may make many 
disastrous mistakes and waste a great deal of government 
money, and this has certainly taken place in the past, 
for the reasons given. Officers recruited for the General 
Branch are never placed in a position of responsibility 
until they have had considerable experience of the country 
and they have at all times senior officers to refer to for 
help and advice. 

)ln. C. C. T. EASTGATE called and examined. 

4,469. (Pre.sident.) The witness stated that he was 
the Electrical Engineer and Electric Inspector to the 
Government of the Punjab and that he had had 
two years' government service. He had been specially 
trained in England in electrical engineering for a period 
of 5 years ; two years in a college and three years on elec
trical engineering works and he had since then been 
employed on electrical works in India. Though he had 
been for a number of years before his appointment to 
government in service with a private firm in India, he 
had been recruited in England. 

4,470. His staff com;isted of an .<\nglo-Indian assistant 
on a salary of about Rs. 300 a month and about 15 or 
~0 workmen who were employed on the maintenance of 
the instalLtions in government buildings. 

4,471. He was in executive charge of all the govern-
. ment installations in the Punjab, but as the Punjab 
Government had no power stations he had none in his 
charge. The electrical installations comprised electric 
fans and lights in buildings, a certain number of electric 
pumps, electric lifts, small electric apparatus for heating, 
cooking, etc., and a small generating plant in the Agri
cultural College at Lyallpur, and on the whole did not 
involve a large amount of work. All the government 
electricql imtallations enumerated by him obtained their 
power from public supply authorities, but he had not had 
expr:rience of a serious dispute between a supply authority 
and government ; nor had he experienced any practical 
difficulty in this connection in view of the fact that he 
was in direct charge of the government installations 
whir~h o!Jtaincd power from supply authorities and that 
he abo posses;,;ed statutory functions under the Indian 
Electricity Aet. 

4,4i2. He had Cl:;rtain advi~ory duties to perform 
n addition to his executive and statutory functionH as 

he advised government in regard to such electrical 
schemes as were under investigation, and in such ques
tions as arose between government and supply authorities. 
This portion of his work had, however, hitherto been 
comparatively ·unimportant and had consisted chiefly 
in advising municipalities, as government schemes were 
generally small. "\\'ben a municipality wished to start 
a supply scheme, the municipal committee wrote to the 
local Government and requested the advice of the Elec
trical Inspector. That officer then designed a. rough 
preliminary. project and in doing so took into consider
ation technical details with a view to ascertaining whether 
the scheme was likely to be beneficial or not and its cost. 

4,473. Except for one small scheme which had been 
referred to him, he had not been employed on the in
vestigation. or designing of hydro-electric works in the 
Punjab. 

4,474. As his advisory work occurred only occasionally, 
in that he might be occupied on one scheme for weeks 
together and then possibly not have another scheme 
perhaps for several months, his time was divided·between 
his executive duties and statutory functions. The stat
utory portion which concerned work under the Indian 
Electricity Act occupied at present about a third of his 
time, the remainder being absorbed generally by his 
executive functions. 

4,475. He had had over 14 years' experience of electrical 
work of which about 11 had been spent with private 
electrical firms. During the two years he had been with 
government there had always been a certain amount of 
construction work in progress. Hence he concluded 
it was more advantageous, since it was more economical, 
to give out the construction of electrical works to elec· 
trical firms, than to carry them out departmentally. 
As work had hitherto been carried out satisfactorily 
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for government, it ha~ not ?eon his exp~rience, as had 
been contended in evidence m other provmces, that the 
construction of work by private firms was unsatisfactory 
because such firmA usually placed in charge of a work 
an engineer who was not sufficiently qualified for the 
post. As there were two or three branches of Calcutta 
and Bombay firms in Lahore, he further did not agree 
with the contention that it was only possible to got first. 
class electrical work carried out by private enterprise 
in large presidency towns and not in places t~at were 
far distant from such towns, because firms might not 
depute to such places really reliable engineers. He admit
ted that as there was usually a large amount of work 
in progress in large towns it might be possible that 
construction work ,by private firms was more expensive 
in such towns, but added that he only had large works to 
carry out occasionally and that it was certainly not 
more economical to carry out the amount of work he 
usually had departmentally in the Punjab. 

4,476. He advocated. the carrying out of electrical 
maintenance work by departmental labour as he had 
invitjld tenders from firms in the Punjab for such work 
and had found that their charges were just about double 
what it had cost him to carry out the work_departmentally. 
Such high charges on the part of private firms were 
probably due to the fact that tHey had not had expe
rience of maintaining , say, several thousand ians, and 
accordingly that their figures had been based chiefly on 
guess work. As far as he was aware, no firm in India 
had ever been in charge of a large ·number of fans and 
lights. This drawback might be removed by experience 
but it would always be less economical to employ private 
enterprise on electrical maintenance work. 

4,477. He employed only about five or six wiremen for 
government maintenance work and possessed no staff 
in connection with his duties under the-Indian Electricity 
Act. Though he had seen a certain amount of bad 
wiring work done by private firms he had also seen 
work that had been well executed by private enter
prise. The Act, however, did not make it compulsory 
for him to inspect the wiring work done by private firms. 
These firms· had to work to a certain rule under the Act 
which insisted on wiring work being in good order both 

' electrically and mechanically, and he had found before 
he joined government service that Indian wiremen were 
quite competent after they received sufficient training. 
He was however certain that there was a great deal of 
bad wiring work being done in large towns, like Calcutta 
and Bombay, where there were a large number of 
Indian contractors competing with one- another, and 
agreed with the suggestion that a system of licensing 
wiremen might be introduced as he considered such a 
system would raise the standard of electrical work and be 
advantageous in other ways. There should be no 
difficulty in working the system, but the details of the 
scheme would require a great deal of careful consider
ation. The whole question had as a matter of fact been 
thoroughly discussed at the last electrical conference and 
though all the Electric Inspectors who were present did 
not agree on certain points, a number of suggestions as 
to how such a. system might be introduced and worked 
had been submitted to government. 

4,478. All his electrical stores were purchased in 
India, and as he had never indented on the Secretary of 
State for stores, this. arrangement was satisfactory. He 
had not made a comparison of the prices at which 
electrical stores could be obtained from England and in 
India, respectively, and hence could not state whether 
the local stores were more economical. The purchases 
generally effected were inconsiderable and did not 
amount to more than Rs. 10,000 a year. 

4,479. There was a small laboratory in the Punjab. 
It was maintained chiefly for work under the Indian 
Electricity Act, e.g., testing meters in cases of dispute, 
instruments, etc. He did not test the stores that he 
.Purchased locally. , 

4,480. He had had a certain amount of experience 
of the products of Indian engineering colleges when he 
was .in private service but he had little knowledge re · 
gardmg the electrical engineering education that students 

received in such colll'gcs. He agreed however with tlw 
suggestion that every electrical cngin<>cr should be 11 
trained mechanical engineer. The question whctlu·r 
~n elcctr~cal e~ginecr should receive a training in mechan
ICal engmeermg before or after the course in electrical 
engineering ~l'ould I~O~ be of much importance, as long as 
~he mechamcal trmnmg formed a course of training by 
Itself. He suggested that a commercial course might 
be adde~ to tho curricula ?f the several engineering 
colleges lll order that electriCal and ot.her enginePring 
stud~nts might lear~ to realize the value of mou~y. He 
considered that the Importance of money should be im
pressed on students during their collegiate course and 
its bearing on engineering details, and added that a 
commercial training was the one requirement more than 
anything else that was lacking in the engineers turnrd 
out by engineering colleges at present. 

4,481. The province of the Punjab was entirely self
contained as regards electrical work and he had no 
official relations with the Electrical AdviAer to tho 
Government of India. He was however at liberty to con
sult that officer demi·officially when he desired to do Fo. 
The local Government was empowered to invite tho 
co-operation of the Electrical Adviser officially and had 
exercised this power on one occasion when he himself had 
officiated for the Electrical Adviser. At, the time he 
officiated for the Electrical Adviser he also attended to 
his own duties as Electrical Engineer in the Punjab. 
Hence he had in effect consulted himself. The reason for 
such proceeding was that as Electrical Advi<cr he could 
consult the Solicitor to the Government of India on the 
case in question, while as a local Electric Inspector !Je 
had no power to do so. 

4,482. The most suitable system for the reciUitment of 
Electrical Engineers was to recruit such officers tempo· 
rarily at first on three years' agreements and to folio\\' 
this up by making them permanent. He was personally 
not in favour of permanent employment for anyone, 
but since it was the system under which all government 
servants were employed in India he considered that 
Electrical Engineers also should be employed permanently. 
Besides it was unfair that such officers should constitute 
an exception to the general rule in this respect. If 
government ·service generally were made a temporary 
service he would similarly then suggest that all Electrical 
Engineers might be recruited on a temporary basis. 

4,483. He did not disapprove of a pensionary system 
for engineers, but mentioned that it was entirely on 
account of the late age at which Electrical Engineers were 
usually recruited that he had expressed himself in 
favour of a provident fund rather than a pensionarv 
system for such officers. In view of this fact too, the salary 
which Electrical Engineers should receive in the fir;;t 
year of their appointment should be approximately the 
same as that which Public Works Department engineers 
of the same age received. He added that an Electrical 
Engineer recruited at the age of 28 or 30 might be assumed 
to have had the same amount of experience as a man of 
similar age had had in permanent Public \Yorks Depart
ment service, and it was desirable for the benefit of 
the service in India as a whole that Electrical Engineers 
might be placed on the same rates of salary and statu~ as 
Public Works Department engineers. 

4,4SJ. In respect to the method of rt'cruitment of 
Electrical Engineers, he suggested that an attempt should 
first be made to obtain suitable men in India and that 
application should be made to the Secretary of Stnt<· 
only if men could not so he obtained. 

4,485. (11/r. Cobb.) The Electrical Engineer's account,; 
were maintained generally according to the system follow
ed by the Public Works Department, and he was con
vinced that the accounts rules might with udYnntni!o 
be simplified. He had not submitted to the Public 
Works Department the suggestion he had made in hi.' 
written evidence for effecting simplification in the• pr<'cl'llt 
accounts procedure, but he consid(•rcd the pr(•>ent ~y't"m 
was a great dra\l'back to his work as an executive otli!'<'r 
as it absorbed a considerable portion of his time. Ht• 
audcd that if he dealt with his accounts work us it wa~ 
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supposed to be performed! it would take up half of his 
time. 

4,486. Before he entered government. service he was 
employed as the engineer to a firm of contractors, in fact 
as a contractor himself. At that time· he came across 
a number of verv creditable rivals in private enterprise. 

4,487. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The Amritsar Power 
Station had been inspected by him in order to see that it 
conformed with the rules under the Indian Electricity 
Aet, i.e., that the height of the wires, etc., was correct, 
but he was not concerned with the manner in which it 
was worked or with its maintenance. 

4,488. Government charged municipalities certain fees 
for the ad dee they received from the Elec.tric Inspector. 
These fees were fixed on a sliding scale whieh varied ac
cording to the size of the scheme involved. He did not 
receive any portion of such fees as his advice to munici
palities constituted part of his duties. 

4,489. If a separate Electric Inspector were engaged 
to undertake only the statutory portion of his work, 
he agreed that an individual not so well trained all ~ound 
as himself might be appointed to the post, but d1d not 
think that a salary of Rs. 400 per mensem which was 
at present paid to a boiler inspector would suffice. The 
duties under the Act did not require very great training 
for their performance and in the majority of cases they 
related to the settlement of cases connected with disputes 
concerning meters. Kevertheless the rules under the 
Electricity Act called for a certain training before an 
officer could be appointed as au Electric Inspector. 

4,490. Although he made it a practice to throw the 
conBtruction of electrical workB open to competition 

by inviting tenders, he requested only such firms of whose 
work he had had experience to submit tenders. 

4,491. His own training had embraced mechanical 
engineering and he was competent to place in position 
boilers, etc. 

4,492. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) A cadre of Electrical Engi
neers should be constituted in India consisting of men on 
various rates of salary so that when a senior appointment 
fell vacant the next senior officer could be promoted to 
fill it. He admitted that local Governments would 
probably disapprove of such a scheme but thought that, 
from the point of view of the good of India, local Goveru
ments should accept the suggestion. One province would 
not require a more highly trained Electrical Engineer than 
another would, since electrical installations in the minor 
provinces had to be constructed just as well as tho5e 
in the major provinces ; nor did he think the fact that 
one province had power stations while another had no 
such stations made any difference, since in the whole of 
India there were no power stations larger than about 
50 or 60 horse power which were ordinarily installed l:;ly 
and under the control of the loeal Government. 

4,493. He admitted in cont\eetion with the contention 
in his written statement that a capable Electrical Engineer 
had better prospects in taking up a commercial career 
than by taking up a government position that the 
prestige attached to government service might influence a 
man's decision considerably as to whether he should or 
should not enter government service. He did not agree 
however that the Government of India had on the whole 
secured for their appointments of Electrical Engineer the 
class of men that they should have recruited. 

At Lahore, Tuesday, lOth April1917. 
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The Hon'ble ~Ir. H. J. MAYNARD, c.s.r., Lds., Financial Commissioner to the Government of the Punjab. 

Written Statement. . . 
4,494. There is a page in the Civil List which shows the 

Public Works Department circles, divisions and sub
divisions with the civil districts to which they correspond. 
There is one Executive Engineer of the Roads and Build
ing.q Branch for the four civil di~tricts of Rawalpindi, 
Attock, Jhclum and Gujrat, some 12,000 square miles; 
one for Shahpur, Jhang, and lllianwali, nearly as large 
and including the whole of one new Canal Colony and a 
substantial fraction of another ; one for Lyallpur, Sialkot 
and Gujranwala, including nearly all of the great Lower 
Chenab Canal system, all of the Upper Chenab Canal, 
and a· thickly populated and advanced subrnontane 
di':ltrict ; one for the four rich and highly developed 
Sikh districts of J ullundur; Hoshiarpur, Ferozepore and 
Ludhiana; and so on. The ordinary district officer who 
does not happen to be in a district in which a Public 
Works Department divi"ional headquarters is situated 
rarely sr:r:s the fa~e of an Executive Engineer, whose 
local ~h.arge i~ obviouBly too large for effective personal 
surH;rVlSIOn even of the most g•meral character, pace tho 
official memorandum which declares that" in him is vested 
the management of all public works within his division. 

He arranges the details of their construction, superintends 
the acc~unt in connection with them, and is responsible 
for thmr proper custody and efficient repair ......... .. 
He prepares designs and estimates............ It is his 
d.uty to pay strict attention to the economical applica
twn of all labou~ and materials and he is responsible 
for the good quahty of all work done under his orders." 
He c~~not do all these things, except as a desk official, 
exerCismg control from an office and subject to the 
limitations which this position involves; 

4,495. The works to be supervised are often scattered 
over very large areas. When I was Commissioner of 
1\I~tan, it was proposed to repair the Border l\Iilitary 
Police posts of a very long stretch of frontier in Den1 
Ghazi Khan. The Public Works Department had to 
depute an officer who rode 800 miles and prepared his 
report with estimat<ls, after three months of continuous 
work and travelling, But this was child's play compared 
with the supervision of these scattered small works when 
they came to be carried out I believe it was arranged 
that tho local Balooch chiefs should do tho supervision. 
Any. other syst?m. would have been unbelievably ex
penstvo; yet th1s 1S only an extreme case of a difficulty · 
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·which is for ever recurring in one degree or another. 
When the Executive Engineer of Slmhpur (who was 
also Executive Engineer of l\Iianwali and Jhang) was 
engaged on the specially important and difficult work 
of the Nammal dam in .Mianwali, the other part of his 
charge saw nothing of him for mon,ths together. 

4,496. Even sub-divisional officers often have charge 
of two civil districts, and in one instance of three (Hosbiar
pur, Ferozepore and Ludhiana). Their local charges 
correspond more nearly to the proper size of an executive 
charge, but they are sometimes of subordinate rank 
and when of higher rank they are of shorter experience, 
and they have not the authority of the executive unit of 
the Department. 

4,497. The difficulties of effective field supervision 
lead to reliance upon certificates and countersignatures 
and all the deceptive machinery of a paper control. 
1'he nature of their work deprives the Roads and Buildings 
Branch of that most effective practical test, of return 
upon capital outlay, which checks waste and extravag
ance on canals or railways. When one can neither 
see thoroughly all that is done, nor test it by the calcula
tion of interest upon expenditure, false criterions make 
their appearance. 

4,498. If a history of the Public Works Department 
should be written a. characteristic feature would be 
the gradual differentiation of functions within it. At the 
beginning we should find a body of officers turning their 
hands to every engineering duty which presented itself, 
military Qr civil, roads, buildings, canals or railways. 
Then would come the separation of military from civil 
(not everywhere complete, I understand, even now) 
and tbe development of separate or virtually separate 
branches for canals, railways, roads and buildings re
spectively. The Roads and Buildings Branch retains 
all the residuary functions, Lnd is expected to deal with 

• everything which is not covered up by military works, 
by irrigation, or by railways. Here, undoubtedly, is 
its principal handicap. New demands create new tJpes 
of works, but the new demands and the new tJpes of 
work are in existence long before the entertainment 
of experts specially qualified to deal with them can be 
justified by the extent of the need for them. Gradually, 
indeed, then experts appear. Archreology is recognised 
as.a special section; drainage and water-works become 
com.mon enough to justify a Sanitary Engineer a.nd his 
Assistants ; increased use of machinery creates a staff of 
boiler inspectors ; and an Electrical Engineer and an 
Architect make their appearance. But the provision of 
experts, in a growing and changing social economy, is 
always and inevitably behind the need for them. Chemi
cal laboratories are needed for educational or research 
purposes ; the roads and buildings engineer must learn~ 
to make them. Elevator> are to be built ; the same officer 
must pick up information from Canada or elsewhere and 
turn his hand to these. Then there is an important road 
bridge to replace a ferry ; and the roads and buildings 
engineer must learn to be a bridge builder. Presently 
some. advanced metropolis feels the need of water-borne 
sewage arrangements and a hob and cold water supply; 
and the Roads and Buildings Branch, with such help as 
a Sanitary Engineer accustomed to surface drainage 
and the simplest of water-supplies can render, must 
grapple with these requirements also. 

4,499. The old method, and the natural one in a depart
ment expected to take upon itself all the residual engi
neering functions, not appropriated by military works, 
railways and canals, was to assume every officer to be 
an expert in every line. The Executiv:e Engineer always 
prepared the design and estimate whatever the subject 
matter, and whatever his qualifications as an individual ; 
the Superintending Engineer always scrutinised and 
passed or amended it, the Chief Engineer acting as the 
final sanctioning authority. With the slow develop
ment of specialist agencies a change begins to appear. 
Th~ Sanitary Engineer, for instance, often prepares a 
des1gn himself or employs his Assistant to do so, although 
he is of superintending status, instead of calling upon 
the local Executive Engineer. The Electrical Engineer 
nnd the Architect do the same. That is to say a group 

of headquarters specialists begins to take upon itsp)f 
executive functions, each in his own line, nnd the old 
system by which every kind of work was passed in review 
by each member of an engineering hierarchy in an aH· 
cending series, without regard to tho senior's fitness, 
by special study or spociu,l knowledge, to check the work 
of his junior, begins to give way. ln the survival of thnt 
system (a survival inevitable but in a perpetually dimin
ishing S}Jhere) we have an explanation of certain 
failures and also a reason for a certain costliness in 
machinery. In place of a body of experts each dealing 
with the work of his own line, we have a multiplication 
of check and control by the members of an official hi~r
archy having general but not expert knowledge. Work 
is done twice or. thrice over ; but never by the man be8t, 
qualified to deal with it, ansi the second and the third 
doing of it have the tendency which all such mere chock 
proceedings show, of degenerating into mere routine. 
This weakness, as I have endeavoured to show, tJlnds 
to work itself out of the Department, as the growing 
demand for experts in particuhr lines justifies the enter
tainment of them. The tendency requires acceleration, 
until the Roads and Buildings Branch shttll have developed 
into a body of specialist engineers, dealing each with 
his own subject throughout the provincial area ; supple
mented by some less expert agency or ngencies, in train
ing for advancement to specJa!ist status or engaged in 
dealing with those simpler works for which specinli;;t 
knowledge, in the highest sense, is not required. 

4,500. What the functions of these separate special
ists would be, it is not possible to foresee in detail .. There 
will be gradual advance, gradual further differentiation. 
But it is easy to imagine the need of a specialkt in large 
road bridge construction, and of one in water-borne 
sewage disposal. And one of the ·experts, I think, will 
be a rate and contract expert who will scrutinise estimates 
and bring a wide provincial experience to bear upon the 
proposed rates, and bring in contractors from elsewhere, 
even from outside the province, when there are indica
tions of overcharge. A profit making department such 
as a railway has its rate expert for freight charges ; and 
a. spending department such as the Public Works Depart
ment is not less in need of such an authority to help it to 
decide on what scale it should pay, and how subsidiary 
agencies can best be brought into existence to carry out 
its work. 

4,501. In an attached tabular statement (Annexure 
A) I have stated and examined certain specific com
plaints against the Roads and Buildings Branch. 
Every department of course has its failures, but buildings 
and roads are there for all to criticise. The majority 
of the defects, in so far as they are substantiated, are 
attributable either to the large size of the e:~:ecutive 
charges making real supervision (as apart from paper 
checks) impracticable; or to the demands upon a non
specialist body for specialist work. There is also,. in 
my opinion, a tendency, natural to every large spendlllg 
department, to do things too well, and despise these 
methods which are cheap and " good enough for the 
purpose." This tendency may be partly due to routine 
methods, and the easiness of applying standard speciJi
c~ions, rather than thinking out cheap makeshifts ; 
partly to the lack of any sbrong motive for economy such 
as a local body oftJln has in the narrowness of its pecuniary 
resources. 

4,502. While the roads and buildings executive chargo 
is unwieldy in size, and impossible of effective field .super
vision in consequence, there is some over!appmg of 
engineering fw1ctions within it. I say nothing, in this 
connection, of overlapping between the Irrig~tion and 
Roads and Buildings Branches. In the PunJab at all 
·events, the irrigation engineers (already Lurdone~ with 
extraneous revenue functions) have plenty of tho1r 01rn 

work to do .. But there are also the engineering agencir-.q 
of the local bodies, covering the same grounds !18 tho 
officers of the Hoads and Buildings Branch and doing 
work closely similar to the more humble and simplo portion 
of the work done by tho latter. Time, skill, and tmvol
ling allowances are largely wasted in consequence of 
this duplication. 
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4,503. A tabular statement prepared for governm~nt in 
HllO showed an outlay on district (rural) board engmeer
inrr establishments of Rs. 1,87,656 per annum, or 
R; 2,13,396 including contingencies; and an outlay 
on municipal board engineering establishments of 
Rs. 1,26,016. The average outlay on works for three years 
tnditl" 31st 1\Iarch 1911 was Rs. 13,58,132 (district board) 
and Rs. 12,74,758 (municipal), giving a percentage of 
establishment charges of 15·7 for the former and 9·8 
for the latter. .As many municipal works are carried out 
by Public Works Department agency, the latter per
centage is misleading uuless Public Works Department 
charrres for establishment are added, which apparently 
was "'not done. 

4,504. At that time there were 21 district engineers 
with salaries costing Rs. 91,518 per annum, and 11 
municipal engineers with salaries costing Rs. 70,752. 
These figures for municipal engineers giv? a somewhat 
misleading impression. Three of the engmeers referred 
to were employed at Simla. one for buildings an~ roads, 
one for the water-works, and one for the pumpmg sta
tion. Four officers were employed in Lahore, two of 
them on the water-works. One of the so-called engineers 
is actually a Secretary (at Ferozepore). The almost 
universal rule is that municipalities do not employ 
en(J'ineers. They employ overseers or sub-overseers 
in "'some ca,ses, and they often make a contribution to 
the cost of the district engineer and share his services. 
When municipal engineers are entertained, they are 
usually for special purposes such as the management of 
wat<er-works. . 
· 4,505. The pay of the district engineers varies very 
greatly and sometimes unaccountably. The pay is 
sometimes as low as Rs. 100 or Rs. 150. In one case 
(the rich district board of Lyallpur) it is as high as 
Rs. 650. The comparatively poor district of Jhelum pays 
Rs. 300t when Ferozepore pays only Rs. 150. Gurgaon 
and Amritsar each pay Rs. 500. Jullnndur pays Rsl 330. 
Ambala and Dera Ghazi Khan each pay Rs. 260. 

4,506. The appointment of district engineers is made 
on no system at all. A Deputy Commissioner with a 
turn for works will probably try to induce his district 
board to offer good pay, and if the district board has 
the necessary funds, 11nd the vacancy occurs in the time of 
the officer who interests hinlself specially in such matters, 
a good district engineer may be secured. I have kno11'11 six 
good (that is, thoroughly honest and energetic) clistrict 
engineers, of whom one was extremely good, probably 
as good as an Executive Engineer of the Public Works 
Department. I have known a large number of bad ones; 
drunken men, dishonest men, incompetent men, men 
who had served till their pension from the Public Works 
Department was due and . were too tired to do much 
thereafter. I asked an officer, well known for the interest 
which he takes in district works, to recount· to me his 
experiences of district engineers. He was in the same 
district for six years. \Vhen he first arrived the district 
engineer (by an obvious job) was the brother of the 
head clerk, and quite incompetent. He then got a 
retired sergeant of the Military Works Department, 
who took to drink. Having disposed of the drunkard, he 
secured the services of a keen and capable youth who 
worked well for two years and then got a better post 
elsewhere. The next clistrict engineer was of the same 
type. Though the pay was Rs. 300-50-500, the 
incumbent got a good railway appointment and left. 
The fifth man had many letters after his name, but was 
a drunkard and wa,s bad at practical work. This com
pleted my informant's term in his district. He left to 
his succ!'lssor to get rid of the fifth of his experiments. 
)!y informant went on to another district, where he found 
a young district engineer, in bad health, drawing 
Rs. 250-10-300, pb1s Rs. 50 municipal allowance ; and 
never likely to be useful. 

4,507. The present system by which clistrict boards pick 
up men for themselves is not a sound one. They have 
neither the. knowledge nor the opportunities of making 
good selections, except by a fortunate accident. The 
local Public Works officer is often a member of the dis
trict board, and might advise them. But he has more 

districts than one in his charge, and is too busy and too 
peripatetic to help, and perhaps does not ordinarily 
realize any particular reJJponsibility for doing so. There 
is another difficulty, that the boards' means are often 
very small. Government made a lump grant of 1! 
lakhs per annum in 1906 for engineering establishment 
which has since been merged into grants for general 
purposes, but this does not go very far among 29 districts. 
A further difficulty arises from the faekthat there is 
no means of changing a district engineer except by dis
missal. It is often an administrative advantage to be 
able to move a man elsewhere, where work is lighter or 
of a difl'erent character or friction less probable. But 
this remedy cannot be applied to district board engineers. 

4,508. Many officers whether reasonably or unrea,son
ably criticise the Public Works Department for high 
charges, and even (sometimes) for unsatisfactory work. 
But they all concur in saying that district board "work, 
though-generally cheaper, is far less satisfactory on the 
whole. I have seen a great deal of the Punjab as 
Commissioner of four out of its five divisions, and I have 
toured more or le.ss comprehen:;:ively_ and in detail in 
most of its districts. My general impression is that the 
district board work, particularly that on roads, is not np 
to the general standard of the administration, and that 
the province is consequently weak in the matter of com
munications except on a few main routes. But I sl!ould 
find it hard to apportion the blame for district board 
failures between inadequate resources on the one hand 
and the bad district engineers on the other. In regard 
to one district I could definitely say that the money 
spent would have produced far better results if the 
district engineer had been more honest and more com
petent ; and I have no doubt that a better class of dis
trict engineers would generally bring about a better state 
of local works. 

4,509. It is a matter of great importance to improve 
the agencies which supervise the works of local bodies. 
More systematic selection, better pay and prospects, 
facilities for transfers from the service of one body to 
another, are the measures required. All bodies do not 
require men of the same status and capacity. Lyallpur, 
Lahore, and Aruritsar need for their present district 
board work alone an engineer of the calibre of an Execu· 
tive Engineer of the Public Works Department. Most 
other districts could do quite well with an officer of the 
type of Assistant Engineer ; some perhaps with an 
upper subordinate, if work now falling upon the district 
board be alone considered. 

4,510. The inference to be drawn from the above facts 
is not an inference adverse to local self-government. 
The district board, as it actually exists in the Punjab, 
is the Deputy Commissioner, supplied with certain 
machinery and certain funds, and set among his zaildars ~ 
and local notables who give him all the information which 
he can digest, and as much advice (often good in quality 
and sufficient in quantity) as he is willing to receive. 
Some officers make a great deal of valuable use of their 
district boards both as advisers and as a local executi•e 
and supervising agency; but they all have an absolutely 
complete control of the executive machinery and of all 
financial resources not definitely earmarked for some 
specific departmental purpose ; and when things go 
wrong (otherwise than by reason of lack of funds or 
defects of organization such as a ·local officer cannot set 
right) the fault is· theirs, not that of the so-called st>lf· 
governing body. In arranging, on an improved plan, 
for the execution oHocal works, it would be a complete 
mistake to eliminate the actually valuable, and poten
tially yet more valuable machinery of the district board. 
'\Yhat is needed is to increase its resources, to improYe 
its professional staff and make more extensive uee of it., 
while continuing to utilize the board's incomparable 
facilities for the supervision and cheap execution of 
petty works and repairs in out-of·the-way corners. 
The case of the Border Military posts (paragraph 4,495 
of this memorandum) illustrates what I ha,·e in my mind. 
There are things which a department of government 
simply cannot do. 
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4,5ll. The principal defect, from a~ ~ngineering_point 
of viow in the administmtion of mumc1pal committees, 
is th~t' tbey do not pay proper attention to the main· 
tcnance of important sanitary w_orks, such as water
supplies and drainage systems, winch have been con
structed for them by the professional agency of the Public 
Works Department. This is because, generally speaking, 
they have no engineers, and the obligations of the dis
tri~t boards' staff, to tho cost of which they contribute, 
are not· perhaps definite enough; but it is ulso partly 
because steps to point out to them their duties in such 
matters as the c1·eation of depreciation or renewal funds, 
systematic financial proyision .for the c_ost of rep~irs, 
arrangements for annualmspectwn of.en~mes and boilers 
by engineering firms, are only now begmnmg to be taken ; 
iii a word, from administrative inexperience, natural 
enough in a province where large sanitary works are a 
novelty. In improving the district board engineering 
staff, it will be necessary to define itA obligations towards 
the towns, and to insist upon their fulfilment in return 
for the allowances to be contributed from municipal 
resources. 

4 512. When the experiment was- tried in Bengal Qf 
making over the maintenance and repair of provincial 
works (and some imperial buildings also) to· district 
boards, a subordinate Public _Works Department staff 
was at the same time transferred to the boards, and the 
local Government announced its willingness to consider 
increased allowances to district engineers and to transfer 
additional clerks from the Executive Engineer's to the 
district board office (Government of Bengal, Public 
Works Department, Circular No. 49-E., dated 31st 
December 1891). When the system was reconsidered in 
1897, the majority report of the committee appointed 
for the purpose laid stress on the inefficiency of certain 
district engineers. There was apparently no systematic 
attempt to improve the quality of this class of officers; 
and the inferenceil to be drawn from the apparently 
unsuccessful results of the experiment must be limited 
by this consideration. If we should at the present 
moment, in the Punjab, decide to make over any consider
able part of the work done by the Public Works Depart
ment to local bodies and not make a substantial improve
ment in the engineering staffs of those bodies a preliminary 
to the transfer, there would beyond question be a grave 
sacrifice of efficiency. But if the change be made after 
provision for this essential preliminary, the Public Works 
Department, or the agencies which will partly replace it, 
will be harnessed to an effective and ubiquitous adminis
trative machine, instead of funationing in the void, like a 
driving wheel to which the belt has not been adjusted. 

4,513. Before I saw the memorandum of the local 
Government on matters referred to in Resolution, Govern
ment of India, Public Works Department, No. 06-E.A., 
dated 24th November 1916, I was endeavouring to work 
out a plan by which the services of the Public Works 
Department officers would be lent to local bodies. There 
would be no difficulty about inducing the local bodies 
to apply for the services of such officers, so long as the 
financial path was made smooth enough. But there 
would be difficulty, at all events at first, in inducing the 
officers to accept such services except by offering deputa· 
tion allowances on " foreign " service, which would 
greatly increase expenditure ; and it is hard to see how 
government could proceed if general unwillingness should 
be evident, as is quite possible till more prestige has 
begun to attach to the service of local bodies. 

4,514. There seems no solution except the creation 
of a separate pensionable district board engineer service 
to be recruited partly in India and partly in Europe; 
the class corresponding to Assistant Engineers receiving 
Rs. 380~750, as recommended by the Public Services 
Commission, if recruited in Europe, and on Rs. 300-
550, if recruited in India. Efficient and satisfactory 
district board engineers already employed should be 
admitted to the new service. The most important 
distri~ts would have officnr~ of status and pay corrc· 
spondmg to those of the present Executive Engineers. 
'£he Roads and Buildings Branch would be cut down 
b~ the general process of cessation of recruitment to a. 

body of specialists, together with a limited number of 
omc~!'S corresponding _to the <'Xioting Sup(•rintending 
Engmeers, who would lnSlWct nnd report on work con· 
nertcd with roads nnd ordinury buildingB, om! net ns 
ad~iscrs upo_n communications, ~ome special llll•tro
pohtan appomtments and a Chid EnginN·r nnd his 
Secretariat. There should Le a channel of promotion 
from the district board service to the Roads and Build
ings Branch, but officers entering the form<·r would 
understand from the outs~>t that they would be required 
t? serve under local bodies. The terms of the grunts- in· 
md to be made by government to the local bodies would 
ensure the entertainment of subordinate staffs of 
nde~uate strength and quality. All work not properly 
falhng to one of the centml staff of specialists would 
be done by the local body's engineering stafT. 

4,515. Under this system there would be an engineer· 
ing executive unit in every civil district, but varying in 
ntnk and length of experience according to the irn port· 
ance of the district from an engineering point of view. 
There would be sub-divisions in ·some districts-there 
are two now under the district board (•ngineer of 
Lyullpur. Sometilnes the sub-divisions would Lc held by 
juniors in training for district charges, Eometimes by 
subordinates. The system must provide for the neccsfarv 
proportion of men in training for the district charge;. 
The period of training for the charge of a lrss important 
district is a question for engineers. Probably two years 
would suffice. , 

4,516. District boards will lose their existing authority 
of appointing and dismissing district engineers, and they· 
will be liable to have transfers made against their will. 
In practice this will only mean that Deputy Commissionprs 
make t.hese sacrifices. Also they will have to accept the 
charge of the salary of the engineer posted to them, or the 
commutation payment to be fixed for general participa· 
tion in the scheme ; but there will necessarily be certain 
grants-in-aid, to set off against this, for district boards 
generally speaking have no means of increasing thPir 
resources, and a substantial fraction of the work to be 
done is work for which government now entertains 
staff. 

4,517. I do not feel competent to make a satisfactory 
calculation of the comparative cost of the existing syst(•m 
and that suggested; but I have endeavoured to make 
a rough one based upon the probable difference of the cost 
of the superior staff in the two cases. It is as follows, 
and it does not justify hopes of savings. 

ExiE\ing members (not taking 
account of officers who nrc 

seconded for military duty.) 

1 Chief Engineer 

2 Secretariat officers • 

3 Su}lcrintending Engineers 

-1 Superintending Sanitary Eng!· 
necr. 

15 ExccutiYc Engineers 

7 ABsistnnt Engineers 

7 Temporary Engineers 

Probable members under the 
Bysfem sup:gcstNl. 

1 Chief Engineer. 

2 secrctlll'iat oft' em. 

2 Superintending Enginct'ts. 

1 Superintending Sanitary Jcn?i· 
neer. 

20 Executive En~incrrs (to prO\·i<Jo 
for one in each of 15 di:•trkts, 
with n marf,!in for kn\c 
ami tcmpornry promotion,~). 

}
20 Officers of ,\s"~~tnnt J::ng-illN'T 

Fltntus Jnclwlmg otlit:ds ju 
trnining. 

Taking the mean pay of a Superintending Engim•er at 
Rs. I 800 that of an Executive Engineer nt Hs. 1,000 
(recr~ited in Europe) nnd Rs. 800 (recruited in I ~Hlia ). 

· eay at R~. 900 on the average, and that of A""Jstnnt 
Engineers at Rs. GSO recruited in Europe) an~ Hs. 4.)0 
(recruited in India) say, Rs. 515 average, thts would 
involve an additionul expenditure of RF. ()!1,480 fH·r 
annum. To this we have to add nn uncertain sum fnr 
additional specialists which I would propose to calculate 
at Rs. 1.000 per menoem each for three offir·r·r,, 
Rs. 3(),01)0 per annum. Again~t thiH i~ to I)(' ed ~JtT 
Rs. 91,518 saved by tho reduction of the dt:<tnct 
engineers. 
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This does not allow anything on account ?f pension 
charges, or anything for the additional subordina~es :Who 
would probably be needed to fill sub-div.isio~s of distriCts. 
The scheme is evidently not to be Justified by any 
financial saving on establishments, but solely by. the 
increased efficiency which it promises. ~~the same_tJ~e, 
the calculation has allowed for some addit10nal spec1ahsts 
who would probably be required any~ow in cour.s~ of 
time No claim can be made for a savmg on muruc1pal 
cngi~eering staff, w~thout a close investigation of the 
possibilities in each mstance. . . 

4,518. Turning now to the questiOn of the execut1/on 
of work by contractors, I note that the present system 
of the Roads and Buildings Department is to employ 
contractors for most works, but contractors on a very 
small smile whose responsibility is limited to the com
pletion of particular tasks under the immedia.te supervi
sion of overseers and sub-overseers and subJect to the 
control and occasional inspection of higher officers. 
The North V{estern Railway employs contractors on a 
much larger scale, and one hears of particular contractors 
completing whole branch lines of many miles in length. 
I understand, however, that these large railway contracts 
are really only contracts for earthwork and rail laying, 
so the fact that they are possible does not show that a 
greater delegation of functions to contractors is possible 
to the Roads and Buildings Department. The really 
important and expensive parts of railway construction, 
the bridges, the tunnels, the building of large stations, are 
not dealt with on the same system, so far as I am aware. 

4,519. In my experience there have only been two 
cases of large contracts undertaken for public works. 
One was the case of the provision of underground sewage 
and special patent impermeable pavement, in a portion 
of the town of Amritsar. This was undertaken by a 
European fum of Lucknow and is stated by the Deputy 
Commissioner to have been most efficient and satisfac· 
tory. The other was the case (referred to in the tabular* 
statement attached to this memorandum) of the flood
gates at the Nammal dam. Though the firm in this 
latter case was one of high reputation the experience 
has not been an encouraging one. Certain other cases 
of which I have no knowledge are referred to in the 
memorandum of the local Government. 

4,520. Apart from large contracts, it is theoretically 
possible to give a larger scope and a larger responsibility 
to contractors of medium status, e.g., when a bungalow 
is to be built, the daily supervision of the overseer might 
be given up, and the work, when completed, passed by an 
Inspector of Works, the contractor being intermediately 
responsible for all engineering and collBtructional 
details instead of being watched at every moment. Mul
titudes of houses are being built every day by private 
persons, and it is natural to ask how this work is super· 
vised and why a similar method is not open to the Public 
\Yorks Department. I gather from informants that the 
owner has to look to matters pretty closely if he wants 
good work ; but the owner is not, generally speaking, 
an engineer, and the engineering knowledge has to be 
supplied from somewhere. The class of engineers in 
private practice is virtually non-existent in the Punjab 

* Annexure A. 

but the raj mistri (as no one can doubt who has noticed 
the lofty buildings common in our towns) somehow 
contrives t9 fill his place in a very effective fashion, 
presumably by the help of his hereditary craftsmanship 
and a building tradition. Someone supervised the build· 
ing of the large factories and the high smoke stacks, 
which are becoming numerous in the Punjab. 

4,521. Is it possible to improve the ra1 miBtri by 
a modern engineering education, or by an industrial edu· 

-cation less ambitious in scope, and not destroy his heredi· 
tary craft in the process? It is certainly worth trying, 
but the- question raises all the problems of industrial 
and technical education on which experts are by no 
means agreed. We have in the Punjab a central com· 
mittee which deals with these matters, but I gather 
from its proceedings that it has not definitely decided 
whether industrial education mea!lB manual training in 
particular crafts, or a general development of the mental 
powers so that intelligence may be brought to bear· 
upon future manual work. 

4,522. Under a system of responsible contract, the 
honesty of the work would be guaranteed by the contract· 
or's reputation. He would have too much to lose by 
dishonesty, for his business would depend upon his 
record with the Department. I can see no ground for 
doubting the. possibility of bringing into existence a 
class of contractors of the kind desiderated ; but the 
Public Works Department might have to make conces· 
sions in the way of accepting overseers with a hereditary 
rather than a Roorkee qualification and liberal advances t 
would be essential. I have already suggested that the 
Department needs a rate and contract expert at its head
quarters. It should be the duty of this officer to develop 
the possibilities of the contract system, so that the 
responsible contractor may serve the Department, as 
he already serves the private builder. The officer would 
be a useful member of the central committee for 
industrial and technical education, as he would virtually 
represent the employer in one important group of 
trades. 

4,523. Under head ( iv) of the questions formulated 
I have only to suggest that all plans for residential houses , 
should always be passed by a mixed committee of the· 
Public Works Department and civil officers. If standard 
plans of a satisfactory kind can be drawn up, it would 
be an excellent thing to make models of the resulilant 
type of house, so that thEl plan may be better understood. 
The idiosyncrasies of an individual should never be allowed 
to determine the plan of his house ; for we are all transient 
creatures, here today and gone tomorrow. As far 
as possible everything should be standardised and stocks 
kept ; windows, doors, furniture, and fittings of all sorts. 

4,524. The writer of this memorandum is a member 
of the Indian Civil Service employed in the Punjab since · 
1886. He was .Judicial and General Secretary to Govern
ment from 1896-1899, Deputy Commissioner of Ambala 
1899-1903, Commissioner i~ four out of the five divisions 
between 1906-1915. Financial Commissioner and Prcsi· 
dent of the Sanitary Board at present. 

t This would apparently be a perfectly sound policy. A 
firm which could afford to wait till a work was complete 
before receiving anything would be over-capitalised, 

ANNEXURE A. 
Statement of alleged defective and expensive worka done by tl!e RoadB and Buildings Branch. 

Work. 

1. Dcput.y Commissioner's house at 
Gujranwala. 

VOL.UI 

When completed, Nature of alleged defects. 

A.-FAULTS 011' DESIGNS, 

Within the last two years. 1. Arrangement of doors, windows, 
and verandahs makes the house 
unbearably hot. 

2. Drawing and dining room doors so 
narrow that two people could with 
difficulty pass In abreast. Appar
ently these doors were Intended 
for bed rooms and vice versa. 

8. White paint so bad that It required 
renewal after a year, 

REMARKS, 

A civil officer pnBBed the plans and 
the object In view was the maximum 
accommodation with the minimum 
root. The Public Works Depart
ment s~tys "the usual procedure wna 
adopted of omitting verandnh on the 
south side for economy." The cnso 
appears to mo to Ulustrate the need 
of a different procedure In passing 
the plans of residential houscs, 

(Sd,) ll. J, M..I.YNAllD. 

2H 
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Al\"'NEXURE A.-conld. 

Statement of alleged defecfive and e.rpensive ttorks done uy tl!e Roads anrl Buildings Branclt.-contd. 

Work. When completed. Nature of alleged defects. 

A.-FAULTS OF DES!GNB--conc/d. 

2. Drainage system of town of Majithn 

s. Record-room at Slalkot 

4. Rccord·room, Dharamsala 

First completed about 
1907. Owing to its 
unsatisfactory chnrac· 
ter the Sanitary Board 
agreed to contribute 
tho whole cost of put
ting it right. 

1909 or 1910 

5. Head Clerk, District Office, bunga• 1911 • 
low, ~ullundur. 

G • .Assistant Commissioner's !JW.galor. 
at Jullundur. 

7. Houses built at Dhnrmsnla after 1909 or 1010 
the earthquake. 

8. Rest-house at Kakar (Amrlte:ll' 
District). 

o. Cubicle barracks in Dcmtal Central 
Jail, Lahore. 

10. Gates to the Nammal Irrigation About lOla , 
~am. 

11. Mall'o house In Jail garden at 
Gnjra~wnla. · 

1~ Lahore <'-<intra! Jail, JaU Preos. 

1. Faults In levels • 

2. An uncomentd drain was located 
along tho cdgo of some katcha houses, 
one or two of which fell down in con· 
sequence. 

Jt has been ascertained that. thcr\l were 
no faults in Jevds but. that. the spring 
level rose considPrably nfl<'r com· 
plction of the work. 

Thdrar~~~~e~ M~•~itl~:~~~~~h ~·~~~ v~~~ 
low ground Is very difficult. 1'hu 
second nllt•gntion Is true. 

(Sd,) H. J. MAYNARD. 

The light ~rovlded In tho lower part of Civil Officer mnst have passer! tho 
the but! ding is Inadequate, Rs. plans but Is a bad judge of such things 
2,000 more have to be spent to on paper. 
remedy tho defects. 

(Sd.) H. J. liAYI1.\RD. 

Joists of wooden racks run Into dajji Civil Officer must have pn,rd plan 
walls though site infested with white and ought to have detected this flaw. 
ants. 

Flrnt built upon tho plan for B Class 
Clerks' Cottage but found to cost 
more than a clerk could be required 
to pay in rent. It was therefore 
cut down In size. The rooms are 
now too small. One hcd·room is 13' 
to• x 11' 10". Sitting room and 
dining room each 13' s· x 11' 7', 
Low roof and walls 18 Inches thick. 
Excessively hot. The Head Clerk 
could not Jive in It and government 
has finally agreed to refund the 
rent paid by him. 

Faces due north and south and east and 
west has thin brick walls and a 
narrow verandah. A furnace· In 
the hot weather, almost uninhabit· 
able by a European. 

Norwegian pine wood was used for 

~~~d~~~!;~~~ a~;,;~• Jr~ {~.d~~~ 
shrank very much with bad results 
to joints and general appearance. 

Built upon kalar (alkaline) soil with· 

~~~~~{~ ~~~~1is0i:!~~~~:~~~~·s~~~ 
alter building. 

1. Floors sank after the building was 
made owing to the earth not having 
l•een properly rammed. 

2. Iron fittings for opening and closing 
cubicles tore themselves out of the 
masonry. Design not good and 
masonry work bad. 

3. Lime pointing so badly done that 
repairs had to be begun within n few 
months. 

4. Locking arrangements '!II bad. A 
r~~s~.n~~~~~.open his cell In about 

5. The verandah roofs of new cubicles 
are being rebuilt owing to the bad 
quality of the work. 

6. Tho waror-suppl)' Is not Y.ct finished 
though work on tt began tn Decem· 
ber 1914. 

.. 

The gntes cannot be completely closed 
and the canal flows perpetunUy wile· 
thcr tho wnter is rrquirrd or no, thus 
using up the supply in the luke to no 
purpose. 

i Ia unsa fo owing to cracked walla nod 
hns been \•acated. 

, Tbo end wail feU out Tory soon alter 
· construction. 

(Sd.) H. J. MAYNARD. 

The summary cutting down of this 
building by a high Civil authority 
seems reHponslble, The hands of 
the Public Works Department were 
forced In. this matter, 

(Sd.) H. J. MAYNARD. 

Enforced economy doulJtle,. account< 
tor the· thin brick walls and the 
narrow verandah. 

(Sd.) H. J, M.!.YNA.RD. 

There was probably a good deal of hurry 
over this work 

(Sd.) H. J, 1\IAYN.\RD. 

No Information rcgardin~ this is avail· 
able in the Public Works Depart· 
mcnt office. 

(Sd.) H. J. ~!AYNARD. 

The Public Works Department 
writes :- u The whole work was ono 
of which the Department was not 
proud. The Executh·e En!.!inrer was 

~~~;t~~uc~i~egi~~,;:et~~l:~r tl:~o~~'.'.; 
(Sd.) II. J. MAY~I.lRD. 

The deiav In the complrtion ol the 
water·sitpply is due prunarily to want 
of dctnil in the prehmtnary cstmm.to 
whi<'h wus not prC'C'C'ded fly ~ trull 
borinA" and t.o stt?srquent hHlctwn by 
nn J~xrcutivc Enginl•er who hns 
retired. Btlt there has nlso been 
ditllculty owing to the w:1r m o!.,. 
tainin~ pln;tt from homo ,nml ~n 
~e-ttinq: satJ.sfactory quotntJOns In 
India. 

(Sd.) H. J. UAY!\'.\Rll. 

The desi~ms and rrrctlon wrrc (',arrif'cl 
cut by a Jar!Ze EumpP~•n firm. 
That the defect m thf'. df'sJ~Il W:l'il 110t 

disCO\'Cfl'<l nt nn en:lirr sta\!e, nppea.r') 
to me due to the imtal ~·rr~1r of r~'qwr· 

~~~g ~~~~H~:~:jt a~\1u~iu'~~ 10~~~~~~~:S/~ 
nn Irrigation project. 

(Sd.) H. J. :lfA'.-;~ARil. 
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ANNEXURE A.-concld. 

Statement of alleged defective and expensive works done by the Roads and Buildings Branch.-concld. 

Work. When completed. Nature of alleged defects. REMARKS. 

B.-EXPENSIVE WORKS, 

A genernlnllc, gation that It is going to j' This is the first. elevator in the Punjab, 
cost more than any elevator in other if not in India, a~d a large su":' was 
countries. 1 spent on experJ~ents. If 1t Is 

!3. Elevator ~t Lyallpur • Not yet completed 

· 

1 

excessively expensive, lack of ex· 
perience and of expert knowledge 
furnish an explanation. But there 

I 
is a special reason for expensiveness, 
since Portland cement Is largely 
employed in the construction and ita 
cost Is out of all comparison with the 
cost of cement in other countries 
where elevators have been erected. 
The ease really illustrates the need 
of government cement works In 
tne Punjab, 

{Sd.) H. J. 1\LI.Yl!ARD. 

14. Fume chamber in the Chemistry 
Block at Agricultural College, 
Lyallpur. 

Estimates were for £50 per cupboard. 
Mr. Bnrne9, the Principal, pointed 
out that they could be imported 
from England for £25 each. The 
estimates were then reduced. 

This seems to me merely a consequence 
of the Impossibility of being an expert 
in every kind of construction. Such 
things had never been wanted in 
the Punjab before. 

{Sd.) H. J. MAYNARD, 

15. Farm buildings at Nnrwala 
(Lyall pur). 

J\Ir. Barnes carried out this work by 
special permission for Rs. 4,334, 
being 56! per cent. below the Public 
Works Department estimate (Rs. 
10,000). 

Mr. Barnes gave his own valuable 
supervision, which Is not allowed 
for.ln the statement of cost. More
over the style of the buildings was 
much simpler and cheaper tban the 
Public Works Department contem
plated. Still the style was quito 
good enough. 

16. Temporary katcTw quarters at 
liansi Agricultural Farm. 

The Public Works Department g!lve a 
contract for Rs. 1,300 to a person 
who sub·let the contract for Rs. 
1,000. As there was this margin, 
the estimate was presumably too 
high. 

(Sd.) H. J. lliYNARD. 

The Hon'ble Mn. H. J. MAYNARD called and examined. 

4,525. (President.) The witness stated that he was :the 
Financial Commissioner of the Punjab and that he had 
had 31 years' service the whole of which had been spent 
in the Punjab. He had no control over local bodies. 

4,526. The executive charges of the Public Works 
Department were too large for effective supervision by 
the superior and subordinate staff and there was too 
much repetition and succession of supervision and too 
much examination in detail of the projects sent up by 
Executive, Superintending and Chief Engineers, but not 
enough of proper field supervision. 

4,527. Superintending Engineers had too much office 
work. This left them little time for field supervision, 
and his experience as a Deputy Commissioner had been 
that the inspection of works by Superintending Engi
neers had not given very useful results. He could not 
state, however, whether the scrutiny of plans and esti
mates by Superintending Engineers served a useful 
purpose as an examination of these plans did not disclose 
what improvements had been made by Superintending 
Engineers owing to the fact that plans were very often 
the results of consultations between Superintending and 
Executive Engineers. He preferred not to commit 
himself to a definite opinion as to whether Superintending 
Engineers should be abolished and more specialists 
appointed in their stead at headquarters stations under 
the Chief Engineer. It was true that he had recommen
ded in his written statement that there should be more 
men of experience at the central headquarters stations, 
but in doing so he had intended that Superintending 
Engin~ers should be retained for ordinary supervi~ory 
work, i.e., work which did not require the assi~tance of 
spPci11li~ts. 

·~,li28. A specialist might eventually be required in 
the Punjab for bridge work. There was, however, not 
enough bridge work at present in the Punjab to justify 
tho appointment of a whole-time specialist in that branch. 
Only one important bridge had been built recently, but. 
the conntruction of more bridges was contcmphtted. 
(:\Ir. Aikman here explained that bridges in the Punjab 
were not designed, as in some provinces, by large private 

firms and that the designs for the majority of bridges 
other than suspension bridges in the hills were prepared 
by the Public vV orks Department.) 

4,529. He also advocated the appointment in the 
Punjab of a rate and contract expert as he considered the 
arrangements for carrying out works were local in charac
ter and that there was not enough provincial competition 
for any particular work. Competition might be effective 
in the case of the larger works, but it was altogether absent 
in connection with the smaller works. The employment 
of a rate and contract expert would be justified inasmuch 
a'l that officer would possess full information regarding 
the rates in all parts of the province, and make it his 
business to study local conditions so as to determine the 
rates in different parts of the province. The Superin· 
tending Engineer was at present supposed to see that the 
rates in one locality were not much higher than in an
other, but the range of his duties was considerably larger 
than that of the proposed specialist as he dealt with a 
variety of questions concerning construction, adminis
tration, accounts, etc., whereas the attention of the 
expert he suggested would be solely directed to rates and 
contracts, and the collection of information from within 
and outsiQ.e the province. He added that he thought, 
such an expert would be able to effect a good deal of 
economy. 

4,530. The Public '\Vorks Department standard of 
work was higher than was necessary for ordinary require
ments. There were standard plans for most of the 
buildings and this fact suggested to administrative 
officers a ready and easy method of dispo3ing of ques
tions concerning construction without paying nttention 
to considerations of economy. It might be possible to 
construct buildings cheaper in several cases, but the 
existence of standard plans prevented the adoption 
of this course. It was not wrong in principle to have 
standard plans. But such plans however were only 
necessary and desirable for residential buildings, police 
stations, etc., and they should be subject t9 consideration 
in the case of every building that was erected with 
a view to see whether any economies could not be effected 

2 II 2 
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by modifying the design and whether the standard 
designs suited the particular site in question. 

4,531. The functions of the Buildings and Roads and 
Irrigation Branches and the district boards overlapped as 
the staff of each worked in the same locality. He was 
opposed however to entrusting the irrigation engineers 
with any roads and buildings OJ:!. . the ground that they 
were already overburdened with work and it would 
distract their attention from their legitimate engineering 
duties. It was true that the province of the Punjab was 
favourably circumstanced for such an experiment owing 
to there being large irrigated areas which were co-terminus 
with the districts, but it was undesirable to try it as the 
irrigation engineers had already to attend to the canals 
and all the buildings connected with them besides the 
unmetalled roads. In addition they had a good deal 
of revenue work which absorbed their attention to a 
great extent. A further objection to the proposal was 
that the irrigation officers were running the Irrigation 
Department on commercial lines and that, if they were 
required to undertake the duties of a spending depart
ment like the Buildings and Roads Branch, it would 
prove detrimental to their management of the Irrigation 
Department as a profit making concern. 

4,532. In order to obviate overlapping he suggested the 
formation of one service of district engineers instead of 
two as at present and stated that he would have sug
gested that the services of Public Works Department 
engineers should be lent to district boards, but doubted 
whether it was possible to :.:ely upon these engineers 
being generally willing to accept such service. He also 
recommended that government should make over all 
its roads and buildings in the province to J;he district 
bqards for maintenance with the exception of special 
buildings; e.g., museums and buildings at 'the provincial 
and district headquarters. · Such an experiment had 
never, as far as he was aware, been tried on a systematic 
scale in the Punjab. Feeder roads had been and were 
still being made over to local bodies, however, but the 
results of this experiment had not been satisfactory, and 
it had proved a failure solely owing to the lack of proper 
supervision consequent on the inadequacy of the 
engineering staff. 

4,533. He did not think that local bodies- would be 
unwilling to undertake the maintenance of government 
buildings by reason of the fact that they were not directly 
interested in them and would consider it as outside their 
ordinary functions. On the contrary his experience 
had been that the district boards iii the Punjab did not 
draw any distinction between their own work and gov
ernment work and that the~ regarded both as 8arkari 
work. Each class of work was as important to them as 
the other and the boards were inclined to attach more 
importance to government work than to their own; There 

/was also no likelihood of the district boards representing 
that as their staff had been employed for local :works 
only it would be too small for the execution of govern
ment work, as the scheme which he had suggested pos
tulated a substantial measure of financial assistance 
from government to the boards, not only for the actual 
expenditure incurred on the maintenance of government 
buildings but also a reasonably liberal grant to cover 
the cost of establishment and incidental charges. The 
grants would be regulated according to the resources 
of each particular board, as their means of raising addi
tional funds were strictly limited and the balance available 
after every necessity had been met was generally small. 

4,534. The transfer for repairs to the boards of govern
ment buildings had been in vogue in the Punjab for many 
years and there had been a sort of contract for the repair 
of the buildings thus handed over even in the case of 
district k:uicheris. The money spent in this manner had 
not been large and such special repairs as were required 
were .D?t executed by the boards. All ordinary repairs, 
however. of almost all government buildings, except 
important ones such as the Lyallpur Agricultural 
College ahd other important educational buildings, were 
executed by district boards. (Mr. Aikman here stated 
that ordinary repairs of police stations were carried out by 
the Police Department themselves). The system had 

worked satisfactorily though the district boards had 
often cause for the complaint that the contract allowance 
was not sufficient. The buildings were inspected periodic
ally by Executive Engineers and no considerable ditli
culty had hitherto arisen between the boards and Exoc·u
tive Engineers as to the manner in which repairs had been 
executed. 

4,535. A regular service of district engineers was 
essential for the success of the execution of governme.nt 
work by the boards, the appointment and transfer of 
district engineers being controlled by government, 
Such a service would be analogous to the system at 
present followed in the case of assistant surgeons lent 
to district boards under which the boards paid the avemgo 
expenditure entailed by their entertainment and transfers 
were made from one district to another by government. 
This system had worked satisfactorily and no complaints 
had been made by the municipalities concerned. It was 
true that it was-not an ideal one owing to the retention 
by government of control over persons who were paid 
by local bodies, but objections on this score could bo 
diminished by paying reasonable attention to the wi~hf's 
of the boards in respect to the posting of particular 
officers. 

4,536. District engineers should be recruited partly 
in India and partly in Europe as there was not a sulh
cient field for recruiting Europeans in India. Partial 
recruitment in Europe was necessary to provide for 
promotions to the higher Public Works Department posts 
but if the service were intended only for the district 
boards recruitment might be confined to India. European 

· engineers recruited in India by the boards had generally 
proved unsatisfactory. This was however not due to the 
smaller payoffered or to the fact that the conditions of 
service under local boards and municipalities were not 
sufficiently attractive for good men to join, as there were 
several good engineers employed by local bodies in tho 
Punjab and one of the best engineers in the province 
outside the Public Works Department was in the employ
ment of a municipality and another who was employed 

· by a district board on Rs. 650 held charge of a district 
equal in extent to the charge of an Executive Engineer. 
The complaint that service under local bodies was trouble
some on account of internal dissensions, interference in 
professional matters and the fact that an engineer had 
to serve several masters did not apply in the case of the 
Punjab, These drawbacks existed to a limited extent 
in the case of some of the municipalities, but the best 
of them were free from it. 

4,537, If government roads and buildings were handed 
over to district boards, and funds for the purpose were 
made over, it would be necessa1y for government to 
exercise some form of control to see that money was 
properly spent. The present Superintending Engineers 
should therefore be retained for the inspection of district 
board works but their number might be reduced from 
three to two. He had not however given the question 
mature consideration. Hence his suggestion for the 
reduction of the number of Superintending Engineers 
was merely based on the assumption that as there would 
be a better agency for the execution of work a reduction 
in their number was feasible. It would be a hotter 
plan in principle, though more expensive, to attach one 
Inspector of Works to each Commissioner of a division, 
the real control over local bodies being vested in tho 
Commissioner and the Inspector of Works being attached 
to his division as a professional adviser in all matters 
relating to the execution of work by the district boards. 
The Inspector of Works should in such a case be a man 
of better status than the district engineor and be given 
a salary somewhat Jess than a Superintending Engineer. 
As there were five Commissioners in the .Punjab the 
employment of five Inspectors would be necessary. 

4,538. Government at present posseE!Oed consider
able powers of control over district boards under tho 
District Boards Act, but it was rather dinicuJt to excrci~o 
those powers. Ron! control would be exercised if gon-rn
ment reserved the right to discontinue grants in tho cve11t 
of the wastage of funds by the bor•rdR, but remedial 
measures of surcharging or fining the boards in the Punjau 
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were wmecessary as the boards were not difficult to 
handle and they were perfectly prepared to do as they 
were told. 

4,539. Government had recently abandoned the idea 
of making grants to district boards for specific purposes, 
and had adopted the plan of making lump sum grants 
with the object of giving the boards greater liberty of 
action. All grants, including grants for education 
and public works, had thus been amalgamated into one 
sum. The change had been introduced in at least one 
division and it was proposed to introduce it generally. 
A certain degree of discretion was allowed to the 
Commissioner in the distribution of grants as they were 
placed at his disposal and he made allotments after taking 
into consideration the respective requirements of the 
several districts. 

4,540. It was not possible to -foresee whether there 
was any likelihood of official chairmen of district boards 
being replaced by non-official chairmen but public 
opinion, official as well as non-official, would be generally 
against it and though there might be some places in 
which there were competent persons to take the place 
of official chairmen, the Deputy Commissioner should 
continue to be the chairman in the majority of the 
districts. He added that the scheme he had proposed 
would be workable even in the case of districts which 
might eventually have suitable non-official chairmen. 

4,541. The Deputy Commissioner was at present the 
ex-officio chairman of the district board and he did not 
think that if a non-official chairman were elected it would 
be feasible, in order to secure control over government· 
funds, to make the Deputy Commissioner ipso facto a. 
member of the public works committee of the board 
as it was inconceivable in the Punjab that the Deputy 
Commissioner should be a member of the board without 
being its chairman. If he were cyppointed a member of the 
public works committee he would exercise unlimited 
power. ' 

4,542. He was therefore definitely of opinion that 
government roads and buildings should be transferred 
to district boards with the necessary funds subject to 
the outside control only of the Inspector of Works and 
the general control of the Commissioner, as it was incon
ceivable that there would be non-official chairmen 
appointed generally to district boards in the near future. 

4,543. Too much detailed supervision was exercised 
by Public Works Department subordinates and this 
greatly discouraged private enterprise. The Depart
ment arranged for all engineering supervision which 
was not provided by contractors and which was not 
taken into account in calculating the rates at which work 
was given out. He was not in favour of the maintenance 
of a' list of contractors classified according to their re
liability and entrusting certain of them with works with
out supervision and others with work subject to super
vision. All he advocated was that a large contractor 
might be entrusted with a whole work and expected to 
provide his own supervision, his rates being increased to 
cover the cost of such supervision. It was not necessary 
!o have the same amount of supervision, as at present, 
m the case of large contractors to ensure structural 
stability and good work, as such contractors would have 
their reputation at stake and would therefore turn out 
good work. · 

4,544. He did not approve of the proposal that each 
department should be made responsible for the repairs to 
buildings it occupied, lump sum grants being provided 
for the purpose, as in effect it would simply mean the 
transfer of the work at present done by district boards 
to the Deputy Commissioner. He added that he pre
ferred the sy;;tem at present in force. (:\Ir. Aikman 
pointed out that the system of carrying out repairs on 
contract by district boards was not in force throughout 
the province and that it was in force only in a few dis
tricts.) 

4,545. The proposal to reorganize the Department 
on a. district and divisional basis and to have a Public 
Works Department officer in each district who should be 
brought into closer relationship with the Deputy Com
missioner and Commissioner approximated, as far as the 

district organization was concerned, to his proposal to 
make the engineer a district board engineer wit~ t_he 
difference that even if the attempt to keep the district 
machinery efficient were abandoned it would have the 
advantage of keeping the Public Works Department 
in close touch with the Deputy Commissioner. The 
Executive Engineer at present was entirely independent 
of the Deputy Commissioner as he was very often in 
charge of three or four districts, and he was not considered 
as the professional adviser of the Deputy Commissioner 
as in the case of Forest or Police officers. The Forest 
officer wag theoretically subject to control by the Deputy 
Commissioner and sent in his diaries to that officer and 
to the Commissioner. The Superintending Engineer 
was, however, wholly independent of the Commissioner. 

4,546. The Chief Engineer in the Punjab was also 
Secretary to Government. He was the only head of a 
provincial department who was so situated as the other 
heads of departments, e.g., Education, Police, etc., were 
subordinate to Secretaries. These heads of departments 
could submit questions in regard to appointments and 
other personal work to the Lieutenant-Governor 
but for purposes of general administration they had 
to submit cases through a Secretary to Government. 

4,547. The complaint that the time of the Punjab 
Public Works Department was largely absorbed in 
preparing plans and estimates which never materialized 
owing to civil departments constantly calling for plans 
and estimates for new works for which funds were not, 
nor were likely to be, available for a long time was not 
universal. But there might have been occasional in
stances in which plans and estimates had been called 
forwmecessarily. It would not however be possible 
to rule that an officer should not requisition the Public 
Works Department for plans and estimates for projects ' 
unless he could certify that funds were likely to be avail
able within a reasonable period, as it was impossible 
to foresee what allotments would be made. He could 
suggest no remedy for meeting the difficulty and considered 
that the matter should be left to the discretion of the 
administrative officers concerned. 

4,548. The frequent revision of detailed plans owing 
to administrative officers changing their views was not 
prevalent to any great extent and he could not recall a. 
single instance of such having occurred. No remedy 
was therefore necessary in this connection. If a. Deputy 
Commissioner changed his views frequently and called 
for revised plans again and again he would be kept in 
check by the Commissioner, and if the latter officer 
likewise evinced the same propensity he would be kept 
in check by the local Government. The evil, in any 
case, was not a general one and was probably confined to 
a few individual officers. 

4,549. (.Mr. Cobb.) By the remark in his written state
ment that the " District Bo~d is the Deputy Com
missioner" he meant that the will of the Deputy Com
missioner was the will of the district board. The boai:ds 
did not exercise any influence on the willnf the Deputy 
Commissioner and supplied the machinery through 
which the latter's will was carried out. Cases did not 
occur in which the will of the district board did not 
coincide with the will of the Deputy Commissioner. 

4,550. He did not mean to imply that the district 
board did not afford much help to the Deputy Com
missioner in their capacity as an advisory body; all 
that he intended was that the boards were not prepared 
to oppose the Deputy Commissioner. The relations 
between district boards and Deputy Commissioners 
were very friendly. The two worked in co-operation 
and the boards were useful partly as the agency for 
carrying out works and partly because of the excellent 
advice they offered in the framing of the programme of 
public works. They also performed useful functions 
as executors and supervisors of local work. · 

4,551. When a lump sum grant was allotted to a. 
district board a portion of it was earmarked for establish
ment charges. The allocation of the remainder of the 
grant was then discussed at board meetings and the extent 
to which members of the board influenced the distribu
tion dependedalmost entirely on their knowledge of 
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the details and their capacity to put forward their views. sibilities and thus have advantages which a provincial 
The ;Deputy Commissioner did not definitely make up buyer would not possess. 
his mind as to the distribution beforehand and was 4,561. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) If there was a differenre of 
ever ready to accept and supplement his own views by opinion between tho Deputy CommiNsioncr and some 
those of the board. members of the board as to tho disposal of funds tho 

4,552. The method of execution of works adopted by matter would be settled by vote. There was no unwilling· 
local bodies was simpler than the cumbersome procedure ness on the part of the Deputy Commissioner to h·avo 
of the Public Works Department and was quite effective the matter to the discretion of the board and he wa~ 
in the case of small repairs. cognisant of only one case in which there had been a 

division. The Deputy Commi&sioncr had been anxious 
4,553. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) In suggesting a in that case to see which way the deci~ion would go, 

specialist for bridges he had referred only to iron bridges. but had left the matter entirely to the discretion of tho 
4,554. He did.not attach much importance to stand· board. 

ard designs inasmuch- as they had the tendency to limit 4,562. Every item of expenditure was discussed and 
the powers of officers to construct cheaper buildings. voted for, but grants were generally pas~<'d unanimous!\' 
Though it was not possible to abolish standard designs the members being usually predisposed to follow ti1~ 
altogether efforts should be made in every case to see opinion held by the Deputy Commissioner. The Deputy 
whether economies could not be effected. Commissioner was only too glad to receive the opinion 

4~..555. No money limit should be fixed in making of members but as members generally did not consider 
over roads and buildings to the district boards, and the detailed distribution of the grants beforehand thl'y 
the repairs to all buildings in the districts other than were apt to follow the Deputy Commissioner's views. 
colleges and museums should be entrusted to the boards. Members usually expressed their views freely on sueh 

questions as the importation of bulls for breeding cattle 
4,556. He did not desire to abolish the present system and their views were much appreciated by the Deputy 

under which the designs of district board works were Commissioner. The foregoing remarks, however, applied 
submitted to higher authorities for technical sanction, only to rural bodies and not to town comn1ittees. In 
and advocated the continuance of the assistance at the latter the elected members possessed a good deal of 
present afforded in this direction. power and constantly followed their own will. 

4,557. Two Inspectors of Works, instead of three 4,563. The scheme which he had suggested for the 
Superintending Engineers, would in addition to t~e· creation of a body of district engineers who would be 
specialist engineers recommended in his written statement· . appointed and transferred at the discretion of govern
be sufficient for the inspection of the. work ·of. district ment would involve interference with the powers of 
boards. district· boards and in a measure retard the gro1dh of 

4,558. Executive Engineers in the ·pimjab were ex- local self·government. The three possible coru·ses wPre 
officio members of district boards, but they did not evince (I) to aim at government works being executed by 
much interest in the proceedings of the boards and very · private contractors; (2) to adh.ere to the present system 
seldom attended board meetings. under which district engineers were recruited as opportun· 

4,559. He preferred- not to express an opinion on ity offered ; and (3) to recruit a general body of enginc~rs 
the question whether the F.A. standard would be high under such conditions as would ensure the obtainment 
enough for admission to the Roorkee College. of good engineers for district service. 

4,560. (Mr. Mackenzie.) There was some dissatisfao- 4,564. (Mr. Aikman.) District boards should be 
tion in the Punjab in connection with the present methods surcharged in cases in which roads handed over to them 
for the purchase of European stores as they resulted in for maintenance, with a trufficiency of funds, had not 
great delays. He was of opinion with reference to the been properly maintained, and where funds had been 
suggestion to appoint an official buyer in each provincial diverted to objects other than those for which grants 
centre through whom all purchases would be made were given. Such cases would, he added, however be 
instead of through the India Office, that a man actually rare. (!\Ir. Aikman stated that there had in the past 
stationed in London would have access to various firms been two or three such instances, and that in one case the 
and have means of satisfying himself about all the pos- funds intended for a road had been utilized for a hospital. 

Supplementary written statement submitted by the Hon'ble MR. H. J. MAYNARD, c.s.I., I.c.s. 

Control of di8trict boards. 

4,565. Sections 44 to 55 of the District Boards Act, 
1883, give ce:tain legal powers of control over district 
boards to the local Government, the Commissioner and 
the Deputy Commissioner. If a district board makes 
defanlt in performing any duty, the Commissioner 
may, by order in 'IITiting, fix a period for the performance 
of that duty ; and in the event of further default, he is 
empowered to appoint some person to perform it and to 
require payment for the expense of performing it to be 
made. Another legal provision of importance is that 
" when the control and administration of any public 
work is by or under this Act transferred to a district 
board, and at the time of the transfer the cost of that 
control and administration is defrayed from provincial 
re.venue, the local Government may invest any officer 
With respect to that work," with certain powers to 
ensure its satisfactory performance. 
.:(2). Under Section 55 of the Act the local Government 

bas power to make rules regarding budgets, forms of 
&eeou!lt, periodical audit, publication of accounts, pre

·.: paration of plans and estimates for works, and the 
' authority by which, and tho conditions subject to which, 

such plana and estimates may be sanctioned. Under this 
legal authority, a. col.lection of ruka known as the 

"District Board Account Code " has been prescriLed 
for observance. Important features of this Code are :-

(a). The annual budget, accompanied by a statement 
showing the original works whieh the board proposes to 
execute during the year, must go to the Commissioner for 
orders; and, when passed by the Commissioner, must not 
be exceeded under any head without further sanction to 
transfers from one head to another. Government may at 
any time call for a revised budget, to be prepared accord
ing to instructions. 

(b). A [opal audit of the board's accounts must take . 
place once a year under the orders of the Accountant· 
General, and the board is bound to giYo every facility 
and assistance and to deal promptly with objection 
statements. 

(c). Registers of works and measurements must be 
kept up and a completion certillcate must be suLillitted 
before final payment for a work is made. 

(3). There nre also rules requiring the district board to 
obtain the sanction of certain authorities before under· 
taking original works of more than a certain yaluc. 
1'hese rules vary according as tho district board is of the 
first or the second class. I attach* a copy of tb,·m as 
they stood on February 25th, 1916 (and still stand, I 

• Not printed. 
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believe). It will be seen that even a first-class board ~as 
to oLtain administrative sanction before undcrtakmg 
a work costing Rs, 5,000 or more. In practice adn~in~
strativc sanction is always given to projects when It IS 
shown that they will serve a useful object and that there 
is no reason to doubt that the money for them will be 
forthcoming. Fair projects in detail are not prepared 
till administrath·e sanction has been given. Final or 
professional approval of the Public Works Department 
must be obtained by a first-class board before setting to 
work on a project estimated to cost Rs. 5,000 or more. 
These rather stringent rules would probably be relaxed 
if the engineering establishments of district boards were 
improved. I should call the rules an even greater limita
tion of local self-government than the insistence upon the 
employment of a particular district board engineer 
would be. 

(-!). Section 27 of the Act provides that if a board 
should appoint as its engineer (or as its servant in any 
other capacity) an unfit person, the Deputy Commissioner 
may (subject to an appeal to the Commissioner) call 
upon the board to dismiss him. No. XII-A of the rules 
(which is evidently a recent addition) goes a great deal 
further thrl.n this, and provides that the district board 
shall employ and retain such officers, and servants, and 
assign to them such pay, as certain Public Works Depart
ment authorities may consider necessary and proper ; 
and requires the sanction of the same authorities to the 
appointment of persons to offices requiring professional 
skill. I have only now become aware of the existence 
of this rule ; and I do not think that the courts would 
uphold its legality if it were questioned. 

(5). Another important rule which is new since I last 
. dealt with district board work is No. 12 (c) which 

empowers the civil officers to call upon certain Public 
'Yorks Department officers to inspect and report upon. 
district board works under construction. This virtually 
makes the Public Works Department officer an assis
tant of the civil officer for an important purpose. 

(6). In the last resort a local Government can (with 
the sanction of the Governor General in Council) supersede 
a board for persistent default (Section 51 of the Act), 
But these large powers of drastic action are less effective 
in practice than the knowledge that government can 
withhold grants-in-aid if they are not properly applied. 
I attach a copy * of the Review of District Boards for 
1915-16, from which it will be seen that out of a total 
income of Rs. 74~ lakhs, government contributions under 
Education exceeded Rs. 11 lakhs and under Civil Works 
exceeded Rs. 12 lakh~ and came to nearly Rs. 1~ lakhs 
under other heads. If district board engineering estab
lishments should be improved, as proposed by me, 
and, provincial works made over to them on a larger 
scale than at present, these grants would become an 
even larger proportion of the total income. 

(7). There is no power, at present, to surcharge to 
individuals, sums improperly expended from district 
funds, and the system is, in the Punjab, more appro-· 

· -priate to urban than to rural conditions. There is not, 
generally speaking, any eagerness on the part of rural 
notables to serve on district boards ; whereas the com
petition for seats on municipal committees (urban) is 
sometimes keen. 

4,566. Possibility of finding suitable district engineers 
without establishing a regular service under government.
It was pointed out to me during my examination by the 
Committee that my proposal for a provincial service of 
engineers, to be posted to district boards by a central 
authority, involves a serious diminution of the powers of 
the local self-governing bodies. I should like to say, 
quite plainly, that I regard any such diminution with 
much regret, and greatly prefer a solution which does not 
involve it. As 1 have said, there is no overt conflict of 
wills in a Punjab district board and what 'the board does 
is what the Deputy Commbsioncr thinks best. But there 
is, in. a~ institution lik~ the district board, always a 
potentwllty of self-assertion. It is merely a question of 
the members, or some of the members, attaining to a 

• Not printed. 

particular standard of knowledge and intelligence of 
public affairs. W'hen that happens, the Deputy Com
missioner will step down, or waiye his own views, as. he 
already often does now in his dealings with urban bodieo. 
All that I say is that this particular standard of know
ledge and intelligence has not yet been reached by rural 
boards in the Punjab. I have thought it necessary to 
make this clear, because the course of my examination by 
the Committee left me with the feeling that I had 
contrived to give the impression of depreciating self
governing institutions. Ohe may regard an institution 
either as it is, or as it is likely to become. I certainly 
would not ignore the latter aspect. 

(2). A district board engaging an engineer could never 
do, what government does, engage him for 30 years' ser
vice, or until the age of 55, with a promise of a pension at 
the end of his term. Having the need for only one; it must 
secure itsel£ against the risk of hitting upon a bad one. 
The service must therefore be from year to year, or for a 
limited term of years, with, at most the prospect of a 
bonus at the end. Apart from this point, there is in 
India a social prejudice-a sort of analogue to the British 
snobbery of rank-in favour of service under government. 
Service under a district board lacks social prestige. 
Probably it even affects a man's social prospects, for 
instance when he addresses himself to the father of the 
lady whom he would desire to marry ; when the question 
turns upon pay, prospects, and pension, and position 
upon the Government House list, or off it. Theee things 
b.eing as they are, a local body must offer a salary sub
st!(ntially greater than government offers to secure a 
man of a particular standing and qualifications. If, 
as recommended :·by the Public Services Commission, 
government ought· to give Rs. 380-750 for Assistant 
Engineers recruited in Europe, or Rs. 300-550 for the 
same class recruited in India, we must add 20 to 30 per 
cent. to these figures, to provide for recruitment by 
district boards. This 20 to 30 per cent. would not 
necessarily be given, or not necessarily all be given, in 
the form of salary. Part of it would take the form of 

. bonus after so many years of approved service. 
.·· (~). If the proposal of the Public Services Commission 
be accepted, temporary engineers will henceforth be 
engaged in the Public Works Department only when 
it is imperative to engage additional assistance in order 
to cope with temporary emergencies, and it will be made 
clear that their engagements will be either for a specified 
item of work or for a.limited term, in no case exceeding 
five years. This change may set free for district board 
employment a class of officer now not available for it. 
The Irrigation Branch in the Punjab employs nearly 
60 such officers now, on salaries varying from Rs. 150 
to Rs. 800 per mensem (the latter figure being attained · 
after some 20 years of service). A few of them have 
English qualifications. The rest are presumably Roorke.e 
men. No doubt they are all good men or they would not 
have been kept on. ··It appears to follow that district 
boards should be able to obtain the services of satisfactory 
engineers for Rs. 400 upwards ; but, of course, the 
occasional and casual demands of particular local bodies, 
in a country where no private engineering practice at 
present exists, are not so likely to be satisfactorily met, 

·as the comparatively steady demand of government 
embarking upon a great undertaking such as the Triple 
Canals project, which is presumably responsible for many 
of the temporary engineers employed in the Punjab 
Irrigation Branch. The facts given in paragraph 4,506 
of my original memorandum (where the post carried a 
pay of Rs. 300-500) are not particularly encouraging. 

(4). One obvious difficulty is this. Unless the distriC1t 
board is to take its district engineer straight from the 
engineering college at Roorkee, where is he to find 
employment in the beginning and how is he to ar,qui.re 
his experience? Possibly the Public Works Departmt.>nt 
might arrange to give a two years' training 'to young 
probationers, the cost being collected rateably from tbe 
district boards of the province. But this seems to:,· . 
involve some sort of guarantee of employment; and. a· 
guarantee of employment .means the binding down of 

• 
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district boards, and int·c~rlerence, again, with self-govern· 
ing rights. 

(5). I suppose the mat~er ?Iay best be ~ut i~ this foz:m. 
The development of a cfutrtrt. board engmee~mg sen·w.>, 
with enginvers freely seleet<'_d by each_ boa~d ts bound_ up 
with the crMtion of a pnvatt' engme.(·rmg profe>S~on. 
\\hen the latter comes, and as it comes, the former may 
come t·oo. In the meanwhile it is possible to do something 
by prescribing the qualifications and conditio~ of ser'l'ice 
for engineers to be employed by local bodies, and by 
proriding the funds for ~c~l'a.sing their pay, wi~hout 
going t<> the length of reqwr~g them to take particular 
officers from a government list. 

4.,567. Proposed rate and conlrad e:rpert a.t hwdquarters. 
-A private engineering profession will hardly cm;ne 
into existence in the Punjab unless it is the defimte 
business.of some one in particular t{) direct Public Works 
Department policy in that direction. This is one of the 
wavs in which the headquarters rate and contrad expert, 
proposed by me, might be expected t{) work. A depart
mentis not shaken out of a rut and put into a new course 
till its policy is placed in the hands of some one having 
a definite mission. It is a question of adjusting rates 
so that they may cover the cost of engint>ering supervi· 
sion and of deliberately abandoning detailed departmental 
superrision of the l."'ind now exerciso:d. 

(2). The question was put to me whether the proposed 
rate and contract expert might not naturally fulfil for 
the province the function which the Stores Department 
at the India Office discharges for India as a whole. I 
had not considered the point and I hesit.ated to answer. 

I see in the sugge;:tion the pro>ped of a gn·at adnntage 
to !oral indu,tries; and from this point of Yiew I wei· 
come it. 

4,568. Position of t!te Clticf E11giuar as Sarclary to t11e 
low/ Got,ernmellt.-As in the Irrigation Branch, so in the 
R<Jads and Building~. the Chi('£ EnginN·r is a f:'t·('rdnry 
to Government. In the Educ·ation and Police Dt·pr.rt· 
ments the departmental head is au Vnder Secretan· to 
Government, and in the formt'r at all events, tl:('rc"L,,·s. 
I understand, functions very closcly re:'t"mLling tho;~ of 
a Secretary. This system (though it is rarrird ewn 
further in a small pro'l'ioce 8Uch as the :Xorth.\Ye4 
Frontier Pro'l'ioce, where the Rev<>nue Commissioner is 
also the Rennue Secretary) is perhaps peculiar in a large 
province. It gives the departmental head (who figure·> 
sometimes as Government in such and such a dt'partment 
sometimes merely as the departml'ntal head) large pow<>rs; 
and emaneipates him from the closer control to which 
he would be subject if his work as departmental hc·ad 
were liable t.o the scrutiny of a Secretary before coming 
before the Lieutenant-Go\'ernor. Unless a Lieutenant
Governor is gifted with exceptional working pow(·rs, 
the system tends to be one leaving the profes.sional 
department to control itself, subject only to the control 
involved in the financial limits imposed upon aggregate 
e1:penditure ; a control wry different in c hararter from 
financial control o>er particular schemes. But consid('r· 
ation of this question tends to lead one far afield. One 
solution evidently is the establishment, of an Executive 
Council, in which public works should be the particular 
concern of one particular Councillor. 

RAI BAJU.DtrR XOO!f Sc-:GH, C{)ntract{)r. 

Written StJJ.f.emeni. 

4,569. {I). Economy and suitability of methods of ei:ecu· 
ti.on of public works, and (ll.) Encouragement of other 
agency.- I b~g to say that in my humble opinion the 
present method for the execution of civil works is a. 
very definite and correct one, because at present a 
work is always under the supervision of a government 
officer from it:; beginning to its end. The officer 
concerned gets the work done, of the \ery best 
of its kind. He sees that good and first-class materials 
are used in the work. If any inferior material is brought 
on the work it comes at once t.o his notice and he gets 
it removed at once and superior mat.erial substituted. 
In short all details of the work and all sorts of materials 
come under his inspection for the whole time the work 
remains under construction. If anv defect is notioed 
during con..'<trnction, it is corrected th~n and there. When 
civil works will be entirely a:~d solely entrusted for 
con:,--truction to private companies, I do not think that 
the sa.me sort of scm tiny will be exercised bv them which 
is now being done. B~sides this the priv~te companies 
will require 30 t.o 40 per eent. more than the present rates. 
Jt, is my own experience of 37 years and I have personally 
noted on those occasions, where I had a chance of working 
side by side "With private companies. that their rat-es 
were about double those of the Public Works Depart
ment contractors. I worked in the Lady Hardinge 
Women's Medical C>Ol!ege recently; the rate of a Europe.an 
eompany for & reinforced concrete floor was Rs. 38 per 100 
s.ft., '\\hereas for the same kind of floor in the provincial 
worb a local eontract>Or was paid at Rs. 10 per 100 s. ft. 

Thus it will be observed that the private company's rate 
will be about four times the present contract<Jrs' rate. 

(2). Under the prt'sent svstem of working hundreds of 
men of all classes (high and low) get their livelihood and 
pray for the pro5perity and good of the go,·ernmt>nt. 
When the work will be done by companies alone, tht'y 
will get the work done, to the advantage of their ol\·n 
purses, by petty contractors and pay tbt>m at as low 
rates as possible, the big companies keeping as much of 
the profit as possible. I therefore cannot think that 
private companies will use first-class materials or use them 
in proper proportion in mortar unless a government offic<?r 
is appointed for superrising the work and examining the 
materiaL If supervision by an officer is then found to be~. 
a necessity, it means a reversion to the system which is 
now in force. 

(3). In the case of smaller works, private companit's rrill 
not care t{) el:ecute tht'm and entrusting the works to 
small contractors will again require the employment of its 
own st.aff by the governruE"nt. But if all the works, 
which are now being done under separate arrangements 
in the municipality, district boards and Public .Works 
Department may be amalgamated and pla('ed und~r.one 
Chief Engine~r. thl'n economy in e~penditure is pos:'jble 
without any prejudice to good work, as there would then 
be more scope for minimizing expenses. At present, thiil 
multiplicity of control entails the employment of a. 
much larger staff. which can t'asily be reduced. The 
amalgamation will enhance the eflkiency but reduce the 
number of the staff. 

(4). In concluBion I would say that whatever s.nt~m 
may be adopt<"d for the el:ecution of work. the contra(·ts 
should invariably be given by Opt'n competition. 

. R.u B.uuDCR X.ill.lli Sc-:GH callE-d and examined. 
4..510. !Pruid.ent.) The wit;ess stat-ed that he was a to him pie-ce-meaJ, i.e., one etorey at a time. He had f.O 

Public Works Department contract{)r and that he em· far taken up the contra<'! for the first otorey at a co,t 
ployed a staff of o>erseers and sub·oYerseers trained of Rs. 15 toRs. ~0 lakhs and hoped <'nntually to obtain 
at Roorkee or Lahore. He had. however, never emplor~:d the contra<'t for the rt:>maind(·r of the building. 
an en;rine>er. 4,5';'2. The pre,ent s~·;ot{·lll of ~i·dng <.'Ontrad s was 

4,57'l~·Tbe largest single contract whkh he had 8atisfadory as it prm'idcd for ca.rdul >u!"'r'-1,ion by the 
IU"C·t'pt.ed was the construction of the Lady Hardinge Department whirh was as ess~ntial in the ca>e of cou· 
!-1t-dic.al College and Hospital, Delhi, at a co;t of a bout tra('tors as d[,.ciplinary coutrol in the Army. He hrre 
Rs. 14lakhs. He was at pre:;ent ensagl"d on the con;truc- instanced the care of a wai<'T·'tl·orks scb~rue whit b 
tion of G-o"l'ern.ment House, Delhi, which was e;;timated was carried out "-ithout >uperri<ion b~· a lar;::e rontradinf! 
to cost about Rs. 93lakhs. The contract had been given firm and failed wry shortly aft{·r its compk tion. Tbe 
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periodical supervision a~ ~r~sent exercised by the Execu-, 
tive Engineer, the sub-dlVlSJonal officers who were always 
on the spot and overseers and Rub-overseers who looked 
to the particular items of works, served a very useful 
purpose and wa~ essential in th~ case of. large firms. 
Firms charged h1gh rates. For mstance m one case 
a large firm had charge~ Rs. 3~ per 100 s~. ft. for 
reinforced concrete floormg while the Pubhc Works 
Department could have got ~he work done for Rs. 10 
only by a petty eo~tractor. 

4 57:3. His experience had been that large contractors 
did' not execute work themselves, but invariably. sub
let their work to petty contractors. The flooring he had 
referred to had been sub-let to a local contractor. 

4,574. He was in favour of the present contract system 
and did not desire any changes to be made. The employ
ment of large contracting firms would he detrimental to 
the interests of the country as it would deprive a large 
number of petty contractors of their means of livelihood 
and prove uneconomical as government would then have 
to pay double profits to the firms as well as to the sub
contractors employed by them. 

4,575. The present system for the execution of w01'k 
was unsuitable in so far as it resulted in the employment 
of too many staffs and in consequence in a considerable 
overlapping of functions. He therefore recommended that 
the municipal district board and Public Works Depart· 
ment staffs should be amalgamated under one Chief 
Engineer, and that all the works, except irrigation, should 
be carried out by one government department. 

4,576. The present system of giving contracts was 

beneficial in that it provided employment for contract
ors, overseers, engineers and many other people. If 
the system of giving works to large firms were however 
introduced all the profits would go to a few firms and 
thus deprive a large number of people of their livelihood. 

4,577. He eould not suggest any changes in the exist
ing system with a view to economy, other than the amalga· 
mation of the district board, municipal and Public Works 
Department staffs nor did l).e think any changes were 
required from the point of view of contractors.' He had 
worked in Delhi for the past seven years and had executed 
work worth about a crore of rupees and had always 
found the system to work satisfactorily. No change 
was therefore required at present, but there might be a 
necessity for some change 20 or 30 years hence. 

4,578. (.Mr. Oobb.) Government at present employed 
a large staff and paid them reasonable salaries and 
if contracts were given to large firms, they would 
barely pay subsistence wages to their employees. A 
great number of people would thus suffer by the change. 
He admitted, however, that it would not lead to any 
loss to the labourers themselves. A further objection to 
the employment of large firms was that they would not 
take up scattered works at a distance from their head
quarters. 

4,579. (Rai Bahadnr Ganga Ram.) He had worked as a 
contractor for about 37 years and had started with a 
capital of Rs. 6-12 only. He had served in the Army 

, as a sepoy on a salary of about Rs. 5, at the.time of the 
Ka_bul war, and had gradually worked his way up. ~ 

· P. R. HEWLETT, EsQ., A.M.I.C.E., PARTNER, ·MESSRS. LANE BROWN. AND HEWLETT, Consulting Civil and 
Sanitary Engineers, Lucknow •. 

W1'iften Statement. 

4,580. Qualifications.-Associa· 
te Member Institution of Civil 

Engineers, En~ land, since 1906. 
189s. Articled to C. Claude Robson, 

Age 35 years. 

1901. M. I. C. E., and a student of 
Institution of Civil Engineers. · 

Student at University Engi- · 
1900

-
1902

• neering College, London. 
Assistant Engineer with the Willesden District Council, 

. 1902_ 1905, London, engaged on various 
sewerage works, notably, recon

struction of Brent Sewage Farm. 
Appointed Resident Engineer to carry out Drainage 

1905 . Works with H. Lane Brown, M.I. 
· C.E., as Supervising Engineer. 

W,as taken into partnership by H. Lane Brown, M.I. 

1909• C.E., and with him have pre-
pared designs for and supervised 

construction of water-works, drainage and sewerage 
works lor many cities in Northern India, vide Annexure. 

· 4,581. (I). Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-The evidence given in 
Al}ahabad. by my partner 1I.J;. Lane Brown in reply to 
tlus questiOn represents my VIews also, and with further 
r~ference to the question of rat~s as distinct from supervi
SIOn charges, I would like to say that from considerable 

·experience in carrying out work by contract in North 
London, I have no doubt that satisfactory work i~ best 
~ccured by preventing, so far as possible, unfair or under
cutting competition. Nothing but false economy can 
result from allowing undue cutting of rates and I remark 
on this because, supposing open agency and contracting 
llecome· an accepted fact, it might result in a worse evil 
than in ·paying the fairly full rates now paid by the Puhlie 
\Vorks Department. 

(2). So far as the question of supervision charges nrc 
conc~rned, I cannot see any doubt that these woul<l be 
consJd~r~bly lesoc'ncu if the .. Public Works Department 
RupervisiOn were remodelled on the lines of tho inspecting 
staft of the Local Covernmcnt Board at home. 

(3). From my experience of the provi~ions of tho Public 
1\'orks and Local Funds Account Code~, those Rcem to 
have d?velopf'd or accreted into a cum!Jrous and unduly 
expensive mc-thod of procedure, and it WOl1lcl not be 

VOL. III 
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impossible, in my opinion, to radically change the system 
of accounts, to fall in line with the ordinary system of 
accounts for the execution of public works as in force at 
home. 

(4). The real difficulty seems to be that of the unneces
sary numbers of registers and other account form!'!, which 
it has become practically a life-long study to understand 
and comply with; with very few instances the engineer 
seems at the mercy of the permanent accounts staff 
whose interest is the continuance and extension of the 
provisions of the Code . 

4,582. (TI)~ Encouragement of other agency.-During 
the past four years we have been engaged in the Punjab, 
on the recommendation of government, in the prepa
ration of designs and estimates for sanitation schemes 
for Lahore, Amritsar and Multan. . 

(2). The construction of a portion of the Amritsar 
scheme has been carried out under our supervision. 
This latter work has secured the approval of government, 
the local authorities and inl1abitants. 

(3). We have received every encouragement from the 
Public Works Department in the Punjab, but since the 
completion of the above works nothing further has bC'en 
entrusted to us. We are not in a position to know whether 
this is cauRed by fi:qancial stress owing to the war or 
if the Sanitary Engineer's department is carrying out 
any works which may be in hand at tho present timt'. 

4,583. (m). Changes in organiZation and (IV) Relations 
with other departments and sub-branches.-! am 
unable to answer these questions which appear to be 
departmental. 

4,584. (V). Decentralizatioll.-If the design and execu
tion of works at present carried out entirely by the Public 
Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch, is to bo 
thrown open in part or whole to private firms or agencies, 
then undoubtedly a considerable amount of decentraliza
tion would be necessary. Such a change, of course, eould 
only be gradually effected. At the present moment ~wing 
to the whole of these works having been kept prnctlCally 
entirely in the ·hands of the go,Ternment engineers and 
architects, there has been little scope for any ·private 
firms and thus few have been attracted to prnetiso in 
India. Had such opportunity for practice been open, 
it is certain that a good number 'of efficient firms would 
have long ago been est.abliHhed und I am quite ~ure 

2I 

\ 
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that if tho Public Works Department, Buildings and 
Roads Branch wore, as suggested in my reply to question 
(I), remodelled on the lines of the advisory and scrutini
sing staff of the Local Government Board at homo, 
with suito,ble standing orders together with specifica
tions, prepared and revised when necessary, the country 
would generally benefit from the stimulus of healthy 
competition and avenues of employment be opened to 
young engineers in the open market. 

(2). It may be said that the amount of employment 
would not provide for u. greater number, or possibly a 
less number of engineers and architects than are 11t present 
in govommont employ, but it should be remembered that 
for wapt of properly qualified firms the mo,jority of priv11to 
works of building, eto., undortu.ken in tho country have 
perforce remained in the hands of the mistri and small 
oontractot• class with the result that a low standard of 
design and construction has been the general rule, and 
I consider that there is a considerable scope for these 
undertakings over and above any work now entirely 
in the hands of government engineers and architects. 

4,585. (VI). Simplification of procedure.-Have no 
experience, question apparently departmental. 

4,586 .. (VU). Education, and (VTII) Practical training. 
-From our experience the education at Indian engi
neering colleges, as at home, provides a fully sufficient 
equipment in theoretical work, but even if to this 
be added a so-called practical training, which is generally 
of about a year, the young engineer will take .anything 
from three to five years on actual works of construction 
before he can rea~onably be expected to have sufficient 
experience to assume responsible control of such constl'uc· 
tion, in other words, it will be a misnomer to term him 
a qualified engineer until he has carried out in rosponsiblo 
charge some work of engineering construction. 

(2). This is in contra-distinction to tho view which 
appears to be held by government, that an academic 

qualification is sufficient to provide recruitment for ('ngi
ncoring posts. Nearly nil the qualit it•s 1wcessarv fnr 
r<'"qponsible control of works aro absent, from sueh exaininn· 
tions for qualification for employment us a government 
engineer, and ns the passing of tho examination by u 
sufficiently high number of marks provides the oxamln••c 
with a permanent and pensionable post it Sl'ems ('Vid•·nf, 
that the cadre may possibly carry a certain numLPr of 
members who may fail to "make good" on tho actual 
test of control of work. 
' (3). The education of nn engineer cannot terminate 
with the passing of his examination at college, and it 
would be better, I would suggest, to consider this a'l 
Jlimply u. qualifying test to recruit for a class of srholar· 
ship probationers who in a period of five years could lte 
given full qualification after having been for nt least t)lfC'<' 
years in responsible executive control of works-Ids 
salary from commencement should be sufilcient to main· 
tu.in him respectably nn~ honestly and be providPd in 
part or whole by government as a scholarship. 

(4). These scholarships should not be awarded for a 
paper exo,mination only, other qualities, energy, JlhyRir,al 
as well as mental, are ossentialns are also tact and honr~t y 
and in awarding the scholarships the absence or othl·r· 
wise of these factors should be fully considcrf'd tog0th~r 
with the academic results. 

, ANNEXURE A. 

Sewerage, sttr/ace drainage and water-supply schPmrs rrr
pared and constructed by 111 essrs. Lane Brown & H ercl>tt, 
Consulting Civil and Sanitary E11gineers, 1898 to 19ll, 

(For details please see Annexure B to the written Mate· 
mentof Mr. H. Lane Brown, page 194 antr.). 

MR. P. R. HEWLETT called and exnminecl. 

4,587. (President.) The witness stated that he was a 
partner of Messrs. Lane Brown and Hewlett, a firm of 
Consulting Civil and Sanitary Engineers. 

4,588. A system under whirh_ all public works in India 
ought to be left entirely to pri~ate enterprise, and under · 
which government should m,erely employ a staff of experts 
for approving such works, was the idea partially underly
ing the suggestioll3 in his written evidence. His main 
recommendation was that government should endeavour 
to carry out works more on the lines followed by muni
cipal administrations in England and go even further and 
increase the scope of the staff which would correspond in 
such a case to that of the Local Government Boo,rd there 
but- not undertake any executive work themselves. 
Every local body in England which was sufficiently large 
to carry out their own engineering work maintained an 
engineering staff. This applied however only to ordinary 
works, and a. similar practice could be introduced in India. 
Large works, in England; e.g., tramway or electrical 
schemes, on the other hand, were invariably given to con· 
suiting engineers. This had been his experience when 
employed by the municipality of Willesden (one of the 
largest municipalities in Englu.nd) in the county of 
1\>Iiddlesex. That municipality did not employ their own 

" architect, but had an engineer to whom he (the witness) 
had been articled, He had never seen any parallel between 
the system followed by municipalities in England and 
government work in India that might be of help to the 
latter in the execution of works. The suggestions in his 
written evidence did not apply entirely to government 
works but more especially to the works of local bodies. 
He had recommended that government should not assist 
such bodies by employing their Sanitary Engineer to 
prepare schemes for them, but that they should allow local 
bodies to employ private enterprise on such work. In his 
opinion the Sanitary Engineer employed by government 
should not prepare designs at all and his work should be 
re~trieted to t~e scr~tiny of the designs prepared by 
pnvate firms, mspect10ns, and an examination of the 
necessity for the several schemes, 

4,589. A certain number of sanitary Rchemes in the 
Punjab had been designed by his firm at a charge of 4 
anima per head of the population concerned, and thi~ 
charge was based on a, system introduced by a Mr. Harriott 
in the Centro,! Provinces. That officer had taken a certain 
number of towns in that province, for w!Jich sanitary' 
schemes had already been prepared, and l1nd found tlHit 
the average cost of those schemes Jwd been between 
Rs. 12 and Rs. 13 per head of the population. His 
firm's "harge for designing work was 2 per cent on tho 
cost of each scheme, and taking the figures urrh·cd at uy 
Mr. Harriott, this 2 per cent. worlwd out to prac!ie,>lly 4 
annas per head of the population. He admitted that tho 
ordinary charge for designs made by consulting engin£ws 
was usually 2i per cent., but explained that the firm had 
accepted 2 per cent. because at that time they had be<'n 
given an immense number of projects to d<"sign for tho 
Central Provinces Administration, The designs thPy 
had prepa.red had been approved usually by the .Sanitary 
Board and not by tho Sanitary Engineer to Govrm· 
ment. 

4,590. A portion of the Amritsar sanitary schemo harl 
been constructed by his firm. The firm had actf'd during 
its progress as agents for the local municipality for a ft•e 
of 17 per cent. and co,rried out the wor);s in that <'llpacity, 
providing the whole of the clerical nnd technical stniT 
necessary for the works, with the exception of tlmt 
required for the embodiment of tho accounts. 1'he finn 
also provided a resident engineer who was fully qualili<'d 
and had been trained in tho London County CoullC'il 
offices. There were several contractorR engag~d on tho 
Amritsar scheme, and contracts had been entered into 
between the municipulity and tho contractors, though hi~ 
firm selected the latter. Tho municipality lwd ontor<'d 
into an agreement with his own firm for tho payment of 
17 per cont. on the cost of tho work, nnd under this agrc·e· 
mont tho firm wero permitted to let out tho works to 
whoever they approved of. Tho fee of 17 per ceut. 
was 'for const,ruction, hut in the ca"e of the Amrit,<:lr 
scheme, although tho design for the schome hnd IJc(:n 
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revised by his firm tho rutmicipality wero not charged HJ 
per cent. . 

4,5!H. The munioipalit.ics in tho Punpb we.ro not at 
liberty to employ consulting engineers of the1r own to 
prepare schemes for them. Ho ~tt.ributed the contention 
in his written evidonco that h1s firm had not recently 
!Jeon employed on sanitary schemes by municir?a}iti~s 
to the pos~i!Jility that a largo number of the muruclpah
ties httcl no knowledge of hit! firm's capacity to undertake 
~uch work, and added that unless a certain amount of 
enuoumgement were accorded to his firm by government 
it was not possible for such municipalities to be enlightened 
in this respect. Another contribi1tory cause might be, 
tlmt municipalities thought that it mihcr appealed to 
government that they should employ the Public Works 
Department, but he. had no proof in supper~ .of th!s 
a8~:>ertion. He surmised that some muructpahtlos d1d 
know of his firm, since members of certain of those bodies 
had been to see the firm's work at Amrits~tr, and that they 
were reticent to extend their patronage to tho firm for 
fear of offending the Sanitary Engineer to Government. 

4,5!)2. 'l'he Sanitary Engineer to Government should 
be prohibited from preparing designs for works, and 
government should maintain in the place of that officer 
a Consulting Sanitary Engineer whose duties should be re· 
stricted to the scrutiny of plans prepared by private enter
prise; such plans as were rejected by that officer n,s un
ouitablo being returned to the firms concerned for revision. 

4,593. (8ir Noel Kershaw.) In explanation of the 
position his firm had occupied in connection with the 
Amristar sanitary scheme, he remarked that the contract 
for the actual execution of work did not really concern the . 
firm. Their position was covered by an agreement, under 
which they supplied a resident engineer to the munici
pality and bore the expense incurred by the employ· 
ment of that officer. The firm arranged for everything 
that was not actually chargeable to the work for a fee 
of 17 per cent., and let out the work on contract on behalf 
<•f the municipality. This 17 per cent. however included 
certain :works charges in the shape of supervision of a 
minute character. 

4,594. Daily labour work was only undertaken when
ever it was not possible to obtain contractors to carry 
out the particular type of work the firm desired to be 
done. On such occasions the firm employed the labour 
and .supervised the work, but the authority who had 
entered into an agreement with them paid the muster 
rolls. It was impossible to got contractors to take up 
cement work for drains and paving. To the contention 
that his firm's system left an enormous amount of power 
in the hands of the consulting engineers that probably 
did not obtain in any other country, he remarked that he 
believed that a somewhat similar system had been in 
vogue in some parts of America for a long time. 

4,595. Since he had not been in touch with any work 
in England for about 12 years he was not able to state 
whether there were not a considerable number of small 
towns in that country that employed consulting engineer~ 
for works of a considerable size on a fixed porcentago, 
which was not neeeosarily tho percentage allowed under 
the rules of tho Institution of Civil Engineers. 

4,506. (llfr. Mackenzie.) The contractor::; usually em
llloyed by his firm were. potty contract orr.:, and unless 
specially desired the firm practically never paid them. 
The latter wore generally paid by the municipality 
though the firm made out their bilh;. Losoes due to the 
fault of ·contractors wore deducted before their final. 
hills were made out, and final bills were never pmparcd 
by the flrm until a few months after ihe work had been 
completed, Further, contractors were never given largo 
porti6ni:! of a work, and they wore not given more 
until they completed ·each IJortion. He admitted that 
if a contractor was not in a po.Hition to make good tho 
expense involved by the commiHsion of a fault, tho 
municipality would undoubtedly suffer and would on 
their part attack his firm. But he had never known 
of a single occurrence of this nature as his firm took the 
precaution to give out only smaii portions of work at 
a time to each contractor. If a case involving litigation 
did occur, he thought a contractor might legally 8Ue 

the muniCipality but not his firm. If a contractor 
failed the firm during construction and the rest of the 
work in consequence cost more, he admitted that the 
firm's foes would be increased but added that in such a 
case the firm would probably forego the extra amount. 
Such !t case however had never arisen. 

4,5!J7. In explanation of his firm's objection to taking 
contracts, ho remarked that there wore many reasons 
why it was very ditlicult for a European firm to work 
smoothly on a contract when there was a subordinate 
staff to supervise their work. His firm employed their 
own staff on works for which they were engaged and 
dismissed them on the spot if they accepted illegal grati
fication. The firm maintained a large staff of permanent 
sub-overseers whom they had had for a very considerable 
period, and also a head surveyor and head draughtsman~ 
If his firm were to accept a government contract, they
had also to accept the supervision of an ongip.oer and sub
overseer, and they disapproved of their work being 
supervised by, subordinates since they themselves were 
engineers. 

4,598. (Rai Balzadur Gctnga Ram.) A municipality 
which employed his firm to prepare a design for them was 
at liberty .after receiving the design from the firm to 
employ whatever ag~ncy they chose on the construction 
of the work concerned. When acting as agents for a 
municipality, however, that body paid the muster rolls by 
giving his firm an imprest which the latter certified 
after payment. The municipality, as a rule, did not 
employ a staff for accounts since, except for their 
oinbodiinent, the accounts were maintained by the firm. 
In the Central Provinces, however, the firm had borne 
the cost of a clerk on Rs. 60 or Rs. 70 to incorporate 
their accounts with the divisional accounts, but in con· 
nootion· with the Amritsar scheme the municipality 
had employed a man on Rs. 30 for this purpose. This 
was all tho extra staff that that municipality had 
employed. The contractors engaged were paid not by 
the firm but by the municipality. 

4,599. The designs prepared by his firm for the 
Amritsar scheme were, he believed, approved by the then 
Sanitary Engineer to government. This officer had on 
two or three occasions visited the work. The rest of the 
responsibility for the work, after the designs had been ap· 
proved by the Sanitary Engineer, had r~sted on his firm. 

4,600. (.llfr. Cobb.) When at Willesden he had under
taken drainage works for which that municipality had 
not employed a consulting engineer. He remembered 
the tramway scheme previously referred to as the 
only case in which that municipality had engaged a 
consulting engineer, and he believed that that consulting 
engine01,: had also designed the scheme. The design had 
been submitted for approval to the municipal committee. 

. He added that if in a busy town in England a complete 
new schume were projected, it was the usual practice to 
employ a consulting engineer, but if merely an extension 
of an oxist.ing work was contemplated the work was 
generally carried out by the municipal engineering staff. 

4,601. (Rai Balwdu1· Ganua Ram.)-It was not the case 
that his firm preferred to employ petty instead of large 
contractors when engaged by a local body on a fee> of 17 
per cent. to supervise a drainage work, but rather that 
they preferred to deal with those contractors from whom 
they were sure to got the best and cheapest work done. 
In view of the fact that it was practically certain that the 
tender:; large cont.racting firms would put forward would 
be considerably higher than those of petty contractors, 
he did not think, if the former agency wore engaged on 
construction, his firm could in any way reduce their fee. 

4,602. (President.)-Ho agreed that the suggestions he 
had put forward for constituting a system for the execu
tion of municipal works that might be a parnUel to the 
system followed in England, might be practically 
crydallized in tho following statement. If a munici· 
paliiy had a work which their permanent staff "'ere 
competent to carry out, it ought to be executed by 
that agency, but if such a body had a work which could 
not be carried out by their permanent staff it should 
not be undertaken on their behalf by government; but 
Hhould be given out to a firm of consult:ng engineers. 

2!2 
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(Written Slalemcnt.} 
4,603. The present sy~tem of executing oil'il works i;; 

wa~toful in that there is so much chtshing of department~. 
Porsona)ly, I entirely fail to understand why there should 
bo sopamto bmncho~ of tho Public Works Dopartnwut 
for roads and buildings and .for irrig<ttion. The latter 
is generally reputed the more efficient and attracts all 
tho best brains and acutest intellects, t·hough perhaps 
it is 1.10t tho most popular socially, and offcrll fewer 
amenities. If the two branches wore amalgamated, 
there would bo an onol'lUous savi!tg in expense and 
a groat increase in efficiency. Of course all the divisions 
and circles would have to bo re-made, but tho saving 
would be so groat that the number of divisions would be 
much loss than at pr(lsont. 1\Ioroovcl', irrigation officers 
would get au occasional chango to different work and to 
better stations. All the host irrigation officers arc 
accustomed to making both roads and buildings and 
would need no previous training before taking over such 
divisions. The,existing roads and buildings officers would 
not indeed be much use in charge of irrigation circles, 
but tho younger men at least could learn. .It would be 
easier to got Sanitary Engineers and experts of all kinds 
from the combined Department thanArom the present 
small Department. 

4,604. Half the clashing of administration which 
wastes so muoh time, pay an travelling allowance would 
disappear at once if this prop,osed amalgamation were 

sanctioned. '!'hero rcnHLins tho ca'c of tho dic;trid 
boards. It would pay go\·emmeut in so11w diKtrids to 
give moro work to tho di~;trirt boards uud to contributn 
to tho rmy of the engineering oBtablishuwnt. ]lut it wuuld 
be unwise to 111ako over more than pet tv 1rork~. ] liti· 
triet board enginecriug is moro dillicult 'than ordinarv 
government engineering in t.IJUt thcro is no profr~sion:tl 
control. l)crsoually, 1 know of 110 really com pel cut 
district bourd engineer ll'ho is not a pcn~ioued gOI'I'I'll· 
mont engineer. 1'ho ordinary private cngincor would 
often do very well if he had nn opportunity of learning 
his work under profc~sionul supervi~ion. 'l'ho dist riet 
board engineers are under no tiueh supcrvi~ion, ami 
for want of it they nrc not kept up to the mark 
and made to learn. Tho private engineer is generally 
inferior, not from want of natural cnpadty !18 from wa1;t 
of tho prolonged control and supervision which alone 
turns able students into competent ofliccr~. Where 
is there anywhcro a good privatc engineer, who bus not 
learned his work in government service ? • 

4,605. In my opinion there should be only one gonm· 
mcnt engineering department and not scyerul depart. 
menta, officers should be encouraged to qualify for special 
appointments, engineering, sanitation, hydraulics, etc.; 
the district board engineers should be under clo~cr govern· 
mont "control and when possible govcrn!llcnt should 
assist by lending men or contributiug to tho pay of 
competent men. 

MR. A. J. W. K.rToiiiN called and examined .. 

4,606. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
a. Deputy Commissioner with 23 years' service the whole 
of which had been spent in tho Punjab. 

4,607. 1.'he several agencies employed for tho con· 
struction of public works was the main defect in the pres· 
ent system. He had therefore suggested in his written 
evidence the amalgamation of ~he Irrigation and Build· 
ings and Roads Branches, i.e., that each officer of tho 
Department should be responsible for both classes of 
work in the area under his control. Tho objection to 
his proposal, viz., that the irrigation engineer had already 
as much work to carry out as he could possibly undertake 
and that he would bo overburdened if he had in addi• 
tionAo undertake buildings and roads work, could be 
met by a re-distribution of divisions and would result 
in a considerable saving. As regards tho further objection 
that if the irrigation engineer wore given buildings 
and roads to construct that officer would become a less 
competent irrigation engineer and, similarly, if tho 
buildings and roads engineer were given irrigation works 
to construct he would be a less competent buildings 
and roads officer, he contended that every irrigation 
engineer did, as a matter of iact, actually construct 
buildings and roads and that although it was probably 
correct that the Irrigation Branch constructed and 
maintained only unmetallcd and unimportant roads, 
yet such roads wore maintained moro efficiently than 
those maintained by the Buildings ancl Roads Branch. 
Also that irrigation engineers generally had more cxperi· 
ence in the qonstruction of buildings since they were 
actually employed for years on masonry and earth· 
work construction and that they· were th~refore more 
familiar with the action of water on masonry and earth
work than buildings and roads engineers. Although 
such familiarity was not the only and most important 
requirement in connection with the construction of build
ings, yet it had a great deal to do with it since tho 
stability and structure of buildings largely depended 
upon their resistance to water. 

4,608. District boards wero competent to unclcrtako 
petty repairs, but they should bo restricted to such 
repairs, as the object.ion to their undertaking a higher 
standard of work was thnt the district engineer was at 
present not professionally qualified. His experience had 
been that there were no competent engineers other than 
government engineers. If the Lyall pur district, of which 

he was Deputy Commissioner, employed a thoroughly 
competent engineer for all district and goYcrmncnt 
works in its jurisdiction there would be sufiioient work to 
justify his employment, as the present charge of the 
Lyallpur district engineer was fully equal to that of an 
Executive Engineer in the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the Public Works Department, e.g., there were already 
two sub-divisions in the district. 'l'he district engineer 
in , question would probably require the assistance of 
two Assistant Engineers if he had charge of both govern· 
mont and district board work. He agreed with tho view 
that although a district board might be willing to pay 
as much money as government did at present to obtain 
the services of a good engineer, tho board would fail to 
secure such an individual because of its interference with 
the work of the district engineer who bad too many 
masters to servo and too many di/Hculties to Ol'crcome ; 
but added that such views applied with greater force 
to municipalities than to district boards. Ho admitted, 
however, that competent engineers were employed 
bv local bodies in other count-ries in tho world uud that 
tho arrangement had proved satisfactory. 

4,60!l. Ho cUd not wholly agree with tho suggestion 
that government obould hand over their roads and build
ings to district boards, such work being supcrl'iscd L.v a 
government Inspector of the status of a Superintending 
l~nginccr, us ho cousiclcrcd that in some eases the amount 
of government work would be so overwhelmingly greater 
than the district board work that tho di~trict cnc:inerr 
would prac1ically ceaso to perform his own lcgitimnto 
1rork. The schemes might prove workable in the L,yaJlpur 
dir;trict, howc\'cr, 11s the di;;trkt board work Ill that 
district was more important than that of tho PuiJ!ic 
Works Department, unlc.~s personal diliicultics arose. 
Tho di:;trict of Hawulpindi, of which ho had charge 
previou~ly, was a poor one and its works were ~malL 
It was contemplated tbat a portion of tho Grand Trunk 
Road in that district Bbould be !wndod over to the board 
for maintenance but such a cour:;c,.in hi:; opinion, could 
hardly Lo defended. It wa~ truo that a govcnut1cnt 
grant would be given to the di:;trict board for tho main· 
tcnanec of the road in quc.>t.ion and that tho district 
engineer would not have to sene under two roasters, 
but only one, viz., the gowrnment Inspector of \\'orks 
who would through tho medium of inspection notes 
being to light such defects as ho might notice in ita ~tand· 
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ard of maintenance and direct tho board to carry out. the 
necessary repairs failing which they would be penalized 
by a withdrawal of part of the grant; but the moome of 
the district was roughly Rs. 1 lakh a year whereas the 
government grant to the ~xecutivc Engineer for tho 
maintenance of tho road might perhaps be Rs. 5 lakhs. 
Hence the actual earmarked allotment of the board and 
the amount spent on the maintenance of their roads 
woulcl be so disproportionate that it wiis desirable t~at 
the district board should be placed under the Executive 
Encrineer rather than the Executive Engineer under th\) 
district board. District funds were sometimes misap· 
propriated, e.g., money allotted for the repair of a road 
was frequently not spent on it, and if an urgent necessity 
for an additional grant arose the boards often had not 
the money to fall back on. It would be possible, how
over, for government to enter into a contract with d.is
trict boards and to allot an annual sum for the mam
tcnance of roadB, but careful audit would be necessary 
because, in the event of a breach in a road, caused by 
excessive rain, the diqtrict board would not be able to 
supply or make up the defici~ ~nd would have to fall . 
back on government for an additiOnal grant. He agreed, 
however, that i£ a ledger account was maintained in 
connection with such allotment by government, tho 
fact that the local board had spent only, say, Rs. 9,000 
out of an allotment of Rs. 10,000 would at once lJe 
apparent and that the bala:nce of Rs. 1,000 could be 
placed in the current account for tho following year's 
expenditure. . 

4,610. He did not think that local boards would be 
unwilling to enter into an agreement with government 
in connection with the allotment of funds for the Ililain
tcnanco of buildings and roadB, regarding such work as 
outside their ordinary duties, but remarked that district 
boards had learned to look upon offers on tho part 
of government to hand over works on a contract 
allotment with a good deal of suspicion. There would lJe 
no oppo3ition by individual members of the boards 
but they in turn would probably be suspicious that 
the allotment \vould be insufficient for the purpose for 
which it was given. 

4,611. District boards in tho province were not suffi· 
cicntly advanced and wore therefore not suit<1ble agencies 
for the construction of large public works and the control 
of the expenditure' connected therewith. The district 
board of Lyallpur could undoubtedly take over public 
works buildings on a contract allotment but he believed 
that that board was the only one in the province which 
was capable of so doing. Its members were active and 
energetic, which could not be said of the members of 
other boards, and as its people had settled down in tho 
district they had more opportunity of working in the 
public interests. 

4,612. The district board of Lyallpur evinced an 
interest in the appointment of their diBtrict engineer and 
if a vacancy occurred at any time they would undoubteclly 
go into the c1uestion thoroughly. No appointment of 
district engineer had been made since he had been tho 
Deputy CommisHioncr of tho district, but if a vacancy 
OGourrcd it would no doubt be fillrd with the advice of 
the sub-committee of tho board who would examine all 
the applications f0r the post and perhap~ seck the opinion 
of the Executive Engineer on the candidates, and try 
to obtain the services of the best man available. There 
would be no great danger of undue party influence 8ince 
factional feelings would not enter into the queBtion at 
all. 

4,613. His dbtrict board took an intelligent interest 
in, and had a real influence over the programme of public 
works ol the di~trict ; the roads and schools it was 
thought neccosary to construct were diseusscd in full 
detail. Once the programme was Hcttlcd, the diHtrict 
engineer prepared the necessary plans and estimates 
and submitted them to the hoard for approval, and the 
sub -committee took an intelligent interest in such matters. 
The selection of contractors for the construction of 
works was left in the handB of the district engineer, ~ub
ject to the approval of the Dr,puty Commissioner as 
chairman of the board ; such matters were occasionally, 

but not generally, discussed by the whole board. There 
was no unfair system in vogue in the Lyall pur district in 
connection with the giving out of contracts. 

4,614. He believed that the Police Department in 
the Lyallpur dist~;.ict maintained its mvn buildings and 
that such maintenance was confined to such petty repairs 
as private persons were capable of undertaking. The 
Revenue Department could quite easily take over all 
the annual repairs to government buildings in the dis
trict, especially as that department was constantly 
arranging for the exocvtion of potty repairs to buildings 
with the exception of those at headquarters. Such work 
was generally carried out through the staff of the qistrict 
board, but sometimes by a mistri of the Public Works 
Department with whom contracts for the work in 
question were generally drawn up. He agreed that the 
Deputy Commissioner should be responsibile for the annual 
maintenance of small government buildings in his dis
trict with the exception of buildings at headquarters 
and considered that by the adoption of such a system 
the work could easily be carried out, especially as such 
repairs were executed at present by backward districts 
in which no Public Works Department subordinates were 
available. The annual repaiis to government buildings 
could be carried out by all districts, but even then tho 
problem would not be entirely solved because there 
would be several largo buildings the repairs to which 
required engineering skill. He preferred therefore 
that the maintenance of ordinary revenue buildings 
should be handed over to the Deputy Commissioner 
rather than to district boards. 

4,615. If governm~nt buildings were handed over to 
district boards for maintenance such boards should not 
appoint their own engineering staff since, if competent 
engineers had to serve their lives in districts and ultimately 
rise-to the higher posts of Superintending and Chid 
Engineers, service would necessarily have to be under 
government and engineers would be lent to district 
boards as was done at present in the ease of the Medical 
service. 'l'he question however depended entirely upon 
what amount of assistance government were prepared to 
give. If the greater part of the time of the district 
engineer was to be employed on government buildings, 
then government had the right to see that competent 
men were employed. If, on the other hand, government 
fixed the minimu!ll pay of the district engineer and 

·laid down that that officer should be in possession of 
certain qu'alifications. and that the appointment of the 
selected individual would be subject to the approval of the 
Commissioner on the recommendation of the Inspector 
of Works, the arrangement might prove satisfactory. 
'l'ho appointments of Inspectors of Works would Le 
purely government appointments and such officers 
would be selected from Executive Engineers or be re· 
cruitcd from England. His uggostion that the appoint· 
mont of district engineer should be a government 
appointment was based on the fact that a man in such 
service had to serve a number of years before he was 
entitled to a pension. If, however, a man was employed 
as a supernumerary engineer for 20 years he would 
perhaps be inefficient at the end of his service and if so 
could not earn a pension. District engineers in the Punjab 
were not pensionable; they subscribed to a provident fund 
similar to that of tho railway. A provident fund would 
perhaps meet the point he had in view, provided that it 
was extended to Superintending and Chief Engineers. 

4,616. Tho district engineer at 1\Iontgomery of twenty 
years ago received a salary of Rti. 40 a month and was 
well paid for his services as he had very little work to 
carry out. There was not sufficient work in the back
ward districts of the province to justify the appoint
mont of a competent engineer. 'l'ho district of Rawal· 
pindi employed an engineer on a salary of Hs. 100 a 
month. That olliccr was quite capable of executing the 
work of tho diHtrict, but the justification for the appoint· 
mcnt of a high-class engineer depended a great dca~ upon 
how mu~h a district spent on the construction of works. 
Hence the poorer districts could perhaps be left out of 
account altogether. They were as a mutter of fact 
becoming lc~s numerous, but he was not aware how the 
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introduction of the scheme for tho appointment of their 
own engineering stafi by dis.trict board~ would ~~~peal 
to engineers as compared '~·tth. tho pro~cn~ condtttons. 
It \voold perhaps work wclltn Ins own dtst.rtct but thero 
were many districts in which it would not work well. It 
would bo a pity, in dbtricts where different classes of 
engineers were employed, to lose tho advantage of their 
proximity to works ; in. ~nnny place~ in his own 
district, works could bo VlSltcd on certnm days by tho 
irricrntion, buildings and roads and district engineers 
respectively and their combined travelling allowance 
would not amount to the tmvolling allowance of ono 
engineer for the whole district, thereby resulting in a 
saving. The person whom he distrusted at present 
in connection with the proposal was tho Deputy Com
missioner ; if that officer interfered too much there would 
be trouble, and if he did not there would also be trouble. 
'!'here was at present a definite departmental link 
between the Superintending and Executive Engineer 
which would disappear if tho proposal were introduced. 
He would rather combine the control and supervision since 
districts at present were suffering too much from depart
mentalism; the Sanitary Engineer's branch \\;as a sub
section of the Public Works Department and was rather 
difficult to deal with, and such a system was not an ideal 
one from the point of view of local self-government, 
Tho system might have worked woii in other provinces, 
but he had had no experience of it. 

4,617. (Mr. Cobb.) 'l'he struggle to misappropriate 
funds by district boards occurred rather at the time of 
expenditure than at tho time of budget allotment. When 
the budget had been settled and grants were allotted for 
various purposes, thoro was no definite attempt to mis
appropriate funds. But it might happen that on the 
31st :M'arch, the total sum under a particular head had 
not been spent, or that in the revised budget prepared 
in January it was found that there was an excess under 
one head and a deficit under another. He had known 
of cases in which grants for particular purposes had not 
been utilized at all for those purposes, but _had been 
misapproprhttod to another head. 

4,618. (8ir Noel Iiel'shaw.) District boards looked 
with suspicion on government work being handed over 
to them because they wore doubtful as to t4e adequacy 
of the allotment therefor. ·Such a contingency had 
happened only in very small matters and very few such 
allotments had been made. It had been his experience 
that the allotment for the maintenance by tho district 

hoards of feeder roads had not always been adequat~. 
l:'uch allotment !ll!IY have been adequate front tho l'ublic 
Works Department point of view, but the di"triet board 
had never h11d an opportunity of H'cing tho Jigures in 
this connection .. Although it happeu<>d nry oeldom, 
roads were somctunes handed over to tho dbtrict bonn! 
with a grant for their maintenance for a period of four or 
five years only and BUSJJicion was naturally arou~ed in 
such cases, He know of cases in which roads, with the 
allotted grants, had boon made over to di~irict beard~ 
and in .which tho grants had not. been spent upon t.!Jelll, 
and thts was of course the fault of the district boardB 
concerned. Although he was not aware for what period 
of years government worked out the averages in connec
tion with tho grant of allotments, ho felt that the roads 
had been handed over with allotments which wcro not · 
adequate to maintain them up to tho standard of repair 
expected by government. 

4,61!l. Although the handing over of roads to dititrict 
boards for maintenance was of infrequent occurrcnrc, 
government had in some inst.ances been generous in 
connection with tho allotment of funds for t.hcir main· 
tcnance. Government gave a lump sum allotment for 
feeder roads and had also given a lump sum grant in con
nection with tho works that had been transferred to 
other district bodies to which ho had belonged. Ho 
believed that tho district board expressed agrccmcHt in 
every case of the handing over of roads to them. lf 
any largo government works were made over to di~ll·itt 
board control, it was essential that tho district. board 
should have every opportunity of seeing the aceouuls 
before they took them over, and he had no rcaOOIJ to 
anticipate that such facilities would be denied. 

4,620. It would be unwise to make -ever to dhtril't 
Boards works other than petty works, as district board 
engineering was more difficult than ordinary governmcut 
engineering in that there was no professional control. 
A man did not learn to be an engineer immedintdy, ami 
no Public Works Department engineer would be appointed 
to tho charge of a particular divLdon until he hud il<"cn 
in charge of sub· divisions for six or eight years and had 
gained considerable knowledge of supervision and was 
considered fit to hold charge of a district. 1'ho pre>cHt 
district engineer required watching, but very little ~l,!_)'l'r· 
vision would be required in the ca~e of a really competmt 
man. If men such as those at present employed in tho 
Public Works Department were employed by didrict 
boards, one of tho gravest troubles would bo solved. 

1~. W. K. YEOThlAN, E:;q., SupodnLonding Engineer, Public Works Department. 

Written Statement. 

4,621. (I). Economy and suitability of methods of 
execution of public works.-So far as the Punjab 
is concerned the present methods must be considered 
to be both economical and suitable.. Many minor works 
and repairs could doubtless bo carried out by other 
agency, e.y., by district boards, but in such case it iH 
almost certain that supervision would not be so close and 
effectual as at present, and the quality of work would be 
inferior to that which is now done while the rates paid _ 
would remain the same. Any savings in supervioion 
charges would probably be more than counterbalanced 
by an ,increase in the quantity and cost of repair work 
to be dono each year, or, failing this, there would be a 
danger of works falling into disrepair. 

(2). No one perhaps will contend that roads under 
the control of district boards are so well maintained as 
those under the Public Works Department. 1'ho dis
trict board or district engineer would perhaps explain tho 
difference by saying that the Public Works Department 
had more money allowed. 1'his, however, would not bo a 
complete and sufficient explanation. Anyone can notico 
tho difierence in the condition and quality of road metal 
collected and used under tho two agencies. District 
boards havr, no system of doing potty repairs to metalled 
coats or earth-work immediately such are required. This 
in the! ong run means greater expense and the re~ult is 
that a road i~ rarely in good order for any length of time. 

Probably more money can be wasted on the maintcuauce 
of ro!td~ than on any other kind of repair work donP, 
Unless supervi~ion is very close and efficient work is 
certain to be inferior in some way, and po:;sibly "ork 
and material may be paid for which has never been done 
or supplied. 

(3). A clistrict board or a municipal engineer is praeti
cally tho head of his department. He has no professional 
superior, and all (letailed !!Upcrvi~ion of works carried 
out under him is done by subordiuntt>s who provably in 
some cases have had no adequate training or experience, 
und who are appointed by and may be di~rnis;;cd by the 
engineer himself. 'l'he Buildings and Hoads llranch 
ut present is certainly the best if not the only pra<:tieal 
tmining school for district board and municipal engineers 
which exi~ts in the prov inc c. If the designing and 
erection of all new minor government building:; 
and the repair and maintenance of existing ones as well 
as roads are entrusted to other agcney it is quite po:;:,iblo 
that the government engineering staff, whkh would lwn' 
to be entertained for tho dc:;ign and construction of tho 
moro important "·orks, would not ahntys be fully employ· 
cd, and in that case it b probable tlmt tho percent ago 
~harges for tho more important buildings and II'Orks 
would, in the future, be heavier than they have been 
in tho past.. Also for each new largo work a frc;;h tempo· 
rary oubordinate staff would ha\'C to be cn~~agcd which 
would not tend to cflicicncy. 
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4,022. (II}. Encouragement of other age~~;cy.-
Uniler the present system all work, with the exceptiOn. of 
the supply of oer~ain mato;ials m: Rtores which ~resupplied 
throuah the Ind1a Office, IS carrJCd out by pnvate enter
prise ~mdcr the supervision of officers of the Public 
\\"orks Department. 

(2}. If private enterpri~e would be ~~cou~:a~ed by. the 
discontinuance of professiOnal supervisiOn 1t 1s obv1ous 
that the encouragement would only amount ~o increased 
contractors' profits nt-the expense of the qunhty of work. 
The rules which require store3 of European mnnufncture 
to be ordered through the India Office, perhaps, in 
,;ome cn,ses, lead to the employment of small contractors 
instead of firms with considerable capital. No doubt 
there were adoqunte reasons for these rules when they 
were framed, but since that time conditions have changed 
altoaether. These rules, although they have been made 
rom~what more elastic in recent years, should be still 
further relaxed or n,bolished entirely. It should be 
prrmissible to purchase all materials nnd stores of 
European manufacture. required for all ordinary pur
poses direct from firms ha,ving branches or agents in 
India. All that is required is that there should be suffi
cient guarantee for the quality of what is purchased and 
that prices paid sha,ll be reasohable. If purchasing 
otncers were permitted to order all stores from firms whose 
names were on a government list this would probably 
}Je a sufficient safeguard for the quality of stores supplied, 
as only firms with a reputation would be on the list. 
This change in the rules would, to a certain extent, 
be an encouragement to private enterprise in the country, 
hut would make little or no local differenceh 

(3). Most government works are carried out by com
paratively small contractors who have no professional 
training themselves and employ no trained subordi1111tes. 
All engineering problems which may arise during the 
execution of a work are dealt with by the officers who 
supervise the work. It is believed that work carried out 
by small oontmctors under the above conditions will, 
in this country genera,lly, always be better and more 
economically done than if brge contractors with their own 
professional staff, tools and plant, etc., were employed. 
It is believed that no government in the wovld gets its 
important and large works carried out more economically 
than the Government of India. 

4,623. (V). Decentralization.-In some respects further 
decentralization witb.in the Department is desira,ble nnd 
the following suggestions are mn,de :-

(a). Superintending Engineers may be empowered to 
~anotion the purchase of live stock up to a value of 
Rs. 500, paragraph 285 of PuLlio Works Department 

·code, Volume I. 
(b). Executive Engineers may be authorized to sanc

tion the purchase of office furniture up to a value of 
Rs. 50 provided the articles required are to replace 
others which have been \vritten off the list under tho 
Superintending Engineer's orders. 

(c). The rules for the repairs to bungalows (paragraphs 
91~ and 919, Public Works Department Code, Volume I), 
appear to be restrictive and are also complicated. The 
rules should be modified so as to give Superintending 
Engineers full authority to. deal with all cases on their 
merits. · 

(d). Superintending Engineers should have powers to 
dismantle old and useless buildings constructed from 
imperial funds up to 11 value of Rs. 2,500, and the present 
powers of local Governments should be correspondingly 
increased (paragraph -908, Public Works Department 
Code, Volume I.) 

(e). Superintending Engineers may be invested with 
powers to reappropriate grants within the same depart
mental head, viz., under 42-Revenue and 49-Capital. 
For exn,mplc, they should be able to reappropriate grants 
from 42 I.-A. to 42 I.-B. nnd from 49-Cnpitnl I. Works to 

II-Establishment or III-Tools and plant under the 
same head. 

(f). The rules for tho local purohnse of European stores, 
Appendix 30, Public Works Department Code, Volume 
III, appear to be unduly restrictive and compli011ted. 
·superintending Engineers may be given increased powers 
and Executive Engineers permitted to purchnse stores 
from recognized firms up to the limit of their powers of 
sanction for works. 

4,024. (VI).· Simplification of procedure.-So far 
as the Irrigation Brnnch of the Public Works Department 
is concerned, and subject to the remarks on point (v), the 
rules regarcling the execution and maintenance of civil 
works appear to be suitable. 

4,025. (Vll). Education.-The present system of edu
ontion and standard of instruction in government engi
neering colleges is probably on a sufficiently broad basis 
and sufficiently advanced generally, but it is believed it 
docs not offer sufficient facilities for specinlizing in 
particular branches such as electrical, mochanicttl, 
sn,nitary, irrigation or architectural engineering. 

(2). 'l'o complete nny engineering education an adequate 
practical course is essential, hut none of the colleges 
insist upon such tra,ining b.efore conferring degrees or 
diplomas. Very few colleges are themselves in a position 
to provide practical training, but arrangements might 
be made with certain selected engineers, railway work
shops, or engineering firms, whereby students after suc· 
cessfully going through their college course should be 
required to undergo a practical training before degrees 
were conferred. Suitable candidates are probably 
attracted, but Indian candidates generally are averse to 
doing anything which may be considered to be manual 
labour, as they look upon such as being beneath their 
dignity and are inclined to think book-learning sufficient 
and all that ean possibly be necessn,ry. This aversion 
to use their hands greatly hinders their chances of 
employment by private firms, and also reduces tlleir 
value as government engineers. 

(3). An officer who is unable to do something himself 
is hardly fitted to expbin to others how it should be done. 
An officer who has not undergone a practical training 
in workshops is hardly likely to be able to design satis
factorily proper details for structura,l iron-work. 

4,020. (Vlll). Practical training.-As mentioned in (I), 
the Public Works Department provides the only means 
for the practical training of young civil engineers in 
India, and most of those who receive their practical 
training in the Department have secured government 
appointments. · 

(2). In other countries a pr110tical tmining is considered 
to be the last stage of an engineer's education and is 
absolutely necessnry before he can expect to get re
munerative employment. Like the college or scientific 
part of the education the practical tmining has to be 
paid for, and generally the expense is considerable. 

(3}. Should it be decided to entrust the construction 
and upkeep of certain classes of Public Works to other 
agency than departmental, e.g., to municipal committees 
and. district boards, these agencies should be in a position 
to procure properly trained officers to supervise such 
works. Proper tmining cm1 now only be got in the 
Public Works Department and to some extent perhaps 
in the engineering departments of the municipal services 
of some large towns. 

(4). Young engineers who have obtnined government 
appointments direct from college are naturally trained 
free of charge under government oftlcet·s, but obviously it 
would not be fair to exp(lct officers of the Public Works 
Department or municipal engineers to train outside young 
engineers without remuneration for doing so. 

(5). It must be admitted that the provi~ion for the 
pmctical training of student\ on works in this country is 
very limited. 

MR. F. W. K. YEOMAN called and e:s:nmined. 

4,627. (President.) 'l'he witness stated that be was a 
Superintending Engineer of 30 years' service, the firRt 

12 years of wbicl~ had been spent in the Buildings and 
Roads Branch and the remainder in the Irrigation Branrh 
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4 628. As far as he was aware no pucca road work had 
bee;! undertaken by the Irrigation Branch in the Punjab, 
i.e., no metalled roads were maintained by that branch, 
but only canal, bank and ~ou~try t;acts. The .Ir;iga
tion Branch, however, ma111ta111ed 1ts own builchngR. 

4,629. As the Irrigation Branch had already sufficient 
work of their own, he did not approve of the suggestion 
that irrigation engineers should take over nil buildings 
and roads work. If the Irrigation Branch, however, 
were given the necessary staff it could take over the 
buildings in irrigation areas, but not the roads, ns irriga· 
tion engineers. did not possess adequate cxpel'ience of 
road construction. 

4 630. The view in his written statement that district 
boa~d roads were inferior to those of the Public Works 
Department was based on his observation of both classes 
of roads. 'The difference in quality was principally due 
to insufficient supervision in the case of district board 
roads, but as he had no information in respect to the 
funds that the boards had at thefr disposal, he could not 
~ay whether lack of funds had in any way been a contrib
utory cause. 

4,G31. His practical experience had been that large 
contractors could not cany out ordinary repair works 
at the same rates as small contractors. It was true that 
large contractors had certain advantages over small 
contractors in so far as funds and experience were con
cerned ; but it was doubtful whether such contractors 
could provide more skilled workmen, since the agency 
both classes employed was usually the same. The super
vision necessary over both large and small contractors 
was the same, and it was impossible to obtain the same 
quality of work with less supervision. He therefore 
disapproved of the suggestion that reliable firms of 
contractors might be advantageously employed with 
much loss Public Works Department supervision. Gov
ernment could not with advantage entirely trust their 
works to contracting firms. 1 

4,632. He had not conRidered the classification of 

contractors in the province acconling to th(•ir rt•!iaLility 
financial stability, etc. ' 

4,633. He possc~~ed powers of technical sanction us a 
~upcrintending Engineer up to lb. G,OOO. 

4,634. Under the present arrangements, ho could 
dismi:ss only such persons as were appointed temporarily 
by htm. In respect to the revenue estaL!i:;hmcnt, he 
was empowered to appoint and di:;mi~s pc·rmnncnt 
members of the staff up to the grade of munshi, Addi
tional powers over the lower subordinate staff would not 
make much difference if given to Snp<'rintcnding Engineer3 

as long as there existed a right of appeal to the local 
Government. 

4,635. The suggestion in his \\Tittcn statement to tlu.' 
effect that specialization ought to be increas,..d in thr 
Indian engineering colleges had reference only to tltOS<' 
engineers who were being trained in spt•cial branches of 
engineering. Special courses, he considered, ought to 
be u.ndertaken immediately after the groncml civil rongi
neermg course. 

4,636. All students in enginPering colleges should 
receive practical training and oftlrrors who undertook 
to train students ought to be remunerated for doing so 
by the students, except in the caRe of men who WC'I'<' 

intended for government service, the fees for such tmiu
ing being paid by the students monthly or in lump sum. 
1'hough such a system might not prove to be satisfactory 
it was advantageous in that students would be able to 
show that a practical trnining had been given to them. 
The remuneration for the practical training of students 
should be paid to the officer who had trained a st.udrnt 
rather than to governnumt, since it would involYe addi
tional work to the former and he would be responsible 
for what the students learnt and any defects in their 
training. As J;he works conccmrd !however would be 
govermhent works, and not tho engineer's works, hi' 
suggested that government might as un alternn tive post 
the students to works und allow them to acquire their 
own experience. 

At Lahore, Wednesday, 11th April191'i. 

PRESENT: 

F. G. SLY, Esq., c.s.r., r.o.s. (President.) 

SIR NoEL KERSHAW, x.c.n. 
C. S. Conn, EsQ., M.v.o. 

And the following Co-opted Member. 

RAr BAHADUR GANGA RA~r, c.r.E., n~.v.o. 

A. T. MAcKENzm, EsQ. 

D. W. AIKMAN., EsQ., c.r.E., Chief Engineer nnf!l Secretary to the Government of the Punjab, Public \\"orks 
Department,_ Buildings and Roads Branch. · 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary.) 

TV1·itten Statement. 

M emoranclum embodying tlw views of selec!eil oflicers 
of the Police Depm·tmenl, Punjab, on tlte ]>resent 
me!ltods of the Ptlblic Works DcJJatlment, Buildiug8 and 
Roads Branclt. 

4,637. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public works.-Tho ronscnsns of opinion in the 
Police Department is that tho Public \\·orks Drpartmcnt 
agency is not economical, and iR not always cffi<•irnt. 

4,638. (ll.) Encouragement of other agency.-It is 
considered that private ag<'JWY should bo more en
com·aged us this will probably stimulate hralthy 
competition and tend to economy. 

4,630. (V.) Decentralization, and (VI.) Simplification of 
procedure.-Tho present l'uLlic \forb Dt•p:utmcnt 
regulations are unduly c•omplicatcd and rr,strictivt>, 
and tho head of a departnwnt ~hould be authorized to 
Ranction works up t-. HH. li.OOil lu.ina Hnclnrb1k"n hy 
cffir·ir•nt private agl'nry, Rul•i••"t to in"prr-tion by the 
l'nhlir Worb Drpnrtm<'nt.. 

l\Tr. C. STEAD, PcrRonal Assistant to the InRprctor-Gcn.,ral of Policr, Pun;nL, calh·d and examined. 

4,640. (Preside1rl.) The witness stated that lH' was 
the Personal As~iHtant to the Insprortor-C .. neml of Policr, 
Punjab. 

4,641. The Police Dcpurtnwnt in the Punjnh r·nrri<'d 
out ordinary annual repairs, Hli<·h us "hitc·wa,hing, cf<'., 
to all police lmildings indu<ling tllC' lnrg..r worb at the 

}warlqnnrtr·rs Htntions, e.g., thr· Di"trit•t 1'npf'rinl<'rHl<·nt'~ 
ofli<'O building. 'l'hl' dPpartnwnt, how••n-r, did nut 
nnrkrtako eon>tnwtion work thon.uh rPpair wnrk" 
wl'l"e r·la:-<sNI nn<h·r tlw hea<l of '' J'..tty ( 'on4r·u..t ion 
and R!•pairH," anti en•n thL·ir most mi!;nr work~ ''''~'" 
r:on>trur·trrl by tho Pnblin \rorb Jh:f'nrtm•·nt. 'l'hi.' 
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system had in his opinion hither_to worked satisfactoril~. 
Police buildings were generally inspected by the subordi
nates of the Public Works Department and members of 
the superior Public Works D~partment sta~ had very 
seldom undertaken such inspectiOns. The Police Depart
ment did not utilize the services of private professional 
agency in carrying out their repair w?rks nor did the_Y 
invite t.he assistance of subordinates e1ther of the Public 
Works Department or of distric~ boards. The Inspect_or
General of Police personally was m favour of the retentiOn 
of the present system under which police repair work was 
carried out. 

4 642. The contention that the system under which 
the' Police Department carried out repairs !o their o~n 
buildings occupied an undue amo.unt o~ ~he tlille o~ police 
officers to the detriment of their legitimate dutws was 
e:xa,aerated. Though the work in question did absorb a 
certain amount of the time of police officers, it did not 
constitute an undue tax on the time of district police 
officers to the extent that it interfered with their 
legitimate work. 

4,643. No complaints had been received in the Punjab 
from the headmen of villages to the effect that police 
officers had had repair work carried out by improper 
methods, e.g., that wood had been taken from zemin
dars free of charge, or that such individuals had been 
called upon by the police to supply free labour. 

4,644. Since, both in his opinion and in that of the In
sp8ctor-General, the annual repairs to police buildings 
had hitherto been satisfactorily executed without the 
guidance of professional supervision, he considered that 
the contention, that the fmilding trades in India were 
too undeveloped- to permit even ordinary repair work 
to be carried out efficiently without professional super" 
vision, could not be applied to the Punjab in so far as 
the work undertaken by the Police Department in that 
province was concerned. . . . . 

4,645. The sums allotted for repa1rs 111 each diStnct 
were made over to the District Superintendent of Police 
who possessed discretion as to the allocation of the money 
between the several buildings. The rates at which repair 
work was performed depended on the prevailing rates 
in the neighbourhood. Allotments for repair work had 
originally been fixed at a standard percentage for each 
police station or other building, but when the municipal 
police were provincialized the Police Department took 
over a large number of buildings from municipalities 
and since then a lump sum had been allotted by govern
ment for all petty police repairs. This allotment was 
not absolutely constant but was calculated on the average 
expenditure during the previous triennium. He was not 
aware what percentage the money spent by his depart
ment on repairs bore to the capital cost of the 
buildings and he doubted whether it would be possible 
to obtain this information, since many of the buildings 
that had been taken over from municipalities were 
comtructed before the British occupation of the 
province and their capital cost had not been recorded. 
In view of this fact, he was also unable to state whether 
the system under which the Police Department carried 
out repairs to their own buildings was more economical 
than that under whi0h the Public Works Department 
cttrried out repairs. 

•t,646. The Police Department submitted contingent 
bills showing the manner in which the sums allotted to 
them for repair work had been spent. The department 
were not subject to the Public Works Department ac
counts rules but to their own accounts rules. Con~c
ctucntly dctail'ld bills containing measurements, etc., were 
not prepared for the repair of police buildings. 

4,647. The lnHpector-General of Police con~idcred that 
private entcrpriHc ought to be further encouraged e.g., 
that minor works and special repairs might be carried 
out through private agency wherever possible. Su<~h a 
course would save a great deal of correspondence and 
dday and would probably he more economical than the 
rrecent arrangement. The Police Department should 
accordingly be at liberty to make their own arrangements 
for the conotruction by private agency of minor police 
works, i.e., works that involved sums less than lls. 5,000, 

VOL. ill 

in places where that department considered that an 
efficient private agency existed. The Police Department 
however had had no official experience of the system ad· 
VOC'ated, and had likewise not had experience of a. 
system under which repairs to police buildings had been 
carried out by district boards. 

4,648. The Inspector-General of Police, Punjab, had 
powers to accord administrative sanction to minor 
police works which were worth less than Rs. 3,500 only. 
But that officer desired to be empowered to accord ad
mi~istrative sanction, and. to dec.ide as to the agency 
which should construct mmor pohce works which were 
not in excess of Rs. 5,000. The Inspector-General 
anticipated that if this suggestion were given effect to, 
it would result in economy in time. 

4,649. A programme of major and minor police works 
which was arranged in order of urgency and revised every 
year was maintained in the office of the Inspector-General. 
That officer intimated the requirements of the Police 
Department in respect to works every year and the police 
grant was fixed according as to whether the requirements 
could be fully met or not. So far as the Police Depart
ment were concerned there was no system in force in 
the Punjab under which technical heads of departments 
and Commissioners decided how sums available for 
new works might be divided. A yearly list of police 
requirements was submitted and it rested with the 
local Government to decido how far those requirements 
could be met after considering the relative urgency of 
works of other departments. 

4,650. The Police Department in the Punjab had oc
casionally called upon the Public Works Department 
to prepare plans and estimates for police works unneces· 
sarily, but they usually contemplated works about two 
or three years ahead and did not insist on the preparation 
of schemes for a large list of buildings that might take 
10, 20 or 30 years to complete. · 

4,651. All police buildings were constructed to standard 
· designs and these were constantly undergoing revision. 
The standard plans for quarters for sub-inspectors were, 
for instance, at present under revision. The standard 
plans which had been designed for police buildings in
tended for public use had proved satisfactory, but those 
that had been adopted for sub-inspectors' and inspectors' 
quarters did not wholly suit the ideas of the Indian officers 
in occupation. Since there were considerable variations 
of climate in the Punjab and in the requirements of 
members of the several races who were ordinarily posted 
in districts as police officers, standard plans to meet such 
variations might be designed. '\Vith this exception the 
Inspector-General considered the standard plans in use 
in the province as suitable and necessary. 

4,652. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The system of providing 
free quarters for the police force had been in existence for 
about 10 years only. The fact that the quarte:·s occupied 
by members of this force were all brick buildings did 
not place him in a better position to furnish the percen· 
tage that the sum spent on repairs bore to the capital 
cost of the buildings repaired. 

4,653. In illustration of the Inspector-General's con
tention that the Public Works Department were not 
cconomi··al, he mentione'l. that that officer considered 
that the rates fixed by the Public \V orks Department 
were very arbitrary and high ; in fact, that they were 
higher than those at which works could be can-icd out 
by a private agency. 

4,654. If the powers of administrative sanction of the 
Inspector-General were increased to Rs. 5,000 for minor 
works, it would probably be desirable that such buildings 
af! were erected by private agency should be inspected 
after their completion by the Public Works Department 
staff. , But the Inspector-General would not in all prob· 
ability allow a minor work to be constructed by a private 
firm unless the contractor in question was in a position 
to justify the patronage accorded him by the Police 
Dcp<trtmcnt, by assuring that Department of his ability 
to perform efiicient work. Hence, the Inspector-General 
was willing to trust to the idea that private contractors 
would endeavour to qualify for future employment 
by the Police Department. 
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4,65'1. By the contention that the Public Works De· 
partment agency engaged during t.he construction of 
police works was not always sufficient, tho Inspector· 
General implied that the superior staff of the Public 
Works Department was not sufficient to properly supervise 
such works and that supervisory duties were given too 
frequently to subordinates. In other words, that super
vision was not exercised by a sufficient number of the 
more capable officers of the Public Works Department. 
He himself preferred the system the Inspector-General 
had recommended for the execution of minor police works 
worth less than Rs. 5,000 to the present system under 
which such works were placed in the charge of subordi
nates of the Public Works Department, and as an example 
of inefficient subordinate supervision he cited the case 
of the police lines at Dharmsala. These lines were 
rebuilt about three or four years ago but the Police 
Department were obliged within a few months of their 
construction to carry out most extensive repairs owing 
to the fact that the barracks had been built with a very 
low plinth and that no drainage had been provided. ' 

4,656. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The police programme for 
future works was not very large and it had been reduced 
to less than the ordinary requirements owing to the war. 
There were at present only one or two large works awaiting 
the provision of sites. He added, however, that the 
programme had never at any time in his experience been 
very large. Last year's police budget amounted appro· 
ximately to about Rs. 67,000 only for major works. 

4,657. The Superintendent of Police inspected police 
buildings while on tour and settled with the sub-inspector 
as to what repairs should be carried out. The latter 
officer after receiving these instructions prepared a ;rough 
estimate regarding labour, cost of lime, mortar, etc. This 
estimate was then submitted to the Superintendent of 
Police for sanction and the provision of funds. Repair 
work was sometimes given out to petty contractors of the 
raj mistri type who were available in nearly every small 
town and district in tho province. Generally, however, 
no contracts were entered, into with these contractors 
and the sub-inspector in charge of each work purchased 
the lime, bricks, white-wash, etc., that was necessary and 
paid each cooli engaged on the work himself, the raj 
mistri supplying the technical knowledge. 

4,658. (RaiBahadur Ganga Ram.) Though the District 
Superintendent of Police frequently checked work that 
had been carried out by sub-inspectors under his charge, 
it was not his invariable practice. Measurements were 
not taken when submitting the accounts to the Account
ant-General and only a bill stating what amounts had 
been spent on the several items of repair work with the 
necessary vouchers and receipts were submitted. Cases 
had occurred in which money allotted for repair work 
had been diverted to additions or alterations to buildings, 
but this was not the general practice and whenever 
funds had been so diverted action had been taken against 
the officers responsible. 

4,659. Inspectors and sub-inspectors of police did not 
pay rent but were provided with free quarters. The 

quarters of a sub-inspector were worth about Rs. 4,000 
and the pay_of these officers ran~ed lwtwet>n Rs. 50 and 
Rs. 1~0, the1r avoruge pay being about RH. 70. It was 
only nght thnt a rule should be framed fixinf( tho estimn t
ed accommodation of particular classes of quartr-rs, as 
shown by the standard plana, in such a way that if rents 
were charge~ those rents should not cxc·ecd 10 per eent. 
of the officers sa~ary under tho Public Works Department 
Code rules, but 1t ~~·ould not be practicable to enforce 
~uch a rule. Certam standntd plans did not suit Oriental 
1deas more es~ecially in connection with the sanitary 
arrange~ents, t.e., the bathroom accommodation, and 
tho Poh~e D~partment were considering the point in 
consultatiOn Wlth the Government Architect. Standard 
plans of other provinces had not been referred to in 
con~ection with the preparation oi standard plans for the 
PunJab. 

4,~60. The !'ublic. Works Department rates were hi!!h, 
not 1~ compar1s?n w1t~ the rates of the Police Departnwnt, 
but m companson Wlth those of private firms. As an 
examJ?le he stated tha.t four or. five years ago a certain 
Supermtendent of Pohce had had a good poliee ~tation 
erected through private agency according to a standard 
plan at about half the cost of the Public Works DC' part· 
ment estimate. This case, however, was an extrclll.il one. 

4,661. The barracks at Dharmsala, to whieh he had 
previously referred, was a major work, and hence was 
n~t among the class of buildings that he had suggcstc•d 
m1~ht be constructed by the Police Department. Major 
pohce works in his opinion ought to remain in the charge 
of the Public 'Works Department. 

4,662. (Mr. Cobb.) Repairs to police buildings were 
as far as possible undertaken as the necessity for them 
ar~se and there was usually no great delay in this respect. 
This however depended on the length of time taken in 
submitting the necessary papers for orders. Everv 
police station in the district was ordinarily inspected ~t 
least four times a· year and probably more frequently. 

4,663. He approved of the suggestion that depart· 
ments might be charged a certain percentage on the 
estimated cost of such schemes as were prepared for 
them by the Public Works Department and for which 
funds were not likely to be available for a. considerable 
length of time. Such a system would prove most salutary 
as it would have a tendency to check the demand for 
schemes which probably never materialized. 

4,664. (Mr. Aikman.) The average cost of petty annual 
repairs to a police station outside headquarters was 
about Rs. 20 or Rs. 30. If fault were found with a repnir 
work, the sub-inspector or inspector l'eRponsible had to 
make the expenditure incurred good. 

4,665. The Police Department had at preFcnt about 
Rs. 3 or Rs. 4lakhs of major projects, which had been 
technically sr,nctioned, pending owing to the want of 
funds. His statements rC'gnrding changes in procedure 
recommended, however, had no rdrrcncc to major works 
but to minor works. 

THE HoN'BLE MR. J. CuRRIE, President, Punjab Chamber of Commerce. 

THE HoN'BLE MR. J. CuRRIE called and examined. 

4,666. (President.) The witness stated that he was 
the President of the Punjab Chamber of Commerce and 
that he came to express his personal views as he had not 
consulted the Chamber in the matter. 

4,667. His firm was principally a commission agency 
and they had practically no relations with the Public 
Works Department. They were agents for a certain 
Indian cement company. 

4,668. He advocated that all stores, other than those 
of a special nature, should be purchased in India if they 
were obtainable and was of opinion that most building 
materials could be procured in the country e.g., 8teel 
structural materials, limes and cements, and that they 
were all of standard quality. There were sufficient. 
firms in existence especially at Bombay and Cal~utta, to 
preclude any possibility of monopolies. 

4,669. His firm supplied cement to the Railwn~·~. 
the 1\:lllitary Department and occasionally also to the 
Public Works Department. A great deal of cement 
was at present indented for on the. Secretary_ of State 
for all large contracts as the demed quantity could 
not be turned out bv the preEPnt c<:mcnt plants in the 
country. It had not been his expcri,,nce, howc\'cr, tlwt 
cement manufactur<'d in India was more uncvt·n in 
quality and unrclialJlc than that imporl!•d from the 
Secretary of State. The cement company he r<·prt'.'Cllf • 
ed had a properly equipped laboratory for the fpsfinf! 
of cement, a qualified burner and nl.'o a qualiti .. d 
manager, and the plant had cost. Rs. 20 lnkhs. His 
firm invariably intimated to their customers that if 
they had any doubt as to the quality of the <'~m!'nt lhPy 
Rupplied they ronld have it tc8tcr! nt the Government. 
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Test House at Alipore, and that if such a test produced 
unsati~factory r6sults or showed the cement was below 
the British standard the firm would take back the cement 
pnrchased. 

4,670. In his opinion all government departments 
should first sati~fy themselves, before indenting on the 
~ecretary of State for stores, that the required materials 
were not procurable in India at reasonable prices. 

4,671. The Public Works Department should adver
tise and invite tenders for all works of any magnitude. 
This practice was as a matter of fact followed in the 
province, but the contemplated construction of works 
should be made more generally known by freer resort 
to the insertion of advertisements in the news
papers. 

4,672. It was desirable for the encouragement of small 
contractors to split up large contracts into parts rather 
than to call for tenders for entire works.. Large firms 
would probably complain if this were done that they 
were thus debarred from taking up whole works, but the 
amounts of the estimates of the small contractors could 
be totalled in order to ascertain whether their total 
indicated that it'would be cheaper to entrust a particular 
'II'Ork to one contractor. The main object in view was 
the encouragement of private enterprise and this could 
only be secured by encouraging the Indian youth of 
the day to take an interest in particular classes of contract 
work. He was not aware of the number of reliable 
private contracting firms in the Punjab. The building 
trades were represented in the Chamber of Commerce, 
but they were more or less labour contractors only. 

4,673~ He entirely agreed with the suggestion that 
the Public \Yorks Department should classify contractors 
into two or three classes according to their capacity 
and reliability in order to encourage private contracting 
firms. A reliable firm would need less supervision than 
a petty firp1 and hence should be given the benefit of the 
money which would otherwise be spent on supervision. 
Although the main difficulty in giving effect to the pro
posal would be the placing in the hands of the Department 
the somewhat unpleasant duty of deciding whether par
ticular firms were reliable or not its introduction was 
feasible. The classification of contractors would not only 
assist government engineers in all provinces, but it 
would also act as an incentive ·to honest contractors. 
One of the disadvantages experienced by good private 
enterprise in the country was the excessive supervision 
of Public Works Department subordinates. 

4,67 4. Government might call for plans and designs from 
private architects and remunerate them for their labour, 
but. it was inadvisable that government should dispense 
with the· services of their official architects at present. 
When he was the non·official chairman of the Karachi 
Municipality the municipal engineer was the architect. 
In his opinion private individuals received a great deal 
of assistance from officials in the framing of designs and 
estimates. 

4,675. He was at present resident in Delhi where there 
was a great deal of l:iuilding work in progress by con
tractors and others who were engaged on the imperial 
works, but the designs of the buildings being construct
ed in the city were simple and architects were not 
employed on them. 

4,676. (Mr. Cobb.) He had been president of the 
. Karachi Municipality for four years dnring which fJeriod 
the municipality had construeted about Rs. 10 lakhs 
worth of buildings through the agency of their own 
engineor. Ko advertisements had in this connection been 
inserted in the newspapers but tenders were called for 
and the work was supervised d~Jpartmentally. The rates 
of the munit:ipality were, he believed, lower than those 
of the Public Works Department Lccause they had more 
local experience. 

4,677. He wa~ not averse to the employment of large 
contractors, but consiuured that the country would 
develop more rapidly by the employment of petty 
contractors who were not merely Hupplicrs of labour. 
The l'ublic Works Department very likely found that they 
could get work cxcuted more cheaply at preHent by the 

employment of labour contractors under departmental 
supervision than by the employment of large contractors, 
since labour contractors were not yet sufficiently ad
vanced. 

4,678. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) One of the duties of 
the Chamber of Commerce was to help trade, the building 
as well as others. But the Chamber could not possibly be 
expected to give financial aid. The interests of the 
building tra~e certainly came within the purview of 
the Chamber, but the trade had not developed to a 
sufficient extent to necessitate special arrangements 
being made for helping it. Several members of the 
Chamber were connected with the building trade. 

4,679. The cement purchased from the company with 
which he was connected was despatched in covered 
wagons in bags made of good fabric but the bags were 
not water-tight. These bags were always kept under 
cover and not exposed to rain in which event, however, 
the material would perhaps deteriorate. As a matter 
of fact cement kept in barrels which were exposed to rain 
would also deteriorate, but comparatively speaking it 
was believed to be more secure in barrels. People who 
hesitated to buy cement in bags took an excessive precau· 
tion. Probably the bazaar could supply barrels only as 
long as they were in stock, but the difficulty in India was 
their excessive cost. The manufacturers of Katni and 
Bundi cement would, he believed, willingly adopt the 
barrel system if they could obtain barrels at a reasonable 
cost. Bundi cement would not deteriorate in bags so 
long as the bags were kept dry. In the sales of cement his 
firm were guided by the capacity of the works to supply. 
The present output had as a matter of fact been 
over sold. 

4,680. (.Mr. Mackenzie.) He had not compared the rates 
of the Public Works Department with other rates, 
except as a check to rates given in tenders, when he was 
in Karachi The rates of the municipality of that town 
were always more favourable than those of the Public 
Works Department. This was due to the supervision 
of the municipal engineer and his knowledge of local 
conditions. 

4,681. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) It could not generally be 
asserted that when the Public Works Department bought 
materials from outside merchants they were charged 
from 20 to 25 per cent. more than they would 
have been had they purchased such materials from 
England. If the practice of obtaining all materials from 
England were adopted and the Department purchased 
articles from firms in India only when they ran short, 
he did not think that the fir;ms in question would put up 
their prices on that account. They would probably 
only add to the cost of the materials their charges for 
storage, railway freight and a reasonable profit. A 
charge of 25 per cent. more than that for which materiaiB 
could be obtained from England was very extravagant, 
particularly in normal times, as with the available railway 
facilities there was not a point in India in which it was 
not easy to obtain quotations from at'least half-a-dozen 
markets. He could only explain .the fact that the charge 
of 25 per cent. in question had been made over and above 
the sum paid for such materials in England by classify
ing the man who quoted such a price as a rapacious 
individuaL Probably the man had not been in the habit 
of receiving orders from the Public Works Department, 
had not sufficient turn-over and made the most he could 
out of the opportunity. Such a procedure on the man's 
part was dead against tho interests of the country. 

4,682. (.Mr. Aikman.) Lists in which contractors were 
classified were already maintained in the Punjab. These 
lists were private and were not officially recognised. 
It was understood that they were kept by four or five 
of the best Executive Engineers of the province and the 
tenders of the contractors included therein were given 
preference. 

4,683. The price of Bundi cement was Rs. 65 per ton 
free on rail at works. This price had not been fixed 
with reference to the price of cement in other provinces. 
His firm had offered to supply the Government of the 
Punjab with Bundi cement at a very much reduced 
rate. 

2 X:~ 

• 
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W. S. DoRMAN, EsQ., M.I.C.E., Executive Engineer, Public Works Dcpart.mcnt. 

ll'rillen Statement. 
4,684. The Committee has been appointed to inquire 

into and report upon the organization and administra
tion of the Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public 
Works Department, with certain specific points of re
ference which will as far as possible be dealt with seriatim, 
in as far as the writer feels he can offer any useful sugges
tions from his sixteen years' experience of the working 
of the Department. 

4,685. (I.) Economy and suitability of methods of exe
cution of public works.-At present all original gov
ernment works and practically all repairs in the .hands 
of the Department are executed by contract through local 
men. Direct departmental labour is only employed on 
work which cannot easily be measured or where suitable 
contractors are not forthcoming, as for example on some 
of our hill roads. 

(2). Government work is designed by Public Works 
Department officers to the requirements of the Depart
~ment concerned and, when·it has been finally sanctioned 
and funds allotted, contractors are invited to tender for 
its execution on estimates prepared by officers of the 
Public Works Department. 

(3). Contractors have rarely any technical knowledge, 
and not only has the Public Works Department officer 
to supervise everything from clearing the site to the 
last coat of paint, and generally to arrange for all Euro· 
pean stores, but it is the almost universal rule for 
government to provide all tools and plant necessary for 
carrying out the work. 

(4). Rates are overhauled annually so as to keep pace 
with the markets and a gradually rising scale of wages. 

(5). The surface work on the maintenance of all trunk 
roads, i.e., through lines of communication, is done by 
direct departmental labour, on a scale laid down in road 
tables which are pe~iodically revised as found necessary 
in order to meet varying traffic requirements. I am 
informed that some years ago the roads were given out 
on contract, but in a very short time they got into such a 
state that they took years to recover, and the Murree 
road is still cited as an awful example of what can 
happen to a neglected road. 

(6). Collection of metal, however, and to a very large 
extent consolidation as well, is done by contract under 
elose departmental supervision. 

(7). Upkeep of buildings, as already mentioned, is done 
practically entirely by contract, and we merely see that 
the repairs are properly executed and measure up the 
work for payment. Formerly the preparation of annual 
repair estimates, etc., and the subsequent measurement 
of the work, meant much labour, which has now been 
minimized by the more universal adoption of stereotyped 
estimates and standard measurement books. 

(8). The system as briefly outlined has proved suitable 
to the needs of the province and, considering the scattered 
nature of much of the work, it is also economical with 
sufficient funds forthcoming to keep the establishment 
fully employed. Before the outbreak of war, with steadi
ly increasing funds available for expenditure on public 
works, the establishment charges had dropped to 13;1; 
per cent. on the actual works outlay, and this takes no 
account of a vast expenditure of time and labour in 
working out schemes, which are never carried through, 
as well as professional advice rendered to native states, 
other departments and local bodies, for which no charge 
is .m~de. As an example it is open to any Deputy Com· 
mtss1oner ~o call upon the Executive Engineer for pro
posals to unprove the accommodation in hifl., kutcherri. 
The cost involved may be comparatively small, but even 
though only rough sketches are demanded in the first 
instance, the preparation of these takes up a good deal 
of time. When his proposals are ready the Executive 
Engineer possibly finds that the Deputy Commissioner 
who originated the proposal has been transferred, or the 
Commissioner i.s not prepared to agree, and the scheme 
is dropped. No credit is given to the Department for the 
time taken up in the preparation of such Echemes. If 

this work were done by a practising architect he would 
be entitled to charge 1! pt'r cent. for his preliminary 
sketches and designs. Projects are frequently advanc·e~l 
a step further. The original proposals of the iocal ollicl'r 
may _be administratively approved and detailed working 
drawmgs may be prepared but even then the project may 
be indefinitely shelved for want of funds. The PuLii.c 
Works Department gets no credit for such work but an 
archite~t would be entitled to claim 3i per ~cut. of 
the estimated cost of the work as his fee. 

(9). The establishment percentage based on actual 
expenditure on works also covers a good deal of miscel
laneo~s work, in the way of demarcating boundaries and 
checktng government land plans, assessing rent8 scruti
nizing drawings and estimates prepared by local' bodies 
and preparing detailed projects for wo1:k suitable fo; 
fa~ine labour in the event of a severe famine necessitating 
rehef works and so on. Last year's printed famine 
program!lle includes public works amounting to more 
than a crore and a half of rupees. 

(10). The Government of India laid down in Circular 
No. XX. P.W., dated 29th September 1881, that" for 
the future the basis for the rate to be adopted for the 
use of establishment shall be the proportion current 
for the cost of the establishment of the General Branch 
of the whole of India, to the outlay on the works and 
repairs of that branch, and that, for the present, the rate is 
23 per cent. " This rate, however, applies only to work 
executed for imperial departments or for private bodies. 
When work is carried out for a local body (municipality, 
district board, etc.) the Department only levies 12 per 
cent. and sometimes waives all departmental charges, with 
a resulting enhancement of the average establishment 
percentage whenever this happens to be running high 
and we have much work on hand for local bodies. 

(11). It must always be remembered, in comparing 
establishment charges in India with those in western 
countries, that the rates for Indian labour are considerably 
lower than for western labour, while much of the super
vising staff is a comparatively highly paid, imported 
article. Also that contract labour in the west is directlv 
controlled by a class of highly skilled foremen employed 
by the contractors, such as is not obtainable in India
the result being that the government engineer has to 
devote much of his time to small details if he wants 
to get a satisfactory result. . 

(12). Another point is that in his office the Executh'c 
Engineer has to devote a large, and now constantly 
increasing proportion of his time to accounts work. He 
has not only to keep a record of his expenditure, but aho 
to compile his accounts in a form suitable for incorpora
tion with those of the Indian Empire. His compilations 
then go to a central audit office, where they are 
subjected to close scrutiny by officers trained to administer 
the letter of a Code and not its spirit. The cost of the 
accounts establishment in his own office and a certain 
proportion of the cost of the central audit office is reckoned 

-in the cost of the Public Works Department establish-
ment, all of which further tends to swell the establish
ment percentage. 

(13), It has been argued that a permanent cadre do~s 
not readily admit of contraction of establishment in years 
of financial stringency, but it must be remembered that 
about an eighth of the buildings and roads superior grades 
in the Punjab arc temporary Engineers, liable to di~
missal at a month's notice, and that even in lean year~, 
with establishment charges running abnormally high for 
want of constructional work, we have never Lecu 
able to appreciably reduce our temporary men. During 
the present time of trial, the Buildings and Roads Branch 
has proved a• valuable recruiting ground for military 
service, while in normal times it furnishes employment 
for a number of Royal Engineer officers, of whom we 
had seven on our small cadre at the outbreak of war. 

4,686. (II.) Encouragement of other agency.-l'nJer 
the existing system private enterprise is fn·dy en· 
couraged whenever spccinliBts are to be found for any 
class of. work. The building of our steel LriJge girders 
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and roof trusses, as well as such work as gas, electrical 
and hot water installations, plumbing, the provision 
of refrigerating plants and electrical lifts, are all carried 
out by firms specialising in these lines. 

(2). Could a private firm be found to take up our general 
construction and maintenance work, it would probably 
reckon on 20 to 25 per cent. to cover its establishment, 
plant and margin o~ profit, while t_he various ~chcmes 
of development whwh never fructify, but which are 
propounded for the amusement of the Department from 
time to time, would all be charged for separately. 

(3). Rates would certainly not be less than those on 
which we estimate, but on which we can usually get 
the local contractor to give a rebate, and which compare 
very favourably with those paid by the Military Works, 
and on Railways, etc., when we work side by side. 

(4). Last year when I held charge of the King Edward 
Memorial, with, according to the Administration Report, 
a works outlay of Rs. 10~ lakhs which was rather more 
than a quarter of the total outlay for the whole province 
on original works and would have been still more had the 
cost of the English stores actually used on the work been 
included, had we been able to get our . measure
ments completed before the end of the financial year
the establishment charges only amounted to 5! per cent. 
on the actual building ; whereas in response to the 
public adYertisement in the newspapers for the work, 
the only European contractor who tendered asked for 
30 per cent. increase on the estimated rates. By 
distributing the work amongst a number of local 
men, we not only encouraged local industry, but also 
got the work done at 3 to 5 per cent. below our estimated 
rates. The establishment employed on the King Edward 
:Memorial in addition to supervising the actual work 
in progress, had much concurrent designing, in recasting, 
from one reason or another, sanctioned proposals, and 
in preparing working details, as well as the comple
tion plans of each building as finished. 

(5). A private firm might have been glad to take up 
a. concentrated work of this nature, but I doubt whether 
one could be found to take up work scattered all over 
a huge province, unless guaranteed a minimum expen
diture for a number of years to make it worth its 
while to collect and train a competent establishment 
-an establishment not only able to carry out the 
work, but also conversant with the special requirements 
of other departments of government or embodied in 
various departmental manuals. 

(6). Incidentally, the employment of any such agency 
would put up the rents of all government bu'ildings, 
as ~he direct percentage charge on their construction 
and maintenance could hardly continue to be ignored in 
the Capital and Revenue Accounts. 

(7). A private firm would naturally have its own inter
ests at heart and the tendency would be to encourage 
extravagancies, with a view to increasing the outlay 
and thereby augmenting its own earnings. 

(8). Side by side v;ith government engineers are di~trict 
engineers, in charge. of the less important roads and 
buildings erected by district funds, often supplemented 
by government grants; also of a certain number of 
provincial buildings, for the upkeep of which grants 
(including a percentage for establishment) are made to 
the boards. These grants are usually fixed for a period 
of five years, and revised at the end of each quin
quennium. 

(9). This involves a certain amount of overlapping, 
inasmuch as while the district engineer may be giving 
the annual coat of white·wash, the Public \Yorks De· 
partment officer may be enlarging a window, or putting 
in a new door or doing some special repair, i.e., sometimes 
making good what has resulted from years of neglect 
by the district board. This is obviously \VTOng. If the 
two agencies are to be maintained, either one or the 
other should be entirely responsible for all work in 
connection with a building. 

(10). At the same time it is no economy having the 
two agencies working side ·uy side. The district engineer 
is often little bl'tter than a nubordinate; is usually not a 
highly paid individual ; and in }lractice is liaLie to be 

dismissed at the whim of the Deputy Commissioner of 
~&~ • 
. (11). The effort to bolster up district board funds for 

public works, by handing over to the board for main
tenance with an establishment grant to help to cover 
the district engineer's pay, government buildings, which 
are often more frequently visited by a Public Works 
Department official on his rounds than by the district 
engineer, is a-bad policy and detrimental to the proper 
maintenance of the buildings. A few buildings or roads 
more or less make little difference in an Executive En· 
gineer's work, and it would usually be sounder adminis· 
tration frankly to give a local body a grant towards their 
public works and establishment and leave government 
buildings in charge of the government engineer. 

(12). If economy is to be the goal, then the district 
engineer as such should be abolished, and all work done 
under the expert supervision of the Public Works 
Department, who would be responsible to government 
for funds spent on government works, and to the local 
body for district funds expended on local works, 
government as at present levying a percentage on 
work done to cover the supervision charges. If this 
were done suitable district board employees could be 
absorbed in the temporary establishment of the Public 
Works Department and thus no hardship would be 
inflicted on deserving men. 

(13). Concurrently a good deal of the ordinary repairs 
such as white-washing and painting could be done by 
the body occupying a building, as is now done by the 
Forest -Department with forest buildings, Police in the 
case of all police buildings, and the Jail authorities using 
convict labour in jails. 

(14). The alternative which has been consistently 
advocated by many, on the plea of advancing local sell
government, is to hand over practically all government 
work to local bodies, with increased grants and corre~ 
spondingly reducing the government agency. 

(15). Tentative efforts in this direction have, however, 
hitherto not _been encouraging and sooner or later 
buildings, and still more roads thus handed over have 
been neglected, and we have had to step in to remedy 
matters. · 

(16). This is only. the natural result of inefficient 
supervision, and while possibly enabling a local body to 
shew a small establishment percentage is certainly no 
true economy. 

(17). To give any such system a real chance of success, 
the class of district engineer would have to be consider
ably improved. At presen~, when any difficulty arises, 
he turns to the nearest Public Works Department officer 
for help, but with a reduced government agency, oppor
tunities for such help would be very considerably limited 
with a much extended need. 

(18). To secure a better class of district engineer a 
separate district cadre has been advocated, whereby 
men would start life in the unimportant districts, and 
gradually be promoted to better districts with improved 
pay as they showed their worth. Seniority would usually 
however, be the controlling factor in getting promotion: 
while the whole system being State guaranteed would 
n.terely be introducing State control in another form, 
with the disadvantage that the young engineer would 
from the start be left to make his way almost entirely 
without expert guidance. Transfers from district to 
district in the exigencies of the service or in order to 
arrange for leave vacancies, etc., would be resented by a. 
~ocal bodJ: which had got hold of a good man. Besides, 
1t takes ttme for a man to become acquainted with the 
potentialities and needs of a district, and a transfer, 
just when he had thoroughly grasped the possibilities of 
hi~ district, while beneficial to the man himseU, would 
not be to the district's advantage. 

(19). To advance in the direction indicated two things 
are necessary :-

(a). First and chiefly, less apathy on the part of the 
local bodies and the elimination of that tendency towards 
the actual subordination of 

0 
the general welfare to 

individual profit commented on by His Honour in his 
last review of municipal administration, with sufficient 
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singleness f)£ purpose, as a body, to su port their own 
officers in the exercise of their executive powers. My own 
very limited experienlle as an ex-officio member of a 
district board, is that unless a member's own interests 
are touched, the board does little more than confirm the 
official president's decision. While such a spirit prevails, 
local government is little better than a farce, and a 
district engineer cannot hope to get much more into touch 
with the needs of the district than the present Public 
Works Department staff. 

(b). The second desideratum is a sufficiently qualified 
body of engineers keen to get district appointments, 
from whom a selection could be made when a vacancy 
occur;red. The best men would, with public spirited 
boards, get the best districts as they fell vacant, while 
jurlior men, in more poorly paid appointments, would have 
a strong incentive, in the hope of getting one of the better 
appointments, to put their best foot foremost. With 
but few exceptions, the present class of district engineer 
is, however, not what is wanted, but under present 
circumstances it is very doubtful whether self-respecting, 
keen, professional men would come forward for appoint
ments. Concurrently with any such scheme it' would 
probably be necessary to have government Inspectors 
to periodically inspect the government buildings in a 
district and see that they were not being neglected. 

(20). We might procure a number of men to make 
a start in a system such as I have outlined, by giving 
college graduates a training as engineers in an engineering 
college, and then giving them their pr!Ultical training as 
temporary engineers in the Public Works Department, 
till they shewed themselves fit to stand on their own 
feet, and take over independent charge of a district, 
when we would give them district appointments, after 
which their future would rest with themselves. Men 
found unsuitable for such work should only be retained 
in the l'Jiblie Works Department under very exceptional 
circumstances- The temporary engineer would then 
understand that he really was only temporary in the 
Department, and that his future entirely depended on 
his own efforts. 

(21). Before we can usefully do our part however 
the public spirited district board member, able to advise 
on the administration of a. district, and willing to sacri
fice some time for the weal of his constituents must 
be found in greater numbers than at present. 

(22). To have the spending of government money 
is poor training in local self-government. If the grants 
are given in a lump sum to be distributed up at the 
discretion of the members, existing buildings, erected 
from government funds, such as dak bungalows, rest
houses, as well as cemeteries, etc., in which few members 
are interested, will be neglected in favour of new works, 
while if a specified sum is allotted for expenditure on each 
building any question of local self-government does not 
seem to arise. 

(23). The scandalous way in which many sanitary 
installations are at present mismanaged by local bodies, 
is in this respect pertinent. If a community will not 
look after its own water-supply or guard its homes from 
the danger of disease from foul smelling drains it is certain
ly not going to worry about the state of other people's 
property. 

(24). To efficiently manned districts not only could 
we hand over provincial buildings and roads for main· 
tenance, but the Government of India, as represented 
by the Archroological and Army Departments, would 
doubtless be prepared to reconsider their present attitude 
towards handing over protected monuments and encamp
ing grounds, ete., to local bodies for maintenance. 

(25). The larger municipalities maintain their own 
engineers-some of them able and highly paid men
but such find ample employment within their own muni
cipal limits and do not clash with the govermnent agency. 

4,687. (m.) Changes in organization.- Having thus 
seen that no change can well be suggested either on the 
ground of suitability or economy it remains to see whether 
anything in the existing order of affairs requires attention-

(!). Superior executive ataff.-~\lthough outside Lahore 
tbe time is not yet ripe to have Public Works Department 

architects and engineers working side by side in a dish·iet 
still undoubtedly architects should bo recruited to tnk~ 
executive charge of mainly building divitiions. 1'he 
Architect in s~wh cnscs ~v?~ld be his own quantity 
surveyor acccptmg responsibility for rates and estimate~. 
and c~rrying out all the d.uties of an Executive Engineer. 
?'hus m Labore ther~ nug.ht bo an Executive Engineer 
m charge of the engmeermg work, while an executive 
Architect h~d charg.e of the building, instead of having 
two Executive. Engn1ecrs as at present. Much building 
work would still, however, have to be carried out bv the 
engineers in charge of divisions where engineering prob
lems predominated, and while' possibly a few of the men, 
as now recruited, have had training in an architect's office 
before joining the Public Works Department, the large 
majority have had their training on purely engineering 
w~rks. ?n first joining the Department every engineer 
might With advantage have two years' training in the 
Consulting Architect's office, until purely architectural 
divisions are formed where he can usefully put in part of 
his time as an Assistant- Similarly, every young Archi
tect would benefit in an engineering division learning 
the rudiments of road work, etc. 

The present system of a Consulting Architect preparing 
elaborate plans and then letting engineers work out the 
details of the steel-work, etc., and estimate the cost, 
is not always satisfactory, especially when it comes to 
stretching a twelve-inch moulding to hide a fifteen-inch 
joist, and thereby throwing the whole detail out of propor
tion ; while with a keen Architect responsible for elabora
tion, one finds the gro'l'l'th of a scheme sometimes accom
panied with suggestions for modifications which result 
in excesses on the original estimate. 

The architect is comparatively a new-comer and conse
quently bas a good deal to learn from the engineer, with 
many years' experience of the country at his back. His 
advent, however, is decidedly a forward step, and shows 
that government is prepared to devote money to the 
resthetic as a handmaid of education, instead of grudgingly 
giving a few additional rupees to adorn the severely plain 
type of building with which engineers have hitherto 
been compelled to content themselves. 

Architects will, however, have just as uphill a task 
a:s engineers to establish themselves in private practice, 
while so many look upon both as superfluities, on whom 
money should not be wasted, as long as a mistri can be 
found to form bricks and mortar into a fairly satisfactory 
building for a nominal fee-the ultimate cost being 
often the last ~bing considered. 

We have now got architectural, sanitary and electric 
experts to whom we can refer for guidance when necessary, 
but we still require a responsible mechanical engineer to 
periodically examine our steam plant, and advise us 
on the care of our steam rollers, etc., as well as arrange 
for all necessary repairs, and suggest ways in which we 
can economically make an extended use of machinery_ 

It is very essential, however, that all should be under 
one administrative head able to co-ordinate the work, 
and haYing sufficient technical knowledge to weigh 
evidence, and give an independent judgment, if necessary, 
in 9ase of conflicting opinions amongst the various bran
ches of the Department. 

(2). The subordinate establishment-is generally sat
isfactory, but some really good men lose all heart in their 
work from hopo deferred. Seniority is almost the in
variable rule in granting promotion, till eventually these 
men begin to think that unless they do something 
markedly bad their promotion will not bo stopped, and 
come to the conclusion that to do as little as possible for 
the love of the work is lifo's truest philosophy. 

The result is inaccurate work, which when put to the 
test, fails and brings discredit on the Dcpttrtmcnt. I 
doubt whether any other branch of the administration 
ignores the claims of deserving subordinates as ours are 
ignored. On the other hand, out.<idcrs, when considering 
their ample opportunity, nrc only too apt to nee usc all 
indiscriminately of venality_ 

Draur;htsmen-are generally satiHfudory Ro far as 
actual drawing and estimating of qunnt ities arc ronc<'rllt·d 
though few are such skilled computor:; that an Exucutivo 
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Engin~er can accept their figures without careful checking. 
Many are however, lackin(7 in method, and much work 
has to be 'done and redone 

0

owing to the hopeless way in 
which drawings are often recorded. 

The proper recording of plans is a matter deser~ng 
the closest attention, and all draughtsmen should receive 
a carefuJ,.course of training in this respect. 

A superior class of man, possibly a scien~e gradu~te 
with special training, or an upper subordinate, with 
an aptitude for mathematics, is required in circle offices 
to check work submitted by divisions, especially the more 
abstruse calculations, and thereby set Superintending 
Engineers free to work out the main lines of a large 
scheme, or scrutinize proposals in hand with an Executive 
Engineer in their initial stages. 

The circle office would then be the final office for the 
scrutiny of details of all projects, and thereby set the 
Secretariat free to devote more time to the administrative 
side of the Department, with more frequent inspections 
by the Chief Engineer, which would have a beneficial 
effect on the Department as a whole. 

(3). The clerical 8taff-is often inferior and we certainly 
require a better class of man for divisional headclerkships. 
Here again the regard paid to seniority is detrimental, 
and many a smart young man has either left the Depart
ment to better his prospects elsewhere or else has become 
a drudge and lost all interest in anything beyond his 
daily task, by being kept too long in a junior position, 
while incompetent seniors have been placed at the head of 
divisions. An efficient head clerk can relieve an Executive 
Engineer of much routine work, while with an incompe
tent man, an Executive Engineer has only too often 
to neglect his professional work, and devote an unduly 
large proportion of his time to routine clerical work. 

Our system of record keeping requires thorough over
hauL An untrained clerk is pitchforked into a record room 
there to evolve his own system of keeping records. This 
usually results in his permanently filing every scrap of 
paper, and trying to crowd as much as possible into each 
file, with the result that when a file is sent out to another 
department for reference, half-a-dozen letters relating 
to cognate subjects in the same file may be held up 
pending the receipt back of the original file. The whole 
system of maintaining records seems to me to want over
haul, and record keepers should receive proper training 
for their work. 

4,688. (IV.) Relations with other departments and sub
branches.-Relations with other departments as well 
as within the Department itself are as a rule cordial, 
though occasionally diverse minds meet and fail to pull 
together. There is usually more than one satisfactory 
solution of a problem, and so long as men can modify 
their keenness with a sweet reasonableness all goes well. 

4,689. (V.) Decentralization.-This largely depends 
on the personnel. 'With the sub·divisional officers so 
largely drawn from the subordinate class, any general 
decentralization below the divisional officer will not be 
advisable at present. At the same time some latitude 
should be allowed with senior Assistant Engineers 
holding a sub-divisional charge. , 

· (2). On the other hand, a Superintending Engineer 
of thirty years' service points out the absurdity of having 
to apply to the local Government for a brass seal worth 
a few annas or for authority to write off the books a lost 
badge ; to sanction an addition to a church costing Rs. 
5, or appoint a permanent clerk or subordinate to his 
circle scale. Decentralization is certainly required here. 

(3). Again, while lump sums are placed at the disposal 
of the Superintending Engineer for expenditure on certain 
minor vt<orks and repairs, nothing whatsoever is entrusted 
to an Executive Engineer, who has to ask for funds for 

• each separate work and submit at the same time definite 
proposals for approval. 

· (4). The major portion of the circle grant should be 
distributed between the various divisions early in the 

financial year, to be spent at the discretion of the 
Executive Engineer. 

(5). Any Executive Engineer in charge of a division 
is competent to sanction estimates for works up to Rs. 
5,000 in the case of district boards of the-second-class, but 
can only sanction estimates up to Rs. 50d where the cost 
is debitable to provincial funds. There seems to be no 
reason why an Executive Engineer's powers should be 
more restricted when dealing with provincial funds than 
with local funds. 

4,690. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-One of our 
Superintending Engineers has summarized the general 
opinion that the Public Works Department Code and 
the Accountant-General are the two bugbears of the 
Department, and give more worry and work than every
thing else put together. 

(2). Since the amalgamation of the PubliG.- Works 
Department with the civil accounts, the Code rules have 
been largely superseded by a series of circulars issued by 
the Accountant-General, and the-revision of the Code, 
with its numerous Standing Orders, coupled with con· 
siderable simplification and better indexing, is a crying 
necessity. 

(3). As regards the accounts proper, every division is 
supplied with a trained accountant, who prepares all 
accounts for the audit office, but the Execuive Engineer 
is required to sign all documents, in token of having 
accepted an unknown amount of responsibility which I 
venture to state that 90 per cent. of our Bxecutive 
Engineers imperfectly understand and none check, sign
ing merely on the strength of their accountant's initials. 
In some of the forms a single signature is inadequate 
and two or more signatures are required. Having 
signed all the originals the Executive Engineer has then 
got to initial all office copies, in token that he has seen 
them. The forms, which may run to as many as thirty 
or forty in a month, while presumably convenient for 
com piling the accounts of the province, are almost 
altogether outside the sphere of the Executive 
Engineer, who is only concerned with his actual works 
expenditure and stock balance. 

(4). Under the rules in force, an Executive Engineer 
may have to sign a bill, in token of his acceptance, higher 
up on the same page initial an order to his accountant 
to draw out the cheque, and finally initial a certificate 
on the same page that he has made the payment. Should 
he omit one lot of initials, he will probably have the 
bill returned by the audit office to make good the defi
ciency. 

(5). Again, in the matter of contracts, the number of 
initials required on the standard form is colossal. 

(6). Such matters may seem trifling, but it all means 
waste of time, and serves no useful purpose. The 
Executive Engineer sees the state of his expenditure 
on a work, a couple of days after signing the accounts, 
in his Register of Works (which he has again to initial 
opposite each entry, as well as to initial the works abstract 
for each individual work). The divisional accountant 
is directly under the Accountant-General as regards 
pay and promotion and, accordingly, the accounts could 
well be submitted to the audit office under his immediate 
signature while the Executive Engineer's signature 
accepting a bill should be sufficient authority for drawing 
out a cheque, and the tender forms could readily be revised 
so that a single signature with one or two initials would 
complete the document. Similarly, an accountant should 
be authorised to dispose of the monthly audit notes, 
which are frequently made up of a number of very trivial 
objections, under his own signature. 

4,691. (Vll.) Education.-The only college with the 
students of which I have come in contact is Roorkee, 
and one sometimes wonders, when so many of the students 
will have to devote so much of their time to buildings, 
that a fuller architectural training has not been given. 
I am told, however, that this has been recently remedied. 

MR. W. S. DORMAN called and examined. 

4,692. (President.) The witness stated that he was an 
Executive Engineer of the Public Works Department 

with 16 years' service in India, the whole of which had 
been spent in the Buildings and Roads Branch. 
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4,693. It was almost invariably the practice for the 
construction of large works to call for tenders for tho 
whole work by the insertion of advertisemon~s in tho 
newspapers. In the case of small works, notices were 
circulated to tim' principal offices at the headquarters 
of the district 'i.e., the offices of the Deputy Commis· 
sioner the dist~ict board and the munioipttlity, in addi
tion t~ being posted up in the offices of the Executive 
Engineer and the sub-divisional officer concerned, while 
if the construction of a particular work had to he ex
pedited and time did not permit of wider advertisement 
notices were simply sent to selected contractors. 

4,694. All original government works and practically 
all repairs were at present execute? by. contract, except 
the maintenance of roads for whtch 1t was necessary 
to employ departmental labour. The system of road 
maintenance by contract had been tried in the past 
and failed, but he could not give details as the experi
ment had been tried_ before his time and he had heard 
about it from senior officers of the Department. 

4,695. Private enterprise was freely encouraged at 
present, especially in connection with the construction 
of steel bridges and roof trusses, etc. An Executive 
Engineer sometimes prepared his own design for a bridge 
and forwarded it to the firms which were asked to tender 
for its construction. He had, however, not recently been 
connected with this class of work. He had prepared all his 
own designs for the trusses of various buildings in Lahore 
and subsequently asked firms in Bombay, Calcutta, etc., 
to tender for them, specifying the conditions of loading 
and at the same time informing the firms that while prefer· 
ing his own designs he was prepared to consider alterna
tive proposals of equal strength to suit the sections they 
had in stock. He added that when designs were pre
p:~red by the Department for this class of work it was 
usually left open to the fir'!lls tendering for the work 
to suggest alterations. 

4,696. He had not had sufficient experience to express 
an opinion as to whether there was sufficient bridge 
work in the province to justify the appointment of a 
specialist in bridge construction. . 

4,697. The King Edward Memorial which he had 
constructed consisted of a group of buildings which 
included the Medical College and hospitals in Lahore. 
Tenders had not been invited for the construction of the 
whole project as it would not have been possible 'to put 
all the buildings in hand simultaneously. No large 
firm had offered to undertake the construction of the whole 
project, but he had advertised in the newspapers and 
accepted. the best tenders that were submitted. The 
establishment charges in connection with the construction 
of the Memorial had amounted to only 5! per cent. on 
the actual cost of construction, and the only European 
contractor who tendered had asked for a 30 per cent. 
increase on the estimated rates. By distributing· the 
work amongst- a number of local contractors, each 
of whom received a contract of from Rs. 2 to 3 lakhs 
downwards, the work had been actually constructed at 3 
to 5 per cent. below the estimated rates of the Depart
ment. The figure of 5! per cent. for supervision had been 
taken from the provincial administration report and 
included all the divisional establishment engaged on the 
supervision of the work, including the dh,isional ac
counts staff. It did not, however, include direction 
charges, or the cost of tools and plant, engines or cranes 
which had been negligible. 
· 4,698. District engineers were employed side by side 
with government engineers, and the system involved a 
certain amount of overlapping. The most efficient 
method for the construction of district works would 
therefore be to entrust all such works to the staff of the 
Public '\Yorks Department, and to entirely aboliBh the 
staff of the district board. His recommendation was 
based solely with reference to economy and efficiency of 
construction and had no relation to the broader issues 
of local self-government, or to the encouragement of 
private enterprise. He was opposed to the c.lternn.tive 
method under which district boards would take over 
the construction and maintenance of all government 
buildings within their jurisdiction, on the ground that 

such bodies wore not sufficiently advanced to be entrusted 
with such responsibility. The only di~;triet of which 
he had had much experience was Kangra. Ho was an 
ex-officio member of the board of that- t!istric·t and at· 
tended all the meetings he could. ']'he hoard had no 
p~blic work~ committ;e, but he was always prc·pnrrd to 
gtve professiOnal advtce on the comtruction ol di,strkt 
public works wht'ncvcr required. Very little dircu·,sion, 
as a rule, took plact' at llle('tings of the board in conm•ction 
with the construction of district works. After the pro· 
gramme of works and the allotment of funds had been 
fixed, he gave professional advice only if anything 
transpired in the discussion which Eecmed to him to call 
for his remarks, but M a rule nothing of this m1ture 
occurred. The Executive Engineer had formerly to UlFpect 
all district board works of which the pluns had been 
submitted to him for approval, hut this practice was no 
longer in force. He admitted that, as a memuer of the 
hoard, he had authority to see whether the con~truction 
of a particular work was being curried out efficiently, 
but, while he occasionally examined district \YOrks in 
progress and informed the district engineer if he noticed 
anything wrong, he did not make r('gular i11spcctions 
which would probably only ha>'e resulted in friction 
with the district engineer. Since the rescission of the 
rule to which he had just referred, he felt he' was no 
longer required to inspect regularly district buildings 
and roads. He did not consider that he had been appoint
ed a member of the board for purposes of inspection, 
as the plans of all important district board works were 
supposed to be submitted to the Executive or Superin· 
tending Engineer, whether that officer was a member of 
the board or not. He felt that the object of his a ppoiut
ment was that if the board required his advice on any 
question, he could give it to them. He had not looked 
at the matter in the light of his having any special in
itiative in respect to district board works though he made 
suggestions from time to time. 

4,699. Architects should be placed in exccuth'e charge 
of purely buildings divisions instead of engineers as at 
present, but he had not studied the question sufficiently 
to say whether such Architects might be subordinate 
only to a Consulting Architect; but he considered that 
the system he had advocated would be more satisfactory 
than that at present in vogue. 

4,700. Seniority instead of selection was almost in
variably the rule in granting promotion to the subordinate 
establishment. He was unable to state the percentage 
of senior upper subordinates who had not been gin•n 
sub-diviswnal charges on account of their inefficiency, but 
was aware that such cases had occurred though such men 
were sometimes given sub-divisional charges because 
better men were not available. Hence he ad,·ocated 
the stricter selection of subordinates from an early stage 
in their service and that promotion should be regulated 
by merit to a much greater extent th<>.n WiiS the (•asc at 
present. 

4,701. Officers in the superior service were recruited 
on the understanding that, provided they gave satis
faction, they would be promoted to executive rank within 
a certain number of years. He considered howcwr 
that candidates for the service should only be u.s~urcd 
the prospects of As~istant EngincNs, and that th(•ir 
promotion to executive rank ~hould depend entirely 
on their giving satisfaction. He anticipated the systPm he 
had proposed would not a if crt recruitment, but added that 
he had not considered the point. rnrdully; it conccmcd 
all branches of the Public 'Yorks Department and h11d 
been gone into by the l'ulJiic Services Connni'"iun. 
Seniority had been the main factor in comwction 11 ith 
the promotion of officers to ex!'cuth e rank in the Punjab. 

4,i02. Executive Engineers in the proYitwe had ordi
narily powers of technical sanction in the Cll'C of m·if!inal 
works and special repair~ up to Hs. <iOO, the pow0r., of 
selected ofTiN•rs being Hs. 1,000. In the <•nee of toub 
and plant their pmn•rs WNe R s. 200 and P.s .. WO, re:<
pcctivcly, and thefe limits applied to nil (impc·rial, eivil 
and military, provincial nnd contribution) works. Tho 
Superintending Engineers !tad powers of Eandion up to 
Rs. 10,000 for communications and buildingo and 
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Rs. 2,000 for the purchase of tools and plant. He was 
not awa.re why the powers of Executive Ecgineers in the 
province had been so restricted, but recommended that, 
as such officers could approve estimates up to Rs. 5,000 
in the case of district works, their powers of technical 
sanction for imperial, provincial and contribution works 
should be increased to Rs. 5,000 in the case of select
ed officers and Rs. 2,500 in the case of other officers. 

4,703. It would not be safe to entrust sub-divisional 
officers with powers of technical sanction, as a matter 
of course, but senior Assistant Engineers or selected 
aub-en"'ineers could advantageously be entrusted with 
some powers of technical sanction. The delegation of 
such powers would obviate the necessity for the submis
sion for sanction by those officers of a number of petty 
estimates, and would afford a certain amount of relief 
to Executive Engineers. 

4,704. He could not say definitely how much of the 
Executive Engineer's time was spent on the actual 
signing of accounts and admitted that he himself as 
often as not simply signed his accounts on his account
ant's assurance that they were in order. An Executive 
Enainecr was theoretically not supposed to sign his 
acc~unts until he had made a thorough examination of all 
the books and documents connected therewith, but he 
himself had not followed this procedure as he had not 
the time for the purpose. He added, however, that he 
scrutinized certain forms and looked for certain points 
in signing hib accounts but that he signed the large 
majority without examining them. He was emphatically 
of opinion that a very large proportion of the accounts 
work of Executive Engineers, as embodied in the forms 
submitted each month to the Accountant-General, was 
useless from the executive point of view, and that all 
that a divisional officer required in order to keep him
self fully acquainted with the progress on his works 
and the expenditure could be secured by a simpler system 
of accounts than that at present in vogue. 

4,705. The particubr records which he, as an Execu
tive Engineer, desired to retain purely for executive pur
poses were the cash book, stock account, a simplified 
form of works abstract and the register of works. The 
register showed the total up-to-date expenditure by sub
heads, and hence any excess on a particular work could 
immediately be traced. The method of keeping accounts 
by sub-heads was useful as well as necessary, as it in
dicated possible excesses over estimates. It was rarely 
possible to foresee excesses when giving out a contract 
by a reference to the rates in the estimate. Excesses 
";ere usually due to something unforeseen cropping up in 
the subsequent execution of the work, or sometimes to 
insufficient provision having been made in the estimate 
itself for certain classes of work. If no departure took 
place from an estimate there was very unlikely to be any 
excess. ~ub-heads were kept for major works, but not for 
minor works, i.e., tho::e which cost less than Rs. 5,000. ' 
In his opinion the maintenance of sub-heads for all works 
over Rs. 5,000 afforded a useful check, but practically 
dl the forms signed by the Executive Engineer about 
the 20th of each montli could be abolished as thcv served 
no useful purpose from the executive point or" view. 

4,706. As an Executive ·Engineer he was supplied 
with a list of )vorks' to be constructed during the year, 
together with a separate allotrmmt of funds for each work. 
This did not, however, hamper him. Were an Executive 
Engineer given a lump sum for all the works in his list, 
he might be able to expedite the construction of some 
works m•Jre than others, and he did not think that such a 
;;ystem .would result in building unduly in accordance 
,,·ith convenience and facility of construction instead of 
with the exigencies of requiremcntg, as he considered 
officers could he trusted to do their best in the matter. 

4,707. (Sir Noel Ker8haw.) The Rtatemcnt in his written 
evidence "could a private firm be found to take up our 
general construction and maintenance work, it would 
probably reckon on 20 to 2i5 per cent. to cover its estab
li~hment, plant and margin of profit," referred chiefly 
to maintenance work. " The various schemes of the 
Department which never .fructified l,nt whic·h Wf're pro
pounded for the amusemeut of the ]lepartmcut" would 
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be much reduced in number if such schemes had to be 
paid for. 

4, 708. With reference to the remark iq his written 
statement to the effect that " a private firm would na· 
turally have its own interests at heart, and·the tendecey 
would be to encourage extravagancies, with a view to 
increasing the outlay and thereby augmenting its own 
earnings", he stated that if such a firm desired re-employ
ment at sam~ future date it would be very careful in 
connection with lavish outlay, and that he would not as 
a matter of fact re-employ a firm if he were c<l'hvinced 
that it was deliberately extravagant. At the same time 
there would be the inevitable tendency to encourage the 
use of more expensive material and a higher class finish 
for the sake of appearance and the firm's reputation when 
cheaper materials and a plain finish would answer 
equally well, and it was this that he had in mind when 
\\Titing. 

4, 709. He did not -think that it would have affected 
him if he had been informed when he was recruited, that 
his promotion to executive rank, after 5 year13' service 
as an Assistant Engineer, would not be governed by 
seniority but by merit. 

4,710. (JJfr. Mackenzie.) A good Executive Engineer 
was capable of forming an opinion regarding the construc
tion of a building costing Rs. 50,000 q~te as well as 
any other officer. 

4,711. If the Deputy Commissioner, who was the 
chairman of the Kangra District Board, desired him to 
express an opinion on any matter or to inspect a building 
that officer would undoubtedly ask him to do so, but he 
could not say whether that officer might not have taken 
offence if he had conducted inspection work without 
first having been requested to do so. The district en
gineer of Kangra had received no theoretical training, 
but he possessed a fair practical knowledge. 

4,712. (Rai Baltadur Ganga Ram.) It would be of ad
vantage if buildings designed by architects were also 
constructed by those officers though E;1:ecutive Engineers 
could undoubtedly properly interpret architects' designs. 
He desired to create an architectural service which 
would form an integral part of the Public W arks Depart
ment, i.e., he would recruit Architects ia exactly the 
same manner in which Assistant Engineers were at pres. 
ent recruited and he thought. the r;ystem he advocated 
would prove economical. 

4, 713. Officers should be promoted to executive rank 
by selection. He preferred not to express an opinion 
on the question whether the pensionary system should 
be abolished .and substituted by a provident fund, and 
whether an officer should be allowed the right to leave 
the service after repayment to him of his subscriptions 
to the provident fund at any time he so desired, 
government having the right likewise to require him to 
quit the service at its convenience. 

4,714. He had had some experience of Katni and 
Bundi cement and had found their quality to be satis
factory. He had no suggestion to make in regard to 
the storage of these brands of cement in bags, and 
mentioned that ¥e understood bags were freely u~ed for 
the purpose in England and America. 

4, 715. (.Mr. Cobb.) District board works were, he be
lieved, practically entirely hi the hands of the Deputy 
Commissioner and it was most desirable that members 
should evince a greater interest in the work ·of their 
boards. 

4, 716. An estimate had been fra.med for the construction 
of the King Edward Memorial scheme and the cost of 
construction had norked out very much on the lines 
estimated. There had, however, been a fairly large 
number of additions and alterations to the buildings, 
and such were covered by a provision of 5 per cent. 
which was as a rule allowed in all estimates for con
tingencies. 

4, 717. The promotion of subordinates should be made 
by merit by the Chief Engineer subject to the recom
mendations of two or more Executive Engineer~. 

4, 718. Promotions to the rank of Executive Engineer 
should also be largely regulated by merit and l>c ntnde 
by the local Government, subject to the Tl'commend!\· 

2 L 
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tions of a committee composed of the Chief Engineer, a 
Su]wl'intending Engineer and a third party, an offi;cr ~f 
f-OVernment, not necessarily an officer of the luLhc 
Works Department. , . 

4,719. The cost of the preparl),tion of tho van_ou~ 
schbmes which never fructified should be charged agamst 
the department which had called for them. 

4,720. (J!r. Aikman.) In a comparison between the 
establishment cho,rgGs in Indio, o,nd tho~G in western 

countries the rates for Indian labour would be ron,idl'r· 
ably lower. The ~ame WRB applkabiP. to a lnrl!e ext!'nt 
to _th? cost of building material~. P.IJ •• hrit·b. H1·nec if a 
bmldmg was constructed for £10,000 in Em!lanrl it. would 
cost .l~ss to construct 11 Rimilnr builtling in Inrli11. Su
pervision would, however, be nerPs~arv to the same 
extent as 11t present. 'J'he perc~ntngr'l 'on tl1i~ account 
wo~ld .ther?fore ncce?sarily be conRi(bably higlwr in 
Indut than 111 England. 

BAWA BuDH SINGH, Executive Engineer, Shahpur Provincio,l Division, Representative of the Punjab 
Engineers' Association. 

Writlen Statement. 

4.721. (I.) Ecouo1Jly a'ld sui.t.ability of methods of e~e
cutio> of public works.-The present system. of havmg 
the civil works done partly by Public Works. Depart
ment Buildings and'Roads Branch, and partly through 
the agency of di~trict board~ is certainly not very com
mendable as double establishments have to be kept for 
similar works in every distdct. This system is ndther 
conducive to economy nor efficiency. 

(2). The method at present adopted . by the Punjab 
Buildings and Roads Branch is quite suitable and eco
nomical for the purpose in view. It is, that the Buildings 
ann Roans Branch is responsible for the design and 
egtimate, while the department concerned is respon~ible 
for it.s own requirements and to see if they are suitably 
provided. The work is actually cJ!:rried out by private 
a<rencv-contractors-under the direct supervision of 
the Buildings and Roads Branch officers. The works 
thus executed are quite economical, and I can ~ay from 
personal experience they are more economically executed 
than ltnv private works of the same nature and quality, 
·and built under similar circumstances. 

(3). The general idea that Public Works Department 
works are not economically executed is quite erroneous ; 
no one ho,s so far come forward to prove this dictum by 
facts and fi!:(ures. The assertion of some of the civilliun 
and police officers that works executed under their super
vision,.,viz., the district board works and police repairs, 
are done cheaper thn,n the Public Works Department 
works cannot stand the lime-light of scrutiny for a 
minute. The quality of such works is generally quite 
inferior tothatof the Public Works Department works, 
and o,gain in some cases free and under paid labour and 
materials seem to have played a prominent part in their 
execution, while the Public Works Department have to 
pay full market rates for the work done. · 

4,722. (TI.) E~couragement of other agency.-! think 
private enterprise under the existing system is not 
quite sufficiently encouraged. Almost all civil works are, 
however, executed by private agency, viz., contractors, 
under departmental supervision. As regards the purchase 
of materiah of European manufacture I think the rules 
may be relaxed a good deal and more powers delE'gated 
to executive officers. More firms might with advantage 
be brought on the Public Wol'ks Department li~t in 
orner to have a healthy competition. Manufactures of 
well known firms-e.g., Dorman Long's steel joists or 
Gillin(lham Brand cement. might be allowed to be pur· 
chased from any respectable firm. iJTespective of the fact 
whether it is borne on the Public Works Department 
list or not. In this respect I would like to suggest that 
every local Government may have a central stores bureau, 
which should help the executive officers in making pur
chases of materials of European manufacture. The exec
utive officers should send their requisitions to the bureau, 
and make no direct purchases <'xcept under exceptional 
circumstances. I think it would be really useful if such 
a bureau, as sug~e~ted above, could also undertake the 
manufacture and stora.Q'e of standard sizes of doors and 
·windows and other departmental requirements. l\Ianufac- · 
ture of Public Works Department requirements in India 
•hould be encouraged, excc·pt proper Hafeguurds should uc 
taken to see that the qualitv of such manufactures doPH 
not deteriorate. I think tJ10 Governmllnt is alreadY 
much interested in the matter. ' 

(2) .. Adverting. to tho possibility of entrmting ron
struc.t!On or :epa1n to other a((encie8, I have no objection 
prov1ded stnct departmental supervision is maintnined. 
Probably the object of the qurnr is to find ont if Pnch 
works and repairs could be entn;Rtccl to local bonrds or 
private emdneering firms. There would bE' no hann 
if local bodies were up to the stnncbrd of thA F:nrrlish 
County Councils, hut in thr Punjab the local borlie.• 
are not yet so advanced. The mmnber.~ grnerallv lu('k 
keen and intellig<'nt intcre~t in works in moc'f 'casc·.o, 
probably because they are absolutely unrlrr the in11uPnrr. 
and control of the district executive offirPr, 1•i?!:. t lw 
Deputy Commissioner. No doubt evcrv distrkt hoard 
employs a distrio~ engineer who looks after thl' di,;tri('t 
board's works, but the Deputy Commissioner is prac
t.ically the final authority in the cMe of sucb worb. 
and he is, after a.IJ, a. layman to the profession of build-
ings and roads. ~ 

(3). The projects of the diRt.rict boards nrc tcrhnicall:v 
scrutinized by the Publio Works DepartJMnt offirrrs. 
but the actual construction is rmt.irPlv in the hands of 
the district board. The Public-Works Department 
superior officers could object to fault~r d~~irrn" und 
indifferent qualit~r of work done, but such interference 
p:enerallv results in unplt:-.asantness which it is not ver~· 
desirable to court, especially with the executive !wad of a 
district. If civil works were to be tran,frrrPd from 
the· Buildings and Roads Branch to the district board 
it will be simplv transferring them from one dPpartnwnt 
to another, which is admitterlly rrofes~ionallv le>s com
petent to undertake such duties than the Public 'Yorks 
Department. I do not recommend this conrse for the 
present, as the experience of the Public Worb DPpart
ment officers Rhows that all the roads and buildings so 
far transferred to the control of district hoards~ are, 
with very few exceptions, not so well mu intained a.~ thm;c 
of the Public Works Department. In this comwrtion it 
may also be appropriately pointed out that t.ran><ft>rcncl' of 
civil works ann roads to the district boarrh Leforc t hi:<, 
has proved an utt.er failure on more than one orra:<ion. 

(4). The chief cause of deteriorntion of works tTnrl<'r 11H• 
control of diEtrict honrds is thilt th0re i.~ onlv one prof,,,_ 
sional man to look. after them an(l he i< vi·actiralh· rr·· 
sponsible to tho president, viz., tlw D('puty Commissintwr, 
a layman. The district cmdnt'cl' has to follow the wbhPs 
of the civilian head, who has himself nO tN•hniral knOll'· 
ledge of the work-thus a diHtri<>t cngitwer i>l thr "'''' 
professionnl authoritv for all works under him. whil•· 
in the case of the Public WorkB Department a Fuh· 
divisional officer, who is dircctlv responsihle for thr con
struction of a work, is unrlC'r the imnwcliate control of an 
Executive EnQ'incrr, and the pcriodicnl visits of th~ 
higher Public 'work~ Department ollicerH !t•nrl to krr·p 
the maohint>rY in efficient \l"orking order. I might furtllf•r 
add that the ·diRtriet cnginef'rs haYc ~o far been grnNa lh· 
drawn from the rc,tired upper ;mhordinntc clas~. ch·il or 
military, with a few exception~. am] it is only rcrrntl.1· 
that some district l•onrcls bnve emplo~·rtl ~·omtg Pnrrinf·•·r> 
of propel' qualifications. In ~crtnin rn-·t•s the po-t.< 
of district cn)!in~cr nrc held by rc·tirNI ofliec•rs who 
ha\'O no energy ldt in tlwm; at an~· rate tlw mannin!! 
of tho cliHtrirt hoard f'n«inPrr rstnhli.,hnwnt iR far in· 
fPrior to that of t.he Public Works DPpnrlmcnt. 

(i!). From the nature of projerts "ubmith'd b.\" th" 
district bottrds, it hnq been noticl.'d that thr\' are not 
prepared Yery carefully and have to be rdumrd a!!.dn awl 
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a "'ain.for amendment~ and even in their tina! form they 
a~e hardly equal to the Public Works Department w~rk. 
'J'hc tptality of work done by district boards is certainly 
not equal to that of the Public Works Department work. 
Projects costing above gg, 2,500 should as a rnle be sub
mittrd to the Public Works Department for approval, 
but in the case of road work this rule is followed more 
in avoidance than adherence. E8timates in small batches 
are prepared and sanctioned by the Deputy Commissioner 
to avoid technical objection. 

(6). From the above procedure it is evi~ent t.hat di~trict 
boards after all are to be entrusted w1th mmor works 
only, and the.Public Works Department has sti~ a lot ~o 
do for the local bodies, in the wa.y of checking their 
projects, works, etc. Where is then the necessity. for keep
ing a highly paid district engineer? The Public \~orks 
Department sub-divisional officer could do all this as 
~atisfactorily as a di~trict engineer. 

(7). The Government in April 1910 tranBferred all 
feeder roads in the Punjab to the control ol dist.rict boards 
-vide Punjab Government, Public Works Department, 
Buildinzs and Roads Branch circular No. l-B., dated 
the 28th i\L1rch l!HO-but in doing so government had 
to supplement the district board funds by substantial 
grants from. provincial revenues. If any more works are 
~o transferred to district boards more grants from pro
vincial revenue will be needed and this point has been 
clearly hinted at by one of the Commissioners. Thus 
in handing over works or repairs to district boards there 
can be no financhtl economy, as the Public \Vorks Depart· 
mont is still to remain intact for larger works and scruti
nizing-district board projects and works. 

(8). The condition of those government buildings which 
have been entrusted to district board or departments 
other than .the Public Works Department, for pmposes 
of maintenance, clearly shows that they havo not been 
offieioatly maintained. By transferring government 
works to district boards, we shctll be entrusting valuable 
property to a less efficient agency than the Public 
Works Department (Buildings and Roads Branch) with 
all its experience of more than half <t century. 

(9). X ow coming to the second proposal, vi'!., to transfer 
all district board works to the Public \Yorks Department. 
Tb.is will, no doubt, mean some increase in the establish
ment in the subordinate grade.,, but the increase will 
\.Je much less than what the district boards spend on 
lheir e~tablislnnents. The objection that outlying works 
are bet.ter attended to by district boards thil.n tho Public 
Works Department is futile. Public W.orks Department 
subordinates and officers can as well go to the remote 
places as the district board ones can. Even now the 
Public Works Department have to do all original works 
and special repab to police buildings, many of which 
lie in out-of-the-way places. Where a district engineer 
can go, a Public Works Department sub-divisional officer 
can also do the Harne. 

(10). I briofly outline the sy;;tcm of work after amal
gamation of the t·.vo departments. Every district should 
be in charge of a Public Works Department ollicor ot 
tho grC1cle of an AssiJtant Engineer or a senior upper 
subordinate who may be designated a" district engineer." 
The " dbtrict engineer" shJuld be under the orders of the 
divbional Executive Engineer, but in matters of district 
board works he should commit the district board concern
ed. The Executive Engineer to be the immediate superior 
officer of tho didtrict engineer. I would further propose 
that all municipal works in a district should also be under 
the charge of the district engineer. First-class municipali
ties, ho·\vever, can have their own municipal engineers. 
No contribution eharges to be leviod from the dititrict 
board, the btter should, however, pay a fixed proportion 
of the total e:;tablishment and direction charges to the 
local Government. This annual contribution to he ba~ed 
on tlHl proportion of expenditure incurred by the two 
departments respectively and should be unchangeable 
at ll'a~t for five years. 

(11). If such a scheme as outlined above with any 
modifications deemed necessary for adminL.;traiive 
ftLcilitics is followed, much financial economy is sure 
to accrue. I am certain in a few years tho result will 

be efficiency all round and the reproaches from the head 
of the Go\'ernment that the Punjab roads are bad will 
become things of the past. . 

( 12). There iB another way of abolishing the dua.J 
contr.ol of civil works in a district, and it is that all goY· 
ernment works be transferred to district boards. This 
could only be acceptable if-

( a) the district engineers were as efficient as govern-
ment engineer,s ; . 

(b) a proper system of superintendence of their work 
was instituted ; 

(c) undue interference on the part of the civil executivo 
officer of the district in the district engineer's work were 
minimised ; 

(d) the district engineers and superior inspecting officers 
were borne on a separate departmental cadre. 

If this could be done, then there is practically no 
difference, except in name, betwt;en the two proposahl, 
viz.- ' 

(i) to transfer all district board works to the Public 
Works Department ; 

(ii) to transfer all government works to the district 
boards. 

The proposal No. (i) is certainly more appropriate 
than No. (ii) at the present day, because the local bodies 
have not attained any high degree of efficiency and they 
are nothing better than another department governed 
by the Deputy Commissioner. 

Au intermediate proposal-lying between Nos. (i) and 
(ii)-would be to ..j;ransfer all repairs and unimportant 
works to the district boards, while the Public 1Yorks De
partment concentrated its energies on larger works, -,he 
district boards to be entrusted with all minor works, etc. 
This propoEal, although apparently reasonable, has the 
great defect that dual control in a district will still go on 
as at present, and a large number of government works 
will pass under less efficient (professional) control. As 
I have already stated, a district engineer's work is pradi
cally not subject to any outside supervision which is 
really a very great drawback. If some sort of dual 
control is to be mil.intained, then I think the best comae 
would be to bring the work of a district engineer profes
sionally under the divisional Executive Engineer. I do 
not advocate the duplication of the present engineering 
establishment by having separate divisional engineers 
for district board work; what I mean is that the present 
Public Works Deparment Executive Engineer should 
also be made responsible for district board works, atPd 
the district engineers should be professionally under t·he 
Executive Engineers. 

(13). Adverting to the question of encouraging private 
engineering firms, there are two wa.ys of looking at the 
question:-

Firstly, that engineering firms are to displace the present 
contractors of indifferent qualifications, while the Depart
ment will su pcrvise their \rork as before. This course 
is desirable, because we do need a better class of contract· 
ors than is at present available. 

Secondly, to entrust such firms with the design and 
execution of the works without any strict supervision on 
the part of the Department. To be more explicit, in the 
lirst ease we will require one Public Works Department 
official with some subordinates to be in charge of tho 
work, while in the second case this contingency will not 
arise. Only one officer specially deputed for the purpose 
would pay periodical visits to the work and pass it finally 
when completed. The detailed supervi.~ion of t·he work 
at every stage of its construction, e.(J., mixing up of in· 
gredient~, selection of materials used in the interior of 
work, etc., will be done away with. . 

I do not think tho second course can at present be 
adopted with advantage. In India we have very few 
firms of the high standard requiwd which could bo truPted 
with such responsible duties. The resources of large citie~ 
like Calcutta and Bombay arc an exception. .Again, ~uch 
large firms can hardly prove economiral in the execution 
of rnofu~.sil works and repairs. No doubt encouragement 
of private firms is desirable, but thiH should not bo at 
tho expense of quality of work. Some experiments 
in this direction may be carried out in largo cities, 

2 L 2 
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(14). Tho best way to nHtke a stnrt would be that the 
large municipal committees should make a rule that 
construction and design of all large private works (say 
above Rs. 20,000) within municipal limits should bo 
carried out under tho supervision of properly qualified 
engineers. This will give an impetus to private practice 
in engineering. In short, my recommendations are that 
changes in the following directions may at present be 
experimentally carded out :-

(1). Large municipul committees should entrust their 
large works to engineering firms of standing. This will 
cause a good deal of economy, as the necessity for their 
keeping expensive municipal engineers will be obviated, 
and ordinary works- original and repairs-could well 
be supervised by less expensive engineering staff than 
at present maintained. 

(2). The district board works should be transferred to 
the Public Works Department and dual control of works 
in a district abolished. 

4,723 .. (III.) Changes in organization.-If my proposal 
to amalgamate district board works with the Public 
Works Department be accepted, then the following 
modifications of the organization of the staff of the 
Public ·works Department will be needed:-

(1). Cadre of Assistant Engineers should be increa~ed 
so that all district charges be held by engineers so fa,; 
a.s practicable. 

(2). No one below the rank of a sub-engineer should be 
given charge of a district. 

(3). Two or more districts, according to the amount of 
work, should form a. division. 

(4). Separate divisions or sub-divisions may, when 
necessary, be maintained solely for largo and very im
portant government works, e.g., works at the head
quarters of the local Government, or works like the King 
Edward Memorial Hospital. _ 

(5). Special sub-divisional charges carrying with them 
an Assistant ·Engineer's travelling allowance and Rs. 50 
a.s sub-divisional allowance should be abolished. It is an 
anomaly to see. junio_r men holding such charges. merely 
by chance, while semor men are not favoured wlth this 
privilege. The privilege of higher allowances, if it is 
to be retained, should go with the person duly qualified 
to enjoy it and not with the chai·ge which could be held 
by a.n overseer or a. junior supervisor, if chance favours 
~im. I think this privilege should be abolished altouether 
ahd those persons who are considered fit for ad;ance
ment should be given Assistant Engi.neer's rank. At 
,present a higher.rate of travelling allowance is simply 
wasted on those who can hardly be expected to Jive up 
to the standard expected from a first-class officer. 

(6). At present promotions to the engineer establishment 
are made generally from the senior sub-engineers. Such 
promotions are not desirable, because :-

(i). The promoted upper subordinates having spent 
the best part of their service in the subordinate line and 
being close to retirement, can hardly be expected to adapt 
their mode of life and habits to suit the oflicer grade. 

( ii). Very little energy is left in a person after 25 years' 
ser':"~~e, to be really ~seful in the superior grade of service .• 

(m). Such promotions are generally a pecuniary loss 
to the persons promoted. 

(iv); These upper subordinates generally do not possess 
techrucal knowledge and knowledge of English of that 
high standard which is expected from Assistant Enginers. 

I propose that candidates for promotion to the superior 
establishment should be selected between the lOth and 
15th year of their service. Such candidates should be 
require,d to pass a. departmental examination. 

Selection s.hould be very strict and special regard 
should be paid to the educational qualifications and the 
qualities required in an oflicer ; and recommendations for 
such promotions should not be solely based on the \l'ork 
done by the subordinates in a sub·division. 

In the ordinary course of the routine, a sub-divisional 
offic~r. is expe?ted to do very little designing or work 
reqUJnng a h1gh degree of technical knowledge; and 
therefore some upper subordinates may run eub-divi>ions 

satisfn<Jtorily, but in tho FUJlt'rior eotalJ!i:;hmPnt thov 
are oxpeoted to tackle pr~blems of enl(i! ot·rir•g l'P1Jlliring 
a broad knowledge of science and lllrlthcmati1·,, lt hn~ 
been noticed that 1~1ost. of ~he upprr subordinat<>~ pro· 
mo~ed to th~ sup7r1or establishment. have no highPr cdu
catwnal quahficutwns than tho matriculation or middle 
school examinations. 'l'o promote such poorly Pducatr•d 
porsons t? the superior e:-otablibhment is simply d!>gmding 
the superior serviCe. 

The case ?f those upper subordh~atrs who had qualifipd 
for .the Asslstant Engmeer g~·acle Ill tbt>ir coll('ge exami
natiOns, but accepted subor.clmat.e serdcl', ~ecau~e thry 
could not get permanent jobs 111 the rngnle<'l' scl'l"icl' 
stands on a dilicrent footing. l:iuch persons should alway~ 
be preferred to those who qualified as npprr 8ubordinutPs. 

4,724·. (IV.) Relations with other departments aod 
sub-branches.-The Public Works Department has so far 
succcsefull;y met the needs of other departments, but 
lately a desire to control most of the government works 
in a district has been manifested by some civil diAtrict 
officers. These officers want to ha vc the government ciYil 
works under their own control, through the agency of 
district boards. Their difficulties Eeem to be two fold. 
First they cannot get things done promptly, bccau~e 
the departmental rules of getting rough and fair N:ti
ma.tes sanctioned, and allotments providtd before any 
work is executed, generally make some district oftlce~s 
very impatient. They want a thing clone when ordered. 
Secondly, they cannot have always their own way in 
the matter of additions and alteration~. If the works 
were in charge of the district boards tho rc~trictions of 
the Public Works Department would disnppcar and funclB 
would become more elastic. 

(2). The present relations between the sanitary, archi
tectural and civil engineering brunches of the Public 
\Yorks Department seem satisfactory. The Eh:ctrical De
partment should be directly under the Chief Engineer. 

(3). I think all sanitary projects should be prcpa1ed in 
the Sanitary Engineer's office, and all surveys, etc., for 
such projects should also be made under that officer's 
direct control. The Sanitary Engineer in the Punjab 
may have two Assistants instead of one. This department 
should take a more active part in actual construction 
than at present, and should not r,ct as a mere critic. 

4, 725. (V.) Decentralization.-More powers than specified 
in the Public Works Department Code, Yolume I, para
graphs 294 to 329, should be given to Executive Engince!B 
as they are the oflicers on the spot to carry on large 
works and small and meet the demands of local depart
mental oflicers. The present system is Yery circuitous. 
Every aemand of over Rs. 200 has first to go up in rough 
to the depnrtmental head- vide Public \\"orks Depart· 
ment Code, Volume I, paragraph 648 (iv)-then after 
his sanction a fair estimate has to go up for technical 
sanction and provision of funds. .All this takes up a 
very long time, not less than two or tlm~c months, and 
could be avoided. 

(2). Executive Engineer's powers may be increased 
in the following directions :-

(i) .All funds for repairs and original works, "hich an 
Executive Engineer is competent to sanction, should at 
once bo placed at his dispofal, as soon as a budget. is out. 
1'he present powers arc merely in name, Lut in fact 
every estimat~ for original works and special repairs nnd 
the estimated amount of all stereotyped annual repairs 
estimiLtes have to go up to the t-:uperintcnding Engineer, 
who as a general practice places funds at tho ExeC'uli\ e 
Engineer's disposal to sanction such estimates. 

(ii) Powers for local purchase of materials of Europ!>nn 
manufacture should be enhanced to R8. 1,000. This 
will be advantageous as the Executive Engineer could 
place his onJprs, after detNmination of the lowest prices. 
l\Iarket prices change daily now.a-rla~·s and in normal 
times abo these prices fluctuate considPraLly. 

(iii) l'owers to "anction survey report", tools and plant, 
nnd stock may be extended to Exccuth·c Eugine<·r·'· 
Amount to Lc fixed ut Hs. 500. 

(iv) Leare.-Exccutive Enginr<•rs may be grunted pm1 er> 
to grant privilrge leave to their f•lcrical, drawing nnd 
menial cstablbluncnt~. as well ati lowl'r ,;uborcliuate' o( 
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their divisions; also to appoint theu substitutes subject be one well-equipped government college for civil engi
to the rules of the Civil t-::ervicc Rc•gulat.ions and Public neers under the control of the Government of India. 
Works Department Code. . I think the RQorkee Engineering college is well suited 

(r) Appointments, prowotions, tran8jers, pum.shrnenl8 for the purpose. This college has been declared to be 
and di8missal.--Full powers as ment.ioncd in paragraph up to the standard oC the best similar institutions in 
329 (j), (k), (m). (n) and (o) to be excrci£ed by Executive Englund and Europe. There should be only one 
Engineers without interference. These pmrers are, I eentral eollege for engineers. while subordinates should 
believe, fully or partly being exercised by our brother as a rule be trained in provincial colleges. The central 
officers in the Irrigation Department. college should not be burdened '1\"ith the training of 

(vi) Unforeseen items, not provided for in the estin1ate, subordinates. 
may be executed under orders of the Executive Engineer (2). In order to facilitate prolonged practical training, 
and at rates settled by hll.n, if the estll.nate is not exceeded I think the college course should be curtailed. At present 
beyond the permissible limit and ~he cost of ea~h _such item it is a three years' course and before 1898 there used to 
is not above Rs. 500. Any large 1tems or omlSSlons, etc., be a two years' course only. I would propose a two 
should form, as heretofore, the subject of a revised es- years' course at college and a two years' course for prac
tiJ.nate. Deviation statements subject to the condition tical training. The college course can easily be reduced 
that they do not involve expenditure over Rs. 500 and without effecting the efficiency of instruction imparted in 
that the estimate is not increased beyond the permissible the college. At present a lot of time is wa~ted in teaching 
limit mav be sanctioned by Executive Engineers. Such mathematics and the elements of physical science and 
devi~tion. statements, sll.nilar to the reappropriation chemistry. I think all these subjects can well be mastered 
forms, should always be duly sanctioned and filed, so far in the university colleges before joining the engineer-
as practicable, before any extra work is done. . ing college. 

(vii) Annualll)ases of government lands, etc., by public (3). It must be made a condition of entrance to the 
auction should be given out by Executive Engineers, sub- college that every student before entrance must have passed 
ject to approval by the Superintending Engineer of the Bachelor Degree examination of some recognized 
leases who2e annual value is above Rs. 500 and tho~e university, having qualified in pure and applied mathem
which have been leased for more than three years. atics, and that the students must have passed in physical 

4,726. (VI.) Simplification of procedure.-The Public science in their intermediate examinations. The Indian 
Works Department Code provi>ions are generally ade- students admitted to the college are all graduates now, 
quate, but the following changes are needed:- while Anglo-Indian and other non-Indians are not so. 

Paragraph 846 may be changed so as to elll.ninate the For them the school final examination is considered 
nece3sity of obtaining a completion certificate. In this sufficient-vide rule 7 of rules for-admission to the en
connection it may be urged that the completion certi- gineer class of the Thomason Civil Engineering C9llege, 
ficates required under Public vV orks Department Code, Roorkee. If the standard for admission to the college 
Volume I, paragraph 825, as amended by Standing Order were equalized, both for the Indian, Anglo-Indian and 
No. 210, and 846, as amended by Standing Order No. non-Indian students, I think a lot of time sped in teach-
211, should be done away with. These certificates are ing mathematics and science could be usefully saved. 
the cause of a great deal of friction between the Public (4). During the college sessions I think engineers of 
Works Department and other departments. The officers reputation should be invited to deliver lectures to the 
signing the completion certificate generally go beyond students on practical engineering. Experts from all 
their limits in asking for the estimates and plans and branches of engineering, viz., railways, irrigation, build. 
checking items of work with it. This is simply annoying. ings and roads, sanitary, architectural and electrical, 
The departmental officers often ask for works not entered should be so invited. Such lectures will prove more 
in the estimate and officials of other departments often useful than those delivered by professors who seldom 
worry the Public Works Department contractors and sub- have an expert knowledge of actual works. 
ordinates, with the threat of not signing the completion (5). I consider the system of education in the govern
certificates. The Indiar, officers experience greater diffi. ment engineering colleges in India, especially at the 
culty in this respect than the Europeans. When a re- Roorkee College, is organized on a sufficiently broad basis 
sponsible officer of the Public Works Department of the to produce suitable engineers for all services if their 
standing of an Executive Engineer signs a completion college education is supplemented by two years' practical 
certificate the necessity for its countersignature by an training. 
officer of the department for whom work is done should 4,728. (Vlll.) Practical training.-As regards prac
not arist>. If the departmental officer for whom a work tical training, I think much improvement is needed. 
is executed has any objection as to its proper completion, The present system is defective. The qualified students 
he should refer the matter to the Executive Engineer do not get sufficient insight into the execution of works, 
or Super!ntencling F.ngi;wer. A lot of delays occur in the preparation of projects and working of the sub-divisions. 
preparatiOn uf completton reports as the departmental.---/~ (2). I think out of the two years' practical course 
offi-cers w:ll not sign these completion ccrt~cate~ for recommended by me at least six months should be spent 
several months. All these troubles could be avmded if the in the Secretariat, Government Architect's and Sanitary 
sig~ng of c.o~pletion certificates by the clepartmen~ for Engineer's offices, in acquiring first-hand knowledge of 
wh10h a bmlchng was co.nstructed was done away ~1th.. large projects being dealt with in those offices. This 

(2) •. Procedure of getting a work exeeuted be s_tmph- will give the qualified student a good and desirable 
fie.d lll such a way as. to assure prompt execut10n of training in the preparation of large projects. The quali
mmor works, when rer1mred by departmental officers. fled engineer student must undergo training under three 
. (3). In t~e case of work~ for which allotment~ or sane- Executive Engineers, and at lea~·t six months should 

t10ncd ~sttmat~s a;e recetved too late to admtt of any be spent on a sanitary work and for six months or less 
e_xpen~tture bcmg mcurred thereon before the end of the he may be trained to run an ordinary sub-divisional 
nnanctal year ~nd funds hav~ t? be surrendered or office. It would be useful if apprentices were sent on 
allowed to lapse In co~q~quence, 1t 1s a great drawback round» of inspection of important works in execution 
at present to keep wa1tmg for a fresh all?tment before under the Public Works Department. 
the work_s can be started next year and tt would be a (:1). I consider the present system of apprenticing two 
great rehef to amend ~ode, Volume I, pa;agraph 781, r1ualified students for each post is not useful; it simply 
to allow such works betng commenced durmg the next causes friction between the two candidates and the 
ye~r wi_thout waiting. ~or the fresh allotm~nt of funds. junior man always tries, by nil possible means, to hood. 
Thts will greatly famhtate prompt execut10n of works wink the senior to get him conclomncd ii possible. In 
for othrr department~. my opinion a requiRite number of qualified students 

4,727. (VII.) Educatio1.-In the C'ase of the education of from the Roorkee College should be given practical 
young men for tho profes~ion of civil engineering, I think training under different officers and when recommended 
a. change is needed. The engineering profession should be as fit, irrespecth·e of the grade of fitness, the senior men 
on the imperial basis and not provincial. There should should be given the permanent jobs. 
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(·!). The students who have passed out of English collL'gos 
1md ha.vc hlken a course of praotion.l trt\ining with some, 
well established English firm, shoulrl on f!l'rival in India, 
be given pmctical training for one year o~y, in ord~r to 
get practicnJ knowledge of works under Indtai~ cOJulttwns. 

(5). I think selected students of tho Imhnn colleges 
after eight years' service ~hould be sent to foreign countries 
for specializing in particular branches of civil engineering, 
viz., railways, sanitary. nrchitectural, buildings and 

(6). Those qualified "tudent8 who want to tako a course 
of practical training on thoir own nceord on government 
works nHty bo allowed to do so. Tht•y should reimburse 
to government t.hr expen;os of their training und conform 
to departmental rules for training of qnalitiell ~ludents 
for government sorvice. On completion of their training 
government may grant them certificates of practical 
fitness. 

_ roads, electrical, etc. 
DAWA BUDH SINGH called and examined. 

4,729. (President.) The witness stated that he was an 
Executive Engineer in the .Publi<; Works Department 
and that he had 14 years' governnient service; also that 
he had received his engineering education at Roorkoe. 

4, 730. The view in his written evidence that works 
were constructed more economically by the .Public Works 
Department than by private agency was based on his 
personal experience of work in the Department :;tnd on 
that acquired while erecting a house for himself by means 
of private agency. He had also come to this conclusion by 
working out details of the comparative cost of the con· 
struction of buildings by government and privnte agency. 
The difference in cost was due to the fact that contract
ors employed by government were generally large and 
continuous employers of labour and houce could command 
cheap labour, while private individuals were obliged 
to accept the services of coolis from the bazaa.r for the 

• purposes of daily labour work, with the result that the cost 
of such work was greater than that of government works. 
Contractors could also purchase materials at cheaper rates 
than private individuals. He had not personally super
vised the construction of the house he had erected 
for- himself, but had employed an agent to arrange for 
materials, etc., on his behalf. 

4,731. The general complaint regarding the dearness 
of Public Works Department work was put forward 
ohiefiyby district board and police officers, and he sur
mised that if a comparison of- the work carried out by 
these officers were made with that of the .Public Works 
Department it would sh~w that its quality fell far below 
the standard of the Public Works Department. An in
stance· of the erection of a police station by the .Police 
Department at a substantially less amount than the Public 
Works Department. estimate was bore put to him. He 
admitted its possibility, but added that if an examinati~n 
of the accounts and methods of execution of works con-
structed by sub-inspectors and inspectors of police were 
made, it would show that the reduced rates at which such 
works were generally executed were the result of the 
impressment of a certain amount of free labour and 
materials by those officers. Not only the police, but 
officers of other departments also, abused their official in· 
fiuence in order to obtain materials at rates below the 
market rates. In this connection, he cited the case of 
a rest house that had been erected by a certain district 
board through its tehsi/dar at a lower cost than that 
incurred on the construction of a similar work by the 
Public Works Department,, and mentioned that as the 
teh8ildar in question had great control over the people 
in the teh-sil he had been supplied with bricks, at a very 
much lower rate than the market raw, by a contractor in 

. order not to be prohibited from burning bricks by the 
tehsildar. Land for brick-burning in colonies wns leased 
out by government or municipal committees. He added 
that a mason, whose ordinary charge was Rs. l-8-0 per 
diem would probably accept only 14 annas from a telt· 
sildar. It was not the case that such officer~ were ord
inarily more succesBful than the Public Works Depart· 
mont in securing cheaper rates for work, but rather 
that they posseased more powor in the localities concerned 
than the latter possessed. In offcct, their methods of 
carrying out works in the Ptmjab wore to some extomt 
a survival of the system of forced labour. 

4,732. The present n•les regarding the local pureha~A of 
Rtores 8hould be revised and tho powers of ExecutiYe En
gineers should not be restricted to purchases only from 
recognised firms when articles of the same qual it}• wrro 
procurable elsewhere. He did not desire that the rules in 

this cmmection should he abolished altogether Lut that 
Exccutiye Engineers should be given fUI·ther powerti to 
purchase stores locally. He thoroforo advocated an 
extension of tho limit from Rs. 500 to R<>. 2,500. 

4,733. It was preferable, in ordor to avoid tho present 
duplication of staii in districts, that the .Public Works 
Department should take oYer all dititrict public works 
at least for the present rather tl:au that government 
buildings and roads should be transferred to district 
boards. The latter system had been tried twice in the 
past and had failed. ·The first tranHfor, of which he hnd 
had no experience. took place probably during the eighties. 
The second transfer occurred about 1910 and its failure 
was due to the inefficient supervision of works by the 
boards. This drawback could not bo met by merely 
insisting on 4-istrict boards employing a more competent 
st<•ff, as district board engineers were practically entirely 
under the control of Deputy Commissionera and there 
was an entire absenco of a superior supL~rvisory staff. 
The introduction of such staff might meet the di!liculty, 
but it would not do away with duplication unless the 
whole of the government works in districts were trans
ferred' to tho boards and not only a portion. Such a 
system would not, however, be workable since district 
boards were not at pre;mnt capable of controlling even 
their own affairs, and the> boards were not, in fa<·t, sufii· 
ciently advanced in local self-government to tuko over 
the responsibility for government worko in their respective 
districts. He had been a member of a district board 
about 10 years previously but he bad not had more recent 
experience in such a capacity, as very fow Executive 
Engineers had been elected members of district boards 
since 19ll or 1912. His opposition to tho transfer of 
government works to district boards was not howeYer 
only based on his own experience of I 0 years previously, 
but also on his observation of the position of district 
boards· at present. When on tour, he came across dis. 
trict board works almost every day nne! saw their roads 
and buildings under construction, and he had concluded 
from his observations that their works fell far short of 
tlie standard of work carried out by the Public Works 
Department. This inferiority, in his opinion, was due 
to the fact that the district engineer was the sole pro
fessional individual responsible fer works and that ho 
received orders from n- layman, viz., the Deputy Connnis
sioner who allowed him too much freedom in profcssionul 
matte;s, The position would be improved if a certain 
number of supervising engineers were appointed to con
trol district engineers. 

4,734. Full pomJrs ns contemplaJed by paragraph 32!) 
{j), (k), (m), (n) and (o) of the .Public Works Depart
ment Codo, Volume I, should be given to Executh·e Engi
neers in the Punjab, since they were not exercised by theoe 
officers at present. As lower oubordinutc8 were borne on 
the circle establi~hmcnts, Superintending Engitwers, and 
not Executive Enginel'rs, should be gin•n powers to dis· 
miss permanent lowor subordinates. 'l'hore was no ob
jection, however, to Exocutive Enr;incors being gi,·cn 
this power subject to an appeal to the Superintending 
Engineer. Similarly, l::iupcrintending Engineers shoultl 
be gh·cn ~imilur powers on•r uppor ~ubordinntPs Hlhjcct 
to a right of appeal to tho Chief Engineor and local GoY
ernmeut. Su~h nn enhaneeml'nt of power.• would tund 
to incrom-<e the ofilcicncy of tho Dnpartnwnt a~; n whole. 

4,7:35. Lower su bordina tcs should ne,·or bo plac<•tl 111 

clwrg-o of sub-divi.~ions. Sdoctcd upper subordinates 
migltt however be gh·cn such elwrgC's, and yery fuw 
of them should be promoted to tho superior on;;ineer 
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grade. A larger proportion of direct recruitment and a 
Jesser proportinn of promotion from tho subordinate 
service should also be made to the engineer grades of the 
Department. 

4,736. Completion certificates should be abolished 
altogether since they were the cause of a great deal of 
trouble with other departments, and it was not con
ceivable that an Executive Engineer who had carried out 
a particular work could not- be entrusted to sign the 
completion certificate for it. When a work for another 
department had been constructed that department 
miD"ht be allowed to report whether its requirements 
had been met or not to the Chief or Superintending 
Encrineer but he did not think other departments 
we;e co~petent to state whether a work had been 
constructed well or badly. The Public Works Depart
ment should in this respect be free from outside 
criticism and if another department were not satisfied 
with, say, the accommodation provided for it, it 
might refer the matter to the Superintending or Chief 
Engineer, but judgment on the quality of the work should 
rest with a professional man. 

4,737. He had recommended in hiq written evidence 
that there mi~tht. be one imperial college of engineering ' 
for the whole of India in order to promote the constitution 
of an imperial service of engineers. In his opinion all 
engiz;rers should be trained in one college, in order 
to receiye a similar education under like circumstances ; 
if there were three or four colletzes one might be of a 
higher or lower standard than another so far as individual 
subjects were concerned. The -present standard of ;nstruc
tion given at Roorkee was high enough for this purpose, 
but he had no experience of other colleges. It. was more 
unjust, however, that candidates from places like Bombay 
should be given one appointment, while those from 
Roorkee were ~riven six or seven, than that stude~,ts from 
all part~ of India shoc1ld be required to attend one and the 
sa~e college. He added that if all engineers v.·ere edu
cated in tho same institution, it would be advantageous in 
that they would come into contact with one another and 
with the Department generally, whereas this advantage 
would not be possessed by an individual educated, say, 
at Madras and transferred subsequently to the Punjab. 

4,738. He had recommended that the theoretical 
course at the Roorkee College might he reduced from one 
of thrE'e vears to one of two ye-ars as he con~idered it 
de~h·able that students should r~ceh•Q two years' practical 
training in~tead of one. :Much of the tin"!e of the pre~ent 
cour~e was he added, wasted in the study of mathem
atics and ~cicnce, which Indian students' had usuallv 
ast~red during their university courses. Hence he was 
not in favour of the retention of the present theoretical 
courBc v.ith Hn additional year's prartical traininr-. In
struction in such subjects as applied mathemntirs had been 
included in the college cour~e for the benefit of the non
Indian students. ·.These latter were required to produce 
only a Eehoolleaving certificate which denoted the ac
CJUisition of a standard of general edncation eo•1ivnlent 
to the matriculation. standard, whereas Indian 'studenb 
were not able to appear for the Rom·kee entrance exam
ination unh~ss they were graduates of a UniYersity. 
Hence the qualifications rcqi.1ilerl of both Tndian a;d 
non-Indian students should be the sDme. It was not 
neees~ary, in view of the fuct that ('erbin subject~ 
were taught over agn.in, that students should start an 
Pngineering course after graduating, and entrance to the 
t·ollrgr ~honld be madr permissible aftcr t.he intermcdi-

ate examination. In his opinion it was desirable that 
engineers who so desired should be allowed to specialize 
in engineering at an earlier age than was possible at 
present. 

4,739. Every student turned out by an engineering 
college should be given the opportunity to obtain a cer
tificate of practical training, such of them as were not 
selected for government appointments re-imbursing the 
expenses incurred by government in affording them a 
practical training. It was true that Indian students 
were usually too poor to meet the cost of such a training, 
but as government would undertake to bear the initial 
expenses, the students should from a business point of 
view re-imburse the outlay incurred on their account, 
and make it their business to obtain the necessary 
fund3 before entering an engineering college. 

4,740. A system of study leave similar to that existent 
in the case of certain other department~ should be intro
duced in the Public Worl\s Department, in order to 
enable engineers to specialize in foreign countries in 
the several branches of engineering. He preferred spe
cializa.tion on the completion of the engineering course, 
and that only those who had shmvn special aptitude 
for certain branches of engineering should be aJlowed to 
specialize in those branches. 

4,741. (.iJ!r. Cobb.) He admitted that he had suggest. 
ed in his ·written statement that " it should be made 
a condition of entrance into the Roorkee College that 
every student should b1we pa~sed the B. A. degre~ exam
ination of l1 recognised university," but reiterated hi~< 
willingness to accept the intermediate -standard, since 
he did not consider the B. A. degree very essential. All 
that was e~sential was to ensure for all students a uni
form standard of general eduction and also education 
in certa.in special subjects. 

4,742. Promotions in the Public Works Department 
should be regulated by reference both to 8enlorit_,;r and 
merit. The present government rule to the effect that 
A~sistan~ Engineers might be promoted by seniority if 
considered fit to hold charge of a division should, in his 
opinion, be strictly adhered to. 

4,743. (Rai Balwdur Oanga Ram.) Thouf!h he ap
peared before the Committee as the representative of the 
Punjab En~;,tineers' Association, it was his pP.rsona.l opinion 
that it would he sufficient to fix the intermediate 
standl:l.rd as the standard of general education required of 
students who v.ished to enter Roorkee. Students who had 
attained this standard were quite capable of undergoing 
an enftineering course in two years, since the Rooi·kee 
theoretical courFe formerly l1ad been one of two years' 
duration. He did not desire to debar B. As., from en· 
trance, but merely to do away v.ith the necessity for 
obtaining r. B. A. degree. The age for admi~~ion should 
accordingly not be reduced so as to debar· B. As. from 
entering the college. The idE'a of the Association 'hE' re
prePented, however, wus to fix the B. A. standard for 
both Indian Pnrl non-Indian studentg, 

4;744. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) It would be better for the 
e8prit de corp.~ of a.ll enginE'ers if an imperial senicc of 
Pnginecrs who h~d lwen educated in one rentr~l institution 
werE' establi~hed, and the Roorkee College was well ~uitecl 
to th!' purpo~e. He would not, however, like to ~ee 
Madres selected as the city where such a college mi~;ht 
be eBtabliHhed, and suggested Delhi as an alternativf'. 
All provinces shOuld ]!ossess their own roll('ges for train
ing upper subordinates, as such nwn shonld not be 
trained along with engineers. 
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H. T. KEELING, EsQ., c.s.I., A.lii.I.c.E.,Chief Engineer and Secretary to the Chief Commissioner in the Public Works 
Department, Delhi Province. 

Written Statement. 

4,745. (I.) Economy a:1d suitability of methods of. exe· 
oution of public works.-In giving my opinions on the 
points referred to the Committee in the Go,·ernment 
of India's Resolution N'o. 06.E.A., dated Delhi, 24th 
November 1916, I have taken the points in paragraph 
2 of that resolution seriatim so far as it is possible to do so. 
Reading the first point alone, it appears that the 
word " execution " does not connote the prior and 
necessary step of estimating ; if however the second 
point is read with the fir.'lt, it would appear that word 
"execution" does connote'the prior step. Omitting for 
the present all guestions relating to estimation of costs, 
the methods of execution now in use are three, ~:iz., ( l) 
departmental, (2) piece-work, (3) contract. 

(2). The first named method is in use only for isolated 
pieces of work for which it is not possible to fix a job price 
or piece-work rate. The second method is probably that 
most used throughout India. The third is sometimes 
used in the rnofussil but more generally in the presidency 
and larger towns only, the reason being that it is only 
in the latter that there is a sufficiently constant volume 
of work or business to make it worth' while for any one 
to set up in business as a contractor. It may here be 
noted that all piece-workers in India style themselves 
" contractors "· and that much confusion of ideas arises 
from this fact. With rega.rd to the classes of work 
which the three methods are used for, the first method 
is only. used for such work as mending a chair, putting 
in a pane of glass, driving and stoking an engine and 
sundry work in machine shops and so forth. All the 
remainder of the work in India is carried out either by 
the second or third method. The essential difference be· 
tween the two latter methods is that, under the second 
method, the piece-worker is a purveyor of labour and the 
co·ordination of the efforts of the several piece. workers 
employed on any work is carried out by the Executive 
Engineer in charge ; whilst under the third method the 
co· ordination is cauied out by the contractor, who may 
or may not supply his own plant. If he does not supply 
his own plant, government pays for the neceRsary plant 
and either charges hire or supplies it free. 

(:3). It is evident that even if a cont.ractor is employed 
on any work, some staff must be resident to pas~ the 
work, to measure and bill for what is done and to super· 
vhe the proceedings generally. The contractor d<"als 
with labour through a picce.workcr or purveyor of labour 
and the latter deals with his labourers as a rule on a task 
work system. The intervention of a contractor in the 
European sense of the term must therefore generally 
speaking raise the cost of any particuh\r job above 
what it could be carried ont for on the system usually 
in vogue in the Public Works Department. · 

( 4), If all work were executed on the contract system, 
the only saving government could look for that might 
counter the rise in co~t of works would be a saving in 
cost of establishment, pensions anJ furlough pu y, It 
is quite impossible to su1· dofinit.,lv whether the red;~etion 
in establishment and c~st of per;sion and furlough pay 
would counteract the increase in t"OSt of work. Pu bli~ 
'Vorke Department e><tabli•luneut in the m<!/'u<sil j,: 

~argely employed in a multitude.of seemingly unproduct· 
1ve correspondence connected with the general adminis. 
tration of the country and with accounts both of which 
would still co!1tinue whether contrac~ors were employed 
or not. Judgmg from my own experience, the execution 
of large works is cheaper under government or<>uniza· 
tion than if executed under contract. It is h~wever 
frequently more convenient to execute works in the 
presidency towns on contract ratlwr than to temporarily 
engage more establishment. If the volume of the work 
to be done is so considerable and E>tcady that there is 
sufficient inducement for persons to set up as profes· 
sional contractors and there is a sufficient number of 
reliable firms to produce healthy competition, then it 
will probably pay government to execute works on con· 
tract. From the point of view of practical politics and 
economy it is in my opinion quite impossible and fooli,h 
to attempt to lay down any rules us to the methods by 
which works should be carried out. The Department wih 
naturally use the agency which is cheapest and most 
convenient in the circumstances of each case. In the_,. 
presidency towns, the tendency will probably be to 
increase the vumber of works done by contract proper 
but in the mofussil there will probably be no tendency 
jn that direction ~or another generation or so. 

4,746. (U.) Encouragement of other agency.-As re. 
gards designing and estimating previous to execution, 
most of the government original works now executed 
are administrative buildings of standard designs and 
water and sewerage works of special design and the major 
portion of the material for the latter must b1• imported. 
There is practically no scope for private enterprise where 
buildings of standard design are concerned, and \ratl'r· 
works and sewerage schemes require to be designed L,\' 
persons having the necessnry training and qualiJications. 
In my opinion it is only in th1• latter direction and in 
regard to a few public buildings of special design that any 
scope exists for private cnterpriH'. The latt~r may or 
may not become more numerous. Both of thP~P otTc·r 
opport,unities for private enterprise in design and con
struction and I point out later the lim·s on which private 
enterprise might in my opinion !Je encouragc·d. As 
regards maintenance of works nftt'r construction, it. i& 
not in my opinion a practicable proposition to hand 
over the maintenance of building,;, roadR, and so forth 
to a contractor. It was tric·d as rel!'nrds roads in 
:\[alabar some year8 ago nnd givt:n up af!t·r n trial Ja,t-
ing some years. . 

(2). ':rhc Public \\' orks Department CoJe proVIdes for 
tlw execution of small works nnd ordinary repniro by 
civil ofilcl'I'S us Public Works disbursprs. Xot nearl:-· 
enough uHe iK mnde of thi;; pro1·ision nnd it is no um·om· 
mon occurrem•c to lind thl' r<"puir of a post ollict• cmting 
more for travelling allowance and pay thnn for tlH• work 
itself. Examples arc eakily diseO\'('rahlr fro111 th<· 
provincial hud~,!dS. 

(:l). Th<' l'uLlir Works Depurtnwut ~haul,( not in my 
opinion !IS a geuPral ru],. und,•rtakc any repair work. 
If a Collector or Deputy C'ommi,siourr Is una Lie to makP 
nrnmg-<•mrnt-< for wbite.wnshing- nrHl pnintinl! his distri..t 
ollil'<'"· whil'h ifi a mattc·r r<·quiring only comnw11 "''II"' 
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• 
and honesty, it seems to me that he is ipso facto unfit 
for his post. Similarly, there is no reason why a post 
master should not be called on to arrange for keeping 
hls post office in repair. Both persons have to do so in 
the case of private residences and do it ; w~y should 
they be.incapable of doing the same for therr offices? 

( 4). The General Branch also carries out a large ~umber 
of relatively unimportan~ works s~ch as s~b-reg1s~rars' 
offices, small police statwns, and m certam provmces, 
a larcre number of works which properly speakmg should 
be d~alt with by the local bodies. In all provinces, 
there is a great amount of work undertaken each year 
which does not require any high engineering training 
and upon which it is sheer waste of money to employ a 
Bachelor of Science. Without the details of budgets to 
refer to, it is however quite impossible to quote specific 
cases. I have, however, recollections of districts in 
which there were many cases where it would have been 
economical to entrust the government' work to the local 
body and where it would have been quite feasible to do 
so. ~ 

(5). In a few o.ther ways, government undertakes work 
which ought in my opinion to be left to private enter· 
prise. For instance, it was no uncommon thing in 
Madras, when applying for a building grant-in-aid of a 
schqol or a hospital for the applicant to submit a design 
drawn by a mistri or draftsman on about Rs. 20 per 
mensem, which design could not possibly be accepted as 
it stood and for government officers .to be asked to 
rectify it, which meant of course re-designing. I under
stand that this is the case in other presidencies. Neither 
government, district board or municipal employes ought 
to be. permitted or asked to do work of this kind, and 
a very simple building Act and local bye-laws would 
effect the desired result. One of the provisions of the 
Act should be that all buildings must be designed by 
persons with specified training and qualifications. 

(6). With regard to the design of water-works and 
sewerage works, there are but very few persons or firms 
in this country who could at the present time undertake 
the preparation of. major schemes and, therefore, for 
sometime to come, the greater number of the larger 
schemes must be prepared as heretofore. There are, 
however, a number of small schemes the preparation 
of which might well be left to the numerous young 
Indian engineers who have been trained in England and 
who are now without .work or opportunity of obtaining 
work in India. 

(7). In general terms, these proposals mean that the 
Public Works Department should confine its energies to 
dealing with purely engineering matters and large build
ing' schemes, leaving all repairs and small works to 
the &everal departments concerned in the case of the 
former and to local bodies in the case of the latter. Private 
enterprise may be gradually permitted to undertake 
schemes of greater and greater importance. If this course 
is pursued, a professional class of standing and experience 
will in time be developed. It must, however, be borne 
in mind that it cannot be developed in one year or ten, 
and that it is a matter of, at the very least, a gener
ation and a half. Similarly, with regard to public 
buildings not of standard design, scope might well be 
given to the young architect by government and local 
bodies refusing to design any contribution works or to 
rc·design buildings of unacceptable design, for which a 
grant-in-aid is sought. 

4,747. (lli.) Changes in organization.-The foregoing re
commendations involve reorganization of the PuLlic • 
Works .Department staff on lines which would ultimately 
result in a much smaller government engineering 
establishment and connote improvement in the staff in 
the employ of local bodies. This, I think, could be 
effected somewhat as follows :-

Their requirements as regards qualifications will vary 
largerly but will vary mainly in direct proportion to 
the average funds available for expenditure. 

(2). Division of local bodies into three classes.-The 
local bodies should, in the first instance, be divided into 
three clasces on their works expenditure. For a certain 
but gradually increasing number, comparatively speak· 
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ing high qualifications will be required and with a view 
to securing this end, the government should establish 
an examining board the standard of which should be 
higher than that required for a diploma from the Indian 
colleges of engineering and should allow both Indian 
and English-trained men to appear for this examination 
up to the age of 2~ or 27 and should enact that the first 
class of local bodies must not employ any engineer who 
has not passed the examination. The second class of 
local bodies should not be allowed to employ any engi· 
necr who does not hold a diploma as an engineer from 
an Indian college or a diploma of equivalent standing. 
The third class should be prevented from employing in 
local charge any person with technical qualifications of a 
standard lower than those now held by an upper sub
ordinate and should be encouraged to amalgamate so 
that two or more conveniently situated could be run 
qua works as second-class. 

(3). After the lapse of some time and when a consider
able private professional class has arisen in the country, 
the necessity for a government board of examiners will 
probably disappear and local bodies would select men 
from the successful private practitioners. 

(4). Reorganised on these lines, all the government 
works could be underta~en by the local bodies, reserving 
the larger and more complicated enterprises to be 
undertaken by government. The general scheme con· 
notes that contribution works, such as non-government 
school buildings, hospitals and dispensaries for which 
government gives a grant, village and small urban sani· 
tation schemes carried out partly or wholly froll;l govern
ment funds, should be designed and carried out by private 
practitioners. In cases where a government grant is 
given, the scheme, when not prepared by a govern· 
ment officer, should first be passed by a government 
officer as suitable. On this being done, the government 
share of the fees (in the case of a private practitioner) 
should be paid to the local authority, the balance of the 
grant being withheld until the completed work has been 
passed as up to specification and according to accepted 
design. Similar provision, mutatis mutandis, to suit 
local circumstances should be made in the case of gov· 
ernment 'contribution works carried out by local bodies. 
Under such a system, government en[!:ineers' work would 
tend, as the system developed, towards that of Loc!)-1 Gov
ernment Board Inspectors in England and as the' system 
developed in that respect, recruitment to the govern· 
ment cadres from England would diminish until the 
time came when it could be abolished entirely and re· 
cPUitment to the government cadres (many of the ap
pointments on which might. be then non- pensionable) 
would be made entirely from private ptactitioners and 
from the successful engineers in the employ of local 
bodies. 

(5). Were the Department reorganised on the lines 
sketched above the transition stage ,would not in rriy 
opinion be insuperably difficult to arrange for as the 
change must be gradual owing to the existing establish
ments. As circumstances vary in each province, they 
would have to be worked out in detail locally but in the 
first instance it would be possible with a stroke of the 
pen to throw all educational, ecclesiastical and medical 
contribution works and minor sanitary contribution 
works open to private practitioners and it is practically 
certain that the demand for them would create a supply. 
In addition to these works, probably there are districts 
where the local body might at once take in hand their 
0\m engineering work and if a suitable staff were employed 
by them they might also take over minor government 
works. In alll\Iadras districts the local bodies now carry 
out their own work and where this staff is sufficiently 
well qualified all the smaller government works might 
be undertaken by them. The propol>il.l also connotes, 
that ultimately Public Works Department charges within 
a province will cease to be territorial and will be by 
convenient grouping of works. This is a radical change 
from generally accepted ideas. I wish it to be clearly 
understood that I am not of opinion that the whole of 
tho above proposals can be carried out at once or in the 
immediat0 future. It is a change which in view of tte 
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establishment. at pres<'nt engag!'d must perforre be gradual 
and so far as I can judge it will take some :?3 to 30 years 
bl'fore all gowrnments could get rid entirely of the 
$maller works appertaining to local bodies and probably 
another 25 before all go,·ernment Pnginecring cstabli8h
mcnt would be reduced to the minimum. Progress in 
this direction, howev<'r, \'cry JargC'ly dq1ends~ on the 
prospects offered to successful men. If the prospects 
are not similar to those la.wyprs can nmv look forward 
to, the best brains w:ill ne\•ei be attracted and all really 
large and important works "ill deYoh·e on goYermnent 
for all time. By this I mean that the scale of fees pay
able for professional work should be the same as that 
payable in England and that if necessary legislation 
should be undertaken to achieve this end. 

4,748. IIV.) Relations with other departments and 
sub-branches .. -With reference to tho organization of 
the various branches comprised under tho general 
branch, lJiz., sanitary, arrhitectural, electrical and civil 
engineering, I consider that it would be a very great 
mistake to make four separate departments. J\Iuch 
overlapping of work and functions and want of co-ordina· 
tion would inevitably result. I am Yery stront:tly of 
opinion that all should be incorporated in one Public 
Works service. All should be on one cadre on similar 
pay. That is men employed chiefly in execution and 
assisting in designs should be brought on the cadre of 
the sel:vice on pay varying from R~. 380 to Rs. 1,250, 
while all administrative appointments in each branch 
sh~mld be what are now generally termed Superintending 
Engineers' posts, i.e., tho Consulting Architect, Elec
tric Inspector and Sanitary Engineer would have the 
status and pay and prospects of a Superintending Engi
neer. Tho head of the General Branch should .cease to 
be called Chief Engineer and should be termed Director 
of Works and Services. Appointment to this post should 
be made entirely by selection from any of the specialist 
branches of the General Branch who may be marked 
out as suitable by reason of administrative ability, 
character, tact and general technical qualifications 
to co-ordinate the functions of the specialists. The 
scope of the duties of the Architect and Sanitary Enlri· 
neer in Delhi are those of an inspecting officer i~ so far 
as it is necessary in order for them to see that proper 
effect is given to their designs and they are entirely 
untrammelled by executi-ve matters so as to haye as 
much time as possible for designing and inspection. The 
Electric Inspector is on the same basis except that at 
present he -carries out executive duties as well. This 
however is a purely temporary arrangement due to the 
circumstances of the wvrk up-to-date. The officers 
in charg.e of th~e branches h~ve informed me that they 
are ~absfied w,~th the working of this system. Tho 
func~ous of these ~fficers and the general engineering 
questiOns are co-ordinated by .myself and they work in 
harmony mthout friction mth the general enlrineering 
and construction side. "' 
. (~). I see no reason against and e\ery reason for be

lievmg that s?ch a system applied to the larger needs of 
a _large pronnce. must. work better than entire separ
ation. Opportu111ty Wlll doubtless arise later for an ex
planation and examples of how recruitment would be 
mLtde under this system. 

4,749. (V.) Deceutralization.-Further decentraliza
tion and enhancement of powers within the Public 
Works Department is extremely desirable and the latter 
would s~•e much correspondence in all administration 
and aud1t offices. 

(2}. A lew instances are given below 

(a). Bool:s and periodiwla and IUW>papcrs.-Powers 
of purchase are Yested in local Gon•rmnents who are 
authorised to delegate sueh power> to heads of depart
ments and othsr selected oflicers. 

(b). Stationery, rubbl'r slam ps, dc.-Pow<-rs of [oral 
purchase are vested in heads of departments up to 
Rs, 20 for each purchase Similar powers may be 
delegated to heads of oflices. · 

(c) •. Local print~ng of mi.sal/an£ous forms.-Requires 
sanction of Supcnntending Engineero. 

• 
(d) . . R<currin.g conling£nl chargts.-Powera to inc·ur 

r;curnng contmgent ~hnrges are w.-ted .:ntirdy in lot·al 
(~overnmcnts e:xecr,t lll ca~('S whe~·e tl1e eo,;t does 110( 

e:ceed Rs. 10 per mcn~cm and is not for lllore tbnn 
s1x months. 

In ~ll the.abo,-e c_aEcs, full powers >-lwulJ be 'l't·tikd iu 
Supenntendmg Engmrcrs and mom:tary limits ~l1ould 1 e 
fixed for ExN·utin· Enginct·rs witl1in ~hkh they f-lwuld 
be permitkd to e:xerciw full powers. · 
. (c). A P.JXliiiii:Jc Ill of lrork-cl,.arqcd e<f,lLI i.•luwltl.- r::xf't ll

h\e E_ngmeers powers are !muted to appointnu•nts on 
Rs. lvO per memem and Superintending EnciJJe.:r,' 
to R~. 250 per mensem. Executive Engi~1eers "'~hou!d 
exeiTJse the powers now vested in Superintending Engi
neers and the latte.r .sho~ld have f_ull powers ml·jed of 
course to the pr0\'1610!1 m the estnnate. 

(!). Conlracls.-Executil'e Enginrers' powers are limitu1 
to Rs. 5,000. Tpese should be increased to one lakh. 

(g). Stock.-Specially selected Execut:ve Engin('('rs can 
sell articles of stock at thC'ir full value up to a limit of 
Rs. 1,000; they can also dispose of unserdcea l>le or 
surplus ston•s a! their full mlue up to a limit of Rs. 2,5('11. 

In all these cases full powers should be n;;ted in 
Executive Engineers and the restriction in rcsrN·t of 
the recoYery of full value for unserviceable stoH·s 
should be remowd. 

(h). Impresl adrances.-The grant of imprest advance~ 
requires the sanctiorr of the local Gonrnment. 
These powers should be vested in Superintending Engi
neers. 
-- (i). Joumeys ou!.side a11 officer's iuri,<diction.-Con
trolling officers should have fn~l powers to permit an,· 
of their subordinates to proceed on dutv mth;n tl~e limits 
of the Go_vernment of India. • 

(3). Pou·ers of technical s~nc'ion to cstimal•s should be 
largely increased and powers of admini.•lrat;'re sanction 
in regard to Public Works Department minor works 
should also be incrE"ased. For instancE', once the dc>ign 
for a building and approximate estimate for any Iar~r 
building has been approYed by the admini;trath-r 'auth;r
ity concerned, it should be cle:1lt with a;; re,::mds t(clmkal 
sanction by the Superintending Engineer concerned in 
direct communication mth the Arrhite<:-t. :S;mitary 
and elec.trical schemes should be dealt with iu >imilar 
manner. 

(4). Restrictions on the local purchase of plant. :;otorC"s 
and material should be remoYed entirely and Chief and 
Superintending Engineers in char~,:e ~f works should 
be given full powers to deal direct with manufacturers 
applying to an authority, preferably a techrural one, 
at the India Office for assistance in im:reftion whenenr 
required. In_ my experience, practically the only 
t.dvantage obtained under thE' preE<ent system is a rN!uc
tion in the price of material such as cement, E<te...J and so 
forth, when purrhase is made in large quantitie;;. In tl:r 
case of manufactured articles of plant and maehiner~·· 
it is in my opinion more economical and qui,·kc'r to pe-rmit 
the indenting officer to do bu;;im"'S direct with thr m~nu
facturer \nthont the intern•ntion of a third party. 

(5). Broadly speaking, I ndnxate measure; which will 
gh·o the admini;tratiYe and t>xccuti,·e oflicer; dircc-th· 
concerned \\ith any work or projec-t full 1 owers of ;;ant:· 
tion to carry out such work or project within til(' provi
sions of the administratin• sanction \lithout requirir1g 
by rule further E<anctions of anv kind what•ocvcr. If 
nieasurt>s of this kind were t:rk~n. th<> Chid EP~Cinccr 
would be able to tour more than is pos•iblc nt prc·<c·nt n1Yl 
in many cases to form opinion; on the spot, a prcx-c·durc 
which would prewnt much aYoidal.Jc corrc>rond•'llf'<'. 

4,i50. (VL) Simplification of procPdnre.-TIH' Codr· ~' 
it stands is antiquated. out nf c"'te nnt! unduly rc-rric
tin~, and productive of much aYoidable corre<pnm'ent·e 
and clcrit'al work. For in>t.mce, it ha,. IJL'en IJdd that 
in preparing: an approxim:<te e<timntl' for a IH>rk it i• 
not allowahle to pro1·ide any grcatc•r ;;um than;; vr t·c·r:t 
for rontingcncie;. and ri•v5 in rate·;; during- ron,tnwt'nn. 
and during the time that pa.,,c;; hthiTt'll the pn J•:Jrdt!UH 

of the approximate e.<tin;atc nnd Fallrtinn. TLi:.: m•·.·:n
quite unuec!'>Barily dc·t:Jilcd \1 ork in th(' J•rclirwrl .. ry 
Etag.:s, as it ill practically impo,iLlc• for any o11c s.wc-
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accidentally to give an approximate figure within 5 
per cent. of the detailed figure. Approximate estimates 
should be handled on broad lines and it should be permis
sible to provide as much as 15 per cent. for unknown or 
imperfectly investigated factors, but this being conceded 
no technical sanction should ever be allowed to exceed 
the administrative sanction. A change from the present 
to such a procedure would very greatly expedite business. 

(2). Estimates are required for practically everything 
done by the Public Works Department, for instance, 
if I being a Public Works Department officer wish to 
purchase a durri, an estimate must be prepared and 
sanctioned ; the durri is then bought. This however 
does not end the matter for the officer purchasing must 
enter the bill in a measurement book and when paid the 
transaction is shown in the cash book, and all the other 
account books kept, whereas if the audit officer who 
lives in the same building requires a durri, he orders 
what he requires, pays the bill on receipt, and enters it 
in his cash book only. If the durr·i is beyond his powers 
of sanction o·wing to its size or other cause, this is put 
to the authority having powers of sanction who gives 
or withholds it and in the event of sanction being given 
the letter is sufficient authority. There are numerous 
similar cases in which the preparation of an estimate 
and all the consequent clerical work this involves is 
quite unnecessary. 

(3). With regard to reappropriation of funds from one 
n'Orl~ in progress to another, much delay occurs in this not 
lying wholly in the hands of the Superintending Engi
neer. At present if a Superinknding Engineer finds 
t.hat from any cause the executive officer can spend more 
than the grant on, say, a kutcherri in progress and that 
the executive officer cannot spend the grant on a court 
house in the same town, 'the reappropriation can only 
be sanctioned by government . The principle underlying 
the present usage is to let the several departments, in 
this case the Revenue and Judicial, agree to the transfer, 
as conceivably the Judicial Department may desire to 
spend the money at some other place some distance away. 
This may be right enough in principle but in practice it 
is not oft~n_,workable in its entirety and the existing 
system often leads to lapses in grants. The principle 
underlying the system I propose is that the sanctions 
are what really matter qUJJ, departmental outlay and that 
the annual outlay will average out better and more 
economically and lapses will be less fr€quent than at 
present. This is realized in part now since towards 
the end of the financial year applications for such trans
fers are dealt with in the Public Works Department 
Secretariat without reference to the other departments. 
\\'lly not treat the allotment of expenditure between 
the various departments wholly on the basis of sanctioned 
works, lea;ing the department carrying out the work 
to deal with grants to works and transfers from one to the 
other as may !Je required by the rat~s of progress which 
cannot possibly be uniform even in the same town ? 

(4). Among other points in which the Code is unduly 
restrictive are the rules for-

(a). Deviations from sanctioned estimate which to all 
intents and purposes give no latitude at all. 

(b). Budget grants for works; it is objectionable to 
exceed any grant whereas lapses of individual grants are 
not objected to in audit. 

(c). Establishment grants for other than temporary 
establishment are quite unnecessary and can be quite 
easily dealt with at circle or provincial headquarters. 
Divisions should be concerned only with works grants. 
In this connection reform is much needed in the appoint
ment ol: draftsmen, overseers and other temporary est
ablishment as distinguished from work-charged establish
ment. Each circle officer should be given a lump snm 
grant annually for the purpose and should be permitted 
t~ appoint '~ithin this sum without reference to any 
h!ghcr nuthonty. Under the present system it some
tunes takes three months and more to obtain permission 
to pnt on an extra uraftsman whose services may only 
be required for a month. 

(d). I ~ive in an Appendix a short list of "gems" in 
the Pub he Works Department Code which are indicative 

of the.useless matte; ~t contains (Annexure A). Broadly 
speakmg the prov1s1ons of the Code are so restrictive 
that they lead to wholesale evasions and it may be truly 
asserted that most of the big works in India have been 
carried out in spite of the Code and not because of the 
~o?e· There is only one real remedy and that is to cast 
1t mto the fire and start afresh with a few sound busi
pesslike an~ common sense rules, one of the most prom
ment of which should be that if there is no rule against 
any action taken it must be assumed that the action is 
legal. At present the Department is largely audited on • 
the reverse lines with the natural result of an immense 
mass of quite useless correspondence. 

(e). It is not out of place to make a brief reference to 
the ac~ounts the Department is compelled to keep, which 
are qmte unnecessarily cumbersome and complicated and 
do not afford the information required by an executive 
officer, which is to be able to ascertain at any moment 
how his expenditure stands against any estimate or 
sub-head of the estimate. The accounts require recasting. 

4, 751. (VII.) Education.-! have been at different 
t~es .a Professor at the Engineering College, 'Madras, and 
Frmc1pal of the College and was for a period of some years 
on the College and University- Boards of Examiners. 
During my short incumbency as a Principal in 1904-05, 
I raised the questions regarding the curriculum and the 
location of the college which resulted in the appointment 
of a committee to report on the matter. This committee 
submitted its report early in 1905 but its recommendations 
which were in the main accepted by government have' not 
yet been given full effect to._ The principal points that 
struck me about the students were (i) that the majority 
were mere seekers aft~r government appointments and 
had not joined the college from a liking and desire for 
the profession of engineering and (ii) that the majority 
trusted to memorizing text books for the purpose of 
pass~g the examinations. This latter fact, I thoughti' 
:was m som? meas~e ~ue to the teaching staff being 
Inadequate m qualificatiOns and numbers. A striking 
instance ~n this latter respect was the large number of 
students 1n many of the classes. So much was this the 
~ase tha~ in on~ subject, estimating or quantity suiveying, 
1t was rmposs1ble for the teacher to give more than a 
few minutes personal attention in ibis subject during 
the whole of the student's college career. The dispro
portion was not so bad in other subjects, but it was and 
ruay still be striking. So far as I can ascertain from the 
calendar, it is still nowhere near a proportion of 1 to 11 
which is the desideratum to be aimed at in technical 
instruction broadly speaking. I have not been in suffi
ciently c~o~e touch with the institution recently to give 
a firm op1ruon, but I much doubt the adequacy in numbers 
of the superior teaching staR and the numbers and quali
fications of some of the subordinate teaching staff._ J:t'ur
ther, unless there has been a large reduction in the number 
of h?lidays i?- the collegiate year~ it is not in my opinion 
poss1ble to gJ.Ve full and proper mstruction in the whole 
of the syllabus laid down in the calendar. In my ex· 
perience as an examiner, I received several notes from 
the college authorities stating that the students had only 
been taken up to a certain point in certain subjects or a 
certain subject. This ma.y have been and probably has 
been altered, but if it has not been changed so as to make 
it not only possible but certain, it follows that the actual 
scope of instruction is not up to the proper scope. 

(2). There is one subject in which the Indian college 
student does not receive anything like the same amount of 
instructi'>n as the student trained in England and that 
is in the matter of design. It is a most important point 
and handicaps him very heavily at . the out!let of his 
career. The Indian college so far as I have been able to 
~scertain to. all intents and purposes leaves instruction 
m design out entirely or instruction is so meagre as 
to be practically negligible. 

(3). The standard of success in a college is too often 
the centage ~f passes instead of the quality. It is only 
the latter wh1ch really reckons for success and the formt~r 
standard ncccsmrily leads to a reduction in quality by 
reason of a lowering of the standard for passes. 
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4,752. (VIU.) Practical training.-Tho practical train
ing of students is more often inadequate than ade
quate. There are many reasons for this. Among them 
are (a) posting to places where the works in progress 
do not afford sufficient opportunities, (b) want of in
terest in the person immediately responsible for super
vision, (c) restrictiveness of the Code which prevents the 
executive officer giving the student personal responsibi· 
lity for the work entrusted to him. (The Code can be 

. evaded and has been evaded in this matter by persons 
who are keen on training the young.) (d). Then again the 
fact that the majority of the students are only seekers 
of government appointments means that the majority 
do not avail themselves of the opportunities of learning 
that are given. I think that two of the remedies 
needed in this matter are more care in the selection of 
the place of training and person to whom students are 
sent for training and making it possible for and incumbent 
on the individual training the student to give the latter 
personal responsibility. I am also of opinion that it 
would be of advantage to have a whole-time touring 
officer supervising the practical training. It would then 
be possible for the executive .officer's attention to be 
drawn to any defects in the practical experience the 
student is receiving at a stage when it would be possible 
to remedy the defect. It should be borne in mind that 
the executive officer in charge of a division is often a 
very busy man with but a modicum of spare time to 
devote to such matters and is very often unable to see 
personally what the student may be doing more than 
once or twice in the year. 

4,753. (Conclusion).-The adoption of the proposals 
sketched out in the preceding notes would, it is thought, 
ultimately result in a department more highly trained and 
experienced, though much smaller numerically, than at 
present ; a department which would be more or less 
completely relieved of an immense mass of petty work 
which can be done much more appropriately and eco
nomically by other agencies; and a department, the 
members of which would have leisure to grow in their 
profession and one which would have been revivified 
because it has shaken off the fetters of a Code which hal'! 
all but strangled it. 

AN1'EXURE A. 
GEMS. 

SELECTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT CODE. 

27 
Code paragraph 27 clashes with 

tho Civil Service Regulations 
(ordinary rules increments.) 

110 

427 

483 

505 and 507 

577 to 579 and 584 

601 and onwanlq, 

632 

637 and 638 

868 and following. 

893 

919 

922 

1267 

Appendix 6, paragraph 13. 

:Mr. H. '1.'. KEELING, called and examined. 

[Continued. 

Code paragraph 110 has bcPn 
superseded by Civil l:lervice 
Regulations 78-A but the Codo 
rule still remains in the book. 

Vide this paragraph. 

The Public Works Department 
Code 483 differs from the Ch·il 
Accounts Code ruling on the 
same subject. (Audit office.) 

Samples of index entries in 
the body of the Code. 

The latter has a special ruling 
tacked on, (507). 

Samples of rules which it 
was unnecessary to enter in a 
Code. 

The rules regarding stationery, 
its supply, etc., are found alHo 
in the Stationery l\Ianual. 

Article 632 German or 'l'urkish 
terms might presumably be cm
I>loyed. 

Matters which it is hardly 
necessary to make a Code rule 
about. 

Specially see 870-874-885 
and 900. 

Broken glass sometimes 
charged to " office contingen
cies " and sometimes " main
tenance." See also note to 893-
Definition of a. punkah. 

Article 919, I. (c). A large 
house on government land may 
have a smaller rent than a small 
house on acquired land. 

Article 922 has been expunged. 
At the same time a circular has, 
it is understood, been issued to 
the effect that the substance 
of the rule is in operation. 
(Audit office.) 

This article is in many re
spects meaningless. 

Relates to uniform. 

4,754. (President.)-'l'he witness stated that he was the a form as to make the invitation of tenders for the entire 
Chief Engineer in charge of the works connected with work feasible. The reason for this state of affairs was 
the New Capital at Delhi and that he was in his 30th that, at the time when work first commenced at Delhi, 
year of service, the major portion of which had been it was decided to proceed with the works as the plans 
spent in both branches of the Public Works Department became ready rather than await the completion of all 
in :Madras. the drawings. About 2! years would have elapsed 
· 4,755. The practice with regard to the execution before commencement of work was possible had the usuul 
of work in Delhi was to invite tenders for every work English practice been followed and it was therefore 
in excess 'of Rs. 5,000,' and contracts were concluded decided to deal with the work in sections instead of 
on the piece-work ~orm of alp'eement. Lump sum con- awaiting the completion. of. all ~he ?ra:\·ings. 
tracts were ouly given out m the case of small minor 4, 756. There was no pnma facte obJectiOn to the suggcs
works, and though it was always open to contractors to tion put forward in evidence for the encouragement of 
tend~r in lump sum, the majority of the contractors who private enterprise that, where reliable firms of contractors 
apphed for works in Delhi and the neighbourhood, in were available, tenders for lump sum contracts should 
sp1te of the fact t?-at they belonged to the most influen- ordinarily be invited and a<!c~pted, even though .such 
t1al class of Indian contractor to which works in the tenders might if accepted mvolvo an expendtture 
Punj~b were given, were individuals who did not possess slightly in excess of that whi~h might be incur~ed if the 
suffio1ent knowledge to frame estimates on which they works in question were earned out on the ,Plt•ce.-work 
could make a reasonable lump sum tender. With one system. There was, however, a danger that 1mhnduals 
exception, no tenders had been received from European or firms, in order to ensure their being given a particu.lar 
firms of contractors for works at Delhi. He was not work, might tender for a. lump sum contract knowmg 
aware of the extent to which tenders had been advertised that in reality they were not able to carry out the work 
in the,_public press, but tenders were advertised in the concerned, and also that ofi1ccrs of tho Dl·partment might 
loca.l newspapers. The only really large individual works invariably accept the lowest tm1dcr. lle admitted 
connected with the N'ew Capital were the two central however that if the terms of the contract were uclhcn•d 
buildings for which the drawings were not a.s yet in such to by government, the likelihood of the former dang"r 
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would disappear and stated that the evil would probably 
cure itself, though in the process of its curing it would' 
probably ruin a considerable number of worthy individ
uals who at present worked quite satisfactorily under 
the ordinary piece-work system. 

4, 757. There was also no prima facie objection to the 
classification of contractors according to their reliability 
and financial stability, with a view to the encourage
ment of reliable private contracting firms and to as
certaining the extent to which supervision by the Public 
Works Department might be reduced; also to accepting 
the tenders of reliable firms in preference to those put 
forward by less reliable firms even .though the tenders 
of the former :were, on the whole, a small percentage in 
excess of those of the latter. He doubted, however, 
if the difference between such tenders would be as high 
as the figure put to him, viz., 5 per cent, which it had been 
suggested in evidence would represent the percentage 
of the present detailed supervision exercised by subordi
nates of the Public "\Yorks Department which might be 
dispensed with, and thought that it would amount to 
about 2 or 3 per cent only. It was true that engineers 
might experience difficulty in classifying their contractors 
and that numerous mistakes might be made during such 
a process, but the suggested classification would not be a 
very invidious task, as had been suggested in evidence, 
and if it resulted in the introduction of a better system 
than the one now in vogue it would be to the public 
advantage. On the whole, therefore, he expressed him
self as decidedly inclined to advocate a trial of the system 
in spite of the objections that had been put forward in 
evidence to such a course. 

4,758. The amount of subordinate supervision at 
present exercised by the Public Works Department over 
the work of contractors was not excessive, and it was not, 
in fact, more than was really essential The many 
instances of ignorance on the part of subordinates were, 
in his opinion, the cause of private firms objecting to 
supervision, especially when exercised by individuals in 
the lower grades of the subordinate service. But a 
superior officer who understood his work well could in
variably override an over-zealous or ignorant subordi
nate. He admitted however that such a check could 
only be easily exercised in the case of concentrated 
works like those at Delhi and that 'it was not nearly so 
easy in the case of scattered works. But nevertheless 
he disagreed with the contention put forward in evidence 
by representatives of private enterprise that the amount 
of the subordinate supervision exercised at present by 
the Public Works Department was excessive. 

4,759. Provided sufficient healthy competition were 
ensured, there was no necessity for government to supply 
bricks to contractors. He therefore agreed with the 
contention put forward in evidence by representatives of 
private enterprise that, where an amyle supply of bricks 
c?uld be obtained from private firms, there was no neces
Slty for the Public Works Department to maintain the 
brickfields that had been established in certain parts 
of the country. This opinion was however subject to 
certa~n consid~rations, one of which was the quantity 
of bncks reqmred. Such quantity might influence the 
decision of government as to whether they should 
supply a contractor with bricks or not. For instance, 
when 40,00,00,000 of bricks were found to be needed in 
Delhi, it had been found more economical to invite 
tenders for their supply from separate contractors. In 
the case of certain individual works however such as 
Government House, the contractor who had been en
gaged for the work was one of those who manufactured 
bricks.· 

4,760. Provided the cement a contractor intended to 
use had been tested at the site of work and found to be 
up to the ordinary English standard specification, there 

· was no ncessity to specify the place from which contract
ors should obtain cement, or to insist on the use of 
government cement only. The price of cement was at 
t~e present time extremely high owing to war condi
tiOns. It was not necessary under normal conditions 
for the Public Works Department invariably to make 
arrangements for the supply of this material to con· 

tractors. It should be left open to each individual 
officer to decide whether to invite tenders for the supply 
of cement or not. 

4, 761. He had personally found that it was preferable 
to deal with manufacturers direct. Hence he adhered to 
the view in his written statement that, in so far as the 
Buildings and Roads Branch of the Public Works Depart
ment was concerned, there was no need to indent on the 
Secretary of State for plant of European manufacture. 
In his opinion an engineer in charge of a building could 
obtain such plant as was required sooner and more 
economically by purchasing direct from the manufacturers. 
The tests undertaken by the India Office were as a rule 
carried out on the material during the process of manu
facture. For instance, if a steam navvy were being 
manufactured, test pieces were attached to certain 
portions of it, and as each such portion was made it was 
cut oft and sent to the laboratory. On the result of 
such a test the materials for the making of the steam 
navvy were either accepted or rejected. Most reliable 
firms in England carried out their own tests, and these 
were sufficient for the ordinary articles that were 
usually indented for. 

4,762. There was no necessity for the maintenance 
on a large scale of Public Works Department 'Yorkshops, 
provided there was healthy competition among private 
firms. To dispense with government workshops in the 
absence of such competition however would practically 
induce monopolies, and these should always be avoided 
if possible. Though adequate public competition might 
be secured in places like Bombay and Calcutta, he was • 
doubtful whether the output of the government workshop 
in Madras was such as to induce firms other than those 
already established in that presidency to set up work
shops. He was here informed that the government 
workshop in Madras was at present an extensive one, 
and stated that he had not seen it since 1912 but that he 
knew it was proposed to increase its extent at that time 
as it had been found that cheaper work could be carried 
out in it on the whole than it was possible to obtain 
from the few firms in Madras which were in a position to 
quote prices. He agreed that cheapness was not the 
only element to be taken into consideration in connection 
with the question of the abolition or retention of Public 
Works Department workshops, and that the industrial 
advancement of the country had also to be considered, 
and repeated that it was only necessary to maintain 
government workshops in the absence of healthy com
petition. 

4,763. It was not possible on the spur of the moment 
to furnish figures showing the actual percentage charges 
of establishment as compared with the cost of the con
centrated works at Delhi, as the question had been 
complicated by the inclusion of Architects' fees and the 
'cost of investigation. Such figures as he might furnish, 
therefore, would not be reliable in so far as the ultimate 
cost of the works was concerned. It had been estimated 
however that the total establishment charges, inclusive 
of Architects' fees, etc., would ultimately amount to Rs. 
86lakhs, out of the total estimated cost of Rs. 917 lakhs, 
About Rs. 31f'lakhs had already been spent to cover 
establishment payments. Of this Rs. 8 lakhs had been 
paid in fees to the Architects, Rs. 2! lakhs for contingent 
charges incurred on preliminary investigation, such as 
the expenses of the Town Planning Committee, etc., and 
about Rs. 1,40,000 on the Imperial Delhi Committee. 
The balance had been spent on the engineering and archi
tects' staff and the men immediately engaged at present 
on the works. As a great deal of the work that had been 
undertaken up-to-date consisted entirely of drawing and 
designing, etc. the ratio of the Rs. 31! Iakhs to the ac
tual cost of the work carried out up-to-date did not 
represent the true cost of establishment to works. It 
appeared, in the early stages in which the Delhi project 
was at present to be unnecessarily high, and it was in 
fact higher than what it would ultimately be when the 
works were completed. The fact that the funds allotted 
for the Delhi project had been reduced did not influence 
the question, since only a comparatively small sum of 
money had been spent on the central buildings. Three 
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per cent. had however been paid as Architects' fees on 
the major portion of the estimated cost and the 
estimated cost of t4e two central buildings together 
amounted to a little over Rs. 2 crores. Taking the esti
mated figures, however, of Rs. 86 lakhs and Rs. 917 
Iakhs, about 9 per cent. was probably what the percen
tage cost of establishment on the' concentrated works 
at Delhi would ultimately amount to, but tllis percentage 
might be lowered in certain instances. There were 
special circumstances in the case of Delhi which had 
increased the cost of establishment somewhat, 1:iz., the 
expenditure incurred on the Town Planning Committee 
in the first instance and subsequently on the Imperial 
Delhi Committee, and also the percentage paid to the 
Architects, who received a higher percentage than they 
would have received if they were working for the Board 
of Works in London. On the engineering side alone 
the Architects·were paid 3 per cent. instead of 2, and 
this advantage of one per ce!J.t. had been gi>en to them 
by the Secretary of State. 

4,764. He recommended with a view to the encourage
ment of private enterprise that the Public Works De
partment should refuse to design and carry out contribu
tion works for private bodies, i.e., works constructed 
with the assistance of a government grant-in-aid, and 
that the Department should leave both designing and 
construction of such works to private agency. Such a 
course would induce the private body concerned in each 
case to utilize the services of an architect for the prepara
tion of a design when a. building work was proposed. 
Since the architect's fees in such cases would be inchtded 
in the total cost of the building· of which government 
would bear their share, he did not agree that his experi
ment would increase the difficulties already experienced 
by that class of body in gettingtlesigns and work executed 
and that it was the least likely experiment to ensure the ' 
success of his scheme. Nor did he agree t!w,t in preference 
to contribution works the experiment he had suggested 
should be made more at government expense on Public 
Works Department works. With regard to the fact 
that contribution works were usually scattered over the 
province and that this made it difficult to secure architects 
to design them or an agency to construct them he thought 
that the demand woulq in time create the supply. He 
admitted, however, that there would be difficulty and 

~ that his scheme might be more expensive than the alterna
tive suggested to him, but considered that his scheme 
would eventually be found to be advantageous. He 
was then informed that it had been contended in evidence 
that, in connection with a school at Morada.ba.d, difficulty 
had been experienced by a certain private body in securing 
plans and designs that would pass the scrutiny of the 
Public Works Department and the scheme had had to be 
dropped after frequent trials, and he elicited the informa
tion that the body concerned had not utilized the services· 
of a qualified architect. He then pointed out that if 

. the private body had employed a well-known firm of 
architects, one of those established in Bombay or Calcutta, 
for instanc~J, they would not hav6 experienced the 
difficulty they had. He drew attention to the fact that he 
had in his written statement suggested that government 
might in certain cases utilize the services of private firms, 
and emphaaized his contention that the demand for 
architect~ would ultimately create the supply. in spite of 
the fact that in the immediate future difficulty might be 
experienced in securing architects to prepare designs for 
contribution building works. Difficulty would un
doubtedly be experienced in respect to the construction 
of contribution works, but if the system he had recom
mended were persisted in the demand in this respect 
also for suitable qualified persons would eventually create 
the supply. He saw no reason why India should be an 
exception in this respect to other countries, and remarked 
that it would eventually be of advantage to the country 
if an independent professional class were created. 

4,765. Repairs to all government buildings should be 
made over to the departments in occupation as an enor
mous amount of petty repair work which did not require 
the services of engineers was at present performed by 
engineers of tho Public Works Department. To the 

contention that such a scheme had b0en tried in certain 
provinces and found to be uneconomical, e.(]., that in 
one particular province a comparison of an actual cal
culation of the amount spent on repairs by a particular 
department with tho normal amount spent by tho Public 
Works Department had shown that the former was more 
expensive, he replied that he did not anticipate that his 
scheme would on the wholo be more expensive, though 
isolated cases to the contrary might undoubtedly occur. 
For instance, if an individual estimate for a building 
were taken, it might be found that a local officer had 
possibly spent Rs. 500 instead of Rs. 300 in one case 

-and Rs. 400 instead of Rs. 300 in another case, but the 
total amount spent might nevertheless be really an 
inappreciable percentage on the capital cost of the build
ing concerned. The question to be considered was 
what relation the cost of repairs bore to the capih1l 
cost of the works repaired and whether this relationship 
constituted a really high percentage or not. He did not 
agree with the contention that the responsibility for 
repair work to departmental buildings would be detri
mental to the several departments, in that it would in· 
terfere with the legitimate duties of the ofticers ttppointod 
to carry out the repairs, since there was no need for a 
depattmental officer to be too particular about the 
ordinary annual repairs and to insist on ascertaining 
whether, say, the paint used was good, or whether it 
had been properly applied, or whether exact measurements 
had been taken. The officer in charge of repairs need 
only ascertain in the case of a building worth about Rs. 
5,000 for instance, that the expenditure on the annual 
repairs did not exceed between Rs. 100. and Rs. 150, 
and also that the repair work carried out was of a reason
ably good quality, and insist on the building being kept 
in good repair. It was true that under such a scheme 
power would be delegated to subordinates, but this fact 
could not be taken as an important argument against the 
scheme as the extent of such power would be limited to 
small sums only. The contention that in the· Police 
Department, where the system in question was most 
commonly in vogne in India, the system had introduced 
abuses on the part of the police in the shape of employ
ment of forced labour at inadequate rates and the forcing 
of zemindars to provide free materials, etc., could easily be 
met. As the professional supervision usually required, 
for instance, for wllite-washing and painting, say a 
police chowki or teh<Jildar' s kutcherri was practically 
nil and the cost extremely little, he did not agree that 
petty repairs could not be undertaken in India in the 
absence of professional supervision owing to the fact that 
the building trades in the country were not developed 
to the extent that they were in more advanced countries, 
where petty repair works were undertaken by jobbing 
builders or painters. The plea of ignorance as to tho 
distinction between good and bad white-wash, or betweM 
mud-wash and lime-wash, put forward by a certain police 
officer was decidedly an exaggeration of the difficulty, 
and such an officer, after spending Rs. 150 on repairs 
to a police station would soon find out whether the 
work was not up to standard when carrying out his 
next inspection. . 

4,766. With a view to meeting the Public Works Depart
ment complaint that the burden of repair work fell 
heaviest on their officers in cases where buildings were 
scattered over the district away from headquartors, an 
alternative suggestion to the effect that only such scat. 
tered repairs might be transferred to tho soyoral de
partments concerned, the Public Works Department re
taining charge of the repair work of buildings n t hPad
quarters stations where their ofticcrs wore in a yoRition 
to· more easily supervise works, wr.s put to hnn. H o 
considered that this was possibly one stage worth trying 
in the first instance, but thought thnt Pvontually the 
repair work connected with buildings at headquarters 
stations ~hould also be transferred to the d<•pnrtnwnts 
which occupied tlwm. Ho surmiocd that the idea und!!r
lying this alkrnntive 8nggostion was tho estahlishnwnt 
by govormnent of on cstnto agency at hrndrpwrtl'r.~ 
stntionR, for instance, Delhi or Sir11la, to undertake tlw 
whole of the maintenance of important govornuwnt 
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buildincrs. In view of tho fact that the Public Works 
Dcpart~ent at present utilized the . services ~f local 
labour in out-of-the-way places, he disagreed mth. t~e 
contention that the several departments of the adm_uus
tration might object to carry out repairs to their re
spective buildings in such places on the ground that 
they were rendered difficult to execute by the absence 
of a contracting agency. . 

4,767. It would be merely establishing-another dep~rt
ment as it were if the repair work at present earned 
out by the Public ·works Department in districts were 
transferred, not as he had suggested to the several de
partm€mts in occupation, but to the district board e~
gineering staff. Further, the effect would be that the eVIl 
from which the Public Works Department suffered at 
present would be transferred· to another engineering 
staff. The general policy which should be adopted was 
to work the district board engineering staffs up to the 
highest possible pitch of efficiency. 

4,768. On being informed that certain witnesses had 
gone further than he had and suggested, in order to afford 
additional relief to the Public Works Department, that 
each department might carry out all their minor works 
in addition to the annual repairs to their buildings, e.g., 
that if the Police Department desired to construct a 
work worth under Rs. 2,500 they might be allowed to 
do so ; he pointed out that in certain provinces, such as 
Madras, the Police Department at present undertook the 
construction of not only individual, but also of several 
building units, the aggregate cost of which did not ex
ceed Rs. 2,500. Petty works did not necessitate, as had 
been contended in evidence, the supply to depart
ments of a subordinate construction agency, as such 
works generally needed merely the application of 
common sense and the majority of them merely involved 
the addition of a bath-room or a verandah to a house, 
etc. The erection of a police thana or other building of 
a similar cla,ss was however a different matter, and 
in such instances the services of the local district board 
staff, if conveniently situated, should be secured. Dis
trict boards usually had a member of their staff resident 
in places where there happened to be a large thana. 

4,769. In connection with the suggestion that in 
places where the Irrigation Branch and the Buildings 
and Roads Branch were entirely separated, the former 
might take over the construction and maintenance of 
all buildings in the area under their charge, much on 
the lines of the system which was at present in force 
in ~Iadras, he stated that he was. not sufficiently ac
quainted with the circumstances of certain provinces 
in Korthern India to be able to state definitely whether 
snell a scheme was feasible or not. Irrigation in Madras 
'was quite different from irrigation in provinces like the 
Punjab or the United Provinces. For instance, _in 
)Iadras the chief crop grown was rice, whereas in the 
Punjab and United Provinces the staple crop was wheat. 
The rice crop needed say 60 inches of water in 1\Iadras 
whereas the wheat crop in the Punjab and the United 
Provinces would probably need but 12. The absence 
of one inch of water from the wheat crop constituted a 
far greater percentage than the absence of one inch from 
the 60 required for rice. Consequently, the attention 
required in the distribution of water was far greater in 
the Punjab and United Provinces than it was in :Madra.<!. 
He was however definitely of opinion that the system 
existing in l\Iadras, 1mder which an irrigation engineer 
attended to all work> in the area under his charge, was in 
circumstances similar to those in ~1Iadras both workable 
and ec~nomical. 

4,770. There were three distinct engineering staffs in 
t~e m'l.jority of the districtq of the Madras Presidency, 
t'lZ., the district bo<Jrcl staff, a minor irrigation establish
ment under the Collector and the Public Works Depart
ment e5tablishment. Outwardly, the proposal that the 
minor irrigation staff undPr the Dep,uty Commissioner 
ohould be transferred to district boards with a certain 
proportion of the re>enuc derived from the minor irriga
tion tanks, "l'lith a view to encouraging the boards to take 
an interest in the maintenance of the minor tanks in 
their respective districts, appeared to be a workabl"-

proposition. But he desired t~ go further and to add 
to the number of works so transferred, on the same 
basis, many of the irrigation works which were at pr.esent 
maintained by the Public Works Department. The 
effect of such a course would be to leave practically only 
two agencies to attend to public works in certain of the 
1\Iadras dist1icts. He also confirmed the suggestion in 
his 1\Titten statement that it might be found possible 
to go still further and to transfer the construction of 
small building works also to district boards by the pay
ment to the boards of a percentage for establishment, 
and suggested that district boards might at the com
mencement be allowed· to deal entirely with buildings 
worth Rs. 10,000 and Jess. In view of the fact that the 
capabilities of district board engineers varied consider
ably, however, and that it might be possible in some 
districts to transfer to district boards buildings worth 
a larger sum than Rs. 10,000, he was not averse to an 
increase in this limit whenever it was possible. Re 
contemplated that district boards should ultimately 
take over all works in their respective districts with the 
exception of large and important building projects. 

4, 771. With regard to the suggestion in his written 
statement· that district boards might be classified into 
three classes, he stated that he had a short time previously, 
in connection with questions which were asked with 
reference to a note written by Sir John Ottley on recruit
ment in India, interrogated several Indian engineers 
who had been trained in England and in India with a 
view to ascertain whether they approved of a competi
tive examination conducted in England up to, say, the 
standard of the London University, but without any 
restriction on the number of Indians or the number of 
Europeans who would in consequence be appointed to the 
service. These officers had replied that they would 
not like such a scheme all the ordinary Indian engineer 
who went'to England for training and in order to obtain -
an English degree, was not as good at drawing as the 
man who had been trained in an English college ; in 
other words, that Indians suffered from a lack of instruc
tion in draughtsmanship and in designing. They had 
also stated that the result of an examination, such as he 
had suggested to them, would be that comparatively few 
Indians would secure appointments in the service in 
India. In view of this, and as he wished in connection 
with the scheme he had suggested to secure for first
class district boards and municipalities the best Indian 
talent available in the country, he was of opinion that 
an examination should b'e instituted which would in
duce Indian colleges to raise their standard of instrec
tion in the direction indicated. 

4, 772. The witness was here informed that the bulk 
of the evidence that had been furnished to the Committee 
had been to the effect that the theoretical standard 
of instruction imparted in the Indian engineering colleges 
was sufficiently high and Jully adequate, and he was 
asked whether he intended that a still higher theoretical 
course should be introduced in order to enable students 
to appear for the examination he had recommended. 
He replied that his intention was really to test whether 
the engineers examined were able to apply their theoreti
cal knowledge practically in so far as designing was 
concerned. He admitted, however, that from the point 
of view of the prospects of the engineers employed by 
boards other than first-class district boards, his scheme 
was an undoubted drawback, in that its effect would be 
to debar such of those officers as had proved themselves 
to be capable engineers from promotion to first-class 
district board appointments. 

4,773. He recommended that all road maintenance 
should be transferred to district boards, including that 
of major trunk lines, and that in order to adequately 
secure a uniform standard of maintenance, which was 
the present impediment in the way of such a transfer, 
the boards might be aided by government grants and 
inspections of their roads by government. It would 
not be necessary for the Public Works Department to 
maintain an e.~tablishment for the survey and prepara
tion of new road projects sub~equent to the suggested 
transfer since ~:>uch work could in certain instances easily 
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be attended to by the district board establishment con
cerned, and where two or three district boards were 
affected an outside establishment temporarily engaged 
for the purpose might probably prove a better expedient. 
A really efficient district board staff should be quite 
able to handle tho survey and preparation of a new road 
project. It was true that the present staff of certain 
district boards was really not competent to untlortako 
such work, but what he desired to introduce was a 
scheme which would bring all district board establish
ments up to the necessary degree of efficiency. He 
added that if such a scheme were introduced gradually, 
and with due care as to results, it would ultimately 
lead to the Public Works Department being left with 
only the important and large building projects in the 
several districts. 

4,774. He also contemplnted that ultimately, i.e., 
about 25 or 30 years hence, large building projects might 
also be transferred from the· Public Works Department 
entirely to architects belonging to an architectural service. 

4,775. Suoh jj, service could be established in each 
province and be equivnlent approximately to· the Office 
of the Commissioner of Works in London, though not 
on precisely parallel lines because it would need modifica. 
tion to suit the circumstances and area of tho country. 

4,776. Provincial Sanitary Engineers would in due 
course possess construction staffs of their own nnd the 
functions of the civil engineer would practically be 
reduced to the inspection of local works ; possibly also 
the prepartion and scrutiny of general schemes for in
dustrial development in cases in which the support or 
advice of government was needed. The fact that the 
civil engineering inspection stnff would under his scheme 
eventually be filled by men in the later years of their 
professional life met the contention that it was unsound 
in principle to have an engineering stnff employed merely 
on the inspection of works under construction and the 
scrutiny of plans prepared by another agency, as such 
a stnff would eventually deteriorate from an engineering 
point of view unless a certain amount of construction 
work was given to it. In this connection he drew atten. 
tion to the fact that he had not in mind the immediate 
future, but rather the conditions a generation or more 
ahead for which it was desirable to organize now. 

4,777. After the introduction of his scheme the Public 
Works Department staff in each province would be 
restricted to a Chief Engineer or, as he had termed the 
appointment in his written statement, a. Director of 
Works, and a certain nt~mber of Deputy Directors in 
charge of special branches. One of these lntter officers 
would be the Sanitary Engineer with a construction staff 
for sanitary works, another the Architect who would be 
responsible for the construction of major building works, 
and a third the Electric Inspector. Wherever the 
duties of these officers overlapped they should consll-lt 
each other, and when a difference of opinion occurred the 
matter in dispute would be stbmitted to the Director of 
Works for decision. 

4,778. Recruitment to the specialist posts of the service 
should be made from among men who had proved their 
worth in private practice. Under his scheme there 
'Would fifty yenrs hence be several Sanitary Engineers in 
each province in municipal or private employ, nnd on the 
retirement of a provincial Sanitary Engineer, i.e., one 
of the Deputy Directors of the service, a successor might 
be selected from among the several municipal and privately 
employed Sanitary Engineers after considerntion of 
their individual qualifications. At the present time 
however, since there were already provincial sanitary 
e3tablishments in existence, it wns quite feasible and 
practical:!le to send young officers to England to be trained 
in sanitary engineering, and junior Assistants to the 
Sanitary Engineers might be recruited from among men 
who had had the requisite special training in England. 

4,779. Under his scheme Inspectors of Works would, 
50 years hence, be recruited from among the general 
professional class in the employ of district boards, muni· 
cipalities and those in private practice. Hence he con· 
templatcd their ontire recruitment in India ultimately. 
The question of their immediate recruitment however 

was rather a difficult problem, and it was prcfcral>lo 
that they should in the fir~t instance be recruited frnm 
England. The status of tho nppointmt>nt of an In
spector of Works Rhould be one that was about half way 
between that of a Superintending Engineer and 1m Exreu
tive Engineer, and tho salary that should be attached to 
such n post might be one ranging from Rs. 1,250 to Rs. 
1,80?, i.e., th~ pay of a senior Executive or junior SnpPrin
tendmg Engmeer. There wns nothing in his scheme 
which prevented ~ youn~ Englishman from coming out 
to Ind1a and settmg up m the same way as a bnrriRter 
set up in private practice, either as a hydraulic electrical 
engineer, sanitary engineer or as an architect. · 

4,780. It would improve and expedite work if earh 
provincial government had a separate t.rained rpJantity 
surveyor attached to their Architectural Branch. He had 
observed from a study of the syllabus followed in tho 
several engineering colleges in India that the instruction 
given in estimating was not on English lines and that 
it in fact was entirely on incorrect lines. He mentioned 
in this connection that for the buildings in Delhi that 
had been designed by Messrs. Lutyens and Baker, the 
services of a trained quantity surveyor had been utilizetl, 
as the ordinary computor available in the country was 
quite unable to work on the designs of these Archite<'ts. 
Indian computors were only able to work on similar 
designs under the guidance of a trained Assistant, and 
if the work required of them was in no way mental but 
merely mechanical. They were drawn from a clasH 
which could only think in two dimensions, whereas it 
was essential for an effective oomputor to be able to think 
in three dimensions. It was the absence of this latter 
attainment thnt co11~tituted the real difficulty experi
enced with the class of computors available in India. 

4, 781. In respect to the suggestion put forward in 
evidence by Reveral Archit.ects that it was desirable to 
recruit cle;ks of works in England for the subordinate 
staff of the provincial Architectural Branches, he re
marked that he had consulted JI.Ir. Baker, one of the 
Delhi Architects, about clerks of works and that that 
officer had informed him that a particuiar clerk of works 
whose services he had utilized on a certain work in South 
Africa had been paid £900 a year. He wns informed 
that the class contemplated for India were men on 
about Rs. 300 to Rs. 500 a month, but he did not 
think it was necessary to give effect to the suggestion. 
He advocated, as an alternative, the recruitment of really 
cnpable English building foremen for the training of 
Indian craftsmen, on the ground that it was desirable to 
bring indigenous craftsmen up to the level of cfficienry 
attained by similar individuals in Englund. The mute
rial from which clerks of works might be drawn in India 
was not at present good and required training and de
velopment. 

4, 782. With regard to a further suggestion that Engli~h 
master craftsmen, e.g., master brick-layers and mastrr 
painters, might be recruited because of the present 
undeveloped stage of the building trades in India, he 
pointed out that the proposal if adopted would increase 
the cost of buildings considerably and remarked that 
the question to be considered '\\•as whether the country 
could, or could not afford to meet the extra expense that 
would be involved. The suggestion in eiTect amount~d 
to a raising of the stnndard of buildings, and if this were 
introduced gradually pari passu. "~th the expansion of 
revenue and expenditure on works there was a great den! 
to be said in favour of it. The greatest failing which 
he had noticed in Indian craftsmen was inaccuraq·. 
The English foreman in charge of the stone-work at n~fhi 
had informed him that certain of the craftsmen W<'l'e 

just as efficient with their tools and in producing u finished 
surface as the ordinary workmen in England, but that 
they were generally not sufficiently uccumte as regards 
setting out, etc. Th"Y had not been trained to con,ickr 
absolute arcuracy. up to a sixtr~nth or a thirty.secon•l 
of an inch and this was rc·ally essrntinl for the production 
of first-class work. 1'here was, howe,·er, no doubt thnt 
if the necessity for accura('y were imprp.<ecd on Jnrlinn 
craftsmen for a sufficiently lf'ngthy period that tlwy 
would imbibe this fact und adhere to it. :1\o urgent 
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nece~sity existed for the importation of English craftsmen 
but their recruitment would undoubtedly be advantage
ous if the expense could be afforded. 

4,783. His attentio.n was drawn to the fact that though 
he had suggested in his written.statement that the pow~rs 
of technical sanctien at present possessed by Executrve 
and Superintending Engineers might be increased, he 
had not specified definite limits, and he was informed 
of the several proposals that had been put forward in 
evidence in this connection. He remarked that assuming 
that Superintending Engineers were appointed by direct 
selection, there was no reason why the powers of tech
nical sanction of such officers might not be raised to as 
much as Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 lakhs, since the present limit 
of Rs. 50,000 was purely an arbitrary one. Similar 
powers up to Rs. 25,000 might, be added, be giYen to 
Executive Engineers, but only to those who were 
considered fit to exercise them. Every Executive Engi
neer, in his opinion, was not fit to exercise the same 
powers. 

4,784. In respect to the recommendation in his written 
statement that the percentage at present allowed for 
contingencies and unforeseen items on an estimate might 
be increased from the standard of 5 to one of 15 per cent., 
he drew attention to the wording of his statement and 
explained that he had referred therein to the preliminary 
stages of an estimate and not to the detailed stages. 
Officers were in his opinion quite capable of working to 
within the 5 per cent. allowed for ordinary contingencies 
in a detailed estimate. 

4,785. The fact that neither Executive nor Superin
tending Engineers were empowered either to dismiss or 
even punish lower subordinates was confirmed by him, 
and he added that such officers were only permitted 
to suspend and report members of their respective staffs. 
There was no objection to Executive Engineers being 
empowered to dismiss lower subordinates provided the 
latter had a right of appeal, and similarly to Superintend
ing Engineers being given the power to dismiss upper 
subordinates, subject to a right of appeal to the Chief 
Engineer. 

4,786. He suggested that Executive Engineers might 
be given greater latitude in carrying out their works and 
liberty to reappropriate funds from one work to another. 
He did not think such officers, as had been contended 
in evidence, would in the event of the acceptance of such 
a scheme be likely to shirk difficult pieces of work during 
construction and to spend funds on works that were 
more easily carried out, as Superintending Engineers 
would soon put a stop to such a practice. The conten
tion,tbat Executive Engineers might abuse the privilege 
by consulting only their own wishes in regard to the 
respective urgency of each of their works, with the result 
that funds might be appropriated from a work which a 
particular administrative department considered urgent 
to another which was not considered in any way urgent, 
could similarly be met by the fact that an efficient Superin
tending Engineer would soon ascertain the existence of 
such a tendency and put a stop to it. Besides, Execu
tive Engineers did not decide the order of urgency in 
respect to works in progress. · 

4,787. The suggestion that allotments to Executive 
Engineers might be dispensed with altogether in order 
to. obviate lapses and that such officers might be per
mitted to incur expenditure on their listed workA against 
allotments made to their Superintending Engineers for 
all the works in each circle, was put to him. He replied 
that under such a system Superintending Engineers 
might, ~ the administration of their circles, experience 
great d1fficulty from a business point of view in deciding 
what funds were needed without some statement showing 
the progress on the several works in the circle. Execu
tive Engineers should therefore furnish their Superin
tending Engineers with information as to the amounts 
they were likely to spend during the ensuing year. A 
monthly statement of all works in progress with the up
to-date expenditure incurred on each would not meet the 
case, and. since the id?a was to obviate lapses the desired 
result might he achwved by the following alternative 
method. Jf figures were worked out it would he found that 

VOL. lli, 

the percentage of lapses occurring yearly in each province 
waa a fairly constant one, and all that was needed was 
to over-allot on works amounts up to such a percentage. 
He was positive that the result of such a practice would 
be a reduct\on in lapses. The system of over-allotting 
to the extent of the average percentage of several lapses 
was, he explained, working on a minus reserve, the total 
of which. was equivalent to the average lapse. Hence 
he approved of an allotment for each work, with the 
delegation of power to Executive Engineers to reappro
priate funds from one work to another, rather than 
allotments to Superintending Engineers alone, and added 
that as long as an officer had power to transfer funds 
the results should prove satisfactory. 

4, 788. He agreed generally with the contention of 
several Executive Engineers that a great deal of their 
time was absorbed by the maintenance of sub-heads of 
account for works exceeding Rs. 5,000 in value and 
that such amount was much too small a sum to fix for 
the purpose. A more vital point to consider in this 
connection was, however, the definition of a sub-head. 
The term was at present applied to every separate item 
of work worth not less than Rs. 500. He agreed that that 
limit might be raised to Rs. 1,000, but suggested that it 
might be varied according to the claas of work concerned. 
For instance, it hrd been considered desirable to know 
the cost of certain clMses of stone-work used on the large 
central buildings at Delhi, and it had been found possible 
to ascertain this only by noting under various heads the 
different rates charged. Hence, since certain items might 
occur which might involve sums of less than Rs. 1,000 
and which it might still be important to have informa. 
tion of, it was very difficult to fix a definite limit for 

· sub-heads. He agreed, however, to a suggestion that no 
sub-head need be maintained for an item worth less 
than Rs. 3,000 unless a special order to the contrary 
v.·ere received from the Executiv"i3 Engineer concerned. 

4,789. Contradictory evidence regarding the utility 
of the compilation of the monthly accounts in divisional 
offices was next put to him. He mentioned that a system 
of pre-audit had been instituted in Delhi, where work 
was concentrated under which his Executive Engineers, 
were not expected to maintain works abstracts and 
registers of works. These were compiled in the audit 
office and wherever such a practice was possible it could 
be followed with advantage. It was not possible, how· 
ever, to introduce the system in the case of scattered 
works in districts. The present system of compilation 
could be very much simplified and an adequate amount 
of audit control retained, but it ought to be known to 
Executive Engineers bow the accounts of their several 
works stood; since it was not feasible for an Executive 
Engineer to handle his works satisfactorily without 
being in possession of this information, The system of 
pre-audit followed in Delhi was the one which should be 
adopted in all cases of concentrated works. It was true 
that the system was not capable of much expansion, but 
in the case of a large concentrated work such as the 
headworks of a large canal or large bridge and possibly 

· in presidency towns an audit office could advantageously 
be established to undertake the accounts work and this 
had been done in the case of the Sara bridge. , 

4,790. In respect to the contention that the rule dealing 
with the promotion of Assistant Engineers to executive 
rank should be abrogated in favour of promotion purely 
by merit, on the ground that it was believed merit had 
a stimulating effect and that selection was a better system 
from the point of view of the public service, be remarked 
that officers were not given an opportunity sufficiently 
early in their service of shmviug what they were really 
worth, and that under a systom of ~election a man who 
had not had the opportun'ty might be superseded by 
one who had had the opportunity. He also thought 
that under a system of selection there was a danger of 
having two standards, since recruitment to the Depart
ment was at present made from two sources in that there 
were both European and Indian-recruited engineers. 
He therefore considered it preferable t<' promote by 
Reniority an Assistant Engineer to the rank of Executive 
Engineer if he was considered qualified for the post rather 
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than to decide such promotion on the principle of selec- the working out of the schemes in detail should b~ left in 
tion. In his opinion capable men were more likely to !\ach case to the head of the circle to decide. If that 
be prevailed upon to come out to India if they knew officer had an Exeeutive Engineer subordinate to him 
that it wus possible for them to rise eventually to a who was a keen and capuble otllcer, he might request the 
definite status and to earn a definite sum provided they latter to prepare the project in detail in eonjunction 
performed their duties satisfactorily ; the sufeguard with his executive dutirs or invite him to the cirrle 
jn the case of such a system was the power to deprive a office for the purpose. To tho contention that it was 
man who proved himself to be an inefficient of the rank not possible in practice to call a divisional officer away 
of Executive Engineer. Hence he advocated that from his division without providing a substitute, he 
the present rule should be retained and enforced more replied that if such an Executive Engineer hnd a suitable 
strictly than had been done in the past. He considered staff of sub-divisional officers that difficulty would not 
however that promotions above the rank of Executive arise. He desired to establish a centml designing office 
Engineer, i.e., to the Superintending Engineer grade, where designs could, whenever possibll', be prepared in 
should be made solely by selection. close collaboration with the Executive Engineers concern-

4,791. On being informed of the representations made ed, as a large amount of time was at present wasted by 
in evidence that the lower subordinate staff of the Public designs being prepared in complete detail by the Executiv'e 
Works Department was inadequately remunerated at Engineer and submitted subsequently to the Superin
present iri that the salaries paid to that staff hardly con- tending Engineer. In short, he advocated the establish
stituted a reasonable living wage and were insufficient ment of central designing offices, but desired at the some 
to ensure honesty among the several members, and also time that Executive Engineers should undertake detailed 
of the suggestions that this staff might either be abolished designing work in thoee offices. 
altogether, recruited at a higher level as one service with 4,795. If he were allowed to choose between one year 
the upper subordinate staff, or, if this was not possible and two years as the period during which engineering 
that their salaries might be substantially increased, he students should receive a course of practical training, 
remarked that the ultimate aim should be to secure in he would eelect two years, though he personally con. 
the place of the lower subordinate staff men of the type sidered that 18 to 20 months, i.e., two working seasons, 
of foremen of works in England, and that for such a would be found to be sufficient. Practical training meant 
purpose the pay at present offered to lower subordinates more than the mere mixing of mortar and the laying of 
was insufficient. On the other hand, the pay that the. bricl's and it should include a training in designing . 

. upper supordinates were permitted. to reach ultimately To achieve this end it was therefore desirable that a par
compared favourably with that of persons of a corre- tion of the period of such training should be spent by the 
sponding class in England. For instance, if the pay of student in a designing office. In effect training on works 
foremen holding responsible positions in the dockyards and in a designing office should be intermingled and the 
in England were taken into consideration it would be student should be desired, whenever po~sible, to under
seen that upper subordinates in India holding somewhat take the entire responsibility for a small work. By a 
similar positions were not inadequately remunerated. small work he did not necessarily mean a complete small 
The lower grades of the present subordinate service were, building, such as a police station or a constable's hut, 
he added, most in need of improvement. but rather a portion of a large work, e.g., one of the 

4,792. There was no objection to the recruitment to numerous independent small works connected with a 
the lower subordinate grades, in addition to the present canal scheme or with a large building scheme like the 
class of lower subordinates recruited to the Department, Delhi project. 
of practical craftsmen of the mistrl type and such a 4,796. A course of practical training should be afforded 
practice would effect improvement. to all students irrespective of whether they ultimately 

4,793. The posts of Superintending Engineers were entered government employ or not. It was quite 
worth retaining ns such officers performed useful functions possible, provided a special officer were appointed to train 
in the Public Works Department at the present time. the students, for the Public Works Department, with 
He did not agree with the contention that the scrutiny such supplementary assistance as they might receive from 
of designs and estimates could be undertaken efficiently ,_port tru~ts, large municipalities, f\tc.. to provide such 
by ~xecutiv? Engineers and that inspections by Superin· a training, and there would nt all times be ample w~rh 
tendmg Engmeers were not of very great material value. in proj!'l'ess for the purpose. He suggested the oppomt
On the other hand, a reorganization of the Department, ment of a supervisor over the students, as it would fre· 
by enhancing the powers of Executive Engineers and quentlv be impossible for the Executive Engineer ron. 
d?l~gating to such officers more responsibility while cemed to watch what particular students might be doing. 
gtvmg them better pay, with a view to dispensinll with He personally did not think the work of this superviBor 
Superintending Engineers, would result in overburdening would clash With that of the divisional officer. 
the central office of the Department. It was true that 4,797. Subsistence allowances should be giYen to 
the amount of such extra burden would depend to a students while under practical training. He Ruggcstccl as 
certain extent on the extent of the powers delegated to a reasonable stipend the payment of nn amount ":hich 
Executive Engineers, but under the present arrangement was conAidered sufficient to meet. the needs of a smglo 
the Chief Engineer was already very much overburdened man. The payment of premia by students for th.eir 
and had not the leisure to perform many of the functions practical course of instruction was out of the qucstwn 
he was required to attend to. under pre~ent conditions in India. 

4,794. Provided too much work was not thrown upon 4,798. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) By his previous stah•m.ent 
on? o.ffice, centralization of designinll work was sound in that the Superintending Engineer at tho present time 
p~nmple, It would not be practicable, however, to performed useful functions, he did not mean to imply 
g~ve effect to the suggestion put forward in evidence that that perhaps 50 yearA Rnbsequ~nt to tho .introduction of 
a central designinl( office should be established in each his surwested scheme this would necessanly be. the c·nse, 
pro~nce to which designs might be sent for the framing of since the scheme did not contemplate the ex•stence of 
detailed plans and estimates after the preparation of the Superintending EnginoElrs 50 year~. he~c?· . 
stage I plan and estimate by the executive staffs in 4,799. In recommending thnt chscrm11nntwn Rhould 
districts.. ?n the contrary, there should be several such be exercised in the delegation of powPrs of technical ~nne
offices di.stnbuted over each province as it was desirable tion to Executive 'Engineers, nR the capacity of the 
th~t desJgns should reach the Chief Engineer in a more severn! Exc~utive Engineers varied and it. was quite 
fimshed form than that of the earlier stages, and the possible to rlele!!nte to some of them high<'r pow<'fs tlwn 
departrnent.al machine would clog if desi!ming work were to otherA, he clicl not. moan to imply that tlwro wcro 
too centralized. Each designing office should be pradi· individuals holding the rank of Executive Engin!'rr 
cally what the present Superintending Engineer's offico who in rcnlitv should not hnve horn plnrrcl in that posi
wns and the Suporintending Enginoer should rooue~t tion. It wn; l"flnrroiiY rorrrd to n~~nnw thnt !hi' ~!'v!'rnl 
the eevcrnl Executive Engineers in th(l cirde to Ruhmit mcmh!'rs of tho ~crvi~o in the Exrrutivc F:nginl'<'r rrra<lt·s 
proposals in connection with schemes, but tho method of wrm rnmpctrnt to be tlwrt> and that an inrompc·tc·"t 
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Executive Engineer would constitute an exception to the 
general rule. 

4,800. It could only be judged whether the English 
foreman at present employed at Delhi had had an educa· 
tiona! effect on the work in that cit.y or not after the work 
was finished. He was not sure how long this particular 
foreman had been employed in Delhi, but remarked 
that he had been employed for a longer period than six 
months. The services of this foreman were not utilized 
in an educational capacity. It had not been thought 
necessary to shift him from one portion of a work to 
another in order to see the effect of his instruction. The 
educational value of this officer really lay in his influence 
on construction and the witness thought that this fore
man had, since his arrival in Delhi, improved the class of 
work executed there. 

4,801. He confirmed his previous suggestion that if 
his scheme were given effect to, Inspectors of local 
works should be recruited from England for perhaps 
the next 30 years. It was quite conceivable that there 
might in future be engineers who had served on the 
st:tffs of district boards for perhaps about 10 or 15 years 
who would be competent to undertake the duties of these 
Inspectors, but when he made his statement regarding the 
recruitment of these officers he had considered rather 
the present number of individuals in district board 
service who were competent to undertake the duties 
of these Inspectors. He knew however of a fair number 
of district board and municipal engineera who were re1lly 
first-class men and to whom prefere:~.ce over men re3ruited 
from England should be given. 

4,802. Architects willing to design contribution works 
for private bodies might be obtained on payment 
of the ordinary scale of fees paid at present to similar 
individuals in England, and he did not think that his 
scheme for the transfer of contributio~ works of private 
bodies to private agency would be prejudiced by the 
fact that the expenses of those bodies would be some· 
what increased. Such increase would not constitute a 
very large addition and it was quit,e possible to secure 
Architects to design the schemes in question for the 
fees recommended by thEr leading institutes in England. 
The case of Delhi was exceptional as Messrs. Baker 
and Lutyens, the Architects engaged for Delhi, were 
men who had practices in England which were likely 
to be damaged by their accepting work in this country. 
Hence they were allowed a higher scale of fees by the 
Secretary of State. The fact that these two Architects 
had accepted the Delhi work might, however, after the 
work was over, have the effect of increasing their reputa· 
tion. 

4;803. Messr~. Baker and Lutyens were paid a fee of 
I;f; per cent. for their preliminary sketches. 'l'his per· 
centage amounted to Rs. I,250 on Rs. 1 lakh. Hence 
if a Fork worth this amount was a contribution work 
belonging to a private body the actual amount that that 
body would receive from government towards thiR 
would usually be Rs. 625. Consequently, the additional 

.expense that would be involved by the employment of an 
architect to design a work costing Rs. I lakh on behalf 
of a private body woud be the same viz., Rs. 625. 

4,804. (Rai Bahadur Ganga Ram.) The percentage 
allowed by government on the capital cost of buildings 
for repair work varied in the several provinces. During 
his service he had never been in a position to calculate 
this percentage for the Madras Presidency. If his recom
mendation were given effect to and repair work were 
transferred from the Public Works Department to the 
several departments which occupied government build·· 
ings, allotments for repairs should be made on the basis 
of the percentage in each of the various provinces. Por 
instance, for Madras a percentage based on the actuals 
with the addition of a small percentage over and above 
should be fixed. Government spent more on repairs 
than private landlords, but he had known of instances 
where kutcheris originally worth about Rs. I lakh had 
amo1_1nts as low as Rs. 300 allotted by government for 
rep all's. 

4,805. Tho plans for such contribution works as might 
under his ncheme be transferred to private agency should 

be submitted to the Public Works Department in both 
the preliminary and final detailed stages. He recom
mended in this connection that when a preliminary 
stage plan was submitted to the Public Works Depart· 
ment that that agency should only inspect it with a view 
to ascertaining any prima facie objections from the 
government point of view and also whether the approxi
mate figure shown as the cost of the scheme was reason· 
able or not. -When however the plan was submitted a 
second time for final approval of the detailed plans and 
estimate rather more scrutiny should be exercised. Since 
it was part of the administrative duty of the Public 
Works Department to scrutinise plans and estimates, 
he did not consider that that agency should receive fees 
for such work, even though "their percentage establish· 
ment charges might be effected thereby. 

4,806. He enumerated several Indian contractors 
who had been engaged for the works under his charge at 
Delhi. A particular European firm established in Calcutta 
was once requested to tender for a portion of one of the 
Delhi works, but they declined to comply with the re· 
quest. All tenders received for works in Delhi were not 
submitted to him for final approval, and those ·that 
were sent to him reached him in tabulated form. He 
was _not aware whether the European firm in question 
had submitted a tender which was 30 per cent. higher ' 
than those received from the other applicants. 

4,807. The Architects employed on the Delhi works 
were paid their fees on a percentage basis and not by 
means of a monthly lump sum. He was unable to state 
whether, as had been contended in evidence, it was more 
economical for government to employ whole-time Archi· 
tects rather than such individuals on a percentage basis. 

4,808. Executive Engineers should in certain cir· 
cumstances be given full powers in respect of storage 
charges and not be restricted to the limit of 10 per cent. 
at present fixed foj' storage•charges, which limit could 
orily be waived by the local Government. 

4,809. The designing work of an Executive Engineer 
was the most interesting portion of auch an officer's 
profession. 

4,810. Under his scheme for the employment of 
specialists in each province for sanitary, architectural 
and electrical work, he contemplated that after profes· 
sional approval of, say, the outlines of a sanitary scheme 
had been obtained from the Director of Works the detailed 
technical sanction should be left to the provincial Sani· 
tary Engineer. Similarly, in architectural and electrical 
work the details should be left to the provincial Archi· 
teet or provincial Electrical Engineer as the case might 
be, since it was not necessary to throw upon the Direct
or of Works the necessity of according detailed sane· 
tion. It was not necessary to appoint, over the several 
provincial Sanitary Engineers, an offioor who might be 
designated a Sanitary Engineer General. 

4,811. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The question of the affiliation 
of engineering colleges in India to universities had never 
been studied by him from any one point of view, but at 
the time when he held the post of Principal of the Engi· 
neering College in Madras the syllabus of that institution 
had been actually in advance of that of the university 
to which it was affiliated. For instance, under the 
college syllabus it was permissible to set a question on 
an internal combustion engine, which was not the case 
under the university syllabus. This matter had, how· 
ever, been put right, but it was quite conceivable that 
such a position as had obtained in the past might arise 
again. It lhould be made a condition of affiliation to a 
university that a practical course of training should 
form part of the course for the B.E. degree and that the 
actual marks given to students for their practical work 
should count towards their degree. A large proportion 
of the marks necessary for a diploma need not, however, 
be allotted for the practical training portion of the course, 
but each student should be required to secure a certain 
proportion of such marks before the diploma was granted 
to him. l\Iarks for practical work should be allotted 
by the officer appointed to train the students. A uni· 
varsity examiner for the degree examination would be 
necessary and he agreed that that post could be filled 
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by a membflr of the college staff, but considered that the 
practical work should not be included in that officer's 
scope, since it was desirable to secure for such work the 
services of an oflicor from outside tho college. The 
university should take care to be elastic in their regula· 
tiona and in the constitution. of their Faculty of Engi· 
nearing, the members of which should be working engi· 
nears. 

4,812. A training in surveying and estimating was 
absolutely essential to an engineer and it was not wise 
to reduce, as had been contended in evidence, the in· 
struction furnished at the Roorkee College in those two 
subjects on the ground that they were not of educational 
value. Estimating had considerable educative value, 
but it was not necessary to train an engineer in surveying 
above the equivalent training in England. 

4,813. The possibility of dispensing with the India 
Office by appointing a buyer at each provincial head· 
qnat•ters, either to purchase stores for all officers, or to 
supervise indents and instruct officers where to purchase 
specific articles, depended on the nature of the operations 
in each province. It was a little difficult to obtain such 
information in Delhi and he was the only officer who 
effected purchases there, but such was not the case in 
other places. The ordinary mojussil Executive Engi
neer would undoubtedly find a centrally situated buyer 
or adviser located in a presidency town of great use 
and assistance. Such an officer might be located at 
Bombay for the Bombay Presidency, at Madras for the 
Madras Presidency and at Calcutta for Upper India 
and Bengal. · 

4,814. The rules regarding the purchase ot stores of 
European manufacture restricted officers of the Public 
Works Department very considerably. Though it was 
possible to purchase almo,st anything through a contract
or there were certain local orders that had been issued 
in regard to the purchase of stores which frequently 
interfered with this power, and he had known contract· 
ors who had purchased inferior articles. He recom
mended that purchases from the representatives of firms 
in this country, but not from agents, should be encouraged, 

as it was desirable to encourage manufacturers in England 
to establish branches in India and at the Rnme time to 
encourage indigenous industries ; abo that unrestdet<'d 
purchases might b(' made from branches of firmH est
ablished in India. It was true that such branches would 
generally be English branches, but Indian firmn which 
dealt in similar article& usually manufactured th<>In in 
the country in some instances at a cheaper rate than it 
was possible to procure them from England. Articles of 
indigenous manufacture mi~bt not be up to the quality 
of English manufactured articles, but they might sufllce 
for the purpose for which they were required and it was , 
preferable in such cases to encourage the purchase of 
indigenous articles. 

4,815. (11Jr. Cobb.) To check the tendency of depart
lllents wasting the time of the Public \\"orks Depart· 
ment unnecessarily in the preparation of plans and esti
mates for schemes that never materialized, he recom· 
mended that the responsible departments should in 
such,cases be debited with the expenditure entailed by 
unnecessary preparation, irrespective of whether a pre
liminary or detailed scheme were concerned. 

4,816. Government workshops should be dispensed 
with in places where government were sure of securing 
unrestricted competition but in the absence of such 
competition the abolition of a government workshop 
introduced the danger of falling into the hands of 
monopolists. 

4,817. Executive Engineers who proved themselves 
inefficient should be compulsorily retired from the sen·ice, 
but promotion from assistant to executive rank should 
be regulated by seniority. Revised rules regarding 
compulsory retirements had recently been promulgated 
and though such action required the sanction of the 
Secretary of State it really depended on the courage of 
the persons responsible to enforce them. Since he anti. 
cipated that on the whole better results would accrue 
from the retention of the present arrangement, he did 
not desire to recommend the enforcement of the 
principle of fielection for appointments lower than thoee 
of Superintending Engineers. 

J. BEGG, EsQ., F.R.r.B.A., Consulting Architect to the Government of India. 

Written Statement. 
4,818. So far as building is concerned the object of 

the present inquiry is to devise measures that will pre
sumably have the effect of bringing the practice of the 
Public Works Department gradually into line 1vith that 
under which government work (as well as private work) 
is carried out at. home. Such measures should tend 
to secure for government some of the advantages as to 
economy and efficiency of the home system. Inci
dentally they should also give a fillip to the building 
industries by placing these on a more independent and 
better organized basis.. They should also tend to the 
growth of the private professions of architect and en
gineer in India. 

4,819. Among all the respects in which Indian build
ing practice, as instituted and supported by governmen· 
cli1Iers from home •practice it may not be immediately 
recogmLed that there is none so fundamental and far· 
reaching as is shown by the anomalous position under 
the former of the architect with relation to his work. In 
India that position is as in no other civilized country 
in the world. Here the architect, being still something 
of a rarity, is regarded as a " specialist. " He is not, 
as at home, the complete architect, but merely an expert 
adviser in design without direct responsibility over the 
work. As a " specialist" he is given special treatment 
-in most cases, however, not specially good. (But thi8 
Committee is not primarily concerned with personal 
grievances, so that point must pass.) The architect's 
responsibility does not extend even to his designs, as to 
which it is clearly stated that the ,sole responsibility rests 
with engineers, ultimately '~ith the Chief Engineer of 
the province in which the work is to be erected. 

4,820. This state of things is most unsatisfactory to 
the architect. I wish to shew, and shall attempt to do so 
later, that it i~ also unsatisfactory in the interests of gov· 

ernment and in those of the country generally. l\lcan
while my point is that no approa1lh to home conditions 
in building can be expected till this anomaly is wholly 
or partially removed. In other words, if the 8ystem 
of the Public Works Department is to be altered 
even slightly towards home conditions in other resp!'C.tll, 
but not in this respect also, we shall be embarking 
on an experiment for the result of which we ha1·e no 
precedent to guide us. The view I wish to press on tha 
Committee is this, that whatever modifications of the 
present system are initiated now should be such as to 
lead ultimately to us close an approximation to the home 
system as will secure to us the full adYantage of home 
experience. 

4,821. There has been no reason at all for the feature 
of the Indian system to which I allude except temporary 
expediency. It presented the easiest way of grafting 
the services of the architect on to the original syst0m of 
the Department without modific11tion of existing condi· 
tions-without, in fact, any such changes ns may ulti· 
mately be the outcome of the present inquiry, and such 
as could not hM'e been attempted without a similar 
inquiry. The first rough grafting may be said to have 
taken place in the beginning of 1901, when I was brought 
out as Consulting Architect to the Government of Born bay. 
In sixteen years, in spite of t.he makeshift nature of the 
grafting, the one shoot has grown to over twenty-a 
proof in itself of the vital ad,•antages of the presence 
of the architrct. The archit('ct, in fact, hns proYcd his 
worth. 

4,822. The one and only modification of the rublic 
Works Department system-a purely local one-which 
hM hitherto been attempted in recognition of the advent 
of the architect, was mnde, largely nt my in~til'ation, 
in Bombay in 190-!. While 6till retaining my ndvieory 
relation to ull other buildings, I was then given executive 
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charge of the building of the new general post office and 
of other works of my own designing in the presidency 
town. It cannot be pretended that the modification has 
not been a success. The " sub-division" with which 
I began in 190! is now found expanded into a " district " 
or ··division" (a~ it would be called elsewhere il). India) 
in charge of an Executive Engineer under the control 
of the Consulting Architect. This " district" is respon
sible for some of the best building work which has beeri 
carried out in India during recent yeara. It is a curious 
instance of oar n:ttional reluctance to learn by experience 
that the example of Bo:nbay has not been followed in 
any other province. 

4,823~ I shall now attempt briefly to state the advan
tage3 to be lo:>ked for from such a po3sible mo::lification 
of th(! system of the Building> Branch a9 would lead to 
the ultim1te employment of architects wholly a> archi
tect>, and not merely pc1rtially a'! " specialists in design " 
-:>r draaght3men. I shall groap these ad. vantages thus: 
(a) effiJie~10y; (b) eco::~o:ny; (c) go:>:l effect on the 
bllilding industrie3; (d) progre3s in architecture; (e) 
croo:l effect on the profe3sioa. .t\Io>t of the adv;mtages, 
howevar, under el.ch group have a way of applying 
under others aq well. 

{a). E/Jiciency. Better work, because of the greater 
directness of touch between architect and workmen. 
The architect now finds it impo3sible to maintain any 
cffilJtive t:nch with the war:.:. UJ.1er pre3ent coaditions 
he is placed as a violinist would be who might be compelled 
to play in gloves. To usc an electrical simile, the archi
tect represents the " generating station " for all ideas and 
instructions on the building. To insert between that and 
the work an independent control owing no allegiance or 
responsibility to the architect is equivalent to interposing 
so much " resistance,'~ with a correspondingly reducing 
effect on the resultant efficiency. The system leads to 
frequent unseemly recriminations between archi
tects and executive. It is, in short, so fraught with 
possibilities of misunderstanding and fri_ction that the 
exercise of the greatest tact (not always present in men 
keen on the professional aspects of their work) is 
necessary on both sides to secure any semblance of 
smooth working. 

(b). Economy. The architect's particular attitude to
wards his work, induced both by training and by natural 
inclination, but most of all by the fact that he, as the 
designer, has a keener interest in the work than any 
one else,~rings about a better understanding with work
men, no matter of what nationality, than is possible 
with independent control. The entire machine therefore 
runs. with greater smoothiless thus tending both to effi
ciency and to economy, the latter in ways hardly necessary 
to enumerate. For instance, this understanding makes it 
easier for the works controller to infect all beneath him 
with his own spirit of integrity, as well as to discover 
and check any irregularities that may arise. It tends to 
the elimination of the" ratter" in every capacity, whether 
as workman or supervisor, from the works, where, indeed, 
it does not galvanize· him into better ways. It gives 
everyone on the works a better chance of " running 
straight." At least it can be said that the present 
system, with all its tangle of rules and all its costly and 
elaborate scheme of accounting, does not stop leakages. 
Architect control at its worst could not po~sibly; be 
less efficient in this respect. 

Then there is the enormous duplication of work. I 
can testify that when I obtained executive control of 
my own work in Bombay I found that it took me hardly 
more of my own time and labour than it had done previ
ously to convey my ideas and details through the 
machinery of the Executive Engineer's office. It led, 
too, to a considerable reduction in the amount of detailed 
drawing necessary. 

Again it is seldom realized how much of the work of 
the architect in India consists in re-doing projects already 
elaborated in detail by someone else. In some 
cases engineers have been employed to reca~t projects 
already prepared by an architect. This absurd state of 
things is responsible for much lost labour and wa~ted 
expenditure. 

I may further allude to the many instances in my 
own experience where the expense has had to be incurred 
of pulling down and altering work owing to imperfect 
understanding of the architect's intentions on the part 
of the executive officer, and in some cases to wilful de· 
parture from these. This would all have been saved had 
the architect been in direct control, and not merely in 
the position of an adviser. 

We have th€m the question of the quality of work. 
Would architect controlled work be as good? As an 
expert in building I have no hesitation in saying it would 
be even better. It would not be hard to bring forward 
instances to prove this statement. The great improve· 
ment which recent years have seen in bricks and brick
work generally in India, is mostly due to the advice and 
criticism of the architect. I can point to two examples 
in Bombay of stone-work walling, costing the same and 
carried out to the same sperification. In the one case 
the work was supervised by the Executive Engineer's 
office, in the other by the architect direct. Yet little 
more .than a glance is sufficient to shew the superiority 
of the latter. 

On the whole I am convinced that the complete em
ployment of the architect renders possible a more eco
nomical system of wor~ control than under government's 
system with partial employment of the architect. 

(c). Good effect on the building industries. We architects 
have proved to our own satisfaction at any rate that the 
Indian workman can, if properly handled, produce 
practically equal work both in quality and in quantity to 
that which the British workman can. I am aware that 
this is contrary to the prevailing opinion, but I make the 
statement in all seriousness. Architects are confident 
that by fostering an interest in and a fondness for the 
work itself in the workman (as is possible only when 
the control is in the hands of men with the particular 
point of view towards work which the architects has) a 
better spirit all round can be instilled into the trades to 
the la-sting benefit of the men, the trades and the work. 
The best work is not being got out of the men at present. 
The building crafts of India, slowly dying under existing 
conditions, would begin t.o revive. The country could ha:-ve 
conferred on it no greater benefit than this. Even 
without trades unions the spirit in the l5uilcling trades is 
not good. The men already shew their interest in thoir 
pay to be greater than their interest in their work. This 
I suggest to be largely due to the point of view of tbetr 
present controllers who, however skilled, lack the keen
ness of interest in the work possible only to the designer, 
being such that it does not fully qualify these to inspire 
the attitude of interest in the work for the work's sake. 
With any extension of the contract system, such as is 
bound to come sooner or later, this is likely to become 
aggravated. Wbat the spirit would become with the 
introduction of trades unions (quite a likely concomitant 
to such extension), one shudders to think. The archi· 
teet's is almost the only mitigating influence in England 
against the bad effects of trades unionism in the building 
trades. 

(d). Progress ·in architecture. With architectural design 
looked on as a speciality in the hands of others than thc~e 
who guide execution, progress in architecture, so greatly 
needed in India, is severely handicapped. Design and 
execution go hand in hand and are so sensitively inter· 
dependent that the one function cannot properly be 
exercised ·without the other. Consequently a man 
who is compelled t,o specialize in design alone can hardly 
help losing his command of idea-s and his power of design. 
His designing lo8es its vital relation to actualities, its 
touch with material and ·with the appropriate and economi· 
cal use of it. On the other hand if and as be exercises 
the function of construction, so his powers of design go 
on improving. The converse also is true. The man 
who does not practice both functions is not entirely 
fit to be entrusted with either. 

(e). Good effect on tlte professiou. On the architectural 
profes~;ion the effect would be to stimulate the growth 
in India of a private profession which is now practically 
non-existent, except for a very few firms in Calcutta, 
Jlombay, Rangoon, et<l. Private enterprise in the 
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profession j~ ~o restricted that difficu.lty, amounting to 
impossibility, in proportion to the distance from .th.eRo 
centres, is now experienced by a!l promoters of bmldm.g 
projects desiring to find an nrc)utect to undertake then· 
work. The modern Indian communities, in spite of the 
great architectuml traditions of the c?untry'a paHt 
history, have hardly taken to the p~ofess~on at all, for 
tho obvious reason that government s attitude towards 
it makes it appet~r as an unnecessary luxury. Govern
ment itself showed au example of doing without the archi
tect for generations. By this time the public has been 
tt~ught to look to the engineer for all expert ad"vice on 
building, to tho architect merely for the " trimmings " 
on the exterior elevation ! It is mainly tlils attitude on 
the part of the Indian public, takin~ what it c~nccivcs 
to be its cue from government (as It always will) and 
taking no account of the reasons which led to govem· 
mont's attitude, which effectually stops the way to the 
profession growing, becoming popular and providing, as 
it is well calculated to do, careers for a large section of 
the educated community of the country. It is to this 
that is due the deplorably low state of public knowledge 
and taste in building in India, as well as (to a certain 
extent) the low state of honesty in the building trades. 

Again if the present "specialist" treatment of the 
architect is not amended the high class of men who have 
hitherto sought employment under government will not 
continue to do so. Already government employment in 
India is beginning to have a very sinister reputation in 
the profession. 

4,824. The above is a categorical statement of somo 
of the advantages to be looked for from a proper recogni
tion of the architect by government. Speaking generally 
the advantage of having architects to do architects' 
work would appear to be self-evident enough to need no 
categorical statement "did one not know one's India. 
In discussing this matter, I have often found that objec
tions have a way of resolving themselves to one. I am 
apt to be told (not, let it be understood, by engineers) 
that I am attacking the vested interests of the engi
neers. Surely this is not so. If it could be shewn that 
the present generation of engineers have vested interests 
in the control of building operations it might even be 
one's duty to attack these. But can it be so shown ? 
We are, however, looking to the future, when engineers 
yet unborn will,be in India. How can these have 
acquired a ve.~ted interest in any portion of the legitimate 
work of architects? 

4,825. Again I am sometimes told that it is necessary 
to have a surplus of engineers, and that it is necessary 
to employ these by retaining in their hands such work 
as they can manage in building. This, I am told, is 
because of the supreme importance of engineering work 
to the country in comparison to building work. No doubt 
engineering is of supreme importance to countries which 
have not reached a certain stage in their development, 
and whose chief needs are railways," canals, harbours, etc. 
But I submit that India, certainly so far as the .major 
provinces and all the towns are concerned, has now 
reached a stage at which architecture, or shall we say 
building, is at least as important to its welfare as the 
sterner and more pioneering works of the engineer. Or, 
if it has not yet done so, at least it must be seen that 
the perpetuation of a system that sacrifices building and 
the gentler arts to engineering puts a gratuitous brake 
on the country's progress towards that stage whlch 
might now well be removed. 

4,826. Although, us I have adniltted, thls Committee is 
not primarily concerned with personal grievances, I 
cannot close without offering the suggestion that an 
inquiry into some of tho more personal grounds of dis
content on the part of the government architects might 
indicate measures conducing to the better working of the 
Buildings Branch. They feel that they are not accorded 
the treatment to which they are entitled as rcpreeenta
t.ives of the profession primarily concerned with building, 
tho chief work of tho branch. Their small number and 
meagre recruitment in proportion to the amount of work 
to be dealt with as well as to the more copious recruit
lJlent to the branch of engineers ; their temporary 

and unpensioned terms o£ scrviee., and tho absent•e of 
nwans of giving them the promotion that iti su('h un 
inccut.ive to their C'uginecr colleagues ; the position of 
subordination to the engineer which these tlJing,;, as 
well as tho general organization of the Dt•partmcnt, 
connote, in spite of the fact that it is their profl•ssionnl 
work, and not engineers' work, with which the brandt, 
as a whole, has chiefly to do, all these circunmtancc~ 
have effects mutually intcraoting soeially and pro
fessionally, and bearing on them u~ individuals, tending 
to embitter their outlook and to prcjudiee their relations 
both with their colleagtws in government scn'ice and 
with govemment itself. 

APPENDIX. 

In the event of the acceptance of the central principle 
for which I contend in the foregoing memorandum, 
namely that the architect, as designer of the project, is tho 
proper person to whom to entrust the control of and 
responsibility for execution, it will be desired to examine 
the measures to that end which I would suggest. The 
central principle accepted, and given a deternilnution to 
give effect to it whenever possible, such measures would 
not be hard to devise. It is harder to think out suitable 
measures while the main principle of my contention is 
still unaccepted. It will, however, be useful to make 
the attempt subject to the proviso that, while the central 
principle admits of no modification, the measures out. 
lined are put forward as no more than tentative sugges
tions to form a basis for discussion. 

• OUTLINE OF SUGGESTED MEASURES. 

I. GENERAL. 

(a). The Architect'8 control of e:~;ecutit•e work.-lt is 
necessary to pxplain that for the architect to have 
adequate control of, and touch with, work it is not essen
tial that he should actually in his own person perform 
the functions at present exercised by the " Execut.ive 
Engineer." In a department it is necessary only that 
he should be plueed somewhere in the direct line of a!Ulwr
ity between government on the one hand and the actual 
work itself on the other, instead of being placed, as at 
present, outside, and on one side, as it were, of that line 
in the capacity merely of adviser and, in a very limited 
degree, of critic. My point is that it is to the latter 
position of the architect that is to be attributed his present 
want of touch, his comparative ineffectiveness, the bad 
economy of his employment and much of the lost labour 
and duplication of work at present found in the branch. 
If however, he were placed in the direct line of control, 
b~th his responsibility for the project as a whole (for 
design as well as execution), and the responsibility of the 
executive to him, and through him to government, would 
be direct, uninterrupted and assured. Such a position, 
while placing more responsibility on the architect, 
need impose on him no more work or call on his time. 
On the contrary, as I have already explained, it would 
render possible a considerable reduction in the amount 
of the detailed drawing and specifying which is now 
necessary to explain the intentions of his design properly.* 

At the same time, it is most desirable to aim at a 
gradual but eventuully a more or less complete, replacing 
of engineers by architects in charge of divisions and ofliccs 
entrusted with the execution of building work, partly 
because the latter are hotter fitted to grasp the nrchitcet's 
intentions, and partly from the necessity of having feeder 
appointments for t~e senior po~ts, a~d of tr:tining, 
exercising and testmg the men m their professiOn all 
round as it applies to India. 

(b). The Bu.ildings and Roar!~ Branch.--Sinoe buildings 
and roads do not group woll together, tho Buildings 
and Roads Branch might well cease to ho as such. ln 

• Jn effect, undrr the present syfil<'lll, it is pos,ihl~ only 
in comparnth•ely few cnscs to give the full amount of details 
and instructions necessary to explain the design. 
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its place I suggest constituting a Buildings Branch and a 
General Engineering Branch. The Public Works Depart
ment would then consist of three branches, viz., (1) the 
Irrigation Branch, as now, (2} the General Branch, 
and (3) the Buildings Branch. Irrigation and General 
would be the engineers' sections : Buildings the architects' 
section. Further than that I see no need for, or feasi
bility of, sub-division. Electricity, roads, bridges, sanita
tion, water-works, mechanical engineering, etc., would 
all group conveniently in the General Branch, no matter 
how many technical specialists it were found expedient 
from time to time, and according to the needs of partic
ular provinces, to employ. The branches would 
mutually assist one another where desired, architects 
with the design of bridges and dams for the General and 
Irrigation Branches, engineers with special engineering 
details for the Buildings Branch, etc. 

(c). Provincial Secretariat.-A typical provincial Secre
tariat would then comprise, (a) a Chief Engineer for 
Irrigation, (b) a Chief Engineer, General Branch, and 
(c) a Chief Architect. The senior of these three wou)d 
be also Secretary to Government, or the one whose 
branch represented the most important interests of the 
particular province. Each would control the work and 
establishment of his own branch. In certain cases it 
might be necessary to make two of them Secretaries to 
Government. In other cases one engineer and one 
architect might suffice-one of these being Secretary. 

(d). Government of India Secretariat.-The Govern
ment of India Secretariat would remain practically as 
now. The Architect might remain, as now, an " attached 
officer," but he should be a Chief Architect, with status 
equal to that of a Chief Engineer. His position should, 
in short, be somewhat analogous to that of the Inspector 
General of Irrigation. 

\lith the above slight modifications of the departmental 
constitution the touch of the architect of any province 
with construction works, and his control of these would 
be complete. As head of the Buildings Branch he would 
be a medium for the transmission of all responsibility 
and authority over works. The case of the Architect 
to the Government of India would be different. I pro
pose to examine that later in a separate section of this 
note. 

(e). Applicability of meas-ure.~.-These measures would 
be immediately appli~able. They would involve no 
dislocation to the existing system, nor hardship to anyone. 
In provinces where there is already an architect the 
necessary per.sonnel exists for the purpose. It is true that 
many of our architects are somewhat lacking in experi
ence, and senioritv, but these are matters as to which 
enlry year~ contributes its quota, while promotion in 
acl\'ance of actual seniority is harcUy to be avoided in any 
service where numbers are so far below a true proportion 
to v;ork as is the case of the architects' service at pre~ent. 
A younger man, acting in the capacity of Chief Architect, 
wonlcl naturally lean on his senior engineer colleagues. 
At the same time I do not think it would conflict with the 
scheme I am outlining if the provincial architect were 
in certain rare cases given the rank merely of Superin
tending Architect. The point should be decided on the 
relative importance to the province of its building work 
as well as on the relative seniority of the architect. But 
it would, I fear, conflkt with my aims if the architect 
were given rank lower than that of Superintending 
Architect. Any admirlli;tration whose building work 
were not of sufficient importance to justify the employ
ment o~ an architect of Superintending rank at least 
should, I 8uggest, continue to depend on the services 
of the GoYernment of India Architect. 

(/). Provincial sub-cenlre.~.-I ha\'e already alluded to 
the desirability of the extended employment of architects 
being gradually brought about. This means that, 
in the major provinces, at any rate, it would be necessary 
to keep in view the establishment, as soon as work and 
number of men justified it, of two, three or more archi
tectural sub-centres at suitable points in the province. 
These would be "divisions" (or "districts," as they 
woul.d be called in Bombay) each in charge of an executive 
arehltect, and their duties would be to execute building 

works within their own districts, and to design such of 
theEe, or such portions of these, as the Chief Architect 
might see fit to depute to them, all under· the general 
superintendence of the Chief Architect at provincial 
headquarters. This would naturally be a measure of 
very gradual application. It would merely involve, 
in most cases, the taking over by architects of certain 
executive divisions, as these showed signs of becoming 
sufficiently important building centres, and as architects 
of due experience became available for the purpose. 
I regard this measure of prior importance to the replacing 
of the engineer by an architect in the headquarter or 
" presidency" division or district. The latter, being 
under the general supervision of the Chief Architect, 
and in closer touch ·with him (as in fact, is the "build
ing district" in Bombay tow'Il. now under the Consulting 
Architect there-the solitary example of architect 
control in India), would naturally be among the last in 
any province that nee~ be taken over by an executive 
architect. 

(g). Recruitment of architects.-The recruitment of 
young architects should be gradually increa~ed. A 
corresponding decreaEe should also be made in the re
cruitment of young engineers till a just proportion 
between the t'IVO were eventually reached. The increase 
in architects need not necessarily be equal to the decrease 
in engineers, (unless for the reamn of an increase of work), 
for, with the improved system, much overlapping of 
work 'IVOuld be avoided and economy of establishment 
made possible. The ultimate aim should be to officer 
the Buildings Branch entirely with architects, except 
for such engineers as mip'ht be temporarily attached to 
it for purpOEes such as dealing with special engineering 
details in buildings, reinforced concrete, etc. 

(h). Method of recruitment of Architects.-The present 
method of recruitment of architects does not Eeem to 
call for modification. It 'llill be time enough to recon
sider the point when, and if, in the future Indians and 
the domiciled community show signs of taking to the 
profession to any extent, and if training colleges (on 
the lines of the architectural branch of the Bombay 
School of Art) are established to any extent throughout 
India. At present the few students in India who desire to 
complete their professional education invariably go home 
to sit for the Institute examinations, and thus have a 
full chance of sharing in home recruitment to the Indian 
service. 

I think, however, that the probationary term under 
which men are brought out might 'with advantage be 
reduced to two years. This is long enough to test a 
man's capabilities. 'l'he customary five years is too long 
for government to keep an unsuitable man, and too long 
to enable a man who might not he remaining in India 
to resume his place in the home profession. 

(i). Permanent enrolment.-On the completion of hin 
probationary period every man who does not return 
home should automatically take his appropriate place 
on the general list of the Public Works Department on 
exactly similar conditions as to permanency of service, 
pay, allowances, pension, leave, language and profes
sional examinations (the latter, however, only in the case 
of men who come in, as all will eventually, at the bottom) 
as do the engineers. 

The architects should appear in the same lists with the 
engineers. I suggest dropping the terms " engineer " 
and "architect" from the grade and class headings of -
these lists. Assistant class, Executive class, Superin
tending class, Chief class, would answer all purposes. 
The letters E and A in the "remarks~· column would 
obviate all confusion. 

(j). Code rules.-A great deal of the work of the execu
tive officer at present arises from the unduly meticulous 
nature of the rules in the Public Works Department 
Code, particularly with regard to accounts; a thorough 
overhaul of that Code ail, say, by a departmental com
mittee, would obviate the neccEsitv for an increase \n 
the recruitment of architects prop~rtional to their ex
ecutive work. To criticize the Code in detail would, 
I think, undul:v inflate this note. I am in mbBtantial 
agreement with mo~t engineers with whom I have 
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discussed the matter. I would. advocate a further relax
ing of the rules applying to "goods of European ma~JU· 
facture,'·' These tend to discourage local trudc enterpnse. 
In the case of the innumerable articles-materials and 
fittings, etc., required in buildings, it would be an advan· 
tage if it were possible to a greater extent to select these 
after personal inspection by the designer of the project 
than that so much ordering on indent should be done. 

II. THE CoNsur.TINO ARCHITECT TO THE GovERNMENT 
" OF INIHA. 

· (1). The Consulting Architect, Government of India's 
sphere.-'l'he foregoing remarks apply only to the archi
tects in the Department generally, not to the case of the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India. The 
position of the latter presents so many features to differ· 
entiate it from that of the provincial architects that in 
examining it I must do so at some length, and so devote 
a section of this paper entirely to the purpose. 

The appointment has, from its initiation in 1902 till 
now, been more or less in a fluid condition. At first 
there were only three provincial architectural establish
ments in India, that at Bombay, that at 1\Iadras and that 
in Burma; the two latter being still in the hands of the 
" Engineer Architect," if I may call him so. The sphere 
of the Consulting Architect to the Government of India 
was therefore a wide one. Besides being the general 

· adviser to the Government of India he was liable to be 
called upon to prepare designs for buildings in Bengal, 
the United Provinces, the Punjab and the Central Prov
inces, besides the North-West Erontier Province, 
Baluchistan, Assam and the Central India and Rajput· 
ana Agencies. etc. The rapidly increasing demand 
for designs made the situation a somewhat hopeless one 
and led to the successive establishment of architects first 
in Bengal, then; a few years. after the " partition ·~ in 
Eastern Bengal and Assam, then in the United Provin
ces and in the Punjab. On the closing of the office of 
Superintending Engineer Architect, Burma came into 
the sphere of the Consulting Architect to the Govern
ment of India for some years till the appointment of 
Consulting 'Architect to the Government of Burma 
was made in 19ll. All these successive provincial 
appointments have led to corresponding devolutions from 

· the sphere of the Consulting Architect to the Government 
of India which may now be said to consist, so far as designs 
are concerned, of the following :-

1. The Government of India's own buildings in Simla. 
2. The Central Provinces. 
3. North-West Frontier Province. 
4. Assam. 
5. Baluchistan. 
6. Central India. 

~ 7. · Rajputana. 
8. Buildings required by the Military Works 

Department generally. 
9. Buildings required by the Railway Department 

generally. 
10. Occasional buildings by special request of Imperial 

departments. 
11. Occasional buildings from miscellaneous sources. 
None of these, with the exception of 1, 2 and 8 afford 

a very constant supply of work. The Central Provinces 
may before long have their own architect, and it may 
be assumed that in due time all territory in Briti&h India 
will be covered by the services of some architectural 
establishment other than that of the Consulting Archi
tect to the Government of India. There will then remain 
to the latter office, 1, 6, 7, 8 and 9, at any rate, as sources 
of supply of work (10 and 11 may, I think, be regarded 
as personal to the present incumbent). Thoro will also 
by that time be such work as is required within the 
imperia.l resorva.tion at Delhi, extended, perhaps, to 
Simla. 

(2). Need of de(iP.iliun of Ma sphere.-It will be seen 
from the a.bove that though the genera.! sphere of the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India., in 
spite of successive devolutions, ha.s hit.hc.>rto a.ITorded a 
very copious supply of original work in the a~grcgate, 

it has nevertheless b~en so constantly changing that the 
supply has bPen subject to embnms~ing fluctuations. 
In many rcsp<:cts too, especially of late yenrs, Ow limits 
of t.he sphero have been seen to be sonwwhat ill-defim•d 
(as for instanee where work has come to the Consulting 
Architect through rcn£ons perwnal to the incumbent) 
and this has on cert.ain occasions led to situntions re
quiring some tact to av:oid friction with local Consulting 
Architects. A considerable amount of work, too, is 
put through in what I have called the Consulting Archi
tect, Government of India's "general sphere " without 
the services of any architect, owing to an impl'rft•ct under· 
standing that his services were available. Altogether it . 
is desirable that the sphere of the Consulting Architect to 
the Government of India should bo more cif•ady defined, 

(3). His functions.-It is neccsmry here to pauEe for 
a littlo to ronsider what the functions of tho Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India are, or let me ~ay 
should be. I may be allowed to remark that the Govnn
ment of India themselves do not uprear, EO far, to have 
been able to make up their minds as to what exactly they 
have intended ultimately to make of their Consulting 
Architert, hence much of the difilculty of his present 
position. In my opinion his functions ought to be 

(a). To advise the Imperial Government generally on 
all questions relating to architecture, buildings, appoint
ments, professional education of architect~. etc., and a.ll 
such matters as to which they may require his advice. 

(b). To assist in co-ordinating the various architectural 
centres and in securing for the country generally th<' 
advantages of progress in any one province ; to keep 
government informed as to that progress ; to serve as 
consultant to provincial governments and their architects 
on the more important projects and general architectural 
questions. 

(c). To assist in safeguarding imperial interests, as 
distinct from provincial, in the matter of buildings, with 
special reference to economy and efficiency. 

(d). To undertake the design of original works rPquirt>d 
by government within his defined sphere. 

In order, therefore, to make the most of the possibi
lities of the appointment it is desirable that the offire of 
the Consulting Architect to the Government of India 
should always be the senior appointment in India. It 
should be such as to attract the most able and experienced 
of our architects. This being so it is essential that the 
post should be one for a " live man " in full exerciEe of 
his professional functions, and not one content to be a 
mere in~pector and scrutiniser of the work of others. 
Therefore his sphere, when defined, should be such as to 
provide him with the handling of works of the more 
important class, such as even now are of somewhat rare 
occurrence in his practice, and will become rarer as the 
process of devolution goes on. It is true that when the 
Government of India fairly takes over "N'ew Delhi" 
from the provisional "Imperial Committee" (for whom 
special arrangements have been made as to architects 
for the special work of constructing tho new city) a 
widening of the sphere of the Consulting Architect to 
the Government of India will he the result. But a 
considerable number of years must elapse before this ca.n 
ta.ke pla<Je. • . 

(4). The Oon8ulting Arcldtecl to the Go!:ernmmt of Ind1a 
and "Imperial tl'Orl-8."-In the meantime in order to 
secure to the Consultin"' Architect to the Govrrnmcnt 
of India the handling of a due number of buildings of 
major importance I wish to make the following sugges
tion:-

The provincial architects now (in normal ~imeR) !ll'e 
chronica.lly overworked, and fresh work pours !n on mo~t. 
of them at a ratio greater than that of any mcrcase of 
staff that it has been possible to provide, or that can 
reasouablv be expected. Even with eonsidcrnLly in
creased r~cruitment of nrchikd~, this f.tate of thing" 
will continuo for many years, nnclmay, indc<·d, continue 
indefinitely. I Auggest thnt full usc should be made of the 
Consulting Architect to the GoYcrnmcnt of Jnd~a. to 
relieve this pressure. But it would not do to wn~t fur 
the initiative in thi~ matt~r to conw from the provmc<·c. 
l'hnt woulu result in nwldng the senior an·hitc('t to Lt• 
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dependent, to some extent, on the leavings, as it were, 
of the others. The Consulting Architect to the Govern· 
ment of India, therefore, should be definitely given the 
designing of certain larger "Imperial works ", that is 
post and telegraph offices, custom houses, etc., w.he~ever 
req\!ired costing, saY:, rupees 2~ lakhs (the limit. ~t 
which technical sanctiOn by the Government of India IS 

required) and over. Apart from such advantages of this 
arrangement as ~ay be cons~dered directly to ~fie?t the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India hrmself 
and his appointment, there are even greater advantages 
to government generally. These imperial buildings are 
chiefly the concern of .imperial departm~nts, ~nd it is 
impossible for an architect not at the rmpenal head
quarters to give full effect to the wishes of those depart
ments. I say this particularly from my own long ex· 
perience of working with the Director-General, Posts and 
Telegraphs, on the design ?f post and telegraph ?ffices. 
My experience of the desrgn of custom houses IS also 
confirmatory. Local opinion and ambitions in such 
matters tend to the inflation of the particular project. 
The natural rivalry of one port with another, for example, 
has been clearly seen in recent instances as tending to 
the impulse to " go one better " in the matter o~ the scale 
and costliness of custom house accommodation. The 
same is true to some extent of post offices, etc. Only 
the department of the Government of India concerned 
is in a sufficiently detached position to hold the balance 
even between local and imperial interests, and to gauge 
the intentions of the Supreme Government as to expendi· 
ture, and these departments have not a sufficiently free 
hand unless they have their own architect to give effect 
to their wishes. . 

Economy and good administration alike point to the 
desirability of some such standardization of the accom
modation in these buildings as can only be accomplished 
by having them dealt with in one central architect's 
office. This suggestion is in line with home practice, 
under which such buildings are dealt with by the archi· 
tects of His Majesty's Office of Work~ in London. The 
Consulting Architect to the Government of Indi~, in fact, 
would be somewhat similarly situated to the principal 
architect of His Majesty's Office of Works.* 

There appears to be no tendency on the part of local 
authorities at home to complain of any infringement of 
their prerogatives under the system. It i-> true that at 
home no administrative sub-divisions exist comparable 
to the Indian provinces. With local administrations 
of such ponderability difficulties are to be apprehended 
such as do not arise in carrying out works on territory 
over which smaller local bodies (such as county councils 
and town councils, etc,) rule. Local jealousy of central 
authority no doubt exists at home, but just why, in the 
case of India it should be found in an aggravated form 
has never been explained. It is not clear whether it 
arises from some flaw in our administrative measures or 
is merely a hint that the human heart does not expand 
with territorial limits. I would remark that no diffi· 
culties are· experienced, even in India, by the 1\lilitary 
Works Department in' carrying out works on provincial 
territory, and in administering these from Simla. How· 
ever to create an exact parallel, the Government of 
India would have to remove the cost of the buildings in 
question from the provincial budgets and also, perhaps, to 
maintain in some form an imperial works service. But 
these are measures for which (though I think it well to 
mention them here and now) the full expediency can 
hardly be properly gauged at present. 

At ap.y rate, seeing that no undue amount of local 
jealousy is aroused by administering the post and tele· 
graph office> from Delhi or Simla, it need not be supposed 

* Since the retirement of Sir W. Tanner, the late Princi' 
pal Architect, in 1914, His Majesty's Office of Works ha.s been 
split into three sections, each under a Principal Architect, 
each of these answerable to His Majesty's Commissioner 
of Works. This, however, is regarded as a temporary 
measure mainly due to the growth of the office.. having 
necessitated housing it in three separate buildings. I under
stand that it is intended to bring it together again under 
one technical head whenever possible. 

VOL. III. 

that there would be the least objection on that account 
to issuing, also from Delhi or Sinila, the designs for the 
buildings to house these offices locally. So much for 
the designs. I am prepared to admit that it might 
be unwise to attempt at present any closer link between 
the architect at inlperial headquarters and the execu
tion of works from his designs than exists, say, in the 
case of the Delhi works and the London architects 
thereon employed. The sho:r;ter distance and greatly 
less restricted communications between Government of 
India headquarters and any part of the Indian Empire 
than between London and Delhi would itself strengthen 
the link, and would obviate the necessity for maintaining 
a local branch of the office of the Consulting Architect to 
the Government of India, as well as for anything like the 
protracted visits made every year by the London archi
tects to Delhi. In other words I think that, in the case 
of the Consulting Architect, Government of India's 
designs, the arrangements for carrying out these may 
be left to the local administrations as heretofore. 

The Consulting Architect to the Government of India 
could assist the latter by being in a position, from his 
touch with all local architectural centres,· to arrange, 
if necessary, for the transfer of a suitable man to take 
charge of any special division or sub-division-either a 
senior assistant architect or an engineer accustomed 
to the construction of such works, or he might lend some
one from his own staff. For the rest, with the general 
strengthening of the position and influence of the archi· 
teet. in the Public Works Department, together with 
the freer opportunities of touring which the Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India (as well as the 
other architects) ought to have, I have every confidence 
that the problem of touch with works would be suffici· 
ently solved. It has to be borne in mind that the Con
sulting Architect to the Government of India, as the 
senior man of his service, will presumably have had so 
much practice on works in his former appointments that 
the same need does not exist in his case, as in that of 
younger men, of continuing hini in the exercise of the 
executive faculty. When the Government of India 
fi11ally settles down iri new Delhi, (and· especially if it 
also acquires its own territory at Sinlla), the Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India could stand in 
exactly the same relation to works on that territory as 
the provincial architects to works on provincial terri
tory. Naturally the Consulting Architect to the Govern
ment of India must always have to deal with a large 
proportion of designs for works, from sources already ' 
enumerated, as to which his direct control over works 
can hardly be arranged for. 

(5). Co-ardination.-In the present backward state of 
architectural taste and knowledge in India, and in view 
of the extreme desirability for general progress, it is 
hardly possible to exaggerate the inlportance of the func
tions that might and should be exercised by the Consult
ing Architect to the Government of India as a co-ordi
nating link between the . various provincial centres. 
To this end it should be his duty to devise such means 
as from time to tinle can be applied without prejudice 
to local prerogatives. The Consulting Architect's Archi
tectural Report* might be inlproved and greater co
operation in it be fostered on the part of the provincial 
architects. Triennial conferences of architects and 
others interested in building and the building crafts 
should be arranged for, and a . steady effort maintained 
to guide architectural progress on lines distinctive and 
appropriate to the growing needs of India. Then there 
is the question of the technical training of architects 
in India. It is only the Consulting Architect to the 
Government of India who is in a sufficiently detached 
position to constitute himself the medium for all such 
matters, or who, from his comparative freedom from the 
stress of purely local affairs, can take the requisite wider 
view. Again, with the growing architectural establish· 
ment generally which I prefigure, the advantage to the 
administration of having at hand in the Consulting 
Architect a professional man in close touch with the 

• Now to be discontinued for the present. 

2o 
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personnel ()f that establishment throughout tho country, 
and acquainted with the several ch!~racteristics and 
capacities of the men, will be more and more 
apparent. 

(6). Consultations.-The Consulting Architect to the 
Government of India should, therefore, be made avail
able in a fuller manner than 'heretofore for consultation 
by local Governments and their architects. Building 
projects are essentially matters on which two heads are 
better than one. I should be in favour of making such 
consultation compulsory in the case of all works requir· 
ing the ultimate sanction of the Govornment of India ()!' 

the Secretary of State. In the case of all other works 
above a certain size local Governments and thoir archi
tects might be invited to confer with the Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India at an early stage 
of the design. 

I am aware that I am here treading on slippery ground. 
Nevertheless, I am strongly convinced it is ground that 
must be trod, otherwise the alternative is to allow the 
various provincial centres to become more and more 
detached, and to out off the hnperinJ government from 
knowledge of and sympathy with an important and 
growing channel for their subjects, higher interests. The 
art of the country-and building is the mother of all 
arts, needs some of the fostering care of the central 
government just as does its commerce or its education. 

The architects in the Public Works Department are 
detached units in the service of their several governments. 
Each is. professionally a ·free-lance. l\Iost shew unmis
takeable signs of a desire to cling to that condition, each 
going his own independent way unconnected with any 
other or with a general plan. It is not surprising con
sidering their isolation and infrequent opportunities of 
intercourse. .The result is like to be chaos, if, indeed, it 
is not so already. A " medley " describes the aggregate 
of the architecture that is now being planted,on Indian 

· soil. The older architectural efforts of the Public Works 
Department-those of the engineers-whatever their 
shortcomings, had the merit of a very considerable co
ordination and consistency-the result of Cooper's 
Hill and the feeling of solidarity im'planted in the men· 
by that and their common service conditions. It is 

· this. quality that enabled their work, albeit amateurish 
from the architects' point of view, to · a,ttain so high a 
general level. -

Jn the architects' profession at home there is a body 
of professional opinion fostered by the Royal Institute, 
the many allied institutes and associations, and the 
constant intercourse these promote. During the last 
quarter century this has been sedulously extended to 
the professions on the Continent and in America into 
a real international professional entente. From all 
this our architects here are practically cut off, as well 
as from one another. There is no body of professional 

opinion for b1dia, where it is so greatly needed in the 
interests alike of general architectural progress and of 
the growt.h of an indigenous profession. 

By a judicious use of the nppointnwnt of the Consulting 
Architect to the Government of Indi!t I see the Oll!l 

possi~le 1~eans of bringing about the desired en~cnle, 
espe~Cially 10 a country where all progress in evory di
rectiOn has to come so largely from the initiative of govern
ment. The fear of having authority imposed will bo tho 
main obstacle. It must be clearly understood that tho 
Consulting Architoct to the Government ()f India's 
relation to the other Government Architects is in no scnso 
to be one of authority, but rather of influence, unifying, 
holpful and, if restraining, only so by means of persua. 
swn and tact. That is why I lay stress on consultations, 
together with possible conferences and tbe Annual Report. 

(7). Status of Consulting Architect to the Gorernment of 
India.-Finally with a view to the appointment of the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India boing 
the senior appointment, and to possible suecesBion to 
it being an incentive to the whole profession; with a 
view also, directly to its general efficiency and influence, 
it should,be recognized as analogous to appointments such 
as that of the Inspector General of Irrigation and shmud 
carry status equal to that of a Chief Engineer. It might 
be called " Chief Architect with the Gowrnmcnt of India." 

(8). To sum up, the measures whieh I suggest should 
be effected with respect to the office of Consulting 
Architect to the Government of India, are these:-

(a). The Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India should be definitely made responsible for the design 
of all imperial buildings, costing rupees two and a half 
lakhs and over, wherever required. 

(b). The sphere of tho Consulting Architect to the 
Government of India should from time to time be dearly 
defined with respect to all sources from which he dra11:s 
his work. 

(c). In the case of all building projects requiring tho 
technical sanction of the Government of India the Con
sulting Architect to the Govemment of India should bo 
consulted at an early stage of the design. 

(d). In the case of other major building projects local 
Governments and their architects should be invited t<> 
consult the Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India. 

(e). The Consulting Architect to tho Government of 
India should arrange for triennial conferences of architect", 
etc. 

(f). The Consulting Architect to the Government of 
India's Annual Report should be improved, and a greater 
co-operation in it secured from local Governments and 
their architects. 

(g). The Consulting Architect to tho Govornm<'nt of 
India should bo called "Chief Architect with the Govern
ment of India," and should have status equal to that of 
a Chief Engineer. 

l\Ir. J. BEGG called and examined. 

4,827. (President.) The witness atatod that he was the 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India and 
that he had held that appointment since 1908. He had 
had 16 years' service in India having joined the Depart
ment in 1901. 

4,828. His central idea was that the Architects might 
be said to have authority without responsibility, and the 
Executive Engineers responsibility without authority, 
and to obviate this the Architect should not merely 
design buildings but should also be concerned with their 
construction. He had advanced the suggestion in his 
written statement in a tentative manner, but desired to 
point out that it was not necessary that the Architect 
should in every case carry out his designs in his own 
person, but merely that he should stand somewhere 
in the line of authority, and not simply on one side as a 
critic, i.e., that instead of being a designer only of build- . 
i~gs, he should also have executive powers. A sugges
twn had been put before the Committee that where there 
was sufficient building work of importance in progress 
such work should form a separate buildings division 

manned by Architects, but ho wished to carry that 
suggestion a little further. He therefore advocnt"d 
the establishment of architectural sub.contrPs at suit
able points in major provinces. For instance, in a prov
ince like Bombay it might be found that a large amount 
of work was required to be executed in Poon~t. It 
might be better therefore to establish a branch nf 
the architectural office at the latter place so that work 
could as far as possible he designed on the spot and 
carried out there rather than from the contra! oflito. 
The sub-centre office would, however, necessarily be 
under the supervision of t.lw contra! offiec. His main 
idea was that the buildings in Indhl should be formed into 
a separate Architectural or Buildings Branch. i'udt 
a scheme could, of cour"o, only be dO\·olop('d gmdually 
but it would be perfectly workahlc. At tho ,;amo time 
he looked to e.ntrusting a number of le,;s important work< 
to other agoncics. His scheme would therefore ])('ar 
modification to suit particular lo('alitir~; Jt probably
could not be applied to the whole of India. It would, 
however, bo consistent· even if minor buildings wrn• 
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handed over to the Architect, as such was the practice 
in other countries. 

"4,829. His experience had been that a great deal of 
overlapping occurred by reason of the ~ac~ that the 
executive branch was separate from the des1grung branch. 
A great many designs had, as a matter of fac_t, been 
submitted to him which had to be re-drawn, and, smce the 

·Architect was not sufficiently in touch with the execu-
tive agency concerned, certain of the .drawings had some
times to be again re-drawn when rec01ved by that agency. 
The witness had found, moreover, that when his instruc
tions had to go through a middle party, an Executive 
Engineer's office, he had to explain matters much I?ore 
fully than would be necessary if he could get into drr?ct 
communication with the workmen. The Executive 
Encrineer was responsible for tho construction of a build
in::t and had to satisfy himself in this connection. Th~t 
officer therefore frequently preferred to execute h~ 
work in a way other than that advocated by the :U?hi· 
teet. He did not insist that the whole of the buildings 
in India should at once be handed over to architects, as 
such a course would not be feasible in certain pl~es, 
but he desired to see the Buildings Branch· recogll!Sed 
as the Architects' Branch. Other branches should under
take the construction of the minor buildings .in places 
where substantial expenditure was not incurred on the 
construction of buildings. 

men in the first place only to help in their training but 
this should be done with great caution. 

4,833. On the assumption that the Architecturar' 
Department was self-contained as he suggested, his 
opinion was invited in connection with its relations to 
engineering. He was informed that the view of certain 
Architects was that there was no need for an engineer in 
such a department as architects were fully competent 
to design all buildings, to calculate all stresses and strains 
connected therewith, and to work out all steel-work 
construction, also that certain other architects considered 
that although they were competent to calculate the 
stresses and strains in connection with steel-work, it was 
desirable that an engineer should be attached to the 
Department to deal with the technical engineering 
problems connected with the designs of buildings. He 
replied that Architects we-'e supposed to be conversant 
with and actually carried out such work, but that an 
expert was frequently employed in this connection in 
England in the office of the architect, who, although he 
knew the theory and was fully competent to apply it, 
was not necessarily in constant practice in dealing with 
such problems. He therefore considered that in the 
conditions obtaining in India it was desirable that an 
engineer (say a young engineer) should be attached to the 
Department for the more special calculations, as a measure 
of economical establishment administration. An archi
tect would not design anything of which he did not know 
the constructional theory. He advocated the employ. 
ment of an engineer in connectio11 with reinforced 
concrete steel domes and the like. Such officer would 
not necessarily be permanently attached to the Archi
tectural Branch and recruited ad hoc, but could be 
attached to the branch for a time nntil he became too 
senior. Such officers could, in fact, be borrowed from 
the Engineering Branch when required. 

4,834. The present system of recruiting architects for 
the Public Works Department who were Associates of 
the Royal Institute of British Architects in England, 

4,830. With regard to the difference of op~on ~ 
connection 'llith the present practice nnder which, .m 
addition to the preparation of their own designs, provm
cial Architects generally undertook the scrutiny of designs 
for scattered buildings in the mofussil prepared by Public 
Works Department officers, some Architects b~ing. of 
opinion that such scrutiny was useless as the examma~wn 
of other peoples' designs involved a great waste of t1m9 
r,nd generally meant the preparation of another design 
and accordingly that they should either prepare ~he 
original design of a building or have nothing to do With 
it others, on the other hand, being of opinion that the 
sc~utiny of designs enabled them to suggest certain 
improvements and that it was therefore worth the trouble 
and time spent in this connection, the witness stated 
that there was something to be said for both views. 
He was inclined to the view, however, that while there 
must be scrutiny by Architects such scrutiny was, with 
designs of the average quality usually submitted hitherto, 
not worth the trouble frequently spent on it. There was 
a certain amount of advantage but not enough to justify 
the trouble, because in the majority of cases it meant 
that the Architect found that he could not really do 
enough in the matter of improvements and had to set 
to work with the preparation of a new design, and this 
formed part of the overlapping he had previously 
referred to. 

- and who had been recommended by that Institute, was 
satisfactory. The question whether the possession of 
that qualification connoted sufficient practical experi
ence depended on the appointment for which an architect 
was recruited. If the officer concerned were a yonng man 

4,8!31. He agreed with the suggestion that, if the scheme 
he advocated were adopted, the Consulting Architect to 
the Government of India as head of the Architectural 
Branch should be provided with one or two Assistant 
Architects to cope not only with designing but also with 
the inspection of works in progress. With regard to the 
suggestion that clerks of works should be recruited 
from England to undertake in India exactly the same 
class of work such men performed in England, he was of 
opinion that, although that method of working was an 
ideal to be aimed at, it was not necessary to recruit all 
such men from England. He preferred to train Indian 
talent to perform the necessary functions. It might be 
necessary to bring out one or two such as instructors, 
in the first instance, but it was not necessary to establish 
a regular system for the recruitment of clerks of works 
from England. , 

4,832. He did not agree 'llith the suggestion that 
since building trades in India were at a very low standard 
master craftsmen, bricklayers, plasterers, painters and 
carpenters should be recruited from England to any con
Riderable extent. It would be a dangerous proce~ure 
and not a step in the right direction because the people 
in India were quite capable of undertaking such work, 
and could be trained to the necessary standard. It 
might, however, be advisable to recruit a few such· crafts-

he would gain his practical experience in India, but if 
he was recruited for a senior appointment he should 
be a man who had spent a number of years in actual 
practice. Provincial Architects should be recruited at 
an age of between 30 and 35 years, certainly not younger, 
and Assistant Architects at the same age as Assistant 
Engineers, i.e., at about 25 years. He was in favour of 
engaging Architects in the first instance on a temporary 
agreement for a probationary period of say two years ; 
subject to their being made permanent after such period 
had been served. In his opinion,. the capacity and 
business management of an Architect could be judged 
sufficiently within such a period if judged by his fellow • 
Architects. A period of two years would not be too 
long for a man, if he did not desire or were not required 
to remain in India, to resume his place in the profession 
at home. 

4,835. As regards the status of the Architect recruited 
from England, he recommended that, on the completion 
of his probationary period of service, he should take the 
same place on the ordinary Public Works Department 
list, age for age, as the civil engineer. The objection to 
a permanent architectural service, viz., that it would 
result in one Architect being in a province for a number 
of years without a change of methods of design, could be 
met with advantage by general co-ordination of effort 
and by transferring Architects a little, and local Govern
ments would perhaps agree to such an arrangement as 
they had to put up with it in the case of other officers. 
The Architect should be made to feel that he was on 
precisely equal terms with the engineer, but if the latter 
were recruited on a temporary basis, the Architect would 
have no claim to bo made permanent. His claim was 
based on the fact that the Architect and engineer worked 
together and could only be expected to do so and live 

2o2 
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together amicably provided they were on equal terms 
in every way. Besides the merits of the one profession 
were not superior to those of the other as the two were 
practically on the same level, socially, etc. He himself 
was not pensionable. As a matter of fact no Architect 
with the exception of one, was pensionable, but all Archi
tects thought that the pension was recognised as giving 
a certain cachet and he himself would certainly like to 
!eel that he was pensionable like other men in the Depart, 
mont. 

4,836. Asked whether a pension or a provident fund 
would attract the best material to the service, he replied 
that there was not really very much to choose between 
the two provided tho provident fund was actuarially 
~equal to the pension scheme, with~the exception that if 
a man was not pensionable he was usually not permanent 
but subject to six months' notice. He did not think 
it would be a material advantage at present to recruit 
Architects on a provident fund baais with a view to their 

. being more inclined to take up private practice and thus 
develop architecture in the country,- as he considered 
that too much had been made of the private .practice of 
government Architects. It was not a good system ; 
private work had always been held out as an inducement 
to the Architect to come out to India in government 
service, but it was not a good principle to mix up the two 
classes of work. He was, as a matter of fact, of opinion 
that the private work inducement should be abolished 
because it was o.n undue lure to recruits, and raised 
hopes not destined to fulfilment. The government 
Architect had practically no time for such work. 

4,837. He advocated the recruitment of Architects 
!rom England for the present. He had been instrumental 
in establishing the Architectural Branch of the School ~f 
Art in Bombay. It had been improved and was now 
doing very good work, and~the proposals for reorganizing 
and extending it, in order that a much more detailed 
course in architecture could be given, were on good lines. 
He contemplated that as that school in commo~n with 
others of a similar nature, developed, recruitment of 
Architects might, after a time, be made in India. But~ 
he did not agree with the view that, if it was intended .to 
establish a school of architecture in India, it should 
essentially be Indian and manned by Indians. It was 
desirable to employ Indians to the fullest extent but the 
fundamental principles of architecture were not local 
but universal. A country should certainly employ its 
own talent so far as it possessed it but it was necessary 
at times to supplement such talent from other countries 
as was the case at present where men from England were 
recruited both for training and actual work. He was 
confident '1wwever that the time would eventually come 
when such training by Europeans would no longer be 
necessary, but that India would be more or less self
contained in this matter.* 
~ 4,838. The successive provincial appointments of Con
sulting Architects had led to a corresponding devolution 
from the sphere of the Consulting Architect to the Gov
ernment of India which might now be said to consist, so 
far as designs were concerned, of :-

(1). The Governme~t of India's own buildings in Simla. 
(2). The Central Provinces. 
(3). The North-West Frontier Province. 
(4). Assam. 
(5). Baluchistan. 
(6). Central India. 
(7). Rajputana. 
(8). Buildings required by the Military Worl.:s Depart

ment. 

* Mr. Begg afterwards wrote:-" The fact is not given 
unqualified recognition (a.t any ra.to in the Public Works 
Department) that India. already has both an a.rcbitcctnre and 
a. set of buil(ling traditions, and that no architect, instructor 
(professional or technical) or workman should be brought to 
the country who does not realize this and who doos not 
also recognize that, because of this, all 'his efforts should bo 
in tho direction of helping on that architecture and those 
~radit!o!J.S, ~o-ordinating them, and bringing them gradually 
mto lino With modern methods of thought and with modern 
conditions generally." - · 

(9). Buildings required by the Railway Department. 
(10). Occasional buildings by special rcc1uegt of imperial 

departments. 
(11). Occasional buildings from miscellaneous sourct's. 

The major provinces employed their own ArC"hitccts. 
Very little provincial designing work was therefore ('X· 

ecuted by the Consulting Architect to the Gowrnment of 
India, most of the latter's work being connected with 
Simla, the Central Provinces, the 1\lilitary Works buildings 
and some buildings of the Hail way Department. In his 
opinion the Central Provinces would soon develop suJli. 
ciently to justify the employment of a whole-time Archi. 
teet by that Administration. This proposal had as a 
matter of fact already been discussed. Bihar and Ori&sa 
too, he thought, would before long require tho services 
of a permanent Architect as the present incumbent could 
only be considered on a temporary basis, like the Archi
tects employed in Delhi. So far as he was concerned, 
the minor Administrations and other sources of work 
in the above list kept him fairly well employed. As 
regards the buildings of the 1\Iilitary Works Department, 
he was employed in the preparation of designs for tho 
new Delhi cantonments and the like. In addition, he 
sometimes prepared designs for the other cantonments 
in India but not very many as these were all more or 
less constructed on standard plans. Ho had found, 
however, that the tendency lately had been growing of 
sending him standard plans with the object of effecting 
improvements. There had also been a steady flow of work 
in the preparation of designs for cantonment churches, 
but the construction of such work was not now carried 
out at the same rate as previously. Wben the l\lilitary 
authorities required the construction of a church they 
applied direct to the Consulting Architect to the Govern
ment of India for the design, since the funds were central
ized and the work was imperial. The work connected 
with the preparation of designs for~ buildings required 
by the Railway Department amounted to very little, 
but might increase in future since the tendency to con
sult him as to the lay out of station buildings and the 
like appeared to be growing. 

4,839. He recommended that the appointment of 
Consulting Architect to the Government of India in 
the Buildings Branch should be recognised as analogous 
to that of the Inspector-General of Irrigation in relation 
to the Irrigation Branch of the Public Works Department. 
In his opinion the Consulting Architect should advise tho 
Imperial Government on all questions relating to architec
ture, buildings, appointments and professional education 
of Architects. The Government of India at pres.;nt had 
the onus of sanctioning and approving work and criticising 
designs. The limit fixed for the sanction of provincial 
works was Rs. 16 lakhs but the provincial schomos in 
excess of that amount' were quite sufficient to justify 
the employment of the Consulting Architect to tho 
Government of India for the purposes of teclmical scrutiny. 
A certain amount of pecuniary benefit accrued from the 
professional scrutiny of designs in the Government of 
India. He had for instance recently saved about 
Rs. 2 Iakhs on a particular building, the design of which 
had been submitted to him for !!Crutiny. This sum 
had been s:wed by scrutinising the estimate very cnro
fully and deciding that certain items were not Iwcc,<sary 
or might be constructed on a cheaper scale, without 
unduly changing the accommodation and appearnnco 
of the building. So long ns tho Governm;nt of India 
accorded technical sanction to tho constructwn of works, 
the Government Architect should be the person to effect 
the necessary t{)chnical scrutiny. 

4,840. The Consulting Architect to the Govemment 
of India should act us a co-ordinating link hct"ln•en the 
several provincial centres. The matter was a difficult 
one, and had its dangers; it would consequently reqniro 
a great deal of ta{lt but India at present sufTt;red from 
each provincial centre noting too much on its own initia. 
tive ~-ithout relation to the other;;. All the loeal Archi
tects, as a matter of fact, desired to net indepciH.l<'ntly 
and were unduly afraid of being intcrfcr('(] with, and tho 
government and provincial ArehitectA, theix•forc, did 
not co-ordinate thoir efforts sufficiently. Tho Cousultmg 
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Architect should, in his opinion, be able to help things on the building. He therefore thought it would be better 
alon" in that direction. He admitted, however, that if the imperial Architect undertook the preparation of 
architecture was one of the arts in which, if it were to designs of such buildings. He did not contemplate the 
have the most successful results, it was necessary to give creation of an imperial works service as he considered 
a fairly free hand to each man individually * and that the adoption of such a system would not be advisable. 
architectural authority should not be unduly exercised In cases in which imperial buildings were designed by 
by the head of the branch; and explained that, as a him, the construction should be undertaken by the local 
matter of fact, he desired only to use influence not author- authorities. It might be possible to send down to the 
ity. He advocated the convening by the Consulting province concerned a representative as a clerk of works for 
Architect to the Government of India of conferences. an important building. The imperial Architect would 
It was fitting that such conferences should be organized have to be very careful not to appear to be giving orders, 
by the head of the service since such was the regular and in fact, in the construction of an important building, 
official procedure. matters would remain much as they were at present. 

He admitted that the adoption of such a course conflicted 
4,841. The appointment of Consulting Architect to to some extent, but not entirely, with the central principle 

the Government of India was a safeguard to imperial on which the whole of his scheme was based, viz. that the 
interests. That officer should therefore be given the Architect should not only design buildings but should also 
designing of the larger imperial works. All provincial be responsible for, and have due powers over the construe
Architects no doubt desired to undertake the designing of tio{l thereof, but explained that the Government Archi
such works, but if these were undertaken by thE' imperial teet would presumably be the senior man in the service 
Architect he did not think such a course would remove and would have had experience in the provinces and be 
any appreciable attractions from the provincial appoint- in touch with work there and know what to specify. 
ments, since the imperial buildings required in any one His position could be sufficiently strong Without actually 
province :were not very many and there was not a very t · hi · th d' t r f h · · h 
large expenditure thereon. It would therefore not ~:s:~g m m e . rrec me 0 aut onty m sue 
entail a great loss of opportunity to any individual 
provincial Architect, as there was plenty of high class pro· 
vincial work for that officer to undertake in the shape 
of secretariats, high courts, etc., etc. As a matter of 
fact the best work in a province was provincial work, 
and the most costly work probably that of the construc
tion of high courts. Such buildings as custom houses 
were imperial buildings and should be designed by the 
Architect to the Government of India, as he would be in 

4,843. The Consulting Architect to the Government 
of India might be in a better position than anyone 

. else to advise in the transfer of the staff from one 
province to another, as he was acquainted With the 
personnel of the different provinces. He did not mean, 
however, that he should have actual powers in this con
nection. 

a better position to prepare the designs thBll the provin- 4.,844. (lJir. Cobb.) He did not suppose provincial 
cial Architects, particularly as he was more in touch architects would look With favour on the suggestion that 
with the administrative departments concerned. It the desi!S?-s of imperial works shoul~ .be prepared by 
was true that he might not be in touch to the same extent the~ subJeC~ to the approval of, or reVISion .by, .the Con
with local conditions, local materials, local building work _ sultmg Archit~ct to ~~e Government of In<;lia, smee th~y 
and labour conditions. This was certainly a restriction woul~ feel therr positiOn ev;en m~re than if the work m 
and might in the first instance hamper him somewhat questiOn were not placed m th.err. hands .at all. As a 
in the preparation of his designs, yet he could very quickly matter ?f f~?t, many .of the pro';fficral Architects had not 
find out all he required to know in this connection, and been tned m an outside profess10!1 and v~ry few of the~ 
the advantaaes would be greater than the disadvan- had been much more than assistants m aD; office m 
tages 0 England. There was a great gulf between assistant and 

• principal at home so that when they came out to India 
4,842. Provincial governments were naturally not they appreciated their new freedom and did not Wish to 

quite so careful in controlling the expenditure incurred return to anything like their former subordinate position. 
in the construction of a building for the imperial govern- It would be a good plan if the imperial Architect were 
ment as they were in the case of a provincial building. allowed to make certain suggestions for arrangements in 
When he was Consulting Architect to the Government particular cases, for instance, if in :Madras it was contem
of B,ombay he was given the preparation of the design· plated to construct an imperial building and he thought 
and construction of the general post office in that city. there was a suitable architect in that city who could 
He felt that it was rather 'flung at him' as it were, and prepare the necessary design and who should be allowed, 
that the procedure was not quite on right lines, and had to do so, he should say so, The design for the post 
had difficulty in obtaining any instructions from the office in Bombay prepared by the Witness when Archi
local Government as to the proper scale of expenditure teet to the Bombay Government, had been scrutinised 

* Mr. Begg afterwards wrote:-" I wish to qualify my 
assent to the above proposition as to the art of architecture. 
In so far as it applies to all arts and professional occupations 
my assent is unqualified. Bnt it has recently been sought 
to apply it to architecture in a ~pecial 8ens"' by those desirous 
of co11~erving the old Public Works system. It has been re
presented as a reason for keeping the Architects isolated in 
order to check the growth of their influence. In this I do 
not agree. No man especially in a public service ever can be 
given a free hand. Moreover, a large part of the Architect's 
work must always consist in hiq having to tackle hi~ problems 
wit~ his "hands tied, more or less, by restricting conditions of 
various kinds, uot only unneces;;ary, like the inertia of the 
w?rks systcm.and the distrust that comes from ignorance and 
misapprehensiOn, but aL~o ncces~ary, like financial restric
tioiL~, particular requirements, conflicting individual tastes, 
etc. In this struggle with conditions inherent in every 
problem it is not the "free hand" the Architect requires so 
much as sym~at~y, confidence, appreciation and protection 
from. non:· professiOnal and other irresponsible criticism. 
To give him a chance of these he ouuht to be brourrht into 
co-ordinate .relations with his fellm~ professioqals"' similar 
to those enJoyed by the members of other professions in 
government service." 

by the Imperial Government Architect. The designs of 
all such buildings were still supposed to be scrutinized 
by that officer, but the question whether he invariably 
did so depended ,very much on the individual officers in 
the imperial Public Works Secretariat at the time, as there 
were no rules in this connection and it was left to the dis
cretion of the Secretary or whoever in the Government 
of India dealt with the particular case, whether- the 
Architect should be consulted. This was not satisfac
tory. 

4,845. Co-ordination between the imperial and pro· 
vincial architects was desirable not entirely in connection 
with expenditure, but also because all architects were 
apt to stagnate unless their work was subjected to some 
wholesome professional criticism. They were all at 
present much too separate one from another, and 
did not get the opportunity in the ordinary course 
of their duties to exchange ideas as was the practice in 
England. 

4,846. With regard to the improvement of the building 
crafts be stated that all architects felt that, if they 
could get into direct touch with the workmen concerned, 
a considerable improvement would soon manifest itself 
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but he did not think technical schools would improve 
the situation very much.* 

4 847. (Mr. Mackenzie.) The Government Architect in 
Bo~bay had an .execu~ive division und~r hi~ with 
an Executive Engmeer m charge who \V1th Ins staff 
carried out tho necessary work. Rather a different 
system was in vogue in the Delhi Adm.ini~tration, where th.e 
Engineer wo.s in charge. ~f the buildings. 1:he Arc~· 
tJct's recommendations m1ght be refened to the C~1ef 
hngineer, but were as a rule ?arried out by the Execut1.ve 
Engineer who wo.s respons1ble for the workmanship. 
Such system, as a matter of fact, obtained throughout 
the rest of the Public Works Department in India. He 
had been instrumental in establishing the system adopted 
in Bombay. In his opinion it was the better system 
when it could be applied. Most Architects would go a 
little further and man divisions by Architects provided 
they had sufficient experience of the country, but it 
would not be a good principle to bring out Architects 
raw to India and place them in charge of works. Such 
men should begin in an office, but construction divisions 
should ultimately be manned· by Architects. Such a 
procedute would not clash with the encouragement of 
private practice and indigenous at;Jhitecture but r~ther 
the reverse. Government; by looking on the Architect 
as a sort of subordinate to the engineer, was Jshowing 
the profession in rather a poor aspect, and it did not
therefore appeal to the public of India ; they did not 
think it was a profession worth taking up, and were not 
encouraged in this direction. Some Architects received 
extra pay for private work, but he did not think, on the 
whole, that they made very much money in this manner. 
He himself had made very little out of private practice 
during his service, since he had been fully occupied 
with governn1ent work. With respect to the question 
whether the emoluments of the Architect were sufficient 
to attract good men to the service, he thought that the 
officers holding some of the higher posts were fairly well 
paid, but that such could not be said of the younger 
officers. A salary of Rs. 800 to Rs. 1,000 was too small 
for a province like the Punjab and there were_ many 
other instances. t 

4,848. (Rai Bal.adur Ganga Rarn.) He was in favour 
of the encouragement of private practice in India and 
was of opinion that even if all the provinces employed 
their own permanent Architects for government work 
there would still be sufficient private work for Architects, 
if the public could only be got to recognize this. After 
a private architectural profession had been built up in 
India, a system nuder which a retaining fee would be 
given to the Government Architect for advice in connec
tion with the construction of certain buildings, designs 
being given out to private architects by competition 

* Mr. Beuu afterwards wrote:-" I feel that the time has 
by no means come to apply technical education in the build· 
ing trades in India. The men's general level of education 
is not high enough. On the other hand they have very 
pronounced traditional constructive and craft aptitudes 
and instincts which any formal technical iu.struction we might 
give them would be apt to kill. 

I feel strongly that the thing to do is to educate them 
technically throuuh their work, to get them to do their work 
well, to sharpen their tools, to be accurate and thorough and 
to pay attention to workmanlike " finish." Above all
and to these encls-we must get them to tako pride and interest 
in their work for its own sake, and for thnt, again, we must 
apply them to work in which they can take an interest. 
I suggest that engineer control, in the case of work in the 
building trades, has, for obvious reMons in no way discredit· 
able to the engineer, a <·crtain effect deadening to that interest 
in work for tho work's sake which would be removed if 
architect control were substituted." 

't Jlfr. Begu afterwards wrote:-" But it is not the pay we 
chwfly think of in engaging to como to India in government 
service. Wo look rather to obtaining suoh opnortuniti~s 
aud such recognition as will enable us to fulfil our' ambition 
to rise in our profession. 1'he present system doc.~ not 
bring us either not even the first to a satisfactory e1:teut." 

or otherwise, or some similar system, could be adopted ; 
but it could not be applied at pro;ent, since thore was 
not a sufficient number of qualified mon in tho private 
profession. He did not agree that if Architects were 
permanently located in the provinces there would not 
be sufficient work for private practice, as he considered 
that tho more Architects there wero the more work would 
be available. If a man were given a retaining fee by 
government and allowed to add to his income by the 
execution of private work it did not follow, as things 

- were at present, that private practice would be increased. 
Private practice could be fostered in India only by lotting 
people see, by the employment of good Architects, govern
ment buildings of a good appearance being constructed. 
He did not think that the systematic interchange of 
Architects after they had served in one district for three 
or four years, in order to provide a field for other Archi
tects, was feasible. Although the systom of employing 
Architects in one province for a good number of years 
had been condemned in some places by the public, he 
was of opinion that matters in this respect would 
adjust themselves in due course as the public taste 
became educated. He was in favour, however, of 
transfening Architects to a limited extent from ono 
province to another, to meet leave and other service 
exigencies. 

4,849. He did not think that the encouragement of 
the system under which engineers who had a taste for 
architecture should, after 10 years' service, be sent to 
England with the object of studying architecture would 
be of much use, being of opinion that the Architect and 
engineer looked at things from two different points of 
view-if a man were a good engineer he would not neces
sarily bo a good Architect and vice vtrsa. The study 
of building design and execution was a lifo's work, and 
could not be applied as a " top·dressing " over other 
professional attainments. 

4,850. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The great point in the 
establishment of private practice in India was for the 
public actually tQ ·require and appreciate the services 
of Architects. The employment of Government Archi
tects had had a good effect on the public as there had 
been a great demand for such men since their advent. 
The private architects in India consisted of a few firms 
in Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, etc. One of the firms 
in the former .city undertook very little work whon they 
first began in India but their work had extended tre
mendously in recent years. Generally speaking thoro 
were no signs of new architectural firms springing up 
in any number. The more governn1ent did to show 
their appreciation of their Architects the more private 
architects would be induced to come out to India with 
the object of setting up for themselves. He was really 
the first professionally trained Architect recruited for 
government service in India and that was 16 years ago. 
The list now numbered over twenty men. 

4,851. The small buildings in England were designed 
by trained surveyors who were to that extent architects 
although not highly trained in that z:rofession. He w?uld 
not say that such men were not m any sense tramcd 
architects since they had to learn a groat deal of what 
architects were taught. Neither did he think that 
such men partook more of the nature of e~gineers than 
the ordinary survevor but, although he d1d not know 
very much about them, he was of opinion that they 
stood between the two. 

4,852, The system undor which the Government 
Architect undertook private work was not a good one. 
If a provident f~nd system woro _int~oduccd it .was quito 
true that a man, 1f he saw nn opcmng m the pubhc mnrl;Pt, 
could leave government gorvice nnd avail hizmolf of tho 
opportw1ity, but ho would not of course be entitled. to 
a pension. 1'he witness admitted the point as lw111g 
one in faV'our of tho providlmt fund systom, though lw 
had not thought of it proviously. 
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At Simla, Monday, 23rd Apri11917. 
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SIR NoEL KERSHAW, K.c.:c. 

C. S. CoBB, EsQ., 11r.v.o. 

RAI BAHADtJR GANGA RAM, C.I.E., llf.Y.O. 

A. T. MAcKENZIE, EsQ. 

D. G. HARRIS, EsQ. (Secretary.) 

The HoN'BLE SIR REGINALD GAMBLE, KT., r.c.s., Comptroller and Auditor General. 

Written Statement. 

[N .B:-The views expressed are purely personal and are 
in no way those of the Government of India.] 

4 853. Sub-heads of estimates. The question referred 
for' my opinion is whether there is any objection from 
the accounts point of view to increasing . the present 
limit of Rs. 5,000 up to which it is necessary to record 
the outlay on works by sub-heads, or to reducing the 
number of sub-heads usually adopted. 

(2). Audit by sub-heads of estimate was in force 
prior to 1889 ; but was abolished in that year on the re
commendation of the Public W arks Accounts Committee 
of 1888-89. The present audit procedure is confined to 
seeing that the totals of the estimates are not exceeded 
without proper sanction. The divisional registers of 
works, however, record the outlay on all works estimated 
to cost over Rs. 5,000 in detail of sub-heads and, during 
audit inspections, these registers are scrutinised (para
graph 1763, Volume II of the Public Works Department 
Code) to see that executive action is taken, as required 
by paragraph 275, Volume I, of the Public Works Depart
ment Code, in all oaBes of excesses or probable excesses 
in the rates or cost of a sub-head. A theoretically perfect 
audit concerns itself only with totals of estimates, but 
requires that the estimates should be accurately framed 
in the first instance and that all excesses should be brought 
to the notice of the proper authority as soon as they occur, 
or are foreseen, in order that audit may have, at the 
earliest opportunity, the requisite sanction for admitting 
the extra charges. 

(3). The object of the system of recording outlay by 
sub-heads is to enable the executive officers to keep in 
touch with the progress of expenditure and to intervene, 
as early as possible, with a view to checking extravagance 
in rates and unnecessary outlay, or, in cases where ex· 
oessos are unavoidable, to obtain the sanction of com
petent authority to revised estimates against which audit 
may be conducted. The limit used to be Rs. 2,500 prior 
to 1889, when, as a result of the recommendations of 
the Public Works Accounts Committee of 1888-89, local 
Governments and Adn:inistrations were empowered to 
raise it to Rs. 5,000. In 1909 it was definitely raised 
to Rs. 5,000 for all provinces (S. 0. 109 to pm:agraph 1290, 
Public Works Department Code, Volume I). I am afraid 
that Public Works officers often do not realize their re· 
sponsibility for effective financial control and I doubt 
the advisability of raising the present limit ; but if the 
executive officers have convinced the Committee that they 
can really exercise tho requisite financial control without 
the aid of sub-heads in the case of works costing more 
than R$. 5,000, I have no objection, from the audit 
point of view, to offer to the limit being raised to, say, 
Rs. 7,500 or Rs. 10,000. 

(4). It is true that in the case of the larger projects the 
number of distinct items of work, and consequently 
that of sanctioned sub-heads, is comparatively greater 
than in the case of the smaller works ; but, at the same 
time, the necessity and utility of sub-heads, as an aid 
to effective financial control over outlay, is the greater 
the _larger the work. Between 80 and 90 per cent. of the 
works of a Buildings and Roads division, are estimated 
to cost Rs. 5,000 or less. The number of major works is 

not very large at present, and the proposal to reduce it 
further needs careful examina-

* Annexure I. tion. A statement* which has 
been prepared in the Punjab 

account office and which shows the number and cost, 
during two years, of the minor and major works of two 
of the divisions of that province (selected at random) is 
enclosed, as it may be of assistance to the Committee 
in forming an opinion. 

(5). In this connection it is perhaps advisable to men
tion that, in the budget estimates, only a lump sum 
provision is made for minor works under each service 
head (paragraphs 1794 and 1819, Volume II, Public 
Works D~partment Code). Any decision to raise the 
limit of Rs. 5,000 fixed for Minor Works, will have the 
effect of relaxing to some extent the existing detailed 
budget control over the outlay on the larger works unless 
it is expressly ruled that there shall be no change in 
the budget procedure. 

(6). As to the suggestion to reduce the number of sub
heads. It will be seen from paragraphs 658 and 659, 
Volume I, Public Works Department Code, that the 
determination of sub-heads is a matter left to the decision 
of executive officers. There are no ·hard-and-fast rules 
on the subject : nor can there be any, as the sub-division, 
intended as it is primarily and essentially for the exercise 
of financial control, depends on varying factors such as 
the nature of the work and the actual mode of execution. 
This question was carefully considered by the Government 
of India in connection with the report of the committee . 
of 1888-89 and the conclusion arrived at was published 
in Public Works Department Circular No. 24-P. W., dated 
29th October 1889. No grouping of dissimilar sub-heads 
for the purpose of saving clerical work should be permit~ 
ted, as this would militate against proper financial control. 
The present rules (last sentence of paragraph 1290, Vol.' 
ume I, Public Works Department Code), however, con
template sub-heads of Rs. 500 and under being lumped 
together in the registers of works. If desired, this limit 
of Rs. 500 might be raised toRs. 1,000; I would not recom
mend reduction otherwise in the number of sub-heads 
that may be required under the principles laid down 
in paragraphs 658 and 659. 

4,854. Heavy accounts work of Executive Engineers. 
The system of public works accounts and the changes 
necessitated therein by the amalgamation of the civil 
and public works account have been under considera
tion for some years. The whole matter was thoroughly 
discussed at a conference of accounts officers held in 
Calcutta in 1914, over which the then Comptroller and 
Auditor General presided, and the scheme drawn up as 
the result of this conference is now under the consider
ration of the Government of India, who are in consulta
tion with local Governments on the subject. The scheme 
provides for saving of work in divisional offices in ce1•tain 
directions, e.y., reduction in the number of remittance 
schedules, abolition of several other schedules and state
ments, simplification of the cash ancl.stock abstract books, 
elimination of establishment charges from the accounts 
compiled in divisional offices, and non-submission to 
audit of certain returns relating to accounts that can 
lJe examined locally at the annual inspections. The 
opinions of local Governments have been "invited by the 
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Govornme!lt of India in Finance Department letter 
No. 657-A., dated the 2nd August 1915, to which I 
would invite tho attention of the Committee, __ !Lnd they 
have been informed that any suggestions will be con· 
sidered. It will be observed that the local Govern
ments were advised that the scheme should be con
sidered by administrative and executive officers, with 
the assistance of an account officer, and this procedure 
has been followed generally. I have not yet seen the 
replios of the local Governments ; but I understand 
that the majority have accepted the scheme, subject to 
such modifications as seemed to them desirable. 

(2). The suggestions for a reduction of work, which 
have been offered to the Committee, are (i) the earlier 
closing of sub-divisional accounts, (ii) the Bengal scheme 
of a reduction in the number of returns rendered to audit, 
(iii) the placing of accountants in independent charge of 
divisional accounts, and (iv) a scheme of circle accounts 
as suggested by Mr. 1\nine. The complaints which these 
suggestions are designed to remove have not been very 
clearly defined, and it is difficult to offer an opinion as" to 
whether they are, in regard to any particular points 
or with regard to the circumstances of any particular 
provinces, based on reasonable grounds. So far as I 
am aware, it is not the case in any province that the 
Executive Engineer is required to take· more than a 
supervising part in the actual process of compilation. 
The rules in paragraphs 315-6, 370-2 and 1124, Volume 
I of the Public Works Department Code, are perfectly 
clear. 

(i). The earlier closing of sub-divisional accounts.-One 
of the complaints referred to in the Committee's memoran· 
dum is to the effect that " during the period between 
the receipt of the sub-divisional accounts and the despatch 
of the complete papers to the central audit office, the whole 
of the divisional office staff has to be diverted from its 
proper duties to assist the accounts branch in order to 
enable the accounts to be ready on the prescribed date 
and that the speeding-up, which has taken place as a 
result of the amalgamation of the civil and public works 
accounts, has been to the detriment of executive work. " 
I should have been able to examine this complaint more 
satisfactorily if I knew to which province in particular · 
it has reference. The speeding-up referred to has, in 
some cases, reduced by a few days the time allowed 
(in the provinces in which there has been a change) for 
the compilation of accounts by divisional accountants ; 
but, at the same time, the compilation work has been 
considerably simplified and reduced as already stated, 
and the cash and stock accounts of sub-divisional officers 
can be closed some days before the end of the month. 
In fact this question was very carefully considered by 

•the accounts conference of 1914 and it was considered 
that the scheme of accfounts already referred to did 
away with any cause for complaint on this score. In 
this connection I would invite attention to paragraph 1 
of the pamphlet describing the proposed system of 
accounts. The trouble probably ia due, to a great 
extent, to the practice, both in divisional and sub
divisional offices, of putting off the work of compilation 
till the last moment, instead of posting up accounts 
registers and schedules, as far as possible, from day 
to day as required by the rules. It is obviously desir· 
able that transactions should be included in the govern
ment accounts as early as possible, but, if local Govern. 
ments show that, in any particular cases, the proposed 
dates would cause serious inconvenience, the Government 
of India will of no doubt give due consideration to the 
matter. 

(ii). The Bengal scheme.-This scheme has been working 
since 1912. It was fully considered at the accounts 
conference of 1914, and adopted in the final scheme to 

• Rent returll!l, Ca.h and the extent that it was con· 
Stock Ab,tract books, Ac· sidcred desirable. Certain books* 
count Current, 8che1ulo of and returns, which have been 
Ex~enditure (Form 32 O.)' done away with in tho Bengal 
Rchemc, are retained with some simplification in the 
final scheme which is now before the Government of 
India, because their retention was considered necessary, 
or advantageous both to the .executive and to audit. In 

view of the steps that have been taken to plMo this 
matter on a satisfactory footing, I do not think there 
is any fear of a scheme being introduced which will cause 
undue inconvenience to the executive. It may, Jww
ever, interest the Committee to read the finding of the 
Accounts Committee of 1888-89 on the proposal to trnnder 
compilation work from divisional offices to tho central 
audit office. The:\:' condemned tho proposal iit para. 
graphs 418-9 of the1r report and this opinion was concm-rpd 
in by tho Gov:ernment of India (Public \Yorks Depart
ment Resolutwn N_o. 64-A, dated the 28th April1800). 

(iii). Independent accountants ,in divisional offices.-! 
would strongly oppose any proposals which would lesEen 
tho responsibility of Executive Engineers for their cl is· · 
bursements and the disbursements of their subordinates. 
The accountant -cannot be made independent without 
necessarily reducing the responsibility of the Executive 
Engineer and opening the door to fraud. If, on the other 
hand, the intention is to make the accountant independ
ent, not in respect of disburEements but in regard to 
t.he work of compilation only, the existing rules, which 
have already been quoted, provide . for this in a large 
measure. A great deal is often made of the fact that 
the Executive Engineer is required to sign individually 
all the schedules which accompany tho monthly accounts 
submitted to audit. This work does not require the 
expenditure of much time, but in paragraph 33 of the 
pamphlet describing the proposed system of accounts, 
already referred to, it is laid down that " Executive 
Engineers need not in future sign all the schedules accom. 
panying the monthly accounts-it will be sufficient if 
they sign t.he Monthly Account-revised Form 27 ". 

(iv). Mr. Milne's sclteme.-:Mr. 1\Iilne would central
ize accounts work in circle offices under chief accountants, 
who would act as financial advisers to the Superintending 
Engineers. The scheme is not new. It was discus~cd 
and rejected by the Accounts Committee of 1888-89, 
vide paragraphs 412-19 of their report, and the Govern
ment of India concurred in this finding (paragraph 6 
V of Public Works Department Resolution No. 64-A. G., 
dated the 28th April 1890). I entirely agree with the 
Accounts Committee that the proposal is unsuitable. 
While the Executive Engineer must necessarily continue 
to be responsible for the regularity of all his expenditure 
and the expenditure of his sub-divisional olllcers, the 
scheme would take away from his immediate control 
all the accounts of his sub-divisional officers and depriYo 
him of important records, such as the registers of works, 
contractors' ledgers, stock accounts, suspense schedules, 
etc., and also of the assistance of an expert accountant, 
with which he is at present able to fulfil his responsibil
ities. I cannot help thinking that the first people to cry 
out if they lost their divisional accountants, would be 
the Executive Engineers themselves. 

The intervention of the Superintending Engineer for 
the purpose of compiling divisional accounts, docs not 
appear to be desirable on any ground. In tho first 
place, that officer is not in a position to exercise as clo,e 
a supervision over works accounts as the Executive 
Engineer. Moreover, the Superintending Engineer has 
a large amount of travelling to~do and is frequently 
absent from headquarters. The scrutiny of the works 
transactions would t.hus have to be loft to 11 grr·at 
extent to the chief accountant and this would not 
be satisfactory. A system of audit notes nnd half ' 
margin memoranda would necessarily have to be 
resot-ted to and instead of a reduction of work, thc•re 
would probably be an increase. If, indeed, the chief 
accountant was to be an olllcer endowed \l·ith tho 
qualifications and authority to scrutinise, on behalf 
of the Superintcncliug Engineer, the tcchnknl details 
and other fads which audit hns to accept on tho 
certification of the executive, some good might 
perhaps be expected from tho scheme, but sueh a proposal 
hns not been made, nor is it considf'rcd fca;;ibk·. 

The scheme has no special merits, either from the 
audit or tho executive point of view. It iR unnccl'iisnry, 
therefore, to examine tho {jucstion of cm;t, It is otatc•cl 
that tho scheme would re;mlt in some saving to gowrn· 
ment, but even this would appear to bo problern!dicul. 
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4,855. Unnecessarr audit objections. It has been 
stated that the large percentage of expenditu:e ~nder 
objection in the Public Works Departme~t mdwates 
that the existing rules do not work satrsfactortly and .that 
objections are sometimes raised as regards e~penditure 
which a professional man would never questiOn. 

(2). This statement is not supported, so far as I am 
aware, by actual facts .. I have analysed.the figures. qf ex
penditure under objection for three provmces, (Bombay, 

the United Provinces,* and the 
* Including Rajputana. the Punjab) for 1915-16 and find 

that the percentage of the 
different classes of objections to the total expenditure 
is as follows 

(1). For want of estimates 
(2). For excess over estimates 
(3). For want of allotments . 
(4). For excesses over allotments 
( 5 ). l\Iiscellaneous irregularities 

ToTAL 

13·5 
5·5 

13·7 
3·0 
7-8 

43·5 

It will be seen that more than 80 per cent. of the total 
objections relate to the first four heads, in respect of which 
the audit is of an exceedingly simple character, being 
only a comparison of the figure of expenditure against 
sanction or allotment, and does not require any profes
sional skill on the part of the auditor. Even under head 
(5), the majority of objections would relate to such 
simple defects as the want of proper sanction to the 
local purchase of European stores, or expenditure on 
contribution works in excess, or· in anticipation, of the 
contributions. 

(3). Objections regarding rates, or executive matters 
like a double movement o~ stores, should not be numer· 
ous, and, even in cases when such objections are taken, 
account officers have been instructed by me merely to 
make the necessary inquiries from executive officers but 
to refrain from showing the amounts as under objection. 
It has also been impressed on my account officers that 
meticulous and unnecessary objections should not be 
raised and if such objections are raised in some cases it 
is due to the fault of individual officers and not to the 
system. 

(4). Objections under the first two of the five heads 
enumerated above are unavoidable in any system of 
audit and can only be reduced substantially if spending 
officers exercise due care to keep within sanctions and 
to obtain necessary sanctions expeditiously. A certain 
amount of_ reduction appears to be feasible under the 
third and the fourth heads, and this will be considered 
in connection with Mr. Tomkins' suggestion regarding 
the system of allotments. I do not think there is a case 
for a radical change of .system. 

(5). There is another side to this question which should 
not be lost sight of. While there are indications of 
some improvement, there is little doubt that there is 
still a want of regard by many Public Works Department 
officers of the financial rules laid down by the Govern
ment of India and the Secretary of State. A reference 

h 
3

• t 
44 

f to my Auditt and Appropriation 
ndp!.::·a~~P ;ar~gr~phs 03 Report on the accounts for 1914-
to 6 of Appendix. 15 will show that there are 
certain cla~ses of irregularities which are of constant 
occurrence. This is one of the principal causes of the 
the large amount of work connected with audit objec
tions both in executive and audit offices. It is the duty 
of audit to see that financial rules are observed and to 
raise objcctiom when they are disregarded. If Public 
Works Department officers, instead of constantly trans
grc~sing the rules, were to observe them and duly realize 
their financial responsibilities, they would bo spared 
a large proportion of the work which they now represent 
as being so irksome. 

of the term " objectionable outlay". Expenditure 
is not necessarily " objectionable ", in the ordinary 
sense of the term, because it is placed under objection. 
Tho term has been abolished in the Civil Department 
and I propose to abolish it in the Public Works Depart
ment also. 

4,856. Peripatetic audit.-The introduction of peri
patetic audit has been suggested as a suitable method 
for reducing correspondence. I notice that the Commit· 
tee have been informed that this system was once tried 
in Bombay and proved successful. In this connection, 
I would invite attention to Government of India, 
Public Works Department letter No. 47-A. G., dated 
the 8th February· 1892. After the system had been 
given a four years' trial in Bombay, the Government 
of India decided that the experiment had not proved 
a success and the system was abolished. The reasons 
are given in the Government of India letter quoted and 
it i9 n:>t mce>sary for me to repeat them. 

(2). It is claimed for peripatetic audit that it would 
reduce correspondence and expedite the settlement of 
objections. Even this claim cannot be admitted, for our 
present experience shows that the annual test audit and 
inspection reports take a long time to dispose ()f and 
entail much correspondence. As regards personal dis
cussions with Executive Engineers, it would probably 
not be feasible for those officers to be at headquarters 
for any length of time during the travelling auditors' 
visits, as they do not always find it possible to meet the 
accounts officer, -even at the annual inspection. More· 
over, as Executive Engineers are not officers in immediate 
charge of the execution of works or the custody of stores, 
they would not be in a position to answer off-hand the 
travelling auditors' inquiries and references relating to 
the initial accounts. Personal or official references to 
the subordinate officials, who are not all stationed at,- or 
near headquarters, would often be necessary. Some 
sort of record of the audit results would in any case be 
necessary with a vie~ to seeing that suitable action is 
taken. 

(3). I may also mention that purely local audit appears 
really suitable only in cases like those of local funds 
and municipalities, where the work consists Yargely in 
the check of revenue with the detailed registers of de- . 
mands, assessments, etc., and eannot appropriately be 
extended to large spending departments. 

4,857. Detailed allotments for works. The question of 
altering the date of closing the financial year has been 
examined by the Government of India on several occa· 
sions, and it has been decided to make no change. At· 
tention is invited to paragraph 2 of Public Works Depart
ment letter No. 705-A. G., dated the 16th October 1916 
to local Governments on the subject. I understand that 
the Committee do not propose to re-open the question. 

(2). I have carefully considered Mr. Tomkins' proposal 
to do away with the system of detailed allotments to 
Executive Engineers, and to place lump sums in the hands 
of the Superintending Engineers, who would be held 
responsible for their expenditure. It is claimed for this 
system that a large amount of correspondence in regard 
to rcappropriations would be saved, that the present high 
expenditure in March would be obviated, that the number 
of audit objections would be reduced by about 50 per 
cent., and that the executive would be relieved of a large 
amount of petty detail and be able to devote a greater 
portion of their time to broader issues. 

(6). A good deal has been made of the large amount 
of expenditure that is put under objection. I would 
place much more importance on the cauHes, than on the 
amounts, of the objections. It also appears that there 
bas been a certain amount of irritation in consequence 

(3). The essence of Mr. Tomkins' scheme is that the 
Superintending Engineer should, in sanctioning estimates, 
give the Executive Engineer dirttctions as to beginning 
the work or not, and as to the progress to be made, ac
cording to the funds available. Tho Executive Engineer 
has, at present, powers to sanction detailed estin1ates 
for works and repairs on his own authority (paragraph 
321, Volume I, Public \Vorks Department Code). Under 
this sehemo, it would, therefore, be necessary for the 
Superintending Engineer to issue orders to the Executive 
Engineer as to the progress to be made in the case of all 
works in his circle, whether sanctioned by himself or 
by the Executive Engineer. I hardly think this would 
be practicable from the executive point of view. 

VOL. III. 2p 
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( 4). If the Executive Engineers and their sub-divisimml 
officers are working without reference to the funds prov
ided they may very well spend, early in the ye(tr, more on 
not absolutely essential works than was provided for these 
works and thon when retrenchment is called for, find 
either that they cannot retrench or that they can only 
do so by neglecting some really essential work, or by 
postponing the discharge of liabilities actually incurred. 
Sudden stoppage of works, which have been partially 
constructed, for which ma,terials have been collected, or 
for which definite contracts have been entered into, 
is net likely to be in the best interests of the state. Su
perintending Engineers weuld find in actual practice that 
it is not easy to impose any check on expenditure unless 
they impose some limit cin the Executive Enginaers 
and they again on the sub-divisional officers. An 
Executive Engineer and his subordinates can properly 
regulate the outlay on the works under their control 
only if they know how much money they have to spend 
during the year ; .this would not be the case if they were 
simply told what portions of various works they should 
carry out. If officers were kept in the dark a~ to the 
allotments for their works they could not be held re
sponsible either for excesses or lapses. This responsi
bility would then devolve personally on the Superintend
ing Engineer, tho officer most removed from the initial 
accounts, and he would have to conduct, in some other 
shape, the audit check which the audit staff can exercise, 
very easily and efficiently, in the ordinary course of the 
monthly audit of the divisional accounts. l\fr. Tomkins 
himself realises this as one of the necessary consequences 
of his scheme, inasmuch as he proposes the amplification 
of the progress reports (which Executive Engineers at 
present submit periodically to Superintending Engineers) 
with a view to let the Superintending Engineers know 
monthly the progress of expenditure on each work, as 
also the estimated outlay of the following month. These 
reports are . not submitted monthly in all provinces, 
nor are Executive Engineers required at present to show, 
either in them or in any other reports or accounts, the 
estimated expenditure of the next month on each work. 
It follows that l\Ir. Tomkins' scheme would involve, 
to a .certain extent, the conversion of Superintending 
Engineers' offices into audit offices, and that there would, 
in this respect, be some increase of work in both Executive 
and Superintending Engineers' offices. 

(5). Further, it is not clear how the transfer of the work 
and responsibility of controlling the expenditure against 
grants from Executive Engineers to Superintending 
Engineers, would by itself tend to prevent the rush of 
expenditure at the end of the year. It would still be 
necessary for the Superintending Engineer to regulate 
the expenditure within his circle according to the sane· 
tioned grants of the year, and so long as this is the case, 
the change in the agency of control proposed is not likely 
to have any effect on the usual rush at the close of the 
year. The new system of re-grants of lapses of Public 
Works Department grants (paragraph 3-5 of Public 
Works Department letter No. 705-A. G., dated the 16th 
October Hl16, already quoted), is expected to improve 
matters considerably. 

(6). For these reasons, I have come to the conclusion 
that it would not be practicable, or expedient, to dispense 
with the preparation of a fairly detailed programme 

. of works outlay beforehand and to do aW>1Y with the 
present system under which the offimlr in charge of the 
division, and not the circle officer, is held responsible for 
exercising financial control over the expenditure on works. 
I also think tha,t, except in regard to annual repairs, the 
eqtimatos for which nre prepared for the expenditure of 
e'l.ch ye:1r separately, the sub-divisional ofticers should, 
in practice, be guided by money limits for each work, 
laid down by higher authorities. For repair estimates 
(annual as well as special) I think it is not nltogother 
necessary to have individual allotment~, and audit 
might well be conducted against lump sums for each of 
the three service heads," Civil Buildings"," Communica
tian>" and "i\li"ccllanoous Improvement>" subordinate 
to the head "Civil Works". 

(7). In regard to r0laxation of nurlit ch<'ek in the matter 
of nllotmonts, a suggestion of a loss drastic c hnrne!er 
than th~t put forward by Mr. Tomkin:< ha~ bePn madr• to 
me, wh1ch would l1nve tho ('ffoct of redtu·in" the numhor 
nnd amo~mt of audit objections. I haYe not yet been ahlo 
!o oxamm~ tho proposal carefully; but I int(1nd to take 
Jt up and, tf advisable, to bring it before tho Gowrnnwnt 
of India for consideration. In the meantime it Hcf\ms 

hardly necessary for mo to put it before tho Committee. 

(8). Under pnragmphs 287 and 323-A., Volume I of 
the Public Works Department Codo, local Govornm('nt:; 
can. fix th.e powers of Superintending and Exocutivo 
Engmeers m the matter of appropriating funds, If full 
advant(tge is taken of these powers, there should bo a 
reduction in audit objections and correspondf'nec. 

4,858. Advances to contractors. Ti1e suggestions mado 
to the .Committee are:-

(a.). T?at the Executive Engineers should be empowered 
to sanctton advances to petty contractors, in exce~s 
of the existing limit of Rs. 50 authorised by paragrnph 
780, Public Works Department Code, Vol~me I. 

(b). ·That, in cases where contracts are given for finished 
work, the Executive Engineers should be permitted to 
make pa.yments for materials required for such work 
and actually brought to site, 

(2). As regards (a), the question is mainly an adminis
trative one. Executive Engineers have at present 
powers to sanction advances up to Rs. 50 in any single 
case to contractors. This power is very seldom exer. 
cised in actual practice. There is no ~udit objection 
to increasing this limit to any small extent considered 
absolutely necessary in the interests of work, provided 
that necessary precautions are taken to safeguard goYern
ment against Joss. I may, however, point out that ad. 
vances will be necessa.ry only in the case of petty contract. 
ors who have notr sufficient capital. But it is exactly 
in their case that the risk of losses due to advnnces be· 
coming irrecoverable is greatest. It would therefore b(l 
necessary, if the system of advnnces is to he extended, 
to prescribe suitable rules for adjusting them expeditiously 
as work is done and paid for, for securing government 
against loss, and for guarding against possible a busc.> 
of the concession on tho part of contractors. 

(3). As regards (b) also, the essential point is to onRnro 
that the system entails no undue risk of Joss of govern
ment money. If contractors, whose agreement is for 
finished work; are paid in respect of materials collodcd 
and brought to site, precautions will be necessary to 
counteract any tendency on their part to po;;tpono 
tho actual execution of work and also to prO\'ent possible 
losses due to shortage, misus(\, or dotorioration of tlw 
materials and the expense entailed on government for 
their proper watch and safe custody. This suggestion 
is, however, like the preceding one primarily an adminis
trative matter and, if the concession is considered u IJ. 
solutely necessary in the interests of work, t hero would 
be no objection from an audit or nccounts point of viow. 
If it is decided to adopt the system, I would SU[!t:est that 
the necessAry provision should be made in the fonm 
of agreements to secure to goYernmt'nt. a lien on tho 
materials paid for and also to safe-guard government 
against losses likely to arise from the cmtscg mentionc•<l 
nbove. In fact the monetary holp gi\'Cll should be treat or!, 
aud ~hown in the accounts, not as payments mado for 
th0 materials, but as nr1vanrcs mndA on tho st'curity 
thereof, tho contractor's liability nndor tho n(trel)nwnt 
being considered as dischnr.c:cd only on completion of 
tho artificer's work, as stipnLltd for. 

(4). In this connection I may indte ntt('ntion to par;t. 
graphs 36 (b) anrl 4:j (e) of the Audit and Apprnpri t!io•t 
R0port for l!ll4-Li, from whirh it will be sern thnt m·e)·· 
p~ym~nt.s to rontrartord are not. mwommon rv<•ll nnd•·t· 
the pre;r·nt system and th:1f. such O\'nrp:tvmrnt' nro 
not always recovrra hie. 

4.8.3!J. Lump sum estimates for annual repairs to 
buildings. In tho intern<!:> of e nir·inn t ti 11·1 n"ia I vrm t ro~l. 
I think it is wr.y itn~ortan.t thn.t dotailcd O't inn!''' r<lrould 
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be prepared for all except very petty works. It is only 
when considering and sanctioning detailed estimates 
that the details of the proposed outlay come under the 
close scrutiny of responsible executive officers. The 
estimate is a record of these details for the guidance of 
the subordinate actually in charge of the work, while it 
is also valuable for future reference. In the absence of 
such a record, serious mistakes may be made in respect 
of specifications, rates, etc., and government may be put 
to loss. 

(2). In the matter of annual repair estimates of build
ings, the rllies in the Public Works Department Code 
already allow considerable latitude to executive officers. 
Under paragraph 710, Volume I, Public Works Depart
ment Code, it is permissible to prepare a single repair 
estimate for a group of buildings of each class, instead 
of one estimate for each building; paragraph 716 allows 
the use of standard specifications, while the entry of .meas
Uiements wou]d also be facilitated by the -gse of standard 
measurement books as. prescribed in paragraph 721. I 
understand that the facilities allowed by these rllies are 
freely availed of in the Punjab where they appear to 

• For spooimens see an- have standardised forms* for 
nexures II and Ill (not annual repair estimates in which 
pnnted). the rates, quantities, and cost 
of each kind ef work are printed and clerical labour is 
thus reduced to a minimum. I ani of opinion that the 
adoption of this procedure will secure the desired saving 
of work and that it is undesirable to introduce a 
system of lump sum estimates which will not give the 
sanctioning authorities, or the officials responsible for 
the execution of work, the opportunity of reviewing 
periodically the actual quantities of work to be done, 
or the rates and cost thereof. 

4,860. Profit and loss accounts of workshops, stores 
and brickfields. The Accounts Department can, if de
sired, prepare regular annual profit and loss accounts, 
provided that the necessary data are furnished by the 
executive. I fear, however, that the collection of the data 
would tbrow considerable extra work on the executive, 
that in actual practice the preparation of the data would 
devolve upon subordinates, and that, in consequence, 
the results achieved might be misleading and unreliable. 
Moreover, to be of any practical use, the accounts would 
have to be prepared in great detail-i.e., a separate a'b
count for- each workshop or-Orickfield, and for each 
stock depot, if not, indeed, for each class of stores in each 
depot-and this would create much work all round. 

(2). As to workshops, the existing rules (paragraphs 
1060-9, Volume I, Public. Works Department Code) 
alrea'dy provide for the maintenance of suitable accounts 
to show the financial working of the larger workshops. 
These rules could, if considered really necessary be 
extended to the more important of the smaller shops, 
in respect of which it is desired to have periodical profit 
and loss accounts. 

(3). In the case of brickfields, regular estimates are 
required to be prepared for the manufacture operations 
of eac~ ~eason. I thi~ i~ is possible for the sanctioning 
authontles to determme m each case, after taking into 
account the extra charges like " interest " and " estab
lishment " which do not enter into the accounts of manu
facture, how the true cost of bricks manufactured depart· 
mentally would compare with the prevailing market 
mtcs. If this is sufficient for practical purpo~es, the 
preparation of formal profit and loss accounts for brick
.ficlds would hardly appear necessary. \Yith reference 
to the observation that no allowance is made for the 
fact th~t ~he bric~elds at times lie idle for years, I 
would mv1te attcnt10n to the rule in paragraph 1283 
Volume I, Public Works Department Code, which would 
F.cem to cover such a case. 

(4). In regard to stores generally, I think it would al
'~ay~ be necessa~y for the Executive and Superintending 
l',ngmeers, eve~ if profit and loss accounts were prepared, 

' to rel.f on thcrr ~Jersonal ~nowlcdgc of the requirements 
of thmr work8, of the availability, or othen\'i~c, of funds 
for the purchase of stores at any particular time, of the 

state of the stock and rates of the local markets, and ·of 
the various other factors in regard to which no pro forma 
accounts, prepared by the Accounts Department, would 
be of any use. It is in view possibly of such difficulties 
that the departmental rules (paragraphs 1263, 1270 and 
1279, Volume I, Public Works Department Code) enjoin 
a great deal of personal vigilance on the part of the local 
officials, as well as the Superintending Engineers and 

· local Governments. 
(5). Another difficulty in regard to preparing profit 

and loss accounts of stores would be that an annual stock 
taking and valuation on a specified date by a responsible 
officer would be necessary. I am afraid this would be 
an almost insuperable difficulty. 

4,861. Proposed levy by the Public Works Department 
of charges for the preparation of plans and estimates for 
civil departments I would invite attention to articles 
.95 and 1006 of the Civil Account Code, which lay down 
the principle~ governing the classification and adjust
ment of charges incurred by one department of the etate 
for services rendered to. another. As the Buildings and 
Roads Branch of the Public Works Department is classed 

, as a public service department, it would not be in accord
ance with accepted principles for that branch to make 
any charge to other departments for professional work 
done for them. It should be possible to devise adminis
trative measures to check the abuse whj.ch is said to exist. 
A change in Jbe recognised principles of classifying pub
lic expenditure does not appear to be advisable. 

4,862. Powers of local Governments to waive or reduce 
charges for establishment on local fund and contribution 
works. Under paragraph 137, Volume I, and paragraph 
1885-V, Volume II, Public Works Department Code, 
local Governments are empowered to sanction any relax
ations of the ordinary rules regarding levy of establish
ment charges, in the case of works carried out by pro
vincial establishment out of contributions and for local 
funds and municipalities. For want of time I have not 
been able to look into the history of this rule and examine 
the grounds on which it is based. I am not, therefore, 
in a position to give a definite opinion. But prima 
facie the theoretically correct course, from the account 
point of view, would be to require all establishment 
charges recoverable under the rules to be paid to the 
Public Works Department; any aid considered neces
sary being given to the local fund or body concerned as 
a regular grant-in-aid. If this course were adopted, 
the accounts would represent facts more accurately in
asmuch as the charges on account of local educational, 
medical or sanitary schemes would no longer be classi
fied in the public accounts as Public Works establishment 
charges. Moreover, there would be the advantage that 
each grant-in-aid would be duly considered on its merits. 
Some time ago it came to the notice of the Government 
of India that a certain local Government had issued gen
eral orders exempting all municipal and local funds from 
the percentage charges, and it was held that the general 
orders were not in accordance with the spirit of the 
rules. 

(2). The foregoing remarks apply mutatis mutandis, to 
tools and plant charges. 

4,863. Introduction of a system of pre-audit for pres
idency towns and large projects. The establishment of 
a separate pre-audit office for any project or group of pro
jects at the same station must necessarily result in extra 
expense. For a single average project of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, situated at a station other than the 
provincial headquarters, the cost of a separate pre-audit 
staff would obviously be prohibitive. Large projects like 
those for the buildings at Dacca or Bankipore are not of 
every-day occurrence, and it would seem to he best to deal 
with each case on its merits. 

4,864. Raising the limit for lumped sub-heads. I have 
already' suggested in paragraph 4853(6) that, for the 
purpose of lumping petty sub-heads the limit of cost 
might be raiocd from Rs. 500 to Rs. '1,000. I doubt if 
it would be advi8ablo to raise it to a higher figure. In 
tbe case of projects of considcralllc magnitude, it might 
perhaps Lc convenient to have a higlwr limit, but such 
})rojccts are not numerou~. 

2r'2 
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ANNEXURE I. 

SANCTIONED HIPER!Af, AND PROVINCIA!, WORKS ~STili.\Tl:D TO 
COST. 

·--~----

Name of Dlvillion. Yenr. Minor works. Major works. 

Below 2,500 to 5,001 to 7,501 to 
TOT!!,. 

Above 
2,500. 5,000. 7,500. 10,000. 10,000. 

-----
Unwnlplndl, 1912·13 274 26 

No. '----roo-' 10 4 16 3:30 
C08t lls. 1,72,017 44,660 22,278 2,04,2~0 5,33,175 

1913·14 340 33 

No. 
'---y----J 

8 9 878 22 412 
Cost Rs. 2,70,678 26,502 66,715 3,03,102 6,67,087 

Amball11 1912-13 105 10 -'---y----J 
No. 205 5 4 20 2~4 

C08t Rs. 1,10,848 24,392 27,028 2,43,390 4105,tlG7 

1913-14 218 23 
'---y----J 

No. 241 6 3 18 268 
C08t;Us. 1,54,331 26,422 15,876 2,53,068 4,50,2117 

The HoN'BLE SIR REGINALD GAMBLE called and examined. 

4,865. (President.) The witness stated that he was the 
Comptroller and Auditor General and that he generally 
supervised the accounts of the Public Works Department 
in that capacity. 

4,866. He confirmed the remark in his written state
ment that " the object of the system of recording outlay 
by sub-heads is to enable the executive officer, to 
keep in touch with the progress of expenditure and to 
intervene, as early as possible, with a view to checking 
extravagance in rates and unnecessary outlay, or, in 
cases wher~ excesses are unavoidable, to obtain the 
sanction· of competent authority to revised estimates 
against which audit may be conducted, " and stated 

_ that he did not think that executive officers could keep 
themselves in touch with the progress of recorded expen
diture by merely taking the total amount of each esti
mate. A discussion ensued as to the practicability, 
or otherwise, of such a system and the witness finally 
remarked that the question was really one of finan
cial control in which he, as an audit officer, was not 
very directly concerned although it was his duty as Comp
troller and Auditor General to see that the financial 
interests of government were duly safeguarded. He em
phasized the necessity for proper financial control by the 
executive spending department and said that, if Executive 
Engineers could sati~fy government that they could exer
cise such control with fewer sub-heads or with an in
creased limit t<;~ minor work~ he would not object. 

4,867. There was no objection from a purely accounts 
point of view to the increase of the present limit iu excess 
of which sub-heads should be maintained for a work, 
and the increase of the existing limit for which particular 
sub-heads should be kept, provided Executive Engineers 
could satisfy government that they could exercise 
proper financial control over expenditure with the in
creased limits. 

4,868. It was here suggested to the witness that, if 
the above was tho case in regard to accounts, it might 
have the effect of relaxing the detailed budget control 
over the outlay on larger works. He was also informed 
that the view put forward in evidence by certain witnesses 
was that .it woul~ be distinctly to the advantage of 
tho executive workmg of the Department if the limit of 
minor wo~ks were raised and officers given larger powers 
of expenditure. He stated in reply that such a course 
would un~oubtedly result in having less items in the' 
budget . smco .a .large number of minor items at present 
shown 1n detail m the budget would be included in the 
lump sum provision for minor works, and with their 
increased powers Executive Engineers would be able 
to spend the increased lump sum provision in whatever 

manner they wished .. He added that the question was 
more of an administrative than of an accounts nature. 
A reference was made in this connection to the figures of 
the Rawalpindi ·Division shown in Annexure I of the 
witness' written statement, with a view to illustrating 
the extent to which the lump sum provision in the budget 
would be increased in the case of that division if the 
limit for minor works were raised to Rs. 10,000. 

4,869. It was pointed out to the witness, with refer
ence to the statement in his written evidence that tho 
question of the reduction of the number of sub-heads 
was carefully considered in 1888-89 hy the Government 
of India in connection with the report of the committee 
on public works accounts and that the conclu~ion ar· 
rived at was published in the Public Works Department 
Circular No. 25 Public Works, dated the 29th OctoLer 
1889, that that circular dealt with estimates and not 
with accounts since it contained specific reasons why 
estimates should be prepared in detail. ·He maintahwd 
that one of the points referred to in the Circular was the 
amalgamation of sub-heads and that the accounts follow· 
ed the abstract estimates as defined in paragraphs 658 
and 659 of the Public Works Department Code, except 
in cases of sub-heads of Rs. 500 or under (paragraph 
1290) ; but admitted that the first sentence of the second 
paragraph of the Circular viz., " the preparation of an 
estimate in detail ensures that the responsible ofiicer 
has given proper consideration to the requirements 
of the work, and is in possession of as much inform· 
ation as it is possible to obtain beforehand " did not 
primarily refer to accounts. He referred, however, to 
the second sentence of the same paragraph which read 
"the estimate also puts results on record for the guid· 
ance of a subordinate or successor, and for effective 
check over unauthorised outlay by a comparison of tho 
work executed with the outlay incurred ". 

4,870. Asked whether accounts by sub-heads was tho 
best method of controlling expenditure and whether 
expenditure could not be controlled at tho time the con
tract was given, he replied that there was no necessity 
for the maintenance of sub-heads in tho caRe of a purdy 
lump sum contract (paragraph 753, PuLiic Works Depart· 
ment Code), in connection with whkh no ehargc·s we're 
incurred departmentally. Questioned as to whether the 
maintenance of sub-heads was neccs,ary for pil•(·e-work 
contracts, he maintained that their abolition in 'uch 
a case would introduce the danger of cxccsHiYo Jmymc·Ht.,, 
particularly as there was no guarantee that the aeeount,; 
would not bring in charges other than those included in 
the contract. He pointed out that control l'XPreic<'d 
through a contract was a different thing from control over 
·expenditure actually shown in tho account~. 
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4,8il. He could not say definitely why there were no 
representatives of the Public Works Department present 
at the conference of accounts officers held in Calcutta 
in 1914, as he was not then the Comptroller and Auditor 
GeneraL But he presumed they were absent as the 
conference was purely one of the Accounts Department 
and as it was no doubt intended that all local Govern
ments and executive and administrative officers should 
eventually be consulted. 

4,872. The remark in his written statement that, so 
far as he was aware, it was not the case in any prov
ince that the Executive Engineer was required to take 
more than a supervising part in the actual process of 
compilation, did not imply that that officer was absolved 
from responsibility in this connection. The supervision 
by Executive Engineers of the work of their account
ants iuvolved a very important part of their duties. The
prescribed examination of the books, returns. and papers 
from which the monthly accounts were compiled would be 
necessary even if the compilation-work were transferred 
elsewhere. It involved a large amount of work, but 
there was no reason why the whole of the work should 
be deferred till the last few days. The signing of a fewer 
number of documents connected with the monthly ac
counts was a small matter and did not afford any real 
measure of relief to Executive Engineers, as their re
sponsibility remained the same. He added that he was 
strongly opposed to decreasing the responsibility of · 
Executive Engineers for the divisional accounts com
piled in their offices. 

4,873. The books and returns enu~erated in his writ
ten evidence had been retained in the final scheme in 
addition to those maintained under the Bengal scheme 
as it was considered executive officers themselves would 
find it convenient to have these compiled accounts and 
as it was understood Executive Engineers in Bengal 
had kept some unauthorized accounts. At any rate, 
local Governments had been given the opportunity of 
examining the proposals and the result of -their recom
mendations would be considered by the Government 
of India. He personally did not lay any great stress 
upon the inclusion of these particular compilation forms 
and would be perfectly ready to consider any proposals 
that might conduce to administrative convenience. 

4,874. The witness adhered to his opinion that l\Ir. 
Milne's scheme for accounts offices under the Superin
tending "Engineer was open to very great objections, 
apart from the fact that it would deprive Executive 
Engineers of theTI; important records, e.g., registers of 
wor)is, contractors ledger, stock accounts, etc. 

4,875. He was informed that the objections which had 
been urged by witnesses in regard to audit referred more 
to what he had in his written statement classified under 
miscellaneous irregularities, which formed a small pro
portion but which apparently bulked largely in the minds 
of Executive Engineers and that the only suggestion that 
had been made with a view to curing what had been term
ed '' au~t inteclerence" was that the Audit Department 
sho~~ ?1ther .employ a better class of clerks for raising 
the ~tlal obJectwns, or that such objections shol)ld be 
subJected to more supervision before they were forwarded 
to Executive Engineers. He replied that the suggested 
impr~vement in the class of clerks raised a very largo 
questiOn,. and that he had all along recognised that the 
g_reat desideratum was to do away with frivolous objec
tiO~s and that he had during his tours impressed on all 
au~t ?fficers th~ necessity for scrutinising every single 
obJectiOn before 1t was passed on to the executive officers 
c~~cerned. T~ese. arran$ements had had a tendency to 
lo~sen such obJectiOns, smce small amounts objected to 
were now written off as a matter of course under the 
powers vested in audit officers. 
. 4,87~. He was opposed to the substitution of a peripatet
IC audit for a central audit, partly because the system 
had after a four years' trial in Bombay proved a failure 
and P.artly be:ause of the .great and mmecessary ex
pense ~~would mvolve. In Jus opinion, the major portion 
of .audit r:ould be done. much more conveniently and 
satisfactorily by a central audit office. 

4,877. The objection in his written statement to the 
effect that the Executive Engineer had, at present, power 
to sanction detailed estimates on his own authority and 
that under J\Ir. Tomkins' scheme it would therefore bo 
necessary for the Superintending EJ;Igineer to issue 
orders to the Executive Engineer as to the progress to be 
made in the case of all works in his circle whether sanc
ti.oned by himself or by the Executive Engineer, did not 
confuse technical sanction with the provision of funds 
since the essence of J\Ir. Tomkins' scheme was that th~ 
Superintending Engineer should, in sanctioning estimates, 
give the Executive Engineer directions as to beginning 
a work or not, and as to the progress to be made, according 
to the funds available. It was pointed out to the witness 
that under Mr. Tomkins' scheme the allotments would 
be carried as far as the Superintending Engineer and 'no 
further, that the essence of the scheme appeared to be 
that the Executive Engineer would receive a list of works 
to be carried out during the year, that the latter would 
be entitled to carry out those works according to the 
requirements and best interests of the Department and 
that he would not be bound down to specific allotments 

·for each work, and inquiry was made as to what accounts 
. objection there was to such a procedure. The witness 

contended that difficulties would probably arise with the 
different heads of departments since the Executive En
gineer might spend more for one department than for 
another and that there had actually been trouble in the 
past in this connection. , Such trouble would not be the 
result entirely of favour shown to a particular depart
ment, as the Executive Engineer might find it more 
convenient to spend more money in one locality than 
in another with the result that he might disappoint some 
heads of departments. This particular matter, however, 
was more an administrative than an accounts question. 

4,878. The remark in his written statement that sub
~~sional officers should, ~ practice, be guided by money 
limits for e~ch work, la1d down by higher authorities, 
was made mth reference to Mr. Tomkins' suggestion that 
the sub-divisional officer should have only working in
structions given to him for his guidance. Without such 
money limit, it would be almost impossible to carry on 
works, particularly as it might result in serious loss 
if the Superintending Engineer were to intimate that 
he had not the money to spare for a work which had 
already been begun. 

. 4,879. Although Executive Engineers had not been 
gwen powers of reappropriation, it appeared to him that, 
as local Governments were competent to delegate powers 
of appropriation to Executive Engineers under paragraph 
323 A of the Public Works Department Code they were 
competent also to delegate powers of reappropriation. 
It was hardl.y within his province to suggest what powers 
should be g1ven, but from a purely audit point of view 
audit would be satisfied simply to audit against powers 
given. It was desirable that localGovernments should 
give Executive Engineers powers of reappropriation 
under defined limitations, particularly with regard to 
small works. 

4,880. (Sir Noel Kershaw.) The question of the grant 
of advances to contractors was purely an administrative 
matter. There was no objection from an audit stand
po~nt to the grant of advances when necessary ; the main 
pomt was to safeguard government against loss. 
. 4,881. The payment for materials actually brought to 

s1te was open to the danger that contractors might do 
such portions of work as paid them best and leave the 
rest undone. 

4,882. (President.) The witness was informed that tho 
taking of detailed measurements for the payment of 
bills entailed a great deal of wmecessary labour and that 
Executive Engineers had stated in evidence that it would 
greatly facilitate work if they were allowed to make 
payments well within the limit without detailed measure
me.nts.. He was asked whether there would be nny 
obJc_chon to paymep.ts on account being made on the 
certificate of an officer that a certain amount of work 
had been done without ~etailed measurements, subject 
to such measurements bemg taken when paying finally 
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for a work, llD.d in reply he statoo that there would be no 
objeetion from an audit point of riew. 

4,883. The standardized forms in use in the Punjab 
for aunual repair eo;timates were printed loeally and 
brought together all the details before the sancti~ning 
authorit'l"' e¥err year. It was unden.--tood that the pnnted 
entries were attered to inC'Qrpornte any changeo;. The 
petty items in the eo;timates were simply a lump sum 
pereentage. 

4,884. Xo numerical acC'Qunts were submitted to 
audit in the Ci'l"'il Department for the purchase of office 
furniture, but they were necessary in the Public Works 
Department owing to office furniture being cla..."5itied as 
tools and plant in the ca..<e of ditisional offices, tide pam
graph 539, Public Works Department Code. There would 
be no audit objection to all clas..oes of office furniture 
being treated as C'Qntingencies instead of tools and plant. 

4,885. Asked whether it would be feasible to main
tain protit and loss acC'Qunts in order to show whether 
go¥erument was justitied in maintaining its o1m brick
tields, instead of going to the open market, and whether 
such aCC'Qunt-s could similarly be kept of the storei stocked 
bv the Public Works Department, he stated that, as 
nientioned in his written statement, such a practice 
C'Quld be introduced, but it was a question whether the 
amount of labour in>olved and the r&-ult.s that could 
be obtained would be sufficient to warrant it. He added 
that, in his opinion, the adnu~tages of such accounts 
would probably not be worth the trouble of their c<~m· 
pilation. 

4,8S6. With regard to the sugge.."'tion that a fee should 
be leried by the Department for the preparation of plans 
and estimates for other departments, with the object 
of checking the tendency of calling unneees...<arily for 
plans and e<>timates, he was of opinion that, as the Build. 
ings and Road-s Branch w-as nota quasi-commercial depart
ment within the meaning of Article 95 of the Ciru Account 
Code, it was not entitled to make such a charge. The 
matter he thought was one which called rather for exec
uti>e action. He sugge..--ted that, if it were laid down 
thst the sanction of higher authoritie-s had to be obtained 
before the Public Works Department could be called upon 
to prepare plans and estimates, it would be a check on 
the present tendency. 

4,887. The riew expres.."l'd in his written statement 
that the remi::"Sion of departmental charge.;; was open to 
objection in principle was his personal riew. He had 

[Conlin !ltd. 

not however had the time to examine the history of the 
question. He wa.s not prepared w say that tho ·Go,ern· 
ment of. India were wrong in delt>gating these powers. 
He colli!ldered that fr<:,l:l a purely accountil stand-point 
it would be ad,·antageous to levy the charges. The 
~ount in>ol>ed was.~ely to be overlooked when given 
m the form of a relll.IS.slon of the charges, instead of by 
a regular grant-in-aid. 

4,888. (Sir 1\od KeriMaw.) The system of peripatetic 
audit had been in existence in Bombay for a period of 
four years and had reference, with minor exceptions, to 
the entire prorince. It was admitted in Bombay to be 
more expensive, and its disad¥antage-s outweighed its 
advantage-s. Peripatetic audit sometime-s enabled an 
audit officer to interrogate officers on the spot, but it 
wa-> more or less difficult to question sub·divisioual offi
cers, who were disbursers, and Executive Engineers, owing 
to their being sometime-s at a distance from headquartem 
at the time of audit. There was an advantage in examin
ing such officers personally, whenever fM.'!ible, and in 
the local audit of receipts and some clas..<es of expenditure, 
but a peripatetic audit was >ery co;,tly. He would not 
allow the C'Qst of peripatetic audit, unless it wa.s consider
able, to influence its introduction, but he did not think that 
the system had any great advantages as far a.s the Public 
Works Department ll1lS concerned, particularly a.s it 
would not result in anv material reduction of work in 
the ditisional and sub:dirunonal office;;. If peripatetic 
audit were undertaken otherwise than monthl¥ it would 
ouly be a test audit. and a great deal of ei:penditure 
would not come under audit ; at present all expenditure 
was audited. A.d,arlt,age was taken at the pre,.'6nt aunual 
in."pl"Ctious of examining questions which had ari..<en during 
the monthly audit. 

4,889. The maintenance of a yearly or triennial profit 
and loss account of go¥erument hrickfields would, so 
far as the work in>olved was ooncerned, practically 
amount to one and the same thing. But if at any time 
it wa.s considered necessary to inquire ..into the prolit 
or loss of a particular brickfield, the .Accounts Dl'part
ment. could draw up a skeleton form on data supplied, 
for the guidance of the exeeuti>e. 

4,890. (Rai Balwdur Gm1ga Ram.) The que.stion whe. 
ther the additional charge of 10 per cent. prescribed in 
paragraph 1222 of the Public Works Department Code 
for the sale of stores to the public or other departments 
had the effeet of accummulating unnerossary and use
less stock was really an admini.«tratiYe one . 

.ALFRED ClUTr.KRTox, EsQ, c.LE., B.SC., A..C.G.L, A..H.LC.E., H.LH.E., Controller of Home Indents and Priority. 

Tf ritten Staiement. totally unacquainted with the life of a workshop and 
4,891. (VIn.) Education and (Vm) Practical train- generally they consid~r themselves yastly ~uperior to 

ing.-The principal point which I would wish to bring - the ordinary shop-trained men and usually they tind 
before the Public Works Department Reorganization it difficult to settle down in a workshop alongside such 
Committee is in connection with the training of en,oineers men. The result is that comparatil"'cly few of the school
in this countrv. From lSSS to 1901, I was Profes.."'r trained mechanics stick to their trade. On the other 
of Engineermg in the ~oineering College, Madras, and hand, the shop-trained men are generally not very well 
since I relinquished my C'Qnnection with that in.<ttitution, educated, have little knvwledge of drawing and are 
I have had oonsidernble experience with engineers trained unable to adapt themselves readily to new lines of work. 
in this C'Quntry employed on work of a somewhat dilierent It would be well if we could abolish the training of art
cl&QJ to that which usuall¥ falls to the lot of the average isans in engineering schools ldtogether and proride a rer
Public Works engineer. ls Diredor of Industries both in tain amount of elementary teehnical instruction for work
lladras and in the Yysore State and as a Member of the men in the larger engineering works. This could be done 
Indian lndu...mal Colll.lllissi.on, I have had many oppor- by the establishment of a regulae approntioos_hip system 
tunities which ha>e enabled me to arri>e at the conclu- and C'Qmpelling all the apprentices to attend rught classes. 
sion that one important cause of the backwardness of For the training of men who may subsequently hope to 
Indians in industrial matters is due to the defective and become foremen, very little has been done in this country 
inefficient system of training mechanical engineers which and most of the larger workshops import their foremen 
ha.s hitherto prevailed in this country. from Great Britain. Till the workmen are better cdu-

(2). There are th.ree classes of men :required, for whose cated, there is very littJe hope that any large number of 
training protision ought to be made : ( 1) mechanics them will be fit to be promoted to sueh posts as chargemen 
or workmen, (2) mechanical foremen and (3) mechanical and foreman of shops. In a number of Elllgineering schools 
engineers. Hitherto, the education of mechanics ha.s such as the Chengalvaroya :Xaick&r's Tecb.nicaJ Institute 
t-Il provided for in institutions like the engineering in Madras, the Mechanical Engineering Schools in lfysoro 
schools at ~agpur, Amraoti and .Bankipore; but the main and Lnclmow and in the subordinate branch of t~e 
training ground i.s in large railway and goverument work. Sibpur Engineering C.oUege, attempte are made to train 
shops and in private engineering works. The schools a. claaa of men who will ultimately beoome foremen and 
t.um ont men with a fair knowledge of their trade bnt assistants in large engineeriDg shops. So far, tbe ex-
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periments in this direction have not met with much 
success and most of the students turned out, have es
chewed large engineering workshops in which they might 

· get good practical experience and have taken up small 
jobs such as looking after cotton-ginning factories and 
other small Indian power-driven factories. In the en
gineering schools, the idea is to give an all rotmd training 
in the various engineering trades simultaneously with 
instruction in drawing and in the elementary principles 
of science which find application in mechanical engineer
inrr. The course usually lasts three years and the pupils 
ar: then expected to complete their practical training 
in workshops, where it is intended that they should 
specialize. If they would do this and if ~they did not 
enter into the workshops with a swollen head, the major
it,y would, after a few yen.rs' practical experience, become 
really useful men and capable of being placed in positions 
of controL Experience so far does not seem .to point 
to the desirability of greatly extending such a system 
of training foremen and it seems necessary to make ar
rangements by which modern liberally educated youths 
can be sent from school direct t<> workshops. In some 
places, it will be possible to provide evening schools 
somewhat similar to the English polytechnic schools ; but 
generally, the situation of engineering works seems to 
point to the necessity of introducing a sandwich system 
of training, whereby each boy spends from 6 to 8 months 
in the year in the shops and from 4 to 61nonths in a 
school situated in a large centre of population where 
provision can be made for a scientific and technical train
ing. 

(3). There are four engineering colleges in India and 
all of them primarily train men for the Public Works 
Department. In recent years, more attention has been 
paid to mechanical engineering; but even now, it is quite 
inadequate. I should like to draw attention to the 
evidence of .Mr. T. W. Tutweiler, the Generall't!anager 
of the Tata iron and steel works at Sakchi, which he 
tendered to the Indian Industrial Commission at 
Calcutta at the end of last year. He says, " I do not 
think we can get Indians to replace foreigners in the 
higher positions in the industry with which I am con
nected until the Indians are sent abroad and trained. 
It seems to me that too much value is attached to 
the importance of receiving a University education 
in this country. A good education, I firmly believe, is 
necessary, but it is not an essential thing that a man 
has to go to a University to make a good and efficient 
workmaU: If an Indian desires to take up an industrial 
career, instead of continuing his education until he 
is 2~ or 23 years of age and then expecting, because he 
has received that education, to commence his industrial 
career at the top of the tree, he should make up his mind 
what particular kind of industry he desires to g<Y .in 
for, leave school at about 15 or 16 years of age and be· 
come attached either as an apprentice or workman for 
a period of years. This period would be invaluable to 
him for more reasons than one for he would get the oppor
tunity of making a skiUed and efficient workman equipped 
with a knowledge of that particular trade or industry 
which has to furnish him. a livelihood, while, on the 
other hand, it gives him an opportunity of discovering 
whether his selection of an occupation has been wisely 
or unwisely made. During this time, he could with 
great advantage continue his studies in his leisme time 
on the theoretical side of the industry, and at the expir
ation of his apprenticeship (if circumstances permitted) 
two or three years in a European country would enable 
him hy association with modern and up-to-date 
practice to attain the same degree of efficieney as the 
European". 

"Under the present conditions of Indian labour, al
though the European clement has in our works been 
greatly reduced, I feel that it will be necessary to have 
European supcrvi~ion and direction until such a time 
as the Comp.any picks out youngsters and sends them 
abroad, makmg arrangements with some of the forci"n 
firms to take them into their works and make them st;rt 
at the bottom and go through the school of hard knocks. 
I suppose you will ask the question why we cannot train 

Indians -here for the higher positions instead of sending 
them abroad and my a.nswer to that is this. I will 
not say Indians cannot be trained here for the higher 
positions but in my opinion, if Indians are sent to foreign 
countries before their habits in life are formed and before 
they are too old to be influenced by home ties and religious 
scruples, they will enter ·upon their work in a freer 
atmosphere and will see other young men, their equals in 
social status, ·beginning at the bottom and working up 
and it is my opinion that to become efficient in any 
department of the iron and steel industry and to be able to 
teach others, it is absolutely necessary that they should 
go through every stage of the process. I do not think 
that Indians of the type who would make superin
tendents or heads of departments would be willing 
to go through this course of training in this country 
as they would feel that their social status would be lowered 
by doing the work of menials which they would have to 
do if they beg!lJl- at the bottom. When this is done, 
the iron and steel industry will be more firmly established 
in this country ". . 

Whilst I agree with :l\Ir. Tutweiler as to the reasons 
for the failure of Indians as mechanical engineers, I do 
not think that the remedy which he proposes is capable of 
more than a very limit.ed application and it will be better 
to provide for a radical reform in the conditions under 
which engineers will be trained in the future. 

( 4). The four engineering colleges in India train students 
intended ultimately to become officers in the Public 
Works Department, the railways, district boards and 
private firms ; but these are few in number compared 
with those attending the classes for instruction of upper 
subordinates, lower subordinates, draughtsmen and sur
veyors. The arrangement is not a satisfactory one as 
there are obvious disadvantages in providing, in the same 
institution, for the training of both officers and men. 
In Madras certainly and to a large extent, I think, in 
the other engineering colleges, the education of engineers 
has been too much influenced by the needs of the Public 
Works Department and consequently framed to suit 
its immediate requirements without regard to the future 
or to those other interests in India which can only be 
handled by engineers. Undue importance is attached 
to surveying and to descriptive engineering whilst me· 
chanical engineering has been greatly neglected. Person
ally, I hold the view that every engineer should first 
be trained as a mechanical engineer and that speciali
zation in one or other of the various branches of engineer
ing §hould only begin after a good foundation has been 
obtained by the study of mechanics, the mechanical 
sciences, drawing and workshop practice. 

(5). I understand that even now guaranteed appoint
ments in the provincial Public Works service are still 
offered as prizes to the students in the engi!leering classes 
of these colleges and doubtless they help to attract stu
dents to the engineering profession. The training given 
in the engineering classes is supposed to fit the students 

· for appointments as officers; but actually only a com
paratively small percentage get admission in the officers' 
grade and the rest find employment in comparatively 
subordinate service or in private employ. There seems 
to be a greht waste of effort in giving to a large number of 
students, who will subsequently never rise out of the 
ranks of subordinates, the kind of training which is only 
necessary for men who aspire to ultimately attaining 
the very highest positions open to engineers. This leads 
me to suggest that one engineering college for the whole 
of India will at present amply supply the needs of the 
country and~ the existing engineering colleges ca.n be 
reorganized so as to provide cour<es of training better 
suited to the careers which the great majority of the 
students will ultimately follow. , 

(6). The association of the engineering colleges with 
the university system of tho country has led to tho prc
seription of university tests for admission to the engineer
ing collegeg. I can only speak with detailed knowledge 
of l\Iaclras and there for many years students were only 
admitted to t·llC engineering eollege in the cngincel'illg 
ela8~ aft.or they had pa~sod tho B.A. degree examiuution. 
Some years ago, the test was lowered to tho first arts 
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examination and I think this was done as a compromise 
between the plan which I suggested and the then exhting 
practice. I think there is no doubt that the education of 
an en!:!ineer should begin at a much earlier stage than is 
possible if it is in any way connected with the unh.-er;:ity 
s\·stem. The boy intending t<~ be an engineer should begin 
his speeial course of studies in his 1 ith year. _.\! that 
age, he is hardly likely to han~ complrted his general 
education and his command of English will not be suffi
cient for one who hopes t<~ rL<e to high positions after
wards. The engineering college or school "·hich he enters 
should therefore pro>ide for instruction of a practical 
character in English, mathematics, the physical sciences 
and in m~>chanical engineering. )Iathematics and phy· 
sica! science should be taught in close relation to the 
study of mechanics and.the laboratory work should be 
designed to illustrate their practical application. There 
should be suitable workshops in which he should spend 
at le.a.st two days a week under nom1al workshop con
ditions as rega~s the hours of attendance. At the end 
of two years, the process of differentiation should begin. 
The boys, and they will probably be the great majority, 
who, through force of circumstances, ha1e to begin to 
specialize early, mil either proceed to a further two years' 
course in the same institution in ciTII engineering, 
which mil complete the education necessary for those 
who ultimately expect. to rise to the highest position 
possible t<~ men who begin life in this country as upper 
subordinates, or they mil go out and become appprentices 
for a period of not less than three years in engineering 
workshops, which should fit them for employment in 
industrial faetories or workshops, where their prospeets 
mil depend on their own capacity and determination. 
Those students-whose position in life renders it possible 
for them to attend a more prolonged collegiate course 
or those whose mental capacity renders it desirable that 
they should receive a more ad>anced training would go 
on. either at their own expeiL'<e or with the assistance of 
scholarships, to a higher grade institution, where op
portunities for study would be gi>en equal to those of 
the best colleges in Europe and America. The course 
should e:rtend o.er a period of not less than three years 
and should be devoted to the training of eiTII, mechani
eal and electrical engineers, There, as in the earlier 
stages of their training, particular attention should be 
paid to mechanical engineering and only in the last two 
years should specialization become intensified. The ex
tent to which provision should be made for general edu
cation must be determined by experience, haling in view 
the fact that the'students leaving the college should in no 
way be deficient in mental capacity or attainments when 
compared with uni>ersity students of the same age. 

• 

_(i). I am eo~nnrt>d that a ~ingle rollc;::c for nll India 
mil for Bome hme to c-ome adP(JIHtf..ly nwc·t the nrc·d., 
of the country. I consider that it will be b<:th'r to exte11d 
laboratories and workoh .. ps, to sub-diYide departm~nts 
and to create new departments mtl:er than to e,t;d,Ji,h 
additional C'ollrges. It has bN'n sugge,ted to me that 
SUC'h a college would only nttrart students from the 
proiulce in which it might happen to be E!;lrted but that 
is not the experience of thf'l Indi,,n Imtitute of :Scit'IKe 
in Ban!:!alore, to which students freelv come from all 
parts of India and there bas ne>er bc·<-n in it an undue pro
portion of South Indian :Science students. It is wdl 
known that Btudents now freely go abroad in spite of the 
fact that it in>oln;s !'Cparation from their families and 
friends for a long period of time. The c·entral enginN'rin" 
college that I contemplate might ~tart by admittin~ 
about 50 studt-nts a year and be gradualh- inerea.'""d 
till the number of annual admissions reaeh" 200 whieh 
would mean. making allowance for those who droppt·d 
out on the v.-ay, that ultimately pro>iFion would have 
to be made for the training of some 530 students at one 
giwn time. By concentrating the higher enginN'rinf.! 
teaching of the country in a single institution, it will 
be possible to pronde it with a staff of men of the hi!'he;t 
eminence and to pronde facilities for research work of 
the kind needed in <.'onnl'etion with engineering prob. 
lems of a peculiarly Indian charact<>r. 

(S). I am of opinion that Roorkee with its already great 
tradition as a centre of engineering education might 
be con>erted into the imperial college. The climate 
is suitable, the existing buildings could be >cry largely 
utilL<ed and the f<1d that it is not in a >ery central position 
is a disadvantage of a wry minor character. It seems 
to be unnecessary t.o go into details regarding the train
ing which should be given in this colle;re; but it is 
neeessary to point out that the ruechanic·al enginPers would 
still need a period of work> hop practiee under ordinary 
factory conditions. In the college, the Btudents should 
be taught to recognise the limitations of their colle~e 
training and the nece>sity for practical expBrience. The 
difficulties mentioned by ::llr. Tumeiler in getting the 
educated men to work v.;th their own hands in the 
workshops would then largely disappear and thE' student 
would be prepared to accept the workshop course as part. 
of his training. It is essential that the student should 
be so prepared that he will go through it in the proper 
frame of mind to take ad.antage of the Pxperienre it 
offers. With the previous training in tbe coll<'ge, this 
workshop wurse need not be a 1ery long one. He woul<! 
ent<>r upon it mth a fair degree of manual skill and should 
be in a position to rapidly accustom himself to manufac. 
turing eondirions . 

MR.. .ALrnED CJUTTERTON called and. examined. 

4,892. (Pnsident.) The witness stated that he had 
been professor of engineering in the ~fadra.s Engineer-

, ing College from 1888 to 1901 ; that he had been Director 
of Industries both in :lladras and in the )f,sor€1 State, 
and that he was a member of the Industrial Commisiilon. 
He was at present the Controller of Home Indents and 
Pcioritv. · · 

4,893. He considered that the ideal s>Etem for the 
training of mechanics and workmen in· India was t<~ 
e:.tabfuh an apprenticeship system and to start night 
15Chools for the apprentic~ but feared that, in tnost cases, 
this would be impracticable, the conditions being :Euch 
that apprentices were too tired at the end of thO? day to 
be able to put in two hours at a night EChooL The 
SY>tem had been tried in ~fadras, but the only people who 
attended the nll:ht Eehools were clerks of the Board of 
R<J>enue who wf•hed to gain some £-lementary knowledgE~ 
of !'ngineering. Thi~ system u;oed to be very popular 
in England but he could not say how it was progr£-o.>ing 
at pre-<ent. About five year;; ago a S<·hemc was put 
forward in :lladras for the e.stablishment of an apprentice
Fhip system under which apprentices were to be taken 
into the various mechanical Pngine-ering worbhop;:. 
gonrnment pronding a S('hool in the neighbourhood. 
)IoEt of the employers ngreed to let a ppr;nti<'c> go there 

for two or three afternoons a week. The witne~s was 
not, howe>er, sure whether the scheme had bc:en <·arricd 
out or not. 

4.894. In r<'gard to the training of mechanical foremen 
he deprecat~d the training gi>en in the collegc·s but 
explained that the remarks to that effect mad(• in hi< 
written statement had reference onlY to mechanic,;] 
forem;:n and not to o>erseers in tht:> Pubiir 1\orh De· part· 
ment. One of his main contentions in reg3rd to tlH· 
trainintr of ci\·il enl!in('('r F.Uborclinatcs was that, with tbt" 
exception of tho,:e employed purely on mr>ey work, 
the\ would make lwtter en!!inN·rs if thc·y had more 
m~hanical trainu1c: either in the collci!e or &chool, or in a 
worhhop. Hf' ro~~idered that mr·cbanical en"incNin!! 
was the ba::is of all engineering 'll·ork and thought th~t 
a man Lec·ame a better ci>il en<!in.:er b~- >irt ttt: nf t Lr 
fa.c·t that he had n·crin:d a r0rtnin amount of traininc as 
a mechanical rncinur. He r<:N,mmt"ndr·d thvr,·f~Jrt: thilt 
the fin:t two n·:1r' in en-ry ezwint:erinl! colk;:r ,Jwuld l·r 
Sj)E'nt h~ all ~tudt'llt~ on m"E-chanienl en::inPerim:. In 
all the rn::iw·ccrini! collf'!!l'i• in Em: land t!Je >t urlt·llt' L:,d 
to !c·3rn,; "reat deal more mNh~nical c·n::inN·rir;~:: tLan 
in Inclia. He admitt.:d, howt>wr. thnt he· hiid nr> rr·crz,t 
informationaiJout the l'Y'tnn inl::.cLnHl 1 ut up to tLc 
time to which his kno'd~d;;e extet<d•·d Le ''a- err( a in th::t 
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practically en>ry engineering ~tud~nt. h.a~ to ~ake .up 
mechaniMl engineering to start with, ctvil engmeermg 
be1incr taken up at the end of the course. 

4 S95. The witness admitted that some colleges had 
Rpe~ialized courses in partic~tlar branches of civil en
aineering and that students m those colleges could take 
~p ~urh courses. witl~out first going throng~ a course of 
merhanical engmeermg, but all colleges whrch gave gen
PraJ t.uining such as, for instance, the City and Guild;, of 
Lon .lon Central Institute, Leeds, and most of the Uni
wr~ities in the Xorth of England, imparted instruction 
in mechanical engineering, both theoretical and practical, 
a'l well a~ in applied mechanics, mechanical drawing, 
workshop pract.ice, strength of materials, etc. He was 
therefore strongly of opinion that in all the engineering 
collrcre~ in India the mechanical engineering and workshop 
trainlncr should absorb a substantial portion of the tint€' 
of a st~1dent, particularly in the first two years. 

4,8\16. An alternative to the course above recommend-. 
ed wa~ that a considerable proportion of th€' time now 
spent in lectures on descriptive engineering might be 
rethlCed, as this could be better acquired outside. The 
firAt thing required was to train a student in the 
fundamental subjects t.hat underlay the whole profes
sion. In India tho student joining a school or college 
had generally not learnt to work with his hands, and 
was thus totally unable to appreciate what manual 
work meant. For a man to judge the value of "work'' 
it was desirable that he should be able to do it'timself, 
as it was very difficult for one who had never worked 
himself to say whether a workman was slack or not, 
and whether the work done was of good quality. The 

.. \l'orkshop training was even more important. in India 
than in England as an Indian going to an engineering 
school was, unlike an Englishman, unaccustomed to the 
u;;e of his hands. A boy in India never had a box of 
tools while an average English boy was generally a bit 
of a carpenter. Primary and secondary education in 
England also included more practical work than in India. 

4,897. He recommended that students of the engineer
ing colleges should not be admitted at a later age than 
17, andt hat a certain amount of general education should 
be given in those colleges. He had had a good deal 
of experience and was of opinion that the aim should be to 
get a man into the atmosphere of practical work as soon 
a;:; possible, as the University courses were primarily de
signed for the production of clerks, plead€'rs, etc., and 
hence the students who went in for the higher University 
course had their faculties developed in directions which 
were uReless in the case of an engineer. An attempt 
should be made to pass boys directly from the high schools 
to 'the technical college, and if necessary to giye them a 
more general education there. The witness was not 
against but strongly in favour of giving liberal education 
to engineering students, only he desired that it should be 
given in the engineering colleges under conditions which 
would be LIVourable to the development of engineering 
in>;tincts. For instance, a Universitv student had to 
lParn a vast amontlt of EngliRh philology which was 
of no practical use to engineering students. The.studv 
of Chaucer, logic and psychology provided for in the 
Univer~ity courses, though useful as a training, was of 
no great value to an engineer. He did not agree with 
the objection put forward that an ci1gineNing collecre 
in India was not the right pl(U)e for general educatio~, 
and that such education should be completed beforc 
a student commenced his course of study in such a college. 

4,898. He would as an exceptional case rt>lax the age
limit· of 17 in the case of sons of contractors who had 
worked with their fathers and gained exprrience on prac· 
ti1·al works and then desired to join the cngineerincr 
colleges, but maintained that as a rule such men wet~ 
more dPsirous of going through a University com~e. H, 
howeYPI', a Loy Rtartrd early in lifr working with hi>~ 
father he would hardl~r have time to get much general 
P1lneation and would be in the ~:une difficulty in rrgnJ·tl 
to general education at 22 a» at 17. • 
, 4,899. He recommended a two years' general cO\ll'~e 
!or all students, to be followrd !Jy a two yenrs' ~pecial 
cmtrsf' in t.hP ca~e of upprr suhordinates anrl by n tlm·•• 

VOL. III 

:vears' course in the case ol. engineers. The particu· 
lar point upon which he desired to lay stress was that 
at present government w~s training a large number of 
men as engineers who never rose beyond the rank of 
upper subordinate. He considered therefore that it 
would be better to differentiate at the end of the first 
two years between men who were going to remain as up pet· 
subordinates and men who hoped to get appointments, 
f'ither private or government, a.'! engineer;;;, and to rise to 
higher posts in government service or in the profes
sion. He did not agree with the view that it would be 
better to have separate courses from the very beginning 
for upper subordinates and engineers, and explained that 
although in Madra.s there were separate classes the 
students of both classes belonged to the same social 
rank. The cleverer boys went into the engineering class 
and the others into the upper subordinate class. He 
considered that, if boys were admitted at the age of 17 
as proposed by him, a, large number of them would not 
turn out satisfactory engineers, although they might 
make good subordinates, but if they were trained 
together for the first two years it would then be possible 
to select suitable candidates for the-superior ranks, au.d 
t.hese could be sent to the more advanced imperial 
institution, the establishment of which he advocated, 
while the others could be educated in a provincial insti
tution. He was of opinion that instead of four or five 
colleges for the training of engineers there should be one 
big institution where it would be possible for govern
ment to maintain a larger and more efficient staff than 
it was possible to do in the provincial institution. He 
did not object to the training of lower subordinates in the 
same institution with upper subordinates, but he 
objected to the training of officers along with subor· 
dinates. His remarks to that effect in his written state
ment had particular reference to the Madras college 
where all'the four classes of students, engineers, upper 
subordinates, lower subordinates and draughtsmen were 
trained in the same institution. He recommended that 
upper subordinates and engineers should be trained 
together for the first two years as they would be in a wa~· 
completing their general education during that period, 
but considered that, after these two years, it was essen· 
tial to make a differentiation, and that engineers and 
upper subordinatrs should then be trained altogether 
separately. 

4,900. He recommended that there should be one high. 
grade college for the whole of India instead of the existing 
provincial colleges. He had not seen the objection to 
this proposal put forward by the Atkinson-Dawson and 
Public Services Commissions, but in discussing the ques· 
tion he had found no adequate rea.son against the pro· 
posal. He did not see that there was any force in the 
objection that one institution, unless it was a very large 
one, would not be able to instruct the ever increasing 
number of students pouring into the colleges, as he waR 
of opinion that the number of students to be trained as 
engineers should be very much reduced. At present the 
number of persons getting appointments as engineers wns 
only about 20 a year and he considered that in Madras 
too large a number were · being tra.inecl as engineer!l. 
The provincial colleges could provide for the training 
of upper subordinates, as well as persons to be 
appointed as local fund or municipal engineers, but the 
central college would be designed to turn out the best 
type of engineer and to impart training equal to the 
best afforded in England. It would be a great advan
tage for instance if each year three or four of the best. 
students of t.he ·Madras college could be· sent to o. 
central college and thrse be enabled to get a higher 
and more Jll'aC'ticnl training than they could get at 
present.. ~ -· 

4,901. The Fceond objection that the central college 
would attraC't students entirel~r from the province where 
it W;ls situated and would handicap students from the 
oth(·l' provinces had al~o not much force in it. He had 
praetieal exprriehee of the I nRtitute of Scienct> at Bang a· 
lor!\ which attraC'trcl ~tudents from all parts of India, 
a111l PVPn more from Fpper India than from plaN•s cloFe 
Ly. H•' nllmitted that the boys joining this institute wt·r~ 

2 Q 
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·between 21 and 22 years of age and that the boyA joining 
the central colleges would be about 19 years of age, but 
considered that thoro would be no difficulty on that score 
as boyR at that age .were found to be going to .Japan, 
America and England for eclucation. He was .absolute~y 
certain therefore that there would be no chfficnlty m 
getting Rtudents from ~he distant provinces and was. of 
opinion that the prest1ge of t~e central college. bemg 
under the Government of Ind1a would be sufficient to 
attract suitable students. 
· 4,902. He had also considered tho objection that the 
c~>ntral college might degenerate into a provincial college 
but had made tho proposal on the assumption that there 
would be a central organization of the Government 
of India to control it. 

4,903. He was of opinion that 'engineering colleges 
should not be affiliated to the Universities and should have 
nothing whatever to do with them. His opinion Wa8 
based on his experience of the Madras college. There 
the curriculum was drawn up by practica 1 engineers, 
and the students were trained accordingly. The 

'University also granted the degree of B.E. and prescrib-
ed :a, certain syllabus of studies which corresponded 
on certain points with the college course but differed 
considerably in many instances. The students had to 
get a diploma from the college and had also to obtain 
the B. E. degree from the University. They were, when he 
was at the college, examined in December for the college 
diploma and again in January for the University degree. 
In .the first place there was no necessity whatever for 
these two examinations by independent boards of examin
ers, and secondly, where the University course differed 
from the college course, it was generally to the disad
vantage of the University course. The whole of the 
control, so far as the University exercised any control, 
was by men who had very little experience of engineering 
work. The Madras college was fairly closely connect
ed with the Public Works Department which had a 
good deal to sayJn the original drawing up of the. curri
culum and the students gained no advantage from the 
work prescribed by the University. As time went on 
changes were introduced in the college course but none 
in the University course, as it was a comparatively simple 
matter to get government to sanction a change in the 
curriculum of studies but it was a matter of years to 
get any change from the Senate of the University who 
took little interest in the college. There were about 
a hundred men on the Senate very few of whom were 
engineers belonging to the engineering Faculty. Madras 
had thus derived no benefit whatever from the affilia
tion of their engineering college to the University. Nor 
did he think that affiliation had any effect in regard to 
attracting students ; the real attraction being the guaran· 
teed appointments. The degree of B.E. might possibly 
attract students in Bengal, but on the whole he considered 
that a central institution under the Government of India 
would have a much greater attraction than any provin-
cial institution could possibly have. • 

4,904. As regards the staff of the colleges, he was 
strongly in favour of a kind of sandwich system under 
which a man put in a certain number of years in an 
engineering college and a certain number on practical 
work in the country. He would rather see teaching of 
a less highly theoretical character but carried out by 
practical men. Recruitment direct from England 
brought out a class of men with considerable theoretical 
knowledge and possibly a good deal of practical experi
ence as far as English practice was concerned, but their 
ignorance of the conditions under which engineering 
was carried on in India rendered their teaching work 
of considerably less value than if they had had a 
certain number of years' practical experience· in the 
country. He would like to see Public Works Depart-

' ment ~ff!cers deputed to the college but the difficulty 
he ant1c1pated was that of getting the best men to 
volunteer. If, however, Public Works Department 
officers could be induced to take lip teaching work 
for two or three vears nt a time ho would ('ertainlv 
prefer to have a m~n of that type to a man who had never 
bad any practicfll experience of engineP.ring in Inuia. 

• 4.~0!1: Ho co~~~it!ercd that. there wa~ a ~ood dt•nl of . 
JURhce m the crltlcJsm olTPred to thP f'ommit.tPP that th 11 
engineering colleges were in grnrrnl oYrr rqnippNl, thnt. 
tlwy were providPrl with maehinrry on an c:xt.rnvagnnt 
scale, anrl that. ":hat wns rrqnirPd for nn Pnginrrring 
col!c•ge was 11 fUJrly large nmnhrr of chrap mnc·hilwR 
whwh the sh]drnt~ could URP nncllwnr]l, rnfll!'r than t]1p 

more expenRive typP~. There was a tendc•nry among 
the p~·ofessors who came from England to huy a lot. of 
mnelnnery and npparnh1s whi<'11 werP not rrally rrqnirPcl 
and the demand for whioh was didat~d more hv F.n"
li~h than by India11 rrqnirements. ' .~ 

4,906. The qneBtion whether tho engincrl'ing rolkgrs 
Rhould be allowed to take up research and testing work 
for the public depended mainly on the Rtnff thnt waR 
avail~ble and. upon their qualifications for the tn~k. 
He d1d not thmk that there were mnny Indian Rtndrnt~ 
who could do anything in the way of reRearc·h nntl ronsid
ered that even if they were nll~wed to do RO t,hev would 
?e w~sting valuable !ime ~vhich could be brtt~r s1)('nt 
lll gmng through thell' ordmary rourpe of instrnrtion. -
As regards the profesAors, however, eApecially if they \\'f'J'f' 

brought. from England and had no pract.irnl knowlrdge 
of the country, the more Rpecial Indian enginrf'rin~r 
problems they had to t.ackle the better it would be for 
the professors themselves and ultimately for the stndrnts, 
as it would help to bring them into contact with the 
enginee~ng conditions of the country. The wif.nrs:; 
had himself started the first testing laboratory in con
nection with a college. He did not therefore a'gree with 
the opinion expressed before the committee that teRtin~ 
work was outside th.e Pcope of an engineering rollrgP, 
as there was a cons1derable amount of valuabl(\ work 
that could. be done in tho college, ancl though student~ 
might be unable to undertal'e the \\'ork themP!'h'PR thrv 
would derive considerable benefit hy seeing surh tMi.~ 
carried out. 

4,907. (Rai Baharlu1· Ganga Ram.) He sugge.qfRd that 
the course for upper subordinates should be one of fQllr 
years and for engineers one of five :VNli'A so that. 11 stndrnt. 
joilling at 17 us propowl by him might. lenvr as an 
engineer at 22. This would include two years during 
which general education would he impar!Pd in thP 
engineering college. 

4,908. (Mr. Cobb.) He doubted whether the PubliP 
Works Department men would be willing to join rollf'
ges as teachers. The other system of recruiting tenchel'A 
was one of which he had practical experienrr. l1nving 
himself adopted it. He came out to Jndin as profrssor 
of engineering without anyprcviousknowledg" ofTndinn 
conditions and managed to get at.tnched to tho PubliC' 
Works Department for two or three year~, a fMt whieh 
was of the greatest advantage to him as a teacher. Th!' 
proper course thert'lfore would be to lay down thP ron· 
dition that men recruited in England would be po~tPd 
to the Public Works Department for short periods in 
order that they might acquaint themselves with Indinn 
conditions. In cases where young men were recruited 
there would be absolutely no difficulty in l(iving tlwm n 
couple of years' experience in the Publir. Works DC'part
ment as Assistant or Executive Enginc~rs. 

4,909. He did not contemplate that the crnirnl 
institution should do anything in the way of training 
teachers. The idea underlying his proposal was t hn t 
government would be able to get men from the Pnblir 
Works Department in India who combined high R0iPn· 
tific knowledge with a considern hle amount of prnr-tiC'nl 
experience and who would be willing to tnke up po~ition~ 
in the central college though they would not be er]nally 
ready to accept appointments in a provincial rollrg('. 

4,iHO. He hnd not had sufficient exprrience of the I'P
quircments of'tbe Public Works Department within thC' 
last ten years to be nble to Pay wbcth(·r the training in 
the collrges wns adequnto. He had bren in rlo.'<' tont'h 
with meehnniral work and had found thnt th~ rnginrPI'' 
produced WNI' wonting in knowlrclge of lllt'rhllnirnl rn· 
ginrering. He frlt that tl1~> rrnl I'Nfllirenwnt of Tnclin 
wa~ a lurgr numbrr of rnginrrr." wit.h n ~0111Hl1mininv 
in mrrhnnic·nl !'nginrrring nne! WM< of opinion llJat t lw 
indnP.1ri!d de\'nlopnwnt of fhf' ronntr~· wn~ ~tn•atl~· """ 
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tarded on account of tho paueity of good Indianmechan· 
ical cn!J'inecr~. Both fir::;t and ~econd-class men were 
roquirc~l at pre~ent as one seldom came acro~s an !ndian 
mechanical engineer holding a position of responsibility 
in a work~hop. The central college would, he thought, 
be in a better position to meet the demand in thiK Tc· 
:;poet than the existing colleges. 

4,!lll. He was of opinion that tho mechanical engineers 
produced by the engineering colleges were neither suffici
ently trained in theory nor did they have sufficient train
ing in practical work. The Indian engineering colleges 
were originally organized to meet the requirements of 
the Public Works Department, but the conditions had 
liincc c·hangcd and a large number of mechanical engineers 
were now required to meet demands outside the Public 
\\' orks Department. It would not be necessary for all 
:;ueh men to go to the central college and a considerable 
number of the sccontl-class men could be trained in the 
provincial colleges. · 

4,212. (ll!r. Jl[ackenzie.) The question as to which 
tiLudents should become engineers and which should 
remain as subordinates would depend in most cases on the 
students themselves, as it would have to be left to them to 
~ay whether they wanted to go through a ftrrther course 
of instruction in the provincial college or intended to ,go 
to t.he imperial college for higher study. In a considerable 
number of eases the decision would depend on whether 
a cLudent could afford the necessary expenses. He did 
not agree that the decision in such eases should rest 
with the principal of the college and would prefer to 
leave it to the students themselves ~ince they were the 
best judges of their own capacity and of t.he prospects 
t.hat lay before them. lf they found that they were 
unable to take advantage of the higher courses of t:tucly 
which he would provide for engineers they would be con
tent to occupy humbler positions. He suggested t.hat. 
the local liovernments Bhould give a certain number 
of ~cholarships to brilliant students from each provincial 
college to enable them to go to the imperial college. 

·1,!ll3. He had no recent knowledge of the curriculum 
at l'ambridge but believed that greater attention was 
paid there to mechanical engineering than to subjects 
Htl\' h as SUl'\'cying, etc., while the pradice in the Indian 
college~ was to go in for a very large amount of descriptive 
engineering, i.e., mere building construction,. and for a 
very lengthy course in survey. He would prefer that 
an engineering student should proceed on more seienti
lic lines, that i::; to say, should deal wi~h the principles of 

mechanics applied to engineering and be taught how to 
determine stresses, and such subjects as applied mechan
ics, the principles of mechanism, etc. When they had 
a thorough grounding in the fundamental sciences under· 
lying the practice of engineering they could then acquire 
descriptive engineering very much more readily and learn 
how scienc-e was applied in practice. The. curriculum 
in the Indian engineering colleges was based purely on 
the requirements of the Public Works Department and 
as that Department wanted a certain number of.survey· 
ors the colleges paid considerable attention to that sub· 
ject. The upper subordinates in the Public Works 
Department were largely employed on building works, 
working out plans, etc., and the more general knowledge 
they could get in the college or school the better it was for 
the Department, and till very recently Indian sub· 
ordinates and eve16 Indian engineers got very little real 
engineering work to do. · 

4,914. As to whether the training given was good 
enough for an engineer he remarked that surveying was 
ct specialized form of measurement and was not so useful 
to an engineer as a training in the principles of mechan· 
ical engineering, and was of opinion that specialization 
shtmld be taken at a later stage since directly a man 
began to specialize his field of action became narrowed. 
He would use surveying in the same way as one would 
usc a testing machine, i.e., to teach students to make 
measurements, but did not think it neeessarJ< that 
students should traverse 10 to 30 miles and spend weeks 
on doing nothing but levelling. They would be much 
better off if they acquired skill in making general 
measurements. 

4,915. He was of opinion that it WM quite impossible 
t.o put lndian students on research work and considered 
t.hat they could be much more profitably employed in 
other dircctiom;.~ Nor did he think that students would 
deri.vc much benefit by seeing a professor engaged 
on research work as it was essential that they should 
be able really to understand the work. . 

4,916. (Rai Bahad~l1' Ganga Earn.) He maintained t.hat 
the conditions in India were such that a young man at 
22 should have finished his college course and that better 
engineers could be turned out than at p;esent if the stu· 
dents joined at the age of about 17. years. Two years 
of the total course which would include general eclqca• 
tion would be spent in a provincial college and three in 
the imperial college, where general education could also 
be, if necessary, provided as part of the engineering course. 
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Officials and non-officials in Burma, Bihar and Uri~:;a, United Provinces, Delhi and the l'uujaL who furuic;hod writ ten_ 
evidence to the ;E'ublio Works Department Reorganization Committee in connection with their itH1uiry but who were 
not o1·ally examined. 

Burma. 

1. tl. ·Cuther Valu, Esch Honol'ary A~~btaut Eugiuccr, 
Public Works Department (retired). 

2. G. A. Grostiett, Etilf., Exccutivo Engiuoer, .Thlauc.laluy 
Dil,ision, 1\Iandalay. 

3. Mopalin Stone Co., Rangoon. 

Bihar and Orissa. 

4 . .M. N. Dutta, Esq., Executivo Engineer, Bhagalpur 
Division, Bhagalpur. 

5. R. C. Das, Esq., Sub-Engineer, Bankipur. 

6. J. N. Das, Esq., Sub-Engineer, Dumka. 

7. The Hon'ble l\11'. E. L. L. Hammond, I.O.S., Secretary 
to Government, Financial Department. 

8. l'he Hon'ble 1\lr. L .. 1<'.1\Iortihead, I.C.I:i., Commi8>iou· 
er, Tirhut Division. 

!), The Hon'ble 1\lr. H. Lc 1\Ie:mrier, C.:::l.l., L'.I . .G., 
I.C.S., Commi~~ionor, Oris:;a Divi~ion. 

10. t:i. C. De, Esq., Sub-Engineer, Purnea. 
ll. A. 1:1. Verncdc, Etiq., I.C.S., District J!lagiGtrate, 

Cut tack. 

United Provinces. 

12. The Hon'ble B. l\loti Chand, C.l.K, Beu;u·e~. 
13. Dr. P. P. Phillips, Ph. D. (Gottiugen), F.I.C., 

Professor of Applied Chemistry, Thomason Engi· 
nearing College, Roorkee. 

14. H. P. Jordan, Esq., 1\I.Sc., Profeosor of McdHwical 
Engineering, Thomason Engineering College, 
Roorkee. 

15. I•'. w. Sedgwick, Esq., III. A., l\I.I.E.E., Profe~~or of 
Electl'ical Engineering, l'homason Engit1eering 
College, Roorkee. 

16. C. J. Veale, Esq., }'.R.G.S., Professor of Survey and 
Drawing, Thomason Engineering College, Roorkee. 

17. G. Lacey, Esq., B.:::le., J..I.E.E., l'rofet,sor of Civil 
Engineering, Thomason Engineering College, 
Roorkec. 

18. H. Stanley Jevow;, Etiq., 1\I.A., B.:-:>c., Prefes:,or, 
Department of Economic~, Allahabad Uuinrsity. 

II}, 1:!. G. Edgar, Esq., B.Sc., A~sistant Engineer, Public 
Works Department. 

:W. C. H. Huttou, Esrj., Al\I.I.C.E., Chid .Euginccr, 
Public Works Department (retired). 

21. 111. S. Chodhry, Estj., lcmiudur and General L'uutrad· 
or, Bijnor. 

Delhi. 

22. S. Farman Ali, Esq., B. A., Assistant Engineer, Womens' Medical College and Ho,]Jital, Delhi. 

Punjab. 

23. II. K. Trevaskio, Esq., I.C.S., Sub-Divioional Ofiicer, 
Sonepa.t. 

24. H. Harcow·t, Esq., I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, 
Rohtak District. 

25. Sardar Bahadur Sardar Lahna Singh, C. E., Executive 
Engineer, Gw·gaon Provincial Divf.;ton. 

:!6. l\Iajor \\', H. l'. Fon;(er, D.P.ll., I.:\I.~ .• l'rofc, .. or 
of HygieJw, Lahore ''lcdkal t'ullq,:c. 

',!7, The .Hon'blo lhi Bahadur Ram :-:>a ran Da.', l'wpriulur, 
1\lc:;srs. R. B. ;)lela Haw and t:lum, Lahore. 

Al'PEXDIX ll. 

Letter from the llon'ble lJir: E. G. Bta111£y, 8~crclary to the Uonr11111r n/ of 1Jilu1r a11•l Uri,,.,,,, P11lr/ic IVvrks lJ• i'"r''"' ut, 
to the Secretary, Public Jl'ork8 Depar/mcnt Reorganization Commil/cc, Xo. JJ·: 1'. /:..'., rlalrrl the ]f)/It Jlrtrdt ]!11/, 

I am direded to im·ile a reference to i\Ir. Ito~e'ti letter 
.Ko. 555:E.A., dated the 15th Xovomber 1016, requc~ting 
the Local Govemment to furnish tho Pnblio Work~ 
Department Reorganization Committee with >t nHJlllO· 
ran dum of their views iu regard to the variou~ nmt ter; 
l'C!atiug to tho execution of civil works iu Britid1 India 

n·fen·cd tu in the draft Hc,ululi•m fun1ankd tlHrt·llith• 
whidt wa,; >UIN·qucntly pubJi,Jwd "' ]((•,ulutioll of th11 
t:o\'N"I\IIJCilt of lntlia iu the Public Worhs Vt·partlli''ilt 
::\o. 06-E.A., dated the :!4th Xovcmber lUlll. Bridly 
the main point,; into whieh the l'uwmillee ha1·e bceu 
aokod lu im1uire uro whether tho wcthud:; ut Irre,cut 
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elllployed for the execution of Ci~il works are econ~mical 
and suitable or whether more ·might not be done m ~he 
way of encoun<ging private cnterpri~e or of entrust1~g 
the construction and upkeep of certam classes ?f public 
works to agencies other than departmental. InCidenta~ly 
the relations of the Public Works Department w1th 
other Departments of Govemment, the possibili~y of 
fmther decentl'<llization within the Department Itsel!, 
and the adequacy or otherwise of the rules of the Pubhc 
Works Department Code, will come under the Com
mittee's investigation. Finally they are asked t? con
sider whether any improvement can be effected m tho 
system of education in Government Colleges, .and wl~e
ther adequate provision is made for the practical tram
ing of students after they have received their scientific 
training in English or Indian Colleges. 

(2). On all these points the Li~utenant-G?v_ernor i~1 
Council_ would prefer to reserve h1s final opiDion until 
he has had an opportunity of seeing the report of the 
Committee and the evidence recorded by them. Mean
while I am to state briefly the present views of the Local 
Government in rerrard to the general questions raised 
and at the same time to draw attention to certain de
fects in the existing system, which seem to them to call 
for inquiry, and to indicate the directions in which they. 
consider that 'improvement might be effected. 

(3). In the first place I am to refer to the Local Govem
ment's letter No. l939A., dated the 15th July 1913 
(Annexure A) replying to certain inquiries. made by 
the Goverlllllent of India regarding the possibility of 
effecting economies in the scale of expenditure on. un
remunerative public works, and to say that the Lieut
enant-Governor in Council has seen no reason to modify 
the views expressed therein. Under the system followed 
in this Province, practically all Civil works, both original 
and repair, are carried out by the Public Works Depart
ment, a few only being entrusted to District Boards, 
who receive 15 per cent. on the estimated cost of the works. 
By far the greater part of the work is given out on con
tract after tenders have been invited, different portions 
of the work, except in the case of very small projects, 
being entrusted to different contractor:;, Most of the 
local contractors are men of small means, who have had 
no technical or business training and, as a rule, possess 
little or no building or engineering qualifications. They 
supply the labour and sometimes some of the materials, 
and their work in all its details has to be closely super
vised and controlled by the officers of the Public Works 
Department. Having no capital of their own, and the 
rulej:i of the Public Works Department Code prohibiting 
any system of advances from Government, the~e contract
ors have to work on borrowed capital for which they 
are required to pay a high rate of interest. The system, 
though by no means ideal, work01 fairly well in practice, 
and although it is frequently charged against the Public 
Works Department that-their work is expensive and that 
their rate;; are higher than those paid by local authorities 
and private persons,. it i:> generally admitted that ~\ 
high standard of work is rec1uirod and obtained. In 
\'iew of the conditions prevailing in this Province, His 
Houom in Council is unable to suggest any more satis
factory system for tho execution of Civil work~. The 
Public Works Department could not execute all their 
work on a purely departmental ba:;i;; without a very 
large increa~e in their staff ; nor are they in a position 
bound as they are by rigid rules of accounts, to secure 
the labour they require at rea~onable rates. Somo 
econon1y might bo possible in the use of less permanent 
materials in some of the less important buildings, and 
thil:l is a matter which i~ receiving attention at the hands 
of Govemment. Some officer:; al:;o comph1in that tho 
rule:-:! for the supply of Htore:; do not suit pre~ent condi
tion:; and recommend that they uw.y be revbed RO as to 
obviate the noce8sity of indenting on the Storer Depart
ment of the Government of India for mo~t of tht1 matf.lriab 
u:;ed by the Public Works Department, Government 
IJcing given fl1Iler powers to pureh<~~e their rer1uirements 
lu•:<dly. [t would bo an undouhte(l advantage if t'ntira 
projects could bo mado over to large firlllS of mu:;tor. 

contractors who would take over the works from start to 
finish and who could be relied upon to carry them out 
efficiently and expeditiously. Not only would this 
relieve the Public Works Department of a great deal 
of their work of supervision, thus ena~ling them to dis- ' 
pense with some of their s~bordinat~ ~upervising establish-. 
ment but t.here would be the additwnal advantage that 
once ~ tender is accepted, the ultimate cost of the project 
would be definitely known, whereas under the present 
system, sanctioned estimates are and must be frequently 
exceeded. The pl:escnce and detailed supervision exor
cised by a number of subordinate Public Works Depart
ment officers inevitably tends to hamper the contractors 
and make the work more costly. The Lieutenant
Governor in Council would be glad to make over more 
work to reliable firms of master-contractors, but in this 
Province there are no such firms, and the few that there 
are in Calcutta will not take up work in the rnuffassal 
except in the case of large projects, such as the_ new 
Capital Works in Patna and the European and Indian 
Lunatic Asylums at Ranchi, both of which have been 
made over to Messrs. ----. 1 

(4). On the whole, therefore, His Honour in Council 
is of opinion that in this Province private enterprise is 
encouraged as far as possible and that any advance 
in this direction is dependent on the further develop- . 
ment of the building industry in the muffassal and the · 
increase in the number of reliable private firms of con
tractors, both large and small. He only desires to 
suggest the advisability of relaxing the rule prohibiting 
the grant of advances in the case of selected contractors. 
Very few contractors have sufficient capital to carry 
through an important work, and they must therefore 
either borrow money and charge heavily so as to cover 
the interest, or scamp the work in collusion with sub
ordinates of the Department. It is probable that the 
charge of dishonesty, so frequently levelled against 
Public Works contractors and subordinates, is largely 
traceable to the refusal of advances and of payments on 
account, the rules regarding which might with advantage 
be simplified. 

(5). As regards the execution of Government work 
through the agency of local bodies, the system was tried 
in Bengal some years ago and was abandoned. None 
of the 1\lunicipalities and few District Boards possess a 
sufficiently competent engineering staff to justify any 
considerable transfer of Government work to their. con
trol, while in the first grade districts, which alone employ 
fully qualified District Engineers, tho work of the Dis· 
irict Board is more than sufficient to occupy the whole 
of tho District Engineer's time, and it would be impos
sible for him to take up Government work in addition 
to his own duties unless he were given very substantial 
assistance. In this Province the experiment has been 
tried in a few cases but with not very encouraging re
sults. For example, Public Works in the Palamau Dil:l
trict have been entrusted to the District Board, but t.he 
Superintending Engineer re1Jorts that the work of the 
District Board stuff requires to be closely supervised and 
that the work done falls far short of the departmental 
standard attained elsewhere. It has also boen pointed 
out that the District Engineer in such cases is serving 
two masters, and that the risk of friction il:l likely, if 
anything, to increase if, as in a few districts of Bengal, 
non.official Chairmen of Di:>trict Boards are appointed. 
On the other hand, the present system undoubtedly 
involves a good deal of overlapping and duplication of 
control in areas in which works are being executed both 
by tho Public Works Department and the District Board, 
and Govemment are not convinced that tho :;cheme for 
utilizing the agency of District Boards employing quali· 
fied engineering staff to relieve tho Public Works Depart
ment of the con~truction and maintenance of some ut 
least of the Go\'el'llmont roads and buildingt~ in the 
district~; concerned, must bo abandoned. They propose 
to give the scheme t~ further trial whenever conditions 
appear to them to bo favoumble. 

(6). Although, for the rea~;ons given above, the Lieut. 
eHant-Gm·ernor in Council i!; nol prepared to recolll· 
mend any radical changes in the system adopted in this 
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l'roviuce for !.he exocut.ion of Ci vii work~, thet·e are 
many matlet'ij of detail in r1:1gard to whiuh there iM room 
for improvement. '!'hi~ iM Cl~pouially so in connection 
with tho question of procedure. The superior officers of 
tho .Public Works Department are overburdened with 
petty routine, ,acbounts and office work which occupy 
a hu·ge port.ion of their time to the detriment of their 
more imporbmt duties of supervision· and local investiga
tion. It has been suggested in some quarters that it 
might be possible to relieve Public Works Department 
officers of the greater part of their accounts work and 
to transfer iL to the office of the Accountant-General or 
of the Uollector. It should be possible to simplify the 
procedure for the preparation and submission of projects, 
for the framing of estimates, for obtaining adminisLm
tive approval, etc. A Commissioner of a Division writes 
"There is an unanimous opinion that the Public Works 
Department Code is unduly restrictive. This is partic
ularly the ca.'le in regard to buildings in charge of Civil 
Officers. Apparently the Executive Engineer may not 
take any ~wtioe of the most obvious defects or need for 
repairs in such a building without a form of requisition, 
nor 'ugai.tt muy he do the necessary work without sanc
tion from a number ef higher authorities. I have re
cently signed the proceedings of half a dozen Committees 
called to decide on the site for latrines to be fixed in the 
com pound of various Courts and residences. Tho 
average duration of the proceeclings in these cases has 
been from four to six months, and the signature of four 
local officers-the Superintending and Chief Engineo1·s, 
the Head of. the Department concemed, and tho Com· 
missioner-are all necessary before the work can be done." 
Another officer writes : " The time left to all the officers 
of the Department from the Chief Engineer downwards 
for inspecting works it1 progress is quite inadequate. 
These officers are first and foremo~t Engineers .......... , ... 
They are not Accountants, .and it would be a great 
boon if they eould be relieved of the duty of making 
payments, keepi.t1g accounts and filling in all manner 
of retums ......... The amount of petty works which under 
current rules have to be refeiTed to the Executive Engi· 
neer is altogether excessive. The whitewashing of 
a public building and the petty repai.t·s to a residence, 
form the subject of detailed estimates which obtain far 
more scrutiny and examination from the higher officials 
of the Department than does the work itself." It would 
be easy to multiply examples but the above are typical 
instances. 

(7). 'L'here is a general complaint that the .rules of the 
Code are far too elaborate and rigid and that t.hey .do 
not sufficiently allow for differences in local conditions 
nor give enough discretion to Local Governments. In 
the opinion of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council the 
criticism is justified, He is not aware whether the 
question of the construction of and 'assessment of rent 
on residential buildings falls within the scope of the 
Committee's inquiry, but here too there are widespread 
complaints against the rilles of the Code dealiog with 
this subject. Under the rules, the admissible outlay 
on a house is calculated on the average pay of the occu. 
pant, but no a.ocount is taken of the possible variations 
in the cost of the site nor of the price of labour and 
materials duo to exceptional circumstances. The rent 
is calculated, not on the market value, as in the case 
of private houses, but according to departmental rules. 
The tenant is compelled to live in the house, his rent is 
iixed for him, no latitude is allowed, and the rules of the 
Oode secure Governn'ient against nny possibility of los.~. 
whatever may happen, even where the capital expendi· 
ture hn& been swelled to meet tho administrative require
ments of Government or to remedy mistakes made in the 
pa.st when the house was constmcted or acquired. ln· 
stances could be quoted of undoubted hardship resulting 
from the operation of the rules, and it has been suggested 
f;hat a reasonable alt<~rnative t<J the present system would 
be to recognize that enoh and e\·ery officer requires ade
quate accommodation according to his rank, leaving 
it to the Local Government to allot the houses and fix 
tbe rental irrespective of the cost of constmct.ing the hui)d. 
ing. The l'ecent decision of the Government of India 

eontaincd in their lel!or No. 11;!0-A (J[ the Hth l·'~lmtary 
Hll7, declining to allow Ute Loeal Uoverument to writ'u 
bark to the !wad "EolaiJii,;hmont and Tool~ and l'lant" 
n Hum equivalent tp 6<:)! per cent. of the coot of thn 
resideneeti which are being built by Mc<srs. ----
for Oovernment oflicers in the new l'apitnl, is nn illu:;t r.t. 
tion of the anomaly which a strict application of the 
Code rules may occasion. If tho work had boon tlouo 
ou the ordinary sy~tem of potty contmcts, tho l'ublie 
Works Dopart.ment est.ablllihmcnt which it would ha1u 
been uoce~:mry to entm'lain and whieh has beon more thau 
~twed by malting over the work to 1\lo,;>l'o, , 
would not have been charged agailt~>t tho ct\pital coot of 
the residences. Thus tho result of givi.t1g tho contract 
to l\Icssrs. is that the tonants will have to 
pay ~~ much higher rent for the already highly rented 
-houses which they have to occupy in the now Capital, 
while Government dedve tho double advantage of nu 
increased rent roll and a savu1g in CX!Kmcliture. In t!JO 
opinion of the Lieutenant-f1overnor in Council thoro i.; 
a strong case for reconsidodng· and revising the rules 
of the (;ode in this and other mn ticl'J;. 

(8). In regard to the remaining points into which the 
Committee are inquiring, His Honour it1 Council dcsiws 
t<J say very little at this stage. Some docontralizatiou 
withi.t1 the Department has been ciTectod already but 
more i~ dc~li·ablc, especially in the direction of giviug 
,\ider powers t<J Superintending Engineer~. As regardo 
the relations inter se of the vnrious sub·divi~ions of t hu 
Roads andJ3uilditlgs Brauch of the Public Works Depart. 
ment., I am to say that they are believed t<J be generally 
satisfactory as also are tho relations of the Depnrtmout 
with other Departmeut.s of Government, but into <dl 
such nmtt{)rs the personal equation largely enters. Tlw 
system of education in the Engineeri.t1g Colleges appeal,, 
on the whole, to be suJlicient to meet the needs of priv:dc• 
agency as well as of Government if it could be combined 
wit.h a longer and more elfective cmu·se of practical 
training. Without going int<J debils, I am to invite a 
reference to the evidence of lllr. Heaton, the Prineip:d 
of the Engineering College, tiibpur, and ,\[r. Walford, 
the Principal of the Bihar tiehool of Eugineering, wilh 
whoso views His Honour in Uouncil is in general agroc· 
ment. 

&N"NEXURE A. 

Letter from the Hon'ble 1JI7'. E. R. Uurdincr, 8crnll'• .'1 
to the Guvermneut of Bihm· and Orissa, Pu~lic Work' 
Department, to tlte Secretary to tlte Gorermnent of india, 
Public Works Department, No. 1939-A., dated the JJI/; 
July 1913. 

I am dil'ected to acknowledge the receipt of your lcttcl' 
No. 908-A. G., dated the 3rd t::eptDmbcr 1912, on tlw 
subject.of a possible reduction in the 8calc of cxpenditum 
on uru·emtmerat.ive public works. The Uovernmcnt 
of India are of opi.ttion that, a~tiuming that proper economy 
is observed in reaard to the scale of accommodntiou 
provided for pil~blic and administrative ofliccs and 
buildings, any further reduction of co"t must·lie !'itlwr, 
(I) in the reduction of rates, or (2) in the adoption ol a 
cheaper class of construction for mi.twr bnildin~8. They 
enquire whether the Local Go,·crnmrnt. conm!er _tlwt 
economy is pos~iblc in these or any other du:el'IJOlh 

(2), The Lieutenant-Governor in Counctl hu~ gtvcn the 
matter his careful consideration after consulting ('om· 
missioners of Divisions and selected officers of the l'uhlic 
Works Department. As to the lirst p~h~t. rai;cd J,y tl11J 
Government of India, mum•ly, tho pnH><tblhty of rcdtll'lll!; 
of rates, the majority of ofliccrs consulted ~u·c of opinion 
that, considering the ;tandard of worb nght ly JJI-i"l•·cl 
upon by t·he Public \rorksDcpa~tmcnt: ,tho rat;'" nrc unt 
capable of any general reduction. \\ 1th thu; op11uo11 
tho Lioutcnant-<.:m·ernor in Council agrrci'. Tho ratr3 
are bu>ed on the actual cost of materials and ltlbour with 
an additional allowance of 12~ per cent, on account ol the 
contradors' charges. "\o the Gm•N'nmeut of Jndta um 
awarl" thflre ha.s been a \~ur,~ J!J,trkr:rl iw·t·••~t·..: 1 ' nf ret•Pnt 
years in the co.;t of laiJow· ~nd mtttl'l'ials lor all clt·~c'!"ip· 
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tions of work to which rates for a given specification 
must respond. It is by no means certain that the rise 
will not continue owing to economic causes beyond the 
I'Ontrol of the Department. 

(3). As regard~ the suggestion that the rates paid by 
f.lw Public Works Department to contractors for materials 
and work are in excess of those paid by the general public, 
~evEJral of the officers consulted admit that an impres
~ion to this effect does exist although tlwy have been 
unable to adduce any concrete instances in proof of its 
ronectness. The data for complete examination of 
this question are necessarily scant.y as a detailed Rcrutiny 
of privata \buildE>rs' accounts is not posRible. In f~ct 
onlv two definite cases have heen quoted, both of whtch 
are. in favour- of the Public Works Department rates. 
The DiBtrict Officer of :Mongh;~T reports that it has bePn 
llronaht to his notice that the Company paid 
high;r rates for a factory building recently created at-
than those current in the Public Works Department 
m1d the Exeentive Engineer of Patna furnishes a schedule 
of ratPs now being paid by a private builder on ct>rtain 
residences at present under eonstruction in Bankipore, 
whil'h shows that out of nine rates quoted for the main 
items of work four are the same as the Public Works 
Department rates, four are higher and one only is slightly 
less. Assuming, however, that there is some basis for 
the impression the comparison is not altogether fair to 
the Public Works Department as the nature and string· 
eney of the deed of contract will have a considerable 
hearing on the question. It is generally admitted that 
the ~tandard of work carried out by the private part.ies in 
the mofu.~sil is considerably lower than that of the Public 
Works Department so that no useful comparison of rates 
ran well be made. Private builders frequently work 
without any specification and are less exacting in their 
si1pervision. Moreover, in the majority of cases they 
are al1le to make advances to contractors, a practice 
which is prohibited by t.he rules of the Public Works 
Dt>partment. The latter point as several officers have . 
noted, is one that must have a considerable effect on 
thfl profits of a large number of contractors who take 
contracts under the Public Works Department as they are 
compelled to finance their works by loans from local 
hankPrR at a heavy rate of interest. It is for conRidera· 
tion whether the rules should not be relaxed so as to 
admit of advances being made to contractors of known 
probity under proper safeguards. 

( 4 ). As to the second point noted by the Government of 
India. namAly, the adoption of a cheaper class of construe· 
tion for minor buildings, the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council is of opinion that there is here some opening for 
inert>asecl economy. It has been the practice for many 
years to adopt cheaper methods of construction for minor 
huilllings such as the use of brick in mud mortar and tiled 
roof;; rather than purca brick work and terraced roofs as. 
commonly used for more important works. But the 
direction in which economy may be looked for is in the 
adoption of som!lwhat less strii1gent speeifications and 

in the relaxation of certain rigid building rules or customs 
that have acquired the force of rules in dealing with works 
of minor importance. The first of these points bas 
already attracted the attention of Executive Officers in 
their endeavours to keep down rising rates. For example, 
the use of an inferior class of bricks for plastered bnildingll 
and of lower grades of mortar than the standard grade 
of 1 to 2 for unimportant works are expedients for keeping 
down cost that-ha''e frequently bee]} adopted by Execn· 
tive Engineers in recent years. The issue of further 
inRtruct.ions on thiR point is at present under the con
sideration of the Local Government. 

(5). The question of the relaxat-ion of building rules for 
minor buildings i~ one that ha8 already been taken up 
by this Government and the orders on the points have 
recently i~sued. It has been customary in the past to 
follow for all buildings \Yithout exception loads for cal· 
culation of floor joiRts suitable to the most heavily loaded 
buildings. Extrnvagant expenditure in foundations has 
frequently occurred owing to tl1e inclusion of excessive 
aRRumecl live loads in calculation and to the limiting of 
foundat.ion pressmes to a figure suitable to the alluvial 
soil of Calcutta without reference to actual prevailing 
condit.ions, will doubtless lead to economy. 

(6). With regard to the enquiry made in paragraph 4 of 
your letter on the subject of. a definite comparison between 
kutc.ha and pucca buildings including maintenance charges 
available records do not furnish any very conclusive 
figures on· these heads as no Capital and Revenue Ac· 
counts are kept for the majority of pucca. buildings which 
are non-residential. There is no doubt that economv 
does result from the use of a cheaper form of constructio~ 
for minor buildings, but in the case of this province such 
a system is not a reversion to an older policy but one which 
has been regularly followed. In view of the heavy 
annual recurring cost required for repairs t.o katcl1a 
buildings ·the Lieutenant-Governor in Council doubts 
whether so far as the types of construction go there is 
any scope for further economy. 

(7). As regards the suggestion of the Government of 
India that it might be possible to 1~duce the supN·ior 
establishment by extending charges of supervision, all 
the officers agi·ee in deprecating any reduction in the 
superior supervising agency which they consider could 
only be effected at the cost of efficiency. With this 
opinion the Lieutenant-Governor in Council agrees .. 
So far as this province is concerned it would be most 
unwise to extend existing charges most of which are 
aheady recognized as being if anything too large for 
effective supervision. In view, n10reover, of the fact 
that the commonest accusation made against the Public 
Works Department is that the contractors are forced to 
keep their rates high in order to satisfy the illegitimate 
demands of the subordinate establishment, His Honour 
in Council is unable to support a measure wl1ich must 
necessarily weaken the sup!>l'Vi~ion ext>rcised over the 
lower gradt>s of the Re>rvi<'e. 

APPENDIX III. 

M emomndum prepared by the Go1,er mnent of the United Ptol'inca. 

Jt mnst he admitted that Pnhlic Works Departnvmt 
effidmH'V has been on the wane of late years due to the 
pres,;m~ of multifarious duties having grown too great 
for the sup<1rior staff. Moreover, this staff i~ now deplor
ably mixed. Our Imperial Engineers, though un· 
equal, are good on the whole, except for certain Indian 
rec:ruitx in recent yearR. They are lacking however in 
~sp;·it de corps, and many of them carry on their work 
with a detaohed air a8 if they wpro not part of the marhin
ery of Government n,ncl Wf'I'<J under no oblign,tion to 
prole<'t fiovernm<'nt ugn,inst its own mistakeR. The 
Jmperin,l and Provincial cleavage has not proved suc
ressful in the Public WorkH DPpm't.m!'nt or at lca~t it is 
now out of date. But whntevnr rhamrcR lJ!\ made in f,JJi~ 
dir~c·Lion we slmll H(.i\1 have to bn satbfierl with an insuftj. 

cient cadre of inadequately cquipperl men, while the 
work is steadily increasing. -There is a widespread 
impression that malpractices are rife in the subordinate 
ranks, anll that the old Public Works Depart.ment stand· 
ard of efficiency is no longer attainable, unless we ean 
return to the former practice of entire RUP<'l'ViRion h~r 
gazetted ollieers. The cost of thiA would now be too 
great with the growing demands for new works and tho 
polit,il'al aspirations of the count.ry. 1\Iorcover, t.he 
r!"cruitment of a suffici€1nt number of young engineers 
would re~nlt in emharrasRing bloC'kA hNeafter. We should 
therefore drop aiming at the impoRAible and he contenh'd 
wil.h the nnxt l1eHt thing. 

(2). 'l'lw work done by 1.l1P [)ppartment. iN good and 
durah)P, RPc·t>nt iuquiri<'s i11io tlw compar&tiye cost 
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of spedfic buildings e~ect<>d by privatt> agenry and !lw 
Public Works Department prove that, after allowmg 
for the departmental charge~, the cost. of this class of 
work is l1ot unduly expensive. But the. methods fol· 
lowed are somewhat inelastic and the procedure requires 
more adaptability. A greater varit1ty of standards is 
want-ed to ~nit different conditions and finances, even at 
tho risk of some additional cost in the long ruiL 
' (3). From both the industrial and political aspects, 
there is a real need for larger openings to contracting 
firms of all kind:;. The more we do>centralize work and 
the le~s direct we make our executh·e rontrol of public 
works, the more opportunities will India offer to private 
civil and specialized engineers. At preSE'nt tht> bt'st 
products of Rurki Col)ege cannot compete with tho::e 
of European establishments, uor is thert' at present any 
scope for employing pasSE'd students outside the Public 
Works Department, save in large centre:;. The profes
sion of civil engineering ne!"ds exalting in the public 
mind and being made attractive to the best indigenous 
talent. A good deal should be possible in this direction 
by making Rurki the means of obtaining a valued trni· 
vt'rsitv decrree. In fact, the time has come for Rurki to 
ntt>nd its functions. 

(4). We should aim at divesting the Public Workg 
Department of all duties which can be assumed fairly 
efficiently by other agencies. For instanct',. we sh?uld 
l'ntrust all unimportant work to local agencies. 1\ hen 
this was last tried in)hese provinceR, in the early t'ighties, 
it degenerated into a dual control of works in every 
district and that very naturally pro\•ed to be both ineffi· 
cient and costly. The change was probably made too 
suddenlv and on too large a seale. We should profit 
hy the mistakes then made and now act more cautiously, 
confining the experiment to a few selected districts in 
the first instance. In fact, tbe present dearth of quali· 
fied engineers and the non-existence of reliable firms 
gives us no option at the outset. For the execution of 
larae works, establL~hed bnilding firms should be en· 
co;raged to become reliable, and the necessary initiative 
for the creation of new contracting firms should also, in 
due courge, respond.to adequate measures taken to attain 
that end. Among other forms of encouragement which 

- suggest themselves, one of the most suitable might be 
to maintain Govermuent lists of qualified contradors 
cla..~iled according to their competency, as judged by 
their capacity to execute works more or less without 
direct supervision. Tbe actual Government chargt's for 
supervision and inspection might vary inversely with 
the competence and reliability of any firm. The magni· 
tude of the works already executed by any firm would 
be one criterion of competence. A t<>ntative scale of 
pt'rcentage charges for Government superrnion could 
be adopted to suit the classification of tbe firms, and tbe 
Raving in cost of supervision, in each case, could be 
handed over to the firm on the completion of thl' work 

_ as a bonus for relieving Government of the duty. Exist
ing firms would be clasSE'd on their past record, subject 
to revision periodically. Pro mot ion from dass to class 
could also be permitted on the production of proof of 
the employment of a qualified private staff. But what
eYer concession Le made to qualified firmR, it would be 
necessary for the Public Works Department to retain 
full disei-imination to dE"cide the actual extent of superri· 
sion and inspection neces;:ary in each ca..'>C. 

(5). Tendering for the exe.cution of brge work;:, or 
groups of minor works, in each centrl', should continue 
to be open to all listed contractors as now, whet her clas.<ed 
a~ qualified under the propoSE'd ~>ystem or not. nut 
oth('r things being equal, qualified contractors would 
be given prior claim to the contracts. In thi~ way tlw 
unqualified men who now contract only for the supply 
of work Nected under Government Mtpervbion will 
find their proper place a~ sub-contractors of !tualified 
firm~. EYentuallv the Go\·ernment subordinate ~tati 
could be curtailed, apart from an~· 1kh·gation of dutiP~ 
to local bodies. 

(6). The qu~>stion of designs for Government ~;tntC'tures 
should always be kept quite separate from the sul,;.equcnt 
matt'!rs of e:fN·ution and supf'n·i,ion. .\"a rulP. ''•'!"'rate 

firms ;;houhl be (•utru;,t,,d with tht• d.·,igr; and EH·ntt ion 
of a work. The dual office of dt·>'i!.!Jti'T and builder· i:; 
anomalous as the intereRts at stak~ are aut.•zoni>ti<'. 
f'uitable fees bailed on the home )'radi··~ would\,. !"lid 
for rough and tina! designs and working ueLlik The 
paym(>nt of the full fees should dept·nd on tlu: ae('t·pLtu•·<' 
in whole or in part of the d~sign~. \Ye cannot lwpt' to 
get compt>tent private agem·ip;; for d.-.-ign> for llJnnv nar3 
to t'Ome, and the bulk of the work mu,t therdo~,: t·on· 
tinuc to deYolve on the PuLlic \York>< Dt'j)artmellt. 
In order to carrY out this duty t'll<'ctttalll· and "it hom 
delay it has long.bPen recognizid that a <·f;ltt\.1 dc·,i"uin" 
section acting in close conjunc·tion with th!' l'on;;1~ltin~ 
Architect is essentiaL .-\11 essential details wuuld L~ 
drawn out in thL~ technical or de;igning ,:c·dion as w,.ll 
as specification;;, and the contracting linn;; would onh• 
be expected to supply themSE'ln;s with thE' ),.,.~ import· 
taut working details such as are now ltft to the >IIJ>•·rri
sional establishment. 

(7). Owing to the unusual shortage of •Llll ::inre t\1e 
outbreak of war tht> Local Govl"rnment dl"('iued to entm-t 
the design and erection of cf'rtain !'{·houl huiluing< to a 
pri;ate firm of consulting engineers (:\b,,r;;. ) 
alreadv established in India, on the firm·~ own 
terms.. The contracts are for supply of J.uihling.• 
under the control of the Diret'tor of Publie In>trurtion 
who L~ empowl"red to call on Public Work< Department 

·officers should he consider this nece;;.<ary. The agrN"· 
.ments did not provide for either impection or sup,.t\·i· 
sion by the Public Works Department, and lwrwe it i< 
impossible to arri;e at any early decision as to tlw r.·,ulr"
But the few buildings so far completed haw rwc·nt Jy 
been inspected by Superintending Engineers in as thorough 
a manner as possible at. this late stage, with th,, re-ult 
that th(> work appears gerwrally to he :-otmd and. ;;o far 
as t'an now be ascertained, Governmt>nt has got Ltir Yahtt' 
for its mone>. The constructional methotb followi'J 
were not altogether up to Public "'orb D··partrm·nt 
standard and the roofs are likely to gin• troulJJ,•. It 
looks as though the supervision were not a.< thorough a;; 
in the ca-<e of Public Works Dt>partment work•. 

(8). The following is a summary of the Yiew;: of thi< 
Government under the particular point' of informati1m 
mentioned in paragraph 2 of GoYernment of Imlia r•··olu
tion no. 06-E.A., llated the 24th Xo,·.:mLer, Hlltl :-

(i). (1). The methods of the Buildings and Roatl" 
Branch of the Public ·works Departmf'nt are l't·onomi<·al 
so long ns the superior staff i:; maintained at nn adequilte 
~trl"ngth. The cost of work i.~ likely to invre;l.•e with 
any relaxation of departmental methods or <1,-J.,g,ltion ot 
powers to local bodies. 

(2). The operation.~ of this branch of the Pul,lir \\'ork< 
Department coYer a wide range of duties nndc·r a 'iw:.Je 
control, and it is difficult to conceive how th<·y could 1 ... 
dL"Charged in a ('heap"r manm·r untlt'r an_,. >y-t.-nt of 
divided control. But as the Public "'ork' D•·l'artnwnt 
in the United Provinces ha~ long been ;Jwrt hanu·.-d. 
the methods are no longer <·ithr·r economical or Htit.tl.!t•. 

(3). It has bt'en held in cert:lin quarlt'l'il that tlw 
methods followE>d in the preparation of proj~:ct;; U!t' 

unbusine>8·like, in that they r.,ult in sa·iou> d,·Jny.'. 
This defl"~t is howen·r ine\·itable so long ns other dq•art· 
ments rf'iy so much on the engirt<"<'rs to tli><·on·r tht·ir r<·:d 
net'<!.~ at 'the initi;1\ stagt•. Iu fact, the 11''"''''·u~· ,,.fl'· 
gua;·Js again:st '~'hte of en··:~Y in J•.:•igni~\g an•, to_ a 
hnge ext.~nt, re>pon;.ibk forth~o c·omplatnt. 1 he ft'lltrtll··
for tlli:; ar£' two-fold, t·i:., tho• in.-i,t<:rK!' on the tlr.111 ill!.! 

up of "'·hedull"' of dt>lll<.lllU' "ln·IH·n-r tkW buiJ,litli> ar.· 
wanted and tlw cc·ntrali-ing of all d6ign~ of impurtan• •.. 

(4). One dded of the dq•;utrw·nt .. d ,_,·-t··ru nu11· Ill 

fore·<' is tlw t•·nd•·IH'\' to 'I'' ,·i • .liw aud :;u!..t]i\·id.· 11 itlt 
tlw J.nulcll.Jh• ol.>jt-<:t ·of iwrt·,, .. ,.J diici•·ney. 1\I.J·· :1 

ft·w expert nd,·i,.:r> are Jwedt·<l tl ... y ,]!oulcl \'vt•tit,ue t" L,· 
rc·c·ruit<-d on a t••mporary ba-i, .•n l.tr "' th<' Jkrcl- (•f tLt• 
Dt·partnh'nt ar(• (•On<'t·nwd. .-\ny rr..·1·rllit uw11t o! ... p{'l i., k.r ~ 
to tlte 1><·rmanent tutlre uf tbe I!<·J··trtm•·t•l \\(dild J,. ,d 
to dirlwnltib bt',icJ,., l"·ing ;1 r!'!r(<'r.uJ,. 't•·f' in tl .. · 
rJ,.y;-lr,J•Illl'llt uf the r·ountry. 
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(ii). (I). Private enterprise generally is not sufficiently 
encouraged at present and the Public Works Department 
is overburdened with work. 

In some direction~, such as in electrical and mechanical 
installations and the distribution system of water-works, 
private enterprise has usually been relied on in spite 
of the fact that departmental work would have been 
cheaper, as lately proved in the case of the electrical 
fittings in Government buildings. Steel bridges, roofs 
and office fittings are frequently entrusted to well-known 
qualified firms, but local building firms have usually 
proved to be both unreliable and expensive. 

(2). Some relief can be obtained by handing over the 
maintenance of buildings of other departments to the 
departments concerned, subject to the advice of the 
Public Works Department. The Inspector General of 
Police and the Director of Laud Records and Agricul
ture are already in charge of all minor buildings 
of their departments. The Inspector General of Prisons 
goes further and maintains all prison buildings, the 
Public Works Department assisting only with the more 
technical work. On the same lines the Collector might 
perhaps assume charge of the revenue buildings (katcheris, 
tahsils. etc.) and where possible other Heads of Depart
ments may similarly be entrusted with such work. But 
the charge of Government and circuit houses, Secretariat 
buildings, as well as all residential buildings borne on 
the Capital and Revenue Accounts, would be retained by 
the Public Works Department. 

(3). Next, except in the hill districts which offer little 
scope for private enterprise, it is desirable, in the interests 
of the industrial development of the country, to entrust 
the execution of all ordinary imperial and provincial 
works of a minor character and the upkeep of all provin
cial and local roads to local bodies, subject to adequate 
11afeguards. A suitable limit of cost up to which local 
bodies might be permitted to undertake original imperial 
and provincial works would be Rs. 10,000 both for build
ings and roads. Safeguards would take the form of 
retaining the preparation of the projects and inspections 
of the works in the hands of the Public Works Depart· 
ment. 

(4). Similar but modified safeguards would be necessary 
in the case of local works costing over Rs. 3,000 each, 
the control of which would be vested in local bodies. 
Such projects should be approved generally by the Execu
tive Engineer and the execution of the work would be 
subject to that officer's inspections. 

(5). The execution of all major works, i.e., works 
costing over Rs. 10,000, should continue to be c-ontrolled 
by t~e Public Works Department, which would entrust 
them only to qualified firms where such are forthcoming 
in response to adequate financial encouragement. The 
supervision of local major works would devolve on the 
local engineer so far as the responsible Public Works 
Department officer considers this to be necessary. 

Major local projects should be approved at the usual 
two stages if not actually prepared by the Public Works 
Department. 

(ill). (1). The changes suggested under (ii) postulate the 
reorganization of the Public Works Department staff 
much on the lines adopted in these provinces in 1882. 
Most of the existing district staff of the Public Works 
Department would go over to the district boards. The 
rest would be retained as Assistant Engineers or sub
ordinates of the Public Works Department. Executive 
Engineers as divisional engineers would be in charge of 
imperia~ and provincial projects of all kinds. They 
would inspect all imperial and provincial works entrusted 
to the charge of local bodies, such as municipal and dis
trict boards ; as well as assist with projects for, and the 
inspection of, local works as proposed under (ii). 

(2). Besides imperial and provincial major works and 
residences, the Executive Engineer will retain charge of 
all river training works and public improvements as well 
as works of the Archreological Department. His services 
would continue to be available for contribution works. 

(3), Each Executive Engineer will require at least one 
Assistant Engineer as a personal assistant. In this way 
it should soon be found possible to reduce the number 

VOL. Ill 

of executive charges from 16 to 10 which would make 
them once more coterminous with the civil divisions. A 
return to the former three circles of superintendence 
should also be possible, thus liberating the fourth Superin
tending Engineer for duty as Deputy Chief Engineer at 
headquarters. The duties of this officer would be to 
relieve the Chief Engineer of his less important duties 
and to control the proposed central •designing section of 
the Chief Engineer's office. Such a post is a real necessity 
in these provinces whatever lines be followed in the re· 
organization. An Assistant Engineer would be attached 
to this technical section and the post would lle filled in 
rotation by experienced Assist;tnt Engineers. 

(4). The Sanitary Engineer's sta:fl' has never been 
organized on a permanent basis. The work done is for 
local bodies and must always fluctuate with their needs : 
it consists entirely of municipal projects which are 
sometimes carried out by the sanitary staff, but is more 
often entrmted to the ordinary Public Works Depart
ment staff or to the municipal boards. 

The engineering staff of the Sanitary Branch is on a 
temporary basis, except for the Sanitary Engineer himself 
who is an officer of the imperial engineer establifhment 
holding the rank of Superintending Engineer, and an 
Executive En1fineer who is al~o of the imperial eEtabli£h
ment. The latter officer is liable to be brought back to 
the ordinary Buildings and Roads work at any time 
should the need arise. There are two Assistant Engineers 
each on a five years' covenant who were selected by the . 
Secretary of State for India. :Both of these officers had 
considerable experience of sanitary works in England 
before they came to India in 1914. The remainder of 
the engineering staff of the Sanitary Engineer is taken on 
from year to year. 

(5). From time to time suggestions have been made 
that officer~ of the permanent establishment should 
speciali7e in the Sanitary Engineer's Branch, but it is 
questionable if this would work as well as getting men 
from home with experience of sanitary work who, after 
obtaining a knowledge of the conditions in India, would 
eventually be fitted to hold the appointment of Sanitary 
Engineer to Government At present there is difficulty 
in staffing municipal engineers' posts in a 3atisfactory 
manner, and it seems necessary to devi£e a cadre to 
include both municipal engineers and the Sanitary Engi· 
neer's sta:fl' on a quasi-permanent basis. 

(6). Similarly, engineers specially recruited for district 
boards would be borne on such a list and controlled by 
the Local Government. 

(7). The architectural side of the Department should 
remain to a large extent advisory and become more 
educational. Projects for large buildings will continue 
to be prepared by the Consulting Architect working in 
co-operation with the proposed central designing section. 

(8). The staffing of famine works would naturally be 
entrusted to local boards, subject to general control of 
the Collector who would have the services of the Execu· 
tive Engineer as adviser. 

(iv). Generally, the Public Works Department meeh 
the needs of other departments, though often in a dila
tory and unbusiness-like manner. The Chief Engineer 
urgently .needs the assistance of the Deputy at head
quarters to relieve him of his less important duties and 
to supervise the proposed central designing section of 
the office. This improvement will go far to remove 
the charge of unbusiness-like methods now levelled at the 
Department. 

Further, local rules are needed to govern the opera· 
tiona of the various sub-divisions of the Buildings and 
Roads Branch where they overlap. This matter is 
already being attended to and the relations generally 
between these sub-divisions are satisfactory. 

(v). (1). Decentralization within the Department 
depends on the qualifications of the staff and experience 
shows that no increased efficiency is to be obtained by 
any further advance in this direction. On the other 
hand, there is a real need for more centralising in the 
matter of designs. Our standard plans are sadly out of 
date and we have no adequate machinery for dealing 
effectually wit)l this at present. Important bridge 

2~ 
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work neeru some spedalization-espedally the reinforced 
concrete type which is now being largely adopted. There 
is also a need of colliborating with the Consulting Arc hi· 
te<-t at headquarters m-er large building schemes to a 
greatt'r extent than the Chief Engineer can be expeded 
to do. 

Incidentally the existence of such a te<-hnical branch 
would also ~esult in accelerating business while the 
Chief Engineer is on tolll' or, in his capacity as Secretary, 
is enga~ed at council meetings or on committees. 

(2). The delegation of powers needs some extending. 
Executi;e Engineers' powers of sanctioning estimates 
and acceptance of tenders should be permitted on a 
sliding scale depending on length of serriee, up to a 
maximum of R.o.. 10,000. The 5 per cent. limitation on 
Ex:ecuti>e Engineers' powers of passing excesses ovt>r 
estimates should be increMed to 10 per cent. in the 
ca.se of senior officers. This would reduce the need of 
so many revised estimates without an'\" material risk. 

(n). (I) . .!.ny drastic changes of organization must 
be followed by material alterations in the Public 'Works 
Department Code rules, and the...<e changes could only 
be made after careful consideration by a representati;e 
committee. 

(2). There is one point which has alnys affected the 
con>enient accounting for Public 'Works Dt>partment 
works. It is the fact that the end of the financial >ear 
does not correspond with the end of the working seL<on. 
This makes it impossible to work closely to allotments 
and r&-ul.ts in .ague budgetting and some real abuses. 
Rightly or wrongly inexperienced officers think that they 
are expected to utilize allotments in full They often 
imagine that faillll'e to work up to their allotments is 
considered discreditable. Hence, while o>er-payments 
take place in some cases, lap..<es are reported in others 
Jlt a >ery late date. This seriously upsets the budget 
for the new year. It would suit far better if all sa rings 
on incomplete works at the end of the year could be 
carried o>er and added to the budget grant when liberated 
in the following year: but to this there are probably 
insuperable financial objections. 

(3). Similarly, the progress of large works executed by 
contract extending over a series of years, ·should, so far 
as the requirements of the Financial Department permit, 
be freed from budget limitations. .!.ny such limitations 
natlll'a1ly hamper operations and thus tend to increase 
the cO>-t of building. 

( 4). The maintenance estimates for buildings, as now 
prepared, in>ol>e some unnecessary work owing to the 
fact that they are prepared long before the actual re
quirements can be stated. Special rules seem to be 
neces..<ary to meet this defect. Repairs might be per· 
mitted within budget limits, subject to estimates being 
sanctioned by the 30th Xo>ember of each year. 

(5). Sloru.-There should be an efficient purchasing 
agency for valuable imported materials of all kinds at 

th~ chi~f ports and none should be allowfd to go outside 
this Wlthou.t appror~l of the Chief Engim·er. The 
pre:;eut tcstmg establi~hmcnt at Calcutta could be ex. 
panded t<J suit. Oi\1cas responsiLlc for the e:tecution of 
works should be empowt>red to me this a£YeneY, EUl•ject 
to safeguarding limits. - .. 

('l"li). Ru~l·i College.-{!). This no longer attrads the 
best matenal a>ailable. The recruits now turn~d out 
are ~rofe.ssionally inferio~ t_o .Br.iti.Eh engineers and grt"atly 
la<'kmg m energy and lmtiati>e. The te:lching is in· 
adequate and not oufficientl~· pra<-ticaL The colltj!e 
needs reorganization as a training college !'Olt'l'l" for civil 
fngineers \\'ith a sound knowledge of architecture, sani· 
tary engineering and electricity. PoH·graduate couf':'es 
should be instituted in rJ.ilway, sanitary and electrical 
engineering. 

(2). It may be found possible to include ad;anred 
colll'ses in mechanical !"ngineering at this collt'ge, but 
this must be optional ~Iechanical engineeril, as such, 
should be teught eL<ewhere at an industrial or poly
te<-hnical !iehool near a commercial centre. 

Rurki College must be purged of its adjunrts Euch as 
subordinate and te<-hnical classes. It Ehould be ginn a 
definite status in the l:'nirersity, so that its students may 
ha;e the chance of obtaining a degree in engineering, 
and thus made more attractive to tho:;e who hare had 
a full general education. 

(3). Pol~ie<-hnical !iehools framed to cat~r for the 
industrial de'l"elopment of the prorinci"S will ha'l"e to be 
created near industrial centres int<r alia for the supply 
?f subordinates of all kinds. H,~re sewrely prac·tical 
mstruction should be alternated with workshop training. 
The education and training should co;er a wide rant:e of 
te<-hnical and mechanical work im·luding the building 
trades and the practical sides of railway and road con
rt.ruction. hydraulics and electricity. A certain nuruber 
of Eelect.:d rtudents might be gi>en oppo:i:unities for 
taking an ad>anced cour:;e of mechanical l'ngineering at 
Rlll'ki as a means of obtaining a ~J:-'t'cial diploma. · 

,· (Yili). Practical c.oursc.-As an enrrineer student LJ 
not immediately of ;alue until after undergoing a course 
of training on works for a period of at ka:;t two yeari>, 
some facilities must be proridt'd for such trainir,g at the 
expense of the students both from Engli:;h and Indian 
college.s. Csually this can be managed on Government 
works, but arrangements might also l:e made for thU. 
l'lith private firms as the orportunity ofers.. Such a 
colll'se rill ha>e to be superri.<ed by a SJX·rial oft1cer 
as a superintendent of apprentke engineer>. The one 
or more students holding guaranteed posts would undergo 
the same colll'se, but. would be in receipt of a Slllary 
instead of haring to pay fees. The broader queotion of 
any remission of the fees generally to encomage the 
public to adopt ci;il engine-ering as a prc.ies,;ion iE beyond 
the scope of this memorandnm. 

.A.PPE:XDIX IV • 

.Jfemcrandum prtparcd by th~ Got·ernm<rll of th~ Pur:jrib. 
1.-Jf'helner tnt- mahod.l' at pnsmt adopt!d for the a:Wt· ment such as -for instanct>, petty rerairs of metalled 

lion of Cit'il Worl:.l' are aor.omical and .suit4Ue for the pur- road;; and petty odd job repairs to buildings. In practi
fl0$U for v:hich they v:ere deri.5ed. cally all cases the em ire projc>cts for an orif:inal work or 
It is &...<:,:,'1lllled that the Committee is acquainted with eo:timates for repairs are prepared by the Departme-nt 

the methods at present in >ogue and it is unneeessary (in C(ln.sultation, in the ea'e of "· orks done for oth~r 
&o describe them in detail departments, with the Head of the Department con· 

Briefly speaking, howe>er, the operations of the Public ct-rned). Xormally, as at.eady 5tated, the e:xf.'Cution of 
Works Department are dirided into two main head;;- the work is entru>t<·d to !O<':.l contradors. AF a rule the 

(1). Original Works. contractor posses><>> only slight tecbniral knowled,:e w 
(2). ::Uaintenance and repalrs.. that the laying out of the work and its entire EUfN-

mion, account·keeping, n:ea,-urement:<, etc., dc--rol-re 
'l.'l.c methods and adopted for carrying out the:;e are- on the Pu!Jlie ""o~ks Derartment. 

(a). By contract. The aco>e is the normal procf:dure to w bich bow.:nr 
(b). By Departmental agency. there are occasional eXcEpions as "ill 1e dc;.c·ril·d in 

The contract method is u..<ed for the great majority paragrarh lit-dow. 
of works and repair;;-in fact, whenever it is po;:;ible It i5 now to l:.e considered wb~th(·rtLiE proc('dure ic-
to do so. Dep9.rtmental agency is only re:-ortt-d to la1 suitable, 
v;hen the work done is not easily suscept.iLle of mea.surt-- 1 ~ l economicaL 
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(a). As regards the execution of works it will be seen 
from the above that the Buildings and Roads Branch 
of the Public Works Department is in effect a body of 
consulting and inspecting engineers permanently retained 
by Government. 

The suitability of this system is obvious in the cases 
(which are unavoidably frequent)-

(!) of constant changes in the design of a project 
necessitating sometimes its complete recasting, 

(2) delays due not only to the above cause but to 
financial reasons which may result in postponement or 
even in abandonment of the work concerned. 

The staff employed on the preparation of such projects, 
beinct in permanent employment has its hands full, not 
only"' with projects but with maintenance and routine 
work, and such delays and postponements involve no 
extra expenditure as would be the case were private 
agencies employed. Something has been done to sim
plify the preparation of projects by the adoption of 
standard plans for various types of Government buildings, 
but the Lieutenant-Governor thinks that more c'ould 
be done in this direction thereby securing more speed and 
economy. He also thinks that as regards types of build
ings and materials used insufficient consideration is 
given to local variations of climate, etc., but these are 
matters for arrangement locally. 

The above statements, however, deal with one aspect of 
the Branch, viz., its duties as regards execution of works. 

In addition to this its duties are many and varied. 
It is entrusted with the maintenance of the main 

Communications and Provincial buildings of the Province. 
It advises Local Bodies on professional matters and 

scrutinises (and where advisable tmdertakes the prepara· 
tion and execution of) their projects. 

As advisers to Government departments it forms a 
valuable aid in the development of the Province. 

It keeps continuous records of local resources, rates, 
statistics, etc., etc., collects Government rents, and takes 
action under the various Acts of Government. 

Its Secretariat advises the Local Government on 
matters appertaining to Railway development. 

These many duties all fit in with one another and 
ensure the full employment of the personnel in the most 
efficient way possible, 

The officers of the Department are transferred from 
station to station in the course of their service so that as 
they rise to higher positions involving administrative 
capabilities they attain an intimate knowledge Of the 
resources and conditions of the various parts of the 
Province. 

It is held therefore that under the existing conditions 
the present methods are suitable. 

(b). As regards economy. In considering this aspect 
of the case we may view the figures giving the actual cost 
to Government of its establishment and compare them 
as far as possible ·with the figures that would be obtained 
were the alternative introduced, viz., the entrusting of 
works to agencies other than departmental. 

Taking the figures obtained from the Annual Admini
stration Report of actual outlay for the past five years 
we find that in this Province so far as Provincial Worb 
and Repairs are concerned the following percentage was 
reached in the cost of establishment employed by the 
Public Works Department:-

Cost of Establish· works Year, and mont Percentage. 
repairs. charges. 

-------Rs. Rs. 

1911-12 44,18,600 7,76,389 17-57 
1912-13 50,25,434 7,81,303 15-54 

1913-14 65,32,723 8,67,207 13-27 

1914-15 59,86,471 8,99,576 15·03 

1915·16 . I"·"·"" 9,21,665 22-21 

.AVERAGE • 52,22,447 8,49,228 16·26 
I 

At first eight these figures would appear to lend weight 
to the idea. that private agencies could undertake works 
at a lower percentage and that it would pay Govern· 
ment from the financial point of view to employ them. 

The operations of this Branch, however, 'are not con· 
fined to Provincial works alone. Taking into account 
the total actual work done during the same period the 
results are as. follows :-

. Total 
expenditure 

Total 
~ under all cost of Per-Yenr. Fnnd 

Heads on Establish· centage. 
Works and ment. 
Repairs. 

Rs. Rs. 

1911-12 58,60,763 9,07,459 15·48 

1912·13 70,19,601 9,72,835 13•85 

1913·14 21,35,419 10,30,871 12·67 

1914·15 71,41,640 9,88,035 13·83 

1915·16 57,57,616 9,88,972 17-18 

.AVERAGE , 67,83,007 9,77,634 1H1 

In addition to the above, detailed projects have been 
prepared during the past five years-

(i) for Provincial works amounting to Rs. 6,28,837 
some of which have been abandoned and others deferred 
indefinitely ; 

(ii) for Locaf Bodies amounting to Rs. 1,26,98,000 
for which no charge was made. Only a portion of the 
latter have been carried out (it is difficult to calculate 
the exact amount). 

With private engineering firms the customary practice 
is generally speaking to divide their total charges (usually 
10 per cent.) into two equal parts, viz., one-half for the· 
preparation of the project and working drawings, and 
the other for supervision of the execution of the work. 
To make the above table of ligures comparable with 
the charges of a private firm it would be equivalent to 
adding half the value of t.he projects prepared on to 

• .Assuming that none of the column of total expendi· 
the Loc&! Body projects ture. * If this were done the 
were carried out. ' above average percentage he• 
comes further reduced to 12·04. 

Alternative projects have in many cases been prepared, 
but these have not been taken into account nor has any 
allowance been made for the advice given gratuitously 
to Local Bodies, etc., which has its monetary value and 
for which a private firm would ordinarily exact charges. 

It would appear therefore that as far as economy is 
concerned the present system would compare not un• 
favourably with that of employing private agency. It 
must be remembered further that the introduction of 
such a system will even when fully established cause a 
reduction only, and not a complete abolition of Publio 
Works Department establishment charges. At the 
same time the Lieutenant-Governor thinks that the pres·. 
ent system has this defect that the cadre being a fixed 
one cannot be contracted in years when financial string
ency compels a reduction in the Public Works budget, 
though it can be expanded by the employment of Tem
porary Engineers to meet an unusual press of work. 
Were it not for the deputation of so many Public Works 
Officers to Military duty the superior staff would have 
been excessive last year and this when the allotments 
have had to be cut down to a minimum. This, he con• 
eiders, is an argument in favour of the change. 

II.-Whether under the existing system private erderpri&t 
is suffwiently encouraged and whether it is possible 
and desirable to entrust the construction and ttpkeep 
of certain classes of Public Works to agencies other 
tlum departmental, and if IJO, upon what line8 IJUch 
change should be effected. 

In the foregoing pages an endeavour has been made 
to show that the present system is in ordinary condition• 

2R2 
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fairly economical and generally suitable. They have 
dealt solely with normal conditions under which work 
has been carried out, i.e., entirely by departmental agency 
with the employment of local contractors. Private 
agencies, however, have been employed whenever it 
has been advisable to do so, i.e., largo works involving 
expert knowledge which is beyond the scope of tho 
Public Works Engineer, as for instance the details of 
the machinery of the Simla Hydro-Electric Scheme, 
Sanitary Projects including the supply of hot and cold 
water, Water Closets, etc. In such cases the drawiJ1g 
up of the details of the projects and the supply and 
erection of the machinery, etc., has been entrusted to 
private firms who specialise in th!)se particular branches. 
These mstances however are not common. 

We have now to consider whether it is possible and 
desirable to encourage this procedure to a further extent. 

This procedure is encouraged to its fullest extent in 
England and the reason is not far to seek. The lines 
on which works are undertaken m England are far more 
liberal and costly than they are here or will be for very 
many years to come, and there is an enormous scope 
not only for large engmeering firms but for experts in 
all the mmor branches of Engmeering. 

As a"n mstance the construction of a large building 
may be taken. In such a case, at home, the design 
would in all probability be obtained through public 
or limited competition. In such cases a consulting archi· 
tect called the "Assessor" collects and lays down the 
requirements and cost, etc., of the proposed buildmg 
m a schedule called the "Conditions of Competition," 
judges the designs sent m by the competmg architects 
and advises as to which design should be accepted. 

The successful architect prepares the design, specifica· 
tion, etc., m detail, and is responsible for the successful 
execution and completion of the work. The building 
work is entrusted to a firm of building contractors. 
Highly specialised work such as ornamental ceilll1gs, 
metal work, sanitary fittmgs, electrical work, stamed 
glass, etc., is not executed by the contractor, but by sub
contractors selected (by competitive tendering) by the 
architect as the work proceeds. They are paid by the 
contractor who has included sums (previously specified 
by the architect) m his tender for these items of work. 
The system throughout of close competition keeps the 
prices to an efficient workmg minimum. 

In this province large firms of Consultmg Engineers 
and Contractors are practically non-existent and cases 
of their bemg employed by Government under existing 
conditions would be so few and far between that they 
could not hope for financial success. Were such firms 
to exist however and were means given for their encourage· 
ment it must be admitted that the class of workman
ship they would turn out would probably be superior to 
that done by the direct agency of the Department the 
personnel of which are of necessity jacks of all trades. 
Not only would their knowledge of detail be superior 
but the amount of direct supervision given by the Engi
neer-m·charge would be greater and more efficient than 
that of an ordinary Executive Engmeer who has to do 
a. large number of inspections daily. "' 
As~uming there~ore that the further encouragement 

of pr1vate enterpnse would tend to greater efficiency, if 
not t~ econ~ll_lY• and also that it would encourage m
dustrlal act1v1ty and tend to react on the educational 
system of the country m an advantageous way, we have 
now to consider the lmes upon which effect should gradual
ly be given to such changes. 

In. the C:ov.ernment Resolution which is now being 
cons1dered 1t lS suggested that much work of a simple 
and unimportant character which is now undertaken and 
supervised by highly salaried officers of Government could 
be carried out at a reduced cost under contract sub
ject to Government inspection. It is further urged 
that local bodies should be encouraged and enabled 
to arrange more extensively for the execution of their 
own works by their own staff or private agency. 

Whilu the Local Government is inclined to ngrce with 
the latter suggestion it is of tho opinion that us regards 
tho former, encouragement should be given to private 
ngoncy for the construction of large and unportant works 
rather than works of a simple and unimportant charac
ter. 

The ultimate result of this pblicy would be (1) the 
increase in tho responsibility and numbers of tho atalfs 
of the Local Bodies, (2) the reduction of the staff of 
the Public Works Department and thcir.change from 
constructing Engineers into Inspectors of Works. 

As regards the Local Bodies the effect would be a 
healthy one and in keeping with the policy of local self
govm;nm~nt whic~ the Local Government has always 
had m vww. It 1s felt, however, that such increase in 
responsibility would necessitate tho adoption of a more 
efficient system of recruitment of the Local Body staffs. 
This point will be dealt with later. 

As regards the Public Works Department, Buildings 
and Roads Branch, the effect would be the gradual re
ducti~n of establishment with the introduction of private 
agencies. 

Speaking broadly the Public Works Department 
should gradually hand over all its maintenance, repairs 
and minor works to local bodies who would receive the 
necessary funds and would increase their staff as required. 
The routme work which is inseparable from them, such 
as the returns, road and arboricultural tables, collection 
of rents, etc., would gradually go over to the local bodies, 
the Buildings and Roads Branch gradually reducing its 
mmor and routine work and confinmg itself to the larger 
and more important original works which would be car· 
ried out by private agency under their supervision. This 
again would necessitate considerable reorganization of 
thl'ir staff. The method suggested for this is given 
la.ter. 

For the inital stages the procedure suggested is that 
Government would engage engmeers in private practice 
and authorize them for a percentage to prepare projects 
and arrange for the execution of works commensurate 
with the qualifications of the Engineer concerned. 'This 
would result in the gradual building up of a class of private 
practitioners to whom works of increasing importance 
could be entrusted as their reliability became more 
&':lsured. 

The private practitioner would employ contractors 
with the approval of Government on the same lines as 
such contractors are now employed by Government. 
He would submit measurements and bills to the Execu
tive Engineer who would then become a Government 
Inspector for check and payment and his work would be 
under the direct supervision of this officer. As the reli
ability of such a private practitioner became more assured 
a further step might be tried of omitting the check of 
measurements, etc., and relying merely on a general 
survey of the work concerned. In this way a reliable 
and capable class, beth of mdividuals and private firms 
would come mto existence and with them would come 
the gradual reduction of the departmental staff. It 
must be realized that with the gradual introduction of 
reliable firms and the further development of the provmce 
there will be a considerable tendency for such firms 
to specialize m the various branches of engu!Cering. 
Such a tendency will of necessity lead to greater effici
ency and as such it is to be encouraged-but to enable 
the Department to keep pace with this tendency it is 
necessary to enlarge their horizon gradually and to 
recruit and tram a staff of engineers who will be capable 
of mspecting with efficiency the works entrusted to 
specialists of various kinds. 

111.-Whether any change<~ recommended by the Com· 
mittee nece8silale any modifiwtion of the or(Jatzi::a· 
tion of the Biaff of tl1e Public Work</ Department, 
and if Bo, wlzat. 

As pointed out above the changes suggested would 
result in a modification of the organization of the stall 
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not only of the Public Works Department but of Local 
Bodies. 

.As regards the staffs of Local Bodies it is felt that ?':en 
under the present conditions the system for recr~1t~ng 
the engineering staff is unsatisfactory. Under elast~g 
rules it is obligatory for District Boards, when makmg 
appointments connected with works the proper di;;
charge of which requires some professional skill, to 
obtain the previous sanction of the Sanitary Engineer 
.1;o Government in the case of sanitary works, and of 
the Superintending Engineer, Public Works Department, 
of the Circle concerned in the case of other works. .Any 
member of the establishment so entertained is liable to 
discharge if tlie Sanitary Engineer or the Executive 
Engineer of the Division is of opinion that he is incompe
tent. Similarly municipalities of the first class are re
quired to obtain the previous approval of the Chi?£ Engi
neer, Public Works Department, to the appomtment 
of a Municipal Engineer, and in the case of other muni
cipalities of the Superintending Engineer, Public Works 
Department. .As regards sanitary works, the previous 
approval of the Sanitary Engineer to Government is 
necessary. No engineer of a municipality of the first 
class can be dismissed without the approval of the Local 
Government and of other municipalities without the 
approval of the Commissioner of the Division. Each 
particular Municipality or District Board is entirely 
self-centred as far as its recruitments are concerned. 
There is no system of inter-transfer or satisfactory sys· 
tem of promotion. 

If their selection of an engineer happens to be a good 
one the individual concerned realizes his value after a 
short time and eventually demands a salary which the 
Body concerned is not justified in paying with the result 
that he betters himself elsewhere and the Local Body 
is left to make another selection from the open market. 

Should their selection be a bad one it probably takes 
them considerable time to realize the fact and even then 
they are probably actuated by feelings of pity in deciding 
whether to dispense with his services and so throw him 
out of work. 

Thirdly, the engineer himself may be unfortunate in 
not establishing cordial relations with certain members 
of the Committee in which case he has either to put up 
with constant friction or resign. 

The condition of the ordinary Municipal or District 
Engineers would, it is considered, be greatly ameliorated 
if it could be arranged that they should be all brought 
on to one cadre. 

Transfers could then be arranged in the interests of 
Local Bodies generally and a proper scale of promotion 
be fixed enabling engineers to rise in position from small 
outlying stations to larger and more central ones involv. 
ing greater responsibility and higher pay: / 

The gradual introduction of the changes suggested 
would emphasize the necessity of bringing the Local 
Body Engineers on to' a proper footing and as the increaAe 
in their staff would be accompanied by a reduction in the 
staft of the Public Works Department their ranks could 
be augmented as required from this source. They would 
remain for the purposes of general routine and execution 
of works under the direct control of the Local Body, 
but for promotion and transfers the Local Bodies would 
act on the advice of the Public Works Department or 
of whatever agency takes its place. In this respect 
their position would be analogous to that of a Divisional 
Accountant who, although under the direct orders of 
the Executive Engineer, is for purposes of pay, transfer, 
etc., under the Accountant-General. 

The effect of the changes proposed in the Public \V orks 
Department will be the gradual reduction of their num
bers. The only effective way to regulate this is to gradual
ly close down the recruitment of permanent engineers 
and employ only tempOJ:ary ones as required. This 
arrangement is by no means satisfactory, but it is in· 
evitab!e .while the system .o~ procedure of the Depart· 
ment 1s m a. state of trans1t10n. It will however afford 

a scope for Indian engineers who would be employed on 
the temporary establishment and would be judged by 
their own merits. (During the last two years about 
15 Indians trained in Engineering in the University of 
London, Durham, and Glasgow and the King's College 
and Crystal Palace have sought employment in the Public 
Works Department, Buildings and Roads Branch, but 
owing to the reduction of establishment on account of 
curtailment of expenditure during the war none of them 
could be given employment.) 

When the ultimate end is attained, and a large class 
of reliable firms of consulting engineers and contractors 
exists, the Department will have dwindled down to a 
small number of Inspectors of Works governed by the 
Head of the Department who will be Chief Inspector 
or Director of Works and Secretary to Government. 
The Inspectors would correspond to the present Superin
tending Engineers who would have .Assistant Inspectors 
under them. The result of the proposed system would 
be the gradual elimination of junior appointments, and 
in the various branches where specialising is necessary, 
it would probably be convenient to recruit occasionally 
from well known firms. 

In other cases appointments on the permanent estab
lishment should be preceded by a thorough training at 
Home on the particular branch of work on which the 
engineer concerned is required to specialise. 

·IV.-Whether the Public Works Department meets the 
needs of other Departments of the Administration 
and whether the relations inter se of the various Sub
Divisions of the Buildings and Roads Branch, Sanitary, 
Architectural, Electrical and Civil Engineering are 
satisfactory. 

(a). The relations between the Public Works Depart
ment and other Departments of the .Administration will 
first be dealt with. These are considered to be eminently 
satisfactory. The smooth and efficient working of the 
Department in executing the demands of other depart· 
ments depends to a very great extent on the existence 
of friendly relations between the officers concerned, and 
the Public Works Department has always seen that the 
members of its staff make a point of becoming personally
acquainted with the officers of other departments. Such 
relations resulting where possible in the substitution of 
personal interviews for lengthy correspondence, and 
tend greatly to the smooth working and efficiency of 
the undertakings of the Department. 

The only item in inter-departmental relations which 
requires especial mention is perhaps that of for Govern· 
ment officials' residences. The construction and main· 
tenance of these is perhaps the most thankleos task 
allotted to the Department. Not only is it impossible 
to design a residence to suit all possible tenants~ but 
Government officials are inclined. to be far more exacting 
as regards interior details and more especially annual 
repairs than they would be with an ordinary landlord. 

(b). The relations inter se of the sub-divisions of the 
Buildings and Roads Branch. 

In dealing with this it would perhaps be as well to 
state briefly the duties of the various branches-

Sanilary.-In this Province there is a Sanitary Engi
neer who is of Superintending Engineer rank; he has a 
Personal .Assistant, a staff of surveyor and draughtsmen 
and an office. His duties are to advise Government and 
Local Bodies in all matters relating to drainage and 
water-supply ; he draws up schemes for Government and 
also for Local Bodies; he reports to Government on 
the condition of schemes which are in operation. Where 
necessary he also arranges for the execution of the sani· 
tary works, but more commonly their execution is en• 
trusted to the Executive Engineers, or to Local Bodies. 
He is a member of the Sanitary Board and controls 
the working of the Boiler Inspector's Department under 
the Boiler .Act. The post of Sanitary Engineer was 
created in 1900; his relations to the other branches and 
departments are considered to be satisfactory. 
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A.rc7dto;luml.-A Corumlting Arehit.-ct to the Punjab 
Gorernment was appointed on 19th January 1914, on a 
five·>ear co>enant. His duties are to ad>L<e Gorernment 
on all matters eonnected with architecture and town
planning, and to prepare designs for civil work:co. He 
is assisted by a staff of draughtsmen and a C<>rrt>spondence 
Clerk. He does not undertake the execution of rivil 
works. The several departments of Government are 
permitt.ed t<> address him direct, and his sen·ices are 
being utilized t<> an incrt>asing degree by them. 

.-\.n extension of the policy of specialization appears 
ad>L«able in the case of architectural and town-planning 
work, and it is considered that the quality of work might 
be considerably improved if the Consulting Architect 
were in certain cases to undertake the superrision of 
work with the aid of an· .-\rchitectural Assistant. The 
sernces of skilled English Foremen might be entertained 
for short periods to diffuse among the local mi.sln~s 
improved methods of working. 

Elec.tric4l.-There is an Electrical Engineer to the Local 
Government who also performs the duty of an Electric 
Inspector under the Electricity Act. He is assisted by 
an Assistant Electrical Engineer. He is an executive 
officer and undertru..es the execution of electrical works, 
and the preparation of electrical projects, both for the 
Local Government and for local bodies. His services 
have been mueh in request by Nati>e States desiring 
to initiate electrical schemes. 

The remaining branch is that of the Civil EnginE'.ers 
who of course form the main bulk of the Department. 

As regards their inter se relations the Sanitary Engineer, 
Consulting Architect and .Electrical Engineer may be 
regarded as the specialists in the Department, and the 
relations between them and t.lie remainder of the Depart· 
ment are entirely satisfadory. 

With the gradual introduction of more up-to-date 
methods, however, it is felt that the duties of .these 
" Specialists" will become more and more onerous, and 
an enlargement of their respeetive branches and the 

·introduction of other speciali.•<ts is inevitable if the present 
system for carrying out Public Works is retained. 

V.-WhetMr further decentralization within the Publi.c 
Worb j)epartment it.self i.s d.Mirable, and if so, to 
v:hat exlenl and in trhat direc.tion. 

·It is not considere{{ that any furt.her deeentralization 
within the Public Works Department is desirable. The 
scale of responsibility attached to the various ranks of 
the Department is suitable. , · · 

VI.-Whether the PuUic Work.s Department Code, trhkh 
_ regulo.ies the exec.ution and maintenance of Cit'il 

Works, is urululy re.stric!it'e, and if so, in trhat dircc. 
tion change is desirable. 

This i.s..<ue appears t<> be intimately connected with the 
first point dealt with above. It is not considered that 
the Public Works Department Code, a.s altered to date 
ia unduly restrictive in any way. A new edition of th; 
Public Works Department Code, embodying all the manv 
alterations made since last edition, is in-gently required 
and in such revision further simplification would doubtless 
be fonnd feasible. 

rii.-Whethcr the tyst"'m of edueatiO!I in Got'trnmrnt 
Engineering Colleges i~ organiud 011 a sujfiri<lillll 
broad basis to meet the !t£uls of J.•rimle agfncy as tail 
a~ of Got·ernmo:t. Whcth;r il attracts suita~le can· 
didatcs, Rlld trhr!her the standard of in#ruclimt is 
sufficiently admnad to pro!'ide ft,lly quali,'icd Cit·il 
Enginars for nn]'loymn11 by Gr•!'amncnt, Local 
Bodia1 a111l prira!c engineering and conlrarting finn,•, 
and if 11ot, in tcltat directi01.s, and to trhal £.rffnt, 
improt·ement is nquired. 

Since the abolition of Cooper's Hill there are no Go\ern
ment Engineering Colleges in England, so this it('m con· 
cerns ~olely the exk"ting institutions in India. 

With the present conditions of supply and demand 
it is considered that the existing system is satisfactory 
and meets with the necessary requirements. 
- l\ith the st~ndy advance in the science of engineering 

the nect"ssit:y for keeping the curriculum of our colleges 
up-t<>-date is obvious and it is presumed that this is being 
done. With the existence of caste and social prejudice 
in this country it is considered that the present systc:m 
of training engineers and upper and lower subordinates 
in the same institution is perhaps open to criticism, and 
it is suggested that Engineering Colleges should coniine 
themselvE>s t<> the training of engin('ers only, subordinates 
being relegated to other smaller institution.s. This 
however is too large a question to be fully discus.;;ed in 
this memorandum. 

VJII.-Whet'her ad<.quate proz·i,ion is tnade for the prac· 
tical training on trorks of stud<nfs tcho hare r<aircd 
thdr scientific education in English or Indian Col/;g;s. 

In the practical training of students on works there 
are certain difficulties. The Executi;e Engineers employed 
on the mo;:t important works are usually \ery busy men, 
and they have little time to spare for the tuition and 
guidance of apprentices. :.\Ioreover good executive 
officers do not always possess the qualities necessary to 
a teacher. 

However it is considered that Go•ernment should 
undertake this duty, and, having done so, should care
fully consider tho best ways and means to give the student 
nery opportunity of aequiring experience. To this 
end it is n<'eessarv for the Chief Enc:ineer to consider 
carefully thst the executive officer is sillted to the task. 
An honorarium might be paid to the officer if the student 
is considered to ha\e spent his time advantag~ously. 
The student might during his period of practical training 
be entrusted with aetual duties to perform carrying some 
small measure_ of respon5ibility with them. 

The ext~nt. to which Go•crnment should undertake 
this provision of practical training need be limited only 
by the numbers of offict'rS suited to the dut;·, and tho 
existence of suitable works in progress. 

With the rapid strides that are being made in engi
neering science it is a matter for serious consideration 
whether greater encouragement should not be given to 
officers, wh<.>n on lea•e at. home, to bring themscl-res 
up-t<>-date, by studying the latest methods and practict's. 
.A syst-em of" Study Lea\e "on the lines of leare granted 
to officers of the Indian lredical Serdre would have 
many ad•antages especially in view of the tendl'ncy 
to which reference has previously been made of specialis
ing in the various branches of Ci•il Engineering. Ofikers 
ha.ring in this war gained special~<ed knowledge w~. be 
able to impart it to junior officers and students trauung 
under them and thus encourage ~-ouug engin<"€rs to con· 
tinue learning their proft'ssion and avoiding the !Nldency 
to stagnate which unfortw1ately is rather common in 
this country. 

APPE::-."DIX V. 

Memorandum prepared by the Chief Commr'sshmrr of the Delhi Proz-ina. 

• • • • • • • • • • 
(2). In N'ort~ern India., at all events, n·ork is carried 

out almost entirely through the agency of piece-worke-rs. 

There is very little direct d~partmental n-ork. ll('lr i~ 
it umal to employ contrador~. in the &:n&:' in which t~1e 
word is understood in Europt>. Thou&h the work l.S, 
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in the main, efficiently carried out, the system requires 
the maintenance of a large supervising establishment, 
and it carries with it two very pronounced disadvantages, 
In first place, the efforts of the supervising establishment 
are frequently wasted in carrying out operations which 
do not require a highly trained and specialized establish
ment. The consequence is not only a waste of power 
but a loss of efficiency, in so far as the procedure as to 
estimating, accounting, etc., which might not be out of 
place when applied to a large and costly work, is altogether 
unnecessary when applied to works of minor importance. 
In the second place, the system, in so far as it places 
the whole of the public engineering work of the country 
in the hands of a Government department, tends to 
check the growth both of private engineering enterprise 
and of a body of reliable contractors, capable of design
ing and executing works of any importance. 

(3). The system is not, of course, directly due to the 
action of Government ; it has grown up out of the neces
sities of the situation. We have had to face in the past 
not only an entire lack of educated labour, capable of 
designing and executing public works, but a low standard 
of morality in the labouring class which prevented it 
evolving men who could be trusted to carzy out work 
with a reasonable degree of honesty. But in the interval 
since the Public Works Department was founded, 
circumstances have arisen which in my opinion require 
us to attempt to work gradually up to a system of 
' contracting ' in the proper sense of the term. It is 
not to be expected that the change, if it can be 
effected, can be more than gradual. It will obviously 
be many years before we can with safety rely on a 
procedure under which our Public Works Officers can 
sketch out the main lines of a work and call for tenders 
for its detailed design and its execution. This would 
imply that contractors should maintain their own engi
neering staff, or should at all events themselves have 
some engineering training. We cannot expect this, 
unless contracts of considerable importance are given 
to them ; and it is just these contracts which cannot be 
given to firms which have no better equipment than the 
contractor as we now know him. Even, therefore, if 
we should ultimately be successful in introducing a. 
more complete ' contracting ' system, there must be a 
transitional period, possibly for considerable duration, 
during which contractors are gradually making themselves 
fitted for taking up work on other than a purely piece
work basis. 

( 4), The case for a change in procedure however appears 
to be very strong. It is advisable on political grounds, 
since it will afford a wider opening for educated Indians 
in private as apart from Government work ; and it is 
advisable on grounds of ultimate efficiency, since it will 
erico;u-age the srecializati?n in the building and engi
neering trades w1thout which any real advance is impos
sible. I feel the latter argument to be a very strong one. 
One cannot for instance help being struck at present by 
the absence of men of the foreman class, capable of doing 
good work whether in bricklaying, stonework or carpentry. 
The responsibility for supervising such work now rests 
with a Government Engineer ; he has at his disposal 
men wit~ ~ general ~raining! very often purely theoreti
cal, and It 1s useless In the crrcumstances to expect really 
good detailed work from the piece-worker. There is no 
one with expert knowledge either to instruct or superviRe 
the workmen ; and the com;equence is that whatever 
the general merits of the work carried out by the Public 
Works D.epartmcnt, the actual details are frequently 
very bad mdeed. I fancy that in regard to sanitary work, 
the n~e~ for which is increasing every day in India, the 
case 1s likely to be still worse unless we can encourage 
the growth of reliable contractors. Here the result of 

. ba~ :vork is not so much an aesthetic misfortune, as a 
pos1tlve danger to health. 

(5). The preliminary steps which I would advocate to 
secure the gradual devolution of work to contractors 
would be (1) the undertaking of the greater part of repair 
work on bu.ildings of the civil departments concerned, 
(2) the calhng for tenders for all small works for which 
standard plana e:x:ist; (3) the refusal to carry out-• con-

tribution works' for private bodies. These steps, which 
seem obvious, and call for no explanation, might be 
followed in time by calling for both designs and estimates 
for larger works of which the plans present little real 
difficulty, such as district offices, jails, and police stations. 

(6). It would probably in the first instance be necessary 
to accept the position that there would be no financial 
gain in this procedure ; indeed it is likely that there would 
be some financial loss, since until there is sufficient com· 
petition among competent contractors, there would be 
little likelihood of the better men working to pre6ent 
rates. We should have to look to the possibility of 
securing lower rates when a state of full competition is 
established. "We should also in the first instance prob· 
ably have to face some decline in efficiency, but this is 
a feature which we have had to face-and shall have to 
face increasingly in the future-in pursuit of the policy 
of creating wider openings for Indians. 

(7). The gradual extension of this policy would of course, 
result in our ultimately maintaining our Public Works 
Department in a supervising and consulti.ng capacity 
rather than as an executive body. It has been suggested 
in some quarters, that we should, in order to facilitate 
the transition to this stage, entrust a larger share of 
Government work to local body engineers. My own 
experience tells against this proposal. I am naturally 
in favour of any procedure which would require local 
bodies to employ engineers of definite qualifications, but 
the resources at the disposal of local bodies in Northern 
India do not as a rule allow them to employ men of any 
considerable professional standing. It has been suggested 
that they should be grouped together in order to allow 
them to employ men of a better class. I do not think this 
feasible. The divided responsibility which this proposal 
involves would ultimately result in trouble which could 
only be solved by placing the local body engineers under 
some central authority, say the Commissioner, and lending 
their services to a. group of Boards or Municipalities. 
The result would be the creation of a secondary Public 
Works Service, practically in the employ of Government, 
but with so small a cadre as to offer no prospects to good 
men. And it would certainly do nothing towards the 
creation of an independent engineering profession. The 
proposal seems to offer far less prospect of ultimate 
success than the alternative already discussed, viz., 
deliberately to face the loss of efficiency and economy 
which might result . from allowing civil and depart· 
mental officers to offer at first small and then larger 
works to public tender among private practitioners, 
nnder the general supervi~ion of a Government Consult. 
ing Engineer. 

(8). It is a matter for consideration whether it should 
not be laid down that in giving out all contracts over a 
certain limit, the contractor should employ an engineer 
of specified qualifications. I feel strongly that no pro· 
gress can be made in developing a really reliable class of 
contractors so long as they remain, as at present, mere 
purveyors of labour. Some of them have acquired by 
experience a certain rough and ready acquaintance with 
the methods of building and road making ; but the 
majority limit their attainments to the science of dealing 
unfaithfully with Public Works Department subordi
nates and ministerial officers. If we are to get rid of 
the subordinate engineering establishment and at the 
same time to encourage the growth of the private practi
tioner, it appears to me obvious that we must compel 
the contractor to employ a skilled engineering sub. 
ordinate. 

(9), I now turn to certain minor points which are 
discussed in the Resolution under reference. The rela
tions inter se of the various sub-divisions of the Buildings 
and Roads Branch, Sanitary, Architectural, and Electri
cal engineering, are not at present unsatisfactory, but I 
think that there would be a considerable gain in bringing 
them all to one regular cadre. The fact that special con
ditions and rates of pay apply to some of these posts 
must always tend to make some difference in the relations 
of the holders with other members of the service. I 
should, with :Mr. Keeling, prefer to see the Chief Engi. 
neer called the Director of Public Works; and I think 
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he should be given definite sanctioning powers as the 
head of a department At present he appears to possess 
powers only as a Secretary to a Local Government. 
I also think that it would be advisable to mark more 
definitely than is done in some provinces, the direct 
subprdination of the Architect, Sanitary Engineer, and 
Electric Inspector to the Director of Public Worke, 
We have found it advisable in the Delhi Administration 
to treat these officers purely as designing and inspecting 
officers subject to the Chief Engineer, and the system 
appears to have obvious advantages. 

(10). As regards the question of further decentraliza· 
tion within the Public Works Department, as at present 
constituted, I think there are few among those who have 
had to work in close connection with the Public Works 
Department who do not feel that the present system of 
working is unduly cumbrous, Apart from minor re· 
striations in regard to such expenditure as stationery, 
printing, eto., in which the Public Works Department 
seems to have secured less devolution than other civil 
departments, I think that considerably increased powers 
should be given to Executive Engineers in regard to 
appointment of work charged establishment. Their 

_power should also be increased in respect of contracts, as 
to which the limit is now Rs. 5,000 though here I would 
insist that the Executive Engineer should be obliged 
in every case to call for tenders by public advertisement. 
Nothing, in my opinion, is likely to improve the present 
conditions regarding contracting so much as public calling 
for tenders. I am also in favour of giving increased 
powers to Superintending Engineers in regard to techni
cal sanction. I doubt whether a review of a large number 
of estimates which have come· up to the Local Govern
ment for technical sanction would reveal many modifica
tions of importance in their details ; while the' delay 
inl'idental to their examination is a matter of common 
experience. The civil heads of departments who deal 
with applications for administrative sanction, frequently 
find works held up for long periods during which the 
elaborate procedure for technical sanction is being 
carried out, and it is very doubtful whether the gain iq 
efficiency affords any real compensation for the obvious 
.disadvantages of the present procedure. 

(11). It is a little diiicultto answer the question whe· 
ther the Public Works Code is unduly restrictive, be· 

·cause it has become exceedingly difficult for anyone who 
;is not gifted with the patience of ·an antiquarian, to 
disc-uss the rulings of this obzcurantist publication on 
any particular point. It is an unpleasant commentary 
on the business capacity of the Indian Government that. 

it should have for so many years atten1pted to r~gulate 
the actions of an important department by this farago 
of ill-arranged and ill-digested regulations. But as 
regards details I would point out as unduly restrictive 
the ruling requiring an estimate for all kinds of work 
since it is clear that there are many minor items and 
expenditure which do not require to be dealt with under 
the formal estimate procedure ; and I should also be 
prepared to allow the Superintending Engineer a freer 
hand in reuppropriating funds from one work to anoth(-r, 
It appears to me that the departments concerned would 
be better served by a statement from him showing the 
progress of those works affecting them which are entrusted 
to him, than by being consulted as regards the reappro· 
priation of funds from one work to another. If they find 
that a work is unnecessarily delayed they have their 
remedy in a complaint to the Chief Engineer; whereas 
the necessity for applying for reappropriation of funds 
leads to much infructuous correspondence and is liable 
to involve lapses towards the end of the financial year, 
I have already noted on the neces8ity for granting 
increased powers in respect of establi8hments charged 
to, works ; I understand that much difficulty is experienced 
on account IJf the restrictions imposed in this respect. 

(12), I have not a first hand acquaintance with the work 
of audit as applied to the Public Works Department, 
but the complaints on this subject are so common among 
the engineering staff, that I hope that the Committee 
will take the opportunity to overhaul the system. If 
the complaints which one hears are correct-and they 
are so universal that they cannot be without foundation 

, -the audit system is both cumbrous and inefficient as a 
real check audit. I admit that in the case of the Delhi 
Administration the€e complaints are less common because 
we have here a system of pre-audit-based on that intro· 
duced at the instance of the Durbar Committee in 19II 
in regard to Durbar Expenditure which dispemes with 
much correspondence, and gives us the Eervices of an 
Audit Officer whose personal contact with the Executive 
Officers removes many of the objections felt elsewhere. 
His inspection notes have aleo been of grt>at value to 
the Local Administration. But I am strongly of opinion 
that where O[\e is dealing as in· the case of the Public 
Works Department, mainly with non-recurring expendi· 
ture, a check audit something of the type of that carried 
out by the better class of local fund auditors is of more 
use than the purely accounts audit now maintained for 
Public Works accounts. 

* * "' * * "' * * * 
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